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INTRODUCTION
Brief chronology of soy in Austria and Switzerland.
Austria and Switzerland have much in common.
Geographically, they share a common border and are on
roughly the same latitude – although the southernmost part
of Switzerland (at about 46 degrees north latitude) is south
of the southernmost part of Austria, and the southern part of
both countries is considerably north of areas where soybeans
are easily cultivated. Thus, soybeans have never been widely
grown in either country.
German is the main (88%) and official language of
Austria, and it is also the main language of Switzerland
(65%) but it shares the status of official language with
French (18%) and Italian (12%).
Neither was a seafaring nation during the Age of
Discovery and, thus, neither knew about soybeans in East
Asia in the period 1500-1750.
Before 1918, Austria was part of Austria-Hungary,
also known as the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which was
a constitutional union of the Empire of Austria and the
Kingdom of Hungary that existed from 1867 to 1918, when
it collapsed as a result of defeat in World War I.
1781 – The earliest known reference to the soybean in
connection with Austria is found in Illustrations of Very
Rare Plants (Icones Plantarum Rariorum) (in Latin), by
Nikolaus Joseph Jacquin. A superb color illustration (Plate
145) shows the soybean plant, with details of one pod and
one seed.
1786 – The earliest known reference (probably) to a soybean
growing in Austria is found in a second book by Nikolaus
Joseph Jacquin titled Collected Observations on Austrian
Botany, Chemistry, and Natural History. 4 vols. (Collectanea
ad Botanicam, Chemiam, et Historiam Naturalem
Spectantia. 4 v.; see Vol. 1, p. 46-47). According to J.
Beckman (1798, p. 345): “Jacquin says expressly that they
[soybeans] throve well at Vienna [Austria] in the open air.”
1861 – Soybeans are first cultivated in Switzerland. The
soybean of Japan (Soja japonica {Soja du Japon}), a type
of bean whose seeds and pods [as green vegetable soybeans]
are good to eat. It succeeded very well in the Canton, where
Mr. James Fazy has cultivated it successfully for three years
in a row at his field in Russin (Viridet 1861, March. p. 8083).
Note: Russin is a municipality in the canton of Geneva,
Switzerland, at the far southwestern tip of the Canton
(46°11’ north latitude), reaching deep into France. This
latitude is about the same as that of central Maine or

southern Minnesota – thus, quite far north for soybeans to
bear seeds. Some plants bore 90-132 pods.
1873 – In Austria, at the Vienna World Exposition of
1873, Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, of the Royal College of
Agriculture in Vienna (Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur),
gathered a number of soybean varieties from the Chinese,
Japanese, Mongolian, Transcaucasian and East Indian
expositions. He first grew the soybeans in Vienna, then in
early 1876 he sent samples of seeds to seven cooperators in
central Europe, who planted and tested the seeds in the spring
of 1876, with good or fairly good results in each case. Each
year, as results of trials were sent to him, he sent soybeans
to a growing number of cooperators in central and eastern
Europe. In this way the soybean was first cultivated in many
countries in that area.
1876 Feb. 26 – The first report of soybean cultivation
in Austria is found in an article in the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung titled “The Cultivation of the
Hirsute Soybean” (Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen Soja oder
Sojabohne {Soja hispida Moench}), by Friedrich Haberlandt
of Vienna.
1878 – In Austria, Prof. Haberlandt writes (in German) the
first book about soybeans in the Western world. Titled The
Soybean: Results of Studies and Trials on the Potential
for Growing This Newly Introduced Crop Plant (Die
Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der Studien und Versuche ueber die
Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze),
it contains detailed results of all the soybean trials that have
been conducted under his auspices plus the early history
of the soybean starting with Kaempfer, and much more.
Unfortunately Prof. Haberlandt died unexpectedly on 1 May
1878 at the young age of 52, shortly after publication of his
book; his promising work was discontinued.
In this book, Prof. Haberlandt mentions that in 1877 he
sent 50 yellow and 50 brownish-red soybean seeds to Prof.
Anderegg at Chur, in central eastern Switzerland. The seeds
were planted on May 20 (somewhat late). The harvest on Oct.
16 was successful. For each seed planted, 91.5 seeds were
harvested (see p. 82).
1878 – Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna, in the interest of this
new crop plant and its dissemination, gives some private
individuals and various canton governments in Switzerland
small quantities of seeds for experimental planting in 1879,
in places such as: Zurich, Bern, Lucerne, Glarus, Solothurn,
St. Gallen, Thurgau, Aargau, Basel-Land (Baselland), Vaud
(Waadt), Tessin (Ticino, canton in Switzerland), and Geneva
(Anderegg 1880, Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche
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Zeitschrift {“Die Gruene”}).

by Paul Parey (30 p.).

1879 – In Switzerland, A. Kraemer reported in the
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) extraordinarily favorable results from an
experiment which he carried out during the past year on
private property on the border of the city of Zurich. An
average of nearly 33 grams of seeds was obtained from
each plant. The yield was on average 205-fold, and with one
variety even 303-fold.

1917 – The Soybean: a Cultivated Plant of the Future, and
Possibilities for its Utilization (Die Soja: eine Kulturpflanze
der Zukunft und ihre Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten), by
Maurice Fürstenberg (of Frohnleiten, Steiermark, Austria) is
published in Berlin by Paul Parey (40 p.).

1880 Oct. – Auguste Paillieux reports in an article in the
Bulletin de la Société d’Acclimatation (p. 590) that he
received a letter from M.G. at Donneloye, Switzerland
[in Canton Vaud, Bezirk Yverdun, in central western
Switzerland] dated 18 Nov. 1880. He planted about 3 kg of
soybeans on April 18, 1880. Many of the plants matured (4050 cm in height) near the end of September and bore seeds.
On one plant he counted 80 well-formed pods with 2-3 seeds
per pod; the average was 20 to 40 pods per plant.
1883 April – E. Meissl and F. Böcker of Austria publish the
earliest known scientific study of the nutritional/chemical
composition of the soybean, and of its oil and protein. They
introduce (in German) the terms soy casein and soy albumin,
and are also the first to state that soybeans contain lecithin.
A footnote states that they conducted their experiments
in early 1880, but for various reasons presentation of the
results was delayed until April 1883 (Sitzungsberichte der
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. MathematischNaturwissenschaftliche Classe {Wien} 87{Part 1}:372-91).
1883 – The Origin of Cultivated Plants (Origine des plantes
cultivées), by Alphonse Candolle (a renowned Swiss botanist
from Geneva) has a lengthy discussion of the origin of the
soybean (for English-speakers, see 1884 edition published
in London). He notes that this “leguminous annual has been
cultivated in China and Japan from remote antiquity…” His
discussion is followed by 15 bibliographic references.
1884 – The first person to examine the seeds of the soybean
under a microscope and to illustrate and give names to the
cellular layers and contents of one cell that he sees is Thomas
Frans Hanausek, who writes in German and lives in Krems
an der Donau in Lower Austria.
1915 Feb. 1 – An important article titled “The Soybean”
(Die Sojabohne), by C. Fruwirth (of Vienna), appears in
Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (p. 65-96).
1916 – The Introduction of the Soybean, a Revolution in
the People’s Nutrition (Die Einfuehrung der Soja, eine
Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung), by Maurice Fürstenberg
(of Frohnleiten, Steiermark, Austria) is published in Berlin

1921 Jan. 21 – Ladislaus Berczeller, PhD, of Vienna,
Austria-Hungary, is issued a German patent for making soy
flour. His new product is the subject of a long article titled
“‘Manna’ for the hungry” in the Times (London) (Sept. 28).
1928 Oct. – Edelsoja (whole soy flour made by the
Berczeller process), made by the Oesterreichische SojaAktiensgesellschaft in Vienna, is the earliest known
commercial soy product made in Austria. It later became
world famous.
1929 – The Soybean, Its Significance, Culture, and
Utilization (Die Sojabohne, Ihre Bedeutung, Kultur und
Verwendung), by Franz A. Brillmayer and Fritz Drahorad is
published by the authors in Vienna (62 pages). It is the first
significant book about soybeans in Austria since Haberlandt’s
classic in 1878.
1932 – Morga AG of Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland, starts to
sell soy flour and to make Zipania, a Substitute for Marzipan
as a Sweet Filling for Baked Goods. The original owner
was Ernst Lieberherr, who acted as a consultant to the
milling company Neumuehle Töss” and developed a soy
flour together with them. To this day, Neumuehle has been
supplying Morga with soy flour and Morga is making their
products out of it.
1938 – In Switzerland, A Little Soybean Primer. History,
Culture, and Utilization of a Unique Useful Plant (Kleine
Soja-Fibel. Geschichte, Anbau und Verwertung einer
einzigartigen Nutzpflanze), by Dr. Hans Balzli is published in
Zurich and Leipzig by Albert Mueller Verlag (88 pages).
1941 Sept. 24 – The Swiss Illustrated Newspaper
(Schweitzer Illustrierte Zeitung) contains an article about
growing soybeans in Switzerland, which includes several
photos of beautiful soybean farms in German-speaking
Switzerland.
1941 Sept. – Dr. Jean Balzli writes a regular column titled
“The soybean around the world” (Le soja à travers le
monde) in Revue Internationale du Soja, the earliest French
periodical devoted to soybeans. In many of these columns
he mentions activities in Switzerland, where he has many
friends and correspondents. In this particular issue, for
example, he states (in French): But it is in Switzerland that
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we find the record number of companies making soyfoods.
Each of these is named and described. (1) The house of
Morga S.A., of Ebnat-Kappel (near Saint-Gall), headed by
M.E. Lieberherr, who was Swiss consul in East Asia. (2)
The large firm of Conservenfabrik Lenzburg, of Lenzburg
(between Zurich and Berne), client of the house of Morga
S.A., sells a delicious spread named “Hero-Soto” composed
of tomato puree thickened with soybean puree.
Balzli continues: Of the numerous creations of the
house of Morga S.A., I will mention only the main ones:
defatted soy flour; several soy spreads; soy-based flour
patties; soy-based breadcrumbs; soy flakes; soy bouillon
tablets; soy condiments; soy-based noodles, spaghetti and
small pieces of pasta; soups with small pieces of soy-based
pasta, and spinach and tomato; soy-based biscuits; soy-based
puddings; soy chocolate; lunch with soybeans and maltose;
soy products for infants and young children. For each soy
product, he also gives the name in French.
1943 about – The Soybean: Its Culture, Use and Future!
(Die Soja: Ihre Kultur, Verwendung, Zukunft!), by Dr.
Adolph Hübscher is published by the author in Grenchen,
Switzerland (52 pages). Undated.
1944-45 – “The only time when a significant amount of
soybeans were grown in Austria was in the last years of
World War II, when the crop was cultivated on about
2,400 ha.” (Wolffhardt, D. 1983. “The soybean situation in
Austria.” Eurosoya. No. 1. p. 49-50).
1947 – The Cultivation of the Soybean in Austria (Die Kultur
der Soja in Oesterreich), by Franz A. Brillmayer is published
in Vienna by Scholle-Verlag (97 p.). It contains a great
deal of interesting historical information about soybeans in
Europe.
1947 – The Significance of the Soybean for the Nutrition
of Austria (Die Bedeutung der Soja fuer die Ernaehrung
Oesterreichs), by Franz A. Brillmayer is published in Vienna
by Wilhelm Frick Verlag (103 p.).
1964 April – Naga-di, the world’s earliest known enteral
tube feeding product, is launched by Nago Nährmittel AG in
Olten, Switzerland. The main ingredient is finely pulverized
whole soybeans. It is developed for oral and enteral feeding,
not for tube feeding.
In Oct. 1964, it is followed by Naga-Sonda, made by the
same company. It is developed for tube feeding. Mr. Heinz
Knell of Naga Olten is responsible for the development of
both Naga-di and Naga-Sonda.
In June 1965, these two are followed by Baby Nago
(Bébé Nago), a powdered soy-based infant formula.
In 1971 this company was purchased by Lindt &
Sprüngli, which, in 1979 was purchased by Galactina AG.

1973 – Verena Krieger (of Switzerland) lives for a year in
Japan, where she gets to know tofu and learns how to make it
(Letter from Krieger. 1983 March).
1978 July – Verena Krieger (of Switzerland) attends the
foundation meeting of the Soycrafters Association of North
America, July 28-30, 1978, Ann Arbor, Michigan. At the
time she was working at the natural-foods, vegetarian
restaurant It’s Natural, 502 Main St., Evanston (a suburb of
Chicago), Illinois 60202. When she and her husband return
to her native Switzerland (Lucerne, in June 1979), she takes
with her the spirit of the new soyfoods movement in the
United States and begins work to introduce soyfoods into
the modern Swiss consciousness and Swiss kitchens. She
starts by selling tofu kits (with an instruction booklet in
German) and writing magazine articles. She also discovers
that “Nestlé is helping to finance an almost dormant
research project by one of our federal agricultural stations
to develop soybean varieties, which grow well in the Swiss
(and northern European) climate.” Nestlé is now selling
soymilk in Asia. She also discovers that there is a Swiss
Soybean Growers Assoc. (Vereinigung schweizerischer SojaProduzenten; VSSP), established in Nov. 1973 through the
efforts of Dipl. agricultural engineer Edgar W. Schweizer.
1980 May – The first tofu and the first miso in Austria are
made by Weg der Natur at Merzg. 34, Austria.
1980 – Soyana in Zurich, owned and managed by Walter
Dänzer, starts to sell unflavored TVP in chunks or minced.
They import the product and repackage it. Walter is a
vegetarian.
1981 Aug. 22 – In Switzerland, an excellent article by
Verena Krieger titled “Yesterday steak, tomorrow tofu: Or
all the things that can be made with one bean” (Gestern
Steak, Morgen Tofu: Oder was man mit einer Bohne so alles
machen kann) is published in Tages Anzeiger Magazin,
the Sunday magazine of a very widely read, respectable
and progressive Swiss newspaper. (The article was later
published, in a smaller format, in German, French, Italian
and Spanish). In each of these editions, on the last page of
the article, Soyana, a new soyfoods company in Zurich, runs
a small ad (2 x 3 inches).
“Two months later Swiss national TV did a 30-minute
show during prime time on soybeans, using basic
information from ‘Das Tofu-Buch’ [the German edition of
The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi] (the book was
actually shown and recommended through the channel), at
the end of which I was given a few minutes to present a meal
of five tofu dishes, tailored to the Swiss palate. Since then
tofu has been a favorite child of the medias” (Krieger 1982.
Personal Communication, June 14).
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During the next few years, Verena writes more major
articles for Swiss magazines, including “A grain for the year
2000” (Une graine pour l’an 2000) (Jan. 1982) and “The
thousand talents of tofu” (Die tausend Talente von Tofu)
(May 1982). Based on her work Fuer Uns Aktuell published
two long articles about tofu and soyfoods in June and July,
1982. In most of these articles, all the basic, traditional
low technology soyfoods were introduced accompanied by
numerous color photographs.
She also (until 1990) carries on an active correspondence
with W. Shurtleff; she send him her articles, keeps him up to
date on new developments with soyfoods in Switzerland, and
to answers his many questions.
1981 Sept. 1 – In Switzerland, a new tofu shop named
Genossenschaft Sojalade, started as a cooperative and owned
by Gernot Schneider, Martin Mueller, Hansruedi Opplinger,
and Verena Krieger, begins to make tofu in Ottenbach. It is
the first real tofu shop in Switzerland.
However, La Moisson, a macrobiotic restaurant in
Geneva, had tofu (made in the restaurant) on the menu and
sold in the adjacent store since 1978.
1981 – In Switzerland, Soy Protein: Food of the Future
(Soya-Eiweiss: Nahrung der Zukunft), by A. Walter Dänzer is
published in Zurich (84 p.). This book is mainly about TVP,
which Dänzer calls Soya Fleisch (Soy-Meat). He imports the
product and his company, Soyana, sells it.
1981 – In Switzerland, Galactina AG launches Naga-Sonda,
a liquid soy beverage for entero feeding in Tetra Pak. This
product, made from whole soybeans, does not contain soy
protein isolates.
By June 1984 Galactina owned a soymilk plant near
Sursee that made about 40,000 liters a week of soymilk
from whole soybeans, but none of this is for normal, healthy
adults.
1982 Feb. 1 – Soyana, founded and owned by Walter
Dänzer, starts to make firm tofu in Zurich. “All the workers
in our tofu plant are disciples of Sri Chinmoy. They practice
their master’s teachings to unite the aspiration in the inner
world with the dedication in the outer world and thus
understand their work as a service which they try to do in a
good consciousness – with their heart’s love and their mind’s
vastness. They meditate not only before and after work,
but most of the time also at every hour for a few minutes.
Therefore, Sri Chinmoy has honored their tofu factory with
the name ‘The Secrets of Perfection-Flames.’ Sri Chinmoy
has shown unending concern to the soy world. He is the only
spiritual master who has spoken at length on how God feels
about His soybean.” (Interview. 1983 March 17).
By Nov. 1983 Soyana is Switzerland’s largest tofu maker,
producing about 6,000 lb/week (2,727 kg/week) of very firm

tofu with 13% protein (Leviton 1983). In Nov. 1983 Soyana
introduces Soyana Soy Burgers (Soya Lunen), Soyana Tofu
Spreads and Dips (in 5 flavors). Soyana Swiss Herb Tofu,
and Soyana Soya Lunch (Firm Tofu Marinated in Soy Sauce
& Herbs).
1982 – In Switzerland, Tofu, Invitation to the Land of
Cockaigne (Tofu, l’Invitation au Pays de Cocagne), by A.
Walter Dänzer is published in Zurich (107 p.).
That same year, Dänzer published a second book about
tofu titled Tofu: Invitation to the Land of Plenty (Tofu, die
Einladung ins Schlaraffenland) (97 p.).
1984 June – Migros, Switzerland’s largest supermarket
chain, launches Tofu Nature, its own brand of tofu, made at
Conserves Estavayer S.A., with widespread publicity and
excellent product information on both tofu and soybeans. It
is sold in the same section as dairy products and eggs. The
launch is considered a great success; supply is not able to
catch up with demand until late December.
1984 Nov. – Galactina AG, a large and respected Swiss
manufacturer of dietetic and pharmaceutical products
(enteroform soy drinks) since 1969, starts test marketing
tofu in Swiss supermarkets. The tofu is pasteurized for a
6-week shelf life. An attractive recipe booklet is attached to
each packet, which is pasteurized for a 6-week shelf life. The
product soon starts selling commercially. Galactina is the
first company in Switzerland to sell tofu in supermarkets.
1984 – Conserves Estavayer S.A. starts to sell tofu and 3
second-generation tofu products at Migros supermarkets. The
former company is owned by the latter.
1985 – Galactina AG, of Belp, Switzerland, introduces an
entirely new tofu-type product – developed to win over even
the most die-hard skeptics! It is made for Galactina with the
Co-op brand by PLL in Lausanne from soy protein isolates.
It is flavored, as firm as sausage, and sold in the same shape
containers as sausage, and it is accompanied by stylish color
graphics.
In 1987 Galactina introduces the same products in 1
kg (2.2 lb) packages for catering, plus a tofu spread (Peter
Speck. 1988. Personal communication. March 11).
1985 – In Switzerland, Soyana Soyadrink [soymilk] in 5
flavors is launched. The product is sold in Reform Houses
and health food shops. Their plant, purchased from AlfaLaval, has a capacity of 1,000 liters/hour. The soymilk is
packaged by another company. This is the first soymilk ever
made in Switzerland.
1986 – In Switzerland, Soyana launches Soy Yogurt (Soyana
Dahi gesaeuerter Soya-Dessert) in 5 flavors. Since they can’t
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call it “yogurt” they use instead the Indian word for yogurt or
curd, dahi.
1987 – Soyana introduces tofu sausage (Soyana Soyani).
This soon becomes one of the company’s best-selling
products.
1989 – Galactina starts to sell its tofu (1 tofu, 2 bread
spreads, and 2 salads) in Switzerland’s 500 Reform Houses
under the brand name Galaform with the Biona (organically
grown) certification symbol; 90-95% of the Swiss Reform
Houses are Biona stores with the Biona label.
1990 – Soyana launches Smoked Deli Tofu (DelikatessTofu).
1990 – Migros/Conserves-Estavayer is thought to be the
biggest tofu maker in Switzerland (but they have only 2
products), followed by Galactina, then Soyana, and PLL/Coop (Seewer. 1990. Pers. Comm. May 17).
However Peter Speck (1990) believes that the order is
Migros, Galactina, Baer, Soyana, and PLL/Co-op.
1996 March – Switzerland: Novartis (including Novartis
Seeds, Ciba Seeds, and Northrup King) is formed in by the
merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy (both based in Basel,
Switzerland).
Only Pioneer Hi-Bred International is a larger seed
company worldwide than Novartis Seeds.

This is the most comprehensive book ever published about
the history of soy in either Austria or Switzerland. It has
been compiled, one record at a time over a period of 35
years, in an attempt to document the history of this ancient
and interesting subject. It is also the single most current and
useful source of information on this subject.
This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known
documents and commercial products in chronological order.
It features detailed information on:

•

43 different document types, both published and
unpublished.

•

1375 published documents - extensively annotated
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in
every language.

•
•

107 unpublished archival documents.

•

76 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews
never before published, except perhaps in our books.
73 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.
Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages
information) the author’s address, number of references
cited, original title of all non-English language publications
together with an English translation of the title, month and
issue of publication, and the first author’s first name (if
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.
All of the graphics (labels, ads, leaflets, etc) displayed in this
book are on file, organized by subject, chronologically, in the
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.
For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction,
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price,
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a
description of the label. Sources of additional information on
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.)
are also given.
A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK
A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl oz = fluid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Office Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline
located near the beginning of the book; it contains
highlights and a summary of the book.
2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book,
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google:
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your
type of computer.
Click on the link to this book and wait for the book
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to
disappear (4-6 minutes).
Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear
near the top right of your screen.
Type in your search term, such as Haberlandt or Krieger.
You will be told how many times this term appears, then
the first one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.
3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd,
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to
Use the Index,” below. Also:
Chronological Order: The publications and products in this
book are listed with the earliest first and the most recent last.
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by
author. If you are interested in only current information, start
reading at the back, just before the indexes.
A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other
reference book, this work is meant to be searched first - to
find exactly the information you are looking for - and then to
be read.
How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go
directly to the specific information that interests you. Browse
through it briefly to familiarize yourself with its contents and
format.
Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential
number, starting with 1 for the first/earliest reference. It
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in
more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40

subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under
at least four headings in the subject and country index:
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
Note the extensive use of cross references to help you:
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”
Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States”
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt.
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America:
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see
Oceania: Australia.
Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under
“Important Documents -.”
Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc.
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers,
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh,
soynut, soy flour companies, etc.
Other key organizations include Society for
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria,
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffith Labs.,
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and
Rich Products.
Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso,
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans.
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured
Products, etc.
Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. SoyRelated Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism,
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s),
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or
movement name.
Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.
Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing,
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation,
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean
Production: Variety Development.
Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the
subject index will show you many more interesting subject
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards,
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references),
and History (soy-related).
Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.”

soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an *
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of
hard-to-find documents or those without copyright protection
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.
Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+
different types of documents, both published (books,
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs,
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews,
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).
Customized Database Searches: This book was printed
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information
you need on any subject you can define, and they are now
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France,
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it,
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!
BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony
Cooper and John Ladd.

SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview
contains all the important material in short interviews
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This
material has not been published in any other source. Longer
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on
one subject.

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many finished chapters are available free of charge
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it
indicates that the information which follows it has been
added by the producer of this database.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is
given on our website.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the
document.
2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references
[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991
Fax: 925-283-9091
www.soyinfocenter.com
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HISTORY OF SOYBEANS AND SOYFOODS
IN AUSTRIA AND SWITZERLAND (1781-2015)
1. Jacquin, Nikolaus Joseph. 1781. Icones plantarum
rariorum [Illustrations of very rare plants]. Vindobonae
[Vienna]: C.F. Wappler. See vol. 1, p. 146. Color illust., plate
145. Also published in London, Leiden, and Strasbourg. [3
ref. Lat]
• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia, under Decandria,
we find: “145 Dolichos soja, caule suberecto, flexuoso,
hirsuto; racemis axillaribus, brevissimis, vel floribus
aggregatis, erectis; leguminibus hirsutis; pendulis. Linn
syst. Jacq. coll. vol. I. Phaseolus erectus, siliquis lupini,
etc. Kæmpf. amoen. Caulis florentis pars summa. Legumen.
Semen.”
A rough translation of this is: “Dolichos Soja, stem
suberect, winding, hairy; clusters green, axillary, short, or
an aggregation of the flowers, erect; legumes hirsute (hairy);
pendulums. Linn syst. Jacq. coll. vol. I. kidney failure, lupine
pods, etc. Kæmpf. amoen. the top part of flowering stem.

Legume. Seed.”
A superb color illustration (Plate 145) shows the
soybean plant, with details of one pod and one seed.
[Question: Where was this soybean plant growing?]
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
concerning soya in connection with (but not yet in) Austria.
The author’s name on the title page is given as Nicolao
Josepho Jacquin. He lived 1727-1817. At the bottom of the
title page of volume I is written “From the year 1781 to
1786.” Address: Prof. of Botany, Vienna, Austria.
2. Jacquin, Nikolaus Joseph. 1786. Collectanea ad
botanicam, chemiam, et historiam naturalem spectantia. 4
vols. [Collected observations on Austrian botany, chemistry,
and natural history. 4 vols. plus a supplement of color
pictures and index]. Vindobonae [Vienna]: Ex Officina
Wappleriana. Vol. 1, 386 p. See vol. 1, p. 46-47. [Lat]
• Summary: Nicolai Josephi Jacquin lived 1727-1818. The
text, entirely in Latin, states: “LXXVII. Dolichos soja. Linn
syst. pag. 659. [Linnaeus. 1784. “Systema vegetabilium,
secundum classes ordines genera species cum characteribus
et differentiis. 14th ed.]
“Phaseolus erectus, siliquis lupini, fructu pisi majoris
candido. Kæmpf. amoen. pag. 837. tab. 838 [Kaempfer.
1712. “Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physicomedicarum, fasculi v.”].
“Planta annua, in caldario vel etiam sub dio, caule debili,
tereti, magis minusve, parum ramoso, & dense hirsuto,
scandit ad humanam altitudinem; floretque Majo & Junio,
fructum perficiens Augusto. Folia sunt ternata & petiolata;
foliolis ovatis, obtusis, integerrimis, villosis, venosis. Stipulæ
vix ullæ. Racemi pauciflori, axillares, erecti, brevissimi,
vel nulli, dum tunc flores breviter pedunculati plures alis
foliorum aggregatim infident. Flores parvi, inodori. Calyx
hirsutissimus corollam ad duas tertias, quandoque ferme
ad totam longitudinem, æquat; semiquadrifidus; laciniis
lanceolato–acuminatis, erectis & æqualibus; dorsali
semibifido & latiori. Vexillum violaceo–purpureum vel
pallide violaceum, supra unguem saturate violaceum,
erectum, subrotundum, emarginatum, expansum, callis
plane nullis præditum. Alæ concolores vel albidæ, oblongæ,
obtusæ, erectæ, vexillo paulo breviores. Carina albida cum
apice violaceo, obtusa, lunato–oblonga, compressula, alis
paulo brevior. Stamina diadelpha. Legumina pauca, pendula,
oblonga, compressa, obtusa cum brevissimo acumine,
versus basin attenuata, ferruginea, aspero–villosa, ad semina
torosula, interne alba & loculamentis obfoletis amplissimis
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& dumtaxat superficialibus pro singulis seminibus notata.
Semina duo vel tria, ovato–rotundata, parum compressa,
badra.”
Were soybeans grown in Vienna? Beckmann (1798. p.
345) says: “Jacquin says expressly that they throve well at
Vienna [Austria] in the open air.”
Stafleu and Cowan (1976-88) note that Nicolai
Josephi Jacquin was born on 16 Feb. 1727 at Leiden,
Netherlands, and died on 26 Oct. 1817 at Vienna, Austria.
He graduated from a highly reputed Jesuit Gymnasium in
Antwerp, Belgium. In 1768 he was appointed to the chair
of chemistry and botany in the Medical Faculty at the
University of Vienna. He occupied this chair (mainly as a
botanist) until 1796, and in 1809 he was appointed rector
of the university. “As a botanist Jacquin was the most
important of the younger contemporaries of Linnaeus. He
was the first German-language writer to utilize to any large
extent Linnaeus’ system of binary nomenclature, and was
the foremost in his time with respect to the number of new
species described precisely and in a consistent way. His
descriptions are still valid today... His monumental floral
works, containing colored illustrations by him and by other
artists using his models, are among the most beautiful of
their kind.” Address: Prof. of Botany, Vienna, Austria.
3. Beckmann, Professor [Johann?]. 1798. Account of the
methods employed in Japan and China to prepare soy, with
some observations on the bean from which it is produced.
Philosophical Magazine (The) (London) 1:342-45. Sept. [4
ref]
• Summary: “This article [soy sauce], which is a brown
saline liquor, imported to Europe from the East Indies,
is employed for seasoning various kinds of dishes, and
improving the taste of different sauces. It is brought from
Japan in small wooden vessels, and also from China and
other parts of India in glass flasks, several of which are
packed together in a wooden box. The use of it has been long
general in the East Indies; where it is placed on the table at
each meal, instead of salt, for the purpose of dipping in it
flesh, fish, and other kinds of food.
“The Japanese are said to be the inventors of this article;
and, at present, their soy is preferred to any other; though it
is asserted by connoisseurs that this preference arises more
from the price than the goodness. In my opinion, it was first
introduced in the European commerce in the present century;
for it is not to be found in the old catalogues of goods; in
Saavary’s or Ludovici’s dictionaries, nor in the old books on
cookery. The first account of the method of preparing it after
the Japanese manner was published by Kempfer [Kaempfer].
“Before I give a description of this method, it may not
be improper to inform the reader that the people in India,
instead of our common kidney beans, cultivate and use as
food another species of a familiar kind, called in botany
dolichos, and which comprehends several species. Among

these there is one called dolichos soya. The plant is all over
rough; and its weak stem rises to the height of a man. Its
flowers, which are small, scarcely appear above the calyx,
and are a blueish or almost violet color. The rough husks
contain for the most part only two seeds, which in form,
size and taste differ very little from our garden pease, except
that they are flatted, shaped somewhat like an egg, and have
a black speck at the place where they begin to germinate*.
(Footnote: * Hilum fuscum. The first description and figure
of this plant was given by Kempfer in his Amoenitat. exot. p.
837, 838. Both these, however, were improved and rendered
more complete by Bergius in Abhandlungen der Schwedisch.
Akad. xxvi. p. 281. The latest descriptions are those of
Thunberg in his Flora Japonica, p. 282.; and Jacquin in
Collectanea ad botanicam et hist. nat. vol. i. p. 46).”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2014) that contains the word “soya,” or that uses
“soya” as the species name of the soybean, or that gives the
scientific name of the soybean as dolichos soya.
“These seeds form the principal component part of soy.
In Japan they are first boiled, and then mixed with the same
quantity of barley or wheat meal (the latter is for the purpose
of giving the soy a darker colour); and the mixture, being
covered up, is deposited for twenty-four hours in a warm
place, where it ferments. The same quantity of common
salt, with the like quantity and half as much water, is thrown
over it; and the whole mass, for the space of two or three
months, is stirred round daily with a chocolate stick, and
closely covered immediately after. At the expiration of that
period it is strained or squeezed through a linen cloth, and
the liquor, which is preserved in wooden vessels, becomes
always clearer and better the longer it is kept. The mass
which remains is again subjected to a like process by having
water poured over it, and, being stirred round for some days,
as before, is then strained.
“Of the preparation in China the following account
has been given by Eckberg [sic, Ekeberg or Eckeberg], a
Swede:” Beckmann then translates the last half of Ekeberg’s
1764 Swedish-language article titled “Om Chinesiska
Soyan” (On Chinese Soy Sauce), which see.
“From what has been above said, it may be readily
perceived that the preparation of soy in Europe would be
attended with no difficulty if it were possible to cultivate
the beans. Bergius, however, gives his countrymen little
hope that this can be done; and chiefly for this reason, that
the plant blows so late in green-houses, that the summer is
gone before the fruit can ripen. But this is often the case with
exotics which are reared by our gardeners in hot-houses. As
they only begin to blow when their nourishment decreases
and occasions a stoppage of their growth, the same thing
may happen too late in too fertile a soil, or when they have
a superfluity of nourishment. On the other hand, when they
are transplanted into soil somewhat poorer, and into an open
place where they have less shelter, they do not grow so quick
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and so long; but they blow earlier. And hence it happens,
that many exotics planted in the open air produce ripe seeds,
which could never be obtained from them while they were
preserved as curiosities and favourites of the gardener in
green-houses. I consider it, therefore, as an experiment worth
making, to plant these beans in the open fields; and I am
inclined to think that in many summers they would produce
ripe seeds, especially as Jacquin says expressly that they
throve well at Vienna [Austria] in the open air.
“Should my conjecture, however, be not realised, this
would not, at any rate, be the case with that of Bergius, who
is of opinion that a kind of soy might be obtained from our
peas and beans by the same or a similar process; but indeed
it would have this great fault, that it would be too cheap, and
too soon become common.”
Note 2. The author is probably the German Johann
Beckmann (lived 1739-1811). He spoke English, taught
mathematics, physics, and natural history at the Lutheran St.
Peter’s Gymnasium in St. Petersburg, and is best known as
the author of that fascinating bedside book The History of
Inventions. A trained botanist and student of Linnaeus, he
first visited Linnaeus in 1765 (See W. Blunt. 1971. p. 166,
172, 174, 175). He also wrote a book on botany, and on the
history of inventions and discoveries.
Note 3. This is an excellent, accurate description of both
soy sauce and the soybean. It is difficult to tell whether it is
compiled from other writings (most likely, see footnote), or
whether Beckmann visited India and described (in the third
paragraph above) the soybeans that he actually saw growing
there. If the latter were true, this would be the earliest
document seen (Oct. 2010) concerning soybeans in India,
or the cultivation of soybeans in India. And this document
would contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in India
or the cultivation of soybeans in India (1798; one of two
documents–the other being Roxburgh 1832).
Note 4. This is the second earliest English-language
publication or article seen with the word “soy” (or any
variation of “soy”) in the title; this “soy” refers to soy sauce.
Address: England.
4. Wendland, Johann Christoph. 1798. Botanische
Beobachtungen nebst einigen neuen Gattungen und Arten
[Botanical observations, including some new genera and
species]. Hannover: bey den Gebruedern Hahn. 58 p. See p.
54. 32 x 20 cm. [Ger; Lat]
• Summary: “Classis XVII. Diadelphia Decandria.
Zweibruedrige Zehnmännige [diadelphous]. Glycine
clandestina. Die im Verborgenen bluehende Glycine [The
Glycine that blooms in seclusion or clandestinely].” There
follows a 4-line botanical description in Latin, then a 10-line
description of the plant in German: Homeland: South-sea
islands (Suedsee-Inseln).
The book is dedicated to the esteemed fellow members
of the Naturalist Society of Jena and Zurich.

Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that mentions Glycine clandestina (pronounced glai-SEEnee klan-duh- STAI-nuh). E.H. Walker (1976, p. 583) states
that the meaning of the Latin species name of this plant is
“hidden or unknown,” probably referring to the obscure
cleistogamous flowers. The author does not state specifically
on which south-sea island or islands this plant grows. It was
described by Bentham in 1864 as growing in many states of
Australia.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2010) concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives
of soybeans) in Oceania; cultivated soybeans have not yet
been reported.
Note 3. Herrenhausen is a place (probably in today’s
Lower Saxony, northeast Germany) where Wendland
works as the royal princely gardenmaster. He is a member
of the natural-science societies of Jena and Zurich. Jena
is in today’s eastern Germany; Zurich is in Switzerland.
Address: Koeniglich Churfuerstlicher Garten-Mesiter zu
Herrenhausen und Mitgliede der Jenaischen und Zuericher
naturforschenden Gesellschaften.
5. Davies, Benjamin. 1813. A new system of modern
geography: or, A general description of the most remarkable
countries throughout the world;... 3rd ed. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Published by Johnson and Warner,... xxiv +
25-447 p. See p. 183.
• Summary: In the chapter on Japan (p. 178-84), the section
titled “Vegetable and animal productions” states (p. 183):
“The ginger, the soy-bean, black pepper, sugar, cotton, and
indigo, though perhaps natives of the more southern regions
of Asia, are cultivated here with great success, and in vast
abundance.”
Note: One interesting section (p. vii-xii) is titled “The
common names of ancient geography, explained by the
synonymous modern names, and arranged in alphabetical
order.” For example: “Albion, now England... Batavia,
now Holland... Belgium, now Flanders... Lusitania, now
Portugal... Lutetia, now Paris... Memphis, now Cairo, the
capital of Egypt... Scandinavia, now Denmark, Norway and
Sweden... Thracia, now Romania... Vindebona, now Vienna,
capital of Austria.”
Note 2. “Vindobona (from Gaulish windo- ‘white’
and bona ‘base/bottom’) was a Celtic settlement and later
a Roman military camp on the site of the modern city of
Vienna in Austria.
“Around 15 BC, the kingdom of Noricum was included
in the Roman Empire. Henceforth, the Danube marked the
border of the empire, and the Romans built fortifications and
settlements on the banks of the Danube, including Vindobona
with an estimated population of 15,000-20,000” (Source:
Wikipedia, at Vindobona, Aug. 2014). Address: [United
States].
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6. Candolle, Aug. Pyramus de. 1825. Mémoires sur la famille
des Légumineuses [Memoranda on the legume family].
Paris: A. Belin. 525 p. Plus 71 leaves of plates. See p. 378.
[Fre]
• Summary: In Memorandum 9, “Review of the tribe
Phaseoleae” (p. 353), Part 9 is “The genus Dolichos and
those which have been confused with it” (p. 372). Section 6,
“Soja” (p. 378) states: In addition to the five genera removed
from the genus Dolichos by Adanson, Moench has proposed
the establishment of a genus Soja, and he has been followed
in this regard by M. Savi in his excellent dissertation on the
Phaseoleae.
A botanical description of the genus Soja is given in
French.
The only species (D. soja of Linnaeus) is the soybean, of
which a brief botanical description is also given.
The soybean is also mentioned in an alphabetical table
on p. 524.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Switzerland.
Note 2. At the end of this book are 71 pages of superb
plates (illustrations); unfortunately the soybean is not shown,
Note 2. De Candolle established the genus Pueraria
in this work. The name commemorates M.N. Puerari, a
personal friend and Swiss national, who was a professor at
the University of Copenhagen. De Candolle described two
species, Pueraria tuberosum and P. wallichi; both remain in
existence in 2003. Address: Professeur d’histoire naturelle
et Directeur du jardin botanique de l’Académie de Genève,
Geneva, Switzerland.
7. Endlicher, Istavan Laszlo (Stephano / Stephan). 18301840. Genera plantarum: Secundum–Ordines naturales.
Disposita [Genera of plants: According to the natural orders.
Arranged]. Vindobonae [Vienna]: Printed by Fr. Beck
Universitatis Bibliopalam. lx + 1483 p. See p. 1291, No.
6649. Index. 27 p. [6 ref. Lat]
• Summary: Entry No. 6649 for the genus Soya (Mönch)
contains a detailed botanical description in Latin, followed
by abbreviated early references to the genus.
Also discusses: Prunus [almonds] (p. 1250-51). Lupinus
(p. 1262). Alfalfa (p. 1267). Lotus (p. 1269). Tetragonolobus
(p. 1269). Vicia faba (p. 1279). Arachis (p. 1282-83).
Pueraria (p. 1288). Psophocarpus (p. 1298). Voandzeia (p.
1298-99).
Istavan Laszlo (Stephano / Stephan) Endlicher
lived 1804-1849. At the back of this book is bound two
supplements by the same author: (1) Supplementum I (p.
1335-1427), followed by an index to all species up to this
place in the book. (2) Mantissa botanica: Sistens generum
plantarum. Supplementum secundum. Published in 1842 by
the same author (p. 1-114, incl. index). Address: [AustriaHungary].

8. Viridet, Marc. 1861. Circulaire de la Section d’Industrie et
d’Agriculture de l’Institut Genevois [Circular of the Section
of Industry and of Agriculture of the Geneva Institute].
Bulletin de l’Institut National Genevois 10(21):80-83.
March. [Fre]
• Summary: This circular, published in this periodical,
begins: “The Section of Industry and of Agriculture of the
Geneva Institute continues to invite its members, as well as
agriculturists and amateurs in our Canton, to try cultivating
the following plants, whose introduction and popularization
would be advantageous. Nineteen plants are described
briefly.
No. 7 is: The soybean of Japan (Soja japonica {Soja
du Japon}), a type of bean whose seeds and pods [as green
vegetable soybeans] are good to eat. It succeeded very
well in the Canton, where Mr. James Fazy has cultivated it
successfully for three years in a row at his field in Russin.
Note 1. Russin is a municipality in the canton of
Geneva, Switzerland, at the far southwestern tip of the
Canton (46º11’ north latitude), reaching deep into France.
This latitude is about the same as that of central Maine or
northern Minnesota–thus, quite far north for soybeans to bear
seeds. Some plants bore 90-132 pods (p. 82).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
concerning soybeans in Switzerland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Switzerland. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Switzerland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Switzerland (before March 1861). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest (and only) French-language
document seen (Jan. 2010) that uses the term “Soja du
Japon” (regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer
to the soybean. Address: President of the Section, Geneva,
Switzerland.
9. Regel, Edward August von; Maack, R. 1861. Tentamen
florae ussuriensis, oder Versuch einer Flora des UssuriGebietes. Nach den von Herrn R. Maack gesammelten
Pflanzen bearbeitet von E. Regel [Essay on the flora of the
Ussuri River region. Compiled by E. Regel on the basis of
plants collected by Mr. R. Maack]. Memoires de l’Academie
Imperiale des Sciences de St.-Petersbourg. Series 7. 4(4):5051. June 7. Series 7. [Lat; Ger]
• Summary: Contains botanical descriptions of both Soja
hispida Mönch (p. 50) and Glycine ussuriensis Rgl. et
Maack (p. 50-51). This work first gave the name Glycine
ussuriensis to the wild soybean. The description of the wild
soybean begins with a detailed botanical description in
Latin followed by general observations and more botanical
description in German. The plant was observed on the
middle Ussuri on the Ima-Mündung, on the Sungatschi and
Kengka-See. In Northern China it was gathered in Tatarinoff.
It blooms in July. The authors admit that despite its unusual
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characteristics, it is possible that G. ussuriensis may be
simply a different form of Glycine soja Sieb. et Zucc., rather
than a new species.

Note 1. Richard Otto Maack (above, 1825-1886) was
a Russian naturalist, geographer, and anthropologist. He is
most known for his exploration of the Russian Far East and
Siberia, particularly the Ussuri and Amur River valleys. He
wrote some of the first scientific descriptions of the natural
history of remote Siberia and collected many biological
specimens, many of which were original type specimens of
previously unknown species. He was also a traveler with the
Imperial Russian Geographical Society.
Note 2. Regel (born August 13, 1815 in Gotha,
Thuringia, Germany, died April 15, 1892 in St. Petersburg,

Russia, at age 76) was a German horticulturalist and botanist.
He began his career at the Royal Garden Limonaia in Gotha
and then went as a volunteer to the botanical garden in
Göttingen. He later worked at gardens in Bonn and Berlin. In
1842 he moved to Switzerland to become the head of the Old
Botanical Garden, Zürich. During this time he also worked
as a Professor of science. In 1852 he founded the magazine
Gartenflora (Garden Flora), in which he described many
new species. In 1855 he moved to St. Petersburg, Russia.
He ended his career serving as the Director of the Russian
Imperial Botanical Garden of St. Petersburg. As a result of
naturalists and explorers sending back biological collections,
Regel was able to describe and name many previously
unknown species from frontiers around the world.
10. Brennwald, C. 1865. Rapport général sur la partie
commerciale de la Mission suisse au Japon [General report
on the commercial section of the Swiss mission to Japan].
Berne, Switzerland: Printed by J.A. Weingart. 155 p. See p.
100-01, 103. [Fre]
• Summary: The section on Japanese exports mentions miso
and soy sauce. Address: Counselor and Secretary of the
Legation [to Japan].
11. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1871. Die
Weltausstellung 1873 in Wien [The 1873 world exposition in
Vienna]. 21(39):347-48. Sept. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses earlier major world expositions:
London 1851 (organized by Prince Albert), Paris 1855,
London 1862, and Paris 1867. Lists the categories of goods
to be exhibited and the goals of the exhibit.
Note 1. This key early Austrian agricultural journal,
founded in 1851, was published (in 1871) in Vienna by Carl
Gerold’s Sohn, which would later publish the first book on
soybeans in the Western world (Haberlandt 1878).
Note 2. This exposition opened in Vienna on 1 May
1873 and closed on 1 November 1873. So it lasted for 6
months.
12. Scherzer, Karl von. 1872. Fachmaennische Berichte
ueber die oesterreichisch-ungarische Expedition nach
Siam, China und Japan (1868-1871). Im auftrage des k.k.
Handelsministeriums redigirt und herausgegeben [Expert
report on the Austro-Hungarian expedition to Siam, China,
and Japan (1868-71). Edited and published on behalf of the
Imperial Ministry of Trade]. Stuttgart: Verlag von Julius
Maier. xvi + 418 + 494 p. Index. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: See Appendix (Anhang) by Syrski, p. 190, 207.
Address: Germany.
13. Syrski, S. 1872. Landwirthschaft in Japan [Agriculture
in Japan]. In: Karl von Scherzer, ed. 1872. Fachmaennische
Berichte ueber die oesterreichisch-ungarische Expedition
nach Siam, China und Japan. (1868-1871) [Expert Reports
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on the Austro-Hungarian Expedition to Siam, China, and
Japan]. Stuttgart: Verlag von Julius Maier. 494 p. Appendix
(Anhang), p. 175-227. See p. 175, 186, 190, 207. Index. 25
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Page 186 gives the prices of 1 shô (schio =
1.825 liters) of various staples. A Tempo is apparently a
Japanese unit of currency and a kr. is an Austro-Hungarian
unit of currency: Fava beans (Rossbohnen, Sora-mame) 4
Tempo (18 kr.), azuki (Adsuki) 10 Tempo (45 kr.), soybeans
(Daidsu; Dolichos soja) 6 Tempo (27 kr.), Kintoki, with red
seeds 5 Tempo (22 kr.) [Note 1. Kintoki is an abbreviation of
“kintoki azuki,” which is a large variety of red azuki beans],
barley 3 Tempo (13 kr.), wheat 6 Tempo (27 kr.), sesame 10
Tempo (45 kr.).
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) that mentions azuki beans, which it calls
Adsuki.
Page 190 notes: The pickled beans (Bohnensulze),
called “Misso” in Japan, is prepared from Daizu, a variety of
Dolichos, together with wheat- and barley meal/flour, plus
some added salt. The seasoning soy sauce (Soia) is likewise
made from soybeans (Daidzu-Dolichos) and wheat meal
with the addition of salt, and sprinkled on many foods...
Essentially the diet of Japanese peasants consists of rice and
the above-mentioned miso, therefore of an easily digestible
carbohydrate (aus einem leicht verdaulichen Kohlenhydrate)
and a strong nitrogenous substance (stickstoffhaltigen
Substanz, protein), which is made easily digestible through
processing. Concerning the nutritional value of their most
important foods, Japanese peasants believe that fish, eggs,
and poultry give the most strength (Kraft). These are
followed by miso and vermicelli made from wheat flour, then
rice and potatoes. They believe that buckwheat gives but
little strength.
The section titled “Legumes” notes: A green Dolichos
variety (Dolichos unguiculatus according to Thunberg,
called Jaenari in Japanese) is planted in the fields of central
Japan in June and harvested at the beginning of October. A
Dolichos variety (Dolichos soia; called Daidsu in Japanese)
is planted in southern Japan in April and harvested in July. In
central Japan this crop is planted between rows of wheat as
they near maturity in May, and harvested in September. The
ground is not manured (nicht gedüngt); the plants make use
of the fertilizer (Düngungsmaterial) already applied for the
wheat. As a rule, 6 shô of seed-beans yield a crop of 120 shô
on a field of 300 tsubo.
Note 3. Rein (1889, p. 57) states: “According to
Scherzer, six Shô of seed-beans of the early-ripening Shiromame are credited with a crop of 120 Shô on 300 Tsubo of
land. This means a harvest of only 20-fold, or, taking account
of the seed lost in sprouting, about 12 pods of two beans
each to every plant.”
“This type of Dolichos, as is well known, is the main
ingredient in the seasoning soy sauce (Soia) and the aspic or

pickle (Sulze) miso (“Misso”).
“A black variety of Dolichos, called Kuro-mame in
Japanese (i.e. black soybeans) is planted in the area around
Nagasaki in April on land fertilized with ashes (auf einem
mit Asche gedüngten Boden), and in central Japan in May
two seeds are laid in a hole between the rows of wheat. It is
harvested in August or September in southern Japan, and in
October in central Japan, and used rather widely as a food.”
Note 4. Scherzer lived 1821-1903.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soy in connection with (but not yet in) Hungary.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 1999)
that mentions the use of fertilizers for growing soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that mentions carbohydrates in connection with soybeans.
Note 8. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Soia to refer to soy
sauce. Address: PhD.
14. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1875. British India at the
Vienna Exhibition: Special report. Jan. 2. p. 2.
• Summary: Much of this article is illegible.
The section titled “The Soy Bean (Soja hispida)” has
part of the right edge cut off. The following is legible: “is the
most nourishing of any vegetable yet known, containing...
per cent. of nitrogenous matter. It is, in ... to be eaten alone,
and should be mixed... poorer than itself to prove its real
value... of the ‘Mutt’ (Phaseolus aconitifolius [moth bean,
Vigna actinifolia])... gram (P. Roxburghii and P. Mungo)
are... nutritious and are made into cakes or food ingredients
in the Indian ‘dals’ or soups. The latter is also parched,
ground, and made into balls with sugar and spices for
travelling purposes.”
Note: The Vienna World Exposition (Weltausstellung)
was held in 1873 in the Austria-Hungarian capital of Vienna.
Its motto (in German) was Kultur und Erziehung (Culture
and Education). It was the first world exhibition held in a
German-speaking country. The first world exhibition was
held in 1851 in the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, London,
England.
15. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1875. Information
wanted (Letter to the editor). Jan. 7. p. 2.
• Summary: “Sir,–Could you or any of your numerous
readers favour me with an answer to the following query:–
What is the Indian name for ‘the Soy Bean (Soja hispida),
the most nourishing of any vegetable yet known?’ The words
quoted in the above question appear in your issue of the
2nd instant [2 Jan. 1875] in the column appropriated to the
special report on British India at the Vienna Exhibition.
“Jan. 4. G.”
16. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1876. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Soja oder Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The cultivation
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of the hirsute soybean]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
26(9):87-89. Feb. 26. [Ger]
• Summary: Contains a detailed account of Haberlandt’s
first trials and analyses of the oil and protein content of the
soybean’s seeds.

“Among the seeds that the teaching staff of agronomy
at the Royal College of Agriculture (Lehrkanzel des
Pflanzenbaues an der Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur)
in Vienna, acquired at the Viennese World Exposition of
1873, were a number of varieties of soya (Soja), gathered
from the Chinese, Japanese, Mongolian, Transcaucasian, and
East Indian expositions.” An illustration shows a soybean
plant with pods.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2014)
by Prof. Haberlandt about soybeans or that mentions Prof.

Haberlandt in connection with soybeans. Also subsequently
published in Biedermann’s Centralblatt (June 1876, p. 44145).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2014) concerning soybeans in Austria, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Austria. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Austria (1873), or the cultivation of
soybeans in Austria (1875). The source of these soybeans is
the various expositions at the World Exposition in Vienna of
1873.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in Transcaucasia, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Transcaucasia–which is a region roughly
equal to that occupied in 2008 by the countries of Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Transcaucasia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Transcaucasia (1873). The source
of these soybeans is unknown. We cannot be certain that
soybeans were being cultivated in Transcaucasia by 1873,
although Haberlandt says in 1878 that these soybeans were
“from Transcaucasia” so they were almost certainly being
cultivated there–especially since they were seen as being
important enough to take to this Viennese World Exposition.
Moreover, Wuchino (1901) states that soybeans were first
grown in Transcaucasia in the 1870s. We learn later (1878)
that Haberlandt got black soybeans from the Transcaucasian
exposition.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2008)
concerning soybeans in Central Asia (Transcaucasia), or
the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Central
Asia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia (1873).
The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen concerning
soybeans in Mongolia, or (probably) the cultivation of
soybeans in Mongolia (one of two documents). It is possible,
but unlikely, that these soybeans came from the nation that
since 1911 has been called Mongolia (formally Mongolian
People’s Republic, also called Outer Mongolia). It is more
likely that they came from what is today called Inner
Mongolia, which is part of China, an autonomous region
in northern China bounded on the north by the Mongolian
People’s Republic. Address: Prof., Wiener Hochschule fuer
Bodencultur, Vienna.
17. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1876. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Soja oder Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The culture
of the hirsute soya or soybean (Soja hispida Moench)].
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 5:441-45.
June. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article, with long
quotes, originally published in Wiener landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 1876, No. 9, p. 87-89. Address: Prof.,
Landwirtschaftliche Laboratorium, K.K. Hochschule fuer
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Bodenkultur, Vienna.
18. Rauch, A. 1876. Die Soya [The soybean]. Fundgrube
(Die) (Monatschrift fuer die gesammten praktischen
Beduerfnisse und Interessen des taeglichen Lebens, von Dr.
A. Rauch, Bamberg) 3:177-78. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soya hispida or Dolichos Soya;
many German writers use the name “Soja”) is a creeping
and climbing bean (rankendes Bohnengewaechs) that is
native in Japan, and in all of southern Asia, especially in
China, is likewise widely cultivated, like the common
bean in Germany. The seeds, which are distinguished by
an especially good taste, are used as very popular food in
the countries where soybeans are grown, which is found
at almost every meal. They are also part of a significant
commercial product, since they are used to make a strong
sauce, which is much sought after in fine kitchens / cuisine.
In England, for example, each year more than 1,344,000 lb
(12,000 Zentner) [1 Zentner = 112 British pounds] of the
beans and significant quantities of the Soya sauce*, which is
made in China, are imported. Footnote: *Some sauces sold
as ‘Soya sauce’ in England do not contain any of the actual
sauce.
In Europe, various attempts have already been made
to acclimatize the soybean. But these have so far been
unsuccessful, in that the plants, at best, flower, but never
bear seeds. Previously I received several seeds of various
soybean varieties from Japan, from my longtime friend,
honorable [Philipp] v. Siebold, who died at an early age.
However my attempts to cultivate them were unsuccessful.
The plants came up, and some of them bloomed, but so late
(in September) that none ripened seeds.
I was therefore quite astonished to read an article in the
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, by Dr. Haberlandt,
professor at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur); he reported that
soybean cultivation at the Agricultural Experiment Garden
(landw. Versuchsgarten) in Vienna, during the summer of
1875, had completely succeeded. Describes the pioneering
work of Friedrich Haberlandt with soybeans in Austria.
Note: Bamberg is a city in Bavaria, in south central
Germany on the Regnitz River 30 miles west of Bayreuth.
Address: Germany.
19. Graf H. Attems’sche Samenkulturstation St.
Peter bei Graz. 1876. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida
[Agronomic trial with the soybean (Soja hispida)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 26(48):552-53. Nov. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: Through the goodness of Prof. Haberlandt,
in early 1876, the station obtained 200 soybean seeds,
in 2 varieties–brown seeds from China and yellow seeds
from Mongolia. These seeds came from the Vienna World
Exposition. The seeds were planted at the station on May
18. On 11 October 40 plants of the yellow-seeded variety

were harvested, on 16 October 15 plants of the brown-seeded
variety and on 24 Oct. 18 more of the brown-seeded variety
(total 33 plants) were harvested. Many of these were still
green. Yield: Of the brown variety, 870 gm of ripe seeds and
187 gm of unripe and still soft seeds (only the former can be
counted in the yield). Of the yellow variety, 642 gm of ripe
seeds.
Quality of the harvest: The weight of the seeds harvested
was less than the weight of those planted. 1,000 harvested
seeds of the brown variety weigh 161.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds
of the yellow variety weigh 111.25 gm. As for the planted
seeds, based on the weight of 50 seeds, 1,000 planted seeds
of the brown variety weigh 277.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds of
the yellow variety weigh 234.4 gm. Of the dark brown seeds
that were planted, less than half were dark brown when
harvested; the rest were lighter in color.
On the whole, these oil beans (Oelbohne [soybeans]) do
not seem to be more delicate / sensitive than the well known
and widely planted varieties. They distinguish themselves
by their high yield, especially on our trial plots when planted
with other legumes. Only yellow and blue lupins gave higher
seed yields. Calculated per 100 square meters (Ar, a square
10 meters on a side) or per Joch (an old unit of land area
equal to about 5,750 square meters), the yield of soybeans
was equivalent to a very good yield of peas: Comparing
soybeans to peas, they yield respectively 16 and 21 kg per
100 square meters (Ar) or 920 and 1,207 kg per Joch. We
are convinced that this bean [the soybean] has a future as a
fodder plant (Futterpflanze). An analysis of its nutritional
value and general usefulness will appear soon.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning quantitative research conducted on soybean
cultivation in Europe, and the second earliest such document
seen worldwide. The data collected are the most extensive
and most interesting seen to date.
Note 2. Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the left
bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of Vienna.
Note 3. Count Heinrich Attems is the owner of the a
seed testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter near
Graz.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Mongolia, or (probably) the
cultivation of soybeans in Mongolia (one of two documents).
It is possible, but unlikely, that these soybeans came from the
nation that since 1911 has been called Mongolia (formally
Mongolian People’s Republic, also called Outer Mongolia).
It is more likely that they came from what is today called
Inner Mongolia, which is part of China, an autonomous
region in northern China bounded on the north by Mongolia.
Address: [St. Peter near Graz, Steiermark [Styria], Austria].
20. Imperial Japanese Commission to the International
Exhibition at Philadelphia (1876). 1876. Official catalogue of
the Japanese section: And descriptive notes on the industry
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and agriculture of Japan. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Published by the Japanese Commission. 130 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: The Preface (p. 3) begins: “Never until the
year 1873, had Japan participated to any great extent in
the various European International Exhibitions. Up to
that time she had been merely represented by some of the
provincial governments, acting independently of the central
Government. However, the Government determined to be
worthily represented at the Vienna International Exhibition
of 1873,...” But Japan was well prepared for the Philadelphia
Centennial Exhibition.
Under classes of “Agricultural products” (p. 32, 34):
Class 621–Peas, beans, etc. (incl. Soya, adzuki). Class
650–Sea weeds (incl. Vegetable isinglass [agar, kanten]).
Class 657–Flour and starch (incl. Kudzu {Pueraria
thunbergiana}). Class 659–Wines and other kinds of drinks
(incl. Sake, Soy {a kind of sauce}).
Page 71 discusses relief painting in lacquer: “The
lacquer can even be carved, and, finally, the artisan can
incrustate mother-of-pearl shell, ivory, thin metal, or
anything he likes into the lacquer. By mixing a sort of paste
made of [soy] bean powder, or the white of eggs, with the
lacquer, he can thicken it to such an extent as to give it a kind
of plasticity, admitting the possibility of making impressions
which remain visible after hardening.”
In the long chapter titled “Descriptive notes on the
industry and agriculture of Japan (p. 37-117) is section on
“Agricultural products. Classes 620-21–Cereals, vegetables,
etc.” (p. 104-06). Beans, generally referring to soy beans,
are mentioned many times. “Manures of a mineral nature
consist of marls, shells and ashes; those of vegetable origin
of inferior kinds of beans and peas or their residues, of [soy
bean] oil-cakes, the residues of sake-brewing,...”
“The excellent kinds of beans and peas, which are
made into a kind of cheese [tofu] and a peculiar mixed
dish called ‘misso’ [miso] afford the necessary nitrogenous
substances, and to a certain extent form the substitute for
meat; the Soyu [shoyu; soy sauce] also belongs to this kind
of food, and is frequently mixed with other dishes. With
regard to animal food, it is limited almost exclusively to fish,
poultry and eggs. But a change has already been effected
to a certain extent in the larger towns, where butcheries
have been established. An experiment of sheep farming was
commenced one or two years ago” (p. 106).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “Soyu” (regardless of
capitalization) to refer to shoyu or soy sauce.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “substitute for meat”
(or “substitute for meats,” with any combination of quotation
marks).
Under “Class 657, 658–Flour, starch, etc. we read (p.
110-11): “It has been mentioned above that the various kinds
of beans constitute a very important element of the national

diet. Some of the preparations made of beans and peas are
worthy of a short notice. In preparing the ‘Tofu,’ white beans
are soaked in water, ground between two stones, strained
through a sieve and afterwards boiled. The contents of the
kettle are then filtered through cotton cloth and the residue
pressed out. The liquid [soymilk], which may be considered
as an alkaline solution of legumine, is precipitated by
successive additions of the bitter lye [nigari] which runs off
from sea-salt by deliquation, and which is mostly composed
of magnesium salts. The precipitate is legumine with a small
percentage of legumine-composits [-composites] and a large
proportion of water. The ‘yuba’ is also made by boiling the
above-mentioned legumine solution in an open kettle, with
a slight addition of ash-lye. The insoluble skins which form
upon the surface of the boiling liquid, are taken off and
dried. Another kind of preserved food is the ‘misso’ [miso].
White beans are first boiled, pounded in a mortar to form a
paste, then mixed with fermenting rice and salt, whereupon
the whole mixture is placed in tubs and left in some cool
place; at the end of a month it is ready for use. In mentioning
the various preparations made of beans, the ‘Soy’ or, as the
Japanese call it, ‘Soyu’ [shoyu] should not be omitted; but as
it belongs rather to the produce of fermentation, the process
will be described under the head of Class 660 [Alcohol and
malt liquors].
One page 112 we read: “The soy, or ‘soyu,’ is made of a
small bean, the ‘Dolichos soja,’ or ‘Soya hispida,’ to which
are mixed wheat, salt and water. The beans are first boiled,
and the wheat bruised and steamed; both are then mixed with
a small addition of fermenting wheat, placed in flat wooden
boxes and kept for several days at a fixed temperature in
a special room. At the end of three days, the mass [koji] is
all covered with fungi and partly with roots of germination.
After having been mixed with a salt-lye, which has been
prepared hot and allowed afterwards to cool down, and to
depose certain impurities, the mashings are now removed
to enormous coops [vats] in which they are kept for several
years. Experience has shown that the best soy is produced
by mixing equal quantities of mashings of three years and
five years’ standing. This mixture is transferred into bags of
thick cotton-cloth, placed in large boxes, and then submitted
to pressure–at first only to a slight pressure, which yields the
best soy, and afterwards, however, to a gradually increasing
pressure, the separation of the last portions being assisted by
an addition of salt water.
“The soy forms a very important condiment for all kinds
of dishes, and is consumed in large quantities. In 1874 the
production amounted to 1,506,402 hectolitres.”
An interesting term in the Index (p. 129) is “Beancheese,” which refers to tofu (p. 110).
Also: Use of hemp (asa) for manufacture of cloth (p. 77,
113). The tea ceremony (p. 108). Sea weeds, incl. cultivated
nori and Asakusa nori in Tokio bay, kanten or vegetable
isinglass, and fu (that resembles carragheen [carrageenan]
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moss and is used in the sizing of the warp of silk goods) (p.
109). Kudzu (p. 110). Sake (p. 111). Address: Japan.
21. Philadelphia International Exhibition, 1876. Official
catalog of the British section. 1876. London: Printed by
George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode. Part I. 424 p.
Published by authority of the Lord President of the Council.
23 cm.
• Summary: The book contains an interesting chapter titled
“Exhibitions–Their origin and progress.” Prior to 1851 there
had been many local exhibitions worldwide, dating back to
Biblical times. The first international exhibition was held in
London in 1851. To date there have been five international
exhibitions: London (1851, 1862), Paris (1855, 1867),
and Vienna (1873). These have been attended by a total of
32,959,097 visitors. The Annual International Exhibitions
at South Kensington in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874 did not
realize the expectations of their promoters; public interest
rapidly died out and the scheme was abandoned. The first
exhibition of the Japanese Empire was held at Kiôto (Kyoto)
and contained the objects destined for the Vienna exhibition
of 1873. This Kyoto exhibition opened on 17 April 1872
and was so successful that the original limit of 50 days was
extended, and the Exhibition did not close until the end
of July. The next year the Mikado (emperor) decreed an
exposition on a much wider basis, presenting a comparison
between the past and present, and even affording a glimpse
into the future of Japan. Note 1. This is the earliest document
seen (Aug. 2011) that contains the Japanese word “Mikado,”
meaning Emperor of Japan.
In terms of classification of products, Agriculture is
Department VI, in the agricultural building. Agricultural
products are classes 620-629; cereals, grasses, and forage
plants are class 620, and leguminous plants and esculent
vegetables are class 621. Animal and vegetable products are
classes 650-662; preserved meats, vegetables, and fruits,
dried or in cans or jars. Meat and vegetable extracts is class
656. Vegetable oils is class 662. Horticulture is Department
VII, in the horticultural building.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2006) that contains the term “vegetable extracts”
(or “vegetable extract”). The context shows that they
resemble meat extracts. It would be very interesting to know
of what and how they are made, and how they are used. By
1896 a type of soy sauce named “Dr. Lahmann’s Japan Soja”
was described as a “vegetable extract.”
An alphabetical list [directory] of exhibitors includes
Crosse & Blackwell (Soho Square, London; classes 656,
660, 662), and Lea & Perrins.
On page 246 is the following: “Cl. [Class] 656, 203. Lea
& Perrins, Sauce Manufacturers, Worcester, Worcestershire
Sauce. (917) Exhibitors, New York, 1853 (Medal).”
On page 77 begins a “List of articles of produce and
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into

the United States.” A table titled “Of articles of produce and
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into
the United States” shows (p. 289) that the duty on “Soy”
[sauce] is 35 per cent. This is the only reference to soy seen
in this book.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
that contains a directory including listings related to soy.
Address: England.
22. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Neure Erfahrungen ueber
den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [Recent experiences
with the cultivation of the hirsute soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 27(4):32-35. Jan. 27. [Ger]
• Summary: Based on a lecture presented on 21 Dec. 1876
at the Club of Farmers and Foresters (Club der Land- und
Forstwirthe) in Vienna. Contains a detailed account of the
author’s early soybean trials and analyses of the oil and
protein content of the seeds. This is basically a summary of
the information written by Prof. Haberlandt in Jan. 1877 and
published later that year as “Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean]” in
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72.
In early 1876 Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of
seeds to seven cooperators in central Europe, who planted
and tested the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly
good results in each case. He sent soybeans to: W. Köhler
(Title: Chief-gardener, Obergärtner) in Ungarisch-Altenburg
[Hungarian Altenburg, formerly Magyarovar, today’s
Mosonmagyarovar in Hungary about 22 miles northwest of
Györ]. He was involved in cultivation research. The yellow
and reddish-brown soybean types (rothbraunen Sorten)
ripened at the same time as they had in Vienna. They ripened
even though they had been completely eaten off by rabbits
when younger–which showed their superior viability.
A. Stojics (Title: Owner of a farm estate, Gutsbesitzer)
in Gross-Becskerek in Hungary. He planted yellow soybeans
and harvested them in mid-September.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2015) concerning soybeans in what is today Hungary
(though Hungary was not officially created until 1918), or
the cultivation of soybeans in today’s Hungary (one of two
documents). This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Hungary (May 1876). The source of these soybeans was
Friedrich Haberlandt.
A. Tomaszek [Tomasek] (Title: Official / Administrator
for Agriculture, Oekonomie-Beamter / Verwalter) in
Napagedl in Mähren [Moravia, a region in today’s Czech
Republic]. He was involved with agricultural experiment
operation in the domain of Count Stockau, and he harvested
his first soybeans from mid-September until October.
Dr. Nikolaus Dimitriewicz, a former student (Hörer) at
the Royal School of Agriculture in Vienna, and now a farmer
(Oekonom) in Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina, a former
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Austrian crownland, now divided among the Ukraine and
Romania]. He received 100 seeds which he sent to 6 farmers
he knew in four nearby locations in the district of Kotzman
(des Kotzmaner Bezirks).
Note 2. As of 1994, Kotzman is the town and district
of Kitsman in the southwestern Ukraine, just north of the
border with Romania. Also spelled Kotzmann, Cotman,
Cozmeni, Kosman, Kozmeny, or Kucmeh, it is located 19
miles northwest of Chernivtsi (also spelled Chernovtsy,
Chernowitz, or Czernowitz).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in the Ukraine, or the cultivation of
soybeans in the Ukraine (one of two documents).
Graf. H. Attems, owner (Eigenthümer) of a seed testing
station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter near Graz in
Steiermark [today’s Styria, capital of Graz in Austria].
Prof. Dr. Kulisz, a teacher of agriculture in TetschenLiebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia, now in the Czech Republic].
The soybeans ripened in spite of the unfavorable weather
conditions during the year. He harvested the reddish-brown
variety on Oct. 5 and the yellow variety on Oct. 21.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in what is today the Czech Republic
(though it was not officially created until Jan. 1993), or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Czech Republic (one of two
documents).
W. Janig (Title: Prince Rohan’s Privy Councillor, fürstl.
Rohan’scher Hofrath) in Prague in Böhmen [Bohemia]. He
was sent 200 seeds which he sent to 5 locations (including in
Sichrow, Swijan [on the Iser or Jisera River], and Darenic) in
Bohemia [now in the Czech Republic] for planting.
Note 5. The term fürstl. Rohan’scher Hofrath refers
to Louis Prince von Rohan, the first cardinal and bishop
of Strassburg; he lived 1734-1803. This was his property.
A Hofrat was a privy councillor / minister of this prince’s
court.
Note 6. Swijan, as of 2003, is named Svetice and is
located about 18 miles southeast of Prague, the capital of the
Czech Republic. The current names of Sichrow and Darenic
cannot be found.
And A. Schnorrenpfeil, administrator of the farm estate
Gutswirthschaft at the Agricultural Academy in Proskau
(Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau) [now named
Proszkow, in today’s southwest Poland] in PreussischSchlesien [Prussian Silesia, a Prussian province later divided
into upper- and lower Silesia].
Note 7. Proszkow is a market town located 7 miles
southwest of Oppeln (now Opole), in southwest Poland at
north latitude 50º40’. This is further north than any point
in the continental USA, and even a bit north of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada.
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Poland (one of two documents).

Note 9. This is the earliest European / Western document
seen (Aug. 2006) that mentions rabbits (or any other type
of rodents) as an enemy of soybean plants. Address: Prof.,
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Austria.
23. Blavet, A. 1877. Le Soja Hispida et le Cicer Arietinum
[The soybean and the chickpea]. Moniteur Horticole
(Belgium) No. 1. p. 7. Jan. [Fre]*
• Summary: Even though not shining among the first rank
of the food species, these two legumes are of real interest for
our vegetable plots. For some time now, based on favorable
trials conducted in France, they have been recommended
very seriously to all those who are interested in the important
question of food. We believe, therefore, that it would be
useful to our readers to give a brief description of these two
vegetables which are still almost unknown in our country.
The Soja Hispida or Dolichos Soja belongs to a genus
that is very closely related to the genus Glycine, and certain
botanists even lump them together. It is an annual hairy
(hispide) plant, about 1 meter in height when erect. Its
leaves are trifoliate, consisting of three leaflets or folioles.
Its flowers are violet, arranged in clusters (en grappes
ascillaires), followed by oblong pods, slightly arched, each
containing from 2 to 5 oval seeds, a little compressed. It
originated in Asia.
In Japan, in China, and in tropical Asia (I might add
in Mexico), these seeds are eaten as a vegetable [green
vegetable soybeans]. In these regions, it can be said that
the culinary art owes them a lot, because they enter into the
preparation of all the sauces. Among other things, they are
made into the celebrated Soy [sauce], so sought after by
Asiatic gastronomes, and which is also known and used in
Europe to enhance the taste of certain dishes, and especially
beef, whose digestion it uniquely facilitates. The soybean (le
Soja) is also said to be an important oil-bearing plant.
In October 1878 we had two soybean plants growing
in our plot of vegetables at the Universal Exposition [in
Vienna]. One member of our society asked Mr. Vilmorin
what he knew about this plant. He replied: About eight years
ago [i.e., in 1870] I saw it appear, then it was not spoken
about again. Anyway, the visitors [at the Exposition] paid
such high honors to our two plants, that all we were left with
was the stems [because the visitors had stripped off the pods
and seeds].
You know better than anyone how much perseverance
and stubbornness it takes to propagate a novelty, regardless
of its excellence. You have to convince, particularly at the
beginning, you have to overcome the bad will, the habits,
the distrust, the jealousy, the incompetence, the conviction
that it is impossible to do better... and whatever! This the
first year I gave the soybean (le Soja) to market gardeners /
vegetable growers (maraîchers); a certain number of them
did not wait for the plant to reach maturity before putting it
on the compost pile. They called it an obscenity which took
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up room unnecessarily. They came to a hasty conclusion /
judgment, as you can tell.
Others who thought about it more gave the plant the
opportunity to bear fruit, but the failed to write a report about
its cultivation.
Finally, only two people understood that this very
accommodating legume was not out of place. Yet one must
add that this was thanks to the presence of a ship-owner
(armateur), who had eaten it in Mexico. He was very fond
of this product, and it is to this fact that the plant was given
the honor of being cultivated on a large scale in one of the
châteaus where one of our two gardeners happened to be.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning soybeans in Mexico, Central America, or Latin
America. It is not clear whether or not these soybeans were
cultivated in Mexico (they may well have been) or where
they came from (they may well have come from China on a
Manila galleon as part of the China trade).
It’s the same kind of thinking. Without the laudable
perseverance of one of our horticulturists, our excellent
Etampes soybean (very early), would never have come to our
attention. What if it had been grown by a market gardener
who just brought some of it to our market without thinking
for years to give it the least extension to its cultivation.
The first year it was sold for 12 francs per liter.
24. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean].
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Haberlandt submitted this article in Jan. 1877
from Vienna. The original soybean seeds were obtained at
the Vienna World Exposition of 1873 then grown out in the
garden of the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule
für Bodencultur) in Vienna. The seeds grown in Vienna and
harvested in 1875 and 1876 were larger and heavier than
those obtained at the Exposition.
“Among nutritional plants, the rough-haired / hirsute
soybean (der rauhhaarigen Soja) is of the first rank. For
no other legume nourishes so many people, and has such
great nutritional value, and multiple food uses” (p. 247).
On p. 248 Haberlandt shows that he is familiar with the
soybean work of the Society for Acclimatization in France.
“In France the soybean is known as the oil pea, and it is
cultivated at various points in the departments of Ariège
and Haut-Garonne... Many years ago attempts were made to
grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim [Germany], but the plants
were barely brought to a blooming state. People also had the
same experience in other places. Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg
[Germany] (see Die Fundgrube von Dr. A. Rauch. III.
Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several occasions, received
seeds of various soybean varieties from Japan. They were
sent by his long-time friend, Colonel [Philipp Franz] von
Siebold, who died at an early age. But every trial by Dr.

Rauch was unsuccessful.
In 1875 Prof. Haberlandt conducted soybean trials at
the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna. In early 1876
he published detailed results of these trials in the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. Nutritional analyses of these
seeds were published.
In early 1876 Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of
seeds to seven cooperators in central Europe, who planted
and tested the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly
good results in each case. These men reported the details
of their agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) to Haberlandt,
who quotes from their reports (p. 253-59). Haberlandt
sent soybeans to: Master-gardener W. Köhler (p. 253-54)
in Ungarisch-Altenburg [Hungarian Altenburg, formerly
Magyarovar, today’s Mosonmagyarovar in Hungary about 22
miles northwest of Györ]. He planted 100 seeds in mid-May,
1876, in a sunny place in the botanical garden, in a bed 5
meters long by 2 meters wide. All the seeds germinated (Alle
Samen keimten) and the plants developed luxuriantly. But
one night, when they were 5-6 cm tall, all the young plants
were eaten by rabbits. However they grew back and yielded
1.6 kg of seeds.
Landowner (Gutsbesitzer) A. Stojics (p. 253-54) in
Gross-Becskerek in Hungary. He planted 100 brownish-red
(braunrothen) and 100 yellow soybeans in mid-April. In
mid-September he harvested 0.33 kg seeds of the former and
0.32 kg of the latter.
Landowner Graf. H. Attems (p. 253-55), owner of a seed
testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter bei Graz in
Steiermark [today’s Styria, capital of Graz in Austria]. On 19
May he planted 50 brownish-red (braunrothen) seeds from
China and 50 yellow seeds from Mongolia. He harvested
the seeds between Oct. 11 and 24, obtaining 0.870 kg of the
brownish-red and 0.642 kg of the yellow.
Mr. A. Tomaszek [Tomasek] (p. 253, 255-56, 260, 263),
farmer and civil servant (Oekonomie-Beamter / Verwalter)
in Napagedl in Mähren [Moravia, a region in today’s central
Czech Republic]. He planted 25 yellow and 25 reddishbrown soybeans on April 29. The yellow yielded 1,400 seeds
and the reddish-brown 1,350 seeds.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in what is today the Czech Republic
(though it was not officially created until Jan. 1993), or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Czech Republic. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
the Czech Republic, or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Czech Republic (29 April 1876) (one of two documents).
The source of these soybeans was Friedrich Haberlandt in
Vienna.
Note 2. Concerning Mähren (Moravia): from 1849
to 1918 it was a separate crownland of Austria, with its
capital at Brno. In 1918 it was organized as a province of
Czechoslovakia.
Princely Privy Councillor (Hofrath) W. Janig (p.
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253, 256-57) in Prague in Böhmen [Bohemia]. He was
sent 200 seeds which he sent to 5 locations (including in
Sichrow, Swijan [on the Iser or Jisera River], and Darenic)
in Bohemia [now in the Czech republic] for planting. All
but 5% sprouted. In Sichrow, 25 seeds planted in early
May yielded 2,500 seeds in October. Continued. Address:
Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium
und Versuchsgarten der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in
Wien [Vienna].
25. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean (Continued–
Document part II)]. Landwirthschaftlichen VersuchsStationen 20:247-72. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Continued from p. 253. Prof. Dr. Kulisz (p.
253, 257) in Tetschen-Liebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia, now
in the Czech Republic] planted 150 seeds of 3
varieties. Despite snow, rain, and frost in May,
98 plants survived, yielding 660 seeds. The
tallest plant was not over 50 cm high.
Dr. Nicolaus Dimitriewicz (p. 253, 25758), a former student at the Royal College
of Agriculture in Vienna, and now a farmer
(Oekonom) in Bukovina [Bukowina or
Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now
(2005) divided between the Ukraine and
Romania]. He received 100 seeds which he sent
to 6 farmers he knew in four nearby locations
in the district of Kotzman (des Kotzmaner
Bezirks).
Note 1. As of 1994, Kotzman is the town
and district of Kitsman in the southwestern
Ukraine, just north of the border with Romania.
Also spelled Kotzmann, Cotman, Cozmeni,
Kosman, Kozmeny, or Kucmeh, it is located
19 miles northwest of Chernivtsi (also spelled
Chernovtsy, Chernowitz, or Czernowitz).
The seeds were planted late, on April 20
or later, and some were killed by frost. Others,
protected from the frost, grew fairly well. For
example, the second farmer harvested 669 seeds
from 19 plants. The 64 plants which survived
yielded less than 2.821 kg of seed. Note 2.
This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in the Ukraine, or the
cultivation of soybeans in the Ukraine (one of
two documents). This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Ukraine,
or the cultivation of soybeans in the Ukraine (20
April 1876). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
And A. Schnorrenpfeil (p. 253,
258), Administrator of Gutswirthschaft
at the Agricultural Academy in Proskau

(Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau) [now named
Proszkow, in today’s southwest Poland] in PreussischSchlesien [Prussian Silesia, a Prussian province later divided
into upper- and lower Silesia]. He planted 50 seeds of two
varieties in late April.
Note 3. Proszkow is a market town located 7 miles
southwest of Oppeln (now Opole), in southwest Poland at
north latitude 50º40’.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Poland (one of two documents). This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Poland, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Poland (20 April 1876). The
source of these soybeans was Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna.
Joh. Stua (p. 263-64), of the Technological Laboratory
(Technologische Laboratorium) of the Imperial-Royal
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College of Agriculture [der k.k. {kaiserlich-königliche}
Hochschule für Bodencultur] in Vienna, conducted a
detailed nutritional analysis of the yellow Mongolian,
yellow Chinese, and brownish-red (braunrothe) Chinese
varieties. The first 3 columns of a full-page table (p. 264)
show percentages in air-dried soybeans of (1) the original
soybean seed sample, (2) soybeans grown the first year,
and (3) soybeans grown the second year. Columns 4-6
show the same information adjusted as if the soybeans had
a 10% water content. For each variety, data are
given for water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract
(Stickstofffreie Extractivstoffe), crude fiber, and ash
(Aschenbestandtheile).
Note 5. This is the earliest German-language
document seen (Oct. 2004) that mentions red
soybeans (actually brownish-red) or that uses the
word braunrothe to refer to the color of soybeans. In many
other documents by or about Prof. Haberlandt, the term
“reddish-brown” (braunrothen) is used to describe the color
of a type of soybean he obtained from China.
Tomaszek (p. 263) wrote Haberlandt that he was
astonished by the high oil and protein content of the
soybeans he grew and harvested and had analyzed by a
chemist at the sugar factory. So he had the analyses repeated
by Prof. K. Zulkowski of the technical university at Brünn,
and got similar results. Zulkowski found (table, p. 263) that
the air-dried seeds of yellow soybeans from China contained
16.99% fat, 40.19% protein, and 6.43% nitrogen. The
brownish-red soybeans from China contained 16.68% fat,
44.93% protein, and 7.19% nitrogen.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (April 2003)
that mentions Zulkowski.
These analyses are in close accord with those published
by Senff in 1872 (table, p. 265). Soybeans are compared with
lupins and other legumes.
On pages 270-71 Haberlandt discusses food uses of
soybeans. “The soy sauces, which were imported from
India and spread from England over Continental Europe,
could in no way awaken a favorable opinion of the flavor
of the soybean, for these sauces have a strong flavor of
browned (gebräuntem) sugar, perhaps also mixed with other
ingredients, so that the soybean’s own flavor is completely
masked (verdekt wird). Because of their complete lack of
starch, soybeans do not become soft through cooking, so
it is necessary to crush and rub the half-soft cooked seeds
before their further preparation... Best would be a use [of
soybeans] which imitates that of corn kernels (Maiskörner),
from whose flour the people of southern Europe prepare
their beloved dish, Polenta [gruel]. Soybeans roasted at
160ºF taste delicious and surpass all other plants that have
heretofore been used as coffee substitutes.”
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) in
which Dr. Haberlandt mentions that roasted soybeans made a
good coffee substitute.

Note 8. Tables from this article are described in
a separate record. Address: Mittheilungen aus dem
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium und Versuchsgarten der
k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in Wien [Vienna].
26. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean: Tables
(Document part)]. Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen
20:247-72. [5 ref. Ger]

• Summary: Tables show: (1–p. 260) The weight in grams
of 1,000 original seeds compared with the first progeny
in 1875 and the second progeny in 1876. Yellow soybean
from Mongolia: 81.5, 126.0, and 163.6. Note the significant
increase in seed weight. Yellow soybean from China: 92.5,
148.0, 143.0. Reddish brown soybean from China: 105.0,
154.5, 141.8. Black soybean from China: 101.6, 110.6,–(no
value given).
(2–a full-page table, p. 261; see next page, top) Prof.
Haberlandt’s results in testing 7 different types of soybeans
in 1876: Yellow from Mongolia (progeny), yellow from
China (progeny), reddish-brown from China (progeny),
black from China (one original, one progeny), black from
Mongolia (original), and black from Japan (original). For
each variety is given: Size of the trial plot in square meters
(range 4.0 to 11.0), Planting date (April 25 to May 5),
successful emergence of sprouts (May 19 to June 2), first
flowering (June 20 to July 3), start of ripening (Aug. 25 to
Oct. 24), date of harvesting (Sept. 26 to Nov. 6), number of
plants harvested (52 to 339), weight of the harvested seeds
in grams (570 for black from Mongolia to 3,710 for yellow
from China), weight of the air-dry straw in grams (1,920
for black #1 from China to 7,270 for yellow from China),
calculation of weight of seeds per hectare (in kg) (1,111.1
for black from Japan to 3864.6 for yellow from China),
calculation of weight of straw per hectare (in kg) (4,062.5
for black #1 from China to 6,025 for black from Mongolia),
number of seeds per plant (40.5 to 124.4 for black #1 from
China), weight of 100 air-dry seeds in grams (101.6 from
black #1 from China to 163.6 for yellow from Mongolia).
(3–p. 268) The total heat units (Wärmesummen) required
for 7 different types of soybeans in 1876 to the start of
ripening and to harvest: Yellow from Mongolia (progeny)
1824ºC, 2230ºC. Yellow from China (progeny) 1887ºC,
2253ºC. Reddish brown from China (progeny) 1699ºC,
2293ºC. Black from China (original) 2844ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from China (progeny) 2661ºC, 3175ºC. Black from
Mongolia (original) 2905ºC, 3175ºC. Black from Japan
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•

(original) 2954ºC, 3175ºC. Note that the yellow varieties
(the first two) required the fewest heat units, while the black
varieties required the most.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013),
worldwide, that contains information on the weight of
soybean seeds. Haberlandt measured the weight in grams of
1,000 soybean seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that clearly mentions soybean straw, which is the stems,
leaves, and empty pods left after the plants have been
threshed for seed. Soybean hay is the whole dry plants with
the beans left in the pods, cut at any time from the setting
of seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow. Address:
Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium
und Versuchsgarten der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in
Wien [Vienna].

Summary: This article is about various crops.
A paragraph (p. 79) about the soybean states:
Soja hispida, a newly cultivated plant. At the
Vienna Agriculturists’ Club, Prof. Haberlandt
presented a very interesting report about
cultivation experiments with a newly cultivated
plant–the so-called hirsute Soja hispida Mönch.
Haberlandt found that one variety of Soja, from
the many present at the Vienna World Exhibition,
ripens in 5 months, and then reliably grows in our climate.
Its value, which increased during the two subsequent years
of cultivation, can best be seen in comparison with the
composition of peas:
A table shows the percentage of air-dried substance.
The columns are substances, crude protein, fat, nitrogenfree extract, crude fiber, and ash. The substances are both
seeds and straw: Seeds: Peas, initial Soja, Soja after 1 year
cultivation, soja after 2 years cultivation. Straw: Peas, Soja.

27. Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. 1877. Iz inostrannykh gazet i
zhynalov [From foreign newspapers and journals]. No. 6. p.
89-92. Feb. 5. See p. 89. [Rus]
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Concerning crude protein: Pea seeds had 23.2% vs. 30.6%,
34.4%, and 35.0% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Concerning fat: Pea seeds had 1.8% vs. 15.8%,
18.2%, and 18.4% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Soybean seeds also contained almost twice as
much ash and only 77% as much crude fiber.
Soybean straw contained about 24% more protein and
19% more fat that pea straw, plus 2½ times as much ash and
only 86% as much crude fiber.
Prof. Haberlandt believes that in the near future, every
agriculturist will cultivate Soja hispida in the same quantity
that they now cultivate bread [wheat], potatoes, etc., since
soya has the highest nutritional value in its seeds and straw
compared with other plants–the only exception being
lupines.
Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (June 2003) that mentions the soybean–which it calls
Soja hispida and Soja.
28. Haberlandt, Friedrich; Koehler, W.; Stojics, A.; Tomasek,
A.; Dimitrievicz, -; Attems, Heinrich; Kulisz, -; Janig, W.;
Schnorrenpfeil, A.; Schwackhoefer, Fr.; Zalkowsky, K.
1877. Neue Erfahrungen ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [New practical experience with the cultivation
of the hirsute soybean]. Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie 6:381-87. May. [6 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is largely a summary of Haberlandt’s
article titled “Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The
culture of the hirsute soybean],” written in Jan. 1877 and
published in Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen
20:247-72. Address: 1. Hochschule fuer Bodenkultur,
Vienna.

of them were able to figure it out either.
In Austria-Hungary, early-ripening soybeans can be
cultivated. The small number of trials seem to indicate
that large-scale cultivation would produce good yields.
The experimenters noted the remarkable fruitfulness of the
soybean. In Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina, a former
Austrian crownland, now divided among the Ukraine and
Romania], each seed yielded 188 seeds. Moreover, analyses
show that the seeds are of great nutritional worth, and the
progeny of the original seeds have more protein and fat than
their forbears. The straw also has high value as a feed, and
feeding trials show that cows like not only the green plants
but also the straw. Since soybeans are widely used for food
among the people of East Asia, Prof. Haberlandt hopes that
this plant, because of its great fruitfulness, will become
widely cultivated in Europe within a few years, and will
been seen as competing in importance with the various cereal
grains, potatoes, and corn.
Note: Breslau (see Journal name; the German name for
Wroclaw [pronounced vrot-SLAF]) came under the control
of Prussia in 1741, and remained part of Germany until 1945,
when it was assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference.
30. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende der Land, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten). 1877. “Die
rauhaarige Sojabohne” (Soja hispida Moench) [The hirsute
soybean]. 34(22):173-75. Nov. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Die Sojabohne) is for us a
new crop plant, insofar as prior to 1875, no one had heard
anything about it. However it is very well known as an
agricultural plant in China, Mongolia, and Japan, where it is

29. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1877. Die rauhhaarigen Sojabohnen [The
hirsute soybeans]. 13(48):261. June 15. [Ger]
• Summary: At the Vienna World Exposition of 1873,
many varieties of soybeans from Mongolia, China, and
Japan were represented. They are widely cultivated in those
countries. Subsequently, at the Royal School of Agriculture
in Vienna, trials were made to study the growth and yield of
the plant. The results from the year 1876, according to Prof.
Haberlandt–as reported in the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung–lead to the conclusion that the soybean can only
mature seeds where the medium level of summer warmth is a
little over 140 R. and where neither grape tendrils nor maize
(Mais; corn) are able to ripen more.
Note: The meaning of “140 R.” is unclear. German
Translator Phil Isenberg writes (Oct. 2014): “It cannot be
either Réaumur, Rankine, or Roemer/Romer. Those would be
either above boiling or below freezing. I actually think that
it refers to some kind of abbreviation for degree-days rather
than a unit of temperature, but I haven’t been able to figure it
out. I will ask my botanist colleagues in Europe.” But none
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widely cultivated. It is also indigenous to the Malaysian
islands, on Java, and in the Dutch East Indies, where various
varieties are widely disseminated.
The soybean grows stiffly upright with abundantly
branching stems, somewhat like the lupin. It reaches a height
of 0.6 to 1 meter. The leaves come in groups of three–like
our Feuerbohne [scarlet runner] and Stangenbohne [string
bean or runner bean], but larger than the leaves of the latter.
The numerous flowers, the spring from the angle of the
leaves, sit on shortly branched bases (Steilchen), and are
white, yellow or violet in color, according to the type of
plant, and are, on the whole, not particularly good-looking.
The soybean carries its seeds in pods, and there are
many on each plant; there are 2 to 5 seeds in each pod. The
seeds, themselves are spherical or egg-shaped and they look
very much like the seeds of the Phaseolus (Fisole). Their
color is reddish-brown with a white protruding hilum (Nabel)
or pale yellow with brownish-red bordered hilum. The entire
plant itself, including the hulls, is covered with brownish or
rust-reddish short, tiny stiff hairs. For this reason the plant is
called “hairy” (rauhaarig).
Also discusses the varieties on display at the Vienna
World Exposition of 1873 (Wiener Weltausstellung 1873).
Acclimatization trials were conducted in the experimental
garden (Versuchsgarten) of the Royal College of Agriculture
in Vienna (k.k. Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien). In
these trials the soybeans came to maturity completely.
The results of these trials proved that some varieties of
the soybean came to complete maturity during the first half
of the month of September and could be harvested; these are
now known as the early-ripening varieties; they are native
to northern Asia. However there are other varieties that
bloomed in these trials but did not set seeds, and yet others
that did not even reach this stage.
In the year 1876 these acclimatization trial were
repeated, not only in Vienna but in various other places
in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, in order to study
the development of this plant under various conditions
(Verhältnisse). The results will be discussed in detail by Prof.
Haberlandt, who is in charge of these experiments.
Tables show: (1) The composition of three kinds of
seeds: Pea seeds, the original soybean seeds, acclimatized
soybean seeds. The nitrogen-containing substances (protein)
are, respectively 23.18%, 30.56%, and 34.37%. (2) A
nutritional comparison of pea straw vs. soybean straw.
The protein content is, respectively 7.36% and 9.43%.
The essential components of the ash are potassium and
phosphoric acid.
Professor Friedrich Haberlandt expresses the hope that
soybeans will be recognized as a superior plant, widely
tested, and within a few years recognized as being on a level
of importance with the various cereal grains, the potato, and
maize / corn.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)

that contains the term Vienna World Exposition of 1873
(Wiener Weltausstellung 1873).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)
that contains the term Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(k.k. Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien)
Note 3. Kaernten (Kaernthen or Kärnten) [also
called Carinthia] was an Austrian crownland; now a state
of southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia.
Address: Austria.
31. Schuetz, Cosmas. 1877. Die Sojabohne in Kaernten [The
soybean in Carinthia]. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende
der Land-, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten) 34(22):175-76.
Nov. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: A cultural trial with the soybean was conducted
the local agricultural school (Landesbaumschule) confirms
the fact that no land is better suited than Kärnten to become a
homeland for the soybean.
Of the 25 seeds, that Prof. Haberlandt gave me to test,
20 were planted on 7 May 1877 in the local agricultural
school in three types of soil: light, medium, and heavy. The
soil was not manured, but it was very fertile (stand aber in
guter Kraft).
Nineteen of these plants developed into strong
specimens with a sturdy taproot. They had 15 leaves and by
the beginning of June they started to bloom. On September
27, in the light soil, ripe soybeans could already be
harvested. In the heavy soil, the plants developed about 14
days later. The beans ripened and were harvested at the same
time, but they were not yet completely developed.
Of the 19 plants that were harvested, the 5,500
completely developed beans weighed 1,100 grams; an
increase of about 275 seeds from each plant.
Since the soybean seems to be insensitive to night frost,
if the seeds are planted in the appropriate soil, its nutritional
content seems to be superior to all other beans cultivated and
tested to date. And its habitat (Standort) is especially suited
to the diluvial soil of central Kärnten, so long as it is well
manured.
We must distribute the seeds to the members of
the Royal Kärnten Agricultural Society (k.k. kärntner
Landwirtschaft-Gesellschaft) for further trial.
Note: Kaernten (Kaernthen or Kärnten) [also called
Carinthia] was an Austrian crownland; now a state of
southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia.
Note 2. Meagan Calogeras gives special thanks to Frau
Nagel of the Bodenkultur Bibliothek for finding this hardto-find document in a separate building from the Institut
für Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzüchtung in Vienna. Address:
Editor, Klagenfurt, Austria.
32. Schollmayer, Franz. 1877. Die rauhaarige Soja oder
Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The hirsute soybean].
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Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
3(47):533. Nov. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: The author obtained soybean seeds from Prof.
Haberlandt of the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture
in Vienna (k.k. = kaiserlich-königliche Hochschule für
Bodencultur in Wien). A nutritional analysis of Haberlandt’s
seeds and straw (several generations) is given and compared
with that of peas. The author obtained 200 brown-seeded
soybeans from China, 200 black-seeded soybeans from
China, and 200 yellow-seeded soybeans from Mongolia.
He planted the seeds on 16 May 1877 about 26 cm apart in
a grid pattern at the experimental farm in Ljubljana. After
several days, all of the seeds germinated and emerged well
(In wenigen Tagen schossen die jungen Pflänzchen... in die
Höhe). By the end of May about 90% of the plants (180 of
each variety) were up and growing well, the rest having been
consumed by moles and field mice. They grew well during
the summer, attaining an average height of 65 cm. The plant
tops soon formed a canopy so that few weeds could grow.
The stems becoming very sturdy and the pods filling nicely
with seed. The lower pods on the plants ripened in midSeptember and the higher pods in mid-October. The 180
brown-seeded plants yielded 6,660 seeds (37-fold increase)
weighing 1,061½ gm. The 180 black-seeded plants yielded
7,814 seeds (43.41-fold increase) weighing 816½ gm. And
the 180 yellow-seeded plants yielded 16,371 seeds (90.95fold increase) weighing 1,925½ gm. These increases are
so much larger than can be obtained from regular Austrian
runner or French beans, that the soybean (especially the
yellow variety) must be urgently recommended for expanded
cultivation. Moreover, the nutritional value of the seeds
and the hay is greatly superior. The yellow is also better for
cooking, since the black variety makes an unappetizing black
soup. “To the untiring researcher, Prof. Haberlandt, goes our
greatest thanks for this new crop plant, which I also, as his
former student, express to him with full conviction.”
Note 1. Laibach is the German name for Ljubljana
(also Lyublyana), a city which is presently (early 1993) the
capital of Slovenia, located on the Sava River. According to
the Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer (1880), in 1877 Laybach
(also spelled Laibach) was a town in Austria. It had been the
capital of the kingdom of Illyria from 1816-1849. Also called
Ljubljana, it became part of Yugoslavia in 1918. In ancient
times it was named Æmona or Emona.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Slovenia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Slovenia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Slovenia, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Slovenia (16 May 1877). The source of
these soybeans was Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna, but they
originated in China and Mongolia. Address: VersuchshofAdministration in Laibach [Austria].
33. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende der Land-

, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten). 1877. Zur
Sojabohne [The soybean]. 34(23):183-84. Dec. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Upon his request, the Inspector of the
Experimental Farm in Ljubljana (Laibach), Mr. Franz
Schollmayr, received in the spring from Prof. Haberlandt 200
seeds of brown soybeans and 200 seeds of black soybeans
from China, and 200 seeds of coarse yellow soybeans
originating from Mongolia, all for experimental cultivation.
These were planted on May 16 in such a way that the
seeds were spaced 10 inches (Zoll) from each other and
approximately 1½ inches deep in rather thin, ordinary
topsoil (diluvial gravel / rubble, Dilluvialschotter) that had
been lightly fertilized with barnyard manure and that had
previously been prepared to be completely even and ready.
In a few days, the young, dark green baby plants shot up
quite superbly without a seed having remained. By the end
of May, approximately 10% of the plants had fallen to the
ground because of voles and moles, and thus approximately
180 plants of each of the aforementioned varieties remained.
During the summer, these plants were cultivated once. Since
the growth of the firm stems with thick foliage is rapid, this
planting soon filled in, adequately shaded the ground, and
allowed few weeds to come up. The plants achieved a height
of 25 inches (65 cm) and were more stocky (full stemmed)
than elongated. They were covered with abundant pods. The
lower pods matured in mid-September, followed by those
further up in mid-October.
After precise counting and weighing, the yield of these
three varieties is as follows: 180 beans of the brown soybean
from China yielded 6,660 seeds weighing 1,061½ grams. 180
beans of the black soybean from China yielded 7,814 seeds
weighing 816½ grams. And 180 beans of the yellow soybean
from Mongolia yielded of 16,731 seeds weighing 1,925½
grams.
In comparison with the yield of our native varieties of
green beans (Fisolenarten), the brown soybean in Ljubljana
yielded 37 times as much; the black soybean yielded 43.41
times as much, and the yellow soybean yielded 90.95 times
as much. This is therefore so high that the soybean must be
very highly recommended for the most extensive cultivation,
all the more so since, upon chemical analysis, the nutritional
value of the beans and the straw comes to light as being
significant.
As for the yield of straw, the brown soybean weighed 2
Viennese pounds (2 Wiener Pfund), the black and the yellow
soybean also yielded 2 Viennese pounds of air-dried straw.
Mr. Schollmayr is of the opinion that the yellow soybean
is first and foremost to be preferred, followed by the brown
variety, and then the black. He arrives at this conclusion
not only as a result of the yields of the yellow and brown
soybeans, but also because of their preferred colors in
commerce, the full roundness of the beans, and the pleasant
shape of both varieties mentioned.
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The black soybean is elongated and flattened, and
furthermore the black color is not desirable in commerce for
the reason that when they are boiled, the beans impart an
unappetizing black color to the soup. Address: Austria.
34. Graefl. H. Attems’sche Gemuesebau- und
Samenkulturstation in St. Peter. 1877. Zweiter Culturversuch
mit der chinesischen Oelbohne in St. Peter bei Graz [Second
agronomic trial with the Chinese oilbean (Soybean) in St.
Peter near Graz]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
27(49):557. Dec. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: From the preceding year’s harvest of soybeans
(Soja), which was described in issue no. 48 of the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung of 1876 [Nov. 25, p. 552-53]
and which was attained at Count Attems’ Seed Multiplication
Station (Graf Attems’sche Samenkulturstation) in St. Peter
near Graz, the healthiest seeds were selected for planting in
1877. In doing this with 1,000 seeds, and increase in weight
was achieved amounting to 5 gm with the yellow variety and
8 gm with the brown variety. Note: A Samenkulturstation
(seed multiplication station) exists to sell this seed to
neighbors; it is usually not involved with seed breeding, nor
is it a commercial seed company.
The seeds were planted on May 18 in 32 centimeter
squares on terraces. Exactly 2 seeds were planted per
sowing area, and therefore the quantity of seed per are (1
are = 100 square meters) was 236 gm for the yellow variety
and 260 gm for the brown variety. The field was in its third
planting. The first planting was with cabbage, the second
with winter wheat, then it had been drained in the fall of
1876. The soil consisted of 7 meters of potent, sandy loam
that is deposited upon diluvial debris, and whose topsoil is
rather humus-like. The climate is generally damp. According
to the meteorological observation station in Graz, the
number of heat units (Wärmemenge) from May 1 until the
end of September of the same year amounted to 2,658; the
amount of rain was 611 millimeters. The average monthly
temperature in May, June, and July was from 1 to 2ºC. above
normal. On the other hand, as early as September 17, an
early frost of -2ºC arrived, and was followed by lasting cool
weather until the end of September.
The development of the plants was vigorous as early as
their juvenile period. They closed over to form a canopy as
early as the beginning of July, and therefore the land could
be hoed twice and kept loose and clean thereafter. Flowering
began in the middle of July and continued until the middle
of August. As in the previous year, pod-setting was also
unusually abundant this year. At the time of the early frost,
the beans in the pods were still juicy and beginning to lose
their color. Effects of frost were not noticeable upon them,
except that the uppermost leaves were damaged. Because of
the continuation of the cold weather, the harvest was carried
out at the end of September, and the plants that were still
somewhat succulent were spread out in a ventilated room to

finish ripening. By the middle of November, the beans were
completely ripened and could be threshed.
The yield of good, picked-over seeds amounted to 13
kg of the yellow and 14 kg of the brown variety. The waste
from each type amounted to over 3 kg. The results per are
(1 are = 100 square meters) are similar to those from a very
good harvest of peas. Mr. Pittoni of Gorizia (Görz) has
reported to us that he achieved a 63-fold yield with soybeans
(Oelbohne) there. In the development of its beans, the always
later-ripening brown variety remained far behind that of the
planted seed; 1,000 seeds at harvest weighed only 113 gm.
On the other hand, the yellow variety achieved precisely
the quality [weight] of the selected seed for planting, 116
gm per 1,000 seeds. The soybean straw was eaten by cows
and fattened sheep with great eagerness. Even this year the
soybean (Sojabohne) showed itself to be no more delicate
than the long-cultivated Phaseolus varieties, which is why it
can be expected with certainty that because of its enormous
fertility and richness in nutrients, which in the meantime
Prof. Haberlandt has proven through several analyses, it will
soon be universally accepted among our useful plants.
According to the analyses mentioned, the air-dried seeds
contain (table): 31% proteinaceous materials, 16.6% fat,
32.2% nitrogen-free nutrients, 4.8% crude fiber, 4.9% ash,
and 10% water.
The composition of the straw should be similar to that
of peas. Besides the yellow and brown varieties, we also
brought a black-seeded variety for planting this year–for
which we are also grateful to Prof. Haberlandt for his kind
participation. Under the same conditions, with simultaneous
planting, they only flowered in the first third of August and
remained unripe at the time of the early frosts. A greenseeded variety, which we had received as the “Japanese
bush bean” (Japanische Buschbohne) from another source,
did not flower at all. We therefore consider the yellow and
brown soybeans (Oelbohne) to be a definite achievement
and include them with our estimable plants for cultivation.
Address: St. Peter bei Graz, Steiermark [Styria, Austria].
35. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1877. S. Domslau, 17. December.
[Vereinssitzung.] [S. Domslau, Dec. 17. Meeting of the
Society]. 13(102):535-36. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: Yesterday the Domslau agricultural rural society
held its last meeting of the year. Events of the year were
summarized. The men who had planted soybeans earlier
in the year were asked to report on their results. Inspector
Scholtz from Linz [the capital of Upper Austria on the
Danube River, 95 miles west of Vienna] became aware of
this new plant, imported from the south, through articles in
issues no. 2 and no. 48 [15 June 1877] of this periodical, Der
Landwirth. Through the good offices of Prof. Haberlandt
in Vienna, who is himself interested in the acclimatization
of this plant, the Domslau society was able to obtain 200
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soybeans. Since the soybean, as the analyses in issue no. 48
of this periodical show, has great value as a livestock fodder,
everyone in the society wanted to learn how to grow and
use it. So 150 of Prof. Haberlandt’s seeds were divided
among various members of the society and Mr. Scholtz
kept 50 for himself. Ten seeds were planted on May
1, and more were planted on May 28. A frost in early
September hurt their development. The harvest on Sept.
17, yielded 530 well-developed seeds and 342 gm of dry
straw.
Note 1. In 1878 the town of Domslau was located
in Prussia, about 5 miles south of Breslau. As of 1994
Domslaw, now spelled Domaslaw, is in Poland. Breslau
(the German name for Wroclaw [pronounced vrot-SLAF])
came under the control of Prussia in 1741, and remained part
of Germany until 1945, when it was assigned to Poland by
the Potsdam Conference.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (June
2015) concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Poland. This document contains the second
earliest date seen for soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Poland (1 May 1877). The source of these
soybeans was Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna.
36. Illustrierte Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Leipzig). 1877.
Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 39(31):258. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Issue No. 29 (1876) of this periodical
called attention to the soybean. According the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, during the year 1876, cultural
trials with this plant have been conducted in Hungary,
Mähren [Moravia], Bukovina [a crown land in Austria],
Steiermark [Styria], Böhmen [Bohemia], and Proskau
in Upper Silesia (Oberschlesien) [probably in Prussia,
Germany]. It was found that, on average, in Austria-Hungary
and in southern Germany, the beans ripened / matured
completely. Haberlandt obtained 2,354 kg/ha of seeds and
5,236 kg/ha of straw, which has high value as a fodder.
Note: In 1945 the region of Bukovina was divided
between what is today (2005) southern Ukraine and northern
Romania. It is impossible to tell from this 1877 publication
in which of those two countries the soybeans were cultivated.
Moravia is in the Czech Republic. Styria is a state in Austria;
its capital is Graz. Bohemia is part of the Czech Republic; its
capital is Prague. Proskau (Proskowetz, now Proszkow), is in
today’s SW Poland.
37. Schollmayer, Franz. 1877. Die rauhhaarige Sojabohne
(Soja hispida Moench) [The hirsute soybean]. Illustrierte
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Leipzig) 39(49):397-98. [Ger]
• Summary: A summary of the work with soybeans done
by Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna. Address: Administrator des
Versuchshofes zu Laibach in Oesterreich [Austria].
38. Mach, E. 1878. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida an der

landw. [landwirthschaftliche] Landesanstalt in St. Michele
[Agronomic trial with soybeans at the agricultural institute in
St. Michele (in Tirol, Austria)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 28(1):5. Jan. 5. [Ger]

• Summary: Through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt
we received seeds of the Soja hispida [soybean] at the
beginning of this year. There was a yellow, a brown, and a
black variety. These seeds, which together weighed about
200 gm, were planted on April 30 by the teacher, Mr. Samek,
in one of our organization’s experimental fields, in a clayish
loam (lehmig), freshly manured, still somewhat raw soil. The
seeds were planted 16 cm apart in rows which were 25 cm
apart. The plants developed with very luxuriant growth (sehr
üppig). The yellow variety stood stiff and upright, as did the
brown. The black variety grew so tall it lodged (fell over),
and required support. The vegetation was not damaged by
insects. The yellow variety was harvested in full maturity on
Oct. 1. The brown and black were harvested on Oct. 18, and
only some seeds were completely mature, while some seeds
of the black soya (der schwarzen Soja) were still soft and
unripe.
Looking at the climatic conditions, the “heat units”
(Wärmesumme; “warm temperature summation”) from May
1 to Oct. 1 was 3030ºC, and there were 559.2 millimeters of
rain.
The quantitative results of the harvest were excellent.
252 plants of the yellow and brown varieties (about 40 grams
of seeds) gave a harvest of 3.2 kg of seeds, thus an 80-fold
yield. 504 plants of the black soya yielded 6.7 kg of seed. Per
hectare, this was the equivalent of 3,888 kg of the yellow and
brown varieties, and 3,333 kg of the black.
The qualitative results were also very favorable, in ways
better than those of Prof. Haberlandt or the Attems seed
station. The following table shows the composition of our 3
soybean varieties, based on analyses by the assistant, Mr. C.
Portele, of our station. For example–Yellow: Specific weight:
1.279. Weight of 1 hectoliter: 76 kg. Weight of 1,000 seeds:
124.1 gm. Water 8.1%. Ash 5.4%. Nitrogenous materials:
36.8%. Fat 17.6%. Crude fiber 4.8%. The yellow variety
contains an extraordinarily high level of protein.
In order to evaluate the suitability of the soybean (der
Sojabohne) for use as food, we tried preparing them in
various ways. We must confess that especially the yellow
and brown varieties (but also the black after dehulling), were
easily cooked and used whole or as a purée, with vinegar
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and oil as a salad, were extremely tasty, almost better than
peas or lentils. The black variety with the hulls on gave a
deep, dark sauce or gravy. We must note that long cooking is
required before the beans become soft.
It is interesting to note that the soybean (die Soja), and
especially the brown variety, has long been known under the
name “Coffee Bean” (Kaffeebohne) in South Tirol, and is
cultivated here and there in small amounts, to be roasted for
use as a coffee substitute. A table shows the composition of a
locally grown soya “Coffee Bean” (38.1% protein).
These results show us that this plant allows itself to be
acclimatized with many advantages, and that agronomic
trials should be widely conducted, especially in our southern
provinces. In terms of the soybean’s composition, which in
many ways approaches that of the best oilcakes (Oelkuchen),
it should be regarded as a concentrated feed (Kraftfutter),
especially for calves or heifers. Early in the coming year, we
plan to expand our cultivation of soybeans, and we are ready
to share a small quantity of soybean seeds with farmers who
wish to make their own trials.
Note: This is the earliest document seen that contains
the word Wäermesumme (“heat units”). Address: Director,
Public Institute of Agriculture (landw. Landeslehranstalt) at
St. Michele [on the Etsch river in Tirol, Austria].
39. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Ernteergebnisse der
Sojabohne im Jahre 1877 [Results of soybean harvests in the
year 1877]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 28(2):13.
Jan. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: If in my report that was published in this journal
last year about the agronomic trials with the soybean in 1875
and 1876, I just expressed the apparently daring view that
this newly introduced food plant would in a few years be a
plant that was known and appreciated by every farmer, then
in fact as a result of the results that have been achieved in the
past year, even the most broad-reaching expectations have
been exceeded.
Thanks to the efforts of numerous farmers and friends
of plant culture, there are available to me no fewer than 134
reports about the 1877 results which contain an abundance of
the most interesting material on valuable observations. It is
impossible to even begin to approach presenting this material
in one article which, in accordance with its extent, could be
accommodated in this journal, and thus I have decided upon
the publication of a separate, larger work which will still be
published during the course of this winter by Carl Gerold’s
Sohn in Vienna and can still be found in the hands of the
farmers before the beginning of spring 1878.
I shall only remark here that at very few locations, the
1877 agronomic trials with the soybean were unsuccessful,
in part because of sowing that was too late, unfavorable
weather in the summer, early frosts in the first half of
September, as a result of sowing that was too dense, and
because of being eaten by rabbits. More than 75% of the

cultivation experiments were completely successful, and I
will content myself here with the listing of a small number of
the most striking results.
In Therasburg in Lower Austria, the bailiff Mr. Kaudelka
harvested from 300 yellow soybeans 3.8 kilos of seeds and
11 kilos of leaves and stalks.
In Osterburg in Lower Austria, the tenant farmer Mr. E.
Rauch harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 3 kilos of seeds,
and from 200 brownish-red soybeans 5.4 kilos of seeds.
In Münchendorf in Lower Austria, the priest Mr. Richl
harvested from 100 yellow soybeans 2.38 kilos of seeds.
In Eibenschitz in Moravia [sic–Eibenschütz, today’s
Ivancice, Czech Republic], the director of the agricultural
school Mr. Brba harvested from 300 seeds of the yellow
variety 3.045 kilos of seeds.
In Kwassitz in Moravia [today’s Kvasice, Czech
Republic], Sir E. von Prostowetz harvested from 700 yellow
soybeans 6.75 kilos of seeds and 11.5 kilos of straw.
In Rabensburg in Moravia [today’s Rabensburg,
Austria], the stewardship of the Principality of Liechtenstein
(fürstl. Liechtenstein’sche Gutsverwaltung) harvested from
700 seeds no less than 41.6 kilos of seeds and 30 kilos of
chaff and straw.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Liechtenstein.
In the Münchengrätz monastery in Bohemia [today’s
Mnichovo Hradiste, Czech Republic], the bailiff Mr. F.
Marousek harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 2.5 kilos of
seeds.
In Chrudim in Bohemia [in today’s Czech Republic], the
director of the agricultural school Mr. Eckert obtained from
200 seeds 1.75 kilos.
In Zubcza near Lemberg in Galicia (Zubcza bei Lemberg
in Galizien) [probably today’s Zubzha near Lviv, Ukraine],
the forest warden Mr. Braun harvested from 50 seeds of the
yellow variety 0.54 kilos and from 50 seeds of the brownishred variety 0.57 kilos of seeds.
In Luka czestie in Bukovina [sic–Lukaczestie, today’s
Lucaciul, Romania], the landowner Mr. K. Botkouski
received from 160 seeds of the yellow variety 1.36 kilos of
seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2015) concerning soybeans in Romania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Romania. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Romania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Romania (1878). The source of these soybeans
was Friedrich Haberlandt at the Royal College of Agriculture
(Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna, Austria.
In Ritzlhof in Upper Austria, the agricultural school,
with a planting of 100 seeds, received a seed harvest of 0.8
kilos.
In Salzburg, the Imperial-Royal Major von Kempf
harvested from 50 soybeans no less than 1.978 kilos.
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In Planta near Meran in South Tyrol [also known as
Merano, in today’s Alto Adige, Italy], Captain Erttel obtained
from 100 seeds of the yellow variety 1.886 kilos of seeds,
from 100 seeds of the brownish-red variety 2.003 kilos of
seeds, and from 100 seeds of the black-seeded variety 2.240
kilos of seeds.
In St. Michele in South Tyrol [sic–probably San Michele
all’Adige in Trentino, Italy, the site of the agricultural
institute founded in 1874, rather than St. Michael Eppan/
San Michele Appiano in today’s South Tyrol/Alto Adige,
Italy], the seed harvest which the director of the agricultural
educational institution, Dr. Mach, achieved from 252 plants
of the yellow and brownish-red varieties amounted to 3.9
kilos and from 504 plants of the black variety amounted to
6.7 kilos.
In St. Johann bei Bettau in Styria [today’s Starse,
Slovenia], Count Hans Haller harvested from 50 yellow and
50 brownish-red seeds no less than 2 kilos of seeds.
In Marburg in Styria [today’s Maribor, Slovenia],
the Fruitgrowing and Winegrowing School (Obst- und
Weinbauschule) harvested from 345 seeds of the yellow
variety 3.2 kilos, and from 100 seeds of the brownish-red
variety 1.26 kilos.
In Friesach in Carinthia, in spite of the fact that the
location lies at 2,012 feet (around 700 meters) above sea
level and the half-mature seeds were covered with snow,
the mayor Mr. Fiala received from 300 seeds of the yellow
soybean 1.75 kilos of seeds.
In Klagenfurt, Mr. C. Schütz, Secretary of the
Agricultural Society (Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) achieved
from 20 soybeans 1.1 kilos of seeds.
In Capo d’Istria in Istria [sic–Capodistria, today’s Koper,
Slovenia], the middle school teacher Mr. Kristan harvested
from 100 seeds of the yellow variety 0.855 kilos, from 100
seeds of the brownish-red variety 2.00 kilos, and from 100
seeds of the black variety 3.21 kilos. On individual plants he
counted 200 to 300 pods with mature seeds and, on top of
that, 100 to 400 empty ones.
In Kubbia near Gorica [today’s Rubije, Slovenia], Baron
von. Bianchi harvested from 50 grams of seeds of the black
variety 7.9 kilos of seeds, and so on, and so on.
The trial results from Hungary are extraordinarily
favorable. I will cite just one example. Baron Eugen von
Nyári grew in his garden in the Neograd Comitat [a former
county now divided between modern-day Slovakia and
Hungary] on 16 square meters no less than 15 liters of seeds,
which per hectare would provide the fantastic yield of 94
hectoliters.
From Germany, too, the reports turn out to be favorable
beyond expectations. I wish to cite just one single example.
Mr. Dotzauer in Schlanz, in the governmental district of
Breslau [the modern-day Krzyzowice in the district of
Wroclaw, Poland], planted 4 soybeans that weighed 0.2
grams which he planted after May 20 and received 136, that

is to say one hundred thirty-six grams of beans, of which
2/3 were twice the size of the beans planted. That means
that assuming the beans of the same size as those beans that
were planted would have yielded from 4 beans planted 2,720
beans harvested!
Because it was impossible for me to directly thank
all of the gentlemen who made reports for their kind
sending, I do so in advance at this preferred place, and
since currently, because of the reference to soybeans,
requests are reaching me so frequently, I am at the same
time making known to broader circles that larger tests of
seeds of the aforementioned early varieties of soybeans may
probably be carried out by the Royal Hungarian Agricultural
Academy in Hungarian-Altenburg (Königliche Ungarische
Landwirthschaftliche Akademie in Ungarisch-Altenburg)
[today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary] and furthermore also
by the Seed Culture Station of Count H. Attems in St. Peter
near Graz. Address: Prof.
40. Caplan, C. 1878. Ueber die rauhhaarige Sojabohne
(Soja hispida) [About the hirsute soybean (Soja hispida)].
Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
4(3):26-27. Jan. 19. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author obtained his soybeans from Dr. J.
Moser. The original soybeans came from Dr. Haberlandt in
Austria. Address: Assistent an der k.k. landwirthschaftlichchemischen Versuchsstation in Vienna.
41. Goethe, H. 1878. Anbauversuch mit Sojabohnen an
der steiermaerkisch Landesobst- und Weinbauschule bei
Marburg [Agronomic trials with soybeans at Steiermark
provincial school for fruit and wine cultivation near Marburg
(Letter to the editor)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
28(5):49. Feb. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The organization received from Prof.
Haberlandt in Vienna for its trial 100 seeds of the early
ripening soybean, 50 gm (345 seeds) of the early ripening
yellow soybean, and 50 gm (425 seeds) of the late ripening
black soybean. Address: Director.
42. Thausing, Jul. 1878. Anbauversuch der Sojabohne am
“Francisco Josephinum” in Moedling 1877 [Agronomic
trial with the soybean at the “Francisco Josephinum” in
Moedling, 1877]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(8):76-77. Feb. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: The Francisco Josephinum is an agricultural
institute in Mödling, Lower Austria. The 200 yellow
soybeans that were sent to Prof. Thausing from Prof.
Haberlandt were divided among two parcels.
A. Some 140 seeds were planted on 22 May 1877 in a
parcel of the experimental field, in rows about 50 cm apart;
the seeds were drilled 6 inches deep. The soil of this field
is a lime-rich loam (containing 20.14% lime). The subsoil
is composed of dense, lime-free clay. The field was sloping
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slightly to the east; to the west it is protected by a ridge of
hills. In 1876 this parcel was not manured and was planted
to potatoes; the soybeans were fertilized with cow manure.
On June 4 all the plants had broken ground, on June 15
they were hoed (behackt), on July 2 soil was put on top
(behäufelt), and on July 12 again cleared of weeds. On July
22 the plants were in full bloom and on Sept. 6 the first pods
were harvested.
B. At the Institute’s garden, in a field that had been
formerly dedicated to growing vegetables, 60 soybean seeds
were planted (drilled) in a row. This garden soil is a rather
rich is humus and lime / calcium, but it is not as heavy as the
soil in the experiment field. The soybeans were not directly
fertilized.
The seeds were planted on 22 May 1877, and on June
2 the plants had broken ground. On on June 15 and July 10
they were hoed; the plants were in bloom on July 2. From the
middle until the end of August they gradually ripened and
then were harvested.
In spite of having been watered often before germinating
and during the vegetative phase, the plants did not develop as
strongly as they did in the trial fields.
A table shows the shows the following weather
conditions (according to reports from the local
meteorological station) for the last week in May, June,
July, and August, and the first week in September: Three
temperatures in degree Celsius–Average maximum, average
minimum, and overall average–and precipitation (in mm).
July was by far the wettest and August was the warmest
month.
During germination, from May 22 through June 2 and
4 respectively, the average temperature was 15.6 and 15.11
degrees Celsius, and precipitation was 0.6 mm.
Observations concerning the plants: Medium-strong
plants at the time of flowering were 30 cm tall, whereas
strong plants were 40 cm tall. The stems were strongly
branched and showed up to 20 secondary or lateral axes.
The foliage was unusually abundant. Stems and leaves, the
latter especially on the underside, were extremely hairy. The
blooming plants gave off a strong but pleasant aroma which,
from the freshly dried plants, was especially intense.
Measurements taken on one of the medium welldeveloped plants in full bloom (on July 22) showed: Stem
length 30 cm. Taproot length 29 cm. Fifty 3-inch leaves with
a surface area of about 2,475 square cm. The root system of
the soybean was very similar to that of the yellow lupine.

It is especially noteworthy that young
soybeans are able to tolerate very well the hot,
dry weather of the month of June, which clearly
damages broad beans / horsebeans (Pferdebohnen),
peas, vetches (Wicken), chick-peas (Kichererbsen),
lupines, etc. During that period the soybeans
demonstrated a continually fresh, abundant
appearance. There is no doubt that precipitation
during the first half of June would have favorably
influenced the growth of the height of the plants.
The soybean was not damaged at all by any of the
insects, which have caused significant damage on these
experimental fields every year and especially on legumes this
year. Plant parasites were also not to be found on soybeans.
From the 200 seeds, a total of 1.3 liters weighing 1,065
gm was harvested. Without considering the fact that a new
system of measurements was used, the weight of 100 liters
of the soybeans planted here was 81.92 kg. Address: Prof.,
hoeh. landw. Lehranstalt, Moedling, Lower Austria (NiederOesterreich).
43. Lehmann, Julius. 1878. Ueber den Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [On the culture of the hirsute
soybean]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in
Bayern 68:61-64. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: For an English-language translation of this
article, see: Cook, G.H. 1879. “The soja bean; a new forage
plant.” Rutgers Scientific School (New Jersey), Annual
Report 15:54-58.
This document contains three analyses of soybeans by
Schwackhöfer of Vienna; they were original seeds, seeds
from the first harvest, and seeds from the second harvest–
plus soybean straw. Address: Landwirtschaftliche CentralVersuchsstation fuer Bayern.
44. Mittheilungen der Section fuer Acclimatisation des
Landwirthschaftlichen Central-Vereins des Herzogthums
Braunschweig. 1878. Die Soya-Bohne [The soybean].
2(1):31-32. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: Braunschweig (English: Brunswick) is
a former duchy and capital city in north-central Germany,
about 35 miles east of Hannover (English: Hanover), now
part of Lower Saxony.
This new crop plant, with the botanical name Soya
hispida (literally the hairy soya-bean), creates to an unusual
degree, the interest and the participation of farmers. Prof.
Haberlandt obtained the first seeds from the Vienna World
Exposition and was the first to plant them. He found there
were a number of different varieties, which flourish in our
climate and bring their seeds to maturity. The high value
of soybeans shows itself in the its high nutrient content.
The seeds contain, on average, 38% protein, 18% fat, and
26% nitrogen-free nutrients [which includes starch, sugar,
gums, etc.]. The seeds also have a much higher content of
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nutrients than our other legumes. In its homeland, all of
East Asia, the soybean is widely used as a beloved human
food, according to Leunis [1847, 1877, 1883] it tastes good
and is used in the preparation of a piquant brown sauce
[soy sauce], which in India [sic], China and Japan is used to
season almost all foods. And also in Europe, especially in
England, is sold commercially*. (Footnote: *The fat content
of the soybean is significant that the oil can be pressed out of
it and this oil is almost as good as oil from the 2nd pressing
of olives (Provenceröl). A work just published by Prof. Fr.
Haberlandt, titled The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), gives the
results of cultural trials using this newly introduced plant;
it was published in Vienna by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in 1877.
The price is 2.80 marks. It gives a good overview of this
interesting plant).
Soy sauce is used to improve gravies and as a sauce for
roasted or deep-fried foods.
The soy sauce sold in Germany is not the real thing;
most of the varieties are prepared from mushrooms. Soy
sauce is most widely used in Japan. Whole soybeans, cooked
until they are soft, are then mixed with one part pulverized
wheat or barley and set to ferment with two parts water in
a warm place. The mass is stirred / agitated daily. After 2-3
months (the longer the better) the rather thick liquid is kept
in wooden vats.
One cultural trial with the soybean was conducted by the
head man (Hauptmann) C. Rambousek of Zborow [Austria];
his report follows: “The soybean (Soyabohne) seeds were of
two varieties: Brown seeded (from China) and yellow seeded
(from Mongolia); both came originally from the Vienna
World Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung) [of 1873]. On
2 May [1877] I obtained 60 brown and 60 yellow seeds
of Soya hispida, which were planted immediately in rows
spaced 40 cm apart, with 21 cm. between seeds in each row,
in a sandy clay soil relatively rich in humus, over detritus /
diluvium. The climate was quite wet.
“All the seeds sprouted, and the plants developed
quickly and powerfully. Without needing any support, they
grew to a height of 82 cm. Flowering began at the end of
June and seemed to continue without end. The initial stage of
seed-bearing is enormously rich, an often on branches there
were 4-5 pods, with usually 2-3 seeds per pod. The seeds
began to ripen in mid-September, and the plants were cut
toward the end of October. They yielded 1,759 completely
hard brown seed weighing 281 gm, and 2,805 yellow seeds
weighing 536 gm. These seeds were the same size and color
as those that were planted.
“Because of the high nutritional value of the seeds, as
well as the high fodder value of the stems, I am convinced
that this oilseed has a solid future as a forage plant.”
45. Rambousek, C. 1878. Kulturversuch mit Soja hispida
(Rauhharige Sojabohne) [Agronomic trials with soybeans].
Milch-Zeitung No. 10. p. 134-35. March 6. [Ger]

• Summary: The seeds of the soybean (Sojabohne), which
came from the World Exposition in Vienna, consist of two
varieties: brown (from China), and yellow seeded (from
Mongolia). On May 2 of last year I received 60 brown and
60 yellow seeds of Soja hispida which I immediately planted
in rows 40 cm apart with 21 cm between seeds, in rather
humus, sandy, clay soil, over a layer of diluvial soil.
The weather was rather moist. All the seeds sprouted
and the plants developed quickly and grew strong. Without
needing any support, they reached the height of 82 cm.
Blooming began at the end of June and never ended. The
initial stages of pod-filling (Fruchtansatz) were enormously
rich; at each leaf-node (Blattwinkel), there were often 4-5
pods with usually 2-3 seeds in each pod.
They began to ripen and mature in mid-September.
The stems (Stöcke) were [cut and] taken away near the
end of October. The brown ones yielded 1,759 completely
hard seeds weighing 281 gm, the yellow ones 2,805 seeds
weighing 536 gm. The harvested seeds were just as big as
those that were planted, and retained the same color; they
remained completely constant.
Because of the extremely high nutritional value of the
seeds, as well as the value of the stems for fodder, I am
convinced that this oilseed (Oelbohne) will find a secure
future as a fodder plant.
Bohemia (Böhmen)–C. Rambousek. Note: As of 2014,
Bohemia (whose capital is Prague) is part of the Czech
Republic.
Long excerpts are then quoted from two other Germanlanguage articles: (1) Lehmann, Julius. 1878. “Ueber den
Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [On the culture of the
hirsute soybean”]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.–including a table by
Schwackhöfer showing the chemical composition of
soybeans and soybean straw.
(2) Thausing, Jul. 1878. Anbauversuch der Sojabohne
am “Francisco Josephinum” in Moedling 1877 [Cultural
trial with the soybean at the “Francisco Josephinum” in
Moedling, 1877]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(8):76-77. Feb. 23. Address: Bohemia
(Böhmen).
46. Wrba, -. 1878. Anbauversuch mit der Sojabohne in
Eibenschitz [Agronomic trials with soybeans in Eibenschitz].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 28(10):111. March 9.
[Ger]
• Summary: Early last year, the Agricultural College at
Eibenschitz (Eibenschitzer Ackerbauschule) received from
Prof. Haberlandt 300 soybean seeds, weighing 40.23 gm, for
agronomic trials.
Note: According to a German gazetteer from the 1880s,
Eibenschitz (also named Ewancice or Wancice) is a town in
Moravia, in the circle of Znaim, 12 miles west-southwest
of Brno (German: Brünn or Bruenn), on the Iglawa
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(Jihlava) River at the confluence of the Ostawa (Oslava)
River. As of 1994 it is located in the southeast Czech
Republic, not far north of the border with Austria. Address:
Director, Ackerbauschule, Eibenschitz (Eibenschitzer
Ackerbauschule).
47. Boetticher, Emil. 1878. Culturversuch mit der Sojabohne
auf erzherzoglichen Domaine Seelowitz [Culture trials with
soybeans in the archducal domain of Seelowitz]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 28(14):162-63. April 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The author planted 100 gm of yellow-seeded
soybeans on April 7 and 9, 1877 in humus soil of medium
heaviness / richness (mittelschweren). Three beds were laid
out; the first was 6, the second likewise 6, the third only 3
square meters in size.
On the 1st bed, the distance between rows was 32 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 16 cm.
On the 2nd bed, the distance between rows was 32 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 10 cm.
On the 3rd bed, the distance between rows was 24 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 5 cm.
The germination period took place under unfavorable
conditions. Uninterrupted cold weather delayed the
development of the seeds, so that the sprouts appeared on
May 10-17. Through vermin, wireworms, and centipedes
were the sprouting seeds severely damaged; 30% of the
seeds initially planted were completely destroyed. Through
the devastating appearance of these pests the entire planting
was considered to be worthless.
After the warmth and its influence, the plants grew
rapidly and nicely upwards. Around July 2 they began to
bloom; blooming came to an end around Aug. 2. The average
length of the stems was 68 cm. The harvest followed on Sept.
20 and yielded as follows:
Bed no. 1, 3.75 kg of seed, 5 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 5,000 kg seed and 7692 kg straw.
Bed no. 2, 2.25 kg of seed, 5 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 3,400 kg seed and 6153 kg straw.
Bed no. 3, 1.5 kg of seed, 2 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 5,000 kg seed and 6666 kg straw.
The seed on the first bed ripened the latest and
developed the most beautifully; there were 3-4 seeds per pod.
On the 3rd bed, the seeds remained small, surely because of
the thickness of the stand.
In the future on larger fields, I plan to use the spacings
between rows and seeds used on the first bed. I plan to drill
the seeds. A wide distance between rows makes it easier for
large storms and heavy rains to knock down the plants and
inflict heavy damage.
The harvest of seeds, according to the measure of this
first trial, is the main point; the value of the straw is very
small.
Note: According to the Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer,
Seelowitz (formerly also spelled Selowitz) is the German

name for a town in Moravia [in the Czech Republic as of
Feb. 2005], currently known as Zidlochovice, and formerly
(1898) also spelled Zidlockowice. Located on the Svratka
River (spelled Zwittawa in 1880), about 11 miles south of
Brno, it has a population of about 2,500. In 1849 Moravia
(Czech = Morava, German = Mähren) became a separate
crownland of Austria, with its capital at Brno. In 1918 it
was organized as a province of Czechoslovakia. Address:
Distriktsverwalter in Schabschitz, Domaine Seelowitz.
48. Steirische Landbote (Der) (Graz). 1878.
Kundmachungen des Central-Ausschusses. Vertheilung
von Samen der Soja-Bohne an der Landes- Obst- und
Weinbauschule bei Marburg [Announcements from the
Central Committee. Distribution of soybean seeds]. 11(8):57.
April 11. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “The use of the soybean as a fodder plant, as
well as its use for the production of a coffee substitute, make
it appear desirable to implement the cultivation of this bean
on large areas and with processing on a field scale.
“The undersigned Central Committee has purchased
a large amount of these soybeans for this purpose and is
prepared to provide them free of charge in lots of 15 kg
to farmers in the Midlands and Lowlands (the Highlands
are not suitable for their cultivation) provided that those
concerned be obligated to plant all of the seeds received and,
in the event of the success of this agronomic trial, to return
the amount of seeds received to us free of charge after the
harvest has taken place and to give a report on the results of
the agronomic trial.
“We therefore invite all farmers in the Midlands and
Lowlands who are willing and in the position to dedicate
a large field area to the experimental cultivation of the
soybean to apply in this case to the Secretariat of the Society,
Schmiedgasse 25, all the more so since the planting of this
bean ought to be finished by the middle of May.
“With regard to the cultivation, the treatment, and the
assessment of the soybean, we refer to the report contained
in this issue about the cultivation of this plant at the Styrian
Provincial College of Fruiticulture and Viticulture (steirische
Landes- Obst- und Weinbauschule).
“Graz, April 1, 1978.” Address: Graz, Austria.
49. Wolfes, -. 1878. Mittheilungen vom Versuchsfelde der
Ackerbauschule zu Dargun: Die Sojabohne [Reports from
the experimental fields of Dargun Agricultural College,
Mecklenburg, Germany: The soybean]. Landwirthschaftliche
Annallen des Mecklenburgischen Patriotischen Vereins
17(16):127-28. April 19. New Series. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: With the numerous complaints from farmers
that the peas in their fields were no longer flourishing, the
reports from Professor Haberlandt in Vienna about the
agronomic trials carried out by him with the soybean (Soja
hispida) were absolutely of the greatest interest, particularly
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since with it the hope could be cherished that it very soon
could and would supplant and in some way replace the
field pea (Felderbse = Pisum sativum arvense) that is so
unreliable in many locations. Upon my request made for
that reason, through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt, I
came into the possession of soybeans which I planted at this
experimental field on May 9. The soil was humusy, sandy,
rather damp loam with good resilience. All of the seeds
sprouted very evenly and quickly, and the plants reached an
average height of 1 to 1.25 meters. The first flowers appeared
on August 11 and formed from 60 to 90 pods on every plant
on which each had 2-3 beans. Since, however, the entire
period from the end of July through the end of October
was just a nearly uninterrupted rainy period during which
the temperature remained significantly below the average
that otherwise prevails here, the beans were only mature
to a slight degree and had to be harvested in the middle of
October whether mature or not. Even though the beans still
after-ripened quite extraordinarily after the harvest, it is
nevertheless not entirely possible to give details about the
results of the harvest with the beans. With regard to the dried
straw, the 50 plants yielded 2.57 kg which was eagerly eaten
by both cows and sheep.
Professor Haberlandt makes the merits of cultivating
each of the cultivated plants dependent upon the two
questions: “Is the plant capable of achieving complete
maturity in average years?” and “Are the products of the
harvest of such a nature both quantitatively and qualitatively
that its cultivation appears to be worthwhile?” At first glance,
the results that have been achieved here with the cultivation
of the soybean have turned out to be less than favorable. One
must take into consideration, though, that with respect to the
weather, the past year must in no way be considered normal
but rather as abnormal to the highest degree. Both the pole
beans (Stangenbohnen) and the bush beans (Buschbohnen)
planted on the experimental field that otherwise mature in
time every year also likewise did not achieve maturity this
year. Moreover, an additional 140 agronomic trials that were
experimenting with the soybean at other locations, some of
which were located significantly further north, have provided
a result that is very favorable in every respect. Thus, after
the failure of this single agronomic trial, one may not pass
judgment about the merits or demerits of the soybean for our
area without taking into consideration the abnormal weather
of last summer. If, through several years of trials, it should
turn out that it achieves maturity with us in average years,
then it would absolutely be of great value for our agriculture
because, on the one hand, it promises to provide a very large
yield in beans and straw, as mentioned above, and, on the
other hand, the beans, just like the straw that is heartily eaten
by cows and sheep, have an extremely high nutritional value,
as can be gathered from the following analyses published by
Professor Haberlandt.
Tables compare the nutritional composition (as

percentages) of: (1) Peas and soybeans (Sojasamen)–
including: Nitrogen-containing substances [protein] 23.18 vs.
34.37. Fat 1.85 vs. 18.25. Crude fiber 5.94 vs. 4.30. Ash 2.59
vs. 4.76. (2) Pea straw and soybean straw (Sojabohnenstroh).
Proteins 7.56 vs. 9.43. Fat 2.17 vs. 2.51. Crude fiber 42.47
vs. 29.45. Ash 4.13 vs. 10.14.
Whether the soybean will incidentally be in the position
to supplant and reduce our field pea, which we highly respect
primarily as a previous crop to the winter rye, may appear
to be more than doubtful since its maturation at the various
locations experimenting with the agronomic trials fell
between the middle of September and the end of October,
that is, even in the most favorable case too late for the field
to still be properly left to a winter rye.
Through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt, a large
number of soybeans was recently sent to me for additional
agronomic trials. I will cultivate these on our experimental
field next summer and provide a report about the results in
these pages at that time.*
* Footnote: After the report of Mr. Wolfes, an article
by Prof. J. Lehmann in Munich about the significance of
the soybean will follow in one of the next issues of the
annals. Editor. Address: Vorsteher, Versuchsfeldes der
Ackerbauschule zu Dargun in Mecklenburg, Germany.
50. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1878. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
14(33):177-78. April 24. [Ger]
• Summary: A major, long article about the soybean,
prompted by and summarizing the work and publications
of Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt (of Vienna), and the earlier
work of the botanist Englebert Kaempfer. Prof. Haberlandt’s
book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne) is now available and is
discussed in this article. The scientific name of the soybean
is now Soja hispida Mönch. Its homeland is in East Asia,
especially in China and Japan. It is a leguminous plant.
51. Marouschek, F. 1878. Die rauhaarige Sojabohne (Soja
hispida) [The hirsute soybean (Soja hispida)]. Prager
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 9(17):181-82. April 27.
[Ger]
• Summary: (Original) We farmers are especially flooded
these days, both verbally and in writing, with a host of claims
about the most varied sort of innovations and varieties of
agricultural plants for cultivation, of which each is extolled
as the “absolute most perfect” or “absolutely most profitable
and most worth growing” (the most beautiful woodcut
convinces us of that right away).
Seeds, tubers, and roots are then bought more often–a
few kilos at an expensive price–and then planted in joyous
hope. And wonder of wonders–they don’t come up! This
makes us cautious. We then receive the exaggerated praise
for the next novelties with reservation and with more apathy.
With regard to the value of the soybean (Sojabohne)
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though, and its desirable introduction as a plant for
agricultural cultivation in Central Europe, numerous
economists and shrewd experts have already expressed
themselves. From many agronomic experiments, it may
be established that the northern boundary of the soybean’s
distribution ranges further than that of the corn plant.
The greatest contribution to the acclimatization of
this early-maturing soybean (Soja) in Austria-Hungary
is indisputably due to the researcher who is especially
tireless and of great merit in the area of plant cultivation,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Professor at Imperial-Royal College of
Agriculture in Vienna (k. k. Hochschule für Bodencultur in
Wien). In the spring of 1877, I received 200 seeds of yellowseed soybeans sent by this gentleman.
Since correct analyses are available about the high
nutritional value of the seeds and the straw and about the
excellent fodder value of the green plant, which ought
to allow this bean to take the top position among native
legumes, the purpose of these lines shall only be to report
about the agronomic trial carried out last year in Mnichovo
Hradistì (Kloster-Münchengrätz).
On May 8, I planted 200 seeds of the soybean over an
area of 13 square miles. The field occupied a sufficiently
protected location without incline, and it consisted of alluvial
soil with a permeable gravelly subsoil. Its capillarity was an
advantage because of the proximity of a stream.
In 1876, the field had been planted with sugar beets
[Rübe–generally called Zuckerrübe], and barn manure had
been used for their fertilizer. During the winter, molasses
residue was worked into the soil that was left in rough
furrows.
The seeds began to break ground on May 24 and
received their first cultivation on June 5 and second
cultivation on July 16 without the soil being heaped up.
Their formation and that of the pods were astonishingly
large, the branching from the stalk was extremely abundant,
and the average plant height was 60 cm. The plant thickness
developed very densely and the planted area soon appeared
covered with the plants standing upright. New shoots, new
flowers, and new pods were constantly being formed, the soil
was naturally completely shaded, and no weeds emerged. No
damage to the plants from insects was ever observed.
Unfortunately, the frost on September 19 of -2.5ºC
(-2ºR. = -2º Réaumur) caused considerable damage on many
still immature pods and substantially affected the abundance
of the leaves of the plants (which still had many delicate
leaves).
The Phaseolus beans located on the adjoining plot were,
however, more damaged by this frost and suffered far more
with precisely the same soil conditions.
The harvest took place on October 4. In spite of
significant consumption by mice, I received 2.5 kg of beans
and 27 kg of straw. Losses as a result of the ripe beans
falling out of the pods did not take place, nor was a bursting /

shattering of the pods observed.
The straw, which was produced at a low level of quality
because of the frost and subsequent rainy weather and as
a result of the prolonged drying over a frame, was eaten
immediately by the livestock.
Since this experiment cannot be characterized as
completely successful–in part as a result of the somewhat
tardy planting and in part because of the calamities that
have already been mentioned–although the beans that were
produced possess their complete ability to germinate, I will
repeat the cultivation experiment this year with the quantity
that was gained (erfechsneten [sic] = erfechteten?) and will
then take the liberty of reporting about the result at that time.
For the time being, though, the following conclusions
may nevertheless be drawn from the experiment that was
carried out:
1. The yellow-seed early-ripening soybean (Soja)
reaches maturity with us under normal climactic conditions.
2. The soybean demonstrates a greater ability to resist
frost than the runner bean (Fisole). 3. The soybean far
surpasses other native legumes in the yield of both beans
and straw. 4. The soybean has a soil-improving effect
through fully shading the field and keeping it free of
weeds (Reinhaultung). 5. The soybean requires a lower
expenditure in seeds and cultivation costs. Kloster, March
10, 1878, Administrator Marouschek. Address: KlosterMuenchengraetz, Bohemia (Boehmen).
52. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1878. Professor
Friedrich Haberlandt [Obituary: Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt].
28(18):211-12. May 4. [Ger]
• Summary: That which no one foresaw a few weeks
ago, that which everyone still sought to ward off from his
circles of thoughts a few days ago, has occurred. Friedrich
Haberlandt, Professor of Agricultural Plant Culture at the
Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna (k.k.
Hochschule für Bodencultur in Wien), the enthusiastic
teacher, the tireless researcher, the best husband and
father, a loyal friend to his friends, our highly esteemed
colleague, has been recalled from his life in the midst of
his work and creation. Friedrich Haberlandt was born
on February 21, 1826 in Pressburg in Hungary [today’s
Bratislava, Slovakia], and after a proper humanistic and
practical educational experience, he completely dedicated
himself to the agricultural career which he began through
his attendance at what at the time was called the Archduke’s
Agricultural Institute of Education in Ungarisch-Altenburg
(Erzherzog Landwirthschaftliche Bildungslehranstalt in
Ungarisch-Altenburg) [in today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary]. On October 1, 1851, he became Assistant at the
newly established Imperial-Royal Agricultural Institute
of Higher Learning in Mosonmagyaróvár (k.k. höhere
landwirthschaftliche Lehranstalt zu Ungarisch-Altenburg),
and by October 1, 1853, he was already a Professor at the
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same institution, at the time under the direction of von Pabst
at the highly regarded school. He worked there without
interruption until the spring of 1869, when the Institute was
transferred to the hands of the Royal Hungarian government.
Although he was a Hungarian by birth, he did not like the
system at that time which threw out anything that was not
Hungarian, be it good or bad, in order to create chaos, and
he took advantage of the opportunity that was offered to him
when an Imperial-Royal silk culture research station was
established in Gorica (perhaps in today’s Slovenia), and he
was appointed to the position of its director. But it was only
for a short time that he was to be snatched away from his
actual activity that he had chosen for himself, work in the
plant culture area.
When the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture in
Vienna was established in 1872, Friedrich Haberlandt was
among the small band of those Austrian experts that were
appointed to that school. And in 1873-74, as a teacher, as
a researcher, as a Nestor, he was not a disgrace to it, on
the contrary, he was the one who in fact contributed the
most to its popularization. Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt was a
tireless researcher, and a considerable number of essays in
various journals, above all the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung, as well as independent smaller and larger works,
bear witness to his diligence. His larger independent works
are the “Articles on the Issue of the Acclimatization of
Plants and the Change of Seeds” (“Beiträge zur Frage über
die Acclimatisation der Pflanzen und den Samenwechsel”)
of 1864, “The Epidemic Disease of the Silkworm” (“Die
seuchenartige Krankheit der Seidenraupe”) of 1868,
“On the Knowledge of Silk-Spinning Insects and Their
Diseases” (“Zur Kenntnis des seidenspinnenden Insectes
und seiner Krankheiten”) of 1869, “Studies on the Cornalia
Corpuscles” (“Studien über die Körperchen des Cornalia”)
of 1870, “Brief Instructions on the Raising of the Common
Silkworm” (“Kurze Anleitung zur Aufzucht der gemeinen
Seidenraupe”) of 1871 and the same in Italian (“Brevi norme
per l’allevamento del baco da seta”) of 1871, “Scientific
and Practical Studies on the Area of Plant Culture”
(“Wissenschaftliches-praktisches Untersuchungen auf dem
Gebiete des Pflanzenbaues”): Vol. I, 1875, Vol. II 1877;
and “The Soybean” [“Die Sojabohne”] of 1878. A rich
collection! And how many more and certainly even better
would the agricultural world still have received from him!
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt was a small and slight figure,
but healthy and untiring, as is rarely found. Having never
been ill, when he was enjoying the summer coolness last
year at the charmingly situated St. Johann an der Sierning
[sic–perhaps St. Johann im Sierningtal], he was in this case
far too trusting and he may have overexerted himself in the
tourist respect. When he returned to Vienna in the autumn,
he complained of a small growth in the right thigh. When the
editor of this journal occasionally requested him to give a
lecture at the Agriculture and Forestry Club, he declined and

explained his declining with in fact that growth which was
causing him to look after it.
No one, including himself, had any idea of its
significance. The swelling became greater in scope, and
he finally decided to undergo an operation on April 7 of
this year. On the fifth of that month, he sent to the editor of
this journal his last original work, which we temporarily
reserved in order to provide him with a little joy through its
publication on the occasion of his convalescence that was
hoped for. Now, though, it of course must only appear after
his death. He himself considered this work to be his last.
“It is perhaps the last work,” he wrote to us, “that you will
receive from me, because I have arrived at a very serious
turning point of my life.” And the idea of having to give up
his activity, of having to leave his family, filled him with
deep grief, and the latter even more so. “Being pulled out of
the middle of work which actually just would have brought
along what I have been working on for years,” he went on to
write to us, “perhaps not being able to wait for the ripening
of the fruits that had been cared for and prepared, that idea
is so painful, and yet it receded into the background with
respect to the worries about my family. Only one thought
can pacify me, namely, the one that I may still have a few
friends who, in the worst case, will not withdraw their
support in word and deed from my family.” That is how he
wrote to us on the fifth of last month, and when, shaken by
these words with the premonition of death that were fulfilled,
having hurried to the man who was once our teacher, later
a colleague, but always a loyal collaborator in our work,
we then found him there as a whole man. Conscious of the
critical situation, he did not think of himself, of the joys of
life: his family and his work, separating himself from that,
that was what he found to be painful, the thought of that
brought forth from him a heavy tear. And as we tried to
dispatch with his premonition of death, he thanked us with
a warm handshake and the words, “Well, now maybe things
will go well.”
Unfortunately, it was to be otherwise. The operation,
which was directed by Councilor (Hofrat) von Dumreicher
and Dr. Lánni, was successful in and of itself, a fatty growth
of a large dimension was happily and completely extirpated,
when an erysipelas-type infection which required additional
energetic operations in his organism also occurred. Yet still,
the doctors, his family members, and his friends hoped for
his being saved. An improvement actually occurred, the
healthy organism fought against death. But between the first
and second day of this month at twelve o’clock at night, a
hemorrhage occurred and took him to the hereafter.
With Haberlandt, agriculture loses one of its most
fruitful researchers, one who always kept his eye on the
practical side of it. With a lively temperament, he quickly
published and strove to make available to the common good
everything that he researched. We had yet more and better
things to expect from him, and that is the reason why we
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mourn him deeply.
His wife has been exemplary both in that capacity and as
a mother, and three sons and three daughters who are worthy
of their parents–two of the sons are called collaborators
(Mitarbeiter) by the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(under pseudonyms)–are left to grieve for their father. May
the thought that thousands join with them in weeping over
their father’s death make their pain easier!
Note: One of his sons was Gottleib Haberlandt, the
eminent botanist.
53. Haberlandt, Friedrich; Kaudelka, C.; Rauch, A.; et al.
1878. Weitere Mittheilungen ueber Anbauversuche mit der
rauhaarigen Sojabohne (Soja hispida) und deren Erfolge
[Further communications on agronomic trials with the hirsute
soybean (Soja hispida) and its successes]. Biedermann’s
Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 7:594-610. Aug. [20 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of various reports on
soybean cultivation in central Europe during the past 2
years. Friedrich Haberlandt obtained soybeans at the World
Exposition at Vienna. He first conducted his own agronomic
trials in Vienna and grew out a fairly large quantity of
seeds. Then he sent samples of soybean seeds to many other
agriculturists in Central Europe, who also tested the seeds.
Each of the men whose names are listed below is also listed
below the title of this article as a co-author.
“In Therasburg in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),
the farmer [Oekonom] Kaudelka harvested from 300 yellow
soybeans 3.8 kg of seeds and 11 kg of leaves and stems.
“In Osterburg in Lower Austria, the tenant farmer
(Gutspächter) C. Rauch harvested from 200 yellow soybeans
3 kg of seeds, and from 200 brownish-red soybeans 5.4 kg of
seeds.
“In Muenchendorf in Lower Austria the clergyman
(Pfarrer) Richl harvested from 100 yellow soybeans 2.38 kg
of seeds.
“In Eibenschitz in Moravia (Mähren) [in the Czech
Republic as of Jan. 1993], the agricultural school director
Wrba harvested from 300 yellow soybeans 3.045 kg of seeds
(see also p. 604).
“In Kwassitz in Moravia, Emanuel Ritter von
Proskowetz obtained from 700 yellow soybeans 6.75 kg of
seeds and 11.5 kg of straw.
“In Rabensburg in Moravia, the Principality of
Liechtenstein’s estate management (fürstl. Liechtenstein’sche
Gutsverwaltung) obtained from 700 soybeans not less than
41.6 kg seeds and 30 kg chaff and straw. Note: As of 2014
Rabensburg is in central Czechoslovakia, more than 240
miles northeast of Liechtenstein.
“In Kloster-Münchengrätz in Bömen [Bohemia; in the
Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993], the farmer F. Marousek
harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 2.5 kg of seeds.
“In Chrudim in Bömen the agricultural school director

Eckert obtained from 200 soybeans, 1.75 kg of seeds.
“In Zubeza bei Lemberg in Galicia (Galizien), the
forester Praun (Förster Praun) harvested from 50 yellow
soybeans 0.54 kg of seeds, and from 50 brownish-red
soybeans 0.57 kg of seeds.
“In Luka czestie [Lukaczestie] in Bukovina [Bukowina
or Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now divided
between the Ukraine and Romania], the landowner Kl.
Botkouski obtained from 160 yellow soybeans 1.36 kg of
seeds (p. 596). Note: Lukaczestie is a village in today’s
(2005) Romania, 16.5 km east of Gura Humorului.
“In Ritzlhof in Upper Austria (Ober-Oesterreich), the
agricultural school obtained from 100 soybeans 0.8 kg of
seeds.
“In Salzburg, k.k. [kaiserlich-königliche] Major von
Kempf harvested from 50 soybeans not less than 1.978 kg of
seeds.
“In Planta bei Meran in South Tirol (Südtirol),
Hauptmann Erttel obtained from 100 yellow soybeans 1.886
kg of seeds, from 100 brownish-red soybeans 2.003 kg of
seeds, and from 100 black-seeded soybeans 2.240 kg seeds.
“In St. Michele in South Tirol (Südtirol), the director
of the agricultural school (landw. Lehranstalt) Dr. E. Mach
obtained from 252 plants grown from yellow and brownishred soybeans 3.9 kg of seeds, and from 504 plants grown
from black soybeans 6.7 kg of seeds.
“In St. Johann bei Pettau in Steiermark, Hans Graf
Haller harvested from 50 yellow and 50 brownish-red
soybeans not less than 2 kg of seeds.
“In Marburg in Steiermark, the Fruit- and WineGrowing School (Obst- und Weinbauschule) harvested from
345 yellow soybeans 3.2 kg of seeds and from 100 brownishred soybeans 1.25 kg of seeds.
“In Friesach in Kaernthen (Kaernten or Kärnten) [also
called Carinthia], the mayor (Bürgermeister) Fiala obtained
from 300 yellow soybeans 1.75 kg of seeds–despite the fact
that he planted them at 2,012 meters above sea level (versus
the typical 700 meters) and the half-ripe standing crops were
covered with snow.
“In Klagenfurt [in 1992 the capital of Carinthia in
Austria near the Yugoslav border], C. Schütz, secretary of the
agricultural society (Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) obtained
from 20 soybeans 1 kg of seed.
“In Capro d’Istria [Capodistria, called Koper in 1992]
in Istria (Istrien; in Slovenia in late 1992), the intermediate
school teacher (Hauptschullehrer) Kristan harvested from
100 yellow soybeans 0.835 kg of seeds, from 100 brownishred soybeans 2.00 kg of seeds, and from 100 black soybeans
3.21 kg of seeds. On single plants he counted 200 to 300
pods containing ripe seeds and another 100 to 400 empty
pods.
“In Rubbia near Gorizia (Rubbia bei Görz; in 1992 a
province in Italy or the capital city of the commune Gorizia
on the Isonzo River in Italy near the border with Yugoslavia),
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Freiherr von Bianchi harvested from 50 gm of black
soybeans 7.9 kg of seeds, etc.
“Haberlandt also reported on the favorable results of
soybean trials in Hungary and Germany, as follows.
“In the Neograder Comitat in Hungary, Eugen, Freiherr
von Nyári, obtained (erbaute) from 16 square meters of land
not less than 15 liters of soybean seeds, which would be
equivalent to the amazing yield of 9,400 liters (94 Hektoliter)
per hectare.
“In Schlanz, in the administrative districts of Breslau
(Regierungsbezirke Breslau), Dotzauer obtained from only 4
soybeans, which weighed 0.2 gm and which he planted after
May 20, 136 gm of soybeans, two-thirds of which were twice
as large as the seeds he planted; that is to say, if the harvested
seeds had been the same size as those planted, he would have
harvested 2,720 seeds.
There follows a report on soybean trials from Franz
Schollmayer, Administrator of the experimental farm at
Laibach [Ljubljana] in Austria [since 1991 the capital of
Slovenia].
Then another report from the Count (Graf) H. Attems
Vegetable and Seed Multiplication Station (Gräfl. H.
Attems’schen Gemüsebau- und Samenkulturstation) at St.
Peter by Graz [Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the
left bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of
Vienna]. This report includes information from Mr. Pittoni in
Gorizia (Görz).
Then comes a predominantly chemical-analytical report
from C. Caplan, an assistant working under the direction of
Prof. J. Moser at the Royal Chemical Research Station in
Vienna (k.k. chemischen Versuchsstation in Wien).
E. Mach at St. Michel in Tirol (mentioned above),
received yellow, brown, and black soybean varieties in early
1877 from Prof. Haberlandt. These seeds, weighing about
200 gm, were grown out by a teacher (Lehrer) named Samek.
The results were very favorable: 252 plants of the brown and
yellow varieties (from about 40 gm of seeds) yielded about
3.2 kg of seeds (an 80-fold return), and 524 plants from black
soybeans yielded 6.7 kg of seeds. The respective yields were
3,888 kg/ha for the brown and yellow varieties and 3,333
kg/ha for the black. A table by K. Portele gives a nutritional
analysis of these seeds and the weight of 1,000 seeds. The
brown seeds were the largest (1,000 weighed 179.1 gm), and
the black seeds the smallest (1,000 weighed 106.2 gm). In
Tirol the soybean is called the Coffee Bean (Kaffebohne) and
used to prepare a coffee substitute. [Question: When, how,
and from where did these soybeans arrive in Tirol?]
In 1877 soybean trials were conducted at the
steiermärkischen Landesobst- und Weinbauschule at
Marburg. Two excellent reports summarized the results of
these trials, a lengthy one by Julius Hansel, an assistant, and
a shorter one by H. Göthe [Goethe], the director (p. 603).
Emil Bötticher, district administrator in Schabschitz,
reported on soybean trials in the archducal domain of

Seelowitz (p. 605).
Rambousek, the head man (Hauptmann) at Zborow in
Austria (Oesterreich), reported on the results of his trials,
as did administrator Marousek in Kloster Münchengrätz in
Böhmen, and Wolfes, head of the experimental fields at the
agricultural school at Dargun in Mecklenburg.
And an excellent, detailed report was submitted by
Dr. Eugen Wild [sic, Wildt], director of the agricultural
experiment station at Posen (p. 608-09).
Finally, a report on unfavorable results with soybeans
was submitted by Dr. Dreisch, who conducted trials in 1877
at the agricultural academy of Proskau in Schlesien (p. 609).
Address: 1. Vienna, Austria.
54. Thuemen, Felix von. 1878. Eine neue Pilzkrankheit
einer neuen Culturpflanze [A new fungal disease of a new
cultivated plant]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(46):530-31. Nov. 16. [Ger]
• Summary: The new plant is the soybean (Soja-Bohne, Soja
hispida Moench). In late summer, the author received from
E. Mach, director of the School of Agriculture (LandesLehranstalt) at St. Michele on the Etsch [Adige] River
in Tirol [Austria], some soybean plants diseased with an
unusual fungus. The author describes the mold and gives it
the name Septoria sojina Thuem.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2001)
that mentions a soybean disease.
55. Hecke, W. 1878. Offener Sprechsaal. Die Sojabohne
[Open forum–letters to the editor. The soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 28(48):544. Nov. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: Dear Editor, It is not so easy for a new
cultivated plant to have so quickly and generally won interest
for itself with farmers as has been the case with the soybean,
and Prof. Haberlandt could look with the fullest satisfaction
upon the success of his recommendations, since the number
of participants in the agronomic trials has already grown
from seven in 1876 to 160 in 1877, and the supply of seeds
from this year’s harvest was already so large that in 1878,
the continuation of the agronomic trials should be possible
for an even greater number of farmers. The results of the
studies and experiments on the worthiness of cultivation of
this cultivated plant that is to be newly introduced have been
set down by Prof. Haberlandt in the work Die Sojabohhe
[The Soybean], Vienna: Gerold, 1878. And if death had not
prematurely brought an end to his efforts, he would certainly
also have pursued the subject further this year, as well. With
the significance that the introduction of such a promising
plant as the soybean obviously has, and out of reverence for
my deceased friend, I am hereby taking the liberty of most
humbly requesting that those gentlemen with their respective
titles who are farmers and who have carried out agronomic
trials with the soybean send in the results of their trials with
a brief report. I will take care of the compiling of the reports
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that arrive and provide public information about them in due
time in your journal.
Since I am assuming that you will consider the treatment
of this question for me immediately as being in the general
interest, I would ask that you be kind enough to grant this a
place in your widely circulated journal.
Vienna, 21 Nov. 1878. Address: Prof. at the ImperialRoyal College of Agriculture (District VIII, Laudongasse 17)
(Prof. an der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur) [Vienna].
56. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1878. Die
diesjaehrie Sojabohnenernte in Ungarisch-Altenburg [This
year’s soybean harvest in Hungarian Altenburg]. 28(48):546.
Nov. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: The small quantity of soybeans which
arrived at the Ungarisch-Altenburg Academy a few years
ago through the kindness of Prof. Haberlandt has, in the
continued cultivation this year, already yielded a harvest of
32 hectoliters. This year’s planting occurred in the last days
of April, and the harvest of the completely mature seeds
occurred in the first days of October. The yield from one
Joch (0.57 hectares) is calculated at 16 to 21 hectoliters of
seeds and 13 to 16 Metr. [Note: Could this be metric tons?
Or perhaps “linear meters,” the way fabric is measured?]
of straw. The number of pods per plant varies between 61
and 128, and the number of seeds between 93 and 244. The
yield of the white variety is somewhat lower than that of the
brown, while the two of them corresponded in the duration
of their vegetation. Analysis and feed experiments with both
varieties are underway. On this occasion, we do not want to
miss the opportunity to bring to the attention of our readers
that they may wish to send brief reports about this year’s
agronomic trials with the soybean to the Senior Civil Servant
Prof. Hecke in Vienna. (See the call for an “Open Forum”
{Sprechsaal} in this issue).
Note: Ungarisch-Altenburg is a today’s
Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary–a town in northwest Hungary
(about 22 miles northwest of Gyor).
Address: Prof. at the Imperial
Royal School of Agriculture (VIII,
Laudongasse 17) (Prof. an der k.k.
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur)
[Vienna].
57. Wein, Ernst. 1878. Ueber den
Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne
in Bayern. I. Ernteresultate der auf
der Versuchstation angestellten
Culturversuche [On the cultivation
of the hairy soja bean in Bavaria. I.
Harvest results from culture trials in agricultural experiment
stations]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in
Bayern 68:469-74. Dec. [Ger]
• Summary: Professor Haberlandt, who died earlier this year

in Vienna, had successes with acclimatization trials using
the hairy / hirsute soybean in the various crownlands of the
Austrian-Hungarian monarchy. These became the stimulus
for the cultural trials with this plant conducted by Prof. Dr. J.
Lehmann in all the administrative districts of the Kingdom of
Bavaria. Some 69 farmers took part in these trials and most
of them reported their results.
Here the writer would like to report the results of the
cultural trials conducted at the experiment station. Most of
the seeds for these trials came from the Austrian trials, but
a small portion were original seeds from Japan. Planting
took place on April 30, with 10 seeds planted 3 cm deep
per square meter. These were transplanted into 21 square
meters of humus-rich soil in the garden. Two varieties of
seeds were planted, one light-yellow (white) and one brown.
These were of various sizes, so each variety was divided into
small and large seeds. On parcel I were planted 720 small
yellow (white) seeds weighing 94.7 gm. On parcel II were
planted 560 large yellow seeds weighing 93 gm. On parcel
III were planted 420 small brown seeds weighing 47.9 gm.
On parcel IV were planted 412 large brown seeds weighing
75.5 gm. On parcel V were planted 500 yellow original seeds
weighing 69.2 gm. The plants broke ground (emerged) on
May 6. Flowering on the first 4 parcels lasted from July 24
to Aug. 4, which the 5th parcel first bloomed in October.
The plants developed slowly at first due to the cold, moist
weather, but later they developed and grew well.
The average temperature from May 1 to Oct. 1 was
16ºC. The plants showed early on that they had been planted
too densely. Results of the harvest are given for each
parcel. For example: Parcel I. Small yellow variety. Date
of harvest: Oct. 17. Number of plants harvested: 629 (629
seeds weighed 82.7 gm). Number of seeds harvested: 23,498.
Average number of seeds per plant: 37. Weight of the seeds:
2,758 gm. Weight of the pods: 1,212 gm. Weight of the straw
9,142 gm. Total weight harvested: 13,112 gm. One thousand
seeds weighed 117 gm.

A table (p. 473) summarizes the main figures for parcels
I-IV, based on 1000 plants. For each parcel it shows: Number
of seeds. Weight of the seeds. Weight of the pods. Weight of
the straw. Total weight harvested.
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Parcel IV gave the best results, yielding 49,429 seeds
which weighed 6,846 gm, etc.
Note: In 1878 the Kingdom of Bavaria was ruled by
Ludwig II (lived 1845-1886; reigned 1864-1886), who
built the beautiful fairy-tale castle Neuschwanstein, was
close friends with Richard Wagner, and was declared mad
and deposed in 1886. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bavaria, Germany.
58. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze [The soybean: Results
of the studies and trials on the merits of cultivating this
newly introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. 28 cm. [30 ref. Ger]

• Summary: This is the first book about soybeans written in
the western world. An extremely important, classic work, it
discusses the introduction of soybeans to Europe, by many
cooperators.
Contents: Foreword. Part 1 (p. 1-15). Introduction:
The possibility of increasing the number of our cultivated
plants from the legume family. Prospects opened to us by the
cultivation of soybeans. Previous soybean agronomic trials
in Hohenheim, Bamberg (by Dr. A. Rauch using seeds from
Japan supplied by Siebold), Hainsberg-Deuben in Saxony
(Sachsen) (by Carl Berndt, a velvet manufacturer), and
Coswig bei Messen (in 1872) in Germany. Acclimatization
of the soybean in France. Sporadic, heretofore unnoticed
occurrences of soybeans in South Tirol (also spelled Tyrol),

Istria (or Istrian Peninsula; now in Slovenia), Dalmatia [now
mostly in Croatia; see Note below], and Italy. The collection
of soybeans, obtained at the Vienna World Exposition
(Wiener Weltausstellung) of 1873 from China, Japan,
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [North Africa], and their
use in wider agronomic trials. Enumeration of authors who
have cited (anführen) the soybean under different names and
planned for its dissemination. Characteristics of the soybean
plant. Description of the seeds and their anatomical structure.
Their high nutritional value in comparison with ordinary
legumes. Their use in Japan, according to Kaempfer.
Obtaining oil and cake from the soybean.
Part 2. Agronomic trials in the years 1875 and 1876 (p.
16-35; see Document part for details). Source of the supply
of the various soybean varieties used in the original trials.
Trials at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna in 1875. Results from 1876 from
Hungarian Altenburg and Gross-Becskerek in Hungary, in
St. Peter bei Graz in Steiermark [Styria], in Napagedl in
Mähren [Moravia; in the Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993],
in Sichrow, Swijan, Darenic, Tetschen-Liebwerd in Böhmen
[Bohemia], in Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina, a former
Austrian crownland, as of 1994 divided among the Ukraine
and Romania], in Proskau [now Proszkow in today’s
Poland] in Preussisch-Schlesien [Prussian Silesia], and in
the experimental garden at the Royal School of Agriculture.
Comparison of the resulting seeds with the original seeds.
Chemical analysis of the seeds and straw. Evidence of
the “heat units” (Wärmesummen; “warm temperature
summation” or “warm sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups)
which the soybean was able to use for their development in
Vienna, St. Peter, Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau.
Part 3. Agronomic trials in the year 1877 (p. 36-86).
Results of the soybean agronomic trials in Austria-Hungary,
Germany, etc. in 1877. Extracts from 14 reports of various
trial locations in lower Austria, and 11 trial locations in
Mähren [Moravia]. Extracts from 19 reports from Bohemia,
10 from Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.-Schlesien), Galizien
[Galicia; a former Austrian crownland; after World War II
the western half was made part of Poland and the eastern half
was made part of the Ukranian S.S.R. in the Soviet Union],
Bukowina, and Russian-Poland, 6 reports from upper
Austria, Salzburg, and Tirol, 11 reports from Steiermark,
Krain [Carniola; now mostly in Slovenia], and Kärnthen
[Kaernten or Carinthia, an Austrian crownland; now a state
of southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia],
12 from Istria, Dalmatia, and the Grafschaft [county and
earldom] of Görz, 40 from Hungary and Croatia [formerly
part of Yugoslavia], 23 from Germany, 1 from Switzerland,
and 1 from Holland.
Part 4 (p. 87-113). Comparison of the value of the three
different colors of soybeans (yellow, reddish-brown, and
black) used in the trials. Time of planting. Ability of hydrated
seeds to withstand freezing. Width of planting. Condition and
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care of the soil. Requirements for light and warmth. Need
for moisture. Time that the harvests took place and general
remarks on the weather in 1877. The quantity of planted
and harvested soybeans in 1877 and the yields. Animals
[incl. insects, especially the so-called Drahtwurm, the larva
of Agriotes segetis] and parasites that damage soybeans.
Chemical composition of the soybeans [by Dr. Mach and
asst. Portele in S. Michele {South Tirol}, and by Caplan in
Vienna]. Feeding trials with the straw and preparation of the
seeds as a food for humans. Retrospective and conclusion.
Note 1. Austria-Hungary is a former “dual monarchy”
in central Europe formed in 1867. It included what is
now Austria and Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, Bukovina,
Transylvania [now in northwestern and central Romania],
Carniola, Kustenland, Dalmatia, Croatia, Fiume [later named
Rijeka in Croatia], and Galicia. After the treaty of Berlin in
1878, it administered the Turkish provinces of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which it annexed in 1908. It was a member
of the triple alliance with Germany and Italy from 1882
to 1914. It collapsed as a result of defeat in World War I.
In 1918 it was divided into many independent republics,
including Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
Note 2. Dalmatia, a former Austrian crownland, is
a region on the Adriatic Sea, largely in today’s Croatia.
It extends from Zadar on the north to near the border of
Montenegro, and contains a small southern portion of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Jan. 1993). It is mountainous and contains
many island and good harbors.
Note 3. Carniola (German: Krain) is a region that lies in
today’s Slovenia. The chief town is Ljubljana. It is bounded
on the west by the Julian Alps and on the northwest by
east end of the Carnic Alps. It was a duchy of Austria until
1849, then an Austrian crownland from 1849 to 1918. It was
divided after World War I with 80% of the area going to
Yugoslavia and 20% going to Italy. A 1947 treaty placed it
entirely within Yugoslavia.
Note 4. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Hungary (April 1876) (one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans was Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in Vienna.
Note 5. Details on parts I and IV are given in separate
1878 “Document Part” records in this database.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen that contains
the word Wärmesummen (“heat units”).
Note 7. This book, surprisingly and unfortunately,
contains no illustrations.
Note 8. A portrait of Dr. Haberlandt (oil painting) is
owned by the University of Mosomagyarovar in Hungary.
Soyfoods Center owns a black-and-white photo of the
painting.
Note 9. The Vienna World Exposition opened on 1
May 1873 and closed on 1 November 1873. So it lasted for
6 months. Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur [Royal
College of Agriculture], Vienna, Austria.

59. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Dritte Abtheilung.
Anbauversuche im Jahre 1877 [Part 3: Agronomic trials in
the year 1877. Part I (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt.
1878. Die Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s
Sohn. ii + 119 p. See p. 36-60. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Excerpts from 14 reports of various
trial locations in lower Austria (Nieder-Oesterreich), and
11 trial locations in Moravia (Mähren). Excerpts from 19
reports submitted from Bohemia, 10 from Austrian Silesia
(Oesterr.-Schlesien), Galicia (Galizien) [a former Austrian
crownland; after World War II the western half was made
part of Poland and the eastern half was made part of the
Ukraine], Bukowina, and Russian-Poland, 6 reports from
Upper Austria, Salzburg, and Tirol [Tyrol], 11 reports from
Steiermark, Krain [Carniola; now mostly in Slovenia], and
Kärnthen [Kaernten or Carinthia, an Austrian crownland;
now a state of southern Austria, bordering on Italy and
Yugoslavia], 12 from Trieste (Triest) [an Austrian crownland
from 1867 to 1919, when it was ceded to Italy by the Treaty
of St. Germain], Istria, Dalmatia, and the Grafschaft [county
and earldom] of Görz (Goerz), 40 from Hungary and Croatia
[formerly part of Yugoslavia], 23 from Germany, 1 from
Switzerland, and 1 from Holland.
In lower Austria soybeans were tested by: Mr.
Zurakowski (Title: Administrator of a archducal farm
estate, erzh. [erzherzoglich] Gutsverwalter. Note: The
archduke was a prince of The House of Austria) in Gmünd
(Gmuend), Mr. Ruzicka in Essling, Baron (Freiherr) von
Tschudi in Jacobshof, Ferd. Ritter v. Erb in Grinzing near
Vienna, Graf Christ. Kinsky in Matzen, Mr. H. Weyringer in
Simmering near Vienna, Mr. Kaudelka in Therasburg, Mr.
von Maygraber of k.k. Major in Altlengbach, Mr. Carl Rauch
in Osterburg, Mr. Pfarrer Engelbert Richl in Münchendorf
(Muenchendorf), Mr. G. Simon in Hirschstetten near Vienna,
Prof. Jul. Thausing of the agricultural teaching institute
in Mödling (Moedling), Dr. F. Leithner in Krems [lower
Austria, on the Danube River, 38 miles west-northwest of
Vienna], and Dr. Ditz (Title: Agricultural Administration
of princely Liechtenstein, fürstl. Liechtenstein’schen
Oekonomieverwaltung) in Wilfersdorf. Note: As of 1994,
Wilfersdorf is in the northeast corner of Austria, about
25 miles north-northeast of Vienna and about 335 miles
northeast of Liechtenstein.
Agronomic trials in Mähren [Moravia] by: J. Hoch of
the Agricultural School in Gross-Meseritsch, Mr. Turecek in
Mistek, Prof. Schmerz of the educational establishment in
Brünn (Bruenn; Brno in the Czech Republic as of 1994), A.
Tomasek in Napagedl, Mr. Vrba [Wrba] of the agricultural
institute in Eubenschitz [Eibenschitz, as of 1994 in the Czech
Republic], Mr. Emanuel Ritter of Prosskowetz [Proskowetz]
in Kwassitz, Mr. J.B. Uhlirz director of the agricultural
middle-school in Prerau, Prof. Dr. A. Zöbl (Zoebl) of the
agricultural middle-school in Neutitschein, farmers of the
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princely Economic Administration of Liechtenstein in
Eisgrub bei Lundenburg and in Rabensburg using seeds sent
by Dr. Ditz, Norbert von Baratta in Budischau.
Agronomic trials in Bohemia (Böhmen) by: Mr. A.
Fritsch in Stenonitz, Mr. Friedrich (Title: Agricultural
administrator of a farm estate, Gutsverwalter) in Krizanau
(45 km northwest of Brünn / Brno), the Marquis de
Bellegarde in Schloss Niemes, Jos. Dolzer in Hohenfurt,
Ludwig von Beer in Vojnic, Mr. Rothe (castle-gardener)
in Schönpriesen (Schoenpriesen), Dr. Hanamann Director
of the research station in Lobositz, Mr. Klimetschek of the
princely Schwarzenberg trial-school in Zittolieb, Mr. J. Susta
of the princely Schwarzenberg domain of Wittingau, Mr.
Ferd. Marouschek [Marousek] in Kloster-Münchengrätz
(Muenchengraetz), Mr. Pachmayer in Luzan, Dr. Nickerl
of the Physiokrateum [Faculty of Natural Sciences] in Prag
[Prague], Mr. M. Schlöcht (Schloecht) in Dobrai, Prof.
Dr. Kulisz of the agricultural middle-school in TetschenLiebwerd, Prof. A. Nowoczek of the agricultural teaching
institute in Kaaden, Mr. F. Honilec of the agricultural school
in Klattau, Planic, and Kout, Ad. Eckert Director of the
agricultural school in Chrudim, Mr. A. Svoboda [Swoboda]
(Title: Owner of an estate, Hofbesitzer) of Schnackhof bei
Zamrsk, and the princely Schwarzenberg WirthschaftsDirection in Frauenberg.
Agronomic trials Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.-Schlesien),
Galizien [Galicia], Bukowina [Bukovina], and RussianPoland by: Baron von Tschudi of the Swiss Confederation
in Vienna wrote of trials on his land in Schönbach
(Schoenbach) in Austrian Silesia, Mr. Bischof of the Baron
Brunicki Domain in Zaleszczyki in East Galicia, Mr. Seling
[Seeling] Ritter von Saulenfels in Szdebnik bei Lekawice,
Johann Ritter von Breuer in Suchawola, Mr. A. Praunn (a
forester in Stadt Lemberg) in Zubrza bei Lemberg, Mr. S.
Jakubovszki in Tarnow, Mr. Ritter von Stavinsky in Kleczy,
Mr. Klemens Botkouski (Title: Owner of an aristocratic
estate, Gutsbesitzer) in Lukaczestie (or Luka-czestie,
Bukovina [in today’s {2005} Romania, 16.5 km east of Gura
Humorului]), M. C.W. Ambrosius in Radautz (Bukovina),
Mr. Stanislaus von Trebicki in Kurowice bei Sterdyn
(Russian Poland).
Agronomic trials in Upper Austria (Oberösterreich),
Salzburg, and Tirol by: Baron von Thysebärt at Schloss
Grünau (Gruenau) bei Ried-Mauthausen in Upper Austria,
Mr. E. Klusak (castle-gardener) in St. Wolfgang bei Ischl in
Upper Austria, Mr. C. Braunbart director of the agricultural
school at the Ritzlhof in Upper Austria, Mr. von Kempf (k.k.
Major) in Salzburg, Mr. Alfr. Erttel in Planta bei Meran in
southern Tirol, Dr. Eduard Mach director of the agricultural
teaching institute of San-Michele in South Tirol.
Agronomic trials in Steiermark, Krain [Carniola], and
Kaernthen [Kärnten, Kaernten or Carinthia] by: Mr. Hans
Graf Haller in St. Johann bei Pettau in Steiermark, Mr. J.
Rothschädl (Rothschaedl) in Reitenau in Steiermark, Mr. Fr.

Auchmann (a maker of champagne and coffee-substitutes)
in Marburg in Steiermark, the seed cultivation station in St.
Peter bei Graz (owned by Graf H. Attems), Ad. Baumgartner
director of the agricultural school in Grottenhof bei Graz
(he cooked the seeds for use in a salad and as a vegetable),
Mr. Goethe director of the Obst- und Weinbauschle in
Marburg, Burgermeister J. Fiala in Friesach in Carinthia,
Mr. Cos. Schütz (Schuetz) secretary of the agricultural
society in Klagenfurt, Baron von Ankershofen in Klagenfurt,
Mr. J. Mach in Slateneg in Krain [Carniola], Mr. Franz
Schollmayer in Laibach [as of 1994 Ljubljana, the capital of
Slovenia; summary of his 1977 article].
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable soybeans,
which it describes as shown above. Continued. Address:
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
60. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Dritte Abtheilung.
Anbauversuche im Jahre 1877 [Part 3: Agronomic trials in
the year 1877. Part II (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt.
1878. Die Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s
Sohn. ii + 119 p. See p. 60-86. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued (p. 60): Agronomic trials in Trieste,
Istria, Dalmatia, and the Grafschaft [county and earldom] of
Görz (Goerz) by: Mr. Josef Kristan at the Istrian Peninsula
(Capodistria) in Istria, Mr. J.C. Ritter v. Pittoni of k.k.
Truchsess in Görz, Baron von Bianchi of Rubbia in Görz,
Dr. Alb. Levi [Lewi] in Villanuova [Villanova] bei Gradisca
in Görz, Baron von Ritter Zahony’s estate (Zahony’sche
Gutsverwaltung) at Monastero in Görz, the seed schools
(Saatschulen) in Trieste, Görz, and Rodik, the Wine
Cultivation School at Parenzo in Istria, by members of the
agricultural societies (Comizio agrario) in Sign, Scardona,
Scolta, and Ragusa in Dalmatia (via the k.k. Statthalterei in
Zara).
Agronomic trials in Hungary and Croatia (p. 66-76) by:
Mr. von Deak, on the farm of J. von Deak, in N. Pann, Mr.
R. Skrkanek in Markusfalva (Zipser Comitat), Mr. Leop.
Langfelder in Dohnau, Prof. Deininger and master-gardener
W. Köhler (Koehler) in Hungarian Altenburg, Mr. C.
Tekusch, Mr. Alex Heuffel, and Mr. Sig. Szloboda on Baron
Sina’s estate in Szt. Miklos (3 locations incl. Sandorhaz), Mr.
Heykal in Pápa (#93), Mr. Adalb v. Otocska in Kövesd (#94;
or Kövesdö, a small village presently named Kamenicná
{near Komárna}). Mr. von Czech in Szanto, Friedrich Karoly
in Kajar, Hofrichter [Estate judge] Sporschill in Korompa,
Mr. Joh. Handler in Urmeny [Uermeny], Mr. Jaroslaw
Fleischer in Csasztkocz (#99 Császtkócz is now Cásta, near
Bratislava), Mr. Hermann Schulz in Szucsany, Mr. Isidor
Trosztler in Szucsany (#100 and #101 Szucsany is now
Sucany, in Slovak transcription), Mr. Alois Baron (Freiherr)
von Baratta in Poltar (#102 Poltár is near Lucenec), F.
Gröber (Groeber) & Sons in Erlau, Mr. M. Pöschl (Poeschl)
in Balvanyos (#104. Bálványos is now Balvany, near
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Levice), Mr. Josef Mosdosy in Kapolnas-Nyek (#105
Kápolnás-Nyék is now Kaplná, near Bratislava).
Note 1. Eight of the above trials (each followed by the
number preceding it in the book), were conducted in the
region that became Slovakia / the Slovak Republic after 1
Jan. 1993. Notice that the names of some villages have been
changed, as indicated after each number. This is the earliest
document seen (July 2014) concerning soybeans in what is
today Slovakia (though it was not officially created until 1
Jan. 1993), or the cultivation of soybeans in Slovakia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Slovakia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Slovakia (18 April
1877, #100). The source of these soybeans was Friedrich
Haberlandt in Vienna.
Mr. Edmund Ammon in Sulz (Sooskut), Mr. Arthur Ade
in Sarbogard, Freiherr von Ambrozy in Tana, Mr. Victor
Ritter von Hebra in Szerdicza, Mr. Edw. Egan in Bernstein
bei Steinamanger, Freiherr v. Werlhof in Schachendorf,
Mr. Franz Marc (director of the Animal- and Plant
Acclimatization Union) in Budapest, C.G. Schulz in Fugyi
near Grosswardein, Mr. A. Stojics [Sztojics] in Grosswardein
[Gross-Becskerek], Mr. C. Pollak in Arad, Mr. Paul Rimler
in Bekes-Csaba, Mr. Brückl (Brueckl; Prince Thurn-Taxis’
Rentkammervorstand) at Banija in Croatia, Mr. A. Vichodil
of the agricultural society at Agram, Count von Alten
Hemmingen in Huszt (Marmaroser Comitat), Prof. Deininger
in Hungarian-Alterburg in various places (agricultural
teaching institute in Kaschau [the German name; called
Kosice in Czech and Kassa on Hungarian. Part of Slovakia in
1995], and Debreczin, Perberte Szt. Miklos, Lekehalma, Dr.

Farkas Mihaly, Karl Fazekas, agricultural teaching institute
in Keszthely; a table shows the results).
Agronomic trials in Germany (p. 76+) by: Mr. Wolfes
director of the test field at the agricultural school in DargunMecklenburg, Prof. Dr. v. Liebenberg at the agricultural
university institute at Königsberg (Koenigsberg), Dr. Mirus
in Leisnig, Prof. Dr. Lehmann (Director of the Central
Agricultural Research Station for Bavaria) in Munich, Mr.
Schuster at the Agricultural Academy in Weihenstephan
[near Munich], Prof. Dr. Rees at the University in Erlangen,
Mr. H. Hirschberg in Sondershausen, Prof. Dr. Hellriegel
in Bernburg (He planted 105 soybean seeds, which began
to emerge on May 28. The growth was rather rank (die
Pflanzen rankten ziemlich stark). They began to bloom at the
beginning of August. He harvested 2,600 ripe or nearly ripe
seeds weighing 285.5 gm. He submitted an in-depth report).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015)
that mentions Dr. Hellriegel in connection with soybeans.
Mr. J. Butterbrodt [Butterbrod] in Hindesheim, Mr.
Burkhardt in Duesseldorf, Mr. von Cordes (Rittmeister) in
Ehrenberg bei Leipzig, Dr. Hugo Tobisch director of the
agricultural school in Friedberg (Oberhessen), Dr. Stutzer,
director of the agricultural research station in Bonn, Mr.
Carl Berndt, Sr., a velvet manufacturer (Sammtfabrikant)
at Deuben in Saxony (Sachsen), Mr. Schnorrenpfeil
administrator of lands at the imperial Academy in Proskau,
Mr. E. Kühne (Kuehne) at the Kleutsch manor in PrussianSilesia (Preuss.-Schlesien), Mr. D. Wildt–director of the
agricultural-chemical research station in Posen [Poznan, in
Poland since 1918], Mr. Meyer–director of the agricultural
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school at Nieder-Briesnitz in Prussian Silesia, Mr. C. Vogt–
meteorological observer at Claussen bei Arys in East Prussia,
Th. Scholz in Klein-Tinz bei Domslau im Kreise Breslau
[Wroclaw, Poland], Mr. Boer (Inspector) in Plaschwitz,
Mr. Dotzauer in Schlanz (Administrative district of Breslau
[Wroclaw, Poland]), Prof. Anderegg at Chur [or Thur; Italian:
Coira; French: Coire] in central eastern Switzerland, and
Prof. Dr. Adolf Mayer, Director of the Agricultural Academy
at Wageningen in Holland (p. 82).
In Switzerland (p. 82) Prof. Anderegg received 50
yellow and 50 brownish-red seeds. They were planted late,
on May 20. By June 5-10 all had germinated (hatten alle
gekeimt). Some plants reached a height of 95 cm, others
only 47 to 73 cm. The first blossoms appeared on July 20. A
frost on Sept. 27, which destroyed the leaves of all the grape
vines, corn (Mais), common beans, pumpkins, gourds etc.,
did little damage to the soybeans. The harvest on Oct. 16 was
successful. For each seed planted, 91.5 seeds were harvested.
Some plants bore 90-132 pods.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June
2014) concerning soybeans in Switzerland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Switzerland. This document contains the
2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Switzerland, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Switzerland (20 May 1877). The
source of these soybeans was Prof. F. Haberlandt in Vienna.
Dr. Adolf Mayer wrote from Holland that during the
unfavorable summer, the plants that were tested did not
ripen, so he will repeat the trial (p. 82).
Agronomic trials in the garden of the Imperial-Royal
College of Agriculture (k.k. = kaiserlich-königliche
Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna in the year 1877 (p.
83+; 4-page summary with a table). This very interesting
table (p. 84, reproduced in part in Piper & Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. p. 156) shows that Haberlandt planted 20 seeds of
one variety at Vienna at intervals of one week for 11 even

weeks throughout the season (from March 31 to June 9) and
attempted to correlate the number of days to maturity (life
periods) with several variables shown below. Relatively few
seeds sprouted and emerged. The seeds planted first emerged
first (May 7) and those planted last emerged last (June 15).
The first batch began to bloom on June 23, and the last batch
on July 18. The first batch was harvested on Sept. 29 and the
last batch on Oct. 26. The table shows the number of plants
that survived, the number of full and empty pods, the weight
(in grams) of the seeds, pods, and stems and leaves, and
the number of pods (maximum and minimum). The largest
yield of seeds came from the plants sown from April 14 to
May 5. The weather was unfavorable and one type of pest
(Webermilbe; Tetranychus telarius–probably the spider mite,
now called Spinnemilbe) was a big problem. Continued.
Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
61. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1,
pages 4-6 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Page 4 begins: “Even though the soybean has
already found its way to Europe several times, attempts
to cultivate it have failed completely because the seeds
were from Japan, southern parts of China, and from India.
Consequently they were late-ripening seeds. Many years
ago attempts were made to grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim
[Germany], but the plants were barely brought to a blooming
state. People also had the same experience in other places.
Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg [Germany] (see Die Fundgrube
von Dr. A. Rauch. III. Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several
occasions, received seeds of various soybean varieties
from Japan from his long-time friend, Colonel (Oberst)
[Philipp Franz] von Siebold, who died at an early age.
But every trial by Dr. Rauch was unsuccessful. The plants
came up and some even blossomed, but the
blooming happened so late in the year (starting
in September) that it was unthinkable that the
seeds would ripen fully.
“Mr. Carl Berndt, who was a velvet
manufacturer (Sammtfabrikant) at HainsbergDeuben in Saxony was also one of the first
to conduct agronomic trials (Anbauversuche)
with soybeans in Germany. He had no success.
He wrote to me about it as follows: ‘I had
received 8 piculs of those beans [Note: a picul
is a Chinese unit of weight = 133.33 pounds]
(some green and some yellow), which I
obtained through an official order of Governor
(des Minister-Präsidenten) Dr. Weinlich of
Shanghai via our local consul. I sent samples of
those all over with the request that the recipient
inform me of the results of his agronomic
trials. Unfortunately I have waited in vain and I
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assume that the outcome was as unfavorable as it had been in
my case and in my neighborhood. Although some gardeners
and I managed to raise a few plants and harvest a few seeds,
they rotted after being replanted and therefore could not
germinate.’
“One type of soybean that requires warmer weather
must have been the one which was introduced to France by
M. de Montigny from China. In France it is called oil pea
(pois oléagineux) and is cultivated at several locations in
the districts of Ariège and Haut-Garonne. It is said to have
the capacity for rapid growth and resistance to drought*.
(Footnote: *Gustav Heuzé: “Les plantes alimentaires.” Paris,
p. 382, vol. 2).
“During the last German-French war [Franco-Prussian
War, 1870-72, France lost], Otto Wehrhan, captain in the
artillery, found one of those acclimated soybeans in the
botanical garden of Montigny near Metz. He liked the
plant and took four or five seeds back home. On his estate
in Coswig near Meissen he conducted an agronomic trial
in 1872 and harvested 80-100 seeds in the fall. He wrote
me that in the year 1873 he did the planting sooner, around
mid-April, and obtained a fairly decent harvest. In the year
1874 he discontinued the cultivation because he had no use
for the harvested beans. Meanwhile, his neighbors became
interested in the soybean, so he decided to start growing the
plant again in 1875. He harvested 3 liters of seed, which he
replanted in April 1876. As a result of the long drought that
year, the plants became stunted and the majority of pods had
not yet full ripened when early frosts set in and destroyed
the crop completely. The quantity of seeds harvested was
smaller than that sowed. Its quality was far worse, which
caused Wehrhan to give up further trials with this variety of
soybean.
“Even though the soybean has already spread here and
there in the south of Austria, it still hasn’t become known
in broader circles. Thus, last summer, Dr. E. Mach, director
of the agricultural academy (Lehranstalt) in South Tyrol
[Tirol], sent me a sample of a plant which was supposed to
be already long known in that area, and it was none other
than a soybean plant. In that area it is called ‘coffee bean’
(Kaffeebohne) and its seeds are used for the preparation
a coffee substitute (Kaffesurrogat). Likewise, Mr. Josef
Kristan, teacher in a primary school in the Istrian Peninsula
(Capodistria in Istrien), reported to me that he had
discovered that the soybean could already be found in Istria
and its seeds are used as a coffee substitute. A friend of his
assured him that there wasn’t any difference between these
and real coffee. He also received several seeds from Albona
[named Labin as of 1988; a commune in western Croatia,
on the Istrian Peninsula, 21 miles northeast of Pula], where
people grow it from time to time in their gardens without
knowing its value. Acquaintances of his stated as well that
they had seen the same plant in Dalmatia and in southern
Italy. All of the above information only came to my attention

after I had been conducting soybean agronomic trials for
two years. I had been in correspondence with the authorities
mentioned above in order to send them small samples so
that agronomic trials could be continued at other locations as
well.
“The soybeans which I had used in my first tests in 1875
had been acquired at the Vienna World Exposition in 1873,
and were in part from Japan and China, and in part from
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [p. 6; later renamed
Tunisia]. There were, in total, no less than 20 varieties
(Sorten) as follows (table): Five yellow-seeded, three blackseeded, three green-seeded, and two brownish-red-seeded
varieties from China. One yellow-seeded and three blackseeded varieties from Japan. One black-seeded variety from
Trans-Caucasia. And one green-seeded variety from Tunis.
“During the first year of trial (1875) it had already
become apparent that among those were several types
that could be recommend for further agronomic trials
because they ripened early. Among these were yellowseeded varieties from both Mongolia and China, and a
reddish-brown variety from China. One black variety each
from China, Japan, and Transcaucasia ripened poorly. The
remaining varieties either didn’t bloom at all or only started
to bloom in the late fall. Still others developed only a small
number of unripe or poorly ripened pods with stunted grains
that couldn’t germinate.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
concerning soybeans in Tunis (Tunisia). This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Tunisia
(1873). The source of these soybeans in unknown. Address:
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
62. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1,
pages 6-7 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Different authors have given the soybean
many different names. It gets its most extensive and earliest
recognition in the famous work of Kaempfer, Amoenitatum
exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum, which comprises
5 volumes and was published in 1712 in Lemgo [Germany,
in today’s North Rhine-Westphalia]. The work includes a
detailed description of Kaempfer’s travels in Persia and
Central Asia. He calls the soybean by that vernacular name
“Daidzu” or “Mame,” a name still common today in Japan,
which means legumes, so called because of its superiority.
He describes it as an upright type of bean with pods that
resemble those of the lupine and a white seed like larger
peas: ‘Four feet long but more luxuriant or lush (üppiger)
than Phaseolus, it winds straight up with its many-branched,
unevenly round and rough stem. The leaves look like those
of the green bean except that the underside is more bristly.
The small flowers, somewhat gathered on short stems, bloom
in August. They are bluish-white, small, and similar to the
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lentil, with a straight flag and barely spread wings (mit
gerader Fahne and kaum ausgebreiteten Fluegeln).
The stems that bear the abundant pods are long and
bristly, similar to the pods of the lupine. They contain
2 or sometimes 3 seeds and resemble in shape, size,
and taste the garden pea. But they are somewhat
compressed with a protruding hilum (Nabel).
Linné [Linnaeus] chose for this legume the name
Glycine Soja. In his Icones plantarum rariorum, N.J.
Jaquin [Jacquin] gives its name as Dolichos
Soja and gives an illustration, which however
is inferior to the one by Kaempfer. Dr. Ph.
von Siebold and Dr. J. Zuccarini cite it in their
Florae Japonicae familiae naturalis (vol. 4,
part 2, 1846) as Glycine Soja. Other than that,
it can be found as Soja japonica, Savi. and Soja
hispida, Mönch.
“De Candolle, in his Prodromus syst. nat.,
notes that the soybean is distributed across
Japan, South India (Süden Indiens) [sic, East
Indies, India orient], and on the Moluccas. Franchet and
Savatier state in their Enumeratio plantarum in Japonia
sponte crescentium, p. 108, that it grows in the mountainous
regions of Kyushu [Japan’s southernmost main island], the
valleys of Kawara, the Janca? mountains, near Nagasaki.
Maximovicz [Maximowicz, Maksimovich] mentions in his
Primitiae florae Amurensis, page 47, that it is cultivated
along the upper Amur River, near Aicho, where it covers
entire fields. Ditmar found it on 19 July 1856 in Ana [Aua]
on the Ussuri River, and in Chinese gardens in bloom on
10 Aug. 1855. Roxburgh pays respect to the soybean in his
Flora indica and mentions its occurrence in the Moluccas.”
Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
63. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1,
pages 10-15 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “The value of soybeans results from their high
content of the most important nutrients. The first analysis
that made the composition of these seeds known in Germany
was carried out by [Mr.] Senff using seeds obtained directly
from Japan by Mr. [Carl] Berndt. The results of this analysis*
(Footnote: *See the journal Chemischer Ackersmann
{“Chemical Farmer”} 1872, p. 123) showed that 100 parts of
air-dried soybeans have the following composition:”
A table (p. 11) based on two samples and their average
shows the average to be: Water 6.91%, protein 38.29%, oil
(Fett) 18.71%, nitrogen-free extract 26.20%, crude fiber
5.33%, and ash (minerals) 4.56%.
A second table (p. 11) which compares the nutritional
composition of soybeans, common beans (Fisole), peas,
lentils, broad beans (Pferdebohne = Vicia faba = “horse
beans”) and yellow lupins, shows that soybeans have a much

higher content of protein (38.29%, followed yellow lupins at
35.32%), oil (18.71% followed by yellow lupins at 4.97%),
and ash (minerals, 4.56%, followed by yellow lupins at
3.78%).
“There are few statements in the pertinent literature
concerning soybean utilization. But there is no doubt
that, in their native countries, they have heretofore been
used exclusively as foods. In Synopsis der Pflanzenkunde
(“Synopsis of Experience with Plant Culture;” 1877,
Hannover, Vol 2, p. 413), Dr. Johannes Leunis says that
soybeans taste good and are also used to make a thick
brown sauce, which is added to almost all foods in India,
China, and Japan, and is also an article of commerce in
Europe, used to improve sauces and gravies. However the
sauce now available in Germany is said to be made of other
ingredients rather than soybeans, namely mushrooms. From
England, where this soy sauce is imported from India by
the firm Grosse [sic, Crosse] & Blackwell in London, its
use is spreading to the continent and is available in Vienna.
Kaempfer, who describes the soybean plant so excellently
in the classic work on his travels, also gives detailed
information about its use as foods in Japan, which has
since appeared in numerous other writings, such as Oken’s
Allgemeine Naturgeschichte aller Stande (“General Natural
History of All Places”) [1841] vol. III, part 3, page 1661.”
Haberlandt then quotes in their entirety Kaempfer’s
descriptions of miso and soy sauce (about 200 words each).
He also indicates a vague knowledge of tofu.
“It is reported that in China a type of food is made
from the oilcakes or perhaps from soybeans directly, that
superficially resembles a soft cheese or Quark (a European
white unfermented cheese; nach dem weichen Käse oder
dem Quark ähnliche Speise machen) presumably the original
mush is subjected to a fermentation process and then
mixed with pepper and other spices. A large part of China’s
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population is said to use this staple food.”
Note 1. This is also the earliest German-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Quark” in
connection with tofu.
He goes on to describe the chemical composition and
uses of the oil presscake in China.
Page 14: “Since the oil content (Oelgehalt) of the
soybean is lower than that of other oilseeds, it must be
assumed in advance that its application for the production of
oil (Oelgewinnung) must be disregarded. This also became
evident through a test which Mr. Carl Berndt conducted on
the rest of the soybeans that hadn’t been used for agronomic
trials. He was kind enough to give me the following report:
‘Although I should have expected that one could not
determine the full quantity of oil from a relatively small
quantity of seeds, I was still astonished that there was not
more than 6%. The analysis had resulted in 16 to 18%, and
therefore the mechanical quantity was estimated at 10-12%.
“’Actually it was quite difficult to locate an oil miller
who would clean his mill sufficiently that one received
pure oil. Moreover, these people didn’t proceed with the
interest and care that are necessary, since I found lots of oil
in the presscakes, indicating that they had not been pressed
sufficiently. In terms of quality, I am more satisfied than I
had expected to be. I had someone prepared baked goods
where oil was used in the recipe and I could not detect the
slightest after-taste. As a cross-check, I had another part of
the baked goods prepared with Provenzer oil, but I could not
tell the difference between the two.
“’To what extent the [soybean] oil could be used for
industrial [non-food] purposes, especially as a mordant
(Beize) for the dyeing of Turkish-red, which uses very old,
spent oil (that is soluble in carbonic potassium) can only
be established when a sufficient quantity of oil becomes
available.’”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
concerning special industrial uses of soybean oil as a nondrying oil, as a mordant for dyeing. Address: Hochschule
fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
64. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Vierte Abtheilung.
9. Chemische Zusammensetzung der Sojabohne,
Fuetterungsversuche mit dem Stroh und Zubereitung der
Samen als Nahrungsmittel fuer den Menschen [Part 4,
Section 9. Chemical composition of the soybean, feeding
trials with the straw, and preparation of the seeds as human
food (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. See p. 87-110. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A table (p. 95, continued from p. 84, and
reproduced in part in Piper & Morse. 1923. The Soybean.
p. 156) shows that Haberlandt planted seeds of one variety
at Vienna at intervals of one week for 11 even weeks
throughout the season (from March 31 to June 9) and

attempted to correlate the number of days to maturity (life
periods) with the number of heat units (Wärmesumme /
Wärmesummen, in ºC) required for three different stages
of growth: germination, blossoming, and maturity. The life
period ranged from 182 days for the seeds planted first to 138
days to the seeds planted next to last. The seeds planted first
(March 31) required the most heat units to come to maturity
(2,972ºC) whereas those planted last (June 9) required the
fewest heat units (2,322).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003)
concerning the scientific study of soybean germination, or
the relationship between heat units and germination.
In 1877 several new analyses of the soybean were
conducted, to add to those from past years. One was
communicated by Mr. A. Tomasek in Napagedl [in Mähren
/ Moravia, a region in today’s central Czech Republic], the
other by Dr. Eduard Mach in St. Michele [South Tirol].
The first was conducted by the sugar factory chemist, Mr.
Schroeder, in Napagedl (p. 103). For air-dried reddish-brown
(rothbraun) and yellow soybeans he found the following:
Protein: 36.12% / 35.87%. Nitrogen: 5.78% / 5.74%. Fat:
17.50% / 18.25%.
Dr. Mach had his analysis conducted in the agricultural
education center by his assistant C. Portele. He examined 3
varieties (yellow, reddish-brown, and black) obtained from
Haberlandt and grown out in San Michele, and a fourth
reddish-brown variety, which is grown in southern Tirol
(Tyrol) as the Coffee Bean, has been acclimatized there for
a long time, and until now has remained entirely unknown
and unrecognized. The composition of the four is as follows:
Water: 8.1 / 9.4 / 9.9 / 10.1%. Ash: 5.4 / 5.1 / 4.8 / 5.2%.
Protein: 36.8 / 31.6 / 31.2 / 38.1%. Fat: 17.6 / 17.4 / 18.1 /
17.8%. Crude fiber: 4.8 / 4.3 / 4.2 / ?%. (p. 103-04).
Also Mr. C. Caplan (p. 104), assistant at the agricultural
chemistry research station in Vienna, conducted analyses of
the seeds, their pods, and the leaves and stalk. His results
were published in 1878 in the Oesterreichisches landw.
Wochenblatt (No. 3, p. 26): Water: 14.0 / 14.0 / 14.0%.
Protein: 32.32 / 4.64 / 6.08%. Fat: 16.76 / 1.29 / 2.03%.
Nitrogen-free extract: 26.56 / 41.87 / 37.12%. Crude fiber:
5.57 / 30.45 / 22.79%. Ash: 4.76 / 7.79 / 9.31%.
It is unnecessary to emphasize the importance of the
soybean as a food for man and his animals. Not only is there
high nutritional value in the beans and straw, they also have a
flavor such that eating them takes no special effort.
A considerable number of taste experiments have been
made and it can be stated that nobody’s sense of taste has
revolted against food uses of soybeans.
Dr. F. Leithner complains that they are not easily cooked
softly enough. ‘I tasted them with oil and vinegar, sort of
baked bean style, and as a soup. In oil and vinegar they
seemed to have a slightly sweet aftertaste, like sweet peas.
Also as soup they reminded me of regular bean soup with
a slightly sweet flavor. One of my guests liked them very
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much.’
Mr. Alfred Erttel, captain of the royal-imperial army in
Planta near Meran wrote: ‘Cooking experiments were highly
satisfactory; the soybean is finer and has a better flavor than
regular beans.’
Director A. Baumgartner in Grotenhof had them
prepared as a salad and as a vegetable. He found them to be
very much like regular beans.
Director D.E. Mach commented about the taste
experiment he conducted: ‘In order to come to a valid
opinion about the savoriness of the soybean and its value as
a food, we tried to have them prepared in various ways. We
must admit that they were very tasty cooked whole or as a
puree, as well as with oil and vinegar, yes, even finer than
peas or lentils. It must be mentioned however that soybeans
take a long time to cook soft.’
By adding that no negative opinion about the soybean
has come to my attention, I would also like to state: I
believe that the seeds of the soybean by themselves are too
concentrated a food and they would be best mixed with
other foods, which are less concentrated and contain mostly
carbohydrates. The Chinese and Japanese have instinctively
been led toward that. They add their ‘miso’ or their soy mush
to most of their other dishes in a certain ratio without eating
soy by itself. Kaempfer describes a way that the Chinese
and Japanese prepare miso which is very complicated; the
cooking takes a lot of time and money. So it would seem
simplest to use soybeans in the kitchen in a finely ground
form. I had soy grits (Sojaschrot) of that kind added to
various potato dishes, for example mashed potatoes and
rice. I mixed soy grits with wheat grits, cooked with milk or
water, and I had soy grits added to mashed potatoes to make
a dish resembling Polenta. This might be called Sojenta. My
family also experimented with adding soy meal to wheat
flour to make bread, with and without the addition of milk,
and in all cases we were highly pleased with the results. This
opinion about the taste of soy was shared by others, who
shared in the tasting (p. 107).
Note 2. At this point (p. 107-08) Haberlandt adds a
lengthy footnote from his friend and colleague Professor W.
Hecke who followed with great interest the progress of soy
culture in Austria and who had conducted taste tests with soy
grits (Sojabohnenschrot). Hecke encouraged the use of soy
with potatoes to make a nutritionally balanced, inexpensive,
tasty, and easily accepted basic dish. One part of soy flour
or grits (Sojamehl oder Schrot) and two parts fresh potatoes
were cooked separately, then mixed into a fairly stiff mush
/ porridge. Salt and fried onions were added as seasonings.
The milk and fat, ordinarily added to mashed potato dishes
could be omitted. Note 3. This is the earliest Germanlanguage document seen (Nov. 2013) that mentions what is
probably whole soy flour or grits, which it calls Sojamehl or
Sojabohnenschrot.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)

that describes a cereal-soy blend, or the use of soy flour to
make bread.
Haberlandt then continues: If used in this way, the
soybean will someday play a major role in the diets of
the poor. It will be more than salt for potatoes. With its
fat (Fett, i.e., oil) it will replace lard [Note 5. Soybean oil
was later used to make lard compounds, lard substitutes,
and shortening] and with its protein it will supply strength.
Appropriate mixtures will be easily developed according to
the other ingredients used.
As grits or fine meal (flour) it will also move into the
palaces of the rich, in whose kitchens from India and China
is already a common item. It will only be a question of
finding suitable ways of preparing them. The flavor of halfcooked soy grits resembles that of poppy seeds or almonds,
and should be suitable as an addition to the finest foods
otherwise made from meals (flour).
The soybean could be of major importance in the
provisioning of forts and ships and in supplies for armies.
It could justly be used as a better substitute for peas in ‘Pea
Sausage’ [Erbstwurst, a cooked food containing pea meal
fixed with fat pork and salt.] It will compete effectively
as a coffee substitute with other plant products now used
for this purpose. Soy coffee is already produced in South
Tirol [Austria] and Istria [now a peninsula in Croatia
and Slovenia]. Mr. Franz Mark of Budapest [Hungary]
pointed out the possibility of using soybeans as a chocolate
substitute, for which it would undoubtedly serve better than
the peanut, which, in Marseilles [port in southern France],
is mixed with sugar to make an inexpensive chocolate
substitute.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2002) concerning the use of soy as a meat extender (in Pea
Sausage).
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012)
that mentions the possibility of using soybeans as a chocolate
substitute. Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna,
Austria.
65. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Zweite Abtheilung.
Anbauversuche im Jahre 1875 und 1876 [Part 2: Agronomic
trials in the years 1875 and 1876 (Document part)]. In: F.
Haberlandt. 1878. Die Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna:
Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. See p. 16-35. [30 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents of Part II: Source of the supply of
the various soybean varieties used in the original trials.
Trials at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna in 1875. Results from 1876 from
Hungarian Altenburg and Gross-Becskerek in Hungary, in
St. Peter bei Graz in Steiermark [Styria], in Napagedl in
Mähren [Moravia; in the Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993], in
Sichrow, Swijan, and Darenic [Czechoslovakia], TetschenLiebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia; in the Czech Republic as of
Jan. 1993], in Bukovina [Bukowina or Bucovina, a former
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Austrian crownland, as of 2005 divided among the Ukraine
and Romania; by Dr. Nik. Dimittrievicz], in Proskau [now
Proszkow, in southwest Poland] in Preussisch-Schlesien
[Prussian Silesia], and in the experimental garden at the
Royal School of Agriculture. Comparison of the resulting
seeds with the original seeds. Chemical analysis of the seeds
and straw. Evidence of the “degree days” or “heat units”
(Wärmesummen; “warm temperature summation” or “warm
sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups) which the soybeans
needed for their development in Vienna, St. Peter, TetschenLiebwerd, and Proskau.
In 1875 Prof. Haberlandt conducted the first agronomic
trials with the 19 soybeans he obtained at the Vienna World
Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung) of 1873. On 2 May
1875 he planted three varieties of seeds at the Royal School
of Agriculture in Vienna. The brownish-red variety (plot
#1) from China blossomed on June 28, the light-yellow
variety (plot #2) from China blossomed on July 1, and the
light-yellow variety (plot #3) from Mongolia blossomed on
June 29. The seeds of all three varieties ripened on Sept. 11.
On plot #1 grew 27 plants, that yielded 249.2 gm of seeds
(equivalent to 2,769 kg/hectare). On plot #2 grew 25 plants,
that yielded 336.5 gm of seeds (equivalent to 3,739 kg/
hectare). On plot #3 grew 15 plants, that yielded 196.9 gm of
seeds (equivalent to 2,177 kg/hectare).
Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of seeds to seven
cooperators in central Europe, who planted and tested
the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly good
results in each case. These men reported the details of their
agronomic trials to Haberlandt, who quoted from their
reports. For details see: F. Haberlandt. 1877. “Der Anbau der

rauhhaarigen Sojabohne.” Landwirthschaftlichen VersuchsStationen 20:247-72.
In addition, on April 25 and May 5 Prof. Haberlandt
planted 7 varieties (some original seeds, some reproductions;
4 black, 2 yellow, and 1 brownish-red [braunrothe]) in the
experimental garden at the Royal School of Agriculture.
A table (p. 26) gives his detailed results. Comparison
of the resulting seeds with the original seeds showed that
individual seeds in each new generation generally weighed
more than those in the previous generation.
Page 29 shows a chemical analysis of the seeds and
straw. Haberlandt then calculated (p. 33) the “degree
days” or “heat units” (Wärmesummen; “warm temperature
summation” or “warm sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups)
which his different soybean varieties needed for their
development. For the seeds to begin to ripen they seem to
need a total of 1824 to 5924 heat units (ºC), and to be ready
for harvest 2230 to 3174 heat units. The minimum need at
Proskau was 2246.9. The soybean can be grown as a green
fodder plant at locations with less heat units. A table on p.
34 shows the mean temperature for each month, the northern
latitude, and the elevation (meters above sea level) at Vienna,
Graz, Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau. Graz had the lowest
latitude (47º4’) and Tetschen-Liebwerd the highest (50º44’).
Vienna and Graz had the warmest temperatures in May, June,
and July. Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna,
Austria.
66. Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The soybean]. 34:238-39. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Feuilleton” (light reading)
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states that the soybean (Soya hispida Moench), which is a
common food in East Asia, is used on the English ships that
travel there in the form of a very popular prepared, sharp,
mustardlike sauce–according to the Communications of the
Royal Imperial Agricultural Society for Kärnten (Mittheilg.
der k.k. Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft für Kaernten) [also
called Carinthia, an Austrian crownland; now a state of
southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia]. The
soybean can be considered as a new crop plant for Kärnten,
since in previous years, it has done well at the Agricultural
School (Landesbauschule) in Ehrenhausen, with abundant
yields of pods and seeds. From 20 seeds that were planted,
19 plants grew and yielded 5,800 completely developed
seeds that were harvested–a 235-fold increase. The bush
bean-type plant is darker than the former, the trifoliolate
leaves are a little more pointed and longer, the pods are
coarse-haired like the entire plant, and the beans are
spherical.
Nothing has yet been reported concerning their taste
and utilization. However Prof. Haberlandt’s chemical
investigations showed they have a greater nutritional value
than our other usual indigenous legumes. Moreover the
soybeans grown in Europe have a greater nutritional value
than the original Asiatic soybean seeds.
Also discusses: Prunus mume Siebold and Zuccarini, the
tree fruits from which umeboshi are made (p. 238).
67. Photograph of a painted portrait of Prof. Friedrich J.
Haberlandt of Vienna (1826-1878). 1878.
• Summary: Prof. Haberlandt was a pioneer in introducing
soybean cultivation to Europe. A well-known professor of
agronomy at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule
für Bodenkultur) in Vienna, Austria-Hungary, he was the
author of Die Sojabohne (The Soybean) which was published
in 1878 in Vienna. The first entire book about the soybean in
the Western World, it detailed his experiments with soybean
cultivation throughout Europe in the 1870s.
While researching and writing a chapter on the life
of Prof. Haberlandt, William Shurtleff tried to locate a
photograph of him. On 15 April 1981 he wrote Verena
Krieger (a tofu maker in Lucerne, Switzerland, with an
interest in soybean history) to request help. Her address:
Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6006, Luzern [Lucerne], Switzerland.
She wrote Doz. Dr. R. Gretzmacher, a professor of
agriculture at the same organization where Prof. Haberlandt
once worked. His address: Institut für Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet für Bodenkultur (Inst. of
Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of Agriculture), XVIII,
Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33. 1180 Wien (Vienna), Austria. On
June 3 Dr. Gretzmacher replied in German, which Verena
translated: “After a long search in the Institute and in the
archives of the university, we found to our astonishment that
we do not have a picture of Prof. Haberlandt. However, I
know of an oil painting which is hanging in the University of

Mosomagyarovar (Hungary).”
On 21 July 1981 Dr. Gretzmacher wrote Dr. F. Bainter
at the University of Mosomagyarovar in Hungary, where
an oil painting portrait of Dr. Haberlandt was on display.
Dr. Painter made a 24 mm black-and-white negative of the
painting and on July 27 sent it to Dr. Gretzmacher, who on
Aug. 10 sent it to Verene Krieger, who promptly sent it to
William Shurtleff. He had one 8-by-10-inch and two 3½-by5-inch black-and-white photos made, and deposited in the
Soyfoods Center Library. The photo shows a portrait of Prof.
Haberlandt, dressed in a coat and bow tie, looking to his left.
Prof. Haberlandt died on 1 May 1878 at the relatively
young age of 52. The painting was therefore created before
that time. The portrait may be in Hungary because Prof.
Haberlandt studied at the agricultural college in Hungarian
Altenburg, where he was active from 1851 to 1853 as
assistant professor and from 1853 to 1869 as professor.
68. Graf von Stockau’sche Gutsverwaltung. 1879. Soja
[Soybean (Ad)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
29(3):25. Jan. 18. [Ger]
• Summary: A small ad with a large, bold title. The redbrown variety from China and the yellow variety from
Mongolia, brought in by Prof. Haberlandt, available for 50
Kr. [Kronen?] per kilogram.
Note 1. The name of the advertiser could be translated:
Count von Stockau’s Estate Administration.
Note 2. As of July 2014, Napagedl, better known
as Napajedla, is a town in the Zlin region of the Czech
Republic. Address: Napagedl.
69. Kristan, Jos. 1879. Kleinere Mittheilungen: Die schwarze
Soja [Small communications: The black soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 29(3):21. Jan. 18. [Ger]
• Summary: Although negative things were said in the
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, I defend it.
With the support of a twig, such as in green peas, the
harvest this year was very successful. Without the support
of a twig, the plant spread wide on the ground; the pods and
seeds were stunted.
70. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt.
1879. Resultate eines zweijaehrigen Culturversuches mit
der Sojabohne [Results of a two-year culture trial with
soybeans]. 5(4):36-37. Jan. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: In Kwassitz in Moravia, Emanuel Ritter von
Proskowetz planted the seeds on 9 April 1877, and later on
12 April 1878. He obtained from 700 yellow soybeans 6.75
kg of seeds and 11.5 kg of straw.
71. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt.
1879. [Questions and answers: Question No. 20]. Jan. 25.
[Ger]*
• Summary: Question No. 20. Who has a store that sells the
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soybean seeds recommended by Prof. Haberlandt? Can one
obtain only a part of them?
Answer: As you can see from the insert No. 25 in
the Austrian Agricultural Journal (Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliche Wochenblatt) (1878, p. 612), the
administration of the Altenburg Academy of Agriculture in
Hungary, sells soybeans. The cost for either the light-colored
or the brown variety is 50 kreutzer per kg.
72. Leydhecker, Aug. 1879. Vergleichender Anbauversuch
der Sojabohne und der gewoehnlichen Fisole [Comparative
agronomic trials of soybeans with common runner or French
beans]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
5(6):61-63. Feb. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: As is already known, in 1875 the cultivation
of the coarse-haired (rauhhaarigen) soybean (Soja hispida
Mönch.) was stimulated anew by Prof. F. Haberlandt (who
unfortunately died too young) since the earlier experiments
that were conducted in France, Bavaria, Württemberg,
Saxony, etc. to introduce this plant into Europe were more or
less unsuccessful or were in fact accompanied by such littlepromising success that further cultivation was given up on.
Of the various soybean varieties that Haberlandt found
in 1873 at the Vienna World Exposition–some exhibited by
China and Japan, some by Tunisia and Mongolia–and with
those with which he carried out cultivation experiments
in 1875, the ones which turned out to be very suitable and
fitting for the Central European conditions ended up being
primarily early-maturing varieties which have a shorter
vegetation period and which achieve seed maturation the
earliest under nearly the same conditions. Among these was
a yellow-seeded variety from China, one such of these from
Mongolia, and a reddish-brown variety likewise from China.
Further agronomic trials (Culturversuche) have now been
carried out since 1876 with these early-maturing varieties
in the most varied of locations both within and outside
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. Here in Liebwerd
[today’s Libverda in the city of Decín, Czech Republic], as
well, agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) of that sort were
conducted on the experimental fields (Versuchsfelde). In
the first two years (1876 and 1877), these were directed
by Dr. Kulisz, who received the seeds through Haberlandt
and from whose hand the results were also reported at the
corresponding location.
With the cultivation of the soybean, it is not possible
to indicate whether or not one is satisfied, however, when
it is determined that this plant can be brought to full seed
maturity at this or that location. Rather, what is concerned
here is the question of whether the soybean can also be
put into cultivation everywhere here with the same good,
secure success where the usual green beans (Fisole) flourish
well and securely, since it is with this very valuable crop
plant that the soybean is to first and foremost enter into
competition. In the agronomic trial that was introduced by

this author in the spring of 1878, there was therefore also the
purpose of comparing these two plant species, the soybean
and the green bean, with each other in their culture and their
culture results. Address: Tetschen-Liebwerd [later Decin,
northern Czech Republic on Labe / Elbe River].
73. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1879.
Tagesneuigkeiten: Der Bericht ueber die Erfolge der Cultur
der Soja... [News of the day: The report on the results of
soybean cultivation...]. 29(6):53-54. Feb. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: “... which Prof. W. Hecke, government
councillor (Regierungsrath), is preparing, will soon be
published in this newspaper. We ask that all those who have
conducted trials but not yet submitted reports, to please
do so in simple form as soon as possible; send them to our
address.” Address: Prof. [Vienna].
74. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1879. Iz zametok po
opytam kul’tury novovvodimykh v Novorossiiskom krae
rastenii [Notes on experiments of newly cultivated plants
in the Novorossiiskya region of southern Russia. III].
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. No. 6. p. 82-85. Feb. 10. [Rus]
• Summary: The section on leguminous plants (Bobovyya
rasteniya) (p. 83-85) begins with a long table which shows
the following for 22 plants that Podoba tested: Collection
No., Name of plant, weight planted, weight harvested, net
weight, important notes. The plants included two lentils,
two flax varieties, two horse beans (Pferde-Bohne, Vicia
Faba, one each from Scotland and Algeria), various lupins
and Lathyrus species, and Japanese peas (Japanische Erbse
[possibly soybeans]).
At the end of this table is a section titled Soja hispida
(soya; the soybean) which states: “From the family
Papilionaceae, with little flowers. In the spring of 1877,
along with 25 seeds of Lallemantia Iberica, I received
50 seeds of Soja from Professor Haberlandt of Vienna.
Concerning the productivity of this plant, it is possible to
draw the clear conclusion that 45 seeds yielded 20 ounces
(40 lot; 1 lot = ½ ounce). The second year’s harvest was
also wonderful, however due to rabbits, which ravaged the
planted area, I was able to obtain only two pounds of seeds.
The yield of pods per plant stalk (up to 2 feet in height)
of this Chinese plant surpasses the yield of all our other
leguminous plants. The seeds [of soya] resemble those
of small haricot beans and according to foreign chemical
analyses, soybean seeds contain 34-35% crude protein
(peas have 23%) and 18.2 to 18.4% fat (peas have 1.8%).
Thus, according to the composition data, soya is a more
nutritious [and better for feeding] than peas (see No. 6 of
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta, 1877).
“I am cultivating two varieties of soybeans: No. 151.
With yellow seeds–more productive and ripens at the end
of July. 152. With dark-red seeds–ripens later and not as
fruitful.”
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In the previous section B, titled “Oil-bearing and other
industrial plants,” is a numbered list of seeds, which the
author received from various places. The scientific name (in
Roman letters), source, and (usually) a description of the
cultivation and harvest is given. The plants include: 121.
Linseed. 122. Lallemantia Iberica. “In the spring of 1877,
at my request, Prof. Haberlandt sent me 25 seeds, of which
I planted 22.” 123. Sesame (Sesam orientalis), sent by a
Russian consulate in Persia. 124. Madia sativa. 126. Opium
poppy (Papaver somniferum).
Under 122. Lallemantia Iberica the author notes: Due to
the absence of this plant from both commercial seed catalogs
and reports of cultural trials, it is assumed that it was first
cultivated in Europe. In 1873, Haberlandt introduced several
varieties of seeds from Persia to the Vienna World Exposition
for acclimatization. In the spring of 1877, at my request,
Haberlandt sent me 25 seeds, of which I planted 22. After
two harvests, I have 22 pounds of the plant–not including the
amount I gave away.
Note 1. This is a continuation of an article in issues No.
2 and No. 4 (p. 57) of this periodical.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest Russian-language
document seen (March 2003) concerning the soybean, and
the earliest document seen (March 2003) concerning the
soybean by I.G. Podoba.
Note 3. Novorossiisk / Novorossiysk is a seaport city in
western Krasnodar Kray, in southern Russia in Europe, on
the northeast shore of the Black Sea, about 65 miles westsouthwest of the city of Krasnodar. Address: Tavricheskaia
[Ukraine as of 2002].
75. Jonas. 1879. Gelbe Sojabohne [Yellow soybeans (Ad)].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 29(7):69. Feb. 15.
[Ger]
• Summary: This tiny ad (2.6 by 6 cm) states: Price: 50
Kreuzer (kr.) per liter; for orders of 10 liters or more,
30 Kreuzer per liter. Sold by Economy-Management
(Oekonome-Verwaltung) of Mr. Emanuel Ritter of
Proskowetz in Kwassitz. Address: Proskowetz in Kwassitz
[Moravia].
76. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt.
1879. Miscellen.: Anbauresultate mit der Sojabohne in
Baiern [Miscellaneous: Results of soybean cultivation in
Bavaria (Abstract)]. 5(8):87. Feb. 22. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A brief summary of a brochure titled On the
cultivation of the hairy soja bean in Bavaria (Ueber den
Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne in Baiern), by Dr. Ernst
Wein.
77. Reitmann, -. 1879. Keine Sojabohnen [No more soybeans
left]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
5(8):94. Feb. 22. [Ger]
• Summary: This tiny (4.5 by 2.5 cm) ad states: “Because

of the large number of requests for soybeans, we hereby
announce that we no longer have any soybeans available
for delivery. Imperial Hungarian Agricultural Academy at
Altenburg” (Kön. ung. landw. Akademie, Ung. Altenburg)
= [Koeniglich ungarischen landw. Akademie, UngarischAltenburg].
Note: Ungarisch-Altenburg / Hungarian Altenburg,
formerly Magyarovar, is today’s Mosonmagyarovar in
Hungary about 22 miles northwest of Györ. Address: Dr.
78. Braungart, R.; Hagen, -. 1879. Die Cultur der Sojabohne
in Weihenstephan im Jahre 1878. I. Bericht von Professor
Dr. R. Braungart. II. Bericht von dem k. Inspektor Hagen
von Weihenstephan [Soybean culture in Weihenstephan in
1878. I. Report of Prof. Dr. R. Braungart. II. Report of the
Royal Inspector Hagen of Weihenstephan]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 69:60-64. Feb. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean has been cultivated in
Weihenstephan [near Munich] for several years. In the spring
of 1878 Prof. Braungart received 3 soybean varieties from
the central experiment station in Munich, a brown, roundseeded variety from Hungarian Altenburg, and two oblong,
yellow-seeded varieties, one from Ravensburg in Lower
Austria (Niederösterreich), the other from St. Peter near
Graz. These were planted on 4 May 1878, along with 17
other numbers which he received from Professor Haberlandt
in Vienna, in the agricultural botanical garden. Results are
given.
In Part II, Royal Inspector Hagen reports that in the Feb.
1878 issue of this periodical Prof. Dr. Lehmann requested
that farmers in the various districts of Bavaria conduct some
small cultural trials to help determine the properties and
worth of the hirsute soybean (der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne).
He was kind enough to offer to send out the seeds of this
plant. Hagen obtained 350 seeds of two different varieties–
one light-yellow and the other dark-brown (though only
a few seeds of the latter type). He planted them in the test
garden of the royal central school (kgl. Centralschule). The
method of cultivation and results are given. Address: Prof.,
Dr., Bavaria, Germany.
79. Wollny, E. 1879. Anbauversuche mit der Sojabohne
(Soja hispida Mnch.) [Agronomic trials with the soybean].
Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern
69:56-60. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: In the past year, I have carried out several
agronomic trials with the soybean at the agricultural
experiment fields of the technical college, primarily for the
purpose of determining to what extent this useful plant can
be cultivated to an advantage under local climatic conditions
which in fact are not favorable for its flourishing, and for
determining which soil conditions may be most supportive
of its growth. With regard to other questions that concern
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the cultivation and the value of the bean as a foodstuff
and a feed, these must unfortunately be refrained from
because the amount of seeds that are available was only a
small one. In the next year, though, I hope that the trials
will take place with a greater extent and I hope to be able
to make contributions about the material composition and
the treatment of this cultivated plant which seems to be
important for Central Europe.
The majority of the soybean seeds were obtained
from Professor Haberlandt in Vienna, who has since
passed away, and a smaller quantity was obtained from
the Central Agricultural Experimentation Station for the
Kingdom of Bavaria in Munich (die Landwirthschaftliche
Centralversuchstation für das Königreich Bayern in
München).
Within each variety, the largest seeds were sorted out for
sowing, since the seeds of each variety that originated from
different sources of supply had been mixed together out of
an abundance of caution in order to prevent inequalities from
emerging in the capability for development in the beans that
were caused by the vegetation conditions at the cultivation
location.
All in all, four varieties were used for the cultivation,
and specifically with
Yellow seeds
Brownish-red seeds
Black round seeds
Black elongated seeds
The soil in which these varieties were first of all
cultivated consisted of humus-rich diluvial limestone sand,
mixed together with limestone pebbles up to the size of a
hazelnut. The thickness of the topsoil amounted to only
approximately 20 cm. The subsoil, which was limestone
detritus down to a great depth, was extremely permeable for
water.
Since the soil had already been loosened by means
of the spade in the autumn of 1877 and had once again
been worked in April 1878, it was fertilized at the end of
that month with a mixture consisting of 2/3 Peru guanosuperphosphate and 1/3 potassium sulfate at a concentration
of 200 grams on a plot of 4 square meters (10 Zentner per
hectare) and was planted with the beans on May 7. In so
doing, the Dibbelkultur was followed in which through the
use of a pattern, squares of 25 cm on a side are drawn and
the seeds are placed precisely at the corners at a depth of 5
cm, such that every plant receives a standing area of 625 sq.
cm.
In order to also determine the influence of the soil
conditions on the development and the yields of the plants,
in an additional experiment the cultivation was carried out
on plots that were artificially laid out with soils of different
physical properties. In addition to the usual experimental
field soil (humus-rich limestone sand), the following were
used within this context:

Pure limestone sand, of a whitish-gray color, originating
from the Isar, consisting for the most part (84.6%) of calcium
carbonate.
Loam, brick clay from Berg am Laim (near Munich) of a
dark yellow color.
Quartz sand from the area around Nuremberg, in a dry
condition, with a white color, composed exclusively of grains
of quartz from its form as dust to the size of a rapeseed.
Peat from the Dachau-Schleissheim Moor near Munich,
in broken-up, more or less powdered condition, containing
approximately 75% organic substance.
According to the mechanical analysis, these types of
soils demonstrated the following composition:
A table follows with column headings of: Mesh width of
the sieve. Humus-rich limestone sand. Pure limestone sand.
Loam. Mesh width of the sieve, and Quartz sand; and rows
of I. Large gravel. II. Medium gravel. III. Fine gravel. IV.
Large sand. V. Medium sand. VI. Fine sand. VII. Elutriable
portion [Note 1. The portion that can be washed away].
Note 2. The numbers in this table are given as
percentages to three decimal places. The writer basically
filtered the various soils or media using different sized
meshes and analyzed how much of each size each medium
was composed of.
These soils were also worked twice and, in order
to achieve the greatest possible concurrence with the
quantitative plant nutrients, were also fertilized with the
mixture that was described above at the concentration as
indicated.
The cultivation then took place just as in the first trial.
During the vegetation period, the weather was relatively
unfavorable, to the extent that the temperatures were
generally low and a great deal of precipitation occurred
continuously.
At the beginning, the development of the bean plants
proceeded only slowly, but with the increasing temperature,
this carried on very abundantly.
Out of the seeds that were planted, the following came
up: A table follows with these entries:
Yellow Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Pure limestone sand
Quartz sand
Loam
Peat
Brown Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Pure limestone sand
Quartz sand
Loam
Black Round Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
Black Elongated Soybeans
Humus limestone sand
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The yellow and brown varieties demonstrated stalks
that stood upright with branches that were spread far apart
with numerous leaves, while the black-seeded varieties
developed plants that were more lying and entwining but
likewise richly foliated. Overall, in spite of the relatively far
distance between the plants, the shading of the soil was to
be indicated as superb. The blossoming occurred from late
July to early August. The setting of the pods was a very rich
one. The vegetation extended until deep into the autumn.
Only the yellow and the round black-seeded varieties became
completely mature in the field, the latter being the earliest
(October 6). On the remaining plots, the pods did in fact
change color, but the majority of the leaves were still green
at the time of the harvest (October 21-30). The plants that
were pulled out of the soil with a portion of the roots were
tied into bundles and, protected against the influences of the
weather, were hung in a shed to continue to mature, which
proceeded superbly.
The cultivation of the soybean as a green fodder plant is
especially to be recommended.
Furthermore, the above table indicates that the size
of the seeds has considerably improved with the local
cultivation. Whether or not the seeds maintain the high
fat and protein content of the original seeds planted and
whether or not the results maintain the general validity of
the previous trials is to be the subject of additional and
more comprehensive experiments in coming years, the
results of which I propose to report in due time. Address:
Professor, Munich, Germany: Mittheilungen aus dem
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium und Versuchfelde der
technischen Hochschule in Muenchen.
80. Haberlandt, G. 1879. Ueber die Stellung der Soja als
Culturpflanze [The place of soybeans as a crop plant].
Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
5(9):98. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Friedrich Haberlandt, author of The
Soybean (Die Sojabohne) and famous for his work with
soybeans in Vienna and central Europe, died on 1 May 1878.
This article is probably by his son Gottleib Haberlandt, an
eminent botanist.
The present discussion was brought about by Prof.
Leydhecker in Tetschen-Liebwerd in issue No. 6 of this
periodical. In this trial comparing soybeans with haricot
beans (der gewöhnliche Fisole), the latter performed better.
The author of this article thinks that this is the first
acclimatization trial to compare the soybean with the haricot
bean, and with favorable results for the latter. This may
answer the frequently-asked question about which of the
two is best in everyday commerce. The soybean, however, is
surely in the first line of the competition.
Does the soybean have a future as a European crop
plant? The results of agronomic trials conducted up to this
time leave no doubt. Because of its unique complex of

valuable attributes, certainly, in a similar way, it inserts itself
in the row of our finest crop plants–just like maize or the
potato. Address: Dr.
81. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. I. [The
soybean in the year 1878. I.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 29(9):84. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: The first report of soybean cultural trials
conducted by Prof. F. Haberlandt in the year 1875 appeared
in the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (No. 9, 1876).
Results of the 1876 trials were published in this same
periodical (No. 4, 1877). These communications concerning
the yield of the soybean and its outstanding chemical
composition did not fail to arouse the attention of farmers,
and by the year 1877 numerous cultural trials in the various
districts of Austria-Hungary and Germany were already
underway. In his monograph The Soybean (1878, Vienna,
Carl Gerold’s Sohn), Prof. Haberlandt was able to confirm
that the acclimatization of early-maturing soybeans had
already completely succeeded. The yellow variety, which
ripened the earliest, could be cultivated successfully as far
north as the northernmost limit for maize.
At the invitation found in issue No. 6 of this periodical,
a large number of reports from the various districts were
submitted–for which Prof. Hecke sends his deepest thanks.
He then summarizes these.

Analysis of the nutritional value of soybeans was
conducted by Prof. F. Schwackhoefer (Prof. of chemical
technology at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(Hochschule für Bodencultur in Wien)). A table shows results
for seeds grown in Munich (yellow vs. brown) and in Vienna
from 1876 (yellow #1 and #2, brown).

A second table shows results for hulls and straw grown
in Munich (yellow vs. brown) and Vienna.
We see that soybeans are exceptionally high in protein,
about a third higher than peas, lentils, dry beans (Phaseolus),
or fava beans (Pferdebohne = Vicia faba = “horse beans”).
Moreover, they contain six to seven times as much oil as
most legumes, and about the same amount as most oilseeds.
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And the plants bear seeds in great abundance. Address: Prof.
[Vienna].
82. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. II. [The
soybean in the year 1878. II.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 29(10):97-98. March 8. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the results of soybean trials in:
Küstenland (Capodistria, Görz, Rubbia bei Görtz). Krain
(Gradatz in Unterkrain). Steiermark (Marburg [Maribor],
Thurnisch, Friedau {an der Drau [Drava]}, Ober Andritz {bei
Graz}), Kärnten, Ungarn [Hungary] (Sandhoraz, Hungarian
Altenburg, Pressburg, Poltar). Siebenbürgen [German for
Transylvania, as of 2005 in Romania] (Kolozs-Monostor
{bei Klausenburg}). Niederösterreich [Lower Austria]
(Rabensburg, Aichhof {bei Altengbach}). Oberösterreich
[Upper Austria] (Ritzlhof). Mähren (Dürnholz {bei
Niklosburg}, Strassnitz, Napagedl, Kwassitz, Meedl,
Mährich-Trübauer). Schlesien (Silesia; Troppau), Böhmen
(Zborow bei Forbes), Bavaria (Baiern), Elsass-Lotbringen,
the Prussian province of Schlesien (Silesia; Klein-Tinz bei
Domslau, Proskau).
Note: Troppau (the German name), the capital of
Austrian Silesia, was renamed Opava and became part of
Czechoslovakia. As of 2005 is in the eastern Czech Republic,
on a tributary of the Oder River on the Polish border.
Address: Prof. [Vienna].
83. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. III. [The
soybean in the year 1878. III.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 29(11):109. March 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The individual reports that were published in
the previous edition have led the gentle reader gradually
from the coasts of the Adriatic through the various parts of
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy to Germany and over the
Rhine and to the area situated the furthest north of the Oder,
for the latter of which in fact one of the most interesting
experiments was mentioned. The cultivation of the new
plant was granted great attention everywhere, and at several
hundred locations for which reports are not available, the
same thing certainly occurred. The reports make the point
that in all of the warmer areas, maturity occurred without
difficulty and that the view was confirmed which in this case
was placed at the peak of this report. As in earlier years, the
soybean plant has proven that it can bear frosts. Rabbits and
mice go after it in a lively fashion. Insects and fungi damage
it here and there, although not to a great degree. With the
exception of the experiments in the coastal provinces and
those in the Prussian province of Silesia, the experiments in
1878 had to deal with unfavorable weather almost without
exception. This circumstance for the soybean plant that loves
heat has to be studied in somewhat greater detail.
Note: After the 1945 Potsdam Agreement, most of the
Prussian Silesia Province became part of Poland. A smaller
western part of the former Silesia Province lies within

modern German states of Saxony and Brandenburg.
The reports that were used did in fact make repeated
statements about the weather conditions of 1878 but only
in the rarest of cases did they provide numerical data. In
general, though, what emerges from the reports that were
received is that the year was cooler and that towards the
autumn, stronger precipitation started, conditions which in
fact could not be accepted in both directions by the soybean
plant. It certainly would have been very desirable to know
precisely the character of the year 1878 with respect to the
average weather conditions for the individual locations of
the experiments. But since the heat conditions were noted
down at the fewest of locations, and since, however, the
investigation and use of the notes of neighboring stations
would have been too laborious for this present work, it will
be necessary to do without any comparison with regard to the
individual cultivation locations.
A certain indication on the characterization of the year
1878, namely with regard to the heat which matters so much
to soybeans, may however in fact be provided by the records
from Vienna. For the plains areas that are located to the east
in which the most definitive cultivation experiments were
specifically carried out, the Viennese temperatures will not
only even be rather precisely parallel, but at times will not
deviate by much at all. Since in the city of Vienna, the heat
is always found to be too high in comparison to observations
out in the open (the winter is warmer by 0.3º, the spring
and autumn by 0.5º, and the summer by 0.9º than the high
observation point), then for this consideration the following
observations of the K. K. Centralanstalt für Meteorology und
Erdmagnetismus [the Imperial-Royal Central Institute for
Meteorology and Terrestrial Magnetism] may be used, for
which I would like to thank the director of this institute, Prof.
Hann.
A table follows for the months of May through
September 1878 indicating average temperatures and rainfall
for each of those months of the year, the normal averages,
and the deviations from normal.
The total heat (die Wärmesumme) for the months of
May through September, which are primarily the vegetation
period for the soybean plant, was therefore lower in 1878
than corresponds to normal, and specifically by 2,700–2,635
= 65º. And with the exception of September, the heat in all
of the other months was lower than average, but especially
in the months of June and August that are so important for
the development of the soybean plant. At the same time,
those two months were characterized by the fact that the
amount of rain significantly exceeded the average: the
amount of rain from May to September amounted to a total
of 367 millimeters compared to the normal of 308. This
combination, less heat with more rain, consequently had to
necessarily delay the maturation of the soybean plants in
1878, and in any year with average conditions or with more
than average heat, an earlier maturation has to occur.
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For Klagenfurt, the secretary Mr. C. Schütz reports
that the annual average temperature of 8.19ºC was in fact
somewhat higher than the normal of 7.54º. But 1878 was
overabundant with rain, since 1,384 millimeters fell with
respect to the average of 965, and the autumn, with 620
millimeters with respect to the mean of 273 millimeters,
brought such tremendous precipitation that had not been
experienced for sixty-four years.
In Ungarisch-Altenburg [today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary], the monthly averages were recorded for the
months of April through September 1878: 10.83, 16.04,
19.09, 19.64, 20.91, and 17.35º C, with an average for this
period therefore of 17.31º. The average of the last ten years
yielded 17.48º for those months. The soybean vegetation
period of the year 1878 was therefore somewhat earlier
than corresponding to the average of the decade that ended.
The total heat for May through September 1878 amounted
to 2,846º. The rainfall in the months of April through
September 1878 amounted to 30, 33, 31, 35, 115, and 86, for
a total of 330 millimeters, on average from 1868 to 1877:
32, 44, 59, 45, 55, and 29, for a total of 264 millimeters.
The year 1878 therefore brought around 25% more
precipitation over the summer than on average and thus, as
has already been mentioned, a scanty insolation [exposure
to sunlight]. But the months of August and September were
especially rainy, as a result of which the maturation had to be
considerably delayed.
With the exception of the areas of the Adriatic coastland,
Austria-Hungary complained in general of cool, damp
weather. It was proven repeatedly by means of figures, and
can be mentioned even further...
Note: 1.8 long columns of untranslated text remain.
Address: Prof. [Vienna].

• Summary: What stands in the way of the rapid
dissemination of the soybean is the prevailing lack of
seeds thus far? In order to remedy this sorry state, Mr.
F. Auchmann in Marburg an der Drau [today’s Maribor,
Slovenia] ordered three metric tons of soybeans from one
of the first companies in Tokyo in September of this year,
which have also already arrived in Triest [today’s Trieste,
Italy] with the steamer Bombay. Mr. Auchmann is selling
half of them, and specifically 50 kilos for 50 gulden / florin.
Considering the circumstance that the few seed dealers that
even carry soybeans at all are asking 2.50 gulden for ¼ kilo,
and thus 500 gulden for 50 kilos, this price certainly has the
prospect of quick sales. In addition, we would like to make
reference to the associated advertisement.
Note: Philip Isenberg, the translator of this article,
explains: The name of the currency in this article is
abbreviated as fl. which stands for “florin.” Yet “florin” is the
Latin name, and for the Austrian Empire at least, “gulden”
was used both in German and in the English references to it.

84. Tschuschner, Fr. 1879. Sojabohne [Soybean (Letter
to the editor)]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 5(11):128. March 15. Supplement (Beilage).
[Ger]
• Summary: “Last year I received free of charge from Prof.
Haberlandt seeds of the yellow soybean for a cultivation
trial, with a request that I send him a report concerning the
results of the trial.” The writer apologizes for his lateness.
“I now report that the seeds of the yellow soybean
were cultivated last year with great success at Leitmeritz
[Litomerice, as of 2014 in the northern Czech Republic on
the Labe / Elbe River], with enough to distribute gratis to
schools and to small landowners for more culture trials.
Signed: Prof. Fr. Tschuschner. Address: Prof.,
Stefanvorstadt No. 402, Leitmeritz.

87. Wilhelm, Gustav. 1879. Beobachtungen ueber die
Sojabohne [Observations on the soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 29(15):154-55. April 12. [Ger]
• Summary: In view of the attention devoted in all of Central
Europe to the soybean, of which the reports published by
the senior civil servant Prof. W. Hecke in numbers 9, 10,
and 11 of this journal on the cultivation of this useful plant
also provide conclusive evidence, the publication of some
observations which I made last year may be of interest.
The next purpose of my studies was to compare the
Japanese variety of the soybean that was introduced by Mr.
F. Auchmann in Marburg [today’s Maribor, Slovenia], which
from the start was to be assumed as late-maturing, with
the varieties that had been introduced by Prof. Haberlandt
which had already acclimatized. In this regard, this consisted
not of the yield capability of these varieties, but rather of
the determination of the vegetation conditions, and for
that reason, they could satisfy Mr. Beete in the agricultural
department of the Graz Botanical Garden. Added to these
observations are some studies in the agricultural laboratory.

85. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1879.
Tagesneuigkeiten: Original-Sojabohne aus Japan [News
of the day: The original soybean from Japan]. 28(13):152.
March 30. [Ger]

86. Haberlandt, G. 1879. Sprechsaal #109: Verwerthung der
Sojabohne [Questions and answers #109: Answer to question
67 on the utilization of the soybean]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 5(15):173. April 12. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the long answer by Dr. Gottlieb
Haberlandt to question #67 in issue No. 11.
In his father’s monograph The Soybean (Die Sojabohne)
(Vienna, C. Gerold’s Sohn, 1878) various experiments are
mentioned in which the soybean is used as human food. For
example, on page 107 the soybean is prepared as a bean, but
it is too concentrated a food. Therefore it should probably be
served mixed with other foods. Address: [Austria].
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Note 1. As of 2014, Graz is the second largest city in
Austria, after Vienna and the capital of the federal state of
Styria.
The following four varieties served the observations:
1. Yellow Mongolian soybean. 2. Brownish-red soybean. 3.
Black soybean. 4. Yellow Japanese soybean.
The first three varieties originated from Count H.
Attems’ seed culture station in St. Peter near Graz, while
the fourth sample came from the stock of seeds that
were obtained through the Styrian Agricultural Society
(Steiermärkische Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) by Mr.
Auchmann.
The comparison of the seeds of the two yellow varieties
showed that the Japanese soybeans were less uniform in
shape and size than the Mongolian. The latter were more
greenish-yellow and showed the brown-edged hilum, while
the former were reddish-yellow and had only a faint dark
yellow edge around the hilum. The weighing of the seeds
yielded:
A table gives with the weight of 100 seeds and the
number of seeds in one kilogram for yellow Mongolian,
brown, black, and yellow Japanese. The black is the smallest;
100 seeds weigh only 9.036 gm. The other three varieties are
all about the same size with the weight of 100 seeds ranging
from 13.557 gm (for the yellow Japanese–the largest) to
13.242 gm (for the brown).
With the variety listed last, which in the weight of the
seeds somewhat exceeded the yellow and brownish-red
varieties, the specific weight was also determined at 1.207.
The germination tests that were carried out in the middle
of May with a temperature that ranged between 14.5 and
18.0ºC yielded the following results:
A table follows with the germination rates in percentages
and the mean number of days to germination for yellow
Mongolian (90%, 3.84 days), the brown (94%, 4.64 days),
the black (98%, 3.53 days), and the yellow Japanese (98%,
6.58 days).
The significantly longer mean germination time already
characterizes the Japanese variety as one that develops more
slowly. With the germination, the soybean seeds absorb a
great deal of water and become very significantly enlarged.
The amount of water that was absorbed when soaked for
twenty-four hours amounted with the yellow Mongolian
to 119.7 percent of its weight, with the brown to 124.5
percent, with the black to 113.7 percent, and with the yellow
Japanese to 126.3 percent, with an average therefore of 121.1
percent. Experiments that were conducted showed that the
soaked seeds tolerated a repeated drying without losing the
germination ability.
The planting of the Japanese variety took place on
May 10, and that of the other varieties on May 16. In spite
of the favorable results of the germination experiment
that was conducted in the laboratory, many seeds from the
former failed to appear. The first sprouting plants were

observed in all beds on May 22, and thus 12 or 6 days after
planting, respectively. With the early-maturing varieties,
the blossoming occurred in early August. With the Japanese
soybeans, though, the blossoms, some of which were white
and some of which were purple, only appeared on September
8. The former were mature for harvest starting from October
15, while the latter were still completely green on November
1, and on that day, on which the first hoarfrost bit the acacias,
dahlias, and other plants (the first snow fell on Nov. 2), only
the most fully developed pods could be picked.
The following figures give an indication about
the temperatures and precipitation amounts during the
vegetation: A table gives the monthly average temperatures
in degrees C for each month from May through October for
the year 1878 and the ten-year average for each month (for
the years 1869-1879), as well as the amounts of rain in mm
each month for May to October 1878.
The year is distinguished by the enormously large
amount of precipitation (1,140.68 mm in six months!). If the
amount of heat is calculated for the individual vegetation
periods of the two yellow varieties, then the following
figures are obtained.
A table gives the heat units / degree days
(Wärmesummen) for yellow Mongolian and yellow Japanese
necessary for the period (1) up to the sprouting of the
first plants, (2) from then until the appearance of the first
blossoms, and (3) from the appearance of the first blossoms
until the harvest. For the yellow Mongolian variety these
3 numbers are 96.8º, 1243.1º, and 1307.1º. For the yellow
Japanese these 3 numbers are 181.2º, 2037.8º, and ?º.
With the yellow Japanese variety, an amount of heat of
2,927.6º had not sufficed to bring to maturity even the pods
that had formed from the first blossoms.
The seeds of the pods of this variety that were picked
on November 1 were still completely green, soft, and very
large. One hundred of the best-formed seeds weighed 30.310
grams but had only 34.7% dry substance and 65.3% water,
and thus the weight of one hundred air-dried seeds with 12%
water would be set at 11.780 grams. With the drying, the
volume of the seeds was significantly reduced. In spite of
the incomplete formation, though, these seeds were already
capable of germinating, and they germinated in seventeen
days at a temperature that ranged between 10 and 15§ C.
For that reason, the finest seeds were kept for a cultivation
experiment that is to be carried out this year.
After the harvest, the seeds of the yellow Mongolian
variety weighed 17.332 grams, but after lying for
approximately four weeks, they weighed 16.480 grams and
in the latter condition had only 11.8% water. With respect to
the seeds that were planted, the seeds were larger.
A plant of the yellow Mongolian variety that had been
carefully removed from the soil had a weight after several
days of lying in the laboratory of 84.814 grams, which was
divided as follows:
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A table gives the weight in grams and percentage for the
roots (3.32%), stem and leaves (44.65%), pods (13.51%),
and seeds (41.52%).
The plant was 70 centimeters tall and had seven main
branches. The number of seeds amounted to 203, the number
of pods was 108. Out of the pods, 4 of them had 4 seeds
each, 21 had 3 seeds each, 41 had 2 seeds each, and in 42 of
them, only a single seed was contained.
Just as with the cultures that were carried out at
numerous locations in a larger range, the experiments
provided the evidence that the Mongolian varieties also
flourish completely well in such wet years as 1878 in Styria.
On the other hand, as had been expected in advance, the
Japanese soybean showed itself to be a slowly developing
variety which reached maturity only in the lowlands on light
soils and in warmer locations. Additional experiments will
show whether it is possible to acclimatize this variety such
that it may compete with the early-maturing variety that has
already proven itself. Address: Prof. Dr.
88. Renner, Gustav. 1879. Ein Beitrag zur feldmaessigen
Cultur der Sojabohne [A contribution to large-scale soybean
cultivation]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 5(16):181-82. April 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Compares soybean and maize. The quantity
of seed needed to plant one hectare is, in furrows 20-24
kg, and 10.4 kg when broadcasting the seed. The crop
should be cultivated during the month of May, until the
beginning of September or October. The crop can be
harvested with a sickle, a scythe, or a grass mowing machine
(Grasmähemaschine), and if this is not possible, the material
must be brought into airy rooms for drying out. If the
harvested crop is wet or damp, be sure not to store it close
together or to heat the storage area, because the seeds would
become discolored and decrease in value. When the plants
are completely dry, they can be threshed immediately with a
threshing machine (Dreschmaschine).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “machine” in connection with soybean
production.
Note 2. On the first page of this article, though part of
an adjacent article, are two superb illustrations (side view,
and rear view) of an amazing early steam-powered tractor
or “steam-plow-locomotive” (Dampfpfluglocomotiv), named
“Savage’s Agriculturist;” it looks quite like a steam engine,
with a smokestack, but with large metal wheels in back and
smaller ones in front. Address: Budapest [Austria-Hungary].
89. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de Viticulture
d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres). 1879. Soja hispida. Lettre de MM.
Vilmorin et Andrieux [The soybean: Letter from Messrs.
Vilmorin and Andrieux]. 11:65-71. April. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: We have received from Messrs. Vilmorin and
Andrieux, the well-known seed merchants at quai de la

Méisserie, No. 4, in Paris, a letter in response to that which
we sent them on the subject of Soja hispida (see p. 27 and 34
below). We reproduce this letter which is interesting from the
point of view of both horticulture and agriculture.
Paris, 24 March 1879. Sir, We have received your letter
of March 14... The sample which you set us was definitely
Soja hispida, only the color of the seed differed a little
from the samples that we have received up until now from
Hungary. We thank you for sending this seed on which we
will now conduct trials. We have read with interest the little
article on this subject in your Bulletin.
Formerly, we conducted our own trials on this plant, but
we did not continue because we confirmed that in our climate
the plant does not reach full maturity.
Since then, we have obtained varieties which, it is said,
mature perfectly in the north of Austria and in Hungary.
We have ourselves procured seeds from these countries and
this year we have conducted trials of this plant on a rather
large scale, with the goal of commercializing it if our trials
give satisfactory results, as we hope they will. According
to the information that we have received, we are not sure
that the plant could be successfully cultivated for human
food, because it seems that the seed requires long and rather
difficult cooking. But it could be of great interest and render
real service as a feed for animals.
We are sending you 10 small packets each containing
several seeds of Soja hispida from various places of origin
and each containing a number. We would like to ask you
to conduct trials with these, and we would be very much
obliged if you would inform us of the results you obtain.
With sincere salutations, Vilmorin-Andrieux.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014)
concerning soybeans in Belgium. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Belgium (March 1870).
The source of these seeds was the seed company VilmorinAndrieux in France.
Soja hispida was introduced formerly under the name
of Pois oléagineux de Chine (Oil pea of China); but this
was a very late variety and it did not mature in the south
(midi) of France. If the new early varieties respond as was
written about them to us from Hungary, this will be a good
acquisition for agriculture. The estimated yield of seeds is
2,500 to 3,000 kg per hectare. These seeds contain 15-18%
oil. They should be planted at the end of April and harvested
in September.
Mr. J. Courtois then gives a brief discussion of teosinte,
sorghum (le Sorgho), and maize. It also becomes clear that
Vilmorin tried to cook dry soybeans whereas Mr. Blavet
cooked them as green vegetable soybeans.
We have hopes for the Soja hispida, at least for the
variety that was mailed to us by the president of the Society
of Etampes. We have higher hopes for this one than for the
variety spoken of by Messrs. Vilmorin and Andrieux. We had
eaten some that had been prepared as [green] haricot beans
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are. The grain remained slightly firm but very tasty. Mr.
Blavet has the same opinion in the letter that accompanied
his shipment. The cooking process took place within a time
period that did not exceed the one ordinarily required by
vegetables of this type: beans (haricots), peas, or lentils.
Next comes the text of a letter from Mr. Blavet,
President of the Society of Etampes, dated 24 March 1879.
Soja Hispida is also known as Dolichos Soja. First let us set
aside any possible misunderstanding; it never dawned on
me to give you this product as a novelty, or new product,
in the absolute sense of the word. In 1874 I first received
some of these seeds from the acclimatization garden (Jardin
d’acclimatation) and in July 1876 I reported on the good
qualities of this product in the Bulletin of this Society
[Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation], no. 7, p. 457. He has
also written about Soja hispida to Mr. Gillekens, director of
the school of horticulture of the state of Vilvorde (Belgium),
under whose direction the periodical Moniteur Horticole
Belge is published. Blavet then quotes at length from the text
of an article he wrote about the soybean and the chick-pea
that was published in that periodical in Jan. 1877, No. 1, p. 7.
So you see, dear sir, that I would not dream of
presenting to you a true novelty, but one well acclimatized
dating from 1874-75 here in Étampes.
In Oct. 1878, we planted two plats [of soybeans] in our
designated area at the Universal Exposition, and one of our
secretaries asked Mr. Vilmorin if he knew this plant. He
replied: About 8 years since I first saw it, then it was not
heard of again. The net result is that the visitors paid great
honor to our planting; at the end of the show, we were left
with only the stems.
Note: Martine Liguori adds that French society at this
time (before the French Revolution) was divided into classes.
The agriculturists who cultivated the land were far below
landlords and aristocrats. French aristocrats were forbidden,
by the king, from engaging in commerce with the peasants.
One of the few activities open to aristocrats was agriculture,
so they formed scientific societies which introduced, studied,
and exchanged plants, but which were not commercial.
90. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1879. Verbreitung
der Sojabohne in Schlesien [Dissemination of the soybean in
Austrian Silesia]. 29(21):218. May 24. [Ger]
• Summary: To mention briefly: on April 24 of this year,
at the impetus of the institute’s director Staudacher, the
pupils of the Provincial Agricultural School in Kotzobendz
(Landesackerbauschule Kotzobendz) [today’s Chotebuz,
Czech Republic] in Silesia (Schlesien) took up a collection
of 16 gulden. This amount was used to purchase a batch
of yellow soybeans and to send them, along with brief
instructions for cultivation, to a total of 191 elementary
schools in Eastern Silesia for agronomic trials.
Thus the soybean has been spread throughout the entire
region. If the first culture experiment is successful in their

gardens, then the elementary school teachers will certainly
be the most suitable figures to disseminate this new legume
to small property owners.
Note: In 1849 Austrian Silesia was made a separate
crown land. As of 2014, it is located mostly in southwest
Poland.
91. Roth, Joseph. 1879. Ein neuer Feind der Sojabohne
[A new enemy of the soybean]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 5(25):275. June 21. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The joy did not last long–joy in the belief that
the soybean has no insect enemies. A powerful enemy was
found several days ago. The young plants are attached by
the larva of the spring beetle (Taupin). Address: Director,
School of Agriculture and Viticulture (der Acker- und
Weinbauschule), Znaim [Znojma, Czech Republic].
92. Societe des Sciences, Agriculture et Arts de la BasseAlsace, Bulletin Trimestriel. 1879. Communìcation de M.
Wagner sur la fève Soya [Mr. Wagner’s communication on
the soybean]. 13(2):183-84. [Fre]
• Summary: Concerning various communications, Mr.
Wagner submits to the Society some soybeans (fèves soya)
that he harvested last year in his garden. This plant, that
the Botanical Garden of Strasbourg (Jardin botanique du
Strasbourg) has possessed for almost 50 years, is of Chinese
origin, has been known as a forage plant in Europe only
since the Vienna Exposition of 1873, when Dr. Haberlandt
first cultivated it and obtained some unexpected results. The
tests made on a large and small scale rapidly yielded such
favorable results that the newspapers in Austria could not
recommend enough the cultivation of this plant. Here are the
advantages that are found in this new legume, whose seeds
are smaller than ordinary peas but resemble them, except for
the color, which is quite variable: some are yellowish green,
some red (des rouges), some white, and some even black.
Their yield is superior to that of all other legumes;
they bear up to 200 pods per stem, and each contains 2 or
3 beans. The beans, the hay, and even the straw distinguish
themselves by an extraordinary richness in nourishing
principles. They resist the drought of summer as well as
frosts; they succeed in all soils, but do better in light soils
than in clay, and recommend themselves because of this to
relatively poor terrains. One must especially avoid freshly
manured soil. By its beans as by its stem and leaves, the
soybean promises a forage of the first order. It should be
sown from April 15-20, in rows spaced 40-50 cm apart
with 40-50 cm between beans in each row. One lone bean
would suffice, but it is more prudent to plant two. Bury
them about 4 cm deep; there is no need for support, the stalk
being strong and rigid. It ripens in the end of August and
September. According to an agricultural journal of Breslau,
here is the chemical composition of the soybean, that,
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compared to other legumes, shows an extraordinary richness
in protein and fat: A table compares soybeans, lentils,
vetches, lupines, and peas according to their content of water,
nitrogenous materials (Matières azotées, protein), fat, starchy
material [carbohydrates], cellulose, and ash.
Mr. Buchinger wonders if this legume, of Indian rather
than Chinese origin, is really suited for our climate in Alsace.
Mr. Wagner makes the observation that up to now
the soybean has succeeded well in Austria, and that in
1878 he was unable to plant his seed until mid-May and it
nevertheless ripened completely.
After this communication, Mr. Wagner distributes to
various members a certain quantity of this bean, the product
of his last year’s harvest, so that each can try some.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2002) with the word “Soya” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term Matières azotées to
refer to nitrogenous materials / proteins in connection with
soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that mentions red soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2014) that mentions the work of Dr. Friedrich
Haberlandt with soybeans.
Note 5. In 1871 Prussia annexed Alsace and Lorraine
from France as it formed the new Unified German Empire.
Nevertheless, this document (in 1879) was published in
French. Address: Alsace.
93. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Sciences,
Agriculture et Arts de la Basse-Alsace (Strasbourg). 1879.
M. Fuehrer lit un compte-rendu d’un mémoire qui a été
publié dans la Wiener Landwirthschafliche Zeitung par M.
le professeur Hecke sur la fève soja [Mr. L. Führer reads a
report of an article on the soybean published in the Wiener
Landwirthschafliche Zeitung by Prof. Hecke]. 13(3):355-62.
Meeting of 3 Sept. 1879. M. Rod. Turckheim, residing. [1
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Gentlemen, I should inform you of the report
published in the journal Wiener Landwirthschafliche Zeitung
by Prof. Hecke on the agronomic trials done in Austria,
Bavaria, and Silesia of the bean, introduced following
the Universal Exposition of Vienna and known to former
botanists by the name Dolichos bean of Japan (Dolic du
Japon) [the soybean]. The beans of this plant are used in
Japan to make a type of sauce that is served as a condiment
called Soja. The plant was first placed in the botanical
system in the genus Dolichos, from which it takes its name,
and which is found in Theophrastus, from a variety of beans
having very elongated pods. This genus, differing from true
beans (haricots) only because their carina (carène) is not
twisted in a spiral, contains 60 species, all exotic, including
Dolichos lablab, the famous Egyptian lentil for which the

patriarch Esau had to give up his right of primogeniture [to
his younger brother Jacob]. Our plant had taken the name
of Dolichos soya within the genus, and later, the genus
Dolichos having acquired too many species, it served as
a model for a particular genus known as Soja hispida [the
soybean].
Note 1. In botany, the word “carina” refers to the two
conjoined lower petals of a bean, pea, or other legume flower
that enclose the stamen and style. It is derived from the Latin
word carina, meaning the hull or keel of a boat.
Soy sauce (la sauce du soja) was well known in Europe;
it was even stylish (à la mode) at the turn of the century [ca.
1800] in London and Paris, but no one there had the plant.
It was only after the Universal Exposition of Vienna where
Dolichos beans of all [sic, several] countries figured, that
the attention of some farmers and notably that of Professor
Haberlandt had been called to these beans. Some agronomic
trials were done; it was soon recognized that the species or
varieties coming from Japan and north China were those that
could adapt themselves most easily to the climate of central
Europe, and the yellow variety was recognized as being
preferable to any other.
Let us also recall that at last April’s meeting, our
colleague Mr. Wagner made a rather large distribution of
seeds coming from his own crop. It will be then possible to
obtain exact information on the merit of the new legume.
The journal Isis, which also contains an article on soy
(soja), publishes a table comparing the composition of
different edible beans. It compares the water, albumin, nonprotein extracted material, and ash content of the soybean,
haricot bean, pea, lentil, broad bean / faba bean (fève), and
lupine.
It is certain that a great number of plants have been
extolled for agriculture and we should have expected
marvelous results. Yet very few justified the reputation
that had been made of them, and in the majority of cases
the plants in use for centuries prevailed over their new
competitors. But it is not less true that to agronomic trials
of exotic plants we owe wine, potatoes, tobacco, and many
others. These trials would merit encouragement then, even
if of 50 new plants only one succeeds, and could improve
our agriculture. It is for this reason that I wish to call the
Society’s attention to another plant which I mentioned
earlier–the Dolichos lablab or Egyptian lentil (le lentille
d’Égypte).
Note 2. Mr. L. Führer is a member of this Society and
responsible for publishing the Bulletin and for the “Initiative
/ Information Commission” (commission d’initiative).
Address: Basse-Alsace, France.
94. Adamec, I. 1879. Miscellen: Ein neuer Sojaschaedling
[Miscellaneous: A new enemy of soybeans].
Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
5(39):414. Sept. 27. [Ger]
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• Summary: “In cultural trials with soybeans in the
experimental fields at the secondary rural school of Prerau,
I have found caterpillars devouring the soybean leaves,
especially the younger ones. These caterpillars are from the
Painted Lady butterfly (Belle-Dame; Vanessa cardui). One
can see from this how imported crops are spared but little by
various enemies.”
Note: Prerau is located 150 miles east of Prague and 40
miles northeast of Brno. As of Sept. 1999 the name is spelled
Prerov and it is in the Czech Republic. Address: Prerau
[Alternative spellings: Prerov / Prevau].
95. Norbert, -. 1879. Die Soja in freien Felde [The
soybean in the open field (Letter to the editor)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 29(45):452. Nov. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: This letter appears in a section titled “short
letters to the editor” (Kleinere Mittheilungen).
If agronomic trials are published, then they are
usually those whose results are among the brilliant ones.
Since, however, an unsuccessful experiment is often more
instructive because it shows which conditions do not fit the
cultivation of a certain plant [and] against which risks they
must be protected if possible, then I will be permitted to
report the following.
Over two years, I had cultivated soybeans in the garden
in Budischau in Moravia [today’s Budisov, in the Czech
Republic] at 480 meters above sea level, and both with
regard to the yield of the seeds, which was to be indicated
as on a massive scale, and to the maturation, I had achieved
very good results. The only thing was that the growth of the
plants was too abundant, they were over one meter in height,
they were stored, and the pods that set later (nearly a third)
remained immature. This caused me to plant the soybeans
this year in the open field, and in particular, for this purpose
a sandy loamy soil that had been manured in the autumn with
a downward slope to the south was selected and 10 a [note:
ares] were planted with soybeans that are acclimatized here
(50 cm between the rows, 30 cm distance within the rows)
on May 20. An earlier sowing was unfortunately not possible
as a result of the colossal winter wetness and the damp, cold
spring. This entirely abnormal wetness was also the cause for
which nearly half of the seeds rotted in the ground, and the
intense downpours of rain in the summer in spite of repeated
wetting caused the soil to become so hard that even the
remaining plants did not show any enthusiastic vegetation.
Nevertheless, after the blossoms set, a middle harvest,
although a very weak one, would have been counted on if
an extremely dangerous pest had not appeared completely
unexpectedly, and specifically: our very beloved and very
reviled rabbit. Even though for a long time now, the local
area could not exactly be called a rabbit El Dorado, only
a few days were in fact sufficient for the entire soybean
planting to be bitten into in such a way that every plant had
a maximum of three to four leaves left intact and at least six

times as many empty leafstalks. The remainder, which had
been reduced to a height of ten to fifteen cm, for the most
part did not set any fruit at all, and the few wretched pods
that yielded perhaps 3/4 [note: difficult to read–1/4?] of the
seeds used fell victim, as they were reaching the kernel dent
stage, to the frost of 3º that occurred on October 19.
The fact that the rabbits were seized with a very great
preference for these new culture plants also emerges from
a report that reached me from Croatia, according to which
there, as well, where in fact Master Hare is positively a
rarity, soybeans that were planted in the open had to suffer
mercilessly because of him. It would be interesting to also
hear from other parts of the culture area of soybeans which
is now very extensive as to whether they were observed
everywhere with the cultivation at a large scale in any case
with the very considerable property as a preferred food for
rabbits, and what the results were, if any, of the culture of
this plant during this year. Address: Baron (Freiherr) von
Baratta, Austria-Hungary.
96. Journal de la Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France.
1879. Procès-verbaux. Séance du 13 Novembre 1879 [Verbal
proceedings. Meeting of 13 November 1879]. 1:685-88. Nov.
Third Series. See p. 686-87. [Fre]
• Summary: The meeting, presided over by Mr. Hardy,
began at 2 o’clock. The correspondence gone over by the
Secretary-General contains only one letter from Mr. Blavet,
president of the Horticultural Society of Étampes (Société
d’Horticulture d’Étampes) to Mr. Laizier, president of the
Committee of Kitchen-Garden Crops (Comité de Culture
potagère); it concerns the chemical composition of the
soybean (Soja hispida) seed (See p. 695 below).
Regarding the soybean (Soja), Dr. Baillon reads out
a note he wrote providing information on this plant, as
requested in particular by Mr. Vavin. Here are the contents of
this note.
Engelbert Kaempfer, in his remarkable work titled
Amoenitatum exoticarum... made known the culinary uses
of the soybean (Daidsu) which the Japanese also call Mamé.
From it they prepare Miso, an edible pap [paste] which they
add to various dishes in place of butter [sic], they say, and
shoyu [le Sooju], a sort of sauce that is mixed with the juice
of meat.
There follows a translation of Kaempfer’s text
concerning miso, koji [koos], saké and shoyu.
Linnaeus, who knew that plant that Kaempfer illustrated
very well, named it Dolichos Soja. But it was Moench who
created for it the genus Soja. His Soja hispida grows in
Japan, India (l’Inde) and the Moluccas. Savi, who discussed
this plant in 1821, named it Soja japonica. But the plant
finally ended up in the genus Glycine being named Glycine
hispida (see Histoire des plantes, II, 251).
At the time of Jacquin the soybean was cultivated in
Austria. It was proposed to plant it on a large scale as an oil
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plant. Since the beginning of this century, it has been found
in all [sic, most of the] the botanical gardens, where it bears
seeds very well. Address: Etampes, France.
97. Simon, G. 1879. Die Sojacultur in freien Felde [Soybean
cultivation in open fields (Letter to the editor)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 29(48):480. Nov. 29. [2 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This letter appears in a section titled “short
letters to the editor” (Kleinere Mittheilungen).
Not on the 20th of May, as is the case in Budischau
in Moravia (Mähren) [today’s Budisov, in the Czech
Republic] but rather at the end of April and at the latest in the
beginning of May, both this year and in previous years, at my
place (Hirschstetten im Marchfelde) I planted (in large fields)
soybeans that I received from the remarkable Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt of the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture
in Vienna. These were acclimatized light-yellow Chinese
soybeans as well as brownish-red soybeans (braunrothe
Soja). In each case the results were very successful, so that
the next time I plant them I plan to plant even more over a
larger area. Address: Hirschstetten im Marchfelde, AustriaHungary.
98. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1879. IV.
Bibliographie. II. Journaux et revues. 1879. 3e fascicule.–Le
Soja hispida [IV. Bibliography. II. Journals and Revues.
1879. 3rd volume of Le Soja hispida]. 26:666-71. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: This section contains a summary of the main
articles from other periodicals that are connected with the
work of the Society for Acclimatization. In the Bulletin de la
Société des Sciences de la Basse-Alsace (1879, Vol. 3) is an
article titled Le Soja hispida.
“In the meeting of 3 Sept. 1897, Mr. Fuehrer read the
report of a scientific treatise published recently by M. Hecke
on the agronomic trials conducted in Austria, Bavaria, and
Silesia [Part of Austria-Hungary in 1879; part of Poland
after 1945] of a legume which would have been introduced
following the Vienna World Exposition of Vienna, the Soja
hispida, and from the seeds of which is made, in Japan, a
type of sauce that is served as a condiment.
“According to this work, soy sauce (la sauce du Soja)
was well known in Europe, and it would have even been
stylish, at the beginning of this century, in London and
Paris, but no-one possessed the plant. It was only after the
Vienna Exposition that the attention of some agriculturists,
and especially that of Professor Haberlandt, were called to
this legume. Some cultural trials were conducted; it was
quickly recognized that the varieties originating in Japan
and northern China could be best adapted to the climate of
central Europe, and the yellow variety was recognized as
preferable to all others. The good yields produced by the
soybean led to its good acceptance by farmers; even more,
chemical tests showed that this legume contained one-third

more protein than other protein-rich indigenous legumes.
And it contained 6 to 10 times more oil. It could even be
classified as an oilseed. The author believes that it should
be introduced as a food. He took as an example the diet of
a family of workers from Silesia, and he concluded that by
replacing 3 kg of potatoes (of 9 consumed per day) and 1
kg of rye flour (of 2.21 kg consumed) with only one kg of
soybeans, this family would find itself adequately nourished.
“Let’s add again, to analyze this treatise, that in 1878 the
plant was attacked by the fungus Septoria sojina, and by the
caterpillars of the Belle-Dame (Vanessa carduci) and well as
by the nocturnal moth (Acroncyta rumicis; Noctuelle de la
Patience). Rabbits searched avidly for soybeans, chickens
like the soaked seeds, and sheep are very fond of the straw,
which has 203 times the nutritive value of the straw of peas.
“However, we must note, the introduction of this plant
into Europe is not as recent as was thought in Vienna. In
April 1854, Mr. de Montigny, the French consul at Shanghai,
sent back the first seeds to the Society for Acclimatization in
France, and they arrived under the name ‘oil peas of China’
(Pois oléagineux de la Chine). This plant belonged to the
legume family and to the genus Soja (Moench), a relative
of Dolichos; its species was Soja hispida. Let us add that
in the report that had preceded the creation of the Jardin du
Bois at Bologne, read at the meeting of 7 May 1858, Mr. F.
Jacquemart verified that the naturalization of this legume was
complete.
“At this time, in effect, the plant was imported and its
cultivation had succeeded. It had been reproduced from seeds
produced in France. The role of acclimatization was finished.
Now it was up to agriculture and industry to see what role
it could play, to study whether it could be used in place of
peas, lentils, and haricot beans, or whether it could render
services other than those of these similar legumes. Each
introduction takes a long time, and many obstacles must be
overcome before a newly discovered plant can be claimed
a success. We will watch with pleasure as the horticulturists
occupy themselves anew with Soja hispida. We should add
that if Mr. Quihou declares to have tried the cultivation
of this legume many times without success (this Bulletin,
1873, p. 489), Mr. Blavet verifies that it has been cultivated
for three years at Étampes (Seine-et-Oise) (Footnote: Seeds
harvested at the Garden of Hyères and sent by the Society for
Acclimatization to the Horticultural Society of Étampes on
29 Nov. 1874). It is found there growing very rustically and
giving extraordinary yields; the pods are very easily threshed
with a flail, and the pea weevil (la Bruche des Poids) has not
yet attacked it (Bulletin de la Société d’Horticulture d’Eureet-Loire, 25 Feb. 1879). Note: Eure-et-Loire is a department
in north-central France.
“We would not need to return to the numerous studies
published on the subject of soya in our Bulletin, especially
from 1855 on; but since much more will be said about this
new plant, perhaps we owe it to our colleagues to save them
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some research.
“The soybean (Le Soja) is an essential oilseed, but one
which is also used for food.
“This bean is cultivated on a large scale in the fields
of north China, where the climate is quite similar to that of
our colder provinces, and much commerce is based on the
products made from it:
“1. The oil, which is preferable to colza- and to rapeseed oil (de Colza et de Navette). However it has a taste of
dry legumes and leaves an aftertaste of beans or peas. Yet,
with the addition of a small proportion of lard, it becomes
quite similar to commercial second-grade olive oils.
“2. The residues from making the oil, which form
soybean cakes, used by the Chinese to fatten their livestock
and fertilize their fields.
“3. A food for the poor, quite similar to fresh white
cheese, called fromage à la pie (quark) in France, which is
generally fried in oil–including soybean oil.
“4. A seasoning (assaisonnement) much appreciated by
the rich. In this case, the paté of soybeans (la pâte de Pois)
[tofu] is subjected to fermentation, after the following have
been added to it: pepper, salt, powdered bay/laurel leaves,
and powdered thyme and other aromatic substances. During
the fermentation, the producer sprinkles soybean oil on the
paté. After several days of fermentation, the preparation
is ready. It (fermented tofu) is a powerful digestive (aid to
digestion) and an aperitif, which no one can resist because it
is extremely tasty (Report by Baron de Montgaudry, Bulletin,
1855, p. 16).” (Continued). Address: France.
99. Thuemen, Felix de. 1879. Symbolae ad floram
mycologicam austriacam. III. [Contributions to Austrian
mycological flora. III (Septoria sojina v. Thuemen)].
Oesterreichische Botanische Zeitschrift 29(11):357-60. Nov.
[Lat]
• Summary: Volume 29, page 358 (Nov. 1879) gives an early
reference to a soybean disease. “63. Septoria sojina Thüm. n.
sp. in “Oesterr. Landwirthschaftl. Wochenbl.” 1878, p. 531.”
A six-line description in Latin is followed by the place of
observation: “Tirolia: St. Michele ad Sojae hispidae Mönch.
folia viva languidave. Aug. 1878. Leg. E. Mach.”
Note 1. Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt sent soybeans to Dr.
E. Mach at St. Michel in South Tirol (Südtirol); he cultivated
them.
Note 2. The author’s full name is Felix Charles Baron
von Thümen. The complete citation referred to above
is: Thuemen, Felix von. 1878. “Eine neue Pilzkrankheit
einer neuen Culturpflanze [A new fungal disease of a new
cultivated plant”]. Oesterreichisches Landwirtschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(46):530-31.
100. Attems, Heinrich. 1879. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung 35:205-07. [1 ref.
Ger]

• Summary: A great deal has already been written and
printed about “soybeans” (die “Soja”). Nevertheless, the
questions continue to arise, “How are they to be cultivated?”
“How are they eaten?” “When all is said and done, what are
they actually for?”
For those who wish to be more precisely educated, I
would make reference to the report by the late Professor
Haberlandt* (Footnote: *See Hamburger Gartenzeitung,
1878, p. 238. The editors), Die Sojabohne [The Soybean],
Vienna: 1878, C. Gerold’s Sohn. But for those who would
be satisfied with a few indications, I am taking the liberty of
providing that which is essential below in brief form.
Cultivation (Culture): The early-maturing varieties
flourish everywhere that corn still bears good seeds, and in
fact the region of the yellow Mongolian goes beyond the
corn region. For the southern climate (such as Görz) [Note:
modern-day Gorica, in Slovenia], the black Chinese variety
is most suited, it is the most capable of producing a crop.
For the wine-growing and corn regions, the brown and the
yellow are equally as good, and the latter even still flourishes
correspondingly at the higher and more northerly locations
when the black does not ripen.
Its culture is in general similar to that of the bush bean,
it is cultivated in fields and without poles. What it best
accepts is a deep, humus-rich, sandy loam soil that lies
warm, which is in the second or third position in the crop
rotation, and was well loosened. It may not be too poor in
nutrients, but no fresh rotted manure! In addition, it is not
very demanding at all and does not suffer much, even if
the soil conditions do not completely achieve this ideal.
Soybeans require light and sun, and therefore they cannot be
cultivated advantageously as an intercrop (in vineyards or
cornfields), and they cannot be shaded by adjacent cultures.
Planting Time: Early May in southern Austria, even
late April, but it is hardier than many beans, and even a not
too severe late frost does not damage it very much. It must,
however, be avoided to plant them with too little soil heat
(Bodenwärme), since it is known that all legumes will rot in
that case.
Sowing Distance: Depending upon the richness of the
soil–in rich soils at 50 cm in formations (four plants in one
square meter), in poorer soils, less so (35, 30, or 25 cm), but
this is the case only with very mediocre soils, since nothing
does more damage to the maturation and the yield results
than too dense of a position. It goes without saying that
the rows can also be kept further apart, such as 60 cm, and
position the plants can be placed more closely within the
rows, such as 40 or 30 cm. Two beans are planted in each
position, and only one is allowed to develop.
Sowing Quantity: Consequently twenty to fifty
kilograms per hectare. A seventy to 200-fold yield can be
counted upon, but on average 100-fold. It accepts massive
wetness, but it even tolerates drought rather well. Even if it
has fallen behind during the dog days because of dryness,
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it quickly catches up if the temperature falls and the
precipitation becomes more plentiful.
Harvest: In the south in August; in the wine climate in
early September, on the borders of the corn region in late
September, even later further north. They are left to mature
well in the field, and it doesn’t harm anything if the tops
that have not lignified succumb to a little frost, no damage
occurs from this to the bean seeds. They are then brought
under cover into an airy, dry place and allowed to ripen in
the pods for a long time on the straw. That is the main thing
for attaining fully ripe, hard seeds that are very capable of
sprouting.
Use Value: It is just as much off the mark if it is alleged
that the “soybean” is only a very productive fodder plant as it
is if one believes that it is a delicacy for the fine table, a view
that has great dissemination today since the praise of it was
so powerfully successful. The “soybean” was so perfectly
invented for the great mass of consumers that are of little
means, for the farmers and laborers, and it is also an ancient
Asian culture plant, and thus thankful future generations will
without a doubt call it the “Haberlandt bean” (HaberlandtsBohne) and greatly appreciate it. It will very soon stand
equally side by side with the potato, corn, and the broad bean
and perhaps outshine the latter, because it contains 30% more
protein and a full six times as much fat than the common
broad bean and is hardier and higher-yielding than it.
Preparation: They are prepared for human consumption
as follows: they are most easily boiled and, just like dried
beans, prepared au gratin as a vegetable, or else treated as a
salad. In that regard, though, it must be noted that it is very
difficult to boil them until tender, and therefore they must be
presoaked for at least 24 to 48 hours. In that way, they will
then taste the same as any good bean. The observation was
made to me from many sides–namely, from the Czernovitzer
Landwirthschafts-Gesellschaft [Czernowitz Agricultural
Society (a town in Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in Western
Ukraine)]–that they are not to be boiled until tender. I
presented this problem to my cook for a solution and can
assure that I now have tender soybeans on my table.
Furthermore, they are superbly suited as a paste, for
instance, the same as pureed peas. These are my experiences
thus far, but there should also be the possibility to conserve
such a paste (the miso of the Japanese) mixed with additional
ingredients for a long time for winter needs–for the
provisioning of ships and in receptacles.
Once this kitchen secret can also be discovered, then
this conserve may play a great role for our rural workers–in
the field and beyond–for tree cutters, and furthermore for our
army, navy, etc.
It goes without saying that a great future also awaits the
soybean as a fodder plant at the point when it has multiplied
to such an extent that the seeds for such a purpose will not
be too expensive. No other legume is so rich in protein and
fat and therefore so nutritious–and also so high-yielding: not

lupines, not broad beans, not sweet peas.
The dry straw can be used for sheep and as litter,
although I cannot recommend its use as green fodder since
we have better things, but it can also be used for that.
These are briefly the essential things about Haberlandt’s
bean, the much-praised “soybean.”
May this valuable acquisition of humanity always be
taken advantage of for greater distribution! Such “new
additions” are a blessing for agriculture and for the various
peoples. I therefore consider it to be a task of the state to
tremendously support the rapidity of its distribution. One
year of an earlier or later increase in the crop harvest is not
immaterial. For three years, my seed culture station has
brought them into all of the valleys of Austria, but those are
just a few drops. The tremendous means of the state have to
bring a nurturing rain; the embassies and consulates should
take responsibility for that. I have already repeatedly stated:
farmers and livestock breeders would be the best diplomats
for Austria. In economic terms, we would soon be shaking
hands with both the Orient and the Occident. Address: Count
(Graf), St. Peter near Graz [Styria, Austria].
101. Cook, G.H. 1879. The soja bean; a new forage plant.
Rutgers Scientific School, Annual Report 15:54-58. [1 ref]
• Summary: “When in Munich last year, I saw the soja
bean in cultivation, as a new crop, and probably a desirable
addition to our forage products. It was seen in the grounds
of the Bavarian Agricultural Experiment Station, and was
in very vigorous growth. The gentleman in charge gave
me a few seeds; and seeds of several other varieties of the
same plant were procured at Vienna by my friend Mr. James
Neilson. We have planted them, and gathered crops of the
different kinds this year. The following is a translation of
the paper sent out from the Bavarian Experiment Station
to those who were growing and testing the capabilities of
the plant.” Note 1. See: Lehmann, Julius. 1878. “Ueber
den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.
“On the Cultivation of the Hairy Soja Bean.”–”The
exertions made in the last decade to naturalize foreign useful
plants in Germany, and by their cultivation to increase the
income from farm lands, have so far been without result.
This has been the case with sorghum, ramie, Siberian fodder,
water rice, &c., for each of which great hopes have been
excited; but nothing now remains but the remembrance and
the proof of the difficulties in the way of our agriculture.
“Fortunately the success of this pursuit depends less on
such attempts, than on increasing the quantity of our wellknown crops, by good cultivation and heavy manuring–by
careful selection of seed and proper care of the plant. All
farmers taking these precautions, and using discoveries in
these directions, will surely gain satisfactory profits even
without new plants.
“Yet the progressive farmer will be interested and make
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personal experiments, of these attempts
at acclimating, if the plant promises to fill
some want. We now seem to have such a one
for our increasing cattle raising. We need a
fodder for young cattle, for milk cows and
for bullocks, whose seeds contain, in proper
amount, albumen and fat, with a pleasant
taste. In cereals and their brans, and also in
leguminous seeds, we have fodder containing
albumen but not fat enough. The addition of
oil-cake is not entirely satisfactory, because
the proportion of fat in it varies, and its cost
is too great.
“Two years ago Prof. Haberlandt, of
Vienna, an untiring botanical experimenter, introduced to
us a plant whose pleasant-tasting seeds are rich in albumen
and fat, in very digestible forms. This plant is the hairy soja
bean (Soja hispida, Mönch.) Prof. Haberlandt found samples
of the seed at the Vienna Exposition among the agricultural
products of China, Japan, Mongolia, Transcaucasia and
India. He says this plant has been cultivated from early ages.
It grows wild in the Malay Archipelago, Java and the East
Indies, and is cultivated extensively in China and Japan. Its
seeds, boiled or roasted, have a pleasant taste, and form an
almost daily part of the food in India, China and Japan. The
soja is an annual leguminous plant.”
“In 1876, twenty experiments were made in various
parts of Bohemia, Moravia [both in the Czech Republic as of
Jan. 1993], Southern Austria, Styria [a state in Austria, called
Steiermark in German], Hungary, and Upper Silesia [a region
mostly in southwest Poland]. From the well-ripened seeds of
these crops, one hundred and thirty-five trials were made the
next year under various climatic influences. Prof. Haberlandt
has written us that only twelve of the experiments failed, and
most of the results were unusually good.
“According to Professor Haberlandt there are several
varieties of the soja, which vary much in their time of
ripening. For the climate of Middle Europe the early kind
is best. Sown early in May the seeds mature at the end of
September or October. Its time of growth is like that of the
horse bean. (This is the Vicia faba, the horse bean or Windsor
bean of Europe, which is cultivated there for feeding
domestic animals, and, like it, ripens after harvest.) It differs
from this bean in its productiveness and its non-liability
to harm from insects. It has harvested from thirty-three to

fifty-five bushels of seed, and two and one-third tons of very
nutritious straw to the acre.”
“Prof. Schwackerhofer of Vienna, has analyzed the
original and harvested seed [two crops], and the soja straw,
with the following results.” A table (p. 56) shows that the
original seed contained 30.56% albuminoids and 15.81% fat.
The first and second crops contained and average of 34.56%
albuminoids and 18.32% fat–both much higher. The soja
straw contained 4.43% albuminoids and 2.51% fat.
A second table (p. 58) compares the composition
and comparative value per 100 pounds of 12 feed and
fodder crops. Soja beans were found to contain 4.8% ash,
34.7% albuminoids (second highest value after cottonseed cake (decorticated)), 18.3% fat (the highest), 28.3%
carbohydrates, and a comparative value of 2.55 (the highest,
with clover hay taken as 1.0).
“In this table the soja bean is shown to have the highest
value of any of the substances named, and by mixing it
with oat straw or cured corn-fodder, it will make a rich and
healthful fodder for cattle, and one which can be afforded in
greater quantity and at less expense than first quality timothy
or clover hay. It would form, too, a proper crop to be in the
rotation between corn and wheat, instead of oats or potatoes,
as now practiced. It is not subject to the same difficulties
in curing as our common field bean, as the beans do not
easily shell out, and coarser stalks enable it to be cured [to
make hay] like Indian corn. And being a sowed crop, it is
cultivated with the minimum of labor.”
Note 2. Prof. George Hammell Cook was instrumental
in establishing the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture
at Rutgers on 7 April 1872; he was appointed its first
secretary. Rutgers thus become one of
the early state institutions that conducted
agricultural research. On 10 March 1880 the
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station
was established at Rutgers College (New
Brunswick)–with state funding only (no federal
aid). On 2 March 1887 the Hatch Act created
state agricultural experiment stations with
federal grants. This is the earliest document
seen (Jan. 2005) concerning soybean research
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by a state research institution or agricultural experiment
station.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2011)
concerning soybeans in New Jersey, or the cultivation of
soybeans in New Jersey. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in New Jersey, or the cultivation
of soybeans in New Jersey (1879). The source of these
soybeans was Bavaria, Germany, and Vienna, Austria.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
describing cultivation of soybeans by a U.S. land grant
institution.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008)
that uses the word “albumen” (or “albumens”) or the word
“albuminoids” (or “albuminoid”) in connection with soy.
The word “albumen” usually refers to the white / protein of
an egg, but here it refers to protein of the soja bean “whose
seeds are rich in albumen” (protein). The word “albumin”
(first used in 1869) refers to any of numerous simple heatcoagulable, water-soluble proteins that occur in muscle, egg
whites, milk, and other animal substances, and in many plant
tissues and fluids.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2011) that refers to soynuts. Discussing the
soybean, it says: “Its seeds, boiled or roasted, have a pleasant
taste, and form an almost daily part of the food in India,
China and Japan.” It is also the earliest document seen
(March 2001) concerning the etymology of soynuts.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
that uses the term “hairy soja bean” to refer to the soybean.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) with the word “soja bean” (or “soja beans”)
in the title.
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2002) related to soybeans that uses the word
“forage” in the title.
Note 10. This is the earliest document seen (March
1999) that mentions Mr. James Neilson who, in 1878,
obtained several soybean varieties in Vienna, Austria,
brought them back to the United States, and planted them at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1879.
Note 11. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that uses the word “rotation” or discusses crop rotation in
connection with soybeans.
Note 12. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2001) that mentions the word “carbohydrates” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 13. This is the earliest annual report seen (Oct.
2001) that mentions soy.
Note 14. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
that mentions feeding soybean fodder to milk cows, however
none has yet been fed.
Note 15. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2005)
that mentions cotton-seed cake (any spelling). It is also the
earliest English-language document seen (Nov. 2005) that

contains the term “cotton-seed cake” or “decorticated” in
connection with such cake or meal.
Note 16. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word “cured” in connection
with making soybean hay. Address: New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
102. Cramer, C. 1879. Ueber die Akklimatisation der
Sojapflanze [On the acclimatization of the soybean plant].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 7(5):296-302. [Ger]
• Summary: A letter to Prof. Dr. [A.] Krämer. Dear
colleague! I have read your essay on the soybean plant
(Sojapflanze) (Schweizerische landwirtschaftliche Zeitschrift,
Vol. 7, No. 4) with the greatest interest. This plant is so
excellent in terms of its extraordinary yield capability
and the high nutritional content of the seeds, that farmers
indeed cannot be advised too much to give it the attention it
deserves. It is a shame, however, that the seeds take 6 months
to ripen. Must we give up hope that in our climate the helpful
attribute of late ripening can gradually be gotten rid of, and
recommend in some annotations (i.e. p. 164) to the soybean
(die Soja). Above all it is very sensitive to frosts, so it should
be planted relatively early (in the 2nd half of April).
It would mean denying the laws which govern the
formation of plant forms if one wished to assert that under
no circumstances is the soybean capable of already in this
way adapting to the climatic conditions of our areas, as it is
in fact conceivable that as a result of repeated early frosts,
the maturation period could be shortened but as a result of
repeated late frosts, the sowing capability could gradually
be pushed back toward the spring. A success of that sort
of course cannot be considered as a certain prospect. The
plant can also gradually peter out–and in any case, a rather
significant result would require a relatively long period of
time. It therefore seems to me to be advisable that instead
of more or less allowing simple chance to prevail, the
acclimatization of the soybean be taken directly by the hand
and conscious selective breeding be practiced, particularly
since everything that we know about this subject matter in
general, as with that which has become known about the soy
plant thus far, leads one to presume that the aforementioned
grievance can in this way be remedied or else alleviated
not only with a degree of certainty but at the same time in a
proportionately much shorter time.
All living beings possess to a greater or lesser degree
the capability of varying, all of the individuals of a species
are never completely equal to each other.–Some alterations
of plants are based merely upon external influences, they are
not constant, but rather they already change upon planting
(modifications of location, conditions of nutrition). Other
forms, on the other hand, are conditioned by internal causes,
since just as well, sometimes different varieties of one and
the same species are seen occurring at the same location,
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the same cultivated area, even the same garden patch, while
in other cases the specific sport of a plant (Spielart einer
Pflanze) flourishes at the most heterogonous locations or in
the most varied of climates. Such varieties do not change
with planting and can be inherited, and thus are much
more constant.–Most of the heritable varieties come into
existence through sexual reproduction as a result of the
sudden appearance of new characteristics, and from time to
time also as a result of budding.–The varieties can then vary
again in their descendants. Within that context, the original
difference can be blurred or can increase, or a new difference
to the original one may occur. Thus, it can occur that the
descendants of a base form deviate from it more and more,
to the point that in the end, the genetic context can hardly be
recognized anymore. Furthermore, over the course of time,
the specific plant can fragment into numerous varieties.–The
varieties of cultivated plants are always in a relationship with
the cultivation purpose: ornamental plants vary primarily in
the blossoms and leaves, vegetable plants according to the
circumstances in the roots, stalks, or leaves (radishes, carrots,
cabbage), fruit plants in the fruits, cereals in the seeds and
ears.–The cultivation varieties came into existence primarily
as a consequence of the selection with sexual or asexual
reproduction that was made by man at first unconsciously
and later consciously.–With biennial and perennial plants,
the preferred purpose of the raising and especially the
propagation of valuable varieties in general has always been
the asexual reproduction through tubers, rootstocks, runners,
cuttings, grafts, etc., since they lead more rapidly to the goal
(for example, fruit trees), while with annual plants, on the
other hand, the preference has been for sexual reproduction
for the most part by means of seeds. In this case, the latter
is in actuality recommended more since, without bringing
along a loss of time with it here, it delivers varieties with
greater consistency. It is in this way that the numerous
varieties of our species of grains and legumes have without a
doubt been formed; as a result of the repeated selection with
the reproduction through seeds, the yellow, brown, and black
varieties of soybean must have also come into existence.
And in the same way, we have to seek to adapt the soybean
plant to our conditions of cultivation. Along those lines, we
can and must proceed in different ways, depending upon the
particular task that we set for ourselves, depending upon our
intention to increase the resistance of the soybean to climatic
influences, or to shorten its vegetation period, or to have an
effect in both directions on the plant.
In 1936 Kaltenbach and Legros wrote: Shortly after
1878, “Professor Krämer made a few soybean trials in Zurich
for three years and published a pamphlet in 1880 giving the
results obtained.” Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
103. Eugling, Wilhelm. 1879. Bericht ueber die Thaetigkeit
der landwirthschaftlich-chemischen Versuchsstattion des
Landes Vorarlberg, 1879 [Report on the activities of the

agricultural-chemical research station of Vorarlberg, 1879].
Bregenz, Austria: Published by the author. 29 p. See p. 2426. No index. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Cultivation of soybeans”
(Cultur von Sojabohnen) (p. 24-26) states:
The soybeans that were newly introduced by the late
Professor Haberlandt, which were received on all sides
with great approval, were also enthusiastically welcomed
in Vorarlberg and have been grown for three years in the
station’s experimental area. Unfortunately, the success turned
out to not be as favorable as was to be expected after the
final results from the other side.
The condition of the soil certainly could not have formed
any obstacle, since the best cultures had been achieved on
calcareous types of soil [those with high lime content], but
on the other hand, our climatic conditions destroyed the
hopes that were entertained. Samples were given to farmers
in the spring of 1878 and 1879 in all districts of the province
and planted as experiments. The details of these experiments
do not concur among each other, in that some of them report
about poor sprouting, others record poor yields, and yet
others are very satisfied. Precise numerical details were not
kept.
Therefore, what follows are the results of the
experiments that were arranged by the Experiment Station.
One major defect that remains with soybeans is that
in their young state, they are very soft and especially not
capable of withstanding continuous wet weather, which they
appear to tolerate with the greatest difficulty. Later wetness
and in fact even slight overnight frost damage the somewhat
older plants less, since they very soon receive a strong,
resistant exterior. A warm, dry germination period seems to
be essential to the beans, which fit best into the climate of
wine and corn.
Even though in Vorarlberg, the two aforementioned
plant cultures do in fact flourish, the quantities of rain that
fall in the province are indeed more significant than those,
for example, in Vienna and Graz, and especially currently,
stronger downpours fall here, where the cultivation of
soybeans is becoming necessary, after which mostly cold
nights occur. In the three experiment years, the quantity of
rain that fell amounted to 1,600 to 1,800 mm of rain.
The brown variety appears to be especially sensitive. In
every year in which it was cultivated, it decreased both in
the size of the seeds and in the yield and the sprouted plants
that developed. Although the yellow variety is indeed also
sensitive in its early youth, it is in fact somewhat tougher
against harsh weather than the former.
Soybeans, which enjoy high esteem everywhere because
of their workability and their high content of nutrients,
unfortunately did not deliver the results in our province
during the three years of cultivation according to which they
could be continuously recommended as suitable. But some
things are not good for everyone. The yields do not reach
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those of the dwarf or bush beans, and the harvest of them
under our climatic conditions is not as secure as those of
these other legumes.
The soybeans that were cultivated on the experimental
field came from Count Attems’ Seed Culture Station
(Gräflich Attems’sche Samenculturstation) in St. Peter. They
were the yellow and brown varieties.
The experimental plots were five square meters in the
first year and ten square meters in the two later years. The
soil–a heavy, loamy calcareous soil, which was fertilized in
the autumn before the first cultivation with cow manure–
was fertilized in the subsequent years with Peru guano, 500
grams per plot. Their location is sunny and protected, and the
plots were carefully worked as garden land. Twenty beans
were planted on every square meter at a depth of three to
four centimeters on May 1 of each year. Those that did not
sprout were replaced. The foliage developed very well, the
replaced beans lagged behind somewhat in growth. Damage
to the plants as a result of external influences never took
place, and an average of two formed seeds were found in one
pod.
One hundred beans at planting and at harvest weighed:

A table shows, for the years 1877-79, for both yellow
and brown soybeans, the weight of one hundred beans
planted each year, the weight of one hundred beans harvested
[note: unit of weight not indicated–if it was grams, it seems
like they were tiny beans if one hundred soybeans weighed
13.6 grams], and the germination rates.
The harvests in the various years were carried out when
the leaves turned yellow and began to die off. The weight
of one hundred plants was determined by the plants as they
stood being cut off just above the roots, being hung up to dry,
shelled, the plants being counted, and the seeds and straw
weighed, and being calculated at the unit of one hundred

plants.
The yields turned out as follows:
A 2nd table shows for the years 1877-79, for yellow
soybeans, for yellow soybeans as a rotation crop between
corn, and brown soybeans, the weight in grams of both seeds
and straw for one hundred plants.
The harvests were carried out on October 5, 1877,
October 12, 1878, and October 22, 1879. From the yields,
it is apparent that the workability of soybeans here lies far
behind the harvest results that [can be achieved] at other
locations.
A 3rd table (p. 26) gives the chemical composition of
yellow soybeans, brown soybeans, soybean straw, and the
average composition of broad beans (Vicia faba, Mittlere
Zusammensetzung der Ackerbohne).
Note: As of July 2014 Vorarlberg is the westernmost
federal state (Land) of Austria. It is very mountainous and
its capital is Bregenz. Address: PhD, Bregenz [AustriaHungary].
104. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1879. Der allgemeine
landwirthschaftliche Pflanzenbau [General agricultural plant
cultivation]. Wien [Vienna]: Verlag von Faesy & Frick. ix +
760 p. Index. 23 cm. [200* ref. Ger]
• Summary: An excellent, very original and creative book.
Even though it was written by the man who wrote the first
book on soybeans in the Western world (published one year
earlier, in 1878), this book has no entry for soybeans in the
index, although they are mentioned several times in the text–
for example on pages 28, 106, 309, 311, 679, etc.
Note 1. This book was published after Prof. Haberlandt’s
untimely death by Wilhelm Hecke, his colleague and a
professor of agricultural administration at the same ImperialRoyal College of Agriculture in Vienna.
Note 2. Also mentions alfalfa, hemp, lupin, sesame,
and many other plants. Address: Full Public Prof., ImperialRoyal College of Agriculture in Vienna (Ordentlicher
Öffentlicher Professor an der kaiserlich-königlichen
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in Wien).
105. Kraemer, A. 1879. Die Soja-Bohne. Ein Cultur-Versuch
aus dem Jahre 1878 [The soybean. A culture trial from the
year 1878]. Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift
(“Die Gruene”) 7(3):149-65. [Ger]
• Summary: Begins with a long summary of the soybean
research conducted by Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna and his
co-workers throughout central Europe. Contains many tables.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 155) shows a soybean plant
with pods. Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
106. Kraemer, A. 1879. Verschiedene Mittheilungen: Die
Soja-Bohne [Various communications: The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 7(1):90-91. [Ger]
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• Summary: It is well known that the soybean (Soja-Bohne),
also known as the rauhe Schminkbohne or Heilbohne [rough
haricot bean or rough cowpea] or chinesische Oelbohne
[Chinese oil bean], Soja hispida, was warmly recommended
for cultivation in more recent times in three varieties which
Professor Haberlandt had determined, from a larger number
of samples that had been exhibited in 1873 in Vienna, to be
especially suitable for introduction into European agriculture.
The undersigned is in the position of being able to report
extraordinarily favorable results from an experiment which
he carried out during the past year on private property on
the border of the city of Zurich with those three varieties of
soybeans. One part of the seeds that were used had already
come from a planting in Chur, Switzerland, and the other
had been obtained from Marburg, Austria [Marburg is
today’s Maribor, Slovenia]. An average of nearly 33 grams
of seeds was obtained from each plant. The yield was on
average 205-fold, and with one variety even 303-fold. Out
of the seeds that were obtained, one sample of each of the
yellow and black varieties was subjected to an investigation
in the chemical laboratory of the Agricultural Department of
the Swiss National Polytechnic Institute (Eidgenössisches
Polytechnikum) by Professor E. Schulze and Professor
Barbieri, which out of one hundred parts of moisture-free
substance yielded:
A table (with 2 columns) shows for the yellow variety
(2nd generation) and the black variety (1st generation) the
composition of protein (38.25% / 43.13%), fat (19.79% /
15.73%), nitrogen-free extract, crude fiber, and minerals.
The strikingly high content of the important protein and
fat substances that are preferable as nutrients is achieved

in no other vegetable product. That takes on such an
even greater significance that it at minimum does not lag
behind that which Moser in Vienna found in originally and
subsequently planted soybeans. In addition, he consequently
provided the proof that with us, the plant also has not
dwindled with regard to the chemical composition of
its seeds. Moser specifically found with reference to the
moisture-free content for each variety: 39.95 and 37.58%
protein and 19.66 and 19.49% fat. The prospects of being
able to include the soybean for us with great success in the
as agricultural crop are therefore firmly present. A report that
has already been written in detail which at the same time
can serve as culture instructions will be published by the
undersigned in the April edition of this journal. The limited
space of the magazine as a result of the momentarily great
accumulation of other material does not permit him to do so
earlier.*
Footnote: *Please kindly note! Being unable to
continue to cultivate the soybean in a larger area, I hereby
offer to provide free of charge the seed that was obtained
this year to all those gentlemen who since that time have
been active with this agricultural journal (Schweizerische
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift) in the pleasant hope that a
brief overview of the results that they achieved be provided
to me later for the journal. To do so, requests should kindly
be directed to me simply by postcard before March 1. The
shipment will take place immediately, free of charge, to
the person ordering. I intend to equally divide the stock
of excellently fine articles, guaranteed to be capable of
germinating, by the number of applications. With their
samples, the experimenters are requested to keep separate
not only the varieties, but also the two different generations
of the same variety.
January 25.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Sept. 2014) that refers to the soybean as Schminkbohne
or as rauhe Schminkbohne or as Heilbohne (literally heal
/ healing + bean) or as chinesische Oelbohne (Chinese oil
bean). Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
107. Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”). 1879. Verschiedene Mittheilungen: Verwerthung
der Sojabohne [Various communications: Utilization of the
soybean]. 7(10):504-05. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This letter was written in response to a letter
or article in this journal: From the discourse on soybeans
in No. 4 of this year of this journal (p. 149), we should not
miss adding some indications that are in fact currently very
opportune for the breeders of this plant about the utilization
of the product for human consumption. Count H. Attems
writes the following about this in No. 14 of this year of the
Österreichisches landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt [the
Austrian Agricultural Weekly]: “Soybeans are most easily
boiled and, just like dried beans, prepared au gratin as a
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vegetable, or else treated as a salad. In that regard, though,
it must be noted that it is very difficult to boil them until
tender, and therefore they must be presoaked for at least 2448 hours. In that way, they will then taste the same as any
good bean. The observation was made to me from many
sides–namely, from the Czernowitz Agricultural Society
(Czernowitzer Landwirthschafts-Gesellschaft, [a town in
Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in western Ukraine])–that they
are not to be boiled until tender. I presented this problem to
my cook for a solution and can assure that I now have tender
soybeans on my table.” (These statements concur precisely
with our experiences at the time and reported at the location
indicated. In addition, the behavior of soybeans with boiling
has its basis in the fact that the seeds are lacking in a starchy
thickener, which with them is replaced by fat.) “Furthermore,
they are superbly suited as a (sieved) paste, for instance,
the same as pureed peas. These are my experiences thus
far.” (In the meantime, reports have already arrived to us
from Switzerland in which people declared themselves to
be satisfied to a high degree about the use of the domestic
product from 1879 for supplying the kitchen.)
Further Postscript on Soybean Cultivation. In recent
weeks, extraordinarily numerous requests and orders with
regard to soybean seeds have arrived to the editors of this
journal. Hardly being in a position even to just answer all
of these communications, let alone to fulfill the requests for
the providing of seeds, we hereby ask all breeders of this
plant and all seed dealers that are able to deliver the genuine
yellow variety, which is specifically superbly suited for our
conditions, to urgently be so kind as to indicate this publicly
very soon in a suitable manner.
108. Schweizer (G.) Samenhandlung. 1880. Soya-Bohne
(Culturanleitung gratis) [Soya beans (Free seed sample)
(Ad)]. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins im
Grossherzogthum Baden No. 2. p. 16. Jan. 14. [Ger]
• Summary: This offer is made by the G. Schweizer seed
company in Hallau, Switzerland. “Note: On orders of over
500 kg, a significant discount is available.”
A similar ad by Schweitzer appeared in the Feb. 25
issue of this periodical (p. 63, which see). Address: Hallau,
Switzerland.
109. New-York Tribune. 1880. A new vegetable from China.
Feb. 8. p. 4.
• Summary: From The Globe: “Some experiments carried
on by two or three Austrian and German horticulturists
[including Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna] have brought
into notice an almost forgotten plant which was introduced
into Europe from China nearly thirty years ago, but whose
existence, and whose products have been undeservedly lost
sight of. This is the Soja hispida, a species of leguminous
plant, somewhat resembling in habit and appearance the
well-known pea. Unlike the latter, however, it has two

distinct uses–industrial as well as alimentary. It is highly
prized in China and Japan, and is said, indeed, to take its
scientific title [Soja] from the Japanese name of the sauce–
sooja–which is made from its seeds.”
Chinese are referred to as “the Celestials.”
110. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt.
1880. Sprechsaal #81: Cultur der Sojabohne [Questions and
answers: Question #81 on soybean cultivation]. 6(7):56. Feb.
14. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The most detailed instructions that we know of
for cultivating soybeans are given in the article by Gustave
Renner of Budapest [Hungary] in the 19 April 1879 issue
of this periodical. In addition, a method of cultivation has
been published by the Director of Grain Crops of Count H.
Attems, at St. Peter bei Graz [Steiermark {Styria}, Austria].
Address: Kalladey, Bohème [Bohemia].
111. Schell, Baron. 1880. Miscellen: Sojabohne–
Anbau und Ernte–Resultate [Miscellaneous: Soybean–
Results of cultivation and harvest]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 6(7):54. Feb. 14. [Ger]
• Summary: “On 17 May 1879, on 34 dg., I planted, in rows
65 cm apart, one by one, soybean seeds 30 cm apart.” The
seeds sprouted very quickly. I obtained, after threshing, on
34 dg, 13 kg of pure seed of good germination. Address:
Kalladey, Bohème [Bohemia].
112. Postelt, A. 1880. Dalji pokusaji “sojom”* [Further
attempts with soybeans]. Gospodarski List (Farmer’s
Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(4):26-27. Feb. 20. [Cro]
• Summary: A footnote (p. 26) referring to the title states:
“In accordance with the statement we have repeated so often,
that soybean trials need to be continued, we are publishing
this report of soybean trials kindly received from Mr. Postelt,
who also sent several nice treatises to the German journals.”
“In 1875 the late professor Haberlandt proved with trials
in the experimental fields of the agricultural faculty [Vienna],
that soya (soja [the soybean]), the most important legume in
East Asia due to its good yields and high nutritional value,
also has in our climatic environment, the required minimum
conditions for good growth.
“From that year onward, soybeans began to be planted
in all Austro-Hungarian crown lands, demonstrating that
Haberlandt was not unrealistic in hoping that soya would
establish itself and maybe become one of the leading
agricultural crops in our country.
“Also this report of successful trials with soya in
our country hopefully will be of interest to the readers of
Gospodarsky List and stimulate further testing.
Trials included in this report are from the years 1878
and 1879. These two years, during which there were
extremely different weather conditions, are very appropriate
to demonstrate how this crop adapted itself to cold, moist
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weather on the one hand, and to hot, dry conditions on the
other.
“In the spring of 1878 I received soybean seed samples
from 3 donors. First, 100 seeds of an early Mongolian variety
from Prof. Haberlandt, who has regretfully passed away.
Second, 100 seeds of the same kind from a seminary at St.
Peter near Graz. And third, 100 brown seeds of Chinese
origin sent by a friend in Lower Austria; these were seeds
from his own harvest from a sample he had obtained a year
earlier from Prof. Haberlandt.
“Due to the small number of seeds, I decided to start
the trial in our own garden in a place which had not recently
received manure, but still had good fertility power. The
texture of this alluvial soil on undrained subsoil belongs to
heavy loamy clay. In the fall before sowing I cultivated the
plot and the next spring, in March, I leveled it. On 1 April
1878 soybean seeds were planted, one seed at a time, 35 cm
apart, so that the yellow soybeans covered 25 square meters
and the brown soybeans 12 square meters.
“Almost every seed emerged after 3 weeks; young
plants were hoed twice, carefully surveyed, and all weeds
eliminated. The plants were growing exceptionally well,
reaching a height of 1 meter. (Editor: Nowhere else in
Croatia were plants so tall.) By mid-June some flowers
started to appear at each stem node. But due to quick growth,
rainy weather, and too narrow a stand, lodging started, and
the lower part of the foliage started turning yellow, so I cut
strait branches and supported each plant, as is done with
peas.
“By mid-August the yellow variety started ripening,
although the foliage was still completely green. The brown
variety lagged behind by about a fortnight. When all the
plants were ripe, they were harvested, roots and all, dried,
and then threshed.
“The yield was outstanding. The yellow variety yielded
12 kg, which is equivalent to 4,900 kg/ha, and the brown
one yielded 7 kg, which is equivalent to 5,800 kg/ha. The
rest of the plant was given to the cows, which eagerly ate all
parts but the stems, even though they were on good green
forage at that time. Aware that such a small trial could not be
compared with field production, I decided to plant soybeans
next year on an arable field which had the same soil type but
was very poor in nutrients.
The spring of 1879 was extremely wet; water in the
fields with undrained subsoil stagnated in the furrows until
June, which prevented preparation of the soil in time to plant
soybeans. I almost decided to stop the trial on this field that
year, but the desire to see how the new legume would grow
under such bad conditions led me to plant soybean seeds on
June 10th in a roughly prepared seed bed; 200 square meters
were planted with each variety–this time in holes in a grid
pattern 45 cm apart in each direction, with 3 seeds in each
hole.
“Immediately after the soybeans were planted, the

weather switched dramatically from extremely wet to
extremely dry. Not a drop of rain fell, so I guessed that
the crop would fail. Emergence of the plants was uneven,
and especially in the brown variety very poor. The cracked
soil surface did not allow good cultivation, but I barely
managed to hoe half of each plot, leaving the rest unhoed for
comparison to see how the plants would compete.
“The height of the plants reached about 25 cm, but
despite the bad conditions, flowers and pods were abundant,
as if somebody had clustered them on the stems.
“The yellow variety was ripe on Sept. 20, and the brown
on Oct. 3. The seed was so dry that no additional drying was
required for storage. The yellow variety yielded 45 kg, which
is equivalent to 2,250 kg/ha, and the brown one yielded 15
kg, which is equivalent to 750 kg/ha.
“These yields could not be considered normal since the
soils were poor, the planting time late, and weather so bad
that it could not be worse. This is particularly true for the
brown variety due to poor emergence in such bad soil.
“Taking into account all circumstances of these two
years of trials, I would conclude, regarding the final yield,
that the trials to introduce soya into Croatia have succeeded
completely. Soybeans will tolerate a high degree of excess
moisture as well as extreme drought, while outyielding
all other legumes and being at the same time of higher
nutritional value than all the others. Thanks to an abundance
of proteins and fats, soybean seeds, which are also tasteful,
represent a good source of food for humans and feed for
animals, especially for fattening cattle, swine, and poultry.
Also soybean straw is very good, and better accepted by
other animals than the straw of other legumes.
“Regarding the soil, this crop is not demanding; fresh
manure may be avoided, the number of seeds required
is moderate, and there are no difficulties in fertilization.
Diseases are absent, and the plant is not frequented by
harmful insects. The only enemy is game, especially rabbits,
which are abundant here in Croatia, but against which we are
able to protect the plants. All of these soybean traits support
the conclusion that it pays not to disregard the soybean.
Indeed, more and more of our advanced peasants and farmers
should start to grow it.”
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Demerje.
113. Schell, Baron. 1880. Sprechsaal #91: Cultur der
Sojabohne [Questions and answers #91: Answer to
question 81 on soybean cultivation]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 6(8):64. Feb. 21. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This is the answer to question #81 in issue No. 7
(Feb. 14). The question was: Would someone please tell me
exactly how to cultivate the soybean (Soja hispida), bearing
in mind the harsh climate of Galicia. For soil, I have a fertile
humus, with a base of silt.
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Answer: In this publication you will find, under the title
of Miscellaneous, a description of soybean cultivation. It
is often said that this type of bean does well on poor soils,
however I would advise you to plant it in good soil, dug deep
in the fall, for under these conditions the soybean grows
faster and more abundantly, and consequently arrives earlier
at flowering and maturity. The vegetative phase lasts about 5
months.
In any case, the horse bean will provide a more nutrientrich fodder (Futter) than the soybean.
Note 1. Nutritional analyses demonstrate the opposite.
The horse bean contains 30% protein and 2% fat, whereas
the soybean contains 35% protein and 16% fat.
Note. Concerning Galicia: After World War II, the
western half became part of Poland, and the eastern half
became part of the Ukranian SSR. It is not clear where in
Galicia the Baron Schell was located. Address: Kalladey,
Bohème [Bohemia].
114. Samenhandlung G. Schweizer. 1880. Soja-Bohnen
[Soybeans (Ad)]. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins im Grossherzogthum Baden No. 8. p. 63. Feb. 25.
[Ger]
• Summary: A tiny ad. Yellow, self-grown (free growing
instructions). Offered by the seed dealer at 2 marks per kilo,
1.50 marks per kilo over 10 kilos [134.]
Note 1. “M” almost surely stands for marks, a unit of
money.
Note 2. Samenhandlung means “seed dealer.”
Note 3. Hallau, though in Switzerland, is right on the
border, so probably the mark as the international currency
would have been easier to deal with for mail order. Address:
Hallau, Switzerland.
115. Schell, Baron. 1880. Sprechsaal #96: Saatmenge und
Reichenweite fuer Sojabohne [Amount of seed and row
width to use in cultivating soybeans]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt 6(9):72. Feb. 28. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: The following answer is in response to question
no. 95 in the issue of Feb. 21, page 64. Answer: When the
rows are 65 cm (25.6 inches) apart, with 30 cm (11.8 inches)
between seeds, the plants grow until they touch one another
here and there. I believe that this spacing of rows and seeds
is the best for cultivating soybeans. Address: Kalladey,
Bohème [Bohemia].
116. Schweizer (G.). 1880. Samenhandlung G. Schweizer in
Hallau (Schweiz) [Seed company G. Schweizer in Hallau,
Switzerland (Ad)]. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen
Vereins im Grossherzogthum Baden No. 10. p. 80. March 10.
[Ger]
• Summary: This ad, 3-4 times as large as previous ads,
has an illustration of an acorn in the upper left corner. You

can get my illustrated price list for seeds, seed potatoes,
and American tools as well as cultivation instructions for
the famous soybean (Soya-Bohne)–free of charge. Address:
Hallau, Switzerland.
117. Hansel, Julius. 1880. Briefkasten: Enthuelsen der
Sojabohne [Letter box: Threshing soybeans]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 30(22):179. March 17. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 133 to question No. 102 from Mr.
M.P. in K. (Hungary). At the Marburg School of Viticulture
(Marburger Weinbauschule), last year’s soybean harvest was
threshed successfully last winter using a pronged threshing
machine which was operated manually. The beans were, to
be sure, properly introduced into the thresher and had been
stored in a dry state.
Note: Marburg is a city in Hesse, Germany, on the Lahn
River 46 miles north of Frankfurt. In 1527 Europe’s first
Protestant university opened in Marburg. Address: Prof. Dr.
118. Kuehn, L. 1880. Empfehlt sich die Kultur der
Sojabohne fuer unsere badische Landwirthschaft? [Is
the cultivation of soybeans recommended for our Baden
agriculture?]. Wochenblatt des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins
im Grossherzogthum Baden No. 11. p. 84. March 17. [Ger]
• Summary: The hirsute soybean, Soja hispida, has already,
several times, been the object of experiments in Europe.
Its cultivation had a bright future–according to the recently
deceased Prof. Dr. Haberlandt of Vienna, with considerable
economic significance, which has not yet been realized.
119. G.P. 1880. I opet povoljan izvjestaj o “soji” [Once
again, a favorable report on “soybeans”]. Gospodarski List
(Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(6):46. March 20.
[Cro]
• Summary: “Reading the German agricultural journals
and our Farmer’s Newspaper (Gospodarsky List) last year,
I thought the legume soya (soja) would very soon take
roots and start growing everywhere, thus giving humans as
well as our domestic animals good food and feeds. But our
Farmer’s Newspaper published in this year’s issue No. 2
that soya in our country has been alas quickly disapproved,
has no future, and so future testing and dissemination should
be disregarded–even though in all other Austro-Hungarian
crown lands it is planted and spreading, even in German
Bavaria and Saxony. Since, over the last two years, I have
carefully followed articles at home and abroad about soya,
and made trials myself, I should not like to miss the chance
to report to you about this excellent legume.
In 1878 I got from the Agricultural Society at Zagreb
1 kg of a Japanese soybean variety, imported from Japan
by Mr. Auchman. Interested growers and some advanced
farmers received two-thirds of the lot, and one-third was
sown from May 9 to 13 on the experimental field of the
school. Although in this cold month some common beans
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were damaged by frost, the soybean has not been affected.
Flowering started on Aug. 14, at a height of between 2 and
3 feet, and they were harvested on Oct. 31. After 10 days
of drying shelled, they gave 6 kg of pure seeds. Other trials
yielded less and with some growers did not ripen at all, since
they were planted too late (at the end of May). These growers
disapproved of soya, declaring that it was not suitable for our
climate and soils. This Japanese soybean variety from Mr.
Auchman is the main reason that soybeans have so quickly
gotten so much disapproval from so many growers in our
country. In the report of trials from Count Attems in Graz,
and in the agricultural journal from Vienna, all agree that
Auchman’s soybean variety is too late and cannot compete
with the Chinese varieties, which ripen in our country at the
same time as some varieties of common beans. I was pleased
to understand the problem. So last year in March, I got 500
gm each of yellow, brown, and black Chinese varieties from
Count Attems in Graz to use for my own trials.
On 15 May 1879 I planted one plot with Chinese
varieties, and another with the Japanese variety. The Chinese
varieties started to flower on July 15, after only 2 months,
but the Japanese variety didn’t flower until August 15,
a month later and 3 months after sowing. In the second
half of September, the Chinese varieties were ready to be
harvested, but the Japanese variety was still green, and on
Oct. 16 it was covered with snow. About 10 days later it was
harvested; after being dried for 15 days in the barn and being
shelled, it gave only 6 kg of seeds. Only a few pods were
ripe, about half of them developed soft seeds, and the rest
remained green. The test weight was much lower than with
the Chinese varieties, but there was no difference in the taste.
According to this trial, the Japanese variety should be grown
where early sowing (at the beginning of April) is possible,
and where moisture and frosts in October are absent. It has a
much better growth habit and dry-matter weight of the total
plants than the Chinese varieties, so it could give a higher
yield of fodder for our animals.
The rest of the Chinese soybean varieties were divided
among 3 farmers, and half of that sample was sown in
time. They did not expect such results, especially after this
summer’s extreme drought, which killed all common beans–
but the soybean remained green and yielded well. They were
surprised that some plants, damaged in one place by sheep,
and in another trial by an ox, still gave some seeds. Some
plants had between 180 and 200 pods containing 300 to 400
seeds.
“I harvested 10 kg of yellow, 4 kg of brownish-red, and
4 kg of black Chinese varieties with the aim of distributing
all seeds among farmers, amateurs, and schools in this
[Ogulin] district so as to spread this excellent legume as
quickly as possible.
“Even though this newspaper has published a lot about
planting the soybean, I would like to add my opinion that
it should be sown more densely, about 20 cm apart, if

only every third seed emerged [and survived]. It could be
sown also in rows of thin corn since ripening together, and
cultivation is almost the same, only soybeans should not be
hilled, since many pods are very close to the soil surface and
they may start spoiling due to the high moisture of the hills.
And in regard to nutritional value, no other of our legumes
could compete with the soybean, since as soon as one tastes
the soybean he decides to plant it in his own garden. It can be
consumed without any spices, and what is most important, it
is easily digested, its coat being so thin that it is not a bother
in the mouth, compared with the coats of our beans which
remain undigested even in a stronger stomach. Soybean soup
is also excellent, so it can surpass expensive fasting soup on
many bourgeois tables.
“I send you this report with that wish that soya should
take root in our country as soon as possible. I will try to
repeat it also in the coming season and will not forget to
report again after harvest about the new results. (Editor: We
are looking forward to that as soon as possible).
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Teacher, Ogulin, Croatia.
120. Carrière, E.-A. 1880. Le soja hispida [The soybean
(Soja hispida)]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 44(14):47983. April 1. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 480 notes that in 1874 the Jardin
d’Acclimatation in France received soybeans from Mexico
and distributed them to various societies.
Illustrations show: (1) A plant, pod, and seed of Pois

oléagineux de la Chine (soybean; Fig. 35, by L. Rouyer).
(2) A plant and pods of Soja hispida (soybean) with many
pods clustered around the stem, and a cluster of 7 pods to the
upper left of the plant (Fig. 36, by Thiebault). (3) A cluster of
three leaves of Soja hispida d’Etámpes one-fourth its natural
size (Fig. 37).
(4) Two large pods and one seed of Soja hispida
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d’Etámpes (full size; Fig. 38).
(5) A dry plant of Soja hispida d’Etámpes with pods on
the stems, one-ninth its natural size (Fig. 39).
A table (p. 482) compares the composition of different
seeds as analyzed by various chemists. The soybean was
analyzed by Levallois of l’Institut agronomique.
Pages 482-83: A quotation from Amoenitatum
exoticarum by Engelbert Kaempfer (1712) mentions miso,
soy sauce, koji, and sake.
Page 483 states: “Today the soybean is cultivated in
Hungary and probably in Austria. One farmer, Mr. Jules-

Robert of Seelowitz, in Moravia [a separate crownland of
Austria, but after 1945 part of Czechoslovakia], cultivates
it on a very large scale (30 hectares or more each year). He
lets some of the plants ripen / mature for harvest as seeds
(soybeans); he cuts the others before they mature and mixes
them with corn (maïs), then ensiles the mixture in a semidry state.” Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June
2008) that mentions silage or ensilage in connection with
soybeans. It is also the earliest document seen (April 2003)
that mentions the use of corn and soybeans together to make
silage. All of the early research on the use of soybeans in
silage was done in France.
The last paragraph states: “Soybean seeds can be
ordered from MM. Vilmorin et Cie, 4, quai de la Mégisserie,
Paris.”
Note 2. Note 2. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Mexico (1874). It is not clear whether
or not these soybeans were cultivated in Mexico (they may
well have been) or where they came from (they may well
have come from China on a Manila galleon as part of the
China trade).
Note 3. Theodore Hymowitz, Prof. of Plant Genetics,
Univ. of Illinois, referring to this reference and to the
reference from the year 1651 by Francisco Hernandez
mentioning the mung bean, writes (8 May 1989): “The
existence of soybeans or mungbeans or even the knowledge
of these crops in Mexico at that time is of course no surprise
to me. From about 1565 and for the next 250 years ships left
Acapulco for Manila (Philippines) and returned. All sorts of
goods were moved West to the East and vice versa across
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the Pacific Ocean. Hernán Cortés [Cortes] (1485-1547,
the Spanish explorer and conqueror of the Aztec empire in
Mexico) started a plant introduction garden in Mexico City
in 1621 and requested that seed be sent to him.” Hymowitz
added by phone (27 May 1989): “There is no log of what
was grown in that garden, but there is the account of Cortés’
friend, which is at the University of Illinois rare book room.
It is in old Spanish, handwritten.”
Note 4. The illustrations in this article were reproduced
in many later books and articles by other authors. Address:
France.
121. Graf Zamonski’schen Gutsverwaltung. 1880.
Sojabohnen [Soybeans (Ad)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 30(30):248. April 14. [Ger]
• Summary: This tiny ad states: 500 kg of early-ripening,
yellow-seeded soybeans are still available from Count
Zamonski’s agricultural estate administration (Graf
Zamonski’schen Gutsverwaltung) in the Felsö-Motesicz
estate (pr. = praedium) of Trencsin. The price is 30 Gulden
per 100 kg.
Note 1. 500 kg = 5 Mctr. / Mtcr = 5 Meterzentner or
MeterCentner or Meter-Centner; 1 Meterzentner = 100 kg.
Note 2. Trencsin is today’s Trencin, as of 2005 in
western Slovakia on the Vah River.
Note 3. Concerning the price: ein Mtcr. mit fl. 30, zu
haben; fl. = florins, also called Gulden or Guilders; so 30
fl. is 30 “pieces of gold.” From 1857-1892, 1 florin = 100
Kreuzer. Address: Felsö-Motesicz pr. Trencsin [AustriaHungary].
122. Carrière, E.-A. 1880. Soja hispida [The soybean (Soja
hispida)]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris) 52:153-57. April 16. Excerpted from Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique, 1 April 1880. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author
first published on 1 April 1880 in Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 44(14):479-83. All the five illustrations (line
drawings) and one table in the original article are reproduced
here. Address: France.
123. K. [Adolf Kraemer]. 1880. Die Soja-Bohne in der
Schweiz [The soybean in Switzerland]. Schweizerische
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die Gruene”) 8(3):218.
April. [Ger]
• Summary: How eagerly our farmers have taken up the
soybean trials is shown by the fact, among others, that the
editor of the Swiss Agricultural Journal (Schweizerische
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift), which certainly on the
basis of the results of some observations, has contributed
to the knowledge and evaluation of that plant–entirely
without regard to the numerous cases of communication of
information by word of mouth. In response to not less than
120 letters of inquiry from all parts of the country concerning

the source of seeds, the cultivation of the soybean, etc. we
have consulted and given answers to their questions [free
of charge]. Address: PhD, Prof. of Agriculture at the Swiss
Polytechnikum, Zurich, Switzerland.
124. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880.
Fragekasten [Question box]. 30(39):312. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Question No. 185. According to Haberlandt’s
book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), soy can be transplanted
easily and with certainty. Has the transplanting of it proven
itself by and large? When, or at what stage of development,
should it be carried out? At what stage of development
should the soy be thinned out? Can the plants that have been
pulled out be used for transplanting? Asked by: A. von K.
from M. near N. (Hungary). Address: M. near N., Hungary.
125. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880. Sojabohne
[Soybeans (Ad)]. 30(39):313. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: This tiny ad (2.5 by 6 cm) with the word
“Soybeans” in large, bold letters states: “Our own production
from 1879, sold in amounts of 100 kg and up. Management
of the Hungarian-Altenburg (Ungarisch-Altenburg)
archducal estate.” Address: Ungarisch-Altenburg.
126. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880. Vom
Buechertische; Die Sojabohne, von Edmund v. Blaskovics
[From the bookshelf: Review of The Soybean, by Edmund v.
Blaskovics]. 30(39):310. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The book’s full title is Die Sojabohne.
Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und Werth als
Futtermittel [The soybean: Its culture, utilization, and
worth as fodder]. It was published in 1880 in Vienna by
Carl Gerold’s Sohn. The author is assistant at the Royal
Hungarian Academy at Hungarian Altenburg.
127. Sempolowski, A. 1880. Zur Kultur und Verwerthung
der Sojabohne (Soja hispida Mönch.) [On the culture and
use of the soybean]. Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
29(5):278-81. May. [Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that Prof. Dr. Fr. Haberlandt,
who obtained soybeans in 1873 at the Vienna Exposition
(and unfortunately died at too young an age), conducted
many soybean trials in order to find varieties that yielded
well in Austria and bordering countries. The best varieties
proved to be the yellow-seeded ones that originated in
Mongolia. Later, in other areas many more trials were
conducted.
“I conducted my first trials with soybeans two years
ago [i.e., in 1878] at 53-53º north latitude. The yield was
satisfactory, however I had to let the harvested plants finish
ripening indoors.” Further trials were conducted in former
years in several places in Posen [Poznan; a very old city
and province in west central Poland, part of Prussia 17931918]. A table (p. 279) shows where soybeans were grown
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(at Oswiezem, Twno, Zabikowo, Prusinowo, and Zabikowo),
the number of seeds planted, the dates of planting (April 24May 15) and harvest (Oct. 4-16), the seed spacing, yield (in
kilograms and number of seeds), seeds harvested per seed
planted (maximum 146 to 1, minimum 22 to 1), and quality
of the harvested seed. This table shows the extraordinary
fruitfulness of the soybean.
“In China and Japan, soybean seeds are used as food.
Almost daily they are enjoyed as vegetables, like our beans
(beinahe tagtäglich als Gemüse, gleich unseren Bohnen,
genossen wird), or they can be used to prepare various
sauces, which are known as tasty and digestion-promoting
additions to the other dishes and which have been shipped
to Europe.” The process for making soy sauce is described.
Soybeans are used as a source of oil, especially in the
provinces of Newchwang and Cheefo, where there are many
oil mills. The method for pressing out the oil is still very
primitive (see a report on the agricultural part of the Paris
Exhibition of 1878; Berlin 1879, page 57). Soybean cake
is used as fertilizer on sugar plantations. Cooked soybeans
are also tasty, as in a salad with oil and vinegar, or in soup.
It must be noted that it takes a long time to cook soybeans
until they are soft–at least 24 to 48 hours. A table shows
the nutritional composition of soybeans (9.23% water and
33.35% protein). Because the leaves and hulls are also quite
nourishing, the soybean has a great future as a fodder plant.
Address: Dr.
128. Hansel, Jul. 1880. Das Verpflanzen der Sojabohne
[Transplanting the soybean (Letter to the editor)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 30(44):349. June 2. [Ger]
• Summary: This letter is an answer to question No. 185 in
the 15 May 1880 issue of this periodical.
129. Hansel, Jul. 1880. Kleinere mittheilungen: Das
verpflanzen der Sojabohne [Short communications:
Transplanting soybeans. Answer to question #185]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 30(44):349. June 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The opinion of Haberlandt, that the soybean
can be transplanted easily, has been confirmed by trials at the
Marburg School of Viticulture (Marburger Weinbauschule)
[wine-growing], and other places. Transplanting is most
easily done when the small soybean plant has its first two
real leaves (in addition to its two cotyledons) and is about
10-12 cm tall. Address: Marburg an der Drau [Slovenia].
130. Hecke, W. 1880. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878 [The
soybean in 1878]. Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
29(1):329-31. June. Extract from his article in Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (2 June 1880). [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In 1875 Prof. F. Haberlandt conducted the first
soybean trials. The Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
brought its readers the first report (No. 9, 1876), and this
report was repeated in the Anbauversuches des Jahres 1876

(No. 4, 1877).
This year the harvest will surely be much more than 1
million kilograms (p. 331). Address: Prof. in Vienna.
131. Southern Farmers’ Monthly (The). 1880. A Chinese
vegetable. 3(6):170. June.
• Summary: “Some experiments recently carried on by two
or three Austrian and German horticulturists, have brought
into notice an almost forgotten plant which was introduced
into Europe from China, nearly thirty years ago, but whose
existence and whose products have been undeservedly lost
sight of. This is the Soja hispida, a species of luguminous
[leguminous] plant, somewhat resembling in habit and
appearance the well-known pea. Unlike the latter, however,
it has two distinct uses–industrial as well as alimentary. It is
highly prized in China and Japan, and is said, indeed, to take
its scientific title from the Japanese name of a sauce sooja–
which is made from its seeds... The peas are boiled for about
20 minutes, and furnish a dish which is highly relished, not
only by the Celestials, but by Europeans who have tasted
it. It is said to resemble in flavor the green pea, but lacks
its sweet taste... The sauce has a high reputation among the
Chinese and Japanese, not merely as a condiment, but as a
medicinal agent. Chemical analysis of the seeds show [sic,
shows] them to be very rich in proteine.
“The oil is available for many uses–for burning in lamps
or even as a substitute for olive oil. Being somewhat of a
siccative [drying] nature, it is not adapted for a lubricant,
but is for that reason useful as a substitute for linseed oil in
the manufacture of paints and in other similar industrial arts.
Finally, to complete the list of virtues of this Celestial pea,
the haulm [stem or stalk] gives an excellent fodder for cattle
and horses.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)
that mentions the use of soybean oil in paints (or varnishes
or enamels). First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography
of early, previously uncited publications on soybeans in the
United States. 2 p. Unpublished. The editor of this periodical
in 1880 was L.C. Bryan.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2001)
concerning the use of soybean oil as a lubricant–for which
use it is not suitable.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the term “proteine” (or
“proteines”) in connection with soy.
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1991. Sept. 16. After 2½
weeks of searching he has just found that this “Dr. Emerson”
was Dr. Gouvenneur Emerson (lived 4 Aug. 1795–8 July
1874), a surgeon on the ship “Superior” that went to
China. He received his M.D. degree from the University
of Pennsylvania, and was a member of the American
Philosophical Society, and of the convention which resulted
in the formation of the American Medical Association. He
never married. The source of this information is: Who Was
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Who in America: Historical Volume, 1607-1896. Rev. ed.
1967. Published by Marquis Who’s Who Inc., Chicago,
Illinois. 689 p. See p. 239. Address: Editor, Savannah,
Georgia.
132. Vavin, Eugène. 1880. Note sur le Soja hispida ou Pois
oléagineux [Note on the soybean or oil pea]. Journal de la
Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France 2:429-33. Third
Series. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Presented as a paper at the meeting of this
society on 22 April 1880. Although it generally takes a long
time for new products to spread and be recognized for their
qualities, this was not the case for the soybean, also known
as the small bean from Japan (petit Dolique du Japon). A
few years after our Society for Acclimatization (Société
d’Acclimatation) had one of its members test this crop,
the soybean was common only in the area in and around
Étampes, when the owner of the Brunehaut estate (domaine
de Brunehaut) helped me develop an appreciation for its
culinary qualities. In June of 1879, I hastened to spread the
word about this excellent product among all farmers and
horticulturists. I am extremely glad that I did, because many
heeded my call, and it seems to me that the soybean (Soja) is
now rightly recognized for its potential in human and animal
consumption. I was honored to join with the president of the
Society of Étampes (Société d’Étampes) to respond to the
solicitude of our dear society, which finds it so gratifying
when the products of the seeds it receives and entrusts to its
members live up to its expectations.
Before I expand upon the recognized qualities of the
soybean as a forage crop, which I would also like to call
attention to, I must recall how the Japanese use this bean, and
the culinary resources which it offers us. In his remarkable
work titled Amoenitatum exoticarum... Vol. V, published in
1712, Kaempfer explores the culinary uses of the soybean
(Daidsu), which the Japanese also call Mame. However, the
details he provides on this subject were already printed in the
minutes from the meeting on November 13, 1879 (see this
Journal, 3rd series, I, p. 687).
The soybean grows in Japan, India and the Maluku
Islands [in today’s Indonesia].
Since the beginning of the century, it has been featured
in all botanical gardens, where it seeds very well. A Japanese
book given to me by Dr. Baillon states that there are almost
thirty varieties. The soybean’s stem is straight, 0.5 meters
tall, ribbed on its upper section, and covered profusely
with reddish-brown hairs. Its leaves are hairy and trifoliate,
with ovate leaflets at obtuse angles, supported on common
petioles that are also hairy and ribbed. Its flowers are small
and purplish, located in the leaf axils in straight clusters. The
pods are hairy, 4.5 centimeters long, and they hang down.
They are somewhat tightly packed, pointed, and contain two
seeds.
Cultivation: The soybean is planted between April 15

and May 15, in rows, with 0.15 meters between each plant,
and 0.5 meters between each row, in soil that is neither too
moist nor too dry, but on the dry side; it requires the same
conditions as the haricot bean (Haricot). Three seeds are
placed in each hole, and planted in staggered rows. During
normal years, the seeds can be eaten starting in late August
until October 15, before they are fully mature. Once the pods
are dry, they are beaten with a flail.
When the temperature drops to 3ºC above freezing,
only the leaves are damaged. The pods remain closed during
these cold spells, thus protecting the seeds from any harm.
Under these same conditions, haricot beans are completely
destroyed.
Another noteworthy advantage is that the soybean is left
totally untouched by weevils (Bruche), which cause much
damage to peas, haricot beans, lentils, etc.
Something else remarkable: this plant suffers little from
the absence of light. It grows just as well under the shadows
of trees or neighboring plants.
In 1877, 5,870 kg of seeds were sown in different
locations where professor Haberlandt, from the Royal
College of Agriculture in Vienna (Institut agronomique de
Vienne), was carrying out research on this precious plant.
That same year, over 400,000 kg of seeds were harvested.
The introduction of this plant to central Europe can therefore
be considered complete. The origins of this vegetable are not
certain–it was introduced into Europe around 1790.
The seed is almost round when dried, and is the size
of a small pea. However, when the seed is soaked in water
for several hours, as is done for dried vegetables prior to
cooking, its volume increases to twice the size or larger; its
shape then becomes that of a small, nicely shaped haricot
bean. With this substantial expansion, the seed’s skin
becomes relatively non-existent, and because this skin is
often very unpleasant in certain legumes, this is a significant
advantage. The seeds of the yellow variety become mature
even farther north than the northern limit for maize (Maïs).
Even better, it resists the low temperatures that corn and
haricot beans cannot tolerate. This variety produces many
flowers that set very well, and the pods do not let any seeds
fall to the ground.
Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural Society of
Étampes (Société d’Horticulture d’Étampes) noted that of
all the different varieties of this legume, three were of higher
quality than the others. He has informed me that he just
gave the Vilmorin company (maison Vilmorin) 9 liters of
soybeans, which he called the “edible soybean of Etampes”
(Soja comestible d’Étampes) to distinguish it from the fodder
varieties. He also sent soybeans to several departments,
as well as abroad. He has added that he received the first
seeds from the Society for Acclimatization in 1874, and
that he would be glad if this excellent vegetable received
the popularity it deserves. Meat is certainly delicious, but it
is costly, and not necessary for sustaining life or muscular
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strength. The population in Alsace is clearly very strong,
even though the lumberjacks only rarely eat meat. I am
among those who believe that a plant-based [vegan] diet
allows for a freer mind.
The learned chemist Payen, who is unquestionably a
leading authority on the matter, showed that for the same
weight, beans (Fèves), peas and other similar vegetables
contain more protein than boneless meat.
Now that we have explored the use and nutritional
qualities of the soybean as a food product, I will present data
from relevant experts in order to show what can be achieved
by using soybean leaf stems (fanes) and pods as animal feed.
A study was published recently on using soybeans as animal
feed, based on observations made at the Proskau agronomic
station (Station agronomique de Proskau), by Messrs.
Weiske, Dehmel and Schulze. The following is a summary
the results. In the first period, from January 8 to 15, and then
January 16 to 23, 1879, two sheep were fed 1,000 grams of
air-dried soybean pods. Numerous analyses determined that
these two sheep digested on average:
61.83 percent of the dry matter
62.63 percent of the organic matter
44.37 percent of the protein
57.19 percent of the fat
50.74 percent of the cellulose
73.06 percent of the nitrogen-free extract
54.02 percent of the minerals
These figures show that this feed is highly digestible by
sheep. Continued. Address: Etampes, France.
133. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880.
Fragekasten [Question box]. 30(68):522. Aug. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: Question No. 271. “What is the best and easiest
way to thresh (Enthülsen) soybeans?” Asked by: J.G. in D.S.
bei B. (Hungary). Note: To “thresh” means to separate the
seeds from the harvested plant. Address: Hungary.
134. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1880.
Briefkasten: Enthuelsen der Sojabohne [Letter box:
Threshing soybeans]. 30(71):543-44. Sept. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 371 to question No. 271 from
Mr. J.G. in D.S. bei B. (Hungary). Soybeans can be
threshed without difficulty using a threshing machine
(Dreschmachine) however one should leave only 4 baffles
(Schlagleisten) open on the threshing drum (Dreschtrommel)
and not feed in (einlegen) the plants to strongly / quickly
(or feed it too full). The process is described in a good
brochure, published by Carl Gerhold’s Sohn in Vienna:
The soybean: Its Culture, Utilization, and Worth as Fodder
(Die Sojabohne. Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit
und Werth als Futtermittel), by Edmund v. Blaskovics of
Hungarian-Altenburg.
135. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition

chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The soybean,
its chemical composition, varieties, culture, and uses].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:414-71. Sept.;
27:538-96. Oct. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: One of the most important and original of the
early publications on soya in Europe. Its in-text bibliography
on soya was the largest of any published up to that time.

Contents: Part I: Introduction and extracts on soybeans
and soyfoods from 30 articles published previously in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization from 1855 to 1880
(pages 414-430. Note 1. Each of these articles has a separate
record in this database).
1. Soybean botany (p. 430-31). 2. The soybean in
Japan (p. 431-42): Engelbert Kaempfer and his writings
on miso and shoyu, information on soya from a document
titled Japan at the World Exposition of 1878 (Le Japon á
l’Exposition universelle de 1878, written in French by a
Japanese, p. 29-33), recipe for making shoyu in France, tofu.
3. Soya in Cochinchine (French Indochina, p. 442-46): Black
soybeans. 4. Soya in China (p. 446-51): Soy oil (Huile de
Soya), fermented tofu (le fromage de soya, teou-fou), soy
sauce (tsiang-yeou; In London, England, it is sold under the
name of “India Soy” at Cross & Blackwell, Soho-Square {p.
451}).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de soya (p.
449) to refer to tofu. 5. Soya in Austria-Hungary (p. 452-71):
Starting with soybeans at the World Exposition of Vienna
in 1873, includes a long, in-depth discussion (with many
excerpts) of Prof. F. Haberlandt’s book Le Soja, published in
Vienna in 1878.
Tables in Part I show: (1) The chemical composition (in
both their normal and dry states) of Chinese soybeans (pois
de Chine), tofu (fromage de pois), and tofu curds (p. 427). (2)
The yield of tofu. 120 gm of soybeans yields 184 gm of tofu
(p. 427). (3) The weight and nitrogen content of the different
components when tofu is made from soybeans (p. 428). (4)
The Japanese names of 23 soybean (mame) varieties and a
very brief description of their characteristics (p. 435-36; e.g.,
1. Go-guwatsu no mame {5th month bean}. 2. Use mame
[sic, Wase mame] {early}. 3. Nakate mame {half season}. 3a.
Okute mame {late}. 4. Maru mame {round}. 5. Shiro teppo
mame {white, like a pistol bullet} 6. Kuro mame {black}.
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7. Kuro teppo mame {black, like a pistol bullet} 8. Koishi
mame {small stone}. 9. Awo mame {Ao, green}. 10. Kage
mame {shade, shadow}. 11-15. Aka mame {red; 1 of same
species, two of different species}. 16-18. Tsya mame {Cha,
tea colored}. 19. Kuro Kura Kake mame {black saddled}.
20. Aka Kura Kake mame {red saddled}. 21-23. Fu iri mame
{striped, variegated, mottled; see Uzura mame = speckled
like quail eggs}). This nomenclature was taken from a
Japanese work titled: “Explanation, with figures, of trees and
plants recently determined / identified.”
(5) The romanized Chinese names of six types of
soybeans and a French translation of each (e.g., Houangteou = Soya jaune) (p. 447). (6) Two analyses of soybean
seeds, reprinted from Chemischer Ackersmann, 1872 (p.
458). (7) The chemical composition of three soybean
varieties, including Yellow of Mongolia, Yellow of China,
and Reddish-Brown of China; the composition of the original
seeds and the first generation seed is given for each type (p.
460-61). (8) The chemical composition of reddish-brown,
yellow, and black varieties of soybeans (p. 469-70; data
from M. Schroeder, Mach, and Caplan, published by F.
Haberlandt). (9) Weight of 1,000 seeds for four generations
grown out in Vienna. Original seeds: 81.5 to 105 gm. First
generation: 110.5 to 154.5 gm. Second generation: 141.8 to
163.6 gm. Third generation: 116.0 to 151.0 gm.
Contents (continued), Part II. 6. The Soybean, by Count
Heinrich Attems (p. 538-60): Soybean cultivation, time of
planting, spacing of seeds, quantity of seeds, harvest, uses,
and food preparations made from whole soybeans. Practical
soybean culture trials on a grand scale, in the domain of the
archduke Albert, an extract from a booklet by Edmond de
Blaskovics titled “The Soybean, Its Culture, Use, and Value
as Forage” (Vienna, 1880). Excerpts of six articles on soya
from the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Viennese
Agricultural Journal) (Jan. 1879 to June 1880) (p. 548-54).
Excerpts of ten articles on soya from the Oesterreichisches
Landwirtschaftliches Wochenblatt (Austrian Agricultural
Weekly) (March 1879 to Feb. 1880) (p. 554-59).
7. The soybean in France (p. 561-76): History (starting
with Buffon, who became director of the Jardin des Plantes
[Royal Garden, also called Jardin du Roi] in 1739), varieties
grown, cultivation, utilization (mainly as forage plant for
livestock and as an oilseed for oil and meal), accessory uses
(miso, Japanese-style soy sauce {shoyu}, Chinese-style soy
sauce {tsiang-yeou}, Japanese-style tofu {tô-fu}, Chinesestyle tofu {téou-fou}, fermented black soybeans {téouche}, and soy coffee {café de Soja}, white fermented tofu
{fromage blanc}, red fermented tofu {fromage rouge}, green
vegetable soybeans {des graines fraîches, écossées encores
vertes, comme le Haricot flageolet}, whole dry soybeans {les
graines sèches comme le Haricot blanc ordinare}).
8. Conclusion and tables showing French analyses of
soybeans (p. 576-78). Appendixes (p. 579-96): Summaries of
letters to the Society describing 27 cultural experiments with

soybeans conducted during late 1880 at various locations
in France, Switzerland and Algeria. (Note 3. Though the
publication date of this appendix is given as Oct. 1880, some
of the letters are dated as late as 21 Nov. 1880). Reprint of a
2-page letter from Eugene Simon, former French consul in
China, on soybean farming in China (p. 591-93). Reprint of
a description by Eugene Simon, based on the description of a
Chinese, of how tofu is made in China (p. 593-94). A French
translation of a 1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation
of soy sauce in Indonesia (p. 594-95). And some information
about soybeans from the ancient Chinese herbal Pên Ts’ao
Kang Mu (p. 595). Reprints of 2 letters from Eugene Simon
in China, on soya and tofu in China. French translation of a
1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation of soy sauce.

Note 4. We find it surprising that this superb work
contains no illustrations of a soybean plant, or of any part
of the plant, or of any foods made from soybeans; the only
illustration (p. 569) is a cross section of an empty pit into
which one could put a mixed silage that contained 20%
soybean plants. The distance a-b is 3 meters; f-g is 2 meters;
e-f is 0.5 meters; a-e is 1 meter; i-h is 0.4 meters.
Note 5. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 1999) that uses the term Huile de Soya to refer to
soybean oil.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March
2001) that has a bibliography of more than 50 references
concerning soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest European-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that mentions the Japanese soybean types
Nakata-mame or Okute mame.
Note 8. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term tsiang-yeou to refer to
Chinese-style soy sauce. Address: France.
136. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture, and
uses (Continued–Document part I)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:414-49. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Introduction (p. 414): At the moment, when
according to all appearances, a precious plant is going to take
the place in our culture to which it has the right, we consider
it our duty to bring back to light the previous efforts of the
Society for Acclimatization, to introduce and propagate this
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plant in France. We will publish, therefore, word for word
excerpts of everything soya in the records, reports with
articles, letters and notes published in the bulletins of our
society during the past 25 years. Our study, it seems to us,
cannot be proceeded by an introduction more interesting than
this.
From 1855 until the present (1880), the Society has
not ceased to receive and distribute soybean seeds, and to
make known its cultivation and utilization. It has rewarded
successful trials by recognition and publication, and
described the production processes of the industries that use
soybeans.
We might have tried to refer the reader to past bulletins
of the Society, but not everyone has access to these old
documents, and besides looking up these articles on soy
takes time and care. These motives led to our decision.
The question of soy has been dormant for a long time.
But it awakens today with cultural experiments, which have
been carried out for seven years in Etampes, using seeds
given by the Society, with tests of tofu making which have
been conducted in Marseilles; it was finally highlighted with
the introduction of the plant in Austria-Hungary, in Bavaria,
in Italy, etc. The question is ripe for a solution.
We do not know, whatever our own hopes may be, what
the future holds for soy, but if its cultivation may render one
day great service to the country, all the honor would belong
to the Society, which, during a quarter century, has not
ceased to facilitate and to encourage it.
Written on the 25th anniversary of Society’s work with
soy. We will divide this work into 6 chapters, starting with
excerpts from past bulletins of the Society.
Chapter 1. Linnaeus gave our plant (Le Soya) the name
Dolichos Soja (Species plantarum, 1621). Jacquin mentioned
it later in his Icones plantarum rariorum, p. 143. Moench
gave it the name Soja hispida. Moench gave it the name
Soja hispidia (Method plant. hort. bot. et agri Marburgensis,
1794, p. 153).
Messrs. Bentham and Hooker have not admitted this
genre; for them the plant is nothing but a veritable Glycine.
This is also the opinion of almost all modern botanists.
Miquel affirms that there are two species of Soja in Japan,
Prolusio florae Japonicae. These are: (1) Glycine hispida
(Soja hispida, Moench). (2) Glycine Soja, Sieb. et Zucc.
Note 1. In 1880 Paillieux called it Soja Hispidia.
Chapter 2. The soybean (Le Soya) in Japan. Begins with
the full story of Englebert Kaempfer [see our chapter on
Kaempfer], including translations into French of his writings
on miso and shoyu.
There follows a list of Japanese soybean varieties of
which they possess the names, 19 names, 22 species (see
previous record, table, p. 435), with nomenclature taken
from a Japanese work entitled Explications, with figures,
of trees and plants newly determined, with the last 3 names
taken from a work entitled Japan at the World’s Fair of

1878, written in French by a Japanese. (Note that only in
1880 did Paillieux change the name of soybean to Le Soya).
Then come descriptions of the characteristics of some of the
various beans. “In short we can say that the various types
of Mame can be used to make miso, shoyu, or to-fu.” The
Japanese do not make soybean oil (huile de Soja). They use
sesame oil for cooking and rapeseed oil to burn in lamps...
Soybean straw is given to animals. In Satsuma, in the far
south of Japan, horses are given soybeans (graines de
Daizu) at the end of their rations and it is claimed that this
is good nourishment and not as expensive as naked barley.
(Confusion about Mame and Daizu). Here is what is said
about soybeans in the work entitled Japan at the World’s
Fair of 1978: The Mame serves numerous usages; it can be
cooked, ground [after being dry roasted] to a meal or flour,
and used to make shoyu, miso, and tofu. The soybean, its
pods, its leaves, and its stalks serve to nourish horses and
sheep; tests show that this is the best nourishment available...
Shoyu, after being filtered, is boiled, then cooled. The lees
/ dregs are then removed and it is stored in small kegs. The
reside of first grade shoyu is used as follows. One takes 5
to of this residue and one ads one to of water. It is mixed,
pressed, and boiled, Then one ads 2 to of salt, lets it rest
and decants it. This second product is then added in larger
or smaller quantities to various qualities of shoyu (p. 440).
There follows a detailed practical recipe for making shoyu
in France by an unnamed correspondent. He recommends
substituting peas for soybeans in France. He uses the word
Daizu for soybean (1½ page description). Here is the recipe
for the sauce I have learned in Japan. He made it in France,
using 2 parts by volume of naked barley and 3 parts of
soybeans (Daizu).
Page 441: In Japan, there is no village, no matter how
small, that does not have a shoyu maker. It is also made in
private homes. The correspondent says: During my stay in
Japan, the price of shoyu varied, according to the quality,
from 8 to 12 sen, 40 to 60 centimes per masu, that is to say
per 1.8 liters. To-fu (Fromage de Daizu). Note that they now
call soybean Daizu. This is a detailed description of how tofu
is made in Japan.
Page 442: Key points. Cold extraction of the slurry. The
residue is used as fodder for livestock–from beef to rabbits.
Soymilk (which he calls “the albuminous liquid” {Le liquide
albumineux}) is put on the fire. Coagulate it with nigari (eau
de mere) which contains magnesium chloride. Put the tofu
in a basin of running water. To-fu is usually eaten fresh (he
says To-fu for Japanese tofu and Teou-fou for Chinese). It is
very frequently cooked with shoyu and dried fish, sometimes
fried, more often grilled. Sometimes during the winter it is
frozen, then dried to give it a spongelike consistency. In this
state it lasts a long time and is cooked / prepared in various
ways. In its fresh state, this vegetal cheese (fromage végétal)
has a very delicate consistency, but it has a certain taste of
raw beans that is not pleasant / agreeable.
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Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions dried frozen tofu.
Chapter 3. Le Soya in Cochin China (p. 442). France
has long been involved in Indochina as a Colonial power.
There follows a report from the Committee on Agriculture
and Industry in Cochin China. Siebold et Zuccarini. There
is a long excerpt (Corroy 1878) from an article about
“The feeding of horses and mules imported into Cochin
China” from Bulletin du Comite Agricole et Industriel de la
Cochinchine 1:449-58. For the year 1877. Series 2. See p.
456-58. It is about using black soybeans (Glycine Soja) as
feed.
Glycine soja is cultivated in India up to the Himalayas
and down to Ceylon, in Philippines, Java, etc. The seeds,
boiled or lightly roasted are agreeable to the taste and to
the stomach. Soy sauce is used to stimulate the appetite.
The people also make a white pâté resembling coagulated
milk, called Teu hu or Tau hu by the Chinese, which is for
them a food more widely used than any other and which,
though bland by itself, when served with seasonings and
condiments, is a pleasant and healthy dish.
Chapter 4. Le Soya in China (p. 446). The generic name
of the soybean is Yeou-Teou. Yellow soybeans are huang-tou.
He-tou is black soybeans. Certain varieties are selected for
each of the various food uses; not just any varieties are used.
Soybeans are used to make fermented spirits and artificial
wines called Teou-che.
Soy oil (p. 448). This oil is very widely used. It is of the
first grade among the 15 or 20 oils possessed by the Chinese.
Europeans find that it has a disagreeable aftertaste of raw
beans. Except for this, it is of excellent quality. It was written
in the introduction that M. Fremy analyzed the seeds / grains
of Soya and that they contained 18% oil. Three samples
analyzed by the German chemist Senff contained an average
of 18.71% lipids. The analysis of Mr. Pellet of 3 samples of
yellow Soya from China, Hungary, and Etampes, that we
furnished him, gave about the same result.
Tofu (Le fromage de Soya, p. 449): Only the Tartars,
scattered throughout the Empire, have continued to use milk.
The Chinese do not use it. For them the soya takes its place.
From the soybean they extract and filter a milk, a true milk
(lait) usable like the milk of the cow, goat, or ewe (female
sheep).
We are reporting in the chapter entitled Soya in France
what type of tests we have done personally and those which
have been done by the Society of Horticulture of Marseille.
We have but to mention here the immense consumption of
soymilk (lait de Soya) in China, as such or in form of cheese
[tofu]. The Introduction contains reports on tofu by Baron
Montgaudry and M. Champion, so there is no need for us to
say any more about tofu here. Continued. Address: France.
137. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The

soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture, and
uses (Continued–Document part II)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:450-60. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Continued. We will limit ourselves in
reproducing here a report by the Society of Horticulture
of Marseilles about two types of Chinese cheese (fromage
chinois) and their manufacture. We will suppress the
recipe for the preparation of the curds, which requires
modifications... At the end of this time, one obtains a solid
mass that is cut into small pieces. These are placed in a jar or
in a bottle, to which one adds salt. The whole is then basted
with rice spirits (distilled San-Cho; rice brandy), then one
hermetically seals the container, and lets it stand for at least
3 weeks. The cheese is done. The brandy may be replaced by
any other similar substance.
It is useful to verify the state of the cheese that we
present to you so that you can compare it later with those that
we will make.
We have two stoneware pots (terrines) covered with
brownish enamel; one contains white cheese [white
fermented tofu], one red.
White cheese (p. 450): This food is in the form of small
morsels cut unequally to a thickness of 2-3 cm. There is a
species of visible white mold on the crust / rind. The interior
of this cheese is creamy / moist; yellowish gray in color; the
body of the cheese is coarse, although rather easily blended.
We notice that this terrine was opened before being received.
Some people compare the flavor of this cheese with that of
a Maroilles [pronounced mar-wahl; a kind of soft fermented
cow’s-milk cheese from northern France], a little advanced
or overripe. We have asked a large number of French people
to taste this cheese, without telling them of the source [the
French, of course, have a great national interest in cheese];
the great majority liked it and don’t hesitate to think that it
will be accepted by the public.
Red cheese [red fermented tofu]: This terrine was
properly closed. On being opened, it gives off a special odor,
resembling that of a strawberry sprinkled with spirits or
brandy, Each piece is about 2 by 4 cm. It is covered with a
red dye [sic, made with red rice koji], and lightly tinctured
with carmine. On breaking open these pieces of cheese, one
finds the red coloring penetrates to a thickness of 1 mm;
the center is yellow and the body is very fine grained, and
in every way very dissimilar to that of the white cheese. As
for the flavor, it is different, saltier and without any known
counterpart.
Opinions are split as to which of the two cheeses (the
red or the white) are preferred; Some prefer the white over
the red that, at first, has a brandy like flavor. Actually, both
cheeses have qualities and tastes that cannot be compared.
Tastings done among more than one hundred persons
of all age groups and all backgrounds lead us to believe that
these cheeses will earn their citizenship in France when they
can be produced locally (p. 451).
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Soy sauce (tsiang-yeou) (p. 451). Describes how it is
made in China.
Chapter VI: The soybean in Austria-Hungary (p. 45271). Begins with a history of the soybean in this country,
starting in 1873 with the Universal Exposition in Vienna.
Then quickly proceeds to a chapter by chapter summary (in
French) of The Soybean, by Professor Friedrich Haberlandt
(Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn). Note: An English-language
book about the life and work of Prof. Haberlandt has been
published by Soyinfo Center; it includes a detailed summary
and translation of this classic 1878 book.
On page 456 is a section from Haberlandt’s book and
its mention of soy coffee, which we have given a separate
record in this database.
Part II, by M.A. Paillieux (p. 538). The soybean (Le
Soja), by Count Henry Attems.
Note: Why are so many French noblemen interested in
botany, plant introduction, gardening and acclimatization.
Louis XIV said that the French nobility and gentry cannot
earn a living. Therefore they have a great deal of leisure
time. Most of them own land (landed gentry), so they can
easily pursue interested related to plants, agriculture, and
gardening.
We have already written and printed much about soy.
Nevertheless, many questions present themselves anew. How
to cultivate it, to eat it, for what uses it is suited? Those who
want to study the subject in depth, I refer to the writings of
the late Prof. Haberlandt. But those who are content with less
may read my brief outline concerning plant culture, usage,
and preparation.
Usage (p. 540): You are equally wrong if you think that
soy is only a good pasture, or if you believe it is only delicate
fare for the tables of the rich. These two extreme ways
of thinking are now popular in praising soy. However we
need a sounder basis. The soybean (Le Soja) has also been
discovered by a large class of less affluent consumers, by
peasants, and by workers and although it is an ancient plant
from Asia, the generations to come will make a big thing out
of it and hold it in high regard. Out of recognition, they may
even call it the Haberlandt Bean (Haricot Haberlandt).
It will soon be on a par with potatoes, maize, and broad
beans. It could be that it will surpass the latter, for it contains
30% more protein, and at least 6 times as much fat as the
common bean, and because it is more hardy and productive
than them.
Preparation (p. 540): For human food, soy (Le Soja)
is prepared as follows. Simply boil it and season it like
green beans, or use it in salads. Soybeans do not soften
easily unless soaked for 24 hours before cooking. Various
people, notably the society of agriculture of Chernivtsi [also
spelled Chernovtsy, Chernowitz, or Czernowitz; a town in
Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in Ukraine] have brought to
my attention that one cannot make them tender by cooking.
I passed this problem on to my cook, and I can assure you

that only tender soybeans appear at my table. It lends itself
particularly to the preparation of a puree, resembling a puree
of peas. According to my experience, one could also mix this
paste, which the Japanese call miso, with other ingredients to
keep them during the winter (miso pickles) in barrels, for use
in the army, on ships, etc.
Once these secrets as to how to properly prepare these
preserved foods become known, they could play a large role
in feeding our workers in our fields and our forests, for our
army, for our marine, etc.
It goes without saying that a big future is open to Soja,
as animal feed, once it will have been multiplied sufficiently
so that the seed would no longer be too expensive and thus
could be used to that end. No other vegetable with pods
[legume] is as productive, nor as rich in protein or in fats
and thus, consequently, is as nourishing. The Lupine is not,
nor is the Faba bean, nor the Vetch. The dried stems can be
used for sheep or for litter. For (green/fresh) forage, I do not
recommend its use as we have better options, but it can be
used in that fashion.
And here it is, in brief, the essential thing that needs to
be said about the Haberlandt bean [le Haricot Haberlandt],
the famous Soja.
May this precious conquest spread further and further,
for the benefit of humanity. Such innovations are a blessing
for agriculture and for the people (p. 541).
There follow many pages (p. 541-60) concerning the
cultivation of soybeans on a large scale in the domain of
the Archduke Albert, from a brochure / booklet titled Die
Sojabohne. Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und
Werth als Futtermittel [The soybean: Its culture, utilization,
and worth as fodder], by Edmund von Blaskovics (Vienna,
Austria-Hungary: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 25 pages).
The soybean (Le Soja) in France (p. 561-76): See
separate record in this database. Address: France.
138. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture, and
uses (Continued–Document part III)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:571-76. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Accessory uses (Usages accesoires) (p. 571):
The soybean is used to make miso (le miso), shoyu (le
shoyu), Chinese-style soy sauce (le tsiang-yeou), Japanesestyle tofu (le tô-fu), Chinese-style tofu (le téou-fou),
fermented black soybeans (le téou-che), and soy coffee (le
café de Soja).
We have already said that the soy sauce of the Japanese
is excellent; Chinese soy sauce is greatly inferior to it.
We have made tofu ourselves. Fermented black soybeans
(téou-che) have been made in Marseille. We have made soy
coffee and presented it to the National Horticultural Society.
For 25 years our missionaries and consuls in China
have invited us to make tofu (soy cheese, fromage du Soja)
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in France; we have followed their advice. This fresh cheese
in China is a popular food, and the consumption surpasses
all that one can imagine. We have made known and want to
make known fresh soy cheese, known in the environments of
Paris as fromage a la pie (quark) and the cheese which is not
as fresh as “cheese lightly salted.”
Here is how we have proceeded. He then describes how
he made tofu... coagulated with vinegar, then boiled 8-10
min after adding vinegar. He made the tofu this way 8 or 9
times. We always got the curds without difficulty, sometimes
the same day, sometimes the next. The yield was 1.5, the
same as indicated by Champion and L’Hote. The milk may
be consumed, as it is in China, before coagulation. The
cheese is obtained easily, the danger is in the flavor of raw
beans (peas) that we have not been able to remove. We have
tried in vain to season it with sweet blue clover (mélitot bleu)
and with caraway; the bad flavor persists.
We have masked this flavor almost entirely by boiling
it for 3 hours, but the result is not satisfactory enough to
compensate for the time and fuel. The flavor that we don’t
like in the milk and cheese is not as repugnant to children
as to adults. They kids love the curds, and ask for seconds.
If agriculture gets hold of the soybean, if the seeds are
everywhere in the hands of cultivators, if its price is low,
it will perhaps become the habit to make it into milk and
cheese, but it will take some time (Footnote 1: We have
presented soy cheese to the National Horticultural Society on
24 June 1880).
We will now discuss the attempts at making soyfoods
that have taken place in Marseille, and which have as their
object neither the white cheese or the lightly salted cheese,
but fermented black soybeans. We thank Dr. Adrien Sicard,
first vice-president of this society, for describing the process
which they used to make and perfect the same type of
cheese.
Dehull the soybeans. Cook them for 2 hours with 200
gm of rennet per 100 gm of soybeans. They will be ready to
eat in 12 hours.
White cheese (p. 573): Add 4 gm salt in a glass pint
to 100 grams cheese; cover with Chinese brandy. Note 1.
Without inoculating the tofu with a mold, this process will
not work.
Red Cheese (p. 573): Start as above but before placing
in the pots, roll the cheese in a powder composed of 4 gm of
red sandalwood to which is added a little cinnamon and mace
[to get the red color, red koji is traditionally used]. Put spirits
on top. Be carefully to seal hermetically air-tight.
Adrien Sicard, first vice president of the Horticultural
Society of Marseille, adds the following: At the end of 3½
months the cheese has been found good, but not advanced
enough. One month later the white cheese, made with
seeds harvested in France, and which I have taken the care
to redo, that is to say, to repeat in putting the rind within
it by kneading as is done with various cheeses, had bluish

marbling and a little of the taste of Roquefort. Beyond this
time, it has decompose / fallen apart and had come to the
point where I sent it to you.
We saw in Chapter 3 that soy has been cultivated in
Tyrol under the name of “coffee bean” (fève de café), and
that one finds it not only in this country, where it is used to
make a coffee substitute, but also in Istria (a peninsula in
northwest Yugoslavia; in today’s Slovenia) where it is used
in the same way. It is supposed that it is used in the same
way in the south of Italy and in Dalmatia (a region in western
Yugoslavia on the Adriatic Sea; but in 2014 in Croatia).
Gustave Huezé, in his book Les Plantes Alimentaires
(Edible Plants, 2 vols., 1873) gives the soybean the name
of the coffee bean (Dolic à cafe) and says it is cultivated in
all parts of Ariège and of Haute Garonne; we have not been
able to verify this. We have roasted soybeans and found that
they smell just like roasted coffee. It is inferior to coffee, but
for all the world it is a coffee. We presented to the national
Horticultural Society a jar of roasted soybeans (26 August
1880) and each one was able to verify the fact that we put
forth.
Preparation of soybeans for the table (p. 574): One can
praise green vegetable soybeans, still green and shelled, like
the Haricot flageolet (tiny French baby lima beans). We don’t
have personal knowledge of them being eaten in this state,
but one of our friends has tested that the cooking has not
been any easier than that of the dry soybeans. Moreover, no
cook will consent to shell them; that would be too long a job.
We have prepared the dry beans like ordinary white
Haricots [dry, as used in cassoulet]. With lots of cooking and
care they don’t remain hard, but they are still more firm than
the Haricot. The flavor is sweet and very pleasant. It doesn’t
have the same drawbacks as the Haricot. They are excellent
in salads, pureed in soups, etc. In mixture with the starchy
beans, they complement them by adding nitrogen and fat.
The soybean should be soaked for 24 hours in distilled
water or rain water. In the evening, to each liter of distilled
water add 3 gm (0.3%) maximum of crystals of soda
(cristaux de soude; baking soda). The water will turn white
if it has excess calcium in it, and one must rid oneself of the
precipitate by letting it settle the next day.
According to M. Blavet the method of cooking [whole
dry soybeans] is as follows: Toss the beans into boiling water
and leave them for 2-3 minutes, lift them out, then cook them
in new water.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that mentions baking soda in connection with soaking or
cooking whole dry soybeans.
Note 3. The author fails to understand that whole dry
soybeans, when cooked without pressure, require 24 hours
over a low flame. Use of baking soda or pressure reduces the
cooking time, but they must still be cooked much longer than
other beans because of their high protein content.
We are inclined to believe that soybean cake, after
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extraction of the oil, can be reduced to a flour (ètre réduit en
farine) for use in human nutrition. It will consist of 40-45%
nitrogenous materials and will not pick up any bad flavors
during the production. It will serve to make soups very rich
in nutrients and is easier to cook than the whole beans.
Conclusion (p. 576-78; see separate record). Address:
France.
139. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Le soja
comme un succédané de café [The soybean, its chemical
composition, varieties, culture, and uses: The soybean as a
coffee substitute (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:456. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: In 1878 Haberlandt reported that the soybean
was already being used as a coffee substitute in southern
Europe. “The soybean is already grown here and there in
southern Austria, although it is not widely known. Last
summer, Dr. E. Mach, director of the agricultural Institute
in southern Tirol [since 1919 in Italy, just south of Brenner
pass], sent me a sample of a plant which is said to have been
long known there, and it was none other than the soybean.
In that area it is known as the coffee bean (fève du café) and
the seeds are used for the manufacture of a coffee substitute
(d’un équivalent de café).
“Mr. Josef Kristan, a headmaster on the Istrian Peninsula
[Capodistria, on the Adriatic sea, since 1991 split between
Croatia and, at its base, Slovenia] told me that he had
discovered that the soybean existed in Istria, and that its seed
is used there as a coffee substitute (un succédané du café). A
friend assured him that there was no difference between the
soybean seed and real coffee.”
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term fève du café [coffee
bean] to refer to the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls un
succédané du café (“a coffee substitute”). Address: France.
140. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Appendice
[The soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture,
and uses: Appendix (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:579-96. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: The first appendix contains summaries of letters
to the Society describing 27 agronomic trials with soybeans
(Culture expérimentale de Soja or Soya) conducted during
1880 (using soybean seeds distributed by the Society) at
various locations in France, Switzerland, and Algeria. (Note:
Though the publication date of this appendix is given as Oct.
1880, some of the letters are dated as late as 21 Nov. 1880).
These letters were received from the following people:
1. Charles Coffin, jardinier en chef au château de
Brunehaut, near Etampes (Seine-et-Oise)–18 Sept. 1880.

2-3. Oliver Lecq, at Templeuve (Nord)–20 Oct. 1880
and 30 Oct. 1880.
4. M. Boursier, at Chevrières (Oise)–3 Nov. 1880.
5. M.C.T. at Arras (Pas-de-Calais) 12 Nov. 1880.
6. M.D. at Genlis (Côte-d’Or)–12 Nov. 1880.
7. M.J.S. at Sautin, near Péronne (Somme)–14 Nov.
1880.
8. M.G. at Juvigné (Mayenne)–14 Nov. 1880.
9. M.D. at Saint Lager (Rhône)–14 Nov. 1880.
10. M.L. at Fresnoy, near Hesdin (Pas-de-Calais)–15
Nov. 1880.
11. M.D. at Presles-et-Thierny, near Laon (Aisne)–15
Nov. 1880.
12. M.H. at Montpellier (Hérault)–15 Nov. 1880.
13. M.B. at Andenas, commune d’Alluy, near Chatillonen-Bazois (Nièvre)–16 Nov. 1880.
14. M.P. at Muides, near Mer (Loir-et-Cher [a
department in north-central France])–16 Nov. 1880.
15. M.R. at château de Minillet, near Bornel (Oise)–16
Nov. 1880.
16. M.C. at Montgarny (Meuse)–16 Nov. 1880.
17. M.B. at la Chaise, near Barbezieux (Charente)–17
Nov. 1880.
18. M. de S. at Saint-Sulpice-sur-Lèze, near Noé (HauteGaronne)–16 Nov. 1880.
19. M.B. at Saint-Riquier, near Abbeville (Somme)–18
Nov. 1880.
20. M.D. at Courtivron (Côte-d’Or)–18 Nov. 1880.
21. M.P. at Merville (Haute-Garonne)–19 Nov. 1880.
22. M. de docteur Hénon at Cornières, near Annemasse
(Haute-Savoie)–18 Nov. 1880.
23. M.A. Sicard, vice-président de la Société
d’horticulture de Marseille (Bouches-du-Rhône)–19 Nov.
1880.
24. M. le docteur Bertherand at Alger [Algiers,
Algeria]–19 Nov. 1880.
25. M.L. at Monségur (Gironde)–21 Nov. 1880.
26. M. le docteur Coutaret at Roanne (Loire)–20 Nov.
1880.
27. M.G. at Donneloye (Switzerland {in Canton Vaud,
Bezirk Yverdun, in central western Switzerland})–18 Nov.
1880.
Note 1. The report from Dr. Bertherand from Algiers,
dated 19 Nov. 1880, reads (p. 590): The breeding nursery
(jardin d’essais) cultivated soybeans (Soya; Glycine hispida)
many years ago. Soya does rather well here, but its seeds
are hard and remain tough. It is possible that it will not be
able to compete in the diet with the common haricot for a
long time. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) concerning soybeans in Algeria, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Algeria. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Algeria, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Algeria (many years before 19 Nov. 1880; perhaps before
1860 when M. de Montigny is said to have introduced the
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soybean to Algeria (see Eprémesnil 1860)).
Note 2. The report from M.G. at Donneloye from
Canton Vaud, Switzerland, dated 18 Nov. 1880, states (p.
590) that he planted about 3 kg of soybeans on nearly 9
ares (900 square meters) of land on April 18 in healthy,
fertile, unmanured soil, following a cereal crop that had been
manured in the spring. The seeds were planted in rows 50
cm (19.7 inches) apart, with the seeds 2 to 20 cm apart in
each row, covered with 2-3 cm of soil. Germination began
from May 5 to 10, irregularly, and was not finished until June
1. Moreover, many seeds did not come up at all; this was
attributed to the coldness and humidity of the time. From
that time on, the vegetation, albeit slow but regular, without
disease, attained its complete development with the flowers,
at the beginning of August, 40-50 cm in height. The pods
formed well with only 2-3 seeds in each. On one plant he
counted 80 well-formed pods; the average was 20 to 40 pods.
The plants matured at about the end of September, a time
when it is difficult to take in the harvest in good condition in
this wet season.
The appendix section ends with: (1) Reprint of a 2-page
letter from Eugene Simon, former French consul in China,
on soybean farming in China (p. 591-93); (2) Reprint of a
description by Eugene Simon, based on the description of
a Chinese, of how tofu is made in China (p. 593-94); (3)
A French translation of a 1781 article by Isaac Titsingh
[Titsing] on the preparation of soy sauce in Indonesia (p.
594-95); and (4) Some information about soybeans from
the ancient Chinese herbal Pên Ts’ao Kang Mu (p. 595).
Address: France.
141. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Conclusion.
Les analyses Françaises [The soybean, its chemical
composition, varieties, culture, and uses: Conclusion and
French analyses (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:576-78. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Starting in 1880 (see the Comptes rendus de
l’Academie des sciences {Paris}, 17 May 1880) M. H. Pellet,
chemist of the Compagnie de Fives-Lille, sent the academy
of sciences the following analyses of the soybeans that we
had furnished him. We sent him 3 seeds, one from China,
one from Austria-Hungary, and one from Etampes.
This section continues with several tables that give
chemical / nutritional analyses of soybean seeds: (1) Detailed
analyses of three soybean seeds and their ash by Mr. H.
Pellet (p. 577). (2) An analysis conducted in the agricultural
chemistry laboratory of Mr. P. Olivier Lecq, at Templeuve
(Nord). These soybeans were harvested in Sept. 1879 by Mr.
Jules Robert of Séclowitz [Seelowitz, Seclowitz], Moravia.
The weight of 100 liters of seed was 75.5 kg (p. 578). (3) The
composition of six other legumes according to Boussingault
(p. 578). They are: White haricot (Haricot blanc), yellow pea
(Pois jaune), lentil (Lentille), broad bean (Fève de marais),

horse bean or dried kidney bean (Féverole), and vetch
(Vesce).
The section closes with these thoughts: “If we were
agronomists, we would preach by example, cultivating soya
on a large scale. If we were chemists, we would be able to
demonstrate scientifically the superiority of these seeds and
their forage for human food and livestock. But we are neither
agronomists nor chemists. And we know nothing but what
we have learned in practice and from the science of others.
We are nothing but simple collectors of documents and
information, but these documents, this information, and our
modest personal experience have formed and fortified our
opinion.
“We believe in soya.”
Appendix (p. 584)–See separate record: Titsing, Isaac.
1824. Bereiding van de Soija [Preparation of soy sauce].
Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van
Kunsten en Wetenschappen 3:159-60. Address: France.
142. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Le soja en
France [The soybean, its chemical composition, varieties,
culture, and uses: Soya in France (Document part)]. Bulletin
de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:561-76. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 561: “Historical–Buffon [GeorgesLouis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, lived 1707-1778] became
director of the Jardin des Plantes [Royal Garden, also called
Jardin du Roi] in 1739. Shortly thereafter French [Catholic]
missionaries in China sent him specimens and seeds of
most of the important plants of that country. Soybeans or
their seeds were almost certainly among their shipments,
and without being able to prove it, we have no doubt on
this subject. Be that as it may, we have recovered from
the Museum [of Natural History] a sachet which, in 1779,
contained soybean seeds. It bears the following dates of
harvest: 1834, 1836 to 1841, 1843, 1844, 1846, 1847, 1849,
and 1850 to 1855 inclusive. Then 1857 to 1859, 1862, 1865
to 1867, 1870, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1877.
“In fact, soybeans have been cultivated at the Museum
very probably since 1740, certainly in 1779, and more
recently from 1834 to 1880 without interruption. The plant
has always germinated and borne fruit as desired, cultivated
like haricot beans (French green beans), without any
particular problems. It has proved its hardiness and the small
influence which changes in atmospheric conditions have on
it.
“Since 1855, the abundant distribution of soybean seeds
ceaselessly by the Society for Acclimatization, has allowed
soybean agronomic trials to be conducted throughout France.
But it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain information
about trials made before 1855.
Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural Society
of Etampes, has uncovered an interesting document in a
brochure titled Seance publique de la Societe d’Agriculture
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de l’arrondissement d’Etampes (Public session of the
Agricultural Society of Etampes), for the year 1832, page
84. One chapter bears the title “Report by Mr. C. Brun of
Beaumes, member of the Agricultural Society of Etampes,
chevalier of Saint-Louis, doctor on the faculty of sciences
of France, of some agronomic trials conducted by him in
1821, on various species of cereal grains, on his property
of Champ-Rond, near Etampes [Seine-et-Oise], France.”
A final note says: The heat of the summer of 1821 was so
favorable to exotic plants that I saw the following plants bear
fruit abundantly in my outdoor garden at Champ-Rond, near
Etampes: the Dolichos of China (le Dolichos de la Chine;
perhaps wistaria), the soybean (Dolichos Soja), and Dolichos
Lablab (also called hyacinth bean). The Niouelle (?) of
Senegal showed here for the first time its long pods (épis),
etc.” Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014)
that describes the 1821 soybean experiment by Mr. C. Brun
of Beaumes.
“The duty of the Museum, as a public-interest
organization is to distribute seeds, either as a pure gift
or as part of an exchange, to persons who request them.
Undoubtedly, therefore, trials have been made at various
early dates, but we have no record of them.
“Starting in 1855 a large number of participants received
seeds from the Société d’Acclimatation and experimented
with them. Most of these people did not report the results of
their trials, as they were obliged to. Others, however, did,
including Messrs. Vilmorin, Delisse, Lachaume, etc. But
their cultivation did not lead to any progress, so the soybean
was not established a permanent crop in France.
“In 1868 Mr. Chauvin, vice-president of the Society of
Horticulture at Côte-d’Or [a department in eastern France],
cultivated several soybean varieties there, and the culture has
continued there to this day.
“In 1874 the Society of horticulture of Etampes received
soybean seeds from the Society for Acclimatization, and
began experiments that continued until 1880. One can find
them mentioned in the Introduction to the Etampes livestock
reports. Their cultivation is directed with great zeal by Mr.
Blavet, president of the horticultural society of that area.
During the same period, one Dr. H... brought the best
soybean varieties from Japan and cultivated them. He failed
in this trial because his soybeans were late-maturing types.
He then restricted himself to cultivating yellow soybeans
from China. He encountered no more difficulties and he
made Sho [perhaps shoyu, or Japanese-style soy sauce] by
himself for use in his home.
“In 1878 we received seeds of two soybean varieties.
One, from Japan, had white flowers and very pale yellow
seeds with a greenish hue. The other, from China, was yellow
and belonged to the Houang-téou [“yellow soybean”] series;
they were among the seeds received from Mr. Montigny and
other donors, and have been cultivated at the Museum, at
Etampes, at Marseilles, and a little bit all over. (Footnote:

These varieties look a little different on the outside, but their
chemical composition, usage, and cultivation are the same).
“The seeds from Japan give us nice green foliage, but
the plants do not mature their seeds. The Chinese variety
succeeds in France as it does anywhere else.”
In 1879 a yellow variety received directly from China
matured well and was harvested at Marseilles. In 1880
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France one
of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which variety
has proven well adapted to French conditions.
On pages 564-65 the author attempts a sober appraisal
as to why a plant with such obvious merits, that has been
known in France for over 140 years, is still virtually
unknown. Established institutions such as the Museum of
Natural History and the government had taken exasperatingly
little interest in aiding the private efforts of the Society to
introduce new plants. Chemical analyses, demonstrating the
nutritional superiority of the soybean, had been lacking until
about 1855, when Mr. Frémy [Fremy] confirmed that the
soybean contained oil. Messrs. Champion and Lhôte have
given an incomplete analysis [published in 1869]. But the
classical books on agricultural chemistry, the works of our
professors, which make known the chemical composition
of the seeds of our typical legumes, omit information on the
soybean. There was a general resistance, especially on the
part of the establishment, to growing new crops and using
new foods. And finally the basic approach of the Society in
introducing soya first and foremost as a human food was
questioned.
“Our point of departure has not been successful. Soya
has been presented simply as a new legume. But it is more
difficult to cook than other legumes. The flavor is good,
but not superior. Fresh, it takes lots of time to shell. Dry, it
requires pre-soaking for 24 hours in water that is not hard.
If one is ignorant of its nutritive properties, there would be
little incentive to grow it, and one would keep growing the
traditional legumes instead.
“The people of Austria-Hungary have been wiser.
Having already acquired incontestable proof of the value
of soya for livestock fodder, they have no other objectives.
They seem at the very least to have considered as secondary
the utilization of soya for human nutrition. Therefore as soon
as they had enough seed, they cultivated large areas, while
we were still cultivating the furrows between the rows in the
kitchen garden for use as food.
“The seeds will soon be found in all the good markets
of southern Germany. The small farmer will then find them
(soybeans) all around him at low prices. In eating them, he
will find himself strengthened. Then he, in turn, will plant
them himself.”
Varieties (p. 565-66): In 1878, Japan, China, and the
Dutch East Indies presented all their varieties of soybeans
at our Universal Exposition in Vienna. We think that there
are more than 30 varieties of soybeans. Let the Society for
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Acclimatization and Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux, etc. get us
seeds and we will plant them all. Then we will find among
them, perhaps, some early varieties, to add to those we know.
Cultivation (p. 566-56).
Utilization (p. 567-71): We believe it has already been
demonstrated that the cultivation of soybeans is easy, that
its fecundity is great, and that its chemical composition is
superior. Then why have they not been cultivated for the past
10 years?
We tried to introduce soya as a food plant for the garden
rather than as a fodder and oilseed. We started where we
should have finished. If we persist in this direction we shall
fail. Soya will fall back into oblivion, while in southern
Germany, the Danube provinces, central Russia, and Italy, it
will soon be widely grown and serve as a source of riches.
Accessory uses (p. 571): The soybean is used to make
miso (le miso), shoyu (le shoyu), Chinese-style soy sauce (le
tsiang-yeou [jiangyou]), the tofu (le tô-fu) of the Japanese,
the tofu (le téou-fou) of the Chinese, fermented black
soybeans (le téou-che [douchi]), and soy coffee (le café de
Soja). We have always said that the shoyu of the Japanese is
excellent, whereas the soy sauce of the Chinese is inferior (p.
571).
In the middle of page 571 and near the bottom of page
572 the term fromage de soja is used to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de soja to refer
to tofu.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in France, or the cultivation of soybeans in
France (very probably in 1740, certainly in 1779). The
source of these soybeans was French missionaries in China.
Continued. Address: France.
143. Anderegg, F. 1880. Verschiedene Mittheilungen:
Soja-Bohne [Various communications: The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):100-01. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “The undersigned received in the year 1877
from Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna the pleasant assignment,
to establish in our local canton’s experimental nursery,
the first cultivation station in Switzerland for the soybean,
which Prof. Haberlandt had acclimatized from Japan and
China. Subsequently, in the first year, the yields exceeded
all expectations, and the results of other experiment stations
in Austria, Hungary, Steiermark, etc. showed themselves
to be equally favorable. In 1878, in the interest of this new
crop plant and its dissemination, he [Haberlandt] gave
some private individuals and various canton governments
[in Switzerland] small quantities of seeds for experimental
planting in 1879, in places such as: Zurich, Bern, Lucerne,
Glarus, Solothurn, St. Gallen, Thurgau, Aargau, BaselLand (Baselland), Vaud (Waadt), Tessin (Ticino, canton in
Switzerland), and Genf (Geneva).

“In order to establish very definite guiding principles
in the cultivation and profitability, the undersigned [Prof.
Anderegg] would be very grateful if you would send him of
the results of your cultivation for a report [that he intends to
write].
“The plant seems increasingly to be gaining ground,
and is already planted to good advantage in large quantities
in other countries for use as a food- and fodder plant. Thus
it is all the more necessary, based on these local results,
to recommend the general introduction of this plant to our
farmers.
Thur, 16 Jan. 1880, Prof. F. Anderegg. Address: Thur
[Chur], Switzerland.
144. Blaskovics, Edmund von. 1880. Die Sojabohne.
Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und Werth als
Futtermittel [The soybean: Its culture, utilization, and worth
as fodder]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. 25
p. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation (based on data
from trials starting in 1878). 2. The use of the soybean as
fodder (mostly for cows).
Contains many tables and extensive original data.
Address: Assistent an der koeniglich ungarischen Akademie
zu Ungarisch-Altenburg.
145. Blavet, A. 1880. Le Soja hispida [The soybean
(Continued–Document Part II)]. Bulletin des Travaux de
la Societe d’Horticulture de l’Arrondissement d’Etampes
(Seine-et-Oise) p. 46-50. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: Thus, our society’s goal had
been attained; we had distributed the seeds of our crops
to 18 departments in France. England, Belgium, Senegal,
Switzerland, and Venezuela had likewise received some
samples. It was now up to commerce to propagate this
product. We could not have done better than to go to one
of our society’s secretaries, Mr. Vilmorin, to whom we
owe being able to study comparatively in our experimental
garden, for two harvests now, 10 soybean varieties. Today
one can certainly obtain this bean, under the name of edible
soybean of Etampes (soja comestible d’Etampes), a variety
with a bright yellow seed coat (testa) and a white hilum (oeil
= eye)–the object of our constant preoccupation since 1874.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
concerning soybeans in connection with Venezuela. The
soybeans probably arrived in Venezuela and they may have
been cultivated–but we do not know for sure.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2009)
that contains the word “testa.”
After having thanked once again, and in first place, the
Society for Acclimatization, we are equally happy to address
our thanks to Mr. Carrière who, in the Horticultural Review
(Revue horticole) of 16 April 1880 [p. 153-57], published
an extremely complete article with illustrations in the text,
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depicting the plant in a very faithful fashion.
May Mr. E. Vavin receive as well the expression of
our warm gratitude; we can thank him for one of the most
instructive and detailed notices on this subject, inserted in
the Journal de la Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France
(Journal of the Central Society of Horticulture of France)
(3rd series, Vol. II, 1880, p. 429-33) receives also the
expression of our humble recognition.
An excellent way of cooking dried soybeans
Dissolve 50 gm of sugar in 1 liter of rain or river water.
Add ½ liter of beans; allow to soak 24 hours. This [mixture]
will yield 1½ liters after cooking.
The next day, drain the beans, plunge them (like other
dry legumes) into cold water, bring to a boil, and continue
to boil them for three hours. Use a large volume of water in
the pot [as when cooking pasta] (Faire cuire à grande eau.)
Salt appropriately halfway through. At the same time or a
bit later, you can even add some fat such as a pat of butter.
Season them with a fat of your choice or other meatless
seasonings, but avoid excessive use of fat (au gras ou au
maigre).
This issue finished, we shall receive Bulletin No. 9 of
the Society for Acclimatization (September), which contains
the most complete bibliography of soybeans published.
Compiled by Mr. Paillieux, it references works from 1855
onwards (traite la question depuis 1855).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
concerning soybeans in Senegal. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Senegal (1880 or shortly
before). The source of these soybeans was Mr. Blavet from
Étampes, France. It would be very interesting to know: (1)
Who received these soybeans in Senegal? Where? (2) Were
these soybeans ever cultivated or tested in Senegal at this
early date? If yes, what were the results?
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012)
that gives the name soja comestible d’Etampes to a soybean
from Etampes, France.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2004) that mentions a soybean variety (Soja d’Etampes)
with a white hilum. Address: President of the Society for
Horticulture of Étampes and environments, France.
146. Jahresbericht ueber die Fortschritte auf dem
Gesammtgebiete der Agricultur-Chemie (Berlin). 1880.
Vegetation. Samen, Keimung, Samenzucht, Keimpruefungen
[Vegetation: Seeds, germination, seed breeding, and
germination testing]. 2:172-89. For the year 1879. New
series. [Ger]
• Summary: Table II (p. 185-86), titled “Germination testing
at the control stations of Arendsee, Augsburg, Bonn, Dahme,
Danzig, Göttingen, Halle an der Saale, Hildesheim, Jena,
Posen [Poznan, in Prussia; to Poland in 1918], Riga [Russia,
later Latvia], Rostock, Tharand, Triesdorf, Wageningen,
Zabikowo (Posen), and Zurich [Switzerland]” is based on a

separate report by Fr. Nobbe. The table contains almost only
trials of commercial seeds. Two trials [apparently conducted
at all of the above stations] were conducted using soybeans
(Soja hispida, Sojabohne). These contained no foreign
matter. The germination rate averaged 70% (range 61-80%).
1% of the seeds were “hard seeds.”
Table V (p. 188-89), titled “Seed control station
at Zabikowo” (Posen), by A. Sempolowski, also gives
germination rates for various seed based on his 1879 article
in Deutsche Landwirthschaftliche Presse. The results, based
on two trials, are identical to those given above, suggesting
that the soybean germination rates in table II are based on the
data in table V.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia (1880).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014)
concerning soybeans in Russia. The soybeans germinated in
Riga, but we do not know whether they were cultivated.
147. Photographs of Aleksei Nikolaevich Horvath, Dr.
Artemy A. Horvath’s father, in Paris. 1880.
• Summary: (1) This sepia portrait photo was taken in 1880
in Paris, France. On the bottom front is printed: “Photo.
Blanc, 11 Rue de Buci, Henri Dupont, Successeur” (6.15
inches high by 4.25 inches wide). It was sent to Soyinfo
Center in May 2010 by Tatiana Reisacher, Dr. Horvath’s
daughter, who owns it.
He is wearing a dark coat, long beard and moustache,
fairly long hair, and a serious relaxed face. He is looking
somewhat to his left.
On the back of the photo in sepia (reddish brown) ink
is printed: “Photographie des Ecoles. Maison de 1er Ordre.
Henri Dupont Rue de Buci No. 11, Paris. Five long lines
written on the back of the photo, in Russian, using black
ink, read: His name, “Professor-Medik [physician], Kazan
University. Born 22 Dec. 1836.”
Note: Molly Molloy, a slavic languages and studies
expert at Stanford University’s Green Library, says the name
“Horvath / Khorvat” is a Hungarian name. “There are many
Khorvats in Russian history, so you should probably write it
Khorvat.”
Tatiana Reisacher says Aleksei lived in Paris for a long
time (something like 12-16 years) while working for the
Pasteur Institute; she used to wonder if he had a family there.
He was later a professor at Kazan University in Russia,
from which his two sons graduated. Tatiana does not know
if Aleksei’s daughter, Isidora, attended a university. She
does know that Isidora was sent to Switzerland (before the
Russian Revolution), where she learned French, studied, and
saw more of the world.
(2) A smaller sepia portrait photo was taken in Vienna
(before the photo in Paris) by Photographie Joseph Kordysch
(3.5 inches high by 2.06 inches wide).
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(3) The Horvath family coat of arms is also shown.
(4) Back of the photo of Aleksei Nikolaevich Horvath
taken in Paris.
148. Schneebeli, H. 1880. Die Soja-Bohne [The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):74-82. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “As I would like to remind the readers of this
journal, Prof. Dr. Krämer offered in the Feb. 1879 issue of
this publication, to send the current co-workers of the journal
seeds of this new crop plant that he had bred, without profit
and free of cost, so that they could plant and test them.
He hoped to be able to write a short report concerning the
results.
“Extensive use was made of this offer, and several
reports were sent in. The purpose of this paper is to compile
their contents, and provide a short conclusion and resume.
1. Mr. A. Kraft in Schaffhausen [in the far north of
Switzerland] made the first planting of his soybeans in midApril, and the second at the beginning of May. Details of the
planting are given. “The black variety became rank (bekam
Ranken) and had to be raised off the ground. In mid-October
they began to ripen, and at the end of October the plants
were pulled from the ground, roots and all, and placed in the
loft or attic to dry. The yellow variety gave the best yield of
seeds, returning 200-220 seeds for each one planted. Next
came the brown variety, with a 180-200-fold return, while
the black variety gave a much lower yield because it did
not ripen completely. There were no significant differences
to be observed between the second and third generations of
seeds planted in Switzerland, although the yields of the latter
were slightly larger. After the pods were removed, there was
extensive damage from mice. Concerning use of the beans,
Mr. Kraft soaked them for 12 hours in warm water then
cooked them for about 2 hours until they were completely
soft; they made a very delicious dish. He feels, however, that
their greatest value is as a coffee substitute; delicious coffee
can be made from them. The report closes with the words:
‘The cultivation of this plant cannot be recommended highly
enough.’” [i.e. he recommends it highly].
2. Mr. Seiler-Barth, a teacher at a scientific secondary
school in Stein am Rhein (canton of Schaffhausen), planted
seeds (which he had obtained from Mr. J. Hansel in Marburg
[Steiermark, Austria]) on April 30. 3. Mr. Heinrich Abt in
Buenzen (canton of Aargau) planted yellow, brown, and
black seeds on May 16. A table shows his yields of seed
and straw for each variety. 4. Mr. D. Eggenberger, a teacher
in Werdenberg (canton of St. Gallen [in far northeast
Switzerland]) planted his yellow and brown soybeans
(Sojabohne) on 23 April and 13 May intercropped with
potatoes and corn (pflanzte die Sojabohne als Zwischenkultur
in Kartoffeln und Mais), and some alone. Yields are given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2005) that
mentions the use of soybeans for intercropping, in this case

with potatoes and corn.
5. Mr. H. Näff of Felsegg bei Niederuzwyl (canton of St.
Gallen) planted black, yellow, and brown varieties on May
20.
6. Mr. Brunner, a gardener in Niederuzwyl (St. Gallen)
planted yellow soybeans on May 6. 7. Mr. Leon de Werra
in Leuk (canton of Wallis / Valais [southwest Switzerland])
planted soybeans on April 24 and May 12. 8. The Bernese
E-correspondent of this journal (compare with no. 1 d. F.)
remarked on the fruitfulness of the yellow variety, which
gave a 120-150-fold yield. He recommended this plant
highly. The article concludes with a 2-page summary of the
results. Address: Landwirtschaftslehrer im Strickhof (Zurich)
[Instructor in Agriculture].
149. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht [The
soybean as a crop]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 29:563-613.
Supplement (Ergänzungsheft). A 50-page supplement at the
end of volume 29. Apparently also published as a monograph
in 1887 in Berlin. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This work, which draws heavily on the research
of Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, contains practical instructions
for the farmer who wants to grow soybeans and offers a
compilation of current research findings.
Contents: 1. Characteristics of the soybean (Soja) and its
varieties (p. 3-5). 2. General suggestions for the cultivation,
growth, care, harvest etc. of the soybeans (Sojabohnen) (p.
5-9). Tables show (for yellow soybeans): Emergence of 100
soybeans at various dates in May and June based on depth of
planting (p. 7). Depth of planting, weight of the seeds of 100
plants, weight of the straw of 100 plants, and weight of 100
seeds (p. 7).
3. Chemical composition of the soybean plant. Tables
give the composition, including maximum and minimum
values, of the following varieties, based in part on earlier
published sources: (1) Soja hispida tumida, Var. pallida,
yellow soybean (16 sources). (2) Soja hispida tumida,
Var. castanea, brown soybean (8 sources). (3) Soja hispida
tumida, Var. atrosperma, black round soybean (2 sources).
(4) Soja hispida platycarpa, Var. melanosperma, black oblong
soybean (2 sources). Also: (5) Composition of five legumes:
peas, beans, lupine, yellow soybean, brown soybean.
(6) Composition of straw (5 sources, incl. Schwachöfer
of Vienna, Caplan of Vienna, Weiske of Proskau). (7)
Composition of soybean hulls (Hülsen) (4 sources). (8)
Comparison of the composition of soybean hulls and straw
with the composition of wheat hay, pea straw, bean straw,
and lupine straw based on data from E. Wolff’s tables. (9)
Composition of the ash of soybean straw based on data from
Schwachöfer of Vienna.
4. What yields can be expected from the soybean and
which varieties (yellow, brown, or black) are suited to
cultivation? Weight of 100 seeds (those planted and those
harvested): Soja pallida (15.37 gm / 16.39 gm). Soja castanea
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(13.81 gm / 13.78 gm). Soja atrosperma (12.26 gm / 11.44
gm). Soja melanosperma (9.19 gm / 7.93 gm). 5. How do
soybean yields compare with those of other legumes? 6.
What fixed position or rank does the soybean claim in the
achievement of maximum yield, and how does one obtain
the best seed stock (as for next year’s planting). 7. Soil
and manuring (Düngung, including fertilizer trials with
Chili saltpetre / saltpeter [nitrate of soda or sodium nitrate
from Chile] {Chilisalpeter} and sulphate of ammonia /
ammonium sulfate {schwefelsaures Ammoniak}). 8. Animals
and parasites that harm the soybean. Note: Regular saltpeter
is potassium nitrate. 9. Is the cultivation of soybeans in
Germany to be recommended? 10. Utilization of soya (p.
42). 11. Summary of the main results and closing words.
Soya is a superior fodder material. Haberlandt organized
field trials in all parts of the Austro-Hungarian empire and
many surrounding countries. It should be noted that the
introduction of this fodder plant to Germany, primarily
in Bavaria, was undertaken by Professors Braungart in
Weihenstephan [near Munich; planted March 1878] and
Lehmann in Munich. Unfortunately, there was bad weather
during the early years of attempted introduction.
Concerning harvesting: If you can pull out the plants
easily by hand, which is possible when the soil is soft, this
is the best way to harvest them. If that is not possible, you
can take them out with instruments / tools (Instrumenten),
which enable you to cut the plants close to the ground, since
soybeans have very low pods (Früchte)–7-9 cm above the
ground. For this reason you should not use mowing machines
(Mähmaschinen), based on the experience they have had in
Hungarian-Altenburg with large-scale cultivation.
The author gives original analyses of the nutritional
composition of various soybeans, including oblong black
soybeans grown in Munich, Germany, and at the Agronomic
Institute in Paris, France.
Section headings include: Is the soybean recommended
for cultivation in Germany? Use of the soybean. Miso paste
and a brew, the sooju. Preparation of shoyu taken from
Haberlandt.
Professor Hecke of Vienna gave the following recipe
for the preparation of a puree (Purée): Take 1 part soy
meal (Sojamehl; probably whole soy flour) or soy grits
(Sojaschrot; probably finely cracked whole soybeans or
coarsely-ground whole soy flour) and 2 parts fresh potatoes.
Cook each separately, then mix to form stiff paste. Add salt
and braised (geschmorte) onions. The addition of fat and
milk is unnecessary since the soybeans contain lots of fat
and protein. This dish tastes excellent, like Hecke said (Wein
1881). Franz Mark of Budapest proposed the use of soybean
as a coffee substitute. Blaskovics was a soy bean pioneer in
Europe (Wein 1888).
Note 1. This material was also published as a book in
1881 by Verlag Paul Parey in Berlin. Ted Hymowitz got a
copy from Prof. Dietrich Werner, a German interested in

soybean history.
Note 2. The author uses two words, Soja and Sojabohne,
to refer to the soybean.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest German-language
document seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the word Sojamehl to
refer to what is probably whole (full-fat) soy flour. Address:
Munich, Germany.
150. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Extraits
des procés-verbaux des séances de la société. Cinquième
section. Séance du 8 Février 1881 [Excerpts of verbal
proceedings from meetings of the society. Fifth section.
Meeting of 8 Feb. 1881]. 28:310-11. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: “M. Paillieux let it be known that M. Jules
Robert, president of the Austrian sugar manufacturers and a
grower on an immense property in Moravia, has harvested
120,000 kilograms of soy forage; these samples will be
featured in the next cattle show. Next the section will be
seeing these dispatched to the Palace of Industry.” Address:
France.
151. Organov, N. 1881. Soia ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja
hispida *) [Soybean or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida
*)]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago
Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions of the Imperial
Free Economic Society) 1(2):184-198. Feb. [3 ref. Rus]
• Summary: The asterisk in the title refers to a footnote (p.
184) which states: Some call this plant “Chinese beans”; in
Austria they call them “Haberlandt’s beans.” Haberlandt
is responsible for the successful cultivation of such useful
soybeans in Germany. Thanks to Haberlandt, soybeans also
became known in Russia. In 1877, Haberlandt sent about
50 soybeans to I.G. Podoba; from these soybeans we have
already (1881) obtained 15 pounds of soybeans. This article
is based on a brochure by Haberlandt [his superb book, Die
Sojabohne, 1878], plus the scarce information from the
Russian agricultural literature.
The origin of the soybean is in Asia (India, China,
Japan, Mongolia). Large quantities of numerous varieties
are cultivated there. Soybeans are also grown in the
Caucasus, Tunisia, and Algeria, as well as in southern and
central Europe. Many attempts have been made to cultivate
soybeans in Europe, but more were unsuccessful. Attempts
were made in: Hohenheim [Germany]–unsuccessful.
Bamberg [southern Germany], by Dr. A. Rauch, who
obtained the seeds from their native country–unsuccessful.
Germany, by Carl Berndt, using seeds from Shanghai–
unsuccessful. France, where soybeans are more commonly
known as pois oleagineux. 1872–During the Franco-Prussian
War [1870-1872, France lost], Sergeant Otto Wehrman found
soybeans in the botanical garden of Montigny near Metz
and brought them to Germany, where in 1875 attempts to
cultivate them were again made.
In 1877 Prof. Haberlandt (Austria) cultivated soybeans
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received from Capodistria in Istrien [Istria or Istrian
Peninsula; as of 2003 divided between Croatia and, at its
base, Slovenia]. In Istria, soybeans were used to make coffee.
They were also cultivated in Dalmatia [as of 2003 largely in
Croatia] and southern Italy.
Such methods of cultivation resembled experimental
gardening of horticultural and hothouse plants rather than
scientific research on the acclimatization and growing
capabilities of soybean plants.
The soybean plant has been well known and well
documented by botanists and travelers since the last [18th]
century. Kaempfer called the soybean Daidzu or Mame.
Linnaeus called it Glycine soja. Jacquin–Dolichos soja. Dr.
von Siebold and Zuccarini Soja Japonica, Sav. and Soja
hispida, Mönch. Each name represents a different variety of
soybeans [sic].
A footnote (p. 181) states: The famous essay by
Kaempfer, titled Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physicomedicarum, describes his travels in Persia and Central
Asia in 1712. The essay includes descriptions and uses of
soybeans in Japan, China, India, and other places.
Knowledge of and interest in soybeans in Europe
expanded during and after the 1873 Vienna World
Exhibition. Twenty varieties of soybeans were obtained
by Haberlandt, who planted them in 1875 in the Vienna
Botanical Garden.
A description of Haberlandt’s studies (p. 186) includes
favorable growing conditions, a description of planting, and
identification of different soybean varieties. In 1876, there
were only 7 interested people or organizations who wanted
to continue Haberlandt’s research on soybean cultivation.
However by 1877 Haberlandt’s successful results interested
more people (up to 160). These people received samples
of soybeans from Haberlandt and reported their results
back to him. Footnote (p. 187): The results of Haberlandt’s
experiments and those of the colleagues to whom he sent
samples were published in the 1878 brochure [sic, book] Die
Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der...
Describes the physical appearance of soybeans.
Page 188 proposes uses for the soybean in Europe,
as food for people, feed for livestock, soybean oil, coffee,
and soy sauce. Quotations from Oken (p. 189-90) discuss
various uses of soybeans, including a description Miso (a
substitute for butter) and Shoyu (a sauce added to fried
meat), and how each is made. In China, soybeans are used
to prepare a soft cheese or cottage cheese (tofu). A footnote
(p. 188) is a reference to a book: Oken. 1841. Allgemeine
Naturgeschichte für aller Staende. Vol. 3, p. 1661. Page
190 continues with comments on the great nutritional value
of soybeans when used as food. A quotation from Dr. F.
Leithner [of Krems, lower Austria, on the Danube River,
38 miles west-northwest of Vienna] describes his positive
experiences in preparing soybeans as dinner for his guests.
Prof. W. Hecke recommended that soybeans be combined

with potatoes to make a kind of porridge. A quotation from
Dr. Eduard Mach [of St. Michele, South Tirol] describes the
taste of soybeans. Other food uses of soybeans proposed by
Haberlandt: a substitute for peas in pea sausages, chocolate
substitute.
Note 1. What are the ingredients in pea sausages? Do
they contain any meat?
Three tables (p. 191) show the nutritional value /
chemical composition of soybeans. (1) The first analysis of
the composition of soybeans (soybean seeds) in Germany
was conducted by Senff, who obtained the seeds from Japan
[from Mr. Berndt]. Their average chemical composition
is given. (2) Mr. A. Tomaszek / Tomasek [in Napagedl in
Mähren / Moravia, a region in today’s Czech Republic]
gives the following composition percentages for two types
of soybeans from China, grown by him in 1876: yellow
(column 1) and dark red (col. 2). (3) Further analysis by
Tomaszek / Tomasek shows extremely high concentrations
of fat and nitrogen [protein] for the two types of soybeans
shown in table (2).
Three more tables (p. 192) give a more detailed analysis,
by the Technical Laboratory in Vienna, of three soybean
varieties: yellow (from Mongolia), yellow (from China), and
dark red (from China). There are three columns: Original
soybean sample, soybeans grown the first year, and soybeans
grown the second year. For each variety, data are given for
water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude fiber, and ash.
A table (top of p. 193) shows the chemical composition
of seven types of legumes: Peas, lentils, wild beans, yellow
lupins, haricot beans, broad beans [Vicia faba], Chinese
beans (soya), and soya beans. For each legume, data are
given for water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude
fiber, and ash. The data for the first five legumes come from
Emil T. Wolff. The data for the broad beans and Chinese
beans (soya) come from J. Kuehn / Kühn. The data for the
soya beans come from Zulkowski.
A quotation from Carl Berdt includes details on soybean
composition, and discussion of the uses of soybean oil
(including in bread). A table (p. 193-94), based on the
research of Prof. Völker [Voelcker, of London] gives the
percentage composition of dried soybean oil-cake (Chinese
oilbean cake). A table (2 columns) by Caplan (p. 194) gives
the chemical composition of soybean pods, and of the leaves
and stems. Another table (p. 194-95) gives an analysis by
Zulkowski of the composition soybean straw and chaff dried
at two temperatures: air-dried, and dried at 100ºC. A table (p.
196) shows the mineral composition of soybeans.
Pages 197-98 summarize: (1) Cultural trials and harvest
information by Attems with Mongolian yellow and Chinese
brownish-red soybeans. He was satisfied with the results and
sees a future for soybeans. (2) Harvest results of Tomaszek.
(3) Harvest results of Prof. Kulisz. Continued.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Russia. This
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document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Russia (1877), or the cultivation of soybeans in Russia
(1881, but perhaps as early as 1877 or 1878). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest Russian-language
document seen (Nov. 2002) concerning the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soy oil.
Alternate Journal Name entry: Trudy Vol’nogoEkonomicheskogo Obshchestva (Scholarly Works of the Free
Economical Society).
152. Organov, N. 1881. Soia ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja
hispida *): Okonchaie [Soybean or oil-bearing plant (Soja
hispida *): Conclusion]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago
Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions
of the Imperial Free Economic Society) 1(3):304-325.
March. [Rus]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Haberlandt’s 1876 experiments
with soybeans: Table showing analysis (p. 305). 2.
Haberlandt distributes seeds to interested colleagues for
further experimentation: Overall success rate (first year
not successful due to poor weather), results of harvests
in various countries. 3. Analysis of experimental results
of the following [scientists]: Goethe / Göthe (of Marburg
[today’s Maribor in Slovenia]; table p. 309). Josef Mosdosy
(of Croatia; table p. 310). Thausing (of Mödling). Josef
Kristan (of Capodistria; tables p. 311-12 on his three types
of soybeans: yellow, dark-red, or black). Eduard Mach (of
St. Michele in southern Tyrol; table p. 313). Unknown (of
Grodenskaya region, Russia; data / results also unknown).
I.G. Podoba (2 footnotes) (of Novorossiisk), Tomaszek /
Tomasek, Schnorrenpfeil (of Proskau).
4. Generalization of the soybean’s capabilities of
acclimatization, and nutrition (in Europe). 5. Tables (p. 314):
Comparison of fat and protein values–original sample, grown
in 1875, grown in 1876.
6. Soybean’s requirements for growth: water, warmth,
and light (table, p. 319, summarizing the total heat units
{ºC} during certain growing seasons). 7. Table (p. 323): Data
collected while trying to predict the best season for growing
soybeans. The column heads are as follows: 1. Plot number
(11 plots). 2. Time of planting. 3. Time of emergence (first
sighting of sprouts / shoots). 4. Start of flowering. 5. Harvest
time. 6. Number of plants. 7-8. Number of pods. 7. Full pods.
8. Empty pods. 9-11. Weight in units of zolotnik (1 zolotnik
= 4.26 gm). 9. Seeds. 10. Pods. 11. Stems and leaves. 12-13.
Number of pods. 12. Minimum. 13. Maximum.
153. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Maslichnyi
gorokh ili soya (Soya hispida): Svoistva, kul’tura i sposob
upotrebleniya [Oil-bearing pea plant or soybean (Soya
hispida): Composition, cultivation, and uses]. Odessa,
Ukraine, Russia: Printing House of L. Nitche. 14 p. 20 cm.

[4 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Discusses: The soybean plant is attracting
interest in agriculture, as being a prominent plant in the
future, competing with the domestic potatoes and maize
(kukuruza). Introduction of soybeans to Europe from Asia
(Austria, Germany, France). The yellow soybean found
best suited for acclimatization. Botanical indications of a
useful / healthy soybean plant. Cultivation of soybeans.
Uses of soybeans: Dairy cattle–Podoba says it is already
known that soybeans can be used to feed dairy cattle
and recommends it to be used likewise in the Southern
agriculture. Table comparing soybeans to other plants in its
chemical composition. Preparation of soybeans for food:
soybean flour, “bean” cheese [tofu], uses in the army, “bean”
sausages, substitutes for coffee and chocolate. Cultivation
of soybean in the Tavricheskaia region (Crimean region of
today’s Ukraine).
Note 1. This is the 4th earliest Russian-language
document seen (Nov. 2002) concerning the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to dairy
cattle. Address: Odessa, Ukraine, Russia.
154. Renouard, Alfred. 1881. Sur l’introduction du soja
hispida en Europe [On the introduction of the soybean to
Europe]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 10:945-51. April. Session of 17
April 1881, Algiers. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Cultivation and
harvest. Soya as a forage plant. The edible soybean [food
uses]. “The soya, or rather the soja hispida is a plant that is
cultivated at many locations in Europe, but whose name is
not well known here, and which has only been cultivated
for several years. Japan has long known the specialties of
its cultivation. There it is well known under the name of
o’mamé and from it is extracted, from the roasted seeds, the
sauce called “japonaise,” which is found in the commerce of
Europe, where it enjoys a good reputation.
History: At the Exposition of Vienna, in 1873, the
Japanese government exhibited, for the first time, the soya as
a forage and food plant. Some Austrian scholars, including
Prof. Haberlandt of the Institute of Agronomy at Vienna,
then studied the composition of this oilseed and perceived
that it would make an excellent forage. In 1877 trials started
in Austria. In 1871 the Society for Acclimatization in Paris
sent several samples of soya seeds to M. Blavet, president
of the Horticultural Society of Étampes. He grew the crop
and sent samples to other departments and abroad. Later the
seed house of Vilmorin coined the name “Soya of Etampes”
(soya d’Étampes). But it does not seem that these laudable
efforts have been crowned with success. Mr. Paillieux of the
National Society for Agriculture, Mr. Saint-André, director
of the Agronomic Station at Montpellier, Mr. Vavin of the
Society for Acclimatization, have all worked with soya and
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are still working for the propagation of this useful plant.
“In the region of Nord, it is to a Frenchman, who
actually lives in Moravia, that we owe the actual propagation
of soybean culture: Mr. Julius Robert, who cultivates
nearly 3,000 hectares at Seelowitz. Last year he made a
gift of several hundred liters of soybeans to the Society of
Farmers of Nord. At the instigation of Mr. Corenwinder,
several farmers tried them. The results obtained by the first
experimenters were, in general, satisfying, but we should
not yet make a final judgment as to the plant’s definite
acclimatization. Nearly 30 farmers from around the town of
Lille are proposing to plant soybeans again. Free samples,
provided to our society by Mr. Olivier Lecq (of Templeuve),
an agent for Mr. Robert and those who conducted the first
trials, have been rapidly distributed. Today we can consider
the soybean as definitely well tested in our department.
“Cultivation and harvest of soybeans: Mr. Yossida
[Yoshida], a Japanese man from Tokyo, was sent to the town
of Lille by his government to work seriously on cultivation
and preparation of flax / linseed. He told us that there were
at least 100 varieties of soybean in Japan. A Japanese book
titled Explanation, with Illustrations, of Trees and Plants
Newly Determined, mentioned 25 very distinct varieties of
soybeans. The Chinese herbal only cited five varieties, which
seems to prove that the soybean is native to Japan.
“In France, we barely know 2 or 3 varieties: the yellow
and the brown soybean for temperate climate, and the black
for the warm climate. It is the yellow variety that was tried
in the department of Nord, and also, by the way, the one that
has been cultivated at the Museum since 1790; there we can
observe that it comes up well but it does not produce seeds
every year” (p. 946).
“In the department of Nord the soybean, can be
harvested toward the end of September or during October.
However, in warmer countries or regions, the harvest can
begin in August or September.”
“The harvest ought to be done like that of the like the
dwarf bean (haricot nain), in the department of Nord, in
ripping out the stalks entirely, then suspending them from
poles in an open field, the bundles of soybeans tied just
above the top of the roots [hung upside down]. The plant
thus dries rapidly, if the weather does not pose an obstacle to
it. When the soybeans are well dried out, they can easily be
stored: they are not attacked by weevils (bruches) that cause,
as everyone knows, so much damage to beans, peas, lentils,
etc.”
In 1879 in Austria trials were conducted by Mr. de
Blackowicz [Edmund v. Blaskovics] under orders from the
Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture. In 1879 he obtained an
average yield of 1,699 liters/hectare (range: 237 to 3,262).
Mature and well dried, the soybean constitutes an
excellent feed for animals in France. On this subject,
comparative experiments on the nutritional value of airdried soybean pods and dead leaves were conducted in 1879

by Messrs. Weiske, Delmel, and Schulze at the Proskau
agronomic station.
In total, 1,000 gm of pods were fed to each of two
sheep, from Jan. 8-15 then from Jan. 16-23. One table shows
percentage of each nutrient in the pods digested by each
sheep (p. 948). A second table shows the percentage of each
nutrient in the dead leaves digested by each sheep (p. 949).
“Finally, the soybean has been fed to animals after
having been ensiled in a mixture with various forages. The
fermentation which these forage crops undergo changes
the composition of each. For example, in mixing soya with
maize (which contains only 4-5% protein), the protein
content of the mixed silage is increased. The following
analysis, made in 1879 at Lobozitz (Bohemia) in the
agricultural laboratory of the prince of Schwartzenberg, is of
a forage composed 80% maize on the stalk and 20% soya on
the branches. A table (p. 949) shows: Moisture 8.62%, fatty
materials 2.33%, cellulose 43.94%, nitrogen-free extracts
27.56%, proteins 8.75%, and ash 8.80%.
On the farm of Mr. Julius Robert, the cattle being
fattened were fed as follows (per head per day). A table (p.
949) shows–in February: Hay 3 kg. Soya and maize ensilage
5 kg. Corn flour 1 kg. Beet peels 40 kg. Chopped straw 6
kg. Salt 80 gm. The amount of soy and maize silage fed in
March and April were increased to 8 kg. The next table (p.
950) shows that the cattle gained (on average) 633 kg in
Feb., 654 kg in March, and 690 kg in April. The increases in
weight gain in March and April must be due entirely to the
marked increase in the amounts of soy and maize silage fed
during those two months.
The article concludes: “To make from the soybean what
the Japanese and Chinese make from it is the least important
part of the question; because we think that Europe will leave
them with their soy butter (mizou [miso]), their sauce (soyo
[shoyu]) and their cheese [tofu]. It is not surprising that
people tried to make cheese; the legumine [a kind of protein]
which the soybean contains in large proportion, is, as we
know, analogous to casein and undergoes the same chemical
reactions. By the way, all these products, except the sauce,
are detestable to the European palate.
“Next year I shall give an account of the results obtained
during three years of trials in the department of Nord” [in far
northern France on the border with Belgium].
Contains eight tables from earlier publications by other
authors.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word soyo to refer to
soy sauce. Address: The Younger (fils), Civil engineer,
manufacturer at Lille, secretary general of the Industrial
Society of Nord [a department in northern France] (Ingénieur
civil, Manufacturier à Lille, Secretaire général de la Société
industrielle du Nord).
155. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient
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(Vienna). 1881. Zur Verwendung der Soja-Bohne als
Nahrungsmittel [The utilization of the soybean as food].
7(7):119-20. July 15. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This article is about tofu (Bohnenkäse) in China,
based on sources published earlier, especially Stanislas Julien
[sic, Champion & Lhôte (1869. in French)].
156. Roman, E. 1881. Correspondance: Sur le Soja
[Correspondence: On the soybean]. Nature (La) (Paris)
10(425):115. July 25. Letter. [Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean (Le Soja or Soya), of which
you have spoken in previous issues of La Nature, is a
very interesting plant and destined to play a major role
in our agriculture, but it is not new, and its introduction
[to Europe?] should not be attributed to Italy [but rather
to France]. The [Natural History] Museum was already
in possession of its seeds in 1779, but at that time it was
nothing but a curiosity. It has been cultivated there up to
1880 inclusive.
“It is now grown not only in Italy but also in AustriaHungary, where its cultivation seems to have undergone
a major development, and in France at various points,
especially at Etampes and at Montpellier. Likewise, I had
some planted at Orange [capital of Vaucluse in southeast
France] this year.
“This plant is probably destined to play as important
a role in the future as the potato. Its qualities, which have
already been confirmed in France by many experimenters,
leave no room for doubt. La Revue Horticole has already
published several articles on soya; and Mr. Paillieux has
written a brochure on this subject (published by la Maison
rustique).
“Although it seems incredible, soya a hardy plant in
France, especially from the latitude of Paris southward,
grows in any soil, even the driest, and can provide us with
the following: 1. An excellent forage, that is good for
fattening cattle. 2. Seeds similar in shape to small haricot
beans, but containing 37% protein, 20% fat, and only 3%
starch.
“None of our French legumes has an equal chemical
composition. The nutritional composition of soya is much
better than that of haricots and lentils. It comes close, in that
respect, to that of cheeses and could possibly replace the
famous dry pepper sausage (saucisson aux pois).
“Cooked with rain water and certain precaution, those
beans can make a nice dish similar to haricots.
“From it, the Chinese make milk (du lait), various
cheeses (divers fromages), oil, a condiment (Indian Soy
[sauce]), etc., etc.
“In France, people have envisioned roasting the seeds to
make imitation coffee.
“I immediately tried it to check the idea and, although
I am very choosy when it comes to coffee, I recognized that
the flavor and properties of this decoction of soya were quite

similar to those of an average quality coffee. It goes without
saying that a cup of soy coffee, well prepared, is immensely
preferable to what we are served under the name of mocha in
75% of publish establishments.
“Mixed with milk, the decoction of soya is, in my
opinion, better than the coffee with the best aroma. For some
time now, we have been drinking this soy coffee with milk
every morning. The awareness of these properties of soya
would be very useful to the poorer classes, for it actually
costs 1.20 French francs per kg at Vilmorin, and this price
will certainly drop by more than half when soya comes to be
extensively cultivated.
“You can see from the above that soya is one of the most
valuable plants and that its cultivation merits encouragement
in France. It is doubtful that, to start with, we will develop
all of the applications mentioned above. But we could–and
this is the advice given by those who introduced it–cultivate
it first for use as forage. Animals are not sensitive to routine;
they accept with pleasure anything savory that one offers
them, and have already adopted the soybean. Once the plant
is extensively cultivated and well known, we will gradually
come to take advantage of all of its qualities.”
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the word lait to refer to soymilk.
Address: Ingenieur en chef à Périgueux.
157. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du
Nord. 1881. Acclimatation du soya ispida [sic, hispida]
dans le département [Acclimatization of the soybean in the
department]. p. 315. Meeting of Oct. 5. [Fre]
• Summary: The president says that the Society of
Agriculturists (la Societe des Agriculteurs) has attempted the
acclimatization of Soya hispida in the department [of Nord]
from the beginning of this year. He begs the members who
sowed some of the seeds following the given instructions, to
please make known the results that they have obtained up to
this day.
Messrs. Desprez, Mesnard, and Vion agree in saying
that, in their fields, the plant has vegetated well, that it has
become very strong, [and] yielded many pods but no beans.
Mr. Steevenoot, who obtained the same results, says that
the plant, nevertheless, is excellent forage and that animals
eat it willingly.
Mr. Macarez remarked that the chickens eat this bean
avidly. Could it perhaps eventually replace a more costly
feed?
Mr. Lafontaine observes that in Tourcoing, the Roubaix
Company (la Compagnie de Roubaix) uses to good
advantage Soya hispida, which it orders in great quantities
from Austria, for horse feed.
Note: Tourcoing (Dutch: Toerkonje) is a city and
commune in northern France, in the Nord département,
located near the cities of Lille and Roubaix and the Belgian
border.
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158. Siroy, -. 1881. Note sur le Soja ou Soya [Note on
the soybean or soya]. Journal de la Societe Centrale
d’Horticulture de France 3:645-46. Third Series. Presented
13 Oct. 1881. [Fre]
• Summary: This article focuses on green vegetable
soybeans. The soybean (Le Soya), which is so widely used
in China and Japan, is a plant that has already been known
for a long time in Europe. But since the cultural trials had
generally failed, the plant has not, until recently, been
granted any importance. Today, however, several European
countries are doing useful work with the soybean–notably
Austria and France. A large variety of applications have been
found, but here we will consider only its use a food plant.
Those who would like more complete information on
this subject should consult a work by our wise and studious
colleague, Mr. Paillieux, which was published last year in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization.
The soybean resembles the Haricot bean, and like it
originated in the Indies (or India; l’Inde). These plants have
been cultivated since ancient times and, because of that,
have produced a large number of varieties. The soybean is a
native of the south; nevertheless some of these varieties can
be cultivated in our climate. We must choose those which are
distinguished by a relatively short vegetative stage. That is
to say, those whose seeds mature promptly, like those which
were laid upon the table at the meeting of 8 Sept. 1881, by
Mr. Michelin, and which come from the crops of Mr. Née of
Rue de l’Abbaye, No. 44, in Paris. This is, in my opinion,
during the two years that soybeans have been presented to
the Society, the only variety that can be recommended as a
garden vegetable (plante potagère).
The pods are very full, rounded, and they lend
themselves to shelling, whereas the other varieties, whose
pods remain flat, require a great deal of work to remove the
seeds. This is, in part, the reason the plant has been rejected,
because the taste of beans from all the different varieties is
the same. I have been charged with tasting the soybean seeds
(les graines du Soya) by Mr. Née. Our family has given great
attention to this matter and we have recognized that this is
a good vegetable. Some people prefer the Haricot; it is a
matter of taste.
The soybean has a very unique aroma, which is more
or less pleasing, but cannot be accepted by everyone. The
important thing, therefore, is to obtain a good variety. I have
two varieties in my garden, but they do not merit the care I
gave them, while Mr. Née cultivates a whole field of them
and obtains very good results. His plants are loaded with
pods and give a good yield. Address: Secretary, Committee
on Garden Crops (Comité de Culture potagére), Central
Horticultural Society of France.
159. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon). 1881. The soy bean, a
new feeding stuff. 1:567. Dec. 1.

• Summary: This is reprinted from British Mail [Masl].
“Mr. Wamford [Warnford] Lock has drawn attention to the
soy bean of China and Japan, Glycine soya (Soja hispida),
sufficiently familiar as the source of the eastern sauce of that
name, and affording a valuable oil (bean oil), which is the
subject of an article in the new ‘Industrial Encyclopaedia.’
It is attracting considerable attention among Continental
agriculturists, and has recently been experimented on with
regard to its value as a food for milch cows and fat cattle.
As a forcing food for milch cows, the soy bean is superior to
grains; for fat cattle, it is less adapted, and ranks second to
grains.
“The plant can be cultivated in Central and Eastern
Europe, and similar localities, especially in unfavourable
years, when other crops are backward. For growth as a field
crop it is recommended to be sown in rows 18 in. apart in the
middle of May.
“The qualities of the beans grown in diluvial [deposited
by a flood] and alluvial [deposited by running water] soils
are shown by the following analyses [alluvial given in
parentheses]:–Water 15.20 (19.50), fat 16.21 (17.94), protein
28.63 (25.94), non-nitrogenous extractive matter 30.84
(33.16), fibre 4.38 (4.45), mineral matter 4.74 (8.82).
“The straw or haulm of the plant is practically worthless
for neat cattle, but the husks and leaves, mixed with mashed
food, or even alone, are readily eaten. It has also been
found that the chopped beans, soaked for 12 hours in water
containing a little salt, are greedily taken by cattle, and that
few pass through undigested.
“According to M. Roman, a French savant, the
cultivation of the soja or soya, has of late years been largely
developed in Austria-Hungary, Italy, and parts of France.
This plant is extensively cultivated by the Chinese, who
make a cheese and various dishes from its fruit. When
roasted the seeds form an excellent substitute for coffee,
and altogether M. Roman thinks that the plant will pay
better than the potato. At present the retail price of the soja
beans is sixpence per pound, but as the plant becomes more
extensively cultivated, they will no doubt be reduced in
price.”
Note 1. This journal is published by the Dept. of
Agriculture, Peradeniya, Ceylon.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “substitute for coffee” in
connection with soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the word “protein” in connection
with soybeans.
160. Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient
(Vienna). 1881. Die japanische Sojabohne als Nahrungsmittel
[The Japanese soybean as a source of food]. 7(12):204-05.
Dec. 15. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the July issue of this periodical was
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information on the preparation of miso from soybeans.
Additional information was sent by Dr. G. Wagener, our
correspondent in Tokyo.
Contains a detailed description of how to make miso
(miszo). Soybeans are soaked for 12 hours until soft. The
water is poured off and the beans are then cooked for 5 hours
in fresh water. The thick, viscous, sweet-tasting cooking
liquid is filtered off (using a basket) and the beans are
mashed underfoot. To each 1.8 liters of beans are added 5.4
liters of koji (made by the fermentation of rice), 5.4 liters of
salt, and 1.8 liters of the cooking liquid. The combination is
mixed and filled into vats, which are then covered with oiledpaper (Oelpapier). This koji miso or white miso is ready
after 10 days.
A very delicious red (aka) miso is made without koji. In
the countryside, miso is prepared in other ways and can be
kept for 7-8 years.
161. Renouard, Alfred. 1881. Compte-rendu des travaux de
l’année 1881: Section des sciences appliquées [Report on the
work of the year 1881: Section of applied sciences]. Bulletin
Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du Nord. p. 23-24.
Solemn meeting of Dec. 18. [Fre]
• Summary: For a long time, a number of learned societies,
among which I must place at the forefront the Society
for Acclimatization of Paris, have tried to introduce into
France the cultivation of a sort of oil pea (pois oléagineux),
resembling both the lentil and the haricot, and imported from
Japan to Austria under the botanical name of Soya hispida.
According to one of the associate members of our society,
Mr. Julius Robert, who resides at Seelowitz, Moravia, this
pea gives excellent results in the feed of livestock, and it
is also sought after for domestic [human] consumption.
Mr. Albert Lapureau wanted to determine its chemical
composition; he has noticed in various analyses he has
conducted a considerable quantity of nitrogenous materials.
Based on their faith in the valuable information about
this Dolichos bean (dolique) provided by Misters Julius
Robert, Corenwinder, and Olivier Lecq, who first occupied
themselves with it, as by Mr. Ladureau, a certain number of
members of the Society decided to plant soybeans.
The most detailed results were furnished to us on this
subject by Mr. Victor De Swarte, treasurer-general of Jura.
With a care that denotes all of the benevolent ardor with
which our colleague devotes himself to what can be useful
to the agriculture of his country, Mr. De Swarte brought back
the results obtained from two farmers from Lons le Saulnier,
Messrs. Nel and Grant, and he sent us a very interesting
communication on these trials. We cannot thank Mr. De
Swarte enough, and we encourage him to keep us informed
of his further observations on this subject.
Let us again remember here that, according to the
opinion of Mr. Robert, confirmed scientifically by our wise
colleague Mr. Corenwinder, the soybean grown in our

countries, must be cut while still green to be used as forage.
[At this stage] the useful principles (principes [nutrients])
of the plant have not yet migrated to the seed, and as they
remain entirely in the plant, they profit all the more the
farmer, who uses it [the soybean plant] to feed his livestock.
Address: The Younger (fils), Secretary-Archivist [of the
Society, France].
162. Schulze, E.; Barbieri, J. 1881. Zur Bestimmung
der Eiweissstoffe und der nicht-eiweissartigen
Stickstoffverbindungen in den Pflanzen [The determination
of protein and the non-proteinaceous nitrogen compounds
in the plants]. Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen
26:213-83. See p. 236, 238, 241-42, 248, 262, 266, 278, 28081). [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In this long, detailed and technically
sophisticated article, you can see the brilliance of German
science and agricultural chemistry in the late 1800s.
Soybeans (Sojabohnen, Soja) (with and without hulls) and
soybean sprouts (Sojakeimlinge, Sojakeimlingen) (both
yellow and black) are mentioned throughout the article.
Soybeans are considered to be a starch-free seed (p. 278).
Address: From the agricultural-chemical laboratory of the
Polytechnic at Zurich [Switzerland].
163. Cook, George H. 1881. Soja beans. Rutgers Scientific
School, Annual Report 17:54-57.
• Summary: “We made another trial of these beans this year,
planting them very thick in two rows 128 feet long, upon
very good ground. They grew well all season, and ripened
evenly, not being much affected by the extreme dry weather.
The crop of beans from the rows was twenty-two pounds.
They can be easily planted and properly tended in rows two
feet apart. This appears to be a good way of growing them.
Last year we tried to grow them by sowing the seed, but they
were soon overrun and choked by weeds, and the crop was
worthless. This year success is very encouraging. An acre of
ground, at the rate these rows produced, would yield thirtyone bushels.
“The seed was obtained, part in Munich and part in
Vienna, in 1878, and has now been planted three times
without showing any signs of deterioration from our climate
or soil. It has some most valuable properties as a farm crop.
To quote from the paper sent out by the Bavarian Experiment
Station:” Note: this same translation appeared in Cook 1879.
“The following is the composition of the beans grown
on the College Farm this year, which is the third year’s
growth with us:” A table (p. 56) shows: “Albuminoids
35.39%, fat 19.01%, carbohydrates 26.17%, fibre 4.96%, ash
4.88%, water 9.64%.”
“The superior value of these beans will be better
appreciated after an examination of the composition of some
of our best-known feeding substances, and a comparison of
the results.” The same table and subsequent analysis of it that
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appeared in Cook’s 1879 annual report is reproduced again
here. The article concludes: “We hope in another year to be
able to make some feeding experiments with soja beans.”
Note: Largely through the influence of George Hammell
Cook, “the New Jersey legislature, by an act of April 4, 1864,
designated Rutgers Scientific School as the State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and made it the beneficiary
of the Federal Land Grant Act of 1862... That year a farm
of 100 acres was purchased, and field experiments with
fertilizers were begun in 1865... Professor Cook became vice
president of Rutgers College in 1864” (True 1937, p. 75-76).
Address: New Jersey.
164. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht:
Zusammenstullung der vorliegenden Cultur- und
Duengungsversuche fuer den praktischen Landwirth [The
soybean as a crop: Compilation of the existing cultivation
and fertilizer trials for the practical farmer]. Berlin: Verlag
von Paul Parey. 50 p. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This book is identical in content to a 50-page
article also published in 1881 in Journal für Landwirthschaft
(29:563-613)–which see for table for contents and details.
However a dedication page states that the book is dedicated
to the director of the Bavarian agricultural research station,
Dr. Julius Lehmann. A forward notes that it was written in
Munich, i.e., South Germany. Address: Munich, Germany.
165. Rural New-Yorker. 1882. Notes from the experimental
grounds of the Rural New-Yorker [The Hairy Soja Bean].
41:9-10. Jan. 7.
• Summary: A large, excellent illustration (line drawing, by
W. Scranton of the Rural New Yorker) shows three leaves,
several clumps of pods, 3 seeds, and the upper stems of soja
bean plant.
“The Hairy Soja Bean [“Hairy” is based on the German
term “rauhaarigen”], of which an original sketch is now
presented,... was first brought to our notice by Professor
Geo. H. Cook of the Rutgers Scientific School of New
Brunswick, New Jersey... he says that when in Munich in
1878, he saw the Soja Bean in cultivation as a new crop,
and probably a desirable addition to our forage products.
It was seen in the grounds of the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station, and was in very vigorous growth.
The gentleman in charge gave him a few seeds; and seeds
of several other varieties of the same plant were procured
at Vienna by Mr. James Neilson. Both planted them and
gathered crops of the different kinds in 1879. The following
is a translation of a part of a paper sent out from the Bavarian
Experiment Station to those who were growing and testing
the capabilities of the new plant: “Two years ago Professor
Haberland [Haberlandt], of Vienna, an untiring botanical
experimenter, introduced to us a plant whose pleasant-tasting
seeds are rich in albumen and fat in very digestible forms.
This plant is the Hairy Soja Bean (Soja hispida, Moench).

Professor Haberland found samples of the seed at the Vienna
Exposition among the agricultural products of China, Japan,
Mongolia, Transcaucasia and India... Its seeds, boiled or
roasted, have a pleasant taste, and form an almost daily part
of the food in India, China and Japan.”
Experiments were made in various parts of Bohemia,
Moravia [both in the Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993],
Southern Austria, Styria [the capital of Graf in today’s
Austria], Hungary and Upper Silesia in 1876. The next
year 135 trials were made under various climatic influences
from the well-ripened seeds from these crops. Professor
Schwackerhofer, of Vienna, has analyzed the original and the
harvested seed, and the Soja straw.
The article then summarizes two articles on soybeans,
one from La Nature in France (July 1881) and another from
Gardener’s Chronicle in London (18 Sept. 1880).
“Seeds of the Soja Bean were sent to us by Mr. James
H. Gregory [seedsman] of Marblehead, Massachusetts, at
our request, last winter.” The Rural New-Yorker grew them,
and concluded: “While the leaves and stems were quite green
our cattle eat them with evident relish but the relish was less
apparent as they ripened–and they were refused entirely after
being cut and dried. From the above test we should never
raise the Soja Bean as a fodder plant. Many kinds of the
cow-pea, as may be seen from our reports in these columns
during 1880, will yield five times the amount of vine and
leaves.”
166. Belfast Morning News (Antrim, Northern Ireland).
1882. Soya hispida. Jan. 16. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “Some of our farmers who are tired of
unremunerative corn-growing, and are yet not too
discouraged to try new experiments, may, perhaps, do
something with a grain not very well known, except in the
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East. This is the soya hispida, whose English name we are
ashamed not be able to give, and whose manifold good
qualities were explained a few days ago to the Society of
French Agriculturists. The home of this plant, where it is
cultivated in great profusion, is the extreme East of Asia.
The Chinese make use of it when ripe for the manufacture of
an oil, and, after extracting it, give the remnant of the grain,
together with the stalks and leaves of the plant, as a food for
cattle.
“In Japan the principal use made of it is for the
extraction of a sauce [soy sauce], which they use with all
sorts of viands; and in the preparation this condiment take
very great pains, keeping the grain for months, and even
years, in order to give it a better flavour.
“The growth of the plant is abundant in hot climates, but
it is also well suited to colder temperature, and in the more
northern parts of Asia where it is grown the grain is mixed
with chopped straw, and so given to horses and cattle. These,
however, are by no means the sole uses to which the soya
hispida is put. Its cultivation has become general in Syria
[sic, Styria] and Dalmatia [a region in western Yugoslavia on
the Adriatic Sea; but in 2014 in Croatia], and has begun to be
common as far west as Hungary. In the two former countries
the grain, after being allowed to ripen, is thrashed [threshed]
out and roasted, and then employed for the making of coffee.
The liquid so produced said to be very like real coffee,
though of inferior strength and flavour.
“In China there are yet other uses found for it. The adult
grains are soaked till they swell and become soft, and then
cooked like the small sort of beans. In other places, the seeds
are set in a very damp, watery soil, and kept in darkness till
they sprout up into a long white stalk, four or five inches
high, which is then cut and served up after the manner of a
salad. Finally, it is possible actually to make out of the grain
a sort of cheese [tofu] which is consumed in huge quantities
by the poorer people both in China and Japan.”

most of the time, its pods do not become sufficiently dry in
the fields; they require drying in a barn. It is very productive
and develops extraordinarily well. Therefore, when it is
planted, it must be given more space than other varieties. It is
of excellent quality and has been tasted more often than any
other variety.
“The green soybean of Japan (Le Soya vert du Japon).
This variety was introduced 4 years ago by Mr. Dedouvres,
who cultivated it with success in Paris. Its chief merit is to
produce seeds of a color that are preferred in cuisine.
“The yellow soybean of Hungary (Soya jaune de
Hongrie). This is a Chinese variety cultivated on a large
scale in Austria-Hungary and imported by MM. VilmorinAndrieux & Co. This variety (Ce Soya) matures earlier than
Étampes, and ripens its seeds in the fields in 15 to 21 days
less than Étampes. It is not as strong as the Étampes, less
well developed, but it occupies less space. Since the yield of
the Hungarian soybean is about 25% less than the yield of
Étampes, you must plant it on 25% more land to get equal
production.”
“Today I will distribute to you seeds of the Soya
d’Étampes and the green soybean of Japan. On March 7, I
will distribute seeds of the early soybean of Hungary.”
Mr. Paillieux also distributes seeds of hadaka mugi
(naked barley), pois de Géorgie (Georgia peas) and La
courge de Siam (the gourd of Siam–which is cultivated all
over Spain).
Page 314 notes that Mr. Chappellier has grown his crops
on a very dry terrain; the soybeans (les Soya) have not grown
tall here. Mr. Paillieux remarks that if the soil does not
possess a certain humidity conducive to prompt germination,
the seeds do not give good results. Mr. Millet observes that
the grains could be soaked in water. Mr. Paillieux responds
that, for the soybean, this method has been employed in
Germany, but it offers no advantages. Address: Secretary,
France.

167. Grisard, Jules. 1882. Extraits des procés-verbaux des
séances de la société. Cinquième section. Séance du 31
Janvier 1882 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings
of the society. Fifth section. Meeting of 31 Jan. 1882].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 29:311-14. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Paillieux, recently elected vice-president
of the section, distributes to the members seeds of several
vegetables, then gives information about each. There are four
varieties of soybeans: “Soya. I spoke about this plant at great
length last year. Today I will be brief. I know of only three
varieties of soya that can be cultivated in the climate of Paris.
I will say a few words about each of these.
“Le Soya d’Étampes. The Horticultural Society of
Etampes received this variety some years ago from the
Society for Acclimatization. Its culture as been succeeded
perfectly. It is one of the numerous yellow-seeded varieties
that exist in China and Japan. It does not mature early and,

168. Giliaranskii, V.P. 1882. Monografiya Kitaiskago
maslichnago gorokha “Soja hispida” [Monograph on Chinese
oil-bearing pea plant Soja hispida]. Trudy Imperatorskago
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg
(Transactions of the Imperial Free Economic Society)
3(3):269-71. Nov.; 3(4):435-50. Dec. [10 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Part I (Nov.): Soybeans were introduced to
Russia to increase the country’s food production. Discusses
the nutritional value of soybeans. Haberlandt introduced the
cultivation of soybeans to Europe, and his trials proved that
soybeans could be successfully grown in various European
countries. However Podoba was the first who practically /
experimentally proved the success of soybean in Europe.
Podoba also installed a laboratory partner named Fein in
southern Russia. The first popularizer was A.V. Sovetov, who
initiated further projects and data collection.
Giliaranskii began his work in 1881 when he received
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5 soybean seeds from his director, Nikolai Pavlovich
Ill’inu, who also allowed Giliaranskii to use his equipment
and laboratory. In 1880 the Asian Department of Foreign
Ministry (of Russia) obtained soybean samples by demand.
In the same year, crop information about soybeans was
received from the Consulate.
In the text, Giliaranskii then cites five documents that
were helpful to him in compiling this article: (1) Organov, N.
1881. Soia ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja hispida *) [Soybean
or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida *)]. Trudy Imperatorskago
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg
(Scholarly Works of the Imperial Free Economical
Society 1(2):184-198. Feb.; 1(3):304-325. March). (2) The
publications of Dr. Bretschneider, who was on a mission to
Peking. (3) La Planta Soja hispida, by Geerts, a report from
a mission to Japan. Chapters 3 and 4 from Part 1; Chapters 4
and 5 from Part 2 (translation from French), including much
information about soy sauce and miso. (4) The famous book:
Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der
Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze [The soybean: Results
of studies and trials on the potential for growing this newly
introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. (5) Oesterreichische Monatsschrift
für den Orient (Vienna). 1881. Die japanische Sojabohne als
Nahrungsmittel [The Japanese soybean as a source of food].
7(12):204-05. Dec. 15.
Part II (Dec.): Chapter 1. Oil of soybean seeds (Maslo
semian soi). Bretschneider discusses the taste and use
of soybeans in Russia. Karl Brendt is mentioned again.
Giliaranskii states: “My yield included 40 zolotnik (1
zolotnik = 4.26 gm) of oil, produced from the variety of
seeds received from Mr. Podoba. The oil was extracted using
sulfuric ether. I had about 4 lb of soybeans, which I ground
in a coffee mill. Then I immersed the flour in ether in a test
tube for 4-5 days. Almost all of the oil was extracted. I also
extracted the oil using carbon bisulphide, but the yield was
1.5% less than with sulfuric ether.
“I also tried to extract the oil using petroleum ether, but
again the yield was unsatisfactory. In addition, the petroleum
ether dissociates from the soybean oil, thus changing the
latter’s smell and taste. The product known as rigolen, which
has a boiling point of 35ºC, would be the best solvent of all,
it is impossible to obtain in St. Petersburg.
“The oil I extracted using sulfuric ether had a clear,
heavy yellow color, similar to olive oil in color and
viscosity... however as time passes, under certain conditions,
it becomes black in color.” Through his experiments,
Giliaranskii proved that soybean oil contains nitrogen. Sato
and his experiments are mentioned (p. 436-37).
A table (p. 437-38) gives the percentage composition
of soybean cake (water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract,
cellulose, ash), with two columns based on the research
of Völcker (1872) and J. Küehn (see Pott 1889, p. 490).

Soybean oil cakes, known in English as “bean-cakes,” are an
important export from the port of Newchwang to southern
China, especially to Syamou (?). Discusses the price of
soybeans.
Chapter 2. Uses of soy sauce (in China, as well as
Europe). Methods of preparing soy sauce are described
in numerous Chinese and Japanese publications, but also
in European publications such as: (1) Etude pratique du
commerce d’exportation de la Chine, by N. Rondot (1848,
Renard, p. 188). (2) Chinese Commercial Guide, by W.
Williams (1863, Hong Kong, p. 139). (3) Newspaper article
by K.A. Skachkov in Golos [Voice] (No. 72, 1882). The
main ingredients used in making soy sauce are yellow
soybeans (Soja hispida, Shiro-daizu or Teppo-mamé or
Shoyu-mamé), wheat koji, salt, and water. A detailed
description of the process is given. Amazake is sometimes
added to soy sauce to give variation in the flavor. Kinch’s
analysis of Geerts’ data (p. 443) gives the relative density of
soy sauce as 1.199. The density of soy sauce solids is 359.88
gm/liter. A table (p. 443) gives the density (in gm/liter) of
soy sauce constituents as follows: Ash 195.16. Sugars 31.03.
Albumen 41.00. Acids 6.20.
Chapter 3. Sauce miso or dai-dzu-ko. Describes seven
different types of Japanese miso and how each is made:
1. Original miso or shiro miso–white with little salt. 2.
Chu-miso–very salty. 3. Aka-miso–red, prepared with koji.
4. Nagoya-miso. 5. Kinzanji-miso–made with soybeans,
eggplant and gingerroot. 6. Mugi-miso–made with barley and
soybeans. 7. Kogane-miso–a type of aka-miso. A table (p.
445) compares the nutritional composition of shiro-miso and
aka-miso.
Chapter 4. Tofu. Chinese name: doufu. English name:
bean-curd. Japanese name: tofu. Yellow soybean varieties
(Gogwatsu-mamé, Wase-mamé, and Natsu-mamé) are widely
used in Japan to make tofu. A table (p. 447-48) gives the
percentage composition of tofu, with two columns based on
the research of Kinch (1880) and Geerts (1876). Tofu is seen
as an excellent alternative for dairy cheeses.
Chapter 5. Preparation and composition of dried-frozen
tofu (kori-tofu) and other types of tofu (dried cheeses). A
table gives the nutritional composition of kori-tofu (based on
Kinch 1880). Also discusses agé-tofu, abura-tofu, and yuba.
Describes the method for preparing yuba, which is eaten in
soups in Japan. Several tables were summarized by Nikitin in
Russian (1900) and German (1901).
Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba. Address: Russia.
169. Paillieux, Auguste. 1882. Le café soya [Soy coffee].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 29:636-37. Nov. [1
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Paillieux, vice-president of the Society,
is presiding at the meeting on 6 June 1882. He offers the
members present the seeds of various edible plants, about
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which he gives the following information: “If any of you
read the report that I published last year, you will perhaps
remember the surprise of Professor Haberlandt when he
learned, in response to his shipment of seeds of soya, that the
plant had been cultivated for a very long time in certain parts
of southern provinces of the Austro-Hungarian empire and
used as a coffee substitute.
“The same is possibly true in some parts of our territory.
More than 10 years ago, the abbot Father Crétin, arriving,
it is thought, from Brazil, brought brown soybean seeds to
Allerey, a village (commune) in the department of Saôneet-Loire, where he was then the parish priest; he presented
them as a substitute for coffee. Since that time soya has been
cultivated without interruption either at Allerey or in the
neighboring villages. Mr. Faivre, from whom I received this
information, has had the kindness to send me some seeds
which seemed to me to be identical to the brown soya of
Hungary sold by the House of Vilmorin.
“It is very doubtful that the abbot Father Crétin brought
from Brazil the seeds which have been cultivated for a long
time on a small scale in some villages of Saône-et-Loire and
at Côte-d’Or. In order to clarify this point, I wrote him at
Dettey, in the division (arrondissement) of Autun, of which
he is the parish priest today, but he has not responded.
“Very recently, Mr. Roman, chief engineer at Périgueux,
wrote me: ‘I introduced soya culture at Orange [a city in
southeastern France, in the department of Vaucluse] last year
following your brochure which interested me very much, and
we use this seed daily with great success as coffee with milk
(café au lait); we prefer it to ordinary coffee.
“’If you use or have others use soya as coffee,
recommend that it be roasted very little. The seed will have
already turned black while the outside seed coat is still
blond.’ This observation applies evidently to the yellow
soybean.
“I am presenting you today with some bottles which
contain the product made by roasting and grinding the
brown soybean of Hungary. The aroma is very agreeable
but weaker than that of coffee. It is customary in villages to
add to chicory a little mocha [real coffee] in order to give it
the aroma that it lacks. I believe that one can dispense with
adding coffee beans to the roasted soya in this way when
making soya coffee. It has enough of its own aroma.
“I encourage my colleagues to praise and propagate
soya coffee (le café Soya). It is surely very good with milk
and those cultivating the plant can make from it each year,
without appreciable expense, a sufficient provision for the
consumption of their family. This year, I had some soybeans
given to the inhabitants of my village for them to try.”
Note: If the soybeans that the abbot Father Crétin
brought to France did, in fact, come from Brazil, this
document would contain the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Brazil (1872 or before). Address: France.

170. Indian Agriculturist (The) (Calcutta). 1882. The Japan
Pea in India. Dec. 1. p. 454-55. [2 ref]
• Summary: “If all accounts of this vegetable be true, it is
a most important addition to the stock of Indian food, and
fodder plants.” An American paper writes of it: “’The Japan Pea is the most productive as well as good
food for all kinds of stock; horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs
will eat the peas, stems, and leaves, if harvested before fully
matured, and cured like all other hay, with as much relish as
they do corn. Then, there is no pea for the table–it is soaked
in water the night before cooking–that has a more exquisite
flavour. They grow on a stout bushy stalk from two to three
feet high, somewhat resembling the cotton plant. The main
stalk, as well as the branches of the limbs, are literally loaded
with small pea-pods, filled with little yellow peas, similar
in colour, size, and flavour, to the English garden pea. The
way to get the greatest yield is to plant in hills two and-a-half
feet each way, allowing but one stalk to the hill to remain
after the first working. That will give you 6,960 stalks to
the acre, and on ordinary land, cultivated the same as corn,
will average at the lowest estimate a pint of shelled peas to
the stalk, or a fraction over 108 3/4 bushels per acre. With
high cultivation and good soil, it would be an easy matter
to double that yield: besides, there is no other crop that will
yield more hay to the acre. It is a sure cropper, neither wet
not dry weather materially interferes with the quantity or
quality of the yield.’
“In a paper on the Soy bean, as the Japan pea is
sometimes called, Mr. Kinch, Professor of Chemistry at
the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, says, that it is
worth more than a passing notice, as it is the vegetable which
approximates most nearly, in its chemical composition, to
animal food:
“’The Soy bean is extensively cultivated in the north
of China, whence it is exported to the southern provinces; it
is here pressed for the sake of its oil, and the residual cake
largely used as food for man and beast, and also as manure.
In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste, known as
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water, and
precipitating it with brine. These foods are most valuable
additions to the dietary of the Oriental nations, and especially
of the Japanese, who use so little animal food; they tend to
supply the deficiencies of the staple food, rice, nitrogenous
matter, fat, and also in mineral constituents. The Buddhist
priests, who are strictly forbidden the use of animal food,
consume considerable quantities of these beans, principally
in the form of miso. The soy bean first attracted attention
in Europe in the year 1873, when specimens from Japan,
from China, and from India were shown at the Vienna
International Exhibition. Dr. Forbes Watson, Reporter on
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the products of India, called attention to it in the catalogue
of the exhibits of the India Museum. Since then, numerous
experiments have been made on the European continent
on its growth, and also feeding experiments with the bean
and its straw, on different kinds of animals, have been
prosecuted. Such experiments have been carried on by
Woolling and Wein at Munich; by Haberlandt, Lehman,
Harz, Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieske, and others,
at various stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary; and
experiments have also been made in France and in Italy...
The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the yellow,
brown, round black, and long black varieties, especially the
first three named.’”
“’Taking into account the great richness of these beans
in valuable food constituents, their easy digestibility, the
value of the straw, and the great probability of some variety
being able to be acclimatized without great trouble, this
soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean would form
an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the poorer
classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food which
in the kitchens of the labouring classes is so wastefully
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be
recommended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of, and
substitute for, coffee.’” Address: India.
171. Figuier, Louis; Gautier, Emile. 1882. Le soya [The
soybean]. L’Année Scientifique et Industrielle:... (Paris).
25:391-93. For the year 1881. [Fre]
• Summary: For a long time, French agriculturists have
worked to introduce this new leguminous plant which has
distinct advantages over its close relatives, the haricot bean
and the pea.
The soya, or soja, is of Chinese or Japanese origin. For
more than a century, the Museum of Natural History in Paris
has possessed specimens. The Society for Acclimatization
has spread / disseminated the seeds throughout France, but
distrust and apathy have always led to the abandonment of
the cultivation of this plant, which nevertheless grows very
well in our climate.
More intelligently, Austria tried importing this plant in
1873, and it had soon spread throughout Austrian territory. In
Italy and Bavaria it was also grown here and there.
A brief botanical description of the plant is given.
In China and Japan the soybean is used in various forms
as a food. An oil is extracted from it which, in part, serves
domestic needs. But the two principal forms in which it is
used are shoyu, a type of sauce or condiment, and to-fu [tofu]
or téou-fou of the Chinese, which has the appearance and
certain qualities of fromage à la pie (the French term for a
fresh dairy cheese resembling cream cheese; quark).
Many people believe that the Chinese eat a diet
composed only of rice; however it is clear that they also
have their “cheese.” An interesting brochure by Mr.
Valllieux contains all of the information necessary to make

tofu (fromage de soja). Doctor Picard has perfected this
process and has succeeded in making with tofu (fromage de
soja) a product that resembles Roquefort cheese [probably
fermented tofu].
The dry seeds of the soybean (de soja) can be eaten
as is, as you would with haricot beans; they provide an
excellent purée, and–we must emphasize–they offer none of
the drawbacks of haricot beans.
They can also be roasted, in lieu of coffee beans.
The aroma and the decoction properties of roasted
soybeans would be quite analogous to those of coffee of
medium quality, thus far superior as a consequence to all
that is served under the name of coffee in many public
establishments.
The pods, stems and leaves are fed to cattle and horses.
Mixed with green lucerne [alfalfa] growing in the fields,
soya produces very rapid fattening / growth; this is easily
explained when one examines the chemical composition of
the plant.
Cultivation of soybeans is possible throughout the
southern part of France; but in the north and in countries
which are somewhat cold, they require a great deal of care
and attention.
In summary, because of its completely unique nutritive
qualities, the soybean is a plant whose cultivation should be
expanded as much as possible.
172. Renouard, Alfred. 1882. Sur l’acclimatation du “Soja
hispida” [On the acclimatization of the soybean]. Annales
Agronomiques 8:377-80. [11 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article is fairly similar to, though more
detailed than, that written by the author and published in
April 1881 in the Association Francaise pour l’Avancement
des Sciences, Comptes Rendu (10:945-51).
After discussing the early work with soybeans in Europe
by Haberlandt in Vienna (Austria) and Blavet in Etampes
(France), he notes that the variety cultivated in Etampes was
named Soja de Étampes by the house of Vilmorin, to which
we owe the propagation of so many good species of seeds;
but none of the specific trials generated by these diverse
shipments clearly demonstrated that large-scale cultivation of
soybeans had any chance of success in our regions.
There was nothing to retract from what had been said:
the agricultural value of this soybean (pois oléagineux)
[is] among the richest in protein, and [is] capable of being
easily and advantageously distributed, if not as food for
humans, by reason of its quite special and not very agreeable
taste, at least as a forage plant for livestock. The Tramway
Company of Roubaix sent for some last year from Hungary
in large quantities for the feed of its horses and had only to
congratulate itself on this innovation.
Also, when near the end of 1879 Mr. Julius Robert, great
farmer of French origin and maker of sugar in Seelowitz
(Moravia, Moravie [a region in today’s Czech republic]),
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proposed to the Society of Farmers of the Department of
Nord (Société des Agriculteurs du Nord). in Lille and to
the Agricultural Board (Comité) of the city, to send several
hectoliters of soybeans to Nord to do some serious trials
of acclimatization with them, several members of these
societies, who knew the high agricultural value of this bean,
eagerly accepted. These are the results of large-scale cultural
trials conducted by various members of the societies, and by
some other farmers of this department, on parcels ranging
from 35 to 50 ares [1 are = 100 square meters], which we are
going to make known.
In 1880 only nine farmers accepted soybeans. The
seeds were planted during the first days of April. The plants
broke ground after nine or ten days, remaining puny while
the weather was wet and rainy, but at the first heat they
developed very rapidly. Flowering took place only at the
beginning of June. The flowers passed very quickly; they
did not bloom together but succeeded each other every three
or four days. The soybeans were harvested from Oct. 1-15
according the village. There were from 40-150 pods per
plant, and 3-4 beans per pod. These beans were mature, and
one could consider this result as relatively fruitful. Only two
farms did not succeed, but one had planted the seeds too
close together, forgetting that for a plant like the soybean,
which develops much in width, the seeds should be placed
50 cm apart. The other had sown its seeds in a cold and
clayish soil, and it is common knowledge that all seeds with
pods spoil there [in such soil].
The next year, 32 farmers, encouraged by these first
trials, planted soybeans. One of our friends, Mr. de Swarte,
treasurer-general of Jura, wanted to engage several farmers
from his area around Lons-le-Saulnier to do the same. He
later published the results of their tests that agreed with
ours. In 1881 the soybeans were planted over a wide range
of time: from April 15 to June 20. Germination required on
average 170 hours, flowering 38-40 days. But instead of
having, as in 1880, a hot late autumn, we had a rainy one,
as happens only too often in Nord. The soybeans which
were harvested very late did not ripen. (Footnote: A serious
test of soybean agriculture was tried at Grignon in 1881.
The plant developed very well, and one could have hoped
for a good harvest when it was destroyed by an early frost
at the beginning of October. The plant had been judged too
delicate to renew the test.) One could observe, however, that
the terrain lent itself perfectly to its agriculture. On some
plants up to 182 pods were counted, while in the surveys
conducted in 1879 in Hungary upon the order of the minister
of agriculture of that country, only 119 were reported as
a maximum, but these pods [harvested in Nord] remained
green [and thus did not mature]. In a few villages, a frost
that arrived in the first days of October forced immediate
harvest. In others, they were able to wait until Oct. 31 but
without result. Some farmers used green soybeans as soon
as harvested and observed that the cows devoured them

greedily. Most ensiled them in pulp form for winter. But
these, in a very large number, perceived rapidly that they
obtained much less advantageous results than with corn
forage (maïs-fourrage), usually ensiled in the same way,
easily cultivated in our regions. Although much less rich in
protein than soybeans (4-5% against 2.5-2.9%), corn yields a
harvest otherwise quite considerable in weight.
This year, five farmers wanted to begin tests again, but
as we go to press, the plant is green, the pods hardly formed,
and it is certain that the soybean cannot produce seed
suitably. In addition, there will soon be early frosts to fear
that always necessitate an immediate uprooting.
We have intended to publish these results in order
to inform farmers of the possibility or better the ease of
acclimatization of these agricultural plants of exotic origin,
that, like the soybean, are recommended from all points of
view, but whose success is less than certain and that, in the
green state, cannot take the place of other well acclimatized
crops.
It is possible that soybean cultivation may succeed in
the warmer regions of the southern parts of France; in all
cases, the trials for the northern parts of France have been
made: according to our opinion, this crop could not be, in
these northern regions, either remunerative or profitable.
Address: [The Younger (fils), Civil engineer, manufacturer at
Lille, secretary general of the Industrial Society of Nord {a
department in northern France}.
173. Spon, Edward N.; Spon, Francis N. 1882. Spons’
encyclopaedia of the industrial arts, manufactures, and
commercial products. Vol. 4: Bean-oil. London and New
York: E. & F.N. Spon. p. 1153-1536. See p. 1378. Edited by
Charles G. Warnford Lock.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and fatty substances”
begins (p. 1360) by noting that in everyday language the
word “oil” is often “made to embrace three distinct classes of
bodies:–(a) ‘fixed’ or ‘fatty’ oils, (b) ‘volatile’ and ‘essential’
oils, and (c) ‘petroleum’ and other ‘mineral’ oils... The term
‘fat’ is applied to these oils when they are in a solid state;
thus the same product may be an ‘oil’ in one climate, and a
‘fat’ in another.”
In the section on “Vegetable oils and fats [A. Fatty
or fixed]” we read (p. 1377-78): “Bean oil.–The seeds of
the Chinese oil-bean, the sooja or miso of the Japanese
(Glycine Soja [Soja hispida]) afford 17-18 per cent. of a
fatty oil. The plant is shrubby, attaining a height of 3-4 ft.,
and resembling the common dwarf kidney or French bean.
The seeds are somewhat smaller than French beans, and
vary in colour, from white to yellow and green. The plant
is chiefly cultivated in the north of China, especially in the
province of Shantung. The Chinese usually obtain 17 per
cent. of oil from the seeds by simple pressure. The oil bears
a general analogy to the ordinary edible oils of commerce,
possessing an agreeable flavour and odour. It is useful for
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burning; exposed to a low temperature it becomes pasty, and
oxidizes rapidly on exposure to the air. As a drying oil, it
might replace linseed for some purposes. As an illuminator,
it is being rapidly replaced by American petroleum, but is
still extensively used for food. The oil, the cake left after
expression of the oil, and the beans themselves, are important
articles of Chinese commerce.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that uses the term “Chinese oil-bean” (or
“Chinese oil bean”) to refer to the soy bean.
“The exports from Chefoo in 1878 were 2468½ piculs
(of 133.3 lb each) of bean-oil, 994,188 of bean-cake, and
160,549 1/3 of beans; in 1870, the exports of the oil from
this port were 44,530 piculs; in 1877 only 327 piculs; and in
1879, 1491 piculs. The exports of bean-oil from Newchwang
were 4947 piculs in 1877, 3287¼ in 1878, and 11,630 in
1879; of beans, in the same years, 1,439,062, 2,156,064, and
1,835,444 piculs respectively; and of bean-cake, 792,166,
1,924,968, and 1,800,523 piculs. Chinkiang exported 69,090
piculs of beans in 1877, and 43,784 in 1879. Hankow
imported 21,077 3/4 piculs of native bean-oil, value 15,624l.
[British pounds sterling], in 1879. Kiukiang, in 1879,
imported 17,675 piculs. Shanghai, in 1879, imported 282¼
piculs from native ports, and exported 33,940 piculs (besides
372 re-exports) to native ports. Wuhu imports quantities
of the oil from Hohan, via Hankow, also from Hochow,
Luchowfu, and some other places north of the [Yangtze]
river; the figures were, 659½ piculs in 1877, 13,574¼ in
1878, and 5284 in 1879. The cake is used for human and
cattle food, and as manure. (See also Spices–Soy.) The
plant is cultivated for its beans in many parts of India and
the Archipelago; and has been successfully introduced into
Austro-Hungary and N. Germany.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 1999) with any term referring to the oil of the
soybean in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
containing industry or market statistics on soybean crushing,
including production and trade of soybean oil, meal or cake.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
containing industry or market statistics on production or
trade of soybeans.
Vol. 4 also discusses: Under narcotics–Hemp (bhang,
charas, ganja, hashish; p. 1305-07). Under “Oils and
fatty substances: Vegetable oils and fats”–Almond oil (p.
1377). Hempseed oil (p. 1391). Linseed oil (p. 1393-94).
Miscellaneous and unenumerated oils–Cyperus esculentus
(p. 1413-14). Under animal oils and fats–Butterine, bosch,
oleomargarine, or artificial butter (p. 1362-63, 1464-66).
Bibliography of oils (p. 1483-84).
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Hempseed oil”
(regardless of capitalization) written just like this. Address:
England.

174. Meissl, E.; Boecker, F. 1883. Ueber die Bestandtheile
der Bohnen von Soja hispida [On the constituents of
soybeans]. Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche
Classe (Wien) 87(Part 1):372-91. Presented at meeting of
April 19. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A footnote on the 1st page states that the authors
conducted their experiments in early 1880, but for various
reasons presentation of the results was delayed until April
1883.
Contents: Introduction. The nitrogen-containing
components: Treatment with alcohol, treatment with pure
water, treatment with water containing potassium, treatment
with a 10% salt (sodium chloride) solution, treatment of the
sodium-salt extracted residue with a solution of potash or
caustic lye. The properties and composition of soya casein
(Sojacaseïn). Soya albumen (Albumin der Soja). Copper
protein precipitations (Kupferproteïnniederschläge, with
cupric oxide). Distribution of nitrogen in the soybean.
Analytical methods. Incineration of the casein preparation C
with caustic soda solution (The 1st table {p. 386-87} gives
12 analytical methods and the corresponding values of N
{probably nitrogen}; these values range from 15.99% down
to 14.79%. The 2nd table gives the percentage of nitrogen in
100 parts dry matter of soybeans according to two analytical
methods: Will-Varentrapp 7.17 to 7.21%; Dumas 7.23%).
The nitrogen-free components (including lecithin, written
Lecithin in German; they are soluble in ether or hot alcohol).
This is the first scientific study of the nutritional /
chemical composition of the soybean, and of its oil and
protein. The authors introduce the terms casein and albumin
with respect to soybeans. They believe that soya albumen
is probably a transformation product of soya casein
(Sojacaseïn). They call attention to the characteristics that
soya casein has in common with animal casein. Air-dried
whole soybeans are found to contain 6.45% nitrogen,
which is distributed as follows: Casein 27.6% (with 4.51%
nitrogen). Albumin 0.5% (with 0.09% nitrogen). A protein
substance (casein) precipitated by cupric acid and potassium
hydroxide 2.5% (with 0.41% nitrogen). A non-protein
nitrogen-containing substance–very small amount (with
0.22% nitrogen). Residue insoluble in water containing
potassium 25.0% (with 1.13% nitrogen). Fat 18.1% (with
no nitrogen). Water 9.9% (with no nitrogen). Nitrogen-free
substance soluble in water containing potassium + losses
16.4% (with 0.09% nitrogen).
Going into great detail, the authors show that the oil
consists of 90-95% neutral triglycerides (Neutrallfett) with
almost no free fatty acids, but also 5-10% (a relatively large
amount) of lecithins, cholesterins, waxes, and gums (“Die
Menge des Lecithins, Cholesterins, Wachses und Harzes...”).
The approximate general composition of the soybean in
round numbers is (p. 391): Water 10%, soluble casein 30%,
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albumen 0.5%, insoluble casein 7%, fat 18%, cholesterin,
lecithin, gum, and wax 2%, dextrin 10%, starches (less
than 5%), cellulose 5%, ash 5%, sugar, starch bodies
(Amidokörpern), etc. (very small amount). Glycinin is not
mentioned.
Note 1. According to Jahresbericht ueber die
Fortschritte der Pharmacognosie, Pharmacie, und
Toxicologie for the years 1883 and 1884 (p. 1234 and
1243), this work was published in September as a 20-page
monograph by Gerold’s Sohn in Vienna.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2014)
which states that soybeans contain lecithin. It is also the
earliest German-language document seen (Dec. 2014) that
uses the word “Lecithin” to refer to lecithin, and the earliest
document seen (March 2001) concerning the etymology of
lecithin.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the terms Sojacaseïn or Albumin
de Soja to refer to soy protein.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2008)
that discusses the properties of soybean proteins. Address: 1.
Austrian chemist.
175. Meissl, E.; Boecker, F. 1883. Ueber die Bestandtheile
der Bohnen von Soja hispida [On the constituents of
soybeans]. Monatshefte fuer Chemie 4:349-68. April.
Presented at the session of 19 April 1883. Summarized in
Chemisches Central-Blatt 14:619 (1883). [6 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The contents of this article are identical to those
published the same year and month (April 1883) under the
same title in the Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Mathematisch- Naturwissenschaftliche
Classe (Wien) 87(Part 1):372-91 (which see). Presented at
the session of April 19. Address: 1. Dr., Austrian chemist.
176. Wanganui Chronicle (Manawatu-Wanganui, New
Zealand). 1883. Local and general: A new bean. Oct. 30. p.
2.
• Summary: “Mr. James Laird has introduced into this
district [Wanagui / Whanagui, on the southwest coast
of the North Island of New Zealand] a very prolific and
nutritious bean called the Soja. This cereal, which is an
important addition for vegetable garden and farm purposes,
was (so far as Europe is concerned) originally developed
in Hungary [through the work of Friedrich Haberlandt in
Vienna, Austria-Hungary], whence it extended to general
consumption in many parts of Italy and France, in which
countries it is supposed that the Soja will probably play as
important a part in the future as the potato. The seeds take
the form of small kidney beans, but their nutritive properties
are far greater than the beans and lentils usually employed
for food. Besides the ordinary soup and other dinner table
purposes, the beans are in France roasted like coffee, and the
Soja, mixed with milk, becomes a fragrant and appetising

decoction [soymilk?].
Although the Soja has scarcely ever been heard of
in New Zealand, it has for centuries fed the millions of
Eastern Asia, and has become the favorite food of Southern
Europe [sic]. In this colony [New Zealand] the plant grows
like a shrub, and reaches a height of three feet, the pods
never dropping their beans on the ground. No other known
leguminous plant bears beans of such tasteful, healthy and
nutritious qualities, or contributes such a proportion of straw
adapted for fattening food for cattle.
“Analysis discovers in the Soja bean 34½ per cent. of
albuminous matter and 18½ per cent. of fat. Horse beans
show only 25 per cent. of the one and 1½ per cent. of the
other, and maize only 10½ and 4½ per cent. respectively.
“As an alternative crop, Soja beans will prove a blessing
and a restorative to the soil anywhere. We apprehend that
when the merits of this bean become known in the Wanganui
district, Mr. James Laird will have many demands for seed.”
Note 1. Edited portions of two articles, previously
published in other New Zealand newspapers in 1882 (Jan. 21
and April 18) can be found in the text above, together with
some new and important material.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in New Zealand or in
Oceania. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in New Zealand (Oct. 1883), and
the earliest clear date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Oceania (Oct. 1883). The source of these soybeans was Mr.
James Laird.
But who was Mr. Laird? How did he learn about
soybeans? And where and from whom did he did he get his
soybeans?
177. New York Times. 1883. Scientific gossip. Dec. 2. p. 12.
• Summary: “Both E. Meissl and F. Böcker assert that the
soja bean, which has been but recently imported into Europe
from Japan, is a very valuable fodder, being exceedingly rich
in fatty constituents.”
178. Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft.
1883. Ueber die Bestandtheile der Bohnen von Sojahispida
[Soja hispida] [On the constituents of soybeans (Abstract)].
16(2):1888-89. July/Dec. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Meissl, E.; Boecker, F. 1883.
“Ueber die Bestandtheile der Bohnen von Soja hispida.”
Monatshefte für Chemie 4:349-68. April.
179. Candolle, Alphonse L.P.P. de. 1883. Origine des plantes
cultivées [Origin of cultivated plants]. Paris: Librairie
Germer Baillière et Cie. viii + 377 p. See p. 264-65. Index.
22 cm. [15 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Chapter 5, “Plants cultivated for their seeds”
discusses (p. 264-65): “Soja.–Dolichos Soja, Linné.–Glycine
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Soja, Bentham.” For a translation see the 1884 Englishlanguage edition, published in London by Kegan, Paul,
Trench & Co.
Also discusses: Lucern (alfalfa, Luzerne, Medicago
sativa, p. 81-82). Hemp (Cannabis sativa, p. 117-19).
Almond (Amygdalus communis, p. 174-76). Lupin (Lupinus
albus, p. 260-61). Voandzeia (Glycine subterranea,
Voandzeia subterranea du Petit-Thouars, p. 278-79). Quinoa
(Chenopodium Quinoa, p. 282). Peanut, arachide, pistache
de terre (Arachis hypogæa, p. 330-33). Sesame (Sesamum
indicum, p. 337-39).
Harlan (1995), in his section on the “Geography of
plant domestication” states (p. 49): “Modern studies on
the geographic origins of crop plants may be said to have
begun with the classic work of Alphonse De Candolle, the
distinguished Swiss botanist and geographer. His primary
work on the subject, L’Origine des Plantes Cultivées, was
published in 1882 and has been reprinted and translated
several times since... It was scholarly and eclectic in the
sense that he used all sources of information available to
him. Distribution of near relatives and wild relatives of the
crops, names in various languages, uses, customs, traditions
and the limited amount of archaeological information
available were all studied...” Address: Foreign Assoc. of
the Academy of Sciences of the Inst. of France; Geneva,
Switzerland.
180. Dabney, Charles W., Jr. 1883. The soja bean–Soja
hispida. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 5:116-27. For the year 1882.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
Soja hispida and its varieties. Cultivation of the soja bean.
Chemical composition of the Soja. Yield of the soja bean.
Soils and fertilizers. Uses of the soja bean.
The introduction begins: “This plant has been tried by
a number of persons in different sections of the State and is
favorably considered by them. It appears to be well adapted
to our climate and soils, and yields very well. It produces
more bushels per acre of beans than can be obtained of cow
peas or any other kind of bean known to us. In feeding value,
the soja bean is also superior to the highly esteemed cow pea.
The plant has made a great reputation for itself in Europe in
spite of decided disadvantages as to climate. Our climate is
exactly suited to it, and it promises to have a useful career
here.
“The soja bean was first brought to the attention of
the agricultural world through the efforts of Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, of Vienna, who found it among the products
exhibited from China, India and the East generally, at the
Exposition of 1873. Haberlandt’s investigations showed
that this new legume not only contained a large amount of
proteins or flesh-producers, as was to have been expected
in an article of its class, but also a remarkably large amount
of fat, which is so unusual and which qualified it at once

to be an excellent article of food for animals. His labors to
introduce the plant have succeeded so well, against a climate
which did not afford a long enough growing season, that the
Soja bean is now extensively cultivated and highly valued
throughout all central Europe.
“The following description of the Soja bean and its
varieties is condensed from Wein’s [1881] Die Sojabohne als
Feldfrucht:” It begins: “The rough-haired Soja bean, Soja
hispida Mönch, belongs to the family of the legumes.”
This description includes extensive information based on
seed shape and color published by Prof. Harz in the Journal
of the Agricultural Association of Bavaria.
“The two original groups are:
“I. The Soja platycarpa Harz–flat pod Soja bean.
“II. The Soja tumida Harz–swollen pod Soja bean.”
“The yellow bean has been the most popular, however,
and is said to be a little heavier than the other varieties. This
is the variety which we have tried in North Carolina.”
Concerning cultivation: “A single plant will bear 30
to 100 pods; an average of 100 is easily reached with good
cultivation, a fair season, and tolerably rich soil. The pods
contain 1 to 2 seeds most often, not infrequently 3, seldom 4
or 5. We find a bushel yellow beans, variety pallida, grown
near Raleigh, to weigh 58 pounds to the bushel. A fortunate
property of the Soja bean is, that it can withstand cold, damp,
or generally unfavorable weather, very well. It is not liable
to be injured easily thus by a late spring or an early frost. It
requires a sharp cold to kill it.”
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Concerning chemical composition. A table (p. 120)
contains two columns. “Under One is given the analysis of
a specimen of the yellow Soja bean, variety pallida, grown
in North Carolina. Under Two, the average of 16 analyses of
the same variety by German chemists.” All values are given
as percentages. Water 10.12 / 9.49. Proteins 34.63 / 34.30.
Fat 17.98 / 17.67. Nitrogen-free [extract] or carbohydrates
30.50 / 28.44. Cellulose 3.69 / 4.79. Ash 3.07 / 5.31. The
“North Carolina grown specimen 1 has a nutritive ratio of 1
to 1.5.
A second table (p. 121) compares the chemical
composition Soja bean seeds with the seeds of the yellow
cowpea, white beans, green peas, and cotton seed kernels.
“According to these figures the Soja surpasses the other
legumes in proteins considerably, in fat very far. These
are the costly ingredients of feeding stuffs... The cotton
seed kernels alone surpass the Soja in combined content of
proteins and fat [cotton seed contains more than twice as
much fat, but only 84.5% as much protein]... the Soja far
surpasses the cotton seed in yield of protein and fat per acre.”
Concerning yield of the Soja bean: In North Carolina
they give 31-53 bu/acre plus 4,500 to 9,000 pounds of straw
per acre.
Concerning soils and fertilizers: “The Soja bean is
adapted to almost all soils. It will grow upon purely sandy
soils, on loams or clay soils. It has done particularly well,
however, upon sandy limestone or marled soils and upon
well drained marshes and peaty soils. It does best of all upon
such swamp soils as have been heavily marled. Prof. Wollny
who has made experiments upon this subject, says: ‘The
Soja bean is especially adapted for cultivation upon drained
bogs or swamps rich in lime (marl).’ We have vast areas of
such soils in North Carolina. The eastern part of the state is
underlaid with marls...”
“As for fertilizers to be used upon the Soja, we find that
sulphate of potash and kainite are as important manures here
as we found they were with peas. The sulphate did much
better than the muriate. Among nitrogenous manures nitrate
of soda and animal nitrogen did much better than sulphate
of ammonia. The precipitated phosphates, the phosphates
of iron, alumina, &c., gave better results than the soluble
phosphates. We have gathered these hints from Wein’s
[1881] compilation on this subject.”
“Uses of the Soja bean: In its native lands this bean is an
important article of food for man. In the East the crushed or
ground bean is made into a kind of mush or soup and eaten
with broiled or roasted meat.
“Owing to its peculiar composition, containing so
much proteins and fat and no starch, it is best prepared with
other things to supply the starch, such as potatoes or rice.
Prof. Hecke of Vienna highly commends a dish prepared by
boiling these beans and potatoes separately, mashing them,
mixing one part of the beans with two of the potatoes and
seasoning to taste. He thinks that the beans contain so much

fat, that no milk or butter needs to be added to this dish.
“The chief interest of this bean is, however, as a feeding
stuff for stock.”
Other tables show: (3) Composition of the Soja bean
plant at four different stages, based on recent research at the
North Carolina station (p. 122). (4) Composition of Soja
straw and hulls (p. 123; empty pods, based on Wein 1881,
p. 13). (3) Composition of the Soja compared with other
fodders: Whole plant, Sept. 1, matured whole straw, hulls,
cow pea hay, meadow hay, English pea hay (p. 124; “The
other analyses are from [Emil] Wolff’s tables”)
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2011)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in North
Carolina. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina (1882). It is
also the earliest publication seen on soybeans from a North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (Aug. 1998) whose sole subject is
the soy bean (soja bean). It is also the earliest agricultural
experiment station publication seen with the term “soja
bean” in the title.
Note 3. According to I.O. Schaub’s “North Carolina
Experiment Station: The First 60 Years, 1877-1937,” Dr.
Charles William Dabney, Jr., was director of the station from
1880 to 1887. A photo (p. 60-61) shows Dabney with other
past directors on the 50th anniversary of the station on 17
April 1927. Dabney left his position as Director of the North
Carolina Experiment Station in 1887 to become president of
the University of Tennessee. He left that position to become
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture under president Grover
Cleveland. For a detailed biography of Dr. Dabney, see R.Y.
Winters (1965).
Note 4. Charles Dabney, the author of this article,
interested Dr. John Harvey Kellogg in meat substitutes and
soybeans in about 1893-97. See: Richard W. Schwarz. 1970.
John Harvey Kellogg, M.D., p. 121-22.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen that mentions
kainite in connection with soybeans. Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defines kainite (pronounced
KAI-nait, formerly sometimes spelled kainit, derived from
the Greek kainit or kainos = new or recent), a word first used
in 1868, as “a natural salt [the chemical formula is given]
consisting of a hydrous sulfate and a chloride of magnesium
and potassium that is used as a fertilizer and as a source of
potassium and magnesium compounds.”
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2002) that mentions the use of “sulphate of
ammonia” or “nitrate of soda” as a fertilizer, or in connection
with soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “cotton seed kernels” to
refer cotton seeds.
Note 8 This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Oct. 2006) that contains the word “cowpea”
(or “cowpea”), spelled as one word. Address: Ph.D.
(Goettingen), Chemist and Director of the Station, Raleigh,
[Wake County], North Carolina (Ph. D. Goettigen).
181. Pogson, Frederick. 1883. Manual of agriculture for
India. Calcutta, British India: Thacker, Spink and Co. 296 p.
See p. 280-81. Index. [1 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 14, “Field pea crops, including the
Japan pea” states (p. 184): “The Japan pea assumes the form
of a bush from two to three feet in height. In the plains it
should be sown after the rains cease. Drills should be made
three feet apart, and a single seed should be sown at every
three feet; the spot where the seed is sown being manured
as for beans. The botanical name of the Japan pea is Soya
Hispida. It is half pea and half bean in appearance, with
singular leaves, and pods somewhat like the pods of the
Cajanus sativa or Urhur Dall [Dahl] of the next chapter.”
In the Appendix (p. 267+) is a section titled “Japan pea”
which states (p. 280-81): “A small supply of this pea-bean
was received by the writer in the spring of 1882. It was freely
distributed in Dehra, but failed entirely as a hot-weather
crop. A few seeds sown at Mussoorie grew to the height of
two feet, and bore pods very much resembling those of the
Urhur Dall (Cajanus sativa). At the writer’s request a supply
of the seed was sent to Simla, and the result is given beneath.
“’The Government of India has decided on the
cultivation of the Japan pea being extended in this country,
and with this view it has suggested that further experiments
should be made in suitable places. This bean or pea has
its natural habitat in China and Japan, it also grows in
Mongolia, and in India in the Himalayas, and within the last
few years it has been cultivated experimentally in several
European countries, under the name of the Soy bean. It is a
vegetable, which approaches most nearly in its proximate
chemical composition to animal food. The Soy bean
first attracted attention in Europe in the year 1873, when
specimens from Japan, from China, and from India were
shown at the Vienna International Exhibition. Dr. Forbes
Watson, reporter on the products of India, called attention to
it in the catalogue of the exhibits of the India Museum. Since
then numerous experiments have been made on the European
continent on its growth, and also feeding experiments with
the bean and its straw on different kinds of animals have
been prosecuted. Such experiments have been carried on
by Woolling and Wein at Munich; by Haberlandt, Lehman,
Harz, Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieske, and others at
various stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary; and
experiments have also been made in France and in Italy.
“’In Japan it is known by names signifying THE bean,
and from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste,
known as miso, which is in constant request at nearly every
meal, tofu or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less
extent. This bean cheese is also well known in China, and

is obtained by extracting the legumin from the beans with
water and precipitating it with brine. These foods are most
valuable additions to the dietary of the Oriental nations,
and especially the Japanese, who use so little animal food.
They tend to supply the deficiencies of the staple food, rice,
in nitrogenous matter [protein], fat, and also in mineral
constituents. The Buddhist priests, who are strictly forbidden
the use of animal food, consume considerable quantities of
these beans, principally in the form of miso.’–Vide ‘Simla
Argus,’ 18th November, 1882.”
Note: Simla was a hill station in British India. The Argus
was a periodical published at Simla, a hill station in British
India in the 1880s. The Simla Argus Press published a few
books at the same place and time. Address: Lieutenant, Her
Majesty’s Bengal Army, Dehra Doon; Honorary Member
Agri-Horticultural Society of India.
182. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1884. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles exotiques, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and uses
of 100 exotic, edible, little-known or unknown plants: Soya].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 31:896-916. Nov. See
p. 907-11. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In this excellent series of articles, the various
plants are listed alphabetically by their French name.
The section titled “Soya” begins with a summary of what
Engelbert Kaempfer said about the soybean. But whereas
Kaempfer knew of only one variety, the authors know of
at least 30, which have seeds of various colors and either a
white or brown hilum. Only a view varieties will grow in
the area around Paris; they have experimented with four (the
rest do better in southern France): (1) a Chinese soybean,
grown in Hungary, imported by M.M. Vilmorin-Andrieux
& Co., which is a good source of seeds. This is the latest
variety they know; (2) The Étampes soybean, which was
distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization; (3)
A green soybean from Japan; and (4) A pale green soybean
from Japan and China. Instructions are given for growing
soybeans; they should be planted from April 25 to May 10.
The harvest starts in late October for most varieties but in
September for the China/Hungary variety. When the seeds
have attained their full development but before they begin
to dry, they can be eaten as an excellent fresh vegetable. Dry
soybeans are also a good food; cook them with a little soda
(soude; salt wort or kali). The soybean makes unquestionably
the best coffee substitute. In fact soybeans are cultivated in
Tirol (Tyrol, part of Austria since 1814) and in Istria under
the name “Coffee Bean (Fève de café), and this may well
also be the case in Dalmatia and in the south of Italy.
“Heuzé, in his book Plantes alimentaires (Edible Plants)
gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the coffee bean)
and that it is cultivated in some points in the departments
of Ariège of Haute-Garonne; but we have not been able to
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verify this. Quite recently we have been notified by Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that about 12 years ago the soybean was
introduced at Allerey, a commune of Saône-et-Loire, by the
abbot Mr. Crétin, and that its seeds have been used to make
coffee by many families in the countryside. Mr. Faivre, and
ardent and generous propagator of soya, has sent us seeds of
the plant cultivated at Allerey. They are brown and identical
to those recently imported by MM. Vilmorin.
“Worldwide the soybean occupies a place of equal
importance with wheat, corn, and potatoes. It yields an
excellent forage. It contains 18% oil. After extraction of the
oil (Après extraction de l’huile), the cakes (les tourteaux)
furnish a powerful fertilizer. In its many forms, the seeds of
the soybean enter into the daily diet of hundreds of millions
of people. They also nourish livestock, especially millions
of horses and mules. They constitute, as numerous analyses
demonstrate, the most rich and complete food that one
can desire.” Address: 1. Member of the Société nationale
d’Acclimatation; 2. Preparateur de botanique au Muséum.
Both: France.
183. Hanausek, T.F. 1884. Ueber das Vorkommen von
Staerkemehl in der Sojabohne [On the presence of starch in
soybeans]. Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen
Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna) 22(31):474-75. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “In the journal Irmischia (1882, No. 7, p. 44)
and in my book Die Nahrungs- und Genussmittel aus dem
Pflanzenreiche... (Foods and food adjuncts {stimulants /
enjoyables} from the vegetable kingdom...) (1884, Cassel,
Theodor Fischer), I have given a detailed description
of the anatomical structure of the soybean.” The author
found originally that the soybean, like the lupine, contains
absolutely no starch. Chemical investigations still can
detect almost no starch in the soybean. However a recent
microscopic investigation that he conducted convinced
him to revoke his earlier statement about the absolute lack
of starch in the soybean, since this technique allowed him
to detect grains of starch or starch bodies (Stärkekörner)
in the soybean, embedded in fat in the adjoining cells
where the surface of the cotyledons meet, where they were
not moistened by iodine. Address: Krems an der Donau
(Danube), Austria.
184. Candolle, Alphonse de. 1884. Origin of cultivated
plants. London: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. viii + 468 p.
See p. 330-32, 442-43, 451. Index. 20 cm. (International
Scientific Series, v. 49 [i.e. 48]). Translation of Origin des
Plantes Cultivees, 1883 ed. 2nd ed. 1886. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is the first English-language edition of
this landmark work by de Candolle (lived 1806-1893), the
renowned Swiss botanist, whose father (Augustin Pyramo
de Candolle, lived 1778-1841) was also a famous botanist.
The world’s first authority on the origin of cultivated plants,
Alphonse de Candolle postulates (p. 17) that agriculture

arose independently in three regions: “China, the southwest
of Asia (with Egypt), and intertropical America.”
The section on soy is compiled from 15 earlier
publications, which are footnoted. There is no separate
bibliography at the back of the book.
“Soy–Dolichos soja, Linnaeus; Glycine soja, Bentham.
This leguminous annual has been cultivated in China and
Japan from remote antiquity. This might be gathered from
the many uses of the soy bean and from the immense
number of varieties. But it is also supposed to be one of the
farinaceous substances called shu in Chinese writings of
Confucius’ time, though the modern name of the plant is tatou. The bean is nourishing, and contains a large proportion
of oil, and preparations similar to butter, oil, and cheese are
extracted from it and used in Chinese and Japanese cooking.
Soy is also grown in the Malay Archipelago, but at the end
of the eighteenth century it was still rare in Amboyna, and
Forster did not see it in the Pacific Isles at the time of Cook’s
voyages. It is of modern introduction in India, for Roxburgh
had only seen the plant in the botanical gardens at Calcutta,
where it was brought from the Moluccas. There are no
common Indian names. Besides, if its cultivation had been
ancient in India, it would have spread westward into Syria
and Egypt, which is not the case.
“Kaempfer formerly published an excellent illustration
of the soy bean, and it had existed for a century in European
botanical gardens, when more extensive information about
China and Japan excited about ten years ago a lively desire
to introduce it into our countries. In Austria, Hungary, and
France especially, attempts have been made on a large
scale, of which the results have been summed up in works
worthy of consultation. It is to be hoped these efforts may
be successful; but we must not digress from the aim of our
researches, the probable origin of the species.
“Linnaeus says, in his Species, ‘habitat in India,’ and
refers to Kaempfer, who speaks of the plant in Japan, and
to his own flora of Ceylon, where he gives the plant as
cultivated. Thwaites’s modern flora of Ceylon makes no
mention of it. We must evidently go further east to find the
origin both of the species and of its cultivation. Loureiro says
that it grows in Cochin-China and that it is often cultivated
in China. I find no proof that it is wild in the latter country,
but it may perhaps be discovered, as its culture is so ancient.
Russian botanists have only found it cultivated in the north
of China and in the basin of the river Amur. It is certainly
wild in Japan. Junghuhn found it in Java on Mount GunungGamping, and a plant sent also from Java by Zollinger
is supposed to belong to this species, but it is not certain
that the specimen was wild. A Malay name, kadelee, quite
different to the Japanese and Chinese common names, is in
favour of its indigenous character in Java.
“Known facts and historical and philological
probabilities tend to show that the species was wild from
Cochin-China to the south of Japan and to Java when the
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ancient inhabitants of this region began to cultivate it at a
very remote period, to use it for food in various ways, and to
obtain from it varieties of which the number is remarkable,
especially in Japan.”
Soy is also mentioned as follows: “The Chinese, who
grew wheat 2700 B.C., considered it a gift direct from
heaven. In the annual ceremony of sowing five kinds of seed,
instituted by the Emperor Shen-nung or Chin-nong, wheat is
one species, the others being rice, sorghum, Setaria italica,
and soy. (p. 355).
A “General table of species” (p. 436+) shows the origin
of cultivated plants. Under those “Cultivated for the seeds–
Nutritive” (p. 442-43) is listed: “Soy–Dolichos soja Date: A.
Origin: Cochin-China, Japan, Java.”
The date code “A.” signifies (see p. 436-37) that this
Old-World species has been cultivated for more than four
thousand years, according to ancient historians, Chinese
works, and botanical and philological indications.
Also listed in this general table: Lupin, Egyptian Lupin,
Bambarra Ground Nut, three types of buckwheat, and Kiery
(Amaranthus frumentaceus, from India).
Plants native to North America: Jerusalem artichoke,
mushroom (Agaricus campestris), pumpkin and squash,
Virginia strawberry. Some other interesting plants: Tea from
Assam, China, Mantschuria [Manchuria] (p. 117). Tobacco
(p. 139). Cacao (Theobroma cacao) from tropical Brazil (p.
313). Arabian coffee from tropical Africa, Mozambique,
Abyssinia, Guinea (p. 415).
In the final chapter, “General observations and
conclusions” we read (p. 451): “Men have not discovered
and cultivated within the last two thousand years a single
species which can rival maize, rice, the sweet potato, the
potato, the bread-fruit, the date cereals, millets, sorghums,
the banana, soy. These date from three, four, or five thousand
years, perhaps even in some cases six thousand years” (p.
451).
Soy is listed in the Index in three places as follows:
Dolichos Soja, Glycine soya, and Soy.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2006)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Ceylon
(renamed Sri Lanka in 1972).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 1996) that uses the word “soy” to refer to the
soybean. Since 1688, “Soy” has always referred to soy sauce.
Note 3. When de Candolle refers to the scientific name
of the soybean as Glycine soja, it is not clear whether he is
using this term incorrectly as a synonym for the cultivated
soybean, or correctly as the scientific name for the wild
soybean.
Note 4. On the title page, under the author’s name, we
read: “Foreign associate of the Academy of Sciences of the
Institute of France; Foreign member of the Royal Society of
London, Edinburgh [Scotland], and Dublin [Ireland]; of the
academies of St. Petersburgh, Stockholm, Berlin, Munich,

Brussels, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Rome, Turin, Madrid,
Boston, etc.
Note 5. The term “centers of origin” or “centers of
origin” does not appear in this book.
Note 6. Also discussed: Bambarra ground nut (Glycine
subterranea, Voandzeia subterranea; p. 347-48). Quinoa (p.
351-52). Lupin (p. 325-27). Address: Geneva [Switzerland,
1882].
185. Hanausek, Thomas Franz. 1884. Die Nahrungsund Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche: Nach den
Grundsaetzen der wissenschaftlichen Waarenkunde fuer
die Praxis und zum Studium [Foods and food adjuncts
(stimulants / enjoyables) from the vegetable kingdom: On
the principles of scientific study of food products in practice
and theory]. Kassel: Verlag von Theodor Fischer. xiv + 485
p. See p. 99. Incl. 100 illust. and tables. 19 cm. Vol. 5 in the
series Allgemeine Waarenkunde und Rohstofflehre. [8 soy ref.
Ger]

• Summary: This book describes how to analyze commercial
products (chemically, microscopically, etc.) to determine
their composition and to detect adulteration.
Chapter III (p. 75-105) is titled “The legumes and their
starches” (“Die Huelsenfruechte und ihre Stärke”). Section
8 (p. 99-103) within that chapter is titled “The soybean”
(“Die Sojabohne”). The author discusses soy sauce and how
to tell when it is adulterated, miso and how it is made in
Japan, and the use of the soybean as a coffee substitute. He
gives the weight of seeds according to data from Haberlandt,
lists different varieties according to a classification by Harz
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(1880, 1885), describes the shape and structure of the seeds,
gives a microscopic analysis of the shape of the cells in a
cross-section of the seed coat. An illustration (line drawing
of a microscopic image, p. 101) shows a “Cross section
through the soybean,” with the following cell types labeled:
pa = palisade cells (Pallisadenzellen {Palisadenzellen}), s
= hour-glass cells (Säulenzellen), p and p’ = outer and inner
parenchyma layer (Aeussere und innere Parenchymschicht),
h = hyalin stria (hyaline Streifen), gew = seed tissue
(Samengewebe). Starch-bodies are missing.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that describes use of a microscope to examine soybean
cells or that contains the names of or an illustration of those
microscopic cells.
The author presents a chemical analysis and description
of the seeds. He notes that no trace of starch can be found
in soybeans, a characteristic shared by lupins, one of the
infallible criteria for detecting both, and an indication of the
high nutritional value of the soybean. Peanut seeds are also
discussed on p. 103.
On pages 417-31 Hanausek gives a detailed analysis of
coffee substitutes. On page 424, in the subsection on “Coffee
substitutes made from the seeds of legumes,” he notes that
this type is rarely found any more, but that the soybean may
be used.
Note 2. Under the term “Genussmittel” (food adjuncts
{stimulants / enjoyables}), Hanausek includes: Tobacco,
tea, cocoa, coffee, kola nuts, cacao, Guarana* (paste from
the seeds of the shrub or bush Paullinia sorbilis Mart. (P.
Cupana Kth.) used in north Brazil), Tschan (Chan)* (made
from the fruits of a type of sage plant in Guatemala), betel
nuts, opium, and hashish. (* = not in a German dictionary).
Hanausek lived 1852-1918. Address: Krems an der
Donau (Krems on the Danube), [Lower] Austria.
186. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1884. Soya i lallemantsiya:
Novye ves’ma poleznye rasteniya, ikh svoistva i kul’tura
[Soya and Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head): New useful
plants, their composition and cultivation]. St. Petersburg,
Russia: Printing House of I.P. Voschinskii. 24 p. 20 cm. [8
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Discusses: The soybean plant is attracting
interest in agriculture, as being a prominent plant in the
future, competing with the domestic potatoes and corn.
Introduction of soybeans to Europe from Asia (Austria,
Germany, France). The yellow soybean found best suited for
acclimatization. Botanical indications of a useful / healthy
soybean plant. Professor Garts divided soybeans into two
varieties according to their shape and color: Soja platycarpa
and Soja tumida. Cultivation of soybeans. Uses of soybeans:
Dairy cattle–Podoba says it is already known that soybeans
can be used to feed dairy cattle and recommends it to be used
likewise in the Southern agriculture to enhance the quality
and quantity of the milk. Table comparing the chemical

composition of soybeans to that of other plants. Preparation
of soybeans for food: soybean flour, “bean” cheese [tofu],
uses in the army, “bean” sausages, substitutes for coffee and
chocolate. Cultivation of soybean in Tavricheskoi region
(Crimean region of today’s Ukraine [2002]).
A full-page table (p. 14) gives the chemical/nutritional
composition of soybean seeds, straw, and pods, and
compares that of yellow soybeans with the composition
of a similar part of other legumes. Values are given for the
following: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and
ash (minerals). Under seeds, for example, six types of yellow
soybeans are used individually for comparison: (1) Pallida.
(2) Those grown in Vienna, Austria, in year 1. (3) Those
grown by Podoba in Ukraine in year 3. (4) Castanea [brown].
(5) Atrosperma. (6) Melanosperma. These are compared
with nine other legumes. Average figures are given, but no
individual investigations.
Introduction of soybeans into various regions of Russia
(p. 15): 1. Khersonskaia and Tavricheskaia (Taurida)
regions. In 1877, fifty seeds were acquired from Haberlandt.
Podoba released his soybean experiments in his yearly
report, and later published them in the sixth volume of
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. Note: Khersonskaia (Kherson) is
a region in southern Ukraine extending north of Crimea from
the Sea of Azov to the Black Sea.
2. Grodnenskaia region. Experiments not known and
not published. 3. Poltavskaia (Poltava) region [part of
Ukraine as of 2005]. Positive results of acclimatization by
L.A. Chernoglazov. 4. Penza region. A frost in May did
not damage soybeans, however many other crops died. 5.
Bessarab region [part of Moldova as of 2014]. K. Morkarov
successfully produced 5 lb of soybeans. 6. Samara region.
Unsuccessful results due to late harvest which was damaged
by frost and hail.
A half-page table (p. 16) gives information about
people, from different regions in today’s (2002) Ukraine,
who presented each year from 1879 to 1883 at the Annual
Exhibition of the Independent Economic Society (Vol’no
Economicheskim Obschestvom) held on Oct. 31 each year.
In 1879 I.G. Podoba presented from Tavricheskaia. In
1881 Grigorii Ivanov Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov
presented from Poltavskaia, and N. Zhelekhovskii presented
from Kievskaia. In 1882 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko presented from
Poltavskaia and L.V. Illyashevich from Khar’kovskaia. In
1883 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov presented
from Poltavskaia.
A half-page table (p. 17) gives the prices (in rubles)
for which soybeans were sold in 1883. 2.50 per pood
(36 lb) by Gr. Iv. Yaschenko in the Khar’kovskaia region
(today’s Ukraine). 2.50 per pood by the agricultural store
of K.V. Laskari in Kishinev (Chisinau), Bessarabia (today’s
Moldova). 3.00 per pood by L.V. Illyashevich in the
Khar’kovskaia region (today’s Ukraine). 8.00 per pood by
seed-seller Grachev in St. Petersburg (today’s Russia). 0.60
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per lb by seed-seller Gol’dring in Warsaw (today’s Poland).
History of Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head). It is a
plant native to Georgia, introduced to Europe from Persia
in 1873 at the World Exposition in Vienna. Description and
cultivation. History of the spread of Lallemantia throughout
Russia.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans to dairy cattle.
Note 2. Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head) is an annual
plant with a short vegetative cycle adapted to dry climates,
cultivated for its seeds, from which a drying oil is extracted.
The oilcake is used as a feed for horses, ruminants, and
rabbits. A cow can be fed up to 2 kg/day. Address: Candidate/
Applicant of Natural Sciences, St. Petersburg, Russia.
187. Year-book of pharmacy (Abstract). 1884. London:
Pharmaceutical Press. 696 p. See p. 228-29. [2 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following
German-language article: “Ueber die Bestandtheile der
Bohnen von Soja hispida” [On the constituents of soybeans].
E. Meissel and F. Bocker. (Monatshefte fuer Chemie, iv. 349368; Journ. Chem. Soc, 1883, 1024.)
“The Soja bean, imported from Japan, like all
leguminous fruits, contains a large amount of proteids, and
is moreover very rich in fatty constituents. The authors have
made an elaborate investigation of these fruits, the results of
which are summarized as follows:- 1. The Soja bean contains
no gluten proteids, and only very small quantities of amido
compounds.
“2. By exhaustion with dilute aqueous potash, or
with pure water, or with a 10 per cent. solution of sodium
chloride, it yields a casein nearly resembling the legumin of
ordinary leguminous fruits, and containing, when freed from
ash, 51.24 per cent. C, 6.99 H, 16-38 N, 0 47 S, and 24-92 0.
“3. The solution filtered from the casein deposits, on
being boiled, an albuminous substance differing essentially
in composition and properties from ordinary albumen, but
closely resembling the albumen of peas. This albumen is
perhaps formed by transformation of the casein, and contains
52-58 per cent. C, 7-00 H, and 17.27 N.
“4. The mother-liquors of the casein and albumen,
treated with copper salts, yield nitrogenous precipitates,
consisting for the most part of a cupric compound of casein
which has escaped precipitation, contaminated with nonazotised substances.
“5. The residue left after exhausting the beans with
dilute potash contains nitrogen belonging to casein which
has been rendered insoluble. By prolonged keeping, or by
roasting of the beans, the quantity of this insoluble casein is
increased, and finally the whole of the casein is converted
into the insoluble modification.
“6. Of the nitrogenous constituents of the Soja beans
which are soluble in dilute potash, more than 90 per cent.
consists of casein, and 1.5 to 2 per cent. of albumen.

“7. Combustion with soda-lime cannot be employed for
estimating the nitrogen of the casein, but is well adapted for
estimating the amount of nitrogen in the entire bean.
“8. The portion of the Soja bean soluble in ether consists
of 90-95 per cent. neutral fat, and 5-10 per cent. cholosterin,
lecithin, wax, and resin.
“9. The other non-azotised constituents of the bean
are cellulose, a small quantity of sugar, about 10 per cent.
dextrin, and less than five per cent. starch in very small
rounded separate grains.
“10. The composition of the Soja bean is, in round
numbers, as follows:”
188. Harz, C.O. 1885. Ueber den Staerkegehalt der
Sojabohne [On the starch content of soybeans]. Zeitschrift
des Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen Apotheker-Vereines
(Vienna) 23(3):40-41. Jan. 20. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In No. 31 (p. 474) of this magazine for 1884,
an article by Dr. T.F. Hanausek found that soybean seeds
contain starch kernels. The author found that when soybeans
do not mature thoroughly or when allowed to mature after
the vines were cut, starch may be present, some varieties
being more likely to contain it than others. If the soybeans
are completely mature, they are practically free of starch.
Address: [Professor, Koenigliche Centralthierarzneischule
und Privatdozent der Botanik an der technischen Hochschule
zu Muenchen, Germany].
189. Lipskii, A.A. 1885. Kitaiskii bob soya (Soja hispida) i
ego pishchevoe znachenie [The soja bean (Soja hispida) and
its nutritional value, or effect on digestion]. Vrach (Doctor)
(St. Petersburg, Russia) 6(40):657-59. Oct. 3. [5 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Extensive literature has been published about
the agricultural science of soybeans (by Haberlandt, Sovetov,
Skachkov, Organov, Giliarianskii, Podoba, Chernoglazov,
Iankovskii, etc.). In Russia, Podoba was the first person to
work with soybeans; he received the seeds from Haberlandt
of Vienna.
A.V. Sovetov, professor of agriculture at the University
of St. Petersburg, wrote extensively about the economic
and nutritional importance of soybeans, including in the
journal Vol’no Ekonomicheskaogo Obschestva. He also sent
out samples of soybean seeds. In 1883 V.P. Giliaranskii,
influenced by Il’in, wrote a monograph [48 pages] on the
soybean. It seems that P.A. [L.A.?] Chernoglazov was the
first person in Russia to prepare bread and sauces from
soybeans, then to feed them to his co-workers. Theoretical
yield measurements by Podoba agree with those of
Haberlandt. Podoba states that soybean plants, when used
as green forage for livestock, exceed the nutritional value of
other plants, including clover and alfalfa.
In the laboratory of A.P. Dobroslavin, Lipskii formulated
experiments to test the nutritional value of soybeans. In 1881
Lipskii received soybeans for analysis from I.G. Podoba.
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Lipskii then gives background information on the soybean
plant (mostly structure, varieties, etc.–no history) and
methods of preparing foods from soybeans. Chernoglazov
then outlines the preparation of miso.
A table (p. 659) shows that two people (a doctor and
a lab worker) were fed various foods and liquids. In the
upper half, the left column shows the foods or nutrients
consumed (soy flour, dry flour, nitrogen, fats, ash, water,
tea or broth of bilberries / whortleberries); the right column
shows the amount of each consumed. The lower half of the
table the “output” of the two people (urine, specific gravity
of urine, nitrogen in urine, sulfur in excrement, dry mass of
excrement, nitrogen in excrement, percentage of nitrogen
in dry excrement, fat in excrement, percentage of ash in dry
excrement). The last two lines are contents that were not
digested: Nitrogen, fat.
Footnote 5 (p. 658) mentions exhibitions of dried plants,
including soybeans and other beans, at a museum in St.
Petersburg, Russia.
Footnote 7 (p. 658) states that the label on a container
of coffee, made in Russia, fails to reveal that this coffee is
actually made from soybeans.
Nikitin (1900) states that Lipskii found, in his
investigations on the digestibility of soybeans, that in a diet
consisting exclusively of mashed soybeans, 19.5% of the
nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remained undigested.
Horvath (1927) says that “Lipsky” mentioned use of
baking soda for cooking whole dry soybeans. Address:
Russia.
190. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial,
and scientific; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Soy
[sauce]. Bentham. London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 3, p.
715. 26 cm.
• Summary: This entry is shorter than and different, in parts,
from its counterpart in the 1873 edition. New text: “Chinese
use Soja hispida pulse when ripe for the manufacture of an
oil, and give the remnant of the grain, together with stalks
and leaves of the plant, as a food for cattle. Its cultivation has
become general in Syria [sic, Styria], Dalmatia [in Croatia],
and Hungary. In the two former countries, the grain, after
being allowed to ripen, is threshed out and roasted, and
then employed for making coffee. In China, the grains are
soaked till they swell and become soft, and then cooked like
the small sort of beans. In other places, the seeds are set in
a very damp, watery soil, and kept in darkness until they
sprout up into a long white stalk, 4 or 5 inches high, which is
then cut and served up after the manner of a salad. A sort of
cheese, consumed in quantities by the poorer people both in
China and Japan, is made from Soja hispida.
Note: This appears to be the earliest document seen
(June 2007) concerning soybeans in Syria, or the cultivation

of soybeans in Syria. However, Balfour got his information
about Syria, Dalmatia, and Hungary from Friedrich
Haberlandt’s classic book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), the
only early work in which Dalmatia and Hungary are both
discussed. The third place, however, is Styria (Steiermark
in German), not Syria! The next earliest reliable document
concerning cultivation of soybeans in Syria was published
in 1975, and describes soybean trials in Syria in April 1974.
Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, London [England].
Founder of the Madras Muhammadan Library; of the
Government Central Museum, Madras; of the Mysore
Museum, Bangalore [India].
191. Candolle, Alphonse de. 1885. Origin of cultivated
plants. New York, NY: D. Appleton and Co. viii + 468 p. See
p. 330-32, 443, 451. The International Scientific Series Vol.
48. Translation of Origin des Plantes Cultivees, 1883 ed. 2nd
ed. 1886. Reprinted in facsimile in 1959 by Hafner Publ. Co,
New York. 19 cm.
• Summary: This is the first U.S. edition of this landmark
work by de Candolle (lived 1806-1893), the renowned
Swiss botanist, whose father was also a famous botanist.
The section on soy in this edition is identical to (in fact, a
facsimile of) that in the first British edition published in
London in 1884.
De Candolle was the first to recognize that information
from botany, philology, geography, and archaeology must
be integrated if scholars were to understand the origins of
agriculture. He tried to determine the regions where most of
the world’s important crops were first domesticated. Address:
Foreign Assoc. of the Academy of Sciences of the Inst. of
France.
192. Dammer, Otto. 1885. Illustriertes Lexikon der
Verfaelschungen und Verunreinigungen der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel... Unter Mitwerkung von Fachgelehrten und
Sachsverstaendigen herausgegeben [Illustrated lexicon
of adulterations and contaminations of foods and food
adjuncts (stimulants / enjoyables)... Published with the
assistance of specialists and experts]. Leipzig, Germany:
Verlagsbuchhandlung von J.J. Weber. 1208 p. Illust. 25 cm.
[Ger]
• Summary: The section on “Coffee” states (p. 396) that
the soybean (die Sojabohne, Dolichos Soya, Soya hispida)
is presently a coffee substitute that is not unimportant, and
according to Count Attems, it is the only type of coffee
served to the workers on many estates in Austria. Soybean
seeds resemble short, cylindrically round runner beans
are yellow, brown, black, shiny, 8-10 mm long, 5-6 mm
wide, and for the most part they contain aleurone grains
(Aleuronkörner), among which are also small-grained starch
(kleinkörnige Stärke) and rather a lot of fat. The hourglass cells (Säulen={Spulen=}Zellen) cells are elongated,
with their apex and base being slightly thickened. The
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parenchyma layer that follows is two-layered: the first
layer shows cells that are very greatly compressed together,
the second shows a series of small, cuboidal cells that
are filled with a brown colorant.–The nitrogen content
(Stickstoffgehalt) of the soybean makes up 31.26 to 33.26%
of the dry substance; the quantity of fat amounts to 16.21
to 18.25%.–In the land of its origin (Japan, China, East
India), the soybean in and of itself and the salty juice that is
prepared from it are favorite foods. One Japanese preparation
is called “miszo” [sic–miso].
Also discusses: Oilseed meals and cakes with many
illustrations (p. 671-85): Linseed meal, rapeseed meal,
Leindotter meal (camelina, cameline), poppyseed meal,
hempseed meal, beech-nut cake. Ground-nut cake,
cottonseed cake, sesame cake, palm kernel cake, coconut
cake, sunflowerseed cake, Madia cake, Niger cake, candlenut
cake. Soy is not mentioned at oilseeds, cakes or meals.
Sesame oil (p. 830, 672).
Note 1. Otto Dammer lived 1839-1916.
Note 2. Moeller (1905, p. xiii) says: Vol. 1 is 1885. Vol.
II, with five color plates and 734 in-text illustrations, is 1887.
Address: Germany.
193. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1885. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and
uses of 100 edible, little-known or unknown plants]. Paris:
Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique. 294 p. See p. 26165. 2nd ed. 1892. 3rd ed. 1899, p. 575-625. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The five-page section on Soya (p. 261-65)
discusses its use primarily as a vegetable. For more about
its broader uses, see Paillieux’s 1881 book titled Le soya, sa
composition chimique, sa culture et ses usages. This section
discusses: Englebert Kaempfer’s writings: “In Japan, this
plant is named Daidsu and surnamed Mame, that is to say
a food grain par excellence.” Cultivation trials with four
varieties conducted by the Society for Acclimatization: (1)
Soybean from China, cultivated in Hungary, imported by
MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. The seed color is pale
yellow and the hilum is brown. This is the earliest maturing
variety we have seen. (2) Soybean of Etampes. These seeds
were distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization.
The seeds are light yellow and the hilum is white. The plant
is beautiful, very strong and very productive, but a little late
in maturing. (3) The green soybean, originating from Japan,
has rather roundish green seeds and a brown hilum. Its is not
as early as the soybean from China, mentioned above. (4)
The light green soybean, with a white hilum, has somewhat
flattened seeds. It has come to us from both Japan and China.
Its pods mature rather late. Vilmorin is importing more
varieties, including a brown one. The variety in their 1880
catalog seemed a bit late.
There follow instructions for planting, cultivating, and

harvesting soybeans (Soya). When the soybeans are fully
developed, but before the pods begin to dry, they should be
picked. At this stage they are as good as fresh flageolets–
though the pods are a bit difficult to remove.
In the dried state, soybean seeds make a good food.
Their taste is sweet and very agreeable. We have prepared
them like ordinary white haricot beans. They should be
soaked for 24 hours before cooking in water that is not hard,
or in distilled water. For best results, add 3 grams per liter of
soda crystals [sodium bicarbonate].
Soya is without doubt the best of all the coffee
substitutes. Many housewives serve a mixture of coffee and
chicory each morning for breakfast. But [ground] roasted
soybeans need not be mixed with anything. It gives a good
coffee au lait whose aroma resembles that of Mocha–though
it is not as strong. The soybean is cultivated in Tyrol [Tirol]
and the Istrian Peninsula under the name of “coffee bean,”
and we suppose this is also the case in Dalmatia and the
south of Italy.
Mr. Heuzé in his book Edible Plants (Plantes
alimentaires) gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the
coffee bean) and says that it is cultivated in some points in
the departments of Ariège and of Haute-Garonne; we have
not been able to verify this. Recently we learned from Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that the soybean had been introduced,
about 12 years ago, at Allery, a commune in Saône-et-Loire
[in east central France] by Father Cretin (M. l’abbé Crétin),
and that its seeds were used like coffee beans by many
families in the country.
Mr. Faivre, an ardent and generous propagator / spreader
of soya, sent us some seeds of the plant cultivated at Allery.
They are brown and identical to those recently imported
by Vilmorin. Finally, the engineer and head of one of our
departments wrote us that he enjoys Soya each morning for
breakfast, and that he prefers it to Mocha. He recommends
roasting the seeds lightly.
If gardeners will set aside a little space for Soya each
year in their gardens, they will obtain, at no extra expense,
the coffee needed each morning by their families.
There is much more we know and could say about Soya.
Worldwide, it occupies a place equal to wheat, corn, and
potatoes. Indeed, it makes an excellent forage. It contains
18% oil. The cake, which remains after the oil is extracted,
makes a powerful fertilizer. Under various forms, these
seeds become part of the daily food of hundreds of millions
of people. They are also used to feed animals, especially
millions of horses and mules.
As numerous analyses have demonstrated, they
constitute the richest and most complete food that one can
desire. We recommend to the reader the recent work, done
with great care by Pettet and Schou, in Revue des Industries
Chimiques et Agricoles (1882).
Contents: Introduction. Discussion of individual plants
arranged alphabetically by their French names. For each
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plant is given, below the French name: Scientific name,
early sources, and plant family. Some of the plants discussed
include: Amaranth (Amarantus oleraceus). Glycine apios
(legume family). The peanut (Arachis Hypogaea; Arachide,
Pistache de terre) (p. 20-23). Daikon or Japanese radish
(Raphanus Sativus, L. var; Daikon ou radis du Japon).
Azuki bean (Phaseolus Radiatus; Haricot radié) (p. 10207; The section titled “A Java” mentions seasoning a dish
with Ketjap, which it calls la sauce noire, or “black sauce”).
Glutinous yam (Dioscorea Batatas; Igname). Konnyaku
(Amorphophallus Rivieri; Koniaku). Kudzu (Pueraria
Thunbergiana; Kudzu) (p. 154-64). White melon of Japan
(Cucumis Melo; Shiro uri; Melon blanc de Japon). Myoga
(Zingiber mioga; Mioga). Udo (Aralia cordata; Oudo).
White quinoa (Anserine Quinoa; Chenopodium quinoa;
Quinoa blanc) (p. 242-45). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus;
Souchet comestible, Souchet sultan, Amande de terre) (p.
256-61). Soya (Dolichos Soja; Soja hispida Moench; Glycine
Soja; Soya) (p. 261-65). Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia
subterranea; Voandzou) (p. 272-74). Table of contents (by
both French name and scientific name). Address: 1. Member
of la Société nationale d’Acclimatation; 2. Préparateur au
Muséum. Member of the Société Botanique de France.
194. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the
organization and management of seven agricultural schools
in Germany, Belgium, and England. Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office. 107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to
Hon. George B. Loring, U.S. Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: The last section is titled “The Royal Agricultural
College at Cirencester, England,” where the author visited on
8 Feb. 1884. The subsection titled “Work of the laboratory”
(p. 73) describes seven types of current original research.
including: “7. On the soy bean (Soja hispida), its chemical
composition and value as a food.
“The following is a detailed account of Prof. Edward
Kinch’s description and analyses of the soy bean of China.
I append his entire report of the results of this interesting
investigation, because it not only shows the character of the
work done in his laboratory, but indicates that this bean may
be profitably grown in some parts of the Western States.
Indeed, the same bean was grown on the experimental
grounds of the Iowa Agricultural College last year, and
showed a very large yield.”
Prof. Kinch’s report, titled “The Soy bean,” states: “This
bean, sometimes known as the Japan pea and China bean,
is the seed of the Soja hispida, Miquel (Glycine hispida,
Moench; Dolichos Soja, Linné; Glycine Soja, Jaquin), a plant
of the natural order Leguminosae,...” suborder Papilionaceae,
and tribe Phaseolæ. Its natural habitat appears to be China
and Japan; it also grows in Mongolia and in India, in
the Himalayas, and within the last few years it has been
cultivated experimentally in several European countries.
This bean is worth more than a passing notice, as it is the

vegetable which approaches most nearly in its proximate
chemical composition to animal food. This will be seen
later on. There are a great number of varieties of the soy
bean known, which differ to some extent in the shape, size,
and especially in the color of the seed, and in a few minor
particulars, but which seem to vary comparatively little
in chemical composition. Dr. C.O. Harz has classified the
principal varieties as follows:
“Group I.–S. hispida platycarpa. 1. olivaeea. 2.
punctata. 3. melanosperma (a. vulgans. b. nigra. c.
renisperma. d. rubro-cincta). 4. platysperma. 5. parvula.
“Group II.–S. hispida tumida. 6. pallida (Roxburgh). 7.
castanea. 8. atrosperma.
“These names sufficiently indicate the nature of the
variety as far as the seed is concerned. The soy bean is
extensively cultivated in the north of China, whence it is
exported, to the southern provinces; it is here pressed for the
sake of its oil and the residual cake largely used as a food for
man and beast, and also as a manure.
“In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste known as
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu,
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water and
precipitating it with brine. An analysis of it is given below.
“These foods are most valuable additions to the dietary
of the Oriental nations, and especially of the Japanese, who
use so little animal food; they tend to supply the deficiencies
of the staple food, rice, in nitrogenous matter, fat, and also in
mineral constituents.
“The Buddhist priests, who are strictly forbidden to
use animal food, consume considerable quantities of these
beans, principally in the form of miso. The soy bean first
attracted attention in Europe in 1873, when specimens from
Japan, from China, and from India were shown at the Vienna
International Exhibition. Dr. Forbes Watson, reporter on the
products of India, called attention to it in the Catalogue of
the Exhibits of the Indian Museum. Since then numerous
experiments have been made on the European Continent
on its growth, and also feeding experiments with the bean
and its straw on different kinds of domestic animals have
been prosecuted. Such experiments have been carried on by
Wolling and Wein, at Munich; by Haberlandt, Lehman, Harz,
Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieski, and others, at various
stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary, and experiments
have also been made in France and in Italy.
“The proximate chemical composition of some of the
different varieties, grown in different places, is now given
and compared with some other foods of vegetable and
animal origin.”
Table 1, titled “Percentage composition of the soy bean,”
gives the percentage of six constituents (water, nitrogenous
matter [protein], fat, carbohydrates, fiber, and ash) in seven
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different types of soy beans: Pale yellow (from Japan, China,
Germany &c., India), brown, round black, and long black.
“It has been shown by Levallois (Comptes-Rendus) that
the soybean contains a special variety of sugar, many of its
properties resembling mellitose; this constitutes about 10
per cent, of the soluble carbohydrates. Of the nitrogenous
matters nearly all is in the form of albumenoids; a small
quantity, about 1 per cent., appears as a peptone-like
body, and about one-tenth to two-tenths per cent. is nonalbuminoid.”
Table 2, titled “Percentage composition,” compares the
percentage content of the six constituents listed above for six
foodstuffs: Peas, [common] beans, lupins, lentils. lean beef,
and fat mutton.
“These analyses show the greater richness of the soy
beans in nitrogenous matter and in fat than the common
bean and pea, and that, when the water is equalized, it
more nearly approaches meat in proximate composition.
The only leguminous seed of common occurrence, which
contains more oil than this bean, is the earth-nut or groundnut, Arachis hypogæa, which is now so largely cultivated
abroad for its oil and its cake. In order to compare the soy
bean straw with hay and with other straws of like nature, the
following average analyses are given:
Table 3 (untitled) compares the percentage content of the
six constituents listed above for six feeds: Meadow hay, bean
straw, pea straw, lentil straw, soy bean straw, soy bean hulls.
“A special variety of Soja hispida is cultivated in some
parts of Japan as a fodder crop and cut just as the pods are
fully formed. The hay made from this is much relished by
horses, cattle, and sheep. A sample of a crop grown on the
Imperial College of Agriculture Farm, Komaba, Tokiyo,
gave on analysis: Water 15.0%, nitrogenous matter 19.8%,
fiber 35.9%, ash 6.8%, carbohydrates and fat 22.5%. Total
100.0%.
“It will be seen that this hay exceeds even lentil straw
in the amount of nitrogenous matter it contains.” Continued.
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.
195. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the
organization and management of seven agricultural schools
in Germany, Belgium, and England (Continued–Document
part II). Washington, DC: Government Printing Office.
107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to Hon. George B. Loring, U.S.
Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: Continued from page 76: “The following are
means of various analyses made in Japan of food products
obtained from the soy bean, and which are largely consumed
there:”
Table 4, titled “Percentage composition,” shows the
percentage content of the six constituents listed above in four
Japanese food products: White miso, red miso, bean cheese
[tofu], and frozen bean cheese [dried frozen tofu].
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen bean cheese” to
refer to dried-frozen tofu.
“The ash of miso consists mainly of common salt, which
is added in the process of manufacture.
“The ash of the soy bean was found, as a mean
of several samples, to have the following percentage
composition. The composition of that of the straw is also
given: Table 5 (untitled) lists the percentage composition of
each of the following constituents in soy bean ash and soy
bean straw ash: Potash, soda, lime, magnesia, ferric oxide,
chlorine, phosphoric pentoxide, sulphur trioxide, and silica.
“The crop takes from the soil a large amount of valuable
mineral constituents, phosphoric acid and potash, as well as a
large amount of nitrogen.
“The results of the German and Austrian experiments
show that where temperature is not too low, the result of the
harvest as compared with that of ordinary beans or peas is
exceedingly satisfactory.
“The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the
yellow, brown, round black, and long black varieties, i. e.,
pallida, castanea, atrosperma, and melanosperma, especially
the first three named. They require a vegetation time of
about one hundred and fifty days, during which the average
temperature must be about 58º F. (14.3 C.), and number of
heat units (the average temperature multiplied by the number
of days) [Wärmesummen] about 2,100 C. They may be sown
the beginning of May and harvested the end of September or
even the beginning of October.
“The seeds should not be sown deeply, not more than 1
to 1½ inches deep, and about eighteen plants to the square
yard may be left after weeding and thinning out. The plants
grow to a small bush about 2½ feet high, and produce pods
with two to five seeds. The most suitable soil is a peaty soil,
or one containing a good deal of organic matter, and the next
most favorable is a calcareous soil. Nitrate of soda has been
found to be a good manure for the crop in Germany and
also potash salts, especially potassium sulphate. Ammonium
sulphate did not give as good a return as the same amount
of nitrogen in the form of nitrate; on soils poor in organic
matter it would probably be better to supply the nitrogen in
some organic combination, such as rape-cake, shoddy, and
the like. Phosphoric acid, especially as a dicalcic phosphate
was a help on some soils.
“Field experiments made by myself on this crop in
Japan showed that wood ashes had a good effect, and that
anything like an excess of nitrogen was very harmful to the
yield of grain. In that country the plants are often sown on
the dividing ridges between the plots of paddy and without
any manure. The yield of seed and straw in the German
experiments compares very favorably with that of peas and
beans grown under the same conditions; from 2,000 to 3,000
pounds of seed and from 5,000 to 10,000 pounds of straw per
acre have been obtained.
“Feeding experiments with the produce have been made
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with pigs, sheep, oxen, and milch cows, and with very good
results. The bean is a most excellent addition to other foods,
especially such as are deficient in nitrogenous matter and fat.
The digestion co-effients of the nitrogenous matters of the fat
and of the non-nitrogenous matter of the soy bean, and also
in the cake left after its pressure for oil, closely approximate
to 90 in each case. As a mean of two direct experiments with
soy bean straw, the digestion coefficients were found to be
as follows: Nitrogenous matter 60.8, fat 6.2, fiber 33.6, and
non-nitrogenous extractive matters 69.0. The hulls are rather
less digestible.
“The albuminoid ratio in the bean is about 1 to 2.3,
in the straw 1 to 8.1, in the hulls about 1 to 20, and in the
cake 1 to 1.3. An analysis of the cake shows: Water 13.4%,
nitrogenous matter 40.3%, fiber 5.5%, carbohydrates 28.1%,
fat 7.5%, ash 5.2%. Total: 100.0%.
“In good condition it would be a valuable addition to our
feeding cakes, but it is too highly valued in the East to enable
it to be imported to any extent at a profit.
“The soy bean plant has considerable power of resisting
unfavorable climatic influences, as cold, drought, and wet;
and appears to be particularly free from insect attacks, and,
indeed, from all parasites; this last, if it continues, is by no
means a slight advantage. The soy beans are eagerly bought
by the natives of Southern Italy, an almost vegetarian race;
that they are easily digested I can speak from experience,
having frequently used them on my table, cooked after the
manner of haricots. Taking into account the great richness
of these beans in valuable food constituents, their easy
digestibility, the value of the straw, and the great probability
of some variety being able to be acclimatized without great
trouble, this Soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean
would form an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the
poorer classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food
which in the kitchens of the laboring classes is so wastefully
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be
commended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of and
substitute for coffee.
“We have procured seeds of several varieties direct
from Japan, and of one variety from Germany, and these are
now being cultivated in the botanic garden. They were sown
rather late, and the month of June has not been favorable
to their growth, but some of the varieties promise fairly.”
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.
196. Stingl, J.; Morawski, Th. 1886. Zur Kenntniss der
Sojabohne [Toward knowledge of the soybean]. Monatshefte
fuer Chemie 7:176-90. May. Presented at meeting of 6 May
1886. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “In the winter of 1879 J. Stingl and Frz. Gruber
of the state trade and technical school (Staatsgewerbeschule)
in Czernowitz [the capital of Bukowina in Austria]
undertook an exhaustive study of the soybean, and
investigated the proximate composition of this legume.

(At that time the cultivation of this bean in Bukowina was
eagerly recommended by the Secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce in Czernowitz, Mr. Mikuliez.) This research was
unfortunately never published, since the two researchers
were called to other positions.” As proof of the fact that they
had already studied the composition of the soybean at that
time, they were granted a privilege (Privilegium) No. 11017
on 25 July 1880 for “A process for the use of the soybean in
the preparation of an artificial yeast (Kunsthefe) or leaven
for factories making spirits and pressed yeast, and the use
thereof as the medium promoting fermentation and alcohol
production.”
In the description of the patent (Patentbeschreibung)
it is shown that the soybean contains: (1) Large amounts
of fermentable sugars, and (2) A diastatic ferment (ein
diastatisches Ferment) [enzyme]. The latter, as well as the
diastase of barley malt, are capable of saccharifying starch.
Based on these facts, as well as on the soybean’s large
content of nutrients for yeasts, Stingl and Gruber justified the
usefulness of the soybean for the purposes indicated in the
patent (Patente).
The abundant presence of the diastatic ferment in the
soybean (des diastatischen Fermentes {Enzyms} in der
Sojabohne) has not heretofore been mentioned by any of
the investigators in their studies, and the content of various
sugars in the soybean, caused studies made at that time,
then interrupted, to be resumed and brought to the general
attention.
The diastatic ferment was found to be present to a
greater extent than in many other leguminous seeds. This
ferment is said to have a powerful action upon starch, twothirds of which it converts into sugar, and one-third into
dextrin–whereas the enzyme of barley malt gives much less
glucose and much more dextrin when the quantity of malt
is small. Stated differently: The authors found a very small
quantity of starch in the soybean, the formation of which
they attributed to the very active diastatic ferment.
As a complete picture of the composition of the soybean,
Stingl and Gruber found the following: Fatty oil (Fettes Oel)
18.5%, protein 34.8%, resin or gum (Harz) 0.8%, sugars
12.0%, other water-soluble nitrogen-free substances 4.7%,
pectin-bodies 2.4%, cellulose 10.9%, water 11.8%, ash 5.4%.
Total 101.5%.
They also reported the presence of about 2% of a
mixture of different sugars which could be easily fermented.
They state that the sugar found in the soybean bears the
closest resemblance or analogy to lactose. This sugar
ferments rapidly and entirely in the presence of the yeast of
beer and gives some glucose.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
that uses the term “enzyme” in connection with soybeans,
or that mentions enzymes (diastatic) contained in soybean
seeds. It is also the earliest document seen (March 2006) that
mentions “pectin” or “pectins” in connection with soybeans.
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Note 2. Bielitz (also spelled Bielsko) is a city in south
Poland in Katowice province, on the Biala River.
An 1864 gazetteer shows that “Czernowitz” is a
Kreisstadt [chief town of a district] in Austria. An 1880
gazetteer gives three spellings for this town, still in Austria:
Czernowitz, Tschernowitz, or (more correctly) Czernowize.
It is the capital of Bukowina near the Pruth [Prut] River, 146
miles southeast of Lemberg. As of 1998 the city, whose name
is spelled Chernovtsy or Chernivtsi, is in the southwestern
Ukraine. Address: Laboratorium der Staatsgewerbeschule,
Bielitz [Bielsko, Poland].
197. Stingl, J.; Morawski, Th. 1886. Zur Kenntniss der
Sojabohne [Toward knowledge of the soybean (Abstract)].
Chemiker-Zeitung Chemisches Repertorium 10(19):140. June
20. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Stingl, J.; Morawski, Th. 1886.
“Zur Kenntniss der Sojabohne [Toward knowledge of the
soybean”]. Monatshefte für Chemie 7:176-90. April.
Note: This is the earliest abstract seen (Oct.
2001) that mentions soy. Address: Laboratorium der
Staatsgewerbeschule, Bielitz [Bielsko, Poland].
198. Stingl, J.; Morawski, Th. 1886. Zur Kenntniss der
Sojabohne [Toward knowledge of the soybean (Abstract)].
Chemisches Central-Blatt Repertorium 17(38):724. Sept. 22.
[1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
German-language article: Stingl, J.; Morawski, Th. 1886.
“Zur Kenntniss der Sojabohne [Toward knowledge of
the soybean”]. Monatshefte für Chemie 7:176-90. April.
Address: Laboratorium der Staatsgewerbeschule, Bielitz
[Bielsko, Poland].
199. Candolle, Alphonse de. 1886. Origin of cultivated
plants. 2nd ed. London: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co.; New
York, NY: D. Appleton and Co. viii + 468 p. See p. 330-32,
355, 443, 451. Translation of Origin des Plantes Cultivees,
1883 ed. 2nd ed. 1886. The latter reprinted in facsimile in
1959 by Hafner Publ. Co, New York. Index. 20 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: The main section on soy in this edition is
identical to (in fact, a facsimile of) that in the 1885 edition
by the same publisher in New York.
The author, a famous Swiss botanist, whose father was
also a famous botanist, lived 1806-1893. Address: Geneva,
Switzerland.
200. Jahresbericht ueber die Fortschritte der
Pharmakognosie, Pharmacie und Toxicologie (Jahresbericht
der Pharmazie). 1886. Papilionaceae: Soja hispida
[Papilionaceae: Soybeans (Soja hispida) (Abstract)]. Vols.
43 and 44. p. 278-80. (Vols. 18 and 19 for the years 1883 and
1884 in the New Series). [2 ref. Ger]

• Summary: A German-language summary of two Germanlanguage articles on the composition of the soybeans: (1)
Meissl, E.; Boecker, F. 1883. Ueber die Bestandtheile
der Bohnen von Soja hispida [On the constituents of
soybeans]. Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche
Classe (Wien) 87(Part 1):372-91. Presented at the session of
April 19.
(2) Hanausek, T.F. 1884. Ueber das Vorkommen von
Staerkemehl in der Sojabohne [On the presence of starch in
soybeans]. Zeitschrift des Allgemeinen Oesterreichischen
Apotheker-Vereines (Vienna) 22(31):474-75. Address:
Goettingen.
201. Moeller, Josef. 1886. Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche [Microscopy of
foods and food adjuncts (stimulants / enjoyables) from the
vegetable kingdom]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. vi +
394 p. See p. 303. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Coffee,” the section titled
“Legumes” (p. 302-03) states that soybeans (Sojabohnen) are
sometimes used as a coffee substitute. A table (p. 303) titled
“Palisade cells” gives the dimensions of these cells from 11
plants in micro-millimeters. For “Soja” the dimensions are:
Length–60. Width–15.
Also discusses: Linseed cake and linseed (p. 172-75).
Peanuts (p. 239-41). Adulteration of chocolate with peanuts,
peanut oil, or sesame oil (p. 332-33).
Note: This book contains 308 superb illustrations
(woodcuts) by the author, however the soybean is not
illustrated. Address: Private Docent, Univ. of Vienna
[Austria-Hungary].
202. Rein, Johann Justus. 1886. Japan: Nach Reisen und
Studien, im Auftrage der Koeniglich Preussischen Regierung
dargestellt [Japan: Travels and researches undertaken at the
cost of the Prussian government. Vol. II.]. Leipzig, Germany:
Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 679 p. See p. 5, 65-70,
123-27, 185, 649. Illust. Indexes (1 German and Latin, 1
Japanese). 2nd ed. 1905. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A superb book, showing the high German art
of studying other cultures. The many illustrations are either
beautiful wood engravings (Holzschnitte), real photographs,
or actual samples of paper or textiles (glued in). In the
chapter on “Food plants” (Nährpflanzen), the following is
a partial contents of the section on “Pulse or leguminous
plants” (Hülsenfrüchte oder Leguminosen, p. 65-71):
Introduction to crops cultivated in Japan. 1. The ground-nut
and ground-nut oil. 2. The soybean: “Among the pulse of
Japan (and not the less of China), the soy-bean ranks first
in extent, variety of use, and value; and chemical analyses
prove the empirical judgment is well founded. In point of
nutriment, the soy-bean is of all vegetables the nearest to
meat. It contains nearly two-fifths of its weight in legumin
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rich in nitrogen, and nearly one-sixth in fat. The soy-bean is
to the inhabitants of Japan what their garbanzos (chick-peas)
are to the Spanish, and their feijao preto (black beans) to
the Brazilians. The author then describes the characteristics
of the soy-bean, the work of Haberlandt with soy-beans in
Austria, and the yields that he and his co-workers obtained.
“In Japan the varieties of soy-bean are distinguished–
according to colour, as white (more properly yellowish),
black, brownish red, green, and spotted; according to
duration of growth [maturity] as early-ripening, middleripening, and late-ripening; according to form, as spherical,
ellipsoidal, kidney-shaped, and compressed laterally; and
according to use, as to those which serve primarily in making
Shôyu (soy), Tôfu (bean-cheese), and Miso (a sort of sauce),
and those eaten in any plain shape.”
Soy-bean varieties in Japan include: 1. “White (peayellow) soy-beans, Japanese Shiro-mame or Haku-daidzu. To
this division belongs an early-ripening sort with very small
seeds, called Goguwatsu-mame [Go-gatsu], or ‘five-monthskind,’ because it ripens in the fifth month of the old Japanese
calendar, our July; also another small-seeded, early-ripening
variety, the Wase-mame or Natsu-mame, that is, early and
summer-bean. These two are also called Tôfu-mame, because
they are used chiefly in making Tôfu. Another sort serves to
produce Miso. It is called Nakate-mame, ‘middle-late bean,’
its time of maturity occurring half-way between that of the
early and late kinds. Its seeds are round and somewhat larger.
The late ripening varieties, Okute-mame (late-bean), Marumame (bullet-bean), and Teppô-mame (gun-bean), or Akimame (autumn-bean) have, as their names indicate, mostly
bullet-shaped seeds, which become harder and larger than the
early ones. The variety last named is used in making Shôyu,
while Maru-mame is valuable as horse-feed.
2. Black soy-beans, Japanese Kuro-mame or Kokudaidzu. These are eaten boiled with sugar, as an entrée, or
as a relish to rice. There is a middle-late sub-species, with
round, elliptical seeds, Kuro-mame, in short, and another like
it with big, bullet-shaped beans is called Kuro-teppô-mame.
And again there is a late-ripening sort with flat, elliptical
seeds under several names.
3. Brown soy-beans, Japanese Katsu-daizu (thirsty soybean) are much less grown than the white and black subspecies, and are used like the latter. They are distinguished as
Aka-mame, red soy-beans, round, reddish-brown in colour,
in different varieties, and Cha-mame, tea beans, three lightbrown sorts of small extent and significance.
4. Greenish or bluish green soy-beans, Japanese
Ao-mame or Sei-daizu, are eaten mostly boiled and with
sugar, like the black and brown-red varieties. And, with the
brownish sorts, they are much less widely grown than the
black and yellowish. The Japanese distinguish the following
sub-species of Aö-mame [sic, Ao-mame]:–(a) Sei-hito,–
epidermis green, inside a whitish yellow. (b) Nikuri-sei,–
greenish throughout. Both sub-varieties run from roundish-

ellipsoidal to a bullet roundness, are of medium size, and
remind one of green peas. (c) Kage-mame, with pale green,
round beans. 5. Speckled soy-beans, Japanese Fuiri-mame
or Han-daidzu. This group is not important. Its cultivation is
confined to a small area, in a few provinces. Its sub-varieties
are known as:–(a) Kuro-kura-kake-mame, with a black spot
on the saddle (eye), otherwise greenish; flat and with the
outline of an egg. (b) Aka-kura-kake-mame, with a brown
spot on the saddle (eye), otherwise yellowish-green, flat and
drawn out long. (c) Fuiri-mame or Udzura-mame, speckled
or spotted soy-bean, yellowish-green with many dark flecks.
A rare variety, grown only in a few places, especially in
Harima.
“Early-ripening soy-beans are sown as early as April
in Southern Japan, in Central Japan during May. Those that
ripen in autumn need much more warmth, and are sown,
as a rule, one month later... Late-ripening Daidzu is also a
favourite for planting along the edge of fields and on the
new-built dykes of rice-fields.”
Returning to the work of Haberlandt: “At the end of his
above-mentioned treatise, Haberlandt summed up in five
noteworthy propositions, the results of his experiments with
the soy-bean and of its chemical analysis. His conclusions
are as follows:
“(a) The acclimatization of the early-ripening sorts,
particularly those with yellow and reddish brown seeds,
appeared to have fully succeeded in Central Europe.
“(b) The seeds obtained were larger, heavier, and
handsomer than those from Eastern Asia, the chemical
composition, however, remaining unchanged.
“(c) The soy-plant resists light spring frosts better than
our young beans, and endures greater dryness in summer
than most leguminous plants, though otherwise much like
other kinds of beans.
“(d) It is distinguished by heavy crops, besides
furnishing, in its stems and leaves, either green or dried, a
nourishing feed, of which cattle are very fond.
“(e) In their high percentage of protein and fat, they far
excel all other pulse in nutritive quality; and when properly
prepared are second to none in flavour.
“After such favourable judgments, it might have been
expected that the soy-bean, at least in the warmer regions
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, would soon become
popular and generally cultivated. The result, however, was
quite otherwise. The hopes which he had aroused in behalf
of this plant seem to have disappeared with Haberlandt, who
died in 1878.
3. Azuki beans (many varieties are named and
described).
Two tables (p. 73-74) show the following: (1) Analysis
of 10 different numbered samples of soybeans, empty pods,
and straw and leaves. Eight are from Haberlandt’s book Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean] (1878), two are from Caplan,
and one each from Mach, Senff, Levallois, and Kinch. (2)
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Comparative composition of 9 different legumes, including
soybeans, azuki beans, common peas, broad beans / faba
beans, lentils, yellow lupins, and peanuts. The soybean has
by far the most crude protein, is second in fat (after peanuts),
and is average in (minerals).
Foods made from soybeans (p. 123-27): Shoyu (Shôyû,
die japanische Bohnensauce, auch Soja). Miso (made with
rice koji [Kôji oder fermentierender Reis]). Tofu (Tôfu,
Bohnenkäse, made with Shio-no-nigari (Salzbitter)) incl.
dried-frozen tofu (Kori-tôfu, gefrorener oder Eis-Tôfu).
“Kori-tôfu, frozen or ice-Tôfu, is the spongy, horn-like
substance that remains when common Tôfu is allowed to
freeze and then thawed and dried in the sun, thus getting
rid of most of its water. By Yuba [Yuba] is meant a third
preparation, consisting of brownish, tough skins (Häuten),
made by boiling the dissolved legumine of the Tôfu-process,
with the addition of some wood-ashes, and then taking away
in succession the skins that rise” (p. 126-27; see Rein 1889).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the word Yuba.
The section on “Oil plants and their products” (p. 17689) gives details on 13 plants and the oil obtained from them,
including: 1. Rapeseed oil. 2. Mustard oil. 3. Camellia oil.
4. Cottonseed oil. 5. Peanut oil. 6. Sesame oil. 7. Perilla oil
(Perilla ocymoides). 11. Hempseed oil. Soybean oil is not
one of these. However a table (p. 185) gives the average
composition of various Japanese oilseeds (Source: E. Wolff
et al.; Ollech 1884): Rapeseed, peanuts, cottonseed, sesame
(brown and white), hemp seeds, shelled beech-nuts, and
soybeans.
Note 2. Volume 1 was published in 1881. The title of
volume 2 is Land-und Forstwirtschaft, Industrie und Handel.
Johann Justus Rein lived 1835-1918.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “kori-tôfu,” or
“gefrorener Tôfu,” or “Eis Tôfu” to refer to dried-frozen
tofu.
Note 4. Also discusses: Ame, midzu-ame, and barley
malt syrup (p. 121-22). Fu, or baked wheat gluten cakes.
Hemp, hempseed, and hempseed oil (p. 88, 177, 184-85).
Kudzu (p. 75, 199, 217). Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 176-81,
185). Sea-weeds–especially marine algae (p. 93-96). Sesame
seeds and oil (p. 88, 176-78, 181-82, 185). Address: Prof. of
Geography, Univ. of Bonn, Germany.
203. Morawski, Th.; Stingl, J. 1887. Ueber das Fett der
Sojabohne [On the fat of the soybean]. Sitzungsberichte
der Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftlichen Classe der
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Wien) 95(Part 2;
Nos. 1-4):269-71. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The contents of this article are identical with
those of an article with the same authors and title, published
in the same year and month, in Monatshefte fuer Chemie
8:85-87. Address: Laboratorium der k.k. Staatsgewerbschule,

Bielitz.
204. Morawski, Th.; Stingl, J. 1887. Ueber die Natur der
Zuckerarten der Sojabohne [On the nature of the various
sugars in the soybean (Abstract)]. Sitzungsberichte der
Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftlichen Classe der
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Wien) 95(Part 2;
Nos. 1-4):266-68. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: According to other authors, the soybean
contains about 12% sugars, including abundant cane sugar
(sucrose = Saccharose) plus a sugar that does not crystallize.
The latter, when treated with nitric acid, gives mucic acid
/ galactaric acid (Schleimsäure), has a higher polarization
capability than cane sugar, and is much more difficult
to invert than the latter. Address: Laboratorium der k.k.
Staatsgewerbschule, Bielitz.
205. Morawski, Th.; Stingl, J. 1887. Ueber das Fett der
Sojabohne [On the fat in soybeans (Abstract)]. ChemikerZeitung Chemisches Repertorium 11(11):82. April 10. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a
German-language article with the same authors and title
published in 1887 in Sitzungsberichte der MathematischNaturwissenschaftlichen Classe der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften (Wien) 95(Part 2; Nos. 1-4):266-68.
Note: This abstract cites its source as: “(Nach eingesandt
Separatabdr. a. d. 95. Bd. d. Sitzb. d. k. k. österr. Akad. d.
Wissensch. II. Abth. 1887. Febr.-Heft.).”
206. Lecerf, Ch. 1888. Sur la valeur alimentaire du Soya
hispida [On the nutritional value of the soybean]. Bulletin de
la Societe de Medecine Pratique de Paris p. 442-49. Meeting
of April 26. Presided over by M. Laburthe. [Fre]
• Summary: Because of the difficulty many people have in
tolerating gluten bread, we are anxious to find another food
free from sugar and amylaceous materials for diabetics. I
thought it would be interesting to do some trials on the use of
the seeds of a bean used often in China, Japan, and Malaysia.
I had the occasion to study this bean under the direction
of my master, Mr. Muntz, when I was at his laboratory at the
Agronomic Institute (l’Institut agronomique). I wish to speak
of soybeans (Soya).
In 1855, Mr. de Montigny, struck by the considerable
nutritional value of soybeans, imported some to France,
and submitted them to the Society for Acclimatization (la
Société d’acclimatation), hoping that our farmers would
make the best of this legume that is the foundation of
the food of the poor classes of China and Japan. In these
countries, the soybean equals the potato in our countryside,
in consumption. We shall see, in a bit, that the bean of this
legume (sub-order papillonacée [sic, papilionaceæ]) is richer
by far in nutritious elements than the tuber of Parmentier [the
potato].
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Since this attempt [by Mr. Montigny in 1855], many
agronomical trials have been conducted, at different places in
our territory [France and its colonies], and they have proven
that the acclimatization of this plant, in France, is possible.
They have also permitted us to hope that the climate of our
regions is analogous to that of the Chinese and Japanese
provinces where the soybean (le Soya) is cultivated on a
large scale. Unfortunately, these trials had the goal of feeding
animals rather than the introduction of this bean into the
human diet.
However, eight years ago, Count Attems, who was
busy with the cultivation of soybeans in Austria, wrote:
We fool ourselves when we think that soybeans are only
an advantageous pasturage, or when we believe that they
constitute a delicate dish only for the table of the rich.
Soybeans have also been discovered for the large class of
less idle consumers, for the country folk and the workers;
and although it is a plant of ancient Asia, future generations
will make a great case for them and without a doubt will
call them Haberlandt’s bean (Haricot de Haberlandt) in
recognition.
Professor Haberlandt, who tested the cultivation of
soybeans following the Exposition of 1873, published
his results in 1878 and became the popularizer of their
cultivation and use in Austria. Here is this author’s
[Haberlandt’s] opinion on the nutritive value of this bean:
I think that soybeans are a food too concentrated to be
prepared alone and that, consequently, it is better to mix
them with other foods, especially those containing starch...
They can furnish armies with provisions of little volume, and
enter with good right, as the best equivalent, in pea sausages.
In France, although many notes relative to the
cultivation and use of soybeans have been addressed to
the Society of Acclimatization, I believe that the first, if
not the only monograph that was made of it, is that of Mr.
Paillieux. This work was published in 1881; I have borrowed
from him numerous times. As for me, it was in 1883 at
the Agronomical Institute that I came to know soybeans,
following the analyses and experience of Mr. Muntz,
and of my dear friend, the late Levallois, from whom the
Academy of Sciences received last April 3rd a posthumous
communication on the composition of the beans that he
harvested at the agronomic station in Nice, of which he was
the director.
The name Dolichos soya was given by Linnaeus to this
Chinese bean that Moench later named Soya hispida.
In Japan, they call it Daïzu Mame, that is, food seed par
excellence. In China, it is known under the name Yéou-téou;
its cultivation there is less important than in Japan, although
it enters largely into the food of the working class and is
used, as in Japan, for the commercial / industrial preparation
of a variety foods.
The soybean is also cultivated and consumed in India,
the Himalayas, Ceylon, Tonkin, Cochin China, and the Dutch

possessions in Malaysia. In these different lands, it is eaten
in its natural state (en nature), and used to make many food
products, on the one hand the daily food of the poor, on the
other condiments sought after by the rich.
Because of the high content of fatty materials in
soybeans (17-18%), its flour (sa farine) emulsifies with
water, giving with oil a certain quantity of légumine [a
protein found in soybeans]. The mixture, passed through a
cloth, yields, as a filtered liquid, a true milk (vrai lait), used
like that of cows, goats, or sheep. This is the milk (le lait) of
the Chinese.
This milk is used to prepare a cheese (named Téou-fou
in China, Tou-fou in Japan), that resembles a white cheese
known, in France, under the name of fromage à la pie
(quark). The lightly heated milk is coagulated when it is
warm with the help of a few spoonfuls of liquid nigari / pure
sea water (d’eaux mères de sel marin). The curds (caillé)
thus obtained are allowed to drain, then submitted to the
action of flowing water. Note 1. The drained curds are first
pressed to make tofu, then cut into cakes, which a placed into
a container of cold, circulating water.
According to Mr. Champion, in China a piece of tofu
(fromage de pois) as big as a fist sells for a cent (un centime).
For many people of the working class, it constitutes the
morning meal, either in a liquid state [as soymilk], or
coagulated and fresh [as curds], or in a dried state [probably
as pressed or firm tofu, or possibly as yuba] and fried in oil
extracted from soybeans.
According to the analyses of Mr. Fremy, the soybean
contains 18% of this oil, which is in the first rank among the
15-20 types of oils that the Chinese possess. It is of excellent
quality and for Europeans, has the sole drawback of retaining
the aftertaste of the raw bean.
In Canton [China], soybeans figure in the composition
of a solid ferment, Kiu-tsée, that the Chinese use to make an
artificial wine and their brandy (eau-de-vie).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that contains the term Kiu-tsée (written with an acute accent),
which it uses to refer to a solid Cantonese wine ferment.
Continued.
207. Maggi (Julius) & Cie. 1888. Perforierte Enveloppe fuer
Nahrungs- und Genussmittel [Perforated enveloped for foods
and food adjuncts], Swiss Patent No. CH51. 3 p. Issued 31
Dec. 1888. 2 drawings. [Ger]
• Summary: This is the earliest patent issued to Julius Maggi
show in European Patents database. Address: Kempthal,
Switzerland.
208. Brannt, William Theodore. 1888. A practical treatise on
animal and vegetable fats and oils: Comprising both fixed
and volatile oils... as well as the manufacture of artificial
butter. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: H.C. Baird & Co. xxviii +
739 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [ soy ref]
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• Summary: The soybean is mentioned only once, and
quite briefly. Chapter 9, titled “Descriptions, properties,
adulterations, etc. of oils and fats” contains a short section
on “Papilionacæ (Leguminosæ)” (p. 207) of which the first
entry reads: “1. Dolichos Soja, Linn., Chinese-oil bean,
indigenous to Japan and China, and cultivated in southern
Asia. The seeds, which have a pungent taste, are used for
food and the oil pressed from them for table oil.”
A table (p. 22) lists 36 seeds and fruits, with the
scientific name of the plant and the per cent. of oil in the
seed. Brazil nuts (60-67%), sweet and bitter almonds, peanuts, sesame seeds, flax seed, and hemp seed are mentioned,
but the soybean is not. Also discusses: Peanut oil (p. 204-06,
412-15). The “meat” of the peanut yields from 38-45% of
oil. The first cold pressure yields 16-18% of very fine table
oil. Almond oil (from both sweet and bitter almonds, p. 20712). “Gingelly oil, tiel or teel oil, or benné oil” (p. 251-53,
260-61, 412-15, 510) obtained from Sesamum orientale. A
plant much cultivated in the Levant [countries of the eastern
Mediterranean] and India. The oil is widely used in France
and England, and recently also in Germany and Austria.
The brownish to black Levantine seeds contain 50-60%
oil, better suitable for table use than that from Indian seeds,
which contain only 47-52% oil. German sesame oil, also
called “cameline oil,” comes from the Camelina sativa plant.
Linseed oil (p. 271-77). Hemp-seed oil (p. 288-89). Lecithine
(p. 350) from butter.
This book is divided into three parts. Part I (p. 1-443):
Fixed fats and oils, based on “Die technologie der Fette und
Oele des Pflanzen und Thierreichs,” by Karl Schaedler. Part
II: Volatile oils, taken from Die Fabrikation der aetherischen
Oele, by George William Askinson. Part III. Lubricants,
based on a portion of Schaedler’s work Die Technologie der
Fette und die Fossilen” and a portion of Die Fabrikation der
Schmiermittel, by Richard Brunner.
Note: William T. Brannt was born in 1844. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
209. Leuillieux, Abel. 1888. Le “Soya hispida,” sa valeur
alimentaire, ses indications [“Soya hispida,” the soybean: Its
nutritional value and indications]. Paris: Imprimerie de A.
Davy. 53 p. 8vo. [21 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical and botanical
description. Soya (Le Soya) in Japan: Miso (according to
Kaempfer), shoyu (Le Sooju, Shoyn), soybean varieties (23,
soy oil, tofu), Japan at the exposition of 1878, practical
recipe [for making soy sauce (Schoyou)] in France by the
correspondent of the Horticultural Society of Paris (Sociète
d’Horticlture de Paris), how to make soy cheese or tofu
(fromage de daizu (To-ju)), soya in China, soy oil, fermented
tofu (Le fromage de Soya, Teou-Fou) (white fermented tofu,
red fermented tofu), soya in Cochinchina (black soybean),
soya in France (history), preparation of soya [green vegetable
soybeans] for the table. Letter from Maurice Dupuy (chemist

at Vienna, June 1888, to M. Lecerf; nutritional value of Soya
hispida, nutritional composition of 2 samples). Conclusions
(incl. diabetes). Bibliography (sort of). Address: M.D.,
Faculté de Médecine, Paris; Former student at the Industrial
and Agronomic Institute of Nord [Ancien élève de l’institut
industriel et agronomique du Nord].
210. Schulze, E. 1888. Ueber einige stickstoffhaltige
Bestandtheile der Keimlinge von Soja hispida [On some
nitrogen-containing constituents of soy sprouts]. HoppeSeyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische Chemie 12(5):40515. [20 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author notes (p. 107): “I chose the sprouts
of the nitrogen-rich Chinese oil-beans (die Keimlinge der
stickstoffreichen chinesische Oelbohne).” Etiolated soja
shoots contain as much as 7 to 8 per cent. of aspargine,
as well as leucine, phenylamidopropionic acid, choline
(Das Choline), and bases of the hypoxanthine groups. The
presence of arginine is uncertain. On this latter point the soja
shoots differ from those of the lupins, which contain plenty
of arginine.
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls
Keimlinge von Soja hispida. Address: Agricultur-chemischen
Laboratorium des Polytechnikums in Zuerich [Zurich].
211. Stift, A. 1889. Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Sojasauce
[Contribution to the knowledge of soy sauce]. Zeitschrift
fuer Nahrungsmittel-Untersuchungen und Hygiene
(Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung) 3(1):33-34. Jan. [Ger]
• Summary: The following figures for soy sauce are the
result of three analyses, based on the method used by B.
Proskauer for meat peptones: Solids / dry matter 34.52%. Fat
0.31%. Of those: Organic matter 11.18%. Ash 23.34%.
Protein 4.50%: Of those: Insoluble protein 0.09%,
soluble protein 2.08%, peptone {pepton} 0.96%.
In 100 parts ash are found: Table salt (NaCl, Kochsalz)
2.20%, potassium 7.05%, phosphoric acid 0.73%. sulfuric
acid 2.80%.
The table salt content (NaCl) comes from the moromi
mash (der Maische), but the amount still tolerable to the
palate is not surpassed. Soy sauce is really a condiment
(Genussmittel), but because of its high protein content, it has
a certain nutritional value.
Therefore it would be desirable if more attention were
given to the planting of soybeans in our regions (Gegenden),
especially since we have all the conditions necessary for this
plant to flourish. Address: Assistent.
212. Pharmaceutische Centralhalle fuer Deutschland. 1889.
Zur Kenntnis der Sojasauce [Toward a knowledge of soy
sauce (Abstract)]. 30(21):330-31. May 23. New series: Vol.
10. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following
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German-language article: Stift, A. 1889. “Beitrag zur
Kenntniss der Sojasauce [Contribution to the knowledge of
soy sauce”]. Zeitschrift für Nahrungsmittel-Untersuchungen
und Hygiene (Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung) 3(1):3334. Jan.
213. Maggi (Julius) & Cie. 1889. Sich im Wasser
aufloesende Röhren als Verpackungsmittel [Tubes that
dissolve in water as packaging material]. Swiss Patent No.
CH967. 2 p. Issued 29 May 1889. [Ger]
• Summary: This is the 2nd earliest patent issued to Julius
Maggi show in European Patents database. Address:
Kempthal, Switzerland.
214. Lecerf, Ch. 1889. Le soya, sa valeur alimentaire et
son emploi thérapeutique [The soybean. Its food value and
therapeutic applications]. In: Compte Rendus, Congrès
International de Thérapeutique et de Matière Médicale. 1889.
Paris. 347 p. See p. 296-302. Meeting of Aug. 3. Therapeutic
section. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean (Le Soya or Soja) is a legume of
the group Phaséolées, widely cultivated in China, Japan, and
the Far East, where it serves as a foundation of the food of
the indigenous people.
The Dutch traveler Kaempfer, in 1712, first reported
on this plant, which he designated under the Japanese
name Daïdsu. After that it was named: Dolichos soja by
Linnaeus, Soja hispida by Moench, and Glycine hispida by
Siebold. A detailed botanical description is given. It is an
annual herbaceous plant, having slender stems about 80-90
cm in height. Its leaves are trifoliate with a special pattern
of veins (imparipennées- trifoliolées), its leaflets / folioles
are hairy and oval but pointed on the ends. Its flowers are
small, papilionaceous corolla, varying in color from white to
purple; they are disposed in axillary groups, etc.
The type that I have just described is the one that
acclimatizes itself most easily to the European regions where
the cultivation of corn / maize is possible. In Japan and
China, there are numerous varieties of soya, having brown,
black, or greenish seeds. In these countries, each of these
varieties has a special use: One kind is used to make tofu
(le Téou-fou), a kind of cheese of which the Chinese people
are very fond. Another is used in the preparation of Shoyu,
a kind of sauce which is (so to speak) indispensable to the
Japanese. Yet another kind is employed by the Chinese to
make Cantonese wine starter (Kiu-tsée; [from China]) a
solid ferment, which is used in making wines and artificial
brandies.
All that is known about the various uses of Soya, about
the trials that have been made concerning the acclimatization
of this plant in Europe, as well as the chemical composition
of the plant and its seeds, can be found in an excellent
monograph by Mr. A. Paillieux [1881].
In April 1888, in a communication to the Society

for Practical Medicine (Société de médecine pratique), I
called to the attention of the medical corps the services that
this legume could render to diabetics and to invalids, and
presented samples of bread made with soya flour.
I am happy to note that my idea did not remain without
a response / an echo. Our learned president, Prof. DujardinBeaumetz, was kind enough to present to the Academy
of Medicine (on 29 May 1888) the soya bread (pains de
Soya), which I made with no flour other than non-soy flour;
he was kind enough to conduct trials with this bread in his
department at the Cochin hospital [a famous hospital in
Paris].
Later, Mr. Blondel published (Journal de pharmacie
et de chimie, 5th series, vol. 18, p. 537) a very interesting
study on the structure of soybean seeds., and demonstrated
the almost complete absence of starch in their tissues.
Then Mr. Egasse, in an excellent article in Bulletin général
thérapeutique (30 Nov. 1888) summarized the various
works concerning Soya and its economic and therapeutic
applications.
Not much attention was given to Soya [in Europe] until
after the Exposition of Vienna in 1873, to which the Japanese
brought numerous samples. Professor Haberlandt and Count
Cettems were the principal popularizers, and even though
they recommended its cultivation mainly from the viewpoint
of feeding and fattening livestock, they opened the door to
the idea that the seed could be of service if it were introduced
as a human food.
In France, the Society for Acclimatization encouraged
cultivation trials with Soya, which it sought to popularize;
but in spite of the numerous trials that were made and of
which the majority gave excellent results, its cultivation
continued only in and around Étampes (Seine-et-Oise).
The analyses [of the chemical composition] of soybean
seeds that have been made in Austria, Germany, and France
are numerous. The writer then gives the composition (in two
large tables on p. 299) of three samples of soybeans (from
China, Hungary, and Etampes) and their ash as conducted by
Mr. Pellet and published in the Comptes Rendus des Seances
de l’Academie des Sciences (Paris) (1880, vol. 40, p. 1177).
The analyses of Mr. A. Muntz was based on French
samples, whose content of starch and sugar was rather high.
They contained 6.4% (p. 299).
The sweet material (matière sucrée) of the soybean
was studied by Mr. Levallois, who also made comparative
analyses of the proportion of phosphoric acid and nitrogen
contained in wheat and in soybeans. His latter results are
given in the form of a short table.
If we compare the chemical composition of Soya,
according to the analyses of Mr. A. Muntz, and that of beef
that has been defatted (as in a laboratory) according to the
analyses of M. Lehmann, we see that the Soya contains more
of the useful nutrients / principles than the meat. A table (p.
300) compares the amylaceous and sweet materials, proteins,
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fats, phosphoric acid, and water for the two foodstuffs.
Soya is therefore a precious plant, which, in a small
volume, offers a large nutritive value. Its low starch content
makes it very useful in diabetic diets.
The oil contained in the soybean seed, even though it is
said that the Chinese use it as an edible oil, is a laxative and
has a taste that is not very agreeable; this taste would make
it hard to use, even as a substitute for castor oil. It is the oil,
above all, which makes it difficult to make bread from Soya
flour, and which gives this flour a disagreeable taste, which
even cooking does not diminish noticeably. This oil is not,
strictly speaking, a drying oil as is often said; it is a mixture
of resin, fixed oil, and essential oil (de résin, d’huile fixe et
de huile essentielle).
With the flour, from which most of the oil has been
removed, I have succeeded in making a bread that is not
disagreeable. It stays fresh for 4 to 5 days, and has the great
advantage for sick people over gluten bread of having a good
crumb (the soft, white part of a loaf, other than the crust), not
to mention the insignificant amount of starch that it contains.
This bread, cut into slices and dried in a drying stove,
furnishes biscuits; finally the flour, mixed with egg yolks,
enables us to makes wafers / thin waffles than can be
sweetened with saccharine.
Soya bread, in appearance, has a great similarity to rye
bread; its color darkens gradually as it ages. And it is easily
digested, provided, as Mr. Dujardin-Beaumetz advises, one
does not consume more than 250 gm per day.
In using this bread, a certain accommodation must be
made; during the first few days it has a mild laxative effect,
but this diminishes as one gets used to it.
Many sick people, having previously used gluten bread,
have switched to Soya bread basted on its good taste. Then
they discovered the additional advantages of a bread that
absorbs and retains moisture well, and that stays fresh and
soft for rather a long time. Note: At mealtimes, many French
people used to dunk their bread (which is served next to the
meal) into a hot, tasty liquid (soup, milk, coffee, gravy, etc.)
and use it like a utensil to move or push other foods around,
and clean the plate at the end of the meal.
The trials conducted to date do not yet allow us to say
for sure, in diabetes mellitus, what the action of Soya is on
the production of sugar. But we can affirm, already, that the
quantities of glucose (glycose) do not increase when Soya
bread is substituted for gluten bread. A fact that appears to
remain constant with diabetics who use Soya, is a decrease in
the volume of urine excreted in 24 hours.
If, by virtue of their low starch content, Soya
preparations are useful to diabetics, the relatively large
proportions of proteins and of phosphates which they contain
make them a substantial food which can render a service to
debilitated persons.
Discussion: Mr. Constantin Paul says–Concerning Soya
biscuits, sweetened with saccharine, recently recognized

as good for the feeding of diabetics, I would like to call
the attention of the Congress to the services which can be
rendered, in the diets of the sick, by the use of saccharine in
general, so convenient to use to console the diabetics that
that they do not have completely suppress all sweets...
Mr. Stokvis adds that saccharine has been recently used
in Holland and he would like to make the same observation
as Mr. Paul. As long as saccharine is used in a sufficiently
alkaline milieu, no stomach problems are observed. Address:
Pharmacist, Paris.
215. Vigoureux, Carlos E. 1889. La Soya hispida [The
soybean]. Anales de la Sociedad Rural Argentina
23(22):614-23. Nov. 30. [Spa]
• Summary: A summary, in Spanish, of early developments
in Europe with growing soybeans, especially by F.
Haberlandt and the Society for Acclimatization in France.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soya in connection with (but not yet in)
Argentina. Address: Consul Argentino y Director de la
Oficina de Informacion en Ninza, Argentina.
216. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Georges Octave. 1889. L’hygiène
alimentaire: Aliments, alimentation, régime alimentaire dans
les maladies. Deuxième édition revue, corrigée et augmentée
[Food hygiene: Foods, feeding, special diets for illnesses.
2nd ed., revised, corrected, and expanded]. Paris: Octave
Doin. viii + 239 p. Series: Conférences de Thérapeutique de
l’Hopital Cochin, 1885-1886. Illust. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, a world-famous
physician, lived 1833-1895. He wrote the preface to the first
edition on 15 Oct. 1886, and to the second edition in July
1888. This book contains papers presented by the author at
15 conferences. Soya is discussed extensively at the 5th (p.
71-90) and 11th (p. 175-80). Page 72 notes: The principal
vegetable proteins (albuminoïdes végétaux) have been well
studied by Ritthausen (see his book Die Eiweisskoerper,
1872, Bonn). They consist of vegetable albumin, vegetable
casein, legumin, vegetable gelatin, gluten, and conglutin [Ils
se composent d’albumine végétale, de caséine végétale, de
légumine, de gélatine végétale, de glutine et de conglutine.]
As for gluten, its composition is more complex, and
Ritthausen affirms that it contains at least four albuminous
substances, gluten-casein which is insoluble in alcohol,
and three substances which are soluble in alcohol; glutenfibrine, gliadin [a term first used in about 1828], and mucedin
(mucédine; a nitrogenous substance, one of the constituents
of gluten. Word first used in English in 1879). Note: This
is the earliest French-language document seen (Nov. 2003)
that contains the word caséine or that uses the terms caséine
végétale or albumine vegetale to refer to “vegetable protein.”
Page 88 notes: Dr. Bovet has shown that legumin, which
is rich in protein and low in starch, can serve as a base for
cakes and pâtés to be used in diabetic diets. But certainly
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the most interesting fact is that which was communicated
by Lecerf to the Society for Practical Medicine (Société de
médecine pratique; June 1888) concerning soy flour (farine
de soya).
“Soya (Le soya) is a legume very similar to our haricot,
which originated in China and Japan, and which is cultivated
presently in Austria. From soya one can extract a fatty
substance, which the Chinese use as milk and from which
they even make a cheese [tofu]. As for the flour, it contains
a considerable quantity of protein, more than even beef
(36.63% vs. 22.74%), as one can see from the following
table... But what is most interesting is its low content of
starches and sugars. Lecerf proposed that this flour be used
to make a bread for diabetics. Such a bread would contain
45% water, 20.1% protein, 9.35% oil, 2.794% starches and
sugars, and 0.863% phosphoric acid. Thus, this bread, which
has an agreeable flavor, can be substituted for gluten bread,
which contains at least 16-17% starches and sugars.
The chapter on diabetic diets contains a long discussion
of bread (p. 181): Bread is an indispensable food. The
introduction of gluten bread in the feeding of diabetics,
which we owe to Bouchardat, is one of the most important
points in the dietary treatment of this disease. But there are
various types of gluten bread, each with a different content of
starches and sugars; dry gluten bread, sold in slices, contains
the least. This brand, made by Cormier, is widely praised by
Bouchardat. Page 185: A table states that fresh gluten bread
contains 27.07% sugars and Lancry gluten bread contains
31.15%. Boussingault wrote an article titled “Analyse
comparative du biscuit de gluten et de quelques aliments”
[Comparative analysis of gluten biscuits and of some other
foods]. (1876, Annales de Chimie 5:114-26).
Concerning soya bread (Du pain de soya; p. 187-88):
Soya bread constitutes a major step forward in the feeding of
diabetics. As noted above, Lecerf has given its composition;
it contains less than 3% starches and sugars compared
with at least 16% in gluten breads. It is also rich in protein.
Therefore there is real interest in replacing gluten bread
and potato bread by soya bread in diabetic diets. Address:
Membre de l’Académie de médecine et du Conseil d’hygiène
et de salubrité de la Seine médecin de l’hôpital Cochin.
217. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Georges Octave; Egasse, E. 1889.
Les plantes médicinales indigènes et exotiques, leurs usages
thérapeutiques, pharmaceutiques et industriels [Indigenous
and exotic medicinal plants, their therapeutic, pharmaceutical
and industrial uses]. Paris: Octave Doin. vi + 845 p. Illust.
(With 1034 figures in the text and 40 chromolithographic
plates). [Fre]
• Summary: Page 438: Under “Manioc” [cassava] we read: A
sauce analogous to Soya du Japon (see Soja hispida).
Page 669-73: There is a long entry for “Soja hispida,”
which is largely a summary of Egasse 1888 and Lecerf 1888.
Contents: Geographical location, Botanical description of

the plant, uses of the soybean plant. Chemical composition
of the plant, seeds, and ash (Muntz, Stingl & Morawski).
Fig. 910: An unoriginal illustration (by Thiebault, 1880)
shows the plant and pods of Soja hispida (soybean) with
many pods clustered around the stem, and a cluster of 7 pods
to the upper left of the plant cellular structure of a soybean,
brief history of the soybean in France (Montigny 1854, but
mentioned even earlier by Buffon at the national Museum).
Page 671: Utilization: Early mention by Kaempfer, soy
sauce (known as Soju or Sooju) and how it is made, best
quality and 2nd grade soy sauce, soy sauce resembles nuocnam [nuoc-mam] of the Annamites, chemical composition
of soy sauce as analyzed at a laboratory in Tokyo, Japan,
soy sauce in Canton, use in China to make a milk-like liquid
(une émulsion laiteuse; soymilk) used in place of dairy milk,
most widely used in China to make tofu (du fromage de
pois; see Champion), how tofu is made in China, chemical
composition of tofu, soy flour (La farine de soja) and its
characteristics, investigations by Haberlandt in AustriaHungary, since the soybean contains little or no starch, it is
good in diabetic diets, gluten bread (pain de gluten), work
of Mr. Lecerf, a pharmacist, with soy flour and soy bread,
work of Mr. Dujardin-Beaumetz at the Cochin Hospital,
chemical composition of Lecerf’s bread, an analysis of this
bread made by the municipal laboratory at Reims, analysis
by this same laboratory of a soy bread made by Mr. Bourdin,
anindustrialist from Reims, this bread is known as soy gluten
bread (pain se soja gluten) because it contains wheat gluten,
the quantity of starch it contains is about the same as regular
gluten bread, feeding diabetics with soy bread (pain de soja)
at the Hospital of Douera in Algeria, there is a significant
amount of oil in this soy bread. Address: Paris, France.
218. Jahresbericht ueber die Fortschritte der
Pharmakognosie, Pharmacie und Toxicologie (Jahresbericht
der Pharmazie). 1889. Ueber die Zusammensetzung der
Sojasauce [On the composition of soy sauce (Abstract)].
49:506. (Vol. 24 New Series). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of three
publications from the year 1889 on the composition soy
sauce: (1) Stift, A. 1889. “Beitrag zur Kenntniss der
Sojasauce [Contribution to the knowledge of soy sauce”].
Zeitschrift für Nahrungsmittel-Untersuchungen und Hygiene
(Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung) 3(1):33-34. Jan. In
German
(2) Tahara, J.; Kitao, M. 1889. “Notes sur la composition
du shoya. Sur les matières azotées dans la sauce japonaise
dite “Shoya” [Notes on the composition of shoyu. On the
nitrogenous materials in the Japanese sauce called ‘Shoya’].”
In French.
(3) Belohoubek, Anton. 1889. “Das shoyn [Shoyu].”
Zeitschrift fuer das Gesamte Brauwesen 12(21):433-37.
Address: Goettingen.
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219. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1889. Chemische
Zusammensetzung der menschlichen Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel. Vol 1. Chemische Zusammensetzung... Ed. 3
[Chemical composition of human foods and food adjuncts
(stimulants / enjoyables). Vol. 1. Chemical composition... 3d
ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. 1161 p. See p. 24142, 595-600, 625, 631-32, 1041. See also Vol. 2, 1893. [21
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Summaries of early studies on chemical
composition of soybean seed and of miso. The long and
interesting section titled “Commercial sauces and food
seasonings” (p. 241) is discussed in a separate record.
A table (p. 389) gives numerical data on the oil from
various oilseeds, including the soybean: Melting point,
saponification number, neutral fat (neutralfett), free fatty
acids, total fatty acids, molecular weight of the fatty
acids, lecithin, stearic acid from lecithin, phosphorus,
unsaponifiable components.
Pages 486-90 give a good review of the literature on
soybeans, discussing the various types, composition, shoyu
or soy sauce, koji, Japanese miso, and tofu. A table (p. 489)
gives the composition of 5 soy products analyzed by Edward
Kinch: White miso, red miso, fresh tofu, frozen tofu, and
soybean cake. König notes that some of these foods are
not suited for the German palate, however E. Wein makes
several good-tasting dishes from soybeans, used in a soup
like beans or peas, in a salad like green beans, or cooked
with potatoes or rice and pureed to resemble the Italian
‘Polenta’–called ‘Sojenta’ by Haberlandt. The taste of these
soybean preparations reminds one somewhat of almonds or
chestnuts. See also soy flour under “Meal” (Mehl) (p. 625).
Pages 595-600 give detailed nutritional analyses of
soybeans based on studies by various authors: Black oblong
soybeans (based on E. Wein 1881, and Edw. Kinch 1882).
Yellow soybeans (Anderson, Senff, Fr. Schwackhoefer
and Joh. Stua, Zulkowski, E. Mach and K. Portele [of
Versuchs-Station St. Michele, original communication;
harvested in Tirol, Austria, in 1877], R. Ulbricht and von
Koritsánsky [Koritsansky, of Acad. Laborat. of Hungarian
Altenburg, original communication; harvested in Hungarian
Altenburg in 1878], E. Wildt [of Vers.-Stat. Posen, original
communication; harvested in Posen], Schroeder-Napagedl,
Blaskovics, Wein, Weiske, Kinch). Brown soybeans
(Schwackhoefer, Zulkowski, E. Mach and K. Portele,
Ulbricht, E. Wein, Schroeder, Weiske, Kinch). Black round
soybeans (Senff, Mach, Wein, Kinch). Other soybeans
(Caplan, Mach, Wagner, H. Pellet, Carriere, Kinch, Meissl,
Kellner, Jenkins). Soybeans grown with fertilizer / manure
(Gedüngte Sojabohnen, E. Wein).
Page 625 contains one analysis of whole soybean flour
(Sojabohnenmehl) conducted in 1882 by C.H. Knorr in
Heilbronn; the analyst was v. d. Becke und Cosack. This flour
contained 10.23% water, 25.69% nitrogenous substances,
and 18.83% fat, etc.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)
that uses the word Sojabohnenmehl to refer to whole soybean
flour.
Pages 631-32 give detailed nutritional analyses of
soybean products based on studies by various authors:
Leguminose-Maggi (18 brands made by Jul. Maggi &
Co. in Kempthal, Switzerland; sampled from 1885-1888;
studies by E. Schumacher-Kopp, M. Wesener [personal
communication]). Soybean preparation named “miso” (Made
by Jul. Maggi & Co. in Kempthal; sampled in 1888; Study
by W. Kisch [personal communication]). Miso (red or white,
1882; by Edw. Kirch [sic, Kinch]). Tofu (fresh or frozen; E.
Kirch [sic, Kinch]). Address: Prof. and Head, AgriculturalChemical Experiment Station, Muenster in Westphalia,
Germany (Professor und Vorsteher der Agric.-Chem.
Versuchsstation Muenster i. W., Germany).
220. Rein, Johann J. 1889. The industries of Japan. Together
with an account of its agriculture, forestry, arts, and
commerce. London: Hodder and Stoughton. xii + 570 p. See
p. 6, 55-59, 62-63, 105-08, 157. Illust. Indexes (English and
Latin; Japanese). 26 cm. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This book is a translation of volume II of his
superb book Japan nach Reisen und Studien, published in
1886. The result of many years of study, including a stay in
Japan, it is based on travels and researches undertaken at
the cost of the Prussian government. Rein spent the first five
months of 1874 in Japan, residing in the German Legation
in Tokio and studying lacquer. After submitting a detailed
report on the subject, he traveled throughout Japan.
On page 6, the author discusses the Gokoku (five chief
cereals) and the introduction of agriculture to Japan. “As
Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the last Shôgun [shogun]
dynasty, emphasizes in the twelfth of his ‘Eighteen Laws,’
the introduction of agriculture into Japan is ascribed to the
sun-goddess Tenshô Daijin (Amaterasu). She was, to the old
Japanese, Janus and Ceres in one. Her temple, at Yamada, in
Ise, was the great national sanctuary, which had to be cared
for according to law, and built anew every twenty-one years
out of consecrated Hinoki-wood (Chamæcyparis obtusa S.
and Z.) ‘in order that the land might have peace and thrive.’
By Gokoku (five chief cereals) were meant rice, barley and
wheat, Italian millet, other kinds of millet, and beans–in
fact, the principal Kokurui, that is, cereals and pulse. The
term Go-koku, however, did not meant the same thing in all
ages. Thus we find in Kaempfer, Amoenitatum exoticarum
(1712, p. 834), Kome (Oryza), O-mugi (Hordeum), Komugi (Triticum), Daidsu (Dolichos soja, L.), and Adzuki
(Phaseolus radiatus, L.) mentioned as Gokoku. Later the
idea was extended farther, and included all important foodplants belonging to the group of cereals and pulse.”
“The Emperor Shinnung [Shen Nung] had introduced
and spread the practice of agriculture in China, about the
year 2700 B.C. For this he was deified after death, and a
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temple was dedicated to him in Peking. In the park-like
surroundings of this temple, the emperor of China since then,
at the time of the spring equinox, annually ploughs a piece
of land and sows it with go-koku.” Note 1. This is the second
earliest document seen (Dec. 2013) that gives an early date
(2700 BCE) for Shen Nung.
Soy-bean is described in the chapter on “Food Plants,”
under “Pulse or Leguminous Plants.” “Among the pulse of
Japan (and not the less of China), the soy-bean ranks first
in extent, variety of use, and value; and chemical analyses
prove the empirical judgment is well founded. In point of
nutriment, the soy-bean is of all vegetables the nearest to
meat. It contains nearly two-fifths of its weight in legumin
rich in nitrogen, and nearly one-sixth in fat. The soy-bean is
to the inhabitants of Japan what their garbanzos (chick-peas)
are to the Spanish, and their feijao preto (black beans) to
the Brazilians. The author then describes the characteristics
of the soy-bean, the work of Haberlandt with soy-beans in
Austria, and the yields that he and his co-workers obtained.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(June 2008) that uses the word “garbanzos” (or “garbanzo”)
to refer chick peas.
“In Japan the varieties of soy-bean are distinguished–
according to colour, as white (more properly yellowish),
black, brownish red, green, and spotted; according to
duration of growth [maturity] as early-ripening, middleripening, and late-ripening; according to form, as spherical,
ellipsoidal, kidney-shaped, and compressed laterally; and
according to use, as to those which serve primarily in making
Shôyu (soy), Tôfu (bean-cheese), and Miso (a sort of sauce),
and those eaten in any plain shape.” Soy-bean varieties in
Japan include: 1. “White (pea-yellow) soy-beans, Japanese
Shiro-mame or Haku-daidzu. To this division belongs an
early-ripening sort with very small seeds, called Goguwatsumame [Go-gatsu], or ‘five-months-kind,’ because it ripens in
the fifth month of the old Japanese calendar, our July; also
another small-seeded, early-ripening variety, the Wase-mame
or Natsu-mame, that is, early and summer-bean. These two
are also called Tôfu-mame, because they are used chiefly
in making Tôfu. Another sort serves to produce Miso. It is
called Nakate-mame, ‘middle-late bean,’ its time of maturity
occurring half-way between that of the early and late kinds.
Its seeds are round and somewhat larger. The late ripening
varieties, Okute-mame (late-bean), Maru-mame (bulletbean), and Teppô-mame (gun-bean), or Aki-mame (autumnbean) have, as their names indicate, mostly bullet-shaped
seeds, which become harder and larger than the early ones.
The variety last named is used in making Shôyu, while
Maru-mame is valuable as horse-feed.
2. Black soy-beans, Japanese Kuro-mame or Kokudaidzu. These are eaten boiled with sugar, as an entrée, or
as a relish to rice. A species like it with big, bullet-shaped
beans is called Kuro-teppô-mame. 3. Brown soy-beans,
Japanese Katsu-daizu (thirsty soy-bean) are much less grown

than the white and black sub-species, and are used like the
latter. They are distinguished as Aka-mame, red soy-beans,
round, of red-brown colour, in different varieties, and Chamame, tea beans, three light-brown sorts of small extent
and significance. 4. Greenish or bluish green soy-beans,
Japanese Ao-mame or Sei-daizu, are eaten mostly boiled
and with sugar, like the black and brown-red varieties. And,
with the brownish sorts, they are much less widely grown
than the black and yellowish. The Japanese distinguish the
following sub-species of Aö-mame:–(a) Sei-hito,–epidermis
green, inside a whitish yellow. (b) Nikuri-sei,–greenish
throughout. Both sub-varieties run from roundish-ellipsoidal
to a bullet roundness, are of medium size, and remind one of
green peas. (c) Kage-mame, with pale green, round beans.
5. Speckled soy-beans, Japanese Fuiri-mame or Han-daidzu.
This group is not important. Its cultivation is confined to a
small area, in a few provinces. Its sub-varieties are known
as:–(a) Kuro-kura-kake-mame, with a black spot on the
saddle (eye), otherwise greenish; flat and with the outline of
an egg. (b) Aka-kura-kake-mame, with a brown spot on the
saddle (eye), otherwise yellowish-green, flat and drawn out
long. (c) Fuiri-mame or Udzura-mame, speckled or spotted
soy-bean, yellowish-green with many dark flecks. A rare
variety, grown only in a few places, especially in Harima.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(Sept. 2004) that uses the word “speckled” (or “speckling” or
“specks”), or the word “flecks,” or the term “light-brown” to
describe the color of soybean seeds.
“Early-ripening soy-beans are sown as early as April
in Southern Japan, in Central Japan during May. Those that
ripen in autumn need much more warmth, and are sown,
as a rule, one month later... Late-ripening Daidzu is also a
favourite for planting along the edge of fields and on the
new-built dykes of rice-fields.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) which states that there are early-, medium-,
and late-ripening varieties of soybeans.
“At the end of his above-mentioned treatise, Haberlandt
summed up in five noteworthy propositions, the results of his
experiments with the soy-bean and of its chemical analysis.
His conclusions are as follows:
“(a) The acclimatization of the early-ripening sorts,
particularly those with yellow and reddish brown seeds,
appeared to have fully succeeded in Central Europe.
“(b) The seeds obtained were larger, heavier, and
handsomer than those from Eastern Asia, the chemical
composition, however, remaining unchanged.
“(c) The soy-plant resists light spring frosts better than
our young beans, and endures greater dryness in summer
than most leguminous plants, though otherwise much like
other kinds of beans.
“(d) It is distinguished by heavy crops, besides
furnishing, in its stems and leaves, either green or dried, a
nourishing feed, of which cattle are very fond.
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“(e) In their high percentage of protein and fat, they far
excel all other pulse in nutritive quality; and when properly
prepared are second to none in flavour.
“After such favourable judgments, it might have been
expected that the soy-bean, at least in the warmer regions of
Austro-Hungary, would soon become popular and generally
cultivated. The result, however, was quite otherwise. The
hopes which he had aroused in behalf of this plant seem to
have disappeared with Haberlandt, who died in 1878.
“As I know from a reliable source, people soon became
convinced that it was possible to cultivate with certainty the
early-ripening yellow sorts. The crops from these, however,
are unsatisfactory. It is so difficult to boil them soft that they
have no sale and cannot be turned to due account.”
The seeds of certain wild kinds of beans also serve for
food, incl. Tsuru-mame or No-mame (Glycine soja, S. and
Z.) and No-adzuki (Atylosia subrhombea, Miq.). (p. 62).
Tables (both based on other sources) show: (1) Analyses
of soy-beans (Glycine hispida, Moench) (p. 62). Gives the
nutritional composition of 8 varieties, plus the empty pods,
and the straw and leaves. (2) Comparative “analyses of
various pulse” (p. 63), including Glycine hispida (Daidzu–
soy-beans), Phaseolus radiatus (adzuki), Pisum sativum
(Yendo–peas), Vicia faba (Sora-mame), lentil, yellow lupine,
and ground-nut.
Pages 105-08 contain accurate, detailed discussions of
shoyu, miso (which “does not spoil, and is said to be at its
best when three years old”), and tofu.
A table titled “Average composition of various Japanese
oil-seeds according to E. Wolff and others” (p. 157) includes
the composition of ground-nut [peanut], sesame (brown, or
white), hemp-seed, and soy-beans.
Also discusses: Adzuki (Phaseolus radiatus, p. 60,
108). Algae, marine, used as food [sea vegetables] (p. 77,
80-82). Ame, midzu-ame, and barley malt (p. 103-04).
Arachis hypogæa (p. 56, 153-54). Fu (wheat gluten, p. 108).
Hemp (Cannabis sativa, p. 75, 157, 165-66). Kudzu (p. 65,
160, 184). Sesame seeds (Benni-seed, gingeli, p. 154-55).
Address: Prof. of Geography, Univ. of Bonn [Germany].
221. Schulze, E.; Steiger, E. 1889. Ueber den Lecithingehalt
der Pflanzensamen [On the lecithin content of plant seeds].
Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische Chemie
13(4):365-84. See p. 384. [20 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The authors observed that when plant seeds
are finely pulverized, only part of the lecithin content can
be extracted using ether. Most of the rest can be extracted,
after heating, with ethyl alcohol. The actual text reads:
“Sojabohnen. 12,271 Trockensubstanz gaben 0,0276 gm
Mg2P2O7.” This appears to mean: “Soybeans: 12.271
gm dry matter gave 0.0276 gm Mg2P2O7 [magnesium
pyrophosphate].” Note that writers of German use commas
and decimals in numbers in exactly the reverse way they
are used in English. The lecithin content of lupins, vetches,

beans, wheat, rye, barley, hemp, and linseed (flax) are also
given. Soybeans had the highest lecithin content, about
1.64%. The German term “das Lecithin” is used repeatedly,
alone and in combinations (“Lecithingehalt”), throughout the
article.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the use of ethanol as a solvent for a soy product
(lecithin). Address: Laboratorium des Polytechnicums,
Zurich, Switzerland.
222. Schulze, E. 1889. Ueber einige stickstoffhaltige
Bestandtheile der Keimlinge von Soja hispida [On some
nitrogen-containing constituents of soy sprouts (Abstract)].
Bericht der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft (Berlin)
22:599. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A summary of the same article by the same
author published in: Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift für
Physiologische Chemie 12(5):405-15.
223. Yeo, I. Burney. 1889. Food in health and disease.
London, Paris, New York and Melbourne: Cassell &
Company, Ltd. x + 583 p. See p. 432-33, 440. Illust. Index.
19 cm. Series: Clinical Manuals for Practitioners and
Students of Medicine. Reissued in 1890 in Philadelphia by
Lea Brothers & Co.
• Summary: In Part II, “Food in disease,” Chapter 3 is titled
“Food in diabetes.” “Soya” is mentioned on pages 432-33.
“Dujardin-Beaumetz also objects both to gluten bread and
to almond cakes; the former he maintains is often found to
contain a considerable percentage of starch.”
“Quite recently Dujardin-Beaumetz has advocated
(Footnote: ‘L’Hygiène Alimentaire.’ Second edition) the use
of ‘soya’ bread for diabetics, of which he gives the following
as the composition:–Soya Bread: Water 45.000. Proteids
20.168. Fats 9.350. Starch and sugar 2.795. Phosphoric acid
0.863.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2011) that contains the term “proteids” (or
“proteid”) in connection with soybeans.
“This bread, he states, keeps well, and has an agreeable
taste, and contains much less sugar-forming material than
gluten bread, the best kind of which, he asserts, contains at
least 16 per cent. of starch and saccharine substances.
“Lecerf (Footnote: Journal de Médicine Pratique, 10
June 1888, p. 923) was one of the first to call attention to
the value of the meal of the Soya hispida in dietetics. It has
a leguminous fruit like the haricot, and is a native of China
and Japan, but is now cultivated in Austria. The Chinese
extract from soya a fatty substance which they use as milk
[soymilk], and even make cheese [tofu] with it. The meal
is very rich in nitrogenous substances, more so than animal
flesh, and the amount of starchy and saccharine substance is
very small.”
The section on “Diabetic dietaries” contains “5.–
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Dujardin-Beaumetz’s” (p. 440) which begins: “He adopts
with little modification the dietary of Bouchardat. He
strongly recommends... the use of soya bread.”
The author (who lived 1835-1914) mentions gluten on
pages 7, 10, 74, 76, 78-83, 184, 186, 193, 194, 428-33, 437,
439-40, 541, and 556.
He seems favor a non-vegetarian diet Chapter 4 (p. 73+),
which is titled “Vegetable foods,” begins: “We derive from
the vegetable kingdom a great variety of foods, many of
them of a highly nutritious character, and therefore of great
importance to the human race... but as a rule, in vegetable
foods the non-nitrogenous constituents are greatly in excess
of the nitrogenous ones, and occur chiefly as carbo-hydrates;
and, save in the case of certain fruits and seeds, they contain
but little fat.”
“There is legumin or vegetable casein, abundant in the
seeds of the leguminosae, and resembling in all essential
particulars the casein of milk” (p. 74). Chapter 12 (p. 34154), which is titled “The relative advantages of animal
and vegetable foods–Vegetarianism (Beneke’s diet for
carcinoma),” contains a fair and balanced review of the
literature on vegetarian and non-vegetarian diets. He states
(p. 344-45): “There are few persons in the present day
who advocate the practice of limiting the human dietary to
substances of exclusively vegetable origin. The majority
of the so-called ‘vegetarians’ of modern times adopt no
such exclusive diet, but take, together with the more highly
nutritive forms of vegetable food, such typical animal foods
as eggs, milk, cream, butter, and cheese. They object only to
animal flesh. But those who take for their food the egg and
the milk prepared by animals from the vegetable substances
they feed on, and reject only animal flesh, have no claim to
call themselves ‘vegetarians.’ They feed, as has just been
said, on the most typical and concentrated of animal foods.
They have a sentimental objection to killing animals for
food, and they found upon it a scheme of diet which we
believe to be utterly impracticable on an extensive scale,
and irreconcilable with the existing state of civilised man,
not so much on strictly physiological grounds as on general
economical considerations. There can be no objection to
individuals adopting any kind of diet which they may find
answer their needs and minister to their comfort; it is only
when they attempt to enforce what they practise on others
that they must expect to encounter a rational opposition.”
“But there exists also abundance of evidence that a
purely vegetable diet is not the most appropriate for the
production of either physical or intellectual effort.
“Jules Béclard has recorded in his well-known text-book
on Physiology that ‘the workmen employed at the forges of
Tarn were for a long period fed with vegetable substances.
It was then found that all the workmen lost, on an average,
fifteen days’ work a year on account of exhaustion or illness.
In 1883, Mons. Talabot, deputy of La Haute Vienne, took
charge of the forges. Meat was then made an important part

of the diet. The health of the men afterwards improved so
greatly that they did not lose more, on an average, than three
days’ labour a year. Animal food produced a gain on each
man of twelve days’ work a year.’
“It has also been stated that the Italian labourers from
Lombardy, with their largely vegetable dietary, performed
much less work when engaged in piercing the St. Gothard
Tunnel than their Swiss co-labourers with a more richly
animalised scale of diet.”
The author also mentions the words “vegetarian,”
“vegetarianism,” or “vegetable diet / dietary, / foods /
kingdom / origin / substances” on pages vii, x, 32, and 406408. Address: M.D., F.R.C.P., Prof. of Clinical Therapeutics,
King’s College, London, and Physician to King’s College
Hospital [London, England].
224. Maggi (Julius) & Cie. 1890. Schutzverpackung fuer
Kapseln und Roerchen aus Gelatine oder aehnlichem
hygroskopischem Materiel, welche mit wasserhaltigen
Stoffen gefuellt sind [Protective packaging for capsules
and small tubes made from gelatin or similar hygroscopic
material, which are filled with water-containing materials].
Swiss Patent No. CH1959. 2 p. Issued 10 March 1890. [Ger]
• Summary: This is the 3rd earliest patent issued to Julius
Maggi shown in the European Patents database. Address:
Kempthal, Switzerland.
225. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1890. Soya: Dr.
Dujardin-Beaumetz [Soya: Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz]. 37:33031. April 5. [Fre]
• Summary: “Our excellent colleague, Dr. DujardinBeaumetz, has spoken to you about the soybean (Soya), a
sort of oil pea (Pois oléagineux) that originated in China.
“He has told you of the great interest in the starch-free
seed in diabetic diets, and he has invited me to discuss the
subject of acclimatization. I would like to say here that the
introduction of the soybean to France is due to the Society
for Acclimatization. The first seeds were brought here from
China in 1855 by Mr. de Montigny, the French consul at
Shanghai. Numerous trials have been conducted by members
of the Society and numerous reports have been published in
the Bulletin. But it is in Austria-Hungary that the cultivation
of the soybean has expanded, starting in 1875. By 1877 it
was already being cultivated by 160 experimenters.
“Today the soybean is a common agricultural plant.”
Note: This is the earliest article seen by Dr. DujardinBeaumetz in this periodical; in an 1888 issue (meeting of
July 20, p. 934-35) is a list of prospective new members.
One of these is Docteur George Dujardin-Beaumetz, doctor
at the hospital, member of the Academy of Medicine, 176
boulevard St.-Germain, Paris. Address: Cochin Hospital in
Paris.
226. Lancet. 1890. Analytical Records: Bread and biscuits
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made from the soya bean (G. Van Abbott and Son, 6,
Duke Street Mansions, Grosvenor Square, W. [London]).
136(3494):342-43. Aug. 16.
• Summary: “The use of ‘soya’ bread has recently been
advocated for diabetics by no less eminent an authority than
Dujardin-Beaumetz. Lecerf, according to Professor Yeo
was one of the first to call attention to the value of the meal
of Soya hispida in dietetics. It has a leguminous fruit like
the haricot, and is a native of China and Japan, but is now
cultivated in Austria. The Chinese extract from soya a fatty
substance which they use as milk [soymilk], and even make
cheese [tofu] with it. The meal is very rich in nitrogenous
substance, more so than animal flesh, and the amount
of starchy and saccharine substance is very small. Our
examination of the bread before us confirms this. We find it
to contain as much as 25.02 per cent. nitrogenous matter, and
as little as 2.72 per cent. starch, and 4 per cent. of mineral
matter. In texture it is just like ordinary wholemeal bread,
and it possesses quite an agreeable taste. Messrs. Abbott
have evidently made a very valuable addition to their list
of foods which are intended for the use of the diabetic. The
biscuits are not less satisfactory.” Address: England.
227. Gorkom, K.W. van. 1890. Supplement op De OostIndische Cultures, in betrekking tot handel en nijverheid
[Supplement to East-Indian crops: In relation to commerce
and industry]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. vii +
303 p. See p. 283-87. Supplement to the 1884 publication of
the same title. 25 cm. [2 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The section titled “Kadelé” (Soybeans)
discusses the cultivation of soybeans (also called katjang
djepoen [Japan beans], Soya, Glycine hispida, or kadelé
boontjes) on Java and the experimental culture in Europe.
Interest is shown in the cultivation of soybeans as a food for
diabetics.
Soya is cultivated in Java both for its seed and for its
green leaves which are used as animal feed. The small soy
beans are roasted by the indigenous people or, in the form
of cakes / patties (tetempé [tempeh]), eaten like bean-cheese
(boonen-kaas [tofu]). (“De kadele boontjes worden door de
inlanders geroosterd of, in den vorm van koeken (tetempé),
als boonen-kaas gegeten”).
Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(April 2013) that uses the term boonen-kaas to refer to tofu.
The author considers that Indonesian soy sauce (kétjap)
is inferior to Japanese soy sauce. Nutritionally, soya is rich in
proteins (proteïnestoffen) (± 38%) and fat (± 21%), and low
in starch and sugar.
In Germany and Austria, many years have been spent
in developing and cultivating varieties of soybeans adapted
to the European climate. Dr. Haberlandt, professor at the
University of Vienna, distinguished himself for this work,
even to the extent that a variety was named after him. In
the experimental gardens at the National Agricultural in

Wageningen [Netherlands], a field of soya is cultivated,
but the results are not yet satisfactory. Yields are low,
especially during the dry and warm summers, when the
plant flowers abundantly, but the seeds don’t have time to
develop properly. The author hopes that through continued
experiments, a suitable variety will be developed.
The soya bean has received attention from the medical
profession because of its composition. Dr. Le Cerf of
Paris was one of the first to try using soya with diabetic
patients. He introduced soya bread instead of an almond
bread and was successful with it. Dr. Stokvis, a professor
in Amsterdam, recommended soy bread (see Nederlandsch
Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde No. 10), and the chemical
analyses published by Mr. L.C.W. Cox in the same journal
(issue No. 19) supported the recommendation. Patients were
content with the bread, although they did not find it very
appetizing. The author states that if rye or wheat flour could
be used together with soy flour (soja-meel), they would yield
a very digestible and nutritious food. For this reason also he
recommended experiments aimed at acclimatizing soya to
Europe.
Dr. Sollewijn Gelpke has published a work titled “The
Yield and Cultivation of Dryland Crops,” in which he writes
that the cultivation of soya is quite easy and in Java takes
place on sawahs (wet rice fields) and clay, in contrast to
peanuts (katjang-tanah), which is grown on tegals and sand.
[Note: A tegal is a dry (not irrigated) field, near the rice
fields, but used for vegetables and other secondary crops.]
Soya beans are sun-dried, soaked in water for 24 hours,
then sown on land that has first been flooded with water.
Otherwise they are sown by poking holes in the ground and
dropping in the seeds. Gelpke says that soya is so appealing
to the indigenous people that, if the soil is hard, he just opens
the surface with a crowbar and sows his seeds. This way of
cultivation is seen especially on the heavy clay soils of Java.
In the Netherlands it is not well known that soya is
cultivated in Java, because it could be imported for less
money than is currently the case. The author has samples
of the beans and has noticed that the seeds from European
experiments are smaller in size than those grown in Java.
Various laboratory analyses are given. It is noted that
soya flour coming from Hungary is used for the production
of soy bread, baked by Mr. Koehler of Amsterdam. Mr. Cox
studied this bread. The author believes that the sugar content
of this bread is high enough to make it unsuitable for diabetic
patients, and notes the presence of starch and dextrin.
Morawski and Harz have confirmed that ripe soya beans
don’t contain starch, whereas unripe beans do.
Note 1. Kempski (1923) says: “see van Gorkom’s OostIndische Cultures, neu herausgeg. von Prinsen-Geerligs,
Verlag de Bussy, Amsterdam, 1913, Vol. III, p. 283/86.”
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the word proteïnestoffen (or
proteïnestoff) to refer to proteins in connection with
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soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that mentions soy flour, which is calls
soja-meel. Address: Dr., Former Head Inspector of Crops,
Dutch East Indies (Oud-Hoofd-Inspecteur der Cultures in
Nederlandsch Oost-Indië).
228. Kornauth, C. 1890. Beitraege zur chemischen und
mikroskopischen Untersuchung des Kaffee und der
Kaffeesurrogate [Contributions to the chemical and
microscopic investigation of coffee and coffee substitutes].
Mittheilungen aus dem Pharmaceutischen Institute und
Laboratorium fuer Angewandte Chemie der Universitaet
Erlangen No. 3. p. 1-56 + 13 pages of tables. See p. 14, 3738, 52, Table VIII. [Ger]
• Summary: Describes composition of soya coffee used in
Switzerland. A table (p. 14) lists 23 plant substances which
are use as coffee substitutes and their moisture/water content
after roasting at various temperatures. Chicory and figs seem
to be the most widely used. Moisture values are given for
roasting figs at 10 different temperatures from 100-180ºC,
and for figs at 7 temperatures from 100-160ºC. Soybeans
(Sojabohnen) contain 5.27% moisture. Later, the soybean is
listed twice, both under starch-free substitutes.
1. “Lupins (either white or black), and soybeans. The
similarity of these two substitutes with one another is
exceptionally great, and therefore, as between chicory and
dandelion, the diagnosis is made much more difficult. Lupin
coffee, although a commodity sold in many places, because
of its bitter flavor is neither pleasant tasting nor conducive to
good health. On the other hand, soybean coffee (SojabohnenKaffee), whose production in Steiermark [Styria, Austria] is
thought to be steadily growing, is free of these undesirable
points.”
2. “Soya Coffee (Sojakoffee). A commercial substitute.
This is made by roasting the seeds of Soja atrosperma and S.
sphaerica nigra.” There are large fat droplets in the powder.
“The seed coat or testa has, according to Harz, a thickness of
0.085-0.16 mm, but I found at the thickest places 0.24 mm.
Harz found the palisade cells to be 0.03-0.06 mm thick and
the hourglass cells 0.027-0.05 mm, which accord exactly
with my measurements.”
A table (p. 52-53) gives a detailed nutritional analysis
of 18 roasted substances used to make coffee substitutes and
of 8 commercial coffee substitutes. The soybean is listed
in the former category only. Water content 5.27%. In the
dry substance (on a dry weight basis): Raw fiber 4.97%,
sugar 34.76%, starch 0%. Raw fat 18.01%. Total watersoluble substances: 49.07%. Insoluble 50.95%. Of the ash:
Soluble in water 3.38. Insoluble in water 0.90. Soluble in
hydrochloric acid 90.47%. Insoluble in hydrochloric acid:
9.53%. In the pure ash: Silicic acid 0. Potash 43.95. Sodium
1.08. Sulfuric acid 2.71. Chlorine 1.24. Phosphoric acid
37.04. Extract in the proportion of 1:10: 1.0177.

Table VIII gives detailed illustrations of the cells in
both soybean coffee and lupin coffee. For soybean coffee,
the illustration is divided into 3 parts: (A) The powder (inner
seed coat, palisade cells [surface and side views], protein
bodies); (B) The seed coat (palisade layer and the support
layer below it), and (3) The germ lobes (Keimlappen; the
gluten layer, and the palisade-type parenchyma).
Note that all of this analysis is apparently being done
in order to aid in the detection of adulteration of real coffee
with lower-cost substitutes.
229. Schulze, E.; Steiger, E.; Maxwell, W. 1890. Zur
Chemie der Pflanzenzellmembranen [Chemistry of plant cell
membranes]. Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische
Chemie 14(3):227-73. See p. 253-55, 257. [31 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section on the soybean (Sojabohne (Soja
hispida)) (p. 253) states that it contains hemicelluloses which
give rise to the pentose sugar arabinose and the hexose
galactose. Address: Laboratorium des Polytechnikums,
Zurich, Switzerland.
230. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Georges Octave; CarpentierMéricourt, Eugène. 1891. Leçons de clinique thérapeutique.
6, éd., rev., modifiée et très augm. 3 vols. [Lessons from a
therapeutic clinic. 6th ed., revised and expanded. 3 vols.].
Paris: Doin. [Fre]
• Summary: Vol. 1, Treatment of disorders / diseases of the
heart, of the vessels and the aorta, of the stomach and the
intestine (Traitement des maladies du coeur, des vaisseaux et
de l’aorte, de l’estomac et de l’intestine) contains Lesson 5,
Complex foods, which has a section on the soybean (du soja,
p. 390-91) which states: The soybean, soja hispida, is a bean
of Japanese origin which is today cultivated on a large scale
in Europe, and particularly in Austria; this bean contains a
large quantity of nitrogen [protein] and little or no starch.
When the oil that this bean contains is removed, one obtains
a defatted flour which can be used to make bread, either
alone (as Lecerf has done) or in association with gluten (as is
the practice of Mr. Bourdin, a baker from Reims).
Legumine or fromentine are extracted from the embryos
of legumes or cereal grains using new milling techniques.
These oils contain an oil named wheat germ oil, which is
purgative, like soy oil (l’huile de soja). Bovet and Doulliot
are experimenting with these two substances.
Another section, titled Soybean bread (Du pain de soja)
(p. 695-96) gives details concerning this bread from various
sources.
Vol. 3, Treatment of disorders / diseases of the
nervous system, treatment of fevers, and general disorders
(Traitement des maladies du système nerveux, traitement
des fièvres et des maladies générales) contains a section
(p. 578) in which the authors recommend a bread prepared
from soybeans as a food for persons suffering from diabetes.
Address: Physician at the Cochin Hospital [France].
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231. Saundby, Robert. 1891. Lectures on diabetes: Including
the Bradshawe lecture, delivered before the Royal College
of Physicians on August 18th, 1890. Bristol, England: J.
Wright; New York, NY: E.B. Treat. vi + 232 p. See p. 18586. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Treatment of diabetes,” the
author states: “The patient should be encouraged to eat fats,
fat bacon, cream, eggs, and if necessary cod-liver oil should
be added.
“There can be no doubt that a purely animal diet is the
best, but it is difficult to get patients to keep to such a regime
for long together.”
He then compares gluten bread (which “is not a very
satisfactory article, as it always contains a considerable
percentage of starch.” A table shows the composition of the
best specimens he has found of French and of English gluten
bread) and of soya bread.
“The use of ‘Soya’ bread has recently been advocated
by Dujardin-Beaumetz. It is made from the meal of Soya
Hispida, a bean like the haricot, a native of China and Japan,
but now cultivated in Austria. Bread made from it is not
unpalatable and far superior to gluten bread in appearance
and taste. A report in the Lancet gives the following figures
respecting its composition:” Nitrogenous material–25.02%.
Starch–2.72%. Mineral matter–4.0%.
“’Soya’ bread, biscuits, and flour are now prepared
by a London firm. Samples procured from this firm, and
submitted to analysis, give the following figures:-”
A table shows the nutritional composition of each.
Soya bread contains 23.3% carbohydrates. Soya biscuits
contain 46.1% carbohydrates. Soya flour contains 45.6%
carbohydrates.
“This result was certainly very unexpected, but if it is
to be taken as correct, it shews that the Soya Bread contains
about as much carbohydrates as the best gluten bread,
over which it has no advantages at present in the matter of
cheapness. My patients have objected very much to its taste,
and it appears to exert a laxative effect on the bowels, which
is not always desirable.” Address: M.D. Edin. [Edinburgh],
F.R.C.P. London, Birmingham [England].
232. Schulze, E.; Likiernik, A. 1891. Ueber das Lecithin
der Pflanzensamen [On the lecithin in plant seeds]. HoppeSeyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische Chemie 15:405-14.
[17 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The broad distribution of lecithin in plants
is astonishing. This article focuses on lupins and vetches.
Ether-alcohol extracts show that legumes contain a higher
range of lecithin (0.81% to 1.64%) than do cereal grains
(0.57% to 0.74%).
It seems that the lecithin content of seeds rises with
their nitrogen content. Nitrogen-rich lupins and soybeans
(Sojabohnen) also have a relatively high lecithin content (p.

414). Address: From the Agricultural-Chemistry Laboratory
of the Polytechnikums in Zurich (Switzerland).
233. Schulze, E.; Steiger, E.; Maxwell, W. 1891.
Untersuchungen ueber die chemische Zusammensetzung
einiger Leguminosensamen [Investigations on the
chemical composition of some leguminous seeds].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 39:269-326. See p.
311-15. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Part III of this article, titled The Seeds of the
Soybean (Die Samen der Sojabohne {Soja hispida}), begins:
It is well known that the soybean differs from the other
leguminous seeds used for nutrition by humans and animals
by its much higher fat content; it contains about 18%. We
have not undertaken an exhaustive investigation of the
soybean. The investigation that we present here concerns
only some of its nitrogen-free constituents, which we will
present here. At the same time we will give an overview of
the above-mentioned bean.
On the basis of an ongoing investigation, E. Meissl and
F. Böcker (see footnote) give an as-is composition of the
soybean. A table shows that it contains 10% water, 37.5%
proteins, 18% fat, 2% cholesterol, lecithin, resin (Harz) and
wax. 10% dextrin. Less than 5% starch. 5% cellulose. 5%
ash. Plus sugar, amido bodies (Amidokörper), etc. in small
amounts.
There follows a long and detailed analysis. Address:
Agrikulturische Laboratorium des Polytechnikums in
Zuerich [Zurich].
234. Coupin, Henri. 1892. La soya [The soybean]. Nature
(La) (Paris) 20:203-04. Aug. 27. [Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the soybean (La Soya). It is not
possible to encourage too much the acclimatization of exotic
plants in France. One cannot doubt the worthiness such an
interest when a plant, such as the soybean, has found, in its
country of origin, such numerous applications.
This plant is used in China and Japan for human food
and for animal feed, for making bread, cheese [tofu], for
extracting an oil [soy oil], etc. Why would we not do the
research necessary to raise such a precious plant in France?
Many trials have already been conducted and have succeeded
rather well; we will return to that later, but first we must see
how the soybean behaves in Japan and China.
The soybean (Glycine Soya) belongs to the legume
family. A botanical description is given.
In Japan, the soybean is one of the most widely used
plants. It is known under the name of either mame or daizu,
and it is widely used to make a sort of paste, named miso
(le Miso). The process for making miso is described. [Note:
However koji is not mentioned so it will not work]. It
ferments for 1-2 months, and then is ready for food use. It is
part of the breakfast of many Japanese.
The second product made from soybeans is a condiment,
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a liquid named Shoyu. It is a sort of dark brown syrup
which serves as a sauce to season dishes, especially fish.
The manufacture of shoyu is a very important industry in
Japan. In the city of Nagasaki alone there are as many as ten
factories, and each makes more than 1.2 million kilograms
per year of shoyu. A description of how shoyu is made is
given using equal quantities of boiled soybeans and roasted
wheat, plus salt. 1.8 liters sells for 40-50 centimes.
The third product made from soybeans is a cheese called
tofu (le To-fu or fromage de Daizu). The process for making
tofu is described. It can be eaten fresh, but unfortunately it
retains the taste of raw beans, which is not very agreeable.
In China the soybean is known as Yeou-teou, but here it
is not ordinarily cultivated on a large scale, as it is in Japan.
According to Eugene Simon: Each person makes his or her
own cheese [tofu]. Very also, often, each one makes his oil,
if not at home, then at least at one of his parents’ homes or in
the neighborhood; it is distributed by the head of the family.
There is a variety of black soybean which constitutes
the principle food of animals; horses and mules eat the seed
in nature. People use mainly the white soybean (la Soya
blanche): from it they extract an oil [soy oil], which is the
object of an enormous trade and which occupies the top rank
among the oils used in China. As in Japan, the Chinese also
make tofu. According to Paillieux and Bois, in the entire
Chinese empire, only the Tartars use daily milk; the [Han]
Chinese do not consume it at all. They use soymilk instead.
The soybean is solid milk. Not all legumes contain legumine,
as the soybean does. Describes how to make soymilk from
soybeans.
Trials for the acclimatization of soybeans in Europe are
rather numerous. In 1875, the first ones were conducted by
F. Haberlandt and Blaskovics in Austria-Hungary. In France,
Buffon received soybean seeds and cultivated them at the
Museum [of Natural History]. One of the problems with
the soybean is that its seed mature very late. However some
varieties mature their seeds earlier than others.
An illustration [non-original] shows a soybean plant. At
the bottom of the column on page 1, we read: See No. 425,
of 25 July 1881, p. 115 [an article by E. Roman]. Address:
Ingenieur en chef à Périgueux.

d’un curieux: Histoire, culture et usages de 250 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues. Dieuxième édition
[The inquisitive person’s kitchen garden: History, culture,
and uses of 200 edible, little-known or unknown plants. 2nd
ed.]. Paris: Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique. xii +
589 p. See p. 502-49. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents of section on soy: Introduction: Work
of the Society for Acclimatization with soy, structure of this
book, excerpts on soy from past issues of the Bulletin the
Society for Acclimatization. Botany of the soybean. 1. Soy
in Japan: Kaempfer’s writings, including miso and shoyu,
Japan at the World’s Fair of 1878, miso, shoyu, tofu. 2. Soy
in Cochin China: Black soybeans, various foods. 3. Soy in
China: Soy oil, tofu and fermented tofu, soy sauce, other
uses. 4. Soy in Austria-Hungary. 5. Soy in France: Historical,
varieties, cultivation, utilization.
The author’s full name is Nicolas-Auguste Paillieux
(lived 1812-1898; he died on 8 Feb. 1898 at age 85). An
illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 503) shows a
mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of
three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original in
J.R.F. 1882). Note: Desire Bois lived 1856-1946.
Also discusses (listed alphabetically): arachide (peanuts,
p. 26-28), haricot mungo (azuki, p. 201-09), kudzu or ko
(p. 271-84), quinoa (p. 460-66), souchet comestible (chufa,
p. 498-502, with illustration). Address: 1. Member of the
Societe Nationale d’Acclimatation 2. Asst. de la Chaire de
Culture, Museum d’Histoire naturelle de Paris.

235. Candolle, Alphonse de. 1892. Origin of cultivated
plants. New York, NY: D. Appleton and Co. viii + 486 p. See
p. 330-32, 443. Translation of Origin des Plantes Cultivees,
1883 ed. 2nd ed. 1886. The latter reprinted in facsimile in
1959 by Hafner Publ. Co, New York. 20 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: The section on soy in this edition is identical to
(in fact, a facsimile of) that in the 1885 edition by the same
publisher in New York. The author, a famous Swiss botanist,
whose father was also a famous botanist, lived 1806-1893.
Address: Geneva, Switzerland.

237. Schulze, E. 1892. Ueber die in den Futtermitteln
enthaltenen Fettsubstanzen und ueber die Bedeutung
derselben fuer die tierische Ernaehrung [On the lipids
contained in fodders and their significance for animal
nutrition]. Landwirtschaftliches Jahrbuch der Schweiz
(Switzerland) 6:72-80. [20 footnotes. Ger]
• Summary: Page 74: Cholesterol forms one of the groups
of materials (Die Cholesterine bilden eine Stoffgruppe). Also
mentions so-called cholesteride (sog. Cholesteride).
The last of the components / constituent parts
(Bestandteilen) of crude fats and oils (des Rohfetts)
enumerated above is lecithin (das Lecithin). This substance,
having a complicated structure, contains glycerin and
fatty acids and is consequently closely related to the
glycerides (neutral fats); finally, it is also closely related to
some protein-containing organic bases, choline as well as
phosphorus and can be considered to be a fat that contains
protein and phosphorus. Lecithin is found first and foremost
in egg yolks and other animal substances. Only recently
[1883] has it also been found in plants.
A table (p. 76) shows that soybeans (Sojabohne) contain
1.64% lecithin and 19.7% crude fat calculated on a dryweight basis. Address: Prof. Dr., Zurich, Switzerland.

236. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1892. Le potager

238. Natuur (De). 1893. Soja [Soya]. 42(20):233-34. May
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13. [1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This Dutch-language periodical appears inside
a German-language periodical titled Die Natur (Halle). The
author of this article (whose initials “CKN” appear at the
end) discusses: The soybean plant, named Glycine Soya or
Dolichos Soja or (in Dutch) de Sojaboon, which is widely
used for food in Japan (where it is called Mame or Daizu)
and China. Food products made from the soybean in Japan:
Miso, shoyu (soy sauce), To-fu [tofu] or Kaas van Daizu; a
brief description is given of how each is made. Soybeans in
China, where it is called “Yeou-teou,” and where they make
a cheese (Soja kaas), oil (eigen olie), and milk (melk) which
resembles cow’s milk.
Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen
(April 2013) that uses the term To-fu or the term Kaas van
Daizu or the term Soja kaas to refer to tofu.
Black soybeans (zwarte Soja) are widely used. Proteins
in the soybean, including legumine. In Europe, by 1881, the
soybean was known in Italy, Austria, Hungary, and France
(especially at Etampes and Montpelier); from the seeds,
people learned to obtain oil, milk, cheese, an excellent cattle
feed, and a vegetable for humans–similar to the French bean
but much better (en een groente voor den mensch, gelijkende
op onze spersiebonen, maar veel beter). Soybeans are used
by doctors to treat people suffering from diabetes.
In France, the seeds are roasted like coffee beans; the
result is a good-tasting coffee substitute (dure koffie,... een
even goed smakend surrogaat verkrijen).

A large illustration (engraving) shows a soybean plant
bearing many pods. In the lower left corner is one large pod.
In the lower right is written “Al Clement,” which appears to
be the artist’s name.
Note 1. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable soybeans,
which it calls “een groente voor den mensch,...”
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that mentions soymilk, which it calls melk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (Oct. 2003) that mentions oil from the soybean, which it
calls olie.
239. Sagot, Paul Antoine; Raoul, Edouard François Armand.
1893. Manuel pratique des cultures tropicales et des
plantations des pays chauds [Practical manual for tropical
crops]. Paris: Augustin Challamel. xxxii + 734 p. See p. 15155. [Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter titled Légumes et Culture
Potagère, there is a section on soybeans and soyfoods written
by Edouard Raoul titled “Soja hispida Moench, Pois Soja,
Pois oléagineux de Chine. Daïzou des Japonais.” It discusses
the widespread culture of soybeans in southern Asia, China,
and Japan. “The seed is very rich in oil and in casein soluble
in water. Its consistency, especially before maturation, is
very tender and fine. Unfortunately it does not have much
taste of its own. The pod is very small and contains only 2-3
seeds. It is not easily opened. I prefer soybean seeds having a
color that is clear fawn-colored or tawny (fauve) or greenish,
to those which are black.”
“The plant must be sown from very fresh seeds. The
germination (in Europe) is often very unequal, and many of
the seeds don’t develop...
Page 152: Some seeds sent by me to French Guiana (la
Guyane) have been cultivated by Mr. Bar au Maroni, and
have borne fruit, but I don’t have precise details on their
vegetation or ease of utilization.
It seems that the plant originated in East Asia and that
its introduction into India (l’Inde) is rather recent. In China
and Japan the culture of soybeans has seen the greatest
development. The Chinese and Japanese extract from
soybean seeds a vegetal / plant-based cheese, coagulated
casein (fromage végétal, caséine coagulée), which is
widely consumed, but it does not please Europeans. They
also extract oil from the seeds. I am willing to believe that
plant-based casein may contain some special digestive and
nutritive properties, either for healthy people or those who
suffer from cachexia (cachectique) and I would recommend
that new studies be carried out on this subject. While the
custom of an uncivilized or half-civilized people may appear
disgusting to Europeans, these customs are almost always
based on an underlying scientific fact, and once this fact is
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identified, the custom’s processes can be modified for use by
Europeans.
Page 153: Brief descriptions are then given of miso,
shoyu, tofu (tofou), dried frozen tofu, (kouri-tofou) “which
is nothing but tofu dried using heat” [sic], and yuba (uba),
“a product very rich in nitrogenous materials {proteins}
and fats,” followed by a list of the names of the best-known
Japanese soybean varieties, and a discussion of the difference
between Glycine hispida Moench (Kuro mame [black
soybeans], no mame, kuzu, yama-daizou [wild soybeans]),
and Glycine soja Siebold et Zuccar. (kiu mame and tsouroumame). Typical analyses of the stems and leaves, seeds,
and entire plants are given based on research conducted by
M. Joulie. A comparison of the nutritional value of soya
and wheat is given based on the research of Wechler in
Austria and Messrs. Fremy, Müntz and Pellet in France. Dr.
Menudier uses soy flour in diabetic diets.
In the brief description of tofu (p. 153) it is stated that
it is a cheese obtained by the coagulation of juice (suc)
obtained by pressure from the soybean. The French word
suc is an unusual word to use for soymilk. Hervé Berbille
writes (Dec. 2014): “This is the first time I have ever seen
the word suc used to refer to soymilk. Google gives ‘juice’
as a translation of ‘suc’, but I do not like it because ‘juice’
also refers to jus in French, as jus and suc are not rigorously
synonyms. For example, if you talk about orange juice as
suc, it evokes more likely a liquid that appears spontaneously
from a freshly cut vegetable, like lettuce for example.
However suc is not necessarily an edible liquid.”
The soybean (soja) is also discussed briefly on pages
124, 165, and 534.
Also discusses: Winged beans (p. 149-50; Psophocarpus
tetragonolobus Dec., Dolichos tetragonolobus L., Pois
carré). Peanuts (p. 150-51; Arachide, Arachis hypogæa).
Bambarra groundnuts (p. 151; Voandzou, Voandzeia
subterranea Dup. Th.).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in French Guiana, or the cultivation
of soybeans in French Guiana. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in French Guiana, or the
cultivation of soybeans in French Guiana (1893). The source
of these soybeans was Prof. E. Raoul, who was apparently in
France.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term kouri-tofou to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. Sagot lived 1821-1888.
Note 4: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003)
concerning general information on soybean production in the
tropics.
Note 5. Notice that “kuzu” is given as a name for the
wild soybean in Japan. Address: 1. Docteur en Médecine,
Ancien Chirurgien de la Marine, Ancien Professeur
d’Histoire Naturelle a l’École Normale Speciale de Cluny;

2. Pharmacien en Chef du Corps de Santé des Colonies.
Professeur du Cours de Productions et Cultures Tropicales a
l’École Coloniale.
240. Schulze, E.; Frankfurt, S. 1894. Ueber die Verbreitung
des Rohrzuckers in den Pflanzensamen [On the distribution
of sucrose in plant seeds]. Berichte der Deutschen
Chemischen Gesellschaft 27(1):62-64. [Ger]
• Summary: Mentions the soybean (der Sojabohne; Soja
hispida). Proves that soybeans contain sucrose. Address:
Agrikulturische Laboratorium des Polytechnikums, Zurich,
Switzerland.
241. Schlegel, Gustave; Cordier, Henri. 1894. The Chinese
bean-curd and soy and the soya-bread of Mr. Lecerf. I. Tofu.
T’oung Pao (General Newspaper) 5:135-46. March. [11 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: “Of late these Chinese preparations have again
attracted the notice of Europeans. The Temps in France
published last November [sic, April 8, 1893] a note upon the
subject after an article in the Avenir de Diego-Suarez of 2
March 1893, and Dr. Vorderman, of the civil medical service
in Java and Madura... We will add to these notices what is
written about the subject by the Chinese themselves.
“I. Tao-fu or Bean Curd. According to ‘Collected
Omissions of Sieh-choh’ nothing had been ever heard of
the confection of bean-curd before or after the period of the
three dynasties of antiquity (B.C. 2205-250), and it was only
mentioned for the first time in the work of Liu-ngan [Liu An]
king of Hoai-nan [Huai Nan] of the Han (second century
before our era) Cf. Mayers, Chinese Readers Manual, No.
412, Cap. 24.”
“The Tao-fu or Bean-curd was also called ‘Leguminous
milk’, and was prepared by boiling curds or milk from beans.
“It is further related that when Shi-tsih [pinyin: Shi Ji]
was governor of Ts’ing-yang [pinyin: Qing Yang] (Latitude
30º45’, Longitude 115º26’) he, in order to purify himself
and to rouse the population, did not permit himself the use
of meat, but bought every day in the market several pieces
of bean curd, so that the townpeople called these curds ‘The
little slaughtered sheep.’
“The bean of which this curd is prepared is known
in science by the name of Soja hispida, and has been
imported in the form of a meat-sauce from Japan to Europe
under its japanese name of Sho-yu, the corrupted japanese
pronunciation of the chinese tsiang yu or ‘relish-oil’ which
this sauce bears in some parts of China, and which has been
further corrupted by the Dutch into Soja, by which name
(also written soya and soy) it became known all over Europe.
We will return to this by and by.
“According to Dr. Vorderman (loc. cit. p. 354) the
soy-beans are distinguished in light-colored (cream-color,
straw-yellow, light ochre-yellow and amber-yellow),
brown and black. The first two sorts are roundish, the last
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either roundish or oblong, as they come from the one or
the other variety of the plant. Accordingly, the plant with
roundish seeds is called Soja hispida, tumida and that with
oblong seeds Soja hispida, platycarpa, amounting, with
the differences in color, to four varieties: 1. Soja hispida,
tumida Beta pallida; 2. Soja hispida, tumida Beta atrospuma
[atrosperma]; 3. Soja hispida, tumida Beta castanea; 4. Soja
hispida, platycarpa Beta melanosperma.
“No. 2 and 4 are black and serve especially for the
fabrication of Soy or Ketchup, whilst No. 1 (pale-yellow)
and No. 3 (brown) are used for other culinary purposes.
“Since the Vienna [Austria] exhibition of 1873, when
several samples of Chinese, Japanese and Indian soybeans
were exhibited, their great nutritive proprieties and richness
of azote [nitrogen] and fat have been shown by chemical
analysis, and the culture of this plant has been largely
introduced into Europe, especially in Hungary.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2003) that contains the word “soybeans”–spelled
as one word.
König in his work Die menschlichen Nahrungs und
Genussmittel, 2nd Ed., Vol. II, p. 372, gives an analysis of
the composition of 4 types of soybeans. “Dr. Vorderman says
that he has not been able to detect amylum [starch] in the
Soybeans of Java, China and Annam in applying the reaction
of jodium [iodine] upon the section of the bean. The texture
of the cotyledons consists principally of oblong, radiating
parenchyme-cells, about five times longer than broad.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word “cotyledons” in
connection with soybeans.
“II. Tao-kan or Preserved Bean Curd. The Chinese make
of the Soy-beans two preparations, one called in Java Taohu and the other Tao-toa. They both consist of leguminous
cheese, obtained from the light-brown beans, principally
those obtained from Annam. But at present many Chinese
in Batavia prefer the so much cheaper kadele putih grown in
the Preanger and the Ommelanden (circumjacent territory of
Batavia).
“These lightcolored beans are macerated during five
hours in rainwater, when they swell up to about twice or
thrice their original size. After having been cleansed from
accidental dirt or admixtures, they are ground in a stone
handmill, very much resembling that in which Europeans
ground colors. One Chinese turns the mill, whilst the other
throws the macerated beans, still in their husk, with a little
water into the mill, so that the stuff runs as a white, thin
mass, by a small gutter, into a tub prepared for its reception.
This mass is then heated upon the fire in a large iron open
cauldron, until it reaches the boiling-point. The froth is
skimmed, and the fluid strained, after boiling, through a
cotton cloth, in which a white, doughy residu [sic, residue
= okara] remains, having a peculiar oily smell, and which
serves as food for ducks and fowl.

“The filtrated fluid, which has a milkwhite color, is
mixed, whilst it is being cooled, with a certain proportion of
common Madura-salt or with a little calcined gypsum.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that refers to soymilk, which it calls the
“milk from beans” and “The filtrated fluid, which has a
milkwhite color...”
“This gypsum is imported from China in the form of
large lumps of radiated gypsum. As it is specially used
for preparing the leguminous cheese of the soybeans, it is
called by traders in Batavia by the Malay-Chinese hybrid
word Batu-tao i.e. ‘bean-stone.’\ “The salt (or, as in China,
the chloride of magnesium) and gypsum change the juice,
by precipitation of the legumine [legumin], into a white,
gelatineous [gelatinous] mass, which, when sufficiently
cooled, obtains a certain consistency, allowing it to be cut
into flat square pieces. This can, however, not be done for
after two hours after the precipitation. These squares are then
laid upon plantain-leaves protected by a white cotton cloth
against dust, and hawked about in the streets.
“They have an unpleasant raw bean-flavor, but when
mixed with other victuals, this taste is lost. It is used as well
in the preparation of Chinese victuals, as in that of the socalled Indian rice-dish.
“In order to preserve the tao-fu for continuous use, it is
made to tao-koa (or dried beans) by the following method.
“The tao-fu, cut into flat squares, is plunged into a
decoctum of Curcuma longa, which colours it intense yellow.
These yellow cakes are then wrapped up in white square
pieces of cotton, laid between boards and exposed to a
certain pressure. Generally they are at the same time stamped
with Chinese characters.
“By this pressure a good deal of water is lost, but the
cakes can be preserved much longer.
“Dr. Vorderman says that both tao-fu and tao-koa can be
successfully used in the nourishment of feeble children, who
refuse to take eggs. Tao-koa is also imported from China, but
these cakes are much larger than those prepared in Java, and
are always stamped with Chinese characters.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
that mentions Liu An of Huai Nan in connection with tofu.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Tao-fu” (or “Tao fu”),
or the word “Tao-hu” (or “Tao hu”), or the word “Tao-kan”
(or Tao kan”) to refer to Chinese-style tofu.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the term “pale-yellow” or the
term “straw-yellow” to describe the color of soybean seeds.
Note 7. An article in this same issue, titled “The Chinese
in Boston” [Massachusetts], notes that presently “1,000
Chinese live in Boston, of which 700 work in the 180
laundries, and about 300 are merchants and traffickers, all
dwelling on Harrison Ave. Here one also finds 63 gambling
dens (or houses of ill repute) and several others where
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opium is smoked–visited in part by the most vile class of
Americans.”
Note 8. We wonder if there wasn’t at least one tofu shop
in Boston at this time. Address: 1. Professeur de Chinois
à l’Universite de Leide [Leiden]; 2. Professeur à l’Ecole
spéciale des Langues orientales vivantes et à l’Ecole libre
des Sciences politiques à Paris.
242. Schlegel, Gustave; Cordier, Henri. 1894. The Chinese
bean-curd and soy and the soya-bread of Mr. Lecerf. IV. The
soyabread of Mr. Lecerf. T’oung Pao (General Newspaper)
5:135-46. March. See p. 144-46. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The high nutritive properties of the Soybean
have induced the Europeans to introduce its culture into
Europe, and since some years a kind of bread has been
baked of it for the use of the sufferers of Diabetes or sugarconsumption.” Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest Englishlanguage document seen (July 2003) that contains the word
“Soybean” (or “soybean”)–spelled as one word.
“After the exposition in Vienna in 1873, attention was
drawn upon the Soya by Mr. Haberland [Haberlandt] and
Count Cettems [sic, Heinrich Attems], and in April 1888, Mr.
Lecerf, a Paris chemist, called the attention of the Société
de Médecine upon the services which this leguminose could
render to sufferers of diabetes and obesity. It is known that
with obese people it are the amylaceous substances which
are changed into fat by the digestive functions. The sufferers
of obesity are able to absorbe [sic] all fat substances without
seeing their “embon-point” [plumpness] augment; for,
as has been shown by Eberstein, fat substances are never
assimilated, but they are decomposed in order to serve the
functions of respiration and to supply the human body with
heat.
“Mr. Lecerf’s proposal met with success, and professor
Dujardin-Beaumetz, having firstly tried the bread invented
by Mr. Lecerf in the hospital Cochin, offered, in the sitting
of 19 May 1888 of the Académie de Médecine, samples of
the Soya-bread Lecerf fabricated without any admixture of
foreign flours, and proposed to substitute it for the glutenbread in the alimentation of diabetics.
“Later on, Doctor Blondel published a very interesting
study of the Soya, and showed the nearly complete absence
of amylum [starch] in its tissues.
“We let follow here a comparative table of the chemical
composition of Soya compared to that of wheat and lean
beef according to the analysis of Messr. [sic, Messrs.]
Boussingault, Lehmann and Pellet... These ciphers show the
superiority of Soya above all known alimentary substances.
“Before the introduction of the soya-flour into the
therapeutic treatment, the ordinary bread and even the
gluten-bread were a serious obstacle in the diet followed
by sufferers of diabetes, and this on account of the amylum
which they contain: ordinary bread containing 60% of
amylum and gluten-bread 15%; whilst Soya-bread only

contains an insignificant percentage (3%) of amylum; and,
as it also contains a small quantity of bi-carbonate of soda,
dispenses the patients of drinking Vichy or Karlsbad waters.”
“Strange to say, however, the fabric [factory] for Soyabread established by Mr. Lecerf had to shut up on account
of the limited sale of its produce. He sold his patent to
Messieurs Peitz & Co., druggists and chemists in Paris (98
Place Beauvau), who have also placed a depot of their bread
in the ‘Grande Pharmacie hygenique Desvilles’, 24 Rue
Etienne-Marcel, and who sell this bread at the price of 50
centimes (5 pence).”
Holland was the first country which followed in
the wake, and Mr. G.C.F. Koehler in Amsterdam (29
Weesperstraat) fabricates even a superior kind of Soya-bread,
containing less oil than the Paris bread [made by Mr. Lecerf
and later by Messieurs Peitz & Co.], and therefore more
palatable than the latter, for 40 cents (= 8 pence). But his
breads are double the size of Paris ones, and, consequently,
relatively cheaper.
“To the great shame, however, of Germany, Austria
and Great-Britain, this highly beneficial and nutritive bread
seems to be totally unknown and ignored in these respective
countries. In London no baker, druggist or chemist had ever
heard of it, and I could only get a kind of échaudé de gluten
fabricated in Paris, and tasting like old dry sponge; and this
in a town, where are some five-thousand of sufferers of
diabetes!!...
“It seems to us imperative that in each larger town of
Europe and America special bakeries for the fabrication
of Soya-bread and Soya-flour be established. We can
recommend it by our own experience of five years to all
sufferers of Diabetes and Obesity as a most wholesome and
welcome article of food.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soya-flour.” Address:
1. Professeur de Chinois à l’Universite de Leide [Leiden]; 2.
Professeur à l’Ecole spéciale des Langues orientales vivantes
et à l’Ecole libre des Sciences politiques à Paris.
243. Bittó, Béla von. 1894. Ueber the Bestimmung des
Lecithingehaltes der Pflanzenbestandtheile [Determination of
the lecithin content of plant parts]. Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift
fuer Physiologische Chemie 19:488-98. [6 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The first attempts to determine the lecithin
content of plant seeds were made using ether extraction.
Yet not all phosphorus-containing components of plants are
soluble in ether, so alcohol (both ethyl and methyl alcohol)
were tried as solvents, as was cooking for 8-10 minutes, plus
numerous extractions. Table 1, titled “Phosphorus content of
100 parts by weight of dry matter (p. 492) gives the results
for eight seeds, of which soybeans (Soja hispida; Sojabohne)
had the second highest phosphorus content, 0.0780%
following 20 extractions with ether then cooking with methyl
alcohol. Yellow lupins had 0.0804% while Schulze and
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Steiger got only 0.0629%.
Table 2, titled “Lecithin content of 100 parts by weight
of dry matter (p. 493) gives results for the same eight seeds.
Again, soybeans had the second highest lecithin content,
2.033% following the same extraction process. Yellow lupins
had 2.093% while Schulze and Steiger got only 1.64%.
Slightly lower values for both phosphorus and lecithin
are shown in table 3 (p. 494). Address: Imperial Inst.
of Chemistry, Budapest [Austria-Hungary] (Chemische
Reichsanstalt, Budapest).
244. Schulze, E.; Frankfurt, S. 1894. Ueber den
Lecithingehalt einiger vegetabilischer Substanzen [On
the lecithin content of some vegetable substances].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 43:307-318. See p.
315. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A table (p. 315) shows the content of lecithinrelated substances found in the dry matter of various seeds.
The first number indicates the percentage of phosphorus in
the form of compounds (Verbindungen) which are soluble in
ether or alcohol. The second number indicates the percentage
of lecithin, calculated from the first figure.
Yellow lupins (Lupinus luteus) sample I 0.060%/1.55%.
Yellow lupins sample II 0.61%/1.59%. Soybeans (Soja
hispida) 0.063%/1.64%. Vetches (Vicia sativa) sample I
0.047%/1.22%. Vetches sample II 0.028%/0.74%. Hemp
(Cannabis sativa) 0.038%/0.88%. The contents of 14 other
seeds are given. Soybeans are shown to contain the highest
lecithin content of any seed tested.
These two numbers related to lecithin content are also
given for other substances including wheat germ, wheat
bran, sesame cake (Sesamkuchen; 3 samples), linseed cake
(2), peanut cake (2), copra (Kokosnusskuchen; coconut
cake), palm kernel cake, hemp cake, beech-nut cake
(Bucheckernkuchen), mushroom (Agaricus campestris),
edible mushroom (Steinpilz; Boletus edulis). Address:
Agrikulturische Laboratorium des Polytechnikums in Zurich.
245. Martin, Ernest. 1895. Le Tao-fu (soya), son origine,
ses propriétés, son acclimatation [Tofu (soya): Its origin,
properties, and acclimatization]. Revue Scientifique (Revue
Rose) 3(5):144-46. Feb. 2. Series 4. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language review of the literature
on tofu, including a brief discussion of soy sauce and
soybeans. The Soya hispida (Family: Papilionacées; Glycine
Phaseolus) is an oilseed (graine oléagineuse) that originated
in China. According to the research of Prof. Schlegel at the
University of Leiden, it was first mentioned in the work of
Liu-An, king of Huai-nan, of the Han dynasty, in the 2nd
century before the Christian era. From this period, the seed
was boiled and a milk-like liquid [soymilk] was extracted
which had the reputation of possessing beneficial properties.
When the soybean (le soya) was imported to Europe,
it was in the form of a sauce made in Japan and sold by the

Dutch who were the first [sic] European navigators to arrive
in Japan. Note: Portuguese navigators arrived in and traded
with Japan before the Dutch.
Its name was sho-yu, which is nothing but the corruption
of the Chinese characters tsiang-yu, which signifies savory
oil [sic]. From sho-yu, the Dutch made the word “soya” or
“soy” the name by which the bean is known in Europe.
Discusses: The shape and color of soybeans. The
Exposition of Vienna [Austria] in 1873. König’s discovery
that soybeans contain 31-33% protein. The research of
Vorderman and Pellet. Tao-Kan, Tao-Hu (tofu in Java),
and Tao-Koa. Tofu exported from Annam. How Chinese
in Batavia make soymilk and tofu (curded with gypsum);
use of the pasty residue (résidu pâteux) [okara] for feeding
to penned poultry, such as chickens and ducks. Further
processing of tofu to extend its shelf life.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term résidu pâteux to refer
to okara. Preparation of soy sauce. Many uses of tofu in
Chinese therapy. Shi-tsih as the founder of the vegetarian
diet. Writings of Montigny, the French consul general. Soy
bread in diabetic diets. Mr. Desvilles. Soybean trials and
acclimatization in France. Composition of soybeans grown in
France.
“From the viewpoint of practical utility, we conclude
that the acclimatization of species of the vegetable and
animal kingdoms, which was formerly the goal of multiple
costly tests, has now lost much of its importance. The ease
of communications and the rapidity with which exotic
shipments can be made often provide the same results.
“However we must continue to be attentive to failures
of acclimatization, for they have much to teach us. One of
the most interesting problems of science is that of mutations.
The work of the mutationists (tératologistes), and especially
of Dareste, on the production of artificial anomalies, has
led to new proof that the variability of animal organization
is much greater than one would be tempted to believe–and
this variability extends also to plants... Such research can
help elucidate the problem of the origin of races, which has
heretofore remained in the deepest obscurity despite the
work of savants such as Is. Geoffroy Saint-Hillaire, Darwin,
and Quatrefages.
“Thus there is nothing surprising in the transformations
manifested in living things which, transplanted from
afar, find themselves placed in telluric [terrestrial] and
climatological conditions completely different from those
of their original habitat. Examples of this transformation
multiple with each new day;” they include the opium poppy,
rhubarb, some legumes, numerous varieties of bamboo.
“What is the reason for these laws of transformation and
degeneration that extend over each of the large kingdoms
of nature? The problem is posed but has not been seriously
addressed.
“As for the soybean (graine de soya), we have shown
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that it undergoes this transformation in a very sensitive
manner: in it, the protein molecule progressively gives way
to the starch (amylacée) molecule. At the heart of the plant
organism, a special synthesis is accomplished: its chemical
composition is modified in proportions such that it becomes
inappropriate for the goal targeted by its cultivation in
Europe.”
246. Hanausek, T.F. 1895. Correspondenz: Mittheilungen
aus Japan [Correspondence: Communications from Japan.
Enquiry on miso to Dr. Kellner]. Chemiker-Zeitung
19(11):222. Feb. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: Letter dated 26 Jan. 1895. Dear (sehr geeherter
Herr) Doctor. In his Communications from Japan. Professor
and Privy Councillor (Hofrath) O. Kellner has described the
preparation of saké, shoyu and miso in the authentic way
and given us a praiseworthy enlightenment (Aufklärung)
about these Japanese foods and food accessories (stimulants
/ enjoyables; Genussmittel). In addition to the authors
mentioned by him, such as Hoffmann, Korschelt, Atkinson
and J. Rein, who have reported about these items, Dr. G.
Wagener (1881 in Tokyo) should also be mentioned. In the
Oesterreichische Monatsschrift fuer den Orient 1881, No.
12 he has given a very detailed description of miso. There
are two basic types of miso–a Koji miso or white miso and a
red miso, which should be made without koji [sic, it is made
using less miso].
I would therefore like to request of Dr. Kellner that he
clarify for us whether or not there are really two types of
miso in Japan, and if it is fact that red miso is made without
koji.
A summary / excerpt of the work of Wagener is also
contained in my book titled Nahrungs und Genussmittel
aus dem Pflanzenreiche [Foods and Food Accessories from
the Plant Kingdom] (page 100). With the request that you
publish these lines. Address: Dr. Vienna, Austria.
247. Benedikt, Rudolf. 1895. Chemical analysis of oils,
fats, and waxes and of the commercial products derived
therefrom. From the German of R. Benedikt. Revised and
enlarged by J. Lewkowitsch. London and New York, NY:
Macmillan and Co. xviii + 683 p. See p. 300-01. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [2 soy ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean oil” states (p.
300-01): “French–Huile de Soya. German–Sojabohnenoel.
This oil is obtained from the seeds of Soja hispida, a plant
indigenous to China and Japan, where the oil is used for
culinary purposes... On exposure to air it dries slowly with
formation of a thin skin.”
One table gives the “Physical and chemical constants of
soja bean oil” based on two previous observers: Morawski
and Stingl (1887), and De Negri and Fabris (1891-1892):
Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.9242–0.9270. Solidifying point:
+15 to +8ºC. Saponification value (Mgrms. KOH): 192.5–

192.9. Hehner value: 95.5%. Iodine value: 121.3%–122.2%.
Maumené test: 59º–61ºC.
A second table gives the “Physical and chemical
constants of mixed fatty acids” based on the same two
observers. Solidifying point: 23-25ºC. Melting point: 2729ºC. Iodine value: 115.2–122%.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014)
that mentions the Hehner value in connection with soybean
oil.
Also contains sections on: Linseed oil (p. 273-79).
Hemp seed oil (p. 280-81). Sesamé oil (gingili oil, teel oil,
p. 314-20). Almond oil (p. 358-61). Arachis oil (peanut oil,
earthnut oil, p. 362-66). Butter substitutes and oleomargarine
(p. 445, 549-51). Lard substitutes (p. 551-52). “Oleaginous
seeds and oil-cakes” (p. 553) include: earthnut / arachis, and
sesamé cakes (p. 553-55). Boiled oil (linseed, p. 605).
Vulcanised oils–Rubber substitutes. French–Gomme
factice. German: Faktis (p. 612-13). “Vulcanised oils are
prepared from fatty oils either by heating with sulphur, or by
treatment with sulphur chloride in the cold.” “The substitutes
are india-rubberlike substances, and serve, as their name
indicates, to replace india-rubber.”
Rudolf Benedikt lived 1852-1896. Julius Isador
Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning lard substitutes (or shortening).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2008) that contains the term “iodine value.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “Soja bean oil” to refer
to soybean oil.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “Oleaginous seeds.”
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2005) that uses the word “Sesamé” to refer to
“sesame.” Address: Prof., Dr., Vienna, Austria.
248. Noorden, Carl von. 1895. Diabetes mellitus [Diabetes
mellitus]. In: Thomas Lathrop Stedman, ed. 1895-1903.
Twentieth Century Practice: An International Encyclopedia
of Modern Medical Science by Leading Authorities of
Europe and America: 21 volumes. New York: W. Wood and
Company. 741 p. See Vol. 2, “Nutritive disorders,” p. 33179. [Ger]
• Summary: In the section on “Diet tables” (p. 168+),
Table II states (p. 169): “Second Group: Foods Permissible
in Moderate Quantities... English sauces, such as
Worcestershire, Harvey, beefsteak, anchovy, lobster, shrimp,
India soy, China soy, one teaspoonful.” Address: Prof., PhD,
Vorstand der I. medizinischen Universitaetsklinik, Vienna
[Austria-Hungary].
249. Thompson, William Gilman. 1895. Practical dietetics:
With special reference to diet in disease. New York, NY: D.
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Appleton & Co.; London: Henry Kimpton. xxii + 802 p. See
p. 135, 656. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The chapter titled “Vegetable Foods” states (p.
135): “Soya bread is made from an oily pea which grows in
China and Japan, and is used sometimes by diabetics, for it
contains over one third part gluten and but 1.17 per cent of
glucose.”
In the chapter on “Diseases especially influenced by
diet” (p. 599+), in the section on “Diabetes mellitus” is a
subsection titled “Dietetic treatment.” Under “Substitutes
for bread” we read (p. 654) that there are five breads made
from flour especially prepared for diabetics: Gluten bread,
bran bread, almond bread, inulin bread, and soya bread. The
passage on “Soya bread” (p. 656-57) states: “A meal [flour]
is made from the fruit of the Soya hispida, a bean which
is grown in China and Japan and also raised in Austria. It
is very rich in proteid. It has a peculiar taste and holds a
purgative oil.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2005) that uses the word “meal” to refer to soy
flour.
“The published percentage compositions of the more
important ingredients of soya bread is as follows: Water,
proteids, fats, starch and sugar, phosphoric acid.
“Soya bread is nutritious on account of the large
percentage of fat which it contains, but according to an
analysis made by an expert chemist it contains more
carbohydrates than it is advertised to hold. This, in fact, is
true of all the breads and biscuits made of substitutes for
flour. Prof. Leeds says that some breads which are falsely
called gluten breads contain from 50 to 75 per cent of
carbohydrates, and hence they are unreliable and deceptive.”
Also discusses: Vegetarianism (p. 28-30). Wheat bran
and gluten (p. 120-21). Gluten bread (p. 128-29). Prepared
farinaceous foods, incl. Liebig’s Foods, Nestlé’s Food,
Gerber’s Food (p. 130-33). Diastase and malt extracts (p.
142-43. “Diastase is a vegetable ferment [enzyme]...”).
The chief vegetable proteids and a “purely vegetable diet”
(p. 143-45). Erbstwurst or pea sausage (p. 146-47; “It
was invented in 1870 by a cook named Grünberg, and the
German Government bought the secret of its preparation.
It is a cooked food composed of pea meal mixed with fat
pork and salt, so treated as to prevent the decay of legumin.”
Highly nutritious, it is rich in nitrogenous [protein] and
starchy material, and the fat provides energy, but it often
produces flatulence and diarrhea. Erbstwurst may be
quickly made into soups. It was used by the German army
in the Franco-Prussian War, and was known as the “iron
ration.”) Peanuts and peanut flour (p. 172). Oleomargarine
and Butterine (p. 176-77). Peanut oil (p. 179. “Peanut oil
is used to some extent in this country, like cotton-seed oil,
mainly to adulterate or imitate olive oil, which is much more
expensive”). Adulteration of coffee (with chicory, beans, or
peanuts) and coffee substitutes (from wheat, rye, or oatmeal

to which butter is added) (p. 200-01). Food preservation and
ferments (p. 253). Vegetarian diets (p. 296-97). Digestion of
proteids in the stomach (incl. gluten and vegetable casein,
p. 325). Artificial digestion, using scientifically prepared
digestive ferments or enzymes (p. 329-35): “To physiologists
we are indebted for the discovery and development of the
scientific preparation of digestive ferments of enzymes and
the predigestion of food outside the body. The composition
of the various digestive ferments and their action in general
have been understood for a long time, but it is only within
the last two or three decades that the use of these organic
bodies has been made practicable on a large scale for
rendering food more digestible or assimilable by invalids.”
“The different ferments which can be used for increasing
the activity of digestion within the body or for partially
digested foods outside of the body are principally diastase,
pepsin, and extracts of pancreatic juice, which are usually
called pancreatin, and which are compounds of several
substances. Besides these there are several vegetable
ferments, such as papain from the American papaw, and
ferments are present in the juice of the pineapple, and the
century plant or agave.
“Predigestion of starches: There are a variety of
ferments which have the power of converting starch into
dextrin and sugar. They are ptyalin in the saliva, amylopsin
[an amylase] in the pancreatic juice, diastase, a ferment in
the intestinal juice, and the substances inulin and lichenin...
Mucin and certain gums are also amylolytic. Of these
different ferments, the one which is found to be of most
practical service for predigestion is diastase. The action of
the diastase of malt resembles that of the ptyalin of saliva
and the amylopsin of pancreatic juice, which alter starches
into dextrin and maltose.” “Ground malt itself possesses even
stronger digestive action upon starches than malt extracts.”
“For manufacturing malted foods the wheat or barley flour
should be baked in order to rupture the starch granules and
make them more soluble.”
“Predigestion of proteids: The digestion of proteids
may be accomplished either within the body by prescribing
pepsin and hydrochloric acid, or without the body by use
of the same agents, or, as is more often done at present,
by pancreatinisation. Pepsin was among the first digestive
ferments to be isolated and employed for artificial
fermentation. This ferment differs from diastase in the
fact that it is capable of continuing its digestive functional
activity within the body, and it is therefore frequently
prescribed in cases of deficient gastric secretion, to be taken
with the meals, or immediately after, as a powder or in
solution. The action of pepsin is confined to the conversion
of albuminous food, and it requires an acid reaction.” A table
(p. 332) shows the relative digestive power of 6 commercial
products as reported by Prof. Chittenden on 16 Feb. 1889;
Parke, Davis & Co.’s Pepsinum Purum in Lamellis was
found to be best. “Pancreatin is the name of a complex
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fermentative body derived from extracting the pancreatic
gland.” It is “a powerful digestive agent and, on the whole,
more serviceable for the predigestion of food than any of
the other ferments. It contains both trypsin and amylopsin.
This extract also emulsifies fats... and since its action is so
powerful and varied, the majority of the predigested food
preparations–the so-called ‘peptonised foods’–are made
with pancreatin instead of pepsin.” Predigested infant foods
and milk are popular but expensive and sometimes have
a bitter or disagreeable flavor. Papoid [from papaya] is an
excellent vegetable ferment favored by Prof. Chittenden (of
Yale Univ., Connecticut), who states that it “has the power
of digesting to a greater or less extent all forms of proteid
or albuminous matter, both coagulated or uncoagulated.
Furthermore, papoid is peculiar in that its digestive power is
exercised in a neutral, acid, or alkaline medium.”
Food absorption takes place from the stomach to a
limited degree, from the small intestine to a great degree, and
from the large intestine to a lesser degree.
The first U.S. edition was published in 1897
(copyrighted 1895). A second edition was published in
1902. A fourth edition was published in 1909 (xxvi + 928
p.). William Gilman Thompson lived 1856-1927. Address:
M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Clinical
Medicine in the Univ. of the City of New York.
250. Wolff, Emil Theodor von. 1895. Farm foods: or, The
rational feeding of farm animals. From the sixth edition
of ‘Landwirthschaftliche Fütterungslehre.’ Translated by
Herbert H. Cousins. London: Gurney & Jackson. xx + 365 p.
Index. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Emil Wolff lived 1818-1896. His preface to the
first edition (written in 1874) gives a brief early history of
the “science of Agricultural Dietetics” and the pioneering
work done by Voit and Pettenkopfer in deducing the
general laws of animal nutrition at the Munich School of
Physiology. “The glorious results already at hand in this field
of research have clearly proved the value of the Agricultural
Experimental Stations in strengthening the combined efforts
of Physiologists and Chemists.” Wolff then dedicates the first
edition “To all farmers and practical men who are trying to
feed their farm animals on a rational and economic system...”
In the Translator’s Preface, Cousins berates England
for its “paltry and inefficient way” of applying science to
agriculture. “The reader will hardly fail to be struck with the
rather obtrusive fact that the book is simply the record of
42 years’ work by the experimental stations of the German
government on the feeding of farm animals and the feedingvalues of farm foods.” As of 1892, Germany leads the
way in the application of science to agriculture, followed
by the United States, then France. “In England, such
institutions are solely represented by the private enterprises
of Sir John Lawes and the Royal Agricultural Society.”
“The experiments carried out at Rothamsted through the

munificence of Sir J.B. Lawes, and under the scientific
guidance of Sir Joseph Gilbert, have led to several highly
important practical conclusions.”
In Chap. IV, titled “The food-stuffs,” section 8 on
the “Straw of leguminous plants” states (p. 189): “That
the ripe straw of Soja beans is similar in composition and
digestibility to bean-straw has been proved by experiments at
Proskau.”
In Chap. V, titled “Concentrated food-stuffs,” section
2 on “Leguminous seeds” states (p. 199): “Soja beans
(Chinese oil-beans), which have been recently cultivated
in many parts of Germany, are distinguished by a high
percentage of albuminoids (33.4 per cent.) and of fat (17.6
per cent.). Experiments at Vienna in which pigs were fed
with potatoes and 2½ to 3 lbs. of Soja beans per day gave
highly satisfactory fattening results. Sheep, oxen, and cows
have been found to flourish when Soja beans were added to a
diet otherwise poor in fat and nitrogen.”
Table I, “Giving the average percentage composition
and percentage of digestible constituents of food-stuffs” (p.
298-312) contains many entries for soja beans and products,
usually under “Leguminosæ” or “Leguminous crops”: Hay–
Soja bean, end of bloom (p. 299). Straw–Soja beans (p. 304).
Chaff, hulls, &c.–Soja beans (p. 305). Grain and fruits–Soja
beans (p. 307). Note: Also includes five types of lupines,
incl. blue, white, and yellow. Oil seeds include: Earth-nuts,
hempseed, gold of pleasure (Camelina sativa), madia, and
sesame. By-products from oil factories–Soja-bean cake (also
earth-nut cake, hemp cake, almond cake, and sesame cake).
Table II, “The digestibility of food-stuffs” (p. 313-28)
has two parts, each with similar entries for soja beans. Part
A. “Average and extreme variations of digestive coefficients
(Calculated from the results of direct experiments).” “I.
Experiments with ruminants.” Soja bean hay (p. 317). Soja
straw (p. 318). Soja bean pods (p. 318). Grain–Soja beans
(p. 318). Also: Lupines, spelt. Part B. “Average composition
and digestibility of foods as found by direct experiments
(Calculated as a percentage of dry matter).” “I. Experiments
with ruminants.” Soja-bean hay (p. 324). Soja-bean straw (p.
324). Soja bean pods (p. 324). Grain–Soja beans (p. 325).
Table III, “The nitrogen in food-stuffs expressed as
albuminoids and not albuminoids” (p. 331-37) concerns
the nitrogen content of food-stuffs. For each entry is given:
Nitrogen as per cent. of dry matter: Total, albuminoids,
and not albuminoids. Total N = 100: Albuminoids and not
albuminoids. Soja beans appear twice: Hay–Soja beans, end
of blooming (p. 334). Grains and seeds–Soja beans (p. 336).
Address: Wolff: Director of the Royal Agricultural College,
Hohenheim, Württemberg [Germany]. Cousins: M.A.,
Oxon., Lecturer in Chemistry, South-Eastern Agricultural
College, Wye, Kent.
251. Stebler, F.G. 1896. Mittheilungen der schweizer.
landwirthschaftlichen Untersuchungs-Station
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[Communications of the Swiss Agricultural Experiment
Station]. Saechsische Landwirtschaftliche Zeitschrift 44:43255. See p. 450-51. [Ger]
• Summary: A table (p. 450-51) shows the average results
of 49 seeds tested in 1879/80. For the soybean (Sojabohne):
Number of seeds in a kilogram of pure seed: 7,006 (based on
5 samples). Purity: 99.6% (1 sample). Percentage that will
germinate: 54.0% (1 sample). Use value (Gebrauchswerth):
8.0% (1 sample).
Also gives results for hemp seeds and flax seeds /
linseed. Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
252. Stoklasa, Julius. 1896. [Lecithin content of seeds].
Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der
Wissenschaften. Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche
Classe (Wien) 104(1):617. [Ger]*
• Summary: The soybean (Glycine hispida) contains 14.03%
fat, 1.64% lecithin, and 32.18% protein (p. 617). Address:
Prague (Aus dem chemisch-analytischen Laboratorium der
k.k. böhmischen technischen Hochschule zu Prag).
253. Schulze, E. 1896. Untersuchungen ueber die zur Klasse
der stickstoffhaltigen organischen Basen gehoerenden
Bestandteile einiger landwirtschaftlich benutzten Samen,
Oelkuchen und Wurzelknollen, sowie einiger Keimpflanzen
[Investigation on constituents of the class of nitrogencontaining bases of some agricultural seeds, oil cakes, and
root nodules, as well as some sprouts]. Landwirtschaftlichen
Versuchs-Stationen 46:23-77. See p. 61-62. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned in a section starting on p.
61 and titled “III. Organische Basen aus Keimpflanzen. A.
Cholin aus den etiolierten Keimpflanzen von Lupinus luteus,
Lupinus albus, Soja hispida und Cucurbita pepo” [III.
Organic bases from sprouts. A. Choline from the etiolated
sprouts of European yellow lupin, white lupin, soybeans, and
squash / cucurbits].
Note 1. Choline is a vitamin of the B complex, essential
to liver function.
Note 2. “Cucurbita pepo is a cultivated plant of the
genus Cucurbita. It yields varieties of winter squash and
pumpkin, but the most widespread varieties belong to
Cucurbita pepo subsp. pepo, called summer squash.” Source:
Wikipedia, at Cucurbita pepo (July 2014).
Note 3. This research was conducted in connection with
S. Frankfurt, E. Winterstein, and several other co-workers.
Address: Aus dem Agrikulturechemischen Laboratorium des
Polytechnikums, Zurich, Switzerland.
254. Thompson, William Gilman. 1896. Practical dietetics:
With special reference to diet in disease. New York, NY: D.
Appleton and Co. xxii + 802 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Very similar to the 1895 edition, with the same
number of pages. Soya is mentioned on pages 135, 654, 65657, 785, and 799. Address: M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica,

Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine in the Univ. of the City
of New York.
255. Williams, Thomas A. 1897. The soy bean as a forage
crop. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 58. p. 1-19. March.
Revised (very slightly) in 1899. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: General characteristics and origin.
Varieties. Conditions of growth. Methods of culture.
Harvesting. Yield. Chemical composition. Digestibility.
Value and uses: As a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay
crop, as a pasture plant, as a soil renewer, value of the bean
for feed. Summary. Appendix–Soy beans as food for man.
In the letter of transmittal printed at the front of this
bulletin, F. Lamson-Scribner (USDA Agrostologist) says:
“For reasons set forth in the body of this bulletin [see p. 4],
the name ‘soy’ has been adopted to ‘soja,’ by which it has
been generally known.
“In 1875 Professor Haberlandt began an extensive series
of experiments with this plant in Austro-Hungary, and in a
work published in 1878 he gave the results of his studies and
strongly urged the cultivation of the soy bean as a food plant
for both man and beast. Although he succeeded in exciting
a great deal of interest in its cultivation while making his
experiments, and distributed a considerable amount of
seed, very little seems to have come of it; for at his death,
which occurred in 1878, the interest flagged, and the soy
bean has failed to obtain the place as a staple crop which he
prophesied for it.”
“It is only within the last 15 years that it [the soy bean]
has received much attention as a forage crop.” Robert C.
Morris of Illinois grew soy beans in 1896.
“The term ‘soy’ applied to this bean is derived from a
Japanese word ‘shoyu,’ denoting a certain preparation from
the seeds which is a favorite article of diet in that country.
The term ‘soja’ is often used in connection with this plant,
but Professor Georgeson, who spent some time in Japan,
and who, since his return to this country, has experimented
extensively with this plant, says [1892, “Test of some
Japanese beans”]: ‘The term soja, often applied to this bean,
is misleading, inasmuch as the species named by Siebold
and Zuccarini Glycine soja is not cultivated there (Japan),
or at least rarely cultivated, though wild in the south...’” (p.
3-4). Note 1. Prof. Georgeson played an important role in
changing the name of this plant to soy bean from soja bean.
“Varieties (p. 5-7): The different varieties of soy bean
are distinguished largely according to the color, size, and
shape of the seed, and the time required for the plants to
reach maturity. They also differ more or less in the habit of
growth and in the character and degree of the hairiness of the
various parts of the plant. The names applied to the varieties
here in the United States usually refer to the time of reaching
maturity and the color of the seed; as, for example, ‘Early
White,’ ‘Medium Late Green,’ ‘Medium Black,’ etc. The
early varieties generally fruit heavier in proportion to the size
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of the plant than the later ones, and hence are better to grow
for seed, while the medium or late varieties are better for
forage on account of the larger yield of fodder that may be
obtained.
“The ‘Early White’ soy bean is an excellent variety
to grow when a crop of seed is desired, particularly in the
North, where the growing season is likely to be short...
‘Medium Early Green’ is one of the best varieties to plant
for hay, as it yields heavily and retains its leaves well. For
soiling or for ensilage ‘Medium Early Green,’ ‘Medium
Early Black,’ or the ‘Late’ green or black varieties may be
used, according to the length of the season and the time at
which the crop is to be used. In the New England States the
‘Medium Early Green’ variety is generally preferred, while
in the Central States ‘Medium Early Black’ seems to be
the favorite... For green manuring the large medium or late
varieties are best; ‘Medium Late Black’ being excellent for
this purpose.”
Harvesting: The “best forage will be obtained by cutting
just as the pods are forming... In harvesting a crop for the
seed, the plants may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe
or mower and gathered into small piles, which should be
relatively high and of a small diameter, so that the plants
may dry out readily. Thrashing can be done with a flail or
with the thrashing machine. Very good results can be had
with common grain thrashers by taking out a portion or all of
the concaves and substituting blanks.”
The subsection titled “As a pasture plant” (p. 16) states:

“In some parts of the country, particularly in the South, the
soy bean crop is often pastured. Although hogs are perhaps
most frequently used, all kinds of stock can be pastured
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on it. The crop can often be fed in this manner to great
advantage. The labor and expense of harvesting is saved
and the droppings from the animals are of great value to the
land. Young stock, particularly sheep and hogs, can be very
profitably pastured on this crop. Many farmers maintain
that by this method of feeding the land is benefited as much
as if the crop had been plowed under, and they obtain the
pasturage in addition.”
The subsection titled “As a soil renewer” (p. 16-17)
states: “Leguminous plants, through the aid of the root
tubercle organisms, are able to add to the available nitrogen
of the soil... When the soy bean was first introduced into
the United States it did not form root tubercles, owing to
the absence of the tubercle organism from the soil, and it
has been grown for several years in some localities without
the appearance of any tubercles. In other cases the tubercles
have developed in great abundance after a short time. At the
Massachusetts (Hatch) Station the medium green soy bean
produces great numbers of the tubercles. (See fig. 5.) At the
same station it was found that a liberal application of nitrates
interfered with the development of the tubercles.”
“Value of the bean for feed: There is no crop so easily
grown that is so rich and can be used to such good advantage

in compounding feeding rations as the soy beans. Excepting
the peanut, there is no other raw vegetable product known
which contains such high percentages of protein and fat in
such a highly digestible form.
“For feeding to animals the beans should be ground and
the meal used with some less concentrated feeding stuffs.
Comparatively few experiments have as yet been made in
the United States to test the feeding value of soy-bean meal.
Professor Brooks, in Massachusetts, found that it compared
very favorably with cotton-seed meal. Cows fed on soy-bean
meal gave richer milk and produced a better quality of butter
than when fed on cotton-seed meal, but on the latter the
cream was richer. Professor Georgeson obtained excellent
results in feeding hogs on a ration of which soy-bean meal
was a prominent constituent” (See Bulletin No. 61 of the
Kansas Station).
Excellent illustrations (line drawings, some made from
photos, p. 4-7, 17) show: (1) A young seedling soy bean (½
size).
(2) (a) flowering branch of a soy bean plant (reduced
2/3). (b) one of the flowers (enlarged), (c) pods of a soy bean
plant (reduced 2/3).
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(3) Extra early soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7 days
(¼ size).
(4) Medium black soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7
days (¼ size).
(5) Roots of a soy bean plant, showing tubercles.
Tables show: (1) Composition of soy bean at four
different stages of growth. (2) Chemical composition of
the various kinds of forage made from the soy bean (incl.
hay and ensilage). (3) Total amounts in pounds of food
constituents produced on an acre of land by soy bean and
fodder corn (proteins are flesh formers; fat, fiber, and extract
matter are fat and heat producers). (4) Digestibility of soybean forage.
An appendix to this article is titled “Soy Beans as Food
for Man,” by C.F. Langworthy (which see).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “mower” or the word “concaves” in
connection with soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2003) that uses the word “machine” (thrashing
machine) in connection with a specific machine for soybean
production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Medium Early Black,
Medium Early Green, or Medium Late Black.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
which gives details on use of soy bean as a good “pasture
plant” or a pasture plant well suited for use in fattening hogs.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the words “pasturage,” “pasture,”
or “pastured,” or the term “pasture plant,” in connection with
soybeans. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA.
256. Langworthy, C.F. 1897. Soy beans as food for man.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 58. p. 20-23. July 7. Revised
(very slightly) in 1899. [1 ref]
• Summary: Describes and gives the nutritional composition
of various Japanese soyfoods, including natto, miso (white,
red, or Swiss), tofu, frozen tofu, yuba, shoyu. Many of his
descriptions of soyfoods are based on Trimble (1896).
“Tofu, or bean cheese, is prepared as follows: The beans
are soaked in water for about twelve hours, and crushed
between millstones until of a uniform consistency. The
ground material is then boiled with about three times its bulk
of water for about an hour, and filtered through cloth. The
filtrate is white and opaque, having somewhat the appearance
of milk. It has, however, the taste and smell of malt. This
milky liquid, to some extent, resembles cow’s milk in
composition, as is shown by the following table:” The table,
titled “Comparison of the composition of soy-bean milk and
cows’ milk,” shows that the two liquids (soy / cow) have the
following composition: Water 92.53% / 86.08%, albuminoids
3.02% / 4.00%, fat 2.13% / 3.05%, etc.

“The protein in soy-bean milk is precipitated by adding
the mother liquor obtained in the manufacture of salt from
sea water, which contains considerable magnesium chloride.
The precipitate is filtered off and formed into cakes with the
hands. It is eaten in the fresh state or frozen. In the latter case
it loses part of its water.”
“Though these soy-bean products are prepared chiefly in
Japan and other eastern countries, their manufacture has been
attempted to some extent in Switzerland and elsewhere...”
“Bean sausages in considerable variety are prepared
in Germany, and formed part of the ration of the German
soldier in the Franco-Prussian war. So far as can be learned,
these are always made from ordinary varieties of beans and
not from soy beans...
“Under the name of coffee beans, soy beans are eaten
to some extent in Switzerland as a vegetable, and dried and
roasted are also used as a coffee substitute. Their use for this
latter purpose is not unknown in America. The attempt has
recently been made by certain dealers to place the soy bean
on the market as a new substitute for coffee and to sell it
under other names at an exorbitant price.
“Bulletin No. 98 of the North Carolina Experiment
Station recommends soy beans as a palatable vegetable when
prepared as follows: Soak the beans until the skins come off
and stir in water until the skins rise to the surface and then
remove them. Boil the beans with bacon until soft, season
with pepper, salt, and butter, and serve hot. If the beans are
green the preliminary soaking may be omitted. No other
references to the use of soy beans for human food in the
United States have been found.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soy-bean milk.”
It is also the earliest U.S. government document or USDA
document seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean
milk” (or any other term containing the word “milk”) to refer
to soymilk.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
concerning the work of the USDA with nutrition (or home
economics) and soybeans.
Note 3. According to Roth (2013, p. 106): “Langworthy
entered the USDA as an assistant to Wilbur Atwater, then
head of the Office of Experiment Stations. Atwater was
widely regarded as the founder of nutrition science in
America, largely by transmitting ideas that he learned while
studying in Germany. Above all, he believed that the value
of food was reducible to its constituent nutrients: protein,
carbohydrates, fat and minerals (along with bulk to aid
digestion). For reasons largely of status, however, Americans
spent more money than necessary to obtain these nutrients,
although the time would come when, due to an increasing
population, they would no longer be able to. Above all, he
argued, Americans needed to economize on sources for what
he regarded as the most precious of nutrients–protein–as
this was “tissue-building,” not simply a source of energy.”
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Address: Office of Experiment Stations, USDA, Washington,
DC.

an der k.k. technischen Hochschule; 2. Prof. an der k.k.
Technologischen Gewerbe-Museum. Both: Vienna, Austria.

257. Trimble, Henry. 1897. The soy bean. American J. of
Pharmacy 69:584-93. Nov. [11 ref]
• Summary: Much of this material is derived from Williams
and Langworthy (1897). Illustrations (p. 585, from Williams,
p. 5) show: (a) flowering branch of a soy bean plant (reduced
2/3), (b) one of the flowers (enlarged), (c) pods of a soy bean
plant (reduced 2/3).
One table (p. 588) shows the chemical composition of
various kinds of forage made from the soy bean (fresh or
air-dry substance, or water-free substance): Fodder (early
bloom to early seed), soy-bean hay, straw, straw (hulls and
vines after threshing), soy-bean seed, soy-bean meal (18.9%
/ 21.0% fat), soy-bean ensilage, corn and soy-bean ensilage,
millet and soy bean ensilage.
Another table (p. 591) shows the composition of the
following “Soy-bean food products”: Fresh tofu, frozen tofu,
natto, yuba, white miso, red miso, Swiss miso, and two types
of shoyu. For each is given the percentage of water, protein,
fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and ash [minerals].
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soy-bean food” or
“soy-bean food products.” It is also the earliest document
seen (Sept. 2011) concerning the etymology of the word
“soyfoods.” Address: USA.

259. Krafft, Guido. 1897. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Sechste,
neuarbeitete Auflage [Instruction in plant cultivation. 6th
ed.]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. viii + 279 p.
Illust. (incl. many color). Index. 23 cm. Series: Lehrbuch
der Landwirtschaft auf wissenschaftlicher und praktischer
Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 80-81) is about the soybean (Die
Sojabohne) also called the hirsute Soya (rauhhaarige Soja)
or the “Haberlandts bean” (Haberlandt’s-Bohne) (Soja
hispida Mönch). Discusses: Botanical description, color
of seeds, two important German-language publications
about soybeans (Wein 1881 and Haberlandt 1878), widely
cultivated in China and Japan, bears seeds in Europe only
in areas which in 20-25 weeks accumulate 2500 to 3000ºC
heat units (Wärmeansprüchen), description and chemical
composition of yellow soybean seeds, used as food to make
[soy] sauce and cheese [tofu] in China and Japan, a source
of oil in Europe, and a feed for cattle, imported also as soya
cake and meal (Sojakuchen, Sojaschrot, Sojamehl), best
soil for cultivation, planting time, care, flowering, typical
yields of seeds (62-72-75 kg/ha) and straw. A non-original
illustration (line drawing) shows a soybean plant with many
pods growing thickly on the stem, plus an enlarged view of
a cluster of about 7 pods to the upper left of the plant. The
soybean is also mentioned on p. 64. Also discusses Lupines
(p. 80-85).
Chapter 3, Oilseeds (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of oilcontaining seeds, p. 81+) mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white
sesame, brown sesame. It discusses: rapeseed (p. 82-83).
Address: PhD, Professor der Land- und Forstwirtschaft an
der k.k. technischen Hochschule in Wien (o. ö. Professor
der Land- und Fortswirtschaft and der k.k. technischen
Hochschule in Wien).

258. Benedikt, Rudolf; Ulzer, Ferdinand. 1897. Analyse der
Fette und Wachsarten. Dritte erweiterte Auflage [Analysis of
fats and waxes. 3rd expanded ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xviii + 659 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, titled “Description of individual
fats and oils,” under “Fluid fats (Flüssige Fette)” in the
section on “Non-drying and weakly-drying plant oils” is
a subsection titled “33. Sojabohnenöl.” Many constants
are given for this oil, and after each the source of the
information–either (1) Morawski and Stingl, or (2) De Negri
and Fabris.
Also discusses: Lecithin from the oil of plants and
animals (including corn oil, butterfat, human fat) on 5
different pages, but does not mention lecithin from soybean
oil. Oleomargarine (p. 240). Linseed oil (p. 428-36). Hemp
seed oil (p. 437-38). Sesame oil (Oleum Sesami, Huile de
sésame, Gingelly, Sesamé, Jinjili, Benné, Til, Teel oil, Olio
di sesamo; p. 456, 472-77). Ground-nut, Earth-nut, Pea-nut
oil (p. 456, 477-81). Almond oil (p. 458-61).
Rudolf Benedikt lived 1852-1896. The frontispiece is
a nice portrait photo with his signature. His biography, by
Prof. Ulzer, appears on p. iii-vi, followed by a bibliography
of 67 of his publications (p. vii-ix). This book was
prepared for publication by Prof. Ferdinand Ulzer one
year after Dr. Benedikt’s untimely death on 6 Feb. 1896.
He was born on 5 July 1852 in Vienna. Address: 1. Prof.

260. Lafar, Franz. 1897. Technische Mykologie. Ein
Handbuch der Gaerungsphysiologie... Erster Band:
Schizomyceten-Gaerungen [Technical mycology.
A handbook of fermentation physiology... Vol. 1:
Schizomycetic fermentations]. Jena: Verlag von Gustav
Fischer. xiii + 362 p. See p. 290, 305-15. Illust. No index.
25 cm. Foreword by Prof. Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen (CarlsbergLaboratorium, Kopenhagen [Copenhagen]). [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The introduction gives a detailed early history
of the discovery of fermentation, microorganisms and
Mikrozymen / Mikrozyma (microzymes) (including the work
of Needham, Spallanzani, Franz Schulze, Theodor Swann,
Schröder and Dusch, Louis Pasteur, and Béchamp), its
relation to spoilage, the development of fermentation theory,
and the nature of the fermentation organisms.
In Chapter 31, “Cheese fermentations and related
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decompositions,” section #179 is titled “Natto and miso.”
These fermented foods are both made from the soybean
(Soja-Bohne). For natto: The fermentation results in a partial
transformation of the proteins into amides, peptones, guanin,
xanthin, and tyrosin. The resulting mass is called natto in
Japan, and is sold commercially. Note: Even though the word
“enzymes” is not used, the author describes their action.
This is the earliest document seen (July 2003) describing the
action of enzymes produced during a soybean fermentation.
At the end of the same section, koji, shoyu, tofu, nukamiso,
taohu, and tao-yu (Chinese-style tofu and soy sauce) are
mentioned–with 7 partial references.
Chapter 33, titled “The binding of free nitrogen by
bacteria” (p. 303-17) discusses this relatively new idea in
depth, including the discovery of root nodules on legumes,
the origin and function of the nodules, and the nodule
bacteria; Soybeans are mentioned on p. 303. Chapter 36,
titled “Nitrogen-fixing bacteria” (p. 335-43) gives more
details.
Note 1. Although there are many in-text citations, the
bibliography for this volume appeared in Vol II, published in
1901-1907. An English-language translation of this volume
was published in 1910.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2002) concerning the early history of microbiology
and the discovery of enzymes. Address: Unestablished
university lecturer (Privatdozent) for FermentationPhysiology, Technical High School. Assistant at the
Physiological Laboratory of the Royal Experiment Station
for the Fermentation Industry at Hohenheim near Stuttgart
[Germany].
261. Haury, Alfred. 1899. Die Schimmelpilze und ihre
industrielle Anwendung [Molds and their industrial
application]. Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung 2(23):60511. Dec. Series 2. [24 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses three genera of molds: Penicillium,
Aspergillus, and Mucor. Gives details and a review of the
literature on the use of Aspergillus species of mold for the
production of saké, koji, soy sauce, miso, and various other
East-Asian foods. In 1896 a book titled Les moisissures (The
molds), by Calmette was published in Brussels, Belgium;
he discussed sake, the chemical composition of koji, and
the action of its diastase enzyme. “It was a Japanese named
Jokichi Takamine who first had the idea of using koji in
place of malt in American and European distilleries. In 1889
in the USA he was issued a patent on the process for using
koji (or a mixture of koji and moto) in a fermentation to
make of product containing 15-18% alcohol. The process
was first tested in practice at Peoria, Illinois, is a distillery
of the Distilling and Feeding Co., but not with the results
that all the world had expected. Both Delbrueck (1894) and
Saare (1895) had the opportunity to the process on the spot
in 1894; in the opinion of Delbrueck koji is suited for use

in place of malt in the saccharification of starches. For the
production of koji, Takamine uses an inexpensive wheat bran
instead of the typical rice. The process is then described in
detail.
Aspergillus oryzae plays a key role in the production of
two East-Asian foods: soy sauce (Shoyu-Sauce) and miso.
The former is made with wheat, soybeans, salt, and water;
miso is made from soybeans, koji, salt, and water. For details
see Kellner’s publication “On Saké, Shoyu and Miso.” In
Java, another species of Aspergillus, namely A. Wentii is used
to make their soy sauce (Sojasauce), according to PrinsenGeerligs.
Also discusses the use of Mucor species, such as
Amylomyces rouxii, in the production of spirits or brandy
from dehulled rice. In 1892 Calmette was head of the
Pasteur Institute in Saigon; today he is director of the Pasteur
Institute in Lille, France. He has taken considerable interest
in Mucor species, and published the results of his research
in his 1896 book. Colette has a factory at Seclin near Lille.
Colette and Boidin have formed the Amylo Society (Société
d’Amylo) in Lille. Address: Chemist, Austria.
262. Langworthy, C.F. 1899. Appendix: Soy beans as food
for man. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 58 (Revised ed.). p.
20-23. [1 ref]
• Summary: This part of Bulletin 58 is identical to the
original July 1897 edition. It begins: “The soy bean has been
used as a food for man in Japan, China, and neighboring
countries from the earliest times. In more recent years it
has been cultivated for this purpose in Europe. As has been
stated, there is a considerable number of cultural varieties.
Analyses of the soy bean grown in various countries have
been reported by a number of investigators. Some of these
are given in the following table:” (titled “Analyses of the
soy bean”). Address: Ph.D., Office of Experiment Stations,
USDA, Washington, DC.
263. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1899. Le potager
d’un curieux: Histoire, culture et usages de 250 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues. Troisième édition
entièrement refaite [The inquisitive person’s kitchen garden:
History, culture, and uses of 250 edible, little-known or
unknown plants. 3rd ed. completely redone]. Paris: Librairie
Agricole de la Maison Rustique. xvi + 678 p. See p. 575-625.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The information about soy in this 1899 third
edition is very similar to that in the 1892 second edition, but
the page numbers are different. Contents of section on soy:
Introduction: Work of the Society for Acclimatization with
soy, structure of this book, excerpts on soy from past issues
of the Bulletin the Society for Acclimatization. Botany of the
soybean. 1. Soy in Japan: Kaempfer’s writings, including
miso and shoyu, Japan at the World’s Fair of 1878, miso,
shoyu, tofu. 2. Soy in Cochin China: Black soybeans, various
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foods. 3. Soy in China: Soy oil, tofu and fermented tofu,
soy sauce, other uses. 4. Soy in Austria-Hungary. 5. Soy in
France: Historical, varieties, cultivation, utilization.
The author’s full name is Nicolas-Auguste Paillieux
(lived 1812-1898; he died on 8 Feb. 1898 at age 85). An
illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 576) shows a
mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of
three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original in
J.R.F. 1882). Note: Desire Bois lived 1856-1946.
Other related or interesting subjects (listed
alphabetically): Adzuki (p. 224). Amande de terre: See
Chufa. Amarantus / Amarante (p. 14-16). Arachide / Arachis
hypogæa (p. 32-35). Chufa / Cyperus esculentus / souchet
comestible (p. 571-75). Daikon (p. 173). Gado-gado [Salad
with peanut dressing] (p. 224). Gobo (p. 45). Jinenjo (p.
246). Katakuri (p. 336). Koniaku [konnyaku] (p. 289). Ko /
kudzu (p. 300-315). Mioga (p. 396). Moyashi (from adzuki,
p. 226). Phaseolus radiatus / azuki (p. 222-24). Pistache
de terre: See arachide. Quinoa (p. 523-25). Udo (p. 448).
Voandzou / Voandzeia subterranea (p. 650-53). Wasabi (p.
420). Yama gobo (p. 496). Zingiber mioga (p. 396). Address:
1. Honorary member of the Council of the Societe Nationale
d’Acclimatation 2. Asst. de la Chaire de Culture, Museum
d’Histoire naturelle de Paris.
264. Saito, Akio. 1899. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan,
1868 to 1899, first half of the Meiji period] (Document
part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly
News). Feb. p. 11-12. [Jap]
• Summary: 1871 July–A brewing tax (jôzô-zei) and
patent tax are levied on clear sake (seishu), unclear sake
(dakushu), and shoyu. But in 1875 the two taxes on shoyu
are discontinued because shoyu is considered one of the
necessities of life.
1873–At about this time a sincere farmer, Itoi Mosuke,
of Akita prefecture finds a special type of soybean and names
it Itoi-mame. Later the name changes to Ani and they are
cultivated all over Akita prefecture.
1873 May–The Japanese government exhibits soybeans
at the exposition in Vienna, Austria. And the USA becomes
interested in soybeans. Also at this expo, Kikkoman uses
glass bottles for their shoyu for the first time.
1875–At about this time, shoyu becomes so popular
overseas that a German-made fake shoyu appears.
1877–There are now 40-50 miso shops in Tokyo,
centered in Hongo (which comprises the areas of Yotsuya,
Fukagawa, Shiba, Shinagawa, Ooi, Oshima, etc.).
1877 Feb.–Dried-frozen tofu (kôri-dôfu) is purchased as
an army supply for the Seinan no Eki war.
1877 Aug.–The first domestic exposition is held in
Japan, at Ueno Park, Tokyo. Kikkoman shoyu wins an
award.
1878–The quick method of miso fermentation (miso no
sokujo-ho) is mentioned in a government report.

1878–The first official government statistics on soybean
cultivation in Japan start to be compiled. This year the area
is 411,200 hectares and production is 211,700 metric tons
[tonnes; yield = 514 kg/ha].
1879–The price of high-quality miso in Tokyo is 4 sen
per kg. In 1980 the price is 303 yen/kg–or about 7,575 times
higher. Note: From now on prices from the Meiji era come
from a book titled History of Lifestyle of the Meiji, Taisho,
and Showa periods as seen from prices of the day (Nedan
no Meiji Taishi Showa Fuzoku Shi). It is published by the
Weekly Asahi (Shukan Asahi).
1882–Around this time many small shoyu manufacturers
appear and quite a few bad quality shoyu products are on the
market. Shoyu loses considerable consumer confidence.
1885–The price of 1 keg (taru, 16.2 liters or 9 sho) of
shoyu at this time is as follows: Highest grade (jo no jo)
(Kikkoman) 1 yen, 40 sen; Middle upper grade (jo no chu) (3
makers including Yamasa) 1 yen 38 sen; Lower upper grade
(jo no ge) (Kamibishi) 1 yen 25 sen; Upper middle grade
(chu no jo) (Fujita) 1 yen 25 sen; Lower middle grade (chu
no ge) (Chigusa) 1 yen 17 sen; Lower grade (ge) (Kinka)
80 sen. Yamaguchi Yoshibei of Yamasa Shoyu starts to sell
Worcestershire Sauce, called “Mikado Sauce.”
1885 May–The government reinstates the tax on shoyu
to raise money for the army.
1887–Soybean production in Japan tops 400,000 tonnes
(419,700 tons) for the first time.
1890–The Tokyo-Area Shoyu Brewers’ and
Wholesalers’ Union (Ichifu Rokken Shoyu Jozo-ka Tokyo
Tonya Kumiai Rengokai) forms a cartel for the first time
because of a 50% increase in the price of their raw materials.
1891–Mogi Kenzaburo of Kikkoman (1st generation)
starts to use a special press (gendo maki assaku-ki) invented
by Yamazaki Izuko to press the shoyu out of the moromi
mash more efficiently and quickly.
1893–In recent years the import of soybeans to Japan
has increased rapidly, and this year it reaches 96,000 tonnes.
These soybeans are grown mainly in Manchuria. The average
price of 2 liters of high-quality shoyu in Tokyo is 10 sen. (In
1982 it is 584 yen, or 5,840 times more than in 1893).
1894–Around this time miso soup is recognized for
its value as a protein food. Dr. Sito Nesaku, an agricultural
specialist, says that miso is a farm household’s milk.
1894–Yabe Kikuji (1868-1936) calls natto “Japanese
cheese” and presents the first academic paper on natto
bacteria in Japan.
1895–Around this time the number of walking vendors
of tofu, natto, and boiled whole soybeans (ni-mame)
increased, as did the production of dried-frozen tofu
(kori-dofu). The number of small shoyu makers decreased
dramatically as Kikkoman, Yamasa, and Higeta increasingly
used advanced industrialized methods. Recipes and methods
for making miso pickles (miso-zuke) using carrots, daikon,
udo, and ginger are given in women’s magazines such as
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Jokan, Katei Zasshi and Jogaku Kogi.
1896–Around this time the importation of salt starts,
as shoyu makers in Noda and Chiba buy 15,000 tons of salt
from England.
1897–Soybean imports this year increase to about
140,000 tonnes, which is one-fourth of Japanese
consumption. Domestic soybean production is 400,000
tonnes.
1899–Mogi Keizaburo of Kikkoman of Kikkoman (1st
generation) starts using a boiler for the first time in the shoyu
industry. Address: Norin Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin
Tokeika Kacho Hosa.
265. Gomilevskii, V.I. 1900. O kitaiskom bobe (Soja hispida)
i ego znachenii dlya rysskogo khozyaistva [The Chinese
soybean (Soja hispida) and its meaning in Russian economy].
St. Petersburg, Russia: Printing House of “Obschestvennaya
Pol’za” Union. 32 p. 22 cm. [17 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: I. Research of Gil’desgeim proved
that soybeans could replace meat in daily diet. More than 20
varieties of soybeans from Japan and China were introduced
to Central Europe and Russia in 1873 at the World
Exposition in Vienna. Soybeans were first recognized in
Russia by agricultural writers Yaroshevskii and Semnalovskii
in an article in their journal (name of which is not stated)
and later in another article in the Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
During about the same time articles were written by I.G.
Podoba and Mel’nikov. In the 1884 exhibition in Odessa,
various Russian regions presented soybeans in various stages
of development and soybeans which can be used as coffee
substitutes. Soybeans were also cultivated in Kiev, now part
of Ukraine.
II. Description of soybeans. Different varieties of
soybeans in Europe (Soja hispida praecox is recommended
for cultivation in Russia). III. Composition of soybeans.
Use of soybeans as meat substitutes for poor people and the
army. Soybeans as substitutes for coffee. Soybeans used in
tofu, miso and spicy sauces for meat. Recipes: food uses of
soybeans: soybean flour for bread, soybeans for soybean oil.
IV. Composition of soybeans. Use of soybeans as feed for
cattle, dairy cows, pigs and horses.
V. Characteristics of the soybean: How it stands hot
and cold weather, uniqueness, not a demanding plant (needs
little fertilizer), prefers southern climates / latitudes. VI.
Cultivation of soybeans: Type of soil, preferred temperatures
and time of year for planting, spacing between seeds
and rows. VII. Soybean maintenance. VIII. Harvesting
of soybeans. IX. Harvesting/gathering of soybeans. X.
Conclusion: Soybeans have a bright future in Russia, they
may help fight hunger in the poor regions, as well as provide
an excellent source of nutrition and energy for the army and
the marines. Address: St. Petersburg, Russia.
266. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne

[On soybean culture]. Fuehling’s Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: “The soybean first aroused great interest
in Europe after the Vienna World Exposition in 1873,
where a large collection of soybean varieties from China,
Japan, India, etc. were exhibited. Professor Haberlandt in
Vienna and others subsequently conducted a large series of
agronomic trials with the soybean in various locations from
Austria and Germany. These, however, showed that the
cultivation of this fodder plant in the districts concerned is
not worth recommending since the soybean matured either
very late or not at all. At that time I also conducted soybean
agronomic trials in the province of Posen and in Russian
Poland; these, too, gave negative results in those vegetation
areas. The farmers were discouraged from cultivating the
soybeans and pretty soon the once-popular fodder plant was
indeed forgotten.
“However, in more recent years, there arose a new, eager
apostle of the soybean, the farmer J. Owsinski [Owinsky,
Ovinski] from the province of Podolia. He had been working
for a long time in East Asia, allegedly, and there he learned
about new, earlier-ripening varieties of this fodder plant.
For cultivation, he recommends two varieties above all:
one black- and one brown-seeded. Since the soybean still
continues to have a great reputation, publicity, especially in
Russia, as an excellent fodder plant, I decided to conduct
another agronomic trial with these two new varieties at
agricultural research station at Sobieszyn (in Russian
Poland). I wanted to answer two questions: First the time
required for the soybean to mature in our climate, and second
the value of the entire plant as fodder.
According to Owsinski, the soybean took 100 days to
come to vegetative maturity in southwest Russia and 110
days in western Russia, corresponding to late varieties of
oats or blue lupins. The brown-seeded soybean is said to
ripen in 100 days in southwest Russia and 108-110 days
in western Russia, however the yield is low and the seeds
shatter easily.
In East Asia soybeans are used to make soy sauce
(“Shoya, Soohu, or Soy”), miso, and natto–the last two being
fermented foods. A table shows the nutritional composition
of soybean cake on a dry weight basis (41.73% protein, and
7.18% fat).
On 14 May 1898 the author planted his trial field with
soybeans. On Sept. 22 he harvested 30 plants of brownseeded soybeans, including 200 gm of seeds; 100 seeds
weighed 22.07 gm. The plants were 26-36 cm high and on
each stem were 13-17 pods. The time to maturity was 140
days. On Oct. 5 he harvested 23 plants of black-seeded
soybeans, including 208 gm of seeds; 100 seeds weighed
16.01 gm. The plants attained a height of 30-55 cm, and on
each stem were 12-56 pods. The time to maturity was 173
days.
On 17 May 1899 the author planted a larger quantity of
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brown-seeded soybeans at the rate of 643 kg/ha in rows 40
cm apart. The time to maturity was 130 days. At the same
time on another test plot he planted black-seeded soybeans
in rows 50 cm apart. The harvest took place on Oct. 7 and
the time to maturity was 170 days, but the seeds were not
completely ripe and had to be dried for another week. A table
shows the nutritional composition of these two varieties.
Brown: 39.03% crude protein and 18.55% fat. Black:
37.62% crude protein and 20.87% fat.
“When we consider the protein and fat content of the
seeds, we must acknowledge that the soybean, compared
with other crops, has a very high nutritional value. However,
farmers must be urgently advised to treat the new, allegedly
early-ripening varieties with great caution, since they have
not yet been sufficiently tested to be recklessly praised and
their cultivation widely expanded.”
Note: This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Russia (14 May 1898). This is also the earliest document
seen that describes soybean breeding in Russia. The source
of these soybeans was Owinski, who apparently obtained
them from East Asia. Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [Russian
Poland?].
267. Nikitin, A.F. 1900. Bobi soi i poluchayemiye iz nikh
produkti v khimiko-dieteticheskom otnoshenii [The soybean
and its products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint].
Viestnik Obschestvenoi Gigieny, Sudebnoi i Prakticheskoi
Meditsiny (Bulletin of Public Hygiene, Forensic-, and
Applied Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 4(2):453-69. April.
English-language summary in Experiment Station Record
13(2):166 (1901). German summary in Zeitschrift fuer
Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel 4:39-40
(1901). [46 footnotes. Rus]
• Summary: An excellent summary of the Russian and
foreign literature on soybeans. Nikitin published two of
his own original analyses of the chemical composition of
soybeans, plus six analyses done by Giljaranski and one by
Lipskii. These were black, yellow, and greenish soybeans
from Russia, China, and Japan. He published numerous
investigations on the nutritional value of soybeans. Lipskii
found, in his investigations on the digestibility of soybeans,
that in a diet consisting exclusively of mashed soybeans,
19.5% of the nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remained
undigested. The nitrogen loss is also somewhat larger than
a diet of mashed peas, which Rubner found to be 17.5%
undigested.
I.G. Podoba, a researcher, made Zwieback from
soybeans. It consisted of 11.4% water, 24.57% nitrogenous
substances, 9.16% fat, 47.09% nitrogen-free extract, 5.10%
crude fiber and 4.62% minerals. Podoba gave this Zwieback
for 4 consecutive days to five children at 9:00 A.M. They
felt full until 2:00 P.M., whereas they usually felt hungry by
12:00 noon.

Tables show the nutritional composition of the following
based on various investigations: 1. Soja hispida platycarpa
var. melanosperma Harz (black, long; 3 investigations
{1879} by E. Wein and Kinch, plus average). 2a. Soja
hispida tumida var. pallida Harz (yellow; 25 investigations
{1861-1881} by Anderson, Senff, Schwackhöfer & Stua.,
Zulkowski, Mach, Ulbricht, Wildt, Schröder, Blaskowics,
E. Wein, Weiske, Kinch, plus average, p. 456). 2b. Soja
hispida tumida var. castanea Harz (brown; 13 investigations
{1876-1882} by people mentioned above, plus average, p.
457). 2c. Soja hispida tumida var. atrosperma Harz (black,
round; 5 investigations {1872-1882} by Senff, Mach, Wein,
Kinch, plus average, p. 457). 3. Analysis of soybeans whose
botanical origin is unknown (17 investigations {1877-1886}
and average, p. 457-58; Planted soybeans and harvested
soybeans by Caplan. Tirol “coffee bean” by Mach. Unknown
by Wagner. From China, Hungary {Pressburg}, and Étampes
by H. Pellet. Unknown by Carriére. From Japan and India by
Kinch. From Japan by Meissl. Three from Japan by Kellner.
Two from Japan (Dai-dzu) by unknown. From America by
Jenkins). 4. Analyses of soybeans derived from other sources
and grouped together (13 analyses, p. 458). Address: Russia.
268. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1900. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food (Revised edition). Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 121. 32 p. See p. 9-11. Illust. Revised Nov.
1904. Revised Nov. 1906. [1 ref]
• Summary: A section titled “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 9-11) briefly describes the soybean plant and the rich
nutritional composition of its seeds. The first paragraph is
quoted from USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 58.
Starting with paragraph 2: “This leguminous plant,
probably native in China, is the most important legume of
China and Japan... In the Orient this bean and the various
food products made from it are so largely consumed that it is
perhaps the most important food plant next to rice. The soy
bean is eaten to a small extent boiled like other beans, but in
China and Japan it is elaborated into a variety of products, all
of which have a high percentage of protein, and when eaten
in connection with the staple food, rice, which is so deficient
in that constituent [protein], helps to make a well-balanced
dietary. Some one of these products is eaten at perhaps every
meal and by rich and poor alike, especially in the interior of
these countries, where sea food is not obtainable.
“One of the most important of these preparations is
shoyu, and it is the only one that has been introduced to any
extent into other countries, where it is known as soy sauce...
“There are also several varieties of bean cheese or
similar products made from this legume which are very
important foods. These are natto, miso, and tofu. Natto is
made from soy beans that have been boiled for several hours
until very soft, small portions of the still hot mass being then
wrapped securely in bundles of straw and placed in a heated,
tightly closed cellar for twenty-four hours. Bacteria, probably
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from the air or the straw, work in the mass, producing an
agreeable change in its taste.
“For tofu, the soy bean, after soaking and crushing,
is boiled in considerable water and filtered through cloth.
To the resulting milky fluid 2 per cent of concentrated sea
brine is added, which, probably by virtue of the calcium and
magnesium salts present, precipitates the plant casein, which
is then pressed into little snow-white tablets. It is made fresh
every day. Tofu is sometimes cooked in peanut oil before it
is eaten. In natto and miso the action of minute organisms
plays an important part. In tofu there is no such action. The
composition of a number of these products is as follows:”
A table (p. 11) shows the nutritional composition of food
products made from soy beans, including fresh tofu, natto,
white miso, red miso, Swiss miso, and shoyu (2 samples).
An illustration (non-original line drawing, p. 10) shows
a soy bean plant with a cluster of 7 pods to its upper left
(slightly changed from an original in Carrière 1880, p. 154).
This bulletin also discusses (with an illustration of each):
The bean–Broad or Windsor bean (Vicia faba). Kidney bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris). Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus). Scarlet
runner (Phaseolus multiflorus). Frijole (Phaseolus spp.).
Cowpea (Vigna catjang). Lablab bean (Dolichos lablab) and
other common varieties. Locust bean (Ceratonia siliqua).
The pea–Field pea (Pisum arvense). Garden pea (Pisum
sativum). Chick-pea or gram (Cicer arietinum).
The lentil (Lens esculenta). The peanut (Arachis
hypogæa).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milky fluid” to refer to
soymilk.
Note 2. Mary Hinman Able was not an employee of the
USDA or of the federal government. She was a pioneer in the
fields of nutrition, nutrition education, home economics, and
popularizing science for the general public. Between 1904
and 1913 she wrote several farmers bulletins for the USDA.
From 1909 to 1915 she was editor of the Journal of Home
Economics.
269. Wiesner, Julius. 1900-1903. Die Rohstoffe des
Pflanzenreiches: Versuch einer technischen Rohstofflehre
des Pflanzenreiches. Zweite gaenzlich umgearbeitete und
erweiterte Auflage. 2 vols. [The raw materials of the plant
kingdom. Attempt at a technical raw material guide to the
plant kingdom. 2nd ed. 2 vols.]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag
von Wilhelm Engelmann. See vol. 1, p. 473. Illust. Index. 24
cm. [ soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 8, “Plant fats” (Pflanzenfette), the
section titled “Legumes” (Leguminosen) states (p. 473):
Glycine hispida Maxim. (= Soja hispida Savi). Tropical
Africa. Asia. Soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), incorrectly named
“oil of peas (huile de pois),” is used in China and Japan as
a food oil. See: Schaedler, Carl. 1892. Die Technologie der
Fette und Oele des Pflanzen- und Thierreichs. p. 525. De

Negri, G.; Fabris, G. 1894. “Die Oele. Soyaoel.” Zeitschrift
für Analytische Chemie 33:568.
Vol. I (xi + 795 p.), with 153 text figures, was published
in 1900. Vol. II (vi + 1070 p.), with 297 text figures, was
published in 1903.
Vol. I also discusses: Oil from Cyperus esculentus
(Erdmandelgrase, chufa, p. 461). Peanut oil (p. 473, 51213). Hemp and hempseed oil (p. 469, 520). Almond oil (p.
507-08). Sesame oil (p. 511-12). Linseed oil (p. 518-19).
Algae (agar-agar, carrageenan, laminaria, kelp, alaria, fucus,
p. 643-53). Vol. II also discusses: Job’s tears (p. 185, 782).
Kuzu (p. 219). Hemp (p. 300-08). Cyperus esculentus (p.
467). Quinoa (p. 685). Peanuts (p. 687, 734-41). Voandzeia
(p. 687). Almonds (p. 730-34). Linseed (p. 748-51). Sesame
(p. 768-78). Address: Prof. of Plant Anatomy and Physiology
and Director of the Plant Physiology Inst., Univ. of Vienna.
270. Tschirch, Alexander; Oesterle, Otto A. 1900.
Anatomischer atlas der Pharmakognosie und
Nahrungsmittelkunde [Anatomic atlas of pharmacognosy
and foods. 2 vols. in 1]. Leipzig: Chr. Herm. Tauchnitz. 351
p. Plus many plates on unnumbered pages. Illust. Index. 31
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a beautiful, oversize, lavishly illustrated
book–containing approximately 2,000 original illustrations
(in 81 plates) of microscopic cross sections of plants, with
accompanying text. In the section on “Phaseoleae” is a
subsection titled “Soja hispida Mönch” (p. 215) which states
that the Asiatic soybean (Sojabohne), of which countless
varieties are cultivated, is distinguished from members of
the genera Vicia and Phaseolus in that the cotyledons of
their seeds have palisade cells and no starch, but rather large
aleurone grains (see Illust. 49, fig. 9). These aleurone grains,
which reach a size of 15-23 microns, are embedded in oil
plasma (Ölplasma), which remains as a network if the seeds
are dissolved in dilute potassium.
The palisade layer is about 55-60 microns high. The
I-cells reach about the same height (55 microns), but
most are a little shorter (45-50 microns); they are very
distinctively shaped like the uppercase letter “I,” touch each
other at the top and bottom, and leave large intercellular
spaces in between. Their walls are thick.
Layers 3-5 are strongly compressed. A cuticle-like skin
separates layer 5 from the Nucellus layer below it; below that
is the endosperm. The two soy illustrations are several pages
after the text on an unnumbered plate.
Also discusses (with illustrations): Hemp (p. 55-58).
Coffee substitutes (no soy, p. 68). Linseed (p. 255).
Alexander Tschirch was born in 1856. Address: 1. Prof.
of Pharmacognosy and Director of the Pharmaceutical Inst.;
2. Unestablished university lecturer (Privatdozent). Both:
Univ. of Bern [Switzerland].
271. Lafar, Franz. 1901-1907. Technische Mykologie.
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Ein Handbuch der Gaerungsphysiologie... Zweiter Band:
Eumyceten-Gaerungen [Technical mycology. A handbook of
fermentation physiology... Vol. 2: Eumycetic fermentations].
Jena: Verlag von Gustav Fischer. x + 507 p. (p. 365-871).
See p. 638, 640, 674-76. Illust. No index. 25 cm. Foreword
by Prof. Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen (Carlsberg-Laboratorium,
Kopenhagen). [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This book is continually paginated with Vol.
1, so the first numbered page is 365. Part 15 (chapters 5658) is titled “Morphology, physiology, and classification of
the technically important higher Ascomycetes and related
forms” (p. 627-704). Chapter 56, by Prof. Dr. Carl Wehmer
(Dozent an der Technischen Hochschule zu Hannover
[Germany]), “Morphology and classification of the families
of the Aspergilli (Aspergillaceen)” discusses (p. 627+):
Eighteen illustrations of Aspergillus conidiospores (p. 63233). Aspergillus Oryzae (Ahlburg) Cohn (=Eurotium Oryzae
Ahlburg), which is widely used in Japan to make saké,
soy sauce (Soja-Sauce), and miso (p. 638-39, with illust.).
Aspergillus Wentii (Wehmer), which is used in Java to make
Tao-Yu (Chinese-style soy sauce) using cooked soybeans
covered with Hibiscus leaves (p. 640).
Chapter 57, also by Prof. C. Wehmer, titled “Chemical
effects of the Aspergilli (Aspergillaceen),” discusses (p.
674+): Saccharification of starches, diastase and diastatic
enzymes, Takamine’s research using Aspergillus to make
diastase (Takadiastase) and its efficiency compared with
similar enzymes of different origins, koji extract which
contains amylase and other enzymes, use of A. oryzae to
make saké, shoyu, and miso (p. 675-76).
This book also discusses: Zygospore production
(p. 379). Sporulation and Aspergillus (p. 387-89, with
illust.). Morphology and classification of the Mucorales,
zygomycetes, zygospores (p. 420-21). The genus Mucor,
sporangia, Rhizopus (p. 424-27, illust.). Mucorales used in
the spirits industry, Mucor rouxii, Chinese yeasts (p. 43637). Ragi/raggi and tapé (tapej) (p. 441). Decomposition of
proteins and their derivatives, protease (p. 690-91). Filmforming surface yeasts and their accompanying phenomena,
Mycoderma (p. 732-33). Invertase (p. 828). Other enzymes
discussed in this chapter include maltase, melibiase,
lactase, trehalase, raffinase, and amylase. Address: Full
Public Prof. of Fermentation Technology and Bacteriology
at the Imperial-Royal Technical College at Vienna
[ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor der Gaerungsphysiologie
und Bakteriologie an der k.k. {kaiserlich-königliche}
Technischen Hochschule zu in Wien].
272. Noorden, Carl von. 1901. Die Zuckerkrankheit und
ihre Behandlung. Dritte vermehrte und veraenderte Auflage
[Diabetes and its management. 3rd ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von
August Hirschwald. 317 p. Index. 24 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In long “Equivalent tables for white breads,”
under “Natural flours / meals” (Natürliche Mehle, p. 292)

soybeans [meal] and gluten meal are each mentioned.
Soybeans (Sojabohnen) contain 38% carbohydrates. India
Soy and China Soy are mentioned as ingredients in Prepared
meat- and fish sauces (p. 288); Harvey Sauce and Worchester
Sauce are mentioned in the same paragraph.
Soy it is not mentioned in the sections on breads and
bread substitutes (p. 231+). Also discusses: Sesame oil (p.
272), and almonds (Mandeln) (p. 231, 239, 289, 290) and
almond meal (Mandelmehl) (p. 231). Address: Prof., PhD,
Head Doctor at the State Hospital in Frankfurt am Main
[Oberarzt am staedtischen Krankenhaus in Frankfurt a. M.].
273. Ito San: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonyms:
Medium Early Yellow (Towar 1902). Early White, Early
Yellow, Kiyusuke Daizu, Kaiyuski Daizu, Kiyusuki Daidzu,
Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame (Ball 1907). Dwarf Early Yellow
(1908). Coffee Berry, Dwarf Yellow, Japan Pea, Medium
Yellow, Yellow (Morse 1918). Early, Eda Mame, Etampes,
German Coffee Berry (Morse 1948). Eda-Mame. 1902. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy
beans and winter vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 199. p. 165-74. April. See p. 173 (table). This
table shows the nutritional composition of the following
varieties: Extra Early Black, Medium Early Green, Medium
Early Black, Ito San or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow. Note: Towar probably got these Ito San soybeans
from Mr. E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan.
Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1902. One hundred & first
annual catalogue of high-class seeds. New York, NY. The
seed company is offering Ito San, Yellow at $0.25/quart, $6/
bushel.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6. “Varieties: Ito
San. (Pronounce all vowels short.) Named by Mr. Evans in
honor of Marquis Ito, the Japanese statesman. This variety
matures in 75 to 95 days, varying with the soil and season.
Height 2½ to 3½ feet, stalks long and fine, leaves small,
foliage compact: beans small, yellow, eye marked with
brown. Excellent for soiling and hay. For balancing rations
we prefer this sort to any other, as analysis of beans grown
in three states have shown an average of 40 per cent. protein.
It is also one of the best yielders–of seed. Yield at Wisconsin
Experiment Station 33 bushels per acre. Yield at Illinois
Station 38 bushels.”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12-13, 23-24. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11):
VI. Yellow seeded: 1A. Much-branched plants, branches as
long as the main stem; pods small to medium, 1 to 1¼ inches
long, often 3 seeded, seeds medium. 5½ to 8 mm. long,
round or broadly elliptical, flattened, mostly deep yellow.
Early, about 95 days, 18 to 24 inches tall = Ito San.” “Ito
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San is probably the best known variety of soy bean on the
market. The original source of the variety is not known, but it
was very probably one of the early importations made by the
Kansas and Massachusetts agricultural experiment stations;
perhaps by others also. It has long and widely sold under the
names, ‘Yellow,’ ‘Early Yellow,’ ‘Early White,’ etc. It is said
that the name ‘Ito San’ was given it by Mr. E.E. Evans, of
West Branch, Michigan. The greatest value of the Ito San lies
in its earliness and fairly large yield of seeds. It is too small
to yield heavily for hay, silage, etc. It remains, however,
one of the most popular varieties on the northern market...
Ito San commonly matures in from 90 to 100 days, with the
average between 90 and 95 days. Occasionally it ripens in
less than 90 days... The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station reports 5 3/10 tons of green fodder per acre, curing
1½ tons. In Ontario, Canada, the average height for four
years was 27 inches and average yield of green hay 8½ tons.
In 1903 the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station secured
yields of 14½ to 15 7/10 bushels of seed from four different
plats. All showed a high percentage of nondehiscence of the
pods–88 to 96 per cent. At the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station the seed yields have varied between 18
and 20 bushels in favorable years. Numbers and sources of
lots grown: Agrost. No. 658, ‘Kaiyuski [probably Kiyusuke]
Daizu;’ Agrost. No.1183, ‘Adzuki,’ Rhode Island Expt.
Station; Agrost No. 1186, ‘Yellow;’ Agrost. No. 1187,
‘Early White,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station; Agrost No. 1189,
‘Yellow Eda Mame,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station; Agrost.
No. 1192, ‘Kiyusuke Daidzu,’ Rhode Island Expt. Station;
Agrost. No. 1294, ‘Rokugatsu,’ S.P.I. No. 6326; Agrost.
No.1313, ‘Ito San,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1316,
‘Early,’ F. Barteldes & Co.; Agrost. No. 1468, ‘Ito San,’ J.M.
Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No. 1475, ‘Ito San,’ Hammond
Seed Co.; Agrost. No. 1478, ‘Early Yellow,’ Currie Bros.;
Agrost. No. 1765, ‘Early Yellow,’ Kansas Agric. Expt.
Station; Agrost. No. 1973, union of Agrost. Nos. 1183, 1186,
1187, 1294; Agrost. No. 1974, union of Agrost Nos. 1189,
1192, 13161478, 1540; Agrost. No. 1975, union of Agrost.
Nos. 1316, 1468, 1475; S.P.I. No. 6326, ‘Rokugatsu,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 17268, grown from Agrost. Nos. 1765, 1973, 1974,
1975.” Note: The meaning of the name/word “Kiyusuke” is
unclear; it could refer to a person’s surname.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 9. “Ito San
(Yellow).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 28. “Ito San:
Ito San was among the varieties introduced in 1899 by Prof.
W.P. Brooks, of Amherst, Massachusetts, and by him called
Early Yellow. Later, Mr. E.E. Evans secured seed of it and in
1902 called it Ito San. Mr. Evans writes that he subsequently
secured it ‘from half a dozen sources in the United States and
Japan.’ The same variety was also among those introduced

by Prof. C.C. Georgeson, of the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, and grown in 1890 (see Kansas Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin 19) and subsequent years. This
conclusion is based on the identity of nine varieties obtained
from the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station in
1903. This station had previously obtained several varieties
from the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in 1892.
Three of the varieties from Rhode Island had exactly the
same names as those published in Bulletins 19 and 32 of the
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, namely, Eda Mame,
Yellow Soy Bean, and Kiyusuke Daidzu. All three of these
are Ito San.
“Ball (1907) gives a list of numerous American sources
through which this variety was secured under such names as
Yellow, Early Yellow, and Early White. It was also grown
at the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station in 1905 as
Japanese pea, as shown by later cultures at the Arlington
Experimental Farm of seed from this experiment station.
“Among the introductions of the Office of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction it is represented by No. 6326,
received in 1901 from Tokyo, Japan, and No. 21818,
obtained from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France, as
‘Yellow Etampes.’ It is quite probable that this is one of the
varieties grown by Professor Haberlandt in his experiments,
as all of his varieties were grown at Etampes and other
places in France (see Roman. 1881. La Nature, pt. 2, p. 115).
We suspect that this is also the variety that was distributed by
the United States Patent Office in 1853, as most of the early
documents point to this or a closely similar variety. These
accounts refer to it as Japan pea, Japanese pea, Japan bean,
and also coffee berry (see especially the T.E.W. 1854. Rural
New Yorker, Jan. 21. p. 22).”
Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage Plants and Their
Culture. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See
p. 520-21. “Ito San.–This variety is also known as Japanese
pea, Early White and Early Yellow. It was introduced from
Japan by C.C. Georgeson in 1890, but apparently the same
or a very similar variety was distributed by the United States
Patent Office in 1853. It is a bushy variety growing 2 to 2½
feet high, with rather slender stems, and on this account,
excellent for hay. It becomes fully mature in about 100 days
after planting. The pubescence is tawny, and the flowers
purple. The seeds are rather small, straw yellow with a pale
hilum, but with a brown speck near the micropyle, by which
this variety may be certainly known. One pound contains
about 2300 seeds. This variety has been much grown in the
Northern States.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14. “Ito
San.–This variety is one of the earliest commercial sorts
and has been known under the names of Japan Pea, Yellow,
Medium Yellow, Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Early White,
and Coffee Berry.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
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New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41-42, 46, 166, 167. Page 41 states: “The early
introduced varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans
grown in the United States.” One of these was Ito San (with
yellow seeds). “Introduced from Japan, 1890.” “Medium
Early Yellow.–The same as Ito San.” Pages 45-46 state: “In
1880 Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France
one of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which
variety has proven well adapted to French conditions. This
variety is presumably that now known in France as ‘Yellow
Etampes’ which is the same as that known in the United
States as ‘Ito San.’”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture and
varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised ed.)
39 p. Nov. See p. 11. “Ito San–Introduced by the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, from Japan in 1890.
Maturity, about 105 days; pubescence, tawny; flowers,
purple, appearing in 40 to 45 days; pods, two- to threeseeded; seeds, straw yellow with pale hilum and a brown
speck at one end of hilum, about 3,325 to the pound; germ,
yellow; oil, 18.14 percent; protein, 41.46 percent.”
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard, Univ. of Illinois. 1998.
May 29. He has always heard the name of this soybean
pronounced AI-toe-san, where the “san” rhymes with
“man” or “can.” In Japanese the name, pronounced EE-toesahn, means “Mr. Ito.” San rhymes with “Don” or “fawn.”
Address: USA.
274. Candolle, Alphonse Louis Pierre Pyramus de. 1902.
Origin of cultivated plants. New York, NY: D. Appleton
and Company. viii + 468 p. See p. 330-32. 20 cm. The
international scientific series, vol. XLVIII. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section on soy in this edition is identical to
(in fact, a facsimile of) that in the 1885 edition by the same
publisher in New York. The author, a famous Swiss botanist,
whose father was also a famous botanist, lived 1806-1893.
For the peanut (“Mandubi, Pea-nut, Monkey-nut–
Arachis hypogoea, Linnaeus”), see p. 411-15. Address:
France.
275. Ogemaw (or Ogema): New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. Synonyms: Crossbred No. 6, Ogema (Ball 1907).
Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948). Ignotum (USDA 1957). 1902.
Seed color: Brown (chocolate).
• Summary: Sources: Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904
retail price list: Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain
and grass seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6-7.
Varieties: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by Edw. E.
Evans and offered for the first time last season. It is a cross
of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the earliest
of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north than
any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season 65

to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per
bushel for most other varieties.
Smith, C.D.; Robison, F.W. 1905. “Observations on
the influence of nodules on the roots upon the composition
of soy beans and cowpeas.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 224. p. 125-32. May. See p. 131-32. The
“Ogemaw,” which was grown and tested in 1904, “is an
earlier sort, fairly certain to ripen in an average year.” The
source of the “Ogemaw” variety is not given.
Smith, Clinton D. 1905. “Legumes other than alfalfa.”
Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 227. p. 165-84.
June. See p. 2, 172-75, 180-83. The source of the “Ogemaw”
variety is not given.
Wiancko, A.T. 1907. “Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.”
Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 117. p.
367-94. Feb. “The Ogema is a rather small, early maturing
variety, requiring about 95 days to mature seed... This
variety was included in the tests in northern Indiana with the
thought that it might be found useful where late planting is
necessary.”
Wiancko, A.T.; Fisher, M.L. 1907. “Soy beans, cow
peas, and other forage crops.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp.
Station No. 120. p. 437-60. March. See p. 453. “Ogemaw.–
Foliage medium green, not very abundant. Stem rather
strong, upright, 18 to 24 inches high, with 4 to 5 short
branches. Pods fairly well distributed, but mostly on main
stems, rather close to ground. Beans brown in color, ovoid in
shape, 168 seeds per ounce. Beans ripen about August 22, or
in about 95 days. Ripe pods shatter easily and the crop must
be closely watched, as many of the pods burst open as soon
as ripe and half the seed may be lost by delaying the harvest
a single day.”
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin. 1907. “Seeds
and plants imported during the period from December, 1903,
to December, 1905. No. 11. S.P.I. Numbers 9897-16796.”
No. 97. March 15. 255 p. See p. 145. “13502. Ogema
[Ogemaw]. Received from Mr. Edward E. Evans, West
Branch, Michigan, May, 1904. (Agrost. 1992.)”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. p. 11, 13, 1718. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): II. Brown
seeded: 1A. Early, pods over 1½ inches long, seeds large,
8 to 9 mm. long, round, or nearly so. Very early, about 20
inches high, branches few and short = Ogemaw.” “The
Ogemaw soy bean has recently been brought to public
notice and put on the market by Mr. E. E. Evans,* of West
Branch, Michigan, as an extra early form for northern
latitudes. (Footnote: *”Mr. Evans spells the name ‘Ogema,’
which is likely to prove confusing in pronunciation to those
unfamiliar with the name. Prof. C.D. Smith, director of
the Michigan Experiment Station, states that the name was
derived from the county ‘Ogemaw,’ and the writer prefers
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the longer spelling as being more likely to be correctly
pronounced.) The writer has had it under test for only one
season, that of 1905. In all trials made, mostly in the middle
South and Southwest, it has shown itself to be a dwarf and
stocky early variety. Since the well-known effect of sowing
northern-grown seed in the South is to check its vegetative
vigor for at least one season, it may be assumed that the
Ogemaw is likely to have a greater average height than it
reached last year, which was only 10 to 20 inches. In Upper
Michigan it has been reported to have an average height of
38 inches, which is well toward the other extreme. It is likely
that further trials will prove the Ogemaw identical with Eda,
except perhaps in time of ripening... Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1992, ‘Ogemaw,’ E.E. Evans,
Michigan; Agrost. No. 2301, ‘Crossbred No. 6,’ Arkansas
Expt. Station; S.P.I. No. 13502, Agrost. No. 1992; S.P.I.
No. 17258, grown from Agrost. No. 1992; S.P.I. No. 17259,
grown from Agrost. No. 2031.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11. “Ogemaw
(Brown).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 31. “The
Ogemaw, or Ogema, variety was first introduced by Mr.
E.E. Evans, of West Branch, Michigan, in 1902, as ‘Evans’
Crossbred No. 9.’ Mr. Evans writes that he originated this
as a cross between his No. 6, Early Black, and the Dwarf
Brown. All of the several lots of this variety grown in our
trials, namely, Agrostology Nos. 13502, 17258, and 17259,
trace back to this origin, and it has been obtained from no
foreign source. Nos. 21755, from France, and 25212, from
Bremen, Germany, are very similar, however.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 41, 45, 46, 48-49, 120-23, 125, 156, 158, 161, 168,
172. Page 41 states: “The early introduced varieties.–
Previous to the numerous introductions by the United States
Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there were
not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown in the
United States.” One of these was Ogemaw, or Ogema (with
brown seeds). “The Ogemaw, or Ogema, variety was first
introduced by E.E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, 1902 as
a supposed cross between the Early Black and Dwarf Brown
varieties” (p. 168). Pages 48-49 state: “’Brown’: Seed under
this name was obtained from Dammann & Co., No. 22413,
Haage & Schmidt, No. 22319, and Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co., No. 21755. These seeds are indistinguishable, but only
No. 21755 grew. The original seed of this is much smaller
than Ogemaw, but in 1909 both the seeds and plants could
not be distinguished from Ogemaw from Michigan. No.
25212, from the Botanical Garden, Bremen, Germany, also
with brown seeds, was likewise indistinguishable from
Ogemaw in 1909, though the original seeds were different

both from No. 21755 and from Ogemaw. Finally two lots
of seed, Nos. 01595 and 01598, from Von Tschermak,
Vienna, said to be the brown of Haberlandt’s experiments,
also proved to be Ogemaw.” “The four varieties used
by Haberlandt in his trials include with scarcely a doubt
Wisconsin Black, Ogemaw, and No. 17276, ‘Yellow.’”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Evans, (name of
breeder), Michigan, 1902.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 14-15. Ogemaw is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: 00. Year named or released:
1902. Developer or sponsor: E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan. Literature: 01, 03. Source and other information:
Selected from ‘No. 6 Early Black’ x ‘Dwarf Brown’ [both
parent strains are of unknown origin]. Prior designation:
Ogema, Evans Crossbred No. 9.
Bernard, Richard L.; Juvik, Gail A.; Hartwig, Edgar
E.; Edwards, Calton J., Jr. “Origins and pedigrees of public
soybean varieties in the United States and Canada.” USDA
Technical Bulletin No. 1746. 68 p. Oct. See p. 1. Ogemaw
was the first soybean hybrid, developed in 1902 [by E.E.
Evans of West Branch, Michigan].
Note: Morse (1948) says that Dwarf Brown is the same
as Ogemaw. This seems confusing since E.E. Evans, who
originated Ogemaw, said it was a cross between Dwarf
Brown and No. 6. Address: USA.
276. Benedikt, Rudolf; Ulzer, Ferdinand. 1903. Analyse der
Fette und Wachsarten. Vierte, erweiterte Aufl. [Analysis of
fats and waxes. 4th expanded ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xii + 941 p. See p. 622-23. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2
soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, titled “Description of individual
fats and oils,” under “Fluid fats (Flüssige Fette)” in the
section on “Non-drying and weakly-drying plant oils” is
a subsection titled “3. Sojabohnenöl.” Many constants
are given for this oil, and after each the source of the
information–either (1) Morawski and Stingl, or (2) De Negri
and Fabris.
Also discusses: Lecithin from plants and animals (p. 54).
Linseed oil (p. 572-600). Hemp seed oil (p. 606-08). Sesame
oil (Oleum Sesami, Huile de sésame, Gingili oil, Sesame oil,
Teel oil, Olio di sesamo; p. 641). Almond oil (p. 667-71).
Ground-nut, Earth-nut, Pea-nut oil (p. 672-79, 694).
Rudolf Benedikt lived 1852-1896. Address: 1. Prof.
an der k.k. technischen Hochschule; 2. Prof. und Leiter
der Versuchsanstalt fuer chemische Gewerbe am k.k.
Technologischen Gewerbemuseum. Both: Vienna, Austria.
277. Noorden, Carl von. 1903. Diabetes mellitus [Diabetes
mellitus]. In: Thomas Lathrop Stedman, ed. 1895-1903.
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Twentieth Century Practice: An International Encyclopedia
of Modern Medical Science by Leading Authorities of
Europe and America: 21 volumes. New York: W. Wood and
Company. 845 p. See Vol. 21, “Supplement.” p. 127-49.
[Ger]
• Summary: This chapter, revised from Vol. II, begins:
“In 1895 I published an article on diabetes mellitus in the
Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine, Vol. II. At that time
I endeavored to present in a concise but complete manner
the most important points with respect to the pathology of
this disease. The greatest weight, however, was laid upon the
treatment of the disease which I sought to present in a more
comprehensive and practical manner than had hitherto been
done. That article was published simultaneously in Germany
in the form of a monograph (Die Zuckerkrankheit und ihre
Behandlung, Berlin, Verlag von Aug. Hirschwald) which
during the past year has reached its third edition. In this
place I shall endeavor to communicate the advances which
have been made in the pathology and treatment of diabetes
between the first and third editions of my monograph. My
experience with this disease has markedly increased since
1895, as in the interim I have treated over two thousand
diabetics, nearly one-half of whom have been under careful
clinical observation for several weeks in my private clinic
and the city hospital of Frankfort-on-the-Main [Frankfurt am
Main].
“For the convenience of the reader I will consider the
subject under the same subdivisions which were employed in
the original article. Those chapters in which there is nothing
new will, however, be omitted.”
Table 1, (p. 143) begins: “This table contains the
varieties of food of which every diabetic may partake...
Prepared Meat and Fish Sauces. The well-known English
sauces and those prepared in a similar manner; beefsteak,
Harvey, Worcester [Worcestershire], anchovy, lobster,
shrimps, India Soy, China Soy, etc., may be used in the usual
small quantities if not especially interdicted.” Address: Prof.,
PhD, Vorstand der I. medizinischen Universitaetsklinik,
Vienna [Austria-Hungary].
278. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1904. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 39 p.
See p. 11-13, 18-20. Revised. Illust. [1 ref]*
• Summary: A revised edition, 3 pages longer than the 1900
original. The information about soy is unchanged, however
it is on different pages (see above). The section titled
“Nutritive value of the legumes” (p. 18-20) includes a table
titled “Composition of fresh and dried legumes compared
with that of other foods.” Under “Dried legumes,” the
composition of “Soy beans” (dry, containing 10.8% water) is
given.
279. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1904. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol 2. Ihre

Herstellung, Zusammensetzung und Beschafftenheit...
Ed. 4 [The chemistry of human foods and food adjuncts
(stimulants / enjoyables). Vol. 2. Their production,
composition and properties... 4th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von
Julius Springer. xxv + 1557 p. See p. 243, 788-91, 839-41,
1090-94. [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Summaries of early studies on the chemical
composition of soybeans and various soyfoods, including
some original studies. The section on meals (p. 83940) gives the composition of various legume meals
(Hülsenfruchtmehle, Leguminosesmehle), including [whole]
soybean flour (Sojabohnenmehl) and defatted soybean
meal (Desgl., entfettet, which may have been defatted
in the laboratory). “The various preparations made from
leguminous meals by Jul. Maggi & Co. in Kempthal
(Kemptal) (Switzerland) (see Vol. 1, p. 467) are made by
mixing leguminous meals with gluten-rich varieties of cereal
grains, and sold under names such as Leguminose-Maggi
A (2% fat), B, C, AA (6.54% fat), AAA (14.60% fat), etc.
The composition of these products on an as-is and on a dryweight basis is given on page 841. These can be categorized
into those which are low in fat and those which are rich in
fat. The fat from the latter is derived from the process of
making soybean meal.”
In the section on coffee substitutes, the subsection on
“coffee from legumes” (p. 1093-94) mentions briefly that
a coffee substitute can be made from soybeans (see also p.
788). The composition of this soybean coffee (“SojabohnenKaffee”) is given. Address: Geh. Reg.-Rath, o. Professor
an der Kgl. Universitaet und Vorsteher der Agric.-Chem.
Versuchsstation Muenster in Westphalia, Germany.
280. Tschermak, E. 1904. Weitere Kreuzungstudien an
Erbsen, Levkojen und Bohnen [Further studies on crossing
in peas, stock / gillyflower, and beans]. Zeitschrift fuer das
Landwirtschaftliche Versuchswesen in Oesterreich Look in
index! [Ger]*
Address: Vienna, Austria.
281. Bui, Quang Chieu. 1905. Des cultures vivrières au
Tonkin [On the food crops of Tonkin, Indochina]. Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 8(48):1152-90. Dec.
New Series. Many illust. and photos. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article begins with a foreword by H.
Brenier, Director of Agriculture, Forestry and Commerce
for Indochina. He notes the importance of soybeans, soy
products (including soy sauce and tofu) and adzuki beans
(Phaseolus radiatus), among the people of Asia. In Annamite
(south Vietnamese), tofu is called dau phu and the soybean is
called dau nanh or dau tuong.
Adzuki beans are discussed (p. 1153-55, 1157) and
a nutritional analysis of the azuki bean, which has been
cultivated in France, is given. The section on the soybean (p.
1153, 1157-68) discusses: The local names and varieties of
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the soybean, botanical characteristics, cultivation, utilization
(to make soy sauce, tuong, tofu, etc.), commerce and trade
(in the province of Hungyen, the stalks of the soybean plant
are used to make a sort of incense). An illustration (line
drawing, p. 1159) shows a Soja plant with pods.
A detailed description is given of the manufacture of
tuong (a sort of soft miso) in Tonkin. First moc, or molded
glutinous rice is prepared. After glutinous rice is cooked,
it is covered with banana leaves and allowed to mold for
2-3 days. Then the soybeans are prepared. They are grilled,
ground to a powder, boiled with water, and put into a jar
for 7 days until sweet. Six parts of rice koji are then mixed
with 5 parts soy. The mixture will be ready to eat after it has
fermented for 15-30 days. If it is too thick, add salt. Good
tuong is soft and mildly sweet. It is sweeter and smoother
than nuoc mam. Annamites say that only the prosperous
households succeed in making tuong. If the tuong starts well,
then becomes sour, that is a bad omen.
Tuong can also be made from corn (maïs), which is
grilled, ground, sifted, covered with taro leaves, and allowed
to mold. Put it in salt water, then after 5-6 days add roasted
soy flour as above. Stir it before sunrise and let it stand open
in the sun for 15 days, putting on the cover as soon as the sun
disappears. If this is done, it will last a long time.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
that mentions tuong. The importance of this fermented
seasoning, a close relative of Chinese jiang, is indicated by
the local name for the soybean (dau tuong), or “the bean
used to make tuong.”
Production of tofu (dau-phu): Lots of dau-phu is made
in Tonkin, especially in Hanoi, where it constitutes the basis
of the poor people’s food. It is never made in large factories,
only small shops. Soak the soybeans, wash them and remove
their hulls, cook to soften them, then grind them with a handturned mill over a wooden bucket. The soymilk is extracted
with cold water then boiled for 30 minutes. There remains
in the sack a white residue (un résidu blanc) [okara] which
is fed to the pigs. The next day, add some fermented whey
from a previous batch to coagulate the soymilk. Then press
the curds. The finished tofu cakes are each 15 by 8 by 1 cm
thick. Tofu is widely used in soups. A table (p. 1165) shows
the costs of equipment to start a tofu shop, and a profitability
analysis. Early analyses of the composition of the soybean,
conducted by Fremy, Muentz and Pellet (in France) and
Wechler (in Austria), are reproduced. Photos show key
steps in the process: (1) A person is washing soybeans in a
bamboo colander while standing in a stream near Hanoi. (2)
The soybeans are ground in a small, traditional, hand-turned
stone mill by a person sitting on the same wooden bench as
the mill, in a bamboo hut, surrounded by various wooden
tubs and colanders. (3) Using a sack to filter the ground
puree from the stone mill. (4) Cooking the filtered liquid
over a small wood fire in an earthenware pot. (5) Pressing the
curds (outdoors) after precipitation of the protein. (6) More

forceful pressing. Notice pressed cakes on woven bamboo, in
lower left, behind person. (7) A merchant walking the streets
selling tofu on two trays, each suspended by 3 ropes from the
ends of a shoulder pole.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term un résidu blanc to refer
to okara. Address: Indo China.
282. Moeller, Josef. 1905. Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche. 2 Aufl. [Microscopy
of foods and food adjuncts (stimulants / enjoyables) from
the vegetable kingdom. 2nd ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
Springer. xvi + 599 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In section titled “Legumes,” the subsection on
the soybean (Sojabohne, p. 274-76) contains the following
contents: Introduction. Seed coat (Samenschale). Embryo.
Bibliography.
The soybean (Soyabohne or Sojabohnen) (Glycine
hispida Maxim., Soja hispida Moench) is a native of the
Orient. In China and Japan it is grown mainly for its seeds,
but in Europe and America, mainly as a fodder plant.
The seeds are yellow, brown, or black, 5-10 mm long,
in some varieties somewhat flattened, but in others nearly
globular / spherical. They contain no starch.
The seed coat (Fig. 294) or spermoderm is pressed
tightly against the endosperm layer (Naehrgewebe). The
palisade cells (Palissadenzellen) are about 50-60μ high and
about 6-15μ wide, similar to those of the common bean
and, like the latter, may or may not have colored contents,
depending on the color of the seed. The column cells (Die
Trägerzellen) are hour-glass shaped and located immediately
below the palisade cells. They are about the same height as
the latter (usually 35-50μ), but around the hilum (Nabel)
they often reach a height of 150μ. Since they are easily
separated from the adjoining layers and from one another,
isolated cells are often found. The spongy parenchyma
(Schwammparenchym) is strongly pressed against the
endosperm layer (Fig. 294, E). The aleurone cells, which
form a thick layer, are rectangular or polygonal.
The embryo (Embryo): The thin-walled cells of the
cotyledons (Fig. 295) contain large (sometimes 25μ in
diameter) aleurone grains, but no starch. Two detailed
illustrations show the microscopic parts described above; the
first is from Winton (1906).
Because of the large column cells and the distinctive
endosperm layer, the soybean is easy to recognize.
Note 1. The title page states that this book contains
599 illustrations (woodcuts) by the author and by Andrew
L. Winton. The extensive revision of the book was done in
cooperation with A.L. Winton.
Note 2. Contains similar entries for: Adzuki bean (p.
269-70). Alfalfa (p. 288). Peanut (p. 288-93). Sesame (p.
323-25). The section on coffee substitutes (p. 408-09) lists
many substances which can be used (incl. peanuts, lupin,
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chicory, figs, etc.), but soy in not mentioned. The names
of many commercial coffee substitutes and their main
ingredient(s) are also listed, but again no soy. Address: Prof.
and Board of Directors of the Pharmacological Institutes
(des pharmakologischen Institutes), Univ. of Graz [capital of
Styria, Austria-Hungary].
283. Thompson, William Gilman. 1905. Practical dietetics,
with special reference to diet in disease. Third edition,
enlarged and thoroughly revised. New York & London: D.
Appleton & Co. xxiii + 846 p. See p. 155, 167. 10 plates.
Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: Note: The contents of this 1905 edition, which
concerns soy beans or soyfoods, is quite similar to that of the
1902 edition.
Chapter 4, titled “Vegetable Foods,” contains a section
on “Prepared farinaceous foods, which contains a subsection
(p. 155) that reads: “Soya bread is made from an oily pea
which grows in China and Japan, and is used sometimes by
diabetics, for it contains over one third part gluten and but
1.17 per cent of glucose.”
Another section in the same chapter, titled “Legumes,
peas, beans, and lentils” states (p. 167): “The soya bean is
the chief legume of China and Japan, where it furnishes the
necessary protein to add to a rice diet. From its vegetable
casein several varieties of bean cheese [tofu] are made.”
The section on “Vegetarianism” (p. 35-37) concludes
that this “eventually results in a loss of strength and general
resisting power against disease...”
Also discusses: Diastase and malt extracts (p. 16363). Erbstwurst or pea sausage (p. 166-67). Gerber’s Food
and Nestle’s Food (p. 152-53; both foods are dextrinized,
then evaporated with milk or cream. Nestlé’s food is made
in Vevay [Vevey], Switzerland, “from sterilised fresh
cow’s milk to which wheaten bread crust is added after
dextrinisation by additional heat. Cane sugar is mixed in,
and the mass is dried, pulverised, and hermetically sealed
in tins. For use it requires dilution with water.”). Gluten (p.
139, 148, 164, 689). Oleomargarine and Butterine (p. 199).
Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 168, 201, 222; “Peanuts contain
considerable oil, which is extracted and sold largely as
spurious olive oil.”).
The first U.S. edition was published in 1897
(copyrighted 1895). A second edition was published in 1902.
A fourth edition was published in 1909 (xxvi + 928 p.). The
author lived 1856-1927. Address: Prof. of Medicine in the
Cornell Univ. Medical College, New York, NY.
284. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1906. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 38 p.
March 25. See p. 11-13, 18-20. Corrected. [1 ref]
• Summary: A corrected edition, one page shorter than the
1904 revised edition. On the cover, below the title is written
“(Corrected March 25, 1906),” yet at the bottom of the same

page the publication date is given as 1904.
The section about soy (p. 11-13) is titled “Soy bean
(Glycine hispida) and its preparations,” but the information
in that section appears to be the same as in the original 1900
edition, as is the illustration of the soy bean plant (p. 12) and
the table on page 19.
Peanuts and peanut butter are discussed on pages 25-26,
34-36.
285. Hefter, Gustav. 1906. Technologie der Fette und Oele:
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele,
und Wachsarten des Pflanzen- und Tierreichs. Erster band
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and
processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal
kingdoms. Vol. 1]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Vol. 1, “Lecithin” is mentioned (3 times) on
page 15, and 1 time each on pages 79, 80, 443, and 457.
Page 15: The formula for lecithin is given. A table shows
that rather large amounts of lecithin are found in various
oilseeds:
In soybeans 1.64%
In peas 1.05%
In cottonseed 0.94%
In hempseeds 0.85%
In linseed 0.73 to 0.88%.
During the processing of the oilseeds, it seems that a
portion of the lecithin is destroyed (zerstoert zu werden).
According to the investigations of E. Schulze and Merlis
(“Landwirtsch. Versuchstationen,” Vol. 43, p. 315 and Vol.
45, p. 209) the oil cake (the pressing residue of oil mills)
contains a little less lecithin than one would expect from the
composition of the seeds, and also the lecithin content of the
oil is a little less. (See Töplers Phosphorsäurebestimmungen
in Oelen in ‘Landwirtsch. Mitteil aus Poppelsdorf,’ Vol. 3, p.
115).
Page 79: In the case of the oils and fats, the
unsaponifiable portion is found as free-standing cholesterol
(Cholestrin), phytostearin and lecithin.
A table (p. 80) states that phosphorus-containing lecithin
is found in almost all fats and oils in very small amounts. For
example:
Maize oil 1.49% lecithin
Linseed oil 0.33% lecithin.
Oil of a hen’s egg 0.20% lecithin.
Cocoa butter 0.11% lecithin.
Coconut oil 0.01% lecithin.
Sesame oil 0.005% lecithin.
Beef tallow (Rindstalg) 0.033-0.073% lecithin.
Swine fat 0.022-0.051% lecithin.
Butterfat 0.000-0.014
Note that the soybean was not mentioned in this second
table.
On page 80 is an illustration of a metal cart for carrying
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oil cakes.
Soybeans are mentioned in this volume on pages 9 and
15. Address: Direktor der Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation
vegetabilischer Oele in Triest [Austria-Hungary].
286. Winton, Andrew Lincoln; Moeller, Josef. 1906. The
microscopy of vegetable foods: With special reference to the
detection of adulteration and the diagnosis of mixtures. New
York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 701 p. Illust. Index. 24
cm. [49* ref]
• Summary: This book, containing 589 superb illustrations
by the authors, is divided into ten parts including: II. Grain:
Its products and impurities. III. Oil seeds and cakes. IV.
Legumes. V. Nuts. VIII. Alkaloidal products and their
substitutes (incl. coffee, cocoa bean, kola nut, tea, and
tobacco).
In the part on Legumes, the section titled “Analytical
key to leguminous seeds” (p. 235-37) includes the soy bean.
The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 248-49) has the following
contents: Introduction. Histology: The spermoderm
(S) (palisade cells {pal}, column cells {sub}, spongy
parenchyma {p}), an endosperm (E, consisting of aleurone
cells and compressed cells), and embryo or cotyledon (C,
with epidermis {ep} and aleurone cells {al}). Diagnosis:
“The absence of starch, the presence of long (35-50 μ)
I-shaped column cells readily isolated from the surrounding
tissues, and the presence of an endosperm layer (E), furnish
ready means for the identification of this seed.” Bibliography
(8 refs). An excellent illustration by Winton (p. 248) shows
the outer portion of the soy bean seed in cross section, with

each of the layers (X 160 magnification).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2003)
concerning the detection of soybeans or soy protein in
mixtures.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “embryo” in connection
with soy-beans. In a soy bean seed, the embryo and
cotyledon appear to be the same.
The section on coffee has a subsection on coffee
substitutes and adulterants (p. 435-38), with a long
bibliography. Soja beans are listed as one of the many
seeds most commonly used. Although the names and main
ingredients of many commercial European and American
coffee substitutes are given, none contain soy. The most
popular ingredients seem to be chicory root, barley, and
figs. Peanuts and Cyperus esculentus are each used in one
product.
This book also discusses: Linseed (p. 202-05). Hemp
seed (p. 212-17). Gluten flour, feed and meal (p. 54, 96).
Legumes (general, p. 235-37). Adzuki bean (Phaseolus
Mungo var. glaber Roxbg.; p. 241). Yellow lupine, white
lupine, and blue lupine (p. 253-55). Almond (whole nuts,
paste, cake, shells, coffee substitute; p. 333-37, 436). Peanut
(p. 266-73).
Note 2. Andrew L. Winton lived 1864-1946. The
Preface begins: “The development of vegetable histology,
both as a pure and an applied science, has been largely in
the hands of continental [European] investigators.” There
is extensive German- and French-language literature, but
little in English. It explains that this book was written with
the collaboration of Dr. J. Moeller, author of Mikroskopie
der Nahrungs- und Genussmittel (2nd ed.). “It is with the
deepest gratitude that the writer acknowledges this generous
coöperation of his honored teacher and friend. Had it not
been for Professor Moeller’s unselfish aid, the writer would
never have undertaken investigations in this field, much
less a comprehensive treatise.” Address: 1. PhD, in charge
of the Analytical Lab., Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station,
New Haven, Connecticut; Instructor in proximate organic
analysis, Sheffield Scientific School, Yale Univ.; 2. Prof. of
Pharmacy, and head of the Pharmacological Inst., Univ. of
Graz [Styria, Austria-Hungary].
287. Product Name: [HVP Cubes or Paste? (“A Type of
Miso”)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Jul. Maggi & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kempthal, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Senft. 1907.
Pharmazeutische Praxis. 6(3):81-89; 6(4):122-24, 131-32.
“Recently the firm of Jul. Maggi in Kempthal [Switzerland]
has begun to make and market a type of miso.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Switzerland.
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288. Noorden, Carl von. 1907. Die Zuckerkrankheit und
ihre Behandlung. Vierte vermehrte und veraenderte Auflage
[Diabetes and its management. 4th expanded and revised
ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von August Hirschwald. xv + 367 p.
Index. 23 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In long “Equivalent tables for white breads,”
under “Natural flours / meals” (Natürliche Mehle, p. 335)
soybeans (Sojabohnen) [meal] and gluten meal (Glutenmehl)
are each mentioned. Soybeans contain 38% carbohydrates.
Soy is not mentioned in the sections on breads and bread
substitutes. Also discusses: Almond breads (Mandelgebäche,
p. 263). Sesame oil (Sesamöl, p. 311), Almond cake
(Mandelkuchen) and Gluten bread (Pain de Gluten) (p.
335). Address: Prof., PhD, Vorstand der I. medizinischen
Universitaetsklinik, Vienna [Austria-Hungary].
289. Senft, Emanuel. 1907. Ueber einige in Japan
verwendete vegetabilische Nahrungsmittel, mit besonderer
Beruecksichtigung der japanischen Militaerkonserven [On
some vegetable foods used in Japan, with special attention
to Japanese military canned foods]. Pharmazeutische Praxis
6(3):81-89; 6(4):122-24, 131-32; 6(6):211-12, 219. [19 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: These three sections contain a good review of
the literature (especially the Japanese literature) in German.
Issue No. 3 begins with “Phanerogams. Chapter 5. Legumes.
Soybeans and soybean preparations” (p. 81-89). Contents:
Introduction. Varieties: Group I. Soja platycarpa-Harz (5
forms–olivacea-Harz and punctata-Harz, melanosperma,
platysperma, parvula Martens). Soja tumida-Harz (3 forms–
pallida Roseb. [sic, Roxb = Roxburgh], castanea-Harz
[brown], atrosperma-Harz). Anatomy and cell structure
of different parts of the plant and seeds. A non-original
illustration (line drawing; p. 83) shows a soy bean, full-size
and at cellular levels. Haberlandt and the Vienna World
Exposition of 1873. Foods made from soybeans in China
and Japan described by Charles Bryant (1785): Miso, soy
sauce (sooju-sauce or soy), Roos, Koji. Tofu, sake. Shoju or
Soja-Sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese; “Recently the firm Jul.
Maggi & Comp. in Kempthal makes a type of miso and sells
it commercially”).
Issue No. 4 begins with “Natto and tofu” (Bohnenkäse)
(p. 122-24) and includes fresh tofu and frozen tofu
(gefrorener tofu). Yuba. A separate section on miso pickles
(Misozuke; p. 131-32) describes the different types,
especially those made with daikon (Rettiche).
Issue No. 6 discusses shoyu (called Extrakt-Sauce
Japonica, or Shoju-Sauce) (p. 211). A table (p. 212) lists the
main food plants of Japan, including five different “varieties”
(“var.”) of soybeans: Kuro-mame, Shiro-mame, Ao-mame,
Goishi-mame, Gankui-mame. A photo (p. 219) shows various
Japanese preserved foods, including a metal box containing
“Fukujinsuke” [fukujinzuke] consisting of sliced vegetables

(cucumbers, bamboo shoots, onions) preserved in soy sauce.
Address: Military medicine official, Germany.
290. Strakosch, Siegfried. 1907. Das Problem der ungleichen
Arbeitsleistung unserer Kulturpflanzen [The problem of the
unequal production efficiencies of our crop plants]. Berlin:
Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. 110 p. No index. 23 cm.
[Ger]
• Summary: This book, dedicated to Julius Wiesner, “the
master of plant physiology,” looks at national food supplies
from the viewpoint of plant physiology. In the section on
“Calculation of assimilative effects,” a table (p. 44-45)
compares rye, wheat, corn, rice, soybeans, and potatoes in
their production per hectare of starch, digestible protein,
value of product in German marks, value of nutritive
elements consumed, assimilative effect (defined as the ration
of the value of the usable substance produced per unit area to
the value of the nutritive elements borrowed from the soil by
producing this substance), assimilative effect compared with
rye, and difference between the production and consumption
in German Marks. Soybean produces much more protein
per given area of land than the other crops, has the highest
assimilative ratio, 6.68 times larger than that of rye. Thus the
culture of soybeans should be the most remunerative.
In the same section, a bar chart (p. 48) shows the value
(in marks) of physiologically useful substance resulting from
withdrawal of one mark worth of soil nutrients. The soybean
gives the greatest returns of the 22 plants listed.
In the section on “Consideration of plant production
efficiency in crop rotations” (p. 66+), the legumes are
praised and soybeans are mentioned on pages 71 (the most
productive of all legumes with an enormous number of 668)
and 73. In this context, the work of Friedrich Haberlandt
with soybeans and his book, Die Sojabohne (The Soybean,
Vienna, 1878) are described in detail (p. 74-76).
Page 76: Haberlandt died soon after the publication of
his work on the soybean, and Hecke, who had made the goals
of his friend his own, also was not granted the privilege of
experiencing their final victory. At the College of Agriculture
in Vienna (Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien), the site of
the activity of both scholars, individual soy plants are still
planted every year and provide harvest without fertilizing of
100 to 150-fold.
In the last chapter, “Goals and consequences,” a table
(p. 102) shows the productivity in the northern U.S. states
of nine crops, including wheat, barley, corn, sugar beets,
peas, Jerusalem artichokes, and soybeans. In value of crop
per hectare, soybeans are third after Jerusalem artichokes
(German: Topinambur; French: Topinambour) and sugar
beets. Two long footnotes (No. 122 and 123, p. 109-10)
discuss the importance in Japan of soybeans and the various
foods made from them including shoyu (Shoju, Shoyu),
miso, tofu, and yuba. Address: Dr., Wien-Hohenau.
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291. Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Bacteria in relation to country
life. New York, NY: Macmillan Co. xx + 486 p. See p. 231,
245, 258. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 23, titled “Soil-inoculation” (p. 221+)
begins with a discussion of the early research of Hellriegel
and Wilfarth, tests concerning legume nodules conducted in
1887 at the Moore Experiment Station at Bremen, Germany,
and the development in Germany of “pure cultures” and of
Nitragin followed by many disappointments from 18961898, “which cast discredit on artificial cultures.” Yet there is
now hope that they will be made to succeed.
The section on “Soil-inoculation in the United States”
states (p. 230-31) that at first, crops such as clovers,
cow-peas, field-peas, etc. did not appear to require any
inoculation. “It was otherwise with at least two leguminous
crops, soybeans and alfalfa. Soybeans, originally introduced
into the United States from Japan, did not do very well.
They frequently failed to develop that healthy, dark green
color characteristic of vigorous leguminous plants. Careful
examination showed their roots to be devoid of tubercles.
Soybean earth, straw and chaff were obtained from Japan
and placed in the ground together with the seed. The plants
thus inoculated developed normally and produced an
abundance of tubercles.
“This experience demonstrated the need of soilinoculation of soybeans. Many cases are reported in
experiment station literature in which these inoculations gave
positive results. For instance, in the experiments of the New
Jersey Station, on light sandy soils at Hammonton, when
cowpeas and soybeans were planted in the same ground, the
former grew luxuriantly and gathered nitrogen from the air
by means of their numerous nodules, while the soybeans
remained small and yellow and produced no tubercles. It was
not until the introduction of some soil from a field where
these plants had been grown successfully for several years
that the soybeans developed properly and grew as luxuriantly
as did the cowpeas.
“Similar observations were made time and again in the
case of alfalfa.” Figure 38 (three photos, p. 224) shows three
soybean plants and their roots: (a) the largest, with nodules
on the roots, is inoculated with soil; (b) medium size with no
root nodules, is untreated; (c) thin and with no root nodules,
is “inoculated with soybean chaff.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2011) that contains the term “soybean chaff.” It
refers a by-product that results when soybeans are threshed
or the seeds cleaned.
In the Chapter 24, titled “Green-manuring” we read
(p. 245): “The cowpea, soybean, and velvet bean as greenmanure crops.–On the sandy soils of the East, the cowpea,
soybean, sand vetch, crimson clover, and velvet bean have
been widely used for improvement of the land. In the
cotton-growing states of the South, the cowpea is almost
indispensable as an aid in the maintenance of the humus

and nitrogen of the soil.” Soil bacteria decompose the vines
and roots. “The soybean, which is related to the cowpea,
has also been used as a green-manure on light soils. It does
well, however, also on heavier soils, provided it is properly
inoculated, and is not as readily injured by cold weather.”
A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 258) shows “A
thoroughly inoculated crop of soybeans” growing in a large
field.
Chapter 1, titled “The rise of bacteriology” (p. 1-12)
gives an interesting, early history. Leeuwenhoek (lived
1632-1723) in Holland first beheld bacteria with his lenses
in 1675; he called them “animacules.” “He recognized
differences in their appearance and size as well as in their
mode of motion.” These and subsequent observations “gave
rise to much speculation and heated discussion concerning
the relation of the animacules to animal diseases”–and to the
issues of contagion and spontaneous generation. Belief in
spontaneous generation had existed since the Middle ages,
and the discovery of bacteria seemed to support the ancient
theory. But various experiments from 1765 to 1875 gradually
disproved the theory.
“The physiology of bacteria.–Pasteur’s epoch-making
investigations on fermentation shed a broader light on the
activities of microörganisms. His work plainly indicated
that the various kinds of bacteria possess specific functions
and differ in the chemical changes which they produce. This
work may, therefore, be regarded as the starting point for
much fruitful research... Bacteria were to be distinguished,
henceforth, not by their appearance alone, but by the
chemical transformations of which they are capable. They
were to be regarded as chemical agents of wide significance,
builders and destroyers in vegetable and animal substances,
in organic and inorganic materials, in the presence or absence
of air.
“Bacteria as a cause of disease.–The study of bacteria,
and of other microorganisms, as agents of decay, putrefaction
and fermentation, gained in interest with the recognition
that bacteria may also be the specific cause of disease. As
far back as 1762, the belief was expressed by Plenciz, a
Vienna physician, that disease is the result of infection by
animalcules; and, more important still, that every disease
has its particular germ. The views of Plenciz met with no
acceptance, and were soon forgotten amid the clashing
opinions on spontaneous generation” (p. 6).
During the 1800s important advances were made by
Bassi, Henle, Pasteur, and Lemaire. Lister developed a
method of antiseptic surgery (1868), “through which medical
science has achieved splendid results.” “The investigations
of [the German bacteriologist Edwin] Klebs during the
Franco-Prussian War [July 1870–May 1871] traced the
entrance and development of bacteria in wounds and
their passing into the circulatory system. Klebs and other
investigators also noted the constant presence of bacteria
in diphtheric infections.” “The systematic study of bacteria
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was furthered by the work of Schroeter, published in 1872.”
Ferdinand Kohn then articulated the “opinion that, among
bacteria, as among more highly organized organisms, there
exist definite species fairly constant in their structure and in
their physiological activities.”
“Anthrax bacillus.–In 1876, [the German Robert] Koch
[1843-1910] demonstrated clearly and convincingly that
anthrax in cattle is due to a specific germ, and thus confirmed
a fact already, indicated by the observation of others. He
isolated the anthrax bacillus in pure culture, studied it under
the microscope, and showed that he could produce anthrax in
other animals by inoculation from such cultures” (p. 8).
“In agriculture, the development of bacteriology has
given un new insight into the nature of soil fertility. We have
learned to regard the soil as a culture medium with its almost
endless number of species...” We have also “made some
progress towards successful systems of soil-inoculation.”
Chapter 47, titled “Bacteria in miscellaneous agricultural
industries,” states (p. 456-57): “The preparation of natto.–
Natto is a vegetable cheese made in Japan by fermenting
boiled soybeans. The fermenting mass is kept in a warm
place for one or two days, at the end of which time it has
become filled with vast numbers of bacteria. The material is
then found to contain a large proportion of a mucilaginous,
viscous substance, which is highly esteemed by the
Japanese.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “mucilaginous” or the
word “viscous” to describe Japanese natto.
“The bacterial flora of natto consists at first largely of
bacilli, but subsequently spherical forms become prominent.
“Two rod-shaped organisms, isolated by Sawamura,
were found to change boiled soybeans into a product similar
to natto. One of these produced the characteristics taste and
aroma, but did not develop a strong viscosity in the beans.
The other organism was found to possess a more pronounced
ability to form mucilaginous materials, but did not develop
as desirable a taste and aroma. The changes produced by
these organisms in the preparation of natto were shown to be
due to enzymes secreted by them.”
Note 3. Although the date on the title page of some
editions is 1911, the copyright page and last page of the
Preface indicate that it should be Sept. 1908.
Facing the title page (frontispiece) is a painted portrait
of Anton Van Leeuwenhoek (pronounced lay-ven-hook), a
Dutch naturalist (1632-1723), who is generally cited as the
first to discover bacteria [or microorganisms]. Address: A.M.,
Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Jersey Agric.
Exp. Station, New Brunswick, New Jersey, and Assoc. Prof.
of Agriculture at Rutgers College.
292. Choles, H.J. 1908. The soy bean. A valuable fodder
plant and its cultivation. Natal Agricultural Journal 11:141123. Nov.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botany and habitat (incl.
the work of Prof. Haberlandt from 1875 in Austro-Hungary).
Varieties. Cultivation: Conditions of growth, methods of
culture. Harvesting: When to harvest, curing [allow the
plants to lie in a swath or wind-row until well wilted],
harvesting for seed, yield of forage [up to 12-13 tons/acre
of fresh fodder], yield of seed. Chemistry: Composition,
digestibility. Value and uses of the crop: As a soiling crop
(for green forage), as a silage crop (it is best mixed with hay
for making mixed ensilage; it is more profitably ensiled than
cured for hay), as a hay crop, as a pasture plant (hogs are
most widely pastured on it), as a soil renewer (when a crop
of soy bean is turned under for green manure it should be
well limed), value of the bean for feed.
“A crop which I think has not received the attention
in Natal that it deserves is the soy bean. The soy bean is
considered by many authorities to be an extremely valuable
fodder plant...
“Since the plant would in all probability suit
conditions in many parts of the Colony, I have collected... a
considerable amount of information regarding its cultivation
which should prove useful to farmers who may be disposed
to give the plant a trial. The plant stands drought well and
is not easily injured by excess of moisture. Little cultivation
is needed when grown for forage. The soy bean may be
used for soiling, pasturage, hay and ensilage, or the beans
themselves may be harvested and fed as grain.”
“In harvesting a crop [of soybeans] for seed, the plants
may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe or mower and
gathered into small piles, which should be relatively high and
of a small diameter, so that the plants may dry out readily.
Thrashing can be done with a flail or with the thrashing
machine. Very good results can be had with common grain
thrashers by taking out a portion or all of the canvas and
substituting blanks.”
293. Benedikt, Rudolf; Ulzer, Ferdinand. 1908. Analyse der
Fette und Wachsarten. 5. Aufl. [Analysis of fats and waxes.
5th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xiii + 1168 p.
See p. 712. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the chapter on semi-drying oils is a
subsection titled “9. Sojabohnenöl” with the subtitle “Huile
de Soja.–Soja bean oil, Chinese bean oil.–Olio di Soia.” A
table shows the composition and properties of soy oil (Sojaöl), and its fatty acid composition, based on the work of three
other researchers: (1) Morawski and Stingl; (2) De Negri and
Fabris; (3) Korentschewski and Zimmerman.
Also discusses: Sesame oil (p. 740-50). Almond oil (p.
776-81). Arachis oil (p. 784-94). Address: Vienna, Austria.
294. Hefter, Gustav. 1908. Technologie der Fette und Oele:
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele,
und Wachsarten des Pflanzen- und Tierreichs. Zweiter band
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and
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processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal
kingdoms. Vol. 2]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. ix +
974 p. See p. 302-06. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The contents of the section titled “Soyabean
Oil” (Sojabohnenöl) is: Etymology: Saubohnenöl, Bohnenöl,
Chinesisches Bohnenöl, Huile de soya, Soja bean oil, Soy
bean oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil, Olio di Soia. Soybean
production. The raw seed and unrefined oil. Obtaining the
oil. Properties. Utilization. The residue or presscake. Trade
(Exports of cake from Newchwang, and prices).
In the years 1882-1891, soybeans in China sold (on
average) for 2.91 taels/picul (1 picul = about 60 kg [132 lb].
1 tael = about 3.20 German marks), while soybean oil sold
for 3.43 taels/picul and the cakes (Ölkuchen, “bean cakes”)
were worth 3.60 taels/picul.
Three small illustrations (non-original line drawings,
p. 303) show: Soy bean pods and three beans in one pod,
and soy bean seeds in whole and in cross section. The
originals are from C.O. Harz 1885. Note: This is vol. 2 of the
3-volume set, published from 1906-1910.
Lecithin is mentioned (3 times) on page 790, twice
on pages 105, 295, and 302, and 1 time each on pages
89, 91, 99, 114, 118, 149, 175, 223, 260, 272, 288, 293,
297, 775, 776, 788, 823, and 824. Address: Direktor der
Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation vegetabilischer Oele in
Triest [Austria-Hungary].

rapeseed oil without the help of acids. We have before us his
essais, published in the German ‘Revue der Harz, Oel- und
Fettindustrie’ 1908: ‘About the manufacture of oils in China,’
‘Chinese Woodoil,’ ‘Vegetable tallow (stillingia sebifera),’
and on ‘Soja beans (Soja Hispida Moench).’ Mr. Hoffmann
has been the means of improving oil milling machinery.
Note 1. This ad is strange. It is not part of the newspaper
of that date, but it may have been inserted. No company
name, address, or other contact information is given! We do
not know whether or not this mill was ever constructed or
operated.
Note 2. In OCLC / Worldcat, the largest database of
publications in the world, no periodical with the title of that
shown above (Revue der Harz...) is listed. The closest one
published in 1908 is Seifensiederzeitung und Revue über die
Harz-, Fett- und Ölindustrie–which seems fairly close. Eight
libraries worldwide own this periodical, but none are in the
USA.
Note 3. As of Aug. 2010, no record mentioning “Louis
Hoffmann” or “L. Hoffmann” exists in the SoyaScan
database of 85,700 records from 1100 B.C. to the present.

295. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1909. Prospectus.
March 15. p. 14.
• Summary: “This company has been formed for the purpose
of erecting and working oil mills at some suitable place in
British India or any of the native states in India and for the
general purpose of carrying on the business of seed crushers
and nut crushers and manufacturers of linseed, cotton, and
other cakes, oil extractors and manufacturers, and makers
and manufacturers of cattle food and of artificial manures
and fertilizers of every description.
“The promoters think that there is a bright future for this
industry in India.
“The mills will be equipped with the most modern
machinery and will be the largest and first of their kind in
India, and their capacity will enable the company to deal
with about a minimum of 120 tons of seeds per day. The
product of the mill will be such as can compete with the best
known brands in the British, French and German markets.
“In recognition of the great importance of securing
capable management to ensure the success of the
undertaking, the promoters have secured the services of
Mr. Louis Hoffman a specialist in refining oils, of great
experience, who has been manager in complete charge of
large oil works in Germany, Austria and China for over 15
years.”
“This gentleman was the first to manufacture cocoanutbutter in 1896. He discovered the process of refining

297. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
bean. Memorandum by reporter on economic products.
14(174):136-38. July 29. [14 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent review of the literature
summary by Mr. Burhill (see this journal, 22 July 1909,
p. 113), from original observations and many early Indian
sources, of soybeans in India and the results of early soybean
cultivation experiments in India. The introduction of the
cultivated soy bean “into India is comparatively recent;
and, except among those tribes or peoples who are mostly
Mongolian, it has obtained little hold. I will state in what
parts of India it may be found.
“The Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-ngapi and
Pe-kyat-pyin, sowing it, never in great quantity, along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave them
bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the rivers.
The Kachins and other hill-tribes grow a little of it on their
hill-clearings, the Kachins calling it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly. The Khasi name seems to be
U-rymbai-ktung and the Naga name An-ing-kiyo or Tzu-dza;
but these three names should be subjected to scrutiny as they
may be wrong. In the Brahmaputra valley it is grown, so far
as known, only towards Barpeta. Whether grown or not in
the hills north of the Brahmaputra I cannot prove, but the
probability is strong that it is. It is grown by the Lepchas in
Sikkim, and is called by them Salyang or Selliangdun, or by

296. Nussbaum, -. 1909. Soja [Soya]. Schweizerische
Wochenschrift fuer Chemie und Pharmazie / Journal Suisse
de Chemie et Pharmacie (Zurich) 47(26):412. June 26.
[Ger]*
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the Bhutias [the Bhutia people constitute a majority of the
population of Bhutan and form minorities in Nepal and India,
particularly in the Indian state of Sikkim] Botumash Bhatwas
or Bhatmars.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
concerning soybeans in connection with Bhutan. They may
well be used or cultivated in Bhutan but we cannot be sure.
“It is apparently grown in the Kingdom of Nepal, for it
is found just under the mountains in the north of Oudh and
again in the valleys of the north-western Himalayas right
to the extreme end, and sparingly up to an altitude of 6,000
feet. In western Bengal and through the submontane districts
of the United Provinces it is rare, passing chiefly under the
name of Ram Kurthi, or in Bengal also as Gari Kalai. Right
upon the Nepal boundary it is known by the hill names, e.g.,
Bhatnas or Bhatwas, as well as Kajuwa. The Santals grow
it and call it Disom Horec. I saw it in 1902 sparingly grown
towards Belgaum.
“There are several races in India differing in small
points; the seeds may be black or whitish, the leaves may be
larger or smaller, etc. The black-seeded races occur in the
hills, the other colours of seed both in the hills and the plains.
The Khasi hills contain both larger-leaved and smaller-leaved
plants...
“We seem to have no green [soy] beans in India
and nothing approaching the yellow Manchurian beans
[described by Hosie in 1904] in shape nor the larger black.”
Many analyses of the percentage, on a dry weight basis,
of the oils in soy beans from various countries have been
made. “The average of eight analyses of soybeans from
China is 19.89. The average of six analyses from Japan is
20.01. The average of six analyses from Java is 21.62. The
average of forty-two analyses from Europe is 18.98, being
from Germany fourteen analyses with an average of 19.74,
from Austria eleven, average 19.44, from Hungary six,
average 19.16, from Russia nine, average 17.93, from France
two, average 15.40...
Concerning the composition of Indian soy beans,
Church, in his Food Grains of India (p. 141) stated that they
contained: Water 11%, albuminoids [protein] 35.3%, fat
18.9%, starch and sugar 26.0%, fibre 4.2%, and ash 4.6%. “I
Presume he had Indian seed but it is not possible to say what
race he examined.
“Dr. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of soy from Japanese seeds cultivated at Manjri,
near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 14.92 to
23.05 per cent, being on the dry weight 15.97 to 24.41 per
cent with an average of 19.99.
“My office is now studying the composition of the seeds
of established races in order to see how they compare in oil
content with such material as Manchuria exports, or such
as Manchurian seed might give in India. At the present time
India has not the supply of these beans for an export trade;
but possibilities of a certain extent are evident.”

“One of the first considerations must be the yield that
soy will give per acre in various parts of the country. In
British India, in Burma, since the soybean is rarely cultivated
alone, no statistics on yields are available. “When the bean
in 1885 was grown experimentally at Nagpur from Japanese
seed, it yielded at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre [202 kg/ha]
(see Report Experimental Farms for that year, p. 5), but
later (vide Nagpur Experimental Farm Report for 1889-90,
p. 5) it yielded but an average of 88 lbs. per acre [98.8 kg/
ha] over five years. In Lahore in 1894-95 (vide Report on
the Government Agri-Horticultural Garden, p. 2) it yielded
at an estimated rate of 349 lbs. of seed per acre [391.9 kg/
ha] and 349 lbs. of fodder, but on a very small area. Its
yield was very poor in the next year. The estimated yield
in 1898 in an experiment done in Madras was 468 lbs. per
acre [525.6 kg/ha]. It has been grown sparingly at Nadiad
in Gujarat, and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. In the
Experimental Far Report, Bombay, for 1901 a big yield was
chronicled, but in the next year the crops at Poona and Surat
failed. In 1903 the seeds analysed by Dr. Leather, as already
reported, were grown near Poona: the yield is not recorded.
In 1904 a yield of about 300 lbs. per acre [337 kg/ha] was
obtained (Experimental Farms Report, Bombay, p. 70) on
light land. One year later nineteen plots were under trial but
with unpromising results, for only five yielded seed enough
to repay for the cost of cultivation. The yield varied from 50
to 293 lbs. per acre [56.2 to 329 kg/ha], the five promising
to be remunerative yielding over 200 lbs. per acre [224.6 kg/
ha]. The Manjri (Poona) farm grew 19 plots in 1905-06 with
better results, probably as a consequence of better land. Plot
No. 3 yielded at the rate of 700 lbs. per acre [786 kg/ha],
No. 13 at the rate of 690 lbs. per acre [774 kg/ha], No. 4. at
the rate of 650 lbs. per acre [730 kg/ha] and so on. Nearly
all the plots gave returns likely to be remunerative. [Note
that the size of the plots is unfortunately not indicated.] One
year later it was reported by Mr. Fletcher, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Bombay (Annual Report of the Agricultural and
Botanic Stations for 1906-07, pages 15-16) that plot No. 5
had yielded on the edge of black soil at the rate of 1,166 lbs.
per acre [1,309 kg/ha], while plots numbered 6, 7, 12 and 13
gave, respectively, 513, 650, 575 and 395 lbs. per acre.
“Earlier than this in the United Provinces, many
experiments had been done at the Sahranpur Botanic
Gardens (vide Gollan in Bulletin of the Department of Land
Records and Agriculture, No. 21, 1906, pages 27-28). He
obtained yields at the rate of 1,124 lbs. per acre and 561 lbs.
per acre.
“These experiments have not yet affected the ryots
[peasants, tenant farmers]; the crop must be demonstrated
very clearly as a paying one before it will do that.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
concerning soybeans in Lahore. It is not clear whether the
Lahore referred to was in today’s Pakistan or India. In 1846
Lahore was conquered by British troops and in 1849 placed
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under British sovereignty. Before 1947 Lahore was a division
of the Punjab in British India. In 1947 it was divided, with
the Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, and Sialkot, and parts of
Gurdaspur and Lahore districts assigned to Pakistan. Ambala
and Jullundur districts and the remainders of Gurdaspur
and Lahore districts were assigned to India. In 1970 Lahore
became the capital of the reconstituted Punjab province.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen for seen (Sept.
2010) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Sikkim.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen for seen (Sept.
2010) that mentions the soybean in connection with the
Lepchas of Sikkim, or the Bhutias of Bhutan and Sikkim.
298. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research in
the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent article. Contents: Introduction.
Uses of the soya bean: Forage, hay, ensilage, soya oil, soya
milk, a type of cheese made from soymilk [tofu], soya meal
[flour]; use of soya bean oil for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soya bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soya beans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen, planting between rows of
maize. Cultivation of soya beans. Varieties of soya beans.
“The Soya bean (Glycine hispida) is a native of Southeastern Asia, where it has been cultivated for centuries
in China and Japan. It was introduced at a later period
into India, and arrived in England towards the end of the
eighteenth century. A considerable number of experiments
were carried out with the plant were carried out in Austria
about thirty years ago, but it is only quite recently that it has
become an article of commercial importance in Europe.”
After discussing uses as hay and silage: “It is in the bean
itself, however, that the chief value of the Soya plant lies. As
food for man and domestic animals it is used to a very large
extent in the East. In some parts of China the bean forms
one of the staple articles of food, and it is cooked much as
beans and marrowfat peas are, and also in soups and other
forms. The oil is used largely for making salads and sauces,
and is also mixed with flour in the manufacture of cakes. Mr.
Turner tells me that the Chinese extract casein from the bean,
and I have also seen this stated elsewhere.
“A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is prepared
from Soya beans in Japan.” The process is described. “This
condensed product is of considerable value as a food, but it
is unsuitable for the use of infants. This “Soya Milk” is also
used in the preparation of a kind of cheese” [tofu]. Note:
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug.
2013) that contains the term “Soya milk.”
“Soya bean meal is now use in the manufacture of
biscuits, and for mixing with flour for making brown bread
in this country. In some parts of the Continent Soya meal is
now being used in preference to rye meal for making bread.”
“One of the most valuable products of the Soya plant

is the oil. As mentioned before, it is used largely for eating
purposes in the East, and Mr. Turner tells me that on the
Continent a greater percentage of Soya oil than of Copra oil
is allowed in the manufacture of margarine.
“Soya oil is largely used for soap making in the East,
and I understand that it has recently been tried with very
good results in this country also.
“As a considerable proportion of oil is left behind in the
cake after expression of the oil, it may be more profitable to
extract the oil by solvents such as naphtha and use it all for
manufacturing purposes, as extraction by means of naphtha
renders the oil unsuitable for edible purposes.
“In the East Soya bean oil is used as an illuminant
and also in the manufacture of paints. The oil has a
comparatively high iodine value, which is an index of the
drying quality of an oil of that class.” Note: This is the
earliest English-language document seen (March 2008)
which states that soy oil can be used in paints (or other
coatings) in connection with its iodine number.
Cultivation: “Recently the question of raising this crop
in various British colonies has been discussed. In most of
the African colonies, including West Africa, the Soya bean
would probably be successfully grown, and in rotation with,
or along with maize and other crops, its cultivation would
be a very profitable investment. I have seen samples of
Soya beans at least three years old, which showed no signs
of weevilling or deterioration in any way. Cargoes of the
beans shipped from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny
to Hull and Liverpool are stated to have arrived in perfect
condition.”
Varieties: A table (p. 6) gives a nutritional analysis by
S.H. Collins of “a sample of Chinese yellow Soya beans.”
Moisture: 10.23%. Oil 15.62%. Albuminoids 37.54%.
Carbohydrates 27.27%. Woody fibre 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
“I have analysed samples of five distinct varieties of
Soya beans, some of which were obtained from the shop of
a Chinaman who sells them to the Chinese in Liverpool for
food. I do not, of course, know the age of the samples, nor
their source...” After describing the shape and color (2 green,
2 brown, 1 black) of each, and noting that No. 4 came from
Hong-Kong, he gives a nutritional analysis of each in tabular
form, and the weight of 20 seeds of each in grams.
“In conclusion I have to thank Mr. A. Grenville Turner,
Grain and Seed Broker, member of the Liverpool Corn Trade
Association, for much valuable information regarding the
Soya beans and for his kindness in obtaining samples for
me. I am also largely indebted to an excellent article on Soya
beans in the Natal Agricultural Journal, November, 1908.
“Since the above was written I have been enabled,
through the kindness of Sir Alfred Jones, to analyse a sample
of yellow Soya beans grown in West Africa from seed sent
out by him early this summer.” A table shows the analysis.
Moisture: 10.52%. Oil 17.26%. Albuminoids 36.05%.
Carbohydrates 26.16%. Woody fibre 5.39%. Ash 4.62%.
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“The results show that in the first season at least the
Soya bean underwent no deterioration in West Africa, and
the plants also came rapidly to maturity.”
Also published in 1909 as a 7-page booklet by C.
Tinling & Co., Liverpool. Also published in 1911 Spanish
by: Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización e
Industria under the title “Explotación de la soya,” by E.S.
Edic [sic, Edie]. The last line of the article seems to say
that the author is at the central agricultural station (Estación
Agrícola Central).–San Jacinto [probably in or near Mexico
City], January 1911. Address: M.A., B.Sc, Liverpool Univ.
299. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909. The
producer: Dec. 24. p. 10.
• Summary: The Madras “Times” of December 1 writes:–
”The market demand for that comparatively new product the
Soya bean of Manchuria has recently been showing signs
of expansion. Europe and America are large buyers. These
beans, it is said, are nearly three times as rich in albuminoids
as oats or wheat. In Germany and America the bean is being
ground to form an ingredient of bread, and Soya flour and
meal may be used for biscuit-making and confectionery. In
Switzerland the legume is cooked as a vegetable, and the
dried bean when roasted is used as a substitute for coffee.
The oil is used in the manufacture of margarine as well as
soap and paint, while the Chinese turn it into condiments
[sic] and burn it in lamps. It is obvious that the Soya is a
most useful plant, serving as many economic purposes as
the cocoanut, and large quantities are being absorbed in the
markets of Europe, America, and of the Far East. Russia, for
instance, is a large buyer. The price has naturally risen with
this increase of demand, and Soya oil has risen £3 a ton, the
London price when the last mail left being about £25 5s.”
300. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean].
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25;
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents.
It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
“It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already
devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the
first part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct.
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain
importance for our colonies.”
This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is

now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England
at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of
commercial importance in Europe.
“The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary
to find an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported
to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe,
which actually received large quantities of soybeans,
especially in England. The first large shipment of soybeans
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton];
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices
being, naturally, subject to the fluctuations of the market.
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of
livestock.”
There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fixation
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables
showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds
showing their excellent nutritional value.
“Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confined
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the
soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give significant
yields.”
“In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk]
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each
process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value
“but is not suited for infants.”
“The flour of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat flour, is used
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in
this application to rye flour. Since it contains neither sugar
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture,
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Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).
301. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909. The
soya bean. Dec. 31. p. 11.
• Summary: “The sudden appearance of the Soya bean in the
news columns of the agricultural press of the States and of
the old country [Great Britain] must be accepted as evidence
of the sound value of the plant, of whose possibilities there
appears to be no end. Mixed with flour and meal, the Soya,
after grinding, makes up into marketable confectionery and
biscuits. In Switzerland it is cooked as a vegetable, and, dried
and roasted, is made to do duty as coffee. Also, it is largely
employed in the making of margarine, and the Chinese use
the oil for burning in lamps. It is used as cattle fodder and
authorities have pronounced favorably on its value when
mixed, two parts of Soya to one part of cheap undecorticated
cotton cake; and, after its 17 per cent. of oil is taken, the
last use of the bean is as a fertiliser, and in this capacity it is
highly written of.
“It is not often a novelty of this kind catches on with
the English farmer, who is ultra-conservative, but soya
had so much that was worthy in it that it was taken up on
its introduction to England, a little over a year ago, when
botanists were the only people who knew anything at
all about it, and now it is used in one way or another on
hundreds of farms in the British Isles. At present the bean is
being imported in quantities from China and Japan, where
for centuries it has been cultivated for fodder, for human
consumption, for its oil, and for its manurial usefulness, and
it is anticipated that the imports to England for the coming
year will be in the neighborhood of 600,000 tons.”
302. Noorden, Carl von; Lampé, Eduard. 1910. Ueber
Sarton, ein neues Naehrpraeparat fuer Zuckerkranke
[Sarton, a new food for diabetics]. Therapie der Gegenwart:
Medizinische-Chirurgische Rundschau 51(4):145-46. New
Series Vol. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: This article is mainly about soybeans, their
chemical composition, and the various foods that can be
made from them. “By coincidence, the soybean (Soja
hispida), of Japanese origin, fell into our hands. The first
experiments on this plant were conducted many years ago,
initially in our private clinic in Frankfurt, then later by
another one of us in Frankfurt and the other in Vienna.
“Soja hispida, a legume, produces a seed that lies
somewhere between peas and beans in appearance.
There are numerous varieties of soybeans and each has
different qualities. Only certain varieties are useful in the
kitchen. In Japan it is used to make the Japanese “bean
sauce [Bohnensauce], called shoyu; it is also found in fine
European kitchens. Moreover, in Japan, a peculiar dish called
tofu (Tofou) is prepared from soybeans. It is rich in protein;
almost all other nutrients of the beans are removed during its

preparation. In its simple boiled state, the soybean is used as
a vegetable or salad in Japan by the poor. Also in southeast
Europe, people have been planting soybeans for three
decades, but they don’t have the same value here as in Japan.
“The high concentration of protein in soybeans (3035%), the low concentration of starch and of digestible
carbohydrates (ca. 6%) leads us to want to try soybeans in
diabetic diets. But the plain, unprocessed bean, regardless of
what we add to it, does not suit European palates...”
“Finally a method was found that removes almost all of
the carbohydrates from soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl), and
also gets rid of the unpleasant tasting materials. Because this
process is much too complicated to be carried out in one’s
household, Bayer & Co., a paint factory in Elberfeld, took
over the production on a large scale. The preparation was
next produced in the form of a thick puree, put into sterilized
tin cans (about 18-19% solids, of which 8-9% was protein).
Meanwhile they succeeded in making a dry powder, and the
firm even told us that they would probably prefer to sell the
preparation in a powdered form.
This soybean puree, given the name Sarton by the
factory, contains no starches or red dextrins (Erytrodextrins)
as indicated by a test with Lugol’s solution. If properly
prepared, the taste is excellent. All patients, and even healthy
workers, accepted it very well. Like pea soup and lentil soup,
the Soybean soup invites the use of plenty of butter or other
fats, and thereby enables the incorporation of a high level of
total nutrients–with little resulting sugar in the urine.
“More detailed communications about the soybean,
about the chemistry of this and other preparations, about its
digestibility, etc. will soon be published by Dr. E. Jürgensen
from the Vienna Medical Clinic (Wiener I. medizinischen
Klinik).
Note: This product, which originated in Japan, was made
in its own factory in Potsdam. Address: 1. Vienna, Austria; 2.
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
303. Langworthy, C.F. 1910. Apendice. La soya como
alimento para el hombre [Appendix: The soy bean as
human food]. Boletin de la Sociedad Agricola Mexicana
34(20):389-92. May 25. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a Spanish-language translation of USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58 (1897, Revised 1899). The soybean
is referred to throughout as “La haba soya.” It describes
and gives the nutritional composition of various Japanese
soyfoods, including natto, miso (3 types; miso blanco,
colorado, Suiza [Swiss]), tofu (Tofu o queso de haba; Tofu
fresco), soymilk (leche de la haba soya), frozen tofu (Tofu
helado), yuba, soy sauce (salsa de la haba soya).
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba, which it calls yuba.
Under the name of coffee beans (habas de café),
soybeans (las habas soya) are sometimes consumed in
Switzerland as legumes (como legumbres); when they are
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dry and toasted, they are used as a substitute for coffee
(sustituir al café). No mention is made of soybeans or
soyfoods in Mexico.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Tofu or the term queso
de haba or the term Tofu fresco to refer to tofu
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, which it calls natto.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2009) that mentions miso, which it calls miso.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee or soy as a
substitute for coffee, which it calls sustituir al café.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de la haba soya to
refer to soymilk.
Note 7. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions frozen tofu, which it calls
“Tofu helado.”
Note 8. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls
“salsa de la haba soya.” Address: PhD, Office of Experiment
Stations, USDA, USA.
304. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau
de soja [The nutritional value of soybean cake]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 74:667-68. May 26. [Fre]
• Summary: The industry that manufactures soya cakes
(tourteaux de Soja) is very important in China, and their
exportation has expanded greatly in recent years. Europe
absorbs a large portion of the production. Major ports of
export are Chefou and Newchwang [Manchuria].
In England an oil is extracted from the soybean which
is used for food and has great value in soaps. Soybeans
(Les fèves de Soja) contain a large portion of fermentable
materials and a ferment analogous to the diastase of malt,
which converts the starch into fermentable sugar. Dr.
Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, has succeeded
in extracting from soybean seeds (des graines de Soja)
diastases of different effects; they show whether soybeans
are more or less advanced in maturity.
A table (from Meissel & Böcker) shows the composition
of soybeans. Soya cakes, the usage of which is expanding in
France, are manufactured from the residues of two clearly
distinct Chinese industries: the extraction of oil and the
manufacture of tofu (fromage de Soja). These cakes are
round and weigh 30-32 kg; they are 9 cm thick and 58 cm in
diameter.
A wide table shows the nutritional composition of 11
feeds, including soya cake and three other types of cakes,
plus soybeans and six grains. For each is given the content
of water, ash, nitrogenous materials (soya cake is by far the
highest), nitrogen free extract, crude cellulose, crude fat, and
economic value (in French francs) per 100 kg. (soybeans are

the highest {20.97 francs}, followed by soybean cake {20.62
francs}). Wolff attributes a value of only 20.02 francs to the
soya cake; the small difference is due to small differences in
nitrogen content of various cakes. The writer concludes that
soya cake has a marked superiority over other feeds; it can
therefore be used advantageously in the rations of animals.
In Germany and Austria it is already widely used, especially
to fatten hogs; it is used with potatoes in the proportion of
1.25-1.5 kg per head per day. This cake is also very well
suited for the fattening of cattle, and for nourishing milk
cows and sheep. It can be very valuable in enriching forages
of mediocre quality.
Soya cake is increasingly used in agriculture in the north
of France; it is imported via the ports of Havre [Le Havre, on
the English Channel], and Dunkirk–both in northern France.
Address: France.
305. Schulze, E. 1910. Ueber die chemische
Zusammensetzung der Samen unserer Kulturpflanzen [On
the chemical composition of the seeds of our cultivated
plants]. Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 73(1-3):35170. June 28. See p. 38, 158-59. [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Detailed chemical analyses of many seeds,
including soybeans. Address: Mitteilungen aus dem
agrikultur-chemischen Laboratorium des Polytechnikums in
Zuerich [Zurich], Switzerland.
306. Hervier, P. 1910. Le pois oléagineux de la Chine (Soja
hispida) [The “oil peas” of China (Soja hispida)]. Jardin (Le)
24:233-36. Aug. 5. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The elder readers of this garden magazine will
know well this plant, which is so useful and versatile. But
that we will take advantage of the resurgence of interest in
the soybean to give our young readers a summary of what
various people appreciate this useful plant. It can be used
as food, forage, in industrial products, and as a medicine.
Those who have written about it include Blavet, D. Bois, A.
de Candolle, Chevallier, Cusin, Foëx, Fruewirth, Grandeau,
Guichard, Haberlandt, Lachaume, Ladureau, de Lunaret,
Michelin, de Mortillet, Paillieux, Trabut, Vavin, Vianne,
Vilmorin, and many more. We also want to encourage our
young readers to at least try cultivating the soybean, since
this is not difficult.
Contains a brief botanical description of the soybean,
a list of the Asian countries where it is grown and its
vernacular names in some of these countries, a long
quotation from Kaempfer (1712) describing the soybean, and
a history of the soybean in France from about 1740 when it
was sent to the Jardin du Roi (today called the Museum) by
missionaries in China–although the first records date from
1779. In 1821 it was tested by Mr. C. Brun of Beaumes on
his land at Champ-Soue, near Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). At
the end of 1855 the Society for Acclimatization distributed it
to some farmers for trial.
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Then in 1880, thanks to the introduction in the catalog of
the house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. of a variety cultivated
in Austria-Hungary which could be propagated very easily,
serious trials were conducted in different parts of France.
From these, we can conclude that the early yellow soybean
(Soja jaune hâtif) or oil-pea of China (Pois oléagineux de la
Chine) (Houang-teou or Houang-ta-teou, whether referred
to as the dwarf or as the tall variety) could be usefully
cultivated (p. 233).
Being better advised than we are, the AustroHungarians, after the first trial they conducted in 1850,
acquired incontestable proof of the value of Soya in the
feeding of cattle / livestock (du bétail). So they developed
this crop more and more; it took off strongly, especially after
the Vienna World Exposition of 1873.
In the climate of Paris, only the yellow Chinese and
the Mongolian varieties can be cultivated successfully,
since their vegetative cycle is 3-4 months. South of the
Loire River, one can add the brownish-red variety of China.
Finally, even further south, in Languedoc, Provence [regions
in south central France], and Algeria, all the late varieties can
be cultivated, especially the ones with black seeds and those
from Japan. A large number of these varieties are found in
commerce, especially the early ones designed by names such
as Early of Podolie and Early of Etampes (see fig. 140).
Gives details on how to sow, cultivate, and harvest the
soybean for garden use. Its needs are quite similar to those
of the Haricot. Unlike Haricot beans, which can only be
eaten as green beans (pods and all), soybean seeds (Pois
oléagineux de la Chine) can be consumed either fresh or
dry. Moreover, soybeans are easily digested and do not
cause the all-too-well-known inconvenience of Haricot
beans. To eat them in the fresh green stage, they should be
prepared/cooked like small green kidney beans (flageolets),
which they resemble in taste. For the dry beans, soak them
overnight in twice their volume of either rain- or river-water
in which you have dissolved (per liter) 3 gm of baking
soda or 50 gm of sugar. The next day, drain them then put
them like any dry legume in cold water, bring to a boil,
and simmer for 2½ hours. Half way through the simmering
process, add salt and a walnut-sized piece of butter. After
they are cooked, you can serve them either with or without
fat [butter or lard] or meatless seasonings (au gras ou au
maigre). The cooked dry soybeans are also excellent pureed
(p. 234).
A table (p. 234) compiled by Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna
compares the composition of seeds of soybeans, haricot,
peas, lentils, feves, and yellow lupins. It shows that soybeans
are the most nutritive, because they contain the most protein
and fat.
A second table (p. 235) shows that this plant, cultivated
in the garden solely for its seeds, removes from the soil
the following amounts of minerals per 100 kg of seeds:
Phosphoric acid 0.729 kg, lime 3.146 kg, magnesia 1.106 kg,

and potash 0.811 kg.
A third table shows the amount of these four substances
removed when the soybean is grown for forage; the yield is
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha.
The Asiatics and particularly the Chinese and Japanese
greatly value the seeds of the soybean (du Soja), which are
both nutritive and rich in fat; they form the basis of their
diet, replacing butter, oil, and milk. They are used in culinary
preparations greatly appreciated in these regions.
The seeds are the richest of all legumes in the protein
legumine, which is actually “solid milk.” The Orientals soak
the beans in water, then grind them, add extra water, then
filter the mixture in order to obtain an artificial milk (un lait
factice) which can be used like that of the cow, the goat, or
the ewe (female sheep). Much of the vegetable casein in this
milk is coagulated to make a cheese, similar to our fromage à
la pie (quark), which is called Teou-fou in China and To-fu in
Japan, and which they consume in large quantities, fresh or
dry, uncooked or cooked.
“This cheese, when well prepared, is very tasty, and
it forms a very exquisite dish when it is deep fried like
potatoes.
When the seeds are roasted with an equal quantity
of wheat or barley, then mixed with water and allowed to
ferment, they become the appetizing condiment sauce of
great renown, known as Tsiang-yeou or Shoyu; at this time
it is greatly in vogue in England and America under the
name of “Indian Soy.” This sauce is greatly appreciated
with roasted meat or fish; added to beef or beef bouillon, it
communicates a color and savor that are very agreeable.”
Aside from these food uses, the soybean is also used
in Asia for forage and to make oil and meal. “Finally, the
soybean can be used as a coffee substitute–as it has long
been in the regions of Languedoc and Tyrol [Tirol].” Also
discusses soy flour and its high nutritional value.
A non-original illustration (p. 235) shows a soy bean
plant with pods and a close-up of the pods on stem (from an
original in Carrière 1880).
307. Choles, H.J. 1910. Soy beans: Their cultivation and
uses. A new Natal industry. Natal Agricultural Journal
15(3):281-307. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Botany and habitat:
Introduction, varieties. II. Cultivation: Conditions of growth,
methods of culture, soy bean mixtures. III. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, frame for curing soy bean hay, harvesting
for seed, yield of seed, yield of forage. IV. Chemistry of
the soy bean: Introduction, digestibility, soy bean oil, soy
bean bake. V. Value and uses of the soy bean: Introduction,
the uses of the soy bean (uses of the oil {7 uses}, uses of
the bean as a vegetable in Natal {like marrowfat peas or
haricot beans}, in bread or biscuits in Paris [France] for
diabetics, in France and Switzerland as a coffee substitute or
adulterant, soy bean flour used for making bread and biscuits
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in England, soya meal for cattle feeding, oil-free residue
made into cake for stock-breeding purposes, liquid closely
resembling cow’s milk made in Japan, vegetable cheese
[tofu] made from the milk, a sauce called “Shoyu” made in
Japan, soy-bean cake used as a fertilizer in Japan and China),
as a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, as a pasture
plant, as a soil renewer. VI. Value of the bean for feed:
Introduction, soy beans for hogs, soy beans for dairy cows,
other experiments with milch cows.

Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: The
soy bean plant with pods and roots (p. 280; from an original
in Piper 1909). Flowering branch with close-ups on flower,
leaves and pods (p. 285; from an original in LamsonScribner 1899). Frame for curing soy bean hay (p. 291;
reproduced from Messrs. Lever Bros. pamphlet on Soy Bean
Cultivation, which we have never seen). Roots of soy bean
plant with nodules (p. 301).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005)
concerning Lever Brothers in connection with soybeans.
308. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kikkoman Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Kikkoman” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Noda, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 163-65. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: The origin of the brewing of the
‘Kikkôman’ brand of soy, reputed to be the leader among
the best varieties, dates back about 120 years [i.e. to
about 1790]. Ever since the honoured founder of the firm
inaugurated the brewing of soy, the succeeding proprietors
have all been men of great ability, who have succeeded in
extending the business generation by generation, as well

as improving the quality of the product. In the year 1838,
when Mr. Saheiji Mogi, fifth of the line, was the head of the
firm, it was appointed by special warrant purveyor to the
Household of the Tokugawa Shoguns, having been ordered
to supply the Household and the Heir-Apparent every year
with a large quantity of soy, a custom which was continued
until the overthrow of the Shogunate in 1868. Very few
firms or individuals were honoured by being appointed
special contractors to the Court of the Shogun, and this fact
must be considered as a very high tribute to the excellence
of the firm’s products, the quantity to be supplied being
subsequently doubled.
“The chief point worthy of special mention in regard
to the ‘Kikkoman’ firm is the fact of its having been
chiefly instrumental in making Japanese soy known and
appreciated in foreign countries, more than half the total
amount of soy exported to foreign countries at present being
the ‘Kikkoman’ brand. Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the grandfather
of the present proprietor, was a remarkable able businessman. He was most assiduous and energetic in endeavouring
to effect improvements in the process of brewing as well
the extension of the business. On the occasion of the
International Exhibition held in Vienna, Austria, in 1873,
when the Japanese Government participated for the first time
in such an undertakings, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was among
the exhibits. Being deemed by the judges far superior both
in regard to taste and colour to the sauce usually used as a
condiment, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was awarded the gold of
honour.
“Afterwards, when the name of ‘Kikkoman’ soy
gradually came to be known in Europe and its exportation
increased, many spurious articles appeared on the market,
bearing the same brand, This proved very detrimental to
the reputation of the genuine ‘Kikkoman’ soy, so that, the
firm, in order to protect itself against fraudulent imitations,
ordered a very elaborate design for a trade-mark to be
made for them in Paris, which they had registered, this
being, in fact, the very first instance of a trade-mark being
registered for soy and most probably in advance of any other
commodity. In January, 1905, the above trade-mark was
registered at the United States Patent Office. In June 1909
the United States Government issued a certificate regarding
‘Kikkoman’ soy, to the effect that it is of very superior
quality, containing no admixture of saccharine or any other
chemicals and being very suitable as a condiment.
“The services which this firm have rendered in the
cause of the soy industry, principally for its exportation to
foreign countries, are very remarkable. Whenever there was
an exhibition abroad, tiny sample bottles of the soy were
distributed, and no opportunity was lost and no difficulty
seemed too great to be overcome by the firm in order to
popularise Japanese soy in foreign countries.
“On the occasion of the Japan-British Exhibition held
in London in 1910, ‘Kikkoman’ soy as well as the other
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best varieties of Japanese soy, is being exhibited. Thus, the
English public will be given full opportunity to test this best
quality of Japanese food condiment.
“Present conditions: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm owns
at present six soy breweries, with the total number of
4,200 hands and eight sets of boilers and steam engines.
The yearly output is about 11,800,000 gallons, of which
2,880,000 gallons are exported to foreign countries, the
principal destinations being Honolulu [Hawaii], Portland
[Oregon], San Francisco [California], Seattle [Washington],
Los Angeles [California], Tacoma [Washington], Denver
[Colorado], Chicago [Illinois], London [England], Paris
[France], Berlin [Germany], Vienna [Austria-Hungary], and
China ports.
“Honours awarded: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm has had
conferred upon it the honour of being special contractors
to the Imperial Household Department, a special brewery
being devoted exclusively for the brewing of soy supplied to
the Imperial table. An entirely new plant, with the capacity
of turning out 20,000 gallons per annum has been newly
installed, which is under the strict surveillance of experts
specially appointed for the purpose. The utmost cleanliness
is carefully observed and the brewing is carried out on up-todate and hygienic principles.
“The most principal medals and prizes awarded to the
firm at the various exhibitions are as follows: International
Exhibition at Vienna, 1873. Gold Medal. National Industrial
Exhibitions (First to the Fifth inclusive). First Prize.
International Exhibition at Amsterdam (Netherlands), 1883.
Gold Medal. St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition,
1904. Grand Prix of Highest Honour. Seattle International
Exposition, 1909. Grand Prix of Honour.
“Proprietor: Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the father of the present
proprietor and eighth of the line, was a man of very
progressive ideas. He studied at Cambridge University, and
after a stay in England extending for several years, returned
to Japan and devoted himself to the extension of the business
of the firm, when he was unfortunately attacked by a sudden
illness to which he succumbed. His son succeeded to the
head of the business and being ably and faithfully is assisted
by the guardian, Mr. Keizaburo Mogi, and the Manager, Mr.
Kyujiro Uchida, the business has progressed and is at present
in a very prosperous condition.
A photo (p. 164) shows the Kikkoman brand soy
brewery next to a river. Smoke is rising from a tall
smokestack and boats are docked along the river.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
that contains industry or market statistics for soy sauce
production by a particular manufacturer. Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
309. Grossmann, H. 1910. Ein neuer Welthandelsartikel [A
new article of world trade]. Berliner Tageblatt 39(548):2.

Oct. 28. Handels-Zeitung section. Evening edition. Friday.
[Ger]
• Summary: The article begins: “In the history of modern
world trade there has been nothing like it. A plant which
has been known for many years in its native land, Chinese
Manchuria, has enjoyed a significant culture, and the
countless products that can be made from it include the
indispensable foods for an entire people. In 1908, for the first
time large amounts of its products were suddenly imported
into Europe, and all at once there was great interest in this
plant from the Far East. There followed many publications
about the great economic importance of the soybean
(Sojabohne).”
The soybean first became known in Europe in 1873
at the Vienna World Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung).
In 1909 not less than 400,000 tons of soybeans were
imported to England. According to information from the
British trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) to Europe from Manchuria,
including Vladivostok, amount to about 518,000 tonnes.
Almost 300,000 more tonnes are shipped to Japan from
China. The main ports of exit are Dalny, Vladivostok, and
Hankow. Address: PhD, unestablished university lecturer
(Privatdozent).
310. Piper, C.V. 1910. Re: Send soy bean varieties to Dr.
E. Von Tschermak. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], Dec. 23. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I wish you would send to
Prof. Dr. E. Von Tschermak, Hoch Schule [Hochschule] fur
Bodencultur, Austria, ten or twenty of our early varieties
of soy beans, say half-pound samples of each. In writing,
advise him that you are doing it for me. Also in writing, ask
him again for seed of all the varieties of soy beans originally
introduced into Vienna by Haberlandt. Von Schermak sent us
these before, but I think you told me that many of them did
not grow. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
311. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies. USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. 84 p. Dec. 31. Includes 8 plates
showing plants, pods, and seeds, and an excellent 6-page
index. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical history and identity of the
soy bean. Botanical classifications of soy-bean varieties.
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Varietal characteristics of soy beans: Habit of growth,
foliage, pubescence, flowers, pods, seeds. Frost resistance.
Period of maturity (soybeans were planted at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, near Washington, DC, from 3 June
1905 to June 1909). Changes in life period (soybeans were
planted at the Arlington Farm in 1902). Pollination and
hybridization. Mutations. Nomenclature and classification.
Early agricultural history in the United States. Varieties
introduced in the United States independently of the
Department of Agriculture or previous to 1898: Enumeration,
Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph, or Medium Green,
Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw, or Ogema.
Varieties grown in Europe (p. 32-33; Early history,
Samarow, Etampes, Chernie [from Khabarovsk, Siberia],
“Yellow Riesen,” Buckshot, “Yellow,” “Brown,” Butterball,
S.P.I. No. 5039. European seed companies carrying soybeans
include Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy; Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, Germany; Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France).
The soy bean in Asia (p. 34-35): Asiatic sources of
soy beans, list of varieties with SPI numbers from each
of the following countries and places: Siberia (South
Usuri [Ussuri], Khabarovsk, Merkoechofka), Manchuria
(Newchwang, Harbin, Tieling), Korea (Pinyang, Kobau), Japan (Tokyo, Kobe, Yokohama, Hokkaido, Anjo),
China (many places), Formosa (Taihoku), Cochin China
(Saigon), India (Darjiling [Darjeeling] and Khasi Hills–
Assam; Pithoragarh–Kumaon Dist.; Safipur, Hasangani,
Ranjitpurwa–Unao, Uttar Pradesh; Etawah, Manipuri–Uttar
Pradesh; Cawnpore, Dehra Dun, United Provinces; and
Poona Bombay), Java (Buitenzorg), Celebes (Macassar).
Desirable characters in soy-bean varieties (p. 3637): Considerations governing choice, habit of the plant
(“Erectness of stem with upright or ascending branches is
a prime requisite of a desirable variety. A tall habit is also
important, as dwarf varieties usually bear pods very close
to the ground, so that many will be left on the stubble...”),
coarseness (a coarse, woody stem makes mowing difficult.
However slender varieties often have small pods and seeds,
often with vining tips and a tendency to lodge), ability to
retain leaves, color of the seed (“Yellow or green seeds
are preferable to darker colors, as the shattered seeds are
more easily found by hogs pasturing the field or stubble”),
shattering, resistance to disease (“In sections where
nematodes and cowpea wilt occur most soy-bean varieties
are seriously affected by both these diseases”), nonfilling
of pods. Synopsis of the groups (plants bushy vs. twining).
Synopsis of the varieties (within each group lists the total
number and acquisition numbers of varieties with various
colored seeds and germs: Group I–190 varieties (seeds strawyellow, germ yellow–71 varieties; seeds olive-green, germ
yellow–45 varieties; seeds chromium-green, germ green–17
varieties; seeds brown to olive, germ yellow–28 varieties;
seeds black, germ yellow–18 varieties; seeds black, germ
green–7 varieties; seeds bicolored, germ yellow–4 varieties).

Group II–4 varieties. Group III–8 varieties. Group IV–76
varieties. Group V–7 varieties.
Of the 285 varieties in the five groups, 152 varieties
(53.3%) have yellow (straw-yellow or olive-yellow) seeds,
55 varieties (19.3%) have black seeds, 44 varieties (15.4%)
have brown seeds, 24 varieties (8.4%) have green seeds, and
10 varieties (3.5%) are bicolored).
Catalogue of soy-bean varieties (by S.P.I. number, from
no. 480 in 1898 to no. 27,501 in 1909; p. 39-74). In 1908
USDA acquired soybean seeds from Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co. (Paris, France), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
and Dammann & Co. (Naples, Italy) (p. 57-60).
The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75, in 7 groups from
very early to very late). Explanation of plates. Index.
The “Catalogue of soy-bean varieties” (p. 39) is “a
complete list of soy beans imported by the United States
Department of Agriculture, arranged chronologically in
accordance with the sequential S.P.I. (Seed and Plant
Introduction) numbers assigned to them by the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.” These numbers start
at #480 (imported from South Ussuri, Siberia, in 1898) and
end at #27501 (imported from Shanghai, Kiangsu, China,
in 1909). Concerning No. 21825 (p. 58): “From Hokkaido,
Japan, 1908... This variety is said to be used principally in
the manufacture of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ ‘tifu’ [sic, tofu], etc. It has
also been obtained again from the same place and grown
under Nos. 21830 and 21831.”
“The best varieties of soy beans” (p. 75) lists 35
varieties, each with a name and S.P.I. number, arranged
in seven groups based on time to mature, from “Very
early.–Ogemaw, 17258” to “Very late.–Barchet, 20798;
Riceland, 20797 (In 1908 at Biloxi, Mississippi, it displayed
astonishing diversity).” This list is “based primarily on
the results at Arlington Experimental Farm [in Virginia],
but those obtained in cooperation with various experiment
stations have also been given due consideration:
“Very early.–Ogemaw, 17258.
“Early.–Early Brown, 25161 (from Indiana Agric. Exp.
Station, 1909); and Vireo, 22874.
“Medium early.–Chernie, 18227; Auburn, 21079 A;
Merko, 20412 (from Merkoechofka, Siberia); Elton, 20406;
Chestnut, 20405 B.
“Medium.–Ito San, 17268; Medium Yellow, 17269;
Tashing, 20854; Shingto, 21079; Swan, 22379; Brindle,
20407; Sedo, 23229; Lowrie, 22898 A.
“Medium late.–Brooks, 16789; Flava, 16789 A; Cloud,
16790; Ebony, 17254; Haberlandt, 17271; Peking, 17852 B;
Wilson, 19183; Taha, 21999; Austin, 17263.
“Late.–Mammoth, 17280; Edward, 14953; Acme,
14954; Flat King, 17252; Tokyo, 17264; Hope, 17267;
Hollybrook, 17278 (from Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
1904); Farnham, 22312.
“Very late.–Barchet, 20798; Riceland, 20797.”
Matsuura (1929 and 1933) cites this as the world’s
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earliest publication on soybean genetics: “Recording
segregation of seed- and flower-color in its natural hybrids.”
Page 11 notes that soybeans named “New Japan peas” were
obtained from Norway (Source: Martens 1869). Page 20
notes that the Ogemaw variety of soybeans, which takes
92-97 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from the Idaho
Agricultural Experiment Station, where it had been grown
for several years. Note 1. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Idaho, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Idaho (about 1906).
Page 20 also notes that Buckshot variety of soybeans,
which takes 92 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, where it
had been grown for several years. This is the second earliest
document (April 2004) seen concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. “Potomac Flats” is not mentioned in
this report.
Concerning “Habit of Growth” (p. 12-13), the author
states: “All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth;
that is, the plants reach a definite size according to the
environment and then mature and die. The great majority
of the varieties are erect and branching, with a well-defined
main stem (Plates I and III)... In other varieties the stems and
branches, especially the elongated terminals, are more or less
twining, and usually weak, so that the plant is only suberect
or even procumbent (Plates I-III).”
Photos show: (1) Plants of a wild soy bean grown in a
greenhouse in a pot. (Fig. 1) (2) Plants of a wild soy bean
from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington Experimental
Farm.
(3) Plants of a soy bean from Cawnpore, India. (4) Rows
of different varieties of soy beans at Arlington Farm.
(5) Plants of seven varieties of soy beans, showing
types of habit: Meyer 17852, Peking 17852 B, Austin
17263, Pingsu 18259, Unnamed 22504, Hollybrook 17278,
Haberlandt 17271. (6) The same seven varieties shown in
plate 4 after hanging in a dry room for 6 months.
(7-8) Eleven soy bean pods, ranging in size and shape.
(9) 36 varieties of soy bean seeds, showing variation in
size and form.
Note 2. This is the most important document ever
published on early soybean varieties in the USA.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010)
that uses the word “determinate” in connection with
soybeans. Determinate plants terminate main stem elongation
at, or soon after, the onset of flowering. Indeterminate
cultivars continue main stem elongation several weeks after
beginning flowering. Determinate / indeterminate is a genetic
trait.
Note 4. This is the earliest publication see (Aug.
2011) written jointly by Piper and Morse, two of the most
influential early advocates of the soybean in the USA. It is
also the earliest document by or about Morse in connection
with soybeans. Morse graduated from Cornell University,

New York, on 20 June 1907 and 2 days later reported for
duty at the Bureau of Plant Industry in Washington, DC, to
work under Dr. C.V. Piper.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004) in
which Piper or Morse mention miso, tofu, or the use of soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 6. This is the second earliest document seen
(July 1998) that uses the word “shatter” (or “shattered”
or “shattering”) in connection with soybeans. The earliest
document (in 1854) used the word “shatter” in a very general
sense. This document uses it more precisely, as the title of a
section and for comparing varieties (p. 36): “When grown for
grain alone, shattering is a serious fault. Some varieties, like
Guelph, shatter inordinately; others, like Peking, scarcely at
all... As a rule the varieties with large pods and seeds shatter
much worse than those with small pods and seeds...”
Note 7. This is second the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “germ” to refer
to a part of a soy-bean seed. The germ or embryo is the part
of the seed inside the seed coat.
The section titled “Seeds” (p. 15) states: “The germs or
embryos of soy-bean seeds are yellow, except in the greenseeded and part of the black-seeded sorts, in which they are
green.” Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
312. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Early agricultural history
in the United States (Document part). USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 26-27. Dec. 31. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The first mention of the soy bean in American
literature is by Thomas Nuttall, in the New England
Farmer, October 23, 1829. Nuttall grew a variety with red
flowers and chocolate-brown seeds in the botanic garden at
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
“In the same journal two years later, November 23,
1831, is an account of the successful culture of the plant
at Milton, Massachusetts, the seed having been obtained
from Nuttall. No further mention of the plant in American
literature appears until 1853, when a brief account appeared
under the name ‘Japan pea,’ by A.H. Ernst, Cincinnati,
Ohio...
“In the following year, 1854, the Perry expedition
brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’ from Japan, one
‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded. These, together with
the Japan pea, were distributed by the Commissioner of
Patents in 1854, and, thereafter, frequent references to the
plant occur in agricultural literature under such names as
Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plant. Most of
these articles speak of the plant as the Japan pea, none of
them as the soy or soja bean. It is apparent from the early
accounts that there were at least two Japan peas, one early
enough to mature in Connecticut (Patent Office Report,
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1854, p. 194), the other very late (American Agriculturist,
1857, vol. 16, p. 10). Judging from all the accounts, we
suspect that the early Japan pea may be the Ito San variety,
which, however, has red flowers, while the late variety may
be the Mammoth. The Ito San is still occasionally called
the Japan pea, while the introduction and source of the
Mammoth has never been definitely determined. From these
early accounts the Mammoth may well be the ‘white-seeded’
soja bean obtained by the Perry expedition. The ‘red-seeded
soja bean’ was perhaps, the Adsuki [azuki] bean (Phaseolus
angularis), as no red-seeded soy bean is known.
“Prof. G.H. Cook, of New Brunswick, New Jersey,
obtained seed of the soy bean at the Bavarian Agricultural
Station in 1878. In the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained
seeds of several varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these
gentlemen planted the seeds and gathered crops of the
different varieties in 1879. These varieties were without
doubt those grown and distributed through Europe by
Professor Haberlandt, of Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soy bean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888. In 1890 Prof. C.C. Georgeson
secured three lots of soy beans from Japan which were
grown at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station in
1890 and subsequently. Prof. W.P. Brooks, of Amherst,
Massachusetts, brought with him from Japan in 1889 a
number of soy-bean varieties, including the Medium Green
or Guelph, and the Ito San. It is quite certain that other
importations of soy beans from Asia were made by others,
but no definite records have been found. [Note: The Guelph
variety was NOT developed in Canada.]
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
313. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies: Varieties introduced
into the United States independently of the Department of
Agriculture or previous to 1898 (Document part). USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. p. 27-31. Dec.
31. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Early agricultural history in the United States:
The first mention of the soy bean in American literature is
by Thomas Nuttall, in the New England Farmer, October
23, 1829. Nuttall grew a variety with red flowers and

chocolate-brown seeds in the botanic garden at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and from his observations wrote a brief
account concerning it. He writes:
“’Its principal recommendation at present is only as a
luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy, which at this
time is only prepared in China and Japan.
“In the same journal two years later, November 23,
1831, is an account of the successful culture of the plant at
Milton, Mass., the seed having been obtained from Nuttall.
“No further mention of the plant in American literature
appears until 1853, when a brief account appeared under
the name ‘Japan pea,’ by A.H. Ernst, Cincinnati, Ohio, as
follows:
“’The Japan pea, in which so much interest has been
manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists. This plant is stated to be of Japan origin,
having been brought to San Francisco about three years
since, and thence into Illinois and Ohio. Its habit of growth is
bushy, upright, woody, and stiff, branching near the ground,
and attaining a height of three or four feet. The leaflets are
large, resembling those of an ordinary bean, occurring in sets
of three, with long quadrangular stems. The flowers, which
are small and white, but rather inconspicuous, sometimes
having purple centers.’
“In the following year, 1854, the Perry expedition
brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’ from Japan, one
‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded. These, together with
the Japan pea, were distributed by the Commissioner of
Patents in 1854, and, thereafter, frequent references to the
plant occur in agricultural literature under such names as
Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plants. Most of
these articles speak of the plant as the Japan pea, none of
them as the soy or soja bean. It is apparent from the early
accounts that there were at least two Japan peas, one early
enough to mature in Connecticut (Patent Office Report,
1854, p. 194), the other very late (American Agriculturist,
1857, vol. 16, p. 10). Judging from all the accounts, we
suspect that the early Japan pea may be the Ito San variety,
which, however, has red flowers, while the late variety
may be the Mammoth. The Ito San is still occasionally
called the Japan pea, while the introduction and source of
the Mammoth has never been definitely determined. From
these early accounts the Mammoth may well be the ‘whiteseeded’ soja bean obtained by the Perry expedition. The ‘redseeded soja bean’ was perhaps, the Adsuki bean (Phaseolus
angularis), as no red-seeded soy bean is known.
“Prof. G.H. Cook, of New Brunswick, N.J., obtained
seed of the soy bean at the Bavarian Agricultural Station in
1878. In the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained seeds of
several varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these gentlemen
planted the seeds and gathered crops of the different varieties
in 1879. These varieties were without doubt those grown
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and distributed through Europe by Professor Haberlandt, of
Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soy bean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888.
“In 1890 Prof. C.C. Georgeson secured three lots of
soy beans from Japan which were grown at the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1890 and subsequently.
“Prof. W.P. Brooks, of Amherst, Mass., brought with
him from Japan in 1889 a number of soy-bean varieties,
including the Medium Green or Guelph, and the Ito San. It
is quite certain that other importations of soy beans from
Asia were made by others, but no definite records have been
found.
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
“Varieties introduced into the United States
independently of the Department of Agriculture or previous
to 1898.
“Enumeration: Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soy beans
grown in the United States, namely, Ito San, Mammoth, and
Butterball, with yellow seeds; Buckshot and Kingston, with
black seeds; Guelph or Medium Green, with green seeds;
and Eda and Ogemaw, with brown seeds.” The history of and
information about each of these eight soybean varieties is
given in great detail.
U.S. seedsmen or seed companies which have carried
these soybeans include: Mr. E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan (1901); J.M. Thorburn & Co. (1901); W.A. Burpee
(1902); Hammond Seed Co. (1903); Johnson & Stokes
(1902); W.T. Wood & Sons, Richmond, Virginia (1889).
Foreign seedsmen include: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co.,
Paris, France (1901); Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany
(1908); Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy (1908).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2003)
stating that soybeans were being sold by W.A. Burpee
(1902). Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
314. Brodé, Julien. 1910. Oil-seed products and feed stuffs.
Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 39. 32 p.
• Summary: “Soya meal is finding its biggest outlet in
Scandinavia, especially in Norway and Sweden” (p. 7).

A section titled “English Soya-Bean Industry” (p. 1013), written from London by Brodé on April 23, discusses
the following: Rapid development during past few years.
Cause of fluctuation in price–current quotations. England
may lose monopoly–exploitation by railroad. English
process of refining oil. Secret process of English company.
Production of “soya flour.” Solvent process applied to cotton
seed.
“Soya beans were first imported by an English firm
some ten years ago. Being free from sugar it was thought
they would make an excellent food for patients suffering
with diabetes. At that time a quantity was also shipped into
Germany for the same purpose.
“It was known that the beans contained considerable
oil and in 1907 a crusher at Liverpool was induced to buy
400 or 500 tons, which were shipped from Hankow at a cost
of $50 per ton c.i.f. Liverpool, the freight rate at that time
being over $10 per ton from Chinese ports. This crusher,
from previous experiments with small lots, found he could
produce an oil acceptable to soap makers, and the only
problem was to find an outlet for the by-products–cake and
meal. The latter, it was found, ran high in protein and could
be utilized by the compound-cake manufacturers.
“From this time shipments gradually increased until
in February, 1908, a cargo of 9,000 tons was imported.
This went to Hull, and the selling price of the beans was
$32 per ton c.i.f... The beans are grown in the interior of
Manchuria, at points from which there are no wagon roads to
the railroad. The beans are not moved until snow has fallen,
enabling the farmers to bring them across country on sledges
[sleds, sleighs].” A late snow at the beginning of the present
season acted to increase prices and cause many problems.
“The best way in which American mills can buy these
beans is in cargo lots c.i.f. New Orleans [Louisiana].
“It is thought that next year England will not enjoy the
monopoly in soya beans it has heretofore had. Germany
has taken the import duty off them, and it is thought other
countries will do likewise. The fact that they are called
beans has prevented them from having a wider outlet, since
in Germany, France, and Austria oil seeds have been on the
free list, but beans have been subject to a tax. Under the
new French tariff soya beans are subject to a duty of 2.50
francs per 100 kilos... Mills at Odessa [in the Ukraine] are
preparing to crush the beans...”
“The North Easter Railway in England has built docks
and warehouses for handling the beans and is advertising
the products along its lines. At Hull it has a large window
display of the products, which is attracting considerable
attention. In this exhibit are samples of soya cake, oil, and
meal, soya flour, soya bread, and soya biscuits. There are
also large photographs showing the manner in which the
beans are gathered, stored, and loaded in Manchuria, and
how they are manufactured into products in England.
“Soya oil is not refined as is American cotton-seed oil,
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with caustic soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s
earth. It is best adapted to soft-soap making, since it does not
chill easily and is difficult to handle in making hard soap...
One refiner is placing on the market an edible soya oil sold
under the name of ‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good
color, is almost neutral in odor, and is rather palatable, the
flavor being similar to that of peanut oil. The process for
rendering crude soya oil edible is kept a close secret, but is
thought to be by means of superheated steam... Soya cake
is finding its biggest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons
having been purchased this season. Soya meal made from
ground soya cake finds its biggest sale in Sweden, Norway,
and from the northernmost part of Germany.”
“The most interesting and, to the writer’s mind, the
most significant thing about the new soya industry is the
process used by three mills in England for extracting the oil.
This secret process belongs to the Premier Oil Extracting
Company, of Hull, and for its use the two other mills are said
to pay the company 40 cents royalty for every ton of seed
treated. The seed are first finely crushed and then treated
directly by a fat solvent, presumably benzine.” No trace of
the solvent remains in the oil and only about 1% of the oil
remains in the meal. “Mills making meal by this process find
their largest market in Scandinavia”–including Denmark.
“The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates
a large flour mill, and is placing on the market a so-called
‘soya flour,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent
wheat flour. The company has induced a number of bakers
to use it in making a soya bread, which is finding sale on
the market, although the price asked is the same as for allwheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit
manufacturer to use soya flour in making a brand of biscuits
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and
are very palatable” (p. 12-13).
In India in 1909 there was “a large decrease in the value
of exports of seeds, which may be possibly accounted for by
the competition of the soya bean which is being extensively
shipped from China and Japan” (p. 27).
A table (p. 27) shows that India’s main seed exports are
linseed, gingili seed [sesame seed], rape seed, and cotton
seed. Destination countries, amount exported and value to
each country, are given for the years 1908 and 1909.
“Soya meal has not found much favor in England or
Ireland, but is gaining ground in Scotland. Owing to the
scarcity of cotton-seed, many of the farmers were compelled
to substitute soya.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004)
concerning commercial solvent extraction equipment and
soybeans. Address: Special Agent for the Dep. of Commerce
and Labor.
315. Lafar, Franz. 1910. Technical mycology: The utilization
of micro-organisms in the arts and manufactures. Vol. I.
Schizomycetic fermentation. Translated from the German

by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin & Co. xvi +
312 p. Introduction by Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen (Principal of the
Carlsberg Laboratory, Copenhagen). Illust. (90 figs). Index is
in Vol. II. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This first volume discusses bacterial
(“schizomycetic”) fermentations. Richly illustrated, it also
includes accurate historical background on many subjects.
An extensive bibliography for both this volume and volume
II appears at the back of volume II (p. 417-518).
The Preface, by Emil Chr. Hansen of Copenhagen,
states (p. vi): “Within the last two decades the study
of Microbiology has made gigantic strides, both in the
pathological and technical branches of the subject; and
just as investigations into the Physiology of the higher
plants gave the first impetus to the establishment of
Agricultural Experiment Stations in all countries, so, in
like manner, have the Physiology of Fermentation and
Technical Bacteriology called into existence, within the
last few years, a number of Stations and Laboratories
for the development of those branches of industry where
micro-organisms play an important part.” The first three
chapters, comprising the introduction, give an interesting
early history of the discovery of fermentation. Their
contents: 1. The theory of spontaneous generation:
Definition, discovery of fermentative organisms, Needham’s
demonstration in favour of ‘Generatio Æquivoca’,
Spallanzani’s experiments, Franz Schultze’s experiment,
foundation of the science of antiseptics by Schwann,
labours of Schröder and Dusch, Pasteur’s examination of
the theory, Béchamp’s microzyme theory, spontaneous
generation only unproven, not impossible. 2. Theories of
fermentation: The alchemists–Stahl’s theory of fermentation,
Gay-Lussac’s opinion, Cagniard-Latour’s vitalistic theory,
Th. Schwann’s researches, Fr. Kützing’s general theory,
Liebig’s decomposition theory, Pasteur’s theory. Nägeli’s
physico-molecular theory, the enzymes and M. Traube’s
ferment theory, general definition of fermentation, so-called
spontaneous fermentation of sweet fruits, decompositions
effected by light and air.
In Chapter 31, titled “The fermentation of cheese and
allied decompositions” (p. 243-52) are sections on “Pure
culture ferments” (p. 246-47) and “Natto and miso” (p. 24748; each a kind of “vegetable cheese”). The latter section
also discusses the Soja bean, Fr. Haberlandt, koji, shoyu
(called shojou, soy or shoyn), tofu and nukamiso. Reports
by H.C. Prinsen-Geerligs “on the preparation (by the aid of
fungoid ferments) of other dishes from soja beans in Chinese
cookery, such as Taohu or bean-cheese [tofu], the sauce Taoyu, &c.”
In Chapter 33, titled “The fixation of free nitrogen by
bacteria” (p. 259-71) are sections on “The discovery of
leguminous nodules” (p. 261-62; Malpighi, Boussingault,
Hellriegel), “Formation and functions of the nodules” (p.
262-64; Lachmann, Frank, Woronin, Hellriegel, Wilfarth),
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“The nodule bacteria” (p. 264-66; organized albuminoids,
Bacillus radicicola), and “The bacteroids” (p. 266-69).
Concerning bacteroids: “The first successful, artificial
production of nodules by the aid of pure cultures was made
by A. Prazmowski. This worker, in view of the absence of
the sporogenic faculty in these organisms, changed the name
of Bacillus radicicola, bestowed on them by Beyerinck, into
Bacterium radicicola.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “bacteroids” (or
“bacteroid”) in connection with root nodules on plants.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Taohu” to refer
to Chinese-style tofu. Address: Prof. of FermentationPhysiology and Bacteriology, Imperial Technical High
School, Vienna.
316. Lafar, Franz. 1910. Technical mycology: The utilization
of microorganisms in the arts and manufactures. Vol. II.
Eumycetic fermentation. Part II. Translated from the German
by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin & Co. ix + p.
191-748. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3240* ref. Eng]
• Summary: An extensive bibliography on mycology and
fermentation (3,240 references) for both this volume and
volume I appears at the back of this volume (p. 561-695).
The first chapter in this volume is Chapter 49, titled Mineral
Foodstuffs (p. 191-202).
Chapter 55, titled “Classification of the families
Saccharomycetaceæ and Schizosaccharomycetaceæ” is on
p. 270-295. Section XVII (starting p. 456) is titled “The
enzymes and the enzyme actions of yeast.” It begins with
Chapter 53, on “Alcoholase,” by Dr. Rudolf Rapp, which
starts with an historical introduction. Page 506 mentions the
“Amylo process.”
Chapter 56, by Prof. Dr. Carl Wehmer, titled
“Morphology and subdivision of the family Aspergillaceæ”
discusses (p. 296-346): Eighteen illustrations of Aspergillus
conidiospores (p. 300-19).
“Aspergillus Oryzae (Ahlburg) Cohn (=Eurotium
Oryzae Ahlburg). This species is of practical importance as a
saccharification fungus, and has been cultivated for centuries
in Japan for the preparation of the rice mash for Saké, as
well as for the production of Soja sauce and miso.” It was
first identified (as Eurotium oryzae) by Ahlburg in 1876, and
was renamed Aspergillus oryzae by Cohn in 1883, though a
full morphological description was not given until 1895 (by
Wehmer) (p. 308).
Fig. 166 shows Aspergillus oryzae. “1-2. Conidiophores
with clavate and almost spherical glubule. 2. In optical
section. 3-5. Development of a small conidiophore,
distension of the hypha, protrusion of the sterigmata and
incipient formation of conidia. 1a. Optical section of tough
stem. 6. Sterigmata. 7. Conidial herbage, slightly magnified.
8. Conidia. Approximate magnification of 1-5 = 75

times. Of 6 = 400 times. Of 8–900 times. (After Wehmer).
Fig. 167. Conidiophores 1-5, 2 and 5 in optical section.
Figs. 3-5, development of the globule (3) and sterigmata (4).
The separation of the conidia is beginning in 5. Approximate
magnification of 1-4 = 20 times. Of 5 = 120. Aspergillus
Wentii (Wehmer), which is used in Java to make Tao-Yu
(Chinese-style soy sauce). It appears spontaneously on the
boiled Soja beans that have been covered with Hibiscus
leaves, as described by Wehmer in 1896 (p. 311).
Chapter 57, also by Prof. C. Wehmer, titled “Chemical
activity of the Aspergillaceæ,” discusses (p. 350-74):
Saccharification of starch, Takamine’s research using
Aspergillus to make diastase (Taka-diastase) and its
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efficiency compared with similar enzymes of different
origins, koji extract which contains amylase and other
enzymes, use of A. oryzae in the preparation of rice-wine,
Soya [shoyu], and Miso (p. 352).
This volume also discusses: The degradation of
proteids and their derivatives, protease (p. 369-70). Filmforming surface yeasts and their accompanying phenomena,
Mycoderma (p. 411-15). Invertase (p. 516). Other enzymes
discussed in this chapter include maltase, melibiase,
lactase, trehalase, raffinase, and amylase. Address: Prof.
of Fermentation-Physiology and Bacteriology, Imperial
Technical High School, Vienna.
317. Sawer, E.R. 1910. Studies in agriculture. Series 2. The
soya bean. Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Natal, South
Africa. 33 p. Reprinted from the Natal Mercury. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The agricultural romance. 2. The
commercial aspect. 3. The adaptability of the bean. 4. The
cultivation of the crop. 5. Soya bean oil. 6. A food for man.
7. A stock food and fertiliser (the cake is widely used as
an agricultural fertiliser in the Far East). A photo (opposite
contents page) shows two men standing in a crop of soy
beans at the Central Experiment Farm, Cedara, 1908-09.
Concerning “Soya bean oil”: “In the Far East it is largely
employed for edible purposes; it is suitable for cooking, for
a salad oil, and as a component in such butter substitutes as
margarine. In the ‘Mark Lane Gazette’ for Jan. 20, 1910, it is
stated that one third of the frying oil used in London kitchens
now comes from the soya bean, instead of from cotton seed
as heretofore” (p. 21).
Illustrations (all non-original) on unnumbered pages
show: (1) A typical soya bean plant. (2) Botanical characters
of soya bean, with close-ups of vegetative parts, floral
parts, and fruit. (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya
beans. (4) Soya bean seedlings, with roots. (5) Roots of
soya bean plant, with nodules (by Blanchard). (6) Curing
frame for harvesting soya beans. Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture, Natal, Durban, South Africa.
318. Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Le Soja et ses dérivés [The
soybean and its products]. Matieres Grasses (Les)
(Paris) 4(36):2195-99. April 25; 4(37):2239-43. May 25;
4(39):2326-29. July 25; 4(40):2364-66. Aug. 25; 4(41):240507. Sept. 25. [48 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. The plant: origin and
history, species and varieties, culture, and production: USA,
Japan, Manchuria, France, England, China, Korea, Indochina
(it is cultivated for the needs of the population in Cochin
China {especially in the provinces of Chaudoc and Baria},
Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia), Formosa, Java, India, Africa.
The soybean–a food plant: The plant, the seed, large table
showing many analyses from many countries of the chemical
composition of many soybean seed varieties.
Introduction to food products made from soybeans in

East Asia. Shoyu [soy sauce] (and koji). Miso. Natto (from
Japan). Le Tao-yu (a Chinese condiment also widely used
in Japan. It is a thick, clear liquid [sometimes] made from
black-seeded soybeans) Tao-tjiung (doujiang, from China).
Tuong (from Annam). Tofu. Li Yu-ying. Table showing
composition of powdered soymilk, fresh tofu, and soy flour.
The soybean–an oilseed plant. The soybean as an
oilseed in the Far East. Table showing exports of soybean
cake and oil from various Manchurian and Chinese ports in
1908 and 1909. The soybean as an oilseed in Europe and
the United States. Table showing imports of soybeans to
various British ports in 1909 and 1910 (the leading port by
far is Hull, followed in 1909 by Liverpool, London, Bristol
Channel, Scotland, and Other ports {Rochester, etc.}). Table
showing exports of soy oil from Great Britain in 1910: To
Germany, Austria, Australia, USA, Belgium, Denmark,
Egypt, France, Holland, Italy, the Indies (Indes), Norway,
Russia, Sweden, other, total (115,372 barrels, each weighing
175 kg). Discussion of soy oil and cake in most of the above
countries.
Trade in soybean seeds: Mitsui Bussan, Manchuria,
England, China, Japan. Soybean cake.
Soy oil: Physical and chemical properties. Applications
and uses as food and in industry: Margarine, for illumination,
soaps, as a drying oil, paints and varnishes, linoleum,
artificial rubber. An extensive bibliography is at the end of
the last article in the series.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Cambodia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Cambodia (April 1911). Earlier documents
imply that soybeans were being cultivated in Cambodia by
1900, and it is highly likely that they were being cultivated
for at least a century before that time. Address: Ingénieurchimiste E.C.I.L., France.
319. Oettinger, C.; Buchta, F. 1911. Ueber das
Sojabohnenoel [On soybean oil]. Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte
Chemie 24(18):828-29. May 5. (Chem. Abst. 5:2573).
Summarized in Chemisches Central-Blatt 15(1):1889-90. [10
ref. Ger]
• Summary: One table gives the following values for refined
(feinst), common (gemein), and crude (roh) soya bean oil. We
give here only the values for common: Specific gravity (Spez.
Gewicht) at 15ºC: 0.9246 to 0.9247. Acid value (Säurezahl):
0.41 to 0.32. Saponification value (Verseifungszahl): 192.4
to 192.2. Iodine value (Jodzahl): 132.9 to 133.3. Hehner
value (Hehnersche Zahl): 96.01. Reichert-Meissl value
(Reichert-Meiszlsche Zahl): 0.50 to 0.55. Unsaponifiable
matter (Unverseifbares): 0.54. Maumené (Manmené): 88 to
85º. Refractive index (Brechungsexponent) at 20ºC: 1.4750.
Crystallization point (Erstarrungspunkt): -8 to -15ºC.
A second table gives values for fatty acids from
the 3 types of soybean oil. We give here only the values
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for common: Melting point (Schmelzpunkt): 26 to 27ºC
according to Pohl and 27ºC according to Wolfbauer.
Solidification point: 22ºC according to both Pohl and
Wolfbauer. Refractive index at 27.5ºC: 1.4665.
Note: Some of these values differ considerably from
values recorded by previous investigators.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006)
that gives a Reichert-Meissl value for soybean oil (0.50 to
0.55).
Note: Soybean oil is referred to as Sojabohnenöle
throughout the article, but as die Sojaöle in the last
paragraph. Address: Technische Hochschule, Vienna.
320. Abel, Mary Hinman. 1911. Beans, peas, and other
legumes as food. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 121. 38 p.
See p. 11-13, 17-20, 35-36. Revised Nov. 15, 1906. Reprint,
Sept. 30, 1911. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of the 1906 revised edition.
The information about soy is unchanged. On pages 17-18 is
a section titled “The peanut” (Arachis hypogæa). On pages
35-36 is a section titled “Peanuts and peanut preparations”
which includes a subsection titled “Peanut butter.–The
roasted peanut ground to an oily meal has somewhat the
consistency of butter and is now marketed under the name
of peanut butter. Salt is perhaps quite generally added during
the process of manufacture. Water is also sometimes added–
usually before serving. Peanut butter is used like other butter
to spread on bread, for the making of sandwiches, and in the
preparation of a number of made dishes. Many persons like
its flavor when it is fresh and of good quality, and it seems
fair to say that the use of this and other sorts of nut butter
is growing. As regards composition, peanut butter, which is
essentially the ground roasted peanut, contains more protein
and less fat than ordinary butter. Little is known regarding
the digestibility of peanut butter, but the fine grinding would
naturally seem to be of an advantage. Judged by Jaffa’s
experiments with a ration containing peanuts, it would be
well digested. (See p. 26)
“Peanut oil.- At present the American peanut crop is
not large enough to more than supply the roaster and the
confectioner, hence the expressing of oil from the peanut has
never become established here, but in Europe large quantities
of the African-raised nuts are used for this purpose. The
shelled nuts contain from 30 to 50 per cent. of oil. The oil
is said to be of fairly good flavor, but inferior to olive oil. In
1899 some 80,000 tons of the nuts were used in Marseille
alone for oil making. The unhusked nuts are passed between
a pair of rapidly revolving grooved rollers and the shells and
red inner skins are then removed by a winnowing process
with the use of air currents and oscillating sieves. The
cleaned kernels are ground and enveloped in fibrous mats
and pressed to extract the oil.
“According to Brannt, “the first cold pressure yields
16 to 18 per cent of very fine table oil. The residue is then

broken up, moistened with water, and again cold pressed,
yielding 7 to 8 per cent of more or less valuable oil, used for
table purposes and burning. The residue from this is heated
and then pressed, giving 7 to 8 per cent more oil, unfit for
table use, but used for soap and lubricating.” The grades of
oil are sold as salad oil alone or mixed with olive oil.
“Peanut cake.- When the oil has been pressed from the
ground nut, the mass remaining, called oil cake, is used for
fattening. Some experiments have also been made as to its
food value for human beings. Containing, as it does, 47 per
cent of protein and 9 per cent of fat and starch, and costing
about 5 cents a pound, this attracted the attention of German
scientists. The oil cake broken up and cooked a long time in
water and eaten as a soup or porridge in a hospital. Most of
those who tried it ate it with apparent relish, not once only,
but again and again. No effort have been made to ascertain to
what extent it was digested, and the use of the cake does not
seem to have passed the experimental stage.”
321. Lafar, Franz. 1911. Technical mycology: The utilization
of microorganisms in the arts and manufactures. Vol. II.
Eumycetic fermentation. Translated from the German by
Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffin & Co. ix + 558
p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3240* ref. Eng]
• Summary: An extensive bibliography (3,240 references)
for both this volume and volume I appears at the back of
this volume (p. 417-518). The opening chapter begins:
“Already in the first volume (sect. 22) the algae and the fungi
were arranged in a single group. that of the Thallophytes,
in contradistinction to all other plants, the latter being
classed in the group Cormophytes.” The latter group has “an
articulation of the body of the individual organism into leaf
and stem.”
Chapter 43, titled “Morphology and systematology of
the Mucors (p. 48+) contains sections on “Subdivision of
the Mucor family” (p. 49-51), “The genus Mucor” (p. 51-53;
The genus was established by Micheli as far back as 1729. It
contains Mucor Rouxii and Mucor mucedo), and “Rizopeæ”
(p. 53-56). An illustration (p. 55) shows Rhizopus nigricans
(After Brefeld). Rhizopus nigricans is the best and longest
known member of this family. In 1818 it was described by
Ehrenberg under the name Mucor stolonifer, which is still
used by several workers.” “The name Rhizopus oryzae has
been given by Went and Prinsen Geerligs (I.) to a fungus
discovered by them in Ragi (sect. 241), the sporangia and
spore of which organism are considerably smaller than those
of R. nigricans.
Chapter 44, is titled “Fermentation by Mucors” (p. 5762). Chapter 45, titled “The use of Mucoreæ in the spirit
industry” (p. 63-71) has three sections: Sect. 240. “Mucor
rouxii and other species of Amylomycetes” (p. 63-67) states:
“For the preparation of rice spirit there is produced in China,
Cochin China, and neighboring countries, an article known
as Chinese Yeast, and put on the market in the form of flat
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mealy balls, about the size of a half-crown. Its preparation,
composition, and application were first described in 1892
by E. Calmette (I.), whose reports were extended and
supplemented by C. Eijkman (II.) in 1894.” The method of
preparation is given. More important than its bacteria are
“the yeast cells, which must be regarded as the exciting
agents of the alcoholic fermentation; and certain Mucors,
which affect the saccharification of the starch. Of the lastnamed organisms, which concern us here,. Calmette isolated
a species which, in honour of his teacher and colleague, E.
Roux, he named Amylomyces Rouxii.” Two illustrations
show this organism, which produces a “diastatic enzyme”
(p. 65). The so-called amylo process and the work of Colette
and Boidin with Beta-Amylomyces and -Amylomyces in this
process are discussed (p. 65-66).
Sect. 241 titled “Ragi and tapej” [tapé or tapeh] (p. 6769) states that “Tapej... is prepared from rice by the aid of
a secondary auxiliary material, which the Malay natives of
Java term Ragi or Raggi, and the Chinese settlers call PehKhah.” A.G. Vorderman (1893) describes the preparation
of Ragi. According to Eijkman (1894) Tapej, which is also
called Tsao, is prepared with the aid of Ragi, by boiling
husked Mochigome rice (Oryza glutinosa [Oryzae sativa
glutinosa], known as “Ketan” in Java) in water until
soft. The flora of Ragi and Tapej comprises three groups
of microorganisms; bacteria, budding fungi, and fungi
belonging to the family Mucoraceæ.
Sect. 242, titled “The so-called Amylomyces process,”
(p. 69-71), or Amylo process for short, states that “this is
the name given to the process for the industrial utilisation
of the diastatic activity of Mucor Rouxii and several allied
fungi. A company, the ‘Société d’Amylo, was founded by
A. Collette and A. Bodin (I, 1897), who also, in 1897, took
out in the name of this company a German patent for a
‘process for producing alcohol from starchy materials, by
means of aseptic saccharification and fermentation with
Mucedineæ,...’”
Fernbach (II, 1899) has given a lucid description of
the practical performance of this process in the patentees’
works, the maize distillery at Seclin near Lille, France.
This description is summarized. “An English patent for
the mechanico-technological modification of the process
was also taken out by Collette and Boidin (III.) in 1898.”
See also two other 1897 English patents by Collette and
Boidin No. 19858 and No. 1155. “The reader interested
in this matter will find more precise data in the review
published by M. Delbrück (III, 1899). The chief advantage
of the Amylomyces process is the abolition of the
expensive additions of malt requisite in the older method of
saccharification, the amount formerly needed being up to
15 per cent. in the case of maize, and 2 to 3 per cent. in the
case of potatoes. With regard to the yield furnished by the
Amylomyces process, it is stated that in the Seclin works,
37.8 litres of absolute alcohol are obtained per 100 kilos.

of maize containing 57.5 p, a yield corresponding to 66.2
litres per 100 kilos of starch. Owing to the large amount
of mycelial hyphae, the residue filters easily.” “Finally it
should be said that, since 1898, the aforesaid patentees
have replaced Mucor (Amylomyces) Rouxii by another
species, namely, so-called Beta-Amylomyces, or Mucor
Beta. This organism is capable of dealing with more highly
concentrated mashes than the other, and enables a charge
of 25,000 kilos. of maize to be mashed to 1000 hl (22,000
gallons) of goods. per cent. of starch
Page 213 states that Pichia farinosa (Synonym:
Saccharomyces farinosus Lindner, a film yeast) has been
found by K. Saito (II, 1905, Botanical Magazine, Tokyo) in
Japanese Soja sauce.
Chapter 51 discusses the genus Aspergillus (p. 228-31)
with many fine non-original illustrations (after Wehmer),
including conidiophores, conidia, ascospores, different stages
of A. oryzae and A. glaucus. Page 228-29 state: “Aspergillus
Wentii, Wehmer, was observed by Went in the preparation of
Tao Yu (see vol. 1, p. 248) according to the method practised
in Java, and was described by Wehmer (XIX.) in 1896. It
appears spontaneously on the boiled Soja beans that have
been covered with Hibiscus leaves, and affects a loosening
and disintegration of the firm tissue of the bean. The species
forms a pale coffee-coloured, dense mold vegetation (Fig.
167).”
In Chapter 57 titled “Chemical activity of the
Aspergillaceæ,” by Prof. Dr. C. Wehmer, page 270 states:
“Two species, Asp. oryzæ and Asp. Wentii are reported as
able to grow through the substance of soft-boiled rice and
Soja beans...” The “enzyme mixture from Asp. oryzae (the
so-called ‘Takadiastase’)” is also mentioned.
Chapter 62 titled “The Monillæ and Oidia,” by Dr.
H. Wichmann mentions Monilia javanica (occurring in
association with others in Ragi, p. 333)., “Monilia sitophila
(Mont.), Saccardo, is said by Went (IV.; reference missing)
to be used by the natives in West Java in the preparation of a
sweetmeat known as ‘ontjom’ composed of the seeds of the
ground-nut or earth-nut (Arachis hypogæa). The ground-nuts,
which are thoroughly permeated by the fungus, are made
up in the form of small, orange-colored cakes, the surface
of which is covered with the conidia, whilst the interior is
both chemically altered and loosened in structure by the
mycelium.” Sect. 315 (p. 336-39) is titled “Oidium lactis and
allied species.” Also discusses Oidium lupuli, Matthews and
Lott (p. 338). Address: Prof. of Fermentation-Physiology and
Bacteriology, Imperial Technical High School, Vienna.
322. Ward, Artemas. 1911. The grocer’s encyclopedia–
Encyclopedia of foods and beverages. New York, NY:
Published by the author. 748 p. Illust. (color). 29 cm.
• Summary: Soy-related entries: Bean (p. 49-54): “The bean
of European history is the Broad or Windsor variety,...” “The
principal beans of United States cultivation are the Kidney
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and Lima, both of them believed to be native to South
America.
“The Kidney Bean is the Haricot of the French and in
Great Britain is sometimes called the French bean.” The
many varieties can be classified into “tough podded” and
edible podded.” “The ‘tough podded’ class produces the
bulk of the dried beans of commerce, variously known as
‘Kidney Beans,’ ‘Navy Beans,’ ‘Marrow Beans,’ ‘Black
Beans,’ ‘Turtle Beans,’ etc., in many colors, shapes and
sizes.” “’Flageolets’ are cultivated with special regard to
the consumption of the fresh seeds or beans.” To the “edible
podded” class of kidney beans belong Wax or Butter Beans,
the Cranberry Bean or Red Speckled Bean, String Beans,
Snap Beans, French Beans. “Pea Beans are the Cowpeas of
the agriculturist.” “Among numerous other ‘special’ varieties
are the Soy Bean (which see), Asparagus Bean, Frijole, Lablab (or Egyptian Kidney), Red Bean [Azuki?], and Scarlet
Runner.” Asparagus Beans are known as Tou Kok by Chinese
gardeners in California.
“Catsup, Catchup, Ketchup: a word derived from
the name of an East Indian pickle, which was formerly
applied specifically to the boiled spiced juice from salted
mushrooms, but is now freely attached to various sauces
(sold both bottled and in bulk) which consists of the pulp–
bottled, strained and seasoned–of various fruits, as tomatoes,
green walnuts, etc.” Note 1. At “Catchup” and “Ketchup” we
are told to see “Catsup.”
Locksoy ([Lock Soy], p. 346): “Rice boiled into a paste
and drawn into threads, imported from China. It is used to
thicken soups.”
Nuts (p. 412-13): A table shows the nutritional
composition of all major American nuts, including almonds,
chincapin [chinquapin] or water chestnut, chufa (earth
almond), cocoanut, peanut, and peanut butter. “Many special
nut foods, such as malted nuts, meat substitutes, etc., have
been devised and extensively advertised by manufacturers
for general dietetic use and for the special needs of
vegetarians and fruitarians. It is said that some of these
products contain soy beans, but apparently the peanut is very
important in their composition.
Sauces (p. 552-53): In bottled sauces, vinegar is the
most common liquid ingredient. “Commercial sauces of the
Worcestershire kind, if of good quality, generally have Soy
(which see) as their chief character ingredient. A typical
formula of Worcestershire-style includes, in addition to
Vinegar and Soy, a considerable percentage of lime juice,
onions and tamarinds and small quantities of garlic, fish
(as anchovies or pickled herrings), red chilies and spices.
The product, after cooking, is strained through fine hair
sieves. Leicester Sauce resembles Worcestershire in general
characteristics but is less pungent.”
Soy (p. 576): “A brown sauce, valuable to the
commercial sauce market, made from the Soy Bean, a native
of Southeastern Asia [sic] and widely grown in China and

Japan. The beans are boiled, mixed with ground wheat or
other grain, salt, etc., and allowed to ferment for a month
or 6 months. The liquid is then strained off and clarified.
Molasses is frequently added. In appearance it resembles
Worcestershire Sauce, of which it is an important ingredient.
It should not be too salt [salty] or too sweet, and although
thick and syrupy, should be clear. When shaken in a bottle
or glass it should, if it is genuine, leave a bright yellow
film on the glass. Being a very desirable article, it is often
counterfeited.”
Soy bean (p. 577): “Commercial and government
circles, both in Europe and this country are devoting
increased attention to the cultivation of the Soy Bean as a
food product, as it contains a large percentage of protein and
a fair amount of fat, thus resembling meat in general nutritive
value. The cell-walls of the raw bean are very tough, but
thorough cooking makes it readily digestible. Boiled with
bacon and other fatty broths until soft and then seasoned, the
result is a vegetable dish very pleasing to the average palate.
If the beans are dry, a preliminary soaking to remove the
skins is necessary.
“The Soy Bean is largely consumed in Japan, China
and other parts of Asia as an adjunct to rice and other foods,
taking the place of meat in the popular dietary. It is most
popular in these countries in fermented form, the best known
types being Shoyu or Soy Sauce; Tofu, a kind of cheese;
Miso, Soy Bean ‘Milk’ [sic]; Yuba, the evaporated product
of ‘Miso” [sic], and Matto [sic, Natto], a product obtained
by simple fermentation of the boiled beans. The various
degrees and styles of fermentation serve the double purpose
of rendering the beans more easily digestible and producing
new flavors, just as by the fermentation of milk and cream
we produce the different flavors of cheese.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “Soy Bean ‘Milk’”
(regardless of capitalization) in to refer to soy bean milk.
“The plant is an annual, growing chiefly in bush form...”
The different varieties are classified principally by the color
of the beans: “Black, Yellow, White and Brown,... Types of
all these four classes are grown to some extent in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland, and the first three also in this
country, in North Carolina and other Southern States. Under
favorable conditions a single plant may bear a hundred or
more pods.
“Because of the fact that the beans contain little if any
starch, they have been recommended as a desirable food
for diabetics, and Soy Bean Bread and Soy Bean Meal are
prepared for that purpose in Paris. The dried beans are also
used in Switzerland and elsewhere as a coffee substitute.” An
illustration shows the top of a soy bean plant, with leaves,
pods, and flowers.
Note 3. This book is full of fascinating information
about the food system in the USA in 1911, with entries
such as cold storage (first attempted in 1860, it has grown
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to extraordinary proportions), coloring matter (great
improvements, no longer harmful), ice and refrigeration
(ice manufacture dates from about 1870; today nearly 200
companies produce ice for general sale, mostly using the
compressor and anhydrous ammonia). Dictionary of food
names in five languages (English, French, German, Italian,
and Swedish, p. 710-724) and a dictionary in English of
“Culinary and bill-of-fare terms” (p. 741-45).
Note 4. The author, Artemas Ward, lived 18481925. His father was Henry Dana Ward (1797-1884), his
grandfather was Thomas Walter Ward (1758-1835), and his
great-grandfather was Artemas Ward (1727-1800), the first
Commander-in-Chief of the colonial troops before the arrival
of George Washington (a little-known Virginia planter) on 3
July 1775. Thereafter he served as second in command after
Gen. Washington and was a Major General in the American
Revolutionary War. Address: Formerly (from 1874) founder
and editor of The National Grocer, 30 Union Square, New
York.
323. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 12(109):302-08. April. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): Products and condiments
based on fermented soybeans (continued): Tuong (an
Annamese condiment that can replace nuoc mam or fish
sauce; preparation with rice or corn/maize as described by
Bui), Tao-yu (a condiment widely used in China and Japan,
as described by Prinsen Geerligs; preparation, properties,
chemical composition).
6. Confectionery products (Produits de confiserie):
Sweet soya preserves made from whole soybeans (Confiture
de soja, such as soy-based crème de marron, a chestnut
cream), soya powder (two types are made at Li’s plant: one
by drying soy pâté and one by grinding roasted soybeans
{par mouture des graines de soja grillées}), soy chocolate.
At Li’s tofu factory (l’usine de la Caséo Sojaine) near Paris,
soy chocolate (Chocolat de soja) is prepared using roasted
soybeans, sugar, and cocoa butter [a pale-yellow, pure edible
vegetable fat extracted from the cocoa bean]. From these one
is able to obtain almost the same composition, appearance,
and flavor as chocolate. But this product has the advantage of
containing considerably less toxic theobromine.
Note. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that mentions roasted soybeans, which it
calls graines de soja grillées.
7. Soya used as coffee (Le soja employé comme café).
For a very long time, soybean seeds, dried and roasted,
have been used in certain parts of Europe (Switzerland)
to replace coffee. By an infusion of these roasted seeds, a
liquid is obtained which resembles coffee in color and flavor.
Moreover, under a different name [Cole’s Domestic Coffee
Berry, 1892], soybeans have been launched in the United
States for this usage. This very special use of the soybean

will be of interest to those who are forbidden to drink coffee,
for they will now be able to enjoy it in a different way. A
table shows the composition of Swiss soya coffee, made
from dried and roasted soybeans, according to Kornauth.
8. Ferments or starter cultures for fermentation: Kiu-tsee
(a special ferment from Canton described by M. Daby de
Thiersant), lactic ferments (fermented soymilks).
Industrial uses of soybeans: Uses of the oil to make
soap, wax candles (bougie), paint, or artificial rubber.
Uses of the protein (caséine de soja) to give products
resembling those made from milk proteins: sojalithe or soy
stone resembling lactite, insulators for electrical apparatus,
soy glues, etc. Illustrations (line drawings, p. 305) show
cellular elements of different soya confections. Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
324. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja: Sa
culture. Ses usages alimentaires, thérapeutiques, agricoles et
industriels [The soybean: Its culture. Its food, therapeutic,
agricultural, and industrial uses]. Paris: Augustin Challamel
(Rue Jacob 17). 150 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Translated into
French and expanded from the Chinese edition, published
by la Societé Biologique d’Extréme-Orient (1910). [151 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched books ever
written about soybeans and soyfoods. Its bibliography on
soy is larger than any published prior to that time. It was first
published as a series of eight articles in Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) from
September 1911 to April 1912. Before being published as a
book, it was revised slightly by adding a table of contents at
the back, dividing the material into 5 parts with 19 chapters,
and adding several photos (p. 16-17), a world map showing
the distribution of soybean cultivation (p. 21), and an
interesting 2-page table (p. 66-67).
Contents: The soybean: Origin and history. Part I:
Soybean culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans:
Botanical characteristics, species, varieties (Chinese,
Japanese, Indian, Indochinese, Hawaiian, USA, European).
2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic, geographical area of
the soybean by region worldwide, agrological/soil needs,
fertilizers, soil preparation, the place of the soybean in crop
rotations. 3. Soybean seeds: Study of seeds (by weight,
by germination rate, selection of seeds), time of planting,
plant spacing, depth of seeding, rate of seeding per hectare,
method of seeding (broadcasting, in rows, in mounds).
4. The soybean during its vegetative stage: Germination,
transplanting, types of care (e.g., second dressings),
irrigation, flowering and fruiting, enemies of the soybean
(e.g., insects). 5. Harvest of soybeans: Time for harvest
(forage or grain), methods of harvesting (forage or grain;
mechanical mower), threshing (use of machine), yields of
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soybeans (forage and grain in various countries, ratio of
seeds harvested to straw is about 1 to 2, yield of nutrients).
6. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by soybeans, and
improvement of the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures
and alternate rows: With corn, cowpeas, rice, sweet sorghum,
or millet.
Part II: Chemical composition of the soybean. 1.
Composition of the plant: Minerals in the leaves and
total plant. 2. Study of the seed: Composition, chemical
composition, microscopic comparisons, table of analyses by
28 previous researchers, albumins, sugars, starch, dextrin or
dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash/minerals.
Part III: The soybean as human food and animal feed.
1. The soybean as feed for animals: Green forage and hay.
2. The soybean in human feeding: From the viewpoints of
physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The role of soya in
special diets: Vegetarianism, remineralization, diabetic, and
lactose intolerant.
Part IV: Food products based on soya. 1. Soymilk and
its derivatives: Soymilk (Methods of manufacture, Chinese
and modern at l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, nature and
properties [physical and chemical] and composition of the
milk, action of ferments and diastases (enzymes) on the
milk, uses of the milk, the residue from the soy dairy [okara],
condensed soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(kefir, yogurt, etc.)), tofu (called Caséo-Sojaïne, or fromage
de soya; methods of production, coagulants, yield of tofu,
storing tofu, composition and comparison with various
meats, digestibility, culinary preparations made from tofu
(smoked tofu, tofu pâté, tofu sausages)), Soy casein (food
and industrial uses). 2. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy
flour, soy bread, wholemeal bread, other products based
on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for diabetic diets). 3.
Soy oil and its by-products: Soy oil, physical and chemical
properties, usage, residue of the oil mill: the cake, price,
uses. 4. Use of the soybean as a legume: Whole soybeans
(composition and digestibility), soy sprouts (germes de soja),
green vegetable soybeans (le soja frais). 5. Fermented soy
condiments: Solid condiments from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le
Tokio-Natto) and Ping-Ming natto or tao-tche (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche). Paste condiments: Miso (four types and composition),
tao-tjung (Chinese miso). Sauces: Shoyu (its production,
varieties, properties, composition), chiang-yu (tsiang-yeou),
ketjap [kechap, from Java], tuong (from Annam, with rice or
corn), tao-yu (widely used in China and Japan, described by
Prinsen Geerligs). 6. Confectionery products: Comparison
with chestnuts, roasted soy flour to replace chocolate. 7. Soy
coffee (with analysis by Kornauth). 8. Special fermented
products: Kiu-tsee (a special commercial ferment from
Canton described by Thiersant), fermented soymilks.
Part V: Industrial uses of soybeans. Oil based: soap,
wax candles (bougie), and paint oils. Protein based: sojalithe

or soy stone which corresponds to lactite, insulators for
electrical apparatus, glue, etc. Conclusion. Addendum
(Complément) to Part III, Chapter 1: Soybean straw and
stems. Composition of various seeds, including soybeans.
Soy flour. The cakes from oil mills. Soymilk and the cake
from soy dairies (tourteau de laiterie, okara).
A very interesting table (p. 66-67, which does not appear
in the original 8 articles) shows earlier nutritional analyses
of the composition of soybeans by Steuf (from Hungary,
Mongolia and China), Schroeder, Caplan, Pellet (from China,
Hungary, Etampes), Muntz, Nikitin (black soybeans from
Russia, 2 samples), Lipski [Lipskii] (yellow, from Russia),
Giljaranski (yellow from Russia, China and Japan; black
from China and Japan; green), König (Hispida platycarpa
black, Tumida yellow, brown and black), Prinsen (white from
Java and China), Goessmann, Kellner, USDA, Chemiker
Zeitung (white from Java and China, 29 Jan. 1896), Scuff
(misomame; miso soybeans), Zulkovski (yellow from China,
reddish brown from Mongolia), Institut Agr. de Vienne
(Austria; yellow from Vienna, reddish brown from Tirol),
Ecole Imp. et Roy d’Ag. Hong (yellow from Mongolia and
China, reddish brown from China), Chez M. Olivier Lecq
(from Moravia), Lechartier (Etampes and black), Joulie
(yellow), Stingl and Morawski, Bloch (yellow, green, and
black), Balland, Cavendish Evelyn Liardet (yellow, brown,
green, black, and white), Jardin Colonial (Laos, Tonkin,
China), Aufray (Tonkin, Yun-nan), Homes Laboratory (black
from China, or white). Photos and illustrations are the same
as those referenced in individual sections of the book, except
for the following: A field of soybeans (p. 16). A soybean
plant growing in Europe (p. 17). Color illustrations appear
facing pages 12, 22, and 64. Address: Li is from Societe
Biologique d’Extreme-Orient (Chine). Grandvoinnet is from
Ingenieur Agricole (G.).
325. Fritz, Felix. 1913. Einige Versuche zur Herstellung
von Linoleum mit bisher zu diesem Zwecke nich benutzten
Materialien [Some investigations on the manufacture
of linoleum using materials not previously used for this
purpose]. Kunststoffe 3(2):21-22. Jan. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The enormous increase in price of linseed oil,
the most important raw material in the linoleum industry,
in recent years, is now beginning to subside. However,
linoleum manufacturers are now looking for alternatives.
One oil that has been used with complete success is soybean
oil. Address: Dipl.-Ing., Triest [Trieste, Austria-Hungary].
326. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1913. Milk from soy
beans. Feb. 2. p. A1.
• Summary: “Just now synthetic milk is a common topic
in the German press, and is lauded as the highly important
discovery of Dr. Rigler, professor of hygienics at the
University of Klausenburg, Austria.
“This milk is produced from grain by a machine of
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simple construction and said to be equal to the best quality
of cow’s milk. Milk can also be made from soy beans; it has
a peculiar flavor, but a German factory has for several years
successfully produced from the soy bean milk of a reputed
agreeable flavor, which sells at a low price.”
327. Ornstein, Anna. 1913. Improvements in the manufacture
of a clarifying agent for wine, vinegar and similar liquids.
British Patent 4,597. Application filed (in the United
Kingdom) 22 Feb. 1913. 2 p. Accepted 17 April 1913. Under
International Convention Feb. 23, 1912.
• Summary: This patent was first applied for in Austria on
23 Feb. 1912. “The use of soy beans as clarifying medium
for wine is known, the soy beans are ground and added to the
wine to be clarified whereby the clarification is effected in a
safe manner since the ground soy beans are deposited at the
bottom together with the substances causing the turbidness
[turbidity] of the wine. This effect of the soy beans is due to
their high percentage of albumen which is obtained directly
from nature.
“It has now been proved that it is advantageous to free
the soy beans from fat before utilising them. The fat can be
extracted by any suitable apparatus. The advantage of the
beans when free from fat is firstly the more rapid clarification
because the bean flour is heavier and is quicker deposited
than the fact that no fat substances are dissolved by the wine
such that the latter cannot assume a fatty or rancid taste.
Furthermore the albumen contained by the soy beans, which
obtained it from nature, is not altered because the albumen is
not chemically affected by the fat extraction.” This clarifying
medium can also be used with vinegar and other similar
liquids. Address: Married woman, Taborstrasse 11B, Vienna
II, Empire of Austria.
328. Granato, L. 1913. A soja [The soybean]. Sao Paulo
Secretaria de Agricultura, Comercio e Obras Pulicas.
Boletim de Agricultura, Series 14. No. 3. p. 159-67. March.
Series XIV. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Names of the soybean: Scientific
and in various foreign countries. Botanical characteristics.
Soybean cultivation: In Russia, France, Italy, Austria.
Harvest and yield: In Italy, Hungary, France, in Brazil at
the Agronomic Institute of Campinas (instituto Agronomico
de Campinas) where Dutra reported yields of 2,200 to
2,300 liters/hectare. The soybean as a food: Nutritional
composition and food value of the seeds of varieties analyzed
by König, of varieties cultivated in 1899 at the Agronomic
Institute of Campinas and analyzed by Mr. R. Bolliger. Soja
as a forage crop. Uses of the soy bean (esp. in Japan and
China): Miso, tofu (a type of cheese {queijo} called To-fu),
shoyu, koji, soy flour (farinha de soja).
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo or the
word To-fu to refer to tofu.

Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Nov. 2013) that mentions soy flour which it
calls farinha de soja.
Three bar charts (p. 165-66) compare the protein
(albuminoides), oil and fat, and carbohydrate content of the
soybean with those of other major foodstuffs (of both animal
and vegetable origin, such as common beans {feijao}, beef,
eggs, wheat, etc.). Soybeans have the highest content of
protein, and of oil or fat, of all foods with which they are
compared.
329. Krafft, Guido. 1913. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. 9 Auflage
neubearbeitet von Dr. Dr. C. Fruwirth [Instruction in plant
cultivation. 9th ed. Revised by G. Fruwirth]. Berlin: Verlag
Paul Parey. viii + 300 p. Plus 7 unnumbered pages of color
plates at end. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Series: Lehrbuch der
Landwirtschaft auf wissenschaftlicher und praktischer
Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 79-80) is about the soybean (Die
Sojabohne) also called the “Haberlandt bean” (Haberlandt’sBohne) or the hirsute Soya (rauhhaarige Soja) (Soja hispida
Mönch). This section is almost identical to that in the 1897
edition, but slightly expanded.
Chapter 3, “Oilseeds” (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of oilcontaining seeds, p. 84+) mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white
sesame, brown sesame. It discusses: rapeseed (p. 85+).
Note: Fruwirth wrote the preface to this edition in Dec.
1912 from Waldhof, Amstettin [in Austria-Hungary; as
of 1995 in north central Austria]. He had previously been
professor at the Imperial Württembergischen Agricultural
College; now he is professor at the k.k. technischen
Hochschule in Vienna. Address: PhD, weil. Professor
der Land- und Forstwirtschaft an der k.k. technischen
Hochschule in Wien.
330. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1913. The trade and
administration of China. 2nd ed. London, New York,
Bombay, and Calcutta: Longmans, Green & Co. xiii + 466 p.
See p. 209, 211, 221, 223, 225, 236, 240, 242, 251, 255, 257,
259, 304, 326. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the best books seen to date on this
subject. The author lived 1855-1934. The original edition
was published in 1908 and a third edition was published in
1921. This edition has a fold-out map of Japan at the end and
a graph opposite p. 227.
Listed in the index under “Beans, bean-cake and
bean-oil,” soybeans are discussed extensively–especially
in Chapter 8, “The provinces and the treaty ports” (p. 206260), but also in Chapter 9, “Foreign trade” (p. 277-309) and
Chapter 10, “Internal trade” (p. 310-327). Address: Gunten,
Lake of Thun, Switzerland: Sometime Commissioner of
Customs and Statistical Secretary, Inspectorate General of
Customs.
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331. Beythien, Adolf; Hartwich, Carl; Klimmer, M. eds.
1914-1920. Handbuch der Nahrungsmitteluntersuchung
[Handbook of food investigations. 3 vols.]. Leipzig,
Germany: S.H. Tauchnitz. See vol. II, p. 72, 74, 76-77. 29
cm. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Volume II, titled “Botanical-Microscopic
Part,” is by Prof. Dr. C. Hartwich. The chapter on legumes
(Huelsenfruechte) discusses the various kinds of soybeans
(according to Harz) and the form and morphology of
their seeds. Mature soybean seeds do not contain any
starch. Vol. 1 is the chemical-physical part. Vol. 2 is the
botanical-microscopic part. Vol 3 is the bacteriological
and biological part. Illustrations (line drawings, Fig. 33)
show a microscopic view of the cellular components of the
Glycine hispida and Soja hispida seeds. Address: 1. Dr.,
Prof., Direktor des chemischen Untersuchungsamtes der
Stadt Dresden, Germany; 2. Prof. an der Eidgenoessischen
Technischen Hochschule zu Zurich, Switzerland.
332. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne–jetzt [The Soybean–
now]. Illustrierte Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 35(3):13-14.
Jan. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: A photo shows a field of soybeans. Address:
Prof., Dr. [Vienna].
333. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 64(3/4):65-96. Feb. 1
and 15. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (work in East Asia
and Europe from 1905-10). History. Botanical aspects.
Varieties. Breeding. Needs of the plant (incl. “heat units,”
Wärmesumme). Utilization (incl. in German Tofu, Miso,
Chiang, Schoyu or Sojatunke (shoyu, p. 83), Natto,
vegetabilische Milch (soymilk), soy sprouts). Measures
and precautions in cultivating soybeans (incl. yields). The
soybean as a crop in central Europe. Conclusion.
Note 1. On p. 83 the term “Sojas” is used to refer to
soybeans
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term Sojatunke to refer to soy
sauce.
In 1905 the Japanese made the first attempt to import
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe, but it failed because
they did not arrive in good condition. The repetition of the
attempt in 1908, however, gave good results. Then imports
of soybeans grew, followed by imports of soybean cake
(Sojabohnenkuchen). Major importers today are England,
France, Germany, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands,
Sweden. The high import duty hinders imports to AustriaHungary.
Toward the end of the 1800s in Russia, Owinsky took
early-ripening soybean varieties from China and Japan and
requested the expansion of soybean cultivation. In 1899

in Kiev, Owinsky wrote the name of the soybean as Soja
hispida praecox (p. 67). Owinsky in Derajne [Derazhne?]
grew Podolie soybeans (p. 77). Sempolowsky in Derebzin,
Russian Poland, also grew soybeans. European Russia gets
soybeans overland (probably from Manchuria). Russia
was one of the first countries to take an interest in growing
soybeans after 1908. Russia now grows large amounts of
soybeans in Podolia. In Germany, Prof. Kallo in Wiesbaden
was a pioneer who recommended soybeans as an inexpensive
food for the people. North America first started to import lots
of soybeans as a source of oil because of a bad cottonseed
harvest.
“Since the start of my teaching activities, I have had
an interest in the soybean plant and have carried on my
own investigations.” In 1900 the author received 7 soybean
varieties from L.V. Jurdiewicz from Deraznia in Podolia;
these had been imported by Owinsky. In 1901 at Hohenheim
he began to study the time needed for soybeans to mature;
He found it ranged from 141 to 163 days. He continued this
research at Hohenheim from 1901 to 1903, getting soybean
seed yields of up to 1,560 kg/ha. From 1910 to 1914 he
continued at Waldhof-Amstetten, with 5 varieties. The
maturity range there was 112-166 days and the yields were
up to 1,500 kg/ha (about 23 bushels/acre), but the yields of
many varieties were low, about 300 to 500 kg/ha (4.5 to 7.5
bu/acre). Yields of soybean straw, however, were up to 3,600
kg/ha. Fruwirth uses three terms to refer to soybeans: (1) Die
Sojabohne; (2) Die Soja; and (3) Sojas, as “Zuechtung von
Sojas” or “Sojas, meist gemahlte.” There is now a proposal
to establish a joint stock company for growing soybeans in
central Europe (probably in Germany), using big money. But
it may not succeed because soybean yields in Germany and
Austria are low. Seedsmen who sell soybeans commercially
in 1915 include: Haage and Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
Vilmorin Andrieux (Paris, France), Dammann & Co. (St.
Giovanni at Tedaccio, near Naples, Italy), and Wood and Son
(Richmond, Virginia, USA). The main soybean varieties sold
by each of these companies are described in detail (p. 73-74).
Utilization (p. 82): Since soybeans are rich in protein
and fat, they can be used as a good meat substitute. In
Europe the use of soybeans for food is still very small.
“In Europe, the first foods from soybeans were made in
France, at Vallées near Asnieres: Flour, bread, and cakes for
diabetics, and cheese. In Germany not long ago the SoyamaWorks at Frankfurt am Main likewise began the production
of such foods. Similar foods were also made in Romania.
Soybeans sprouted in the dark yield a bitter-tasting salad.
Production of vegetable milk started in France at ‘Caséo
Sojaine’ at Vallées (Seine); and is now being studied by the
Synthetic Milk Syndicate in England. Using the process
developed by Fritz Goessel, this Syndicate made 100 liters
of soymilk from 10 kg of ground soybeans at a factory at
Liverpool.” “It is in no way certain that soybeans will ever
be widely used in human foods.”
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A fairly large amount of soybeans are ground for use
as fodder. The main use is for oil extraction. Yet Haberlandt
considered that since the soybean contained only about 18%
fat (range: 13-22%), its use as a source of oil would not be
economical. The main use of soy oil is in soaps, for which it
is highly prized. It is also used in making paints as a partial
substitute for linseed oil. The best quality may be used as
food. In England soy oil is used for margarine production.
Conclusion: The soybean originated in central Asia and
is now widely cultivated in China, Japan, Manchuria, and
India. Its seeds are rich in protein and, unlike most other
legumes, also rich in fat. The plant is used in its homeland
mostly as a source of human foods and seasonings, made
by fermentation; the oil is used mostly for industrial nonfood purposes. In recent years soybean production has
expanded significantly in the southern part of the United
States. There it is used mainly as green fodder, hay, silage,
and soil building. The main expansion of soybean cultivation
in Europe has been in Italy, southern France, Hungary, and
southern Russia. Good early varieties give yields of 1,100
to 1,300 kg/ha. A large expansion of soybean production
in central Europe is possible only in southern Austria and
Hungary, and maybe in a few other places where it is warm.
But late-maturing soybeans may be grown for forage and
silage in the cooler parts of Germany and Austria. Address:
Prof., Dr., Wien (Vienna).
334. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Versuche zur Wirkung der Auslese
[Experiments on the operation of selection]. Zeitschrift fuer
Pflanzenzuechtung 3(1):173-224. March. See p. 179, 213-17,
224. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section titled “Trials with Legumes”
(Versuche mit Huelsenfruchtern) [Huelsenfruechte], the
author gives a detailed discussion of Soja (Soja Max) and
other legumes. Soy is used as an example of spontaneous
partial qualitative variability. Inheritance of seed coat
coloration is discussed, including the use of black soybeans.
In 1901 soya beans were grown at the agricultural
Hochschule in Hohenheim. An illustration (p. 215) show
the cellular layers of the very early soy bean seed coat
(magnified 300 times). A photo shows pictures of beans and
pods of different legumes. Address: Prof. Dr. an der k.k.
technischen Hochschule in Wien (Vienna).
335. Leimdoerfer, J. 1915. Unsere Fettversorgung [Our
supply of fats]. Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung 18(8):6367. April 15. [Ger]
• Summary: This is the text of a lecture presented on 20
March 1914 at a plenary session of the Society of Austrian
Chemists; Prof. Leimdörfer discusses the need to cultivate
oilseeds, especially castor oil seeds and soybeans (p. 65).
The soybean, which makes a good livestock feed, can
also be used in the preparation of bread, non-dairy milk, an
alternative to coffee, and a non-dairy cheese [tofu]. Address:

Prof., Budapest [Austria-Hungary].
336. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. Oil, seed, and
cake trade of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA]
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce)
18(107):629. May 7.
• Summary: The section titled “Shipments of soy beans”
(p. 630) contains a table which gives (based on statistics
from the Hull Chamber of Commerce), total shipments of
soya beans, Hull arrivals, and total United Kingdom imports
for the years 1910 to 1914. The three figures (in tons; 1 ton
= 2,240 lb) in 1910 were 492,000 / 245,829 / 421,539. So
about 58% of the imports to the UK arrived at Hull. In 1912,
the three figures were considerably lower: 288,000 / 147,317
/ 188,760 tons. In 1914, in part because of the outbreak of
World War I, the figures fell to their lowest level for the five
years: 195,000 / 64,511 / 76,644 tons. “Most of the beans in
1914, as in 193, were used by extractors, not crushers. The
price has varied from $39.54 to $43.80 spot per long ton.”
The section titled “Soya and rape oil” includes the prices
of “Soya-bean oil” during 1914; they started at $6.57 (per
hundredweight of 112 lb) in January and closed at $6.63 in
December. “Soya cakes” opened the year at $40.73 per ton
and closed at $45.60 in December.
The section titled “Trade statistics” contains a table
showing “Oils and destinations” by country for the years
1912 to 1914. Total exports of “soya oil” (in long tons) from
Hull were 13,405 in 1912, 6,761 in 1913, and 5,277 in 1914.
The main recipient countries (in approximate descending
order of amounts received) were Italy, Netherlands, Austria,
Germany, America, France, Sweden, and Belgium. Note:
Sweden imported 995 long tons of soya-bean oil from Hull
in 1912. Address: Consul, Hull, England.
337. Schieber, W. 1915. Die Sojabohne und deren
volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung als Nahrungsmittel
[The soybean and its economic significance as a food].
Oesterreichische Chemiker-Zeitung (Vienna) 18(10):85-86.
May 15. Excerpts from a lecture to the Austrian Chemical
Society, 24 April 1915. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Includes a summary of information from Li
Yu-ying (1912) about foods and food adjuncts made from
the soybean: Soymilk, tofu (Sojakäse), soy flour (Sojamehl),
soya bread (Sojabrot), soya confections (Sojakonfekt), soy
chocolate (Sojaschokolade), soy coffee (Sojaskaffee).
Japanese foods from fermented soybeans: Natto (Feste
Würzen), miso (Pasten), soy sauce (Saucen). Plus original
nutritional analyses. Address: Austria.
338. American Food Journal. 1915. Bread-making with
potatoes. 10(5):204. May.
• Summary: “Austrian bakers are now compelled by law to
use at least 30 per cent potato-meal in making their bread.
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The bureau of chemistry’s potato-meal bread has been baked
with from 25 to 50 per cent potato-meal and the remaining
percentage wheat.” “Still other products which offer promise
of furnishing the public with a cheap and nutritious bread are
the following: Bran, soy bean, white bean, millet, kafir, milo,
dasheen, cottonseed flour, oatmeal, cassava, buckwheat,
rye, corn gluten, kaoliang, rice (polished and natural), peas,
potato (Irish and sweet), corn meal (white and yellow).”
“The soy bean and cottonseed flours when mixed with
wheat flours in proper proportion (about 20 per cent) give
a bread with about twice the amount of protein (musclebuilding element) that ordinary wheat bread contains.”
“The bureau of chemistry is making these experiments
in spite of the fact that there is a law which makes it difficult
for manufacturers to make mixed flour satisfactorily. This
law surrounds the manufacture of mixed flour with so many
restrictions that the business has not become a popular
one. The result is there is very little mixed flour at present
manufactured and offered for sale.
“The Mixed Flour Act was passed in 1898 before there
was a Food and Drugs Act, and was passed for the purpose
of raising a war revenue at a time when many of the common
articles of food did not command so high a price as now.
The tax of 4 cents which is now imposed on every barrel of
mixed flour is not in itself a heavy one: it is the collection of
it with the attendant regulations and restrictions that hampers
any manufacturer who would like to make such flours.”
339. Schieber, W. 1915. Die Sojabohne und deren
volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung als Nahrunsmittel
[The soybean and its economic significance as a food].
Seifensieder-Zeitung 42(22):471-72. June 2. (Chem. Abst.
10:1558). [Ger]
• Summary: Descriptions and nutritional analyses are given
of a number of different food products prepared from the
unfermented and the fermented soy bean. Unfermented: soya
milk, tofu (Sojakäse), soy flour (“because of its composition
it can be recommended as a first class food for diabetics
and vegetarians”), soya bread, soya confections (resembling
marzipan), soya chocolate, soya coffee, soy grits, whole
dry soybeans, and soy sprouts ([Soja] Schoten, Bohnen,
und Keime). Fermented: Solid seasonings such as Japanese
natto, pastes such as Japanese miso, sauces (in Japan each
year 10,000 factories make 700 million liters of soy sauce), a
new German fermented soyfood product is made by a secret
process; its contains 45% protein, 6% nutritional salts, and
about 2% lecithin.
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term [Soja] Keime to refer to
soy sprouts. Address: Dr.

Washington, DC. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 2176-77. Letter of 15 March 1916 to
Mr. Stephen Stuntz, David Fairchild’s botanical assistant.
• Summary: “Born in Amsterdam, Holland, November 29,
1875.
“Had an ordinary public school education; at the age
of 14 entered the Botanical Garden of the University of
Amsterdam as a pupil in Botanical Gardening; after two
years entered the Experimental Garden of Professor Hugo
de Vries, became his assistant; later had private and public
tuition from 16 until 20 years of age in various subjects, such
as French, English, German, landscape gardening, technical
drawing, botany, physics, chemistry, etc.
“Became a student of botany and horticulture in the
University of Groningen, Holland, for six months; returned
to Amsterdam, had charge of the experimental work of
Prof. de Vries, followed his lectures on Plant Breeding and
Botanical Physiology for several years; botanized in Holland
for several summers; accumulated a large herbarium of
plants of the Netherlands.
“Resigned from the University of Amsterdam in March,
1899. Spent two and one-half years in travelling in Holland,
England, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy and Switzerland.
“Immigrated to the United States of America in October,
1901. Found employment with the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture;
resigned in September, 1902. Went to California, found
employment again with the Department at the Plant
Introduction Garden at Santa Ana; resigned again in March,
1903. Was in the florist business in Santa Barbara, California,
from April, 1903 to March, 1904.
“Left California for Mexico in April, 1904. Walked
across Mexico from San Blas to Vera Cruz; went to Cuba,
also to the southern United States. In August, 1904, entered
the employ of the Shaw Botanical Garden at St. Louis
[Missouri]; was a member of the jury on Forestry at the
World’s Fair in 1904. Resigned in July, 1905, from the
Shaw Botanical Garden to enter service of the Department
of Agriculture as an Agricultural Explorer. Collected and
travelled in China, Japan, Korea, Siberia, Russia, Central
Asia, etc. for c.a. nine years–am still at it.
“Wrote a bulletin on Agricultural Explorations in the
Fruit and Nut Orchards of China, Chinese Plant Names, also
many minor papers.
“Intentions are to roam for many more years, primarily
in China.”
Note: Stephen Stuntz was David Fairchild’s botanical
assistant.
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.

340. Meyer, Frank N. 1916. Re: Autobiographical sketch
and resumé of work as a plant explorer for USDA–to be
considered for membership in the Botanical Society of

341. Journal de Geneve. 1916. En Suisse: Exportation des
fèves de Soya [In Switzerland: Soybean exports]. Aug. 9. p.
5. 3rd ed. Wednesday. [1 ref. Fre]
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• Summary: The following information was forwarded from
Berne: “The Nouvelle Gazette de Zurich, in its issue no.
1238, has published the following statement: ‘We had said
that Mr. G. Liechti, in Zurich, had imported from France
some 2,000 railroad cars (wagons) of soybeans (fèves soya)
(which were subsequently re-exported to Germany). He
submitted to us the file of this case, in which the press took
so much interest. The documents in this file demonstrate
that during the war Mr. Liechti imported into Switzerland,
without any problems, large quantities (more than 1,000
freight cars) of foodstuffs to feed the Swiss people.
Moreover, Mr. Liechti participated only in the import of said
soybeans, and was not involved in any way, whether material
or moral, in their re-export.
“We further note that the report by Mr. Liechti to the
French Embassy, noted in the declaration of the Department
of Public Economy, consists of a report that he was being
held accountable to submit, upon request, to the Embassy
given the personal warranty he had assumed in being an
importer. Mr. Liechti had, by the way, warned the Federal
Council of this report, before addressing it to the French
Embassy.
“This notice in the Zurich paper completely exculpates
Mr. Liechti. We understand less and less how the Federal
Agricultural Division would have picked him as the
scapegoat for their own blunder that, had it been frankly
admitted, would have been half forgiven.
“A new statement appeared since (on August 7th) in
the Zurich newspaper and, being obviously inspired by the
Agricultural Division, implicitly admits, this time, that Mr.
Liechti was not the reexporter of the goods. It reproaches
him, on the other hand, to have wrongly stated in his report,
that the imported goods had been placed ‘at the disposal
of our Agricultural Department in Berne.’ It was referring
in this matter, to an official declaration of the Brennen
warehouses attesting that the warehouse receipt carries
‘completely different names’ and that Department of Public
Economy was never listed as the deposing party.
“Mr. Liechni may have erred on this point. But the
question is not clarified by this all-negative statement. B.”
Note: This same article may have appeared again the
next morning, on Thursday, Aug. 10. p. 6. 1st ed. Address:
Geneva, Switzerland.
342. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other
products. USDA Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec. 22. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans in
Manchuria. Soy beans in Japan. Soy beans in Europe. Soy
beans in the United States. Methods of oil extraction. Soybean meal as human food. Soy-bean meal as stock feed.
Soy-bean meal as fertilizer. Uses of soy-bean oil. Analysis of
important varieties of soy beans. Possibility of developing a
manufacturing industry with American-grown soy beans.

“Analyses of important varieties of soy beans (p.
16-17):... In determining the range in the oil and protein
contents of over 500 varieties grown in the variety tests at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, the percentage of oil was found
to range from 11.8 to 22.5 [Tokyo had 20.7% and Biloxi
had 20.3% oil] and of protein from 31 to 46.9 [Chiquita had
46.9% protein]... At the present time the Mammoth Yellow
variety is the most generally grown throughout the South and
is the one used in the production of oil. The yellow-seeded
varieties, which are most suitable for the production of oil
and meal, contain the highest percentage of oil.
“Environment has been found to be a potent factor
in the percentage of oil in the same variety. Considerable
differences occur in oil content when soybeans are grown
in different localities. The Haberlandt variety grown in
Mississippi, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, and Ohio
gave the following percentages of oil, respectively: 25.4,
22.8, 19.8, 18.3, 17.5; while the Mammoth Yellow variety
grown in Alabama, South Carolina, Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Virginia gave, respectively, 21.2, 19.6, 19.5,
18.4, and 18.8. Variety tests conducted in various parts of
the country indicate a higher percentage of oil with the same
variety for southern-grown seed. Similar results have been
obtained in Manchuria, the North Manchurian beans showing
an oil content of 15 to 17 percent and the South Manchurian
beans from 18 to 20 percent.”
Photos (both by Frank N. Meyer) show: (1) A fleet of
junks carrying soy beans to Newchwang, Manchuria.
(2) Coolies at Newchwang, carrying loads of soy beans
from junks to big stacks.
An outline map of the USA (p. 8) shows the area to
which the soy bean is especially adapted for growing for
oil production. The area of double hatching shows that it
is especially well suited to the Deep South. The northern
boundary of the area where it is “less certain of profitable
production” includes the southern one-third of Ohio, Indiana,
and Illinois, and most of Missouri. On the west, the “less
certain” area includes the eastern one-third of Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and Texas.
Tables show: 1. “Exports of soy beans, bean cake,
and bean oil from the principal ports of South Manchuria
(Antung, Dairen, Newchwang), 1909 to 1913, inclusive.” 2.
“Quantity and value of exports of soy beans and soy-bean
oil from Japan to foreign countries, 1913 and 1914.” The
countries are: China, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Belgium, United States, Hawaii, British America, Australia,
other countries. 3. “Quantity of imports of soy beans, soybean cake, and soy-bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, into
Japan, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. The greatest imports were
of soy-bean cake, followed by soy beans, with only small
amounts of oil.
(4) “Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, bean
cake, and bean oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914,
inclusive.” The countries are: Austria, Belgium, France,
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Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, United
Kingdom. In 1912, the UK imported the most soy beans,
while Netherlands imported the most cake and oil. (5)
“Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, soy-bean cake
(Footnote: Includes bean cake [perhaps fermented tofu or
canned regular tofu], or bean stick [probably dried yuba
sticks], miso, or similar products, with duty, 40 per cent) and
soy-bean oil into the United States, 1910 to 1915, inclusive.”
The quantity of soy bean imports was greatest in 1915 with
3.837 million lb. The quantity of soy-bean cake imports was
greatest in 1913 with 7.005 million lb. The quantity of soybean oil imports was greatest in 1911 with 41.106 million lb.
“Prior to 1914 soy beans were not classified separately in the
customs returns” (p. 9). (6) “Composition of soy-bean flour
in comparison with wheat flour, corn meal, rye flour, Graham
flour, and whole-wheat flour.”
(7) “Value of a short ton of soy-bean cake and other oil
cakes in the principal European countries” (Incl. cottonseed,
linseed, peanut {Rufisque}). Countries: Germany, United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden. (8) “Analyses
[nutritional composition] of soy-bean meal and other
important oil meals.” (Incl. Cottonseed, linseed (old and
new processes), peanut (decorticated), sunflower seed). (9)
“Fertilizing constituents [nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric
acid, potash] of soy beans, soy-bean meal, and cottonseed
meal.”
(10) Analyses for protein and oil of important varieties
of soy beans grown at Arlington Farm (Virginia), Newark
(Delaware), and Agricultural College (Mississippi). The
varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Manchu, Haberlandt,
Medium Yellow, Ito San, Chiquita, Tokyo, Lexington,
Guelph, Black Eyebrow, Shanghai, Peking, Wilson,
Biloxi, Barchet, Virginia. Note 1. “At the present time,
the Mammoth Yellow variety is most generally grown
throughout the South and is the one used in the production
of oil” (p. 16). (11) “Acreage, production, and value per
ton of cottonseed in the boll-weevil states.” “Since the boll
weevil first entered Texas in 1892,” it has steadily decreased
production of cottonseed. The soy beans offers a good
replacement. (12) “Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed
and soy beans on the European market, 1911 to 1914,
inclusive.” Soy beans are usually slightly more expensive.
Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen that
contains soy-related photos by Frank. N. Meyer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen in which
William Morse describes soy milk, or mentions natto, or
correctly mentions tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Lexington. Address: 1.
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Forage-Crop
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.
343. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other

products: Soy beans in Japan, in Europe, and in the United
States (Document part). USDA Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec.
22. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soy beans in Japan (p. 4):... In many districts
it is cultivated not in fields by itself, but in rows along
the edges of rice and wheat fields. Although not grown to
any considerable extent as a main crop by the Japanese
farmer, the average annual production is about 18,000,000
bushels. In quality the beans raised in Japan are said to be
superior to those of Manchuria and Chosen [Korea] and are
used exclusively in the manufacture of food products. The
imported beans, of which very large quantities are obtained
from Manchuria and other Asiatic countries, are used
principally in the manufacture of bean cake and oil.”
“The soy bean forms one of the most important articles
of food in Japan. It is one of the principal ingredients in
the manufacture of shoyu (soy sauce), miso (bean cheese),
tofu (bean curd), and natto (steamed beans). The beans are
also eaten as a vegetable and in soups; sometimes they are
picked green, boiled, and served cold with soy sauce, and
sometimes as a salad. A ‘vegetable milk’ is also produced
from the soy bean, forming the basis for the manufacture
of the different kinds of vegetable cheese. This milk is used
fresh and a form of condensed milk is manufactured from it.
All of these foodstuffs are used daily in Japanese homes and
for the poorer classes are the principal source of protein. To
a limited extent, soy beans are used as a horse or cattle feed,
being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw, barley, and
bran.”
“Soy beans in Europe (p. 6): The soy bean was first
introduced into Europe about 1790 and was grown for a great
number of years without attracting any attention as a plant of
much economic importance. In 1875 Professor Haberlandt,
of Vienna, begun an extensive series of experiments with this
crop and strongly urged its use as a food plant for man and
animals. Although interest was increased in its cultivation
during the experiments, the soy bean failed to become of
any great importance in Europe. At the present time it is
cultivated only to a limited extent in Germany, southern
Russia, France, and Italy.”
“Soy beans in the United States (p. 7): Although the soy
bean was mentioned as early as 1804 (Footnote: Willich,
A.F.M. American Encyclopedia, 1st Amer ed., v. 5, p. 13.
Philadelphia, 1804), it is only within recent years that it
has become a crop of importance in the U.S. At the present
time the soy bean is most largely grown for forage. In a few
sections, such as eastern North Carolina, however, a very
profitable industry has developed from the growing of seed...
The yields of seed to the acre in various sections of the
United States range from about 15 bushels in the Northern
States to about 40 bushels in the northern half of the cotton
belt. The average yield in eastern North Carolina is about 25
bushels, although many fields produce 35 bushels or more
to the acre...” Note: This is the earliest U.S. document seen
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(June 2003) that cites the 1804 publication by Willich [and
James Mease] concerning the soybean in Philadelphia. Note
that this article appeared 112 years after 1804.
“The first extensive work in the U.S. with the soy bean
as an oil seed was entered upon about 1910 by an oil mill
on the Pacific coast. The beans, containing from 15-19% of
oil, were imported from Manchuria, and the importations,
most of which are used in the manufacture of oil and cake,
have gradually increased, as shown in Table V. The oil was
extracted with hydraulic presses, using the same methods
employed with cottonseed and linseed. It found a ready
market, as a good demand had been created for this product
by soap and paint manufacturers, which up to this time had
been supplied by importation from Asiatic countries and
England. The soy cake, ground into meal, was placed on the
market under a trade name and was soon recognized as a
valuable feed by dairymen and poultrymen. The use of the
cake has been confined almost wholly to the Western States,
owing principally to the high cost of transportation.”
“An industry which promises to be of importance in
a further utilization of the soy bean is the manufacture
of ‘vegetable milk.’ At the present time a factory in New
York State is being equipped for this purpose.” Address: 1.
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Forage-Crop
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.
344. Combe, Ad. 1916. Comment se nourrir en temps
de guerre? Troisième partie [Where can one find proper
nutrition in time of war? Part III]. Bibliothèque Universelle
et Revue Suisse 84:446-73. Dec. See p. 450-51. [Fre]
• Summary: Vegetable milk (Le lait végetal)–For a long time
in infant medicine we have used Lahmann’s vegetable milk
(Le lait végetal de Lahmann) which is nothing more than
concentrated almond milk, sterilized and preserved in tin
cans. It was formerly widely used by German pediatricians
to prepare an artificial milk. But its high price does not
recommend it as a war food.
Soymilk (Le lait de soya)–We will not say as much
about other artificial milks, widely used in Germany since
the war, as about that prepared from soybeans (fève de
soya). But there is no need to get excited about a German
discovery; soymilk comes from Japan where it has been
used for a long time to replace natural milk; it has been used
only rarely in France. It is prepared as follows: Soybeans
are cooked until the liquid becomes white [sic], then sugar
is added along with phosphates and potash [potassium]. It is
then condensed into a creamy liquid analogous to condensed
milk; this is soy butter [sic]. By diluting it with water, one
obtains an artificial milk which somewhat resembles regular
milk in taste and appearance.
Apparently inspired by this [Japanese] method, soymilk
has been prepared in Germany for some years in ever
larger amounts–so much so that in 1913 Germany imported
125,448 metric tons (tonnes) of soybeans a year, from

which they obtained that year 18,000 tonnes of soy oil and
soymilk. This artificial milk, it must be said in passing, is
the ideal milk for diabetics, for whom it is suited because
of its high content of fats and protein and its low content
of carbohydrates. A table shows the content of protein, fat,
carbohydrates and calories in whole soy flour, soymilk, and
cow’s milk.
Soymilk is used with great advantage is times of war.
Because of its high fat [vegetable oil] content, it can replace
butter in the diet, to which it adds calories, for it is easy to
digest and inexpensive. Address: Prof. of children’s clinical
studies, Univ. of Lausanne (Professeur de clinique infantile à
l’Université de Lausanne).
345. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung der Soja,
eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The introduction of
the soybean, a revolution in the people’s nutrition]. Berlin:
Paul Parey. 30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt,
Director of the Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5
ref. Ger]
• Summary: This interesting little book is difficult to
translate since it has no A-level heads and is written in the
old German Fraktur script. It begins with a Foreword, by
Gottlieb Haberlandt, son of Friedrich Haberlandt, the famous
soybean pioneer in Vienna / central Europe in the 1870s.
Foreword: If in spite of its extraordinary nutritional
value, the soybean (die Sojabohne)–for the introduction
of which into Central Europe my father made such a great
contribution–is still not a generally widespread cultivated
plant with us, then this is connected to the fact above all else
that, as the author of this work correctly remarks, after the
far too early death of my father, the promotional activity of
this newcomer waned completely. In the present difficult
time of war [World War I], the attention of additional circles
has now once again been drawn to this so curious legume.
The author of this work lines up with those who stand up
with enthusiasm for the “miraculous stranger” without
exactly asserting substantially new aspects or new facts. But
such agitators are also welcome in the interest of our feeding
the people, because it is necessary for many to work together
in order to overcome the tenacious inertia of the entire
population of both the producers and the consumers. The
quiet explanations of the man of science need to find their
echo in the loud call of the educated laypeople.
It is in that sense that I have been pleased to fulfill the
request of the author to provide a foreword for his work on
the soybean. May the following pages acquire new friends
for my father’s protégé.
Berlin-Dahlem, Christmas 1915.
Page 5: Necessity is the mother of invention. It has also
often been the cause of radical inventions and discoveries in
the area of nutrition, above all else during periods of great
wars which had resulted in privation and even often famine.
Two inventions that were of drastic significance for the
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nutrition of the people more or less have “war” to thank for
their existence or at least for their general distribution: beet
sugar and artificial butter (Kunstbutter).
Even though the chemist [Andreas Sigismund] Marggraf
had already discovered the sugar content of the beet in 1747,
this discovery remained unutilized for nearly half a century.
Only in 1786 did the physicist and chemist [Franz Karl]
Achard occupy himself with the cultivation of beets and the
obtaining of sugar from them at his estate Kaulsdorff near
Berlin. After the experiments led to extremely favorable
results, King Friedrich Wilhelm II granted Achard a loan
of 150,000 thalers for the purchase of the estate Kunern in
Silesia [today’s Konary in Poland], upon which he built the
first beet sugar factory in 1801. This was, however, later
destroyed in the war. Only when the Continental Blockade
[of Britain by Napoleon] completely prevented the import of
cane sugar did the production of beet sugar develop which,
in the meantime, had experienced a further improvement
through the process of separation by means of lime, and beet
sugar found general distribution.
The artificial butter that today is likewise generally
widespread under the name of “margarine” was produced for
the first time during the Franco-Prussian War at the impetus
of Napoleon III by [Hippolyte] Mège-Mouriès in order to
procure a good substitute for butter for the navy and for the
poorer population.
Things went similarly with the introduction of the potato
in Europe. The potato, which originated in South America,
was a cultivated plant there before the discovery of America
by Europeans. The historian
Page 6:
Peter Martyr d’Anghiera must have been one of the
first Europeans to have mentioned the potato in a book,
specifically in his work De Orbe Novo which appeared in
1516.
The potato was to be brought to Ireland as early as 1565.
It occurred a second time in 1584 and a third time in 1610,
although always without having found particular attention.
In 1560 and 1570, it came to Italy and Burgundy through
the Spaniards, where at the end of the 1580s cultivation
experiments [note: Anbauversuche–same German word
as “agronomic trials,” but at this point in history probably
less formal than that] were to have taken place. But only
as a result of a famine were the first serious experiments
undertaken to introduce the potato into Europe. In 1663,
in order to take steps against the famine in Ireland that had
been caused by the battles against England that had lasted
for years, the attempt was made to support the cultivation
of the potato there, namely by the Royal Society in
London. The severe famine that was a result of the ravages
and devastation of the Thirty Years’ War also caused the
population of Western, Northern, and Central Germany to
pay more attention to the potato as a food. But only the great
famine that was a result of the Seven Years’ War but above

all else also of the Napoleonic Wars had as a consequence
the general dissemination of the potato.
It is not uninteresting that in contrast to the potato,
tobacco, which became known in Europe at approximately
the same time, became established much more quickly.
In spite of various ordinances and edicts by European
governments that made the smoking of tobacco more
difficult, such as the prohibition, which existed in most of
the countries of Europe up to 1848, of smoking in public
places and on the streets, tobacco very quickly experienced
a spread. With reference to this peculiar relationship of the
potato and tobacco, Alexander von Humboldt remarked,
“Like an ignorant child to whom bread and a glowing coal
is offered who then grabs the coal, that is what people are
doing in Europe.”
When still around the middle of the nineteenth century,
the perfection of the process for the obtaining of alcoholic
spirits then resulted in the development of an undreamt-of
production of spirits, the cultivation of the potato began to
become one of the most important branches of agriculture,
which then went on to experience larger and larger growth
from decade to decade.
After the most varied of compulsory rules, as well as
famine and wars, and finally after the prejudice broke which
the people had shown against the potato, it became the most
important food for the people in the nineteenth century.
There are indeed entire areas of the land and provinces
whose population subsists almost exclusively on potatoes.
Page 7: While the yield of potatoes in the German
Empire in the years 1878-1880 amounted to 20,654,539
metric tons, during the years 1898-1900 it rose to 38,597,376
metric tons and in 1910 to 43,468,395 metric tons. The
average of the harvest yield of the years 1912-13 amounted
to 52,165,306 metric tons. Thus potato production in
Germany has more than doubled since 1878-1880, and in
fact nearly tripled. In Austria, the yield of potato production
in 1904 amounted to 108,399,000 metric hundredweights
[10,839,900 metric tons]. In 1906, the production in
Europe and the United States of America is estimated at
approximately 200 million metric tons.
It just goes without saying that within the large circles
to which we are witnesses, the endeavor to bring economic
forces to the highest level of development manifests itself to
an even greater degree than in the earlier wars.
Thus Prof. Delbrück in Berlin proposed the breeding of
so-called “mineral yeast” on a large scale for the purpose of
obtaining protein substances. Through his grinding of straw,
Prof. Friedenthal attempted to produce a feed, and reference
was made by Prof. G. Haberlandt in Berlin to the nutritional
value of wood, and specifically of living sapwood. A feed
experiment carried out by him together with Prof. Zuntz
resulted in more than 50% of the dry substance of finely
ground birch wood being digested by ruminants. Finally,
Professor Lindner raised a yeast-like fungus, Endomyces
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vernalis, which has 18% fat in the dry substance [on a dry
weight basis].
The endeavor to raise the nutrition of the people that
is impaired by the complete halt of the supply of food from
abroad also gave rise to the competent authorities making
all sorts of attempts to increase the nutrition possibilities,
among which the agronomic trials with soybeans are
befitting of the greatest importance. The Austrian Ministry
of Agriculture was the one to seize the initiative on these
agronomic trials by allocating a certain quantity of soybeans,
with the provision to also pick up these experiments, to
the “Committee on the State Support of the Cultivation
of Medicinal Plants in Austria” (Komitee zur staatlichen
Förderung der Kultur von Arzneipflanzen in Österreich),
which had already done a great service to the dissemination
of the cultivation of medicinal plants within the monarchy
and already undertook other experiments with great success.
With its nutritional value, the soybean exceeded all other
seeds and fruits that we may cultivate... Continued. Address:
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
346. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung der Soja,
eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The introduction
of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s nutrition
(Continued–Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 30 p.
Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the Plant
Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Continued: Page 8: by a considerable
amount, as is shown by a comparison of an analysis of the
soybean with the chemical analyses of the other species of
leguminous plants that are practicable with us which thus far
were regarded as the most nutritious vegetables:
A table follows. The six columns are Soybeans, Green
Beans, Peas, Lentils, Broad Beans, and Yellow Lupines,
and the six rows are Water, Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free
Extractable Substances, Raw Fiber, and Ash.
If, however, the nutritional value of the potato, which
up until now has been regarded as the most important food
for the people, is compared with the nutritional value of the
soybean, then one first sees what a sweeping significance is
ascribed to this bean for the nutrition of the people:
A table follows. The six columns are Water, Nitrogencontaining Substance, Fat, Starch and Dextrin, Raw Fiber,
and Ash. The four rows are Potato: Minimum, Maximum,
Mean, and Soybean.
The value of the potato as a food is based almost
exclusively on its content of starch flour which, however,
is not as high by far as, for example, with wheat bread. The
former contains 21% starch and the latter contains 47.8 to
55.8%. One researcher has furthermore calculated that if a
working man is to cover the amount of protein substances
that are required for him daily in the form of potatoes, which
he could obtain from 614 g of ox meat, he would have to eat
10 kg of potatoes. But since a person can hardly partake of

half of that quantity of potatoes daily, then one can get an
approximate idea of how the nourishment of those people
has to be obtained whose diet consists primarily of potatoes.
Wherever the population is dependent upon the nearly
exclusive consumption of potatoes, as in the Ore Mountains
(Erzgebirge)
Page 9: in a large part of Silesia, in Northern Bohemia,
or in Ireland, the abnormally high mortality and the
numerous illnesses demonstrate the sad consequences of this
form of nutrition. The high mortality rate of the industrial
population of the large cities is also to the largest part to be
traced back to such a malnutrition–for these classes of the
population, too, the potato is in fact also the main food. What
is interesting are the results of numerous studies which have
all concurringly shown that the consumption of potatoes
is always in inverse proportion to income. Families with
a high income use on average fewer potatoes than those
with a low income. That was only recently established once
again in Düsseldorf by a survey. The potato consumption
was determined there for the week from August 2 through
8, 1915 for a number of families from the most varied of
employment groups. The results were as follows:
For each family member, a daily potato consumption
applied with:
A table follows. The seven rows are Top officials,
Mid-level officials, Lower-level officials, Employees
and auxiliary office staff, Technical supervisory staff,
Skilled laborers, and Unskilled laborers, followed by the
corresponding weight of potatoes consumed in grams.
The instinct of the person who manages it with the
selection of food allows him, when his financial situation
permits it, to in fact restrict the consumption of potatoes
to a minimum amount. On the table of the well-to-do, the
potato plays a very subordinated role, and in fact from time
to time it serves only as a garnish to the roast, while for the
poor, it has to substitute for meat and bread. But the potato
is only a low-quality substitute for meat and bread. It would
therefore be of the absolute greatest significance if aside
from the potato, another cultivated plant would be introduced
as a food for the people that exceeds the nutritional value
of the potato several times over. It is in any case the highest
time for the governments to dedicate greater attention to
the feeding of the people, because a large portion of the
population is undernourished in a manner that is frankly
disturbing for the development of the entire body of people,
and specifically not only during war, but also in times of
peace. Specifically after the war, it will be the
Page 10: obligation of the governments to seek to heal
the wounds that have been struck by the war on the body
of the people by sparing no effort to make the coming
generation a healthy and powerful one; to do so, meat must
be made more accessible to the people, because without
overestimating its nutritional value, it cannot be denied that
meat forms an important component of the nutrition of the
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growing human of the middle zones that is not to be done
without. This does not change anything about the fact that
the introduction of a new cultivated plant with the value of
the soybean would virtually mean a radical change in the
area of public nutrition, and specifically not only on account
of its high protein content, but also because of its versatile
usability. As a result of its fat content, it replaces animal
fat or at least reduces the need for it very substantially,
through which it would above all else have the consequence
of a reduction in the cost of nutrition. It can be used as
an additive to coffee, and if a mixture of coffee beans is
made with half or a quarter soybeans, then this people’s
drink becomes significantly healthier in that the harmful
effect of the caffeine, if not exactly paralyzed (paralysiert
[counteracted?]), is thus very much reduced. An excellent
fine flour can also be obtained from the soybean, and a finetasting oil can also be pressed out of it.
Just as the soybean is of the greatest value for humans,
soybean straw is, however, of the greatest value for
agricultural livestock.
The analyses (footnote: See Friedrich Haberlandt, The
Soybean (Die Sojabohne), Vienna, 1878.) of the straw, the
harvest of which incidentally exceeds that of the seeds on
average by double, yielded an extremely favorable result
and causes it to appear to be an extraordinarily nutritional
livestock feed. One hundred units of weight of air-dried
substance and substance dried at 100º C. contained the
following:
A table follows which compares the nutritional
composition of the straw dried in two ways. The two
columns are Air-dried (100%) and Dried at 100º C. The six
rows are Moisture, Protein, Ether extract, Nitrogen-free
extract substances, Raw fiber, and Ash.
According to these determinations, the protein content
of soybean straw is equal to the maximum protein content of
pea and vetch straw and nearly twice as high as that of the
maximum with lupine straw.
Page 11: The fat content of the straw of the soybean
exceeds the maxima in the fat content with pea, bean, vetch,
and lupine straw, but the same also holds true with the
content of nitrogen-free extract substances. For that reason,
the raw fiber content is likewise reduced in favor of the
nutritional value of the soybean with respect to the other
leguminous plants in a very considerable manner.
Soybean straw specifically contains the mixture
proportion of nitrogen-free nutrients to nitrogen-containing
nutrients, which has been found by animal physiologists to
be necessary for animal feed, to a degree that hardly any
other natural animal feed possesses. The possibilities for the
utilization of the soybean have not been exhausted with this
by far. The soybean, once it is introduced, can find the most
varied of use in industry as well, above all else in the food
industry.
In Europe, the soybean already became known at the

beginning of the 18th century, and specifically through
travel accounts. The first time that the soybean must have
been mentioned was by the famous traveler [Engelbert]
Kämpfer, who also did a great service to, among other
things, research on Japan in his major work that appeared in
1712, Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum.
The first agronomic trials of a larger type were carried out by
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in the 70s [sic, 1870s]: he is the
same one whom we have to thank for a very instructive work
on the soybean and its merits for cultivation, from which the
material indicated here has also been derived for the most
part. (Footnote: Friedrich Haberlandt, The Soybean: Results
of the Studies and Trials on the Merits of Cultivating This
Newly Introduced Crop Plant (Die Sojabohne. Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser
neu einzuführenden Kulturpflanze), Vienna: 1878, Carl
Gerolds Sohn.) Isolated agronomic trials had already been
carried out around the middle of the last century. Thus
according to Haberlandt, agronomic trials were carried out
in Hohenheim, but the experimental plants hardly matured
as far as the formation of the blossoms. In other locations,
the same experience was had. Haberlandt reported about
yet another experiment which had been done several years
before his and which, in contrast to this previous one, was
accompanied by great success. During the war in the 70s
[sic–1870s], an artillery captain of the German Empire,
D. Wehrhan, had seen soybeans in the botanical garden in
Montigny near Metz [today’s Montigny-lès-Metz], which
he liked so much that he brought four or five seeds home
with him, planted them in the spring of 1872 at his estate
near Meissen, and harvested eighty to a hundred seeds in
the autumn. In the next years, he carried out... Continued.
Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
347. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung der Soja,
eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The introduction
of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s nutrition
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• Summary: Continued: Page 12: the sowing somewhat
earlier, in approximately the middle of April, and achieved
a very good harvest. In 1874, he suspended cultivation
since he knew his assessment of the harvested beans. In the
meantime, though, they had stimulated the interest of his
neighbors, and for that reason, he decided to cultivate them
once again in 1875. In that year, he harvested three liters
of seeds, which he once again completely planted in April
1876. As a result of the great, long-lasting drought in that
year, though, the plants withered, and before the majority
of the pods had yet achieved complete ripeness, an early
frost occurred which completely destroyed the planting. The
quantity of seeds that was harvested was not as large as that
which was sown, and the quality was far lower, which is
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why the captain gave up on further agronomic trials with this
variety of soybean.
In France, from which the seeds in fact originated
with which the captain carried out his agronomic trials, the
soybean had at the time already been cultivated as an oil pea
(Ölerbse)–pois oleagineux–in some localities of the Ariège
and Haut-Garonne departments. In the south of Austria, the
soybean was also already distributed here and there at that
time without it having become well known in larger circles.
Thus it was to be planted in several localities in South Tyrol
for the obtaining of a coffee substitute. Haberlandt also
reported about a teacher in Capo d’Istria in Istria (today’s
Koper, Slovenia) who had informed him that soybeans were
also found in Istria and that they were likewise used there as
a coffee substitute. A friend of this teacher supposedly even
assured him that there was no difference in flavor between
the soybean and the actual coffee bean.
The soybeans which Haberlandt used for his first
experiments that were conducted in 1875 in Vienna had
been acquired at the Vienna World Exposition in 1873; they
originated in part from Japan and China and in part from
Mongolia, from Transcaucasia, and Tunis. In total, there
were no fewer than twenty varieties, among which were:
5 yellow-seeded from China,
3 black-seeded from China,
3 green-seeded from China,
2 brownish-red-seeded from China,
1 yellow-seeded from Japan,
3 black-seeded from Japan,
1 black-seeded from Transcaucasia,
1 green-seeded from Tunis.
Page 13: As early as the first year of the trials (1875),
it came to light that some varieties were especially
recommended for further agronomic trials because of their
early maturity. Among these were one of the yellow-seeded
varieties from each of Mongolia and China, and a reddishbrown variety from the latter empire. One black variety
from each of China, Japan, and Transcaucasia only matured
meagerly, while the other varieties either did not make it
to blossoming at all or else only began to blossom in late
autumn. Yet other varieties arrived only at the development
of a sparse number of immature or barely mature seeds and
atrophied seeds that were incapable of germinating.
From the brownish-red variety from China, 27 plants
produced a yield of seeds with a weight of 249.8 g; from the
light yellow variety from China, 25 plants produced a yield
of seeds with a weight of 336.5 g; from the light yellow
variety from Mongolia, 15 plants produced a yield of seeds
with a weight of 196.9 g. Thus, according to this, a yield of
seeds per hectare can be calculated, and specifically:
No. 1 for the brownish-red variety from China of 2,769
kg
No. 2 for the light yellow variety from China of 3,739
kg

No. 3 for the light yellow variety from Mongolia of
2,177 kg.
In spite of the unfavorable conditions under which
the first trials were conducted–the experimental garden
was surrounded by tall-growing clusters of trees and was
bordered to the east, south, and west by tall buildings,
through which the direct exposure to sunlight (Besonnung)
of the experimental plants during the vegetative period was
reduced in a substantial way–it was nevertheless already
shown in the first year that the soybean flourishes splendidly
in Central Europe and has a capability for an extraordinarily
high yield. Individual plants were full of mature pods from
top to bottom, and with some of them, up to eighty and even
more could be counted, which were filled on average with
two to three seeds. The negative circumstance that so often
occurs with green beans and broad beans that the blossoms
which form continuously always remain unfruitful and
unproductive was not to be observed with the soybean with
even one single plant.
Also interesting is the fact that the reproduced seeds
were larger and heavier than the original seeds. An
investigation in this regard yielded the fact that the absolute
weight in grams of one thousand seeds amounted to:
A table follows. The two columns are With the Original
Seeds and With the Reproduced Seeds, the three rows are:
With No. 1, With No. 2, and With No. 3
Page 14: which, in turn, equals an increase in weight of
54.7%, 47.1%, and 60%. The specific gravity of the seeds
that were obtained also increased across the board.
A table follows: the three columns are Maximum
Specific Gravity, Minimum Specific Gravity, and Average
Specific Gravity; the six rows are No. 1 with the Original
Seeds, No. 2 with the Original Seeds, No. 3 with the Original
Seeds, No. 1 with the Reproduced Seeds, No. 2 with the
Reproduced Seeds, No. 3 with the Reproduced Seeds.
The volumetric weight of the seeds that were harvested
in Vienna was also correspondingly a greater one. One
hectoliter weighed:
A table follows: the two columns are Original Seeds and
Reproduced Seeds and the three rows are With No. 1, With
No. 2, and With No. 3.
Even though this first agronomic trial was only
conducted on a very modest scale, Haberlandt did in fact
harvest a sufficient quantity of seeds to devote a portion of
the harvested seeds to chemical studies and to not only repeat
the agronomic trials on a larger scale in 1876, but also to
allow others to participate with small seed samples: eight
people took part in the trials in 1876, and these trials also
yielded an extremely favorable result. The observation is
worthy of mention that the specific gravity of the reproduced
seeds had only increased substantially in the first year, in
1876 it remained virtually unchanged, as can be seen from
the following compilation:
A table follows: the three large column headings are
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Original Seeds and Reproduced Seeds, the latter of which
is subdivided into 1875 and 1876, and all three columns are
each further subdivided into the three subcolumns Min.,
Max, and Mean; and the three rows are Yellow Variety from
Mongolia, Yellow Variety from China, and Brownish-red
Variety from China
Page 15: The protein and fat content of the reproduced
beans also did not have any decrease, but rather for the
most part an increase was recorded, as emerges from the
following comparison of the analyses which were carried
out in the Chairman’s Laboratory of Chemical Technology
at the College of Agriculture in Vienna (Laboratorium der
Lehrkanzel für chemische Technologie an der Hochschule für
Bodenkultur in Wien).
A table follows: the two large column headings are
“In 100 parts of air-dried substance are contained:” and
“Calculated with a water content of 10%”, each of which is
subdivided into the three subcolumns, In the Original Seeds,
In the Seeds of the 1st Reproduction, and In the Seeds of the
2nd Reproduction; and the eighteen rows are Water, Protein,
Fat, Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, Ash; the heading
Yellow Variety from China and then Water, Protein, Fat,
Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, Ash Component, and the
heading Brownish-red Variety from China and then Water,
Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free Extracts, Raw Fiber, and Ash.
Continued. Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
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• Summary: Continued: Page 16: In the agronomic trials that
were conducted in 1877, 118 people already participated.
This time, the trials extended to all of the provinces of
Austria as well as to Hungary, Croatia, Germany, Holland,
Switzerland, and Russian Poland (Russisch-Polen). In
consideration of the extremely unfavorable weather–a late,
chilly, and damp spring, a summer that was only hot in brief
periods with a dry period that lasted all the longer, a cold,
rainy autumn, which brought the unusually premature early
frosts which substantially damaged the sensitive plants or
completely destroyed them–the result of these agronomic
trials can also be called a satisfying one. Indeed, many
participants in this year’s agronomic trials felt themselves
to be obliged to very specially emphasize in their reports to
Haberlandt the resistance of the soybean to drought and to
frost.
Instead of quoting the various reports, the wish is to list
here the conclusions that were summarized by Haberlandt in
fifteen points which he obtained from the agronomic trials
that were conducted during three years as well as from the
chemical studies:

I. The acclimatization of the early-maturing soybeans
can be indicated as completely successful in Central Europe.
II. Out of all of the varieties that achieved cultivation on
an experimental basis over the three years, the yellow-seeded
variety, and possibly also the reddish-brown-seeded variety,
served as the decidedly preferable ones.
III. The yellow variety as the earliest maturing variety
noticeably exceeded the northern distribution boundary for
the corn plant, competing with regard to its capability for
distribution at minimum with the earliest maturing corn
varieties.
IV. With the continued cultivation of the soybean, there
is reason to fear a degeneration of it in the sense that, for
instance, the anatomical-physiological qualities of the seeds
and the chemical properties that are associated with them
could experience a substantial change.
V. On the other hand, it is [verb missing–possessed?]
of an extraordinary capacity for adaptation, both to the soil
and to the climate of an area. As is expressed in the height of
its growth, in the number and size of its leaves, in the stiffly
upright or sarmentous (raukend) growth of the stem, in the
denser or sparser hair covering of the leaves
Page 17: and in the longer-lasting beginning of the
blossoming or an interruption of it that occurs early.
VI. It resists frost far better than corn or green beans, its
seeds do not freeze, even if they winter over in frozen soil
or are intentionally left to freeze. Likewise, the sprouts are
also less sensitive than green bean plants which, like soaked
green beans, are certainly destroyed by frost. As a result of
this greater hardiness of soybeans, it is already possible to
move their cultivation to the second half of April, as long
as it is not pushed past May 1. VII. It is capable of resisting
summer drought to a greater degree than the other legumes,
and in fact in that respect it hardly meets its match among
our local cultivated plants, perhaps only with corn, sorghum
(Moorhirse), and foxtail millet (Mohar).
VIII. Corresponding to its wealth of blossoms is always,
with almost absolute certainty, an extraordinarily rich
setting of pods which is emphasized with praise by all trial
participants and which can be designated as incomparable.
At the same time, the pods keep the seeds well and almost
never let them drop on their own.
IX. Both the seeds and the straw of the soybeans have
an excellent nutritional value. As a green fodder plant, there
is no other that is comparable to it with regard to nutritional
value. With the high content of its seeds in the most precious
components, no seed of any other food plant of the temperate
zones can even distantly be compared with it.
X. Not only do the products of the soy plant
(Soyapflanze) have a very high nutritional value, with dishes
that are prepared from the seeds also pleasing the palates of
people, the straw and the green plant are eagerly eaten by
every type of livestock.
XI. For the plant farmer, it has the special advantage
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that it can be planted in almost any soil, even if it equally
flourishes superbly on all types of light soils and specifically
matures earlier. The planting
Page 18: smaller stock of seed, its care requires a little
trouble and cost, it shades the soil in an excellent manner,
it does not allow any weeds to develop, and it can be left in
the fields in stooks/shocks (Puppen) to dry in the autumn
without risk, as long as there is no fear of it being eaten by
mice.
XII. One decisive advantage of the soybean in
comparison with all other legumes consists of the fact that
with respect to all of the parasitic fungi (Schmarotzerpilze), it
enjoys an infallible immunity, as has been the case thus far.
XIII. But the soybean is not simply an extraordinarily
important acquisition for the farmer, it will also achieve a
great significance for industry.
XIV. In the end, the soy plant will also form a valuable
subject for plant physiologists for the purposes of numerous
studies, since prior experiments have shown that it can
also easily be used in nutrient solutions for complete
development.
XV. It will prove itself to be one of the most suitable
plants for the study of the influence with the formation of
new varieties, and it will do so not simply for the household
of people, but it will also be of great service for scientific
research.
In his book, Haberlandt prophesied that soy (Soja)
“will one day play a great role in the huts of the poor, it will
mean more to potatoes than salt, with its fat it will be like
drippings, and with its protein it will provide energy. As
flour, though, it will also gain its entry into the palaces of the
wealthy, and in fact the soy sauce that is currently imported
from India and China will form a constant item in their
cakes.” Haberlandt closes out his study about the merits of
cultivation of soy by saying, “Farmers will therefore only be
taking their own interests into consideration if they include
this miraculous stranger within the circle of their protection
and, in so doing, along with their own advantage and the
general good of the people, they also promote the well-being
of the Fatherland.”
Many will thus pose the question: where does it come
from that the soybean, if it has such outstanding properties,
Page 19: will find its further dissemination? If
Haberlandt had not unfortunately been torn away from the
midst of his publicity activity–he died in 1878, right when
his book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne) had been published in
which he set down the results of the studies and trials about
the merits of the cultivation of the soybean–then the soybean
would have already taken on first place long ago among the
cultivated plants of Europe. Haberlandt was in fact mistaken
about one thing: namely, in his view that the soybean
“will achieve general recognition only as a consequence
of the advantages which are associated with its cultivation
and which would be the only thing capable of dispelling

mistrust which every newly recommended useful plant
encounters in the all too often shrewd circles of practical
farmers.” Haberlandt was certainly not incorrect when he
indicated that the praise which he wrote and spoke extolling
the soybean in those days would have died away without
a sound and would have remained completely unnoticed if
it had not recommended itself through its advantages to all
those who thus far have become acquainted with it. But no
new cultivated plant can be disseminated without publicity.
It was possible for the potato to be introduced in part only
through force and cunning. In Prussia, after the Seven Years’
War [1754-1763], Frederick the Great [ruled 1740-1786]
had it required of every tenant farmer to till one fifteenth of
the field with potatoes, clover, and caraway. In France, the
famous pharmacist and agronomist Parmentier could once
again only introduce the potato into his fatherland by means
of a ruse. Namely, he made it known that any farmer who
dug up the tubers would be subjected to severe punishment.
The forbidden fruits are the ones that always taste the best:
the potatoes were stolen and planted and in this way acquired
their civil rights in France.
Things went completely differently for the soybean.
Farmers showed the greatest interest in it from the very
beginning. And thus Haberlandt was able to say that he was
aware of no case in the history of crop farming in which a
cultivated plant that was to be newly introduced had won for
itself the general interest and the participation of farmers in
so few years at such a high degree as that which the soybean
had succeeded in doing in recent years. In this year, 1877, it
was already possible for 148 farmers to carry out agronomic
trials, most of them appreciatively emphasized the great
fertility of the new bean, and Haberlandt was bombarded
from all sides with requests. After the death of Haberlandt,
the great advocate and champion for the introduction of the
soybean, the movement which he initiated with indeed such
great enthusiasm waned, and in fact the soybean sank...
Continued. Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
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• Summary: Continued: Page 20: ... into oblivion so
much that it virtually had to be rediscovered for us. The
presumption would have been obvious that the cause of
soy not being naturalized after the agronomic trials that
turned out so favorably was a taste that was perhaps not
appealing to the palates of Europeans. But that is also not
correct because, as Haberlandt reports, nowhere had the
palate rebelled against soy as food, and not one single
unfavorable opinion about the flavor of the soybean came
to his knowledge. In fact, many of those who did taste
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tests with soybeans found that they were better tasting and
finer than green beans and even than lentils and peas. One
disadvantage which was generally noted is that soybeans
require a very long time to be cooked until soft (footnote:
as far as cooking the soybeans until soft is concerned, I
have had the experience that they can be cooked until soft
with the addition of a pinch of sodium carbonate, like other
legumes): Haberlandt also considered the soybean, when
prepared by itself, to be a concentrated food. In order to
remedy the first evil which at any rate causes an expenditure
in time and money, he used the soybeans finely ground, and
he further recommended to mix the soybeans with other
foods that were less concentrated. The Chinese and Japanese
had instinctively been very correctly led there, they add
their “miso” or their soy paste to most of their other foods
in a mixed proportion without ever consuming it by itself.
Haberlandt had such soybean meal added to foods prepared
from potatoes, such as potato puree, as well as rice that
had been cooked until halfway soft; he mixed soy meal
with wheat semolina, in order to prepare so-called “milk
semolina” or “water semolina”; and he had a food produced
with boiled, mashed potatoes and also mixed with semolina
that was analogous to polenta, which he called “soyenta”
(Sojenta). As an experiment, soy meal (Sojaschrot) was also
mixed with wheat flour, and bread was prepared without
adding milk, and in all cases the dishes that were mixed that
way tasted excellent to him and his family. However, this
opinion about the taste of soy was also formed by all others
who happened to have the opportunity to participate in taste
tests.
It would only be superfluous to repeat an opinion which
the famous Prof. Wenzel Hecke, a friend of Haberlandt’s,
had about the usability of the soybean as a food for people
and which is likewise to be deduced from Haberlandt’s work:
“With its high content of nitrogenous nutrients
Page 21: soy obviously has too close of a relationship
for it alone to serve the nutrition of people: since with its sole
use, a loss of fat would occur. For the production of a normal
relationship of nitrogenous and nitrogen-free nutrients, it for
that reason appears that the addition of another food that is
low in nitrogenous substances and fat would be appropriate,
and along those lines, it seems that in those countries where
the cultivation of potatoes is carried out, the potato above
all else would be recommended, which has already assumed
such a large share in the nutrition of the people. Without
wishing to provide a recipe for general imitation, I only note
that a dish can be produced from soy and potatoes which
tastes really good to myself and my family, big and small,
and specifically also in comparison with the `mamaliga’
(polenta or corn mush) which they got to know as a general
food for the people in Radautz (today’s Radauti, Romania).
In this case, one part soy flour or soy meal and two parts
fresh potatoes are used. The potatoes and the soy are each
boiled separately, then mixed together into a moderately

thick paste. The necessary amount of salt is added to the
soy, and as a seasoning and perhaps also otherwise for
dietetic purposes braised onions are added to the dish.
This combination offers to those who have to save on food
the content of nitrogenous nutrients that are necessary
for nutrition, since the ratio of those to the nitrogen-free
nutrients, in consideration of the higher respiration value of
the fat, hardly amounts to 1:4. The fat, which is otherwise
used with the use of the potato, is saved, since the soy
contains enough of it, and the addition of milk with regard to
the content of casein and fat is also not necessary. This also
was not done in the experiments described above.”
As can be seen from these opinions, the “flavor”
was therefore also not a reason for the soybean not being
introduced, and so nothing else remains to be viewed as the
only cause except the lack of organization of the movement
after the death of Haberlandt. Following the demise of this
researcher, it appears as though no on at all looked after
the soybean any more, and hundreds, or even thousands,
of farmers whose agronomic trials had been brilliantly
successful did not know of any utilization for them and
therefore gave up on further cultivation: because anyone who
carried out taste tests was scared away by the lengthiness
[Landwierigkeit–sic: Langwierigkeit?] of the boiling. But
in that respect, it was in fact the absence of a clarification of
the further preparation of the soybean which got in the way.
Nevertheless, soybeans have remained in some areas where
they find use as a coffee substitute.
Page 22: All good things come to fruition in this world
and will finally achieve recognition, however and whenever
that may be. It has now been a full forty years since
Haberlandt undertook his agronomic trials with soybeans
with such great success, and it has been almost exactly as
long since the soybean has been sleeping in its Sleeping
Beauty slumber. But soy, too, shall awaken from it to a
new life–the World War is what will cause it to once again
blossom forth and be fruitful.
Just like forty years ago, the trials that were carried
out at the initiative of the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture
(Österreichisch Ackerbauministerium) also yielded
a sparkling result, as the author can attest to, having
been a participant in these trials. The committee which
was mentioned at the beginning, which the Ministry of
Agriculture entrusted with the agronomic trials and with
which the author has been in contact for some time now
because of similar trials, also turned to him specifically
with the inquiry as to whether he would be inclined to begin
agronomic trials with soybeans.
For years now, the soybean has aroused my attention,
above all else because of its such multifaceted usability,
which nearly all travel descriptions from Japan and China
know well enough to report. I was already contemplating
at the time the idea of carrying out agronomic trials
with soybeans, and for that purpose, I turned to various
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personages, all of whom, though, advised me against it.
When the committee then turned to me, I did not hesitate for
a moment to realize my old plan.
For the trials that were carried out by the committee,
some beans of Hungarian provenance were used and
some beans that were the descendants of a variety that
had been planted at the committee’s Korneuburg grounds
(Korneuburger Anlagen) in 1904 which had been obtained
from the Dresden [Germany] company Gehe & Co. after
a report from them that originated from China. Excellent
experiences have especially been had with the latter variety:
thus at the Korneuburg experiment station (Korneuburger
Versuchsstation), the harvest could already be carried out
in the third week of September. The author also received a
reproduction of this Chinese variety. I used the three kg of
soybeans that I got not only for agronomic trials, but I also
carried out all kinds of taste tests with them which satisfied
me extraordinarily, and I gave seeds to seven other people.
For my agronomic trials, I selected the most varied of types
of soil, and I had the same experience as Haberlandt that the
most suitable type of soil is a deep loamy one. The soybean
does not like garden soil or compost soil or else manured
soil: although the development of the foliage is extremely
strong and the plants can from time to time reach a height
of 1.5 meters, the development of the fruit was... Continued.
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• Summary: Continued: Page 23: ... very sparse. The sowing
was carried out by myself and by those to whom I gave
the seeds in the time period from May 13 to June 15. In
Frohnleiten (Upper Styria), where the author carried out his
trials on his small estate, seeds that were sown in late May
and early June no longer reached maturity, while those that
were sown in mid-May yielded a nice harvest, even though
the sowing that was carried out at that time also turned out
to be absolutely too late. With the agronomic trials that were
carried out by me in Graz and vicinity–which, however, lies
only thirty km further south–the seeds that were also sown
in late May and early June in part reached maturity. Here as
well, though, the cultivation should have taken place much
earlier.
The harvest of the beans was carried out from late
September to late October. With some plants, I counted up to
270 pods; there were clusters of eight to twelve pods. Most
of the pods had three seeds, but it was not rare to find those
with four seeds.
The objection that the yield capability of the other
legumes would be so much greater than that of the soybean

demonstrates an ignoring of the facts. According to König,
the soybean delivers on average a yield of 2,000 kg per
hectare, and this also corresponds to the calculations of
Haberlandt; the yield of beans and peas is also approximately
that large. The smallness of the soybean is among other
things compensated for by its proportionally large volumetric
weight in comparison to other legumes. Thus, the weight per
liter is:
A table follows: the four rows are Peas, Lentils, Bush
beans, and Soybeans and their corresponding weight in dkg
(1 dkg = 1 decagram = 10 grams).
As can be seen, the soybean does not need to shy away
from a comparison of its yield capability with that of the
other legumes. Within that context, though, it needs to be
taken into consideration that the yield in protein and fat,
those two nutrients that are so important, is a significantly
higher one per hectare with soy. E. Wein calculates the yield
of protein and fat as follows:
A table follows: the last two of the three columns are
Protein per Hectare and Fat per Hectare; and the rows are
Beans, Peas, and Soy.
Weighings that were carried out by myself of 1,000 of
the original seeds yielded a weight of 200 g; for 1,000 of the
harvested...
Page 24: seeds, 215 g. That would equal an increase in
weight of 15 g with 1,000 seeds. As can be seen, the results
of the latest trials are analogous to those that were achieved
by Haberlandt forty years ago. Incidentally, a comprehensive
report by the committee on the results of its agronomic trials
will soon be published to which I will make reference here.
No sooner had I sown the soybeans then it emerged that one
of my neighbors had already been cultivating such beans for
twenty-five years, although he planted them only on a limited
scale since he uses them exclusively as an additive to coffee.
Little by little, more and more people have found each other
who were familiar with soybeans, and specifically under the
name “coffee bean” and who knew to be able to say that they
were being cultivated here and there. I was interested in it,
researched it, and made the discovery that in some areas, the
soybean has virtually become naturalized, and specifically
everywhere for the exclusive use as a coffee additive.
It is interesting that a cultivated plant could find such a
comparatively large distribution without being generally
known and without finding particular attention. Indeed, it
must virtually raise astonishment that in consideration of this
fact, in polemics that take up from an article (footnote 1: G.
Haberlandt, “Legumes in Wartime” (“Die Hulsenfrüchte in
der Kriegezeit”), Vossische Zeitung [a newspaper in Berlin],
January 17, 1916) by the famed botanist Prof. Gottlieb
Haberlandt (footnote 2: Son of Friedrich Haberlandt.) in
which he most warmly advocated for the soybean, the
assertion would be made that the soybean would not thrive in
our areas.
In this remarkable essay, the aforementioned botanist
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speaks up for an increased cultivation of legumes. With the
treatment of this issue, G. Haberlandt did indeed for the
most part have the abnormal wartime conditions before his
eyes, but his ideas are worthy of also finding consideration
in times of peace. As Prof. Haberlandt explained, German
agriculture in the coming vegetation periods must be
concerned about supplementing our protein supplies above
all else by means of the cultivation of those useful plants
which distinguish themselves through especially proteinrich seeds and fruits and which, at the same time, place
the smallest possible demands upon fertilizer with bound
nitrogen. These conditions are fulfilled to the highest degree
by the legumes, since with the help of certain bacteria,
they are capable of also acquiring the free nitrogen from
the atmospheric air and utilizing it for the conversion into
proteins. This living community (Lebensgemeinschaft) of
leguminous plants and bacteria that is based upon benefit
(Leistung) and return benefit (Gegenleistung)
Page 25: is commonly referred to as “symbiosis.” The
gain in bound nitrogen that is achieved by means of this
“symbiosis” is an extremely immense one: it has thus been
determined that, for example, lupines with the assistance
of the bacteria are capable of producing up to 200 kg of
nitrogen per hectare, which is more than is contained on
average in 30,000 kg (300 Doppelzentner) of barn manure.
Even more interesting is a comparison of the quantities
of protein that are produced from the grain species of wheat
and rye with those which the leguminous plants store in
their seeds, as well as a comparison of the yield of seeds per
hectare in kilograms:
A table follows. The last three of the four columns
are Seed yield per hectare in kg, Protein content in %, and
Protein yield per hectare in kg; the thirteen rows are Winter
wheat, Summer wheat, Winter rye, Summer rye, Barley
(two-row) (zweizeilig), Oats, Corn, Peas, Lentils, Green
beans (French beans; Gartenbohnen {Fisolen}), Broad beans
(Pferdebohnen), Vetch (Platterbsen), and Soybeans. The
soybeans give a protein yield of 663 kg per hectare–by far
the greatest, followed by 522 kg for broad beans. Summer
rye gives the lowest: 146 kg/ha.
The yields did in fact fluctuate between very broad
limits, and thus for example with winter wheat between
800 and 4,800 kg; with winter rye between 1,000 and 3,300
kg; with lentils between 400 and 1,800 kg; and with broad
beans between 800 and 4,700 kg; nevertheless, the figures
that are listed permit some very interesting comparisons.
It can be deduced from them, for instance, that the yield of
one hectare of winter wheat (2,200 kg) is approximately
just as large as the yield of broad beans (2,100 kg) but that
the protein content of the beans (24.88%) amounts to nearly
twice as much as that of the wheat (12.66%). A wheat field
consequently provides an average of 279 kg of protein per
hectare; a bean field, on the other hand, 522 kg. The yield
capability of the winter rye approximately equals that of

the green beans (1,500 kg). The protein yield of the former
comes to 200 kg per hectare and of the latter to 315 kg per
hectare, which signifies an increase of 57%.
Page 26: What is most important, and what G.
Haberlandt especially made reference to, is that these protein
yields of the legumes which are so conspicuously higher
are only shown in their true light as a result of the fact that
for the purpose of their production of protein, the species
of grains have to completely and totally rely upon bound
nitrogen in the form of fertilizers, while the legumes obtain
a large part of–and in some circumstances, even all of–the
nitrogen that they need from the air with the help of root
nodule bacteria. That which is said here about the beans,
lentils, and peas of course also holds true for the soybeans.
The assertion that soybeans do not thrive in Central
Europe is also found in the Meyer’s Encyclopedia (Meyers
Lexikon). In it, it is in fact especially emphasized that the
soybean possesses a great capacity for adaptation to soil and
climatic conditions, immunity against parasitic fungi, and a
fertility that can never be denied, but immediately after that,
the assertion is made, “In Central Europe, it has not yielded
any satisfying results, since the vegetation period amounts
to more than 150 days and therefore the seeds will not
mature with us.” Even more peculiar is to see listed in first
place under the source material that is indicated the work by
Haberlandt the father, The Soybean (Die Sojabohne) which
is virtually an enthusiastic apotheosis of the soybean and in
which the author sets down the so favorable experiences of
several years of trials concerning the merits of the cultivation
of this bean.
The fact that the soybean has maintained itself in some
areas is indeed proof enough that it thrives with us, and it
is furthermore a guarantee that today, its introduction does
not have to encounter any great difficulties. In fact, what is
indeed concerned in many areas is only to put on a broader
basis the cultivation of soybeans that is already carried out
on a small scale. Even in those areas of Austria and Germany
in which it is not known, its introduction today where
everything is endeavored to increase the possibilities of
nutrition does not cause any great troubles.
Since it has now been shown that the soybean thrives
in Central Europe, and specifically without a reduction in
its nutritional value, the central authorities are faced with
the obligation of bringing to life a generous campaign for
the introduction of this bean. Of course, corresponding
explanation has to go hand in hand with the promotion. And
specifically, the explanation has to not be limited to the type
and manner of cultivation, but rather the attention of farmers
has to be directed above all else to the manifold possibilities
of assessment of this bean, and in addition, instructions have
to be provided for the various preparations. The explanation
can take place in part through fliers,... Continued. Address:
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
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351. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung der Soja,
eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The introduction
of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s nutrition
(Continued–Document part VII)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 30 p.
Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the Plant
Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Continued: Page 27:... the preparation of which
ought to take place through the agricultural societies and
cooperatives, and in part through explanatory posters that
would be affixed in the rural communities. Specifically
during the war, the latter type of explanation was already
applied by the authorities more frequently, and specifically
with visible success. But the schools also have to be
enlisted for the instruction of the agricultural population.
Particular attention should be paid in the rural elementary
schools for girls (ländliche Mädchen-Volksschulen) to the
ways of preparing the soybean. At this point, reference
may in fact be made to the idea that it would be in the
highest interest of public nutrition for obligatory cooking
and housekeeping courses to be affiliated with the girls’
schools, elementary schools, and secondary schools, that is,
courses the attendance of which would be as compulsory
as the attendance of elementary school already is in all
cultural states. A large part of the fault of the malnutrition
of some parts of the population is due to the lack of
cooking knowledge in women. That which is to be seen
on the lunchtime table of an industrial laborer or a farmer
often resembles animal feed more than a dish for humans.
Good, tasty, and efficient cooking has to be learned just as
much as, for example, sewing or knitting–it also requires
certain chemical and nutritional-physiological knowledge
which is taught without difficulty to intellectually bright
girls. Cooking should therefore be the subject of especially
thorough instruction.
After the instructing has taken place, the soybeans
would be provided, once again by the agricultural societies
and cooperatives, at cost to those farmers who are interested
in them.
One really cannot think of a better moment for the
introduction of a new cultivated plant than at the present
time, in which everything is being tried, in order to ruin
the starvation policy of our enemies. In addition, during
these times of the reevaluation of all values, conservatism,
that impediment to any development, does not play that
role which it plays in normal times. Even if the fruits
of the introduction of the soybean to our people cannot
yet be completely of benefit during this bloody struggle,
the criminal attempt of starvation will nevertheless have
provided the inducement to elevate the entire public nutrition
and, as a result of that, the health, the force, and along
with this the productivity of our people to a higher level.
Incidentally, in his essay that was published as early as
January 17, 1915, G. Haberlandt expressed the opinion that
perhaps as many seeds were available in order to already

productively allow the cultivation of soy during the wartime
period.
Page 28: The physical and mental capabilities of a
people are to a large extent dependent upon its nutrition,
and there is no doubt that the power of resistance and the
toughness of the Japanese people is also to be traced back
to its hearty diet, among the main components of which is
in fact the soybean. The introduction of the soybean can be
viewed without exaggeration as a radical change in the area
of public nutrition. One need only consider what it means if
the nutritional value of the diet of entire classes of the people
increases so extraordinarily, as would be the case through the
introduction of soy in those areas in which the population is
nourished almost exclusively by potatoes, as in some areas
of Silesia and Bohemia, or by Sterz [a mush made from
buckwheat or other flour], as in the Alpine regions of Austria,
above all in Styria [a state located in the southeast of Austria;
the capital city is Graz]. Of course, the soybean can only
take on that significance for public nutrition if, as in Japan,
it is added to all dishes and, so to speak, has an influence
upon the entire nutrition. It is possible to imagine one’s
ideal diet, for example, from the standpoint of the nutritional
physiologist as a dish produced from three fourths potatoes
and one fourth soybeans. If to produce it, for example, 300
g of potatoes and 100 g of soybeans are used with as much
water as necessary in order to prepare a thick mush, then
with an adult male laborer, such a meal could amply cover
one half of his daily requirement for protein (44 gm), one
third of his daily requirement for fat (18 gm), and nearly one
fourth of his daily requirement for carbohydrates (starch).
It therefore goes without saying that the introduction of the
soybean will not drive away the potato as a human foodstuff,
but rather will indicate those limits that are due to it. For
that reason, the not inconsiderable quantities of this tuber
which will become redundant can be put to other purposes,
such as animal feed and the production of potato starch.
Specifically with the obtaining of starch, it would be very
desirable if the grain that thus far was used for this could
be replaced by potatoes. In the exposé which was edited by
Paul Eltzbacher, German Public Nutrition and the English
Starvation Plan (Die deutsche Volksernährung und der
englische Aushungerungsplan), a prohibition against the
production of starch from wheat is demanded, and reference
is made to the fact that with the production of potato starch,
nutrients are not destroyed to the degree as with grain starch.
Also speaking for the use of potatoes for the manufacturing
of starch is the circumstance that potatoes do not keep as
long. Therefore, through their processing into starch
Page 29: in the first months after the harvest, substantial
quantities of nutrients can be obtained in a form that keeps
which, when keeping the potatoes until the following
summer, would to a large extent be lost as a result of
respiration and as a result of rot. Even though this exposé
does in fact treat the issue of nutrition from the point of
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view of the abnormal dietary conditions which the war has
brought along with it, we nevertheless also have an interest
during peacetime in as little nutritional value as possible
being destroyed. Likewise, through the introduction of soy, a
savings in animal fat is made. With no foodstuff is the waste
so great as with fat; this publication also makes reference
to this fact which is otherwise little heeded. The amount
of fat which is left behind on pans, plates, and containers
is enormous. A study by Rubner yielded that Berlin runoff
water contains 20 g of fat daily per person of the Berlin
population, and thus 100 g of fat daily for a family of five.
If the soybean had in fact been introduced earlier, then this
would have at least contributed to the reduction of the fat
predicament which has now been felt so severely. Soybean
meal will also gain significance with time. It has not at all
been a relatively long time that fine flour was produced
for the market from legume seeds. Today, a series of food
preparations and preserved foods are already being produced
from legume flours with all sorts of additives, and according
to König, their use may even surpass that of pure flours.
Among the better-known mixtures should be mentioned
Erbsenwurst [pea sausage], the mixture of legume flour with
meat or else with meat extract and fat, as well as the mixture
of legume flour with malt extract which is marketed under
the name “Maltolegumin” or “Maltoleguminose”, the socalled “children’s flours” (Kindermehle).
Several analyses that were carried out on legume flours
yield the following on average:
A table follows: the last seven of eight columns are
indications as percentages of Water, Nitrogenous Substance,
Fat, Carbohydrate, Fiber (Holzfaser); the last three then
grouped under the heading In the Dry Substance: Ash,
Nitrogen, and Carbohydrate; and the four rows are Bean
flour (Bohnenmehl), Peas, Lentils, and Soy.
Page 30: While bean flour (Bohnenmehl), pea flour,
and lentil flour can be viewed as essentially equal in their
composition, soybean flour, corresponding to the chemical
composition of the soybean, is distinguished in addition to
its higher protein content by, at the same time, a high fat
content. As König says, “Soybean flour therefore deserves
all the more attention for nutrition, since the diet of the great
masses is without exception lacking in fat.”
The soybean can find yet another use in the foodstuffs
industry, and that is for the production of imitation butter.
In fact, the “miso” of the Japanese–which, because of its
consistency, they add to all of their dishes instead of butter
(since that is somewhat unknown in the Land of the Rising
Sun)–is nothing other than a mixture of soybeans and
“dough” (“Moos [sic, Koos = koji]) that is, hulled rice. As
has already been mentioned repeatedly, the soybean will also
achieve great importance as a surrogate for coffee. In fact,
the soybean is to be enjoyed as a complete substitute for
coffee, and specifically, as I myself have been convinced, the
difference in taste between the soybean and regular coffee is

a smaller one than that between malt coffee, which today is
so widely distributed, and regular coffee. The difference in
flavor can be compared to that which exists between goat’s
milk and cow’s milk. It goes without saying that aside from
its nutritional value, “soybean coffee” (Sojabohnenkaffee)
would also end up significantly cheaper.
Thus the soybean is capable of also achieving in Europe
that importance as a foodstuff which it has already possessed
in Japan for centuries. May it then finally take on that place
among our cultivated plants which it is due by virtue of its
high nutritional value, and may it make the prophecy of
Friedrich Haberlandt a reality!
Note: Translated from the German by Philip Isenberg,
MM, CT. Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
352. Photographs of Dr. Artemy A. Horvath and his wife,
Maria. 1916.
• Summary: (1) This portrait photo of Captain A.A. Horvath
was taken in 1916 during World War I while he was in the
Russian army on the Turkish front. His head is shaved and
he is wearing a moustache and a plain military uniform with
no decorations. Dr. Horvath later said that being on the front
in this war transformed him from a playboy into the man he
was for the rest of his life (black and white, 5.25 inches high
by 3.5 inches wide).
(2) This portrait photo of Maria Nicholaevna
Kuznetsova, later the wife of Dr. A.A. Horvath, is undated;
she appears to be about age 16-18. She is wearing a white
long-sleeved dress, with a white smock, and is standing
behind a carved wooden hand railing (black and white,
6.75 inches high by 4.75 inches wide). Tatiana recalls: “As
she aged, she became somewhat sad. I can see that in so
many photographs. I think because her husband moved on,
but always stayed part of the family. She was sad because
he did not want to live and be with her 24 hours of every
day (although we never talked about it), because he was so
remarkable and wise. She missed him and had to manage
on her own. Having been brought up in that girls’ boarding
school, basically without a family, she had contact with
her father, but her mother kind of took off and they were
divorced–which was a scandal in those days. She always
missed Russia. Mimi (“Maria”) was cozy and warm and
loving and dear, and cozy was what she made everybody
feel. She had learned to cook in Switzerland by taking
lessons, because she had previously never cooked in her life.
She also got a degree in literature from the University of
Neuchatel, Switzerland–where we lived.
Other photos (undated unless otherwise stated) sent
by Tatiana but not scanned include: (1) A.A. Horvath in
early spring 1917, on board a Russian military ship (small
destroyer) with about 9 other officers of the 123rd Division
(5th Army Corps), all wearing uniforms and hats and
standing around a large mounted gun. Near the Turkish
front, the ship is on a reconnaissance trip in front of a small
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Turkish fortress Tireboli (occupied by the enemy), about 100
miles west of Trebizond on the southeast shore of the Black
Sea. (2) The tree-lined front of the Kazan Imperial Institute,
the boarding school that Maria attended as a student. (3)
Maria as a girl (age 8-10), seated at her school desk with a
book in front of her, at the Czarinas boarding school (6.5 by
4.5 inches, black and white). (4) Isidora Horvath, nicknamed
affectionately “Hexe” (“the witch”), A.A. Horvath’s elder
sister and favorite sibling, with her dog “Pakot” in front of
the Kazan stables which the Horvath family leased to the
Tartars; the mares gave milk which was fermented to make
kumiss (4.5 by 3.25 inches). (5) A.A. Horvath and Isidora
(his sister), side by side, in fancy dress, appearing in a play
in Kazan (6.0 by 4.0 inches, black and white). (6) Portrait of
Isidora Horvath in her 70s in Kazan (4.5 by 3.5 inches, black
and white). (7) Portrait (pencil sketch) of Isidora Horvath
in her 90s in Kazan (4 by 5 inches, black and white). (8)
Clemens Horvath, A.A. Horvath’s elder brother, as a child
(about age 3-4) with a wooden horse on wheels (4 by 2.5
inches, black and white).
These photos were sent to Soyinfo Center in May 2010
by Tatiana Reisacher, Dr. Horvath’s daughter, who owns
them.
353. Sornay, Pierre de. 1916. Green manures and manuring
in the tropics, including an account of the economic value of
leguminosæ as sources of foodstuffs, vegetable oils, drugs,
etc. Translated from the French by F.W. Flattely. London:
John Bole, Sons and Danielson, Ltd. xvi + 466 p. Illust. 26
cm. [12 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is dedicated “To my esteemed Master
and Friend M.P. Bonâme. A token of deep gratitude and
sincere admiration.” It “was awarded a gold medal by the
Société Nationale d’Agricole de France.” The translator
is from the International Institute of Agriculture, Rome,
and the Dep. of Zoology, University College of Wales,
Aberystwth. In the introduction H. Pellet states (p. viii)
“M. de Sornay, who for a number of years has been a
member of the Agronomic Station of Mauritius, had already
published, some time ago, in the Bulletin of the Station, a
short treatise on the Leguminosæ.” This volume is a major
expansion of that work. The author was one of the first to
study intercropping of sugar cane with legumes. Working in
Mauritius, he found that legumes used in mixed cultivation
with sugar prevented the growth of weeds and retained the
soluble salts which would have been washed away by rain.
A trailing variety of peanut was used. He also suggested
soybean as an intercrop because “it does not interfere in
any way with the small canes; the soybean may be used
on a mixed cultivation and may even be sown in two rows
in interspaces of canes” (p. 184). Also includes concise
information about the cultivation and yield of soybeans.
Chapter 1, “General remarks” (p. 1-9) begins: “The
family of the Leguminosæ, which numbers not less than

7,000 species distributed over every portion of the globe,
contains, according to Van Tieghem, 430 genera.” “The
Leguminosae are generally divided into three great subfamilies: Cæsalpineæ, Mimoseæ, and Papilionaceæ.” The
first two sub-families prefer tropical climates, whereas the
Papilionaceæ “adapt themselves to every climate and are
found distributed from the Equator [Ecuador] to the Poles.”
The Papilionaceæ are divided into eleven tribes; a table
shows these and the subtribes or genera they contain. The
genus Glycine is in the tribe Phaseoleæ, subtribe Glycina.
Chapter 2 is an “Account [history] of the theories on
the absorption of nitrogen from the air by the leguminosæ.”
Chapter 3 (p. 9-46) is a “Description of the various
leguminous plants of agricultural value.” The 37 species
discussed include the peanut (p. 47-70), Bambarra groundnut or Voandzou (p. 70-72, native of Madagascar), pois carré
[winged bean] (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus), and Soja, or
Soy bean (p. 182-92).
The rambling treatment of the soy bean discusses bits
and pieces of its history, botany, and yields in India, South
Africa, and Mauritius. Nineteen tables show its composition.
Concerning uses: “The seed of the soy bean is eaten as a
vegetable by the majority of Chinese and Japanese, and they
make numerous other uses of it.” The chief ones are: Soy
milk, soy cheese [tofu], and shoyu. “The roasted seeds of
the soy bean are used in the United States and Switzerland
as a substitute for coffee. Not containing any starch, these
breads are used in the manufacture of breads and biscuits
for people suffering from diabetes. They are found on the
European market... The seeds are pressed in order to extract
the oil, the oil resulting from the first expression being used
in the manufacture of soap, whilst that from the second is
used as machine oil. The cake is given to cattle mixed with
other nutriments of lower nitrogen content. The trade in soy
has increased considerably during the last five years.” Trade
statistics (exports of soy beans from Manchuria and imports
to Europe) and prices on the London market (of soy beans,
oil, and cake) are given.
Chapter 7, “Starch in the leguminosæ” (p. 246+)
discusses the “Characters of the principal starches in the
Leguminosæ.” It contains an illustration (line drawing) of
the starch in Soja hispida (Fig. 42, p. 251), and a description
(p. 255) as follows: “Soja hispida.–Soy contains very little
starch. The shape of the grains is fairly uniform, whilst
their size is very variable. All the grains polarize clearly.
The hilum is linear, occasionally stellate, but of rather rare
occurrence. The striations are only visible at the edges
and are very close together. Starch only very slightly
homogeneous.” Address: Chemist, Ex-Asst. Director of
the Station Agronomique of Mauritius, Laureate of the
Association des Chimistes de Sucrerie et de Distillerie de
France et des Colonies, Laureate of the Société Nationale
d’Agriculture de France.
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354. Kuraz, Rudolf; Senft, Emanuel. 1917. Anbauversuche
mit gelbsamiger Sojabohne in Oesterreich [Agronomic trials
with yellow-seeded soybeans in Austria]. Zeitschrift fuer
das Landwirtschaftliche Versuchswesen in Oesterreich 20(12):177-211. Jan/Feb. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Above the title is written (in German)
“Proceedings: Communication of the Committee for
National (staatlichen) Promotion of the Cultivation of
Medicinal Plants in Austria.”
Contents: Introduction (by Emanuel Senft). Report:
Introduction. Foreword. Varieties cultivated: G.-Soja and
D.-Soja. I. Some cultivation trials: Soil, weather conditions,
cultural trials with G.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural
trials with D.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural trials with
Vukovar-Soja (in Vukovar, Slavonia [Croatia]). New
varieties: S.-Soja, B.-Soja.
II. Cultural trials in individual regions of Austria:
1915 G.-Soja in Steiermark. 1915 D.-Soja in Steiermark,
Böhmen, Mähren. 1916 in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),
Upper Austria (Oberösterreich), Mähren, Steiermark,
Böhmen, Kärnten (also called Carinthia), Istria (Istrien),
Krain, Hungary (Ungarn), Germany (Deutschland), Bosnia
(Bosnien), Salzburg, Shlesien (Troppau, Freudenthal),
Vorarlberg, Tyrl (Tirol, Innsbruck), Dalmatia (Dalmatien).
Conclusions (trials ended at the end of December 1916).
The cultural trials conducted during the years
1914, 1915, and 1916 throughout Austria were largely
unsuccessful. Because the fields were heavily manured
with stall manure and well inoculated, the plants showed a
vigorous vegetative growth, so that the introduction of the
soybean as a green forage plant could be well recommended.
But it remains to be seen whether the soybean can be
grown for its seeds. We already know that in many parts
of Austria, the soybean will not completely mature its
seeds under unfavorable weather conditions. In 1916, for
example, in Mähren [Moravia] and Lower Austria, many
trials demonstrated this. The problem is not with the plant
but with the climate and weather. In most parts of Austria,
farmers should not develop unreasonably high hopes over
this “wonderful foreigner.”
Three trials accompanied by reports were conducted
in Bosnia. It seems that certain regions in Bosnia can be
considered for commercial cultivation of soybeans. In Tesanj,
G.-Soja was planted at the beginning of June and harvested
when completely ripe in mid-September. Individual plants
produced 180 seeds on average. In Derventa (115 meters
altitude) the plants lived for 119 days and yielded 1,100 kg/
ha. In Jajce (330 meters altitude; as of 2002 in north-central
Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Vrbas River), 330 kg/ha of
well matured soybeans were harvested. The experimenters
consider soybean cultivation to be promising and want to
continue on a commercial scale. Note 1. In 1908 Bosnia and
Herzegovina were annexed by Austria-Hungary.
At the end of this article are nine photos of several

types of soybeans grown in various locations, especially
Korneuburg (in Lower Austria).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1916). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: 1. Dr., Austria; 2. Lecturer,
Master of Philosophy (Dozent, Magister der Philosophie),
Vienna, Austria.
355. Whittle, Charles A. 1917. Vegetable oil industry needs
federal assistance (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). April 25. p. 10.
• Summary: “Germany and Austria have suffered hunger
more on account of their separation from the cotton fields of
the United States and from the soy bean fields of Manchuria,
than from the lack of bread.
“These crops were a source of a great deal of
their ‘butter,’ ‘lard’ and cooking oils before the war.
Oleomargarine was all the ‘butter’ that many Teutons knew,
and vegetable fats the only ‘lard’ many of them used, and
‘olive oil’ made from vegetable oils, cotton seed, soy beans,
peanuts and the like, most of the ‘olive oil’ they consumed.”
“This country [USA] has not developed its vegetable
oil industry to any great extent. Germany, France, England
and other European countries have been given the privilege.
We have sent our oil across the waters and we have bought
it back in another form at a much higher price. The fact is,
congress has discouraged the manufacture of cotton seed oil
products in this country by imposing taxes upon them.
“If the cotton crop of the south had a free hand to furnish
its full food stores for the world hunger, it could give up
from its seed 200,000,000 gallons, or more, of oil. This oil
could be converted into about 1,500,000,000 pounds of lard
[shortening] or margarine... It, therefore, seems clear that if
the government wants to make use of this resource of food at
this time, the government must remove its handicaps.”
356. Stoddard, William Leavitt. 1917. Soy: The coming
bean. Good Housekeeping 65:77, 126-28. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Good Housekeeping asked the Department
of Agriculture to tell its readers the truth about the soy
bean. This article is the department’s answer. In the [Good
Housekeeping] Institute Kitchen new recipes and methods
of using the soy bean were evolved and tested. These recipes
will be found at the end of this article. A list of dealers
in various sections of the country who carry a supply of
soy beans will be mailed upon request accompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope.
“’The soy bean, also called the soja bean, is a native
of southeastern Asia, and has been extensively cultivated
in Japan, China, and India since ancient times... The beans
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are there grown almost entirely for human food, being
prepared for consumption in many different ways. Their
flavor, however, does not commend them to Caucasian
appetites and thus far they have found but small favor as
human food in either Europe or America.’ Thus declared a
bulletin of the Department of Agriculture [Piper and Nielsen.
1909. Farmers’ Bulletin 372] before the war. Less than three
months after our entrance into the war–and the entrance of
the United States as a nation for the first time into a food
moderation and conservation campaign–this same authority
stated that ‘the soy bean has already reached a place of high
economic importance in America and Europe as a foodstuff...
During the past season the demand for seed by food
manufacturers has resulted in greatly increased prices.’ The
soy is a coming bean if not the coming bean.”
Sold in some American markets under the name Togo
bean, the soy bean “now flourishes in an increasingly large
acreage in Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,
Kentucky, and the southern parts of Illinois and Indiana. The
earlier varieties even mature in Ontario [Canada] and our
Northern states.”
The American housewife probably does not care “that
there is a factory in New York is making a ‘vegetable milk’
of soy beans; the “flour or meal [okara] which remains after
the milk is manufactured is valuable both as a stock for feed
and for human consumption; that soap manufacturers and
paint manufacturers are using the oil of soy beans to replace
more expensive oils; and that the substitute butter makers are
using the fat of the soy bean in products which thousands of
consumers are using all unwitting of its true nature.
“The thing that the American housewife wants to know
today is where soy beans can be bought and what are the
simplest uses of them... Probably the easiest and commonest
method of cooking soy beans is to use them either for soup
or to bake them.”
Eight recipes are given; all but two call for “soy beans.”
Soy-bean bread (containing 20% of the flour in the form of
“soy-bean meal” [a full-fat soy flour]), Soy beans and rice
(with “1 tablespoonful Worcestershire sauce”), Soy-bean loaf
with tomato sauce, Vegetable roast (baked), Savory baked
soy beans, Soy-bean soup, Soy-bean muffins (with “1 cupful
cold baked soy-bean pulp”), and Salted soy beans (deep
fried).
Photos show: (1) “The uses of the soy bean are literally
legion.” Muffins made with soy-bean meal. (2) Soy-bean
meal ground at the Good Housekeeping Institute; the handturned mill and two small piles of soy beans are shown.
(3) A dish of soy beans and rice. (4) A soy bean plant. (5)
“Vegetable roast of which soy beans are an ingredient.
Note 1. Theodore Hymowitz writes (12 Feb. 1990):
“I have no idea if William Leavitt Stoddard was related to
Illinois soybean pioneer William Hoyt Stoddard. William
Hoyt had one brother named Charles Lumas Stoddard.”
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document (Spril 2015)

seen concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Togo.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Salted soy beans” to
refer to soynuts. It is also the earliest document seen in
any language describing the frying or deep-frying of whole
soybeans to make soynuts. Previously soynuts had always
been dry roasted.
Note 4. This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug.
2002) in Good Housekeeping magazine.
Note 5. In the recipe for Soy-bean muffins the meaning
of the ingredient “1 cupful cold baked soy-bean pulp” is
not completely clear. This is the earliest document seen
(June 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean pulp” (regardless
of hyphenation). It probably refers to whole soybeans that
have been baked then ground or mashed to a pulp and
allowed to cool. However, the writer discusses okara earlier
in this article, and this recipe may be calling for okara as
an ingredient. If it is, this would be the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (June 2013) that calls for okara as
an ingredient in a recipe. Address: [Macoupin Co., Illinois].
357. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja,
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization (ContinuedDocument part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 40 p. 28 cm. [59 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Continued on p. 14. Ways of using the soybean
in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and China):
Note: In this section, starting on p. 15, the author repeatedly
uses the word Sojaspeisen meaning “soyfoods.” The soybean
probably originated in India. The Chinese and Japanese used
it to fortify their rice-based, protein-poor diet. The practice
came before the theory. The author says (incorrectly, p. 15)
that all the basic soyfoods are fermented. He then gives a
long description of koji and how it is made.
Shoyu or soy sauce (Shoju oder Soja-Sauce) (p. 15-17):
In Japan, 540-720 million liters are manufactured each year
so each Japanese uses 60-100 ml/year. The fermentation time
is 8 months to 5 years. The best soy sauce is fermented for
3 to 5 years. He explains how, as soy sauce is fermented,
the protein is broken down into amino acids such as leucine,
tyrosine, and members of the “Xanthin” group.
Miso (vegetable cheese, p. 17-18): Miso is widely used
in soups. More than half of the yearly Japanese soybean
harvest is used for making miso. This is 30 million kg
per year. Types of miso include shiro miso and Sendai
miso. Winkler, in his small work titled “The Soybean of
Manchuria,” mentions two other types of miso: Aka or red
miso and nuka miso. Kellner investigated five types of miso;
a table shows their composition. Loew reports that this
vegetable cheese (miso) is consumed either raw or in soups.
Kellner, Nagasaka and Kurashima report that, based on their
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investigations, the amount of amino-nitrogen increases 3-fold
and the quantity of carbohydrates is significantly diminished
through lactic acid and alcoholic fermentation. The carbonic
acid created thereby rises significantly during fermentation
(Loew).
Natto (p. 18): Discusses the findings of Yabe.
Japanese tofu or Chinese Tao-hu (p. 18-20): This is
the so-called “bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse). A table (p.
19, from König) shows the nutritional value of fresh tofu
(84.8% moisture) and frozen tofu (17.0% moisture). E.
Senft studied frozen tofu, a Japanese military preserved food
(Militärkonserve) that is not canned; he found it had a beige
color and a unique, slightly sour aroma which was at times
reminiscent of dextrin. It has a uniform texture throughout,
with many tiny pores. Winkler refers to five other types of
soy cheese. Concerning the military preserved foods, they
were highly regarded during the Russo-Japanese War and
(according to Senft) played a key role in the war. (Footnote:
The descriptions of the various preparations made from
soya make E. Senft’s treatises (1906 and 1907) valuable;
in them he published his investigations of a number of
Japanese vegetable foods and military preserved foods or
conserves). The well-known food manufacturer Maggi in
Kempttal, Switzerland, has tried for many years to introduce
a commercial miso-like product, but was not successful.
The soybean as an oil plant (p. 20-26): Winkler, in his
brochure, discusses the uses of soybeans in Manchuria. After
1908, soybeans were sold in Europe at incredibly low prices
which resulted in the expansion of imports and production.
Then tariffs were levied on soybeans. There were some
major problems in the Austrian oil industry.
Soybean flour (Sojabohnenmehl; p. 26-28): In
recent years, various processes have been patented. One
manufacturer is Soyamewerke in Frankfurt am Main, which
makes Soyama Kraftmehl. Yellow soybeans are mechanically
cleaned, washed, dried, and dehulled according to the
process of Dr. Fritz Goessel. Agumawerke in Harburg also
makes soy flour.
The soybean as a coffee substitute and extender (p. 2831): Coffee is known to be detrimental to good health and
void of nutrients. Rye, for example, has been used since the
17th century as a coffee substitute. Barley also plays a major
role, especially as malt. A table (p. 30) shows the nutritional
composition of ten coffee substitutes, including chicory, figs,
lupin, and carob. Soy coffee tastes remarkably similar to real
coffee. In Istria (Istrien), in the Austrian alps, in Switzerland
as well as in Alsace (Elsass), the soybean has been used
since its introduction as a coffee substitute. Haberlandt
reported in his work that a teacher from Capo d’Istria told
him that the soybean was used as a coffee substitute in
Istria, and a friend told him that there was no difference
between the flavor of the two. The Thunschen is used to
make good soy coffee. The soybeans are mechanically
cleaned, put into a trommel, agitated with water at 65-70ºC,

brushed and thereby freed of a large number of impurities
which can leave a burned smell. The aroma of soy coffee
can be improved by impregnation with an extract of largely
decaffeinated coffee. It has roughly twice the nutrients of
regular coffee and no harmful constituents.
Soybean milk (Sojabohnen-Milch, p. 32-33): The most
popular vegetable milk is Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable Milk
(Lahmannsche Vegetabile Milch), an emulsion made from
almonds and nuts. In Japan, they make milk from soybeans;
he describes the process, inaccurately, based on information
from Winkler. This milk is also used to make cheese [tofu].
Also in Europe there have been successful attempts to make
a soymilk adapted to European tastes, as in France by the
Caseo-Sojaine at Vallées near Asnieres, and in England by
the Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Using the process of Dr. Fritz
Goessel, the latter company has a factory in Liverpool; it
makes 100 liters of soymilk from: 10 kg ground soybeans
plus 5 gm sodium phosphate, 2.4 kg lactose, 2 kg sesame oil,
6 gm common salt, and 60 gm sodium carbonate. Also the
Soyamawerke in Frankfurt makes a soybean milk, named
Soyama, as mentioned above (fresh and dried milk and
cream). Recently Prof. Melhuish developed a new method
using soybean, peanuts, and added coconut milk fat.
Soy meat substitutes (Soja-Fleischersatz; p. 33):
Soyamawerke makes a product named Soyama-FleischErsatz.
Soybean as a chocolate substitute (p. 34): Haberlandt
reports such a product.
Soya rubber substitute (p. 34): Goessel and Sauer have
developed a rubber substitute made from soybean oil.
The utilization of soya in agriculture (p. 34-38): Use as
fodder for cows. In 1880 Blascowicz [Blaskovics], Assistant
at the Royal Hungarian Academy in Hungarian Altenburg,
conducted fodder tests, whose results are given in various
tables.
Conclusions (p. 38).
Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the
word Ersatz or the word Fleischersatz. They mean “artificial
or inferior substitute” and “meat substitute” respectively.
Though often associated with World War I, the word “ersatz”
(which means simply “substitute” in German) was actually
adopted into English as early as 1875, in reference to the
German army’s “Ersatz reserve,” or second-string force,
made up of men unqualified for the regular army and drawn
upon only as needed to replace missing soldiers. Hence
the meaning “inferior substitute.” Address: Frohnleiten,
Steiermark [Austria].
358. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja:
eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean: a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [59 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Dedicated to Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt,
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who introduced the soybean to Central Europe. Contents:
Foreword. Introduction: The soybean. Ways of using the
soybean in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and
China). Shoyu or soy-sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese). Natto.
Tofu of the Japanese or Tao-hu of the Chinese (bean cheese).
The soybean as an oilseed. Soybean meal (and flour). Soy
as a coffee substitute or extender. Soybean milk. Soy meat
substitutes. Soybeans as a chocolate substitute. Soy rubber
substitute. The utilization of the soybean in agriculture: As
cow fodder. Summary. Bibliography.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans (p. 6). (2) A
soybean plant with the leaves removed to show the pods
(p. 12). (3) Soy beans and pods from inoculated and
uninoculated plants (p. 13).
Contains numerous tables, most without captions and
mostly from other sources–See pages 11, 16-17, 19, 25,
27, 30, 35-37. Contains one of the most extensive early
European bibliographies on the soybean; unfortunately this
bibliography contains quite a few errors and incomplete
citations.
The author wrote this book during World War I. In
his first book, published one year earlier in 1916 and titled
“The Introduction of Soya, a Revolution in the Food of
the People,” he discussed what he believed to be the great

agricultural and nutritional value of the soybean. He uses two
terms, Die Soja and Die Sojabohnen to refer to soybeans.
Chapter 1 (p. 5-7): In 1908 England started to import
large quantities of soybeans; in 1909 these increased
to 400,000 tonnes and in 1910 to 800,000 tons. Also in
Germany, in the years just before World War I, imports
of soybeans climbed in an unexpected way, reaching
43,500 tonnes in 1910, 90,600 tonnes in 1911 and 125,200
tonnes in 1912. Note: These units are given in dz. One dz
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
The first manufacture of soyfoods in Europe took place
in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where they made flour,
bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk (Mehl, Brot, Kuchen
und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–though only in small
quantities and, above all, for diabetics. In England, soy flour
has been used for a long time in the preparation of cakes (p.
5-6).
However it was in Germany that the utilization of
soybeans for food took place on a large scale; this began
shortly before the war. The supply of foods to Germany was
almost completely cut off during the war, so general attention
soon turned to the new foods prepared from soybeans and
people quickly became aware of their great nutritional value.
Thus, in the middle of the war, a soybean industry was
built in Germany. Unfortunately this youngest twig of the
food industry was left crippled due to lack of raw materials.
However one can predict that this industry has a bright
future because of the great encouragement given to these
products in so short a time. For example, in October 1914
the Agumawerke (Aguma Works) located in Harburg (near
Hamburg) on the Elbe, first began mass production of a soy
flour according to its own process. During the next few years
it made many thousands of tonnes of this meal, until the
production had to be stopped for lack of raw materials (p. 6).
Equally gigantic sales of soy products were made by the
Soyamawerke (Soyama Works) in Frankfurt am Main; this
company made only soy food products. In addition to a meal
(flour), it also produced a meat substitute (Fleischersatz),
and, largely from soybeans, fresh and dried milk (Frischund Trockenmilch) as well as a fresh and dried cream
preparation (ein Frisch- und Trockenrahm-Präparat).
Likewise, this firm had to cease production of most of its
soy products because of difficulties in soybean procurement,
and concentrate only on the production of meat substitutes
(Fleischersatz). These articles likewise entered all classes of
the population splendidly as is seen from the large demand
for them. Within 3-4 weeks this firm had orders for more
than 1½ million pound cans, of which unfortunately it was
able to satisfy only a small part. In addition to these two
well-known firms, there are in Germany still a number others
that are occupied with the production of foods from the
soybean.
In Austria [the Austro-Hungarian empire], there exists
a unique firm, the food factory Santosa in Prague [in the
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Czech Republic as of March 2015], which is still processing
soybeans. They introduced soy coffee into commerce. I
understand that in Austria a large-scale soy processing
venture is now being planned.
Certainly the soy processing industry finds itself in a
beginning state and, like all young industries, in need of
improvement. Remember the sugar-beet industry was also
once young but it made improvements and went on to great
success, as will be expected of this new twig on the food
industry. In any case, the beginning of utilization of the
soybean as food for the people has been made, and in the
foreseeable future the soybean may, as in China and Japan,
become an indispensable part of our people’s food.
It is different with the introduction of the soybean as a
cultivated plant in Central Europe. Forty years ago Friedrich
Haberlandt showed (and after him countless others have
shown) that the soybean grows well in Central Europe.
Although additional new tests verify this, there are still those
who object to soybean culture. One objection is the long time
required by the soybean to come to maturity; the answer is
the development of new varieties. Another is the relatively
low yield compared with other beans; the answer lies in the
use of inoculation. The author then discusses nutrient yield
per acre and per unit of money, showing both to be high for
soybeans.
Pages 10-11: It is well know that legumes possess the
ability to transform and fix free nitrogen from the air. In
1886 Prof. Hellriegel discovered that this capability is due
to certain bacteria that live in the soil and move through the
root hairs into the root, where they cause nodule formation.
The nitrogen-fixing bacteria living in the nodules nourish the
plant. The author then talks about inoculation using either
soil from a previous planting or “Nitragin,” a pure culture
of root bacteria, which is well known and has recently been
improved. Dr. Kuehn of Berlin-Grunewald showed that
soil inoculated with Nitragin gave a 3- to 4-fold increase
in yield, plus an increase in protein in the roots and leaves.
He then discusses improved cultural practices. Winkler says
that transplanting improves yields. Continued. Address:
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
359. Lyman, Benjamin Smith. 1917. Vegetarian diet and
dishes. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Ferris & Leach. 416 p.
See p. 155-58. Index. Portrait. 21 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the physiological, economical, and
ethical advantages of a vegetarian diet, with recipes and
principles of preparation. The author, who wrote mostly
about geology, lived 1835-1920.
A large table titled “Composition of foods” (p. 44-47)
gives the percentage of protein, fat, carbohydrates, and ash
(on a dry basis) for many foods, including natto, fresh tofu,
soy bean–dried, Swiss miso, soy [shoyu] No. 1 and 2, and
white miso (all figures from Abel 1900), plus peanuts–dried.
In the chapter titled “Foods of vegetable origin” (p.

141-267), the section on “Pulse” (p. 152-78) contains a
subsection titled “Soy bean” (p. 155-58), which begins:
“The soy bean of China and Japan is perhaps the most
important food plant there, next to rice. The bean is eaten
to a small extent boiled like other beans; but is generally
elaborated into a variety of products remarkably rich in
protein and fat and therefore going well with rice so deficient
in those constituents.” The following soy-related subjects
are discussed, based largely on the writings of others: Soy
sauce (Abel), natto (Abel), miso (R. Takahashi), tofu (Abel),
aburage, koritofu, substitutes for milk and cheese, and
nutritional comparison with eggs, milk and cheese (Abel,
Atwater).
The section titled “Substitutes for milk and cheese”
states: “The Chinese in Paris [probably Li Yu-ying] have
been urging the culture of the soy bean. The seeds, when
boiled, mashed, and pressed, yield both milk and cheese;
if thinned with water, a very good substitute for animal
milk; and if coagulated with mineral salt, a cheese that is
usually eaten fresh, though it may be preserved by salting
or smoking, after being cooked. Three varieties of the
cheese are common in the oriental markets; a fermented
kind [fermented tofu], white, yellow, or gray in color, with
a piquant taste, like roquefort; a salty and white kind, like
goats’ milk cheese; and a third kind, smoky and resembling
Gruyére. The soy cheese costs about a fiftieth as much as
animal cheese; and in nutritive value, like the vegetable milk,
compares very favorably with the ordinary products of the
cow. (‘Phila. Ledger,’ Sept. 27, 1906).”
Note 1. No such article in the Philadelphia Ledger or the
Public Ledger (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), of this date, can
be found.
Note 2. The idea of “Three varieties of cheese” came
from Li Yu-ying (1905-1912) and in this case, where they
are common in oriental markets, almost certainly refers to
fermented tofu, and not to a Western-style cheese made from
fermented tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest U.S. document seen (Dec.
2008) that mentions smoked tofu.
The section on peanuts (p. 158-62) includes roasted
peanuts, peanut butter, peanut taffy, and “Terralac or peanutmilk (here first published).” Details on how to make peanutmilk at home are given, followed by many recipes for its
use–each preceded by the word “Terralac.” Thus: Terralac
custards, Terralac punch. Terralac cream, salad dressing,
sauce, cream sauce, creams, blanc-mange [blancmange],
cream pie, Bavarian cheese, Terralac in soup, “Ice-Terralac,
or peanut ice-cream,” peanut soup, salted peanuts.
There are also sections on the cowpea (p. 163+),
almonds (p. 263-65; incl. salted almonds, marchpane,
macaroons, nougat or almond cake, almond milk, orgeat
syrup, burnt almonds, replacing almonds), vegetable-gelatine
(p. 384-87, incl. carrageen or carragheen [carrageenan], Irish
moss, and kanten), sesame oil or gingelly oil (p. 388), peanut
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oil or groundnut oil (p. 388), almond oil (p. 389), and sago
and sago recipes (p. 390-91, incl. three sago puddings).
Note 3. Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(1998) defines orgeat (a word first used in 1754) as “a sweet
almond-flavored nonalcoholic syrup used as a cocktail
ingredient or food flavoring.”
360. Ramsden, W. 1918. Vitamines (Abstract). J. of the
Society of Chemical Industry (London). Transactions and
Communications 37(4):53T-55T. Feb. 28.
• Summary: In the “Liverpool Section,” this is a summary of
a paper presented at a meeting on 21 Dec. 1917 held at the
University of Liverpool. It discusses diets that cause beriberi and foodstuffs that seem to contain an “anti-beri-beri
substance”–including dried soya beans but not vegetable oils
such as soya bean oil. [Casimir] Funk has proposed the name
“anti-beri-beri vitamine.” Since the word “vitamine” is open
to many objections, the writer prefers the word “sitacoid”
meaning a “medicine-like substance associated with food.”
A table lists 19 of the commoner foods (including “dried
soya bean”) and shows the extent to which they contain antiberi-beri, anti-xerophthalmia, or anti-scurvy vitamines. Soya
beans contain the first two. The writer noted, however, that
although peas and beans contained little or no anti-scorbutic
vitamine, “if they were allowed to germinate for 48 hours
they became rich in this body.”
Note: Casimir Funk (lived 1884-1967), was an American
biochemist, born in Warsaw, Poland. From 1906-1910 he
was Assistant to Emil Abderhalden (a Swiss biochemist
and physiologist) in Berlin, Germany. From 1910 to 1913
he was a researcher at the Lister Institute, London. In 1911
he isolated crystals with vitamin B activity, and in 1912 he
coined the word “vitamin.” In 1915 he came to the USA and
in 1920 he was naturalized. Address: England.
361. Trabut, Louis. 1918. Le Soja: Soja Max (L.) Soja
hispida Savi [The soybean]. Algerie, Service Botanique,
Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 55. 16 p. April. [7 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One cannot say that the soybean has been
introduced to the Western world only relatively recently;
it has been cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes since 1779.
There the soybean has always produced seeds, which have
been distributed to botanical gardens and amateurs interested
in plants. It would be unjust to say that for 138 years no one
has been involved in the utilization of soya in Europe. In
fact, there have been a number of fervent popularizers and
propagators of the plant. A history of this work is given,
including the Vienna Exposition of 1873, the work of Prof.
Haberlandt in Austria disseminating and testing soybeans
and his remarkable book on the soybean published in 1878,
the work of the Society for Acclimatization in France from
1855 (they made the vegetable cheese, tofu [To-fou]), and
exports from Manchuria to Europe.

Since 1898, Manchuria, which can no longer cultivate
the opium poppy, has greatly expanded its cultivation of
soybeans and has looked for outlets in European markets. In
1909 Manchuria exported 410,000 tonnes of soya, a figure
which rose to 650,000 tonnes in 1912.
A that time, according to Mr. Brenier, Director General
of the Chamber of Commerce at Marseilles, the industry of
Marseilles, confronted with a influx of new oilseeds, tried to
obtain soya but ran into customs problems. It wasn’t clear
whether soya should be classified as a legume (because
it is a bean) or as an oilseed (graine oléagineuse). While
the matter was being debated, all the available beans had
been purchased by Hull, England, and Hamburg, Germany
(Académie d’Agriculture de France, 1917, p. 189).
“As the Director of the Chamber of Commerce of
Marseilles informs us, in England, Germany, and the
Netherlands, the industrial use of the soybean has been
growing in importance for several years. In Germany there
even existed an important manufacture of soymilk.
“A Chinese factory [run by Li Yu-ying] was installed
a few years ago near Paris to enable the soybean to realize
its full potential and to introduce various commercial food
products made from this seed. In 1912 Messrs. Li Yuying and Grandvoinnet published a work on the soybean,
recommending its cultivation in France.
“In 1917 Mr. Balland notified the Academy of Sciences
of the utilization of soya in war bread, biscuits, etc. All these
products, said the knowledgeable chemist, can contribute to a
good diet because of their rich nutrient content.
“The Swiss, who consume many coffee substitutes, roast
the soybean seeds to make a coffee.
In Algeria, starting in 1894, soybean agronomic trials
were started at the botanical station of Rouïba. The results
were communicated to the other French colonies in 1898 [by
Louis Trabut] in Bulletin No. 16 of the Botanical Service.”
The results of these and subsequent trials in 1896 and 1897
in Algeria are summarized.
In 1896 a soybean with a green seed coat yielded 2,980
kg/ha of soybeans.
Pages 7-11 include discussions of the nutritional value
of soybeans, their use in diabetic diets, the fact that soybeans
are rarely consumed as such but are almost always processed
into more sophisticated foods (including fermented foods).
Following these trials, that were focused on a very important
collection (80 soybeans in number) received [in France]
from a missionary in China through the intermediary of Mr.
H. de Vilmorin, the seeds were distributed and the results of
their cultivation were generally good. There follows a letter
from a person in Bou-Medfa [Bou Medfaa, Algeria]. Also
discusses the availability, benefits, and method of producing
soybean milk which the Chinese prefer to animal milks,
and which is free of bacteria that can cause tuberculosis.
In Algeria, soybean yields range from 12 to 30 quintals
per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg. The Arabs consume
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soybeans boiled in salted water. In England a Soya Flour
is sold which contains 75% wheat flour and 25% soy flour.
This flour is used commercially to make a soy bread. A Soja
Biscuit is made in the Netherlands.
Pages 12-14 list 26 soybean varieties in order of their
earliness. Synonyms and characteristics are also given:
Soja très hatif à grain noir (Extra Early Black; Vilmorin
or Ogema [Ogemaw] of Michigan. Matures in 80-90
days). Brun précoce (Early Brown from Indiana). Vireo
(Tokyo). Chernie (Khabarovsk, Siberia; black seed). Auburn
(American selection). Merko (Mekoechofka of Siberia;
brown seed). Elton (Khabarovsk, Siberia; yellow seed).
Chestnut (American selection 1907; brown seeds). Jaune
d’Etampes (Yellow Etampes, or Ito San in America; One
of the earliest varieties introduced to Europe and America).
Vert de Samarow (Green Samarow, or Guelph in America;
green seeds, matures in 120 days). Butterball (or Jaune
géant {Yellow Giant} from Dammann, from Tokyo; yellow
seeds. Matures in 110 days). Soja noir de Podolie (Black
Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine], or Buckshot in
America; black seeds). Wilson Black (Manchuria). Meyer.
Austin. Haberlandt. Huang-Tou (Yellow Bean, from
Ningouta {Ninguta, see Ning’an}). Bhetmas (from India;
seed chocolate and yellow). Medium Yellow. Shingto (From
Tieling {T’ieh-ling or Tiehling, Liaoning prov.}, Manchuria).
Swan (from Canton). Soja tigré (Striped, spotted, or speckled
soybean from Peking; seeds are grilled and eaten like
peanuts). Brooks (Manchuria and China). Maculata gigantea
(Large spotted, sold under this name by Dammann; probably
the same as the American variety Meyer). Mammoth
(American selection). Riceland (From China).
The importance of inoculation with bacteria is
emphasized. Soybeans can be cultivated with cowpeas for
forage. An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows the
soy bean plant, with a close-up of the pods.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Wilson Black. Address:
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of
Algeria.
362. Schweizerische Milchzeitung (Schaffhausen,
Switzerland). 1918. Soja-Milch [Soymilk]. 44(93):1. Nov.
22. Friday. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean is imported in large quantities to
Europe for industrial uses, for example in southern France,
Algeria, and the USA. The plant originated in China. In the
British Medical Journal of April 1918 [April 13, p. 430] we
find a recipe for the preparation of soya milk. The recipe is
summarized and the properties of soymilk are described.
A milky liquid with a beany smell is obtained. The smell
disappears upon boiling. Children like this milk, especially
mixed with a little tea or coffee.
When fresh, this “soybean milk” has a slightly acid
reaction, is microscopically homogeneous, and in its physical

properties, resembles cow’s milk. Lactic fermentation bacilli
are active in it. It contains 3.13% casein and 9.89% fat. As
the fat is rather oily, churning is impossible. When soymilk
is heated, a skin [yuba] forms on its surface. A cheese [tofu]
can also be made from soymilk. Soymilk and its derivatives
are rich in phosphates, which would be good for nourishing
infants and children. In normal times, soymilk should be
very inexpensive. The residue from making soymilk [okara],
which is still rich in nutrients, could be used in making
cakes.
363. Fruwirth, C. 1918. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Oesterreichische Garten-Zeitung (Zeitschrift fuer Garten und
Obstbau, Vienna) 13(3):81-86. [Ger]
Address: Prof.
364. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy-bean industry in the United
States. Yearbook of the U.S. Department of Agriculture p.
101-11. For the year 1917. See p. 101-06. Contains many
photographs by Frank N. Meyer.
• Summary: Contents: Early history of the soy-bean industry.
Soy beans in the United States. Cultural requirements.
Varieties. Soy beans as forage. Soy beans for oil. Soy-bean
meal. Soy beans for human food: Dried beans, green beans,
soy-bean milk, soy-bean cheese, soy sauce, soy-bean sprouts.
Possibilities of the soy-bean industry in the United States.
“The annals of Old China set forth the fact that the soy
bean was an important food fully 5,000 years ago. When the
ports of China were first opened to foreign commerce, the
trade in [soy] beans and bean products was found to have
been a long-established and flourishing institution. In value
and in extent and in variety of uses the soy bean is the most
important legume grown in Asiatic countries.” Note: This is
the earliest document seen (May 2003) which gives the age
of the soybean as “5,000 years.”
“Near the close of the eighteenth century the soy
bean found its way its way to Europe, its cultivation being
recorded in England in 1790. It is mentioned in the United
States as early as 1804. For several decades, however, it
was regarded more as a botanical curiosity than as a plant of
much economic importance. In 1875, Prof. Haberlandt began
an extensive series of experiments in Austria with the soy
bean and strongly urged its use as a food for both man and
beast. Although considerable interest was aroused during the
experiments, the soy bean failed to attend the success hoped
for by the experimenter.
“Previous to the Russian-Japanese war [1904-05] China
and Japan were not only the greatest producers but also
the greatest consumers of the soy bean and its products.
During the war the production of the crop was greatly
increased throughout Manchuria. After the war, however,
it became necessary to find new markets for the surplus
beans, and trial shipments were made to Europe. The first
attempts to introduce the soy bean and its products into
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European markets were generally unsuccessful because of
the unsatisfactory condition in which the beans and cake
were received, owing to poor shipping facilities. About 1908
a large trial shipment made to the English oil mills was
received in much better condition than previous shipments,
and the results obtained were so satisfactory that larger
imports were made.”
“Soy beans in the United States. As previously stated,
the soy bean was introduced as early as 1804, but it is
only within recent years that it has become a crop of much
importance in the United States. Until the present season
it has been grown primarily as a forage crop, though a
constantly increasing demand for seed for food and planting
has led to the development of a very profitable soy-bean seed
industry in many sections of the South and the corn belt. The
large yield of seed, the ease of growing and handling the
crop, the value of the beans for both human and animal food,
and the value of the oil and meal all tend to make this crop
one of great potential importance and to assure its greater
agricultural development in America.”
“Varieties:... At the present time about 20 varieties are
handled commercially by growers and seedsmen, although
more than 500 distinct varieties are known and have been
grown by the Department of Agriculture on its testing
grounds. The yellow-seeded sorts are preferred for food and
the production of oil and metal and include the following:
Mammoth (late), Tokyo (late), Hollybrook (medium late),
Haberlandt (medium late), Medium Yellow (medium),
Mikado (medium), Ito San (early), Manchu (early), and Elton
(early). For forage, the black and brown seeded varieties are
most suitable and include Barchet (late), Biloxi (late), Peking
(medium), Wilson-Five (medium [black seeded]), Virginia
(medium late), Early Brown (early), and Black Eyebrow
(early).
“Soy beans for oil: The soy bean was first utilized for
the production of oil and meal in the United States about
1910 by an oil mill on the Pacific coast. The beans were
imported from Manchuria, and the success of the industry is
indicated by the continued production of the oil and meal and
the increasing imports of soy-bean seed from Manchuria.
“American-grown seed was first crushed for oil the
latter part of 1915 by a few cottonseed-oil mills in North
Carolina. A shortage of cottonseed and a surplus of soy-bean
seed led to a rather extensive use of domestic-grown seed
for this purpose. However, during the season of 1916-17 no
domestic-grown beans were utilized for oil, owing to the
extremely high price of seed. The cottonseed-oil mills of the
South saw the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed,
and many mills throughout the cotton belt contracted with
planters for seed of the 1917 crop. This led to a considerable
increase of acreage. Large quantities of Manchurian beans
have been imported during the past few months and utilized
by southern mills in the production of oil and meal.
“The utilization of the soy bean as an oil seed has not

required any extensive changes in the equipment of the
modern oil mills. The methods are similar to those employed
with other oil seeds, such as cottonseed and linseed.
According to data obtained from different mills, 1 ton of soybean seed yields from 28 to 31 gallons of oil and about 1,600
pounds of meal.
“The oil extracted from the soy bean in many respects
resembles cottonseed oil, though it dries more rapidly.
This oil has a good color, has but a faint odor, and is rather
palatable. New trade uses are being constantly found for
soy-bean oil, and it has become an important competitor of
other vegetable oils. It was first used in the United States
in its crude state, principally in the manufacture of soft
soaps. In the search for new oils to replace linseed oil for
paint purposes, partly or wholly, soy-bean oil was found
most suitable. Paint grinders are using successfully large
quantities of this oil in the manufacture of certain types of
paint. Manufacturers of butter and lard substitutes are using
considerable amounts of soy-bean oil in their products. Other
uses for which this oil is employed are in the manufacture of
explosives, linoleum, varnish, and foodstuffs.
“Soy-bean oil has been studied with other oils by the
Office of Home Economics and found to compare favorably
with the more common table oils with respect to digestibility.
In view of the rapid improvement in the process of refining
this oil, there seems to be scarcely any use to which oil is put
in the manufacture of foodstuffs in which soy-bean oil may
not eventually be found to have an important place” (p. 104).
“Soy-bean meal:... The meal or flour produced from
American-grown yellow varieties is bright yellow in color
when fresh and has a sweet, nutty flavor. Samples of meal
from different sources range from 46 to 52 per cent protein
and from 5 to 8 per cent oil. As a human food, soy-bean
flour has been used in the United States principally as a
special article of diet and sold by companies manufacturing
special foods of low starch content. The flour or meal can
be successfully used as a constituent of bread, muffins,
biscuits, or pastry. Extensive tests have been conducted by
the United States Department of Agriculture with soy-bean
flour in the making of bread and pastry. In these various food
products about one-fourth soy flour and three-fourths wheat
flour has been found to be the proper proportion. In some of
the pastry products, however, as much as one-half soy flour
can be used. During the past year the use of soy-bean meal
has gained in popularity on account of the many palatable
products that may be made from it” (p. 105). Photos are
described in Part II. Continued. Address: Scientific Asst.
in Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
365. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et
des Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. “Lait de soya”
[“Soymilk” (Abstract)]. 10(2):252-53. No. 251. Feb. [1 ref.
Fre]
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• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
German-language article: Schweizerische Milchzeitung
(Schaffhausen, Switzerland). 1918. “Soja-Milch [Soymilk”].
44(93):1. Nov. 22. Friday.
366. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette,
Oele, Wachse und Harze (Germany). 1919. Industrie der
Speisefette [The edible fats industry]. 26(4):58. April. [Ger]
• Summary: In early 1918 in Switzerland, soybean oil
started to be sold commercially, however this led to many
complaints. The oil was somewhat viscous, dark yellow
in color, in thicker layers brown, with a peculiar odor and
taste, but neither spoiled nor disagreeable / unpalatable.
However, before the population had become used to it, it
was withdrawn. Source: H. Kreis in the 1918 Jahrbuch
(Yearbook) of the Canton Chemist for Basel.
367. Piper, C.V. 1919. Re: Send soy beans to Lieut. Frank
Micka, Cecho-Slovak Consulate. Letter to W.J. Morse,
[USDA], July 30. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Will you kindly pack up and
have shipped within the next four or five days one-pound
packages of soy beans to be addressed to Lieut. Frank Micka,
Cecho-Slovak Consulate, Tribune Building, New York, N.Y.
“These seeds are for experimental purposes in Bohemia
[the area around Prague in today’s Czech Republic], and
judging from Haberlandt’s results in Vienna, the only ones
which they can hope to mature will be the early and medium
varieties. I would suggest that you send them at least a dozen
of these varieties, perhaps as many as twenty. They will have
to go through the Federal Horticultural Board. Yours very
truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
368. San Francisco Chronicle. 1919. Oil importers study
foreign credits plan. Oct. 13. p. 17.
• Summary: “California importers of cocoanut and soya bean
oils are said to be interested in the arrangement of foreign
credits preparatory to making consolidated shipments East of
crude and edible oils to fill orders from Central Europe. The
market abroad is ready to receive big consignments, and with
the situation in exchange rates improving rapidly, the only
deterring factor is credit.”
Note: The indefinite term “Central Europe”
(Mitteleuropa), which is now (Aug. 2014) only rarely
used, usually included Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and

Hungary.
369. Le Goff, Jean. 1919. Le soja: Un aliment précieux pour
diabétiques [The soybean: A valuable food for diabetics].
Gazette des Hopitaux 92:1120-21. Nov. 18-20. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “In two preceding articles in this journal (22
May 1910 and 7 March 1911) I have called attention to the
use of soya in diabetic diets, I have demonstrated that it is
to cultivate this plant in France, and I am hopeful that some
day there will be interest in cultivating the soybean as a
garden vegetable.” In the United States the soybean is being
introduced to many states under the direction of Mr. W.J.
Morse, who has also written various bulletins dedicated to
the study of the soybean, its cultivation and usage.
From the viewpoint of food, the soybean has been
neglected up until the present. However I noticed in the New
York Herald (May 1916) the name of this seed among the
substances that the Germans have fed to our poor prisoners
of war. And these soybeans came from France!
“Here, in effect, is what one reads in the Journal de
Genève on Thursday, 10 August 1916, page 6, 1st edition.
“Export of soybeans.” Berne (Switzerland): “The Nouvelle
Gazette de Zurich, in its issue no. 1238, has published the
following note: ‘We have said that Mr. G. Liechti, in Zurich,
is the importer from France of 2,000 railway cars (wagons)
of soybeans. At a later date, these soybeans were re-exported
to Germany. He submitted to us the file of this case in which
the press took such great interest.’” Note: These soybeans
were probably not grown in France (or even Europe), but
rather imported to France from East Asia.
“We would like to know what the role of our Minister of
Blockade (Ministère du Blocus) has been in this affair, which
I brought to their attention.
“Food uses of the soybean.–The soybean can be used in
either the dry or fresh state. To date, it has been used only in
the dry state in Europe: (1) As a flour, with which one can
make biscuits, pastries, and bread. (2) As an edible oil. (3) As
a vegetable milk with which one can make a cheese [tofu],
that can be consumed fresh, dry, smoked, or fermented. (4) A
coffee substitute, after roasting.
“In the fresh state, the soybean is rarely used because
agriculture does not take enough interest in this plant,
which not only fertilizes the soil by fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen, but also furnishes forage and an edible seed of
the first order. This is the vegetable of choice for those with
diabetes mellitus.” Soybeans harvested fresh in France are
very easy to cook–quite unlike dry soybeans. A table shows
the chemical composition of 3 samples of dry soybeans.
Two photos by Dr. Le Goff show: (1) A mature soybean
plant with pods, harvested in the suburbs of Paris; it bears 38
pods containing 90 soybean seeds. (2) A portion of the roots
of a soybean plant with nodules. Address: Dr.
370. Kuraz, Rudolf; Himmelbaur, W. 1919. Bericht ueber die
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Anbauergebnisse der Jahre 1917 und 1918 mit gelbsamiger
Sojabohne in Oesterreich [Report on the cultural results
from the years 1917 and 1918 with yellow-seeded soybeans
in Austria]. Zeitschrift fuer das Landwirtschaftliche
Versuchswesen in Deutschoesterreich 22:251-56. [Ger]
• Summary: Above the title is written (in German)
“Proceedings: Communication of the Committee for
National (staatlichen) Promotion of the Cultivation of
Medicinal Plants in Austria, No. 40.”
Contents: 1917–Lower Austria (Niederösterreich).
Stiermark. Kaernten (Kärnten, also called Carinthia),
1918–Lower Austria. Stiermark. Salzburg. Kaernten. Upper
Austria. Summary. Averages.
These investigations are a continuation of those of the
years from 1914 to 1916 (see vol. 20 of this journal, p. 177)
on a smaller scale. In 1917 in Lower Austria some 51 reports
were submitted. 41 harvests were designated as completely
mature / ripe, and 10 as immature or unsuccessful. The
completely mature harvests came from sandy, loamy, or clay
soil, while heavy garden- or humus soils gave poor results.
The fields were fertilized with animal manure. The seeds
were planted in mid-May, and harvested from the mid- to
late-September. The year 1917 was very hot and dry. All the
trials took place at an altitude of less than 300 meters. One
trial with black soybeans succeeded rather well.
In Steiermark, some 56 reports were submitted, of which
40 designated the soybeans as completely mature. The rest
were totally or partially immature. Here, also, the best results
came from loamy, clay, or sandy soil. The seeds were planted
in mid-May, and harvested from late September to early
October. All the trials took place at an altitude of less than
500 meters.
In Kaernten, of the nine trials conducted, only four gave
completely ripe soybeans.
In 1918 in Lower Austria some 26 reports were
submitted. In 13 the plants were designated as completely
mature and in 13 more as immature.
In Steiermark, of 15 trials, 13 were designated as
immature and only two as mature. The trials is Salzburg,
Kaernten, and Upper Austria were unsuccessful. Most of
the trial fields were very small, so that the results cannot be
extrapolated to large fields.
The year 1917 was very favorable for soybeans; the year
1918 very unfavorable. Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Dr. Both: Austria.
371. Photographs of the former Austria-Hungary Legation
(Peking, China) where Dr. A.A. Horvath and his family and
General Dmitri Leonidovich Horvath and his wife and staff
lived (1919-1927). 1919.
• Summary: (1) A large photo (black and white, 6.5 inches
high by 10.0 inches wide).
(2) A postcard photo of the same building taken from
more of a distance so the entire building is visible. Across
the bottom front of the postcard is written (in French and

English): “Pékin–Légation d’Autriche-Hongrie. Peking–
Austria Hungary Legation” (black and white, 3.5 inches high
by 5.5 inches wide). On the back of this “Carte Postale” is a
handwritten note dated Jan. 7, 1928 addressed to “Dr. A.A.
Horvath, Rockefeller Institute, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.
of America.” In the upper right corner is a small, red 6-cent
stamp of the Republic of China, showing a junk in full sail.
These photos were sent to Soyinfo Center in May 2010
by Tatiana Reisacher, Dr. Horvath’s daughter, who owns
them.
Tatiana recalls: “For almost the entire time that Dr.
Horvath and his family were in China, we lived in Peking
in the former Austrian legation. That building became the
headquarters of General Dmitri L. Horvath. He took it over
because he was such an important person. His staff was the
very same staff that ran the railroad in Harbin. He had a
glamorous life and the former legation was beautifully and
luxuriously decorated, with silk damask tapestries, a polar
bear rug, lovely wooden tables, etc.” The part where Dr.
Horvath lived was long and low with a lot of windows; it
reminded Tatiana of a place where fruit trees, such as orange
trees, were grown in cold climates in the old days. “Just
before sailing for Europe, for a couple of months after we
moved out of the former Austrian legation, we lived in the
British compound.”
372. Rouest, Léon. 1919. Contribution à l’Étude sur le soja
[Contribution to the study of the soybean]. Genie Rural (Le)
11(99-100):23-26. (New Series Nos. 39-40). Continued: See
Rouest 1920. [Fre]
• Summary: Gives a brief overview of the history of the
soybean in Europe and France, starting at the top left of
page 24: It was introduced into Europe, where it has been
cultivated at the Museum of Natural History since 1779.
In 1855 M. de Montigny sent, from China, several
soybean varieties to the National Society for Acclimatization
(France), which used them for trials in various localities in
France.
At the Vienna World Exposition of 1873 there were
soybeans from Japan, China, and Mongolia.
In 1874 soybean cultivation was undertaken at Etampes.
In 1875, and during the following years, agronomic
trials with its culture were conducted in Austria.
In 1888 it was introduced into the United States and
adopted as a forage crop in the southern states. From 1880
to 1896 it was discussed in many agricultural bulletins in the
USA. The soybean was also studied in Russia.
In 1905 Mr. Li Yu-ying foresaw the use of soya in
France as a commercial food. He established a laboratory
and a factory named La Caséo-sojaine was established at
Colombes (Seine).
Also discusses: Dr. Bloch, the Soyanna [sic, Soyama]
Werke near Bockenheim, Messrs. Paillieux, Sagot, Raoul,
and Jumelle, and the various soyfoods from China and
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Japan that they describe (Miso, shoyu {Shoyua}, tofu
{Tofou}, dried frozen tofu {Kouri Tofou}, yuba {Uba}), and
the potential threat of soya to the French cheese industry.
“Finally in 1910-11 numerous soy products were presented
at the expositions in Brussels [Belgium], Turin [France], and
Dresden [Germany].”
Describes work on the Ferme Expérimentale de
Néoculture du Sud-Est, at Villardonnel, Aude. Mr. Semichon,
Director of the wine station at Aude, sent this experimental
farm some soybean seeds which he received from the
USDA accompanied by a bulletin written by William
Morse (probably “The soy bean: Its culture and uses,”
1918). Rouest translates the Bulletin into French (p. 25-26).
The most important varieties mentioned are: Mammoth,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Wilson, Peking, Tokio, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Barchet.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) by
Léon Rouest about soybeans. In earlier years he had been a
journalist in the French colonies of North Africa (Tunisia,
Algeria, etc.).
Rouest was born on 11 Nov. 1872 in Paris; he died on 27
Feb. 1938 in Chartres, France. Illustrations (line drawings,
both non-original) show: (1) Soja hispida plant, with closeup of a cluster of pods. (2) Soja Hato [Hahto] soybean plant.
Address: Director, Ferme Expérimentale de Néoculture du
Sud-Est, at Villardonnel (Aude), France.
373. Winterstein, E. 1919. Ueber das Vorkommen von Jod
in Pflanzen [On the occurrence of iodine in plants]. HoppeSeyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische Chemie 104:54-58.
See p. 57. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contains a long list (p. 56-57) of many plants
which do not contain iodine, including the seeds of the
soybean (Soja hispida, Sojabohne). Address: Aus dem
agrikulturchemischen Laboratorium des Eidgenössischen
Technischen Hochschule in Zürich [Zurich, Switzerland].
374. Hartford Republican (Hartford, Connecticut). 1920.
Look out for these so-called “coffee beans.” April 2. p. 7,
col. 2.
• Summary: “The Department of Agriculture warns buyers
against two co-called coffee beans–the South American
‘coffee bean’ the other as ‘new coffee bean,’ which are being
exploited by extravagant statements in advertisements. The
former is the jack bean, the latter the soy bean. Both are
well-known plants and there is no justification, says the
department, for either extravagant advertising under new
names nor for exorbitant prices for the seed.”
“The soy bean, almost since its introduction into
America, has been exploited at different times as ‘coffee
berry,’ ‘coffee bean,’ ‘new coffee plant,’ ‘domestic coffee
berry’ and ‘new domestic coffee berry.’ For many years
the soy bean has been used to a slight extent in Europe,
especially in Switzerland, as a substitute for coffee. In Japan

and southern Russia the soy bean is prepared as a coffee
substitute and placed on the market. The product is ground
very fine and has much the same appearance as coffee.
“For those who desire a substitute for coffee as a drink,
the dry beans of any variety of soy bean, when properly
roasted and prepared, may be used. Prepared as coffee, the
soy bean gives a liquid which in color and aroma is similar
to coffee but has no stimulating effect, Many people fond
of cereal drinks think the soy bean coffee fully equal to the
cereal coffee substitutes.
“The use of the jack bean [Canavalia ensiformis] or
‘near coffee’ is not a new thing,...”
375. Los Angeles Times. 1920. Be on the lookout for “coffee”
beans. April 4. p. IX6.
• Summary: “The Department of Agriculture warns buyers
against two so-called coffee beans–the ‘South American
coffee bean,’ the other as ‘new coffee bean,’ which are being
exploited by extravagant statements in advertisements. The
former is the jack bean, the latter the soy bean. Both are
well-known plants and there is no justification, says the
department, either for extravagant advertising under new
names nor for exorbitant prices for the seed.
“The use of the seeds of various legumes and cereals as
coffee substitutes is not new. Legumes which have been used
or exploited as coffee beans include the soy bean, cowpea,
chick pea, horse bean and jack bean... The seeds of a few of
these legumes, especially the soy bean, possess some merit
as coffee substitutes, but the desirability of any is a matter of
individual taste. This use has led to extensive advertising of
such seed... and even to their large use as adulterants of the
true coffee.
“The soy bean, almost since its introduction into
America, has been exploited at different times as ‘coffee
berry,’ ‘coffee bean,’ ‘new coffee plant,’ ‘domestic coffee
berry,’ and now ‘new domestic coffee berry.’ For many years
the soy bean has been used to a slight extent in Europe,
especially Switzerland, as a substitute for coffee.
“In Japan and Southern Russia the soy bean is prepared
as a coffee substitute and placed on the market. This product
is ground very fine and has much the same appearance as
coffee.
“For those who desire a substitute for coffee as a drink,
the dry beans of any variety of soy bean, when properly
roasted and prepared, may be used. Prepared as coffee, the
soy bean gives a liquid which in color and aroma is similar
to coffee, but has no stimulating effect. Many people, fond
of cereal drinks, think the soy bean coffee fully equal to the
cereal coffee substitutes.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2011) that
uses the term “new coffee plant” or “new domestic coffee
berry” to refer to the soy bean in connection with soy coffee.
376. Verband deutschoesterreichischer Berufsmilitaeraerzte.
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1920. [Re: Concerning Dr. Ladislaus Berczeller]. Letter to
Prof. Dr. Hochenegg, Dean’s Office, Faculty of Medicine,
Vienna, April 29. 2 p. Typed, with signature. [Ger]
• Summary: Dr. Ladislaus Berczeller was originally
supposed to have established an institute for experimental
therapy. However, apparently because of the high pay
and a share in the profits, he is now more interested in the
production of foods with a private firm, than in experimental
science. Address: Vienna.
377. Pure Products (New York). 1920. Warning against socalled “coffee” beans. 16(5):253. May.
• Summary: “The Department of Agriculture warns buyers
against two so-called coffee beans–the ‘South American
coffee bean,’ the other as ‘new coffee bean,’ which are being
exploited by extravagant statements in advertisements. The
former is the jack bean, the latter the soy bean. Both are
well known plants, and there is no, justification, says the
department, either for extravagant advertising under new
names nor for exorbitant prices for the seed.
“The use of the seeds of various legumes and cereals as
coffee substitutes is not new. Legumes which have been used
or exploited as coffee beans include the soy bean, cowpea,
chick pea, horse bean, and jack bean.”
“The soy bean, almost since its introduction into
America, has been exploited at different times as ‘coffee
berry,’ ‘coffee bean,’ ‘new coffee plant,’ ‘domestic coffee
berry,’ and ‘new domestic coffee berry.’ For many years
the soy bean has been used to a slight extent in Europe,
especially Switzerland, as a substitute for coffee. In Japan
and Southern Russia the soy bean is prepared as a coffee
substitute and placed on the market. This product is ground
very fine and has much the same appearance as coffee.
“For those who desire a substitute for coffee as a drink,
the dry beans of any variety of soy bean, when properly
roasted and prepared, may be used. Prepared as coffee, the
soy bean gives a liquid which in color and aroma is similar
to coffee, but it has no stimulating effect. Many people fond
of cereal drinks think the soy bean coffee fully equal to the
cereal coffee substitutes.”
378. Journal de Médecine et de Chirurgie Pratiques. 1920.
Art. 26456. Variétés [Article 26456. Varieties]. 91(11):44344. June 10. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Page 443: Discusses the many good qualities of
the soybean (Le soja). The flour, made into an emulsion with
water, makes a lacteal liquid that the Chinese consume like
milk.
In coagulating this liquid with a saturated solution of sea
salt, one obtains a vegetal cheese which is sometimes eaten
fresh, and sometimes eaten after frying it in the oil of this
same seed.
In Japan, the soybean supplies, by fermentation and
expression, a sauce [soy sauce], whose odor is reminiscent of

that of meat sauce. This sauce is added to almost all dishes.
The richness of the soybean in albuminous matter
(proteins) enables it to be used for making sausages and
conserves which are used by the Austrian army. Page 444:
Contains a ½-page section tiled Food uses of the soybean,
followed by two tables: (1) Chemical composition of the
soybean. (2) Chemical composition of its ash.
379. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. The soy
bean. 3(1):71. June.
• Summary: “The soy bean, almost since its introduction
into America, has been exploited at different times as ‘coffee
berry,’ ‘coffee bean,’ ‘new coffee plant,’ ‘domestic coffee
berry’ and ‘new domestic coffee berry.’ For many years
the soy bean has been used to a slight extent in Europe,
especially Switzerland, as a substitute for coffee. In Japan
and southern Russia the soy bean is prepared as a coffee
substitute and placed on the market. This product is ground
very fine and has much the same appearance as coffee.”
380. Noorden, Carl von; Salomon, Hugo. 1920. Handbuch
der Ernaehrungslehre. Erster Band. Allgemeine Diaetetik
[Handbook of nutritional education. Vol. I. General
dietetics]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xxxiii+ 1237 p.
[100+* ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable Milk and Cream”
(p. 311-14) notes that the authors have had extended
experience with soybean milk and soy flour made by
Frankfurter Soyama-Werken in various forms. For each
product the percentage protein, fat, carbohydrates, ash,
and calories per 100 gm is given, based on analyses of
Dr. G. Popp in Frankfurt: Soyama Flour (Soyamamehl;
42% protein, 18% fat), Soyama Milk (Trink-Soyamamilch
[normal], 3.77%, 3.36%), Soyama Milk for Diabetics [low
in carbohydrates] (Trink-Soyamamilch [fuer Diabetiker],
3.77%, 3.40%), Soyama Milk for Baking (3.29%, 4.40%),
Soyama Cream (Soyamarahm [normal], 2.93%, 11.50%),
Soyama Cream for Diabetic (Soyamarahm [fuer Diabetiker],
2.95%, 11.50%), Soyama Cream [extra rich in fat, especially
for diabetics] (Soyamarahm, 2.50%, 30.0%). The soybean
is of special importance in diabetic diets because of its low
carbohydrate content, which can be reduced even more by a
special process.
When Soyama Cream is mixed with coffee, tea, or
chocolate, once can scarcely tell whether or not one is
using cow’s milk. Pages 312-13 summarize the findings of
Fischer on the ease with which plant- or vegetable milks are
digested.
The section on variety breads (p. 427) notes that soybean
flour is now warmly recommended in such recipes.
A section titled “Soybeans” (p. 542-43) notes that
edible soy products are made by Aguma-Werken F. Thörl
in Harburg, Vaterland brand soy flour is made by E.
Friedrichsen in Berlin, and an excellent soy flour is made
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by Soyama-Werken in Frankfurt am Main. In Japan and
China countless preparations made from soybeans are on the
market. Especially prized is the cheese named tofu (To-fu).
Soy sauce is also known worldwide. Soy coffee (p. 694) is
of much less economic importance than imitation coffees
made from cereal grains or malt. Page 714 mentions tests
using soybean flour to make cocoa or chocolate. Page 800
discusses soya seasonings such as shoyu fermented with koji,
and miso.
Pages 887-903 discuss vegetarian cures for diseases,
and ten specific diseases for which they are well suited.
Some groups of German vegetarians are endeavoring to
return to a more “natural way of life,” and some of these
eat a raw-food diet. Pages 898-99 give the protein content
and calories per 100 gm of soy flour and soymilk, plus a
discussion of soymilk. Page 979 gives the composition of
two brands of soymilk and one of soy cream. Also contains
early information on using baking soda for cooking whole
soybeans. Noorden lived 1858-1944. Address: 1. Geheimer
Medizinalrat und Prof., Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany; 2.
Prof., Vienna, Austria.
381. Page, Thomas Walker; Lewis, D.J.; Culbertson, W.S.;
Costigan, E.P. 1920. Survey of the American soya-bean
oil industry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office. Prepared by the United States Tariff Commission and
printed for use of Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives. 22 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Across the top of almost every page is printed
“Tariff information survey.”
Contents: Summary. Summary table. General
information: Description, uses, methods of production
(domestic production and consumption), domestic exports,
foreign production and international trade, imports, prices,
competitive conditions, and tariff history. Production in the
United States (alternative). Imports by country. Imports
for consumption (soya bean oil cake). Domestic exports.
Prices: Soya bean oil (Dairen, Manchuria), soya bean oil
(New York), soya bean oil cake (Dairen). Rates of duty.
Miscellaneous.
Tables show: (1) Domestic soya-bean oil production,
imports for consumption, domestic exports and value of
imports for consumption for the calendar years 1910-1920
(p. 8). (2) Soya-bean oil production in the United States in
pounds, 1914, 1916-1919 (p. 16). (3) Soya-bean oil imports
by countries 1912-1920. Statistics on quantity and value of
imports to the USA from Belgium, England, China, Japan,
Canada, Manchuria, all others (p. 16). (4) Revenue on soyabean oil imports for consumption, 1910-1920 (p. 17). (5)
Revenue on soya bean oil cake imports for consumption,
1912-1919. (6) Quantity and value of domestic exports of
soya bean oil for 6 months ending Dec. 31, 1919. Exported
to: Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, Canada, all

other (p. 17). The largest amount was exported to the United
Kingdom. (7) Spot prices of wholesale soya-bean oil at
Dairen, Manchuria, 1918 and 1919. (8) Prices of Manchurian
soya-bean oil in New York, 1913-1919. Data from War
Industries Price Bulletin No. 49. (9) Prices of soya-bean
cake in Dairen, 1918-1919. Data from Manchuria Daily
News. (10) Rates of duty on soya-bean oil, 1883-1913 (p.
18). (11) Consumption of fats and oils by the lard-substitute
industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean oil and
peanut oil. (12) Consumption of fats and oils by the soap
industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean oil and
peanut oil (p. 19-20). (13) Consumption of fats and oils by
the oleomargarine industry, 1912, 1914, 1916-1918. Includes
soya-bean oil and peanut oil (p. 20). (14) Approximate net
import and crush of soya beans in Europe, 1908-1913. Incl.
United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, Denmark. (15)
Exports of soya beans (international trade), 1911-1918. (16)
Imports of soya beans (international trade), 1911-1919. (17)
Exports of soya bean oil (international trade) 1911-1919. (18)
Imports of soya bean oil (international trade), 1911-1919 (p.
21). (19) Foreign exports of soya bean oil from the United
States, 1912-1919. Gives quantity and value exported to
Canada, Mexico, British West Indies, Belgium, Netherlands,
Sweden, France, England, Austria-Hungary (p. 22). In 1919,
2,060 pounds worth $258 were exported to Mexico. Note:
This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that gives
statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy oil,
or soybean meal to Mexico or Central America. Address:
Chairman, U.S. Tariff Commission, Washington, DC.
382. Domaschintzky, Julius. 1921. Improvements in and
relating to synthetic milk. British Patent 157,351. 2 p.
Application filed Jan. 10. Granted 10 April 1922. [Eng]
• Summary: The unbroken beans, peeled or unpeeled, are
extracted with a solution of acids or salts having an acid
reaction. Mild oxidizing agents may be added. The beans
are then washed and treated with a solution of carbonates,
or salts having an alkaline reaction, so that on crushing
and extracting the beans in the usual manner with weakly
alkaline water the proteins are dissolved, freed to a great
extent from undesirable flavoring and coloring constituents.
Address: 1 Marokkassergasse, Vienna, Austria.
383. Berczeller, Ladislaus; Graham, Robert. 1921. Verfahren
zur Veredelung von Sojabohnen [Process for refining
soybeans]. German Patent 406,170. Jan. 26. 2 p. Issued 15
Nov. 1924. [Ger]
• Summary: The unpleasant taste and smell of soy beans are
completely removed by treating the swollen or germinating
beans for a short time with steam, preferably with saturated
steam, so that only a small quantity of moisture is absorbed
and the albuminous constituents are not changed. The beans
are subsequently dried in the usual manner.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)
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concerning the work of Ladislaus Berczeller with soybeans.
Address: 1. Dr., Vienna; 2. Cupar-Fife, Haymount, Schottl.
384. Adkins, Dorothy Margaret. 1921. The soya-bean
problem. Science Progress (London) 15(59):445-51. Jan. [9
ref]
• Summary: This is a popular article. Contents: Introduction.
Practical applications of the bean: Food uses include
Tofu, or bean cheese (Japanese), Miso similar to chiang
(Chinese), Shoyu (Japanese) and chiang-yu (Chinese), Natto
(Japanese), whole dry soya-beans, soya-beans canned as
a green vegetable (see description below), vegetable milk,
soya-beans roasted, ground and used as a coffee substitute
in Switzerland and the USA, soya flour, soya in diabetic
diets and macaroni. Utilisation of soya-bean oil: In Italy,
China, Manchuria. Utilisation of soya-bean cake and meal:
As fertilizer in China and Japan, for feeding stock. Food
value of the bean. The cultivation of the soya bean: China,
Japan, United States, Australia (New South Wales), South
Africa, West Indies, British East Africa, West Africa, Burmah
[Burma], England.
“In Japan beans are germinated until the sprouts are
about five inches long, and eaten with vinegar; beans,
germinated and treated with brine, have also been noted in
Spain.” Note: It is not stated clearly that these beans in Japan
or Spain are soya beans.
“Soya-beans may be cooked and used in the same way
as haricot-beans, and may also be picked when young and
treated like green peas, in which condition they may be
canned.”
“In South Africa success has been achieved in growing
the plant; in 1910 the outlook was so hopeful that a project
for constructing oil mills was suggested. Unfortunately the
bean was not taken up by farmers, who preferred to cultivate
maize, as it was an easier crop to produce. Thus no extensive
culture of the bean was attempted, and the subject was
dropped.
“In other parts of the Empire, for example the West
Indies, British East Africa and West Africa, trials of soyabeans have proved successful, but in no district have
promising early experiments been followed by tests on a
larger scale.”
“In certain parts of India, for example Burmah, soyabeans are grown on a large scale and are consumed by the
natives.”
Note: “Lower Burma is a historical region, referring to
the part of Burma annexed by the British Empire after the
Second Anglo-Burmese War, which took place in 1852...
Lower Burma was centered at Rangoon, and composed of
all of the coast of modern Burma, and also the lower basin
of the Irrawaddy River, including Prome. The area was also
known as British Burma” (Source: Wikipedia, Oct. 2010).
Address: Royal Holloway College, London.

385. Ernaehtungsphysiologie Laboratorium, Dr. L.
Berczeller, Rueckstellung der Raeume im Josefinium. 1921.
[Re: Concerning Dr. Ladislaus Berczeller]. Letter to Dr.
Eduard Weiss, Rechtsanwalt, Vienna, Austria, May 6. 2 p.
Typed, without signature. [Ger]
• Summary: Dr. Berczeller is asked to vacate his laboratory
in Vienna by Aug. 1. Address: Vienna.
386. Berczeller, Laszlo. 1921. “Manna” food. Products of the
soya bean. Bread, flour, and milk. Times (London). Sept. 28.
p. 11-12.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. Animal
experiments. An ideal food. “Manna” milk. Children’s food.
“We give below a statement which Dr. László
Berczeller, a young Hungarian who was assistant to
the late Professor Franz Tangl, has made to our Vienna
Correspondent on the new foodstuffs which are being made
from the soya bean. Dr. Berczeller is working in a laboratory
specially placed at his disposal by the Austrian Minister of
Public Health, and his studies are being watched with lively
interest by the British Minister and the American High
Commissioner in Vienna.
“It was in 1913, in Berlin [Germany], that I first turned
my attention to the soya as a food. I was the guest of the
Japanese Club and a Japanese professor showed me soya
food and told me that a milk was made from the bean in
Japan... Professor Riegler, also in Hungary, had invented a
synthetic milk made from the gluten of wheat. I saw these
products were not satisfactory as they only had qualities in
the sense of the old theory of calories and protein value of
foods.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soya food” or the
term “soya as food.”
“We have fed white rats on beans, peas, and lentils,
and we have found that animals fed on beans live shortest
and those on lentils longest.” When animals are allowed to
follow their instinct, and choose between “the several kinds
of legumina... they eat most lentils, less peas, and least
beans.”
“It is well known that in the time of the Greeks men still
used, of cereals, chiefly barley. Barley was followed by rye,
especially in the Middle Ages, and both barley and rye were
supplanted by wheat, as in England, as is the case today on
the Continent.”
“An ideal food–We now endeavored to apply this
knowledge to the soya bean with a view to the food shortage
problem. In the chemical sense, the soya is an ideal food.
It contains 40 percent albumen and 20 percent fat, and at
the same time can be obtained very cheaply. In Japan and
China the soya is worked up into a number of very valuable
foodstuffs by small industrialists. These foodstuffs do not
meet European taste. Probably the Mongolian race has
accustomed itself to this food.
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“The European foodstuffs industry has made repeated
efforts to produce out of the soya a good and palatable food,
but every attempt has failed, because the biological factor
has been ignored. We could show that most of the processes
used for this purpose and for which patents were also taken
out, such as for extraction and roasting, only lead to one
result; the rats fed with this food have a much shorter life
than even those fed with the raw soya.
“We have been successful in creating three foods:
bread, flour and milk, in which these principles were taken
into account. These foods have been tested not only in the
laboratory, but also on man; man, because one does not even
yet know to what extent of certainty one may conclude from
animal experiments to human beings.”
“The new ‘Manna’ bread which has been produced by
Mr. Robert Graham and myself–Mr. Graham’s technical
and scientific experience in bread making rendered it alone
possible to work out this problem–is the solution of the old
standard bread controversy. We do not use the bran, which is
already disintegrated by the milling process. We use better
proteids than those contained in the bran and we introduce a
great quantity of fat into the bread. The bread is cheaper than
any other at present on the market.”
“Manna flour contains 40 per cent proteid and 20
percent fat. In the raw state it has a sweet and pleasant taste.
It can be used for soups and cooking vegetables.”
“’Manna’ Milk–If we give animals the choice between
the best milk powder and manna flour, their instinct leads
them to eat largely of the later; and if we feed them on eggs
or meat and manna flour in a similar colloidal state, they
consume more manna flour and less eggs or meat. We deduce
therefrom that human beings will find it pays them better to
use manna flour. Manna milk is in its proteid, carbohydride,
and fat contents, and in its colour, very similar to cow’s
milk. It has an almond-like taste. Used with tea, cocoa,
or puddings, ice creams and pastry, one cannot detect any
difference from fresh milk. It is now being manufactured and
its cost in Vienna will be six times less than fresh milk. It is
merely a question of scientific research and manna milk will
be biologically perfect also.”
“It is indisputable that the food of the white race is
very costly, especially when one compares it with the
food which the yellow race is accustomed to. We observe
the evil consequences of this difference above all in the
United States. It is therefore a matter of the highest political
importance that the West should learn the lesson of cheaper
living as taught them by the East in the adaptation of the
soya bean as an article of food.”
“For fighting the Russian famine the aforementioned
foodstuffs commend themselves for widely different reasons:
“1. They can be produced very cheaply.
“2. No other albuminous food can be transported in such
concentrated form.

“3. In the form of rusks it would obviate all difficulties
arising out of a shortage or stoppage of fuel.
“4. To make a beginning, the foodstuffs could be very
quickly produced in Vienna.
“5. The diffusion of these foodstuffs would lead to the
permanent cultivation of the soya bean in Ukraine. This
would be of great importance to the future provisioning of
the whole of Europe.”
Note: “The Russian famine of 1921, also known as
Povolzhye famine, which began in the early spring of that
year and lasted through 1922, was a severe famine that
occurred in Bolshevik Russia. The famine, which killed an
estimated 6 million, affected mostly the Volga and Ural River
region.
“The famine resulted from the combined effect of
economic disturbance, which had already started during
World War I, and continued through the disturbances of the
Russian Revolution of 1917 and Russian Civil War” (Source:
Wikipedia, Russian famine of 1921, Nov. 2013). Address:
Vienna, Austria.
387. Times (London). 1921. “Manna” for the hungry. Sept.
28. p. 11, col. 3.
• Summary: “A few months before the war attention was
drawn in these columns to the wonderful food-producing
properties of the soya bean. Since its first importation to
Europe from the Far East, in 1906, these properties have
been closely studied by western chemists, and during the
last few years the researches of Dr. László Berczeller, a
young Hungarian scientist working in Vienna, have been
especially useful in extending the possibility of their further
development... Dr. Berczeller is particularly interested in
its adaptability as the basis of human food. In this respect
its virtues are even more remarkable than as a fodder. Soy
bean has been used to produce not only milk, butter and
cheese, but flour and what is known as ‘manna’ bread. One
part of the manna flour has the same nutritive value as two
parts of meat and one third part of wheat flour. Manna milk,
he says, is in its proteid, carbohydride, and fat contents
and in its colour very similar to cows milk, over which...
it has this advantage–that it is free from all suspicion of
being contaminated by milk-borne diseases. It is now being
manufactured in Vienna at on sixth of the cost of fresh milk.
Dr. Berczeller’s whole account, reads almost like a fairy
tale but it is a fairy tale with a moral. Dr. Berczeller believes
that... these manna foodstuffs are admirably adapted for
fighting the horrors of the Russian famine. The cheapness
and quickness with which they can be produced in Vienna,
the facility of their transport, and the fact that, when they
are produced in the form of rusks, they need no cooking,
combine to give them a special value possessed by no other
food that can be imported into the famine regions. If these
plans of his are carried out, he looks forward to the time
when the soya bean will be permanently cultivated in the
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Ukraine, to the great advantage of the future provisioning of
the whole of Europe.”
Note: Writing in the The Illustrated London News (8
Oct. 1921, p. 476), J.L. North, Curator of the Royal Botanic
Society of London, and a pioneer in growing soybeans in
England, notes that in this article of Sept. 28 about “Manna
flour, Manna bread, and milk substances from the Soya
bean... there is no reference to the fact that all these ‘Manna’
or Soya bean products were first made in England before the
war. Samples of the flour and biscuits are to be seen in the
cases of the London Institute of Hygiene, and Manna milk
has been for years–and, no doubt, still is–sold here under
the name of ‘Solac’ at a price considerably lower than that
charged for milk by dairymen. “
388. Graham, Robert. 1921. “Manna” food. Times (London).
Sept. 29. p. 11, col. 5.
• Summary: This letter to the editor concerns an article
titled “Manna” Food in the Sept. 28 issue of The Times. “Dr.
László Berczeller, whose account is given, is and has been
for the last 18 months, solely employed by me in Vienna.
The work being done there now and the discovery of the
‘Manna’ Food are the result of experiments undertaken by
me and my staff of chemists, of which Dr. László Berczeller
is one, for the purpose of finding a nutritive, inexpensive
food for the starving children of Austria and Central Europe.
“I have spent the last 25 years in search of the most
nutritious forms of food, and ‘Manna’ is the result. My desire
is that ‘Manna’ should be made available for the starving
millions in Russia, as it is the cheapest and most nutritive
form of food procurable, and I am prepared to make a free
gift of my invention to alleviate the distress in that country.
“I have the honor to remain, Sir, your obedient servant.”
Address: 168, Regent-street, W.1 [London, England].
389. Moderwell, Hiram K. 1921. Milk, flour, bread from a
bean, new “manna” found in Vienna: Inventor claims it will
do for starving Europe what was done for the Children of
Israel in Biblical times. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). Sept.
29. p. 13.
• Summary: London, Sept. 29. This is basically a rewritten
version of the following article: Times (London). 1921.
“’Manna’ for the hungry.” Sept. 28. p. 11, col. 3.
Reports from Vienna, Austria, describe experiments [by
Laszlo Berczeller and colleagues] in which flour, bread and
milk are made from the soya bean. “Soya milk costs only
one-sixth as much as cow’s milk and soya bread is 40 per
cent. cheaper than wheat bread.” The soya bean, which will
be extensively cultivated in eastern and southeastern Europe,
is “the only real solution to the problem of reconstruction”
of Europe after World War I. Address: Special cable to The
Toronto Star and the Chicago Daily News.
390. North, J.L. 1921. To solve the cost-of-living problem? A

magic bean. Illustrated London News (The). Oct. 8. p. 47677. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The leading article and letter in the Times of
Sept. 28 from its Vienna correspondent about Manna flour,
manna bread, and milk substances made from the Soya bean,
are likely to do good if they help us to realise how much we
are losing by our neglect of this, the most valuable–for the
uses to which it can be put–of all legumes.
“In the letter giving the details of the researches of Dr.
László Berczeller of Vienna, there is no reference to the
fact that these ‘Manna’ or Soya bean products were first
made in England before the war. Samples of the flour and
biscuits are to be seen in the cases of the London Institute
of Hygiene, and Manna milk has been for years–and, no
doubt, still is–sold here under the name of ‘Solac’ at a price
considerably lower than that charged for milk by dairymen.
The appearance and rapid rise into importance of the Soya
bean is one of the most remarkable commercial events of
modern times.”
“In 1790 the [soy] bean was brought to Europe when
its cultivation was first attempted by Young [Arthur
Young, lived 1741-1820 in England], the father of British
Agriculture, though without success. In 1878 an Austrian
professor, Haberlandt, tried it, but failed [Note 1. Haberlandt
did not fail; he successfully cultivated soybeans in Austria
as early as 1875, and many times thereafter.] When the bean
came here in 1908 there was an immediate rush to grow it
both in Europe and America. Experiments were started by
our Board of Agriculture, the Royal Agricultural Society,
and many semi-public bodies. The early experiments failed
completely, for the reason that they were made with seed
whose climatic origin was unknown, as well as the orthodox
Chinese methods of growing it. Later, this was remedied...”
By 1918 Europeans were aware of 500 different soybean
varieties that were growing experimentally at Arlington,
Virginia.
“My interest in the Soya bean began in 1913 with a
visit from an agent of a German cultivator at the office of
the Royal Botanical Society at Regent’s Park. He was, he
said, trying to form a syndicate to grow what he called an
acclimatised Soya bean, brought from China in 1910, and
already in cultivation in Germany. He refused seeds for
testing, but sent from Hamburg a plant which had been
carefully cleared of the seed, though the empty pods, nearly
sixty in number, were left. The syndicate never materialised,
and I thought no more of the matter, until later on, whilst
examining the dried plant, I noticed a tiny pod, scarcely
half an inch long, which contained a seed no bigger than a
pin’s head. Going over the plant I found other pods which
evidently had been thought too insignificant to be of use,
and from these I obtained thirteen seeds. These were sown
in 1914 and resulted in thirteen plants, which produced four
hundred and forty seeds. From thirty-three plants in 1915
one thousand seeds resulted, and in 1916 no less than twelve
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thousand. Many experiments as to the value of different
methods of growing them were made in several countries,
and with no less than twenty-one different foreign varieties.
One thing came clear throughout the tests, and that was that
the original variety started with was by far the best. It says a
good deal for German astuteness that they should have gone
to Manchuria and, from hundreds of varieties, chosen the one
best for them and for us.”
The future of the Soya bean in England is uncertain.
“Natural selection helps the plants that mature earliest
produce most seed; those that mature late die out. It is
noticeable that the plants experimented with in England fruit
earlier now than they did at first, and this is a very hopeful
sign. Another satisfactory fact is that there is no lessening
in the number of pods produced, but rather a gain. This year
there are plants with three times the number of pods shown
in a photograph of the best German-grown specimen of
1912.”
In China and Japan the Soya bean “enters into the
composition of most dishes, and in one form or another,
as Soy sauce, bean paste, bean cheese, bean curd, bean
milk, bean wafers, bean cakes and confectionery, is used
everywhere. For a hundred years Soy sauce has been
imported–the principal ingredient in the well-known
Worcester [Worcestershire] sauce.”
Apart from its value as a food, it is used in the
manufacture of glycerine, explosives, enamels, varnish,
varnish, waterproofs, linoleum, paints, soaps, celluloid,
printing inks, and as a lubricant.”
Photos (all but #1 by Frank N. Meyer of the USDA)
show: (1) A typical pod from a soya bean plant grown by
Mr. J.L. North at Chiswick, England, in 1921. (2) Two large,
thin “blocks of tofu (bean curd)” on a round, wooden table.
“Soya bean cheese for human food... Ready to be cut up into
squares for sale to the public. Tofu, or Soya bean curd, is
made by adding magnesium or calcium salts (about a 1 per
cent. solution) to hot Soya bean milk; the product is drained
and pressed. (3) “Varieties of soya bean cheese on a bamboo
tray. Tofu, or Soya bean curd, forms the basis of many
fermented, smoked, and dried cheeses in China and Japan.”
(4) “Soya bean cheese [fermented tofu] in preparation: A
pile of wooden trays full of bean curd in a dark room of even
temperature.” (5) “Used by the Chinese as a green vegetable:
A basketful of sprouted soya beans.” (6) Soy bean plant with
leaves, many pods and roots, grown at Chiswick.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2002)
written by Mr. J.L. North, the pioneer in cultivating soybeans
in England.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya bean cheese” or
the term “soya bean curd” to refer to tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2015) that uses the term “magic bean” or with the
term “magic bean” in the title, or that uses the word “magic”

as an adjective to refer to the soybean.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “sprouted soya beans” to
refer to soy sprouts.
Note 6. Concerning Arthur Young. He was the author
of many books on agriculture, which were very influential
in their day. He was an important advocate for the
progressive agricultural practices of his time, advocating
such innovations as the seed drill, improved crop rotations,
the use of marl as fertilizer, and the enclosure of open fields.
In 1767 he undertook the management of a farm in Essex.
He conducted various experiments and published the results
in A Course of Experimental Agriculture (1770). In 1784
he began the publication of the Annals of Agriculture, a
periodical which was continued for 45 volumes and had
many contributors. Young traveled to France during 1787-89
and in 1792 published an important book about his travels
and observations there. The soybean was first grown in Paris,
France, perhaps as early as 1740, definitely by 1779. So he
may have learned about soybean from fellow agriculturalists
in Paris while on this trip. Address: Curator of the Royal
Botanic Society of London.
391. Berczeller, László. 1921. Ueber die biologische
Wertung der Nahrungsmittel [On the biological value of
foods]. Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift 34(42):507-11. Oct.
20; 34(43):524-25; 34(44):536-38. Nov. 3. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Includes a summary of results of experiments
to ascertain the biological value of soybean flour as food.
Address: Austria.
392. Trans-Pacific. 1921. Making bread from Manchuria’s
beans. 5(5):43-44. Nov.
• Summary: “In a recent speech in London Mr. Winston
Churchill insisted that ‘it is a matter of the highest political
importance that the West should learn the lesson of cheaper
standards of living which is taught them by the peoples of
the East in the adoption of the soya bean as an article of
food.’ He then went on to say that in a recent statement to
the Times’ Vienna correspondent by Dr. Berczeller, a young
Hungarian, the latter professed to have succeeded in making
both flour and milk from the soya bean, and that the bread
made from soya bean flour is both palatable and easily
digested and can be placed on the market at a price below
that of any other kind.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen that mention’s
Winston Churchill’s speech about the soya bean. Address:
Tokyo.
393. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1921. Vegetabilische Fette und
Oele: Ihre praktische Darstellung, Reinigung, Verwertung
zu den verschiedensten Zwecken, ihre Eigenschaften,
Verfaelschungen und Untersuchung. Zweite Auflage
[Vegetable fats and oils: Their practical preparation,
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purification, utilization for the various purposes, properties,
adulteration and examination. 2nd ed.]. Vienna and Leipzig:
A. Hartleben’s Verlag. xi + 347 p. Illust. 18 cm. Series:
Chemisch-technische Bibliothek, Vol. 225. [Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Non-drying vegetable fats
and oils” (p. 176-283) contains a subsection on soybean oil
(Sojabohnenöl, chinesisches Bohnenöl, p. 270-73), which
discusses: Raw material, obtaining the oil, properties of
the oil (it is a weak drying oil), utilization of soybean oil,
technical uses. “In East Asia, soybean oil is often used
as a food oil (Speiseöl), however for us that is out of the
question.” Technical uses: As a source of light by burning
in oil lamps (Als Brennöl), for making soaps, as a lubricant
(Schmiermittel), and also in the manufacture of paints,
lacquers, and glues (Anstrichfarben, Lacken, und Kitten). For
the latter uses it should be mixed with a drying agent, and
may also be mixed with linseed oil.
Also discusses: Chufa oil (Erdmandelöl, p. 198). Peanut
oil (Erdnussöl, Arachidöl, Arachisöl, Mandoböl, p. 199-202).
Almond oil (p. 223-26). Sesame oil (Sesamöl, p. 267-70).
Drying vegetable oils: Hempseed oil (p. 294-96). Linseed oil
(p. 307-13). Louis Edgar Andes lived 1848-1925.
394. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le Soja est l’objet en France de
nombreux essais, de 1876 à 1881 [The soybean is the object
of numerous trials in France from 1876 to 1881 (Continued–
Document part II)]. In: Leon Rouest. 1921. Le Soja et
Son Lait Végétal [The Soybean and Its Vegetable Milk].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. See p.
17-22. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: The results obtained from the
center of France up to Paris show that the varieties were
still too late but a few would be able to acclimatize with a
bit of patience and especially some scientific knowledge of
acclimatization.
20. Region of Pas-de-Calais (Arras).–I planted 4-5 seeds
spaced a foot apart in May. That’s too close. The plants were
so thick that a cent would not have fallen to the ground; [they
yielded] many beans, however.
In a field I planted 3 ares [300 square meters] at the end
of May. At the moment of flowering, it was a true curiosity
to see the weeds and the plants intertwined so tightly that it
would have been materially impossible to run in the harvest
[amidst the jungle of plants]. I had 150 liters of pods in these
3 ares. My horses eat the woody soybean stems (bois de
Soja).
21. Region of Nord (Mr. Olivier-Lecq, Templeuve).–
Soybeans will ripen in France when sown before May 15.
The transplanted plants become less strong but yield more
pods. The test that I did this year is very conclusive. Growing
soybeans is easy and inexpensive.
22. Region of Somme (Sautin par Péronne).–Sown late,
[the soybeans] furnished considerable quantities of little
pods that I suspend in the silos. I count 1,400 liters on 1.2

hectares. Because of the late harvest, I had to dry it with
care.
23. Region of Meuse (Montgarny).–This plant can be
advantageously cultivated for it well suits horses and cows
and, I think, sheep, for a goat was very fond of it. Rainy and
humid weather impedes maturity.
24. Switzerland (Donneloye, in Canton Vaud, southwest
Switzerland).–Sowed 3 kg April 18, irregular germination
from May 5 to June 1, height at the end of July 40-50 cm.
The pods are forming well. The plants bear 80 pods [on
average]. I had to wait a bit for maturity until the end of
September, which can present some inconveniences in
bringing in the harvest in good condition in this humid
season. Sown in very clayey soil, its vegetation is too
plentiful and it yields less beans.
The agronomic trials seem abandoned in France from
this time until 1888, the date of its introduction into America
in the Southern states. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
395. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk: Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Louis Forest.
Introduction–What is soya? 1. History of the dissemination
of soya: In 1712 the naturalist Kaempfer introduced soya,
introduction of soya to France and Europe, soya is cultivated
in Austria in 1875 by Prof. Haberlandt, soya is the object
of many trials in France from 1876 to 1881, the study and
acclimatization of soya becomes widespread, the causes of
setbacks in the cultivation of soya.
2. Cultivation of soya: Botanical characteristics of soya,
the varieties of soya, Chinese varieties and soya in China,
Japanese varieties and soya in Japan, American varieties
and soya in America (varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Ito
San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking,
Tokio, Mandchu [Manchu], Black Eyebrow, Barchet), soya
in Europe–France and Italy, seven varieties of soya tested
in France, soya in the experimental farms for new crops
(les Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture; Many varieties
from the USA were tested, including Manchu, Wilson Five,
Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], Early Medium
Green), the cultural and geographical appearance of soya, its
production worldwide, planting soybeans, heat units (degré
thermique) and the germination of soya, the importance
of spacing between plants, number of seeds per hectare,
soya during its vegetative stage, the vegetation of soya
compared with that of the haricot at high altitudes, rolling
the seeds and types of crop maintenance, growth of the plant,
acclimatization, the enemies of soya.
3. Composition of the soybean plant. 4. Soya forage:
Green soya forage, soya hay, soya as a plant for soil
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improvement. 5. Harvesting soybean seeds: Maturity of the
seed, harvesting soya, the food value and composition of
soya seeds. 6. Soya as an oil plant: Richness in oil, defatted
soybean cake, imports and exports of soya cake from 1915 to
1919 (Imports to: Sweden, Canada, Korea, Japan, Formosa.
Exports from: England, China, Korea), production of soya
cake from 1915 to 1919 (Denmark, Great Britain and
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Java and Madura).
7. Soymilk: Its manufacture (in 1910-1913 Li Yu-ying
installed a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” at Vallées
{Asnière-Seine} near Paris. Rouest visited this factory and
saw them make soymilk, which was filtered using a filterpress resembling those used in sugar refineries), its properties
and composition, composition compared to other types of
milk, powdered soymilk, soymilk in the nursing and feeding
of animals, soymilk related to tuberculosis in animals and
in humans, soymilk would allow the milk and butter from
animals to be reserved exclusively for human foods and
could be used for raising many piglets, manufacture of nondairy milk in Canada (a factory is now under construction).
8. Soya in Industry: Soymilk and soy casein, Sojalithe (like
Galalithe).
9. Soya in human nutrition: Soy flour and its
applications (incl. Li Yu-ying’s usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne,
and bread made of soya and wheat), soya compared to dry
legumes (such as lentils, haricots, peas, beans), soya used as
a legume (whole soybeans), the food value of soy sprouts,
preserves and confections made from soya, soya chocolate
and coffee, the amount of nutrients produced by soya and
other crops from a unit of land, a meal of soya served in
France (prepared and served some years ago by Li Yu-ying’s
soyfoods plant La Caséo-Sojaïne for the major print media,
the medical press, the National Society for Acclimatization,
etc.; it consisted of 2 soups {one with ‘soya meat’ and one
with soymilk}, 2 entrees {an omelet with smoked soya ham,
and fritters stuffed with soy meat}, soy [actually mung bean,
lüdou] sprouts in a salad and sauteed, 3 desserts {soya cake,
biscuits, and confection}, and soy coffee; a recipe for each is
given; soya meat is smoked tofu).
10. Use of soya in East Asia: Tofu (fromage végétal),
soy-based condiments (such as natto {Ping ming Natto and
Tokio-Natto}, miso, Chinese miso or tao-tjiung [doujiang],
and shoyu {Soyou or Schozou}), making soy sauce in
Kwantung, China (from Groff).
11. The opinions of several authors concerning
soya (from the French medical and hygienic press):
Introduction–E. Maurel. Soya and soy bread in diabetic
diets–Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Dr. Bloch, Dr. J. Le Goff, L.
Beille, M. Gautier. Soya used as a bean–M. Gautier. Soy
sauce used in place of meat extracts. The state of cheese. The
popularization of soya in Europe–A. Paillieux.
Conclusions: The influence of cultural technology
on variation. Appendix: Advice to experimenters on the

acclimatization of soya in France. Other methods of
obtaining early-maturing soybeans.
The author concludes (p. 140): We must make every
effort to acclimatize soya in France. We must develop the
will and learn from past mistakes. Most soybean varieties
now available in France are too late. We must get varieties
from Manchuria, whose climate is similar to that of
southeastern France, and from the northeastern USA. It is
urgent that, in the near future, we start a Soybean Experiment
Station to take responsibility for this work. The setbacks
since 1830 can be overcome by present science and genetics.
The first step is to introduce better varieties.
On the last page is a full-page advertisement for various
seeds sold by Mr. Rouest, including 30 varieties of soybeans
(Soja hispida); the names of the individual varieties are not
given.
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with many pods
(title page). (2) Flowers and pods of the soy bean plant (p.
29). (3) Soy pods and beans (p. 30). (4) A soy bean plant
drawn by a Chinese artist (p. 32, from Li Yu-ying). (5)
Pods of the Hato [Hahto] variety of soy bean (p. 51). (6)
Germinating soy bean seeds (p. 54, from Li Yu-ying). (7)
Soy bean roots with nodules (from a photo by Dr. Le Goff; p.
73). (8) Soy bean pods, opened to show 3 beans in each (p.
82).
Tables show: (1) Production of soybeans by color
in China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 35, in quintals, from the
International Yearbook of Rome, Vol. 1, 1919): In 1917:
Yellow 4,069,822. Other 953,012. Green 181,190. White
71,234. Black 40,066. Total: 5,315,324.
(2) Percentage composition of various oilseed cakes (p.
95, from Kellner). (3) Imports and exports of soybean cake,
by country, from 1915 to 1919 (in quintals, p. 96). Imports
are given for Sweden, Canada, Korea (from 1916), Japan,
and Formosa [Taiwan]. Exports are given for England (6
quintals in 1915), China (including Manchuria, by far the
biggest exporter, from 1916), and Korea (from 1916).
(4) Production of soybean cakes, by country, from
1915 to 1919 (p. 97, in quintals, based on statistics from
the International Bureau of Agriculture, Rome, 1919). In
descending order of production in 1915 (in quintals): Japan
5,439,337. Korea 3,209,238. Great Britain and Ireland:
1,513,059. Denmark 921,782. Java and Madura 503,025.
Note that China is not listed. Netherlands 144,523. Formosa
[Taiwan] 62,131. Sweden 1,733. USA 0, but 501,822 in
1916.
Note 1. When Alsace was occupied by the Germans
during World War I, the Rouest family moved from Alsace to
Paris. Mr. Rouest brought soybeans from Africa and adapted
them to France. He paid for the publication of this book.
Note 2. On the title page of this particular book is
the signature “L. Rouest” following the inscription “A M.
Meuninier, Hommages de l’auteur.” Address: Directeur des
Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude),
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France.
396. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk. Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a summary of interesting points
throughout this book. The main early use of soy in Europe
was more therapeutic than nutritional (p. 3); it was used
mainly in diabetic diets.
Nothing remains of the early trials conducted 20 years
ago in France and Austria. The reasons for the crop’s failure
were lack of understanding of the laws of acclimatization
and genetics, and the fact that soya (soja) was introduced as
a new food legume, when actually it can only be utilized as
a forage plant and industrially (for oil, cakes, and casein).
Later, when the plant has been adapted, when it is understood
that soya is not being propagated to competed with other
dry legumes, that it is not being cultivated to extract from
the seeds a vegetable milk for people, but simply as a forage
plant–and the most remarkable one that exists (p. 3).
The English are trying to acclimatize soya to their
colonies, especially those in southern Africa. In 1908 some
200,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans were exported
from China [including Manchuria] to Europe, followed
by 500,000 tonnes in 1909. One can extract from soybean
seeds a vegetable milk (lait végétal) which has the same
value as animal milk for use in raising young animals. Its
seeds and forage are also fine for raising farm animals and
for industrial products. The author thanks all those who
have helped him to acclimatize the soybean to France and to
create new varieties of soya in France (p. 4).
Introduction of the soybean to France and to Europe (p.
6-7): A good but brief review of the literature on this subject.
In 1739 Buffon was made director of the Jardin des Plants
in Paris. Shortly thereafter, Christian missionaries in China
sent him specimens of seeds and plants. The soybean must
have been among them. The soybean has very probably been
cultivated at the Museum since 1779, certainly in 1779 and
later from 1834 to 1880. In 1855 Baron de Montigny was
charged by the Society for Acclimatization to distribute five
varieties of soya sent from China by Mr. Montigny; these
were from northern China. The plants first bore seeds in
France in 1854; their acclimatization is assured. In 1857 Mr.
Lachaume transmitted to the Society for Acclimatization
details of the success he obtained at Vitry-sur-Seine with
soy culture. The seeds were planted in 1856. In 1858 a
report to the Society for Acclimatization indicated that the
acclimatization of the soybean was complete. In 1859 Mr.
de Vilmorin reported on cultural trials sent from China by
Mr. Perny. The varieties matured too late. The same year Dr.
Turrel harvested soybeans at Toulon. In 1862 the Society
for Acclimatization received seeds from Mr. Guillemin;

the yellow soybean was said to be used for making tofu.
Following the events of 1870, the cultivation of the soybean
in France was apparently discontinued. Note 1. The brief
war of 1870 between France and Bismark’s Germany ended
in France’s defeat and the ceding to Germany of AlsaceLorraine.
In the long section on Prof. Haberlandt’s work with
soya, starting with his cultivation of it there in 1875, is
a quotation from him: “I don’t know, in this history of
cultivation, any example of a plant which has, in so few
years and to such a high degree, excited such general
interest” (p. 8).
From 1876 to 1881, the soybean was the object of
numerous trials in France by the Society of Horticulture
at Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). During this same period, one
Dr. H. failed with varieties sent from Japan but succeeded
in cultivating a yellow soybean sent from China, and used
the latter to make his own tofu (fromage végétal) for use at
home. In 1880 Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux introduced in
their catalog a species cultivated in Austria-Hungary (p. 1718).
In 1878, Japan, China, and the Indies (les Indes)
presented all the varieties of Soya at the Universal
Exposition, and their seeds filled more than 20 boxes. In
1880 the National Society for Acclimatization was able
to distribute soy in France and tests were conducted in 24
regions; they were largely successful, especially in central
and southern France (p. 19-22).
Tests were then abandoned from this time until about
1888, when the soybean started to grow in the southern states
of the USA. That same year Messrs. Lecerf and DujardinBeaumetz first had the idea of using soy bread in diabetic
diets (p. 22).
Causes of setbacks in soybean culture (p. 24-27): First,
the varieties used matured too late and were not acclimatized
in a progressive manner. We must choose varieties from
northern China and adapt them to the south of France (le
Midi) [which is on the same latitude as Toronto, central
Wisconsin, or southern Minnesota]. From these, we must
develop hybrids, and gradually move them northward.
The soybean has been ostracized in France. Major
commercial, financial, and social interests have viewed
with terror the production of an inexpensive food and have
retreated into the egotistical “Malthusian agriculture.” This is
the truth! (p. 26).
Soy cheese is even feared by the cheese industry in
France. They ask if they should abandon their excellent
cheeses in order to adopt a vegetal cheese (fromage végétal).
A long quotation from the Chinese Imperial
Encyclopedia of Agriculture (p. 34) gives the various colors
of soybeans, including black, white, grey, and even some
speckled / mottled with blue. The black ones can be used
for medicine. And they are used as an ingredient in the
condiment called fermented black soybeans (Chi [douchi]),
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made of soybeans, ginger, and salt.
In 1910-1913 a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” was
installed near Paris. I (Rouest) visited this factory in which
were installed all the modern conveniences (tout le confort
moderne), and presented the best guarantees of hygiene. The
milk was filtered using a filter press similar to those used in
sugar factories (p. 99).
Note 2. Rouest has borrowed a great deal of material
from earlier publications by Li Yu-ying, usually without
acknowledgment and often arriving at very different
conclusions, especially on the question of using soya to make
human foods (Li) vs. foods and milk for animals (Rouest).
Rouest strongly recommends the use of soymilk to
feed young domesticated animals. For us, soy will not
replace green beans, milk or cheese. During World War
I, the Germans were actively involved with the study of
soymilk. A translation of an article from the Schweizerische
Milchzeitung (Nov. 1918) tells how to make soymilk
and tofu (p. 102). By using soymilk, there is no fear of
transmitting tuberculosis. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
397. Chevalier, Aug. 1922. Rouest (L.)–Le soja et son lait
végétal, applications agricoles et industrielles [Review of
Rouest’s book The Soybean and its Vegetable Milk]. Revue
de Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture Coloniale 2(5):3437. Jan. 30. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Rouest (of Luxey, Landes) is director of
the experimental farms in the southeast of France. He has
collected many documents concerning the soybean published
in France, the USA, Austria, etc. His book constitutes a
very complete study of soya, especially of its culture and
utilization.
Mr. Rouest has conducted soybean trials at the
experimental form of Barthes, at Villardonnel (Aude), in the
southeast of France, since 1918, starting with varieties from
America obtained via Messrs. Brioux and Semichon. He
has also tested the new varieties cultivated by Mr. Carles, of
Carbonnières, in the Tarn.
Sojalithe, made from soymilk, can replace celluloid.
The reviewer concludes: “There is no reason that this crop,
whose cultivation has recently expanded so greatly in North
America, could not also be increasingly widely cultivated in
France and her colonies.”
398. Domaschintzky, Julius. 1922. Improvements in and
relating to synthetic milk. British Patent 157,352. April 10. 2
p. Application filed 10 Jan. 1921. [Eng]
• Summary: About 0.07% of sodium nitrate (on the dry
beans) is added to the alkaline washing liquid to decompose
the amines present.
“This invention relates to synthetic milk prepared from
soya beans and comprises improvements in the invention
described in Application No, 157,351 filed concurrently with

this application. In such application the manufacture of milk
from soya beans comprises a process in which the shelled or
unshelled beans are first of all extracted with a solution of
acids or acid reacting salts and thereupon with a solution of
alkalis or salts having an alkaline reaction, so much of the
second extracting agents having to be used that the mass will
give a weak alkaline reaction.
“The unpleasant odour attached to soya beans can,
however, only be removed by a disproportionately long and
continued application of the treatment described. Now it has
been found that this odour is most largely due to the presence
of amines, and that it can easily be removed if, prior to the
acid or alkaline extraction (or during or after same), the
soya beans be treated with substances which decompose
the amines, and more especially for example, nitrites in
diluted solutions, use being preferably made of ferrous
salts as catalysts to effect the purpose in view.” Address: 1,
Marokkassergasse, Vienna, Austria.
399. Berczeller, L. 1922. Die Untersuchung des Sojamehles
[Investigations on soy flour]. Biochemische Zeitschrift
129:313-19. April 17. See also p. 239. (Chem. Abst.
16:2532). [Ger]
• Summary: Since Haberlandt introduced the soybean to
Europe in 1878, there have been many experiments to try
to make this wonderful plant (according to its chemical
composition) useful to the white race. All of these efforts
remain without success, due to a lack of biological research
on the soybean. The ideal that this plant represents with
respect to its protein and calorie content, is not attained by
its other biological qualities–a supposition that must first be
proved.
In Japan and China, where the soybean has been used
as a food for thousands of years, its production for food lies
in the hands of an extensive industry of small processors,
which acquired their experience, as is the case in Europe
with bakers and brewers, from generation to generation.
But because Europe tastes did not accept each of those
foods, in their various forms, their popularity did not spread.
The European food industry had the same negative results
in trying to make use of the soybean. This failure is not
surprising since our food industry, partly only practical,
partly borrowing its requirements from chemistry, is just
becoming able to determine how one should manufacture a
new food, but is not good at judging when one food is good
and another is not. In these respects, dietetics could also do
nothing differently... In the following laboratory experiments,
the primary goal is to clarify the circumstances with respect
to animals, and from these to draw some conclusions with
respect to humans.
The soybean must, above all, be a food for the people,
like the potato, and it seems to be called to this role when its
biological shortcomings are eliminated.
Rats, given the choice of soy beans, soy bean flour
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(Sojamehl), and a new soy bean flour with almond flavoring
(designated Sojamehl O), consumed the latter in the largest
amount and the soy bean flour hardly at all.
Berczeller concludes: It should be noted that for its low
cost per high nutritional value, and extreme ease of use in
cooking, the soybean meets all requirements which could
be placed on a food today. It now rests on practical research
to decide if it can prove itself in human nutrition. The
scientific prospects are most probable that it can. Address:
Physiologischen Inst. der Universitaet Wien.
400. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1922. Milk from soya
bean being made in Vienna [Austria]. April 19. p. 8.
• Summary: This is a summary for an article from Scientific
American [sic]. “’Manna’ milk from the soya bean is now
being made in Vienna at one-sixth the cost of fresh cow’s
milk. In proteid, carbohydride [carbohydrate] and fat content,
and in color, it closely resembles cow’s milk, being, or
course, free from milk-borne diseases. Butter and cheese
[tofu] can also be made from the bean, and ‘manna’ flour,
one part of which equals in nutritive value two parts of meat
and one-third part of wheat flour. So, at least, Dr. Berczeller,
a young Hungarian scientist tells us; he designates the soya
bean as an ideal food containing 40 per cent albumen and 20
per cent fat.”
Note 1. As of July. 2014, we have been unable,
searching Google Books and the magazine itself, to find this
article in Scientific American.
Note 2. This same article appeared in The Labor Digest.
1922. June p. 40 (Vol. 14, No. 3).
401. Berczeller, L. 1922. Die biologische Korrelation
zwischen hauptsaechlich eiweiss- und hauptsaechlich
kohlenhydrathaltiger Nahrung [The biological correlation
between mainly protein and mainly carbohydrate foodstuffs].
Biochemische Zeitschrift 129(3/4):320-58. May 3. See p.
239. [Ger]
• Summary: A long series of experiments is described
in which rats (few in number) were offered the choice of
different types of feeding materials simultaneously, as for
example, leguminous flour (“meal”) and maize flour; a
flavored soy flour, maize flour, and milk, flesh or eggs, with
or without addition of salts. Rats choose flesh in preference
to other foods and often choose unsuitable combinations
leading to early death.
These investigations were partially conducted by A.
Billig and St. Deutsch. Address: Physiologischen Inst. der
Universitaet Wien.
402. Los Angeles Times. 1922. “Manna” from soya bean.
May 21. p. IV12.
• Summary: From Scientific American: “’Manna’ milk from
the soya bean is now being made in Vienna at one-sixth the
cost of fresh milk. In proteid, carbohydride [carbohydrate]

and fat content, and in color, it closely resembles cow’s
milk, being, or course, free from milk-borne diseases. Butter
and cheese [tofu] can also be made from the bean, and
‘manna’ flour, one part of which equals in nutritive value
two parts of meat and one-third part of wheat flour. So, at
least, Dr. Berczeller, a young Hungarian scientist tells us; he
designates the soya bean as an ideal food containing 40 per
cent albumen and 20 per cent fat.”
Note: This article appears in Scientific American under
“Science Notes” in April 1922 (p. 282). However the original
source might be the Times (London). 1921 Sept. 28 (p. 1112).
403. Guillaumin, A. 1922. Les variétés de soya d’ExtrèmeOrient: Origine probable du soya [The varieties of soybeans
in East Asia: The probable origin of the soybean]. Revue de
Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture Coloniale 2(10):25458. June 30. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean (Le Soya; Glycine Soja Sieb. et
Zucc., Dolichos Soja L, Soja hispida Moench, S. angustifolio
Miq.) has been cultivated in the Far East since antiquity.
Shen-Nung (le Shénon), written up by Houandi in about
3,000 to 3,500 years before Jesus-Christ, already mentioned
the soybean. Since then, its culture has expanded to
Indochina, India, Malaysia, Europe, America, and Africa.
“Long ago, in Austria and in France, varieties such
as Soja d’Etampes, were selected for their high yield. In
America, efforts have long been made to obtain, for the
diverse climates, both forage varieties and seed varieties.
And the U.S. Department of Agriculture has assembled in
its test fields more than 500 varieties, of which about 20 are
currently in commerce. Among the forage varieties are (Ball
1907): Early Brown, Black Eye Brown, Peking, Wilson Five,
Virginia, Barchet, Biloxi, Laredo, Atoo San [sic, Ito San?],
Tarheel Black, and Wisconsin Early Black. Among those
grown for their seeds are: Ito San, Manchu, Elton, Medium
Yellow, Mikado, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Mammoth, Tokyo,
Guelph, Austin, Easy Cook, Morse, Hahto, Early Medium
Green, Mandarin, and Chiquita.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Black Eye Brown.
However, it does not appear in Ball (1907) as stated, nor
does any name even vaguely resembling it appear. The Black
Eye Brown variety is mentioned in only 3 known documents,
all published in France in 1922.
“Note that the forage varieties all have black- or darkcolored seeds, whereas the seed varieties have yellow or
greenish seeds.
“In Turkestan it seems that the only varieties are ovoid
(5.7 x 3.7 mm), brilliant yellow, with brown hilum and
traversed longitudinally by a bright line.” Note 2. Turkistan
or Turkestan is an historical region of Central Asia, usually
thought to comprise Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, southern Kazakhstan, western China, and
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northeast Afghanistan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
concerning soybeans in Turkestan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Turkestan (not including Chinese Turkestan).
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Turkestan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkestan (not
including Chinese Turkestan) (1922). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Unfortunately, it is not clear in which
part of Turkestan the soybeans were grown.
“In India, soybeans are cultivated in the United
Provinces and at the foot of the Hamalayas from Kashmir
to Darjeeling.” David Hooper (1912) distinguished five
different soybean races in India.
“In Cambodia, the only known variety is ovoid (6.3 x
4.2 cm), dull yellow, brown hilum, with a long, clear white
line, known as Sandek sieng in Cambodian and dau nanh
in Annamite. It is cultivated along the steep banks of the
Mekong River.
“In Cochin China, the soybean is cultivated only on the
red soils of the provinces of Chau-doc, Baria, and Bien-Hoa;
in the western provinces, cultivation is insignificant and the
seeds come from Cambodia. It seems that there is only one
variety, closely related to that of Cambodia, called dau nanh
or dau-xa, but it is not well established / widely grown, for it
bears black or brown seeds.
“In the province of Baria one can obtain two harvests in
a wet year–one in September, the other in December-January.
In the province of Bien-Hoa, there is only harvest.
“In Annam, there is one variety similar to that cultivated
in the lower parts of the provinces of Bin-dinh, Thua-hien,
Dong-hoï, and Tanh-hoa.
In Tonkin, the soybean is known as dau tuong; in
the [Mekong] delta, one can distinguish a small, ovoid
variety (5.1 x 3 mm), with a yellow seed coat and a hilum
surrounded by a brownish black aura that sometimes
overflows the sides. In the region of Lang-son, on the
plateaus 100-500 meters in height, it is replaced by a larger
variety, ovoid (7.1 x 5 mm), dull yellow, and a hilum that is
uncolored [pale] or brownish; one variety is also cultivated at
Lao-kay.
“In Laos, the soybean is known as Mok toua kon and
Ta tone, according to Dr. Spire, but precise information is
lacking.
In the territory of Kwang-cho-wan (French: Kouangtchéou-wan, in southeast China) the soybean is cultivated
in the region of Taï ping, at an altitude of 30 meters. It is
planted in the spring and harvested in the summer. One can
distinguish two varieties here. One is very elongated (8
mm x 4.6 mm), dull yellow with a very clear brown hilum,
called Wong tao or Wong tao tsaï in Cantonese. The other
is small, flat (6.4 mm x 3.7 mm), dull black, with a large
hilum, called Hat tao in Cantonese; it is absolutely the same
as the variety Nigra cultivated at the botanical gardens of
Cluz (Romania), and in Trieste (Italy), but different from that

which is cultivated under this name at the botanical gardens
of Cracow / Krakow (French: Cracovie) (Poland), Tabor
(Czechoslovakia), and Delft (Netherlands), which is fatter,
more round (7 mm x 4.8 mm) and of a velvety black color.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2005)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Czechoslovakia
(which became a country in 1918). This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Czechoslovakia (June 1922). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
“In China, in Szechwan, only the yellow and green
varieties are known. In the region of Shanghai, R.P. Courtois,
of the Museum of Zi-ka-wei, has assembled an important
collection of soybean varieties. Descriptions are given of
varieties with the following colors and names: (1) Yellow:
Ta hoang téou (large, yellow, almost round), Kiu hoang
téou (ovoid, brilliant yellow). (2) Green: Tsing pi téou
(roundish, 7.1 x 5.5 mm, clear green with clear hilum). (3)
Brown: Large, ovoid (9.1 x 6.4 mm), reddish brown, with
a slightly clearer hilum; no name given. (4) Black: Many
varieties. (4A) Large ovoid seeds (9 x 4.3 mm), with large
hilum; indigenous name unknown; (4B) A little smaller and
bulging (8.3 x 5.4 mm), with ornate hilum and a longitudinal
white line, named Ta hé téou; (4C) Ovoid (8.1 x 4.7 mm)
with a wide hilum traversed by a white line, called Hé téou;
(4D) Small (6.7 x 3.1 mm) and brownish black named Siao
hé téou; (4E) And finally a very small, flat (6 x 2.7 mm),
brownish black named Ni téou. By their shape, form, and
color, the seeds of these last appear very similar to the
American variety Laredo.”
“In Europe, soya has its apostles, but it will never
amount to anything more here than a small-time vegetable.
Despite the Caséosojaïne at Vallées near Paris, France (Li
Yu-ying, 1911) and the Soyama Werke at Bockenheim,
Germany (1914), the milk, cream, butter, and cheese [tofu]
made from soya will never be more than ersatz. The “soy
bread” is only good for diabetics and the “soy ham” (jambon
de Soja) in nothing but a weak imitation of pork. Soybeans
themselves are indigestible and require a very long time
to cook–even the yellow or white varieties. Soy sprouts
(germes de Soja), which enjoyed some popularity before the
war and deserved it, for they are a nice hors d’oeuvre, are
actually nothing but mung bean sprouts.”
Based on other sources (most of which are cited), the
writer also discusses the soybean varieties of Manchuria
(Hosie 1901), and Japan (Lemarié 1910), and discusses
soybeans briefly in Korea, Philippines, Netherlands Indies.
In Europe, the soybean has its apostles: Caséosojaïne at
Vallé near Paris (1911), and Soyama werke at Bockenheim
(Germany) (1914). The latter makes milk, cream, butter
and cheese (le fromage de Soja [tofu]), which are nothing
but imitations. Soy bread has a good taste, especially for
diabetics. Soy ham (jambon de Soja) is but a vague imitation
of the pork product. The seeds, themselves, are hard to digest
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and take a very long time to cook, even the yellow or white
varieties. As for the soy sprouts (germes de Soja), which
enjoyed some popularity before the war, which they deserved
as an agreeable hors d’oeuvre, they are nothing but young
mung bean sprouts (de jeunes germinations du Haricot
Mungo).
Also mentions foods such as soy sauce, fermented tofu,
and tofu, made from soybeans in India, Indo-China, China,
and Japan. Tofu is known as dau phu in Annamite, tao fou
in, Cantonese, téou fou in Chinese, and to fou in Japanese.
A significant amount was being exported from China before
the war. In Manchuria soybeans occupy 1/5 of the cultivated
land. Speculates on the origin of the soybean. Address: Asst.
to the Crop Service, Museum of Natural History (Assistant
du Service de culture au Muséum d’histoire naturelle).
404. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1922. Food and fuel
supplied by Eastern “magic bean”: Oil and dozen other
articles obtained from useful plant. Sept. 25. p. 4.
• Summary: “London, Aug. 14–The ‘magic bean’ has
been discovered, according to the Daily Mail [a British
newspaper].
“After eight years of effort to ‘tame’ the Soya bean–the
natural home of which is in the Far East–Mr. J.L. North,
curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, N.W.
[London], has produced a variety which, it is claimed, is not
only able to weather the very adverse climate of this country
[England], but can be made to flourish.”
Yesterday, Mr. North told a Daily Mail reporter that,
upon request, he has sent seeds of his variety to many parts
of the world. “’They are now being grown and tested in
twenty-two countries in England, Scotland and Ireland,
in the Channel Islands [in the English Channel, off the
coast of Normandy; part of the UK], and in the Transvaal,
Cape Colony [today’s Republic of South Africa], Ecuador,
Brazil, the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Tasmania,
Queensland [Australia], Spain, Portugal, Austria and Syria.”
About 20 acres of soya beans are now in luxuriant
foliage in and around London. “Soya bean flour” can be
made from soybeans after their oil is extracted.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015)
concerning the cultivation of soya beans in Ireland (the Irish
Republic). These soybeans were actually first cultivated in
1923–See: Eire Department of Agriculture Journal. 1939.
“The soya bean.” 36(1):73-79. March.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2010) concerning soybeans in the Channel Islands, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Channel Islands. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
the Channel Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the
Channel Islands (Sept. 1922). The source of these soybeans
was Mr. J.L. North. The Channel Islands (incl. Jersey,
Guernsey, Alderney, and Stark) are in the English Channel,
just west of the northwest tip of France (Manche dept.).

Part of the United Kingdom, they were once part of the
ancient Dukedom of Normandy (France); today they are
domestically independent, not controlled by the British
government. The inhabitants are of part Norman descent
(French), part English. Here the well-known Jersey and
Guernsey breeds of cattle originated.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
2011) concerning soybeans in Ecuador, or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Ecuador. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Ecuador, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Ecuador (Jan. 2011). The source of these
soybeans was Mr. J.L. North.
405. U.S. Tariff Commission. 1922. Summary of
tariff information, 1921, relative to the bill H.R. 7456.
Washington, DC: Government Printing Office. 1625 p. See p.
152, 786-87, 802-03.
• Summary: “The principal sources of information have
been the commodity surveys and reports of the Tariff
Commission, especially the ‘Summary of Tariff Information,
1920.’ The material in the latter has been amplified and
brought up to date.”
Soybeans are more specifically dealt with in the 1920
Summary. Soybean oil, however, is considered in H.R. 7456.
The section titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 152-53) states:
“Description and uses... This oil “is a semi-drying oil used
in paint either as a substitute for or mixed with linseed oil.
Its greatest use is in soap making, for which it has largely
replace cottonseed oil, but the purified oil is edible. After the
oil is expressed the cake becomes a feed for dairy cattle or a
fertilizer.
“Production of soya beans has increased greatly, but
only a small portion of the crop is used for oil. In 1915
approximately 100,000 bushels of American-grown beans
were pressed for oil. The domestic output of oil (inedible
and edible) increased from 2, 764,000 pounds in 1914 to
42,074,000 pounds in 1917 and 79,861,000 pounds in 1918.
Reports of the Bureau of the Census show that no crude
soya-bean oil has been produced either from domestic or
imported beans in this country from 1919 to September 30,
1921, inclusive. The oil is imported in the crude state and
refined in this country.
“Imports have increased from 16,360,452 pounds in
1914 to 336,824,646 pounds in 1918, the great bulk coming
from China and Japan. Imports since 1917, almost wholly
from Kwangtung, China proper, and Japan, have been as
follows:”
A table shows that imports fell rapidly after 1918 (and
the end of World War I) to 195.8 million lb in 1919, 112.5
million lb in 1920, and only 16.3 million lb in the first 9
months of 1921. The value per pound plunged from $0.11 in
1918 to $0.04 in 1921.
Exports since 1918 have been chiefly to Italy, France,
and Austria. A table shows the quantities: 27.7 million lb in
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the last 6 months of 1919, 43.5 million lb in 1920, but only
1.93 million lb in the first 9 months of 1921.
“Important changes in classification.–Soya-bean oil
was exempt from duty under the Act of 1913 (par. 561); it is
dutiable under the emergency tariff act of 1921 (par. 11).”
The next section, titled “Hempseed oil” (p. 152) states
that this oil is obtained from the seeds of the hemp plant,
cultivated in France, Belgium, Germany, southern Italy,
Turkey, Algeria, North America, India, Manchuria, and
Japan. It is used mainly in paint as a drying oil.
Soya beans are also mentioned under “Beans” (p. 786).
Under “Beans, prepared or preserved” (p. 787) we read:
“Soya beans are also made into various food preparations,
especially for use by orientals.” A table shows that imports
of such soya beans increased from 1.43 million lb in 1918 to
3.4 million lb in the first 9 months of 1921.
The section on “Vegetables prepared or preserved” (p.
802-03) states: “Bean stick [probably dried yuba sticks] or
bean cake is an oriental food product made from ground
and fermented soya beans. Miso is a cooked and fermented
combination of rice and soya beans, generally used in
making soup.” “Imports of bean stick or bean cake and miso
were valued at $73,097 in 1914, soya bean cake constituting
about 40%. Edible bean cake and miso are imported to meet
the demand of the oriental population.” A table shows that
there was a 25% duty on such products and imports and
value dropped from 1918 to 1921. Address: Washington, DC.
406. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. xv + 329
p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in 1943 by
Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This is the first comprehensive book about the
soybean written in English, and the most important book
on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains an
excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and
soyfoods with a bibliography on soy that is larger than
any published prior to that time (563 references), a good
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal
of original information. It quickly became a key source
for people and organizations working with soybeans and
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope
and influence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant,
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History

prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other
and the correct botanical name.
4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions,
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe
and identification, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa,
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana,
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water
requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting,
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation,
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass,
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunflowers and corn).
6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed,
inspected, registered, and certified seed. 7. Composition
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods,
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean:
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can
be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage,
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
9. Varieties: Japanese classification of varieties,
classification of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green,
3 black), botanical classifications, vital characteristics,
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and
7 synonyms), key for identification, breeding and
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil:
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices,
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture,
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value,
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine,
sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious
green vegetable”), soybean flour, digestibility of soybean
flour, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation,
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composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents,
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu},
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu
[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and
soybean products: mature or dry beans, flour, tofu, sprouts
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic,
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents.
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring
together in a single volume the accumulated information
concerning this crop...
“The aim has been to present the information so as
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of
historical or botanical interest...”
The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the
leading farm crops in the United States.”
Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that
uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See
Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913,
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia,
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the
market”).
Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was
established in Dec. 1922.
Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1.
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.
407. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Introduction
of the soybean to Europe (Document part). In: Piper and

Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv +
329 p. See p. 45-47.
• Summary: “The soybean has been grown experimentally
at least in most of the European countries but in general the
climatic conditions are not well suited to its culture. Some
measure of success has been had however in south Europe,
but the crop has never become of much importance.
“France: Paillieux (1880) has traced in detail the records
of early attempts to introduce the culture of the soybean
into France. Packets of soybean seeds from missionaries in
China were received at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, in 1739
and at frequent later dates beginning with 1834. The plants
were very probably grown at the botanical garden since
1740, certainly so in 1779, and from 1834 to 1880 without
interruption. In 1821, an unusually warm season, a Chinese
variety had matured seed at Champ-Rond near Etampes.
Beginning with 1855 the Société d’Acclimatation distributed
numerous packets of seed, but did not succeed in establishing
a permanent culture of the plant. In 1868 M. Chauvin
cultivated several varieties at Cote d’Or, and the culture there
has since continued. In 1874 the Society of horticulture of
Etampes began experiments that continued until 1880. In
1879 a Chinese variety matured well at Marseilles. In 1880
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France one
of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which variety
has proven well adapted to French conditions. This variety is
presumably that now known in France as ‘Yellow Etampes’
which is the same as that known in the United States as ‘Ito
San.’
“The soybean is now rather widely grown in France but
apparently is not an important crop. No definite statistics
of its culture seem to have been published. Presumably it
is grown more as a garden vegetable than as a field crop.
Apparently only four varieties were cultivated in France
before 1910 namely: Yellow Etampes (= Ito San); Early
Black from Podolia (= Chernie); Brown (= Ogemaw); and
Extra Early Black (= Wisconsin Black). All of these are short
season varieties, indicating that the later sorts will not mature
in France.
“Italy: The cultivation of the soybean in Italy dates from
about 1840. [Question: What is the source of this date?] At
the present time it is grown sparingly in the compartments of
Liguria, Emilia, Marches, and near Naples. In no part of Italy
does it seem to be a crop of prime importance.
“Austria and Germany: A great impetus was given to
the culture of the soybean in Europe by the experiments of
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt (1878) of Vienna, in 1875 and
subsequent years. Haberlandt obtained seed of nineteen
varieties at the Vienna exposition in 1873. These were as
follows:” Five yellow-seeded, three black-seeded, three
green-seeded, and two brown-red-seeded varieties from
China. One yellow-seeded and three black-seeded varieties
from Japan. One black-seeded variety from Trans-Caucasia.
One green-seeded variety from Tunis.
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“Of these only four varieties matured at Vienna in
1875, namely, two yellow-seeded, one black-seeded and one
brown-red-seeded, all from China. The black-seed sort was
so late that it matured but few seeds. Of the other varieties
some did not even come into bloom, while the remainder
produced blossoms or young pods too late in the fall to
mature.
“In 1876 the two yellow and the brown varieties were
tested by cooperators in Hungary, Bohemia, Steirmark
[Steiermark, Austria], Bukowina [an area divided between
Romania and the USSR after 1945], Moravia, and Silesia,
favorable results being secured in each case.
“In 1877 seeds of all four varieties were distributed to
148 cooperators, mostly in Austria-Hungary, but some in
Germany and Russian Poland, and one each in Switzerland
and Holland. Most of the tests gave promising results.
“Haberlandt (1878) published the results of his
investigations in much detail, and his results had great
influence in stimulating further investigations. All of the
varieties that Haberlandt was able to mature were short
season varieties, which in general are far less productive than
later sorts.
“England: According to Aiton (1812) the soybean
was grown as early as 1790 at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, but merely as a botanical curiosity. The soybean has
apparently never been grown as a crop in England, where
indeed only the earliest varieties would be expected to
mature.
“Investigations on the adaptability of the soybean have
been carried on by Dr. J.L. North of the Royal Botanic
Gardens during recent years. Early varieties were introduced
from numerous sources. With careful selections two or three
quite promising early strains have been obtained which
mature fully and give good yields of seed under English
conditions.”
408. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybean
varieties grown in Europe and the identifications of those
grown by Haberlandt (Document part). In: Piper and Morse.
1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
See p. 47-49.
• Summary: “Seeds of soybeans were secured by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture from various European sources,
including five packets from Dr. E. Von Tschermak of
Vienna, said to be the progeny of those used by Haberlandt
in his experiments. These were tested one or more years at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, and their identities established as
follows:
“Samarow: Seed obtained from Dammann & Co.,
Naples, Italy, No. 224411, and identical with No. 17260,
which last was introduced by Thorburn & Co. [of New York]
from Italy. Also No. 01597 from Von Tschermak, Vienna,
said to be one of Haberlandt’s varieties, but this is probably
an error as Haberlandt mentions no green-seeded sort that

matured in his experiments.
“Etampes: Seed from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris,
France, No. 21818, proved identical with Ito-San. Also
advertised by other Europeans, usually as Yellow Etampes.
“Wisconsin Black: Seed was received from VilmorinAndrieux & Co. as ‘Early Black from Podolia,’ No. 21757
and No. 21756; from Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany,
as No. 22321; from Dammann & Co., as ‘Black,’ of
Haberlandt’s experiments; and No. 5039 from VilmorinAndrieux as ‘Extra Early Black Seeded.’ This last is the
original importation of the variety later named Wisconsin
Black, S.P.I. No. 25468, which is now commercially handled
by a few seedsmen.
“’Yellow Riesen’: Seed obtained from Haage &
Schmidt, No. 22318. The variety is very similar to
Mammoth, but somewhat later. No. 22317, ‘Yellow,’ from
the same source, has indistinguishable seeds, but did not
germinate.
“Buckshot: No. 22322, obtained from Haage & Schmidt,
is indistinguishable from the Buckshot variety, S.P.I. No.
17251. It was received as ‘Early Black from Podolia,’ but
is not the same as the variety received under the name from
another source. Seeds of this variety were also mixed in the
brown seed from the Botanical Garden of Bremen, Germany,
and grown as No. 25212A.
“’Yellow’: This variety was received from Dammann &
Co., No. 22414, and Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., No. 21754,
the two being identical and different from any others yet
received. It is a small, early variety, maturing at Arlington in
ninety days. No. 17276, without name, from Havre, France,
is a very similar but distinct variety, matched exactly by No.
01594 from Von Tschermak, Vienna, said to be the progeny
of one of the yellows used in Haberlandt’s experiments.
“’Brown’: Seed under this name was obtained from
Dammann & Co., No. 22413, Haage & Schmidt, No. 22319,
and Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., No. 21755. These seeds are
indistinguishable, but only No. 21755 grew. The original
seed of this is much smaller than Ogemaw, but in 1909
both the seeds and plants could not be distinguished from
Ogemaw from Michigan. No. 25212, from the Botanical
Garden, Bremen, Germany, also with brown seeds, was
likewise indistinguishable from Ogemaw in 1909, though
the original seeds were different both from No. 21755 and
from Ogemaw. Finally two lots of seed, Nos. 01595 and
01598, from Von Tschermak, Vienna, said to be the brown of
Haberlandt’s experiments, also proved to be Ogemaw.
“Butterball: The variety secured from Dammann & Co.,
No. 22415, as ‘Giant Yellow,’ could not be distinguished
from S.P.I. No. 17274, Butterball.
“There are no authentic records of a few of the earliest
S.P.I. importations from Europe, so that nothing definite
can be said as to their identity. Among these are No. 1492
(brown-seeded), No. 1493 (black seeded), and No. 2156,
Yellow Etampes, all from France. From these data it would
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appear that in 1909 at least ten varieties of soybeans were
more or less grown in Europe.
“The four varieties used by Haberlandt in his trials
include with scarcely a doubt Wisconsin Black, Ogemaw,
and No. 17276, ‘Yellow.’ What the other yellow seeded
sort may have been is doubtful. It could scarcely have been
Etampes or Ito San, as that variety could hardly be expected
to mature in Vienna.”
Note: Prof. Haberlandt’s work is also discussed in this
book on pages 157 (heat units) and 218 (use of the soybean
as a food for humans and animals).
409. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybean
coffee (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 22728. [1 ref]
• Summary: “When properly roasted and prepared, the dried
beans of any variety of soybeans make an excellent coffee
substitute. As such the soybean has been used to a slight
extent for many years in Europe, especially Switzerland,
and in the United States. It is recorded that during the period
of the Civil War the soybean was used rather extensively in
the southern states as a coffee substitute. For a considerable
while seedsmen sold the Ito San variety under the names
Coffee Berry and Coffee Bean. In Japan and southern Russia
soybean coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for
the market. This product is ground very fine and has much
the appearance of coffee essence.
“Prepared as coffee, the soybean gives a liquid of the
same color and odor as coffee and somewhat the flavor of
a cereal beverage. Those fond of cereal drinks pronounce
the soybean beverage equal to the best of the preparations
on the market. According to Li Yu Ying and Grandvoinnet
(1911-1912) the soybean dried and roasted, such as is used
in Switzerland, has the following composition: Water,
5.27; cellulose, 4.97; carbohydrates, 34.76; fat, 18.01; total
materials soluble in water, 49.07.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012)
which states that soybeans were used as a coffee substitute
during the Civil War in the United States. The source of this
information is not given–and that is very surprising, since
Piper and Morse are so careful about citing their sources in
this book. Why did they omit this citation? Perhaps they had
heard the story several times but were unable to find an early
document to prove it.
Our 30-year search for documentation to verify the
above statement has been unsuccessful. Soybeans had
been cultivated in 9 southern states by 1865, however none
of those states grew a significant acreage of soybeans in
1909–when soybean acreage statistics were first recorded.
Therefore its hard to know where to start looking.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soybean coffee” to refer
to soy coffee.

Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soybean beverage”
which is used to refer to soy coffee.
410. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The
commercial status of the soybean in Europe (Document
part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York:
McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 16-19.
• Summary: “While many earlier attempts had been made
to introduce the soybean and its products into European
countries, it was not until about 1908 that the bean received
serious consideration as a product of economic importance.
About 1900, however, soybeans were imported by an English
firm as, on account of their being practically free from
starch, it was thought they would make an excellent food for
patients suffering with diabetes. Germany and Holland also
imported small amounts of soybeans for the same purpose
and many special food products were manufactured by firms
in these countries.
“Growth of the trade.–Owing to the inferior quality of
the product received, due principally to the poor shipping
conditions, the first attempts to introduce the soybean as
an oil seed were generally unsuccessful. The first large
importation of beans, 400 to 500 tons, was made in 1907
by a crusher at Liverpool, the beans being shipped from
Hankow [China] and delivered at Liverpool at a cost of
$50.00 per ton. It was found that an oil valuable to soap
manufacturers could be produced and that the by-products,
cake and meal, both high in protein, could be utilized by
manufacturers of mixed feeds.
“After 1907 importations gradually increased and the
beans were received in much better condition than those of
the first trial shipment. At this time also, impetus was given
to the manufacture of soybean products by a shortage of
cottonseed and linseed. In February 1908, a cargo of 9,000
tons of beans was received at Hull, the selling price of the
beans being $32.00 per ton, C.I.F. It was found by importing
in cargo lots, the price was lowered to $4.40 per ton. In June
1909 beans sold for $28.75 per ton but by January 1910 had
risen to $41.00 per ton.
“At first England enjoyed the monopoly of trade
in soybeans. nearly all of the first large importations of
beans were taken by England where many of the large
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of
soybeans. Several of these mills conducted series of tests,
demonstrating the value of the cake, meal and oil.
“Utilization of the soybean as an oil seed extended
rapidly to other European countries. The fact that they were
called beans, prevented them from having a wider market at
the beginning of the large importations, since in Germany,
France and Austria, oil seeds were on the free list, but
beans were subject to a tax. These countries realizing the
importance of the bean, soon placed it on the free list and the
monopoly in the trade of soybean products was taken from
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England.
“Extent of the trade.–The importations of beans from
Manchuria and Japan soon reached enormous proportions.
In 1909, 412,757 tons; in 1910, 442,669 tons; and in 1911,
321,940 tons of beans were imported by European countries.
That the soybean and its products became important
competitors of other oil seeds and their products is shown in
Table 11.

“Utilization.–The principal use of soybean oil at first
was in the manufacture of soft soaps, as it was found that the
oil did not chill easily and was difficult to handle in making
hard soap... However, some European soap manufacturers
soon claimed to have found a secret process by means of
which they could utilize the oil in the manufacture of the
best grades of hard soap. Other uses were found for the oil
and it entered largely into the manufacture of butter and lard
substitutes and edible oil.
“Soybean cake or meal in the beginning of the trade
found its largest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons
having been purchased from English oil mills in 1910.
The trade in the cake or meal extended rapidly to Sweden,
Norway, Holland and the northern part of Germany. The
United Kingdom is not a large user of the bean cake. It is

however used to a considerable extent by Scotch farmers and
to a small extent by Irish [from Eire / Ireland] and English
farmers. The cake manufactured into a flour, has gradually
assumed an important place as a foodstuff and as such is
utilized in many European countries.”
411. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Early
introduction of the soybean into the United States (Document
part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean.
New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p.
39-41.
• Summary: “There are fortunately fairly
complete records for the early history of
the soybean in the United States. The facts
emphasize the difficulties with which a new
crop wins its way to recognition.
“The earliest records.–The first mention of
the soybean in American literature is by Mease
(1804), who writes ‘The soybean bears the
climate of Pennsylvania very well. The bean
ought therefore to be cultivated.’
“Thomas Nuttall (1829) grew a variety with
red flowers and chocolate brown seeds in the
botanic garden at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and from his observations wrote a brief account
concerning it. He writes:
“’Its principal recommendation at present
is only as a luxury, affording the well-known
sauce, soy, which at this time is only prepared in
China and Japan.’
“In the same journal two years later,
November 23, 1831, is an account of the
successful culture of the plant at Milton,
Massachusetts, the seed having been obtained
from Nuttall.
“No further mention of the plant in America
literature appears until 1853, when a brief
account appeared under the name ‘Japan pea’ by
Ernst [of Ohio] (1853), as follows:
“’The Japan pea, in which so much interest has been
manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists.’”
“The Perry Expedition to Japan.–The Perry expedition
in the year 1854 brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’
from Japan, one ‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded.
These, together with the Japan pea, were distributed by
the Commissioner of Patents in 1854, (Browne 1854)
and, thereafter frequent references to the plant occur in
agricultural literature under such names as Japan pea, Japan
bean, and Japanese fodder plant. Most of these articles speak
of the plant as the Japan pea, none of them as the soy or
soja bean. It is apparent from the early accounts that there
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were at least two Japan peas, one early enough to mature
in Connecticut (Patent Office Report, 1854, p. 194), the
other very late (American Agriculturist, 1857, vol. 16, p.
10). Judging from all the accounts, we suspect that the early
Japan pea may be the Ito San variety, which, however, has
red flowers, while the late variety may be the Mammoth.
The Ito San is still occasionally called the Japan pea, while
the introduction and source of the Mammoth has never
been definitely determined. From these early accounts the
Mammoth may well be the ‘white-seeded’ soja bean obtained
by the Perry expedition. The ‘red-seeded soja bean’ was,
probably, the adsuki bean (Phaseolus angularis), as no redseeded soybean is known.
Later Introductions.–Prof. G. H. Cook, of New
Brunswick, New Jersey, obtained seed of the soybean at
the Bavarian Agricultural Station [in Germany] in 1878. In
the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained seeds of several
varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these gentlemen planted
the seeds and gathered crops of the different varieties
in 1879. These varieties were without doubt some of
those grown and distributed through Europe by Professor
Haberlandt of Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soybean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888.
“In 1890 Prof. C. C. Georgeson (1890) secured three
lots of soybeans from Japan which were grown at the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1890 and subsequently.
“Prof. W. P. Brooks, (1890) of Amherst, Massachusetts,
brought with him from Japan in 1889 a number of soybean
varieties, including the Medium Green or Guelph, and the
Ito San. It is quite certain that other importations of soybeans
from Asia were made by others, but no definite records have
been found.
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soybeans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
412. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Tables
(Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean.
New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary: Tables: (1) Acreage, production and yield of
soybean seeds in the United States. Gives statistics for each
for 1918, 1919, and 1920 for 14 states, other, and total. The
states are listed in descending order of soybean acreage in
1921, as follows: North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Illinois,
Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Georgia, Pennsylvania, S. Carolina, Mississippi.

(2) Estimates of soybean production of Manchuria for
various years (in million tons): 1906 = 0.6. 1907 = 0.6 to 0.9.
1908 = 1.150. 1909 = 1.150. 1910 = 1.4. 1913 = 1.2 1921 =
4.52.
(3) Cost of production of soybeans per acre in
Manchuria, 1910. (4) Monthly capacity of steam oil mills
at Newchwang, Manchuria, 1917. (5) Export of soybeans,
bean cake, and bean oil from the principal ports of South
Manchuria, 1909 to 1913, inclusive. (6) Five-year averages
(1897-1919, inclusive) of acreage, production, and yield per
acre of soybeans in Japan. (7) Amount and value of soybeans
imported by Japan. (8) Importations of soybean cake and
bean oil into Japan. (9) Quantity and value of exports of
soybeans and soybean oil from Japan to foreign countries,
1913 and 1914.
(10) Quantity and value of exports of miso (bean cheese)
and shoyu sauce, 1903 to 1907, inclusive. (11) Quantity
and value of imports of soybeans, bean cake, and bean
oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914, inclusive. (12)
Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed and soybeans in
European markets, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. (13) Quantity
and value of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil
imported into the United States, 1910 to 1920, inclusive. (14)
Quantity of imports of soybeans in the world’s trade, 19201919 inclusive. (15) Quantity of imports of soybean oil in the
world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (16) Quantity of exports
of soybean oil in the world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (17)
Quantity of exports of soybeans in the world’s trade 19101919 inclusive. (18) Acre yields of seed and hay of soybeans
at different dates of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(19) Yields of soybeans variously spaced.
(20) Acre yields of soybean hay and seed when planted
at different rates. (21) Germination of soybeans at different
depths of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia. (22) Influence
of nodules on the composition of seed. Michigan Experiment
Station. (23) Effect of various nitrogenous fertilizers on the
yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (24)
Effects of different phosphatic fertilizers with and without
lime. Rhode Island Experiment Station. (25) The influence of
different potash salts on yields of soybeans. Massachusetts
Experiment Station. (26) Effects of different kinds of lime
on the yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station.
(27) Effect of fertilizers on soybeans. Delaware Experiment
Station. (28) Composition of hay of Mammoth soybean at
different stages of development. Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(29) Comparison of the loss in moisture in 10-lb. samples
of green forage of ten varieties of soybeans when air dried.
Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(30) Tons of soybean hay to the acre at different
experiment stations in the United States. (31) Bushels of
soybean seed to the acre at different experiment stations in
the United States. (32) Relative yields of straw to seed in
different varieties of soybeans. Ohio Experiment Station.
(33) Viability of soybean seed. (34) Proportions of stems,
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leaves, and pods. (35) Nutritive constituents contained
in each part of the soybean plant. After Lechartier. (36)
Composition of the different parts of the soybean plant at
different stages of growth, at Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(37) Total weights of mineral materials in 1,000 kilos of
dry forage. After Lechartier. (38) Mineral Materials in
1,000 kilos of dry forage. After Joulie. (39) Percentages of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash contained in different
parts of the soybean plant at different stages of growth, at
Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(40) Composition of soybean seed compared with that
of other legumes. (41) Composition of common American
varieties of soybeans. (42) Percentage composition of
the different parts of soybean seed. After Lechartier. (43)
Percentage composition and comparison of the amino
acids of the protein of the soybean and of cow’s milk. (44)
Percentage composition of the nitrogen-free extracts of the
soybean. (45) Starch content of commercial varieties of
soybeans in the United States. (46) Maximum, minimum,
and average of the more important constants of soybean oil
from 48 varieties, compared with those of other well-known
oils. (47) Comparison of the more important constants
of soybean oil by different observers. (48) Constants for
soybean oil. (49) Composition of the ash of the soybean
seed. After Pellet.
(50) Mineral content of the soybean seed compared with
those of cowpea, navy bean, and peanut. (51) Oil content
of soybeans gathered at various stages of maturity. (52) Oil
content of soybeans as affected by partial defoliation. (53)
Oil content of soybeans as affected by partial removal of
very young seed pods. (54) Oil content of soybeans of large
and small size seed from the same plant. (55) Oil content
of soybeans planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911, at
Arlington Farm, Virginia. (56) Varietal differences in the
oil content of soybeans grown at Arlington Experiment
Farm, Virginia, in 1907, 1908 and 1910. (57) Oil content of
soybeans grown under different environmental conditions.
(58) Oil and protein content of soybean varieties grown
under different environmental conditions. (59) Fertilizing
constituents of soybeans contained in crop and roots on one
acre. Connecticut (Storrs) Experiment Station.
(60) Yields of hay of different legumes and content of
fertilizing ingredients. Michigan Experiment Station. (61)
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans cut at different stages
of growth. Arlington Farm, Virginia. (62) Data and results
of soiling experiments with milch cows. Iowa Experiment
Station. (63) Soybean soiling experiment with milch cows,
Pennsylvania Experiment Station. (64) Analyses of soybean,
soybean and corn, and corn silages. (65) Digestibilities of
soybean and other silages. (66) Digestible nutrients in 100
lb. of air-dry substance. (67) Digestible nutrients in 100 lb.
of soybean straw and in other roughages. (68) Fertilizing
constituents of soybean straw compared with those of wheat,
oats, barley, and rye. (69) Number of seeds per bushel and

weight in grams of 100 seeds of the most important varieties.
(70) Results of planting a single variety of soybean
at different dates. Vienna, Austria, 1877. (71) Results of
planting different varieties of soybeans at different dates at
Knoxville, Tennessee. (72) Life period of soybean varieties
grown at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, for
eight seasons. (73) Life periods of American varieties of
soybeans grown at Sabour, India, 1911 (from Woodhouse
and Taylor, 1913). (74) Life period of soybean varieties
planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911 at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, Virginia. (75) Behavior of flower color
in natural hybrids. (76) Behavior of pubescence colors in
natural hybrids. (77) Behavior of amount and colors of
pubescence in an artificial hybrid. (78) Behavior of the color
of pods in natural hybrids. (79) Behavior of seed colors in
natural hybrids.
(80) Soybean crosses in the study of seed color. (81)
Behavior of cotyledons in natural hybrid selections. (82)
Behavior of cotyledons in soybean crosses. (83) Variations
in the cooking qualities of seed of different varieties of
soybeans. (84) Consumption of vegetable oils by the soap
industry in the United States. (85) Consumption of vegetable
oils in the production of lard substitutes and oleomargarine
in the United States (incl. coconut oil, cottonseed oil, peanut
oil, soybean oil, and corn oil). (86) Composition of soybean
cake, meal, and other important oil feeds. (87) Two 17-week
comparisons of soybean meal with other supplements for
fattening pigs. (88) Growth and nitrogen elimination of
chicks fed varying amounts of meat scrap or soybean meal
or both, in addition to a corn ration. (Indiana Experiment
Station). (89) Comparison of the digestibility of soybean
meal and other oil meals.
(90) Digestion coefficients of soybean meal obtained
with sheep. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (91)
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans, soybean meal, and
cottonseed meal. (92) Analyses and calories of soybeans
compared with those of other legumes and foods. (93)
Composition of soybean flour in comparison with wheat
flour, corn meal, rye flour, graham flour, and whole wheat
flour. (94) Composition of the sprouts from the soybean and
mung bean. (95) Composition of soybean milk compared
with cow’s milk. (96) Yields of bean curd obtained from
different varieties of soybeans. (97) Compositions of tofu
and tofu products. (98) Nitrogenous substances in natto. (99)
Composition of hamananatto. After Sawa.
(100) Composition of yuba. (101) Composition of red
and white miso. (102) Composition of shoyu or soy sauce.
(103) Composition of soybeans of the same variety dried,
soaked, and roasted.
413. New York Times. 1923. Soya bean bread in Austria. July
15. Section 7. p. 15.
• Summary: Experiments conducted in Austria with the use
of soya bean flour in bread have been successful. The output
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of this popular bread has increased to 10,000 loaves per day,
according to the Department of Commerce.
The first experiment was made three months ago by a
baker in Vienna, introduced a loaf of wheat bread containing
20% soya bean flour. This flour is produced by a “secret
process.” “Soya flour is said to be rich in proteins and fats,
and its carbo-hydrates possess a sweetening quality which
makes it distinctly agreeable.”
Note: This article also appeared under the same title in
the Washington Post on 16 July 1923 (p. 6).
414. Goldlust, Wilhelm Niklas. 1923. Verfahren zur
Herstellung von Teigwaren aus Sojabohnenmehl [Process
for the production of farinaceous foods from soybean flour].
Austrian Patent 94,839. Nov. 10. 1 p. Application filed 15
July 1922. [Ger]
• Summary: Describes how to make pasta from soya flour
or meal (Sojamehl) alone or in mixtures with other flours. In
preparing the pasta, one can use either animal or vegetable
milk; the latter can be made from soya, peanuts, or almonds.
Address: Vienna [Austria].
415. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes &
Co. 243 p. Preface by Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università
di Torino). With 34 illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Reason for the work;
its scope and limits. Part I: The origin and history of the
soybean. Reason for this history, the origin of the soybean
and its early dissemination, soya (including production
statistics) in Oriental countries (China, Manchuria, Japan,
Formosa, Korea, French Indochina), how the soybean was
introduced to Europe, the cultivation of soya in France, Soya
in England, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Russia,
Sweden, Alsace-Lorraine (now in northeast France), Spain,
Italy, America, Conclusion.
Part II: Cultivation of soya.
Part III: Soya in the feeding and nutrition of humans and
animals. 1. The analysis and physiology of metabolism as an
element in the study of nutrition. 2. Soybean forage in the
feeding of animals. 3. Soybeans (il grano di soja) and soy
products in the feeding of humans and animals: Commercial
and nutritional value and digestibility of the soybean, how
to prepare and cook whole soybeans, soy broth, thick soups,
salads, and meat dishes, soy purée (puré di soja), soybean
cakes (torté di soja), soybean sprouts (germi di soja), roasted
soybeans (grano di soja come frutta secca), soy coffee (caffé
di soja), soy chocolate (cioccolata di soja), soy confections
(confetture di soja), special soy sweets and chocolates for
diabetics and tuberculosis patients, the soybean as a feed for
animals.
Note: This is the earliest Italian-language document seen

(Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls caffé di
soja.
4. Flour, pasta, and bread in feeding. 5. Soymilk (il latte
di soja) and its use in the feeding of animals and humans. 6.
Tofu (il formaggio di soja). 7. Soy oil and oil-cakes (panelli).
8. Condiments and sauces: Natto, miso, soy sauce (le salse,
called Schogon [sic] in Japan, Tsinag-Yeou [sic] or Tao-yu in
China, Ketjap in Java, and Tuong in Annam). 9. Enzymes (I
fermenti, incl. urease). 10. Conclusions.
Part IV: Industrial applications of soya.
Part V: General conclusions.
The first test of the lactation of calves with soymilk was
conducted in the winter of 1916-17 by the Bonafous Institute
in Turin. The results were splendid, and have encouraged
eminent pediatricians such as Dr. Casalini, Prof. Dr. Alberto
Muggia (teacher of clinical pediatrics at the University of
Turin), and Dr. Enrico Gasca (vice director general of infants
at Turin) to extend their experiments (p. 6).
A table (p. 31) shows soybean and cotton hectarage and
production in Korea from 1909 to 1917. Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
Page 35: “Prof. Rouest of Luxey (Landes) in France
wrote us on 30 Nov. 1921. ‘I have finished only the period
of acclimatization of the soybean. It remains for me to
propagate it a little everywhere. The experiments of 1921
were extended in all the Departments, being viewed from an
industrial and commercial point of view. I must now study
which variety adapts among those I am cultivating. Soy flour
will not be able to be made until we have many thousands of
hectares under cultivation, and then we will be able to think
of other applications as well... Actually the firm Hendebert
de Lion sells its flour, originating in China, at 10 French
francs per kg, a prohibitive price.’”
Page 206: At the pediatric congress held in Milan in
Sept. 1922, the question of lactation (feeding children) with
vegetable milk was discussed in a favorable way, proposed
by Prof. Muggia and sustained by the illustrious Prof.
Berghius, Director of the Pediatric Clinic of the University
of Padua, and by Prof. Francioni of Bologna. We can also
add that experiments on lactation are proceeding in Italy at
the pediatric clinics of Turin, Bologna, Padua, Genoa, and
Florence, and also at the Infant’s Dispensary in Turin.
Photos and tables are discussed in a separate record.
A diagram (p. 227) compares the chemical composition
of animal casein and vegetable casein.
Note 1. Quite a bit of the historical and non-Italian
information in this book comes from Léon Rouest’s 1921
book Le soja et son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et
industrielles.
Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, of which it says: “il
Natto in Giappone che corrisponde al Tao-Teche della Cina.”
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Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls
germi di soja. Address: Dr. of Economic and Commercial
Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
416. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications (Photos and tables–Document part)].
Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. Preface by
Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università di Torino). With 34
illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Photos show: (0) An infant fed soymilk in Turin
in 1921, together with a table showing its weight gain from
18 July 1921 until 14 Jan. 1922 (p. 7). (Figs. 1-3) Three
different varieties of soybean plants (p. 70-71). (4) The
leaves of 3 different varieties of soybean plants (p. 72). (5)
Close-up of the stem and pods of a soybean plant (p. 73). (6)
Beans and pods of soybeans (p. 74).
(7-8) Different stages of germinating soybean seeds (p.
75). (9) Close-up of soybean roots and nodules (p. 76).
(10-12) Fields of soybeans at the “Istituto Bonafous” (p.
106, 108, 113). (13-14) Field of soybeans grown with corn
(p. 122, 123). (15-18) Cellular transverse section through a
soybean (facing p. 152).
(20-21) Soy flour and wheat flour, each in a sack and
loose (p. 177). (22) Pasta made from soy (p. 181). (2328) Bread and baguettes / breadsticks made with various
percentages of soy (Pane di soja) (p. 183-89).
(29-30) Soy bran and wheat bran, each in a sack and
loose (p. 191). (31) Two bottles of soymilk (p. 194). (32)
Two bottles of soy oil (p. 214).
Tables show: (1) Imports and exports of soybean seeds
from 1910 to 1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, the
Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},
Sweden), into Asia (Netherlands Indies {today’s Indonesia},
Java & Madura, External Possessions, Japan, Formosa).
Exports from Europe (France, Great Britain and Ireland, the
Low Countries), from Asia (China, Japan, Formosa) (p. 3).
(2) Imports and exports of soybean oil from 1910 to
1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe (Denmark,
Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland,
the Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},
Russia {both European and Asiatic} Sweden), into North
America (Canada, United States), into Asia (Netherlands
Indies {today’s Indonesia}, Java & Madura, Japan,
Formosa), into Africa (Egypt). Exports from Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland {re-export},
the Low Countries, Sweden), from North America (United
states, re-export), from Asia (China, Japan) (p. 4).
(3) The weight gained by a baby fed soymilk at the
dispensary of Lattanti at Torino. The trial ran from 18 July
1921 to 14 Jan. 1922. The baby’s weight increased from

3,000 gm to 6,140 gm (p. 7).
(4) Production of soybeans in China in 1916 and 1917
by color. And production of soybean cakes and soy oil in
China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 21).
(5) Exports of soybeans and soybean cakes from
Manchuria yearly from 1905 to 1908 (data from Rouest) (p.
23).
(6) Area and production of oilseed plants (cotton,
linseed, colza/canola, peanut, and soya) in Japan from 1877
to 1920. Soy is by far the greatest, and both the area and
production of soybeans increase during this time (p. 26).
(7) Production of the principal vegetable oils (colza/
canola, sesame, cotton, linseed, soya, peanut, coconut) in
Japan from 1886 to 1918.
(8) Area and production of major oilseeds (cotton, soja)
in Korea from 1909 to 1917 (p. 31). Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
(9) Imports of soybean oil to England from 1910 to 1919
(p. 38). (10) Imports of soybean oil to Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 46). (11) Imports of oilseeds (copra, soya, peanut,
sesame, linseed, colza / canola & mustard seed) to Denmark
in 1917 (p. 46).
(12) Exports of soybean oil from Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 47). (13) Imports of soybean oil to the Low
Countries from 1911 to 1919 (p. 47). (14) Imports of soybean
oil to Russia from 1909 to 1915 (p. 48). (15) Imports of
soybean oil and cottonseed oil to Sweden from 1912 to 1919
(p. 48). (16) Imports of soybean oil to Alsace Lorraine from
1913 to 1919 (p. 49). (17) Area of oilseeds and production
of oil in Italy from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about
constant and the production of oil increased. (18) Median
annual production of oil in Italy from 1870-1874 to 1920
(p. 50). Production decreased. (19) Trial comparing the
nutritional value of cow’s milk and vegetal milk (soymilk).
The name of each of the 8 calves is given (p. 56-57). (20)
Area and production of soybeans in the United States from
1909, and 1917-1919.
(21) Imports of various vegetable oils (olive, palm,
coconut, soya) to the United States from 1910 to 1919 (p.
63).
(22) Cultivation of soybeans in Spain as described by
Coll. D. Santiago Felice Valderrama of Montilla. The five
columns are: (a) Classification, from 0 to 10. (b) Provenance
/ Source (China). (c) Seed color. (d) Development (large,
medium, small). (e) Maturity date (Late, semi-late, early,
etc.) (p. 85).
(23) Fertilizer tests with Soja hispida, The five columns
are: (a) Parcel number, 1-9. (b) Fertilizers used and dosage.
(c) Stems, kg per 50 square meters. (d) Production of pods,
kg per 50 square meters. (e) Grain, kg per 50 square meters
(p. 95).
(24) Chemical composition of soybeans grown in
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Vienna, yellow from Mongolia, Yellow from China, reddish
brown from China. Composition is given for both the
original seed and for its progeny (p. 98).
(25) Weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds of
soybeans grown by Prof. Manvilli of the Bonafous Institute
(p. 98).
(26-28) Effect of planting distance and pattern on the
weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds (p. 102, 105).
(29) Effect of place of origin and variety on the time to
germination, time of flowering and formation of the pods.
The soybeans came from Tunisia, China, Ceylon, New
South Wales, Podolia and Lithuania, France, Northwestern
Italy (Piemonte, [Piedmont]), United States, Indochina
[Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Siam, Peninsular
Malaysia, Singapore], and India (p. 109).
(30-31) The effect of applying electrical voltage to
soybean plants on the yield of stems, pods, and seed (p. 110111).
(32) Ito San Soybean production per ha in Connecticut
from 1877 to 1918 (p. 120).
(33) The yield of protein and oil from common beans,
peas and soybeans (p. 121).
(34) The yield of various minerals from the stem, leaves,
pods, seeds and entire plant (p. 121).
(35) Chemical analysis of the soybean plant, on both an
“as is” and a dry basis, in the stem, foliage, pods, and entire
plant (p. 141).
(36) Composition of the soybean–various parts from
various places. entire plant, forage after the plant blooms and
sets pods, hay from Japan, hay from Massachusetts, straw
from Massachusetts (p. 142).
(37) Nutritive elements in hay from different types of
plants, both green and dry, for crude substance and digestible
portion (p. 143).
(38) Distribution of the various nutritive components
in the various parts of the soybean seed. The parts are entire
seed, cotyledons, embryo, seedcoat (scorza) (p. 145).
(39) Complex analysis of the seed of the soybean (in
parts per 100) (p. 146).
(40) Analysis of the seed of various colors of soybean by
various researchers, incl. Dr. Emil Pott, Meissl & Böcker, &
Pellet.
(41) Nutritional composition, both crude substance and
digestible portion, of various protein sources: beef, common
beans, lentils, peas, broad/fava beans, soybeans (p. 149).
(42) Protein content of various basic protein sources,
incl. meat, peas, broad beans and soya (p. 155). (43) Bar
graph. The soybean as a source of nutrients, compared with
other legumes, wheat flour, soy flour, wheat pasta, soy pasta,
75% wheat + 25% soy pasta, wheat bread, soy bread, 75%
wheat + 25% soy bread, cow’s milk, soymilk, mother’s milk
(p. 159).
(44) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
Oscar Kellner 1885, p. 82 (p. 162).

(45)
(45) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
Emil Pott 1907 (Vol. 2, p. 3) (p. 163).
(46) Composition of soybean straw, according to Emil
Pott (p. 165).
(47) Chemical composition of soybean pods according
to Emil Pott (p. 165).
(48) Nutritional composition of soy coffee from Tyrol
and Dalmatia (p. 171).
(49) Nutritional composition of soy jams (confetture di
soja).
(50) Nutritional composition of soy flour compared with
the flour of various cereals (p. 176).
(51) Nutritional composition of various types of soy
pasta: 100% soy, 25% soy, pasta from Naples (p. 182).
(52) Nutritional composition of soy bread, four analyses,
compared with two analyses of wheat bread (p. 185).
(53) Nutritional composition of soymilk made from
whole soybeans or soy flour (p. 195).
(54-55) Nutritional composition of soymilk, 7 analyses,
compared with mother’s milk, cow’s milk and goat’s milk (p.
200-201).
(56) Nutritional composition of okara (the residue from
making soymilk), various analyses (p. 207).
(57-58) Nutritional composition of soybean oil vs.
cottonseed oil, and according to five different analysts (p.
213).
(59) Nutritional composition of soybean cake according
to five different analysts (p. 215).
(60) A diagram compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 227).
(61) A table compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 228). Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
417. Schwicker, Alfred. 1924. Dr. Berczeller’s Sojamehl [Re:
Dr. Berczeller’s soy flour]. In: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige
Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Expert
Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Published by
the author. 35 p. See p. 1-2. Letter to the Royal Hungarian
Food Ministry dated Jan. 8. [2 ref. Ger; Eng]
• Summary: “No. 3-ig/1924. Budapest 8th Jan. 1924. Your
Excellency: With reference to your letter No. 63478 (Foreign
Trade) dated the 29th Dec: ult: I have the honour to forward
you, in the sequel, my opinion on Ladislaus Berczeller’s
process of preparing soy flour.
“The soy flour prepared in accordance with the Dr.
Berczeller process is of a pale yellow colour, has a slightly
sweet, agreeable almondlike flavour and, in spite of its high
percentage of oil, is but slightly fatty.
“The sample submitted to me contains 4l.8% of protein
and 19.6% of fat. Under the microscope it shows isolated
grains of starch. The soy flour prepared by the Berczeller
process keeps very well as the soy butter which is apt to
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turn rancid, in this flour does not go bad. It is owing to this
quality that the flour is suitable, for industrial production.
This quality of the soy was as yet unknown, as during the
war the attempt was made at Hamburg, to bake bread out of
soy flour of one milling, but the public were unwilling to use
the bread which contained 7% of soy flour.
“The soy flour prepared by the B process however,
imparts no unpleasant flavour whatever to the bread even
when used in a far greater percentage (15%-18%) and even
more. And, owing to the great quantity of fat it contains
even a mixture of 3%-5% increases the durable quality of
the bread. Thanks to its high percentage of protein and fat,
the soy bean is destined to play the part of a first rate article
of human food and fodder for cattle, if it should become
possible to do away with its unpleasant secondary effects.
“Already during the war, Dr. Lüthje of Hamburg in the
comprehensive and expert treatise which he published on the
subject of the soy bean, drew attention to the fact that this
soy bean cannot even be used as human food like our cereals
first of all because it can’t be boiled, i.e. cannot be cooked
in the same way, and secondly because, when prepared in
the same way as the cereals, its consumption causes evil
effects to human beings. It must be remarked in concurrence
with Dr. Lüthje, that in those cases where the soy bean has
been proposed as an article of human consumption, this has
been done either by reason of its common use in the Far
East, or exclusively on account of its chemical composition.
There is no mention to be found in literature or experiments,
having been continued throughout adequate periods of time,
which have been performed on human beings with a diet of
soy beans. Also at the meeting of the agricultural council
for experimental matters (the Ministry of Agriculture)
held on the subject of the soy the unanimous opinion was
expressed that the soy in the form as yet generally proposed,
is uneatable by man and can only be used as fodder in small
quantities, as is to be seen from the various written data. On
the other hand, that the soy flour prepared by the Berczeller
process can supply a great part of man’s demands for
protein, and this, too, continually and for a long time. This is
proved not only by the tests of Dr. Berczeller but also by the
systematic experiments of the Univ. Prof. Dr. Paul Heim.
“Moreover the use of the soy bean in the form of the
flour in question promises to the admirably practicable as
it can be extensively used in the cooking of various dishes,
e.g. as a thickener and in the preparation of bread, puddings,
meats (sausages, hachés).
“It is worthy of special mention, that the protein in the
soy is one of the few vegetable albumens which are most
capable of substituting meat albumens.
“In virtue of all these facts the soy flour prepared by the
Berczeller process is destined to take a foremost place as a
food for the masses. It has a special value for Hungary in so
far as, by reason of its high percentage of fat, it can alleviate
the prevailing dearth of fat.

“Since the production of the Soy in Hungary can only
be started with any hope of success, when the consumption
of the soy is sufficiently extensive, it is advisable to facilitate
the extension of the soy consumption.
“It is well known with regard to many articles of food
for the masses, how long it takes for them to gain a footing
in general use. The general use and the transplanting of the
potato into Europe, look nearly three hundred years. It is of
paramount interest in the question of hygienics and national
economics that the extension of the soy consumption be
materialised in the near future, and this can be accomplished
chiefly by subsidising the extension of soy consumption by
the state.
“I remain the Food Ministry’s most obedient servant,
Dr. Schwicker Alfred m.p., General manager.” Address:
Dr., General Manager, Royal Hungarian State Chemical
Inst. Central Dep. for Experimental Chemistry, Budapest,
Hungary.
418. Berczeller, Laszlo. 1924. Treatment of soy beans. U.S.
Patent 1,509,076. Sept. 16. 2 p. Application filed 10 April
1924.
• Summary: Bailey, Capen and LeClerc (1935, p. 446)
say of this pioneering patent: “The first successful attempt
to prepare a soybean flour which would be free from the
disagreeable beany taste, which would remain fresh almost
indefinitely (that is, not develop rancidity), and which would
retain, practically unchanged, the original composition of
the bean is described in the Berczeller patent (1924). This
process consists of subjecting the cleaned soybeans to the
action of saturated steam for 10 to 15 minutes. The beans
are then dried, cracked in order to remove the hulls, and
ground into flour. Such flour has a sweet, pleasant, nut-like
taste (a characteristic of most flours obtained from soybeans
which have been subjected to a special beany-taste removing
treatment), and may be kept for many months without
spoilage due to the development of rancidity.”
The patent itself begins: “To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Laszlo Berczeller, chemist, a subject of
the Hungarian Kingdom, residing at Budapest, Hungary,
have invented certain new and useful Improvements in
the Treatment of Soy Beans, of which the following is a
specification.
“My invention relates to a process for purifying soy
beans which in their natural state are very evil-tasting.
To this end, and according to the invention, the beans
are subjected to the action of steam (preferably saturated
steam) for a short period of time, so that they absorb only a
very small quantity of water, for the purpose of preventing
albuminous matter from being affected thereby.” Address:
Budapest, Hungary.
419. Tschermak von Seysenegg, E. 1924. Ueber SojaBastardierung [Soybean hybridization]. In: 1924. Beitraege
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zum landwirtschaftlichen Pflanzenbau, insbesondere
Getreidebau. Berlin: Paul Parey. See p. 173-79. 23 cm. [8 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: About breeding and hybridizing soybeans.
The cover states: “Special issue. Commemorative volume
on the 70th birthday of Prof. Dr. h.c. Franz Schindler.
Dedicated by his colleagues, friends, and students. Published
by the German Agricultural Society (von den deutschen
Landwirtschaftgesellschaft) in Brünn” [Brno].
Note: From 1918 to 1923, Brno was in Czechoslovakia.
Address: Vienna.
420. Lange, Franz. 1925. Auftreten der sog. Duerener
Rinderseuche in Bayern [Occurrence of the so-called
Duren disease in Bavaria (Abstract)]. Schweizer Archiv fuer
Tierheilkunde 67(18):493. Sept. 30. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: An abstract, in the “Literarische Umschau”
(Review of the Literature) section, of a 1925 article in the
Muenchener Tierärztliche Wochenschrift 76(25):537-43.
June 23. In the full article, the author’s name is given as Dr.
Franz Lang. Address: Aus de bayer-veterinaerpolizeilichen
Anstalt, Bavaria, Germany.
421. Berczeller, L. 1925. Ueber das Sojamehl [On soy flour].
Lecture presented to the Professors and Faculty of the Chief
Economic Advisory Council, Moscow. [Ger]*
• Summary: This lecture was presented to the highest
Economic Advisory Council in Moscow (Vortrag gehalten
vor dem Professorenkollegium des obersten Wirtschaftsrates,
Moskau). Berczeller (1929, twice) gives the date of this
lecture as 1925, and says it was presented to the ProfessorenKollegium des Obersten Wirtschaftsrates.
422. Horvath, A.A. 1926. The soybean as human food.
Chinese Economic Monthly 3(9):392-400. Sept. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. General ingredients
[composition] of the various Manchurian beans. 2.
Composition of some Japanese soybeans and of the common
American varieties. 3. Value of the soybean as food.
Introduction: “The soybean is a plant of very early
cultivation in China. Its use dates back to the beginning of
China’s agricultural age under the Emperor Shen Nung. It
is mentioned in the Ben Tsao Gang Mu [Pen-ts’ao kangmu], the ancient materia medica, written by Shen Nung
himself in the year 2838 B.C. The celebrated dictionary of
Sui Sham describes the plant under the name of tchouan. In
another ancient dictionary, the Kouang-ia [Guangya, 230
AD], dating from the time of the Han dynasty, the soybean is
called ta-teou [dadou], or grand pea, and also sou. It seems
very probable that the names soi, soy, soya, and soja are all
derived from the ancient Chinese name sou.
Note 1. This brief history of the soybean in China
(above) is largely borrowed from Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. p. 36-37.

In numerous ancient books the philosopher Hamintze
[Lord Liu An of Huai-nan], a prince of the Han dynasty,
is given as the inventor of soybean curd. The soybean
and the soybean curd (tofu) are mentioned in many of the
ancient Chinese poems, as for example in the rhymes of the
great poet Sou, of the 2nd century: ‘The tender jade* gets
perfumed by it in the kettle’ and ‘to boil the pea to milk and
the seed to butter’ (Li Yu-ying et Grandvoinnet).” (Footnote:
*”The poet emphasizes the resemblance of the fresh tofu
with jade.”)
“In 1921 China produced 80 per cent of the world’s
soybean production, 70 per cent of the latter being harvested
in Manchuria. The 1921 crop of soybean in Manchuria was
approximately 4,500,000 tons. The total acreage of soybean
in the three provinces was 8,000,000 acres, covering 25 per
cent of the total cultivated area.”
In the section titled “General ingredients of the various
Manchurian beans,” four long tables give the nutritional
composition of some of the roughly 500 different varieties
of Manchurian soybeans, including black soybeans. The
Chinese names of the varieties are given. Most of the
analyses were conducted by the South Manchuria Railway
Co. Table 1 gives the names (all are Chinese names),
composition (water, fats, and protein) of 26 Chinese soybean
varieties. The averages are: Water 8.60%. Fatty substance
19.90%. Protein 42.84%.
Table II gives the composition of 15 soybeans grouped
by color, including the Chinese name, place of production,
water, protein, fat, carbohydrates, fibrous tissue, “ashy
substance,” and analyst (incl. Fengtien Experimental Farm,
Mantetsu Experimental Farm, and Mantetsu Central Exp.
Farm). “Generally speaking, yellow beans are richest in
protein and fat, especially the latter, then comes green beans
with black beans last.
In Table III the “Kung Chu Ling Experimental Station
classified the different kinds of yellow soybeans produced
in Manchuria by the colours of navel [hilum] and compared
their chemical composition. No significant differences were
found. Table IV shows the composition of mixed soybeans
stored in Manchuria during 1919 and 1920. A Manchurian
grading system is described based on five factors: Shape
and size (15 points), weight of 1 sho (10 points), lustre (15
points), dryness (25 points), purity (cleanness) (30 points).
Soybeans receiving a score of 90-100 points are graded as
a Special Class, those with 80-90 points as First Class, and
those with 70-80 points as Second Class (Nakao and Usami).
This table shows the average composition to be: water 8.5%,
fatty substance 18%, protein 40%, soluble non-nitrogenous
substance and fibrous tissue 28%, ashy substance 5.5%. The
higher grades contain more oil and protein.
In the section titled “Composition of some Japanese
soybeans and of the common American varieties,” table V
(p. 397) gives the composition of four leading Hokkaido
soybeans: Tsuru-no-Ko, Kanro, Yoshi-Oka, and Oh-Ya-Gi.
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The water content averages 16.47%, the protein content
ranges from 39.34 to 36.86% (average 37.62%), and the fat
content ranges from 19.08 to 17.86% (average 18.66%).
Table VI gives the composition of six leading American
soybean varieties: Mammoth, Ito San, Haberlandt, Guelph,
Midwest, and Kingston. The water content averages 7.74%,
the protein content ranges from 36.59 to 32.99% (average
35.00%), and the fat content ranges from 22.72 to 18.96%
(average 20.37). Note that the Hokkaido soybeans contain
more than twice as much moisture, 7% more protein, and
only 91.6% as much fat.
The section titled “The value of the soybean as food,”
states: “One of the certain evidences that the soybean is
making god headway in the Occident is the fact that about 10
years ago [during World War I] the French army replaced a
large portion of the meat powder in the army ration pottage
by soybean products, and has used it in several forms as
part of the regular ration. Germany and Austria also tried
to compensate the poor protein diet of their army and
population during the Great War by using soybean products.”
“The soybean contains a double amount of the protein
and of calories present in beefsteak. Therefore, in Peking,
where the retail price for soybean in 1925 averaged 4 cents
(Mex.) per one pound, half of a pound, costing 2 cents,
may provide for an adult the necessary protein minimum,
which otherwise would have to be purchased in the form
of one pound of meat, costing at least 20 cents. According
to Li Yu-ying, author of the well-known monograph (in
French), ‘Le Soya,’ and now connected with the Kai Cheng
Bean Products Company in Peking, the market prices for an
equivalent of 100 calories in soybean were, in Paris in 1912,
thirty times cheaper than for the same 100 calories in beef.”
In Germany, Ehrhorn (a well-known soybean food specialist,
formerly of the Aguma factories in Harburg, Germany)
calculates that 500,000 tons of soybean residue [meal and
cake] are available every year. Soybean protein in Germany
is now 25 times cheaper than beef protein. In China, where
undernutrition is found on a large scale and famine is a
common occurrence, soybean cake is used mainly as a
fertiliser for rice fields and sugar plantations–rather than
as a low cost source of protein. Numerous famine relief
committees in China “have come to the conclusion that one
key to the famine relief problem in China is to stop the waste
of precious soybean cake for fertiliser.” Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Nov. 2002) that
uses the word “undernutrition.”
Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) in
which Dr. Horvath gives his title as “M.D.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Kanro, or any other largeseeded variety–but only outside the United States. Address:
M.D., Peking Union Medical College, China.

423. Wastl, Helene. 1926. Das Sojamehl als Nahrungsmittel
[Soy flour as a foodstuff]. Wiener Medizinische
Wochenschrift 76(41):1209-10, 1213-14. Oct. 9. Reprinted
in: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. I. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In 1870 a large migration of Chinese into
Manchuria began, and from this time the soybean started to
become the main crop of Manchuria, which is today the most
important place for growing soybeans in the world.
The soybean became known in Europe largely through
the efforts of Prof. Haberlandt following the Vienna World
Exposition of 1873. Large agronomic trials were undertaken,
not only in Austria-Hungary but also in Russia. Trials were
conducted successfully in most areas where corn/maize
thrives. Nevertheless, the crop did not expand, since there
were no suitable conditions for the utilization of soya or
even market opportunities for the new crop. But with the
development of improved extraction processes for obtaining
vegetable oils, since 1908 the soybean has become widely
used in Europe (and especially in England) as an oilseed,
and imports have grown very rapidly. This growth was so
sudden that in the trade report of Gehe & Co. for 1911 it
was described as “something that has happened only once
in the history of world trade. The imports of this heretofore
neglected commodity rose to fabulous heights, and in a very
short time it conquered the world market.”
The author then discusses the nutritional composition
of the soybean and briefly reviews the history of research
on its nutritional value, including the work of Osborne and
Mendel–which was confirmed by L. Berczeller. “The high
biological value of soya protein is also shown by the fact that
in East Asia, soya largely replaces animal protein in human
diets. The use of the soybean for human nutrition depends
(despite its outstanding chemical composition) on how it its
technically processed. For centuries, ongoing experiments
have been conducted on how best to make soybeans into
tasty, nutritious foods.” The soybean was used as a vegetable,
made into milk, subjected to fermentation processes, used to
make a type of cheese [tofu], and even a coffee substitute.
Above all, people tried to mill it into a flour or to cook it
like European legumes, and these recommendations were
repeated uncritically in book after book until the advent of
World War I, when they were examined on a large scale
over a long time. In 1915 Lüthje [Luethje] wrote that the
soybean could not be cooked and used like typical European
legumes. People who tried to make soy flour during the
war found that, because of the oil in the soybean, the flour
quickly became rancid, causing consumers to complain
about its bitter taste. So processors tried to make soy flour
from defatted soybeans, but this caused a loss in nutritional
value. However L. Berczeller, using a process of fractional
distillation, succeeded in making whole soy flour which,
despite its high fat content, did not become rancid. On a dry-
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weight basis this soy flour contains 45.50% crude protein and
2.38% fat. A table (p. 1213) shows that it is a less expensive
source of calories than any other food. Using prices from
June 1926 1,000 calories from whole soy flour cost only
0.19 shillings compared with 0.78 shillings for milk, 0.80 for
butter, 1.07 for pork, 1.75 for an egg, and 2.64 for lean beef.
The great practical significance of this lies in the use of soy
flour in bread in place of all or part of the milk, eggs, and fat.
“Through the use of soya flour it is therefore possible,
even for people with a low income, to secure a similar
consumption of protein and fat, as is otherwise accessible
to only a very small part of the population. Soya makes this
possible in East Asia already today for hundreds of millions
of people.” Address: Physiologischen Institut der Wiener
Universtaet (Vienna), Austria.
424. Observer (London). 1926. Soy flour in bread. Oct. 17. *
• Summary: “Vienna, October 13. Several years ago the
Austrian professor, Haberlandt, advocated the culture of the
Soy bean, which is so largely used in China. The cultivation
was successful, but the Soy was found unsuited to European
taste, despite its high food value.
“Now Dr. L. Berczeller, of the Vienna Physiological
Institute, is reported to have produced a flour from the Soy
which has an immense value as a foodstuff, and contains the
only plant albumen [protein] which is equal in value to the
expensive animal albumen. Through adding five per cent. of
Soy to bread, the food value is increased considerably. Soy
bread is said to be much more attractive than ordinary bread,
and remains “new” [fresh] much longer.
“It is calculated that by using Soy flour Austria might
save five and a half million pounds a year.” Address: Vienna,
Austria.
425. Ditmar, Rudolf. 1926. Die Bedeutung des
Sojabohnenoels als Dehnungserhoeher und als Plastikator
fuer die Herstellung von Kaltvulkanisaten [The importance
of soy oil for increasing elongation and as a plasticizing
agent in the production of cold-vulcanized rubber]. GummiZeitung 41(10):535-36. Dec. 3. (Chem. Abst. 21:671). [6 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the importance of soybean oil as
an agent for increasing the elongation and as a plasticizing
agent in the production of cold-vulcanized rubber. Address:
Graz [capital of Styria, Austria].
426. Durig, A. 1926. Soja als Nahrungsmittel [The soy as a
foodstuff]. In: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Expert Opinions on the
Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Published by the author. 35 p.
See p. 7-9. Letter dated Dec. 12. Unpublished manuscript. [3
ref. Ger; Eng]
• Summary: The author praises the Berczeller process for
making soy flour. During World War I, “attempts were made

to market the soy bean as a highly nutritive and cheap article
of food. These attempts failed and were bound to fail. It
is impossible to render the soy bean edible by the simple
process of boiling as is the case with other cereals. Not
even after 5 or 6 hours’ boiling and even by adding cooking
[baking] soda, does the soy bean become soft enough to eat.
This is why Lüthje [Luethje] in Hamburg [Germany] ended
by summarily refusing to accept it according to his report, in
addition to the bad experiences made with the soy bean from
a technical cookery point of view, unfavorable consequences
followed in so far as many persons after eating soy beans
complained of the difficulty in assimilating them, deranged
digestion, nay, perhaps even of certain symptoms which were
put down to intoxication.”
“Now Dr. Berczeller has really succeeded in discovering
a process which enables these difficulties in the way of
exploiting the soy as a food for the masses to be overcome.
The samples of flour which were submitted to me were
faultless as regards taste, in the production of rolls and
pastries a mixture of 10% to 15% of soy flour with wheat
flour has clearly proved a complete success as the permanent
tests carried out on adults and children have shown that
foods prepared with this supplement of soy flour can not
only be kept for months without suffering any detriment
but can also be eaten without any distaste [from the] soy
flour produced by this process, which lay for two years in
the laboratory of our institute has kept unchanged without
turning rancid.”
“One has but to think of what a boon it would mean of
we were in a position–and this could easily be done by the
soy–to reduce the consumption of meat and sausages only
1/5 of its present amount... The social political significance
of this question is beyond all doubt.” Address: Chairman,
Physiological Institute, University of Vienna, Austria.
427. Rout, Ettie A. (Mrs. F.A. Hornibrook). 1926. Native
diet with numerous practical recipes. London: William
Heinemann (Medical Books) Ltd. ix + 140 p. Plus 9
unnumbered pages of plates. See p. 98-107. Preface by Sir.
William Arbuthnot Lane. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: On page 98 is a letter to the London Observer
(17 Oct. 1926) titled “Soy flour in bread” about the work of
Dr. L. Berczeller of the Vienna Physiological Institute.
Chapter 13, “The soya bean” (p. 99-107) begins: “This
book would be incomplete without a reference to the Soya
(or Soy) Bean–one of the most valuable legumes in the
world.” It discusses. Long use of the soya bean in China
by the native races. Introduction into Europe at the end of
the 18th century. Over 1,000 varieties have been tested by
the USDA and some 20 selected for cultivation. How the
Chinese soak, then roast soya beans to be eaten like peanuts [peanuts]. How to cook whole dry soybeans. USDA
experiments with cooking whole dry soya beans. Two ways
of pressure cooking. Sprouting soya beans. “Vegetable milk
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and vegetable cheese [tofu] are made from the soya bean.”
How to make milk from soybeans. “The properties of soya
milk and curd are similar to those of the milk and curd
obtained from cows,... Lactic ferments also act upon it in the
same way, also the ferments of certain European cheeses.”
Vegetable milk. Tofu. Suggestions for introducing soya beans
to Europeans and Americans.
Page 100 states: “Many authorities claim that the soy
bean will soon become one of the great foods of the civilized
world. It contains a large amount of protein of very fine
quality–as valuable as the casein of milk. The soy bean,
indeed, takes the place of meat and milk in the diet of many
millions of people in different parts of the world.”
Page 104-06: “Vegetable milk may be used in the
same way as cow’s milk. In China this milk is drunk by the
Chinese in the early morning, with sugar added; it is also
eaten as a thin broth with salted pickles. Throughout China,
vegetable milk is extensively used for infant feeding [sic],
and it is bottled and delivered each day to regular customers.
“Investigations in America and Europe indicate that
vegetable milk can be successfully used to replace cow’s
milk in numerous preparations–e.g., in bread, cakes, creamed
vegetables, custards, chocolate, and cocoa. It has been used
to check the spread of summer diarrhoea and other intestinal
disturbances among babies. It was found that the milk was
easily digested and easily excreted.
“One form of soya bean curd is called Tofu. When a
mineral salt or acid is added to soya bean milk, coagulation is
produced, similar to the coagulation produced in animal milk
by the same means. If the precipitated mass is allowed to
drain, and is subsequently washed, a kind of white cheese or
curd is produced. This cheese is called Tofu by the Japanese,
Teou fu by the Chinese, and Dan Phu by the Annamites. It
is said to have been originated by the Chinese philosopher
Wha Nain Tze [Huai Nan Tzu; Liu An of Huai Nan] before
the Christian Era, and introduced into Japan from China by
the Buddhists. Ordinarily it has the consistency of cream
cheese, but when subjected to pressure and allowed to dry it
becomes much firmer, and can be rolled and cut into pieces.
It is sometimes fried in oil, or used in omelettes, etc. Various
kinds of fragrant dry curd (Hsiang Khan) are used sliced in
soups and with vegetable dishes. Smoked curd, which keeps
very well, is prepared by cooking the curd in soya sauce
diluted with about 80 per cent. of water, and then smoking it
in the same way as meat is smoked.*”
(Footnote: *”For fullest details of Soya Bean, see The
Soybean by Piper and Morse (of United States Agricultural
Department)).” Address: [England].
428. Stevenson, John Albert. 1926. Foreign plant diseases:
A manual of economic plant diseases which are new to or
not widely distributed in the United States. Washington, DC:
USDA, Office of the Secretary. viii + 198 p. See p. 171-72.
23 cm. [ soy ref]

• Summary: Pages 171-72, under “Soja,” list 19 diseases
attacking Soja spp. which are new to or not widely
distributed in the U.S.: “Aecidium glycines P. Henn. Leaf
rust on S. max in Tanganyika and Uganda.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in
Uganda, or the cultivation of soybeans in Uganda.
“Ascochyta sp. On S. max in Japan.
“Bacterium sp. A leaf-spotting disease of S. max, said to
be due to a bacterium distinct from other species on this host,
is reported from Japan.
“Cercospora daizii Miura. Leaf spot on S. max in
Manchuria.
“Cercospora glycines Cke. Definite dark-brown leaf
spots on Glycine clandestina in Australia.
“Colletotrichum glycines Hori. Anthracnose on stems
and pods of S. max in Japan and Chosen.
“Fusarium sp. Causes ring spot disease of S. max in
Manchuria.
“Hypochnus centrifugus Tul. Causes cankers on stems,
blighting infected plants of S. max in Manchuria.
“Hypochnus cucumeris Frank. See Cucumis.
“Mosaic. Mosaic disease of S. max reported from Japan
is probably the same as the mosaic and crinkling reported
from the United States.
“Mycosphaerella phaseotarum Siem. See Phaseolus.
“Peronospora manshurica (Naoum) Syd. (P. trifoliorum
De B. var. manshurica Naoum.) Downy mildew on leaves of
S. max in Siberia, India, Formosa, and Manchuria, causing
premature leaf fall.
“Phyllosticta sojaecola Massal. (Phaeosphaerulina
sojaecola Miura.) Subcircular, dull-brown leaf spots on S.
max in Japan, Russia, Manchuria, and Italy.
“Pseudomonas glycines Nak. Circular yellow leaf spots,
becoming brown to dark-brown with yellow margins on S.
max in Japan. The spots may be as numerous as 70 to 80 per
square centimeter, causing death of infected leaves.
“Septoria glycines T. Hem. Brown leaf spots on S. max
in Japan and Manchuria.
“Septoria sojina v. Thuem. Irregular yellowish leaf
spots on S. max in Italy, Japan, and Austria.
“Trotteria venturioides Sacc. Black mildew on leaves of
S. max in the Philippines.
“Uredo vignae Bres. See Vigna.
“Uromyces sojae (P. Henn.) Syd. Brown rust
pustules on leaves of S. max in Japan, Java, China, India,
Formosa, Manchuria, and the Philippines.” Address: Chief
Pathological Inspector, Federal Horticultural Board.
429. Takenobu, Y. 1926. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year
Book Office. 626 + 162 p. See p. 447, 449, 514. 22nd annual
issue.
• Summary: The total area of Japan proper is 147,652 square
miles (382,861 square kilometers). Japan’s population (as
of Oct. 1925) was 59,736,704. A large area of Japan is very
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mountainous, and it is estimated that the cultivated area is
about 6 million hectares. According to Prof. Shimizu of Keio
University the population density per square kilometer of
cultivated area in Japan is much larger than various European
countries. Japan 969. Belgium 394. Italy 305. Netherlands
273. England 226. Germany 195. Switzerland 168. France
108. Spain 90.
In chapter 29, Agriculture, the section titled “Beans,
potatoes and sweet potatoes” (p. 449) begins with a table
showing the production (in koku; 1 koku = 180 liters)
of these crops from 1921 to 1923, inclusive. Soybean
production decreased from:
4.261 million koku in 1921
3.628 million koku in 1922
3.434 million koku in 1923.
The text continues: “Among subsidiary farm crops
there is perhaps nothing that plays so important a part in the
Japanese kitchen as soy beans...”
In the section on “Breweries” (p. 512+) the subsection
titled “Soy” [meaning shoyu or soy sauce] (p. 514) states:
“For soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous to
Tokyo municipality, heads all other places on the list as
to output. Parched wheat mixed with salt and beans is a
principal ingredient. The process is still far from scientific,
requiring about 12 months before the liquid is ready for
sale. It is also costly, as it does not much admit labor-saving
appliances. To obviate these disadvantages have been tried
several patented processes, but most of them have failed. In
1917 the leading soy manufactures of Chiba-ken combined
and formed the Noda Soy Co., capital ¥7,000,000 p.u. with
capacity of about 250,000 ‘koku’ i.e. about 60 per cent. of
the total output of the Prefecture.”
A table (p. 514) shows production of sake, beer, and soy
from 1919 to 1922 (year ending in March). Production of soy
(in 1,000 koku) grew from 2,940 in 1919 to 3,268 in 1922.
Address: Prof. at the Waseda Univ. and late of the “Japan
Times”.
430. Parsons, T.R. 1927. The use of the soy bean in human
nutrition. Lancet i(5396):267-68. Jan. 29. Reprinted in: L.
Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol.
I. 4 p. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Source and properties of
the bean. Its employment as food. Relative cost. Conclusion.
A large-scale investigation of the possibilities of the
soybean as an article of diet is suggested. Prof. Parsons
shows that a new phase in soy bean utilization has been
entered, owing to a discovery by Dr. Laszlo Berczeller in
Vienna, showing that the undesirable constituents of the
soy bean can be removed by special milling and fractional
distillation without interfering with the high nutritional value
of the resulting meal. Prof. Parsons bases on these facts a
well-considered appeal for an investigation on a large scale,
hazarding the opinion that Haberlandt’s prescience may yet

be realised and the soy bean come to be extensively utilised
in the diet of the masses to supply the proteins and fats
needed in supplement of the abundant carbohydrate which
they obtain from the potato. His facts and figures should
certainly receive the attention of all who are interested in the
feeding of men or animals.
Tables show: (1) Percentage composition of Berczeller’s
dried milled flour. (2) Cost of manufacturing this flour in the
UK, where one ton of soy beans at Hulls costs £11 2s 6d.
The retail price per ton of the flour is estimated to be £20 4s
1½d. (3) Cost per 1000 calories from various foods. Soya
flour, at just less than 1½d is the least expensive. (4) Cost
of 30 gm of protein from various foods. Soya flour, at about
½d is the least expensive. Address: Asst. Prof. for Medical
Research, The McGill Univ. Clinic, Royal Victoria Hospital,
Montreal, Canada.
431. Horvath, A.A. 1927. The soybean as human food.
Chinese Economic Journal 1(1):24-32. Jan. [17 footnotes.
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: The whole soybean as food: Immature
or green soybeans, mature or dry soybeans, the digestibility
of the boiled soybean seeds, boiled soybeans as a food of
predominant importance in China, soybean coffee, soybean
chocolate, soybean sprouts.
Concerning mature or dry soybeans: “In China the green
seeded variety is soaked in fresh water or salted water and
roasted, the product being eaten after the manner of roasted
peanuts. In Japan the black soybeans are used chiefly for
cooking, with sugar and soy sauce; the green variety is also
used in this way, either in the fresh state or after being dried
(Oshima). Generally speaking, the use of whole soybeans
has not been attended with much success either in the Orient
or Western countries, because, with the ordinary method of
cooking, they remained hard and unpalatable. It has been
found that cooking at a temperature somewhat above boiling
breaks up the cellulose structure and develops a richness
of flavor that is not obtainable at the lower temperature.
Although this result can readily be secured in high pressure
steam cookers [pressure cookers], the problem is to know
how to accomplish this with ordinary household equipment.”
Dr. J.H. Kellogg cooks the beans in a saturated solution
of salt at about 107ºC. “The method of Durand does not
require a special jar. The soybean seeds are soaked overnight
in salt water and boiled in fresh water to which some
sodium bicarbonate is added. If the foam is not allowed to
flow over, the seeds will be ready for consumption in two
hours. Lachaume claims that the removal of the skin of the
beans after five minutes of immersion in hot water increases
markedly the speed of boiling.
“Experiments by the Office of Home Economics, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and by the home economics
departments of many colleges, have shown that mature or
dry soybeans can be used satisfactorily after the manner of
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navy or other beans. Soybeans are very palatable. The lighter
colored varieties, yellow and green, are best for food, as the
dark ones usually have a stronger, less pleasant taste [sic];
some of the light brown varieties have a very agreeable
flavor. Because of their high fat content and compactness,
most varieties of soybeans do not cook soft as readily as
the navy or field beans. The method of cooking, however,
may cause the beans to remain hard and tough. If cooked
properly, soybeans do not require much longer soaking and
cooking than ordinary beans. One variety, the Easycook,
has been found by the U.S. Department of Agriculture to
cook fully as soft as the navy bean in less time after the
preliminary soaking of 12 hours.”
“Professor Haberlandt, the soybean pioneer of Central
Europe, fifty years ago prepared a nourishing food, mixing
boiled soybeans with potatoes or rice. This food was called
sojenta, in analogy to the name of the Italian national food,
polenta. At present in Central Europe boiled soybeans are
mixed with boiled potatoes in the proportion of one to two,
to which are added table salt and onions. Boiled soybeans
may be also added to cereal gruels. In this way a food is
obtained which is rich in protein and fat, and which can be
completely substituted for products of animal origin.
“The digestibility of the boiled soybean seeds is,
according to Lipsky, 80.5 per cent for protein and 80.8 per
cent for fat. Goessman’s figures of digestibility for protein
and fat are on the average 90 per cent (Li Yu-ying). Oshima
conducted two digestion experiments, which continued for
three days. The diet consisted of cooked dried beans (outer
skin not removed), eaten with a considerable amount of
sugar and some shoyu (soy sauce). The per cent digested
was: protein, 61.8-69.1 per cent; fat, 34.7-37.8 per cent; and
carbohydrates (including fiber), 81.4-89.9 per cent.”
“Liebig said that the method of preparing the food is of
no less importance than its chemical composition. According
to von Noorden and Salomon, the proteins of the beans
give with calcium an insoluble compound; that is why hard
water (rich in calcium) cannot be used for the boiling of
leguminous seeds. It makes them hard and kernelly. If soft
water is not available, it is necessary to add a little sodium
bicarbonate, which precipitates the calcium salts. Richter
demonstrated that from peas (the proteins of which behave
toward calcium like those of the soybean) boiled in soft
water, 10.2 per cent of the nitrogen and 19 per cent of the
ash were eliminated in the stools. If boiled in hard water (the
method of cooking remaining the same) the corresponding
values for protein and ash in the stools were 16.6 and 42 per
cent.
“The digestibility of the soybeans depends largely on
the thoroughness of cooking and also on the state of division.
The protein of boiled beans eaten as such is digested to 60
per cent, but if given in a state of fine division (puree) it rises
to 90 per cent.”
“According to von Noorden and Salomon: ‘It will be

correct to connect a satisfactory digestion of food with the
presence and co-operation of a corresponding bacterial flora
and it makes it clear why, especially in leguminous seeds,
habit plays such a large and evident role.’”
“The water in China is known to be hard as a rule and
this may be the chief reason why the Chinese are not using
boiled soybeans in a noticeable amount. If soda [a natural
product of China, being collected in Mongolia from soda
lakes] were used in China for boiling the soybean seed soft,
thus doubling the digestibility, it may revolutionize the
nutrition of the Chinese population” (p. 31-35).
Concerning soybean coffee (p. 30-31): “During the
period of the Civil War in America, the soybean was
extensively used in the southern states as a coffee substitute.
For a considerable time seedmen sold the Ito San variety
under the name of Coffee Berry and Coffee Bean (Piper &
Morse [1923]). Soybean coffee has been used in Western
Europe, in Switzerland, and in the Alpine Provinces of
former Austria since the introduction of the soybean to
Europe. Horvath [probably the writer’s father], 50 years ago
[i.e., about 1877], was the first to prepare soybean coffee for
the market in South Russia. In 1913 Marschner (Bohemia)
put on the market a soybean ‘coffee without caffein’
[caffeine] under the trade mark ‘Santosa.’ In Germany,
Fischer and Follmann (Dresden) also manufactured soybean
coffee for the market... In China an ‘artificial bean coffee’
is prepared by the Kai Cheng Bean Products Company,
Peking. (Note: Li Yu-ying is connected with the company).
It is claimed to be ‘a good substitute for real coffee, cures
constipation, and improves the appetite.”
Concerning soybean chocolate (p. 31): “In recent years
the demand for cocoa has risen sharply and the supply
has run short... Li Yu-ying’s soybean products factory in
the vicinity of Paris* succeeded in preparing a chocolate
from soybeans, sugar, and cocoa butter. The chemical
composition, the aspect and the taste are close to that of
real chocolate (Footnote: *”Formerly L’usine de la CaseoSojaine [Caséo-Sojaïne], now Société Française pour
l’exploitation du soja et de ses dérivés, 48 Rue Denis-Papin,
Les Vallées-Colombes.)” Note: This is the earliest document
seen (July 1996) that mentions Li’s Société Française...
Concerning soybean sprouts: “Soybeans soaked in water
and allowed to sprout are much relished as a vegetable by the
Chinese.” One kg of soybeans yields about 4 kg of sprouts.
The yellow- or green-seeded varieties are generally used for
growing sprouts.
Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China).
Address: M.D., Peking Union Medical College, China.
432. Kupelwieser, Ernst. 1927. [Analysis of Berczeller’s soy
flour]. In: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Expert Opinions on the
Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Published by the author. 35 p.
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See p. 11. Dated Feb. 7. Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: The soy flour contains 6.83% moisture, 41.72%
protein (N x 6.25), 20.04% fat, and 4.96% ash. Address:
Vienna, Austria.
433. Wastl, Helene. 1927. [Analysis of Berczeller’s soy
flour]. In: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Expert Opinions on the
Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Published by the author. 35 p.
See p. 10. Dated Feb. 24. Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: It contains 44.8% albumen and 22.1% fat on a
dry weight basis. Address: Vienna.
434. Wastl, Helene. 1927. Das haltbare Sojamehl [Longlasting soy flour]. Muehle (Die) No. 34. 4 p. Feb. 24.
Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. I. 3 p. [Ger; eng]
• Summary: A large 6-column table shows the nutritional
composition of various common foods: Potatoes, the finest
wheat flour (Weizenmehl), rye flour, oatmeal, corn flour, bean
flour (Bohnenmehl), pea flour (Erbsenmehl), long-lasting
soy flour (haltbares Sojamehl), lean beef, hens’ eggs, whole
cow’s milk. For each food is given: Water, protein, fat,
carbohydrates, and calories per kg. The soy flour contains
9% water, 41% protein (highest of all), 20% fat (vegetable
oil, highest of all), 24% carbohydrates, and 4,700 cal/kg
(highest of all).
435. Horvath, A.A. 1927. The soybean as human food.
Chinese Economic Journal 1(2):175-92. Feb. [25 footnotes.
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean cake, soybean meal, and
soybean flour for food: Soybean press cake, soybean
extraction meal, soybean flour (Berczeller, Soyama,
Aguma, Ehrhorn), Sojawurze (Suppenwurze, Maggi cubes),
digestibility of soybean flour, value for infants, some medical
aspects of the use of soybean flour, soybean flour in diabetes
(incl. Sarton).
Concerning soybean extraction meal (p. 177-79): This
meal is shipped in bags and traces of benzine are easily
removed. The process used at the Suzuki extraction plant in
Dairen (the only extraction plant in Manchuria) is described;
the solvent is benzine. “A new extraction plant (at the
Borodin-Takata Alcohol Factory) is now under construction
at Imienpo, in North Manchuria. By the new process, beans
are first pulverized, then operated upon with alcohol, for the
extraction of the oil content... The owner claims that ‘there
is no foreign taste left which would make the oil or the bean
cakes unsuitable for human food.’” Analyses conducted at
the S.M.R. Co. Central Laboratory, Dairen, show that this
“bean meal” contains: water 7.90%, protein 57.04%, oil
3.41%, carbohydrates 16.92%, coarse fibre 8.63%, and ash
6.69%.
“The solvent method of extraction, involving the use of

benzine or gasoline, is used by many of the large oil mills
in European countries, especially England.” Mills in the
USA do not yet use the solvent method; they use traditional
hydraulic and expeller processes. “The new process used by
the Hansa Mill at Hamburg (Germany) called the Bollmann
process, is so economical that the profits of bean milling can
be enormously increased. By this process the beans are first
pressed and then extracted. The extracted meal is utilized
for the manufacture of a highly valuable soybean flour for
food (Footnote: But extracted soybean meal (flour) does not
contain any fat soluble vitamin, as shown by Hornemann
[1925]). The oil is submitted to refining, during which crude
lecithin is extracted. It is purified and sold in a form of pure
lecithin.
(Footnote: “The soybean contains 1.64 per cent lecithin
(an organic phosphorus compound), the price of which in
China is about $18.00 (Mex.) per pound. It shows that the
value of the lecithin contained in soybeans is greater than
the market price of the beans themselves. Extracted soybean
meal is therefore deprived of lecithin, which is a highly
valuable food constituent, especially for the nervous system.
Ordinary beans (navy beans, etc.) contain only 0.81 per cent
lecithin)” (p. 178).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2001) that contains the term “crude lecithin.”
Page 182 states: “Soybean flour is also utilized in
the manufacture of breakfast foods and can be used in the
preparation of vegetable milk and bean curd.”* (Footnote:
*”In the United States some very good breakfast foods and
an excellent finely powdered soybean milk powder “Soy
Lac” is made by J.A. Chard, Soy Products, 263 W. 12th St.,
New York City, who has been experimenting for some time
with soybeans.)” Note 3. This Soy Lac appears to be the first
commercial soymilk made in America.
Berczeller (p. 183-84): “A few years ago the Hungarian
food physiologist, Prof. L. Berczeller, elaborated a process
for manufacturing a soybean flour containing a large
percentage of fat. This does not become bitter if kept for
over a year, and has a very pleasant taste. The process is
patented in nearly all the countries of the world. Its chemical
composition is given in the above table and its food value
in a previous chapter. This flour contains the expensive fatsoluble vitamin which is deficient in the food of the white
race. It is of yellow colour, has a sweet, agreeable nutty taste,
and does not produce obesity, notwithstanding the fact that
it contains a high percentage of fat. According to Berczeller,
the uses of this soybean flour “O” are as follows:
“1. As roasted flour, with an equal part of wheat flour for
soups or vegetables;
“2. For pastry, 10-15 per cent soybean flour is mixed
with wheat flour. In this case no eggs or only a few need
be added. The soybean flour gives to the dough a beautiful
yellow colour;
“3. As an addition to meat, 25-50 per cent of soybean
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flour can be mixed with chopped meat for meat balls,
sausage stuffing, etc.
“4. All sorts of flour dishes can be baked with the
addition of soybean flour. The taste of the dishes thus
prepared becomes better and the nutritive value higher
(besides the economy in butter, eggs and sugar);
“5. The addition of even 5 per cent soybean flour in
making wheat bread causes a much longer keeping capacity
of the bread in a fresh state, the fat preventing the bread from
getting stale;
“6. The soybean flour can be used also on a large scale
in the foodstuff industry, and in different ways; e.g., in the
manufacture of paste products (as a substitute for eggs),
cakes, biscuit products, milk-bread (10-16 per cent soybean
flour instead of milk), sausages and pastry products (as a
substitute for meat).
“Berczeller’s soybean flours can be manufactured
with little trouble in rice mills or pea mills, where they are
decorticated. Eighty-five per cent of soybean flour can be
recovered from soybeans. The residue forms a valuable food
for animals. According to Berczeller, the cost of production
of soybean flour in a European country is as follows:
“One ton of soybeans: 245 shillings. Ten per cent milling
expenses: 25 shillings. Total: 270 shillings. Subtracting the
value of the bran: 20 shillings. Cost of 850 kg of soybean
flour: 250 shillings. Or one ton costs: 294 shillings.
“According to Berczeller, soybean flour is an ideal
concentrated food for soldiers, sailors, tourists, etc., in the
form of biscuits, etc., because it furnishes a substitute for
animal foodstuffs which spoil easily. Berczeller points out
that soybean flour is not a substitute for wheat flour but
a natural vegetable complement to wheat flour, and one
which can be substituted for expensive animal foodstuffs
for lowering the living rates [cost of living] of humanity to
a degree that could not be reached either by potatoes, maize,
or by intensive farming. Austria and Hungary are planning to
start a very intensive utilization of Berczeller’s soybean flour.
This flour, being cheap and easy to manufacture in native
rice mills, may be of great importance to China.”
Note 1. This is earliest document seen (May 2010)
showing that Dr. A.A. Horvath was aware of the work of
Prof. Berczeller, who patented a process for improving the
flavor / palatability of soya flour.
Page 185 states, in a discussion of soybean flours: “In
Bollmann’s process the oil is completely removed from the
soybean material and the flour is therefore deprived of both
the lecithin and the fat soluble vitamin.”
Sojawurze (p. 187-88): “The profit from Ehrhorn’s
process could be much increased if part of the soybean flour
were used for the manufacture of products similar to beef
extracts, called in German ‘Suppenwurze.’ They are able to
give to soup the taste and flavour of beef bouillon. They are
used extensively in Germany, e.g., the well-known ‘Maggi’
cubes, and were manufactured in large quantities in pre-War

and War time from soybean flour at the Aguma factory under
Ehrhorn’s supervision.”
Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China).
Address: M.D., Peking Union Medical College, China.
436. Barry, D.T.; Frend, J. 1927. The advantages of growing
soya bean in Ireland. Farmers’ Gazette (London) 86(10):297.
March 5.
• Summary: “The economic crisis which has occurred
in the various countries of Europe has been met by
numerous methods of saving... From this point of view
it is interesting and important to make a close study of
the flour of soya bean, both from biological and national
economic standpoint.” The authors then give a detailed
analysis of, followed by praise for, the whole (full-fat) soy
flour developed by Berczeller of the Institute of Physiology,
Vienna. They discuss its nutritional value, many uses,
and price (which on a per-calorie basis is 2/3 the price
of ordinary flour). Noting that “The cultivation of soya
is possible in every country where maize grows,” they
conclude: “It is our intention to make a trial in growing the
bean on a small scale this year and to get the flour milled in
Ireland. We intend further to bring the project to the notice
of the Minister of Agriculture, as we believe that intensive
growth of the bean and manufacture of the flour would be an
invaluable asset and an enormous advantage to the country in
general.”
Note 1. The second author’s name is misspelled; it
should be John Freud. Note 2. This is the earliest document
seen (March 2007) concerning the cultivation of soybeans
in Ireland (probably). Address: [University College, Cork,
Ireland].
437. Kupelwieser, Ernst. 1927. Haltbares Sojamehl [Long
lasting soy flour]. Forschungen und Fortschritte 3(11):84-85.
April 10. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol II. 3 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the food value and low cost of
Berczeller’s soy flour. Address: Dr., Privatdozent fuer
Physiologie, Univ. of Vienna, Austria.
438. Berczeller, Ladislaus. 1927. [Process for improving
soybeans]. Austrian Patent 106,346. April 25. *
439. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1927. The
dietary value of the soy bean. 62(4):36. April.
• Summary: “A recent issue of the Lancet calls attention to
the special nutritional value of the soy bean...
“Now, however, a new phase in the use of the soy
bean has been entered upon, owing to the discovery of
Doctor Berczeller of Vienna [Austria] that the obnoxious
constituents can be eliminated by a special milling process
and fractional distillation, without interfering with the high
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nutritional value of the meal. This nutritional value is so
great that Professor Haberlandt, years ago, prophesied that
the carbohydrate stores of the potato would come to be
supplemented, at least in the diet of the poorer classes, by the
proteins and fats provided in such abundance in the soy bean.
“The proteins of the soy bean are, according to
McCollum, distinctly more valuable from the point of view
of nutrition than are those of the other legumes.”
440. Kreis, Hans; Wolf, Otto. 1927. Zum Nachweis des
Sojabohnenoels [Detection of soybean oil]. Mitteilungen aus
dem Gebiete der Lebensmitteluntersuchung und Hygiene
18(5):245-48. (Chem. Abst. 22:175). [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Sojabohnenöl, also known as Sojaöl, was
described in the annual report of this institution. Soybean oil
has an acid number (Säuregrad) of 1.8, a refraction index
(Refraktionszahl) of 55.3, a specific weight [relative density]
(Spezifisches Gewicht) of 0.9186, and an iodine number
(Jodzahl) of 89.5. Address: Aus dem Laboratorium des
Kantons-Chemikers Basel-Stadt.
441. Wastl, Helene. 1927. Das haltbare Sojamehl, ein
Volksnahrungsmittel der Zukunft [Long-lasting soy flour,
a people’s food of the future]. Chemische Rundschau fuer
Mitteleuropa und den Balkan 4(12):93-96. June 24. (Chem.
Abst. 22:4667). Also in Die Muehle (1927), No. 34. Feb. 24.
[Ger]
• Summary: Importance and food value of soy flour.
442. Czadek, Otto. 1927. Verfahren, Sojabohnen oder
Sojabohnenmehl zum menschlichen Genuss geeignet zu
machen [Process for making soybeans or soybean meal
suited for human consumption]. Swiss Patent 121,554. July
1. 1 p. Application filed 30 Jan. 1926. [Ger]
• Summary: Steam heat soybeans or whole soy flour to a
temperature just below the point where a colored product
would result. This yields a product free from the beany taste.
Address: Dr., Lang Enzersdorf near Vienna, Austria.
443. Grafe, V.; Ose, Koretoshi. 1927. Zur Chemie und
Physiologie der Pflanzenphosphatide. V. Mitteilung:
Qualitative Aufarbeitung der waesserigen Dialysate
der Sojabohne (Glycine hispida) [On the chemistry and
physiology of plant phosphatides. V. Qualitative processing
of the aqueous dialysate of soya bean (Glycine hispida)].
Biochemische Zeitschrift 187(1-3):102-13. July 23. (Chem.
Abst. 21:3384). [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The qualitative reactions of the solution
obtained by dialyzing soya beans against distilled water at
20ºC are described. The phosphatides of the soya bean differ
from those hitherto investigated in having a higher content
of alkaline earth, which prevents the passage of phosphatides
in dialysis. The soybean phosphatide found in the aqueous
dialyzate is also combined with protein which, however,

is not a nucleoprotein. Address: Aus dem chemischen
Laboratorium der Neunen Wiener Handelsakademie
[Austria].
444. Berczeller, L. 1927? Arbeiten von L. Berczeller
[Bibliography of the works of Dr. L. Berczeller, 19111926]. In: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Expert Opinions on the
Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Published by the author. 9 p.
Undated. Unpublished manuscript. [150 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The dates of the works in this chronological
bibliography go from 1911 to 1926. Address: Vienna,
Austria.
445. Wastl, Helene. 1928. Zur volkswirtschaftlichen
Bedeutung des Sojamehles fuer Deutschland [On the
economic significance of soy flour for Germany].
Volksernaehrung (Die) (Berlin) 3(1):6-9. Jan. 5; 3(2):19-20.
Jan. 20. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. I. 7 p. [16 ref. Ger]
Address: PhD, Vienna, Austria.
446. Szanto, Josef. 1928. Das Sojamehl in der Diaet
der Zuckerkranken [Soy flour in the diet of diabetics].
Therapie or Therapia (Budapest, Hungary). Jan. 3 p.
German translation in: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. I. 3 p. [Hun; Ger]*
• Summary: Contains recipes. Address: Hungary.
447. Sprung, Hertha. 1928. Edelsoja: Was jede Hausfrau
von diesem neuen Nahrungsmittel wissen sollte [Edelsoja:
What every housewife should know about this new food].
Oesterreicherin (Die) 1(8):11-12. Oct. 1. Reprinted in: L.
Berczeller. 1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol.
III. 3 p. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (May
2015) that mentions Edelsoja, a whole (full-fat) soy flour
developed by Dr. Laszlo Berczeller. Seven other publications
mentioning Edelsoja also appeared in 1928.
Note: The subtitle of this periodical is “Magazine for
all a woman’s interests” (Zeitschrift für alle Interessen der
Frau). Address: Praesidentin des Bundes oesterreichischer
Frauenvereine.
448. Product Name: [Edelsoja (Whole Soy Flour)].
Foreign Name: Edelsoja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oesterreichische SojaAktiensgesellschaft.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vienna, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1928 October.
New Product–Documentation: Sprung, Hertha.
1928. Edelsoja: ‘Was jede Hausfrau von diesem
neuen Nahrungsmittel wissen sollte’ [Edelsoja: What
every housewife should know about this new food].
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Oesterreicherin (Die) 1(8):11-12. Oct. 1.
Kon. 1930. Maka i pieczywo. Discusses the nutritional
value of Edelsoja soya bean flour, and especially its vitamin
and mineral contents.
Kon and Markuze. 1931. Biological value of the
proteins from breads... p. 1476. “The soya bean flour
‘Edelsoja’ was purchased from the Oesterreichische SojaAktiensgesellschaft in Vienna. It is manufactured under a
secret process (Berczeller) and is stated by the manufacturers
to keep indefinitely without becoming rancid although it
contains about 20% fat.”
Horvath. 1931. Scientific Monthly. 33:258. “Soya Flour
as a National Food.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Austria.
449. Tagblatt (Linz, Austria). 1928. Die Edelsoja–ein neues
Nahrungsmittel [Edelsoja soy flour: A new foodstuff].
13(262):9. Nov. 11. Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp. 1929?
Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
and Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Self
Published. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses a lecture by Mrs. Professor Haller
about Edelsoja powder (Edelsojapulver), a new kind of soy
flour.
450. Konditor (Der) (Vienna). 1928. Edelsoja und das
Konditorgewerbe [Edelsoja soy flour and the confectionery
trade]. 30(33):10-12. Nov. 20. Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp.
1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
and Expert Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna:
Self Published. [Ger]
• Summary: Edelsoja is a yellow powder resembling
flour that has a fatty feeling. It is odorless and has a weak,
almond-like slightly sweet taste. It is also known as soybean
meal (Soja-Mehl), however this designation is erroneous
because it is fundamentally different from [wheat] meal or
flour in its chemical composition, its properties, and in the
ways it is used.
451. Abend (Der) (Vienna). 1928. Edelsoja–ein wertvoller
Nahrungszusatz [Edelsoja–A valuable food supplement].
14(275):4. Nov. 29. Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp. 1929?
Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
and Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Self
Published. [Ger]
452. Konditor (Der) (Vienna). 1928. Noch etwas von der
Soja [Something else about soya]. 30:36. [Ger]*
453. Neue Freie Presse (Vienna, Austria). 1928. Ein
neues Volksnahrungsmittel [A new food for the people
(Abstract)]. Dec. 1. p. 12. No. 23066. Morgenblatt. Reprinted
in: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das

Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller
Soy Flour. Vienna: Self Published. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of talks given
at a session of the Bund Oesterreichischer Frauenvereine.
Address: Austria.
454. Neues Wiener Tagblatt. 1928. Die Edelsoja: Ein neues
Nahrungsmittel [Edelsoja soy flour: A new foodstuff].
62(333):7. Dec. 1. Abstracts of talks given at a session
of the Bund Oesterreichischer Frauenvereine. Reprinted
in: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller
Soy Flour. Vienna: Self Published. [Ger]
• Summary: At the meeting of the Union of Austrian
Women’s Societies talks about Edelsoja were given by:
Mrs. Hofrat Hertha Sprung, Dr. Ernst Kupelwieser, Mrs.
Regierungsrat Olga Hess, Dozent Richard Dolberg, Hofrat
Prof. Leopold Moll, Prof. Dr. R. Wasicky, Hofrat Prof.
Haunalter, and Prof. Zederbauer. Address: Austria.
455. Reichspost (Vienna). 1928. Ein neues
Volksnahrungsmittel. Endlich ein brauchbares Sojamehl–
Die Erfindung eines Wiener Gelehrten [A new food for
the people. Finally a useful soy flour–The invention of a
Viennese scholar]. 35(335):14. Dec. 2. Reprinted in: F. Loew,
comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche
Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna:
Self Published. [Ger]
456. Welt am Morgen (Die) (Vienna, Austria). 1928.
Sojabohnen, die Nahrung der Zukunft [Soybeans, the food
of the future]. 2(607):6. Dec. 2. Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp.
1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
and Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Self
Published. [Ger]
457. Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung. 1928. Die Edelsoja–ein
neues Volksnahrungsmittel [Edelsoja–a new food for the
people]. 49(15154):4. Dec. 2. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Austria, Privy Councillor (Hofrat) Prof. Dr.
Leopold Moll obtained good results by adding soya flour to
the diets of tuberculosis patients in sanitariums. “In order
to give a food very rich in proteins for certain diseased
conditions, particularly in cases of badly-nourished babies
and infants, we gave them pudding containing Berczeller’s
soya flour. In the cases of tubercular children, especially,
the result was a great success. We also gave this flour to
those children who did not thrive on cows’ milk, or were
unable to digest it properly. In cases of lack of appetite, we
also gave soya flour in order to concentrate the food; when
given twice daily it acted well in cases of infants who were
ill fed.” Address: Direktor, Reichsanstalt fuer Muetter und
Saeuglingspflege [State Inst. for the Care of Mothers and
Babies].
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458. Abend (Der) (Vienna). 1928. Die Edelsoja. Weitere
Versuche muessen lehren, ob sie als Nahrungsmittel fuer die
breiten Massen geeignet ist.–Was kann man mit Sojamehl
kochen? [Edelsoja. Further investigations must find out if it
is suited as a food for the masses. What can one cook with
soy flour?]. 14(278):5. Dec. 3. Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp.
1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
and Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vienna: Self
Published. [Ger]
459. Neue Freie Presse (Vienna, Austria). 1928. Die
Edelsoja [Edelsoja]. Dec. 5. p. 8-9. No. 23070. Morgenblatt.
Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller
Soy Flour. Vienna: Self Published. [Ger]
460. Oesterreichische Lebensmittel-Zeitung (Vienna).
1928. Die Edelsoja–ein neues Volksnahrungsmittel. Ihre
volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutug [Edelsoja–A new food for
the people. Its economic significance]. 4(49):6. Dec. 8.
Reprinted in: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber
das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller
Soy Flour. Vienna: Self Published. [Ger]
461. Berczeller, L. ed. 1928. Arbeiten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl. Vol. I. [Publications on
Berczeller’s soy flour. Vol. I]. Vienna, Austria. 68 p. One of
three volumes bound as one. [Ger]
• Summary: A compilation of articles reprinted from various
sources on the soy flour invented by Berczeller. Volume
I contains publications from 1925 to 1928 by: Barry and
Freud, P. Frankfurter, John Freud, William Geroe, Fritz
Loew, T.R. Parsons, V.F.A. Richter, Josef Szanto, and Helene
Wastl. Each of these articles is cited separately. Address:
Austria.
462. Berczeller, L. 1928. Das ernaehrungsphysiologische
Laboratorium in Wien [The Laboratory of Nutritional
Physiology in Vienna]. Vienna, Austria. 11 p. Reprinted
in: F. Loew, comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl and Opinions on the Berczeller
Soy Flour. Vienna: Self Published. Unpublished manuscript.
[100 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Following a 1-page introduction is a list, of
100 or the laboratory’s publications on subjects related to
physiology, food, and nutrition. Prof. Berczeller is an author
of all but four of these publications, which are listed in
approximately chronological order from 1921 to 1928. Other
co-authors are H. Wastl, J. Freud, B. Szilard, L. Billig, and
P. Frankfurter. Other primary authors are H. Wastl and P.
Frankfurter.
The earliest soy-related publication (with soya
mentioned in the title) is from 1922–”Die Untersuchung des

Sojamehles” (Biochemische Zeitschrift April 17, p. 313-19).
No. 69 states that Berczeller presented a lecture on soya flour
in Moscow in 1925 to the professors of the faculty of the
highest economic advisors.
At the end of the list is a half-page obituary (In
memoriam) for Frl. L. Billig, who worked in Berczeller’s
laboratory. Address: Vienna, Austria.
463. Geroe, Wilhelm. 1928. Die Bedeutung
des Berczeller’schen Sojamehles fuer die
Nahrungsmittelindustrie [The significance of Berczeller’s
soy flour for the food industry]. In: L. Berczeller. 1929.
Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. II. 3 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [1 ref. Ger]
464. Loew, Fritz. 1928. Zum Problem der Uebervoelkerung
[The problem of overpopulation (and its relation to soy
flour)]. In: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s
Soy Flour. Vol. I. 2 p. Unpublished manuscript. [2 ref. Ger]
Address: Vienna, Austria.
465. Moeller, Josef; Griebel, C. 1928. Mikroskopie der
Nahrungs- und Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche. 3.,
neubearb. Aufl. [Microscopy of foods and food adjuncts
(stimulants / enjoyables) from the vegetable kingdom. 3d ed.,
revised]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. x + 529 p. See
p. 135-36. Illust. 26 cm. 2nd ed. was 1905. Earlier editions
translated by Andrew Winton. [Ger]
Address: 1. Univ. of Vienna, deceased; 2. Professor an der
Staatlichen Nahrungsmittel-Untersuchungsanstalt, Berlin.
466. Richter, V.F.A. 1928. Das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
vom baeckereitechnischen Standpunkt. I. Brot [Berczeller’s
soy flour from a bakery technology standpoint. I. Bread]. In:
L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour.
Vol. I. 5 p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ger; Eng]
• Summary: Three volumes bound in one. This is a
compilation of articles reprinted from various sources on the
soybean flour invented by Berczeller. Address: Laboratorium
fuer Ernaehrungsforschung, Vienna, Austria.
467. Richter, V.F.A. 1928. Das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl
vom baeckereitechnischen Standpunkte. II. Milchbrot,
Gebaeck, Zuckerbaeckereien und Backhilfsmittel
[Berczeller’s soy flour from a bakery technology standpoint.
II. Milk-bread, pastry, confectionery, and bread improvers
(self-raising flour)]. In: L. Berczeller. 1928 and 1930.
Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vols. I and III. 4 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [Ger; Eng]
• Summary: Contains many recipes. Address: Laboratorium
fuer Ernaehrungsforschung, Vienna, Austria.
468. Cronshaw, Dr. 1929. Soya products. Food Manufacture
(London) 4:4. Jan. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. Publications
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on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 1 p.
• Summary: Briefly discusses Berczeller’s new soy flour.
“For many centuries the Soya bean has been used as a food
in China and Japan. The first description of it dates back to
2836 B.C. Nevertheless, it was not till the second half of the
last century that a combination of circumstances arose which
led to its more extended use. From 1870 onwards there set in
a great stream of Chinese immigration into Manchuria, and
from that time the cultivation of Soya increased enormously;
large quantities were, and still are, exported from Manchuria
into Japan, China and Europe.
“In Europe the possibilities which it offered as a
foodstuff of extraordinarily high value were not generally
recognised until after the Vienna Exhibition of 1873. In
view of the fact that, as compared with wheaten flour, the
bean is about four times richer in protein and nearly twenty
times richer in fat, it is not surprising that many attempts
were made to prepare from it a product, such as flour, which
would be acceptable to the European palate. But serious
difficulties were encountered owing to the rapid development
of rancidity; hence it came about that complaints were made
concerning the bitter taste of the products and their purgative
powers. The result was that attention was directed to
extraction methods, which aimed at the removal of the cause
of rancidity, but these were doomed to failure for the simple
reason that the extraction of oil”–is in itself a nutritive and
biological value of Soya products. Address: UK.
469. Food Manufacture (London). 1929. Soya flour. 4:3536. Feb. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1930. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 2 p.
• Summary: The article begins: “It is not unlikely that the
erection, now nearing completion, of a factory in North
London to produce soya bean flour by the Berczeller Process
will mark the first step in the founding of a new British
industry.”
“At present soya flour is being manufactured at Vienna
and Budapest, and the erection of another factory in the
Hungarian capital is said to be necessitated by the large
demand there... Soya is used to advantage as an ingredient of
chocolate, replacing to some extent the relatively expensive
cocoa-butter. A chocolate containing 10 per cent. soya, which
was tested, had a slightly bitter, but quite attractive flavour.
Another sample, with 20 per cent. soya, had a milder taste.
A cheaper chocolate, containing, for the first time, neither
cocoa-butter nor any substitute beyond 10 per cent. soya,
had an extraordinarily agreeable flavour. There can be little
doubt that soya-chocolate will take its place amongst the
concentrated foods used by explorers and others.
“In Vienna, soya flour is being used to an increasing
extent in scones, biscuits, and other confectionery. It acts
as an admirable shortening agent. As a binder and filler, it
is also being used for sausage-making, replacing farina and
other fillers.

“In this country, until the invention of the Berczeller
Process, soya was only used as a source of cooking and
margarine oils...”
“In a recent interview given to Dr. Berczeller, Mussolini
[of Italy] declared his intention of introducing legislation
enforcing the use of a certain amount of soya flour in the
manufacture of polenta, the staple maize foods, and bread.”
Photos show: (1) The outside front of the factory nearing
completion for making soya flour in England. (2) The
equipment used for “treating soya beans by the Berczeller
Process.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
that uses the term “soya” in connection with flour.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
that mentions Benito Mussolini, the Italian fascist premier
(1922-1943), in connection with soya or soya flour.
470. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1929. Dr. Laszlo
Berczeller, a leading Austrian nutrition expert,... March 13.
• Summary: “... famous for perfecting a flour from
soy beans. He says, “Yeast is in some respects of even
greater importance to man than milk. Science has proved
experimentally the long recognized life-preserving, curative
properties of yeast.”
Note 1. A small photo shows Laszlo Berczeller.
2. This is part of a larger ad for yeast.
471. Fleischmann Co. (The). 1929. Prof. Dr. Laszlo
Berczeller of Vienna, international authority on nutrition,
says: “Yeast is one of the few foods which definitely improve
health” (Ad). New Yorker. April 27. p. 33.
• Summary: An
advertisement for
Fleischmann’s Yeast.
A large portrait photo
shows Prof. Dr. Laszlo
Berczeller reading a
book. Below the photo
we read: “Dr. Berczeller
holds degrees from three
great universities in the
Old World–Munich,
Strassburg, and Budapest.
His own government
provides him with a
laboratory for research.
Recently newspapers in America reported his latest
contribution to mankind–the perfecting of a new, cheap and
highly nutritious [soya] bean flour–expected to help relieve
the economic distress of Central Europe.” Address: Health
Research Dept. Y-96, The Fleischmann Co., 701 Washington
St., New York.
472. Times (London). 1929. Soya cultivation: Royal Empire
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Society’s offer. May 6. p. 22, col. 7.
• Summary: “As a result of two meetings held last month
it was decided that the Royal Empire Society formerly the
Royal Colonial Institute, should encourage soya cultivation
in the British empire and a Soya Cultivation Committee
was set up with Mrs. E.A. Hornibrook, Fellow of the Royal
Empire Society as honorary secretary. Through the courtesy
of Dr. L. Berczeller of Vienna, tubes of Soya bacteria
are now available in London and soya seed in bacteria
cultures may be obtained through Miss Hornibrook, at cost.
Recognises the importance of inoculation. Entomology ‘The
soya will grow well wherever.’ Through the discovery of a
special process of fractional distillation the objectionable
elements in the bean can now be cheaply removed and the
meal [flour] rendered fit for human consumption. A factory
has been established in England, and as soon as British beans
are available preference will be given to these. An important
consideration is that the tropical flours such as arrowroot,
sweet potato canna tarro and banana flour can now, by
admixture with soya meal, be manufactured into wholesome
and economical biscuits and cakes. Soya chocolate has
already become popular on the continent and Empire cocoa
producing countries should therefore benefit greatly. Further
information will shortly be available in the Journal of the
Royal Empire Society.”
Note: This is the second earliest document seen that uses
the word “soya” as a noun.
473. Baumgarten, Arnold. 1929. Die Verwendung der
Edelsoja in der Krankenhauskueche [The use of Edelsoja
(soy flour) in hospital cookery]. Zeitschrift fuer das Gesamte
Krankenhauswesen (Leipzig) 25(10):268-70. May 7. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the process developed by Berczeller
for making a debittered (entbittern) soy flour named
Edelsoja, whose protein, fat, and vitamins are not changed,
and which is inexpensive. It contains 9% water, 41.5%
protein, 20.3% fat, 20-24.8% carbohydrates. Its protein is of
high quality. It has the advantage over meat of not creating
uric acid.
The author gives 11 institutional recipes (100 portions)
with and without using Edelsoja, sometimes in combination
with meat. For each he gives the ingredient weight, price
of each ingredient, the calories and price per portion with
and without Edelsoja, and the saving per 1,000 portions by
the use of Edelsoja. He then gives 7 recipes for diabetics,
with a nutritional analysis of each. Address: Direktor des
Krankenhauses der Stadt Wien [Vienna], Austria.
474. Hornibrook, Ettie A. 1929. Native cookery (Letter to the
editor). Times (London). June 14. p. 12, col. 3.
• Summary: The British must learn the value of foods from
other countries. “Still another example is the establishment
in England of a soya-flour factory, where soya is so treated
as to be fit for human consumption (as it has been for many

thousand years in the Far East). In this case the objectionable
elements (ethereal oils, &c.) are distilled by heating the
soya at a low temperature for a long time–a development
from the ancient practice of parching pulse suggested by Dr.
L. Berczeller, of Vienna.” The same treatment applied to
groundnuts might make them more palatable and digestible.
Address: The Royal Empire Society, Northumberlandavenue, W.C.2.
475. Ford, W.P. 1929. Soya bean flour: Its value to the British
confectioner. Confectionery Craft. Aug. 4 p. Reprinted in: L.
Berczeller. 1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol.
III. 4 p. [Eng]*
• Summary: “A short article in last month’s issue outlined
the value of the soya bean in its native home in the Eastern
hemisphere, where it has been utilised for human food for
centuries, and it is interesting to compare with this the uses
to which it has been put by Western peoples.
“The actual production of the soya bean is only in its
infancy in Europe, but in the United States of America its
cultivation is spreading, and probably now reaches one
million tons of beans per annum. In America it has been
almost entirely used for the oil which is extracted from it,
and the residual cake is fed to dairy cows or to store cattle.
“The same general lines of application have been
exploited in European countries that have imported the
soya beans from China, Japan, and Manchuria. The oil has
a multitude of uses, being utilised in the manufacture of
margarine, glycerine, soap, linoleum, paints and varnishes,
etc., as well as being a constituent of salad and cooking oils,
lubricating and lamp oils.
“Of more particular interest to the manufacturer of
foodstuffs, however, are the possibilities of the bean, after
grinding to a flour, as an addition to the cereal foods and
confectionery of which we Western people are so fond.
During the War the whole bean was ground up and added
to bread in Germany, but was found to give rise to digestive
troubles which more than outweighed the nutritional
advantages which its chemical composition would lead one
to expect.” Address: England.
476. Grain Dealers’ Journal. 1929. Soy beans for bread.
63(5):335. Sept. 10.
• Summary: A flour or meal made from soy beans is now on
the market. The process was devised by an Austrian, Dr. L.
Berczeller. This tasty and nutritious flour (containing 40%
albumen {protein} and 20% fat) adds to the keeping quality
of products in which it is used. The flour can be used to make
bread that is claimed to be more wholesome than brown
bread–and yet it the bread is white. “Bread made from the
meal is said to resemble the almond in taste.” Its popularity
is rapidly increasing in Austria.
477. Prinz, H. 1929. Merkblatt fuer den Anbau der
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Sojabohne [Brief instruction sheet for soybean production].
In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. II. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
Address: Austria.
478. Prinz, H. 1929. Ueber die Bedeutung der
Knoellchenbakterien fuer den Anbau der Sojabohne [On the
significance of root nodule bacteria for soybean production].
In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. II. 4 p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
Address: Austria.
479. Prinz, H. 1929. Variationsstatistiche Untersuchungen
ueber die chemische Zusammensetzung der Sojabohne
[Investigations on statistical variations in the chemical
composition of soybeans]. In: L. Berczeller. 1929.
Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. II. 2 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [2 ref. Ger]
Address: Dr., Austria.
480. Prinz, H. 1929. Zur Rationalisierung der
Volksernaehrung durch die Sojabohne [Making the national
diet more rational by using soybeans]. Natur und Museum
59(12):618-20. [Ger]
Address: Dr., Vienna.
481. Richter, Victor F.A. 1929. White bread versus brown
bread or the bread of to-morrow. Year Book of the Scottish
Association of Master Bakers. p. 115-. Reprinted in: L.
Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol.
II. *
• Summary: Soy flour improves the nutritional value of
bread. “In adding 20 to 25 per cent. of Berczeller’s soya flour
to wholemeal flour, the baker can produce a brown loaf equal
in nourishment to the best beef. One pound of such bread is
equal in food value to two lbs. of beef.”
“May I quote once more the remarks made at a banquet
a few years ago [before 1922] by Mr. Winston Churchill:
‘It is of the highest importance that the West should learn
the lesson of a cheaper standard of living which is taught
them by the people of the East in the adoption of soya as an
article of food.’” Address: Manager of Messrs Roman Uhl
Nachfolger Josef M. Breunig, Vienna.
482. White, Fabian. 1929. Flour production: Soya beans
and a new process. Industrial World. 3 p. Reprinted in: L.
Berczeller. 1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol.
III. 3 p. [3 ref. Eng]*
• Summary: The importance and food value of this soya
bean flour are described. “A company has been formed for
the production of Dr. Berczeller’s Soya flour in this country–
The Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of 7 Minding
[sic, Mincing] Lane, London, E.C. 3–and a large and wellequipped factory has been erected...”

Note: This company was the Soya Flour Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. Address: England.
483. Berczeller, L. ed. 1929. Arbeiten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl. Vol. II. [Publications on
Berczeller’s soy flour. Vol. II]. Vienna, Austria. 42 p. One of
three volumes bound as one. [Ger]
• Summary: A compilation of articles reprinted from various
sources on the soy flour invented by Berczeller. Volume II
contains publications from 1926-1929 by: L. Berczeller,
Stefan Cmelik, L. Dirnfeld, Enzo Giasotto, A. Kramer, Dr.
Ernst Kupelwieser, Dr. H. Prinz, Victor F.A. Richter, and A.
Seeber. Each of these articles is cited separately. Address:
Austria.
484. Berczeller, L. 1929. Ueber den Sojaanbau und die
Organisation des Sojamehlverbrauches in Jugoslavien [On
soybean production and the organization of the use of soy
flour in Yugoslavia]. In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. II. 6 p. Unpublished manuscript.
[Ger]
Address: Austria.
485. Brillmayer, Franz A.; Drahorad, Fritz. 1929. Die
Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur und Verwendung [The
soybean, its significance, culture, and utilization]. Vienna,
Austria: Published by the authors. 62 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Some soybean breeders and devotees in Austria
consider this to be Brillmayer’s “definitive work on soybean
cultivation and utilization.”
Contents: Foreword. 1. History of the soybean in its
homeland and its introduction to Europe and America. 2.
Current area where soybeans are grown worldwide and
world production. 3. Soybean botany. 4. Use of the soybean:
As a food (in East Asia, in Europe and America [in the
form of flour, for making soymilk, as a coffee substitute, a
meat substitute, and for making chocolate]), as an oilseed,
as a source of fodder. 5. Soybean cultivation: Climate and
the northern limit of growth, soil, crop rotation, seedbed
[Saatbeet], manuring or fertilizing the soil, the seeds, care
of the plants, diseases and enemies, harvest, cultivation for
hay, green manure or silage, soybean varieties, agronomic
trials with 22 varieties, summary of results, root bacteria and
inoculation. 6. Significance of the soybean: For agriculture,
as a food for the people, economic effects of the use of
soybeans in agriculture and as food.
According to Brillmayer (1947, p. 14), the first edition
of this work was self-published as a “brochure” in 1928, but
it is not mentioned in this 1929 edition.
Note 1. This book was translated into Dutch in 1936 by
J. J. Helmus, soya specialist.
Note 2. This book describes the last intensive research
on soybean variety improvement in Austria until 1970.
Address: 1. Seed breeder in Platt, Austria; 2. Commissioner,
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Federal Institute for Agronomy and Seed Testing, Vienna.
486. Ferrée, Christian Johan; Tussaud, J.T. 1929. The soya
bean and the new soya flour. London: William Heinemann
(Medical Books) Ltd. xi + 79 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm.
Revised translation from the Dutch by C.J. Ferree and J.T.
Tussaud of Die Sojaboon en Duurzaam Sojameel. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Sir Wm. Arbuthnot
Lane, President of The New Health Society. Preface, by C.J.
Ferrée (London). 1. Introduction. Literature. Name of the
plant. Origin. Botanical particulars. Assimilative power of
the soya plant. Inoculation. Soil requirements. Production
and cost. 2. General ingredients of the various Manchurian
beans. Composition. The value of soya protein. Vitamin in
the soya bean. Digestibility of the soya bean and its products.
3. Use in China and Japan: Bean sauce, soy, or shoyu,
Chinese chiang (paste), tou-fu or beancurd, beans consumed
as a table vegetable, bean refuse and bean cake are used
as a fertiliser and for fattening hogs, bean oil is used as an
illuminant (where it has not been superseded by kerosene),
as a substitute for lard in cooking, and as a lubricant for
greasing axles and parts of native machinery, miso and natto.
First imports into Europe. Exports during the last five years
from China and Japan. Imports during the last five years into
Europe and America. The increasing rate of its cultivation.
Manchuria–Production. Estimate of the world’s production
of the soya bean. London the principal market. Future
importance.
4. America. Australia. South Africa. Other British
possessions and protectorates. Java (Dutch East Indies).
Europe. 5. Unsuccessful experiments with soya flour.
Ordinary soya flour. Extracted soya flour. Dr. L. Berczeller’s
discovery. The new soya flour. Comparison with other cereal
flour and other foods. Comparison in price with other cereal
flour and other foods. Comparison in price of soya protein
compared with other cereal foods. Comparative analysis of
cereals. 6. Soya milk. Vegetable casein. Lecithin. 7. Increase
in food value. Savings. Industrial application in foodstuffs.
The importance of Dr. L. Berczeller’s soya flour for the food
industry. Soya flour and the food laws. Uses of soya flour
in: Bread, pastry, cake, biscuits, confectionery, sausages,
infant foods and food for invalids, cocoa, chocolate, soup
cubes, pudding flour. Uses in the kitchen. Soya flour recipes
(for flour made using the Berczeller process), soya flour for
diabetics, recipes for diabetics.
The Preface states: “In the following pages the writer
has endeavoured to give an account of the numerous uses
to which the soya bean has so far been put, and to visualise
its future service to humanity through the means of a totally
new and practical process by which this legume... may in
future be used as an important article of food for general
consumption throughout every quarter of the globe.
“In compiling the details relative to the soya bean flour,
with which this brief summary principally deals, he trusts

that he has succeeded in giving sufficient data to enable
the reader to fully realise its value as a staple food from the
economic point of view, as well as from the more domestic
standpoint, so that the important fact may be fully realised
that a new foodstuff of a very valuable nature... has now
been brought within the reach of all nations to serve them in
a most practical manner as an economic article of food.”
The book includes statistics on the imports and exports
from 1923 to 1927 of “soya beans, soya oil, and soya cake in
various countries including China, Japan, England, France,
Germany, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and USA.
The “new soya flour” is that developed by Dr.
Berczeller. This book repeatedly praises that flour. “A few
years ago Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian physiologist
in Vienna, succeeded scientifically in finding a method
which enables us to prepare from the soya bean a digestible
and pleasantly flavoured flour without detracting from
its nutritive value, and this method entirely succeeds in
preserving all the good qualities contained in the bean itself.
Physiological experts and analysts withhold no praise, as the
following extracts will show: -” There follow words of praise
from: (1) Dr. Alfred Schwicker, M.P., Royal Hungarian
State Institute, Central Depot for Experimental Chemistry.
(2) Dr. Stefan Weisser, King’s Counsellor, Royal Veterinary
Physiological Experimental Station, Budapest. (3) Prof. A.
Durig., The Physiological Institute, University of Vienna.
Marakujew (1928) estimates the production of soya
beans in “Manchuria at 6 million tons at the utmost, the
production of the whole of China at 16 million tons, and
he is led to this figure by the conclusions of the Economic
Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which estimates
that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to 37.1 million
kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6 million tons
originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million tons from
North Manchuria” (p. 32). A table (p. 33) gives estimated
world production of soya beans from 1923 to 1929 (6.6
million tons, forecast). The leading producers in 1929 (in
million tons) are: China 5.250. Japan 0.580. USA 0.250. Java
and Dutch East Indies 0.120. Other Asiatic countries 0.400.
A soya milk factory was recently established in Denmark
(p. 54). Although this book contains a bibliography of 29
references, most are very incomplete.
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with roots, pods, and
leaves. (4) Nodules growing on soybean roots. (5) One pod
and seed each from inoculated and uninoculated soybean
plants. (7) An immense field of soya beans in Manchuria. (8)
Soya beans awaiting shipment, in house-shaped stacks under
tarps, at Dairen. (13) Seeds of the most important varieties of
soya beans now grown in the United States. (10) Two horses
and a farmer cultivating a field of soybeans. (11) Harvesting
soya beans. (12) Well selected, clean soybean seeds.
A map (frontispiece) shows where soybeans are
cultivated worldwide. An illustration (facing p. 2) shows
“Shen-Nung. Emperor [of China] in 2838 Before Christ,
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called ‘The Heavenly Farmer.’ Reproduced from a print in a
Vienna museum.”
One bar chart compares the nutritional composition
of soya flour with that of cereals and animal products, and
other foodstuffs (p. 13), another compares the calories (p.
46), and a third compares the cost of 1,000 calories (p. 48).
Marakujew (probably spelled Marakiev or Marakuyev), in
“The Export of Manchurian Soya Beans and its Finance”
(1928, in Russian, probably an article rather than a book)
“estimates the production of Manchuria at 6 million tons
at the utmost, the production of the whole of China at
16 million tons, and he is led to this conclusion by the
Economic Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which
estimates that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to
37.1 million kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6
million tons originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million
tons from North Manchuria. According to the calculations
of this bureau, the home consumption of North Manchuria
is something like 40 per cent. of the production, viz., 1.3
million tons; the remaining 2 million tons are for export.
The exports of South Manchuria were estimated at 1 million
tons” (p. 32). Address: London.
487. Gruen, Adolf; Halden, Wilhelm. 1929. Analyse der Fette
und Wachse. Zweiter Band: Systematik, Analysenergebnisse,
Bibliographie det natuerlichen Fette und Wachse [Analysis
of fats and waxes. Vol II: Systematics, results of analyses,
and bibliography of natural fats and waxes]. Berlin: Verlag
von Julius Springer. xv + 806 p. Index. 25 cm. [102 ref. Ger]
• Summary: On p. xiv-xv is a list of (mostly Germanlanguage) abbreviations of periodical titles.
The section titled “The significance of the taxonomy and
ecology of plants for the composition of their fats” discusses
Ladd’s work with soybeans and their iodine number in 1919
in North Dakota (p. 10-11). Soybeans are also mentioned
briefly on pages 7 and 14.
The section titled “Increase in the oil content of seeds
according to their process of ripening” contains three tables
(p. 81-83) for soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl) which give: (1)
Basic information. (2). Physical constants. (3) Chemical
constants. There follow paragraphs on soybean oil types,
process of drying, mixtures of soybean oils and other oils,
and the oil in soybean leaves. The first table notes that
soybeans are grown in Cameroon (Kamerun), Africa. A
footnote (p. 81) states that in Cameroon, the cultivated
varieties are mainly of two types: Soja hispida platycarpa
melanosperma [long black flat seeds], and Soja hispida
tumida atrosperma [round black seeds], especially pallida.
Also discusses the following seeds and their oils (* =
includes lengthy bibliography): almond (p. 241), alfalfa (p.
70, 74, 602), arachis* (peanut, Erdnuss, p. 251-52, 657-59),
chufa* (Erdmandel, p. 188, 638-39), hemp (p. 12, 36, 595),
linseed* (lots + p. 605-09), lupins* (p. 71-72, 543, 602, 747),
sesame* (p. 13-14, 153-154, 626), voandzeia (Erderbsenöl,

Huile de voandzou, p. 85). Address: 1. Prof. Dr., Member
of the board of directors, Hoffmann-La Roche & Co., Inc.,
Berlin Grenzach; 2. Medical Chemical Inst., Univ. of Graz
[capital of Styria, Austria].
488. Photographs of Maria, wife of Dr. A.A. Horvath, with
her two daughters, as she sets sail for the United States
from Europe (Hamburg, Germany) to join her husband in
Princeton, New Jersey. 1929.
• Summary: This small photo was taken in 1929 in
Hamburg. From left to right are Tatiana (the younger
daughter), Maria (called “Mimi” by her children), and Irene
(the eldest daughter). All three look serious and are wearing
navy blue berets (hats) (black and white, 2.1 inches high by
3.25 inches wide).
Tatiana recalls: “We were always dressed alike–exactly.”
Dr. Horvath had already been at Princeton for 1-2 years,
working for the Rockefeller Institute as a research scientist
(probably chemist).
Aunt Mea Horvath (wife of Clemens) with Tatiana
(left) and Irene Horvath (right) in Berlin in 1929 (5.5 by 3.5
inches).
These photos were sent to Soyinfo Center in May 2010
by Tatiana Reisacher, Dr. Horvath’s daughter, who owns
them.
Photos not scanned: (1) In about 1928 in Neuchatel,
Switzerland. Left to right: Mme. Lea Böhm, the governess
for General Dmitri Leonidovich Horvath’s children (and
for Tatiana and Irena) before returning back to her native
Switzerland. Ivor and Celia Horvath, the children of Ducia
Horvath, the daughter of General Horvath. On the right is an
unknown man. (2.23 by 3.25 inches). Tatiana recalls: After
leaving China we went to Europe and stayed in Switzerland
with Mme. Böhm. When she retired in China she returned
home to Switzerland. The wife and children of Dr. Horvath
lived in the French-speaking part of Switzerland for at
least a year, maybe more. They were soon speaking good
French. This was a very happy time for the Horvath girls,
with hiking, beautiful countryside, ice skating, etc. Then
Clemens Horvath and his wife suggested that Maria Horvath
and her two daughters come to live with them in their
apartment in Berlin, which they did–for about a month. Then
Clemens Horvath and his wife thought Horvath girls might
enjoy a nice, peaceful country village, so they went to Bad
Blankenburg, a spa town, in Thüringen / Thuringia in central
eastern Germany. It was surrounded by beautiful forests;
they lived there for about 6 months. Then they returned to
Berlin to be with Clemens and his wife. During this period of
1½ to 2 years, Dr. Horvath traveled twice by boat from New
Jersey to be with his family in Europe and to do research–the
first time when his family was in Switzerland, and the second
time when they were in Berlin, just before they also went to
America. Tatiana’s memories of these years is sketchy since
she was less than 9 years old.
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(2) In 1928, Tatiana and Irene in Neuchatel, Switzerland,
wearing American Indian headdresses brought by their
father, Dr. Horvath, from the USA, to show his kids a
glimpse of America (1.5 by 2.75 inches).
(3) An undated photo taken at about this time at Bad
Blankenburg, It shows a group of men (standing in back) and
women (seated in front in chairs on a lawn) with trees in the
background. In the back row are standing Clemens Horvath
(far left) and Dr. Artemy Horvath (far right) (4 inches high
by 2.5 inches wide).
(4) Tatiana and Irene Horvath seated on chairs with 3
other children at Bad Blankenburg (4 by 2.5 inches) (5). Left
to right: Clemens and his wife, Mea, with two children in
Berlin in 1929.
489. Prinz, H. 1929. Die land- und volkswirtschaftlichen
Aufgaben bei der Einfuehrung des Berczeller’schen
Sojamehles in Rumaenien [The agricultural and economic
tasks necessary for the introduction of Berczeller’s soy
flour to Romania]. In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. II. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript.
[Ger]
• Summary: The soybean could become a major export
crop for Romania; it would be much more profitable for
farmers to grow than corn or wheat. It must be emphatically
pointed out that the total exports of Romania, even if it was
soybeans instead of corn and wheat, could never satisfy the
import needs of Germany; Germany would much rather buy
its soybeans from Romania than from East Asia. In order to
cultivate soybeans in Romania, it is necessary to plant seeds
of the appropriate varieties and to inoculate them with soya
bacterial cultures.
Less seed is needed for planting soybeans than wheat.
The soybean enriches the soil with nitrogen and improves
soil quality for subsequent crops of wheat and corn. The
soybean has a relatively low need for water. Using the
Berczeller process, a very valuable food can be made from
soybeans–soya flour. Address: Dr., Austria.
490. Sprecher von Bernegg, Andreas. 1929. Tropische und
subtropische Weltwirtschaftspflanzen; ihre Geschichte,
Kultur und volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung. II. Teil:
Oelpflanzen [Tropical and subtropical plants in international
commerce; their history, cultivation, and economic
significance. Vol. II. Oilseeds]. Stuttgart: Verlag von
Ferdinand Enke. See vol. 2, p. 128-70. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
[48 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (p. 128-70). Contents:
Introduction. Name, place of origin and history. Description
of the plant: Systematic, morphology, varieties, selection.
General conditions for growth: Climate, soil. Cultivation of
the plant: Planting, care. Harvest and storage. Composition
and products. Utilization: As a fodder plant, as a coffee
substitute, industrial non-food uses, as a food (as a green

vegetable, soy sprouts, soy chocolate, soymilk, casein, tofu
and soybean quark {tofu oder Sojabohnenquark}, natto
{Buddhistenkäse}, hamananatto, yuba, miso, shoyu or soy
sauce {Sojasauce}). Production and trade.
Concerning green vegetable soybeans, the author states:
“Three-quarter ripe soybean seeds yield a good, green
vegetable (Dreiviertelreife Sojabohnen geben ein gutes,
gruenes Gemuese).”
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Sojabohnenquark
to refer to tofu. Address: PhD, Titularprofessor an der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
491. Wagner, Helene. 1929. Die gesunde Kueche:
Grundlagen zur Ernaehrungsreform das neuzeitliche
Kochbuch [The healthy kitchen]. Graz, Austria: Graz
Frauenbuch-Verl. Wien Leipzig Anzengruber-Verl. [Ger]*
492. Loew, Fritz. comp. 1929? Expert opinions on the
Berczeller soy flour. Vienna, Austria: Published by the
author. 48 p. Undated. 28 cm. [31 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is a translation of parts of Einige
Gutachten ueber das Berczeller’sche Sojamehl. Bound in:
L. Berczeller. 1928-30. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Includes articles by Schwicker, Weiser, Roszony,
Durig, Wastl, and Kupelwieser. But this work also contains
a number of original German-language documents, some
which do not mention soya.
Concerning the date of this document, the front cover
has a typed date of May 21, 1940. But page 1 states that it
was received by the USDA library on 5 Jan. 1945. Most of
the documents inside were written during 1924-28, and no
entry in the bibliography is after 1927.
A bibliography of the works of L. Berczeller, which
appears near the end of this document, lists 150 publications
chronologically from 1911 to 1926, written in German and
Hungarian. His early work shows an interest in enzymes. The
earliest publication seen written by Berczeller and related to
soy appeared in 1922. Address: Josefstaedterstrasse Nr. 35,
Wien, VIII. (Vienna), Austria.
493. Loew, Fritz. comp. 1929? Einige Gutachten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl [Expert opinions on the Berczeller
soy flour]. Vienna, Austria: Published by the author. 35 p.
Undated. [130 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Bound in the back of L. Berczeller. 1928-30.
Publications on the Berczeller Soy Flour. Vols I-III. English
translation of some parts published separately as “Expert
Opinions on the Berczeller Soy Flour” (red hardcover
binding; cited separately). Contains various letters and
reprints of journal articles in German. Most of these are cited
separately. Address: Josefstaedterstrasse Nr. 35, Wien, VIII.
(Vienna), Austria.
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494. Times Literary Supplement (London). 1930. New books
and reprints–Agriculture: The Soya Bean and the New Soya
Flour. By C.J. Ferrée. Revised translation from the Dutch
by C.J. Ferrée and J.T. Tussaud. xi + 77 pp. Heinemann. 6s.
29(1465):167. Feb. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: This brief book review begins: “Although
the high nutritive value of the soya bean has long been
recognized, efforts to popularize it among Western peoples
have hitherto met with scant success, mainly because the
bean itself is bitter and very difficult to cook. Also, soya
flour prepared by ordinary methods soon turns rancid, owing
to the high percentage of fat that it contains. Quite recently,
however, Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian physiologist
in Vienna, has perfected a process which yields stable,
pleasantly flavoured and very nutritious soya flour.”
495. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. Soya flour in modern baking.
British Baker. May 9. p. 30.
• Summary: In 1924 Dr. Berczeller perfected a process for
making soya flour. “It has already come into general use on
the Continent, particularly in Austria, where it is a regular
ingredient of bread, rolls, cakes, and all forms of smalls.
The use of Soyolk in the baking and confectionery trades is
simplicity itself.” Gives details on incorporating Soyolk into
baking recipes. It improves the flavor and bloom of bread,
the color and texture of the crumb, the keeping qualities,
and above all the yield. Bread never “goes dry” when soy
flour is used. Because soya flour is a yeastfood, it livens up
fermentation.
“A special soya loaf containing 22 per cent. of the [soya]
flour and 78 per cent. of ordinary wheaten flour, with the
addition of 25 to 28 gallons of water per sack, has now been
put on the market, and this loaf has the same nutritive value
as the same weight of lean meat.” Address: Baking Expert,
Nutrition Lab. of Vienna, Austria.
496. Washington Post. 1930. Howard U. adds 63 members to
staff. Oct. 5. p. R7.
• Summary: Howard University (established in 1867) is in
Washington, DC. “Leave of Percy Julian, acting head of the
department of chemistry, has been extended for another year
for work at the University of Vienna.”
497. May Company. 1930. The May Company’s market: The
world’s finest foods moderately priced (Ad). Los Angeles
Times. Oct. 19. p. B26.
• Summary: “Genuine soy sauce: the Worcester of China:
[sometimes made] from black soy beans–75¢.”
“’Maggi’ seasoning. Vegetable essence from
Switzerland. For salad, soup, stew!–90¢. Also in $5 bottles.
Note: Several earlier documents suggest that miso may
have been used as an ingredient in Maggi.

498. Berczeller, Ladislaus. 1930. Process for working up
natural materials containing lecithin. British Patent 361,956.
Nov. 25. 2 p. Application filed 25 Aug. 1930. Amended 25
Nov. 1931 as “Process for the Manufacture of Soya Bean
Flour.” Same number.
• Summary: Dr. Berczeller is “a Hungarian Subject.” “This
invention concerns a process for treating soya beans and
similar seeds containing lecithin for the purpose of obtaining
therefrom residues free from undesirable substances of
disagreeable taste.” After the lecithin is extracted with ethyl
alcohol, the residue will be found to “possess a disagreeable
bitter taste and nauseous odor.” To get prevent this, “the
seeds are subjected to a distillation process with the aid
of gases or steam before the extraction treatment with the
solvent is effected.” The desired final product is a light
yellow powder. Address: PhD, Bleichergasse, Vienna IX,
Austria.
499. Adolph, William H. 1930. A 4000-year food experiment.
Scientific American 143:425-28. Dec. [Eng]
• Summary: The average Chinese lives on only a few cents
a day. “This is not a myth, nor is it a sign of poverty; it is a
simple statement of an economic accomplishment of which
China may justly feel proud.” Today the land feeds 400
million people.
“The important place occupied by legumes (this means
the soy bean) in China deserves more than passing mention.
Of al the varieties of beans, it is nothing short of remarkable
that the Chinese farmer-dietitian, thousands of years ago,
chose to develop and retain in his agricultural repertoire just
that one variety which contained the highest percentage of
protein, and also the highest percentage of fat. The soy bean
was the one vegetable product which could in any sense
replace meat in his dietary. But the soy bean and its wonders
is another story.
“It is evident that China is not addicted to the meat
eating evil” (see Table 2).
“The peasant farmer consumes practically not meat at
all, except for an occasional indulgence at the time of the
Lunar New Year. It is probable that the Chinese approach
as near to being a truly vegetarian people as is to be found
anywhere on the earth’s surface.”
In China only 9% of the protein consumed is of animal
origin compared with about 80% in the USA. In making
bread, “wheat protein should be supplemented with soy bean
flour.”
Tables show: (1) Composition of the Chinese dietary
(in percentages by weight); North China vs. United States.
Cereals and beans: 65% vs. 25%. Vegetables and fruits: 27%
vs. 20%. Butter, fats, sugar: 1% vs. 14%. Meat and fish: 4%
vs. 18%. Eggs: 1% vs. 5%. Milk and cheese: 0% vs. 15%.
Other foods: 2% vs. 3%.
(2) Composition of the Chinese dietary (intake of
nutrients per man per day for North China). Total food:
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1,188.0 gm. Total protein: 86.4 gm. Total fat: 34.1 gm. Total
carbohydrate: 537 gm. Total energy value: 2794.0 calories.
Weight of average man: 60.0 kg.
(3) Meat consumption in the principal countries of the
world (grams per capita per day): United States 149. Great
Britain 130. France 92. Belgium and Holland 86. AustriaHungary 79. Spain 61. Russia 59. Italy 29. Japan 25. China
(North) 15.
Figures show: (1) The animal body as a converter of
energy: One pound of cereal: Burned as fuel or eaten directly
as food, 100% is recovered = 1,500 calories. Fed to a cow
and recovered as milk: 17% is recovered = 255 calories. Fed
to a beef steer and recovered as meat: 10% is recovered =
150 calories.
(2) How one dollar is used to purchase food–North
China vs. United States. Pie charts show: North China: Bread
and cereals 75 cents. Fruits and vegetables 10 cents. Meat
and fish 7 cents. Eggs 3 cents. Fats 3 cents. Milk 0.1 cent.
Other foods 2 cents. United States: Meat 33 cents. Fruits
and vegetables 16 cents. Fats and sugar 16 cents. Bread and
cereals 13 cents. Milk 10 cents. Other foods 7 cents.
A small portrait illustration shows William Adolph.
Photos show: (1) Plowing in North China. No draft animals
are used. “A man is often a more economical draft animal
than a mule.” (2) Two men with a hand-cart walking behind a
cow. “A Chinese highway 18 inches in width effects a saving
in land area available for cultivation, which means food for
more mouths.” (3) “One effect of population pressure: a
deforested mountain in North China.” Population pressure
has also led to the discovery that hogs are the most efficient
source of meat. Address: PhD, Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry,
Univ. of Nebraska. Recently appointed Prof. of Chemistry,
Yenching Univ., Peking.
500. Berczeller, L. ed. 1930. Arbeiten ueber das
Berczeller’sche Sojamehl. Vol. III. [Publications on
Berczeller’s soy flour. Vol. III]. Vienna, Austria. 40 p. One of
three volumes bound as one. [Ger]
• Summary: A compilation of articles reprinted from various
sources on the soy flour invented by Berczeller. Volume III
contains publications from 1928-1930 by: Dr. Cronshaw,
W.P. Ford, Ettie Hornibrook, H. Prinz, Victor F.A. Richter,
Hertha Sprung, and Fabian White. Each of these articles is
cited separately. Address: Austria.
501. Prinz, H. 1930. Die Bedeutung des Berczeller’schen
Sojamehles fuer Grossbritannien [The significance of
Berczeller’s soy flour for Great Britain]. In: L. Berczeller.
1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 7 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Includes a discussion on the characteristics and
nutritional value of soy flour. Address: Vienna, Austria.
502. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. The Dr. Berczeller’s soya

flour in the Vienna and Continental bakery. In: L. Berczeller.
1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 7 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: Contains 14 recipes for using Berczeller’s soya
flour to make: Rye bread (grey and dark), potato milk bread,
Vienna imperial rolls, imperial rolls with over-night sponge,
French and Vienna rolls with over-night sponge, mellow
milk crescents and bread with over-night sponge, Vienna
milk rolls and crescents, good rusks, sandwich loaves, bread
for diabetics (with “2 lbs. of Berczeller’s Soya flour” and
“2 lbs. wet gluten”), cheap fermented continental goods,
fancy milk tea bread dough for brioches, flans, coreaths, etc.,
almond stollen, and fruit stollen. Address: Bakery expert,
Vienna, Austria.
503. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. The technology of
breadmaking and Dr. Berczeller’s new soy flour. Bread.
In: L. Berczeller. 1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. III. Translation of his 1928 German article. 4 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: “Amongst the various methods of using Dr.
Berczeller’s new Soyflour in human nutrition its use in
Breadmaking is undoubtedly of the highest importance from
the point of view of the hygiene of nutrition and also of the
social economy. The physiological side of this question has
been already dealt with by P. Frankfurter, therefore I am
going to treat this subject very elaborately only from the
point of view of the technology of baking.
“Quite a number of medical and economical writings
have been published concerning the new Dr. Berczeller
soyflour; they are mentioned in the annex giving detailed
information about its treatment. The chemical composition
of the Berczeller soyflour given by Dr. H. Wastl is the
following:”
A table compares the chemical composition of
Berczeller Soyflour (41.5% protein, 20.36% fat and 470
calories per 100 gm) is compared with finest wheat flour, rye
flour, oat flour, maize flour, bean flour, and pea flour.
We see that the soyflour contains about 4 times as much
protein as the cereals and twice as much as the pulses (beans
and peas). The content of fat is 15-20 times higher in the
soyflour than in the wheat or rye flour. It is impossible to
make bread using only soyflour but it serves to enhance the
nutritive value of bread. and to improve the quality of bread
from a technical point of view.
It is well known that industrial workers and the great
majority of the agricultural population crave animal proteins.
Every increase in the income of the poorer classes is
followed by a simultaneous increase in their consumption of
animal proteins.
This is one of the greatest problems of the white race
today–how we can satisfy this instinctive desire of the broad
masses of people. In this respect, the new soyflour facilitates
considerably the food problem.
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Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the word “soyflour.” Address:
Baking Expert of the Nutrition Lab. of Vienna.
504. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. Dr. Berczeller’s new soy
flour and the technology of breadmaking. II. Milkbread,
rolls, smallgoods, pastries, etc. In: L. Berczeller. 1930.
Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. Translation
of his 1928 German article. 7 p. Unpublished manuscript.
[Eng]
• Summary: Contrary to the use of the new Soyflour in
Breadmaking its use in pastries, milk- and fancy-breads
and the like, acts as a perfect substitute for eggs, fat and
milk, besides enhancing the nutritive value of these goods.
This means, of course, a saving of these materials and
consequently a saving in the cost of production. Address:
Baking Expert of the Lab. of Nutrition Research, Vienna,
Austria.
505. A.A.R. 1931. What is soya bean flour? (“The Soyolk”).
China Weekly Review (Shanghai) 56(1):483. March 7.
• Summary: Dr. Berczeller, an Hungarian scientist, has
modernized the traditional process for making soya flour, He
found that by distillation at a low temperature, the elements
unfit for human consumption can be removed. The resulting
Soyolk flour is very rich in protein and vitamins.
Europeans have seen the commercial value of the new
flour and factories are being set up at important centers.
Among the first constructed are those located in Turin
(Italy), Budapest (Hungary), Vienna (Austria), and London
(England); all of them turn out Soyolk. Now there is great
interest in cultivating the Soya Bean in Europe. Address:
Mukden, Manchuria.
506. Horvath, A.A. 1931. The soy bean as human food.
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, News Edition
9(9):136. May 10.
• Summary: Contents: Historical background. Properties and
uses. Growing interest in soy bean preparations in different
countries. Soya foundation proposed.
This article begins: “The soy bean is a plant of early
cultivation in China. Its use dates back to the beginning of
China’s agricultural age under the Emperor Shen Nung.
It is mentioned in the Ben Tsao Gang Mu, the ancient
‘Materia Medica’ written in the year 2838 B.C. This bean
is remarkable for its richness in oil (average 20 per cent),
protein (average 40 per cent), and ash (average 5.5 per cent),
and the almost complete absence of starch.
“Since time immemorial the soy bean has been the most
universal article in the Chinese dietary. It is also extensively
used for food in Korea, Japan, Indo-China, the Philippine
Islands, the Dutch Indies, Siam, and India. The Chinese
make practically no use of dairy products, and the bulk of the
people consume a very meagre amount of meat. Yet, in spite

of this, they have lived for centuries on what appears to be a
remarkably well-balanced diet by the use of the soy bean.”
“Soy bean milk has been extensively used throughout
the Orient since its discovery by the Chinese philosopher
Whai Nain Tze long before the Christian era. This milk
does not coagulate on boiling, but acids and rennet produce
a curd-like precipitate. According to Fisher, soy bean milk
gives a much finer flocculent precipitate in the stomach than
cow’s milk. Its period of stay in the stomach is shorter. Its
ingestion results in a feebler secretion of gastric juice; the
period of secretion is also shorter. The peristaltic motion of
the stomach is less after the ingestion of soy bean milk and
more coordinated than in the case of cow’s milk.
“If soy bean milk is boiled with a solution containing
magnesium chloride or calcium sulfate its proteins are
precipitated. The cheese-like product obtained by pressing
this precipitate is generally known as bean curd and is called
in China ‘tofu.’ If fresh, it contains approximately 8 per cent
of protein and 3 per cent of fat, and is digested, according
to Oshima, to an extent of over 95 per cent. Fried tofu
resembles beef in its content of protein and fat, and is called
in China “the meat without the bones.”
“In the Orient tofu forms a very popular and almost
indispensable dietary article.” Also discusses: Miso, chiang,
Worcestershire sauce (“liquid soy sauce... when spiced, is
sold under the label ‘Worcestershire sauce.’”), W.J. Morse
of the USDA, soy bean foods in Europe, Prof. Berczeller,
and work at the Physiological Institute of the University of
Vienna under Prof. Durig and Dr. Wastl.
“In Russia, the soy bean is fondly called ‘our young
revolutionary Chinese ally.’ ‘Plant soy beans and you plant
meat, milk, egg omelets,’ is the newspaper cry. Efforts
have been made all year to introduce soy bean dishes
to restaurants and homes. A Soy Institute was recently
organized in Moscow, as well as a special exhibition of
soy foods at which 130 varieties of soy dishes, including
cutlets, pastry, salads, candy, and beef, were shown. A dinner,
prepared entirely of soy beans, was served to representatives
of trade unions, factories, Red Army, and the Soviet press.
The food was unanimously declared excellent...
“Soya foundation proposed: There are reasons to expect
that the United States will become the leader in introducing
the soy bean in the daily diet of the white race. An important
step should be the establishment of a soya foundation
in order to promote the creation of a national soya food
research institute.” Address: Health Section, Bureau of
Mines, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
507. Osterreichische Chemische Werke. 1931. [Bleaching
oleaginous or fatty materials such as soybean whole meal].
Austrian Patent 125,709. July 15. [Ger]*
508. Goller, Hubert; Winkler, E.C. 1931. [Treatment of
soybeans to remove beany flavor]. Austrian Patent 126,155.
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Aug. 15. [Ger]*
Address: Austria.

• Summary: This patent is an addition to patent no. 106,346.
Address: Dr., Vienna, Austria.

509. Horvath, A.A. 1931. Soya flour as a national food.
Scientific Monthly 33(3):251-60. Sept. [51 ref]
• Summary: During the past two decades a breakfast
that used to be based on meat has been replaced by one
consisting of cereals, sugar, milk, and fruit. “The experience
of the Chinese people is a good example that even an entirely
vegetarian diet is adequate in every respect if supplemented
by the use of soybean products.”
In Italy extensive studies feeding soybean bread to men
were conducted by Prof. Ducceschi of the Committee for the
Study of Soya, which was founded by order of Mussolini.
Before World War I, the bakeries in Hamburg, Germany,
used around two tons of solvent extracted soybean flour
(made by the Hansa Mill in Hamburg) to make bread. And
since 1920 in Hamburg a bread containing 10% soybean
flour has been supplied to hospitals, asylums, and other
public establishments. Prof. Neumann, director of the
governmental Hygiene Institute in Hamburg (the largest
institute of its kind in Germany) stated in 1928 that “The
heads of the hospitals were unanimous in their praise of this
bread...” The manufacture of a similar soybean bread was
begun in 1920 in the coal mining and industrial districts of
Bochum, Dortmund and Duesseldorf in the Ruhr (Germany).
Also discusses at length Prof. Berczeller’s Soyolk flour,
which contains 42.5% protein and 20.24% fat. “Berczeller
made a noble gesture in making a gift of his patented
procedure in Hungary to the Children’s Welfare Society of
that country. At present, factories manufacturing Berczeller’s
flour are also established in Austria, Germany and England,
and the introduction of Soyolk flour has met everywhere
with great success. In the United States the building of a
Soyolk factory is under way.”
“Professor Moll, of the State Institute for Mothers and
Children in Vienna (Austria), has obtained very satisfactory
results with Soyolk flour for weak and tubercular children.”
“In Vienna, Mrs. Hess, the head of the Federal Institute
of Home Economics, undertook the study of the application
of the Soyolk flour to cooking. Soon a large number of
recipes were produced, the principal of which were soysoups, meat dishes, cakes, fish salads, pancakes, etc.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) by
Dr. A.A. Horvath with the term “soya flour” (or “soy flour”)
in the title. Address: M.D., Former head of the Soybean
Research Lab. at Peking Union Medical College, then with
Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research, Princeton, New
Jersey.

511. Kon, Stanislaw Kazimierz; Markuze, Zofja. 1931. The
biological values of the proteins of breads baked from rye
and wheat flours alone or combined with yeast or soybean
flour. Biochemical Journal 25(5):1476-84. Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The soya bean flour ‘Edelsoja’ was purchased
from the Oesterreichische Soja-Aktiensgesellschaft
in Vienna. It is manufactured under a secret process
(Berczeller) and is stated by the manufacturers to keep
indefinitely without becoming rancid although it contains
about 20% fat.” The breads containing soya bean flour were
two soya flour-wheat breads (90:10 or 80:20 wheat flour:soya
flour), and two soya flour-rye breads (same proportions as
the wheat breads). These were fed to rats. The composition
of the diets is given and the average gain per gram of
protein consumed. “The gain of 2.4 g. per g. of protein
ingested produced by the soya-rye combination at an 8%
level of intake is exceptionally good for vegetable proteins.”
Summary: “A supplementary relation exists between the
proteins of white wheat flour and soya bean flour. There
is a strong indication that a supplementary relation exists
between the proteins of rye flour and soya bean flour. The
biological value of the nitrogen of the crust was found to be
lower than that of the crumb or of whole bread.” Address:
Biochemical Dep., State School of Hygiene, Warsaw, Poland.

510. Berczeller, Ladislaus. 1931. Verfahren zur Veredelung
von Sojabohnen [Process for refining soybeans]. Austrian
Patent 124,999. Oct. 26. Application filed 15 Oct. 1927.
[Ger]

512. Washington Post. 1931. Howard University plans an
honor day: Dr. Percy Julian will deliver principal address in
Rankin Chapel. Nov. 1. p. R12.
• Summary: The principal address will “be made by Dr.
Percy Julian, head of the department of chemistry, in keeping
with the custom of having the principal address made by
a member of the faculty who has recently obtained an
advanced degree.
“Dr. Julian has returned recently from the University of
Vienna, where in August [1931], he received his doctorate
following two years of work.”
513. Dittes, Frances L. 1931. The soybean as human food.
Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee) 13(48):189-90. Dec.
9; 13(49):193-94. Dec. 16. [3 ref]
• Summary: This paper was presented by Miss Dittes at
the 20th annual meeting of the Tennessee Academy of
Science, held 27-28 Nov. 1931 at George Peabody College
for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee. It summarizes scientific
research on the subject. “In 1917 during the World War,
a special committee appointed by the Department of
Agriculture, while searching for a cheaper source of protein
for human consumption, discovered the soybean.”
“At present there is a great interest in soybean
preparations throughout the world. In this country the
leading forces are the Bureau of Home Economics, and W.J.
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Morse, of the United States Department of Agriculture. The
famous Austrian, Professor Haberlandt, wrote about fifty
years ago that the time would come when soybeans would
play an important role in human dietary.”
“An important step being studied at the present time is
the establishment of a soya foundation in order to promote
the creation of a National Soya Food Research Institute.”
Address: Madison Sanitarium Dietitian and Prof. of Home
Economics, Madison College, -.
514. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1932. Zum Anbau der
Sojabohne: Eine wertvolle Eiweissquelle [On the cultivation
of soybeans: A valuable protein source]. Zentralblatt fuer die
oesterreichische Landwirtschaft (Wien) No. 7. p. 65-67. Feb.
20; No. 14. p. 124-25. March 19. [Ger]
Address: Samenzuechter, Platt, Austria.
515. Winkler, E.C.; Goller, H. 1932. [Removing the bitter
principles for soybeans]. French Patent 727,771. April 5.
[Fre]*
Address: Austria.
516. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau in
Oesterreich [The cultivation of soybeans in Austria].
Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 82(15):113-14, April 9;
82(16):122-23. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: Part I concerns soybean culture (Die Kultur
der Sojabohne), starting with a brief history of soybean
investigations in Austria from the Vienna Exposition of
1873, through which Prof. Haberlandt obtained seeds, and
including Brillmayer.
Part II concerns the utilization of the soybean (Die
Verwertung der Sojabohne), including green fodder, soybean
meal, and oil. Address: Oberkommissaer der Bundesanstalt
fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung.
517. Winkler, Egon Carl; Goller, Hubert. 1932. Verfahren zur
Konservierung und Geschmacksveredelung von Sojabohnen
oder Fruechten von anderen Leguminosen [Process for
preserving and improving the flavor of soybeans or similar
legumes]. Swiss Patent 157,329. Dec. 1. 3 p. Application
filed 20 July 1931. [Ger]
Address: 1. Dr. Ing. Both: Vienna, Austria.
518. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Tables 20-49 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (20) Total industrial utilization
of soybean oil and percentages used in specified industries,
United States, 1916-1931. The total pounds used rose from
143.34 million in 1916 to a peak of 335.44 million in 1918,
then fell to a low of 7.53 million in 1924, rising slowly to
35.50 million in 1931. In 1917 (the peak year) soybean oil

comprised 10.3% of all oils used in soap industry. In 1918 it
comprised 4.6% of all oils used in the lard-substitute industry
and 2.6% of all oils used in the margarin industry.
(21) Iodin [iodine] numbers, saponification numbers,
acid numbers, and uses of oils and fats (p. 471). Values are
given for: Chinese tung or wood oil, coconut oil, corn oil,
cottonseed oil, fish oil, linseed oil, palm oil, palm kernel oil,
peanut oil, soybean oil, tallow, whale oil. For soybean oil:
Iodin number 124-148. Saponification number 189-194. Acid
number 2-7. Uses: “Considerable quantities go into paint,
varnish, enamel, linoleum, and waterproofing products. Used
in soaps. Utilized in a large variety of food products. Used in
core oils.”
(22) Utilization of soybeans and soybean products by
amounts, United States, 1930 crop: Beans (bushels)–Feed,
seed, ground (for food {200,000 bu}, for feed), crushed,
total (11.975 million bu). Oil (lbs): Edible purposes
(Oleomargarine {750,000 lb}, lard substitutes {500,000
lb}, other food products {4,750,000 lb}), paint and other
industries (paint and varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, other
uses), soap kettle, increased stocks including oil equivalent,
total (37.2 million lb). Meal (tons): Feed (commercial feeds,
other feeds), food (flour {850 tons}, infant and diabetic foods
{50 tons}), other uses including glue, total (110,000 tons).
(23) Estimated distribution of gathered soybeans
according to use, Illinois, 1926-1931 crops. The four
categories for each year are (with figures for 1931): Used by
oil mill and feed manufacturers (50%), used for seed in state
(22%), used for seed outside state (13%), used for feed on
farm (15%).
(24) Extent to which soybeans came from local sources
or were shipped in from outside the locality, and extent to
which beans sold went to local purchasers or were shipped
out of the locality, 151 identical country elevators and local
seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1926 crops. (25) Soybeans
purchased by 151 country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, 1931 crop. Gives figures for 10 crop reporting
districts. (26) Proportion of soybean crop leaving growers’
hands that was out of their hands by middle of November,
December, and January, Illinois, 1922-1932 (crop storage).
Typically about 60% (range 30-70%) was out of their hands
by Jan. 15.
(27) Estimated proportion of soybean seed shipped
out of the locality by wholesale dealers and jobbers before
specified dates in January, selected states and United States,
1919-1931 crops. The states are: Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
and North Carolina. For the USA, 38.9% on average had
been shipped by Jan. 26. (27A) Soybean varieties marketed
in different sections of Illinois, 1926 crop (11 localities) and
1930 crop (13 localities). The leading varieties of soybeans
marketed in Illinois are Illini, Manchu, Midwest, A.K.,
Virginia, and Ebony.
(28) Estimated costs (cents per bushel) of handling
soybeans for all purposes by 166 identical country elevators
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and local seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1931 crops. For
9 crops reporting districts gives the percentage recleaned
(23-30%) and the costs of recleaning and other costs. (29)
Costs of handling soybeans other than cleaning by identical
country elevators and local seed dealers in leading producing
counties, Illinois, 1926, 1930, and 1931 crops. Costs 3.2 to
4.4 cents per bushel.
(30) Costs of raw materials and other items of soybean
oil production, United States and selected foreign countries,
1923-1924 (per bushel of soybean crushed). The foreign
countries are Manchuria (All Manchuria, Dairen only),
Japan, Great Britain. The total cost is lowest in all Manchuria
(6.26 cents) and highest in the USA (10.21 cents). (31)
Estimated cost of handling soybeans used mainly for seed,
151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, 1926 and 1930 crops. (31A) Cost per bushel of
moving soybeans from central Illinois on board boat at New
Orleans [Louisiana], 1931 crop.
(32) Carloads of soybean federally inspected in leading
soybean producing states, 1928-1932. The states are Illinois,
Missouri, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia. The
most carloads were inspected in Illinois (in Peoria (2,412)
and Chicago (1,284)). (33) Federal grade requirements for
yellow, green, brown, black, and mixed soybeans (Grades
1-4 plus sample grade and Extra No. 1).
(34) Digestible nutrients in feed products of soybeans
(soybean hay, seed, straw, seed and straw, oil meal; incl.
yield per acre and digestible protein). (35) Digestible
nutrients in soybean oil meal and other protein feeds (Incl.
linseed meal {old process}, cottonseed meal {41%}, gluten
meal, wheat middlings, wheat bran, tankage). Only tankage
has a higher “feeding value” than soybean meal. (36) Total
gross value of products obtained from a bushel of soybeans
at different prices of oil and meal. Gives figures when the
price of a pound of soybean oil ranges from 2½ cents to 10
cents per pound, and the price of meal ranges from $15 to
$40 per ton.
(38) Average farm prices of soybeans by seven selected
crop reporting districts, Illinois, January-May, 1925-1931.
The average price over the years ranges from $1.70 to $2.07
per bushel. The lowest price in one year was $0.97/bu in
1931 in Champaign. (39) Average monthly farm prices
of soybeans in three crop reporting districts important in
soybean production, Illinois, October-June, 1925-1930 crops.
The price is always lowest in October and highest in June. So
storage pays.
(40) Average prices paid to producers for soybeans
by 151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, October-July, 1930 and 1926 crops (Dollars per
bushel). (41) Average yearly wholesale selling prices of
soybean seed, selected markets; quotations given for first
five months of the following year, 1919-1931 crops. The
places are: Chicago, Illinois; Louisville, Kentucky; Kansas
City, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Baltimore,

Maryland. The average price of the ten year period at various
cities ranged from $2.25 (Baltimore) to $2.80 (Minneapolis).
Prices were highest in 1920, lowest in 1932.
(42) Retail selling price of good-quality soybean seed
in selected states, March-May, 1926-1932. The states are:
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee.
(43) Average prices paid to producers for thresher-run
soybeans and average wholesale and retail selling prices,
Illinois, 1925-1931 crops. Prices were highest in 1925,
lowest in 1930. In 1925 the average price paid to farmers
was 63.6% of the retail price, and the average wholesale
price was 90.9% of the retail price.
(44) Average advertised price of soybean seed offered
for sale by producers, by varieties, Illinois, March-June
1920-1930. The varieties are: Illini, Manchu, A.K., Midwest,
Ebony, Virginia, Wilson, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Ito San,
Ilsoy, Haberlandt, Ohio, Dunfield, Mansoy.
(45) Exports of soybeans from eight selected exporting
countries, 1923-1930. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total,
China, Japan incl. Chosen [Korea], and Netherlands. (46)
Imports of soybeans into selected countries 1913, and 19191931. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total, Denmark, Japan incl.
Korea, France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom,
United States. Figures in footnote for Sweden and Italy. The
leading importers are now Germany, Denmark, and United
Kingdom.
(47) Imports of soybean oil into seven selected
countries, 1913 and 1919-1931. Gives figures (1,000 lb)
for total, Denmark, Japan (incl. Chosen), France, Germany,
Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States. Gives figures
in footnote for Algeria, Austria, and Sweden. (48) Exports
of soybean oil from eight selected countries, 1913 and 19191931. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total, China, Denmark,
Japan incl. Chosen, France, Germany, Netherlands, United
Kingdom, United States. Figures in footnote for Algeria,
Sweden, Austria, and Italy.
(49) Exports of soybean cake from Manchuria as a
whole and from the port of Dairen, with destination of bean
cake from Dairen, 1926-1931 (tons of 2,000 lb). Exports
from Dairen to Japan, Korea, Europe, United States, China,
Other destinations.
519. Kupelwieser, E. 1932. Veredeltes Sojamehl [Refined
soy flour]. Oesterreichische Gesundheitswesen (Das). p. 198.
[Ger]*
• Summary: The whole soybean was ground, analyzed and
shows to contain 40.65% protein, 2.38% fat, 6.08% ash, only
traces of starch and a low percentage of sugars.
520. Product Name: [Soy Flour].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG, and Neumuehle Toess.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1932.
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Ingredients: Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Morga AG.
“Our company started to manufacture soyfoods in 1930.”
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. “Ernst
Lieberherr, the owner of Morga, started to sell soyfoods
in 1932. He acted as a consultant to the milling company
“Neumuehle Toess” and developed a soy flour together with
them. To this day, Neumuehle has been supplying Morga
with soy flour and Morga is making their products out of it.
Neumuehle is also selling a flour mix to bakeries containing
17½% soy grits.”
521. Product Name: [Zipania {Substitute for Marzipan as a
Sweet Filling for Baked Goods}].
Foreign Name: Zipania.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG, and Neumuehle Toess.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1932.
Ingredients: 50% sugar, 40% soy flour, 10% almonds.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Morga AG.
“Our company started to manufacture soyfoods in 1930.”
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. “Ernst
Lieberherr, the owner of Morga, started to sell soyfoods
in 1932. He acted as a consultant to the milling company
“Neumuehle Toess” and developed a soy flour together with
them. To this day, Neumuehle has been supplying Morga
with soy flour and Morga is making their products out of it.
Neumuehle is also selling a flour mix to bakeries containing
17½% soy grits.
“At the same time in 1932 Neumuehle developed a
product called “Zipania” which consists of 40% soy, 10%
almonds, and 50% sugar. It is used by bakers as a sweet
filling, especially as a substitute (“ersatz”) for marzipan.
“I don’t think Morga has done all that much to
propagate soy in Switzerland. Many of their products are
highly processed and contain only a small proportion of
soy. Nonetheless, Morga sells them as especially healthy
(superfoods) because they contain soya.”
Note: This is the earliest commercial soy product seen
(Jan. 2005) that is flavored by almonds.
522. Woodward, Carl Raymond; Waller, Ingrid Nelson. 1932.
New Jersey’s Agricultural Experiment Station, 1880-1930.
New Brunswick, NJ: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station. 645 p.
See p. 15, 29-30, 105, 163, 167-69, 179, 182, 268, 357-58,
414, 418, 421, 444, 446, 448, 508-09. [30+ ref]
• Summary: Dr. George Hammell Cook (born 1818) was
the first director of the New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station. His
photo, taken on 9 Oct. 1887, is shown opposite the title
page, and his biography appears on pages 14-22. “One of
Dr. Cook’s chief contributions during the early days was his
share in the introduction of the soybean into America. While
visiting Europe in 1878 in company with James Neilson, he

saw the plant under cultivation at the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station at Munich, and believed that it would
probably be a desirable addition to our forage crops. A few
seeds were given him, and Mr. Neilson procured seeds of
several other varieties in Vienna. The seeds were planted at
the College Farm in May 1879, and harvested in October,
with encouraging results. Dr. Cook obtained data on their
composition from Munich and, in reporting on the test,
pointed out their superior food content. Three-fourths of
an acre was planted to the crop in 1880. Only a few earlier
introductions of soybeans into the United States have been
recorded” (p. 30).
“An elaborate series of experiments with forage and
soiling crops was begun in 1896. Fifty acres were laid out in
acre plots and planted the first year to rye, wheat, crimson
clover, oats and peas, corn, cowpeas, soybeans, and barley
and peas. Other crops were subsequently included. Annual
observations were taken of each crop, its yield, composition,
place in the rotation, and adaptability to the system of dairy
farming. These experiments proved that soiling crops could
be grown with profit to supplement pasture (Bulletins 130,
158). A marked increase in the flow of milk resulted from the
feeding of green fodders to the Station herd” (p. 358).
“In 1923 a survey of the growing of soybeans in
New Jersey was begun. The majority of the 42 farmers
interviewed, growing altogether 512 acres of soybeans,
reported that they were pleased with the crop” (p. 418).
Through the pioneering efforts of Dr. Cook, an
experiment station was finally established in New Jersey in
1880. “New Jersey thus became the third state to establish
an Agricultural Experiment Station by special act of
Legislature, being preceded only by Connecticut in 1875,
and North Carolina in 1877. Experiment stations had been
begun in three other states, though not under legislative
enactment. In California, agricultural research was initiated
in 1875 with the use of funds appropriated by the Regents of
the State University. In 1878 the Trustees of Massachusetts
Agricultural College started an agricultural experiment
station, which after three years ceased to function until
placed on a permanent basis by act of legislature in 1882. In
New York State the experiment station at Cornell University
was begun informally in 1879, and operated two years
without any special funds.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in New Jersey, or the cultivation of soybeans in
New Jersey (May 1879).
Note 2. This document describes the earliest cultivation
of soybeans by a U.S. land grant institution (in May 1879) or
by an agricultural experiment station (in 1880).
Note 3. “The Grange had its birth in the aftermath of
the Civil War and the unrest among farmers who believed
they were not getting a square deal from the railroads and
the manufacturers. At first, cooperation in buying and selling
was one of the major objectives; social and educational
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features were also emphasized” (p. 11) The first Grange in
New Jersey was formed on 26 Nov. 1871. Address: 1. Asst.
to the president, Rutgers Univ.; 2. Formerly Assoc. Editor,
New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
523. Horvath, A.A. 1933. The soy-bean industry in the
United States. J. of Chemical Education 10(1):5-12. Jan. [19
ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent overview. Contents:
Introduction: Soybean acreage in the USA in 1917 (50,000
acres) and 1931 (3,497,000 acres), production in bushels
of seed for the top 22 states in 1931. Oil milling: Solvent
or new process, hydraulic or old process, expeller method,
the pioneering work of North Carolina (1916), Chicago
Heights Oil Manufacturing Co. (1920), A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
(1922; starting with one expeller. Today capacity is over 1
million bushels/year), the Blish Milling Co. of Seymour and
Crotersville, Indiana (1923; they crushed 317,000 pounds of
soy beans in the 1927-28 season), current U.S. production
of soy bean oil (13.5 million lb in 1930, up from 11 million
lb in 1929), the problem of disposing of soy-bean oil meal.
Soy bean oil for food. Lecithin. Bleaching properties (J.R.
Short Milling Co. and Wytase). Soy beans for food: Use in
China, Prof. L. Berczeller and soya flour, the Soyex Co. of
Nutley, New Jersey. Glue: I.F. Laucks of Seattle, Washington
(Research began in 1923 but the year “1926 proved to be the
turning point in the life history of soy-bean glue”).
“The maintenance of the soy-bean milling industry
at a high level of production is dependent upon the
consumption of soy-bean oil meal. And heretofore, according
to W.H. Eastman [president of the National Soy-bean Oil
Manufacturers Association], this consumption has been
disappointingly small, despite the fact that the meal has no
superior as a protein concentrate.” The American livestock
feeder “has not come to realize the value of the meal, nor to
utilize its qualities to the same extent as the Danish farmer.
In the year 1930 something over 100,000 tons of the meal
were manufactured in this country [USA] from our domestic
beans. Yet the little country of Denmark is consuming
considerably more than we produce in the United States,
while our milling industry is forced to store a good share of
its production, unable to dispose of it... The demand for soybean cake is the limiting factor for the industry.”
“Soybean oil has certain properties which make it
more valuable to the paint and varnish industries than it
would be as a mere diluent for linseed oil. For instance, it is
particularly well adapted for grinding pastes... Soybean oil
further has the property of mitigating the after-yellowing of a
white paint or enamel, and in this respect it is without a peer.
The trade would pay a considerable premium over the price
of linseed oil to obtain soy-bean oil for this purpose.”
“It is estimated that 75 per cent. of the soy-bean oil
consumed in the United States is being used by paint and
varnish industries and in the manufacture of linoleum,

oilcloth, and artificial leather. Lesser quantities are utilized in
printer’s ink and soap.”
Lecithin: “Up to the present time all the soy-bean
lecithin used in this country [USA] is being imported from
Germany and Denmark. The commercial product is a dark
brown paste or heavy viscous liquid, containing about 60
to 70 per cent. of lecithin, the remainder being pure soya
oil, cocoanut oil, etc... The margarine industry absorbs a
considerable amount of this lipoid, as its incorporation
overcomes many of the differences between butter and its
substitute–e.g., it binds the water and prevents spitting when
frying. Lecithin is of great interest in the chocolate and
cocoa industry...” Discusses many applications of lecithin
but does not give statistics concerning imports or domestic
consumption / utilization.
“A new era dawned in the possibilities of the soy bean
for food with the discovery in 1923 by Prof. L. Berczeller
of the University of Vienna of a special process which
eliminated the beany flavor from the soy bean and produced
a nutty-tasting soy-bean flour capable of being stored for
years without marked deterioration. Its principle consists in
the subjection of the beans to the action of saturated steam
for a short period of time, followed by vacuum distillation. It
is to the credit of the Soyex Company that this process was
brought over to the United States with the establishment in
1930 of a plant in Nutley, New Jersey. A high standard for
soy-bean flour was established.”
Soy-bean exhibit at the Chicago World’s Fair: “The
soy-bean industry of the United States will be adequately
represented at the 1933 ‘Century of Progress’ exposition in
Chicago in the Agricultural Division under the title ‘Century
Soy-bean Exhibit.’ On July 9, 1931, an organization meeting
of representatives of the soy-bean industries was held in
Chicago, where a committee was elected for the sections:
producing, marketing, and utilization, the latter section being
subdivided into human utilization, livestock utilization, the
arts, paints and oils, and milling. The ‘Century Soy-bean
Exhibit’ is an excellent opportunity for the domestic soybean industries to display their products and it is undoubtedly
going to stimulate further developments.
“Conclusions: As Henry Ford recently said, ‘The dinner
table of the world is not a sufficient outlet for the farmer’s
products; there must be found a wider market if agriculture
is to be all that it is competent to become. And where is that
market to be found if not in industry?... For several years we
have been running large crops of everything from sunflowers
to soy beans through our chemical laboratory, in an effort to
find an annual market for the farmer’s produce. There can
be no doubt that the soy bean is one of the most promising
of all agricultural plants for an almost unlimited variety of
industrial uses, and that it is going to play an outstanding role
in the future economic life of this country.’”
Photos show: (1) A hydraulic process [press] mill
(William O. Goodrich Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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[subsidiary of ADM]). (2) Equipment for soy-bean oil
refining process (A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois). (3)
Steam aspirator for producing high vacuum for deodorizing
vegetable oils (Staley). (4) Soy-bean flour mill (The caption
reads: Soyex Company, Inc., Nutley, New Jersey). (5)
Baking Laboratory (The caption reads: Soyex Company
Inc., Nutley, New Jersey. This photo may contain a photo of
Charles E. Fearn, the man to the right in the two-piece suit,
with both sleeves rolled up).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov.
2013) stating that the Soyex Company is located in Nutley,
New Jersey.
(6) Plant making soy-bean adhesives (I.F. Laucks, Inc.,
Seattle, Washington). (7) Tank for adhesives (as high as the
chin of a man standing next to it; Laucks).
Diagram: “Exploitation of the soy bean, according to the
processes of Hansa Muehle G.m.b.H., Hamburg, Germany.
Those derivatives representing products ready for sale are
marked by circles.” The process uses solvent extraction. On
the oil side: There is a “distillation” step before the crude
oil, which is refined to make edible oil. Crude lecithin is
refined to make finished lecithin. On the meal side: First step
is removal of solvent and drying of meal. Then cooling by
air to give finished meal. It undergoes grinding, milling and
sifting to give grits, hull meal, and edible flour.
Note 2. A footnote on the first page states that Horvath
is a “Special Associate Member of the National Soy-bean
Oil Manufacturers Association. (P.O. Box 331, Oakland
Station).”
Note 3. Talk with Bob at the Map Room of the
University of Chicago. 1997. March 25. Oakland Station is
probably in Chicago, Illinois. A railway map from the 1930s
and a gazetteer from the 1920s show it to be a mail stop on
the Illinois Central line at 39th Street. This is 39 blocks south
of The Loop, right along Lake Michigan, south of the center
of Chicago.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2001)
concerning soy lecithin industry and market information (all
soy lecithin used in this country [USA] is being imported
from Germany and Denmark). Address: Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

coagulatable protein]. Austrian Patent 133,383. May 26.
[Ger]*
526. Winkler, Egon Carl; Goller, Hubert. 1933. Process for
disembittering and improving soya beans or like legumines.
U.S. Patent 1,936,281. Nov. 21. 4 p. Application filed 22 July
1931. 1 drawing. Application also filed in Austria on 12 Aug.
1930.
• Summary: “Example: The desired quantity of washed and
unhusked soya beans is placed into a suitably perforated
receptacle, which is inserted in a closed tank, which may be
heated and is fitted with means for varying the pressure and
further is provided with an agitating mechanism or the like.
The quantity of water to be added depends on the kind of the
desired final product.
“The required quantity of water having a temperature
of approximately 68 degrees centigrade is supplied and
the necessary pressure is produced by forcing-in air, if it is
desired to work with over-pressure.
“The optimum pressure is two atmospheres. If it is
desired to work at a vacuum, the tank charged with the
beans is subjected to a vacuum (approximately one third of
an atmosphere) and subsequently water of a temperature of
approximately 65 degrees centigrade is admitted whereby
the vacuum is maintained. After the elapse of about two
hours, the extract of diffusion is removed and subjected to

524. Winkler, Egon Carl; Goller, Hubert. 1933. Process for
disembittering and improving soya beans or like legumes.
British Patent 385,657. Jan. 5. Application filed 28 July
1931. *
• Summary: The glucosides and galactosides, forming the
bitter principle of soybeans, are removed by dialysis under
pressure or in vacuum at 65-80ºC, the husks of the beans
acting as semi-permeable membranes. Address: Austria.
525. Berczeller, Selma. 1933. Verfahren zur veredelung von
oel bzw. koagulierbares eiweiss enthaltenden produkten
[Process for the refining of oil, especially that containing
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further treatment. According to the material used, a diffusion
extending over 20 to 30 minutes will be quite sufficient if it
is desired to generally improve the relish. Also the known
diffusion plants of the sugar refineries are very well suited in
case of a treatment on a very large scale.
“In order to prevent any rancidity owing to the presence
of liberated fatty acids, the diffusion liquid is removed from
the diffusion vessels in which the disembittering has taken
place or a separate diffusion-vessel is charged with a clear
lime water heated to 60 to 70 degrees centigrade or with
another alkaline solution of the same strength and the beans
are subjected for about 10 minutes to the action of the same
either at atmospheric pressure, vacuum or overpressure and
under the same conditions as those which prevailed during
the disembittering. Hereafter the alkaline liquid is removed,
the beans are thoroughly washed and further treated.
“In all these processes it is a condition that the cleaned
legumines are treated in the unchanged state, e.g. unhusked
and not broken up.” Address: Vienna, Austria.
527. Pollak, J. 1933. Soy bean is a source of food and milk
for diabetics. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, News
Edition 11(23):347. Dec. 10. Translated by W.L. Hill.
• Summary: “The process worked out by L. Berczeller in
Vienna for purifying the soy bean, which is known to be
especially rich in protein and fat, has made possible the
production of a soy bean meal [whole soy flour] that still
shows the total fat and lecithin content of the bean and
yet does not become rancid. Later, E. Kupelweiser [sic,
Kupelwieser] in Vienna utilized and perfected this process on
a technical scale.” By the addition of the necessary technical
baking supplements to edible soy meal, a soybean bread has
been produced in Austria. It contains only “one-fourth as
much sugar-forming substance as normal bread. In taste and
appearance this bread comes so near to ordinary whole-grain
bread that it can scarcely be distinguished from it. Moreover,
there is the practical advantage that this new bread, now
being manufactured for diabetics on a factory scale, is
markedly cheaper than most of the baked products hitherto
used by diabetics.
“Another old problem of the production of soy milk
has also been worked out recently in Austria. By suitable
preliminary treatment of soy beans, M. Adler has been able
to produce a soy milk which is completely neutral to the
taste and can scarcely be distinguished from cow’s milk.
Moreover, in chemical composition and physical properties
it appears to be quite equal to animal milk. On account of its
low cost this product could assume importance in the foodprocessing industries. The process is also probably suitable
for the production of milk for diabetics.” Address: Vienna,
Austria.
528. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1933-1966. Glycine soja–Foreign
sources. Part I. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 3

cards. Unpublished.
• Summary: Glycine soja is the scientific name for the wild
soybean, an annual plant. This name has never been used for
the cultivated soybean.
These three hand-written index cards are in the Bailey
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden,
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog.
For example “Buit 33” refers to the 1933 catalog from
Buitenzorg, Java. [LR 1982] means that a list of seeds and
plants (whether or not it contained soy) was “Last Received”
from that source [Buitenzorg] in 1982. There are 72 listings
for Glycine soja from foreign sources. As of Nov. 1997 most
of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are available
in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
(1) Buit. 33–’s Lands Plantentuin Gov. Bot. Garden,
Buitenzorg [later renamed Bogor], Java, Indonesia, 1933 [LR
1977; now known as Botanic Gardens, Kebun Raya, Bogor,
Indonesia]. (2) Saig. 36–Hortus Botanicus Saigonensis,
Saigon, Vietnam, 1936 [LR 1964]. (3) Turc. 37–Hortus
Botanicus Turcomanicus, Turkonen Botanical Garden,
744012 Ashkhabad, Turkmen S.S.R. [later Turkmenistan],
1937 [LR 1976]. (4) Wey. 38–Michael A. Weymarn, 20
Grodekoosky Blvd., Harbin, Manchuria, 1938 [Later part
of China]. (5) Lenin. 39–Botanical Garden (Botanitschesky
Institut), Leningrad, Russia, USSR, 1939 [LR 1976].
(6) Buc. 40–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Bucurestiensis “C.I. Parhon,” Sos. Cotroceni nr. 32, R.P.R.,
Bucharest 15, Romania, 1940. (7) Mort. 39–La Mortola
(Giardino Botanico Hanbury), Ventimiglia 18036, Italy, 1939
[LR 1975]. (8) Co. 41–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis,
Coimbra, Portugal, 1941 [LR 1982]. (9) Port. 42–Estacao
Agronomica Nacional, Oeiras (Lisboa), Portugal, 1942 [LR
1982] (10) Dach. 43–All Union Scientific Research Institute
of Medicinal Plants, Lenino-Dachnoe, Moscow District,
Russia, USSR, 1943 [LR 1943]
(11) Brux. 40–Nationale Plantentuin van Belgie
(formerly named Hortus Botanicus Bruxellensis), Dienst
Levende Verzamelingen, Domaine van Bouchot, B-1860
Meise (Brussels), Belgium, 1940 [LR 1981]. (12)
Gater. 49–Institut für Kulturpflanzenforschung, DDR4325 Gatersleben, Kr. Aschersleben, Bezirk Halle, East
Germany, 1949 [LR 1981]. (13) Camb. 48–University
Botanic Garden (formerly named Horto Cantabrigiensis
Academiae), Cambridge, England, 1948 [LR 1981]. (14)
B.A. 51–Division de Exploraciones e Introduccion de
Plantas, Ministerio de Agricultura de la Nacion, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 1951 [LR 1958]. (15) Jena 52–Botanischen
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Gartens der Friedrich Schiller Universitaet, Jena, Germany,
1952 [LR 1977].
(16) Modena 53–Istituto ed Orto Botanico [Botanical
Garden] dell’Universita di Modena, Modena, Italy, 1953 [LR
1979]. (17) Munchen 55–Botanischer Garten MuenchenNymphenburg, Menzi ger Str. 63 BRD, D-8000 Muenchen
[Munich] 19, Germany, 1955 [LR 1981]. (18) Tar. 56–Villa
Taranto Gardens, Pallanza, Italy, 1956 [LR 1974]. (19) Berl.
55–Botanischer Garten, Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, 1955 [LR
1975]. (20) Ruzy. 57–Research Institute for Plant Production,
Ruzyne at Prague, Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic
since Jan. 1993], 1957 [LR 1957].
(21) Kohr. 57–Gerhard Kohres, Bahnstrasse 101,
D-6101 Erzhausen, Darmstadt, Germany, 1957 [LR
1973]. (22) Szeg. 57–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Szeged, Szeged, Hungary, 1957 [LR 1976]. (23) Brno.
58–Botanika Gardeno de Veterinara Universitato, Brno 12,
Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic since Jan. 1993],
1958 [LR 1968]. (24) Zurich 59–Botanischer Garten der
Universitaet Zuerich (and Parco Botanico del Cantone
Ticino, Isole di Brissago, Lago Maggiore), Zollikerstrasse
107, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland, 1959 [LR 1977]. (25)
Gott. 58–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Goettingen,
Gottingen, Germany, 1958 [LR 1981].
(26) Erl. 58–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet
Erlangen, Schlossgarten 4, Erlangen, Germany, 1958
[LR 1977]. (27) Hohen. 58–Botanischer Garten der
Landwirtschaftlichen Hochschule Stuttgart-Hohenheim,
Stuttgart-Hohenheim, Germany, 1958 [LR 1981]. (28)
Kassel 58–Botanischer Garten der Stadg. Kassel, Bosestrasse
15 (Park Schonfelf), Kassel, Germany, 1958 [LR 1965]. (29)
Marb. 58–Botanischer Garten der Philipps-Universitaet,
Auf den Lahnbergen, 3550 Marburg 1, Germany, 1958 [LR
1981; Formerly located at Pilgrimstein 4]. (30) Bonn U. 58–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Bonn, Meckenheimer
Allee 171, Bonn, Germany, 1958 [LR 1979].
(31) Glasgow 60–Botanic Gardens, Glasgow W. 2,
Scotland, UK, 1960 [LR 1982]. (32) Lond. 60–University
of London, Botanical Supply Unit, Elm Lodge, Englefield
Green, Surrey, England, UK, 1960 [LR 1981]. (33) Liv.
61–University of Liverpool Botanic Gardens, Ness, Neston,
Wirral, Cheshire, England, UK, 1961 [LR 1982]. (34) Kew
61–Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9
3AB, England, UK, 1961 [LR 1982]. (35) Monpl. 62–Jardin
des Plantes, Universite de Montpellier, Faubourg St. Jaumes,
Montpellier, France, 1962 [LR 1978].
(36) Komen. 62–Botanicka Zahrada Univerzity
Komenskeho, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 1962 [LR 1965;
Bratislava has been the capital of Slovakia since 1992].
(37) Humb. 63–Institut für Botanik der LandwirtschaftlichGaerternischen Fakultaet der Humboldt Universitaet zu
Berlin, Invalidenstrasse 42, Berlin 4, Germany, 1963, [LR
1964]. (38) Hok. 64–Botanic Garden of the Faculty of
Agriculture, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan, 1964 [LR

1982]. (39) Padova 63–Istituto Botanico dell’Universita, Via
Orto Botanico 15, Padova [Padua], Italy, 1963 [LR 1980].
(40) Kosice 63–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika,
Kosice, Slovakia, 1963 [LR 1981].
(41) Pal. 64–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Palackianae,
Olomouc, Leninova 26, Czechoslovakia, 1964 [LR 1979].
(42) Cluj. 63–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca,
Romania, 1963 [LR 1981]. (43) Pecs 63–Hortus Botanicus
Pecs, Ifjusag Utja 6, Pecs, Hungary, 1963 [LR 1976]. (44)
Vasak 63–Vladimir Vasak Agricultural Research Station,
Sumperk-Temenice, Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic
since Jan. 1993], 1963 [LR 1963]. (45) Bud. 64–Hortus
Botanicus Universitatis Hungariae, Illes u. 25, Budapest
VIII, Hungary, 1964 [LR 1981].
(46) Trieste 64–Universita degli studi di Trieste,
Trieste, Italy, 1964 [LR 1964]. (47) Nijm. 65–Hortus
Botanicus Universitatis Noviomagensis, University of
Nijmegen, Driehuizerweg 200, Nijmegen, Netherlands,
1965 [LR 1981]. (48) Gob. 66–Prachi Gobeson, Narendra
Nager (Dunlop Bridge), P.O. Belgharia, Calcutta-56, India,
1966 [LR 1966; Formerly located at Anandrapuri, P.O.
Barrackpore, Calcutta]. (49) Ferr. 65–Hortus Botanicus
Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico dell’Universita di
Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1965 [LR 1976]. (50) Rouen 66–
Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Rouen, 7 Rue de Trianon,
Rouen, France, 1966 [LR 1981]. Continued. Address: L.H.
Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca,
New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-2557979.
529. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1933-1982. Glycine max–Foreign
sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 cards.
Unpublished.
• Summary: These two hand-written index cards are in the
Bailey Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/
or botanic garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey.
In this index system, there are eleven major cards and eight
minor cards related to the soybean. On each card are twopart coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden,
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog. For
example “Kew 33” refers to the 1933 catalog of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew, England. [LR 1982] means that a
list of seeds and plants (whether or not it contained soy) was
“Last Received” from that source [Kew] in 1982. There are
55 listings for Glycine max from foreign sources. As of Nov.
1997 most of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are
available in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
(1) Kew 33–Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond,
Surrey TW9 3AB, England, UK, 1933 [LR 1982]. (2) Taih.
34–Taihoku Botanic Garden, Taihoku, Formosa [Taiwan],
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1934. (3) Adel. 50–Adelaide Botanic Garden, Adelaide,
South Australia, 1950 [LR 1982]. (4) Tar. 50–Villa Taranto
Gardens, Pallanza, Italy, 1950 [LR 1974]. (5) Upps. 50–
Universitets Botaniska Tradgard, P.O. Box 123, Uppsala,
Sweden, 1950 [LR 1979].
(6) Port. 51–Estacao Agronomica Nacional, Oeiras
(Lisboa), Portugal, 1951 [LR 1982]. (7) Camb. 51–
University Botanic Garden, Cambridge, England, UK, 1951
[LR 1981]. (8) Copen. 50–Universitetets Botaniske Have
Kobenhaven, ø Farimagsgade 2B, DK-1353, Copenhagen K,
Denmark, 1950 [LR 1981]. (9) Wien 54–Botanischer Garten
der Universitaet Wien, Rennweg 14, Wien III, Austria,
1954 [LR 1976]. (10) Modena 53–Istituto ed Orto Botanico
[Botanical Garden] dell’Universita di Modena, Modena,
Italy, 1953 [LR 1979].
(11) P.I. 53–Bureau of Plant Industry, Dep. of
Agriculture, Manila, Philippines, 1953 [LR 1953]. (12)
B.A. 55–Division de Exploraciones e Introduccion de
Plantas, Ministerio de Agricultura de la Nacion, Buenos
Aires, Argentina, 1955 [LR 1958]. (13) N.H.L. 56–National
Institute of Hygienic Sciences (formerly: National Hygienic
Laboratory), Kasukabe Experiment Station of Medicinal
Plants, No. 30 Kasukabe-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan, 1956
[LR 1963]. (14) Co. 57–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis,
Coimbra, Portugal, 1957 [LR 1982]. (15) Gater. 56–Institut
für Kulturpflanzenforschung, DDR-4325 Gatersleben, Kr.
Aschersleben, Bezirk Halle, East Germany, 1956 [LR 1981].
(16) Prag. 56–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Carolinae
Pragensis, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1956 [LR 1977]. (17)
Hamburg 58–Botanischer Garten Hamburg, Jungiustr. 6,
Hamburg 36, Germany, 1958 [LR 1973]. (18) Milan 58–
Hortus Botanicus Mediolanensis, Istituto Orto Botanico
dell’Universita di Milano, Via Guiseppe Colombo 60, Milan,
Italy, 1958 [LR 1980]. (19) Read. 59–Agricultural Botanic
Garden, University of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, England,
UK, 1959 [LR 1974]. (20) Rabat 63–Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique, B.P. 415, Rabat, Morocco, 1963
[LR 1971; Formerly: 99 Avenue de Temara].
(21) L’zig 63–Botanischer Garten der Karl Marx
Universitaet, Leipzig, Germany, 1963 [LR 1976]. (22) Jena
63–Botanischen Gartens der Friedrich Schiller Universitaet,
Jena, Germany, 1963 [LR 1977]. (23) Tap. 63–Institutum
Agrobotanicum, Orszagos Agrobotanikai Intezet, Tapioszele,
Hungary, 1963 [LR 1978]. (24) Brux. 64–Nationale
Plantentuin van Belgie (formerly named Hortus Botanicus
Bruxellensis), Dienst Levende Verzamelingen, Domaine
van Bouchot, B-1860 Meise (Brussels), Belgium, 1964
[LR 1981]. (25) Berg 65–Hortus Botanicus Bergianus
(Bergianska Tradgarden), Stockholm 50, Sweden, 1965 [LR
1981].
(26) Pecs 65–Hortus Botanicus Pecs, Ifjusag Utja 6,
Pecs, Hungary, 1965 [LR 1976]. (27) Essen 66–Botanischer
Garten Essen, Hortus Botanicus Assindiensis, Essen,
Germany, 1966 [LR 1977]. (28) Bonn U. 65–Botanischer

Garten der Universitaet Bonn, Manesova ul. 13,
Meckenheimer Allee 171, Bonn, Germany, 1965 [LR 1979].
(29) Kosice 68–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika,
Kosice, Slovakia, 1968 [LR 1981]. (30) S.C. 68–Jardin
Agrobotanico de Santa Catalina, Llavollol FNGR, Argentina,
1968 [LR 1974].
(31) Barc. 70–Institut Botanic de Barcelona, Av.
Muntanyans, Parc de Montjuic, Barcelona 4, Spain,
1970 [LR 1981]. (32) Munchen 71–Botanischer Garten
Muenchen-Nymphenburg, Menzi ger Str. 63 BRD, D-8000
Muenchen [Munich] 19, Germany, 1971 [LR 1981]. (33)
Hohen. 72–Botanischer Garten der Landwirtschaftlichen
Hochschule Stuttgart-Hohenheim, Stuttgart-Hohenheim,
Germany, 1972 [LR 1981]. (34) Frank. 72–Botanischer
Garten der Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universitaet,
Siesmayerstrasse 72, 6 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 1972
[LR 1980]. (35) Oxf. 73–Botanic Garden, University of
Oxford, Rose Lane, Oxford, England, UK, 1973 [LR 1981].
(36) Koln 73–Botanischer Garten und Arboretum der
Stadt Köln [Cologne], Ave. Botanischen Garten, 5000 Koeln
60, Germany, 1973 [LR 1981; Formerly at Amsterdammer
Strasse 36]. (37) Hal. 74–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Halensis, Halle, Germany, 1974 [LR 1982]. (38) Gen. 73–
Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de la Ville Geneve, Case
postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy / Geneva, Switzerland,
1973 [LR 1981]. (39) Zurich 74–Botanischer Garten der
Universitaet Zuerich (and Parco Botanico del Cantone
Ticino, Isole di Brissago, Lago Maggiore), Zollikerstrasse
107, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland, 1974 [LR 1977]. (40)
Amst. 73–Jardin Botanique de l’Universite Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1973 [LR 1975].
(41) Bes. 73–Jardin Botanique de la Ville et de
l’Universite (de Besancon), Place Marechal Leclerc, 25000
Besancon, France, 1973 [LR 1981]. (42) Dijon 73–Hortus
Botanicus Divionensis, Jardin Botanique, 1 Avenue AlbertPremier, 21000 Dijon, France, 1973 [LR 1981]. (43) Wars.
75–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw,
Poland, 1975 [LR 1981]. (44) Berl. 75–Botanischer Garten,
Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, 1975 [LR 1975]. (45) Cluj. 76–
Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas “Babes-Bolyai,”
Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca, Romania, 1976
[LR 1981].
(46) Glasgow 77–Botanic Gardens, Glasgow W. 2,
Scotland, UK, 1977 [LR 1982]. (47) Monpl. 78–Jardin
des Plantes, Universite de Montpellier, Faubourg St.
Jaumes, Montpellier, France, 1978 [LR 1978]. (48)
Erl. 77–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Erlangen,
Schlossgarten 4, Erlangen, Germany, 1977 [LR 1977].
(49) Groz. 80–Hortus Agrobotanicus Instituti Agronomici
“Dr. Petru Groza,” Cluj, Romania, 1980 [LR 1980]. (50)
Duss. 79–Botanisches Institut der Universitaet Duesseldorf,
Christophstrasse 82, Dusseldorf, Germany, 1979 [LR 1981].
(51) Tubin. 80–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet
Tuebingen, Tubingen, Germany, 1980 [LR 1980]. (52) Vac.
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82–Research Institute for Botany, Hungarian Academy
of Sciences Botanical Garden, 2183 Vacratot, Hungary,
1982 [LR 1982]. (53) Graz 82–Botanischer Garten der
Universitaet Graz, Holtei-Gasse 6, A-8010 Graz, Austria,
1982 [LR 1982]. (54) Jo. 81–Botanical Garden, Univ. of
Joensuu, P.O. Box 111, SF-80101 Joensuu, Finland, 1981
[LR 1981]. (55) Utr. 82–”Hortus Botanicus” Utrecht &
“Cantonspark” Baarn of the State University of Utrecht,
Utrecht, Netherlands, 1982 [LR 1982]. Address: L.H. Bailey
Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-2557979.
530. Wessely, F.; Kornfeld, L.; Lechner, F. 1933. Ueber die
Synthese von Daidzein und von 7-Oxy-4’-methoxy-isoflavon
[On the synthesis of daidzein and of 7-Oxy-4’-methoxy
-isoflavone]. Chemische Berichte 66:685-87. [6 ref. Ger]
• Summary: F. Lechner’s dissertation on this subject was
published in April 1932. L. Kornfeld’s dissertation on this
subject was published in July 1932. Note: This journal is
published by Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft. Address:
No. II Chemical Lab., Univ. of Vienna.
531. Kroener, Waldemar. 1933. Proteine [Proteins]. In: Emil
Abderhalden. 1933. Biochemisches Handlexikon. XIV. Band
(7. Ergänzungsband) [Biochemical pocket dictionary. Vol.
14]. Berlin: Julius Springer. 339 p. See p. 38-39, 192. Index.
26 cm. [13 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Plant proteins. Animal
proteins. Decomposition products (Abbaustufen) of proteins.
Glycinin (a globulin from the soybean) is discussed on p.
38-39. Page 192 states that (according to Ziegelmayer 1931)
soymilk inhibits the ability of rennet to produce curds in
cow’s milk. Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
532. LeClerc, J.A. comp. 1934. Partial list of processes for
removing the bitter taste from soybeans. Washington, DC:
Food Research Div., Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, USDA.
1 p. April 9. Revised 1938, 2 p. Unpublished manuscript. [22
ref]
• Summary: This is a list of 21 patents and 1 article in
Chemiker Zeitung on this subject related to production of soy
flour. The following countries have the following number
of patents: USA 12, Britain 3, Austria 2, France 1, Japan 1,
Switzerland 1, and Yugoslavia 1.
Note: Joseph Arthur LeClerc was born in 1873. Address:
Food Research Div., Bureau of Chemistry & Soils, USDA.
533. Hummer, Otto. 1934. Trokenkultur von
Mikroorganismen und Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
solchen [Dry culturing of microorganisms and a process for
the production of the same]. Swiss Patent 170,437. Sept. 17.
4 p. Application filed 9 Feb. 1933. [Ger]
• Summary: The microorganisms discussed are yeasts and

bacteria. Address: Dr., Vienna, Austria.
534. Neufeld & Company. 1934. Verfahren zur Herstellung
eines nicht bitteren Mehles aus Sojabohnen [Process for
producing a neutral tasting flour from soybeans]. Swiss
Patent 170,757. Oct. 1. 3 p. Application filed 17 July 1933.
[Ger]
Address: Berlin, Germany.
535. Schmalfuss, H.; Werner, H.; Gehrke, A. 1934. Lichtund Waermeempfindlichkeit der Fette und ihrer Bausteine
in ihrer Bedeutung fuer Wirtschaft und Leben [Sensitivity
of fats and their building blocks to light and warmth, and its
significance for home economics and life]. Oesterreichische
Chemiker-Zeitung (Vienna) 37(19):162. Oct. 1. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Mentions soy oil (Sojaöl) and ketone formation
in purified fats. Address: 1. Prof., Dr., Hamburg, Germany; 3.
Harburger Oelfabrik Noblee & Thörl G.M.B.H.
536. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1934-1976. Glycine hispida–Foreign
sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 cards.
Unpublished.
• Summary: Glycine hispida was an early scientific name
for the soybean given by C.J. Maximowicz in 1873. It was
superseded by Soja max Piper in 1914, and finally by the
current name, Glycine max (L.) Merrill in 1917.
These two hand-written index cards are in the Bailey
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden,
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog.
For example “Will. 34” refers to the 1934 catalog of J.P.
Williams & Bros., Colombo, Ceylon (Renamed Sri Lanka
in 1972) [LR 1982] means that a list of seeds and plants
(whether or not it contained soy) was “Last Received” from
that source [J.P. Williams] in 1982. There are 34 listings for
Glycine hispida from foreign sources. As of Nov. 1997 most
of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are available
in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
(1) Will. 34–J.P. Williams & Bros., 94 Wall St.,
Kotahena, Colombo, Ceylon, 1934. (2) Kirst. 37–National
Botanic Garden Kirstenbosch, Private Bag X7, Claremont
7735, South Africa, 1937 [LR 1983; Formerly in Newlands,
C.P.]. (3) Alger 36–Jardin Botanique, Universite d’Alger,
Algiers, Algeria, 1936 [LR 1956]. (4) Lenin. 40–Botanical
Garden (Botanitschesky Institut), Leningrad, Russia,
USSR, 1940 [LR 1976]. (5) Co. 41–Hortus Botanicus
Conimbrigensis, Coimbra, Portugal, 1941 [LR 1982].
(6) Brux. 40–Nationale Plantentuin van Belgie (formerly
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named Hortus Botanicus Bruxellensis), Dienst Levende
Verzamelingen, Domaine van Bouchot, B-1860 Meise
(Brussels), Belgium, 1940 [LR 1981]. (7) Kew 47–Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB,
England, UK, 1947 [LR 1982]. (8) Copen. 48–Universitets
Botaniske Have Kobenhaven, ø Farimagsgade 2B, DK1353, Copenhagen K, Denmark, 1948 [LR 1981]. (9) Gand.
52–Plantentuin der Rijksuniversiteit (formerly named
Hortus Botanicus Gandavensis), K.L. Ledeganckstraat 35,
B-9000 Gent, Belgium, 1952 [LR 1981]. (10) Munchen 53–
Botanischer Garten Muenchen-Nymphenburg, Menzi ger Str.
63 BRD, D-8000 Muenchen [Munich] 19, Germany, 1953
[LR 1981].
(11) Gen. 58–Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de
la Ville Geneve, Case postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy
/ Geneva, Switzerland, 1958 [LR 1981]. (12) Basel 57–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Basel, Schonbeinstrasse
6, Basel, Switzerland, 1957 [LR 1980]. (13) St. A. 57–
University Botanic Gardens, St. Andrews, Scotland,
UK, 1957 [LR 1982]. (14) Ant. 58–Hortus Botanicus
Antveroiensis Plantentuin, Gerard le Grellelaan 5, Antwerp,
Belgium, 1958 [LR 1973]. (15) Kassel 58–Botanischer
Garten der Stadg Kassel, Bosestrasse 15 (Park Schonfelf),
Kassel, Germany, 1958 [LR 1965].
(16) Erevan 58–Hortus Botanicus Academiae
Scientiarum RSS Armeniae, Yerevan (Epebah), Kanaker,
Armenia, 1958 [LR 1974]. (17) Torino 58–Hortus
Botanicus Universitatis Taurinensis, Istituto ed Orto
Botanico dell’Universita, Viale Matthioli 25, Torino [Turin],
Italy, 1958 [LR 1978]. (18) Ferr. 61–Hortus Botanicus
Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico dell’Universita di
Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1961 [LR 1976]. (19) Zag. 61–
Botanicki VRT Univerziteta, Hortus Botanicus Facultatis
Scientiarum Naturalium et Mathematicarum Universitatis
Zagrabiensis, Marculicev TRG 9a, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
[Croatia by June 1991], 1961 [LR 1961]. (20) Alma 61–
Hortus Botanicus Academiae Scientiarum RSS Kazachstan,
Alma-Ata 480070, Kazakhstan, USSR, 1961 [LR 1976].
(21) Cra. 61–Hortus Botanicus Instituti Agronomici
Craiovensis, Strada Comuna din Paris no. 24, Craiova,
Romania, 1961 [LR 1963]. (22) Wars. 62–Hortus Botanicus
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1962 [LR 1981].
(23) Cluj. 62–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca,
Romania, 1962 [LR 1981]. (24) U. Kiev 63–Hortus
Botanicus Fominianus Universitatis Kioviensis, Kiev,
Ukraine, USSR, 1963 [LR 1982]. (25) Kiev 63–Hortus
Botanicus Centralis Academiae Scientiarum UCR, Via
Timirjasevska 1, Kiev 14, Ukraine, USSR, 1963 [LR 1979].
(26) Oslo 66–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Osloensis,
Oslo, Norway, 1966 [LR 1983]. (27) Gren. 69–Jardin de
l’Institut Botanique Alpin du Lautaret, 9 Place Bir-Hakeim,
Grenoble (Isere), France, 1969 [LR 1975]. (28) Stras. 69–
Jardin Botanique de Strasbourg, 28 Rue Goethe, Strasbourg,

France, 1969 [LR 1982]. (29) Pratap 68–Pratap Nursery &
Seed Stores, P.O. Premnagar, Dehra Dun-6 [Uttar Pradesh],
India, 1968 [LR 1971]. (30) Tubin. 69–Botanischer Garten
der Universitaet Tuebingen, Tubingen, Germany, 1969 [LR
1980].
(31) Cluj. 70–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca,
Romania, 1970 [LR 1981]. (32) Lyon 71–Jardin Botanique
de la Ville de Lyon au Parch de la Tete-d’Or, Lyon, France,
1971 [LR 1973]. (33) Mainz 74–Botanischer Garten der
Johannes Gutenberg Universitaet, 6500 Mainz / Rhein,
Germany, 1974 [LR 1977]. (34) Turc. 76–Hortus Botanicus
Turcomanicus, Turkonen Botanical Garden, 744012
Ashkhabad, Turkmen S.S.R. [later Turkmenistan], 1976 [LR
1976]. Address: L.H. Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607255-7981. Fax: 607-255-7979.
537. Lieberherr, Ernst. 1935. Verfahren zur Veredelung von
Samen, wie z.B. Sojabohnen, Huelsenfruechten etc. [Process
for refining seeds, such as soybeans, legumes, etc.]. Swiss
Patent 172,720. Jan. 16. 3 p. Application filed 19 June 1933.
[Ger]
Address: Kuesnacht near Zurich, Switzerland.
538. Leithe, Wolfgang; Mueller, Erika. 1935. Die
refraktometrische Fettbestimung in deutscher Soja
[Refractometric determination of fat in German soybeans].
Angewandte Chemie 48(27):414-415. July 6. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A refractometric method was used to determine
the fat in 23 different kinds of soya beans. Agreement with
the extraction method was found. Address: Aus dem II.
Chemischen Laboratorium der Universitaet Wien.
539. Kurdiani, I.; Nakashidze, E. 1935. [Oilseed plants].
Tblisi, Georgia: Georgian Press. 140 p. [Geo]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya” (p. 21-23) states (p.
22) that the soybean was introduced to France from China
in 1793. In 1873 it appeared at the Vienna International
Exhibition. At the end of the 19th century the soybean was
grown in Russia. “In our country [Georgia] it was first
cultivated in the 1860s.”
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A soybean plant,
with a cluster of pods shown separately. (2) Soybean leaves,
flowers, and flower parts. (3) Soybean pods, closed and
opened, with individual beans. (4) The root system with
nodules. Address: Georgia.
540. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung. 1936. Einfache
Futterberechnung fuer Milchvieh [Simple fodder calculation
for milk cows]. 86(1):4. Jan. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean meal, the last item in a long table
showing the content of feeds, is by far the richest source of
digestible protein. Signed: “Ing H.” Address: Austria.
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541. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung. 1936.
Sojabohnensauerfutter fuer Milchkuehe [Soybean silage for
milk cows]. 86(1):5. Jan. 4. [1 ref. Ger]
Address: Austria.

546. Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria). 1936. Rat und Auskunft:
23. Sojamehlbezug, Vollsumzug [Advice and information:
23. Purchase of soybean meal (Letter to the editor)].
68(4):153-54. April. [Ger]

542. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung. 1936.
Wirtschaftliche Nachrichten: Sojaabnehmepflicht der
Kunstfettindustrie [Economic news: Obligation to use soya
in the artificial fat industry]. 86(1):6. Jan. 4. [Ger]
Address: Austria.

547. Edel-Soja Verkaufsbüro. 1936. Edel-Soja: der erprobte
Pollenersatz. Rascheste Erzielung trachtstarker Voelker
[Edel-Soja: The tried and tested pollen substitute. Fastest
achievement for people wanting high yields of honey (Ad)].
Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 68(4):165. April. [Ger]
• Summary: A 1/6-page black-and-white ad. Read about
Edel-Soja in the following articles:
Professor Schiller in Bienen-Vater, Vol. 68, No. 2, Feb.
1936.
Director Weippl in Illustrierte Monatsblätter für
Bienenzucht, Vol. 36, Feb. 1936.
Edel-Soja can be purchased at two locations in Vienna,
Austria. Address: Wipplingerstrasse 31, Vienna 1 [Austria].
Phone: U-26-307.

543. Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria). 1936. Rat und Auskunft:
7. Pollenerrsatz [Advice and information: 7. Pollen substitute
(Letter to the editor)] 68(2):63. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: The writer asks detailed questions about whole
soy flour (Sojamehl) as a food for bees.
544. Schiller, Jos. 1936. Neue Forschung: Bericht ueber Art
und Wirkung der Sojamehl-Fuetterung in Jahre 1935 [New
research: Report on the art and effect of feeding soy flour to
bees in 1935]. Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 68(2):57-60.
Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: In the February issue of this periodical the
author gave a short report on the success he had in feeding
trials with nutritional yeast (Naerhefe) and Edelsoja flour
(Edelsojamehl). Address: Univ. Prof, PhD, Vienna.
545. Edel-Soja Verkaufsbüro. 1936. Edel-Soja: der erprobte
Pollenersatz. Raschere Erzielung trachtstarker Voelker
[Edel-Soja: The tried and tested pollen substitute. Faster
achievement for people wanting high yields of honey (Ad)].
Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 68(3):126. March. [Ger]
• Summary: A 1/3-page black-and-white ad. Use Edel-Soja,
the tried and tested pollen substitute which gives faster
results.
Edel-Soja is a pure natural product, containing no added
chemicals, which has long been made from soybeans (SojaFrucht) grown in Austria.
Edel-Soja contains: 41% protein (of full biological
value), 20% fat, 20% sugars, 3% lecithin (the characteristic
component of egg yolks). Read about Edel-Soja in the
following articles:
Professor Schiller in Bienen-Vater, Vol. 68, No. 2, Feb.
1936.
Director Weippl in Illustrierte Monatsblätter für
Bienenzucht, Vol. 36, Feb. 1936.
Edel-Soja can be purchased at two locations in Vienna,
Austria.
Edel-Soja costs S. 1.50 per kg.
Note: Was Ladislaus Berczeller involved with this
company? He established the brand name Edel-Soja for
whole (full-fat) soy flour. Address: Wipplingerstrasse 31,
Vienna 1 [Austria]. Phone: U-26-307.

548. Edel-Soja Verkaufsbüro. 1936. Edel-Soja: der erprobte
Pollenersatz. Rascheste Erzielung trachtstarker Voelker
[Edel-Soja: The tried and tested pollen substitute. Fastest
achievement for people wanting high yields of honey (Ad)].
Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 68(5):198. May. [Ger]
• Summary: A 1/6-page black-and-white ad. Read about
Edel-Soja in the following articles:
Professor Schiller in Bienen-Vater, Vol. 68, No. 2, Feb.
1936.
Director Weippl in Illustrierte Monatsblätter für
Bienenzucht, Vol. 36, Feb. 1936.
Edel-Soja can be purchased at two locations in Vienna,
Austria. Address: Wipplingerstrasse 31, Vienna 1 [Austria].
549. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):187T-89T. May.
• Summary: “14. British Guiana [Guyana]. Soya growing
was introduced in 1927. Trials in acclimatisation were
carried out by the Agricultural Experiment Stations. There
is no cultivation on a commercial scale. Only introduced
varieties are grown, the best being Caracas White [perhaps
from Venezuela?]. Efforts have been directed towards finding
a variety adapted both to forage and seed production. Soya
is grown in places where the soil is light. The yields in seeds
vary from 1,500 to 2,500 lb per acre.
“15. Dutch Guiana [Suriname]. Soya is grown here
solely by farmers from Java. It is not a commercial product
and is generally consumed by the producers. The variety
grown is one with black seeds which was imported in 1905
by Mr. Van Hall. It is grown in light, sandy soils. An average
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yield is obtained of 6 to 12 quintals of seed per hectare.
Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
“The Experiment Station of Paramaribo imported,
several years ago, numerous varieties from the United
States and Java. The trials in cultivation carried out in the
Experiment Garden have shown that none of these varieties
give as good results as the variety imported in 1905.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
(March 2001) for soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Suriname (1905). The source of these soybeans
is unknown, but it may well have been Java.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001)
concerning the work of Indonesians (farmers from Java) with
soybeans overseas.
“16. Mexico. The first trials in soya growing date back
to 1925. Investigations in acclimatisation are now carried
out by the Direction of Agriculture in the states of Vera Cruz
and Mexico, at the Agricultural School of Ciudad Juarez
and in the region of Tuxtepec, State of Caxaca [sic, Oaxaca,
in southeast Mexico].” The following varieties have been
introduced to Mexico: Virginia, Laredo, Hollybrook, and
Mammoth. The first two have given the best results.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico (one of
two documents). This document contains the third earliest
date seen for soybean in Mexico (1925), and the second
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico
(1925). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
“17. Peru. Trials in acclimatising soya were first started
in Peru in 1928, and have not yet passed the experimental
stage. These trials are carried out chiefly by the Experiment
Stations of Moquega, Ancash, Piura, Lambayeque and La
Molina, at Lima.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Peru. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans in Peru
(1928). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
“18. Porto Rico [Puerto Rico]. An attempt was made to
introduce soya growing into Porto Rico in 1912. Different
trials were carried out for establishing this crop, but without
success as farmers were not interested in this plant.
“19. Salvador [El Salvador]. In 1932, the government of
Salvador imported soya seeds from Brazil for the purpose of
acclimatisation. Up to the present the results have not been
sufficiently definite for any deductions to be made. In fact,
these results are sometimes positive and sometimes negative,
without discovering any reason for the lack of success.
interesting commercial information on the soybean.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation of
soybeans in El Salvador. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation
of soybeans in El Salvador (1932). The source of these

soybeans was Brazil.
“20. Uruguay. On account of the economic importance
soya might have for this country, the Industrial and Forage
Plants Section, from the date of its foundation in 1929,
undertook an extensive study of this plant. As a point
of departure, abundant material was assembled for the
purpose of study from all parts of the world. The first trials
in cultivation were made with two varieties, Biloxi, which
originated from trials carried out in 1925-1926; and a yellow
variety of soya which was subsequently recognised to be
the variety Mammoth. The Section received, in November,
1929, a large collection from the Plant Production Institute
of Leningrad, including 66 varieties. This collection was
afterward completed by other varieties from North America
and other parts of the world, so that at present the Section
has 233 varieties available. In the spring of 1929, the section
undertook trials in cultivation and adaptation,... in 1933-1934
of the 233 varieties cultivated, only 28 were retained, so that
up to the present, 205 varieties have been eliminated. Of the
varieties retained, only 10 appear to be very promising;...
all the soya from seed obtained from Brillmayr [Brillmayer]
in Austria and large quantities from the Industrial Plants
Institute at Leningrad and from Germany, proved to be
quite unsuitable for cultivation in Uruguay. All this shows
the fundamental importance of the biological problem of
adaptation.
“It may be said that, at present, the varieties of soya
best adapted to cultivation in Uruguay are the following: (1)
Varieties cultivated for industrial purposes.–These are almost
all varieties with light coloured seeds, with the exception
of 3 varieties in which the colour of the seeds is entirely
different from that required by industry, namely, the varieties
Biloxi, with brown seed; Hispida Moench Baird with brown
seed; Hispida Moench Ednce, with black seed [Note 6. Is this
Edna, which had black seed?]. (2) Varieties suitable only for
forage production.–Laredo and Otootan. Generally speaking,
it may be said that according to the investigations carried out
by Professor Henry, Chief of the Industrial and Forage Plant
Section of Estanzuela, the 4 most important varieties of soya
best adapted to environmental conditions in Uruguay, are as
follows: Mammoth, Laredo, Linea genetica 4-a, Japonesa.”
Address: Rome, Italy.
550. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome)
27(6):216T-33T. June.
• Summary: Contents: Part 3. IV. Varieties cultivated in
different countries (Continued). B. Europe. 1. Germany.
2. Austria. 3. France. 4. Great Britain (and Colonies). 5.
Hungary. 6. Italy. 7. Netherlands. 8. Poland. 9. Rumania. 10.
Switzerland. 11. Czechoslovakia. 12. Turkey. 13. U.S.S.R.
Address: Rome, Italy.
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551. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Western Europe (Document part). Monthly
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):216T-28T. June.
• Summary: “1. Germany. In spite of numerous attempts
extending over a long period of time, and particularly since
1920, soya cultivation in Germany has remained in the
experimental stage. From a practical standpoint it cannot be
said that economic cultivation of soya exists...
“All the varieties introduced for trial have failed as they
were not adaptable to the climatic conditions of the country.
Certain growers, however, (Schurig at Stedten; Brandt at
Gierdorf; Heinemann; Winkler, etc.) and several professors
of State Institutions (Professor Riede of the Bonn University;
Professor Sessous of the Giessen University; Professor
Berkner of the Breslau University; Dr. Heinze of the
Chamber of Agriculture of Halle) have carried out breeding
work and have obtained lines superior to the varieties which
were used as the point of departure. These lines are at present
being tested in various regions in Germany.
“Several varieties have been obtained by the botanical
station of the Higher School of Agriculture of BonnPoppelsdorf:
“Yield per hectare of Bonn 373 is 20.9, and yield per
hectare of Bonn 456 is 19.1.
“2. Austria. Soya cultivation was introduced in 1870
by F. Haberlandt. Since that time breeding work and tests in
acclimatisation have been carried out at various times. The
most important work of this kind was started in 1923 by Dr.
Fritz Drahorad and his assistant M.F. Brillmayr [Brillmayer].
Trials were made with 28 varieties in various parts of the
country and the results centralized at Platt (Lower Austria)
at the Leguminous Plant Breeding Station dependent from
the Federal Station of Plant Cultivation and Seed Selection.
In this way early varieties were bred at Platt with a growth
period of 110-125 days.
“The principal varieties bred are: Platter Schwarze Soja,
Platter Kleine Gelbe Soja, Platter Gelbe Riesen.
“In Austria the only varieties that may be cultivated
with success are those selected in the country which have a
growth period of from 130 to 145 days at the most.
“3. France. Soya was introduced into the Botanical
Garden at Versailles in 1740. Several trials in cultivation
have been made since 1855. L. Rouest in Aude and Charles
de Carbonnières, in Tarn, carried out test of some importance
from 1918 to 1925. But it was not until 1932 that the first
scientific investigations were made on the possibilities of
acclimatising soya in France. These researches were carried
out chiefly by M.H. de Guerpel, in Basse-Normandie. The
results obtained in the first year were so encouraging that
it was decided to sow 5 hectares of soya in ten communes
in Normandy, the principal being: Cagny, Saint-André-sur-

Orne, Vieux-Fumé, Percy-en-Auge, Villons-le-Buissons,
Saint-Contest, Beny-sur-Mer. The seed was taken both from
the harvest of the previous year and also from seed from
Poland... Yields varied from 1400 to 1800 kg per hectare.
“Another trial was made with a variety with yellow seed
from Manchuria.
“In 1934 trials were made in the Department of Eure
with the variety Tokio with black seeds.
“4. Great Britain (and Colonies). One of the first tests
in acclimatisation of soya in Great Britain took place at the
Royal Botanical Garden, Regents Park, in 1914. During these
tests Mr. North found that certain varieties were sufficiently
early to mature at the end of September. By careful selection
with these varieties for several years lines were obtained
which were particularly early. In 1928, a hybrid was
introduced from Canada which proved to be earlier than any
of the 60 varieties tested up to that time. By sowing the seed
the first week in May it was possible to harvest the beginning
of September. Good results were obtained in Middlesex,
Essex, Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Hampshire.
“The most important researches were made at Boreham
in Essex in 1933 where 47 varieties were grown originating
from North America, Canada, Manchuria and Japan. Trials
were also made with the varieties already bred by Mr. North.
Interesting results were obtained.
“The investigations were continued in 1934 with the 4
best varieties acclimatised, known as Jap, ‘C,’ ‘O,’ and ‘J.’
“6. Italy. Sporadic trials in soya growing were made in
Italy from 1740 to 1880, but it was chiefly at the beginning
of this century that an attempt was made to introduce this
crop into the national economy. Soya has been the object of
patient and continuous research at the Bonafous Institute in
Turin, where two varieties were selected, well adapted to
the region, one with yellow and the other with green seeds,
large and spherical in shape. In the district of Spoleto, the
Marquis G. Marignoli obtained good results, in 1926, with
this plant and is of the opinion that soya cultivation for seed
production would be completely successful in Puglia and the
South. He found that the American variety Mammoth Yellow
is easily acclimatised in Central Italy and he has undertaken
mass selection of this variety which is of great importance
on account of its precocity and yields. In respect of forage
production, he has successfully experimented with a variety
with green seeds which, owing to its great development,
is doubtless the same as the variety that gave good results
in Piedmont. According to information received from the
Director of the Travelling Chair of Agriculture of Cagliari,
similar trials have been made in the Sanluri farm and certain
other private farms. In 1928, a Yellow Japanese variety gave
3.3 quintals of seed per hectare at Sanluri. This same variety,
grown at Santa Margherita di Pula, only gave 2.3 quintals. At
Simacis, in 1919, a light coloured variety of soya yielded 3
quintals per hectare. In the experimental plots of the Faculty
of Agriculture of the Perugia University, small trials have
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been made with 4 varieties of soya which had already been
tried and selected before the war by Professor Bottari at the
Bonafous Agricultural Institute. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
“Soya was grown for the first time at the Agricultural
Station of Bari in 1921. Seeds obtained from Professor
Borzi were used. This variety proved to be very productive,
but rather late. In the following years Professor Pantanelli,
Director of the Station, procured 45 varieties from the United
States and India.
“7. Netherlands. Soya growing is not widespread in
the Netherlands and only small trials in acclimatisation are
carried out. It is not yet known whether soya can be grown
on a remunerative basis in the humid climatic conditions of
this country.
“10. Switzerland. The first trials in soya growing in
Switzerland date back to the time of the Universal Exhibition
of Vienna in 1873, in fact, a great quantity of soya seeds
belonging to different Manchu varieties were shown. In
1878, Professor Haberlandt, who had carried out cultivation
trials in various countries in Europe, made a few tests in
the town of Coire [Chur]. A little later, Professor Kraemer
made a few trials in Zurich for three years and published a
pamphlet in 1880 giving the results obtained. In practice,
soya growing had not developed and it is only recently that
further efforts in soya cultivation have been made.
“At present trials are carried out solely by the
Establishment of Agricultural Research of Oerlikon-Zurich,
foreign varieties being the principal object of study. There
are no native Swiss varieties. The first varieties tried were
those obtained by the German breeder Dieckmann at
Hamburg. Late an Austrian variety was introduced: Platter
Gelbe Riesen, and a whole series of American varieties
obtained from Professor Wiggans of the Cornell University,
Ithaca. Finally, 3 Polish varieties from Vilna were introduced
which, it appears, came from the Botanical Garden of Basle
[Basel, Switzerland]...
“Soya grown for seed: There are also wide variations in
seed yields. With the 22 varieties tested in 1935, they varied
from 1.5 to 16.5 quintals per hectare.
“In Switzerland, forage production is the principal
object of soya growing. There are, however, factories which
are interested in soya for the production of foods for persons
suffering from diabetes. Local production of soya cannot
compete with the present imports from abroad.” Address:
Rome, Italy.
552. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Eastern Europe (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):221T-33T. June.
• Summary: “5. Hungary. Since 1870-1880 several attempts
have been made to introduce soya cultivation into Hungary,
but, although climatic conditions and particularly the

temperature are more favourable than in Germany, it has not
been possible, up to the present, to develop this cultivation.
Soya is only grown to supply the forage requirements in
farms and is used solely for feeding live-stock (pigs, dairy
cows). This check on soya growing on a commercial scale
is due partly to the fact that up to the last few years, no early
varieties with a high yield were available and partly owing
to the fact that soya could not be sold at a price remunerative
to the producer. [Note 1. The source of this 1870 date is
unknown].
“Trials in cultivation are carried out at the Royal
Hungarian Station for Plant Cultivation at Magyarovar and
questions relative to feeding live-stock are studied at the
Station of Animal Physiology at Budapest.
“8. Poland. The first attempts to introduce soya into
Poland date back to the end of the 19th century. These
attempts were not crowned with success and were abandoned
until 1923... Varieties grown in the Trial Garden of the Vilna
University (U.S.B.): Brown Vilna soya, brown Szlotenice
soya, brown Dublany soya, yellow C.S.S. soya, yellow
Canadian soya from Montreal, yellow Canadian soya
(Quebec 92), yellow Podolia soya, black soya (Granum
4041), black soya.
“It may be concluded that the soya varieties of Vilna,
Szlztenice and Dublany may be grown in the whole of
Poland as they are early and can mature even in the province
of Vilna.
“9. Rumania [Romania]. Soya growing was introduced
in 1910-13. The principal research centrés are the
Phytotechnical Station of the Institute of Agronomical
Research of Rumania, Budapest, and the various regional
experiment Stations of the Institute: Baraganul (district of
Ilomutsa); Valul lui Traian (district of Constantsa); Cenad
(district of Timis); Tighina (district of Tighina); Agricultural
School of Medias (district of Tarnava-Mare).
“At present the following varieties are cultivated:
Platter gelbe–Braun gelbe I and II–Platter Riesen–Black
Eyebrow–R.E.A.Z.–Ossyek. Varieties rich in oil are sought
for. Harvesting takes place in August and September. Yields
in seeds vary from 7 to 18 quintals per hectare. Note 2. 1
quintal = 100 kg.
“11. Czechoslovakia. “Trials in acclimatisation of soya
in Czechoslovakia are carried out with non-improved foreign
varieties and varieties improved in the country. Results show
that the most suitable varieties are those with yellow seeds
obtained from M. Frankel at Siarovicia and, for Moravia, the
selected Austrian Platt varieties.
“The improved varieties of Czechoslovakia were bred
by F.A. Brillmayr of the Osterreichisch Bundesanstalt
für Pflanzenbau and Pflanzenzuechtung (Federal Plant
Cultivation and Selection Station, Platt, South Austria).
They are known under the general name of ‘Plattske.’ The
cultivation of selected Austrian varieties was introduced into
Czechoslovakia by Dr. Hanreich at Vlasatici, near Pohorelic
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(Moravia)... These varieties came from the State Agricultural
Trial Station at Roudnice.
“13. U.S.S.R. It is only a few years ago that the
U.S.S.R. contemplated soya growing from an economic
standpoint. Up to 1927, this plant was of little importance
in the economy of the country. Just before the Revolution,
soya crops occupied 4,000 hectares. The best regions for this
cultivation are the northern parts of the Caucases [Caucasus]:
Transcaucasia, the Ukrain [Ukraine] and districts on the
Pacific Ocean (province of Primorskaja). These are the best
seed producing regions. In addition, soya may be grown for
forage also in the northern regions where maturation is not
always regular or sure...
“All the land suitable for soya growing is distributed
into 5 zones and subzones according to the possibility of
successful cultivation...
“Varieties: Amour 01, Besentchuk No. 8, Chestnut,
Dronsag soja No. 905, Dronsag soja No. 907, Dunfield,
Ebony, Gounciulin, Habarovsk (Habaro) No. 109, Harbin
No. 19, Harbin No. 118, Harbin No. 199, Harbin No. 199-b,
Harbin No. 231-a, Hollybrook, Illini, Krouchoula No. 9/3,
Krouchoula No. 10/10, Manchu, Mandarin, Mansoy, Minsoy,
Peking, Stavropol Local, Transcaucasian, Old Ukrain [sic,
Ukraine], Virginia, Wilson, Wisconsin Black.” Address:
Rome, Italy.
553. Hauser, Bengamin Gayelord. 1936. A year passes.
Horizon (Tempo Books, New York City) 1(3):8, 34. Aug.
• Summary: The great celebrity, international traveler, manabout-town, and self-promoter describes the highlights for
him of 1936 and some of his plans for 1937. On 15 Dec.
1935 he sailed for Europe on the liner Europa. 1935 had
been a “big” year. He had successfully completed another
nation-wide tour, the manuscript of his new book, “Eat and
Grow Beautiful,” was in the hands of his publishers, the first
issue of his own magazine, “Horizon,” was in production,
and his syndicated newspaper column, “Your food and you,”
was “proving to be a sensational success. He felt he had
earned a vacation and now he resolved to leave all cares
behind.
He spent late December in Germany enjoying Christmas
and the snow [he did not mention Hitler], followed by a
“series of whirlwind, colorful experiences, New Year’s Eve
in Prague [Czechoslovakia], a week in Budapest [Hungary],
Vienna [Austria], Zurich [Switzerland], and finally Paris”
[France]. Near Dresden he spent 10 days of rest and
seclusion at a small sanitarium, indulging in a very rigid
“house cleaning”–a diet of herb teas and fruit juices for 10
days. But he felt like a “million dollars” as he set sail for
New York on an Italian liner.
His first lecture of the new season was in Philadelphia at
the invitation of the Philadelphia Hauser Club. In Chicago,
Illinois, thousands had to be turned away from his lectures
because the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Sherman seated

only 2,000.
After addressing one-night “rallies” in Boston
(Massachusetts), New York City, Philadelphia
(Pennsylvania), and St. Louis (Missouri), he was anxious
to return to “Sunrise Hill,” the home he had purchased in
Beverly Hills the year before–so he could see his bed of
choice iris blooming. On May 28 he arrived home, where
he was greeted by his cook, butler, and Mexican gardener.
There followed a joyful summer with never a dull moment.
His house became a “beehive of activity” with interior
decorators, carpenters, and landscape gardeners hard at work.
A new swimming pool was being created. Miss Katherine
Hepburn was his neighbor. He lists his many visitors. Then
his strenuous fall lecture series arrived, etc.
A photo shows Hauser writing at his desk.
554. Desai, Mahadev. 1936. Soya bean for the poor. Harijan
4(33):259. Sept. 26.
• Summary: “Sir Courtney Terrell, Chief Justice of the
Patna High Court, had a long interview during his visit to
Japan with Prof. Saiki, Director of the Japanese Bureau of
Nutrition, who showed him the various processes of making
simple food products from soya bean for the poor people
of India. Sir Courtney, it is interesting to note, writes with
special reference to Bihar. The first is the preparation of satu
[which resembles roasted soy flour] and the second is the
preparation of milk. About the satu preparation he writes:
“’About two seers [i.e. 4 pounds] of bean preferably of
the large white hard Manchurian variety, were heaped upon
an iron or earthenware dish and this dish was placed over a
fire, the dry beans being continuously stirred with a wooden
spoon. When they assumed a golden brown colour they were
allowed to cool and then ground in a small stone hand mill of
the kind commonly seen in Indian prisons for preparing atta.
The beans were reduced to a fine soft powder and the entire
bean was ground without any waste. The flour so produced
is already cooked and it may be used in any of the ways now
known in India in connection with satu.’
“The process of preparing milk that Sir Courtney
describes is rather elaborate. Far simpler is the recipe by
Benjamin Hansen, the well-known Viennese Food Scientist.”
Address: India.
555. Morse, W.J. 1936. Soybeans in the United States:
In relation to world production and trade. Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association p. 55-64. 16th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa. [2 ref]
• Summary: The slow advance of soybean “cultivation
in Western Countries was undoubtedly due to the lack of
adapted varieties for various soil and climatic conditions.
Increase of acreage and production in the United States is
closely correlated with the introduction of varieties from
the Orient. In less than thirty years the acreage of soybeans
in the United States has increased a hundred fold–from
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about 50,000 acres in 1907 to nearly 5½ million acres in
1935. During this period the United States Department
of Agriculture has brought about 10,000 introductions of
soybeans from the soybean regions of the Far East and the
culture of the crop has spread from a few states in the early
days to twenty-seven states at the present time.
“In Manchuria, often called ‘the land of beans,’ the
soybean is grown to a greater extent than in any other
country. It occupies about 25 per cent of the cultivated area
and is relied on by the Manchurian farmer as a cash crop.
With its rise as an international trade commodity, it is truly
the ‘Wealth of Manchuria.’ Chosen [Korea] and Japan are
large producers and southward from China the soybean
is cultivated to some extent in India, Siam [later renamed
Thailand], the Philippines, Cochin China, and during the past
decade the production has nearly doubled in the Dutch East
Indies. In Siberia extensive experiments have been under
way to extend the cultivation of the crop but progress has
been slow and Siberian beans have not yet been a factor in
international trade.
“The production of soybeans in the Western World is
concentrated largely in the Corn Belt States of the United
States. Beginning with the experiments of Haberlandt in
Austria in 1877, the soybean has been grown experimentally
in most of the European countries but in general the climatic
conditions are not well suited to its culture with the possible
exception of certain regions, such as the Ukraine in the
U.S.S.R. Varying degrees of success have been obtained in
different regions of Africa, especially South Africa where
yields of 25 to 35 bushels per acre have been obtained.
Experiments in nearly all South American countries
and Mexico have shown some successful results [as] in
Argentina and Cuba but acreage is not extensive. In Canada,
considerable interest had been shown in the crop but its
culture–about 15,000 acres–is confined chiefly at present
to the Province of Ontario. The future trend of the crop for
commercial purposes undoubtedly will be concentrated
largely in the United States, Canada, and certain regions of
the U.S.S.R.”
A table (p. 56) shows the increase in production of
soybeans (in million bushels) during the 10-year period from
1925 to 1935 in the world’s top five producing countries:
Manchuria 92.67 -> 140.4. United States 5.190 -> 39.64.
Chosen (Korea) 18.72 -> 21.96. Japan 18.31 -> 13.31 (1933).
Netherland India [later Indonesia] 3.536 -> 6.676 (1934).
“Bean trade was an ancient and flourishing institution
when the ports of China were first opened to the commerce
of the Western World. In 1835, Newchwang (Yingkow,
Yingkou), in South Manchuria, was an important port of
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans, bean cake, and
bean oil to the ports of southern Chinese provinces and other
oriental regions. Manchuria is still the chief source of world
trade in soybeans and from here the beans and bean products
oil and cake move principally to other provinces of China,

Japan, the Philippines, the East Indies, and to other countries
of Northwest Europe. In 1908, about 7,000,000 bushels of
beans were shipped out through the port of Dairen, chiefly
to Chinese and Japanese ports. For the period 1925-1929,
the average annual shipments to China, Japan, and European
countries were 62,353,566 bushels. The first successful
shipment from Manchuria to Europe was made to an English
oil mill in 1907, and as an important source of vegetable
oil and animal feed the beans soon found a market not only
in English oil mills but in other European countries and
America. Since 1931, when American-grown soybeans were
first exported to European markets, chiefly to the oil mills
of Germany, there has been an open European market to the
American farmer. With economical methods of production
and high quality beans, America is in a position to compete
for the 50,000,000-bushel trade in European markets.”
Two tables (p. 58) show international imports and
exports of soybeans by major trading countries for an
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million
bushels) are: Germany 33.57. Japan 20.29. Denmark 9.910.
United Kingdom 6.615. Netherlands 4.695. Sweden 3.426.
Italy 0.739. United States 0.006. The leading exporters in
1934 are: Manchuria 44.21 (down from 62.35 in 1925-29).
Japan 0.025. Netherlands 0.0009.
“In recent years, the oil milling industry of Manchuria
has declined quite markedly. During the height of processing
beans for oil and cake, more than 90 mills were in operation,
while late in 1930 not more than 25 mills were crushing
beans. The decline in this industry has been due chiefly to a
decreased demand for bean cake as fertilizer, the low price
of silver, and almost the entire suspension of bean oil export
due to the development of the oil extraction industry in
Europe. In European countries it has become more profitable
to import soybeans than to import bean oil.”
Two tables (p. 59) show international imports and
exports of soybean oil by major trading countries for an
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million lb)
are: Netherlands 44.00. Belgium 27.60. United Kingdom
24.13. Austria 22.07. Morocco 20.28. Sweden 12.55.
Also listed are: Norway 8.701. Algeria 0.004. The leading
exporters of soybeans in 1934 (preliminary, with imports
in million lb) are: Manchuria 122.6. Denmark 41.80.
Netherlands 26.05. Germany 24.99. Sweden 8.98. Japan 7.95
United States 2.040.
“Practically all exports of soybean cake and meal have
originated in Manchuria and average about 1,375,000 tons
for the five-year period 1926-31. About 70 per cent of this
exportation went mainly to Japan, Chosen, and China. Cake
and meal shipments to European countries went chiefly to
Germany, although considerable quantities were exported
to Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland. The
average importation of soybean meal and cake into the
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United States for the five-year period 1930-1935 was 31,726
tons.”
“The rise of the soybean to a crop of special importance
in the world’s commerce and in the industry of the
United States is one of the most remarkable agricultural
developments of recent times.” Address: Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
556. Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria). 1936. Nachrichten:
Aus Niederoesterreich [Information: From Lower Austria].
68(10):360. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: Beekeepers meeting in Mödling (Imkertreffen in
Mödling): Gives thanks to Prof. Dr. Josef Schiller, president
of the beekeeping clubs. Above all the question was asked: Is
whole soy flour (Sojamehl) a sure substitute for pollen as a
protein feed.
557. Brillmayer, Franz Anton; Drahorad, Fritz. 1936. SojaCultuur–een nationaal Belang: Wat iedere landbouwer
en belangstellende ervan weten moet [Soybean culture–a
matter of national consequence: What every agriculturist
and interested person needs to know]. The Hague (Den
Haag): Ten Hagen’s Drukkerij en Uitgevers Mij. 63 p. Nov.
Translation by J. Helmus of Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung,
Kultur und Verwendung (1928, German). Illust. 24 cm. [30
ref. Dut]
• Summary: With recipes. Note: This book is puzzling in
that the name of the author, which appears on the cover, is
“J. Helmus, Soja-Specialist.” However in 1947, Franz Anton
Brillmayer, in his book Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich
wrote (p. 14): In 1928, the experiences of soybean culture in
Austria were set forth in writing in a brochure by Brillmayer
& Drahorad titled Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur
und Verwendung (self-published). This was followed
by a translation into Dutch by J. Helmus titled SojaCultuur–een Nationaal Belang: Wat iedere Landbouwer en
Belangstellende Ervan weten moet. Ten Hagen’s Drukkerij
en Uitgevers Mij., Den Haag.”
In Chapter 1, Helmus mentions the following names
of soy-specialists: Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, Prof. Dr. C.
Fruwirth, Prof. Dr. v. Tschermak, Hofrat E. v. Hanaulter,
Docent Dr. Himmelbaurer, and Dr. A. Kuraz.
He then adds that since 1920 Dr. Fritz Drahorat, Franz
Anton Brillmayer and Dr. Ing. L.M. Kopetz have worked
intensively on systematic improvement of soybean seed
and, since 1924, have developed some very good soybean
seed stocks under the control of the Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenanbau und Samenprüfung, Vienna. In 1936 imported
Germany big quantities of the soy harvest grown in Hungry
and Romania.
He is thankful for the permission of these three men
(presumably Drahorat, Brillmayer, and Kopetz) to publish
things coming from them. He also received permission to
compile this information for the Netherlands. Address: Soja-

Specialist, Den Haag (The Hague).
558. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1936-1980. Soja hispida–Foreign
sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 cards.
Unpublished.
• Summary: Soja hispida is an early scientific name for the
soybean given by Konrad Moench in 1794; it was superseded
/ replaced by the current scientific name Glycine max (L.)
Merrill in 1917.
These two hand-written index cards are in the Bailey
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden,
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog.
For example “Gen. 36” refers to the 1936 catalog of the
Botanical Garden in Geneva, Switzerland. [LR 1982] means
that a list of seeds and plants (whether or not it contained
soy) was “Last Received” from that source [Geneva] in
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1982. There are 38 listings for Soja hispida from foreign
sources. As of Nov. 1997 most of the catalogs and seed lists
mentioned below are available in the Bailey Hortorium,
located in Mann Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York.
(1) Gen. 36–Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de
la Ville Geneve, Case postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy /
Geneva, Switzerland, 1936 [LR 1981]. (2) Alger 36–Jardin
Botanique, Universite d’Alger, Algiers, Algeria, 1936 [LR
1956]. (3) Stain. 37–Jul. Stainer, Wiener-Neustadt, Austria,
1937 [LR 1967]. (4) Wien 1937–Botanischer Garten der
Universitaet Wien, Rennweg 14, Wien III, Austria, 1937
[LR 1976]. (5) Co. 39–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis,
Coimbra, Portugal, 1939 [LR 1982].
(6) Tez. 48–Tezier Freres, Valence sur Rhone, France,
1948 [LR 1948]. (7) Zem. 48–Federal Institute for Plant
Breeding and Plant Introduction, Zemun, Yugoslavia, 1948
[LR 1948; called Semlin in German; as of 1997 located
in the Vojvodina autonomous region of Serbia in northern
Yugoslavia]. (8) Ans. 54–Arturo Ansaloni, Bologna,
Italy, 1954 [LR 1963]. (9) Wars. 54–Hortus Botanicus
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1954 [LR
1981]. (10) Rabat 56–Institut National de la Recherche
Agronomique, B.P. 415, Rabat, Morocco, 1956 [LR 1971;
Formerly: 99 Avenue de Temara].
(11) Dijon 57–Hortus Botanicus Divionensis, Jardin
Botanique, 1 Avenue Albert-Premier, 21000 Dijon, France,
1957 [LR 1981]. (12) Fi. 57–Hortus Botanicus Florentinus,
Via Lamarmora n. 4, Firenze [Florence], Italy, 1957 [LR
1981]. (13) Pavia 57–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Papiensis (Ticinensis), Botanical Institute and Garden of the
University, P.O. Box 165, Pavia, Italy, 1957 [LR 1974]. (14)
Lyon 57–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Lyon au Parch de
la Tete-d’Or, Lyon, France, 1957 [LR 1973]. (15) Roma 58–
Istituto e Orto Botanico, Universita di Roma, Rome, Italy,
1958 [LR 1977].
(16) Liege 58–Jardin & Institut de Botanique de
l’Universite de Liege, 3 Rue Fusch, Liege, Belgium, 1958
[LR 1975]. (17) Monpl. 59–Jardin des Plantes, Universite de
Montpellier, Faubourg St. Jaumes, Montpellier, France, 1959
[LR 1978]. (18) Poznan 58–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Posnaniensis, Dabrowskiego 165, Poznan, Poland, 1958
[LR 1961]. (19) Caen. 59–Jardin Botanique de la Ville et
de l’Universite, 5 Place Blot, Caen (Calvados), France,
1959 [LR 1979]. (20) Kiev 61–Hortus Botanicus Centralis
Academiae Scientiarum UCR, Via Timirjasevska 1, Kiev 14,
Ukraine, USSR, 1961 [LR 1979].
(21) Rouen 63–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Rouen,
7 Rue de Trianon, Rouen, France, 1963 [LR 1981]. (22)
Komen. 62–Botanicka Zahrada Univerzity Komenskeho,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 1962 [LR 1965; Bratislava
has been the capital of Slovakia since 1992]. (23) Ferr.
62–Hortus Botanicus Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto
Botanico dell’Universita di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1962

[LR 1976]. (24) Nijm. 62–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis
Noviomagensis, University of Nijmegen, Driehuizerweg
200, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 1962 [LR 1981]. (25) Ans. 63–
See (8) Ans. 54 (Arturo Ansaloni, Bologna, Italy).
(26) Koln 64–Botanischer Garten und Arboretum
der Stadt Koeln [Cologne], Ave. Botanischen Garten,
5000 Koeln 60, Germany, 1964 [LR 1981; Formerly at
Amsterdammer Strasse 36]. (27) Saig 64–Hortus Botanicus
Saigonensis, Saigon, Vietnam, 1964 [LR 1964]. (28) Kassel
64–Botanischer Garten der Stadg Kassel, Bosestrasse
15 (Park Schonfelf), Kassel, Germany, 1964 [LR 1965].
(29) Mort. 66–La Mortola (Giardino Botanico Hanbury),
Ventimiglia 18036, Italy, 1966 [LR 1975]. (30) Padova
66–Istituto Botanico dell’Universita, Via Orto Botanico 15,
Padova [Padua], Italy, 1966 [LR 1980].
(31) Koln 67–See (26) Koln 64 (Koeln, Germany). (32)
Nancy 63–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Nancy, 100 Rue du
Jardin Botanique, 54600 Villers-les-Nancy, Nancy, France,
1963 [LR 1981]. (33) St. A. 71–University Botanic Gardens,
St. Andrews, Scotland, UK, 1971 [LR 1982]. (34) Howell
73–Major V.F. Howell, Fire Thorn, 6 Oxshott Way, Cobham,
Surrey, England, UK, 1973 [LR 1983]. (35) Bord. 74–Hortus
Botanicus Burdigalensis, Jardin Botanique de la Ville de
Bordeaux, 33000 Bordeaux, France, 1974 [LR 1974].
(36) Graz 75–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Graz,
Holtei-Gasse 6, A-8010 Graz, Austria, 1975 [LR 1982]. (37)
Nantes 77–Service des Plantations de la Ville de Nantes,
Nantes, France, 1977 [LR 1977]. (38) M.F. 79–Hortus
Botanicus Massiliensis, 48 Avenue Clot-Bey, Marseilles,
France, 1979 [LR 1981]. (39) Urb. 80–Hortus Botanicus
Universitatis Urbinatis, Via Bramante 28, Urbino, Italy, 1980
[LR 1981]. (40) Kosice 80–Botanicka zahrada University P.J.
Safarika, Kosice, Slovakia, 1980 [LR 1981].
Eight cards, all listing only foreign (European) sources,
contain the supposedly scientific names (listed here
alphabetically) of the following subspecies or varieties of
Soja hispida; none of these names, however, appear in the
SoyaScan database (May 1997).
(1) Soja hispida alba (1 source; Fi. 57–Hortus Botanicus
Florentinus, Via Lamarmora n. 4, Firenze [Florence], Italy,
1957). (2) Soja hispida brunnea (1 source; Tubin. 64–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Tübingen, Tubingen,
Germany 1964).
(3) Soja hispida Dickmana (1 source; Ferr. 60–
Hortus Botanicus Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico
dell’Universita di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1960). (4) Soja
hispida japonica (2 sources; (1) Deb. 39–Horto Botanico
Universitatis Debreceniensis, Debrecen, Hungary, 1939;
(2) Kosice 80–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika,
Kosice, Slovakia, 1980).
(5) Soja hispida lutea (3 sources; (1) Heid. 36–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet, D-6900 Heidelberg,
Germany, 1936; (2) Ferr. 61–Ferrara, Italy, 1961 (See above);
(3) Tubin. 64–Tubingen, Germany, 1964 (See above)). (6)
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Soja hispida nigra (4 sources; (1) Heid. 36–Heidelberg,
Germany, 1936 (See above); (2) Fi. 57–Firenze [Florence],
Italy, 1957 (See above); (3) Ferr. 58–Ferrara, Italy, 1958
(See above); (4) Tubin. 64–Tubingen, Germany, 1964 (See
above)).
(7) Soja hispida ochroleuca (1 source; Deb. 39–
Debrecen, Hungary, 1939 (See above)). (8) Soja hispida
vilnensis (2 sources; (1) Wars. 58–Hortus Botanicus
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1958; (2) Ferr.
60–Ferrara, Italy, 1960 (See above)). Address: L.H. Bailey
Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-2557979.
559. Product Name: [Soya Oil, and Soya Flour].
Foreign Name: Sojaoel, Sojamehl.
Manufacturer’s Name: Dr. Winkler & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Engerthstrasse 128, Vienna, XX,
Austria. Phone: A 42-0-46.
Date of Introduction: 1936.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in F.A. Brillmayer.
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Inside front cover.
“Production of half- and finished products. Presently located
at Mahlwerk, Lager und Bueros, Wien, XII., Eichenstrasse
60. Phone: R 39-5-36. Refining plant (Veredlungswerk):
Atzgersdorf, Wienerstr. 52 (Schichtwerk = work in shifts).
Main factory (Stammfabrik): Wien, XX., Engerthstr. 128
(being reconstructed).
In this same book (p. 15) Brillmayer notes that “In 1936
a finance group in Paris took an interest in soybeans from
Platt. A delegation consisting of Messrs. Leplanquais, van
der Weyde, and Rousseau came to Vienna to inspect the
breeding and seed multiplication operations, as well as Dr.
Winkler’s processing factory (Veredlungsfabrik).”
Note: Between 1931 and 1936 E.C. (Egon Carl) Winkler
of Vienna was an author of 7 patents concerning soybean
processing, especially debittering and improving the flavor of
soybeans. Thus he may well have started this factory in the
early 1930s.
560. Institut International d’Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The
soybean in various countries of the world]. [The soybean
in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy: Imprimerie
de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo. viii + 282 p.
Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive
original information, looking at developments with soybeans
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide. Contents.
Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja; p. 4): 1. Botanical
description, selection, classification of the varieties. 2.
Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and illnesses.
4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica,
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries,
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Turkey, USSR.
4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria,
Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl.
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency,
Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim,
and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine),
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco,
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia,
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South
Africa.
4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii,
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites,
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 16870]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy
protein], and artificial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja),
soy flour (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and
soy cocoa).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes,
linoleum, and artificial rubber), extraction, directory of
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers
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of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207):
Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes,
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of
production.
List by region and country of people and organizations
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76).
Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region
and country of publication.
Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja)
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being
imported in order to conduct a trial.
New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was
introduced to New Caledonia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica,
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel,
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco,
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque,
now part of Libya).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that mentions tempeh, which it calls
“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java.
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large flat cakes
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels,
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given

as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and
Tobago.
Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.
561. Kale, F.S. 1936. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. Baroda State, India:
F. Doctor & Co. xxxi + 375 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Deficiencies in the Indian
diet and soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of
the origin and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean. 5. Botany of the soya bean plant.
6. Classification of soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8.
Diseases and pests of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean
in India. 10. The constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean
milk. 12. Soya bean flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean.
14. Enriching soil by addition of nitrogen and use of soya
bean as fodder. 15. Food requirement of the human body.
16. European and American soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic
dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s experiments at Magan Wadi and
opinion of scientists on soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese
soya bean dishes. 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani
dishes, Moglai dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes,
Bengali dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendix.
For a more detailed table of contents and summary of
the work, see the 2nd edition (1937).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) H.H. the
Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda, the first Indian ruler to
inaugurate the soya bean planting ceremony in his state–24
Nov. 1933. (2) H.H. The Maharaja of Baroda, seated in a
chair, lecturing on the dietetic and industrial importance
of soya bean. (3) The mature soya bean pods of Mammoth
Yellow variety grown in Baroda territory. (4) Map of Baroda
state showing areas of soya bean cultivation. (5) Map of
Baroda state showing local distribution of soya bean. (6)
A field of soya bean in rows grown by Patel Hargovan
Bavabhai of Achisara Baroda District (with two white
bullocks) who has been awarded the first prize for his good
cultivation.
(7) Bavabhai B. Patel, a farmer age 65 who is interested
in cultivation of soya bean; dressed in white, he is standing
in a field of soya beans behind two large white bullocks. (8)
The author’s own child, three months old, fed on soya bean
milk.
(9) Mahatma Gandhi who uses soya bean at
Maganwadhi; he is seated in a chair reading.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soya bean” in a new
way–as a singular noun, like the words “corn” or “wheat,”
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not preceded by “the.” Examples: “2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 4.
World trade in soya bean... 6. Classification of soya bean.
7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests of soya
bean.” This usage originated in developing countries.
Note 2. This book was written as the princely state of
Baroda was studying the possibility of growing the soya
bean plant for food, feed, and fodder. It looked promising,
but little headway was actually made in either production
or utilization. Address: Food Survey Officer, Baroda State,
India.
562. Rouest, Leon; Guerpel, Henry de. 1936. Le soja
français et ses applications agricoles et industrielles [The
French soybean: Its agricultural and industrial applications].
Chateauroux, France: G. Langlois. xxiii + 99 p. 28 cm. [42
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by L Brétignière (Prof. at
Grignon, Member of the Academy of Agriculture). Preface
to the first edition, by Louis Forest (1921). Introduction to
this new edition: Soviet Russia and the soybean (le Soja;
includes the story of Rouest’s stay in the Northern Caucasus,
Russia, from 1930 to 1933), Germany and Poland take up
the soya question, the canons [guns] of Germany versus
the Manchurian soybean, a secret contract to provide the
weapons of war, organization of a Polish bank in Manchuria,
Germany cultivates soybeans in Romania and Bulgaria
in preparation for the war, France and the cultivation of
soybeans.
1. What is soja? 2. History of the propagation of soja:
Introduction of the soybean into France and Europe, the
soybean is cultivated in central Europe, in Austria, in 1875,
in France the soybean is the object of numerous trials from
1876 to 1881, its cultivation worldwide, the study and
acclimatization of soya become generalized.
3. Botanical characters of the soybean: And the varieties
of soybeans. 4. Chinese varieties: The soybean in China, the
production of soya in China in 1916 and 1917, production
of soya in the Far East during the year 1928, exportation of
soya from the Far East to Europe.
5. Japanese varieties: The soybean in Japan, varieties
of soya from Indochina and from other Asian countries. 6.
The soybean in America: American varieties, cultivation
of soybeans in Ohio, selection of soya using pure lines in
Connecticut.
7. The soybean in Europe: Italy, Russia, France,
French climatic zones for the cultivation of Soja hispida,
the Atlantic zone, the continental zone, the Mediterranean
zone and climate, can the soybean be cultivated in all the
French climates including those in the north, northeast,
and northwest, speedy production of soybeans in view of
agricultural production and of the creation of early varieties
for the regions in north and northeast France.
8. Instruction for growing soja in France. 9. Soja

in Manchuria. 10. Soja seeds. 11. Selection of soja. 12.
Varieties of soja. 13. Different ways of planting soya seeds.
14. Soy yield. 15. Nitrogen fixation in soya seeds. 16. Tilling
and preparing the earth. 17. Soja fodder. 18. Soja, striking
and improving. 19. Harvesting soja grain. 20. Soja oil. 21.
Soja oil-cake for animal feeding. 22. Vegetable milk, soja
milk and industrial casein.
23. Soja in human food: Soy flour and its applications,
soy bread with wheat, nutritional composition of soja
compared to dry legumes, soy viewed as a dry legume
to replace meat, comparative production of nutritive
elements among the various legumes used for human food,
comparative value in calories of the usual foods and of soja,
preparation of soy soups and meals in compressed tubes,
what varieties of soy can serve the special needs of human
nutrition, Sojenta, potatoes stuffed with soy, force meat balls
(boulettes) of rice and soy, bread of rice and soy, pudding
of soy and rice, soy sprouts and their food value, fresh soy
sprouts in a salad, soy sprouts with vegetables, soy preserves
and confections, soy chocolate, soy coffee, soybeans
conserved in containers, soy with smoked fish, soup with
soy vegetable meat, soymilk soup, omelet with smoked soy
vegetable ham, green soy sprouts, soy cake, soy force-meat
fritters.
24. The utilization of soja in the Far East: Vegetable
cheese (tofu), soy-based condiments, Japanese natto (2
types), Japanese miso, Chinese miso, soy sauce (soyou or
schoziou), making soy sauce in Kwantung, China, making
soy sauce in Japan, koji or molded rice.
25. The culture of soja in North Africa (Rouest has
varieties that would grow and yield well in the French
colonies of Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco). 26. Opinions of
some authors on soja. Conclusions. Bibliography on soja.
A small photo on the “Dedication” page shows Léon
Rouest (born in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872).
Concerning soy in Russia (USSR) (p. 52-53): In Russia,
the soybean has been known for quite a long time, specially
in the Ukraine and Bessarabia, but it was never grown over
a large area, and was given a back seat (low priority) in
agriculture until after the revolution of 1917. It was not until
1926-27 that cultural trials were conducted on farms in the
state of Northern Caucasus (d’Etat du Caucase du Nord).
In the regions of Rostov-on-Don (Rostow-sur-Don; Rostovna-Donu), Eisk (near Krasnodar), Stavropol, Prim-Koumsk,
Yessentuki / Essentuki in the Kuban and Kuban River area
of the North Caucasus region of southern Russia, the yields
were 11 to 16 quintals.
In 1927 there were 600 ha planted to soybeans,
increasing to 17,000 in 1928, in the kolkhoz (collective)
farms or the sovkhoz (state owned) farms.
In 1929-1930 and until 1932-1933 there were very
laudable / praiseworthy efforts to propagate soybeans in
favorable regions, especially in the North Caucasus, but the
soils of this region, although they are very rich and well
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suited to soybeans are also very rich in bad weeds and the
results obtained up to the present do not seem favorable. As
I said earlier, the soybean is a technical plant of the intensive
cultivation type. It is very well suited to the soil and climate
of Russia, but it is less well suited to the indolent character of
people who are accustomed to cultivating only small parcels
and who are suddenly, through collectivization, thrown into
cultivating immense fields. In spite of the remarkable efforts
at mechanization, the peasants who submit to collectivization
and who do not yet understand it very well, the cultivation of
soybeans does not assume the importance hoped for (p. 52).
Note: This is Rouest’s first book about soy since 1930.
Address: France.
563. Schoenfeld, H. 1936. Chemie und Technologie der Fette
und Fettprodukte [Chemistry and technology of fats and
fat products]. Vienna, Austria: Verlag von Julius Springer.
xviii + 917 p. Vol. 1 of Chemie und Gewinnung der Fette
[Chemistry and Extraction of Fats]. [100* ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned as follows: The development
of solvent extraction and the growing production of oils
using the extraction process is very closely related to
the rising growth of soybean oil extraction. In 1913 only
250,000-300,000 tonnes (metric tons) of all oilseeds were
processed by solvent extraction, rising to more than 1 million
tons in 1928, then 2 to 2.5 million tons at present (p. 2).
Table of classification of fats according to their main fatty
acids (p. 10). Table of leguminous oilseeds (semi-drying
oils): Percentage of the main fatty acids in each (p. 77).
Saponins in soybean oil (p. 144). Distribution of saturated
and unsaturated fatty acids in seeds, table (p. 210-11,
Sojaöl). Liquid oils from seeds (p. 220). Effect of seed oil
on milkfat and distribution of the fatty acids, two tables (p.
227, 229, Sojaölkuchen, Sojaöl, Sojaölsäuren). Umesterung
(p. 284). Physical properties of fats: Fluorescence,
luminescence, and absorption spectrum: Fluorescence of
soybean oil is dark green (p. 313). Saponification (p. 321).
Pyrolysis (p. 328). The role of oxygen; table of oxygen
values (Sauerstoffzahlen) from Gruen 1925 (p. 341, 36364). Fat metabolism and synthesis (p. 385). Plant lipases
(p. 401). Ketones (p. 439). Phosphatide content of seeds,
table (p. 469). Isolation of phosphatides (p. 480). Obtaining
phosphatides from by-products of the oil milling industry
(p. 505). Obtaining plant oils (p. 519). Oil content of
important oilseeds, percentage, table (p. 520, soybeans from
Manchuria). Weight of 100 liters of important oilseeds, table
(p. 552; soybeans are 69.5 to 71 kg). Obtaining fats through
solvent extraction (p. 677, 679-81; Solvent extraction was
patented in England in 1856. The solvent benzin is the
same as today’s hexane). Trichloroethylene, soybean meal
(Sojaschrot), Avitaminosen and Dürener Rinderkrankheit (p.
685). Pre-processing (p. 690). Solvent extraction itself (p.
695). Composition of oilseed presscake and solvent extracted
meal, table (p. 770-71). Oilcakes a feeds (p. 772, 774-75,

777; Sojakuchen, Sojaschrot).
Note: The title pages states that in 1943 this book was
“Published [reprinted] and distributed in the Public Interest
by Authority of the Alien Property Custodian under License
No. A-143,” by Edwards Brothers, Inc., publishers (Ann
Arbor, Michigan). Address: Vienna, Austria.
564. Meyerweissflog, W.E. 1937. The solvent extraction of
soy beans. Oil and Soap 14(1):10-14. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: During the last few years a good deal of
research has been conducted on the continuous extraction of
vegetable oil seeds by means of solvents. The results look
promising. A brief description of the basic process is given:
1. Pressing. 2. Extraction in kettles. 3. Continuous extraction
in general.
Today the petrol industry is well able to supply
the extraction industry with a very satisfactory solvent.
“Efficient machinery and newly developed special solvents
make possible the elimination of the slightest trace of solvent
in the products.”
Tests conducted in Germany all come to the same
unanimous conclusion that the solvent-extracted soy bean
meal is at least equal in feeding and growth value to any oil
seed meal with a higher fat content.
Six experiments that have been published are cited.
Address: Extractochemie A.G., Zurich, Switzerland.
565. Schiller, J. 1937. Die Sojamehl-Fuetterungsmethode
in der Wabe [The method of feeding soy flour to bees in the
honeycomb]. Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 69(1):13-15. Jan.
[Ger]
• Summary: In the February 1936 issue of this periodical the
writer reported in detail on this method of feeding soy flour
to bees. Address: Prof., PhD, Vienna.
566. Edel-Soja Verkaufsbüro. 1937. Edel-Soja: der erprobte
Pollenersatz. Raschere Erzielung trachtstarker Voelker
[Edel-Soja: The tried and tested pollen substitute. Faster
achievement for people wanting high yields of honey (Ad)].
Bienenvater (Vienna, Austria) 69(3):112. March. [Ger]
• Summary: A full-page black-and-white ad. Here’s how
beekeepers judge Edel-Soja: The name, location and
testimonial of nine beekeepers is given. Edel-soja contains:
41% protein, 20% fat, 3% sugars, plus lecithin (the
characteristic constituent of egg yolk).
Contact: Imkergenossenschaft (Beekeeper’s
Cooperative), Vienna 7, Seidengasse 32. Telephone: B-36-863. H. Löscher, Klagenfurt, Burggasse 5.
Edel-Soja Sales Office (Verkaufsbüro), Vienna 1,
Falkestrasse 3. Telephone: R-22-0-84.
Edel-Soja sells for S. 1.50 per kg. Feeding instructions
are included with each packet.
Note: This is the largest ad for Eden-Soja seen in this
periodical. But it is not the earliest. Address: Falkestrasse 3,
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Vienna 1 [Austria].
567. Novotny, Vaclav. 1937. Zkouska s krmenim sojove
mouky u vcel, konana v roce 1935 prof. min. Dr. Josefem
Schillerem ve Vidni [Feeding soybeans to bees, an
experiment conducted by Prof. Josef Schiller in Vienna in
1935]. Cesky Vcelar (Czech Apiarist) 71(4):103-04. April
(Duben). [Cze]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) concerning the feeding of soybean flour to honey bees
as a pollen substitute. Address: Vrbcany, Czechoslovakia.
568. Fearn, Charles E. 1937. Re: Interest in and work
with soya beans. Letter to Dr. Charles H. Mayo, c/o Mayo
Brothers Sanitarium, Rochester, Minnesota, June 8. 1 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Mayo: I was much interested in
your article in the Rotarian magazine, and more especially
in your reference to Soya beans. Since the war I have been
engaged principally in research work on nutrition, and
became particularly interested in the Soya bean through
my association with Dr. Berczeller in Vienna, together with
Professor Durig.
“Since then I have collaborated at various times with
Sir Arbuthnot Lane, Van Leersum, Plimmer, Mellanby,
Pritchard, and others, and in the U.S. with late Lafayette
B. Mendel, Horvath, and Dr. Le Clerc of the food research
division of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, on
the nutritional value of the Soya bean.
“I find that in the U.S. much of the research work has
been done with a soya product made from the residues of the
oil-extracting mills, and the results were often mis-leading
on that account; the very methods used in the extraction of
the oil spoiled or seriously impaired much of the food value
originally present, and another objection is that no attempt
was made to select the beans by varieties, and they vary
quite amazingly, especially in the Amino-Acid values of the
protein.
“In England I did a good deal of work on the oil
extracted type of flour made by the Hansa Muller [sic.
Muehle] Co. of Hamburg [Germany], but results were not
particularly encouraging until we tried the product made
by the Berczeller process, when a quite different story was
unfolded, and all interested became very elated with the tests
we made.
“Briefly I am of opinion that extracted soya should be
used for cattle feeds and commercial uses, but for foods,
none of the essentials should be removed from the bean,
except of course the husk.”
Dr. Fearn’s company now sells Soy-O cereal, a cooked
cereal “made with a special type of wheat plus the Soya
product” [full-fat soy flour]. He closes: “With apologies for
the long screed. Believe me. Yours Very Truly... Late Royal
Army Medical Corps (Eng).” Note 1. The last word probably

stands for “England” rather than “Engineers.”
Note 2. As of March 2000, British Army records are kept
in two locations in England: For those persons discharged
before 1914 contact: Keeper of Public Records, Public
Record Office, Ruskin Ave., Kew, Surrey, TW9 4DU, UK.
For those discharged in 1914 of after contact: Ministry of
Defense, CS(RM)2B, Bourne Ave., Hayes, Middlesex, UB3
1RF, UK. Address: M.D., Fearn Soya Foods Co., 355 West
Ontario St., Chicago, Illinois.
569. League of Nations Health Organization–Bandoeng
Conference. 1937. Report of the Intergovernmental
Conference of Far-Eastern Countries on Rural Hygiene.
International Conference of Far Eastern Countries on Rural
Hygiene (Preparatory Papers) Vol. 3, page 74-76. Held
3-13 Aug. 1937 at Bandoeng, Java. Published 8 Sept. 1937.
Official No. C.H. 1235.
• Summary: In Chapter 4, titled “Nutrition,” section
I discusses “Composition of food and methods of its
preparation.” The soya bean and its uses in French IndoChina (today’s Vietnam) are discussed on pages 75-76.
“Apart from rice an maize, one of the most important food
crops in that Far East is the soya bean (Glycine hispida).
This bean is rich in proteins and fatty matter, but has a very
low carbohydrate content. Eaten in its natural state as a
vegetable, or better still, in the form of a variety of appetising
preparations in which the casein is partly disintegrated,
the soya bean makes good the deficiency of fatty and
nitrogenous matter in the native diet, which consists almost
entirely of the rice carbohydrates.
“Its chief derivatives are nuoc-dâu, or soya milk; dâuphu, a fresh soya cheese obtained by precipitating the casein
of soya milk; dâu-tuong, or soya sauce, which is often used
instead of nuoc-mam, especially in Tongking; and dâu-phuchuc, or soya cream [yuba].
“Soya milk is a yellowish-white liquid with a slight
smell of burnt bread and a peculiar flavor greatly appreciated
by the Annamites. It is prepared by peeling the beans,
pounding them in water, straining, and boiling up the
resulting liquid.
“Soya cheese [tofu] appears in trade in the form of
faintly yellowish-white rectangular cakes, weighing about
150 grammes each. Ten kg. of soya beans will produce 100
liters of milk, which in turn yield 300 cakes, or 45 kg., of
cheese. This very cheap product, of which several thousand
kilogrammes are sold every day in the Hanoi market alone,
is eaten either raw with salad, or stewed with vegetables, or
fried in oil.
“Soya sauce, or dâu-tuong, is a preparation obtained
by fermenting a mixture of glutinous rice [Oryzae sativa
glutinosa, called ‘nêp’ by the Annamites] and roasted
soya beans. It is a condiment both salty and sweet, which
frequently replaces nuoc-mam, a relatively dear food,
especially in regions distant from the sea.
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“Dâu-tuong is commonly found in commerce in the
form of a heterogeneous mixture, consisting of a liquid
(nuoc-tuong) in which floats a somewhat coarse paste called
tuong-cai, made of incompletely powdered soya beans.
“Dâu-phu-chuc is prepared by drying the skin that forms
on the surface of soya milk after prolonged heating. It is sold
in shiny, pale yellow, crinkly sheets, and smells like cow’s
milk. It is a food rich in proteins and fatty matter, and is
consumed by the Annamites in small pieces, either in soup,
or in pork, beef, or chicken stew.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “roasted soya beans” to
refer to soynuts. Address: Geneva, Switzerland.
570. League of Nations Health Organization. 1937. Report of
the Intergovernmental Conference of Far-Eastern Countries
on Rural Hygiene. International Conference of Far Eastern
Countries on Rural Hygiene 3:65, 74-77. Held 3-13 Aug.
1937 at Bandoeng, Java. Published 8 Sept. 1937. Official No.
A.19.1937.III.
• Summary: Chapter 4, titled “Nutrition” has a section on
“Recommendations About Diet” (p. 74-77). It encourages the
inclusion of some animal protein in the diet, praises “undermilled rice” over highly-milled rice for its greater content
of vitamin B-1, protein, and mineral salts, and praises the
nutritional value of fish, eggs, milk, pulses, and soya bean.
“Soya bean contains a high percentage of protein and fat, and
preparations of soya bean are an important dietary ingredient
in Eastern countries. While soya bean is a valuable food, it
does not make good all the deficiencies of diets based on
rice. Soya bean “milk” has little in common with mammalian
milk beyond a white colour. Suitably supplemented–e.g.,
by egg yolk, malted sugar, and mineral salts–soya bean
“milk” may be useful in infant feeding.” Address: Geneva,
Switzerland.
571. Gray, George Douglas. 1937. Brown bread versus white
(Letter to the editor). British Medical Journal ii:996-97. Nov.
13.
• Summary: The writer acknowledges the nutritional
deficiencies of white bread then goes on to state: “May I
enter a plea for closer consideration of the benefits which can
be gained from adding 20 per cent. flour milled form soya
beans to 80 per cent. wheat flour? This mixture possesses all
the physiological characteristics of dark whole-meal flour,
and bread made from it surpasses the nutritive value of bread
made from whole wheat as well as being more palatable and
tasty. These qualities are due to the large amount of soya
protein (glycinin), which is a complete protein containing
all the essential amino-acids necessary for the building up
of proteins of the human organism. In the above proportions
of soya flour with white flour the protein of ordinary bread
is increased by over 60 per cent.” Soy flour is also a good
source of vitamins A and B, and of lecithin.

“The ash of soya is alkaline while that of cereals is acid;
the ash is rich in phosphorus, calcium, and magnesium.
Because of this alkaline value, soya flour is especially useful
in combating the fatigue of muscular exertion, and herein lies
the Oriental’s ability to do a long day’s work at low cost. The
yield of protein pound for pound is more than twice that of
beefsteak; four times that of eggs, wheat, and cereals; twice
that of lima beans; and twelve times that of milk.
“The soya flour most commonly used in England is
made in accordance with the formula of Professor Berczeller
of Vienna [Austria]... The widespread use of soya food in
Japan and China down the ages, and the example of other
countries that consume it in annually increasing quantity, are
factors that should lead us to a better appreciation of the high
nutritional qualities of this legume.” Address: Edinburgh
[Scotland; M.D., Scotch physician].
572. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Baroda State,
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
plates, described in a separate record). Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Deficiencies in the Indian diet and
soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean: Derivation of the word soya bean,
origin of soya bean, literature, primitive man and soya bean,
name of the plant, home of soya bean and its expansion,
varieties of soya bean, the culture of soya bean is very
remote (It “has been the chief article of diet in China for over
7,000 years.”), reference of soya bean in old Chinese records,
how and when soya bean became known to Europeans, soya
bean in England (from 1890; J.L. North and Henry Ford),
soya bean in France (from 1739), soya bean in Italy, soya
bean in other countries of Europe, soya bean in United States
of America, India and soya bean.
3. The use of soya bean: Importance of soya bean,
dietetic importance, industrial importance, agricultural
importance (Russia, Mussolini in Italy), medical importance,
soya bean is alkalising in its effect (“Soya bean milk as well
as its flour is used in foods for invalids and infants, like
Nestle’s food”), longevity and soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean: Imports to Europe,
production of soya bean in Manchuria (58% in North
Manchuria), exports from Manchuria, oil and cake industry
in Manchuria, soya bean production in Japan, in America,
in Africa, in Australia, in Europe, in Java, in India, in
other British possessions, estimate of world production
of the soya bean, the desirability of the expansion of soya
bean cultivation, imports and exports of soybeans, soya
bean oil, and soya cake–1913-1927: Denmark, Holland,
United States, Great Britain, Japan, France, Russia, China,
Germany, Norway, Korea. Source: International Institute of
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics, 1921, p. 420-21. A table
(p. 38) shows statistics for world production of soybeans “as
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estimated by the leading firm of London soya bean dealers”
for various years from 1923 to 1929. This includes individual
statistics each year for China [incl. Manchuria], Japan, and
USA. The world totals in tons are: 3,095,000 (for 1923-25).
3,397,000 (for 1926). 4,325,000 (for 1927). 6,000,000 (for
1928), and 6,570,000 (for 1929; incl. China 5,250,000; Japan
550,000; USA 250,000; Java & Dutch East Indies 120,000;
Other Asiatic countries & Africa 400,000).
5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 6. Classification of
soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests
of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean in India. 10. The
constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean milk. 12. Soya bean
flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 14. Enriching soil by
addition of nitrogen and use of soya bean as fodder. 15. Food
requirement of the human body. 16. European and American
soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s
experiments at Magan Wadi and opinion of scientists on
soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese soya bean dishes:
Toffu [tofu] or soya bean curd: Digestibility, utilization,
toffu khan, toffu nao [doufu nao], tze toffu (fried bean curd),
chien chang toffu (thousand folds), hsiang khan, kori toffu
(frozen toffu), preservation of toffu. Natto. Tokio natto and
Kyoto natto etc. Hamanan natto [Hamanatto]. Yuba. Misso
[miso]. Soya sauce. Soya bean confectionery. Roasted beans
(Chinese).
19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani dishes, Moglai
dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, Bengali
dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendixes. 1. Acreage
of soya bean in Manchuria during the last 5 years. 2. Total
figures of export during last 5 years. 3. Bibliography. 4.
Some opinions about the first edition of this book.
The preface begins (p. iii): “This little book is written
in response to innumerable inquiries I have had from time
to time after the inauguration of the plantation ceremony of
Soya Beans at the State Agricultural Experimental Station by
H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda in November 1933.
“A few months after this a food exhibition was held in
Baroda where many Soya Bean dishes–Indian, European and
Chinese–were exhibited. The leading papers and journals all
over the country spoke in very glowing terms about the Soya
Bean dishes that were exhibited... Later on at the request of
Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd., a leading Japanese Firm
in Bombay, a Soya Bean Exhibition and Restaurant were
run in the Japanese village at the H.O.H. fete. So keen was
the interest and enthusiasm evinced by the cosmopolitan
public of Bombay that seats in the restaurant had to be
reserved in advance. The presence of H.E. the Governor and
Lady Brabourne and many Indian princes was an additional
evidence of the ever growing popularity of the tasty Soya
Bean dishes served there.
“At the closing of the H.O.H. fete many prominent
people of Bombay requested me to continue the restaurant
at a convenient place in the city, and asked me to open soyabean milk centres for the children of the poor who could not

afford to buy cow’s milk. Many were ready to finance any
scheme that I would propose, but unfortunately my time was
not my own as I had to attend to my duties in the State and
could not take advantage of their generous offer.
“The Departments of Agriculture of the various
provinces of India as well as many Indian States asked me to
supply them with literature regarding the cultivation and the
uses of this most useful bean. The Department of Commerce
and Industry of the Government of Bombay inquired if I
could furnish them with information about the machinery for
the extraction of Soya-bean milk. Letters of inquiries from
private individuals kept pouring in daily from all parts of
India. All this has induced me to undertake the preparation
and the publication of this book...
“From the number of experiments carried on in the
Baroda territories and outside it, I feel sure that the Indian
soil is most suitable for the cultivation of soya bean...
“The leading thought of the day in India is, ‘Village
uplift,’ and ‘Rural reconstruction.’
“Baroda, 7th January 1936, F.S.K. (p. iv)
“Preface to the Second Edition: I feel grateful to the
public for having given such a hearty reception to the first
edition of my book. It is running into a second edition within
a year...
“Now, Soya Bean Bakeries and Restaurants have been
started in the city of Bombay and in many other towns in
India, and Soya Bean products are exhibited in almost all the
exhibitions...
“I feel highly thankful to His Highness the Maharaja
of Baroda who gave me an opportunity last year of visiting
Russia, where I have seen that seven to ten per cent. of Soya
Bean flour was being added to the wheat flour in order to
enhance the nutritive value of the bread. The Soya Research
Institute at Moscow is making researches into the nutritive,
industrial and economical values of Soya Bean. I have seen
there the actual working of the Soya-bean milk extracting
plant. They make casein out of Soya-bean milk. Soya-bean
cream is sold in the market.
“I visited the dietetic clinics in England, France,
Germany, Austria and other European countries, where
doctors prescribe Soya Bean bread for diabetic patients.
In Russia, rickets and consumption are treated by Soyolk
extracted out of Soya Bean...
“France is growing Soya Bean on côlt de jura [sic, Côte
d’Azur, on the Mediterranean?]. In England, through the
efforts of Mr. J.L. North, Soya Bean is realised as a field crop
for the last two years.
“Paris, 3rd April 1937. F.S.K. (p. ix).” Address: Food
Survey Officer, Baroda State, India.
573. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Photos and
illustrations (Continued–Document part II). Baroda State,
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
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plates). 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Photos (mostly original) show: (1) “H.H.
the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda the first Indian Ruler
to inaugurate the soya bean plantation ceremony in his
State 24th November 1933” (frontispiece, facing the title
page). (2) “Dedicated to my noble master, His Highness
the Maharajah Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,
Farzande-Khas-e- Daulate-Englishia (p. 1). (3) Soya bean
ready for shipment at port Dairen, South Manchuria (p. 28).
(4) View of Dairen harbour with bags of soya bean ready for
shipment (p. 30). (5) Transport of soya beans [on sleds] on
the frozen Liao-ho River near New-chwang [Newchwang,
later Yingkou], North Manchuria (p. 31). (6) The Maharaja
of Baroda seated in a chair, lecturing on the dietetic and
industrial importance of soya bean (p. 37). (7) The Indian
method of interculturing; two bullocks in a field (p. 80).
(8) Bavabhai B. Patel, 65-year-old farmer interested in the
cultivation of soya bean, in a field of soya beans with two
bullocks (p. 82). (9) A field of soya beans grown [in 1934
or 1935] by Hargovan Bavabhai Patel, of Achisara, Taluka
Sinor, Baroda District; he has been awarded the first prize
for his good cultivation (p. 84). (10) A soya bean plant
having more than 500 pods, fodder type variety grown at
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 86). (11)
Poona fodder type green variety grown at the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 89). (12) Bags of soya bean
seeds grown as Baroda State crop of 1935 (p. 91). (13) The
luxuriant growth of the fodder type variety at the Baroda
Agricultural Experiment Station (p. 103). (14) “The biggest
soya bean milk factory at Moscow (Russia).” Four small
photos show the plant at work, “Milking the earth” (p. 138).
(15) “The author’s own child 3 months’ old fed on soya bean
milk” (p. 144). (16) “Soya bean oil pressing mill worked by
hydraulic power” (p. 158). (17) The Palace Bakery–”The
first soya bean Bakery in India” (p. 196). (18) “Mahatma
Gandhi who uses soya bean at Maganwadi” (p. 251). (19)
Many people seated at tables in the “Soya Bean Preparation
Restaurant” at the H.O.H. Fete, Bombay (p. 278). (20) Many
Indian men standing at the “Soya Bean Restaurant at the
Rural Life Exhibition, Baroda, on the occasion of H.H.’s
Diamond Jubilee, 7 Jan. 1936 (p. 332).
Illustrations show: (1) “Shen-Nung. The Chinese
emperor 2838 B.C. called ‘the heavenly farmer.’ He used to
plant Soya bean every year with great ceremony” (p. 17). (2)
A plant with branches showing the various ways in which
the soya bean plants and seeds are used (p. 23). (3) Cartoon
(from the American Medical Assoc. cartoon series) of a
skeleton raising a glass of milk in one hand; he is standing
behind a table on which is a bowl labeled “impure milk.”
The caption: “’I drink to the death of the whole table’–the
dangers of contaminated milk” (p. 132). Address: Paris,
France; Formerly: Food Survey Officer, Baroda State, India.
574. Schaefer, Victor A. 1937. Aperçu des bibliographies

courantes concernant l’agriculture et les sciences connexes
[A survey of current bibliographies on agriculture and allied
subjects]. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture.
84 p. Index. 24 cm. Imprimerie de la Chambre des députés.
[Fre; Eng]
• Summary: This book, written equally in French and
English, won the Oberly Award for Bibliography in
Agricultural Sciences in 1937. The author was born in
1906. The bibliographies are arranged by country, and
within country alphabetically by title. Each work cited is
accompanied by a summary/abstract, 3-17 lines long, in
both French and English. The countries represented are
listed alphabetically in French: Allemagne–Germany (52
citations), Argentina (2), Austria (1), Belgium (3), Bulgaria
(1), Canada (1), China (1), Denmark (2), Egypt (2), EtatsUnis–United States (24), Finland (1), France and Colonies
(24), Great Britain and Colonies (26), Hungary (2), India (2),
Italy (8), Lithuania (1), Norway (1), Pays-Bas et Colonies–
Netherlands and Colonies (6), Peru (1), Poland (4), Romania
(3), Sweden (5), Tchécoslovaquie–Czechoslovakia (5),
U.S.S.R. (15), Yugoslavia (2), International Institutions (16).
The top 6 countries in terms of the number of citations
listed are: Germany 52, Great Britain and colonies 26, France
and colonies 24, United States 24, International institutions
16, USSR 15. Address: USA.
575. Woertge, Karl Heinz. 1937. Entwicklung und
weltwirtschaftliche Bedeutung der Sojabohnenerzeugung
und -verarbeitung [Development and international economic
significance of soybean production and processing]. Thesis,
Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen, Coburg, Germany.
119 p. 28 cm. [112 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Part I: History and
culture of the soybean. 1. History, natural requirements and
technology of soybean production; chemical composition
of the soybean. 2. Occurrence of the soybean and methods
of production in various countries: Asia (Manchuria and
China, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Dutch East Indies, other
Asian countries incl. British India, Cochin China, Ceylon),
America, Europe (Southeast Europe, Austria, USSR, France,
Italy, England, Poland, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Germany), Africa and Australia.
Part II. Scale and global economic significance of
soybean production in the main producing areas. 1. General
overview of world soybean production: Production for seeds,
for fodders. 2. Scale of soybean production in the main
producing areas: Asia (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa,
Dutch East Indies [Java and Madura/Madoera]), America,
Europe (Southeast Europe, USSR).
Part III. Development and global economic significance
of soybean processing. 1. Soybean processing possibilities:
A. Processing soybeans to make foods: Asia (general,
methods used in China and Japan to make vegetable-type
soybeans and salads, koji, soymilk, shoyu [soy sauce],
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miso, natto, tofu, methods used in the Dutch East Indies),
Europe (general overview, preparation of soybean meal,
soymilk, coffee- and chocolate substitutes). B. The soybean
as an oilseed: General, methods of obtaining the oil (in
Asia, Europe, USA), use of soy oil (as human food, other).
C. Obtaining lecithin from the soybean. D. Use of soybean
press-cake for livestock feed. E. Use of the soybean meal for
fertilizer. 2. World trade in soybeans, soy oil and soybean
cake/meal (Sojakuchen/Sojaschrot): World trade in soybeans
(Manchuria, Asia, Europe, USA), world trade in soy oil,
world trade in soybean meal.
Closing remarks: The state of the world soybean market
with special consideration for the current German conditions.
Appendixes and tables. Address: Nuernberg [Nuremberg],
Germany.
576. Stegman, Henry M. 1938. Bread of soybean and wheat.
Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan) 73(5):137. May.
• Summary: Dr. G. Douglas Gray, a Scotch physician, argued
recently in the British Medical Journal that British bread
should be made from 20% soybean flour and 80% whole
wheat flour. The mixture contains 60% more protein than
ordinary bread. “The ash of the soybean is alkaline, which
that of cereals is acid. The ash is also rich in phosphorus,
calcium, and magnesium. This alkaline value aids in
combating the fatigue of muscular exertion, and herein lies
the ability of the Oriental to do a long day’s work at small
cost.”
“The soybean flour commonly sold in England is made
in accordance with the formula of Professor Berczeller, of
Vienna [Austria]. In this process the objectionable flavor
of the bean is removed by chemical solvents. This is
objectionable for the reason that chemical solvents are likely
to impair the nutrient qualities of the bean by removing
useful elements. Processes devised and used in this country
are not open to this objection, the use of chemical products
being avoided.”

at Bié, from 1928 to 1931, the soybean was one of the
crops tested for use as a green manure. A summary of the
results was given by the station’s director in the Boletim da
Direcçao dos Serviços de Agricultura e Comércio, volume
4, numbers 12-15, 1931. A long extract from that Bulletin
concerning the soybean is given, focusing on the year 1930.
Soybean trials have also been conducted at the Station
for the Reproduction and Improvement of Seeds and Plants
(Estaçao de Reproduçao e Melhoramento de Sementes e
Plantas) at Planalto de Malanje, since the beginning of 1935.
This publication also contains a long section on food
uses of the soybean, including soy flour (farinha de soja),
soy milk (leite de soja), tofu (queijo de soja; queijo duro),
soy sauce (Shoju, Soyu, Shoyu, tao yu), and soy oil (óleo
de soja). In Austria and America, and also in the Orient,
soybean seeds are roasted, ground, and used as a substitute
for coffee (substituto de café).
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Angola, or the cultivation of soybeans in Angola
(1928). One source of these soybeans was France.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Nov. 2012) that refers to soy coffee, which it
calls substituto de café (a substitute for coffee).
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Aug. 2013) that mentions soymilk, which
it calls leite de soja. As of Aug. 2013 leite de soja is the
modern Portuguese term for soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo de soja
or the word queijo duro refer to tofu.
Note 5. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soy oil, which it
calls óleo de soja.
Note 6. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2012) that uses the word Shoju or the
word Soyu or the word Shoyu or the term tao yu to refer to
soy sauce. Address: Angola.

577. Abreu Velho, H. de L.; Gossweiler, John. 1938. A soja
[The soybean]. Luanda, Angola: Imprensa Nacional. 48 p.
(Conselho de defesa da producao e do comercio). [8 ref. Por]
• Summary: Cover title: Soja; o que os agricultores devem
saber sobre a sua cultura (Soya: What farmers must know
about its culture). In the section titled “Possibilities for
soybean culture in Angola,” it is noted: “Although on
a relatively small scale, some soybean trials have been
conducted in Angola. At the Experimental Station of
Algodao, in Catete, some soybean trials were conducted
in 1929 and 1930 with a yellow variety, with the intent of
studying the crop for use in rotation with cotton and with
maize (corn). The sowing went well and the germination was
rapid and uniform, but none of the plants grew to a height of
more than 30 cm (1 foot).”
At the experiment station of Policultura Planáltica

578. Balzli, Hans. 1938. Kleine Soja-Fibel. Geschichte,
Anbau und Verwertung einer einzigartigen Nutzpflanze [A
little soybean primer. History, culture, and utilization of a
unique useful plant]. Zurich and Leipzig: Albert Mueller
Verlag. 88 p. Index. 16 cm. [26 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Economic questions.
Botanical. Historical. Chemical composition of the soybean
seed. Utilization in East Asia: Koji, miso, shoyu, soymilk,
yuba, tofu (Sojakäse, like Quark), soy oil and press-cake.
Utilization in Europe and America: As fertilizer and feed,
as food (soy flour, roasted soybeans, soy coffee, green
vegetable soybeans {den jungen Sojakern... wie junge gruene
Erbse}, soy sprouts), and industrial products (incl. “soybean
steel,” an invention of Henry Ford). Medicinal significance.
Cultivation and yield. Epilogue. Bibliography. Authorsubject index.
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In the chapter on History (p. 24), the author notes: “The
poet Johann Heinrich Voss (lived 1751-1826) once said:
‘Young Calcuttans... with your sharp soy sauce from Jakarta
(Junge Kalkuten... mit scharfer batavischer Soja).’ Then he
adds to that the observation: ‘Soy sauce (Soja) is a powerful
sauce, which is prepared from soybeans (Sojafasele),
Dolichos Soja, which originate in the East Indies and are
subject to fermentation, together with brine and spice.’”
Balzli continues on page 25: “The Deutsche
Woerterbuch der Naturgeschichte (German Dictionary of
Natural History) contained in the Allgemeinen PolyglottenLexikon der Naturgeschichte (General Multilingual
Encyclopedia of Natural History) by Philipp Andreas
Nemnich (1793) contains the entry: ‘Sojablume. Dolichos
soja.’ (Soya flower. Dolichos soja).”
“In the world-famous work Geist der Kochkunst (Spirit
of the Culinary Art), the art historian C.F. von Rumohr (lived
1785-1843) also mentions soya in the second edition (1832,
p. 155) and conjectures that the Garum sauce of the Romans
was an imitation of the East Indian sauce (Sulze) made from
soybeans (Soja).”
Page 29 reports that “During the war of 1870 (des
siebziger Krieges, in which Bismarck of Germany defeated
Napoleon III of France) the German head artillery man, O.
Wehrman, saw in the botanical garden of Montigny-les-Metz
a plant that was unknown to him. It was the soybean. He
took 4-5 seeds with him and planted them in early 1872 on
his property / estate near Meissen (in Sachsen/Saxony, near
Dresden in today’s Germany). He harvested 80 to 100 seeds,
with which he continued his investigations successfully for
some years” [Note: Haberlandt (1878, p. 5) tells this same
story].
Also on page 29 is a brief discussion of the life and
work of the French farmer (Landwirt) Léon Rouest (18721938).
On page 57 the author uses the term “Sojaspeisen” to
refer to soyfoods.
Note: On the title page the author is clearly given as “Dr.
Hans Balzli,” however in the May/June 1942 issue of Revue
Internationale du Soya Dr. Jean Balzli states (p. 161-69) that
he wrote this book and apologizes that no French-language
translation is available. Address: Dr., Switzerland.
579. Pfeiffer, Ehrenfried. 1938. Die Fruchtbarkeit der Erde:
ihre Erhaltung und Erneuerung: das biologisch-dynamische
Prinzip in der Natur [Bio-dynamic farming and gardening:
soil fertility renewal and preservation]. Basel, Switzerland:
Zbinden & Huegin. vii + 184 p. Translated into English in
1938 by Frederick Heckel. [Ger]*
Address: Director of the Bio-chemical Research Lab. at the
Goetheanum, Dornach, Switzerland.
580. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du
Material Colonial. 1939. Soja [Soya]. 14(159):111-13.

March. [Fre]
• Summary: Contains information about soybeans in the
following countries: Austria, Brazil, Belgian Congo, USA,
Manchuria, Cameroon.
581. Bee World (The) (England). 1939. Research notes.
20(7):82, 84. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: V. Peterka (writing in the March 1939 issue of
Schweizerische Bienenzeitung) describes his investigations of
soya bean meal as a pollen substitute. He found that Sojasan
brand meal (which had been freed of the bitter substances in
soya beans that bees will not take), when mixed with honey,
was capable of acting as a pollen substitute thought it was
not as good as real pollen. Bees fed Sojasan built queen
cups but they did not lay eggs in them as did bees on normal
pollen.
582. Morse, W.J. 1939. Soybeans–The world around.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 3944. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison,
Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Asia: China,
Manchoukuo [Manchuria], Chosen (Korea), Japan,
Netherlands Indies [Indonesia], Philippine Islands. Europe.
Rumania. North and South America. Africa. Australia.
In Europe, production is presently “confined largely to
European Russia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and
Rumania. In Europe as a whole, slightly more than 3 million
bushels of seed were produced in 1938, 80 per cent of which
was produced in Bulgaria, Rumania, and Yugoslavia. The
largest increase has been in Rumania, due chiefly to the fact
that Germany, by guaranteeing purchases, has given a certain
stability to cultivation... Russian scientists have for the past
several years carried on extensive experiments with the
soybean. At the present time the principal areas of cultivation
are the Ukraine and certain regions in northern Caucasus.
“Previous to the World War, Europe absorbed about
50 per cent of the exports of soybeans from Asiatic
countries, the largest of the imports being taken by the
United Kingdom, with Denmark and the Netherlands taking
the remainder. In the post-war period [after World War I]
important changes took place, Germany taking first place as
an importer and other nations entering into the international
trade in the bean and its products. At present Germany still
holds first place as an importer of soybeans, followed by
Denmark, England, Sweden, and the Netherlands. Among
other countries that have increased their imports are France,
Norway, Latvia, and Italy...
In South America, soybeans are at the experimental
stage. “Successful results have been obtained in Cuba,
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and in some parts of Mexico.”
“Africa: Extensive experiments have been conducted
with the soybean in various parts of Africa for many years
but as yet it is an unfamiliar crop to the majority of African
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farmers. It has been successfully cultivated in the upland,
midland, and coast districts of Natal and throughout Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony. In the
cotton and corn growing districts of Belgian Congo the
soybean has been grown successfully for forage and food
purposes. Results in all cases, however, indicate that more
and better varieties, and improved methods of culture and
harvesting are essential before the soybean becomes a factor
of much economic importance in African agriculture. The
crop is advised more as a crop for domestic use than the
European market. It is of interest to note that in 1938 nearly
4 million pounds of soybean meal were used in native rations
in the mine compounds of South Africa.
“Australia: Successful results have been obtained with
a few American varieties in Victoria and Queensland, but
thus far efforts to establish the soybean as a commercial
crop have been disappointing. At the present time, however,
more extensive tests are being conducted to obtain adapted
varieties in order to produce beans on a commercial scale.”
A table (p. 43) gives “Acreage, production, and imports
of soybeans by countries (Compiled from official sources),”
based largely on 1938 statistics. The countries are: Austria,
Belgo-Luxembourg [Belgium], British Malaya, Bulgaria,
Canada, China, Chosen (Korea), Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Estonia, France, Germany, Hongkong, Italy, Japan,
Kwantung, Latvia, Manchoukuo, Netherlands, Netherlands
Indies, Norway, Poland-Danzig, Rumania, Sweden, Taiwan
(Formosa), United Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R.
(Russia), Yugoslavia.
Leading soybean producers are: China 217,192,000
bushels (1936), Manchoukuo 170,269,000 bushels, United
States 57,665,000 bushels, Chosen 18,480,000 bushels,
Japan 13,473,000 bushels (1937), Netherlands Indies
9,873,000 bushels (production minus seed for planting),
U.S.S.R. 2,502,000 bushels, Rumania 1,804,000 bushels.
Leading soybean importers include: Germany
28,766,356 bushels (the world’s largest soybean importer),
Japan 27,796,787 bushels (#2 worldwide), Estonia 195,475
bushels, Latvia 86,347 bushels, and Poland-Danzig
19,106 bushels. Address: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
583. Drahorad, Fritz. 1939. Die Sojazuechtung in der
Ostmark [Soybean breeding in Eastern Europe]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 89(40):305-06. Oct. 7. To
be continued. From a lecture presented at the Soya Days
(Sojatagung) in Vienna. Also in Plant Science Literature
10(17):9. [Ger]
Address: Staatsanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung
[Vienna].
584. Granhall, I. 1939. Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande
sojaböna, lin m.m.i Östersjöländerna och Mellaneuropa
[Plant breeding studies on the soybean, flax and other

plants in the Baltic countries and Central Europe]. Sveriges
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49(2&4):161-79, 336-50. [Swe]
• Summary: In February and March the author visited a
number of countries, namely Finland, Esthonia [Estonia],
Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, to study the results of
cultivation and variety trails. A brief account of his
experiences is given. Summarized in Herbage Abstracts
(March 1940, p. 25).
585. International Institute of Agriculture. 1939. Oils and
fats: Production and international trade. Studies of Principal
Agricultural Products on the World Market No. 4. Part I. 345
p. See p. 59-76. [Eng]
• Summary: Nine major oilseed crops and their respective
oils are discussed: cottonseed, groundnut, linseed, soya beans
(p. 59-76), sunflower seed, colza seed–rapeseed–mustard
seed, sesame seed, castor seed, perilla seed, others (hemp
seed, poppy seed, maize/corn). I. Grinenco wrote section
IV titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil.” Contents: I.
Production (p. 59-68). Areas of production: Table 18 shows
“Areas cultivated for soya.” Average 1924-1928, 1929, 1930,
1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, in China, Manchukuo,
Chosen [Korea], Japan, Netherlands Indies [Indonesia],
United States, U.S.S.R. [USSR, p. 61-62] (Territory in
Europe and Asia), Europe.
Table 19 shows “Areas cultivated for soya” during
the same time periods shown above. In 1936 the world’s
leading soybean producing countries (in 1,000 metric tons)
were: China 5,911.0, Manchukuo [Manchuria] 4,175.5,
United States 816.0, Chosen [Korea] 487.1, Japan 339.8,
Netherlands Indies (Java and Madura) 247.4, U.S.S.R.
[USSR] 44.3, Kwantung 17.7, Taiwan 4.4.
Table 20 shows “Area and production of soya in China
by provinces (average 1931-1935).” The leaders in total
production are (in 1,000 metric tons): Shantung 1,980.7,
Kiangsu 1087.4, Honan 765.0, Szechuan 517.0.
Table 21 shows “Production of soya in Manchukuo
by provinces in 1936 (in 1,000 metric tons):” Northern
provinces: Pinkiang 1,083.9, Kirin 980.8, Lungkiang 464.9,
Sankiang 260.6, Chientao 91.4, Heiho 2.7. Total north:
2,884.3. Southern provinces: Fengtien 985.4, Antung 154.7,
Chinchow 151.1. Total south: 1,291.2.
Table 22 shows “Area cultivated for the production
of soya bean in the United States (in 1,000 ha):” Figures
are given for Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, North Carolina,
Mississippi, Missouri, Other states. Total.
II. Trade (p. 68-76). Principal countries exporting
soya beans: Manchukuo, Chosen [Korea], The United
States. Principal countries importing soya beans: Germany,
Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, France, Norway, Latvia,
Italy, Japan, Chosen, Netherlands Indies. Principal countries
exporting and importing soya oil: Manchukuo, Japan,
United Kingdom, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, French
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Morocco, Hong Kong. III. Conclusion (p. 76).
Concerning Norway: Table 24 (p. 71) shows “Net world
imports of soya beans (in 1,000 metric tons),” yearly from
1929 to 1936, plus average 1909-1913, and average 19241928. A footnote shows that in 1910-11 Norway imported
700 tonnes of soybean oil, followed by an average of 100
tonnes in 1924-28. Norwegian imports of soybean oil were
zero from 1929 to 1932, then 2,200 tonnes in 1933, rising
to 15,300 tonnes in 1934, then 15,700 tonnes in 1935, and
22,900 tonnes in 1936.
Concerning Finland: Pages 74-75 state that Finland
imports soya oil. Finland’s first recorded imports were in
1931, when 684 metric tons (tonnes) were imported. By 1936
Finland was importing 2,565 tonnes of soya oil a year. Note:
This is the earliest document seen (May 2002) concerning
soybean products (soy oil) in Finland; soybeans as such have
not yet been reported. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybean products (soy oil) in Finland (1931).
Concerning Latvia: Page 72 states: “Among the
countries that have increased their imports of soya beans are
France, Norway, and Latvia, although the quantities imported
up to the present are relatively small.” They are so small that
no statistics are given. Address: Villa Umberto I, Rome, Italy.
586. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Le soja en Afrique et en Australie [Soya and soya industries:
Soya in Africa and Australia (Document part)]. Paris:
Gauthier-Villars. x + 390 p. See p. 57-58. 18 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: There are no indigenous soybean varieties in
Africa, but soybeans were introduced by the English to the
Cape [South Africa]; then to the Orange Free Province,
Rhodesia, and Transvaal, and also to Nigeria, the Gold
Coast [later Ghana], and Côte d’Ivoire. Likewise, they
were introduced by the French to Dahomey [later Benin]
and Togo. Today soybeans seem to offer good promise
everywhere, but production has been developed only in
southern Africa. In northern Africa, earlier trials, which were
rather indecisive due to the lack of selection and lack of
human experience (except for those of Asian peoples), have
been undertaken more seriously since 1918 in Algeria, then
in Tunisia and then in Morocco; the coastal regions, where
irrigation is unnecessary, seem more favorable.
Elsewhere, it is important to get early maturing varieties
in order to avoid dehiscence of the pods under the influence
of the summer heat. Note: Seedpods of some soybean
varieties dehisce at maturity. That is, they split lengthwise
along the natural line of the pod and discharge the contents
of the pod–the soybean seeds.
The sandy and rocky soils, which are sometimes well
tolerated by soybeans grown in the USA (North Carolina,
etc.), are poorly suited in Algeria.
Following the advice of Mr. Rouest, we could try
planting the seeds in two rows (20 to 25 cm apart), leaving
between the two rows a space of about 1 meter of fallow

(unplanted) land. In Tunisia, the climate and the vast territory
offer advantages to many soybean varieties, and the trials
which began in the 19th century, have now reached a certain
amplitude / developed prosperously.
Note: Haberlandt (1878, p. 6) states that he obtained
one green-seeded soybean from Tunis [later renamed
Tunisia] in 1873 at the Vienna World Exposition (Wiener
Weltausstellung).
In Morocco, where 35,000 to 50,000 tonnes per year
of other beans (d’autres fèves) are produced, at least onethird of which is exported (including the bean of Safi, which
reminds one of the horse bean or dry kidney bean {féverole}
of Egypt), this crop succeeds in the regions that are rather
cool zones or that allow irrigation. This crop could enrich
the soils with nitrogen in the valley of Sebou and the area
around Fez, the small market-garden valleys of Mogador,
perhaps even on the plains or plateaus of the Chaouïa and of
the Doukala [Doukkala; the latter two places are now both in
Morocco].
As for Egypt, it has already been worked over by the
English propaganda, and soy has spread in the valley of
the Nile, beside the horse-beans (féveroles) which have an
ancient reputation.
In Australia this Asian legume is finally being cultivated
successfully. It began at the start of the 20th century in the
southeast, and today it grows all along the eastern coast
(Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria). From there it
somehow spread a bit to Tasmania and toward Adelaide, and
above all to New Zealand, where it was welcomed. It does
not seem that British New Guinea [later renamed Papua New
Guinea] contributed its transmission, although the Dutch
region of this large insular territory [Dutch New Guinea,
later named Irian Jaya = Irian Barat or West New Guinea]
did adopt the soybean, either from Mindanao (Philippines) or
from Java [Indonesia].
Tables show: (1) Production and utilization of soybeans
in the USA in 1934 and 1935, by states (in 100 metric tons)
(p. 18-19). (2) Quantity and value of soybeans, soybean cake,
and soybean oil imported into the USA from 1909 to 1928
(p. 26). (3) Importation of soybeans and soy oil into Great
Britain (from 1913), Germany (from 1922), Netherlands
(from 1913), Denmark (from 1913), and Sweden (from
1930) (all in Europe) in 1913, 1922, 1925, 1930, 1933, 1934,
and 1935 (p. 41). (7A) Production of soybeans in China,
Manchuria, Korea, and Japan (all in East Asia) in 1928 and
1935 (p. 51). (7B) Soybean trade among countries in Asia
in 1909-13, 1922-23, 1924-25 incl. China and Manchuria,
Japan, Korea, Dutch Indies, Java and Madura, Formosa,
British and French possessions (p. 51).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April
2015) concerning soybeans in Dahomey (later Benin),
Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), or Togo, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Dahomey, Côte d’Ivoire, or Togo. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
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Dahomey, Côte d’Ivoire, or Togo, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Dahomey, Côte d’Ivoire, or Togo (1939; one
of two documents for Côte d’Ivoire). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Unfortunately, the author gives no
documentation for this early cultivation of soybeans in
Dahomey, Côte d’Ivoire, and Togo.
Note 2. Matagrin says (without citing any source) that
soybean trials were conducted in Tunisia (a protectorate of
France from May 1881 to 1956) in the 19th century. If that
were true, this document would contain the earliest date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Tunisia. In 1869, Tunisia
declared itself bankrupt. An international commission, with
representatives from France, the United Kingdom, and Italy
took over its economy. In 1878 Friedrich Haberlandt wrote
that he had obtained 20 varieties of soybeans at the Vienna
World Exposition in 1873; at least one of these, he said,
came from Tunis (Tunisia). How did soybeans get to Tunisia
in order to be tested there? One possibility is that they were
sent there from France by the Society for Acclimatization,
which reported that it was conducting soybean trials in
neighboring Algeria a few years before 1880. Address:
France.
587. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [The soybean and the soy industries: Food
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein].
Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x + 390 p. Illust. 18 cm. [300 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. The agricultural,
industrial, and commercial history of soya: Asiatic origins
and propagation in Europe, soya in America (its cultivation
and industries), soya in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceania
(1936) (1. Admission of soya in the agriculture and
industry of European nations (p. 35): Soya in France, soy
industry and commerce in central and northern Europe
{England, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Poland,
Austria and Hungary, Switzerland}, penetration of soya
into southern Europe {Iberian peninsula, Italy, Balkan
countries of Dalmatia, Istria, Yugoslavia, Greece (p. 47),
Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine}, the grandeur and decadence
of soya in Russia. 2. Soya in modern Asia (p. 51): China
and Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa, French Indochina
{Tonkin, Cambodia, Cochin China}, the British and Dutch
Indies {Siam, Assam, Bengal, Burma, Ceylon, India, Straits
Settlements [later Singapore] / Malacca}, western Asia
{Turkestan, Persia (p. 57)}. 3. Soya in Africa and Australia
(p. 57-58): South Africa, Rhodesia, Nigeria, Gold Coast
[later Ghana], Cote d’Ivoire, Dahomey, Togo, Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, Australia {Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria}, Tasmania, New Zealand, not yet in British
New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], Philippines, Java).
2. The botany and agronomy of soya: The plant, its
names, its botanical characteristics, its varieties (original and

created by selection), the cultivation of soya.
3. The general chemistry of soya: Chemical composition
of the plant, structure and chemical composition of the
beans.
4. Using soya in soyfoods and soyfood products: Whole
soybeans (whole green, dry, sprouted, roasted and salted
{soja á l’état vert, fève de soja sèche, fève grillée, fève salée
de soja, fèves de soja salées, p. 166-67}, soynut butter {un
mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux}, soy coffee, soy
confections {confiture de soja}, soy chocolate, soy sprouts
{fèves de soja germées, germes de fèves de soja}), soymilk
and tofu (le lait et le fromage de soja; soymilk cream,
concentrated soymilk, soymilk powder / powdered soymilk,
fermented soymilk {lait fermenté, yoghurt, kéfir, koumys,
p. 189}, fermented tofu {fromages de soja}), okara (pulpe
résiduaire de la préparation du lait de soja), fermented soy
products (solid, paste, and liquid condiments; natto, miso,
and shoyu [soy sauce]; kiu-tsee and lactic ferments), soy
flour and bread.
5. The soy oil industry and products derived from it:
Extraction and refining of soy oil, properties and use of soy
oil.
6. The vegetable lecithin industry: Extraction of
vegetable lecithin, properties and use of vegetable lecithin.
7. The vegetable casein industries and plastic materials
based on soya: Soybean cakes and flours from which the oil
has been removed, use of such cakes and flours, in the crude
state, as a raw material for plastics, manufacture and use of
vegetable protein, soybean cellulose for artificial silk, soya
furfural and furfuraldehyde (phenolic resins). Conclusion:
How to launch soya industries in France. Important terms. A
bibliography appears at the end of each chapter.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen that uses the terms Fève grillée, fève salée de soja, or
fèves de soja salées, “roasted soy beans” to refer to soynuts.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2005) that mentions soynut butter, which it calls
un mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux.
Summary: Matagrin wrote two previous books: Manuel
du Savonnier (Paris, no date given) and L’Industrie des
Produits chimiques et ses Travailleurs (Paris, 1925).
Francis G. Beltzer, a practical chemist, became a major
force in visualizing new industrial uses for the soybean in
the West. By contrast, Li and Grandvoinnet (1912) paid little
attention to soy oil in their book, devoting only 3 pages out
of 150 to the subject, and only ½ page to industrial uses,
while largely ignoring lecithin. These two books had a great
influence on soy in France and they nicely complement each
other (p. vi).
The Soybean, by Piper & Morse (1923), was
published in both New York and London. Horvath was a
Russo-American chemist. Italians who made important
contributions to the soybean were professors Bottari, Mattei,
Panatelli, and Tito Poggi (p. vii).
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Leon Rouest, French the agronomist, wrote an important
book titled Le soja français et ses applications agricoles et
industrielles (Chateauroux 1936). Since 1920 he has devoted
himself to the culture of soybeans and to the selection of
acclimatized varieties. He was director of the Laboratory of
Soja in the north Caucasus from 1930 to 1935, and in 1921
he had already published a book, Le soja et son lait végétal.
His new (1936) book benefitted from the collaboration of
Henry de Guerpel, an agricultural engineer and mayor of
Percy-en-Auge, who was also an indefatigable prophet of
soybeans in France, until his untimely death in Jan. 1937.
Anyone in the world can order (from the U.S.
Government Printing Office in Washington, DC) the many
U.S. publications about soybeans from the USDA or state
agricultural experiment stations. These substantial works are
based on careful research and enriched with numerous tables
and photos–a fine example of the key role that governments
can play in introducing and popularizing soya. Recently J.A.
LeClerc (of USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry and Soils) said the
soybean has become a naturalized American (p. viii).
More than a century ago lord Byron wrote Beppo, the
first Western poem on soy. It was an account of a carnival
at Venice, Italy, in 1818. He advised the tourists to bring
“Ketchup, Soy [sauce], Chili-vinegar.”
Maurice Druel was one of the young engineers who
worked with competence to launch a soy industry in France
(p. x).
For an early chronology of soybeans and soyfoods in
France (1856+, see pages 8-12). 1857-58: Lechaume planted
soybeans at Vitry-sur-Seine and got encouraging results. A
report by the National Society for Acclimatization declared:
“The acclimatization of the soybean is complete.”
1859–Setback for the first tests by Vilmorin with
Chinese beans that were too late, but success by Dr. Turrel in
le Var.
1862-69–Success of Mme. Delisse, in Gironde.
Then the Franco-Prussian war arrested these tests, so
the center of interest moved to central Europe. The world
exposition of Vienna in 1873 and Friedrich Haberlandt. In
his book one finds the first analyses of the seed by Steuf, of
the cake by Woelker / Voelker, the results of texts by Berndt
on oil extraction (p. 9).
Podolie is in the Ukraine.
Of Haberlandt’s 148 trials in 1877, only 12 failed for
lack of warmth. Much new agronomic information was
accumulated.
Back in France: 1874-80–Society of Horticulture
d’Etampes (Seine-et-Oise) grew a yellow Chinese variety
which succeeded. This “soja d’Etampes” was studied
intensively from the chemical and agronomic points of view
by Lechartier and various authors. A doctor from the region
prepared, for his personal use, a vegetable cheese (tofu).
But the grain did not find buyers so its cultivation did not
spread. There now remain only 2 or 3 innovators to cultivate

soybeans and on 5-10 acres maximum. But Chinese soybeans
mature in the region of Paris, as in 1879 at Marseille.
1880–While the tests of Boursier in l’Oise have
succeeded. and while Olivier-Lecq, ardent propagator of
soybeans, distributed 100 kg to farmers in the north, the
national Society for Acclimatization organized cultural
trials all over France. Results were obtained in each of the
regions, some with record yields. The general objection of
the farmers was the difficulty found in using the soybean as a
legume (it was too hard) or to find buyers.
As Paillieux said so well: “Our point of departure has
not been happy one; the soybean has been presented simply
as a new legume” (p. 10).
The German successes in soybean cultivation were
studied by Wein in 1881 (p. 10).
In the 1880s there was a big growth of interest in
vegetarian diets in Europe. Compare this with the USA (p.
11).
Li Yu-ying: After his 1905 speech, in 1908 he
created a laboratory for studies, which soon founded
the factory La Caseo-Sojaine at Vallees, near Colombes
(Seine), administered by a French-Chinese company. This
establishment made soyfoods using imported soybeans,
especially tofu (p. 12).
Dr. Bloch of France recommended thin sheets of pressed
tofu as a reserve ration for troops.
Lever Bros. soap works used lots of soy oil in Britain (p.
12).
The British did some cultural trials in India, Burma,
Siam (Thailand), and South Africa.
Japan, in effect, annexed Korea in 1895.
It was only after 1905 that soybean tests took place, first
in Guyana, where the soybean matured easily.
Soybeans were grown for forage more in the South of
USA than in the north. Continued. Address: France.
588. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [Soya and soya industries: Food products,
soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein (Continued–
Document part III)]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x + 390 p. 18
cm. [300 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Continued. Japan: The great oil mills of Kobe.
In Japan, for cooking, sesame oil is preferred and for
illumination rapeseed oil.
French Indochina: From 1931. It is estimated Tonkin
cultivated about 12,000 ha of soybeans and harvested an
average of 7,500 metric tons per year. The low yield of
only 625 kg/ha, compared with a world average of 1,000, is
explained by the fact that soybeans are generally cultivated
with corn in a 1:1 mixture. Some soybeans are exported to
Hong Kong. Since 1933 Paul Braemer, chief of agricultural
services in Hong Kong, is exerting himself to propagate
more this nutritious plant. Up till now the strong flavor of
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the soy protein deters colonials from using soy for food and
soymilk. Made experimentally at the Maurice Museum,
these have not attained but a relative success in the European
colony. However the natives use many products. The village
of Cu-da / Cuda 10 km from Hadong [in today’s Vietnam]
specializes in a type of soy sauce which cannot be made
except from April to July, and which must be kept in sealed
containers.
English and Dutch Indies: Today Prof. D. Kanga of
Gujerat College of Ahmedabad, recommends warmly this
economical and fortifying food. Soy is now used increasingly
in industrial dining rooms and universities (he lists names).
It is likely that India will acclimatize varieties rich in oil,
develop extraction mills in its centers of industry, and deliver
a large tonnage to the English soap makers.
Soybeans, propagated by the Russians, have long been
grown on the plains of Turkestan [today’s Afghanistan] and
tests have been done in Persia [today’s Iran] and the Soviet
and Chinese republics of Central Asia northeast of there.
Soy in Africa: The French tried growing soybeans
successfully in Dahomey and Togo. In North Africa trials
have been taken more seriously since 1918 in Algeria, then
in Tunisia and Morocco. In Tunisia, the tests which began in
the late 19th century, are now growing. In Morocco lots of
other beans are grown.
Australia is finally cultivating soybeans since the start of
the century in the southeast, and today on all the east coast
(Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria).
Soybean etymology: Low Countries = Sojaboon. Russia
= Soia. Italy = Soia or (better) soja.
At the start of this century, when the German industry
launched “Nitragine,” a liquid culture of nitrogen fixing
bacteria, there was much interest. The American practice,
founded on the research of Norman Shaw (1910) and on
the experience of the agricultural experiment stations at
Michigan (1905), Wisconsin (1907, 1922). etc. consists of
inoculating new soil with soil from former soybean fields.
Matagrin has a lengthy and excellent review of soybean
agronomy. Also one of the best bibliographies; the most
extensive of any European book to date on all aspects of
soybeans and soyfoods.
The USA and the USSR were the first two countries to
mechanize soybean planting and harvesting.
On the diseases and enemies of the soybean (p. 108):
Earliest citation is 1919 from J. of Agricultural Research, and
from the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station. Third is
Wolf and Lehman 1920.
Most of the early studies on soybean diseases and
enemies are analyzed in Morse (1927) “Soy Beans: Culture
and Varieties.” In the same publication is found a summary
of U.S. work on insect enemies of soybeans established by
H.R. Walton, Bureau of Etymology, Washington, DC.
The early research on the chemical composition of the
soybean plant was to determine its value as forage. The key

work in France was done by Lechartier and Joulie. The latter
also studied the composition of the soybeans from Etampes,
as did Giljaranski. and H.L. North.
The structure of the soybean cells was studied in France
by Colin and Blondel (1888).
Matagrin has a strong historical dimension running
through every chapter.
The median oil content from Asian soybeans is not more
than 17%, while that of American soybeans attains 19%.
In about 1920, West and Levene developed the chemical
formula and structure for animal lecithin.
The importance of soybeans as a protein source was not
pointed out by researchers for 69 years, i.e., until the 1880s,
and was not considered from an economic point of view
until the World War I put into relief the problems of feeding
populations and armies. Then interest and patents multiplied.
For example, in 1910 the processes of S. Satow of Sendai,
Japan for the precipitation of soymilk by a ferment or by
sulfuric acid.
Most legumes contain only 1.6 to 2.9% oil, with the
exception of peanuts which contain 45%. Soy contains 20%.
Concerning soy lecithin, From 1870 to 1910 W. Koch
(1902), Fraenkel, (p. 152) not only verified the initial
conclusions of Thudichum about this agent of nutritional
assimilation. Koch showed in 1902 that this phosphatide was
important.
At the start of the 20th century, soy pap was prescribed
with success for diabetics in the hospitals of Algeria, as in
Japan and Austria.
Page 158: Number of calories costing 15 centimes in
1938. Li Yu-ying had a similar chart but he omitted potatoes.
Potatoes: 80 grams give 224 calories
Soybeans: 40 grams give 188 calories
Rice: 50 grams give 180 calories
Bread: 45 grams give 145
Followed by 16 other foods.
Etymology: Matagrin (p. 160-61) says “fève de soja”
and “soja à l’etat vert” (for green vegetable soybeans).
Miss Ellen Kingsley (p. 161) of the U.S. Bureau of
Home Economics published many recipes using whole dry
soybeans.
Durand (no citation) discussed cooking whole soybeans
in water with sodium bicarbonate. This well-known
process for all legumes leaves an unpleasant taste. So he
recommended pressure cooking. Then he gives recipes for
whole dry soybeans.
At whole dry soybeans, there is considerable discussion
of their use in vegetarian diets. Was Matagrin a vegetarian?
Etymology: Matagrin (p. 166) says “la farine des fèves
grilles” for roasted soy flour.
At the Iowa College of Agriculture, Nelson made a
soynut butter as follows: Deep-fry soybeans in oil at 100110ºC for about 5 minutes. Grind the soybeans finely. Then
grill at 160ºF for about 20 minutes. Finally mixing these with
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some of the deep-frying oil.
Soy coffee is cafe without caffeine. Matagrin uses lots
of information from Li Yu-ying; likewise information from
Li appeared in countless later articles. Li was one of the two
original sources; Paillieux was the second.
Is soymilk presently consumed more widely that animal
milks in China? Not in Japan.
Carles (note spelling) was not a Frenchman who did
work on soymilk.
Soymilk (p. 172): According to an article by Prof. R.
Lepine of Lyon (1919), concerning a communication of
Mlle. Castet of the Society of Horticulture of Alger (Algiers).
Rouest was director du Laboratoire du Soja in Russia’s
North Caucasus.
Castagnol (soymilk) in Bulletin of Indochina, uses a
centrifuge.
Soymilk patents from France. G.D. Thevenot (1920-25),
A. Serault (1931), M. Adler (1933).
Arao Itano (1918). Made soymilk from soy flour with
Bacillus inoculum. So it was fermented soymilk developed
by a Japanese.
Etymology: Fèves de soja entieres = whole soybeans.
Li Yu-ying used cold extraction of soymilk, Chinese
style.
Matagrin has an excellent review of all the various ways
of making soymilk.
Muggia and Gasca (1921) made soymilk with a bland
flavor in Italy.
1933 process for making soymilk in Russia by
Bogatskij, Storozhuk and Morumtzev.
In raising animals, soymilk renders a great service. It
is very wildly used now in USA and in Asia. but its use is
limited by that fact that it is more economical to feed the
animals the bean itself or the cake.
Adding lecithin to soymilk gives it a light flavor of
butter.
Etymology: Matagrin unfortunately calls yuba Crème
de lait de soja (Phu-chuc of Indochina) [dried yuba sticks].
According to an analysis by a pharmacist, Monnier, of the
Pasteur Institute of Hanoi, it contains 64.62% oils, 8.98%
Nitrogen. It is often prepared with fish bladders or minced
meat.
Just. Hatmaker (p. 190) made powdered soymilk, as did
three other processes, including a spray process of Bevenot
and Neveu. This process was also widely used in English
soap factories. Matagrin gives 3 analyses of powdered
soymilk, the earliest from Li Yu-ying.
Pages 192-93: Discusses soy yogurt (Yoghourt au lait
de soja), soy kefir (Kéfir au lait de soja), and soy koumis /
koumiss (koumys).
Matagrin gives detailed descriptions of many methods of
making tofu and 9 pages of information (p. 194-202)
Bloch said the best coagulant is magnesium chloride.
Beltzer preferred acids to calcium salts.

Ellen J. Kingsley (1935) of the USDA gives a method
for making tofu.
Drs. Labbé (Labbe) and Marchoisne have shown that
vegetable albumines, despite current opinion, are very
assimilable.
Matagrin gives a number of nice tofu recipes including
French-style tofu in Petits-fours (fancy biscuits; p. 201) and
Tofu meringue. Address: France.
589. True, Rodney Howard. 1939. Sketch of the history of
the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture: Prepared
for the celebration of the 150th anniversary of its foundation.
Memoirs Vol. 6. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Philadelphia
Society for Promoting Agriculture. ix + 228 p. Illust. No
Index. 25 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: The Philadelphia Society for Promoting
Agriculture was founded on 11 Feb. 1785, by John Beale
Bordley (1727-1804). It was the “first Agricultural Society
organized in the western world [America]... which became
the fertile mother of all other Agricultural Societies
since established in America (p. 95). Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures & Commerce (p. 5).
1805. Dr. James Mease, secretary (p. 19). 1844. Dr. James
Mease, president (p. 21). Oval portrait of “James Mease,
M.D.” (facing p. 29). In Jan. 1838, Dr. James Mease was one
of two vice-presidents (p. 85). In 1844 Dr. James Mease was
chosen president (p. 87).
History of agricultural societies: A paper read in 1885
on the centennial anniversary of The Philadelphia Society for
Promoting Agriculture (p. 95-105). “The first Agricultural
society of which there is any record was founded in the north
of Italy about 1705, but it lasted only a few years. Southern
Europe was also first in systematic agricultural education, a
Farm School having been founded at Hojwye in Switzerland
in 1706. It is claimed that three thousand peasants were
instructed in the higher systems of farming during a period of
thirty years following.”
In 1723 the second Agricultural society was founded
in Scotland, and named the “Society of Improvers in the
Knowledge of Agriculture for Scotland.” This society existed
for only a few years, but was reorganized in 1735 and
continued to hold meetings for a brief period thereafter.
“In 1731, the Dublin Agricultural Society was founded
under the title of ‘The Dublin Society for the Improvement
of Husbandry.’ After this, in 1737, was organized the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society [in northeast England].
During the early 1700s, many important advances in
agricultural methods, machines, and crops were developed
(Jethro Tull, turnips and mangel-wurzel cultivated, ShortHorn cattle bred). “Philadelphia was a fitting place to
organize the first [American] Agricultural Society; it was the
largest and most wealthy city” [in British North America].
And there had been a long interest in agriculture. In 1728
John Bartram started to make his Botanic Garden and
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Arboretum in Philadelphia, the first in the United States. “In
1748, Peter Kalm, a pupil of the immortal Linnaeus, settled
in Philadelphia and did much to extend the range of botanical
research. Dr. Adam Kuhn, another pupil of Linnaeus, also
settled in Philadelphia in 1768, and was the first professor
of Botany in America, In 1773, the second Botanical
Garden was established a few miles out of Philadelphia
by Humphrey Marshall, and his example was followed by
John Jackson... In 1785 Humphrey Marshall published at
Philadelphia the first American botanical work, one of credit
to his attainments and enterprise.”
George Washington was one of the leading farmers
in America. He was in constant communication with
the leading farmers of Europe, and “on every occasion
demonstrated his conviction that upon the farmer depended
the wealth and prosperity of the nation.” On 5 Dec. 1796
Washington recommended to Congress the establishment of
a National Board of Agriculture. Thus was the idea of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture born. (p. 100-01).
Dates that individuals became members of the
Society: Dr. Benjamin Franklin (President of the State of
Pennsylvania)–7 Nov. 1785. Dr. James Mease–14 May 1805
(p. 213). Thomas Nuttall (Cambridge, Prof. of Botany to the
Massachusetts Agricultural Society)–18 Jan. 1825 (p. 213).
Not listed: John Bartram. Samuel Bowen.
Note: Rodney Howard True lived 1866-1940. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
590. Granhall, I. 1940. Plant breeding studies on the
soybean, flax and other plants in the Baltic countries and
Central Europe (Abstract). Herbage Abstracts 10:25. March.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “In February and March the author visited a
number of countries, namely Finland, Esthonia [Estonia],
Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, to study the results of
cultivation and variety trails. A brief account of his
experiences is given.” A translation is available from the
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops, Aberystwyth,
Great Britain.
Note: This summary does not state which countries
were testing or growing soybeans. The original article was
titled “Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande sojaböna, lin m.m.i
Östersjöländerna och Mellaneurope,” published in Sveriges
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49:161-79, 336-50.
Herbage Extracts is published in the U.K. by the
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops (its name
from 1938-46). A translation is available.
591. Times (London). 1940. A vital German supply: The
magic bean. Soya food for man and beast. April 23. p. 7, col.
6; p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “From a correspondent. Since the war began
there have been frequent references in the Press to soya

beans, mainly in relation to the Trans-Siberian railway
transport of raw materials to Germany and the so-called
‘Nazi food pills.’ Few people noticing these references
will have appreciated the extent to which Germany is now
making use of the soya and the importance of the part it
plays both in the Nazi food economy and in the general
economic structure of the Reich. The soya has become
vitally important to Germany from the food, the economic,
and the military standpoints.”
“It has been described as ‘unquestionably the most
important food plant in the world.’ Its chief economic
importance lies in an oil with various industrial applications
and in a special flour... But it has also a multitude of
industrial applications. With good reason the Germans have
called the soya ‘the magic bean’.
Note the use of the term “magic bean” in the title to
describe the soybean.
“A substitute for meat: As for the food aspect, one of
the greatest weaknesses of Germany is the relative lack of
foodstuffs of animal origin (meat, milk, eggs). The Germans
are facing this weakness by developing from the soya a flour
called Edelsoja, which, because of its high content of good
proteins (40 to 45 per cent.) and of fats and carbohydrates,
can completely replace meat or the other animal foodstuffs.
This flour is introduced in the traditional prepared foods and
culinary dishes (soups, sausages, bread, biscuits, macaroni)
in such a way that the taste is unimpaired, the protein content
greatly increased, and through a daily arrangement of diet the
individual receives, without reliance on meat, the minimum
ration of proteins, fats, and mineral salts indispensable for
human nutrition. This soya flour is not an Ersatz, not a ‘food
pill,’ but a new and superior foodstuff with the experience
of centuries in the Far East to confirm its nutritive value.
We cannot afford to smile indulgently on German efforts
to develop its consumption. The United States cannot be
called a starving country, yet, according to official figures,
the Americans produce and consume over 300,000 tons
of soya flour annually and more than forty concerns there
are manufacturing soya flour and soya food products. In
Germany the beans are also used for the production of
margarine, soya oil being the basis of the final product; and
before the war 400,000 tons appear to have been annually
applied as cattle feed.
“Germany built up huge reserves of soya beans in view
of the war. It is believed that these amounted to 2,000,000
tons, sufficient to provide the whole German population with
the equivalents of animal food for five months.” Soya beans
can be imported into Germany from countries like Rumania,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary, by barter.
“The military aspect: The military importance of the
soya is due as much to the food products as to the explosives
and other war chemicals which can be manufactured from
it. The flour and prepared products are the ideal military
foods, and are now an established part of the German Army’s
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war-time diet... The German soldier can easily carry in
his haversack a three-day ration... At the end of the Polish
campaign Nazi official circles were boasting in Berlin, that
without the soya it would not have been possible for the
German Army to advance so quickly as it had done.
“Germany has always been the largest soya importing
country in the world. From 1928 to 1933 she imported over
1,000,000 tons annually, according to official figures, but
these dropped to about 500,000 tons in 1935-36 and then
rose to 800,000 tons in 1938, and 500,000 tons for the first
six months of 1939. The greater part of these imports came
from Manchuria, but in 1937 and 1938 about 50,000 tons
are said to have been admitted annually from Rumania. It
seems clear, however, that the figure for Rumania cannot be
correct. In 1937 the Rumanian production was estimated at
150,000 to 250,000 tons. No soya is retained by Rumania; it
is known to be all exported to Germany. From this it would
follow that the German import figures deliberately understate
the true position. As long ago as 1933 the Germans realized
that dependence on Manchurian soya, which was almost
entirely brought by sea to German ports, would be dangerous
in time of war and that reliance on Trans-Siberian railway
consignments, even assuming Russia to be bienviellant
[benevolent, friendly], would be precarious. For this reason
immediately Hitler came into power the Germans took
steps to develop the production of the soya in Rumania
and other Balkan countries. The large chemical group I.G.
Farben Industrie, with the full support and encouragement
of the Reich Government, began preparations in 1933 to
promote the cultivation of the soya in Rumania. Thousands
of tons of seed were taken into the country. A Rumanian
company, the Soja S.A.R., was incorporated with German
capital for producing and trading in the beans. The company
provided the Rumanian peasants with seed and bacteria; it
made the necessary advances against future delivery; and
it looked after technical instruction in soya cultivation. Its
activities reached into almost every village in those districts
where production was possible. Further, by guaranteeing
a minimum purchase price to the peasant, the company
encouraged him to concentrate on soya rather than on the
more uncertain maize or wheat which market fluctuations
made less profitable.
“In Germany itself a subsidiary company, the Deutsche
Olsaat Verwertungs, was set up to import from Rumania.
Payments for the soya were to be effected within the ambit
of a clearing system, and by virtue of this arrangement, inter
alia [among other things], the I.G. Farben Industrie was to
export its chemical and other industrial products in return. As
the price paid to the peasants amounted to only 60 per cent.
of the export price, the result of this ingeniously planned
system was to provide Germany with secure and accessible
source of supply on the cheapest possible terms, and without
risk of losing foreign exchange. A similar story may be told
in regard to Bulgaria. In 1934 two companies with German

capital were set up there, having the same range of activities
as the Rumanian. A clearing system to pay for the soya
was likewise developed, and minimum prices guaranteed
to the peasant. In Yugoslavia also efforts were made by the
Germans to encourage production, but the possibilities there
were less favourable in view of transport difficulties.
“Silos in Austria: Precise figures are difficult to obtain of
the quantity of soya produced in the Balkans under German
promotion. The largest production is certainly in Rumania,
and must certainly have greatly increased since 1937. In the
autumn of last year [1939], it was reported on good authority
that Germany had appropriated 5,000 railway wagons for
the transport of soya from Rumania; and that in addition
200 barges were waiting at the port of Braila to pick up soya
beans. Large silos have been constructed in Austria for the
storage of the soya as it comes up from the Balkans by rail or
by the Danube. It is probable that an estimate of 500,000 tons
for the annual Rumanian production would not be an outside
figure. Latest reports say that production is still further to be
increased. The most recent development is the creation of a
new Germano-Rumanian company to operate from February
1 of this year [1940], its object being expressly to increase
production in Rumania. Apart from Rumania, efforts are now
being made by the Germans to promote soya cultivation in
Hungary.
“As we have said, Russian and Trans-Siberian railway
transport is precarious in any event. It is estimated that with
the present railway material 500,000 tons of soya at most
could be carried annually from Manchuria across Siberia,
and the cost of the product when it reached Germany would
be almost prohibitive. So far as is known, little or no soya
has come during the war by the Trans-Siberian route.
Germany cannot afford to lose her soya supplies, from
whatever quarter they come. The soya has become for the
Germans a vital sinew of the ‘total war’ which they have
conceived, prepared, and developed.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) with the term “soya food” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003)
that describes the use of government policies (guaranteed
minimum prices) to promote soybean production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for western
Europe.
592. New York Times Magazine. 1940. Soy beans. May 26.
p. 12.
• Summary: “An ancient Chinese proverb describes the soy
bean as ‘the poor man’s meat and the poor man’s milk.’”
“The United States saw its first soy beans in 1804, when
a New England clipper ship brought some specimens back
from China. But the commercial use of the vegetable evolved
from soy beans that were imported from Vienna late in the
nineteenth century.”
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Note: The New York Times Magazine is part of the
Sunday New York Times and may be simply listed as such.
593. Morse, W.J. 1940. Soybeans around the world.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 7274. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn,
Michigan.

• Summary: The areas where soybean production has
recently increased are the East Indies, Rumania, Austria,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia. “Soybean
production in the Danube Basin in 1939 amounted to
approximately 5 million bushels. The acreage in Bulgaria,
Hungary, Rumania, and Yugoslavia increased more than
60% in 1940, this being attributed to the activities of two
German companies which distributed selected seed and
inoculation culture, and contracted in advance for taking the
entire production at increased prices. The Greek government
planned extensive cultivation of soybeans in 1940, providing
for importation of seed, requiring compulsory cultivation of
the crop, and the purchase of the entire crop from farmers at
remunerative prices.”
The increase in production has been largely due to the
development of adapted soybean types through introduction,
selection, and hybridization. “Soybean breeding programs
have been carried on extensively in Germany, Russia,
Netherland Indies, Rumania, Japan, Manchuria, South
Africa, Canada, and some of the Balkan countries, and to

a lesser extent in Sweden, England, Holland, France, Italy,
Poland, Australia, India, and the Philippines.”
“The outbreak of hostilities in Europe and the resulting
interference with the flow of Manchurian soybeans into
European markets brought about a rather critical situation
to the producers in that part of the Orient. Moreover,
Manchurian authorities on November 1, 1939, set up a
soybean monopoly whereby the government purchases
all soybeans for sale, fixes the price, and makes all export
sales... Soybean exports from Manchuria for the first
8 months of the 1939-40 marketing year amounted to
approximately 24 million bushels as compared with 59
million bushels for the corresponding period last season.
Exports to Europe during the 8 months of this season were
estimated at about 4 million bushels as compared with actual
exports of 32 million bushels for the same months in 193839. About one million bushels were exported this year to
Germany via Trans-Siberian Railway, and over 2.5 million
bushels to Europe by sea, a major portion of which went to
Italy.
“With practical cessation of direct shipments to
European countries, Japanese and Manchurian officials
began concentrating on the development of new industrial
outlets for soybeans. The process of making usable protein
from soybean material as a substitute for imported milk
casein has been widely studied by government and industrial
agencies in Manchuria and Japan. At present the principal
ways in which soybean protein is substituting for milk casein
are as glue for wooden articles, furniture, veneer, plywood,
etc., paper sizing, as the adhesive element in insecticides and
water paints, and as material for artificial wool and plastics.
In 1938 more than 22 million pounds of soybean glue were
used. A few Japanese companies have industrialized the
manufacture of protein on rather an extensive scale. In
Japan only one firm is reported to be producing soybean
plastics, and these are not entirely satisfactory. Soybean
fiber, or casein fiber as it is known in Japanese trade circles,
is manufactured exclusively by one concern which sells its
products to a spinning firm for making into yarn and cloth.
The present capacity of the factory is about 22,000 pounds
per day although actual daily production is said to be only
about 13,000 pounds. The fiber known as ‘Silkool’ has not
yet been exported. The domestic prices range from 33 to 35
cents per pound.
“A sample of ‘Soyalex’ recently received from Japan
was said to contain not less than 60% pure lecithin. This new
soybean product may be used in making butter, chocolate,
for dressing of leather, making of shoe polishes and toilet
foods such as face creams and soaps, for cooking, making
noodles and macaroni, and in the preparation of valuable
chemicals.”
A portrait photo shows W.J. Morse.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Sweden.
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Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the term “soybean fiber” to refer
to spun soy protein fiber used like a textile fiber. Address:
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
594. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1940. Full soya in the soldier’s diet. Translation of an article
by Dr. H. Weiss, Berlin, taken from “Die Landward,” May
10, 1940. Received from Herschel V. Johnson, Counsellor of
the Embassy, London, June 18, 1940. p. 78-79. 20th annual
meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “A new method of utilizing soya beans, which
has been practiced for about 15 years in Germany as well as
in other countries, is of the utmost importance in the effort
to use soya beans not only for their oil content but for their
entire nutritive value. The soya bean by simple cooking
methods cannot be prepared in a way acceptable to European
taste. That is why scientists such as Berczeller, Kupelwieser
and others, devised the methods of milling and extracting the
bitter substance from the soya bean in its original condition.
The yellow flour which results from this process contains
about 40 per cent protein, 20 per cent fat (1 to 3 per cent
lecithin), 27 per cent carbohydrates, 5 per cent ash and 8
per cent water. This flour is called full soya or pure soya
[Edelsoya].
“This soya bean flour has no affinity with ordinary
cereal flours. It differs from them both in its chemical
composition... and in its baking properties (grain flour has a
high gluten content, full soya has no gluten at all).”
“Full soya is used only as an ingredient for the nutritive
improvement of various foodstuffs and dishes, and is never
used exclusively for the preparation of a dish. Soya flour is
a vegetable product and, therefore, costs much less than the
livestock products which it replaces.
“These considerations and experiences are being made
full use of by the fighting forces. The discoveries in regard
to the utilization of full soya flour have been partly made
by men in the supply services of the army. The utilization
of soya bean flour in our army is particularly important
in view of the fact that soya bean production has a secure
basis within Germany’s reach. The army, in conjunction
with the Ministry of Agriculture, has actively promoted
domestic soya bean growing within the frontiers of previous
Germany, in Austria, and more recently also in the Polish
districts. Moreover, soya bean growing by the German Dye
Trust in Balkan countries, particularly Rumania, has assured
a current supply which by far exceeds the largest possible
requirements of the fighting forces.”
Dr. Ziegelmayer has discussed the reasons for the army’s
preference for full soya. “Full soya has already been used
before the war in the filed kitchens. In September, 1938,
a collection of 262 recipes for field kitchens was issued.
The utilization of full soya in the field kitchens has made it
possible to economize in various ways. In the case of minced

meat dishes, there was a saving of 25 per cent of the quantity
of meat previously used, although the meat portions were
increased from 25 to 45 per cent. Furthermore, eggs have
been largely replaced by full soya bean flour. Milk in the
preparation of dishes is largely being replaced by a mixture
of 1 to 10 full soya bean flour and water.” It is possible to
save about 40% of the fat in liquid dishes by adding soya
bean flour.
“In the case of industrially produced foodstuffs, the
army authorities have ordered the utilization of full soya,
particularly in the case of tinned soup. Soya bean flour is
also used for mixed cocoa drinks, biscuits, and chocolate.
Additions are also made in the case of tinned liver sausage,
etc.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “full soya flour” or “full
soya” to refer to “whole soy flour.”
595. Deshusses, L.; Corbaz, J. 1940. Faut-il cultiver le
Soja? [Should we grow soybeans?]. Revue Horticole Suisse
(Chatelaine-Geneva). Dec. [Fre]*
596. Piedallu, André. 1940. Produisons du soja [Let’s
produce soybeans]. Gouvernement General de l’Algerie.
Direction de la Production Agricole. Documents et
Renseignements Agricoles. Bulletin No. 19. 4 p. [Fre]
• Summary: Describes the basics of cultivation: Soil, culture,
fertilization, sowing for forage or seeds, time of planting,
harvest, threshing, yield (forage and seeds), composition
of the seeds compared with wheat and beef. Products made
from soybeans: Flour for diabetics, oil, lecithin, paints and
varnishes, soymilk, tofu, artificial wool, soybean cake for
feeds, soy sprouts, roasted soy coffee that is popular in
Switzerland and Italy, soy oil mixed with hydrogenated
fish oils is used in Germany to make margarines. Address:
Pharmacien Lieutenant-Colonel, Docteur es-Sciences,
Ingenieur Chimiste.
597. Soybean collection at the N.I. Vavilov All-Russian
Research Institute of Plant Industry (VIR) based on the log
book of 1940. 1940.
• Summary: This list of soybean accessions at the VIR (St.
Petersburg, Russia) in 1940 was sent by Irina Seferova,
Soybean Collection Curator at the VIR. Based on that year’s
log book, it shows that the VIR had 4,014 accessions of
various types (landrace, breeder resource, primitive line,
advanced Cultivar, and a few wild forms) which are not
individually designated. These come from 35 different
countries, regions, etc. as follows: Africa 1. Africa, Congo
2. Africa, South Africa 6. Austria 1. Canada 14. Caucasus,
Abkhazia (USSR) 21. Caucasus, Georgia (USSR) 31.
Caucasus, North Caucasus (USSR) 9. Central Asia (USSR)
5. Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 2.
China 2,347.
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China, Manchuria, Experimental Station Echo 547.
Cuba 1. France 9. Germany 11. Guatemala 2. Hungary 4.
India 37. Iran 1. Ireland 1. Italy 7.
Japan 171. Korea 49. Latvia 2. Lithuania 6. Mexico 1.
Netherlands 1. Poland 4. Russia, European part (USSR) 29.
Russia, Far Eastern Region (USSR) 421. Russia, Siberia
(USSR) 13. Ukraine (USSR) 14.
USA 233. Uzbekistan (USSR) 9. West Asia 3.
Total 4,014.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Latvia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Latvia (1940). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
A separate table sent by Irena on 30 Nov. 2010 shows
13 major collections of soybeans, They are ranked on the
table by number of soybean accessions. All of the entries are
dated and some have multiple dates. Moreover, it is not clear
whether that soybeans were collected during an expedition
or whether they were sent to VIR for some reason. We will
assume an expedition only when its leader is named.
(1) 1,859 accessions from Experimental Station Echo,
Manchuria (China), Donor: A.D. Woeikoff [Aleksandr
Dmitrievich Voeikov (1879-1944)- LC transliteration]. Years:
1923, 1929, 1931.
Note: According to a USDA periodical in March
1926, Woeikoff was director, Experimental Station,
Echo” at “Tiehlingho, Kirin Province, Manchuria.” This
“Experimental Station. Echo” in Manchuria was operated by
the old Chinese Eastern Railway.
(2) 529 accessions from Echo Experimental Station,
Manchuria (China). Years: 1923, 1924, 1927, 1928, 1929,
1932.
(3) 232 accessions. VIR Expedition to Far East Region
(USSR), led by Trofim Jakolevich Zarubajlo [Trofim
IAkolevich Zarubailo] (born 1906). Year: 1932. Note: A
post-graduate student of the VIR in 1932, he then became
an employee of the VIR and was the leading expert in the
genetics of cereal crops.
(4) 194 accessions. VIR Expedition to USA, led by D.N.
Borodin, Head of the Division, Dep. of Applied Botany and
Plant Breeding. Accessions from USA, Japan, China, Korea,
and Russia. Years: 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926,
1928.
(5) 171 accessions. from Manchuria, Agronomical
Department of the Chinese Eastern Railway, Vrachinskij
[Vrachinskii]. Year: 1929. Vrachinskij is the family name of
a person. Nothing more about him is known.
(6) 79 accessions. VIR Expedition to Japan led
by Evgenija Nikolaevna Sinskaja [Eveniia Nikolaevna
Sinskaia–LC transliteration] (Sinskaya). Year: 1928. Note:
An employee of the VIR, Sinskaya (a woman) was one of
the most talented botanists and plant breeders in Russia.
She created her own scientific schools. An exceptional

field researcher, experimenter and theorist, botanist,
geographer, ethnobotanist, and environmentalist, Evgenia
Nikolaevna was not only a good friend and active adherent
of N.I. Vavilov, who selflessly helped him in carrying out
his scientific and institutional programs, but she was also
an outstanding follower, playing a significant role in the
development of his ideas and concepts.
(7) 74 accessions from Manchuria Agricultural Society,
China. Year: 1925, 1926.
(8) 66 accessions. VIR Expedition to Far East Region
(USSR), led by M. Tchenkova. Year: 1929.
(9) 62 accessions from the Moscow Agricultural
Exhibition, Russia. These accessions came from Russia,
Ukraine, Caucasus, Central Asia. Year: 1923.
(10) 87 accessions. Expeditions to Italy (1927), China,
Japan, and Korea (1929) led by N.I. Vavilov (See separate
record for 1929).
(11) Other, 661 accessions (1921-1940).
Photos show: (1) E.N. Sinskaja / Sinskaia (1889-1965).
(2) Trofim Jakelovich Zarubajlo / Zarubailo (born 1906).
Note: “Today, the N.I. Vavilov Institute of Plant
Industry in St. Petersburg still maintains one of the world’s
largest collections of plant genetic material. The Institute
began as the Bureau of Applied Botany in 1894, and was
reorganized in 1924 into the All-Union Research Institute
of Applied Botany and New Crops, and in 1930 into the
Research Institute of Plant Industry. Vavilov was the head
of the institute from 1921 to 1940. In 1968 the institute
was renamed after him in time for its 75th anniversary”
(Source: Wikipedia, at Nikolai Vavilov, Dec. 2010). The VIR
celebrated its 100th anniversary in 1994–www.vir.nw.ru.
Address: St. Petersburg, USSR.
598. Pornin, Pierre. 1941. Le marché allemand du soja [The
German soybean market]. Revue Internationale du Soja
1(1):27-29. Feb. Also in Revue Internationale des Produits
Coloniaux, No. 14. Feb. 1939. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were only introduced in Europe
around 30 years ago. In 1908, a Japanese company sent its
London-based correspondent a test shipment of a few tons of
soybeans (fèves de soja). A 5,200-ton order was then placed.
The merchandise had garnered interest. In December 1909,
sales in Europe reached 300,000 tons, for a total of 2 million
pounds.
It was in 1910 that Germany really began importing
soybeans (graines de soja). Up until this time, these oilseeds
were subject to a customs duty of 20 or 40 marks per ton,
depending on whether or not the soybeans were imported
from a country that had concluded a trade treaty with
Germany. Since soybeans were primarily used to extract oil,
the German Federation of Oil Mills (Fédération des Moulins
à Huile Allemande) asked the Reichstag for an exemption
from entry taxes. This request was granted, and the influx of
soybeans into Germany increased. In December 1910, the
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first freight of soybeans to benefit from the lack of customs
duty was brought to Hamburg on a Swedish steamship, with
a total of 4,600 tons. Large shipments quickly followed.
The first, largest soybean seed shipper was Mandschurische
Export Comp. G.m.b.H., with its headquarters in Hamburg.
Another large company that dealt in these goods was Henry
P. Newmann & Co. from Hamburg. But in reality, these two
companies were simply branch offices of parent companies
that were established in other countries. It was Thörl’s
Vereinigte Oelfabriken from Hamburg that can be considered
the first German factory to work with soybeans.
Before the war, these beans from Manchuria were
exported almost equally via Vladivostok and Dalian.
Vladivostok is about one-third closer than Dalian to the place
where soybeans are assembled, which makes transport to
Vladivostok significantly less expensive. Vladivostok is also
a more protected port, and is accessible to all types of ships.
For these reasons, it was preferred for exporting to Japan and
Europe, while Dalian shipped primarily to China.
After the war, Germany became more specialized in
working with soybeans, and its imports increased more
or less steadily until around 1932-1933, a time when they
reached almost 1,200,000 tons annually. First and foremost,
these soybeans provided Germany with oils and fats. The
press cakes were used as livestock feed. Perfectly equipped
factories, in particular Hansa-Mühle (which could process
up to 1,200 tons of soybeans per day) and Thörl’s Vereinigte
Oelfabriken A.G., pressed soybeans, extracting and refining
their oil. A significant portion of this oil was exported to
numerous European countries, and even to French Morocco
and Tunisia. Annual exports surpassed 30,000 tons in 1932
and 1933. It is true that Germany also imported soy oil (huile
de soja), particularly by way of the Hamburg-America Line,
but the quantities never surpassed ten thousand tons per year.
During recent years, Germany has markedly reduced its
soybean imports, which only reached 515,000 tons in 1935,
485,000 tons in 1936, 600,000 tons in 1937 and 705,000
tons from January to November in 1938. Germany’s soy oil
imports have mostly held steady, but exports, on the other
hand, have almost stopped altogether. Of course, the Far East
remains the main soybean supplier for Germany. In 1935,
out of the 515,000 tons imported, 494,000 tons came from
the Far East. For several years, the Balkans have provided
an increasingly large portion of Germany’s supplies, but this
amount has not surpassed 70,000 tons per year.
The average purchase price for a ton of soybeans was
set at 94 reichsmarks in 1933, 93 reichsmarks in 1937
and 99 reichsmarks in 1938. This price has therefore held
remarkably stable for several years.
Germany’s main port of entry for soybeans is Hamburg,
where, for example, from August 1937 to May 1938, no
fewer than 378,000 tons were unloaded, of which 357,000
tons came from Dalian and Korean ports. As a percentage,
Hamburg receives more than 60% of German imports.

Germany never had an actual market for soybeans.
An autonomous body of importers never existed: shippers’
representatives would sell their merchandise directly to oil
mills through brokers or other intermediaries.
This situation has changed, in that for several years now,
the government has exercised its policy of economic control
and fixed soybean prices, along with the operational profits
that the mills are authorized to receive.
Even brief studies on soybeans in Germany would be
gravely lacking if they did not cover the work that has been
carried out in the Balkans to introduce soybean cultivation in
these regions, in a way that created powerful economic ties.
The large chemical products group, I.G. Farbenindustrie,
took the initiative to address the problem around 1932.
Facing financial difficulties due to the collapse of the Viennabased banking establishment Osterreichische Kreditanstalt
in 1931, I.G. Farbenindustrie was seeking a way to access
its assets that were frozen in the Balkans, which amounted
to no less than 600 million lei [a unit of Romanian currency]
in Romania alone. The group decided to introduce soybean
cultivation to the region, as Germany was a significant
importer. First, it was important to select the species that
were best suited to Balkan soil, and to procure certain
bacteria that play an important role in cultivating soybeans.
In 1934, I.G. Farbenindustrie was able to bring
42,000 tons of seeds to Romania, along with the necessary
inoculation bacteria. In 1936, it decided to create the
public Romanian company Soja S.A.R. This company has
an extremely broad field of activities. It provides farmers
with seed and bacteria, and gives them advance payment
as necessary; it provides them with technical instruction;
in some districts of northern Bessarabia [in today’s
Moldova and Ukraine], along the Moldova River and in
Bucovina [modern day Romania and Ukraine], it created an
organization that has ramifications in every village. Finally,
it guarantees farmers a firm price, which is currently 5 lei per
kilo, from the nearest railway station.
At the beginning of December 1938, Soja S.A.R. held
an extraordinary meeting during which it decided to increase
its capital stock from 3 to 50 million lei. This increase in
capital reflects the considerable growth soybean cultivation
has made in Romania over four years. It appears that the
company’s balance sheet total, which reached a total of
approximately 600,000 lei in 1937, will reportedly be around
1 billion in 1938.
The efforts of I.G. Farbenindustrie have thus proved
successful. There were more than 100,000 hectares of sown
areas in 1937, but they were reduced to around 65,000 in
1938, since the company did not renew the contracts of
the more irresponsible farmers. In all likelihood, however,
soybean cultivation will continue to develop in Romania
over the coming years.
Production per hectare in Romania is around 1,500 kilos
for average harvests, but it can be higher, and exceptional
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harvests have yielded up to 2,500, or even 3,000 kilos.
Almost all Romanian soybeans go to Germany (11,297
tons in 1936, 43,489 tons in 1937, and around 50,000 tons
in 1938). The soybeans are imported into Germany by
Deutsche Ölsaat-Verwertungs- G.m.b.H., a subsidiary of I.G.
Farbenindustrie.
Germany is also trying to encourage Bulgaria and
Yugoslavia to grow soybeans, but the results so far are not
yet on par with those from Romania.
Finally, attempts have long been made to introduce
soybeans within Germany itself. Tests in Bonn-Poppelsdorf,
Hamburg-Wohldorf, Giessen, Delitzsch, and other areas,
have led to the selection of species [sic, varieties] that–even
in the German climate–ripen and produce a good yield. To
encourage these efforts, the Reichsnährstand (corporative
food organization) guaranteed producers a firm price of 32
reichsmarks. That price is at least three times higher than
global soybean prices.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier.
599. [Letzgus, E.V.; Vergnaud, Henri]. 1941. But de la
Revue [Objectives of the International Soya Revue]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 1(1):1-3. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Throughout the ages, no plant has sparked as
much curiosity and roused as much passion as the soybean
(le soja).
Along with rice, the soybean has been grown for
thousands of years in the Chinese Empire, and would have
likely remained an “unremarkable vegetable product” if it
were not for the Japanese, who were struck by the marvelous
possibilities of this legume (légumineuse-papilionacée) and
carried out the systematic scientific research with which we
are now familiar.
The laboratories set up in Dairen by the South
Manchuria Railway Company developed many methods for
using soybeans, particularly in the form of oil, fresh milk,
casein, and their derivatives. 6,000,000 tons of soybean seeds
(graines de soja) are now being produced in Manchukuo.
The future prospects of Japanese research attracted
the attention of neighboring countries, and after the Soviet
Union, soybean cultivation was developed on a large scale
in the United States, a place where unprofitable ventures are
generally short-lived.
In 1935, the gross crop in the U.S. reached
approximately 1,120,000 tons, and yielded 990,000 tons of
seeds. That same year, Germany imported more than 500,000
tons of seeds and 76,000 tons of oil.
In 1938, Henry Ford devoted 11,000 ha to soybean seed
production, and harvested 161,000 hl.
These figures are indicative of our current interest in the
soybean (haricot oléagineux chinois), a plant that has been
adopted in numerous countries.
A recent presentation given at the Academy of Sciences
(Académie des Sciences) showed that one particular plant–

matricaria discoidea [commonly known as pineappleweed,
wild chamomile, and disc mayweed]–took one hundred years
to spread around the world.
It has already been two centuries since the soybean
took its own “trip around the world.” If, unlike matricaria
discoidea, it did not become established more quickly in
our country, it was due to man’s negligence or carelessness
in deciding to grow only eight to ten main plants, as Milton
Whitney argued.
Nonetheless, the soybean appeared for the first time in
France in 1740, and then successively in 1855, 1897, 1901,
1918, 1925 and 1932.
Likewise, the soybean first appeared in Italy 1740, USA
1804 (incorrect, 1765), Austria-Hungary 1870 (incorrect,
1860), Switzerland 1873 (incorrect, 1861), Poland and
Czechoslovakia 1890 (incorrect 1876), Argentina 1904,
Jamaica 1905, Romania 1910 (incorrect 1878), Porto Rico
1912 (incorrect, 1903), Great Britain 1914 (incorrect, 1861),
Cuba 1917 (incorrect, 1904), Germany 1920 (incorrect,
1794), Mexico 1925 (incorrect, 1911), USSR 1927
(incorrect, Russia, 1833), British Guyana 1927 (incorrect,
1905), Peru 1928, El Salvador 1932.
Note 1. The source of many of these dates was probably
Kaltenbach and Legros (1936), or Le Soya dans le Monde
(1936).
Note 2. The term “(incorrect)” after a date indicates that
subsequent research has shown the date to be substantially
incorrect, usually too late.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Argentina (1904). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
The source of this date is also unknown–and suspect. The
earliest date we have seen for soybeans in Argentina is 1908.
Léon Rouest and Henry de Guerpel, whose memories
we honor in passing, were significant players in introducing
and acclimatizing the soybean in France. The names of
these two agronomists are synonymous with the soybean
in mainland France, and it is only right that one day these
apostles receive the public tribute they are due.
We would also like to mention Amédée Matagrin in
passing, for the highly remarkable work that he did for our
country, which we continue to reference for information on
the soybean’s industrial aspects.
But while all past works were intended to educate the
general public–and particularly those we have referred to as
soybean planters and industrialists–we felt that the soybean
deserved “its own review,” which would act in part as a
repository for worldwide information and documentation, as
well as a means of contact and close, fruitful collaboration
between all those who participate directly or indirectly in
soybean cultivation and industry.
It was easy to come up with a name for this review. The
“International Soy Review” (Revue Internationale du Soja)
has thus come at an opportune time.
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First, because our country can no longer remain
indifferent to the developments in soybean cultivation and
industry throughout various countries in recent years.
Next, because real achievements have never been so
necessary, at a time when France must strive get the most out
of its land in order to fulfill its most basic food requirements.
The “International Soy Review,” in close collaboration
with the Agricultural and Industrial Soy Institute (Institut
Agricole et Industriel du Soja), would also like to focus its
efforts on popularizing, encouraging and developing soybean
growth throughout the French Empire.
The review’s sections will inform readers about all soyrelated problems and aspects.
The documentation aims to be scientific, agronomical,
industrial and economic.
Finally, like any large-scale, respectable review, it plans
to cover corporate life, international news, bibliographies,
offers and requests, as well as all pertinent correspondence
from our subscribers.
It is this goal of popularization and circulation to which
the creators of the “International Soy Review” wish to
devote themselves. No doubt that with the knowledge of
some, the experience of others, and the dedication of all, we
can produce timely and encouraging results that are in our
country’s best interest–The editorial board (La rédaction).
Address: Paris.
600. Magnell, A.E. 1941. New Milford site for new food
plant. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). March 1. p. 14.
• Summary: Maggi, Inc. of New York, the U.S. branch
of a Swiss company of the same name, plans to build a
new manufacturing plant in New Milford, Connecticut.
It is expected to be in production in early 1942. Initially,
two hundred people will be employed. Maggi makes food
seasonings and bouillon cubes.
The parent company in Switzerland has been in business
for more than 50 years. Its products have been sold in the
USA for about 50 years.
601. Soybean Digest. 1941. Soybean oil exports [from USA]
drop 27 percent. June. p. 5.
• Summary: “Exports of soybean oil from the United
States during the first 6 months of the 1940-41 marketing
season (October to September) were 27 percent below the
same period the previous year but exceeded those for the
entire 1938-1939 season, according to the Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations.
“Shipments to Finland increased, but not sufficiently to
offset the decrease to Switzerland and the complete loss of
other European markets. Approximately one-third of the total
exports went to Latin American countries.”
A table shows U.S. soybean oil exports, Oct. to March,
1939-40 and 1940-41, in thousands of pounds. Exports went
to the following countries (in descending order of amount

exported in 1940-41): Cuba (2,306), Finland, Canada,
French West Indies, Switzerland, Curacao (Netherlands West
Indies), Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia, Iceland, Ecuador,
Panama, Union of South Africa (54), and Others.
602. USDA Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations.
1941. Some culinary uses of soybean flour: Translation of
Oberkommando 1938. Washington, DC. 90 p. Aug. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is a translation of a German-language
publication titled Speisenzusammenstellung unter
Mitverwendung von Edelsoja mit Kochanweisungen (1938.
Berlin: Oberkommando der Wehrmacht {Army High
Command}). The introduction to the translation, “Problems
and possibilities of using Full Soya Flour,” explains that,
in German, this flour is called Vollsojamehl (“full soya
flour”) or Edelsoja (“pure soya”), however throughout the
translation the term “pure soya” is used. This flour is used in
many recipes as a substitute for eggs, milk, meat, and fats.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)
that uses the word Vollsojamehl to refer to whole soy flour.
“A reduction in the use of animal products in the
German diet is desirable for economic reasons, as these
products must be manufactured from plant materials in a
roundabout way by the bodies of the animals themselves. In
this process, the animals use up the major part of the plant
material consumed, about 80 percent, in preserving their own
lives. This is an extravagant use of food. A restriction in the
use of animal products is likewise to be desired for military
reasons, as it is very much harder to accumulate stocks
of meat and livestock products, and greater resources are
necessary for their transportation” (p. 3).
The best plant product for replacing animal products is
“full-fat soya flour,” also called pure soya (p. 3). “This flour
is made from the soybean, the cultivation of which in the
Reich, and particularly in Austria, is becoming yearly more
important.” Pure soya flour is made from dehulled soybeans
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without the use of chemicals. It has good keeping qualities in
spite of the high percentage of oil that it contains.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)
that uses the term “full-fat soya flour” to refer to whole soy
flour.
A table shows its high nutritive value compared with
1 kg of wheat flour, rye flour, pea flour, lean beef, pat pork,
whole milk, and eggs; it contains more protein and more
calories than any of these. Pure soya “provides very high
nutritive value in a very small compass: 1 kg (2.2 lb) of full
soya flour is equivalent in nutritive value to about 54 chicken
eggs, 2500 g of clear beef, or 7.5 liters (nearly 8 quarts)
of whole milk. In other words, one heaping tablespoonful
of pure soya weighing 20 g is equivalent in protein and
oil content to one chicken egg.” It is also a good source of
lecithin (an important “nerve food”) and vitamin B.
“In making up the menus, the dishes are to be chosen so
that at least 30 grams of pure soya shall be used per person
per week” (p. 6).
Outline of the menus: Main dishes (for noon meal):
1. Foods cooked separately. 2, One-dish meals. 3. Supper
dishes. Supplementary dishes: 4. Soups. 5. Sauces and
gravies. 6. Salads. 7. Fruit dishes and desserts.
Maggi is widely used as a “seasoning sauce
(Speisewürze). Not all recipes contain soy.
Note 3. Laszlo Berczeller, a soy pioneer from Austria,
developed Edelsoja which was identical to the product used
in this cookbook.
Note 4. Whole soy flour was the most widespread way
of using soybeans as food in Germany during World War II.
Address: USDA.
603. Schweitzer Illustrierte Zeitung. 1941. [Growing
soybeans in Switzerland]. No. 39. Sept. 24. [Ger]*
• Summary: Contains several photos of beautiful soybean
farms in German-speaking Switzerland.
604. Schweizer Illustrierte Zeitung. 1941. Le soya en Suisse
alémanique [The soybean in German Switzerland]. No. 39.
Sept. 24. [Fre]
• Summary: Shows many photos of soybeans in German
Switzerland. Address: Administrator of the Civil Hospices in
Basel, Switzerland.
605. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
1(5):187-93. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Bulgaria. Hungary. Japan.
Netherlands and Netherlands Indies [Indonesia]. USR.
Sweden. Switzerland. Germany. Romania. United States.
Bulgaria: In issue number 2 from March, the
International Soy Review provided an overview on soybean
(soja) cultivation in Bulgaria, but it did not mention the
Pavlikeni station.

And yet, it is precisely in Pavlikeni that the Bulgarian
Minister of Agriculture has been conducting very interesting
plant breeding tests since 1937, under the direction of
Mr. Tscharnoff, with whom it is possible to correspond in
German.
I was recently able to see sufficient quantities of five of
the varieties that are being grown in Pavlikeni. I was very
impressed with them. Mr. Tscharnoff is more than willing to
exchange samples of soybean seeds (semences de soja) with
French plant breeders, but he requests that people not write
him in French, because he does not understand it.
Hungary: For several years now, Germany has been
growing soybeans in Romania and Bulgaria, and has
achieved admirable success. This success has led Hungary to
emulate these efforts.
Around 60 years ago, soybeans were introduced
in Hungary. For more than 50 years, they grew almost
unnoticed, disdained and little used, but for the past 6 years,
they have taken off unexpectedly.
The Edmond Mauthner company from Budapest bred
some very well-adapted varieties, not only for the Hungarian
environment, but also for the country’s individual needs.
The Edmond Mauthner company runs large trial
stations, one in Iregszemcse (Felsöireg), and the other in
Derekegyhaza (Alföld). Since 1935, highly experienced
plant breeders at these stations have been working to create
varieties that will bring Hungary great benefit. One of these
scientists, Dr. O. Knapp, is very kindly keeping me informed
of the work and its results.
A large number of varieties with very different origins
were tested and bred. The tests resulted in three nice varieties
with very light coloring: Universel, Gros Blanc and Petit
Jaune [Universal, Big White and Little Yellow]. Having seen
these varieties, I can confirm that they are very successful.
They have also been recognized by the state.
The growing season lengths for the three varieties listed
above are as follows: from 140 to 145 days, from 140 to 143
days, and from 135 to 142 days. On one hand, the attempt is
to develop plants that mature early, in order to produce hay
after the soybeans, before the end of the season. On the other
hand, they are trying to produce seeds rich in protein and fat,
or with high seed yields. They are striving to increase the
number of seeds in each pod, increase the number of pods,
and make the seeds larger. In particular, they are attempting
to develop varieties whose pods no longer touch the ground,
to make mowing easier and prevent seed loss.
It has been observed many times that the growing period
for highly recommended American varieties–at least in early
trials–is longer in Hungary than it is in the United States. I
will cite only one example. The famous Easycook variety
(called this because it is softer when cooked than other
varieties) has a growing period of 125 days in America, and
never reached maturity in Hungary.
Hungarian plant breeders are proponents of nitrogen
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fixation, meaning that they inoculate seeds with the
appropriate bacterial cultures.
In 1940, the two stations sowed more than 800,000
seeds by hand, seed by seed. The Iregszemcse station
tended to more than 120,000 soybean plants, with different
genetics and morphologies. Last winter, not only were 3,600
exemplary plants (pieds paragons) meticulously examined,
meaning that the plants and the seeds were weighed and
measured, the seeds and the pods were also counted (33,000
operations). This is how the best plants are cultivated.
This year, Dr. O. Knapp distributed 500,000 kilos of
selected seeds.
Dr. Knapp has emphasized the fact that German varieties
yield much more in Hungary, producing 20% more.
Hungary produces corn and potatoes, which are sources
of carbohydrates, and this means the country lacks sources
of protein and fat. Soybeans produce both in abundance.
The Universel variety contains 19.40% fat, and 34.96%
protein; Gros Blanc has 19.89% and 35% respectively; and
Petit Jaune has 18% and 34.90%. The weight of 1,000 seeds
is as follows: Universel, 142.45 grams; Gros Blanc, 142.80
grams; Petit Jaune, 106.80 grams. They produced at least
1,700 kilos of seeds per hectare.
Certain varieties were attacked by Pseudomonas
glycinea (Bacterium phaseoli sojense), which causes
bacterial pustule, a leaf disease characterized by brownishred spots of irregular shapes and sizes. Other varieties, such
as Universel and Gros Blanc, are completely resistant to it.
Hungary, which is six times smaller than France,
with a less favorable climate, has become a proponent
of soy cultivation. The country now asks us, through the
intermediary of my correspondent, why we are taking so
long to follow its example, given that the French soybean
would surely become the best in the world.
Netherlands: The Dutch East Indies are a great reservoir
of soybeans and other riches, bitterly coveted by Japan.
Soybeans are also grown in the home country. Dr. L.
Koch, who lives in Zeist, spent some of his life in Java, and
must be considered one of the best soybean planters in the
Netherlands. He found a worthy disciple in Dr. Gerretsen,
from Groningen.
Holland has confided the scientific study of soybeans to
the Wageningen Agricultural Institute (Institut Agronomique
de Wageningen).
U.S.S.R.: Experts all admired the soybean varieties
bred in Vilnius by Dr. Jan Muszynski, director of the
pharmaceutical institutes at Stefan Batory University. These
varieties are very resistant, and produced very nice results
in Poland, Germany, Switzerland, Alsace, England and even
Sweden (in Norrköping and on Öland Island).
Professor Muszynski is a longtime soy advocate. Before
the war of 1914-18, he grew soybeans in the Caucasus.
He wrote a remarkably well-documented work: “The
Soybean: Its History, Economic Importance, Cultivation,

Use and Growing Results in Poland” (Jej historja, znaczenie
gospodarcze, uprawa, uzytkowanie oraz dotychczasowe
wyniki uprawy w polsce) (Vilnius, 1933). In all of his
publications, he tirelessly pointed out that the soybean unites
the qualities of numerous plants, and provides the least
expensive source of protein. He always insisted that the
production of animal protein requires immense amounts of
land, while soybean plants produce a great deal of protein
(not to mention fats) in a limited space. He is therefore
convinced that expanding soybean production will lead to
economic developments as large-scale as those that resulted
450 years ago from the discovery of the Americas. In his
opinion, the economic disaster we are currently facing will
force even hypocritical men to recognize the merits of the
soybean and allow it to be grown.
Despite the difficulties created by the war, I was able
to get back in touch with Professor Muszynski. Here is his
current address: Dr. Jan Muszynski, Professor Univ. St.
Batorego, Uzopio 5a,4, Wilno [Vilnius] (LSSR [Lithuanian
Soviet Socialist Republic]). During military operations in
1939, Professor Muszynski had to witness the destruction of
his soybean, goldenseal and foxglove plants.
Sweden: A number of conformists–enemies to all
innovation–have disparaged the soybean, passing it off as a
hot climate plant. And even those who admit that soybeans
can be cultivated in France claim that these plants cannot
thrive north of Cherbourg, Paris and Strasbourg. This is
ridiculous–I have seen very nice plants and good soybean
harvests in the Netherlands, England (Miss Elizabeth
Bowdidge), Germany, Czechoslovakia [modern day Czech
Republic], Poland, Lithuania and Sweden.
Of the soybean varieties that I grew in Alsace, there
was one that came from Öland Island [not Aaland Island] in
Sweden. Algot Holmberg and Sons from Norrköping, with
permission from Professor Jan Muszynski of the University
of Vilnius (Poland, currently U.S.S.R.), introduced soybean
cultivation in Sweden. Instead of failing as others had
predicted, the company produced very encouraging results.
They recently published an illustrated flyer with strong
supporting testimony, that invites those who live in southern
Sweden, from Gotland province and Öland Island, to try
growing this multipurpose plant.
You may write in French, English or German to Algot
Holmbergs Utsädesförädling, Norrköping (Sweden).
Translated by Elise Kruidenier (May 2015). Continued.
Address: Dr., France.
606. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
1(5):187-93. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: Switzerland: In Germany, two firms
have launched commercial soyfoods: 1. Hensel-Werke,
of Stuttgart-Cannstatt and of Magstadt (Wuerttemberg);
2. The Neue Edelsoja Gesellschaft, of Berlin. But it is in
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Switzerland that we find the record number of companies
making soyfoods.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
that mentions Hensel-Werke in connection with soyfoods,
or that states that Hensel-Werke has launched a commercial
soyfood.
The house of Morga S.A., of Ebnat-Kappel (near SaintGall), headed by M.E. Lieberherr, who was Swiss consul
in East Asia, created, a few years ago, an exquisite line of
edible and drinkable soy products. Also he published an
excellent collection of recipes for soy foods and those based
on soy.
The large firm of Conservenfabrik Lenzburg, of
Lenzburg (between Zurich and Berne), client of the house
of Morga S.A., sells a delicious spread named “Hero-Soto”
composed of tomato puree thickened with soybean puree.
This spread, which is very rich in nutritive value (protein,
oil, carbohydrates, lecithin, mineral salts) and calories,
quickly gained public favor, especially among people who
enjoy sports (sportifs).
M.A. Niklaus de Bienne, a manufacturer of canned
meats and likewise a customer of the house of Morga S.A.,
has introduced a canned meat product with added soy
puree in a homogeneous mass. It is a very concentrated
food. It is permitted to gouty and rheumatic patients, and
to hypertensive patients, because the soy offsets the acidity
(pH) of the meat and inactivates its purines. Diabetics also
use it to their advantage. Mr. Niklaus’ product is very rich in
calories, which also recommends it very much to the army
and to those who enjoy sports.
Of the numerous creations of the house of Morga S.A.,
I will mention only the main ones: defatted soy flour (farine
de soja déshuilée); several soy spreads (pâtes de soja à
tartiner); soy-based flour patties (farine à fricandelles, à
base de soja); soy-based breadcrumbs (chapelure à base
de soja); soy flakes (flocons de soja); soy bouillon tablets
(bouillon de soja en comprimés); soy condiments (condiment
de soja); soy-based noodles, spaghetti and small pieces of
pasta (nouilles, spaghetti et petites pâtes à base de soja);
soups with small pieces of soy-based pasta, and spinach and
tomato (potages de petites pâtes à base de soja et d’épinard
et à base de soja et de tomate); soy-based biscuits (biscuits
à base de soja); soy-based puddings (puddings à base de
soja); soy chocolate (cacao au soja); lunch with soybeans
and maltose (déjeuner au soja et au maltose); soy products
for infants and young children (produits de soja pour
nourrissons et enfants en bas âge). Address: Dr., France.
607. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world (Continued–Document part II)].
Revue Internationale du Soja 1(5):187-93. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: Germany: It was a German
naturalist who introduced the soybean to Europeans.
Englebert Kaempfer (1651-1716), a native of Westphalia

(German: Westfalen), was in Japan from 1691 to 1692,
and in 1712 his book entitled Amoenitatum exoticarum
politico-physico-medicarum was published; it mentioned the
soybean. In particular two varieties; kuro mame, which had
black seeds, and daidzu sinku, a dwarf soybean with blackish
seeds. From that moment on, the soybean gained a foothold
in German literature; even novelists and poets became
attached to it.
In the 19th century, the soybean started to be cultivated
in Germany and Austria (in southern Tyrol and Istria).
During the war of 1870, the captain of the saxon
artillery, Othon Wehrhan, discovered in the botanical garden
of Montigny-les-Metz (in Moselle [in the department of
Lorraine in northeastern France]) an unknown plant which
was identified as the soybean. He took some seeds which he
planted, in the spring of 1872, in his field, near to Meissen
in Saxony [in central eastern Germany]. Although the
germinative power of the seeds was diminished, Wehrhan
obtained a satisfactory harvest. He continued his trials for
several years with success.
The great impulse was given by the agricultural
Friedrich Haberlandt (born 21 Feb. 1826 at Pressburg
[Bratislava, capital of today’s Slovakia], died 2 May 1878
at Vienna). Having seen soybeans, at the World Exposition
which, in 1873, took place at Vienna, Haberlandt became
interested in them. He acquired 20 varieties which originated
in the Far East [East Asia], Transcaucasia, and Tunisia. With
the assistance of intelligent and studious farmers (eventually
they numbered 148), he conducted trials for several years. In
1876 he obtained a chair at the Royal College of Agriculture
of Vienna, but he died suddenly and prematurely, two years
later.
The early varieties had given Haberlandt full
satisfaction; the results were unexpected. He reported all his
findings in his book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne...) (Vienna,
1878). The seeds harvested were heavier than the seeds
planted. In addition, their protein and fat content increased.
Haberlandt concluded: Farmers see their own interest in
adopting this miraculous among foreign plants entrusted to
their care. In addition to their own advantage and they will
increase the welfare of all people and the happiness of their
homeland. Prophetic words!
At that time, we were still far from being able to predict
the most unexpected gifts of the soybean: artificial wool,
synthetic rubber, artificial silk, plastic materials, alternatives
to metal, and explosives.
Later, another Austrian, Maurice Fürstenberg, who
resided at Frohnleiten (Upper Styria [today’s northwest
Austria]), was well versed in the cultivation and selection of
soybeans. He left us two great works, which I class among
the best treatises of soyism (sojaïsm): Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung (Berlin,
1916) and Die Soja: eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und
ihre Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten (Berlin, 1917). The first of
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these two works had a preface written by the son of Friedrich
Haberlandt, the scientist Gottlieb Haberlandt.
In 1908, the cotton harvest having been very bad and
the oil of the cotton seeds being defective, Great Britain
began, with the assistance of the Japanese firm Mitsui & Co.,
to import soybean seeds. Germany followed this example
starting in 1910. The defeat of Germany in 1918 [World
War I] gave her time to pause and reflect. The lack of lipids
and of proteins having greatly contributed to the defeat of
the Central Powers [Axis], Germany any, anxious to get up
and recover its greatness, began to study soy in a variety
of different ways. After Hitler came to power, this research
was intensified and deepened. Hitler surrounded himself
with specialists of every type. Starting in 1933, the soybean
was methodically cultivated in Germany. The Reich also
bought up a large proportion of the soybeans produced in
Manchukuo [Manchuria]. And it also began to cultivate
soybeans in Romania and in Bulgaria. The Völkischer
Beobachter (main edition) of 17 Dec. 1917 had revealed
how, why, and to what end the Reich had started to cultivate
soybeans in the Balkans. It was the well-known I.G. FarbenIndustrie, of Frankfurt-am-Main, which had incited the
Balkans to produce soybeans, and good soybeans, on behalf
of the Reich. It is said that poverty and famine make men
creative. That is true. But these were not the only things that
made the Reich to act.
Germany’s Hitlerite leaders started with an idea that
was above all creative, a great reflection in the vein of those
that lead to great discoveries and reformist inventions.
These fertile inspirations led the German leaders to see
that acclimatizing soybeans in Europe would modify the
continent in a great way, and stimulate and improve our
industrial lives to a considerable degree.
An interesting detail: the scandalous collapse of the
Viennese bank Osterreichische Kreditanstalt played greatly
into I.G. Farben’s decision to invite the Romanians and
Bulgarians to produce soybean seeds. In this way, the firm
I.G. Farben, great creator of the touring bank, was able to
recover its money, not to mention generate concomitant and
consecutive profit.
Currently, Germany has highly experienced plant
breeders who are worthy of our attention and emulation. As
soon as the Nazi Party came into power, the Reichsnährstand
(Agricultural Production Corporation) guaranteed a firm
price to producers, three to four times higher than global
soybean prices. At the same time, in France, Daladier,
Monnet, Louis-Dreyfus [French politicians] and all the rest
threw a wrench in the gears. In their hatred of soybeans, they
went as far as to denounce me as a “bad French person,”
subject to tight surveillance.
In many state establishments, the Reich directs
soybean breeding. Moreover, soybeans are studied by the
Wehrmacht’s agricultural schools. Agricultural unions are
also involved in this endeavor, and university botanical

institutes contribute as well to better understanding soybeans.
There are thus many individual groups that have achieved
very encouraging successes.
Professor Guillaume Riede, director of the Agricultural
Botanical Institute (Institut de Botanique agricole) at the
University of Bonn (Rhineland), is a fervent supporter of
soybean cultivation, and the inoculation of all legumes.
Mr. A. Dieckmann, from Heimburg (in Harz), is a
skilled soybean breeder.
Inoculation, the technique of applying the appropriate
bacterial cultures to legume seeds, was fully studied and
refined in Germany. To all readers, I recommend multiple
readings of the remarkably well-illustrated short work edited
by the Radicin-Werk company, from Westerrade (Holstein),
titled Impf-Fibel: Worte und Bilder zur Stickstof-frage beim
Anbau kleeartiger Gewächse und Hülsenfrüchte. [Inoculum
Primer: Words and Pictures about the Nitrogen Question
When Growing Clover-like Plants and Legumes].
German housewives are very familiar with non-defatted
soybean flour, this reinvigorating and analeptic product that
acts as a mixture of milk, eggs and sugar, and can be used
advantageously in many dishes. This flour is sold not only in
pharmacies, but also at the grocer’s, because in Germany, it
is not considered a diet product for weaklings: it is seen as
a food. I know of two very high-quality brands of this flour.
They are produced by Hensel-Werk, from Stuttgart-Cannstatt
and Magstadt (Württemberg), and by Neue EdelsojaGesellschaft, from Berlin.
The Wehrmacht was able to use many soy products
and derivatives. This is so well known that I will not even
discuss it here. But what will we–the French–do? We had soy
advocates, but they were ignored. The eternal tragedy of the
French innovator! In France, the most deserving of people
fought their entire lives without achieving victory. Often,
too often, as in the Arab legend of Antar, it is only through
death that victory is achieved. Let us not forget Léon Rouest
(1872-1938) who desperately fought for the French soybean
and whom the corrupt government let die in destitution!
Romania: Bessarabia [modern day Moldova and
Ukraine] specializes in cultivating and exporting industrial
plants, in particular, the soybeans that it sold to Germany.
In 1937, this province alone was responsible for 78.3%
of all Romanian production. Address: Dr., France.
608. Balzli, Jean. 1941. La nitragination sur la sellette
[Nitragin fixation in leguminous seeds: Inoculation on the
hot seat]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(6):216-23. Nov.
[Fre]
• Summary: Nitragination is the inoculation of leguminous
seeds using appropriate azobacterial cultures. This is not
entirely necessary with soybeans, but it improves their yield.
Address: Dr., France.
609. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja à travers le monde [The
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soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
1(6):234-38. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Bulgaria. United States. Yugoslavia
(former territories). Rumania. Sweden. Switzerland.
A special section, “The soybean in Sweden,” is about
the farms of the company Algot Holmberg & Son at
Norrkoeping. Large photos show: (1) Planting the fields
using horses at the start of spring. (2) The fields filled with
mature soybean plants in the middle of summer. (3) In the
fall, when the leaves start to fall, the pods are carefully
examined to determine the degree of maturity.
In Switzerland, soybeans have repeatedly been
cultivated as a substitute for coffee. During my time as a
soy activist in Alsace, I had a hundred correspondents in
Switzerland.
The cultivation of soybeans has, for a long time, been
quite widespread in Vaud (whose capital is Lausanne). I want
to mention, as a model planter, Dr. A. Huebscher of Corseaux
(Vaud). A good observer and innovative spirit, Dr. Huebscher
can very well guide and counsel the neophyte soy activists
of his country. He is interested, above all, in soymilk and
soymilk products. All the specialties of plant-based milks
will invite a correspondence with him. In the United States,
he reorganized the Swiss cheese industry. Presently, his is
in the process of perfecting the manufacture of dairylike
products from the soybean.
At Basel, the man who is above all the administrator of
civilian hospices, Mr. Moser, has developed many initiatives
in favor of soybean cultivation.
Soyfoods (Les aliments de soya et à base de soya) are
well known and very much appreciated. In Switzerland,
one would not commit the blunder of wanting to consume
soybeans like dried vegetables. The soybean, in order to be
savory and to render the greatest service to our domestic
economy, must be utilized in other forms, principally
as stabilized soy flour, debittered (if necessary) and not
defatted. There are a number of soy flours (farines de soya)
worthy of all possible praise.–in France, in Switzerland, not
to mention in Germany and the United States.
Soy flour is not an “ersatz” product, which will only
disappear after the war. As well known, it is a food of
exceptional value. This fact, the Swiss well understand,
since they have not waited for the war to take advantage
of the great nutritional richness of the soybean seed.
In Switzerland, food hygiene id of great interest to the
population, while in France all of this is still to be done.
The Swiss and German examples will serve as a rudder
for the French activists. Soy flour should not be bought at
the pharmacy, but rather at the grocery store. It is not a diet
product but, in short, a food. Some Swiss dairy princes have
sought to prevent the cultivation of soybeans in this country.
That was before the war. Since then, the situation has
changed. Independent spirits have begun to glimpse the truly
immense services that the soybean is called to render to all

the European countries. Despite the alleged overproduction
of milk and cheeses made from animals, the Swiss import,
each year, at least 38,000 metric tons of nitrogen [fertilizers]
and the same quantity of vegetable oils, solely for the
sustenance of the inhabitants. The soybean–at it alone!–is
able to fill this gap.
My most sympathetic correspondents are Swiss. I
am confident that the Helvetia will contribute to soybean
expansion.
For now, it is useless to ask the Swiss houses for
shipments of soybeans [to France]. During the war, the Swiss
authorities will not permit the exportation of food products.
Address: Dr., France.
610. Huebscher, Ad. 1941. Le soya sur le rivage suisse du lac
Léman [The soybean on the Swiss shore of Lake Geneva].
Revue Internationale du Soja 1(6):213-15. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: Nine years ago the writer decided that he would
figure out a way of growing soybeans on the west (French)
shore of Lake Geneva.
Nine years ago, I used in an “unusual” way a vineyard
I owned at Corseaux (Vaud), on the shore of Lake Geneva.
I pulled out all the wine stocks. In their place, I had erected
a villa, surrounded by fruit trees, with espaliers and shrubs.
Rather than producing sufficient wine and alcohol, I
preferred harvesting fruit and vegetables; from this, the
health of my family gained enormously. Having lived part of
my life in the United States, I am a mortal enemy of slums.
Just like the soybean, I love fresh air and sunshine. Our villa,
called “Bel Air,” opens to the atmosphere and allows us to
enjoy from morning to evening invigorating and beneficial
radiance.
I was not regarded as a “nut.” On the contrary, some
followed my example. Today my little eden is the center of
a multitude of similar properties. All the inhabitants of our
quarter are model builders and planters. The stupid routine is
repugnant to us. We have done good work. We produce and
we harvest, according to carefully studied methods, fruits,
vegetables, potatoes, and soybeans of the very first quality.
In spite of the restrictions occasioned by the war economy,
we do not suffer. We are well nourished, we are in the best
of health, and our food is inexpensive. We are our own
gardeners, for here is our motto (imported from the United
States):
Early to bed
early to rise
makes [a man] healthy, wealthy and wise.
I am particularly interested in the soybean. I told myself
that I had to succeed with this plant, since it prospers not
only in Italy and in the Balkans, but also in Germany, in
Holland, in Denmark, in Lithuania, in Sweden, in England,
and in all the territory of the United States and Canada. Yes,
in France and in Switzerland, failures have been reported.
It is not necessary to accuse the soybean, but the ignorance
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of those who, instead of listening to the soy devotees
(les soyaïstes), have worked things out in their heads and
haphazardly.
He carefully studied the basic nature, characteristics, and
needs of the soybeans–and of different varieties.
I conducted trials in 1939, in 1940 and in 1941. Above
all, the selected seeds were difficult to find, but, for the
future, we counted on selections from Hungary (like Dr.
Olthon Knapp, of Iregszemcse) and from France.
In 1939, I had already succeeded. My small quantity
of seeds gave an encouraging harvest. The plants grew to a
height of 35 to 40 cm.
In 1940, encouraged by the relative success of the
preceding year, I continued my trials. I had numerous plants
that grew to a height of 55 to 60 cm. These furnished a good
provision of seeds which I transformed into flour. And this
flour served us better than the best eggs. For the year 1941,
M.E. Lieberherr, former Swiss consul to the Far East, and
presently co-director of the house of Morga S.A. of EbnatKappel (canton of Saint-Gall), procured for me yellow
seeds harvested in the canton of Tessin [Ticino, which is the
southernmost canton of Switzerland. It is the only canton
where Italian is the sole official language]. In 1939 and in
1940, a had only black soybeans. This year, I had, therefore,
the pleasure of planting two varieties. These seeds were
planted in 8 different locations, and what I had learned from
the preceding trials served me well.
Up to this time, I did not have recourse to nitrogen
fixing bacteria, which is to say that I have not used earth
mixed with pulverized nodules, nor pure cultures of
bacterium radicicola soyae. But the opponents of inoculation
(nitragination) did not rejoice too soon. As a bacteriologist,
I intend to make by myself, for my own needs, azobacterial
cultures and to experiment with them methodically... I
planted the seeds with an appropriate amount of fertilizer.
then I covered them with soil to a depth of 2 cm.
By the time I write these lines (22 Aug. 1941) my best
soy plants are in the same location where, in past years,
I planted potatoes. Very vigorous, they promise a good
harvest.
The black soybeans were planted on April 19. On Aug.
4, that is to say after a vegetative period of 107 days, they
were 83 cm in height. The diameter of the stems, at ground
level, is up to 0.8 cm. And here are the corresponding figures
for the yellow soybean: 72 cm. and 0.6 cm. The soybean
plants bear no more than 16 to 23 pods, which, on average,
are 6 cm in length. The yellow soybean plants bear 12 to
21 pods per plant. Many of the pods of the yellow variety
contain only 2 seeds per pod, but all of these seeds are rather
large and bloom well (bien épanouies).
For sure, these results are modest, but my plantings are
but a start and I have not yet used inoculation. In any case, I
will not abandon the cultivation of soybeans.
I can confirm that the soybeans are eager to have air

and sunlight. They abhor shade. Planted under trees that are
not widely spaced, they become sickly and weak, and give
a very mediocre harvest. The less I restrict them, the better
they develop. What an intelligent plant! They are not content
merely to give richly of useful products, but at the same time
they have relatively few needs. Very often, one hoeing, with
a slight mounding, is sufficient. Later, the luxuriant foliage
smothers most weeds. I should add that does not like to be
watered to much or too often during times of the greatest
heat, for it resists dryness / drought better than excessive
irrigation.
611. Soybean Digest. 1941. German Army Soya Cook Book:
Translated by competent authority. Dec. p. 2-6.
• Summary: This is a summary of the translation of an
important book titled Speisenzusammenstellung unter
Mitverwendung von Edelsoja mit Kochanweisungen
(Formulation of menus using Edelsoja, with recipes), by
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (German Army High
Command), Berlin, 1938.
Contents: Introduction: Problems and possibilities of
using full [whole] soya flour, “working” vital elements,
carbohydrates lacking, high protein essential, calorie count,
excellent for health, economical use of Edelsoja in cooking,
the use of Edelsoja in army kitchens (uses of soy flour {a
means of making meat go further, a means of economizing
on fats, egg substitute, milk substitute for use in cooking,
spread for bread, panada}, methods of saving essential foods
{savings of meat in minced-meat dishes, savings in fat}), not
to be fried.
Resume of recipes as shown in translation: Soups (soups
from army canned soups, sweet soups), roasts, roast sliced
meat, minced meat dishes, fish dishes, egg dishes, potato and
other vegetable dishes, alimentary pastes (macaroni, noodles,
etc.), one-dish meals, sauces and gravies, salads and fruit
dishes, desserts. Note: No actual recipes are included in this
article.
The article begins with a translator’s note: “Scientists
have devised a method of milling and extracting [removing]
the bitter substance from soybeans without removing any of
the oil. This produces a yellow flour containing 40 percent
protein, 20 percent fat, 27 percent carbohydrates, 5 percent
ash, and 8 percent water. This is called full soya flour
(‘Vollsojamehl’) or pure soya (‘Edelsoja’). Its composition
and use differ widely from cereal flours.”
The text states: “A reduction in the use of animal
products in the German diet is desirable for economic
reasons, as these products must be manufactured from plant
materials in a roundabout way by the bodies of the animals
themselves. In the process the animals use up the major
part of the plant material consumed–about 80 percent–in
preserving their own lives.”
Full-fat soya flour (Vollsojamehl) is also called Edelsoja.
“This flour is made from the soybean, the cultivation of
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which in the Reich, and particularly in Austria, is becoming
yearly more important... Edelsoja is made from shelled
[dehulled] soybeans without the use of chemicals.” It has
very little taste of its own. The flour itself should not be
fried, since it its high lecithin content causes it to burn easily.
“In making up the menus, the dishes are to be chosen so that
at least 30 gram of Edelsoja (28 gm = 1 ounce) shall be used
per person per week.”
The recipes: “This extensive complete collection of
recipes for use in German Army kitchens contains 270
separate varied recipes, more than 100 of which include
small amounts of soya flour and a few contain larger
percentages.” In general among the recipes 5 grams (roughly
one teaspoonful) of Edelsoja are to be mixed into the portion
for each person served. A list of the names of all recipes
containing soya flour is given.
612. Becker, Joseph A.; Froulich, Paul; Jackson, D.; et al.
1941. Agricultural statistics, 1941. Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office. 731 p. For soybeans and soy
products see p. 7, 299-305, 490, 494, 496, 519, 523.
• Summary: “This volume presents information formerly
published (until 1935) in the statistical section of the
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1). “Export and import statistics
of the United States include trade with the Philippine Islands.
They also include any trade between foreign countries
and Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, but do not include
shipments between continental United States and these
possessions. Prior to January 1, 1935, the Virgin Islands of
the United States were treated in the same manner as the
Philippine Islands, but since that date the Virgin Islands are
treated in the same manner as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico.” (p. 5). A bushel of soybeans weighs 60 lb and a
gallon of soybean oil weighs 7.5 lb (p. 7). Note: No separate
statistics are given for soybeans or soybean products grown
in or exported to or from Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the
Virgin Islands.
Table 392 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean acreage statistics
for the years 1924-1940, including: Acreage grown alone for
all purposes, total acreage (incl. half the interplanted acres),
acreage harvested for beans, yield per acre, production, price
(dollars/bushel), farm value (in 1,000 dollars), foreign trade
(imports and exports, year beginning in July). In 1924 for
soybeans: Acreage grown alone for all purposes: 1,567,000.
Total acreage: 1,782,000. Acreage harvested for beans:
448,000. Yield per acre: 11.0 bushels. Production: 4,947,000
bushels. Average price per bushel received by farmers: $2.46.
The corresponding figures in 1928 were: Acreage grown
alone for all purposes: 2,154,000. Total acreage: 2,439,000.
Acreage harvested for beans: 579,000. Yield per acre: 13.6
bushels. Production: 7,880,000 bushels. Average price per
bushel received by farmers: $1.88.
Table 393 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean production and
farm disposition statistics for the years 1924-1940, including:

Total production, used for seed (total, or home grown), fed to
livestock, sold.
Table 394 (p. 300) gives U.S. soybean statistics for
acreage, yield, production, and season average price received
by farmers, by States, average 1929-38, annual 1939 and
1940. The states are: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and USA total.
Table 395 (p. 301) gives soybean statistics for acreage
and production in specified countries, average 1930-34, and
annual 1935 to 1940. The countries are China, Manchuria,
United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands
Indies, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, and
estimated world total.
Table 396 (p. 302) gives the average price per bushel of
soybeans received by U.S. farmers each month and season
average from 1930 to 1940.
Table 397 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for seed” gives
the average wholesale price per bushel at Baltimore and
St. Louis, 1931-1941, each month from Jan. to May and
average.
Table 398 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for crushing”
gives the average price per bushel, U.S. No. 2 Yellow, bulk,
carlots, net track Chicago, 1933-40, each month from Oct. to
Sept.
Table 399 (p. 303) gives statistics on amount of
soybeans crushed, and production, imports, and exports of
soybean oil (crude basis), and soybean cake and meal, USA,
1930-1940.
Table 400 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound of
soybean oil (domestic crude) in tank cars, midwestern mills,
1929-1940, each month and yearly average.
Table 401 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound
of soybean oil (domestic crude) in drums, New York, 19311940, each month and yearly average.
Table 402 (p. 304) gives the average price per ton of
soybean meal (41% protein), at Chicago, 1930-1940, each
month and yearly average.
Table 403 (p. 305) for soybeans and soybean oil,
gives international trade (exports and imports), averages
1925-1934, annual 1938, 1939. For soybeans: Principal
exporting countries–China, Manchuria, United States, total.
Principal importing countries–Germany, Japan, Denmark,
United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, Canada,
total. For soybean oil: Principal exporting countries–China,
Manchuria, Denmark, Japan, Sweden, total. Principal
importing countries–Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy,
Germany, United States, Belgium, Chile, France, Morocco,
Norway, Algeria, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Canada, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, total.
Table 659 (p. 490) gives U.S. exports (in pounds) of
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vegetable oils (incl. corn, cottonseed, linseed, cocoa butter,
coconut, peanut, and soybean oil) from 1914 to 1939.
Table 617 (p. 455) gives statistics on oleomargarine–
materials used in manufacture, USA, 1924-1940. Concerning
soybean oil: Less than 500 lb were used in 1924 and 1925,
but 33,000 lb were used in 1926. The first significant amount
was used in 1930: 2.25 million lb. Note: Additional statistics
on oleomargarine production and consumption in the USA
are given on p. 454-57.
Table 660 (p. 494) gives U.S. imports (in pounds) of
oilseeds (incl. soybeans {but no data given for 1918-1926},
sesame seeds, rapeseed) and vegetable oils (incl. olive oil,
palm oil, palm kernel oil, peanut oil, perilla oil, rapeseed oil,
soybean oil, and tung oil) from 1914 to 1939.
Table 662 gives imports of principal agricultural
products (incl. soybean and soybean oil) into the United
States, by countries, each year 1932-1940. The source
countries for soybean (p. 519) are: Kwantung, Japan,
China, Germany, other countries, total. The source countries
for soybean oil (p. 523) are: Kwantung, Japan, China,
Netherlands, other countries, total. Address: U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington,
DC.
613. Blanchard, Marcel. 1941. Le soja en France: Ses
possibilités culturales. Ses débouchés industriels. Son
intérêt économique [The soybean in France: Its cultural
possibilities. Its industrial outlets. Its economic interest].
Paris: Societe d’Editions Geographique, Maritimes et
Coloniales, 17 rue Jacob, 6eme. ii + 200 p. Illust. 22 cm.
[158 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1: Cultivation of
soya. 1. The soybean. 2. Soybean cultivation worldwide.
3. The varieties of soybeans. 4. The requirements of the
soybean crop. 5. Sowing soybeans. 6. The soybean during its
vegetative stage. 7. Harvesting soybeans. 8. Mixed cropping
and intercropping of soybeans. 9. The enemies and diseases
of the soybean.
10. History of soybean cultivation in France
(introduction in 1739 at Jardin des Plantes under direction of
Buffon, 1850–National Society for Acclimatization, around
1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux, M. Pailleux, M.P. OlivierLecq, Messrs. Lechartier, Denaiffe, Dr. Le Goff, Boulanger
& Dausse, Brioux, Semichon, Carle de Carbonnières,
Rouest, de Guerpel).
11. The vegetative cycle of the soybean in France. 12.
The soybean at the various French agricultural research
centers (les Centres de Recherches agronomiques français)
including Centre de Versailles, Station de Dijon, de Colmar,
de Clermont-Ferrand, d’Antibes. 13. The possibilities of soya
in France in terms of its cultivation.
Part 2: The nutritional value of the soybean. 1. The
nutritional value of the soybean.
Part 3: Utilization of soya. 1. Soybeans in the farm

economy. 3. The soybean in human nutrition and in industry.
Part 4: The soybean from an economic viewpoint. 1.
Commerce and trade in soybeans and soybean products
up to Sept. 1939. 2. The present economic possibilities
of the soybean in France. Conclusion. Bibliography. 16
illustrations. 8 maps.
The introduction begins: “In a letter written on 15
Jan. 1935, on board the Chenonceaux which was sailing
toward Shanghai, Li Lu-Ying [sic, Li Yu-ying], president
of the National Academy of Peiping (l’Académie Nationale
de Péping) offered to furnish us with the translation of
important documents in the Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
languages concerning all aspects of soya. Let him find here
the expression of our gratitude, because he introduced us to
a plant, in which there is more interest abroad than in the
country of its origin.”
The publisher was formerly named Maison Challamel,
founded in 1839.
Illustrations show: (1) The branch of a soybean plant,
with the flowers and young pods, enlarged 3x. (2) The flower
of a soybean plant as it is about to open, enlarged 5x. (3)
A soybean branch with mature pods and leaves, enlarged
2x. (4) Two views of a soybean seed with parts labeled.
C = chalza (chalze). H = hilum (hile). M = micropyle
(micropyle). R = radicle (radicule). A-H = hypocotyl
axis (germ) (axe hypocotylé). G = raphe, bud, leaf-bud
(gemmule). Enlarged 3x. Note: The raphe is a small grove
extending to the chalza, where the integuments were attached
to the ovule proper.
(5) Microscopic view of a transverse section of the
seedcoat: C.P. = palisade layer of cells (cellules en palisade).
C.S. = hourglass cells (cellules en sablier). P.E. = spongy
parenchyma (parenchyme externe). C.A. = aleurone
layer (cellules à aleurone). P.I. = remains of parenchyma
cells of endosperm or internal parenchyma (parenchyme
interne). Enlarged 247x. (6) Cells of the epidermis facing
the microscope. Enlarged 460x. (7) Microscopic view of
a transverse section of a cotyledon, two views, showing
starch grains (grain d’amidon), oil droplets (oléolaste), and
aleurone grains (grain d’aleurone; high in protein). (7a) Six
large maps of soy in Asia and in Oceania, in North America
and in South America, in Europe and in Africa in 1939 (p.
12-36). (8) Nodules containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria on
the roots of a soybean plant (p. 66). (9) Planting soybeans;
a man walks behind a planter pulled by two horses (p. 84).
(10) Cultivating soybeans; a man sits on a cultivator pulled
by two horses (p. 89). (11) A field of long, straight, weedfree rows of soybeans in the United States. (12) Drying of
soybean hay in shocks. (13) Harvesting soybeans; a man
sits on a harvester pulled by two horses. (14) Threshing
soybeans using a machine (p. 99). (15) Intercropping of soya
and maize. (16) The soybean variety Lisbonne growing at
the Central Station for Seed Trials (Station Central d’Essais
d Semences) (p. 122). (17) Map of France with isotherm
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lines of July and a line showing the northern limit of maize
cultivation (p. 134).
Tables: (1) Asiatic varieties: Chinese and Manchurian
varieties (6 varieties), varieties from the British Indies (7),
from the Dutch Indies (11), Japanese varieties (17).
(2). American varieties: Canadian varieties (7), U.S.
varieties (40 varieties) (for each is given: Days to maturity,
flower color, seed color, color of the oil, oil content, protein
content, weight of 1,000 seeds in grams, seed yield (in kg/
ha), yield of hay containing 15% moisture (in kg/ha)). (3)
European varieties: German (7), Austrian (3), English (4),
Italian (1), Polish (7), Czech (9), Soviet Russian (9).
Mineral needs of the soybean. Yield of two soybean
varieties, with and without inoculation. Yield of three
soybean varieties with and without inoculation. Germination
percentages of 8 French soybean varieties at the Station
Centrale d-Essais de Semences in 1938-39 (ranges from 91%
to 100%). Variation in the composition of soybean hay at
4 stages of maturity. Weight of seeds vs. straw for 10 U.S.
soybean varieties (the straw weighs 1.5 to 2.7 times as much
as the seeds). Average yield of soybeans in four countries in
1933 (in kg/ha): Manchuria 1,200. Japan 1,000. Korea 650.
China 950. Length of the vegetative cycle at four stations
with 10 varieties in France (ranges from 98 to 157 days).
Length of the vegetative cycle at four more stations with 16
varieties in France (ranges from 95 to 172 days). 18 varieties
that completely matured their seeds at 2 stations in 1921
and in 1922. Oil and protein content of 7 French soybean
varieties at Station de Clermont-Ferrand. The seed yield of
10 soybean varieties at the same station. The seed yield of 6
soybean varieties at Station d’Antibes. Six tables (p. 138-42)
on the nutritional value of soybeans. Six tables (p. 148-61)
on the utilization of soybeans in the farm economy and for
feeding animals 2 tables (p. 162-42) on the soybean in the
human diet and in industry. 5 tables (p. 175-42) in trade in
soybeans and its by-products. 7 tables (p. 181-86) on the
present economic possibilities of the soybean in France.
Chinese and Manchurian varieties soybean varieties (p.
48): Chu Yen Tou Erh, Kung-Chu-ling pai Mei, Pai Hoa Tso
Tse, Su Li Huang, Ta Li Huang, Tieh Chia, Tou Tse.
Soybean varieties from the British Indies (des
Indes britanniques) (p. 48): Behrum, Hto-nao, Htonang, Mirjanhat, Pekyat-pyin, Pe-Ngypi [pè-ngapi], and
Santonauk. Note: According Thompstone & Sawyer (1914),
some of the above names are the names of the yellow
soybean in different parts of Burma.
Soybean varieties from the Dutch Indies (des Indes
néerlandaises) (p. 48): Djepoen, Idjo, Ireng, Krawe, Mentik,
Poetik, No. 16 sélectionné, No. 17 sélectionné, No. 27
sélectionné, No. 28 sélectionné, No. 29 sélectionné.
One variety from Indochina (p. 48) is Langson.
Soybean varieties from Japan (p. 50): Akasaya,
Banseihikarikuro [Bansei hikari kuro], Chinseihikarikuro
[Chinsei hikari kuro], Gindaizu [Gin daizu], Ishikarishiro

[Ishi kari shiro], Kanro, Kurosaya, Mitsuishidaizu [Mitsuishi
daizu], Naktchadaka, Oyachi no. 2, Rankoshi no. 1,
Shimoshirazu no. 1 [Shimo shirazu no. 1], Shirokotsubu,
Shirotsurunoko, Tsurunoko, Wasehodaka / Waschodaka,
Yoshiokatairin [Yoshio katairin].
Soybean varieties from Canada (p. 50): A.K. (Harrow),
Brun du Manitoba, Soja jaune de Montréal / Montreal, Soja
jaune de Québec / Quebec 92, Manchu (Hudson), Mandarin
(Ottawa), O.A.C. No. 211. Address: Directeur interimaire,
Station d’Essais de Semences (Ministere de l’Agriculture),
France; In 1946 Chef de Travaux at this station.
614. Fallon, F. (Baron). 1941. Le soja [The soybean].
Belgique. Ministere des Colonies. Direction Generale de
l’Agriculture et de l’Elevage. Propagande et Vulgarisation
Agricoles No. 21. 39 p. Bruxelles: Impr. Industrielle et
Financiere. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical description: Introduction,
the plant’s needs, varieties. Soybean cultivation in Europe:
Introduction (for some countries preferred early, medium,
and late varieties are listed), France, Great Britain, Hungary,
Poland (selection has been done at the Wilna experiment
station using varieties imported from Hungary and
Czechoslovakia), Romania (About 30,000 ha are devoted
to soybeans, primarily in Bessarabia [Besarabia], Dobrouja
[Dobrudja, Dobrogea], Bukovina [Bucovina], Walachia or
Wallachia or Valachia [now called Muntenia, a fertile belt
across southern Romania], and Moldavia. Most of these
varieties came from Austria), Switzerland, USSR (the main
soybean regions are all warm ones–the Caucasus, Ukraine,
and Transcaucasia). Soybean cultivation in America.
Soybean cultivation in Africa (especially in South Africa,
mainly for forage in the Natal and Transvaal). Soybean
cultivation in Asia: China and Manchuria, Malaysia, British
Indies, Dutch Indies, Indochina, Japan. Soybean cultivation
in Oceania (mainly Philippines).
Cultivation: Crop rotation, inoculation, planting
and propagation, maintenance and manuring the land,
harvest, seed storage, yield, selection of varieties. Soybean
utilization: As human food (dry soybeans, soy sauce, soy
flour, soymilk, tofu, soy oil), industrial uses (soy oil, refining
and use, soymilk casein). Soya as a fertilizer: Green manure,
or soybean cakes. Soya as a feed for domestic animals:
Green forage, hay, silage, pasture, seeds, cakes. Soybean
cultivation in the Belgian Congo. Soybean trade.
In the Congo various soybean trials have been
undertaken since 1936 at the stations of the National Institute
for Agronomic Study of the Belgian Congo (l’Institut
National pour l’Etude agronomique du Congo Belge).
Numerous varieties from the USA and Manchuria have
been tested. Address: Directeur au Ministere des Colonies,
Professeur a l’Institut Agronomique de Gembloux [Belgium].
615. Balzli, Jean. 1942. Le Soya à travers le monde [The
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soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
2(10):115-18. March. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Croatia. United States. East Asia.
France. Hungary. Mexico. Switzerland. The Balkans (W.
Holzweissig, founder of the Radicin Institute, explains why
it is inevitable that soybean cultivation has succeeded in the
Balkans).
Switzerland: This Eden of good milk, Switzerland
reports a shortage of this precious food, and several Swiss
friends have told me that their country is seriously interested
in soymilk (lait de soya). The various shortages of milk,
butter and cheese are described in detail, as are the reasons
for these shortages.
The reader is reminded that before the war, the city of
Paris obtained, just for its children, 124,000 liters of milk per
day, excluding condensed milk.
More than ever, soymilk is likely to be certified, even
in Switzerland, As I have already said, Dr. Ad. Huebscher,
who has reorganized the Swiss cheese industry in the United
states, is applying himself to create a center capable of
producing soymilk, not only for human consumption, but
above all for animal husbandry. Address: Dr., France.
616. Studewirt, E. 1942. La culture du Soya dans les pays
d’Europe [The cultivation of soybeans in the countries
of Europe]. Revue Internationale du Soja 2(10):105-109.
March. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The nutritive value of
soybean (according to the analyses of M. Zlataroff {1926}
and M. Kaltscheva {1932} on soybeans cultivated in
Bulgaria). Cultivation reinforced (I.G. Farben in Bulgaria,
Romania, and the former Yugoslavia). The use of chemical
fertilizers. A favorable and sale of the crop assured (by I.G.
Farben).
Development of soybean cultivation in Europe (The first
cultural trials with soybeans in Europe were conducted in
1934 in Romania, with the assistance of German industry,
and on a surface of 1,400 hectares. In the autumn of the same
year, in Bucharest, the Romanian Soybean Society {Societé
du Soya Roumain S.S.R.} was founded. In Bulgaria, in 1936
some 4,900 ha of soybeans were planted for the first time,
giving a yield of 53,000 metric tons. In Yugoslavia, also,
Germany had given the impulse. In 1935 the Société Uljarica
was founded in Belgrade [today the capital and largest city of
Serbia] for the cultivation of oilseeds).
The soybean harvests obtained from the three countries
of Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia combined were:
1935: 11,600,000 metric tons
1938: 58,090,000 metric tons
1939: 90,595,000 metric tons
Spain, Italy and Austria also cultivated soybeans.
Thus, the cultivation of soybeans in Europe promises
great success.
Note: But how about France?

617. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Tables (Document part). In: E.J.
Dies. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. 122 p. April. 21 cm.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) U.S. soybean acreage, yield,
and production, 1924-1941 (p. 5). During this time acreage
has increased more than 12-fold from 448,000 to 5,855,000
acres. Yield as increased 88% from 11.0 to 20.7 bushels/
acre. Production has increased more than 21-fold from 4.947
million to 106.712 million bushels.
(2) Soybean production in specified countries and
estimated world total (p. 10-11). The countries are:
China, Manchuria, United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan,
Netherlands India [later Indonesia], Kwantung [Leased
Territory], Taiwan, U.S.S.R., Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
other Europe (incl. Poland, Czechoslovakia, and what was
formerly Austria).
(3) Illinois soybean acreage, yield, and production,
1919-1941 (p. 25). Production (in bushels) increased from
30,000 in 1919, to 46,000 in 1920, to 167,000 in 1921, to
812,000 in 1922, to 1,431,000 in 1925, to 6,970,000 in 1930,
to 24,012,000 in 1935, to 34,912,000 in 1940, to a peak of
49,128,000 in 1941.
(4) “Soybean varieties–Origin and varietal
characteristics” (p. 38-47). For each variety is given: Place
of origin, year introduced to USA, days to mature, flower
color, pubescence color, seed characters (seed coat color,
germ color, hilum color, seeds per pod, seeds per pound, oil
percentage, protein percentage), use (de = dry edible beans, f
= forage, gra = grain, gv = green vegetable).
Soybean varieties described in the table on p. 38-47 are:
Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arisoy, Arksoy, Avoyelles,
Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame,
Charlee, Chief, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei,
Clemson, Columbia, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie,
Dunfield, Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Emperor, Etum, Fuji,
Funk Delicious, George Washington, Georgian, Green Giant,
Goku, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote, Harbinsoy,
Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, Hollybrook,
Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial,
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo,
Lexington, Macoupin, Magnolia, Mamloxi, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin,
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Green, Midwest, Mingo, Minsoy,
Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mount Carmel, Mukden, Nanda,
Nanking, Norredo, Ogemaw, Old Dominion, Oloxi, Ontario,
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Patoka, Pee Dee, Peking,
Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun, Sato,
Scioto, Seminole, Seneca, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei,
Southern Green, Southern Prolific, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel
Black, Tastee, Toku, Tokyo, Virginia, Waseda, Wea, White
Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black,
Wood’s Yellow, Yelredo, Yokoten.
(5) U.S. production and crushing of soybeans, and
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production of soybean oil and meal from 1924 to 1941 (p.
53, based on government reports). Domestic production
of soybean oil, only 2.2 million lb in 1924, had increased
almost 6-fold by 1929 to 13.424 million lb. Then in June
1930 the protective Smoot-Hawley tariff went into effect.
By levying a tariff on imported soybeans and soybean oil, it
stimulated domestic soybean crushing and production. Oil
production (in million lb) jumped immediately, from 13.424
in 1929 to 34.688 in 1930 (even though the Great Depression
had begun), to 208.9 in 1935, to 565.2 in 1940. Note: A
semi-log graph of U.S. soy oil production vs. time shows
that it increased at the most rapid rate from 1924 to 1935.
This rate decreased slightly between 1935 and 1942, then
decreased again from 1942 to about 1980.
(6) Soybean oil imported and exported (pounds to and
from USA, from 1912 to 1940) (p. 58). The first soybean
oil was exported from the USA in the latter half of 1919. At
least 1 million pounds/year was exported from that time until
1940. The peak year was 1920, when 46.7 million lb were
exported. Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.
(7) Factory consumption of soybean oil by classes of
products, 1931-1940 (p. 61). The classes are: Compounds
and cooking fats [shortening], oleomargarine, other edible
products, soap, paint and varnish, linoleum and oilcloth,
printing ink, miscellaneous, foots and loss, total. In 1931 and
1932, and in most subsequent years, the leading class was
shortening. In 1939 the top four classes were (in million lb):
shortening 212.3, oleomargarine 87.1, other edible products
39.9, and paint and varnish 29.8. Source: Bureau of Census
reports.
(8) Supplies of feed in 1939 (p. 78). Feed supplies are
composed of feed grains (91.73% of the total), cereal byproducts (5.16%, including wheat meal products, gluten
feed, distillers and brewers dried), and oil and cake meals
(3.10%, including cottonseed {1.55%}, soybean {1.04%},
linseed {0.32%}, and other 0.17%). Address: USA.
618. Moser, G. 1942. Autour de la lutte pour le soya en
Suisse [About the battle for the soybean in Switzerland].
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel
Colonial 17(189):105-09. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: The Schweizer Illustrierte Zeitung (Ringier and
Company Editions, Inc., Zofingue) published in its issue
No. 39 on 24 Sept. 1941, several photos of beautiful fields
of soybeans in the German section of Switzerland. These
pictures alone stand already against the naysayers but Mr.
Moser’s arguments, nevertheless will not be superfluous as
all innovators must fight mightily.
Since the start of this universal conflagration [World
War II], we have, repeatedly started, in Switzerland,
debates on the cultivation and the usage of soybeans. Most
generally, conformist men of the trade have leaned towards
deterrence. According to their statements. None of the trials

attempted to date have given any satisfaction. They state that,
quantitatively speaking, the crops have disappointed the few
brave neophytes. They add that, given the price of the land
here, the world price for soybeans is not sufficient to allow
income producing crops. But, to scare the novices, they go
even further. They object, to push the issue, that during our
humid summers, soybeans would not ripen in Switzerland,
thus that one could expect many bad crop outcomes. When
all is tallied, we would be better off to only plant native crops
that are a sure bet and provide substantial outputs.
It is possible that these adversaries might be right under
circumstances of peace. I would even not hesitate to state
that, even in war time, Switzerland should not grow soybeans
on a large scale, thus I would say that, even under the current
miseries stemming from the fight among nations, the Swiss
/ Helvetians should not favor soybeans at the expense of
cereals or potatoes. Not only do we lack sufficient quantities
of good soybean seeds but we also lack deeper knowledge
about the cultivation and use of this foreign plant material.
But now and in the future, in the mild and sunny regions of
our land, we should attempt trials on a small and medium
scale, that is on parcels between one acre and one hectare in
size. We should very seriously consider these trials for two
reasons at least. First of all, because we should not overlook
any step that would help our feeding during the upcoming
years, which, I fear, will be even harder than the years past.
And secondly because, in several places, soybean cultivation
has held results that deserve our attention.
Problems in developing an self-sufficient food supply:
What can we do to protect ourselves of this danger to be
rightly feared? I would say to you that a very effective
defense lies in the well managed cultivation of these
soybeans that nobody wants. The soybean replaces perfectly
proteins and lipids of animal origin. While most of vegetable
based proteins are incomplete (they do not contain all the
amino-acids indispensable for growth and maintenance),
soy proteins enable the organism to build its most noble
proteins and tissues. It is a fact of great importance for
our sustenance. And how do you explain this fact? Let us
remember that soya proteins are nearly equivalent to the ones
in milk and that they even contain casein.
Our feeding is subject to restrictions and this situation
may get worse. Based on that fact, we would do well to
question whether soya should not, progressively, enter within
the realm of our cultural and food master plan.
Compared to other food crops of vegetable origin,
soya provides several advantages. It does not limit itself to
providing us with very large quantities of lipids and proteins.
It adds to it modestly in that is that it does not deplete the
soil. Instead of impoverishing the land (glèbe), it enriches it
with nitrogen, as do the other legumes and the clovers.
That is what opponents should neither ignore nor loose
sight of. You can plant soya, over the years, in the same field,
without adding any nitrogen fertilizer (neither compost or
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nitrate salts) without any drop in crop yield.
Outcomes of the trials made in Switzerland. Address:
Administrator, Hospices Civils de Bâle [Basle, Switzerland].
619. Moser, G. 1942. Autour de la lutte pour le soya en
Suisse [About the battle for the soybean in Switzerland].
Revue Internationale du Soja 2(13):201-05. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Dr. Fritz Wahlen, a well known Swiss poet,
says many of his trials with soybeans in Switzerland have
succeeded. But G. Moser says the yields are too low. Since
the War began, there have been debates concerning both the
cultivation and utilization of soybeans in Switzerland.
Results of trials made in Switzerland: The other
experimental stations, not having sufficient information of
their findings, I only speak of results recorded in 1941 as part
of the action for the increase in vegetable cultivation by the
labor camp affiliated to Hospices Civils de Basel. (Editor’s
note: They are volunteers who, after their day and at the
end of week to “plant their garden.” In Switzerland, almost
all industrial enterprises and others now encourage their
employees to contribute to the realization of Dr. Wahlen’s
program). A field of about 80 ares (1 are = 100 square
meters; 1 hectare = 100 ares) has given us about 1,600 kg
of soybean seeds. On average we have obtained 20 kg of
seeds per 100 square meters, but the best of our varieties–the
early yellow soybean–has yielded, on average 22 kg per 100
square meters.
The Clinic of Internal Medicine of the Faculty of
Medicine at Basel has analysed soybean seeds; here is the
nutritional analysis they found (in %). A table (p. 203)
shows: proteins 36%, lipids 20%, carbohydrates (glucides)
29%, mineral salts 4.5%, vitamins, and water 10%.
These figures correspond to what we know of Asian
varieties.
A second table (p. 204) gives the nutrients available
from the following crops, based on their actual average
yields in Switzerland: Potatoes, wheat, green haricot beans,
peas, and dry soybean seeds (20 kg/are). Our little table is
instructive and edifying. The soybeans are #2 in calories
(after potatoes), #1 in both protein and lipids (vegetable oil).
Address: Administrator of the Civilian Hospices in Basel,
Switzerland.
620. Halden, W.; Hinrichs, Helga. 1942. Ueber die heutigen
Stand der Phosphatidforschung. V. Lipoidstoffwechsel
keimender Sojabohnen [The present position of phosphatide
investigation. V. Lipide metabolism of the germinating
soybean]. Fette und Seifen (Hamburg) 49(10):697-700. Oct.
(Chem. Abst. 37:6003). [2 ref. Ger]
Address: Aus dem Medizin-Chem. Institut der Universitaet
Graz [Austria], Biochemische Abteilung.
621. Agricola, J. 1942. Utilisations pratiques du Soya
[Practical uses of soybeans]. Revue Internationale du Soja

2(15):293-94. Nov/Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: 1. Obtain your hay by electrical drying. 2. In
Switzerland: Soy flour in sauces. 3. Soy (and soy flour) in
anti-cancer diets.
622. Balzli, Jean. 1943. Le Soya à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
3(16):27. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: The production of soybean in Europe (A table
shows that it has grown from 200 metric tons in 1933/34
to 20,000 metric tons in 1940). United States. France (Les
Aliments de Régime, established in 1934, specialized in
making soyfoods such as natural soups and Soja-Cao–in
powder or tablets. But it has ceased operation temporarily).
Slovakia. Serbia. Switzerland (Since 15 Oct. 1942
commercial sauces in Switzerland contain a small percentage
of soy flour. This allows reduced use of meat).
Note: Soja-Cao is a soy-based breakfast chocolate.
Address: Dr., France.
623. Wanner, Ernest. 1943. Un bon rendement grâce a
nitragination [A good harvest thanks to inoculation and
nitrogen fixation]. Revue Internationale du Soja 3(16):17-19.
Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Radicin did the job at the experimental station
of Zurich-Oerlikon. Address: Paradiso-Lugano, Tessin,
Switzerland.
624. Brooks, Deton J., Jr. 1943. Julian’s genius saved firm
from huge losses: Leading scientist. Chicago Defender
(National ed.). March 13. p. 13.
• Summary: This is the 16th in a series of articles on
prominent Chicago [Illinois] citizens who have been
outstanding in their chosen field. The Glidden Co., one of
the world’s largest paint manufacturers, was losing money.
“Something was wrong with Glidden’s chemical process.
W.J. O’Brien, vice president in charge of manufacturing,
was baffled.” Tells the remarkable story of how he hired Dr.
Percy Julian to be head of the research staff at Glidden’s
Chicago plant. “By the end of the first year Dr. Julian had
cut the company’s losses to $35,000.” Then he proposed a
completely new chemical process for making the products.
“His employers gave him everything that he asked for–a new
plant and new equipment, which entailed an outlay of over a
million dollars. But in a year after the plant was finished, the
company showed a $135,000 profit instead of a loss.”
There follows a good, moving biography of Percy
Julian. After graduating from DePauw university (a white
school), he taught for 2 years at Fisk university. Then he
secured a fellowship at Harvard University [Massachusetts],
where he received his master’s degree. He taught again
briefly at West Virginia State College, then went abroad
and earned his PhD from the University of Vienna in 1931.
“He returned to the United States to head the chemistry
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department at Howard University.” But “in a short time
he had a disagreement with the administration and found
himself out of a job. And because of this difference other
Negro colleges wouldn’t hire him.”
Tells the story, starting in 1934, of his scientific debate
(via journal articles) with Prof. Robert Robinson, renowned
chemist and head of the department at Oxford University,
over synthesis of the drug physostigmine, a by-product of the
soya bean. In Feb. 1935 Julian won the battle. He was then
“able to break the German patent monopoly on synthetic sex
hormones.” A portrait photo shows Dr. Percy L. Julian.
Note: In 1935 the chemical physostigmine was
synthesized for the first time by Percy Lavon Julian and Josef
Pikl.
625. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1943. Le Soya à travers
le monde [The soybean around the world]. 3(19):106-08.
July/Aug. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The cultivation of soybeans in Europe
and the efforts aimed at its development. The International
Review of Agriculture (Rome) gives, in its No. 12 of
December 1942, some interesting facts. Yugoslavia (Soybean
production grew as follows:
1937–1246 hectares yielded 14,600 quintals {1 quintal =
100 kg}.
1938–3856 ha yielded 38,100 quintals.
1939–3406 ha yielded 28,000 quintals).
Croatia. Bulgaria (70,000 ha in 1942). Romania.
Hungary (communication from Dr. Balzli). Germany.
Switzerland. Croatia #2 (from our friend Dr. Gutschy,
professor at the Faculty of Agronomy as well as the
Polytechnic of Zagreb; he perfected the manufacture of soy
flour).
626. Balzli, Jean. 1943. Quelle graphie choisirons-nous: soya
ou soja? [Which spelling shall we choose: soya or soja?].
Revue Internationale du Soja 3(21):160. Nov/Dec. [4 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Soya was recommended as the official written
form by both Les Nouveaux Temps, on March 17, 1941, and
La Terre Française, on August 23, 1941. This has only led to
confusion and errors.
The Germans and the Swiss write Soja, the Italians
write soia, the Anglo-Saxons write soy and soya, and the
Hungarians write szoja, but around the world, botanists all
write soja.
In Switzerland, I published a short piece titled Kleine
Soja-Fibel [Small Soy Primer]. However, without asking my
permission, our periodical re-titled it Kleine Soya-Fibel. This
is wrong, and laughable.
Also in Switzerland, Martha Pfeiffer-Surber published a
brochure with the title Die Sojabohne, ein Nationalproblem
[The Soybean, a national problem]. Our periodical
mangled this title, writing it as follows: Die Soyabohne, ein

Nazionalproblem. We even deface Italian titles in the same
way, though Italians double over laughing when they see the
word soya mixed with words in their language.
Those who write soya should also write postume
[posthumous], but they all write posthume. However, this
is not correct, as the Romans only used postumus. Good
German writers have adopted the spelling postum.
Since the use of the soya spelling has led to infuriating
confusion, we should return to the written form soja. Bear
in mind that French newspapers and most periodicals never
agreed to write soya, despite entreaties from pedants. An
international review should use the international Linnaeus
nomenclature: soja.
627. Halden, W.; Fleischanderl, J. 1943. Zur biologischen
Bewertung von Sojaprodukten. 1. Mitteilung: Ueber
Sojakeimung [Biological evaluation of soybean products.
1. Communication: On soybean sprouting]. Zeitschrift fuer
Lebensmittel-Untersuchung und -Forschung 86:403-19.
Nov/Dec. [33 ref. Ger]
Address: Medizinisch-chemischen Institut der Universitaet
Graz [capital of Styria, Austria].
628. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1943. Le Soya à travers
de monde [The soybean around the world]. 3(21):164-65.
Nov/Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Bulgaria. United States. Manchuria.
Switzerland. Germany. United States #2 (Louis Bromfield,
Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Glidden Co. and
synthetic hormones). Kenya-Uganda (The 1943 harvest was
2,500 metric tons of soybean seeds). Manchuria #2 (At HsinKing {today’s Changchun, the capital and largest city of Jilin
province} an association has been founded that has received
the sum of 1 million yen to research new uses of soybean
seeds and new treatments to which they can be submitted).
Netherlands (Mrs. Johanna Veth has written us that rats have
devastated the soybean fields in 1943. Because of this, the
harvests have been lamentable. The lack of manpower has
enormously hampered the “soyists” {soyaïstes}). Romania
(a long discussion. Prior to 1934 the soybean had been
unknown in Romania. Note: Incorrect! Soybeans sent by
Haberlandt had been grown in Romania in 1878).
629. Flueckiger, Walter. 1943. Die Kultur der Sojabohne
[Soybean culture]. Bâle, Switzerland: Published by the
author. 16 p. [Ger]*
• Summary: An excellent summary, with few words and 4
good illustrations, of the basics of soybean cultivation and
utilization. The author has introduced the cultivation and
utilization of soybeans to the Hospices Civils de Bâle. He has
also studied soybeans in Alsace and Italy. Address: Soybean
specialist, 19 Hagentalerstrasse, Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
630. Huebscher, Adolf. 1943. Die Soja: Ihre Kultur,
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Verwendung, Zukunft! [The soybean: Its culture, use, and
future!]. Grenchen, Switzerland: A. Niederhaeuser. Published
by the author. 52 p. Undated. Illust. with 18 line drawings.
[Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soya–The dispenser
of work and bread. Botanical description of the soybean.
Cultivation and manuring of the fields. Seeds and sowing.
Nutritional composition and food value. Harvest, storage
and use as silage. Enemies of the soybean. Economic
significance of the soybean. Preparation of the soybean for
use as food. Soya minestra (an Italian dish, also consumed
in Switzerland). Soya beefsteak. Soya cutlets. Tomatoes
stuffed with soya. Soy sauces–Japanese shoya [sic, shoyu]
and Shimosa. Vegetable cheese [tofu]. Miso-cheese. Natto
cheese. Soy coffee. Soy flour (Soja-Mehle, made by Morga
S.A. of Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland). Soya cakes. Soya
salad. Green vegetable soybeans (Soja-Gruengemuese).
Soya Muesli. Soya Kasha (Soja-Kascha, the newest food
for soldiers, athletes, and heavy laborers. It consists of a
mixture of soy flakes, rolled oats, corn flakes, sugar, salt,
and powdered milk). Soymilk (The first soymilk in Europe
was made in Paris in 1882). Soy yogurt (Soja-Yoghurt). Soy
cream for the tropics (Soja-Crème-Tropenmilch). Address:
Dr. and veterinarian, villa Bel-Air, Corseaux (Vaud),
Switzerland.
631. Suellmann, H. 1943. Zur Kenntnis der Lipoxydase
[Toward a knowledge of lipoxidase]. Helvetica Chimica Acta
26(206):2253-63. [22 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Using soybeans, the author prepared an acetone
powder of the lipoxidase enzyme containing full activity, but
only 27% of the dry substance of the water extract. He noted
that the partial inactivation of the enzyme extracted from soy
beans could be caused by prolonged dialysis, owing perhaps
to the removal of the activating substance. He also found that
while linoleic and linolenic acids used oxygen equivalent to
one and two double bonds respectively, oleic and ricinoleic
acids consumed only about one tenth as much oxygen as
required for one double bond. Address: Laboratorium der
Universitaets-Augenklinik, Basel, Switzerland.
632. Year Book of the Seventh-day Adventist Denomination.
1943. Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing
Assoc. 397 p. See p. 72, 292-93. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Partial contents: Institutions: Educational (p.
208-250). Publishing houses (p. 251-62). Periodicals issued
(p. 263-76). Sanitariums (p. 277-88). Dispensaries and
treatment rooms (p. 289-91). Food companies (p. 292-93).
The section titled “Food companies” includes: BoulderColorado Sanitarium Food Company (established 1895).
Buenos Aires Food Company (Alimentos Granix, Sociedad
Anonima, est. 1938 [Argentina]). Copenhagen Food Factory
(Denmark). Food Factory “Pur Aliment” (Paris, France).
German Health Food Factory (Hamburg; De-Vau-Ge

Gesundkostwerk Vollmer & Lühr (formerly: Deutscher
Verein für Gesundheitspflege Hamburg {e.V.})). Granose
Foods, Ltd. (British Health Food Factory; Stanborough Park,
Watford, Herts, England. Est. 1899). Gland Hygienic Food
Factory (Fabrique de Produits Alimentaires Hygeniques
“Phag,” Gland, Switzerland. Est. 1896). Loma Linda Food
Co. (Arlington, California. Incorporated 1935). Sanitarium
Health Food Company (Head Office, “Mizpah,” Fox Valley
Road, Wahroonga, NSW, Australia).
“Wholesale food branches” (of Sanitarium Health
Food Company, in Australia and New Zealand; each has
a manager): Adelaide, South Australia–151 Gouger St.
Brisbane, Queensland–Garrick St. Melbourne, Victoria–118
Union St., Windsor. Newcastle, New South Wales–Tudor St.
(Hamilton). Papanui, New Zealand–P.O. Box 11. Perth, West
Australia–240 Lake St. Sydney, New South Wales–Brown St.
(Lewisham).
Cafes and retail food stores (in Australia and New
Zealand; the first two have a manager): Auckland, New
Zealand–174 Queen St. Brisbane, Queensland–138 Adelaide
St. Camberwell, Victoria–791 Burke St. Christchurch,
New Zealand–698 Colombe St. Dunedin, New Zealand–8
George St. Hobart, Tasmania–43 Elizabeth St. Laucestan,
Tasmania–82 Charles St. Melbourne, Victoria–293 Little
Collins St. Newcastle, New South Wales, 14 and 18 The
Arcade. Perth, West Australia–757 Hay St. Sydney, New
South Wales–13 Hunter St. Wellington, New Zealand–83
Willis St.
On p. 72 is a directory of in “Health food factories”
in the Austral-Asian Union Conference. All but one have
the same name: “Sanitarium Health Food Co.” They are
located at: (1) Cooranbong, NSW. (2) 62 Randolph St.,
Auckland, New Zealand. (3) Papanui, Christchurch, New
Zealand. (4) Sanitarium Buyers and Packers, Sydney, NSW.
(5) Warburton, Victoria. (6) Carmel, West Australia. (7)
Brisbane, Queensland. (8) Adelaide, South Australia. (9)
Lewisham, Sydney, NSW. “Sanitarium Health Food Co.”
Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.
633. Prinz, Martin V.H. 1944. It began in Vienna: The
dramatic story of soy flour. Soybean Digest. March. p. 4.
• Summary: Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a young Viennese
physiologist, developed a process for making soy flour by
which not only the bitter taste was removed, but the fat was
also prevented from turning rancid. He obtained his first
patent in 1922. He “wanted his new food adopted at once,
all over the world. He started bombarding governments,
scientific institutions, prominent men all over Europe, and
even the League of Nations, with letters and scientific papers
and pamphlets, describing the extraordinary nutritional value
of the soybean and of his new, durable soy flour...
“He found people with money who formed companies
for manufacturing and selling his soy flour, first in
Austria and Hungary, then in Holland, England, Germany,
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Czechoslovakia, and finally the
United States.”
“Shortly after Hitler
came to power in Germany,
however, something very
significant happened. The huge
and powerful I.G. Farben-trust,
a company which controls most
of the chemical industry in
Germany and was interconnected
with most of the chemical
industry all over the world, acquired
the license of the Berczeller patents for
Germany, Austria and possibly some
other countries. Nobody seemed to pay
any particular attention at that time, or to
realize what this meant.
“It meant simply and plainly
that Hitler was preparing for war, and
was getting ready on the food front as well as on all other
fronts. This was made abundantly clear by the business
policy of the new licensees.” I.G. Farben moved slowly and
started no huge publicity campaign to create a market for
the new product. But the company did begin promoting the
cultivation of soybeans in southeastern Europe.
“Now price was no object. Through an agreement
between the Hitler government and the governments of
some of the Balkan countries, particularly Rumania, the I.G.
Farben-trust undertook to supply machinery and instructors,
and obtained the exclusive right to purchase the entire crop
of soybeans. During the following years most of the crop
was used for seed and the acreage multiplied every year.”
So when World War II “broke out, Hitler had a large
supply of soybeans growing right in his back yard.” The
supply was large enough to “provide every soldier in his
armies with sufficient soy flour each day to maintain health
and strength even if he had to go without meat, eggs, and
dairy products. A special Army Soya Cook Book was issued
by the German Army High Command, containing hundreds
of recipes which provide for the addition of soy flour to
every dish, from soup to nuts.” The author then reprints a
long extract from an article published in the Times (London)
on 23 April 1940, about soybeans and Edelsoja in Germany.
He notes: “I might remark here that even the name ‘Edelsoja’
was invented by Dr. Berczeller. It is an intentional analogy to
the German words ‘Edelmetall,’ meaning precious metal, and
‘Edelstein,’ meaning precious stone.”
Portrait photos show Dr. Berczeller and Dr. Prinz.
Address: PhD, Omar, Inc., Omar, Nebraska.
634. Soybean Digest. 1944. Grits and flakes from the
industry: Robert Graham, 89, soy flour pioneer, died in
Scotland. Aug. p. 15.
• Summary: Robert Graham, age 89, a pioneer in soy flour

development, is reported dead in Glasgow, Scotland. “Mr.
Graham founded the Veda Bread Co. in 1900. His travels
took him all over the world and led him in America to
carry on research and marketing work in flour and bread.”
In “Austria he introduced soy flour into a bread named
‘Manna.’”
635. Williams-Heller, Annie; McCarthy, Josephine. 1944.
Soybeans from soup to nuts. New York, NY: The Vanguard
Press. 119 p. Foreword by Walter H. Eddy, Ph.D., Professor
Emeritus of Physiological Chemistry, Columbia University.
Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Dedication: “To the soybean pioneers, American
and Chinese.”
Contents: Introduction. Part 1. The soybean: Vegetable
of tradition and high nutritional value, “fresh green
soybeans,” dried soybeans, sprouted soybeans, soybean oil,
soybean flour, soy grits and soy flakes, soybean milk and
curd, soy sauce, soy nuts. Part 2. How to prepare soybeans:
General directions; fresh green soybeans, dried soybeans,
and sprouted soybeans; soybean milk, curd, pulp or mash;
soy grits and flakes.
Part 3. Recipes: Appetizers, soups, meat stretchers,
meat substitutes, croquettes and fritters, side dishes, salads,
salad dressings, sauces, sandwich spreads, breads and quick
breads, desserts, soybean-milk drinks, soybean nuts. Part 4.
“One soybean dish a day” (Menu suggestions).
The section titled “Soybean-milk drinks” (p. 107-08)
contains 5 interesting recipes: Banana soybean-milk shake
(with 4 cups soybean milk, 1 ripe banana, 1 tablespoon
honey, and 1 teaspoon lemon juice or vanilla or almond
flavoring, to taste; it used no ice cream). Eggnog (with 4
cups soybean milk, 3 eggs, 3 tablespoons honey, nutmeg and
cinnamon to taste, and flavoring to taste). Hot cocoa with
soybean milk. Spiced soybean milk (with 4 cups soybean
milk, 2 tablespoons honey, ½ teaspoon cinnamon, and a
pinch of nutmeg, or mace [somewhat like chai]). Vanilla
soybean-milk shake (with 4 cups soymilk, 2 tablespoons
honey, vanilla flavoring to taste).
About the authors: “Annie Williams-Heller, a former
Austrian and now an American citizen, has had international
experience as a consultant and author in the field of nutrition
and food. She holds diplomas from several European
schools and has undertaken graduate academic studies in
this country. She is an active member of both the New York
Dietetic Association and the Soroptimist Club of New York
and an associate member of the International Federation of
Business and Professional Women.
“Broadcasts and many publications in leading
newspapers and magazines here and abroad are indicative
of Mrs. Williams-Heller’s desire to create a bridge between
scientific knowledge and its practical application for the
public and housewife.
“In this connection she became interested in the
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soybean. She studied this miracle food from the soil to the
kitchen at a time when its qualities were known only to
pioneers in the field.
“Josephine McCarthy, a graduate of San Francisco State
Teachers’ College, has had twenty years experience as an
executive in various of the country’ largest restaurant and
bakery chains. In hotel work she has supervised the training
of food workers from chefs on down.
“For the past five years she has been broadcasting
on food preparations and news of the home. At present,
as Home Economist for the American Institute of Food
Products, she is known as ‘Ella Mason’ to millions of
devoted fans, and is heard daily with Doctor Walter H. Eddy
on the ‘Food and Home Forum’ over Radio Station WOR,
emanating from New York City” (inside rear dust jacket).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2003)
that contains a recipe (in standard format with the amount
of each ingredient) for a non-dairy soybean-milk shake,
or for soy eggnog. It is also the earliest English-language
document seen (Dec. 2003) that contains the term “soybeanmilk shake.” Address: 1. Nutritionist and Food Consultant; 2.
Home Economics Director, American Inst. of Food Products
(“Ella Mason” on the Dr. Eddy Food and Home Forum).
Both: USA.
636. Nicholls, Lucius. 1945. Tropical nutrition and dietetics.
2nd ed. London: Baillière, Tindall and Cox. xii + 370 p. Feb.
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: This 2nd edition, which contains more than
twice as many pages as the 1st, is extremely clear and well
written, especially for beginners. Both books were written
when the knowledge of nutrition was undergoing rapid
development. It contains new information on major vitamins
(nicotinic acid, vitamin K), several minor vitamins, several
minerals including “trace” elements, much recent knowledge
on the constituents of foodstuffs, foodstuffs more or less
peculiar to the warm climates, diets suitable for hospitals,
prisons and other institutions and for labourers at large,
public health activities related to nutrition, food poisoning,
insect pests of grain foods. The great progress in parasitology
and nutrition has led to the lowering of death rates, especially
infantile mortality; this “is producing such an increase in
the numbers of the populations of the tropics that one may
wonder what will be the nature of the end of it, for an end
there must be.” There is “growing acceptance that all persons
have a right to diets adequate for good growth and health, as
in another sphere, it has long been accepted that all children
have a right to primary education” (p. v-vi).
Fats and lipoids (p. 4-8): “The fats and lipoids may be
defined as substances which are soluble in ether, chloroform
or benzene, but insoluble in water, and can be used as food
by living organisms.” Edible oils include olive, coconut, and
sesame (gingelly) oil. “The fats are compounds of glycerol,
which is trihydric, and fatty acids, which are monobasic,

hence on hydrolysis the fats split up into three molecules of
fatty acids and one of glycerol.” An example is given. The
naturally occurring fats are made up of many triglycerides
plus various acids. There are two categories of fatty acids:
Saturated and unsaturated. In saturated fatty acids (which
contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen), the number of
hydrogen atoms is twice the number of carbon atoms. The
names and formulas of 8 saturated fatty acids are given. In
unsaturated fatty acids, the number of hydrogen atoms is less
than double the number of carbon atoms. These include oleic
acid, linoleic acid, linolenic acid (first found in linseed oil),
and arachidonic acid. “The unsaturated fatty acids can take
up iodine (or other halogen) by addition to form saturated
compounds. The amount of iodine taken up by a fat is more
or less characteristic of that fat, and is known as the iodine
number, and this number roughly indicates the amount of
unsaturated fatty acid in the composition of the fat. Table III
(p. 6) gives the iodine numbers of 13 vegetable oils and 5
animal fats. The highest iodine numbers are found in linseed
oil (175-205), soya bean oil (137-41), and maize [corn] oil
(113-25). The lowest iodine numbers are found in coconut oil
(9), butter (26-28), palm oil (20-56) Chinese “tallow” (30),
margarine (50), shea butter (56), and lard (60-70).
“Soft fats or oils, which are rich in unsaturated
fatty acids, can be hardened to a desired consistency by
hydrogenation, by which they are saturated with hydrogen by
the aid of a catalyst, such as powdered nickel. The process
has been widely used for the production of margarine and
lard substitutes from vegetable and whale oils.” “Human
needs for fat. Fats are deposited in the subcutaneous tissue as
a protection against cola and injury, and in the abdomen as
a padding and support for the viscera. Their light, compact
and soluble nature enables the storage of them to take place
without the addition of water, and this can occur with no
other substance. The fats are composed of the same three
elements as the carbohydrates, but they are superior to
them as a supply of energy because they have less oxygen
in proportion to the carbon and hydrogen, and hence on
complete combustion produce more energy [more than twice
as much per gram]. Any normal deposit of fat is a reserve
store for the production of heat and work.”
Lipoids fall into three groups: Sterols, phospholipides
(incl. lecithin), and glycolipides.
Chapter 4, titled “Vitamins: History, animal
experiments, etc.,” contains an excellent history of the
subject. “The history may be considered to have started
with the slow realization that the disease scurvy was due
to a dietary error.” Doubtless in ancient times it had been
common in besieged towns, but it was not mentioned in
the literature until Europeans began to take long ocean
voyages. In 1498 Vasco da Gama lost 100 of his 160 men to
scurvy. In 1535 Jacques Cartier first used a fresh vegetable
preparation (a decoction of spruce tree needles, on the
recommendation of Red Indians in Newfoundland) to
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effectively treat scurvy. “Two names stand out in connection
with the dietetic treatment of scurvy in the 18th century.”
An Austrian army doctor, Dr. J.G.G. Kramer, (Physician to
the Imperial Armies of Hungary, 1720-1730) wrote at that
time: “3 or 4 ounces of orange or lime juice will cure this
dreadful disease without other help.” In 1747 James Lind,
a British naval surgeon, performed a famous experiment on
12 men who were severely ill with scurvy. He divided them
into 6 groups and tried six therapeutic measures of which the
only successful one was two oranges and a lemon daily. In
1757 his famous Treatise on Scurvy as published. In 1795 the
British Admiralty finally adopted Lind’s recommendation–
after 100,000 lives had been lost to scurvy. Similar histories
of beriberi and rickets are given.
There is a small section on “Roughage” (p. 162). In
Chapter 11, “Analyses of foodstuffs,” the information on
the same 14 pulses, including Soya bean (p. 184), is slightly
more detailed. Under nuts and seeds (p. 192-93) are: Coconut
milk. Gingelly seeds. Mustard seeds, Brassica juncea. Rape
seed, Brassica napus. See also: Adlay (Job’s tears), Coix
lachryma (p. 182, 214). A good section on “Pulses, dhals,
and beans” (p. 215-17), includes the soya bean. “The beans
and peas fall under the general term pulses. Split peas are
called dhals in Southern India, and dried peas, especially the
smaller kinds, are called grams.” “Unfortunately the pulses
are not very digestible and do not find a prominent place
in the diets of the well-to-do.” The commonest of the dhals
is the lentil, sometimes called Massur dhal. There are two
methods of making dhal: dry and wet. The best dhals are
prepared by the dry method. The dhals are more digestible
than the grams. Beans are “pulses with seeds more or less
kidney shaped... The dried beans are the least digestible of
the pulses.”
The section on “Nuts and oil seeds” (p. 227) has much
about coconuts, coconut oil and coconut milk. The section on
“Fluorosis” (p. 306-09) notes: “When the amount of fluorine
in the water exceeds one part per million some degree of
mottling of the teeth usually occurs among the children
drinking it.
The section on “Saponins in foodstuffs” (p. 309-10) lists
the many foodstuffs in which they are found, including the
soya bean.
Lucius Nicholls was born in 1884. Address: M.D., B.C.,
B.A. (Cantab.), Colombo, Ceylon.
637. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
5(29-30):111-13. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Canada. China. United States. Great
Britain. Hawaii. Greece. Mexico. Philippines. Switzerland
(Mr. Walter Flückiger of Basel has planted soybeans in
Switzerland, in Alsace, and in Italy. For the past few years he
has obtained very good results in Switzerland).
Sweden (Mr. Sven A. Holmberg of the House of

Holmberg & Sons of Norrköping, writes us that the
cultivation of soybeans continues to give him satisfaction
and that he hopes to be able to present several interesting
varieties at the World Soybean Congress {Congrés Mondial
du Soja}). Note: This congress, Europe’s first, was held in
Paris on 16 March 1947 at the City University. Many of
Europe’s greatest soy luminaries were there, including Li
Yu-ying. For details see the March/April 1947 issue of this
periodical.
USSR. Yugoslavia (Dr. Louis Gutschy). Address: Dr.,
France.
638. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 21(204):134-35.
Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses soybean developments in the
following countries: Canada, China, USA, Great Britain,
Greece, Mexico, Philippines, Hawaii, Switzerland, Sweden.
Address: PhD.
639. Payne, Donald S. 1946. Soy flour in the UNRRA food
program. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 54-56.
• Summary: “The author has been connected with soy
food programs in various government capacities for a
number of years. In 1945 he resigned his position as soy
food expert in the War Food Administration to help set up
the UNRRA [United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration] program in Europe.” The USDA said it
could procure millions of pounds of soya flour for about 5
cents a pound. Countries needing relief food wanted meat,
milk, and cheese, but they could not get it because there
wasn’t enough to go around and the price was too high for
UNRRA. Payne travelled throughout Europe from Aug. to
Nov. 1945 visiting all of the relief countries of Italy, Greece,
Yugoslavia, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. As of June 1946
UNRRA had procured 292 million lb of soya flour and grits,
and shipped 118 million lb. The following countries received
these amounts (in million lb): Czechoslovakia 23.3, China
23.3, Italy 23.1, Yugoslavia 21.6, Greece 16.4, Poland 10.1.
Concerning dry soup containing 25% soya flour, UNRRA
procured 149.6 million lb and shipped 82 million lb.
Shipments (in million lb) were to China 20.3 Poland 16.7,
Italy 16.4, Greece 11.1, Ukraine 9.8, Czechoslovakia 3.2,
Austria 2.7, Byelorussia (White Russia) 0.6, and Yugoslavia
0.1.
In summary, during World War II, Lend-Lease
contributed 456.2 million lb of soy flour and grits to the
world food supply; 44 million lb of this was contained in
soups, stews, and other products. UNRRA contributed 329
million lb, of which 37 million was in soups, etc. The grand
total contributed was 785.2 million lb or 392,500 tons. This
total is equivalent to 17-18 million bushels of soybeans.
UNRRA plans to close all operations in Europe in Dec.
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1946, and to close operations in China by March 1947. This
means that the export of soya flour and products through
Washington state will come to a stop. Address: Washington,
DC.
640. Flueckiger, Walter. 1946. Quelques mots sur la culture
du soja en U.R.S.S. [A few words about soybean cultivation
in the USSR]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux
et du Material Colonial 21(206):171-72. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: Recently in this periodical (numbers 26 and 27),
Dr. Balzli discussed the Soviet soybean (soja soviétique). His
report is of particular interest, not only because it endeavors
to rectify errors regarding Soviet soybeans, but also because
it shows to a public that has been turned against Soviet
Russia the great discoveries and farming successes of this
country.
Russia can boast several generations of soybean
cultivation in the Far East and in Transcaucasia. I will add
that establishing the kolkhoz [collective farms] largely
contributed to this increase in soybean cultivation. Based on
information from the People’s Commissariat of Agriculture,
the following table shows the increase in the amount of area
in which soybeans are grown.
A table shows soybean area in the following Soviet
regions or nations: Central Black Earth Region, Lower
Volga, North Caucasus, Central Volga, Far East, Cossack
Republic, Siberia, Crimea, Ukraine, Transcaucasia, U.S.S.R.
[Note that the majority of production comes from two areas:
The Far East and the Ukraine, with most of the rest coming
from the North Caucasus and Transcaucasia].
It is easy to see that in 1929–even before general
collectivization, which did not start until the fall of 1929–
soybeans covered a respectable 71,500 hectares in the
U.S.S.R. In 1933, when the most severe famine in human
memory struck Russia, soybean cultivation decreased.
Remember, however, that one year before the famine, in
1932, soybeans were still being grown on 300,000 hectares,
according to the Second Five-Year Plan. It is quite likely that
another increase followed. For the end of the Second FiveYear Plan (1937), 350,000 hectares of soybean fields were

planned. Léon Rouest must have been mistaken when he
claimed that the First Five-Year Plan had already set a target
of several million hectares of soybean fields.
Economically speaking, soybean cultivation in the
U.S.S.R. has a different purpose than in China or the
United States. In China, soybeans are used by families and
small businesses. In the United States, in 1930, more than
two-thirds of the soybeans planted were grown as animal
feed. In the U.S.S.R., soybeans are grown above all as a
commercial plant, like sugar beets and cotton. In the Far East
(the coastline north of Vladivostok and the Amur region),
soybeans have always been considered an oilseed vegetable.
In other parts of the U.S.S.R., the manufacturing industry
buys almost all soybean harvests, and industry is the impetus
behind the increase in soybean cultivation. For this reason,
it is not important whether those who some insist on calling
“muzhiks” know how to cultivate soybeans and use the
beans themselves.
There is an extraction factory in Kropotkin (North
Caucasus). In Moscow, a factory was opened in 1933 that
could process 5,000 metric tons of soybean seeds per year.
It specializes in the production of Soviet foods. A similar
factory was built at the same time in Odessa, along with a
soybean “mine” in Tbilisi, and another in Rostov-on-Don.
The soy-processing industry is the backbone and the
driving force of Soviet soybean cultivation. This industry can
only be based on very large-scale cultivation. This means
that in the U.S.S.R., soybean cultivation must conform to the
principles and methods of large-scale agriculture. The large
agricultural companies (kolkhoz and sovkhoz) are therefore
compulsorily instructed on soybean varieties (Illiky,
Gundschulinskaia, Charbinskaja 118 and 231) some of which
must be harvested using one machine, others another, and
others still a third machine, and this is what Léon Rouest did
not understand.
There is no need to fear that the ignorant and inebriate
muzhiks of yesteryear are still representative of those who
now live in the Russian countryside. What a misconception!
A veritable army of seasoned scientists, researchers and
agronomists now work tirelessly to instruct the peasantry.
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It appears that there were 7,000 agronomists prior to the
revolution of October 1917. During the Second Five-Year
Plan, more than 100,000 were tallied.
When considering the global successes of Soviet
agriculture, we can only marvel at them. The widespread and
farsighted use of scientific and technical findings was only
possible through planning. These successes were achieved
in spite of an excessive police regime, unlike one we have
ever seen, which makes most farmers’ work extremely
difficult. We all know that for scientists and technicians to
perform well and proceed in a creative way, they need an
atmosphere of freedom and trust. It is easy to imagine that, in
the planning context, Soviet agronomy would achieve even
greater successes if it was conducted in a free and trusting
environment.
In summary, the soybean has become a remarkable and
important industrial plant in the U.S.S.R. In response to the
needs of the population and industry, agronomists are aiming
to spread soybean cultivation and improve yield. Around a
decade ago, 750 to 1,000 kilos were harvested per hectare, in
large-scale farming. It goes without saying that these yields
have grown, and will continue to do so.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier (June 2015). Address:
Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
641. Flueckiger, Walter. 1946. Quelques mots sur la culture
du soja en U.R.S.S. [A few words on soybean culture in the
USSR]. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(33-34):154-55. Nov/
Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In this article the writer speaks (line 5) of
sojaïsme soviétique–Soviet soyism, or Soviet soy activism, a
very interesting and useful new term.
A large table shows the area (in thousands of hectares)
dedicated to soybean cultivation in the USSR.
In 1925 some 16.6, all in the extreme East.
In 1929 some 71.5, of which 32.5 were in the Northern
Caucasus and 30.0 in the extreme East.
In 1931 some 467.8 (a huge increase), of which 199.03
were in the Ukraine, 88.4 in Transcaucasia, 83.2 in the
Northern Caucasus and 80.0 in the extreme East.
In 1933 some 191.6 (a large decrease), of which 67.5
were in the extreme East, 67.0 in the Ukraine, 28.5 in
Transcaucasia, and 24.4 in the Northern Caucasus. Address:
Soybean specialist, Basel (Bâle), Switzerland.
642. Theorell, Hugo; Bergström, S.; Akeson, A. 1946.
Activity determination and further purification of the
lipoxidase. Pharmaceutica Acta Helvetiae 21(11/12):318-24.
[18 ref]
• Summary: The authors obtained a lipoxidase preparation
which was homogeneous electrophoretically, having an
activity of about 221 units per milligram. Address: Dep. of
Biochemistry, Nobel Medical Inst., Stockholm, Sweden.

643. SoyaScan Notes. 1946. Chronology of Paul and
Betty Keene of Walnut Acres, Pennsylvania (1910-1946).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Chronology: 1910 Oct. 12–Paul Kershner
Keene is born in Lititz, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania,
the third son of James Edward Keen (1878-1966; formerly
Kühn, of German ancestry) and Nora Mary Kershner (18781957). James Keene was a minister in the United Brethren
Church and, as a result, his family moved from town to town
in southeastern Pennsylvania. Paul lived in Lancaster, Monte
Clare and Pine Grove during his early years.
1928–Paul graduates from Pine Grove High School and
enrolls in Lebanon Valley College (in Annville, Lebanon
County, Pennsylvania) where he majored in math and
physics.
1932–He earns a B.A. degree in mathematics.
1932–He enrolls in Yale University (New Haven,
Connecticut).
1936–He earns a master’s degree in mathematics from
Yale, and plans an academic career. 1936-37–He teaches
mathematics at Brothers College, Drew University (a private
university in Madison, New Jersey, affiliated with the
United Methodist Church), eventually becoming head of the
mathematics department. Then wanderlust struck.
1938–Applying to the school’s Methodist missionary
board, he is assigned to the Woodstock School in Dehra Dun,
northern India. Woodstock School in Landour, Mussoorie,
India–with a two-year teaching contract. Woodstock was a
boarding school started many years ago to educate children
of all races whose parents were missionaries, business people
and government officials. It was begun and run primarily
by American and British citizens, and it prepared pupils for
entrance to colleges in the United States, Great Britain and
Canada.
This time in India (18 months) was pivotal in his life. He
taught various subjects, traveled widely, and in 1938 met his
wife to be, Enid Betty Morgan, also a teacher at Woodstock,
and the daughter of Rev. David Thomas Morgan (1872-1953)
and Edith Mannington Morgan (1871-1941), Welsh and
English Baptist missionaries, respectively, in India.
Out of order During his two years in India, he
discovered the work of Sir Albert Howard, founder of the
worldwide organic farming movement, and he visited (for
a few days) Mohandas K. Gandhi, who lived in a simple
mud house at Wardha [in today’s Maharashtra state], India.
Strolling with Gandhi along a dusty road, Paul asked: “How
can a young person best serve humanity and his world?”
Gandhi replied: “Ah, my friend, when you return to your
home in America, you must give away everything you have...
Then you will be free to talk and act. Doors will open for
you.” Paul later wrote that his teaching work in the USA had
come to seem “somehow flat and empty. At unreality about
it gnawed at my spirit. Had I become too separated from
life at the roots? It was Gandhi–his simple life, his powerful
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personality, and his philosophy–who inspired me upon
return to the States to spend four years studying and learning
homesteading and organic food production.”
In addition to learning about rural living, agriculture,
and nutrition, he also became involved in India’s struggle to
free itself of British rule. He even talked with Nehru in his
rooms after meetings of the Congress Party.
1940 Jan. 22–Paul and Betty are married in Bangalore,
India, in the Ebenezer Baptist Church, where her father is
pastor.
1940 March 23–Paul and his bride return to the United
States, landing in San Pedro, California, on board the
Japanese ship Tatuta Maru. He was a different person. The
drive across country, sightseeing on the way for a few weeks,
then stay with Paul’s parents in Avon, Pennsylvania (PA),
where Paul’s father was pastor.
1940 summer–They lived on the farm of a friend, Bill
Simpson, in the Catskill Mountains of New York. There they
encountered pamphlets by Ralph Borsodi discussing the
School of Living.
1940 Sept.–Although mathematics no longer
interested him, he taught math and physics for a year (until
spring 1941) at Drew University in New Jersey. He tried
unsuccessfully to write a doctoral thesis.
1941 spring–The couple (with friends recently returned
from India) goes to live at economist Ralph Borsodi’s School
of Living near Suffern, New York–for almost two years.
Paul later recalled: “There we learned organic gardening,
flour grinding, bread baking, butter and cheese making,
food preserving, weaving, homestead arts and crafts. With
a marvelous library we had hundreds of thinkers and doers
by our sides as we both theorized and practiced. Here we
were paid five dollars a week, plus room and board.” Here
their first child (Marjorie) was born. Here Paul also ran a
cooperative store and taught homesteading. Before long
they learned about the Threefold Farm in Spring Valley,
New York, based on the teachings of Rudolph Steiner. The
Keene’s began teaching Steiner’s principles and composting
to their students.
1942 July–Their first child, Marjorie Ann Keene is born
in New York.
1943 early–The Keene family moves to Kimberton Farm
School (now nonexistent), near Philadelphia where they had
two wonderful years of work and study with Dr. Ehrenfried
Pfeiffer who had come from Switzerland to direct the school.
About 10-15 men and women managed 1,000 acres. Of Dr.
Pfeiffer, who is one of the foremost authorities on natural
and biodynamic farming, Paul later said, ‘he helped bring
all of life together for us in a definite coherent pattern.’ He
also later recalled: “For two more years, to learn full-time
farming, we attended Kimberton Farms organic farm school
near Philadelphia. Here we learned the use of both horses
and tractors as power sources for field-scale growing of
crops. Studying under Dr. Pfeiffer from Europe, these were

days of revelation in which love of the soil grew into a deep,
rewarding, abiding part of our lives. We learned by doing
the work on this farm of over one thousand acres, where
milk cows, beef cattle and grain and vegetable production
were paramount. Of course no chemicals or poisons were
ever used. We were paid fifty dollars a month for our
labor, and lived rent free in the top story of an ancient,
freezing farmhouse. Nothing seemed really to matter, in our
exuberance and sturdiness, as long as we continued to learn
who we were!”
1944 Sept.–Paul goes to work on a farm in Easton, R.D.
4, Pennsylvania, to renovate the place so it will provide
adequate shelter and a kitchen for Betty and baby Marjorie.
The first night there he sleeps in the barn. Betty is about 8½
months pregnant with their next child. Betty and Marjorie
stay with Paul’s parents in Avon, Pennsylvania.
1944 Oct.–Betty and Marjorie move to Easton, PA. Here
the family lives for more than a year on a farm they rent.
After tragic losses there from heavy hail- and rainstorms,
they decide to try to locate a farm of their own which is
relatively inexpensive.
1945 Oct.–Their second child, Ruth Carol Keene is born
shortly after the move to Easton.
1946 May 18–Paul and Betty purchase the first of
several farms (as the deed of sale shows). They borrow
$5,000 to buy slightly more than 104 rocky acres (142 acres
and 142 perches) and some dilapidated buildings on the
walnut-lined banks of Penns Creek, near the tiny crossroads
village of Penns Creek, Pennsylvania, about 50 miles north
of Harrisburg, PA–the capital of the Commonwealth of PA.
The sign at the entrance to the lane said: “Long’s. Walnut
Acres. Pigs for Sale.” The lettering was quickly abbreviated
to “Walnut Acres.”
In 1988 Paul remembered: “Finally, penniless except for
two hundred dollars, a team of horses, an old rusting horse
plow and harrow, second-hand furniture, an ancient car, and
two small daughters, we were able to get a long term loan
[$5,000] from government sources to purchase our very, very
own farm of one hundred acres. Here our feet trod a portion
of the earth leased for our lifetimes from the universe, to
have and to hold precious and beloved until death do us
part.”
“There was no furnace for central heating, no water
heater except the kitchen range, no bathroom, no clothes-ordish washers, no telephone, no refrigerator no freezer, no air
conditioner, no T.V. For years we used a cast-iron kitchen
range for heating both house and water.” During the winter,
the bedroom was freezing cold.
In the Prelude to his book “Fear Not to Sow Because of
the Birds,” Paul wrote (p. 3-4): “Since that beginning, things
have always come as they were truly needed. A surprised
observer, I have been swept along by life as in a miraculous
stream.
“I have found that answers do not come by concentrating
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on one’s own desires or fancied wants or needs. Somehow,
by seeking out the larger framework, as Gandhi did, one
rises here and there above the choking limits of self into a
freer, fresher atmosphere, to where one simply sees farther,
through an expanded, more beautiful landscape.”
“In our chosen work we have been greatly upheld by
life. Had we known beforehand what lay ahead we would
have been scared to death. But nature kindly keeps our
destinies from us. One grows but gradually into one’s
future.”
644. Soybean Digest. 1947. Grits and flakes... from the world
of soy: Staley ships soy flour to Britain. Jan. p. 30.
• Summary: The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. has sold and
shipped 2.9 million pounds of full-fat soy flour to the British
Ministry of Foods. The shipment left New York harbor
January 7 on the “S.S. Fort Miami.”
During World War II, Staley sold soy flour to UNRRA
for distribution throughout Europe. Earlier in the war, Staley
made large shipments of Lend-Lease soy flour to Great
Britain and Russia.
China, Greece, Italy, Poland, Austria, Jugoslavia
[Yugoslavia] and Czechoslovakia were the principal nations
receiving soy flour from UNRRA during the first 9 months of
1946, when UNRRA shipped 170 million pounds of it from
the United States.
“Russia has not obtained any soy flour from the United
States since the war ended, apparently getting her supply
from Manchuria, most of which she occupied until recently.
Several European countries in the non-Russian sphere of
influence recently have received shipments of soybeans,
presumably from Manchuria.”
645. Food Industries. 1947. Large soy flour sales made by
A.E. Staley. 19(2):209-10. Feb.
• Summary: A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. of Decatur,
Illinois, has announced that it has sold 2,900,000 lb of full
fat soy flour (containing 20-22% oil) to the British Ministry
of Foods.
Staley sold soy flour to UNRRA during World War II
for distribution throughout Europe. Earlier in the war, Staley
made large shipments soy flour to Great Britain and Russia.
The main recipients of soy flour from UNRRA during
the first 9 months of 1946 were China, Greece, Italy, Poland,
Austria, Jugoslavia [Yugoslavia], and Czechoslovakia; some
170 million lb. of soy flour, made in the USA, were shipped
by UNNRA during this 9-month period.
Since the war ended, Russia has apparently gotten all its
soy flour from Manchuria.
During the past year, large shipments of soy flour were
made to Germany by USDA, which purchased the flour
from U.S. manufacturers to be distributed by U.S. Army
occupation forces.

646. Hornaday, Mary. 1947. 5-cent meals for millions: Red
tape still tangles mass relief. Christian Science Monitor.
April 25. p. 11.
• Summary: This is a story of a Los Angeles man who is
becoming a world benefactor through ‘Meals for Millions,’
an organization that he founded, yet is not a hero in his own
city.
Of course he is well known as the owner of the two most
talked about restaurants in Los Angeles, where anyone can
get a meal for free if he can’t pay.
But this story really started back in 1943 when Mr.
Clinton paid $5,000 of his own money to fund a new
research project by Dr. Henry Borsook at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena. One of America’s
leading biochemists, he was challenged to develop a
dehydrated, nutritious meal that could be sold for 5 cents. Dr.
Borsook finally developed the meal that met all of the criteria
that Mr. Clinton had given him. It was based on protein-rich
soya bean grits, which few Americans have learned to eat or
appreciate.
To find out if people liked the new food, he first tried
it out in his own cafeterias as a “stretcher.” Then he began
to serve (or sell) it to church groups and others engaged in
international relief.
Today approximately 2 million tons of the new
food have been shipped abroad. The Meals for Millions
Foundation paid for about 25% of this from money it had
collected as donations, mostly from California but also
from other states. The other 75% was “bought out of the
purchasing pool the foundation maintains for various relief
groups such as the American Friends Service and the World
Church Service.”
A list of countries in Europe and Asia which have
received sizeable shipments is given. With the termination
of UNRRA, Meals for Millions expects to become more
prominent in the world food relief picture.
For some reason, Mr. Clinton has never been able to
enlist the support of his home town, Los Angeles, in his
humanitarian venture. He has never been able to launch a
drive for funds in this thriving business city.
First he was told to wait until after the Community
Chest drive (to meet local welfare needs) was over. Then
he was told to delay the drive so it would not interfere
with Christmas shopping. Then someone quoted President
Truman’s Famine Emergency Relief Committee as saying
that the danger of post-war starvation was past.
“In the past, Mr. Clinton has had some political
ambitions in this city. There are those who hint that a drive”
to relieve overseas famine “might have enhanced his local
political position unduly.”
But that sort of thinking would not make much sense to
the masses now reported to be starving in war-torn countries
abroad–such as Moldavia (in northern Romania), Austria,
Greece, Italy, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Address: CSM Pacific
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News Bureau.
647. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Congrès du Soja
[Soy Congress]. 7(37-38):30-31. March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: On Sunday, March 16 at 2:30 p.m., at the
university campus (cité Universitaire [Cité Internationale
Universitaire de Paris]), the First Soy Congress (Premier
Congrès du Soja) was held–the first of its kind in Europe. It
was organized by the French Soy Bureau (Bureau Français
du Soja), the Laboratory of Soy Testing (Laboratoire
d’Essais du Soja), with the participation of the FranceChina Association (l’Association France-Chine). Under
the honorary chairmanship of Mr. Marius Montet, minister
of French Overseas Departments and Territories, and Mr.
Li Yu Ying, president of the National Academy of Peiping,
the congress was officially chaired by Professor Louis
Blaringhem, president of the Academy of Sciences, and His
Excellency the Chinese Ambassador.
The illustrious assembly included many leading
figures in science and agriculture. They included Ms. Lucie
Randoin, director of the Food Hygiene Society, Professor
Hugues Gounelle, founder of the Foch Foundation, Mr.
Thibodeaux, agricultural attaché from the United States,
Mr. Protin, representative from the Ministry of Agriculture,
Inspector General Saurel, Mr. Lévêque and Mr. Lemarchand,
delegates from the Belgium Soy Group, Mr. Joseph Lefèvre,
director of the Agricultural Institute, Mr. Pierre Deloncle,
former secretary of the colonial exhibition, and Mr.
Lirondelle, rector of the university campus.
Attendees came from all over France: from the north
and the Vosges region, from Strasbourg, and from central and
southern France. Others came specially from Belgium and
Switzerland.
Mr. René Brochon, president of the French Soy Bureau,
brought greetings from the distinguished writer Paul Claudel,
former French ambassador and fervent soy advocate. He
also paid tribute to the young journalist Jean Saillenfest,
who died recently, and who was deeply committed to the
popularization of the soybean.
He then went through a panorama of the uses of soy,
in oil mills, in the food industry, on farms, and pointed out
the role of soymilk (lait de soja) as an artificial food for
infants. He also pointed out that today in the United States,
considerable amounts of hormones are extracted from soy
sterols (stérols du soja).
Mr. Mayer, representing Mr. Schad, director of the
Clermont-Ferrand Agricultural Research Station, gave a very
well-supported presentation, as always, in which he showed
that he had selected varieties that can be grown in France
with a high likelihood of success.
Mr. Simonet, director of scientific research at Vilmorin,
also gave an interesting presentation on the soybean varieties
he identified at the Antibes Agricultural Research Center.
Unfortunately, his presentation was cut short due to lack of

time.
Mr. Salaberry, an agronomist, demonstrated the role that
natural and artificial manures can play in growing soybeans.
Mr. Blanchard, foreman at the Ministry of Agriculture’s
Seed Trial Station, spoke about work he has done at the
Seed Trial Center to test species purity and seed germination
capacity, which must be higher than 85%, since soybeans
have a long germination period.
Mr. Chouard, professor of agriculture at the National
Conservatory of Arts and Crafts, spoke in particular about
soybean symbiosis. Since it is a legume, it acts as a nitrogen
fixer in the soil. He also spoke about photoperiodism
phenomena, which allow soybeans–a short-day plant–to
produce plants with large amounts of seeds in southern
regions, where days are the shortest. He added curious
details about these phenomena.
In a new report, Mr. Brochon indicated that soybeans are
a qualitative food, and that it only takes 40 to 50 grams to
create a balanced diet and provide enough whole protein. He
noted that due to the lecithin it contains, soy flour (farine de
soja) can be used the same way as eggs in cooking. He added
that in France, there are two manufacturers of whole soy
flour, and several factories that produce soy-based diet foods.
In America, soy flour production has reached almost 50,000
tons per year, and the flour is primarily used in baking and
industrial pastry-making. During the audience’s applause,
Mr. Brochon took the opportunity to extend greetings from
Mr. Hans Balzli, who was retained in Holland.
Mr. Chin Kuo Chun, director of the Soy Trial
Laboratory, presented the results of his work in producing
soymilk, tofu and soy sauce (du fromage et de la sauce de
soja) in France, using the traditional Chinese methods, and
talked about plans for organizing family gatherings to taste
these products.
Professor Gounelle, director of the Foch Hospital, gave
a very nice presentation showing that soy flour can radically
cure edema caused by undernutrition, and that it is perfectly
suited for diabetics. For all those who have oral surgery,
who can swallow only liquid food, administering soy flour
gruel invariably prevents the loss of several kilograms that
generally results from this type of surgery.
Mr. Boutroux brilliantly demonstrated that soymilk can
act as a beneficial substitute for cow’s milk in the feeding of
nutrient-deficient babies, and he spoke about the soy product
industries that currently exist in France.
Mr. Siao Yu, former Chinese Minister of Agriculture,
recounted how Mr. Li Yu Ying, who is the current rector at
the University of Peking, created a soyfood product factory
near Paris in 1908, which produced milk, tofu, cakes, etc. He
saluted with emotion this First Soy Congress to be held in
Europe.
Mr. Villars, director of a cooperative that produces select
soybean seeds (semences de soja) in the Massif Central,
showed the lengths his cooperative goes to, and the often
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difficult circumstances it must face, in order to produce highquality seeds for growing soybeans all throughout France.
Mr. Brochon read a report from Mr. Amédée Matagrin,
technical consultant from the French Soy Bureau, providing
very interesting documents on the industrial use of soy,
from oil extraction, to manufacturing plastic materials,
to producing all types of food products, pharmaceutical
products, hormones, soaps, varnishes, industrial lubricants,
etc.
Mr. Vançon, president of the Northern Family Gardens
Association, gave a very charming presentation on how, after
being debilitated by numerous surgeries, he was only able to
regain his health by consuming soy regularly, particularly in
the form of soy flour. Thanks to his promotion, thousands of
gardeners are now growing soybeans in northern France, and
consume them regularly.
The congress wrapped up with remarkable words from
Mr. Blaringhem, president of the Academy of Sciences,
and chair of the congress, Mr. Bineau, secretary general of
the France-China Association, and from S.E., the Chinese
Ambassador, who expressed his satisfaction at seeing soy
use spreading in France. Soy is the strength behind China, a
peaceful country for thousands of years.
A reception honoring China, birthplace of the soybean,
took place next, and then a buffet was served with soy-based
cakes and pastries, soy chocolate products, and soymilk.
It goes without saying that this buffet was a considerable
success.
Translated by Elise Kruidenier.
648. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Le soja à travers le
monde [The soybean around the world 7(37-38):44. March/
April. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: French West Africa (AOF; In 1946
all these territories sent 388 metric tons of soybeans to
Continental France). French Equatorial Africa (AEF; total
production of soybeans here was about 100 metric tons in
1946). Bulgaria. Switzerland, Great Britain. USA. Austria
(Prof. Wilhelm Halden, at the University of Graz, continues
to study soybeans. Dr. Kupelweiser of Vienna has nothing
new to report). Germany (Dr. Othon Knapp, who, having
lost all in Hungary, is now established in Wachenheim
{Palatinate region}). USSR (To our great regret, Prof.
Muszynski of the University of Wilno, was assassinated).
Sweden. Yugoslavia.
Note: French West Africa (AOF) was a federation
of eight French colonial territories in Africa: Mauritania,
Senegal, French Sudan (now Mali), French Guinea, Côte
d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso),
Dahomey (now Benin) and Niger. The capital of the
federation was Dakar. The federation existed from 1895 until
1960.
French Equatorial Africa: Established in 1910, the
federation contained five territories: French Congo, Gabon,

Oubangui-Chari, Chad, and French Cameroon (after World
War I), although the last was not organized as a separate
entity until 1920.
649. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in
Oesterreich [The cultivation of the soybean in Austria].
Vienna, Austria: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. Scholle-Buecherei,
Bd. 80. With 33 illust. and 16 tables. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (written in May 1947
at Braunsdorf-Wien). 1. The origin of the soybean and
how it spread throughout the world. 2. The history of its
introduction into Europe: Into Austria, into Germany, into
France, into Poland, Hungary, and the Balkans. 3. Botanical
information about the soybean: Its morphology, physiology,
Austrian varieties, European varieties, diseases and pests,
nodule bacteria and hormones. 4. Breeding, the goals of
breeding, and conduct of investigations (Versuchswesen). 5.
Climate and suitable varieties. 6. Culture: Soil, preceding
and subsequent crops in rotations, preparation of the soil,
fertilizing the soil, time of seeding, inoculation, seeds,
scarification (Beizung) of the seeds [to “wound” or scratch
the seed coat so that the seeds imbibe water and thus
germinate better], plant spacing and density of planting,
amount of seeds and depth of planting, damage done by wild
animals (game), care of the crop, harvest, threshing, storage.
Note: Throughout this book, the author uses the word
“Soja” to refer to the soybean. Occasionally he also uses the
German words Sojafrucht (for the bean / seed).
During the summer months, the days grow longer the
further north you go and the closer you get to the summer
solstice (p. 33-34).
Soybean varieties in Austria (p. 41-43): Soybean
breeding in Austria began with the small-seeded black Platter
SS 14; the weight of 1,000 seeds was 65 gm. But from it
large-seeded varieties were developed with a 1,000 seed
weight of 160 gm. The yield of SS 14 was low. In the 1929
seed catalog from Platt the following new soybean varieties
appeared for the first time: Platter gelbe Riesen (Platt Yellow
Giant). Platter gelbe (Platt Yellow). And on the price list the
following varieties appeared: Frühe Braune (Early Brown).
Braungelbe I und II (Brownish Yellow I and II). Fruhwirth’s
Black Eyebrow. Schwarze von Rastatt (Black from Rastatt
[in Baden-Württemberg]).
In 1927 twenty varieties were received from the USA;
the names and days to maturity are given.
In 1937 in Austria the Soya Ring (Sojaring) was
founded. Growing contracts were signed with industry and
prices agreed upon. The processing industry was built mainly
on processing imported soybeans, but it was soon agreed
that with the import license a part of the duty could be used
to buy a certain amount of domestic soybeans and process
them.
European varieties (p. 45-47): A List of 10 German
varieties, two Polish varieties, eight Austrian varieties, one
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Hungarian variety, and 20 French varieties is given. In 1947
most of the French varieties were developed by Rouest. A
report by H. Gay in Tunisia reports on various U.S. soybeans
grown there. When Henry Ford went to Europe, he first tried
growing soybeans he brought from Michigan. But when
they didn’t ripen, he began to work with Mr. J.L. North. Two
Yugoslavian and two Romanian varieties are mentioned.
The Romans understood that growing legumes improves
the soil for later crops. The Chinese probably understood
that too. But Hellriegel was the first to clearly understand the
nature and function of root bacteria. (p. 50-51).
Soybean breeding in central Europe started in about
1927 (p. 54). The soybean is a plant that prefers warmth (p.
65).
Illustrations show: (1) Exports of soybeans from Asia
to Europe, 1908-1933 (p. 7). (2) Soybean growing areas in
Asia, Africa, and Europe (p. 8). (3) Soybean growing areas
in the USA (p. 9). (4) The four stages of a soybean seed as
it sprouts in the soil (p. 26). (5) A young soybean plant. (6)
The main axis of a soybean plant (p. 27). (7) Three soybean
plant growth types (p. 28). (8) Growth of the plant’s root
systems (p. 28). (9) The shape of two different sets of leaves.
(10) Pods filled with seeds on a stem (p. 30). (11) Empty
pods on a stem. (12) Vegetative and reproductive of the
soybean plant (p. 31). (13) Development of the underground
portions of the plant with time. (14) Graph of day length in
Vienna. Maximum length on June 20 (p. 34). (15) Graph
of day length in Vienna and Lamagistere (shorter days than
Vienna). (16) Relationship between planting date and yield
of seeds and straw (p. 41). (17) Damage by rabbits to young
soybean plants (p. 49). (18) Development of the vegetative
phases of the soybean plant with time (p. 55). (19) Vegetative
development of a late variety. (20) Vegetative development
of a very late variety. (21) Vegetative development of an
ideal variety (p. 56). (22) Shortening of the vegetative
period. (23) Map of Europe showing where large-scale
cultivation of soybeans is possible (p. 63). (24) Map of
Austria showing three zones where large-scale cultivation of
soybeans is possible; most are in eastern Austria (p. 64). (25)
The soybean root system needs deep penetration of the soil
(p. 67). (26) A crust on the soil surface reduces water loss
from sun and wind (p. 68). (27) One ha of soybeans takes
from the soil: 80 kg water, 130 kg nitrogen, 120 kg lime /
calcium, 80 kg silicon, 56 kg potassium, 40 kg phosphorus,
40 kg magnesium. (28) Record the dates of soybean planting
and harvest (p. 70). (29) How to store soybeans: right way
and wrong way. (30) Different distances between seeds in
a row: 5, 7¼, 10 and 15 cm. (31) Widths between rows.
(32) Planting rows for mechanical harvest. (33) Square,
rectangular and triangular planting patterns (p. 76).
The 33 interesting photos at the back of the book
include: (1) A single soybean plant of the variety Platter
gelbe Riesen [Platt Giant Yellow] with pods. (2a) A plant of
the first acclimatized soybean variety, SS 14. (2b) A soybean

plant of the variety Pflanze gelbe Riesen in Lamagistere,
heavy with pods growing close to the stem. (3a) The first
soybean field in 1924 growing the variety Platter SS 14. (3b)
The same field one year later.
(4a) A soybean breeding nursery in Platt: In the
foreground, early, low soybean varieties. In the background,
late fodder varieties. A man is standing in the middle of the
field. (5a) A soybean breeding nursery in southern France (at
Lamagistere). A man is standing in the middle of the field.
(5b) In April 1937 the best Austrian soybean varieties being
planted at St. Sylvain d’Anjou. Five people are involved
with planting at the front of the field, and two are standing
in the distant background. (6a-b) Already in France, soybean
varieties harvested in Austria are being planted in the
breeding nursery, above at Lamagistere, below at St. Sylvain.
(7a) Preparing the soil for planting in a soybean field in
Austria using a team of bullocks; behind them 3 people are
standing in the field.
(7b) Threshing the cream of the crop of Platter gelbe
Riesen varieties harvested in Casablanca, Morocco. (8a) A
field of Austrian soybean varieties in Marrakech (Marakesh),
French Morocco. (8b) Storing threshed elite soybeans in a
light rectangular wooden box (with two narrow cross-pieces
across the top) in Casablanca. Three men on bended knees,
looking happy, are just behind the box with their hands in the
clean soybeans–which will later be used for seed.
(10a) Marcel Blanchard with a breeding nursery of
Austrian soybeans at Agen (Garonne), France. (10b) Closeup of soybean seeds from Platt. (11a). Soybean nodules
inoculated with Radicin. (11b). Inoculating the sterile agar
nutrient solution with pure culture at the Radicin factory.
The Radicin factory. (12a) Propagation / multiplication of
the bacteria in the incubation room. A scientist in a white lab
coat, is standing in front of floor-to-ceiling cubbyholes for
inoculant in test tubes stoppered with a plugs of cotton. (12b)
A man, standing by a planter as he inoculates the soybean
seeds in the seed box (Säkasten).
(13a-b) a field where investigations of hormone- and
vitamin use on soybean seeds is taking place in Braunsdorf,
Lower Austria. (14a) The first hoeing of emergent soybean
seedlings using a hoeing machine. (14b) Trials with varieties,
row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, Morocco.
Two white houses (one having two stories) are visible behind
the fields of soybeans. (15a) Elite plants in the soybean
breeding nursery at Platt. (15b) Two stoppered test tubes.
Results of inoculation trials with Radicin in Rumania. (16a).
The soybean breeding plots at Platt, Lower Austria. (16b) A
soybean plant heavy with the pods of a new variety, Platter
Gelbe [Platt Yellow].
A ¼-page ad on page 79 states: Seed breeding
enterprise. F.A. Brillmayer. Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf,
Nieder Oesterreich [Lower Austria]. High quality varieties
of the following: Soybeans, bush beans, red beetroots,
sunflowers, polebeans, carrots, flat millet, Kolben millet.
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Address: Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, Niederoesterreich
(Lower Austria), Austria.
650. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Einfuehrung der Soja in
Polen, Ungarn und am Balkan [Introduction of the soybean
to Poland, Hungary and the Balkans (Document part)]. In:
F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 23-24. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: As of Nov. 2010 the Balkans (the
countries occupying the Balkan Peninsula, also referred to as
Southeastern Europe or the Balkan States) include: Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Greece, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Croatia. Often included
in the “The Balkans,” although they are located mostly
outside the Balkan Peninsula, are Romania and Slovenia.
Prior to 1991 the whole of Yugoslavia was considered to be
part of the Balkans. Turkey is also often considered one of
“The Balkans.”
In Poland there originated a soybean variety, in the wake
of the general middle European propaganda starting in 1920,
at the University of Wilna [Vilnius University]; it was named
Soja Wilnensis.
From 1933 to 1936 the German Agricultural Society for
Poland (Deutsche Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft für Polen) in
Posen (Poznan) worked to introduce soybeans and bought
Austrian seeds; mainly Platt Black 1427 was grown. In some
places, it gave record yields.
One of the first soybean growers in Poland was Alfred
Nikel in Bielsko [Bielsko-Biala as of Nov. 2010] using Platt
Austraian soybeans.
In Hungary Mauthner Oedön és Tsa [Oedon] began
seed wholesaling with the breeding of soybeans. As a basis,
the small seed “Hungarian” soybean variety was used, and
varieties were developed that were adapted to the climate.
Otto Knapp did good breeding work. During World War II
soybean area in Hungary grew from about 3,000 ha in 1939
to about 5,000 ha in 1940.
As early as 1935 the Organization of Soybean
Cultivation in the Balkans was established. Its beginnings
were in Yugoslavia, later in Rumania and Bulgaria. The
I.G. Farben joint stock company (Aktiengesellschaft)
did the preparatory work and started breeding nurseries
(Zuchtgärten) in Bucharest [Rumania].
The following soybean statistics concern Yugoslavia:
1937–1,246 ha produced 1,460 metric tons (tonnes).
1938–3,856 ha produced 3,810 tonnes.
1939–3,406 ha.
1941–12,000 ha.
1942–17,000 ha.
In Bulgaria, in 1938 the soybean area was about 4% of
the total oilseed area, i.e., about 12,000 ha of soybeans. In
1942 the soybean area increased to 70,000 ha!
In Rumania, soybean cultivation trials started in 1936,
with 1,400 ha. and a yield of 8,500 kg/ha. The area rose

in a steep curve. In 1938 it was 56,000 ha and in 1939 it
was 103,000 ha. The soybean society (Sojagesellschaft)
in Bucharest organized and expanded soybean production.
The majority of the soybeans in Rumania were grown
in Bessarabia [which in Nov. 2010 is located within the
independent nation of Moldavia], and as this region was
occupied and taken by the USSR, still in 1942, in the
remaining districts in Rumania, 107,000 ha of soybeans were
grown. Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
651. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der Einfuehrung
der Soja in Deutschland [History of the introduction of the
soybean to Germany (Document part)]. In: F.A. Brillmayer.
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Vienna: ScholleVerlag. 97 p. See p. 18-20. [Ger]
• Summary: Climatically, Germany is not well suited for
growing soybeans. After World War I, the Germans imported
ever larger amounts of soybeans from Manchuria to use for
oil. The defatted soybean meal (Extraktionsschrot) was used
as a high protein livestock feed. Under these circumstances
the value of the soybean was full appreciated and cultural
trials were started.
One of the first soybean breeders was the seed
wholesaling firm of August Bitterhoff Sohn in Berlin, which
introduced both yellow seeded soybeans for use as food and
tall-growing types with black seeds for fodder and hay. By
1925 the Bitterhoff catalog contained cooking instructions
for soybeans as well as exact instructions for cultivating
soybeans.
Entirely in secret was the work of Prof. Dr. G. Riede,
Director of the Institute for Crop Cultivation and Plant
Breeding (Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzüchtung) at the
University of Bonn. After many years of efforts in secret,
he introduced his new varieties and only after he met with
success did he start to publish his results. His work is the
source of the Diekmann cultivars, especially the greenyellow types.
Soon after the end of World War I, in about 1922,
the agricultural experiment station at Rastatt / Baden
got involved with soybean breeding and introduced the
Rastaetter Black (Rastätter Schwarze). Dr. Heinz in Halle
had better success. Various other people and institutions got
involved, such as W. Holzweissig in Westerrade (Holstein).
At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Muenchenberg / Mark
various researchers crossed soybeans (according to Dr.
Rudorf).
At about this time Dr. Lene Mueller (today Mrs. HerbMueller) made several world trips to study soybeans and
became quite famous. When she visited Brillmayer in
1927-28, she had just returned from being shipwrecked;
she was rescued from the see off of Java. She worked in her
experimental nurseries (Versuchsgärten) in Mannheim, later
went to Russian and then to the Balkans. From her work we
can trace the “L.M.” (Lene Müller) varieties of the Reich
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soybean breeding program in Giessen on the Lahn [river].
For some years the Austrian soybeans Platt Yellow Giant
were grown in Germany–as in 1932. In 1935 A. Dieckmann
at Heimburg in Harz began soybean breeding and took over
the breeding material of Dr. G. Riede in Bonn. He produced
a number of good varieties.
The organization of soybean growing in Germany was
carried out by the Division of Soybean Culture of the Corn
Growing Society (Maisanbaugesellschaft) in Berlin and the
price supported through subventions from industry. In spite
of this, the soybean area in Germany never reached more
than 300 hectares; the yields were too low.
Nevertheless the importance of the soybean was
understood and it was realized that despite the low yields
it made sense to grow soybeans when one considered how
much valuable protein they produced per unit area. So
in order to move forward in developing early maturing,
good yielding varieties, the Reich’s Food Ministry
intervened, since through the agency of the state the goal
could be achieved faster than through private initiative.
This is about 1935 the Reich Soybean Breeding Program
(Reichssojazüchtung) was established and affiliated with
the Institute for Crop Production and Plant Breeding at the
Ludwigs University in Giessen. Prof. G. Sessous became the
director and was later succeeded by state director of breeding
O. Richter. The basis upon which they proceeded and built
were the cross-bred hybrids (Kreuzungshybriden) of Mrs. Dr.
Herb-Mueller, the so-called LM-line. The cross between two
populations of the soybean Small Yellow Hungarian split up
into so many varieties that the breeding nursery at Giessen
near Bad Nauheim looked like a variegated chessboard.
Several hundred varieties were at hand, all different. My
variety Giessen 108 came from this cross.
A female student of Prof. Sessous, Ms. Ing. Kläere
Schiller, investigated many physiological problems, then
years later “introduced” the soybean to Spain.
“The Radicin Institute, W. Holzweissig in Westerade,
Holstein, made excellent inoculant and studied it.
“The present situation will surely force Germany to
continue work on soybeans despite unfavorable climatic
conditions; it can secure carbohydrates from potatoes, but
lacks oil / fat and protein, which the soybean can deliver
most efficiently even when yields are low.
Note: There is no mention of Germany’s massive
imports of soybeans from the Balkans. Address: Braunsdorf–
Vienna, Austria.
652. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der Einfuehrung
der Soja in Oesterreich [History of the introduction of the
soybean to Austria. I. (Document part)]. In: F.A. Brillmayer.
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Vienna: ScholleVerlag. 97 p. See p. 11-14. [Ger]
• Summary: Starting in 1920 again, for the second time,
Austria promoted the production and utilization of soybeans,

and with this the impulse for a new “soya wave,” which
now went all over Europe, was unleashed. Here in Vienna
a soya industry also began with the production of Edelsoja.
Assistant Professor Kupelwieser used it to demonstrate the
outstanding significance of soya as a protein source, going
against the then current opinion that soya was primarily
an oilseed. From my soybean breeding location at Platt in
Lower Austria, Austrian cultivars spread all over Europe and
even overseas.
Why should it not be widely known that valuable
pioneering work was performed in Austria? The line of
soybeans bred in Platt went to Poland, the Balkans, to
Hungary, Belgium, Holland, and Greece, to Turkey, to Persia,
Canada, England, Germany, Dutch Guiana [later renamed
Suriname], Hindustan/the Indian Peninsula [Vorderindien,
incl. India, Sri Lanka, and parts of Pakistan and Burma],
China, Java, Tanganyika, to French Morocco, and Bessarabia
[now part of the Moldavian S.S.R. in the USSR]. It was not
only new breeds of soybeans that spread out from Austria but
a rekindling of the “soya idea” that had its origin here. This
led to a change of opinion and the soybean came to be seen
as a world power factor (Weltmachtfaktor), as is already well
known today.
According to Dr. [E.C.] Winkler’s patented process
for debittering soya, a very modern factory was erected in
Vienna XX. In it, a part of the oil was expressed, leaving
a meal with only half its original fat content. Dr. Winkler
achieved, through prior debittering of the soybeans, an
excellent food and salad oil that did not need to be further
refined. Also, the production of unrefined salad oil from
Edelsoja originated in Austria.
History of the introduction of soya to Austria (p. 11):
On the occasion of the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873,
Japan exhibited soybeans and awakened a great interest for
this Asian plant throughout Central Europe. This was mainly
because of the fact that in the Exhibition attention was
called to the value of the soybean. The Viennese university
professor Friedrich Haberlandt took the matter into his
own hands. Through the agency of the imperial embassy
/ legation he had the Ministry of Agriculture acquire 20
soybean samples from Japan and China. The tests were done
in the warmer provinces of the Monarchy. There were 148
agronomic trials introduced in Hungary, Dalmatia [a former
region on the Adriatic coast of what is now Croatia; formerly
an Austrian crownland], Kärnten [Carinthia, today a state
in southern Austria bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia],
Steiermark [Styria, a state in the mountainous part of
central and southeast Austria], Istrien [Istria, in Slovenia
since June 1991], and Mähren [Moravia, a region in central
Czechoslovakia]. In 1877 Haberlandt had already gathered
so much experience that exact guidance for cultivating
soybeans could be given. At this time the first composition
analyses were undertaken, so exact knowledge of the value
of soybean seeds was obtained. Likewise, through Steuf
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and Wolker, experience was gained in pressing oil from
the seeds, and selections were undertaken in the Botanical
Garden at Vienna. The highest yielding types were called
“Haberlandt” and these first appeared in the seed catalog of
the great seed company Vilmorin Andrieux & Co. in 1880.
Haberlandt pointed out the value of the soybean as food
and recommended a diet of soybeans and potatoes, which
contained all nutrients necessary for human life. It was also
recommended that the soybean be incorporated into the
commissary provisions of the army, and in this process that
peas in the popular pea sausage ‘Erbswurst’ be partially
replaced by soybeans.
At that time, the soybean could not stand on its own. It
remained strong for a long time in the peasant agriculture of
Krain [Carniola; now in Slovenia] and Istrien, and served
as a ‘coffee bean’ (Kaffeebohne) in the preparation of a
breakfast drink. There were two conditions which stood
in the way of the spread of soybeans. First, the soybean
is a foreign food to us. When cooked, it remains hard and
has an after-taste, an off flavor that is bitter. The very thin
layer under the seed coat of the bean is the source of this
after-taste. In addition, it was said that Asian soyfoods
have no taste. What is more, there was plenty of food in the
Monarchy, so there was no need for a new, foreign food.
The soybean completely disappeared from memory in
Austria. It was only kept in a few botanical gardens as a
curiosity.
In 1920 I began breeding soybean lines with the goal
of getting ones that would ripen in our climate and give
reasonable yields. Conditions for soybean culture became
ripe after World War I due to the general lack of food. My
starting material was a matchbox full of soybeans that a
prisoner of war had brought with him from Siberia. After a
long delay, the solution to the soybean problem was begun
in Platt in lower Austria, near Zellerndorf in the district of
Hollabrun. Some of the seeds ripened and in the next year
those that ripened earliest were selected. In 1924 I was
able to announce to Dr. Markus Brandl (the top agricultural
official in the area) that I had a field of soybeans that matured
in mid-September. Immediately Dr. Fritz Drahorad was sent
to Platt to inspect and report on the soybean plant. Drahorad
was the current top ranking agronomic official in Vienna in
charge of plant cultivation and seed testing (Oberkommissär
der Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung)
and the assistant to Privy Councillor (Hofrat) Professor
Dr. Tschermak von Seysenegg, who had been involved
with soya at Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodenkultur) in Vienna. He wrote a confirming report, that a
good yielding, early maturing variety was now at hand. This
first domestic variety was small seeded and black. It was
called Platter SS (Black Seeded) 14.
Using newspaper articles and a small price list, I
propagated soybean culture. I pointed out its significance
as human and animal food, established connections with

central authorities in China, and exchanged experiences and
breeding material with research stations in Manchuria. The
Chinese Eastern Railway soybean station in Harbin, which
then employed a staff of 20 scientists, published annually a
hefty volume with research results dealing with all questions
of culture, breeding and utilization. In this way, Austria
received new breeding material from Manchuria–over 80
soybean varieties. But in Platt they failed to perform up to
our expectations because of the longer vegetation period.
Meanwhile, from the small-seeded SS 14 a very large
seeded strain was selected. In the price list of 1929, eight
lines appeared, with maturity times ranging from 114 to 128
days. One thousand seeds weighed 158 to 170 gm. Yields
steadily improved throughout 1929. In the same year, the
new varieties of Platt Yellow and Platt Yellow Giant were
made available in small quantities for research. A table (p.
14) shows that 100-gm packets of mixed types were sold,
including many black types and Professor Früwirth’s Black
Eyebrow, all prefaced by the word ‘Platter.’
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct. 2007)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Persia [renamed
Iran in 1935]. Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
653. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der Einfuehrung
der Soja in Oesterreich [History of the introduction of the
soybean to Austria. II. (Document part)]. In: F.A. Brillmayer.
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Vienna: ScholleVerlag. 97 p. See p. 14-18. [Ger]
• Summary: In 1928 a breeding station was opened for the
CSR by Dr. Georg Hanreich at Wositz in south Mähren
[Moravia] and on the existing steam mill (Dampfmuehle) a
soya factory (Soja-san) was constructed.
Also in 1928 the experiences with soybean culture in
Austria were self-published in a brochure by BrillmayerDrahorad entitled Die Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur,
und Verwendung. Jan Helmus translated this brochure into
Dutch under the title Soja-Cultur, een National Belang. It
was published by Ten Hagen’s Drukkerij en Uitgevers Mij,
den Haag.
In 1931 Dr. Drahorad was asked by the Turkish
government to take charge of growing the first Austrian-bred
soybean seeds they had purchased. He received a leave of
absence and traveled via Constantinople to Samsun on the
Black Sea. The growing went smoothly, despite floods which
the soybeans survived miraculously. The growing area was
steadily expanded.
Two or three years later [in about 1933 or 1934] a man
was sent to visit me by the Shah of Persia to buy Austrianbred soybeans. Astonished, I asked him how the Shah came
to know about Platt in Lower Austria. He answered that
the director of the sugar factory in Alpullu, Turkey, while
visiting the Shah, spoke so enthusiastically of the success
of the soybeans bred in Platt, that the Shah decided to send
a buyer to Austria for soybeans and to Germany for fodder
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turnip seeds (Futterruebensamen; Brassica rapa). According
to reports of the Director of the Agricultural Academy in
Tehran, Dr. E. Gauba, the soybean cultures are growing
nicely there.
In the early 1930s, because of the propaganda in
Austria, there was much interest in growing soybeans,
especially among the small farmers of the Alpine districts
who did it on a trial basis. Some got good results; some
were disappointed. Here and there large operations started.
Enthusiastic letters arrived; most wanted to sell the harvest at
a high price as seeds, which hurt expansion of the crop as it
was too expensive for industry to buy. In those days, Austria
was flooded with low-cost soybean meal (Sojaschrot) for
fodder use, so there was little stimulus for home production
of soybeans. They could not sell for more than the cost of
production. The production of soybeans for seed in Austria
was only about 1,000 kg/year.
Meanwhile in Germany agronomic trials were
conducted, especially in Lower Silesia (Niederschlesien),
where the Platt Yellow Giant ripened. There were also good
results in Schleswig, and in Westfallen the crop became
established. On the average in these days, we delivered seeds
for trials to about 100 operations each year.
In 1932, because of a tax on the license for the
multiplication and selling of seeds inside Germany, the way
was paved for dealings with Delitzsch Rapeseed Breeders,
Inc. in Delitzsch [near Leipzig]. But it was broken off at
a discussion in Berlin. The next year brought unification,
and then in Delitzsch I started the first breeding nurseries
(Zuchtgärten) and helped with many operations in the area to
build seed multiplication fields.
In 1934 the Soja Cultur en Handelmaatschappij
Nederland NV was founded in Voorburg, Holland. It bought
soybeans from Austria but the climate was not very favorable
and the organization had little drive.
In 1935 Mr. A. Dieckmann from Heimburg am Harz
came to Platt to see the soybean breeding operation and
fields, and for negotiations on selling breeding material in
Germany. Dieckmann had already, years ago, conducted
soybean trials. The negotiations came to no conclusion
and he ended up acquiring breeding material for Heimburg
from Professor Dr. G. Riede in Bonn, Director of the
Institute of Plant Culture and Breeding (Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung). I was invited to Heimburg and helped
with the establishment of the first breeding nurseries.
At the same time [in 1935] the Department of
Agriculture of the Greek government purchased a large
amount of soybean seeds. Despite enquiries, no news could
be obtained concerning their success.
In 1936 a finance group in Paris took an interest in
soybeans from Platt. A delegation consisting of Messrs.
Leplanquais, van der Weyde, and Rousseau came to Vienna
to inspect the breeding and seed multiplication operations, as
well as Dr. Winkler’s processing factory (Veredlungsfabrik).

On the best of terms–which still exist today–a corporation
was founded named SAIS (Société Agricole et Industrielle du
Soja, S.A.), with capital of 1 million francs. The headquarters
were in Casablanca, French Morocco, with a central bureau
in Paris.
At St. Sylvain d’Anjou near Angers in the Loire valley
they bought land and planted Austrian soybean seeds. I
traveled to Germany four times a year for the establishment
of the breeding nurseries, observation of the vegetative stage,
harvest, and working up of the material. The successes were
encouraging.
At the same time (1936) a large planting of soybeans
in Morocco was planned. According to climatological data
obtained from several weather station in Morocco, Dr.
Drahorad and Dr. Kopetz in Vienna came to the opinion that
the weeks between Christmas and New Year would be a good
time for planting. But there were delays. In 1936 or 1937
the director in Morocco ordered 15,000 kg of Platt Yellow
Giant and inoculum, via Casablanca. All went well with the
shipment–but then there was no rain. The seeds sprouted,
then withered under the Moroccan sun. Not a single seed was
harvested.
Thereby SAIS lost half its capital. They planted smaller
plots the next year. Brillmayer was supposed to supervise it
and fly to Casablanca, but the Spanish Civil War prevented
him from getting a visa at the French embassy in Vienna.
So he guided the crop by remote control from Austria in an
exchange of airmail letters and photos. The crop succeeded
in Austria.
During the German occupation of France, Brillmayer
was called to France to continue the breeding work done
earlier. How was he, assigned as a military commander for
France, to do large scale propaganda encouraging French
farmers to grow soybeans. The breeding nurseries were
established in the south of France at Lamagistere on the
banks of the Garonne. Colonel Fauché was in charge. The
original SAIS was rebuilt during the war; the group Beauvois
Freres entered. General Médecin Saurel was its president.
The soybeans prospered, and acreage was expanded into
the provinces near the French-Spanish border: in Basses
Pyrennées, in the valley of the Adur, in Tarn et Garonne, and
in Lot et Garonne. By the time of the American invasion
(June 1944), several thousand hectares were planted with
Austrian soybean varieties.
In 1937, a Soya Ring (Sojaring), consisting of Austrian
soybean growers, was founded in Vienna to represent their
interests. (In 1947 its headquarters were at Schauslergasse
6, Wien I, Austria). In 1939 two new soybean varieties were
introduced, Angerner and Wolfsthaler. Much good work was
done.
Tables show: (1) The area planted to soybeans by
members of the Soya Ring expanded from 68 hectares (ha) in
1937 to 654 in 1938, to 1,527 in 1940, to 2,461 in 1944.
(2) The number of farming operations in the Soya
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Ring grew, from 16 in 1937 to 868 in 1944. From small
beginnings–from a matchbox of seeds–a considerable
soybean growing movement had arisen in Austria.
(3a-d) Soybean production from 1937 to 1943 by
members of the Soya Ring according to the main four
Lands / areas (Länder) of Austria. Each table contains four
columns: Year. Number of member farms. Area planted
to soybeans (ha). Yield in Doppelzenter per ha. The main
producing area was Lower Austria (Niederösterreich), in
which 228 farms produced a peak of 803 tonnes on 1,256 ha
in 1940. Next was Vienna, then Kärnten, and Steiermark was
far behind with 76 tonnes. The peak yield in Steiermark was
3,300 kg/ha in 1939.
(4) The highest yield each year from 1937 to 1943 and
in which Land. These top yields ranged from 2,100 to 3,300
kg/ha. Lower Austria won the yield record in four years, and
Steiermark won it in four other years.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Greece, or probably for the cultivation of
soybeans in Greece (1935). Yet we cannot be sure that these
soybeans were actually cultivated in Greece.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec.
2007) that clearly refers to soybeans in Persia, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Persia [renamed Iran in 1935].
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Persia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Persia (1933-34).
The source of these soybeans was Brillmayer in Austria.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Turkey, or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkey
or the Middle East (1931). The source of all these soybeans
was F.A. Brillmayer in Platt, Lower Austria. Address:
Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.
654. Dieckmann, Anna Marie; Dieckmann, Adolph. 1947.
Deutsche Soja in der Kueche [German soybeans in the
kitchen]. In: Dr. Wolfgang von Schuh, ed. 1947. Bericht
Ueber die Erste Deutsche Soja-Tagung in Weissenburg,
Bayern, 28-31 Aug. 1947. Heilsbronn bei Ansbach,
Mittelfranken: Arbeitskreis fuer Landwirtschaft, Deutsche
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja. 24 p. See p. 13-14. [Ger]
Address: Austria.
655. Hoellwarth, Emil. 1947. Anbau von Soja in Bessarabien
[Soybean production in Bessarabia]. In: Dr. Wolfgang
von Schuh, ed. 1947. Bericht Ueber die Erste Deutsche
Soja-Tagung in Weissenburg, Bayern, 28-31 Aug. 1947.
Heilsbronn bei Ansbach, Mittelfranken: Arbeitskreis fuer
Landwirtschaft, Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja. 24 p.
See p. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: In 1932-34 the prices of cereal grains in
Bessarabia were very low. So soybeans were recommended
to us. Black soybeans had long been grown for fodder,
imported from the Russian government in the previous
century. Members of the German-Bessarabian Agricultural

Society were allowed to import 4½ wagons of seeds. Later
they made contracts with IG-Farben, with firm delivery and
fixed price. Prior to the relocation we grew about 27,000 ha,
only within the German communities. Within 2 years we had
a soybean society. From Hungary, from the firm Mautner,
we obtained seed, greater than the “little Hungarian” of the
Sojaring in Vienna, with black hilum. In the climate of the
steppes of southern Bessarabia we had our greatest success.
In the year 1935 we had yields averaging 400 kg/ha. In
1936 they climbed to 1,600 kg/ha and more, since technical
difficulties had been overcome. The field mouse (Erdmaus)
and the hare were our greatest enemies; they devoured
hectares of our stocks.
We initially planted the soybeans at the beginning of
May; they came up immediately. Then we used on them a
weed harrow from the firm Sack, which saved us so much
work hacking at weeds. When planting was finished, the
soybean plants grew higher. We leveled the earth again to
ease the process of mowing. We did not use the grass mower,
but rather a kind of coiling machine, with which a dashboard
makes equal piles as we let lie, to be immediately threshed.
We threshed using the Bessarabian thresher. A Bessarabian
constructed a machine for sorting the seed, with a forwardchurning band of 2½ meters in length. This cloth has thrown
out 3 varieties and the broken beans remained on the cloth,
falling backwards. We never put manure on soybeans.
The straw was fed to sheep whose coats then became
very good. For the previous crop we grew wheat, The next
crop of wheat was 25% larger. Corn and soybeans together
gave very good yields.
Note: From 1918 to 1940 Bessarabia was part of
Romania, After World War II, in 1940-44, Bessarabia
became part of the Moldavian S.R.R. Address: Landwirt,
Heilbronn am Neckar, Waldheim bei Jaegerhaus,
Wuertemberg, Germany.
656. MacGee, A. Ernest. 1947. Vegetable oil extraction
solvents; History and general chemical composition. Oil Mill
Gazetteer 52(1):17-21. July; 52(2):35-43. Aug. [53 ref]
• Summary: The growth of the vegetable and animal
oil extraction industry since 1930 has been rapid and
astonishing. Many parallels can be found with George
Stephenson’s invention and persistent development of the
locomotive in England in the early 1800s. In 1930 Clarence
F. Eddy predicted a bright future for larger oil mills using
continuous, counter-current solvent extraction. In 1933
David Wesson recounted the history of his work with
cottonseed oil (from 1889) and with solvent extraction of
cottonseed oil (from about 1900 to 1917), using benzine
and low end point-high test gasoline. A mill in New Orleans
(Louisiana) ran from 1917-1919, first using aviation type
gasoline, later using benzol.
Concerning early solvent extraction of soybeans: Piatt
County Soybean Cooperative Co., Monticello, Illinois,
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operated a batch plant with a capacity of 8 tons/day for about
6 months in 1923-24 using benzol as a solvent. In 1924 the
Eastern Cotton Oil Co., Norfolk, Virginia, used a continuous
extractor of about 80 tons/day capacity.
Solvent extraction was apparently patented in England
in 1856 and had become fairly well established in Europe by
about 1870. However these early solvent extraction plants
were of the “batch” type and had fairly small capacities,
with no means of agitation. In about 1900 the solvent
countercurrent principle was introduced in Europe by
combining several consecutive batch extractors. Next came
the introduction of the “continuous” type extractor. The first
two successful continuous extraction plants processing large
volumes in the 1920s were: (1) The Hansa-Muehle, A.G.,
Hamburg, Germany, using the “Bollmann” extractor, and (2)
the Extractochemie, A.G., Zurich, Switzerland (but originally
of Harburg, Germany) using the “Hildebrandt” extractor. At
Hansa-Muehle in 1928 the central plant, consisting of four
extractor units with a combined capacity of over 1,000 tons/
day, was put into operation. By 1934 a number of continuous
solvent plants were operating in Europe.
In the USA, the first large-scale plant of this type was
that of the Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, Chicago,
Illinois. In March 1934 it began operating using a
“Hildebrandt” extractor to process 100 tons/day of soybeans.
The solvent was petroleum naphtha of the hexanes type. As
of 1947, this plant is still in operation.
The ADM plant in March 1934 represented a “turning
point and marked the beginning of the large scale edible
oil extraction industry as it is known today.” Installations
of other large-capacity continuous solvent extraction plants
followed in rapid succession:
1934 Nov.–The 100 tons per day soybean plant of The
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois, began operating.
1937 Nov.–the 400 tons per day plant of the Central
Soya Co., Decatur, Indiana, began operation.
1938 Oct.–The 100 tons per day soybean plant of
Honeymead Products Co. (Cargill, Inc. by Aug. 1947),
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, began operation. By 1947 an estimated
33% of the soybean processing capacity operating in the
USA used the solvent extraction process. Schiffman (1945)
reported that of the estimated 4.25 million tons soybean
processing capacity on 1 Oct. 1945, only 27% of the capacity
in operation was of the solvent type, but 64% of the total
capacity under construction on that date was of the solvent
type.
Table 1 shows the tonnage and percentage of soybeans
processed by expeller, solvent and hydraulic methods
from 1936 to 1940. Expeller increased from 68.5% to
74.2%. Solvent increased from 13.2% to 23.1%. Hydraulic
decreased from 18.5% to 2.7%.
The largest soybean solvent plant in the USA today
is that owned by A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur,
Illinois. Costing $2 million and having a capacity of 650 tons

per day, it went on stream in March 1945. The extraction
tower was supplied by French Oil Mill Machinery Co. and it
used a “petroleum hexane-type solvent of 146 to 156 degrees
F. general boiling range.”
Two events that occurred during the 1930s were of vital
importance to the rapid growth and widespread application
of the solvent extraction process in the oil and fat industries:
(1) The perfecting of large volume, continuous processing
equipment, and (2) the development of light petroleum
naphthas of the hexane and heptane types. Address: Manager
Skellysolve Sales, Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Missouri.
657. Goss, Warren H. 1947. Report of investigation of target:
Hansa-Muehle A.G. (Document part). In: W.H. Goss. 1947.
The German Oilseed Industry. Washington, DC: Hobart
Publishing Co. 248 p. See p. 24-34.
• Summary: Contents: Official description of target. Period
of investigation: 7 Aug. 1945. Names of participants in
investigation: W.H. Goss. Names of persons interviewed.
Detailed presentation of information obtained: General,
soybean extraction, phosphatide recovery, refinery, fatty
acids, extraction of other oilseeds, expeller mill, soy flour,
ethyl esters in margarine, hydrolysis of cellulose.
Hanseatische Muehlenwerke A.G., more generally
known as Hansa-Muhle A.G., is one of the more famous
oilseed mills in the world, partly because of its large size and
partly because it was here that the widely-used paternoster or
Bollmann type solvent extraction equipment was developed
by Dr. Hermann Bollmann starting immediately after World
War I. When this development began, the company was
experiencing financial difficulties related to the war, and
funds for embarking on the new venture were obtained
from a group of Hamburg bankers who still own most of the
company’s stock. In 1924 one Bollmann extractor was sold
to an American firm–The Eastern Cotton Oil Co. in Norfolk,
Virginia. The extractor was said to have a capacity of 80
tons of soybeans per day and was used on soybeans grown
in North Carolina. Table I shows 15 mills using Bollmann
extractors and their capacity per 24 hours. The mills that
process soybean are located in Germany, Belgium, USA,
France, Netherlands, Italy, Hungary, and Switzerland; they
include Central Soya Co. (Indiana, 70 tons of soybeans),
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (Illinois, 300 tons of soybeans).
Hansa-Muehle made no soy flour; the largest producer
of soy flour in Germany was the C.F. Hildebrandt Co. in
Hamburg. At one time Hansa-Muehle furnished extracted
soybean meal to a “Deback Co.” on Wendenstrasse, and it
was processed to produce low-fat flour.
658. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Le soja à travers le
monde [The soybean around the world]. 7(45-46):135. Nov/
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: England. Canada. China. United
States. Hindustan (India). Indonesia. Philippines. Tunisia.
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Switzerland.
659. Product Name: [Natural soya flour].
Foreign Name: Natursojamehl.
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul Carli.
Manufacturer’s Address: Griesplatz Nr. 2, Graz, Austria.
Phone: 0554.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in F.A. Brillmayer.
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Facing the title
page. He is also a representative for Steiermark of the
Sojaring.
660. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1947. Die Bedeutung der
Soja fuer die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs [The significance of
the soybean for the nutrition of Austria]. Vienna, Austria:
Wilhelm Frick Verlag. 103 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Austria’s food situation: The
country cannot feed itself. 2. The human organism as a
motor (with certain fuel / nutritional / food needs). 3. How
do we feed ourselves? How to grow enough food when the
percentage of agricultural land is constantly shrinking. 4. The
soybean (Die Soja) as a nutritional factor: The soybean is
the most concentrated foodstuff, and is also called “meatless
meat.” Comparison of the nutritional value of soybeans with
animal products. Protein and fat.
5. Soya in our kitchen: 20 years ago the use of soya in
Austria was promoted in the form of Edelsojamehl (Edelsoja
flour), made largely from foreign-grown soybeans. Products
now made from soya (dry egg substitute, soybean paste,
nuts, almonds, cocoa, coffee). Debittering of soybeans
(Sojaentbitterung). How does one cook with soya? Green
vegetable soybeans (Gruene Sojakoerner; similar to green
peas in the pods), soy sprouts, soya tea. Soybean recipes for
6 people by Frau Friedl Brillmayer (17 pages of Austrianstyle recipes). 6. Soybean production in Austria and the
possibilities for its expansion: Statistics on increase in
planted hectares and number of growers from 1937-1944.
7. Possibilities for industrial uses of soybeans. 8. Soya as
a fodder plant: Green fodder, hay, silage, ground soybeans
(Sojapflanzenmehl), straw and chaff, soybean cake and
extracted meal, industrial waste. 9. The effect on agriculture,
the nutrition of the people, and maintenance of their good
health: Measures needed for gaining acceptance and success
in Austria.
Page 68 notes: “The soybean pioneer in Austria was
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna, starting in 1878. His
interest in the significance and relevance of soya for Austria
was aroused by the Chinese booth at the Vienna World
Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung). In the following years
he worked successfully to introduce the plant and make it
better known. On the basis of extensive variety trials, he
confirmed his hypothesis, that the soybean would do well
wherever maize (corn) would ripen. In those days, however,

the varieties used did not ripen as early as those available
today, and because of this the main areas where trials were
conducted lay in south Hungary, Croatia [before 1991 a
republic of Yugoslavia; the capital is Zagreb], and Dalmatia
[a region on the Adriatic coast of Yugoslavia, and a former
Austrian crownland]. Haberlandt’s varieties ripened too late
to be grown in the area that is today Austria. And since the
Monarchy had enough food, the soybean soon disappeared
and came to be forgotten.
In 1920 in Austria, after a long pause, the first soya
acclimatized in Austria was planted. Once again soybean
production began in this country.
Starting in 1921 Prof. Dr. Drahorad and I
began cooperative work at Platt in lower Austria
(Niederoesterreich). The varieties we used were adapted over
a number of years using strict selection processes. Then in
the following years we initiated preliminary trials in all the
Austrian provinces (Bundeslaendern).
In 1929 the first soybean exposition was held in the
banquet hall of the country villa at Linz (Landhaus in
Linz), sponsored by the Austrian Department of Agriculture
(Landwirtschaftskammer), and there were already more
than 100 samples exhibited, all from upper Austria
(Oberoesterreich).
Up until 1937 about 1,400 farmers in Austria were
registered, part of them grew soybeans experimentally and
part of them expanded their production area year after year.
But there was no ready market. Soya was so cheap on
the world market, that its production in Austria was not
profitable. The world market price dropped to its lowest level
in 1933, £6.07 sterling per tonne! The unassuming and easily
satisfied Chinese peasant could produce soybeans so cheaply
that the nutritional value of a kg of meat cost 5 times as that
from a kilogram of soya...
The Viennese soybean industry that existed at the time
using primarily imported soybeans, decided to support and
buy Austrian-grown soybeans and voluntarily paid the higher
price. Nevertheless, because of the low world market price,
the possibilities for sale were at hand, but the price offered
no incentive to expand soybean acreage.
Contrary to this was the promotion I did for soya as
being excellent fodder, and defatted soybean meal soon came
to be widely used in this way.
Thus did the soybean breeding work, with financial
support, start again. We then succeeded in moving our Platt
breeding operation partially to foreign countries, to Voorburg
in Holland, to St. Sylvain d’Anjou in France, and to
Casablanca in Morocco. On a modest scale, soybeans grown
in Austria could also be exported. Also several large batches
were dispatched. So to Turkey and Greece, to Dobruja [a
region now in southeast Romania and northeast Bulgaria], to
Persia, Holland, and France, and a shipment of 15,000 kg of
Platter gelben Riesen to Morocco.
In 1937 the Austrian soybean growers formed a “Soya
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Ring” (Sojaring) in order to better represent their position
as a solid organization. Soon new soybean breeding places
developed, and from them came new varieties: the Angerner
and the Wolfsthaler. The Soya Ring continues to expand.
During World War II, I.G. Farben had large areas planted
to soya in Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. This total area
reached a peak of about 150,000 hectares in 1942.
In 1937 in Austria, only 16 farms (Betriebe) grew 68.14
hectares yielding 83,521 kg of soybeans (1,226 kg/ha).
In 1940 this increased to 315 farms growing 1,526.99 ha
yielding 957,809 kg of soybeans (627 kg/ha). In 1944 868
farmers grew a record 2,461.17 ha of soybeans (production
not given for 1944). The four main growing areas, in
descending order of number of hectares grown in 1944,
are: Lower Austria and Burgenland 1,311.67, Kaernten and
Steiermark 71.54, Vienna 46.27, and Upper Austria 1.24.
The climate in Austria varies widely from region to region.
Production is measured in units of Doppelzentner (dz); 1
Doppelzentner = 100 kg. In 1943 the best yield in one region
was 28.00 dz/ha (2800 kg/ha or 41.6 bu/acre) in Lower
Austria. The best yields per region rose from 2,100 kg/ha in
1937 to 2,800 kg/ha in 1943, both in Lower Austria.
Illustration: (1) Austria is 25.2% cultivated land, 27%
grassland, 37.3% forests, and 10.5% unproductive (p. 4). (2)
Area is Austria used to grow: Wheat 12%. Rye 17%. Barley
8%, Oats 13%, Potatoes 10%. Beets 3%. Sugar beets 1.8%.
Gardens 4.5%, Vineyards 1.8% (p. 6). (3) Graph shows
Austrian domestic-production + imports of wheat, rye,
barley, oats, maize, and potatoes (p. 7). (4) Food needs (in
million dollars): Cereals 120. Swine 60. Cattle 15. Flour 12.
Coffee, tea & semi-tropical fruit 35. Fruit 20. Vegetables 10.
Beer 10. Poultry 10. Rice 8. Oil 5 (p. 11).
(4) Photosynthesis drives the human motor (p. 13).
(5) The human motor needs carbohydrates and protein. (5)
Austrian population in 1875 was 61% rural, 33% towns,
6% cities; in 1900 46% rural, 28% towns; 16% cities; 1925
was 36% rural, 37% towns, 27% cities (p. 25). (6) (6) In
1942 about 150,000 ha of soybeans were planted in southern
Europe. In the USA it was 1,389,000 ha in 1940, 3,960,000
ha in 1941 and 5,660,000 ha in 1942.
(7) Composition of the soybean shown graphically (p.
33). (8-9) The many different foods that can be made from
the soybean (p. 44 & 67).
(10) Increase in soybean cultivation area and production
of the Soya Ring (Sojaring) (in hectares) from 1937-1944 (p.
72-73; see above). (11) Industrial products that can be made
from the soybean (p. 83).
Photos: (1) A single soybean plant, with pods, of the
Austrian breed Platter 458 (p. 30). (2) Austrian soybean
varieties being raised in the Platt breeding nursery and
several experiments are underway (p. 69). (3) Trials with
varieties, row width, and time of planting in Casablanca,
Morocco. Two white house (one having two stories) are
visible behind the fields of soybeans (p. 70).

(4) A soybean purification and drying facility. The next
step will be to process the soybeans into soy oil and soybean
meal at the factory of Dr. Winkler & Co. in Vienna, XII,
in the year 1946. (5) Making soybean silage (p. 77). (6) A
soybean debittering apparatus (p. 78).
(7) Hydraulic presses with which part of the oil is
pressed from the soybeans. (8) Lehmann milling machinery.
(9) Soybean cleaning equipment; an aspirator (p. 81).
(10) One of the large soybean meal warehouses in which
is meal is stored in sacks. (11) Round, pressed soybean
cakes. Half of the oil remains in the cakes and, after milling,
ends up in the meal (p. 82). (12) High-growing fodder
soybeans, suited for making hay or silage. A smiling lady
with two long braids, holding up a rake in her right hand,
stands waist-deep in the tall plants (p. 88).
(13) Soybean plant-meal (Soja-Pflanzenmehl, slightly
enlarged) (p. 90). Address: Austria.
661. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Wunderpflanze “Soja” [The
wonder plant, soya]. Vienna, Austria: Wilhelm Frick Verlag.
64 p. Gruene Buecherei series, Vol. 14, Anton Eipeldauer,
editor. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: What is the soybean? Is our current
food reform sound? The soybean as a source of food. The
soybean in our cookery: Debittering soybeans, how do I cook
soya? (recipes for whole soybeans, soy grits {Sojagriess},
cooked ground soybeans {Sojamasse}, mashed soybeans
{Sojabrei}, green vegetable soybeans harvested in the pods
{Grüne Sojakörner}, soy sprouts {Sojakeime}, soya tea
{Sojatee} made from soybean leaves). Soybean botany,
varieties, and the goals of breeding. Where soybeans can
be grown in Austria (map). Soybean cultivation. Industrial
possibilities (soybeans for oil, meal, and lecithin; Hansa
Muehle; non-food industrial products). Soybean as fodder
and feed. Economic prospects.
Contains a detailed history of the introduction of
the soybean to France. The first soybeans in France were
grown in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris in 1779, mainly
for scientific interest. In 1857-58 the National Society for
Acclimatization conducted agronomic trials in Vitry sur
Seine, obtaining good results. Seeds were planted May 1012, they set flowers on 25 July, were harvested at the end of
October, and yielded an average of 183 seeds per plant. In
1859 the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux had a bad harvest with
late varieties from China.
After the 1873 Vienna Exposition, the work and writings
of Haberlandt had their effects in France. Address: Austria.
662. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 1947. Soybeans: Area, yield, and production.
Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics. See p. 101-02.
• Summary: Under soybeans, gives region/continent
and country, then statistics for soybean area, yield, and
production for each soybean producing country. Statistics
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show that the following countries produced the following
amounts of soybeans (measured in 1,000 metric tons) during
the 1934-38 period (the earliest period given).
Europe: Austria 0.2. Bulgaria 11.6. Czechoslovakia 0.9.
Hungary 0 (but 6.2 in 1940 and 1.3 in 1945). Italy less than
0.5 (but 0.01 in 1940 and 0.9 in 1945). Poland 0.5. Rumania
[Romania] 11.7, Yugoslavia 1.5. Europe total: Former
boundaries 550, present boundaries 260. USSR: Former
boundaries 68.1, present boundaries 97.1.
America: Canada 5.5. United States 1,164.0. Total
1,170.0
Asia: China: China Proper 6,092.7, Formosa (Taiwan)
4.2, Kwantung 20.2, Manchuria 3,851.0. Indochina:
Cambodia 0.4 (in 1937). Japan 325.1. Korea 518.6.
Netherlands Indies [Indonesia]: Bali and Lombok 9.0,
Java and Madura 236.4. Asia total: 10.60. Africa: Southern
Rhodesia less than 0.5 (but 0.3 in 1942 and 0.2 in 1945).
World totals: Excluding USSR–Former boundaries
11.829. Excluding USSR–Present boundaries 11.800.
Including USSR: 11.9000.
663. Times (London). 1948. Austrian deliveries. Jan. 3. p. 4,
col. 2.
• Summary: “An agreement providing for interim aid for
Austria was signed in Vienna...” American authorities
announced that the following goods would be delivered
shortly to Austria: 45,000 tons of wheat, 5,000 tons of sugar,
3,00 tons of fat, 240,000 tons of coal, and “large quantities of
soya flour, rolled oats, pulses, pesticides, and seeds.”
664. Pepsi-Cola Co. 1948. Leader in his field: Dr. Percy L.
Julian (Ad). Chicago Defender (National ed.). Sept. 25. p. 8.
• Summary: “Dr. Julian is Director of Research and Manager
of Fine Chemicals, Soya Products Division, the Glidden
Company, Chicago. He is holder of 30 U.S. patents; author
of many scientific articles and books; member of numerous
scientific societies. He is former Professor of Chemistry at
Fisk, Howard and DePauw Universities and West Virginia
State College; member of Phi Beta Kappa; holder of Doctor
of Philosophy degree from University of Vienna. He is well
known as a civic leader.” Two photos show Dr. Julian.
“Leader in its field–Delicious Pepsi-Cola!” An
illustration shows that you get “2 full glasses from the big,
big 12-ounce bottle.”
Note: The Chicago Defender is a Negro newspaper.
665. Chicago Defender (National ed.). 1948. Dr. Julian joins
Reese Clinic panel. Dec. 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “Dr. Percy Julian, outstanding industrial
research chemist, has been added to the 18 members Mandel
clinic committee of Michael Reese Hospital. Dr. Julian,
a Spingarn medalist, and holder of several other national
honors, is the first Negro appointed to the committee,
according to hospital officials.” He is also a member of the

board of trustees of Roosevelt College. He earned his PhD
degree in Vienna in 1931.
666. Brillmayer, Friedl; Cornides, Henriette. 1948. Wiener
Soja-Kueche [Viennese soya cookery]. Vienna, Austria:
Scholle-Verlag. 65 p. Scholle-Buecherei vol. 158. With 30
illust. Recipe index. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. Soya–a new foodstuff
(Nahrungsmittel): Value and nutritional value. II. Basics:
Various possibilities for using soya as food, fresh green
soya juice (Soja-Saft; when flowering begins, the entire
green plant is cut, chopped up, and the juice is pressed
out using a fruit-juice press; serve as a healing beverage),
soya leaf tea (Soja-tee), green vegetable soybeans (SojaGruenkorngemuese or gruen Sojakoerner), uses of whole
ground soybeans and how to cook them to make dried soya
egg replacer, soya plantmeat (Soja-Pflanzenfleisch), soynuts
(Soja-Nuss), soya almonds (Soja-Mandel), soya cocoa (SojaKakao), soya coffee (Soja-Kaffee), and soya paste (SojaBrei), soy sprouts (Soja-Keimlinge). 3. Remarks. 4. Soya
recipes (Sojaspeisen).
The author is the wife of soybean breeder Franz A.
Brillmayer. This is a very interesting and creative Austrian
cookbook. It contains 12 basic preparations plus 74 Austrianstyle recipes. These recipes often use soya as a meat
substitute or extender, but this is not a vegetarian cookbook;
it calls for the use of liver, sausage, and fish. It does not use
any Asian soyfoods, such as tofu, soymilk, or soy sauce. The
innovative recipes sound delicious: Soy mayonnaise (p. 3436, 3 types), strudels, noodles, soya chestnut soufflé, soya
almond cake, chocolate cake, nut cake, Linzertorte, Apple
tart, etc.
The foreword, written in March 1948, addresses “friends
of soya” (Sojafreundin), and refers to the soybean as either
soya seeds (Sojakorn) or soya (Die Soja), never using the
term “bean.” Soya makes better use of the earth’s ability
to provide us with protein than do livestock. “A hectare of
farmland planted to soya provides us with 7 times as much
complete protein as the same hectare planted to fodder that
must first be transformed into milk or meat protein.” Soya is
nutritious, healthful, and inexpensive. Unlike most modern
foods, it is a basic rather than an acidic food. It contains
lecithin, which helps build nerves. It is practically free of
substances that create uric acid and is a complete protein
(vollwertiges Eiweiss).
The following are details on some of the author’s basic
preparations: 1. Fresh green soya juice: Chop up the whole
plant just as it starts to bloom and run it through a juice
press; the clear green liquid that comes out first is good
for therapeutic diets. 2. Soya leaf tea: Cut the plants when
flowering, pile in a heap and allow a natural fermentation
for 6-12 hours according to the smell. Dry quickly in an
oven at 120-140ºC, then seal in tins. Steep the nutrient-rich
leaves in hot water for a short time to give a pleasant tasting
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medicinal or breakfast tea. 3. Debittering whole soybeans:
Place the soya in a container and cover with hot water at
70-80ºC. Cover and let stand on the table for 15 minutes.
Pour off the water, which will be brown and bitter, then cook
the soybeans. 4. Cooking whole soybeans: Place debittered
soybeans in a pot with twice their volume of water (ideally
soft water), and allow them to soak for 12-16 hours. Cook in
this water for 2-3 hours, or until soft. Longer cooking makes
them harder. Skim off hulls during cooking. 5. Dry soy-based
egg substitute: Dry but do not roast debittered soybeans,
then run through a coffee mill; 1 tablespoon = 1 egg. 6.
Soya plantmeat: Run cooked, debittered soybeans through
a meat grinder. Season the bland tasting paste with onion,
garlic, pepper, lovage, and marjoram. 7. Soy nuts, almonds,
cocoa, and coffee are each made by progressively darker
and longer roasting. The nuts are the lightest and the coffee
the darkest. For the nuts, cook debittered soybeans until 3/4
soft, then roast at medium heat in an oven. 8. Soybean paste:
Rub cooked soybeans through a sieve while hot. Use for
thickening or nutritionally fortifying cremes, mayonnaise,
marmalades (Marmeladen), or chestnut butter. 9. Soya
sprouts: Grow in a layer of sand. Serve as a fresh vegetable
in winter. 1 kg of soya yields 4 kg of sprouts. Address: WienBraunsdorf, Austria.
667. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 1948. Soybeans: Area, yield, and production.
Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics–Production.
See p. 101-02.
• Summary: Under soybeans, gives region / continent
and country, then statistics for soybean area, yield, and
production for each soybean producing country. Statistics
show that the following countries produced the following
amounts of soybeans (measured in 1,000 metric tons) during
the 1934-38 period.
Europe: Austria 0.2. Bulgaria 11.6. Czechoslovakia 0.9.
Hungary 0 (but 1.3 in 1945). Italy less than 50 metric tons
(but 0.9 in 1945). Poland 0.5. Rumania [Romania] 11.7,
Yugoslavia 1.5. Europe total: 27.0.
USSR: (97.1).
North America: Canada 5.5. United States 1,164.0. Total
1,170.0
Asia: China: China Proper 6,092.7, 3,851.0, Taiwan
(Formosa) 4.2. Indonesia: Bali and Lombok 9.0, Java and
Madura 236.4. Japan 325.1. Korea 518.6. South Korea 0 (but
122.2 in 1945 and 130.6 in 1946). Philippines 0 (but 0.2 in
1946). Siam [later Thailand] 3.6. Turkey (but 0.4 in 1945).
Asia total: 11,070.0.
Africa: Nyasaland 0 (but 0.4 in 1946). Ruanda-Urundi
0 (but 0.9 in 1947). Southern Rhodesia less than 50 metric
tons (but 0.2 in 1945). Uganda 0 (but 2.6 in 1946). Union of
South Africa 0 (but 1.5 in 1945).
World totals (Excluding USSR): 12,300.0.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2007)

that gives soybean production or area statistics for Turkey or
for the Middle East. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybean production or area statistics for Turkey or
for the Middle East (1945).
668. Soybean Digest. 1949. Cocoa seen as new field for soy.
Jan. p. 38.
• Summary: A review of “Cocoa and Soybeans,” by Dr.
William Bening, Frankfurt am Main. Published in German in
Revue Internationale de la Chocolaterie, May 1948, p. 12325. “About 15 years ago a leading chocolate firm in Vienna
produced a cocoa made mostly from the soybean. It was sold
largely for use in hospitals. Ground cocoa, deprived of its oil
content, was mixed with a far greater percentage of ground
soybean. With water added, it produced a drink like that of
cocoa mixed with milk. It was found to be very nourishing
and satisfying. The value of soy in cocoa lies in its high
albumen content. Cocoa itself is deficient in albumen. The
purpose of the soy is not to crowd out the milk chocolate
but to furnish a very nourishing addition. Soybeans were
also being used as a substitute for nuts in candy in Germany
before the war, according to Dr. Bening. The soybean was
found to be an especially fine substitute for almonds.”
669. Soybean Digest. 1949. Back from Europe. Sept. p. 108.
• Summary: Dwayne Andreas and Dr. Julius Hendel returned
recently from Europe after attending the International
Association of Seed Crushers Conference at Montraux,
Switzerland. Both men are vice presidents of Cargill, Inc.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and they travelled to 5 other
European countries conferring with Cargill agents and
customers in the vegetable oil and oilseeds business. While
studying the oilseeds situation in Hamburg and Frankfurt,
Germany, they were “amazed to see the rapid progress being
made under the impetus provided by tremendous American
expenditures and the apparent determination of Americans
to rebuild Germany as soon as possible.” A photo shows
Dwayne Andreas.
670. Soybean Digest. 1949. Soy compounds may treat
arthritis. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary: “Two tremendously important new
developments in the synthesis of hormone compounds
for possible treatment of rheumatoid arthritis have
been announced by the Glidden Company. These new
developments are: (1) Synthesis from the soybean of several
new hormone compounds closely related to the already
proven Cortisone (Kendall’s Compound E [Dr. Edward
C. Kendall of the Mayo Clinic]), and (2) A new and less
costly method of synthesizing the still rare and immensely
expensive Cortisone.
“Both are the work of Glidden’s Soya Products
Division’s research staff under the direction of the brilliant
Dr. Percy L. Julian. Of the new compounds created from
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the soybean, the most immediately promising is one called
Compound S, which has never before existed in quantities
sufficient for adequate testing.” Though completely untested,
it may have an effect similar to Cortisone in treating
rheumatoid arthritis and related diseases, which appear to be
caused by a hormone deficiency.
“The Glidden Company does not manufacture medicinal
preparations. For some years the company’s Soya Products
Division has produced as bulk chemicals the sex hormones
Progesterone and Testosterone, synthesized from the soybean
by Dr. Julian.” Thus Glidden has extensive and invaluable
experience with soybean steroid hormones.
“Glidden has completed arrangements to distribute
the entire available supply of the new compounds to
pharmaceutical manufacturers and clinicians, including the
U.S. Public Health Institute, so that their possibilities may be
better determined.”
New substances synthesized along with Compound S by
the Soya Products Div. bear such names as 17 alpha Hydroxy
Progesterone, and Pregnentriolone.
“This active research in cortical hormones was
stimulated by the work of the Mayo chemist, Dr. E.C.
Kendall, and the Swiss chemist, Dr. Tadeus Reichstein, both
of whom discovered these steroid substances in the adrenal
cortex and named those they had isolated according to the
letters of the alphabet.
“The already partially tested Cortisone is derived from
animal sources. It is not only extremely rare–14,600 cattle
would be needed to make enough to relieve one arthritis
patient for one year–it is also costly and extremely difficult
to produce.”
A large photo shows Dr. Percy L. Julian, dressed in a
white lab coat, working in a chemical laboratory.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015) that
mentions cortisone in connection with soybeans. Cortisone,
a word first used in 1949, is a glucocorticoid of the adrenal
cortex, used especially in the treatment of rheumatoid
arthritis.
671. Strayer, George M. 1949. To raise nutritional levels–
Germans need U.S. soya: ASA [American Soybean Assoc.]
secretary says Germany cannot grow soybeans economically
in near future. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 5, 44.
• Summary: This is a long summary of the report submitted
by Cartter and Strayer to the German Food Ministry in midNov. 1949. There is also some new information.
“Few people realize that all of the present Germany
lies between 47 and 57 degrees latitude, which is north of
the Canadian boundary of the United States. The soybean
production areas of this country [USA] lie between 35 and
45 degrees north latitude.
“Swedish breeders, notably Sven Holmberg of
Norrkoping, together with some German breeders, have
produced soybean varieties which will mature in Germany.

Daylight hours during summer months are longer,
temperatures are cooler, rainfall distribution is different.
These factors all combine to make lower yields and
consequent uneconomical production.”
The “German economy will be far better off to produce
maximum supplies of cereal crops and buy the necessary
soybeans from outside sources. Foods Ministry officials are
convinced this is the course to follow. Even with maximum
crops the German population is so dense that 5 to 6 million
tons of bread grains from outside sources will be required
each year, along with 500,00 to 600,000 tons of oilseeds.
“Approximately two-thirds of the people of old
Germany are now concentrated in one-third of the area,
and that one-third of the area is the least production of the
sections. The [most fertile] black land sections of the old
Germany [now] all lie in the Russian zone [which soon
came to called East Germany]. West Germany as it exists
today can never hope to be anything but a heavy importer of
foodstuffs.”
“Countries visited on the ECA project in addition to
Germany include France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland,
Denmark, Sweden and England.” Address: ASA Secretary,
Hudson, Iowa.
672. Meyer, A. 1950. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Triterpene
aus Sojabohne und Mistel [Contribution to an understanding
of the triterpenes from soybeans and mistletoe]. PhD thesis,
ETH, Zurich, Switzerland. [Ger]*
673. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and trade.
In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-108. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical summary. 2. The
Far East: China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Netherland
Indies, other countries of Asia, net foreign trade of Asia. 3.
Europe: Production, foreign trade. 4. United States: Varietal
development, trends in planted acreage, soybeans for seed,
acreage and production of soybeans for hay, vegetabletype soybeans, growth of the soybean-processing industry,
soybean oil production, trade, and utilization, production and
utilization of soybean oil foots (the residue from refining),
soybean meal and other soybean protein products (incl.
soybean flour, soybean glue, and other industrial soybean
products). 5. Minor world areas.
Tables: (2) Soybean production in leading countries
and estimated world total, 1922-1948. Statistics are given
for China (excluding Manchuria), Manchuria, Korea, Japan,
Formosa [Taiwan], Netherlands Indies [Dutch East Indies,
later Indonesia], United States, Canada (1936 on), USSR
(1928-1938), 5 Danubian countries (Austria, Yugoslavia,
Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria, 1934 on, partly estimated
by author).
(3) Net exports or imports of soybeans (million bushels)
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by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-1913 and
1922-1948. China and Manchuria (combined) dominate
world soybean exports from 1910 to 1940, with the peak
year being 1929 (100 million bushels) and with more than
50 million bushels being exported every year from 1926 to
1939. But by 1941 exports as fallen to almost zero. The only
other exporter was the USA, which had its first net soybean
exports in 1932 (4.2 million bu); this rose to a peak of 10.5
million bu in 1939 then dropped to almost zero during World
War II. Europe was the largest a net importer of soybeans
from 1910 to 1948; the peak years were 1929 and 1933,
when 62.6 million bushels were imported. Japan was the
second largest net importer of soybeans from 1910 to 1948;
the peak year was 1938, when 29.8 million bushels were
imported. The Netherland Indies (today’s Indonesia) is the
only country from Southeast Asia in this table. The country
imported 2.0 million bushels in 1913. Imports steadily
decreased from 4.2 million bushels in 1922 to less that
50,000 bushels in 1936. Then the country switched to being
an exporter, with 400,000 bushels in 1937, and averaging
about 300,000 bushels per year from 1937 to 1941. Trade
stopped during World War II (1942-1947) then resumed
again in 1948 with 200,000 bushels of exports.
(4) Net exports or imports of soybean oil (million
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 19091913 and 1922-1948. (5) Net exports or imports of soybean
cake and meal (thousands of metric tons) by major exporting
and importing countries, 1929-1948. (6) Net exports or
imports of soybean oil and soybean in terms of oil (million
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 19091913, 1922-1948.
(7) Net exports or imports of soybean cake and meal
and soybeans in terms of meal (thousands of metric tons)
by major exporting and importing countries, 1929-1948. (8)
Apparent consumption of soybean oil and soybean cake and
meal by principal European countries, 1929-1938 (based on
tables 3-7). (9) Soybean acreage grown in the United States
for all purposes (equivalent solid acreage), by states and
groups of states, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres).
(10) Soybean acreage harvested for beans in the United
States, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres). (11) Soybean production in
the United States, by states and groups of states, 1924-1948
(1,000 bushels). (12) Soybean supply and disposition in the
United States, 1924-1948 (1,000 bushels).
(13) Acreage and production of soybeans, soybeans
processed for oil and meal, and soybean oil produced in
the United States, 1924-1948. (14) Soybean oil production,
trade, (imports and exports), stocks (crude basis), and
domestic disappearance in the United States, 1910-1948
(1,000 pounds; compiled from reports of the Bureau of the
Census). (15) Soybean oil utilization by classes of products
in the United States, 1931-1948. Food products: Margarine,
shortening, other, total. Nonfood products: Soap, paint
and varnish, other drying oil products, miscellaneous non-

food products, loss, incl. oil in foots, total. Total domestic
disappearance. One table is in 1,000 lb.; a 2nd is in per cent
of total.
(16) Supply and utilization of soybean protein products
(meal basis) in the United States, 1921-1947 (1,000 metric
tons). For each year is given: Estimated production, imports
or soybean cake and meal, total supply, exports of soybean
cake and meal. Domestic utilization in: Full-fat soybean
flour, low- and medium-fat soybean flour, soybean glue for
softwood plywood, soybean glue for hardwood plywood,
other uses (largely feed for livestock).
A map (p. 90) shows soybeans harvested for beans in the
USA, 1944. Each dot represents 2,000 acres.
A graph (p. 105) shows tonnage of high-protein feeds
fed to livestock, 1926-1947. Within this are four graphs for:
Soybean cake and meal, other oilseed cake and meal (mostly
cottonseed), tankage and meat scraps, fish meal, dried
milk products, gluten feed and meal, and (beginning 1935)
brewers’ and distillers’ dried grains, and total.
A graph (p. 66) shows world soybean production from
1922 to 1949. The data is from Table 2. Within this are
graphs for USA and for East Asia (incl. China, Manchuria,
Korea, and Japan).
One bar chart (p. 73) shows domestic consumption
and net exports of soybeans and soybean oil, in terms of
oil (million lb.), by principal consuming countries, annual
average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2-4. Oil equivalent of
soybeans calculated at 8.4 pounds per bushel). By far the
biggest consumer is China. By far the biggest exporter is
Manchuria. Others: Japan, Germany, United States, Korea,
Netherlands Indies, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark,
Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.).
Another bar chart (p. 74) shows domestic consumption
and net exports of soybeans and soybean meal, in terms of
meal (1,000 metric tons), by principal consuming countries,
annual average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2, 3, 5, and
7. Meal equivalent of soybeans calculated at the rate of
0.02117 metric tons per bushel). The biggest consumer is
China, followed by Japan. By far the biggest exporter is
Manchuria. Other small exporters: Germany, United States,
Korea, Formosa, Netherlands Indies, Denmark, United
Kingdom, Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.). Address: Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.
674. Meyer, Armin. 1950. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der
Triterpene aus Sojabohne und Mistel [Contribution
to an understanding of the triterpenes from soybeans
and mistletoe]. PhD thesis, Eidgenossische Technische
Hochschule Zurich. 49 p. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses: Previous work on soy sapogenols
(soyasapogenols) (Sojasapogenole). Concerning its isomer.
Isolation of soya sapogenols. Transformation of soya
sapogenol C into epi-x-Boswellendiol. Transformation of
soya sapogenol C into soya sapogenol A. Transformation
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of soya sapogenol D into a transformation product of
-Boswellin acid. Transformation of soya sapogenol B into a
transformation product of soya sapogenol D. Identification of
-Viscol with Beta-Amyrin and Beta-Viscol with Lupeol.
Armin Meyer was born on 1 Jan. 1924 in Mattstetten.
Address: dipl. Ingenieur-Chemiker von Mattstetten,
Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der Eidgenoessischen
Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland.

677. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950.
Zur Kenntnis der Triterpene: Zur Konstitution der
Sojasapogenole D und B [Toward a knowledge of the
triterpenes: On the structure of soya sapogenols D and B].
Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part I):687-99. [10 ref. Ger]
Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der
Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.

enemies (rabbits, pigeons, pheasants).
This chapter contains many original, interesting photos
and a map. Figures (photos unless otherwise indicated)
show: (1) Wild soybeans, cultivated soybeans, and Glycine
gracilis. (2) Unloading soybeans from farm carts and storing
the seed in osier bins in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard–
Manchuria. (3) Map of the principal soybean seed producing
areas and countries of the world. (4) A soybean grain market
in Korea. (5) “Fertilizer used for soybeans by Manchurian
farmers is compost placed in piles in the field and scattered
between rows of previous year’s crop just before planting
soybeans.” (6) Roots of soybean plant (2 photos) showing
abundant development of nodules. (7) Ordinary grain drill
(pulled by a tractor) may be used in sowing soybeans in
rows or close drills. (8) Soybeans sown by hand on ridges
in rows about 21 inches apart in Manchuria. Two horses
pull a wooden plow. (9) Korean woman planting soybeans
along ridged rows. (10) Soybeans planted along edges of
rice paddies in Japan, China, and Korea are used for home
consumption. (11) Cultivating soybeans in rows, using a
tractor-pulled rotary hoe, weeder, or harrow, in the Corn
Belt. (12) Hand-cultivation of soybeans in Manchuria. (13) A
field of plants: “The Korean farmer grows many other crops
with soybeans: millet, mung beans, buckwheat, sesame, susu,
or castor beans.” (14) A field of soybeans and Kaoliang in
China planted in alternate hills. (15) The combine has been
one of the most important factors in the economic production
of soybeans in the United States. (16) Harvesting soybeans
by hand methods in Manchuria. (17) Threshing soybeans
in Manchuria using a stone roller pulled over the plants by
horse or donkey. (18) Primitive wind method of separating
soybean seed from threshed plant material in Manchuria.
(19) Korean farmers threshing soybeans with bamboo
flails on the home threshing ground. (20) Japanese farmers
turning under soybeans in a rice paddy for soil improvement.
Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly
Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

678. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production. In:
K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 3-59. [59 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Origin. 2. Ancient history. 3.
Modern history. 4. Description of soybean plant. 5. World
distribution. 6. Climatic adaptations. 7. Soil preferences.
8. Soil erosion and practices. 9. Varieties and variety
improvement. 10. Fertilizer and lime requirements. 11.
Inoculation. 12. Cultural methods: Preparation of seedbed,
methods of seeding, time of seeding, rate of seeding, depth
of seeding, cultivation. 13. Rotations. 14. Mixture with other
crops. 15. Hay production. 16. Seed production. 17. Soil
improvement. 18. Diseases. 19. Insect enemies. 20. Other

679. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 5.
World distribution (Document part). In: K.S. Markley, ed.
1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York:
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p.
See p. 10-14.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans, which for many
centuries was confined to the countries of Asia, spread
rapidly after World War I to the western world, and since
World War II practically all leading nations have become
more and more interested in the culture and production of the
crop. Agricultural experiment stations throughout the world
have become engaged in the development of varieties suited
to their soil and climatic conditions through introduction,
selection, and hybridization. Successful results have been

675. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950. Zur
Kenntnis der Triterpene: Ueber weitere konstitutionelle
Zusammenhaenge bei den Sojasapogenolen A, B, C und
D [Toward a knowledge of the triterpenes: On the broader
structural connections between the soya sapogenols A, B, C
and D]. Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part II):1835-39. [5 ref.
Ger]
Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der
Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
676. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950.
Zur Kenntnis der Triterpene: Zur Konstitution der
Sojasapogenole C und A [Toward a knowledge of the
triterpenes: On the structure of soya sapogenols C and A].
Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part I):672-87. [14 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the structure of these two
soysapogenols. See also parts 2 and 3 of this series of 3
articles. Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium
der Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
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obtained in many countries and, in a few, acreage and
production have increased to the extent that the crop has
become an important factor in that nation’s agriculture. This
is especially true of the United States, Netherland Indies,
Rumania, U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, and Poland.
“The principal zones of soybean production in the Orient
are China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. In Manchuria, the
soybean occupies about 25% of the total cultivated area and
is a dominating factor in the economic life of the country. As
a cash crop it provides fully half the farm income in the north
and more than half the total volume of freight handled by the
railroads. It is estimated that from one- to two-thirds of the
production of soy beans is exported; 15 to 20% is utilized
for food, feed, and planting, and the remainder is used for oil
extraction.
“In China, the soybean is one of the principal and
most ancient of crops, ranking fifth in extent of culture and
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean
acreage is confined to three northern provinces, Shantung,
Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes practically all of her
production, estimates indicating more than 50% for food,
27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for stock
feed, and 8% for planting.
“Korea occupies third place among the soybeanproducing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are
confined largely to central and northern Korea, as southern
Korea, which grows principally cotton and rice, seems to
be less suited to the successful production of soybeans.
The entire Korean production is used for food, stock feed,
planting and export, and none is used for oil extraction.
“Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has
consumed all her production and has imported large
quantities from Manchuria and Korea. Acreage and
production of soybeans in Japan have decreased since
World War I and greater emphasis has been placed on
increased production of rice. The proportions of soybeans
used by Japan for various purposes are: ‘miso’ (soybeanrice fermented paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil
cake, 21.5%; soybean curd [tofu], 15.5%; confections,
7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green
vegetable beans, 0.8%; and miscellaneous, 0.5%.
“In the Soviet Far East, the soybean is said to be one of
the chief industrial crops and in some districts constitutes
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have
increased markedly since 1926, especially in Khabarovsk
territory, the largest seed-producing area.
“South of China, the soybean is cultivated to some
extent in the Netherland Indies, India, Siam, Cochin China,
Philippines, and Australia. Until 1932, the production of
soybeans in the Netherland Indies was not sufficient to meet
the domestic demand. Since then, acreage and production
have gradually increased until soybeans began to be exported
to Holland about 1936. The soybean has been widely

cultivated for a long time by the natives of the hilly regions
from the borders of Afghanistan eastward to Burma, to
northern Siam, and French Indo-China. The crop in India
has been grown for its forage and food value rather than for
commerce. Although successful results have been obtained
in some of the provinces with varieties of good oil content,
the growing of the crop as an oil seed does not appear to
have been popular with the native farmers. In Australia
successful results with American varieties have greatly
increased acreage and production, especially in the states of
Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria.
“Although attempts to grow soybeans in European
countries have extended over many years, it is only within
the past few years that there has been any appreciable
production. At present, production is confined largely to
European U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Austria, Rumania,
and Czechoslovakia, production being largest in Rumania,
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. In the development of adapted
varieties, some progress has been made in Sweden, Poland,
Netherlands, and Hungary. Because of the economic
importance of the soybean, scientists of the U.S.S.R. have
carried on extensive experiments with it, especially in the
development of adapted varieties and utilization. At present,
the principal areas of production are Ukraine, Moldavia, and
certain regions in the North Caucasus.
“Experiments have been conducted with the soybean
in nearly all regions of Africa but as yet it is an unfamiliar
crop to the majority of African farmer. It has been grown
successfully in the upland, midlands, and coastal districts of
Natal [South Africa] and throughout Gambia, Nigeria, Egypt,
the Gold Coast Colony, and also in the corn- and cottongrowing districts of the Belgian Congo.
“Although the soybean has been the subject of
considerable experimental work in practically all countries
of the Americas, little progress has been made in commercial
culture except in the United States and Canada.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that
clearly refers to soybeans in Afghanistan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Afghanistan. This document contains the
earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Afghanistan, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Afghanistan (long before
1950). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
680. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 3A.
Modern history in Asia and Europe (Document part). In: K.S.
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I.
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons.
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 6-9.
• Summary: “The origin of soybean culture in Manchuria is
not definitely known, but it is supposed to have been brought
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from central China many centuries ago. At first soybeans
were grown only for food but when they became a source
of oil, production gradually increased. No mention has been
found of soybean oil in ancient Chinese literature, so it is
concluded that the crushing of soybeans for oil occurred in
comparatively recent times. The production of soybeans,
however, was more or less localized until after the ChineseJapanese War (1894-1895), when Japan began to import
the soybean oil cake for fertilizing purposes, resulting in
a sudden expansion of demand for this product. Soybean
cake became the chief end product of the oil mill industry.
The Russo-Japanese War brought about a wider interest
in the soybean and its products; shipments were made to
Europe about 1908 and the soybean assumed worldwide
attention. Acreage and production increased rapidly and the
soybean became one of the most staple crops and exports of
Manchuria.
“The soybean was first brought to the attention of
Europeans in 1712 by Engelbert Kaempfer, a German
botanist, who spent two years, 1691-1692, in Japan.
Although Kaempfer discussed in detail the various food
products prepared from the soybean by the Japanese,
little interest was taken in the crop. According to Dale’s
Pharmacologiae, it is evident that European pharmacologists
were familiar with the Japanese soybean and its medicinal
uses in 1751. Soybean seed sent from China by missionaries
was planted as early as 1740 in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
The plant was experimented with at various times after this
date and in 1855 the Société d’Acclimatation distributed
seed but did not succeed in establishing a permanent culture
of the plant. The soybean was grown in 1790 in the Royal
Botanical Gardens, Kew, England, but apparently no effort
was made toward its culture as a crop. The greatest impetus
given soybean cultivation in Europe was the work in 1875
and subsequent years of Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna,
who published the results of his work in much detail.
Haberlandt obtained seed of nineteen varieties–Chinese
and Japanese–at the Vienna Exposition in 1873. Only four
of these varieties matured and in 1877 seed was distributed
to various co-operators throughout Europe. Although most
of the tests gave fairly promising results, and Haberlandt
strongly urged the use of the soybean as a food plant for
both man and beast, the soybean failed to obtain any great
importance until about 1909. Previous to this time efforts
had been made to introduce the soybean and its products–oil
and oil meal–from the Far East into European markets in
competition with similar products manufactured from other
oleaginous seeds, but they were generally unsuccessful,
chiefly because of the inferior quality of the meal and oil,
and unfavorable shipping conditions for the seed. Although
attempts to grow soybeans in European countries have
extended over many years, in general, the climatic conditions
are not well suited to the successful culture of the crop. At
present, production is largely confined to parts of European

U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and
Rumania.” Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC;
formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
681. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 3B.
Modern history in the United States (Document part). In:
K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 6-9.
• Summary: “The first mention of the soybean in the United
States is by Mease in 1804, who stated that ‘the soybean
bears the climate of Pennsylvania very well and should
be cultivated.’ In 1829, Thomas Nuttall grew a variety in
the botanic gardens at Cambridge, Massachusetts. From
observations he wrote, ‘Its principal recommendation at
present is only a luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy,
which at this time is only prepared in China and Japan.’ The
Perry expedition to Japan in 1854 brought back two varieties
of soybeans which were distributed by the United States
Commissioner of Patents. Frequent references to the soybean
occurred thereafter in agricultural literature under such
names as Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plant.
[Note: The last two names do not appear in the SoyaScan
database as of Nov. 1991.]
“The Mammoth Yellow variety, cultivated extensively in
the southern states for many years, is said to have originated
from seed sent from China by missionaries in 1873. In 1878,
G.H. Cook of New Brunswick, New Jersey, obtained seed
of the soybean from the Bavarian station and James Neilson
obtained several varieties from Vienna. Crops of these
varieties were harvested in 1879. Undoubtedly these varieties
were some of those grown and distributed throughout Europe
by Haberlandt. In 1890, C.C. Georgeson of the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station brought in three varieties
from Japan and in 1889 W.P. Brooks of the Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station brought back several
varieties from the same country.
“Previous to the numerous introductions by the United
States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there
were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown in
the United States and these with quite limited adaptation
to soil and climatic conditions. With the introduction and
development of new and improved varieties adapted to
a greater range of soil and climatic conditions and uses,
acreage and production gradually increased. Until about
20 years ago, most of the soybeans in this country were
grown in the southern and eastern states. In 1919, the five
leading states in soybean acreage were North Carolina,
Virginia, Mississippi, Kentucky, and Alabama. By 1924,
the relatively more rapid expansion of the crop in the
north central region of the country brought Illinois into the
leading position, followed by Indiana, Tennessee, North
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Carolina, and Missouri. Illinois has held the lead in acreage
and production ever since, and the north central region has
grown in importance as a region of soybean production and
processing.
“Soybeans at first, and for several years, were grown
primarily as a forage and pasture crop. Previous to 1930
the acreage harvested for seed was less than one-fourth
the total acreage grown for all purposes. With the adaption
[adoption] of improved methods of culture, improvement of
machinery for planting, cultivating, and harvesting, adapted
improved varieties for processing for oil, and with the
development of markets for soybeans for crushing purposes,
a gradual increase in the proportion of acreage harvested
for soybeans took place. In 1939, 40% of the total soybean
acreage was harvested for seed. The proportion for this
purpose increased rapidly during the war years. In 1944,
72% of the total planted acreage was harvested for seed and
in 1947, 84.5%. An important factor in the marked increase
in acreage of soybeans in 1934 was the severe drought,
which ruined large acreages of corn, small grains, and tame
hay in the early season of the year–as a result of which
soybeans were planted as an emergency crop. The program
of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, United States
Department of Agriculture was a stimulus to the expansion
in acreage of soybeans in the last half of the 1930’s. Corn
acreage limitations and allotments restricted the acreage of
corn and so increased the acreage of cropland available to
other crops. Soybeans for seed, although classified as a soildepleting crop in the principal producing regions, competed
effectively for part of this acreage. The greatest annual
increase in acreage of soybeans harvested for seed occurred
in 1942, in response to the urgent appeal by the Government
early that year for a large increase in soybean production
to meet wartime demands for oil and fats. Programs of
production goals and guaranteed support prices have
contributed to maintaining production at a high level since
1942. The Government program for soybean processors,
which greatly reduced their risks, was also of importance.
“Standards for use in grading and marketing soybeans
were set up by the United States Department of Agriculture
as early as 1925 and in 1936 a future [futures] market for
soybeans was established in Chicago. In 1929, a soybean
laboratory was established in Ohio by the United States
Department of Agriculture to conduct research toward the
development of high-oil and high-protein varieties. In 1936,
the United States Regional Soybean Industrial Products
Laboratory was located at Urbana, Illinois, and in cooperation with the experiment stations of the 12 north central
states began agronomic investigations in the development
of new improved varieties for industrial purposes and
chemical research on the development of new industrial
uses for soybeans. In 1942, the laboratory work devoted to
industrial uses was transferred from Urbana to the Northern
Regional Research Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois. At this

time the agronomic research remaining at Urbana was
designated the United States Regional Soybean Laboratory
and was expanded to include 12 southern states in addition
to the 12 north central states originally served. The Regional
Research Laboratory at Peoria conducts research on soybean
processing and on processing and utilization of the oil and oil
meal for food and industrial purposes.
“Numerous commercial concerns as well as many
public research institutions, are conducting research
designed to develop more efficient techniques in processing
soybeans for food and industrial uses. Much research is
also being conducted on methods for improving the quality
of oil and flour, and for adapting these products to specific
uses.” Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC;
formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
682. Matagrin, Am. 1952. La vérité sur le soya: son réveil
et son avenir en France [The truth about soya: its awaking
and its future in France]. Terre d’Oc (La): Revue moderne
d’agriculture des pays occitans 34:50-63. Feb.; 34:91-100.
March. [24 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This two-part article appeared in two
consecutive issues. Contents: Introduction: The strengths and
weaknesses of the soybean, Haberlandt and the International
Exposition of Vienna, soymilk, tofu, soy sauce, USDA,
Bresse-Jones, Le Clerc / LeClerc, Morse, Hilbert, Horvath,
ADM, Muscatine processing Corp., Galesburg Products Co.,
Glidden Co. (Soya Products Div.). 1. The soybean in agricole
and in market gardening: Favorable climates and soils
(temperature, light and photoperiodism, humidity, physical
soil needs, chemical and pH soil needs, microbiological soil
needs, soil amendments [soil conditioners], fertilizers, use
as green manure, chemical fertilizers, bacterial fertilizers
{Vaccinograine}, crop rotation). Varieties of soybeans;
selection of the seeds, Asian classifications, based primarily
on color.
1. Varieties of soybeans for all uses: Domestic and
industrial: Early or near-early (mi-précoces): yellow
varieties, green varieties, brown varieties, black varieties.
Late: yellow varieties, green varieties, brown varieties, black
varieties.
2. Soybean varieties for forage: Early or near early.
Late. European varieties, Russian varieties, French selected
varieties, mutations are rather frequent by spontaneous
hybridization is quite rare, the selection of seeds.
3. Preparation of the land (terrain); planting and seeds;
tillage, and protection against diseases and pests.
Footnote 12: Li Yu-ying was the founder of a plant
making soyfoods in the suburbs of Paris in 1911, and former
president of the Scientific Academy of Peking (Académie
Scientifique de Pékin). He returned to stay for a while in
France around 1940. Li and L. Grandvoinnet (a French
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agronomist whose tombstone is in our village in the region of
Chautagne [in east Central France]) wrote a book about soya
in 1912 that is still useful.
Mechanized agriculture (motoculture), tractors, date of
seeding.
Part 2: Planting. Maturation, harvest, yield, and storage
of the soybean seed (soya-grain). Appendix: Names of early
American soybean varieties according to earliness.
1. Yellow varieties that are early and productive, adopted
and preferred in 1948-1951 in Canada and neighboring U.S.
states: Blackhawk, Dunfield, Earlyana, Flambeau, Goldsoy,
Hawkeye, Kabott, the various Mandarins, Monroe, Richland.
These mature in 105 to 125 days. Varieties suited for
northern France are Harrow Manchu, Mansoy, Tokio yellow,
etc.
2. Semi-early yellow varieties preferred in the areas of
less-cold temperature: Chief, Lincoln, Wabash (less often
Adams, Dunfield, Hawkeye, and certain Mandarins). These
varieties mature in 125 to 140 days after planting. Several
highly regarded green varieties are Nahto [Hahto?], and
Giant Green.
3. Yellow varieties that are more or less late, grown in
the southern USA: Arksoy, Dortchsoy 31, J.E.W. 45, Ogden,
Improved Pelican, Ralsoy, Roanoke, Volstate. These varieties
in 140-170 days. The fine variety Imperial, which matures
in about the same time in Savoie, can be added as well as
Barchet (brown) or O-too-tan (black).
These late varieties are suited to Roussillon, BasLanguedoc, Provence maritime, northern Africa, and in the
tropical regions of the French Union (l’Union Française
[which lasted 1946-1958]).
At the very end of the article we read: The author of this
article regrets that, from now on, he will not be able to reply
free of charge (as he has very often done) to the numerous
demands for information that he receives concerning soya.
Unlike the majority of his compatriots, he has neither a
salary nor an appointment, nor is he retired nor pensioned,
nor is he a property owner nor a renter. He lives solely on the
modest income from his publications and from consultations
on applied chemistry. He hopes not to appear greedy by
asking future correspondents to add 8 stamps of 15 francs
(or an equivalent amount) to their requests for information
so that he will be able to answer promptly. While cultivating
soybeans for his personal use, he is not a grain merchant and
he will not be able to supply even the smallest quantities
of well acclimatized varieties, but he will willingly make
such shipments against reimbursement of postage costs and
compensation for any product or object of fair exchange.
Hervé Berbille writes (5 May 2014): “This article is
very rich in teachings. I think especially in this footnote (3)
A. Matagrin confirms what I always suspected. Namely, the
Vichy government never had a policy displaying a proactive
attitude in favor of the soybean. Moreover, the Vichy
government never really intended to promote the culture of

this plant, even though the dietary restrictions suffered by
the French population during the Nazi Occupation urgently
required it. All indications are that powerful interests who
foiled the development and cultivation of soybeans in the
1920s under the deceased Third Republic still remained very
influential in the Vichy government.” Address: at Chindrieux
(Savoie).
683. Cobie, D.C. 1952. Editor’s desk: An open letter to
American Soybean Association members from your director
of circulation. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “Dear Member: Your secretary, George Strayer,
left Sept. 19 on a flying trip to European countries. He went,
at his own expense, to talk with buyers and users of soybeans
in those countries.
“George was worried about the huge shrinkage of
exports of our soybeans during the past year. He is fearful
of the effect of that shrinkage on soybean prices as paid
to the grower over a period of time. While there he hopes
to uncover first hand information that will be useful to the
Association in regaining those markets.”
A large photo shows Mr. and Mrs. George Strayer at
the door of the Soybean Digest office in Hudson, Iowa, just
before they flew to Europe on a business trip Sept. 18. They
planned to visit France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany,
England, and Switzerland. George was in Europe in 1949 on
an ECA technical assistance trip together with J.L. Cartter.
“Before George left we discussed the fact that our
Association represents only 1 percent of the growers of
soybeans. We are doing the legislative, promotional and
educational work for the other 99 percent. Our great need is
for more membership among the growers and the handlers of
the crop.”
“... But you need only ask them and they will gladly
pay $3 for a year’s membership, including a subscription to
the Soybean Digest (I am sure you’ll agree this publication
alone is well worth the price of a year’s membership fee.)”
Address: Hudson, Iowa.
684. Petelot, Alfred. 1952. Les plantes médicinales du
Cambodge, du Laos et du Vietnam [The medicinal plants
of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Vol. 1]. Archives des
Recherches Agronomiques au Cambodge, au Laos et au
Vietnam No. 14. 408 p. See p. 276-81. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on the soybean (Soja hispida
Moench, p. 276-81) includes the vernacular names:
Vietnamese: Dau nanh. Dau tuong, Dau hon, Dau xa.
Cambodian: Sandek sieng. Laotian: Mak toua kon, Ta ton.
Discusses: Whole dry soybeans, green vegetable
soybeans (Elles peuvent... être consommées à l’état jeune à
la façon des flageolets,...), soymilk (elles donnent une sorte
de lait mousseux et crémeux,...), nutritional composition, tofu
(le graines sont utilisées pour la préparation d’un fromage,
le Teau-fou des Chinois, le dau-phu des Vietnamiens),
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composition of fresh and moisture-free tofu, soy oil and its
properties (In Europe, above all in England, this oil is used
to make soap and margarine. Its drying properties enable
it to be used to make paint), soybean cake (used as animal
feed; it is rich in lysine), lecithin, vitamin B, the Agronomic
Institute of Ankara, Turkey, has found soya to be superior
as an animal feed to all other legumes cultivated in Turkey,
defatted soybean meal, useful in diabetic diets, Haberlandt of
Vienna suggests use as human food, fermented soy products
and rice koji, natto, miso, shoyu, Tsao Yu of China and Japan
(and widely used in Europe), tuong dau of Vietnam, Japanese
natto, MSG.
Pages 279-280: In Asia, there are many fermented soybased imitations (imitations à base de Soja fermenté), and
they come in many different varieties. Chief among these
is Tsao Yu, which is very common in Chinese and Japanese
cuisines, and also consumed by Europeans. It is prepared
using black seeds that are cooked and dried, which are then
placed under Hibiscus leaves to spontaneously grow mold.
When they take on a greenish-brown color, due to the fungus
spores, they are added to a concentrated brine and exposed to
the sun for a week. The liquid is collected and drained until
the mass is no longer salty. The liquors are mixed together,
with palm sugar, star anise, or other aromatics known as
“soy herbs” (herbes à Soja). This mixture is then boiled and
evaporated until salt crystals appear. The resulting sauce is
black, with a pleasant smell, and is clear or thick depending
on the level of evaporation. In Vietnam, soybeans (soja) are
used in the preparation of a sauce called tuong dau, which
comes in two varieties: tuong nep, or tuong with glutinous
rice, and tuong bap, or tuong with corn. The first is prepared
with an infusion of grilled and ground soybeans, which are
placed in earthenware jars for one week. The paste turns
black, and moldy rice is added, with 6 parts rice to 5 parts
soybeans. 15 days of fermentation produces a reddish sauce,
which is then lightened with a heavy addition of salt. Tuong
bap is prepared by mixing grilled soybeans with lightly
moldy corn; it is moistened with salty water and fermented
for two weeks, with stirring and sun exposure from time to
time. It is the poor man’s nuoc mam: inexpensive, but with
the same nutritive value as true nuoc mam made from fish.
Note. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Teau-fou to refer to tofu.
Paul Alfred Pételot lived 1885 to 1940. Address: Chargé
de Cours à la Faculté Mixte de Médecine et de Pharmacie de
Saigon [Vietnam].
685. Bening, W. 1953. Soy flour and milk powder in Europe.
I. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 18-19. See also Part II. March, p.
20-21. Part III. April, p. 20.
• Summary: Discusses the pioneering work with soya
done by six Europeans: 1. A. Urbeanu, a medical doctor in
Bucharest, Romania, published his first Romanian booklet
on soya in 1905. It recommended the bean for systematic

fortification of the national diet. Urbeanu’s publication was
the first suggestion of a complete soya project in Europe that
included growing and processing. Little attention was paid to
it. Its ideas were too strange. Thirty years later the Rumanian
government successfully developed a large-scale soybeangrowing program, for export. A subsequent book titled
Soia, by Iona Mavrodi Cornea and Mihai Gr. Romanscanu
contained Urbeanu’s earlier report. A page from this report is
reproduced in the current article.
2. Friedrich Haberlandt, an Austrian botanist, first
noticed soybeans at the Vienna World Exposition of 1873.
He procured 19 soybean seed varieties there for planting
in test plots at the High School for Soil Cultivation in
Vienna. These were successful and by 1877 there were 144
soybean test plots using seed obtained from Haberlandt
scattered throughout Europe. Haberlandt cooperated with
the physiologist Heck to develop food uses of soybeans.
They developed a potato-soya dish that their families and
professor-friends ate with relish. Haberlandt died in 1878 and
with him his work–except for his book Die Sojabohne.
3. Laszlo Berczeller was a doctor in Budapest, Hungary.
He was interested in providing sufficient low-cost protein for
all people. 4.
Li You Ying [Li Yuying], the famous Chinese soya
specialist and Dr. L. Grandvoinnet built a factory in Paris,
France, to make foods from soybeans and wrote an excellent
monograph on the soybean.
A small photo shows Dr. Berczeller reading a book at a
desk.
686. Bening, W. 1953. Soy flour and milk powder in Europe.
II. Soybean Digest. March. p. 20-21. See also: Part III. April,
p. 20.
• Summary: “Second of three articles by the well-known
German soya scientist describing the efforts to meet dietary
shortages in Europe.
“Germany has made great contributions to soybean
processing. It was in Germany that the solvent extraction
process was invented for separating the oil from the protein.
“Japan sent the first Manchurian soybeans to Europe
in 1905. Germany and England used the bean to satisfy the
increasing demand for fat.
“A great business in fats and oils absorbed all interests
and activities of science and trade. It happened that the
soybean, the old protein-producer of the Far East, was here
treated merely as an oilseed. The protein was neglected. It
was sold as animal feed only. The oil price was high enough
to justify this neglect.
“Two oil mills in Hamburg-Harburg, Hansa-Muhle
and Brinckmann & Mergell, had independently–and almost
simultaneously–invented the continuous solvent extraction
process for oil seeds. After World War I Hansa-Muhle
entered into close cooperation with Geheimrat Rubener, an
outstanding German nutritionist.
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“Rubener was among the first to recognize that protein
is essential in the diet. He pointed out that different proteins
have different values, that grain protein needs fortification
with other high-value proteins, that soy flour is one of the
cheapest and richest sources of those amino acids in which
grain proteins are deficient.
“Hansa-Muhle was the first in Germany to actually
promote protein enrichment of bread with soy flour in the
meat-and-milk-deficient years following World War I. But
the emergency was over sooner than anticipated. The new
enriched Rubener bread did not have sufficient time to win
over consumers.”
“Incidentally, the soy flour used in this first attempt was
excellent though perhaps not as highly developed as present
types. The solvent used was the best of that time, though not
yet hexane. Deodorization was highly developed but perhaps
not quite what we are now used to.
“The use
of full-fat soy
products is another
method to adapt the
extraordinary protein
value of the bean
to European eating
and cooking habits.
Vienna and Hamburg
and other places in
England and France
became the center of
this development. The
products are made
from dehulled but not
defatted soybeans.
The combined heat

and moisture treatment removes the
disagreeable beany taste. The preheated
cotyledons are then flaked or ground,
according to the requirements, of final
usage.
“Health stores, hospitals, and
other nutrition-minded groups were
among the first users of the new
products, which are filling and palatable.
Consumers were conquered slowly but
steadily.
“In Germany, the industry was
just starting to step from promotion
and education into actual commercial
production when the import and currency
policy of the Reich reduced soybean
imports so drastically that almost no
beans were available for the soy food
industry. The production capacity
of the country was reserved for war
purposes. Allocations of beans could
not be obtained except for army orders and the like. But
German industry, like that of other countries then in war,
found itself in an excellent position to produce evidence
of the tremendous food values of soya products. Full-fat
soya products were used as the basis for concentrated high
efficiency protein foods for air force pilots, for submarine
crews, etc. They were also supplied to factory canteens
in industries important to the war. Where maintenance of
mental and physical working capacity was imperative, soy
flour was used.
“After World War II, a comparatively small trial
shipment of American soybeans was used in Germany to
make full-fat soy protein foods for special use in hospitals
under strict governmental control.
“The success of these foods in treating protein
deficiency diseases justified all that had been expected.
But the work could not be continued because of the world
shortage of fats and oils.
“Another event in the postwar years has a terrific effect
on soy food promotion in Germany. There was a lack of
bread grain as well as fat. The food administrations fell back
on Rubener’s and Hansa-Muhle’s procedure of the protein
enrichment of bread with defatted soy flour. So defatted soy
flour was shipped to Germany from America.
“The grain shortage was severe. The admixture of 10,
12 and 15 percent defatted soy flour was prescribed, and in
addition similar percentages of other unusual materials such
as potato flour, corn flour and peanut residues. All these were
added to a 98-percent-extraction wheat flour of unbelievably
poor baking qualities.
“Not one single baker in the country could make eatable
bread from such a mix. There was not a single consumer who
did not complain of the stuff he was supposed to eat.
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“This was certainly the greatest tragicomedy in the
history of soy flour in Europe. Incidentally, there were
similar happenings in other parts of Europe. It is not
surprising that the reputation of the commodity could hardly
be worse than it is.
“Greece has given a better example of the use of soy
flour to fortify bread. Soy flour was introduced when the
country was in its hard struggle to prevent extinction by
bolshevism. Italian-German occupation during the war
had reduced the country’s food reserves. A new emergency
provoked by the civil war required a new means of bolstering
the food supply.
“At first 5 percent soy flour was added to bread. This
comparatively high addition, in combination with the
generally poor gluten content and baking quality of the
wheat flour then available, brought about a visible shrinkage
of the bread volume.
“Attempts were made to balance the shrinkage through
the addition of bromates. These helped but the public health
authorities objected to their use, and they were discontinued.
The reduction of the soy flour content to 3 percent resulted in
satisfactory bread.”
Photos show: (1) A large Rumanian soybean field in
north Bessarabia, 1938, with 4 men standing in the field. (2)
A portrait photo of W. Bening.
687. Hampson, Philip. 1953. The road to success: A sketch
of Otto Eisenschiml, head of Chicago chemical enterprise.
Chicago Daily Tribune. April 18. p. A5.
• Summary: A good biography of Otto Eisenschiml, who
was born on 16 June 1880 in Vienna. “His father left Europe
in 1848 when revolution was in the air, emigrated to the
United States, hunted for gold in California, served as a
captain of the Illinois infantry in the Civil War battle of
Shiloh, and operated a butcher shop in Chicago.” In 1872
the father returned to Vienna for a visit and was married.
When Otto was age 8, his father died, leaving the family
in difficult circumstances. When Otto was 17 he entered
the Vienna Polytechnical Institute and soon participated in
a student revolution. He first came to American in 1901;
he went to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, got a job in Carnegie
Steel’s chemical laboratory, and learned English by reading
“dime novels.” He later had an important in the National
Soybean Oil manufacturers association (soon renamed
National Soybean Processors Association). He is now head
of the Scientific Oil Compounding company–one of the most
widely known chemical companies of its type in the USA. A
portrait photo shows Otto Eisenschiml.
688. Costello, Michael. 1953. Meals for Millions: This
crusading Californian is showing how the problem of world
hunger can be licked. Reader’s Digest 63:126-28. July.
Condensed from The Christian Century, 70:602-04, May
20,1953.

• Summary: The colorful story of Clifford Clinton (an
illustration shows his portrait), Henry Borsook, MultiPurpose Food (based on soybean grits), and Meals for
Millions Foundation, Inc. To aid the Foundation and its
humanitarian work, “Clinton donates office space in one
of his Los Angeles cafeteria buildings (located at 648 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles 14, California). To reach it one
passes through a dim ‘landscaped’ dining room with pools,
grottos, singing birds and organ music, then up innumerable
stairs, through a bakery and a carpentershop, and arrives
finally in a bustling, crowded office. Here orders come from
individuals, churches, social and governmental agencies.
The Multi-Purpose Food business is handled by a small staff
headed by a bouncy, enthusiastic woman named Florence
Rose.”
“Four million Multi-Purpose meals have gone to India,
three million each to China and Japan, two million each to
Germany and Korea, one million to France.” Some 333,000
people in Lebanon, 250,000 people in the Philippines, and
several hundred thousand in Austria and Greece have been
saved from hunger by Multi-Purpose meals. Shipments have
gone to the Vatican for distribution to Italian poor, to migrant
labor camps in California and Arizona, to the Navajo and
Hopi Indian reservations. The largest buyer and distributor is
the Roman Catholic Church, followed by the Friends Service
Committee.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2001)
concerning soybean products (Multi-Purpose Food
containing soy grits) in the Vatican; soybeans as such have
not yet been reported.
689. Gastroenterologia (Basel, Switzerland). 1953. Nutrition
in relation to aging. 80(4):193-203. Oct. *
• Summary: “Eight hundred years ago the great monk and
scientist, Roger Bacon, in his famous book commonly
called the Opus Majus, discussed two important problems
concerning man and old age. In the first place, Bacon
claimed that man had an outer and total span of life that was
fixed by God and could not be extended. However Bacon
believed that most men perished within a much shorter
period of years and that this average length of life could be
greatly extended by the application of experimental science
to the improvement of human health.
“In the second place Bacon noted the unusual
opportunities that man possessed for the experimental attack
on the problems of old age due to the fact that man himself
has a much greater span of life than most of the animals
that are available to him for research. Thus in the middle
ages Bacon clearly defined both the objectives of research
in gerontology and the techniques for solving the major
problems of old age.”
“In any discussion of nutrition in relation to old age one
must keep the major objective of all gerontological research
in mind, namely to improve the health and happiness of the
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later period of life so that man may work effectively and
advance the civilization in which he lives.” Address: Cornell
Univ., New York.
690. Vest, M. 1953. Nahrungsmittelallergie, insbesondere
Kuhmilchallergie bei Saeuglingen [Food allergies, especially
allergies to cow’s milk in infants]. Annales Paediatrici
(Basel) 181:277-94. [91 ref. Ger; eng; fre]
• Summary: In Europe and North America, up until now,
soymilk (Sojamilch, which was usually a water extract
of soybeans or an emulsion of soy flour), has been used
mainly for treating intestinal allergies (cow’s milk allergies)
and eczema. Here, the writer reports a very complicated
case of an infant who went into anaphylactic shock after
ingestion of cow’s milk and again after soybean milk. This
was apparently an example of allergy to soya protein in
addition to cow’s milk allergy. While generally the transition
to soya feeding was carried out easily and successfully, it
was necessary in the one case noted above, to feed the child
wheat germ, oats, vegetables, fruit, and Ossopan as a source
of calcium. The child made excellent progress until the
disappearance of the allergy. Address: From the Kinderspital
Basel [University Children’s Clinic, Basel], Switzerland.
691. Wilson, Charles H. 1954. The history of Unilever: A
study in economic growth and social change. Vol. I of II.
London: Cassell & Co. 335 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [276* ref]
• Summary: Book I. Lever Brothers. Book II. Jurgens’ and
Van den Bergh’s. Book III. Unilever–The last twenty years.
Contents of Book I. Part I: An age of new customers, 18511906. 1. The social setting. 2. The British soap industry
before the rise of Lever. 3. Mr. Smiles’s discipline. 4.
Limited liability and a national market. 5. Competition
and combination in the soap trade up to 1906. 6. The
crisis of 1906. 7. Overseas developments: From export
to manufacture, the new factories, summary. Part II: The
difficult years, 1906-14. 8. The war in the soap trade,
1906-14. 9. The conflict with Brunner Mond, 1911-14:
Hydrogenators Limited, the new alliance and the export
trade. 10. The enlightened capitalist: Port Sunlight, copartnership. 11. In search of new materials: Pacific prelude,
Africa, the Belgian Congo, British West Africa, policy and
profits in the Tropics. 12. Overseas factories. 13. Promise
and performance in 1914. Part III: Business in wartime,
1914-1918. 14. Introduction. 15. The soap business. 16.
The margarine business. 17. Raw materials. Part IV: Crisis
and reconstruction, 1919-29. 18. Meridian frenzy and its
aftermath. 19. The first phase of recovery, 1925-29: The
threefold problem, development of business, William
Lever–a summing up. 20. The second phase of recovery:
Consolidation, 1925-29. Appendixes: 1. Diagram: The soapmaking process. 2. Graph: Lever Group soap trade in the
United Kingdom, 1900-29. 3. Statement: Capital employed
in Lever Brothers Limited, 1894-1929. 4. List: The directors

of Lever Brothers Limited, 1894-1929.
This is a magnificent history, scholarly and very
readable. The Prologue begins: “On the 2nd of September
1929 an agreement was signed which was to create what
the Economist described as ‘... one of the biggest industrial
amalgamations in European history.’ This was the fusion
between the group of companies of Dutch origin known as
the Margarine Union in Great Britain and the Margarine
Unie in Holland, and the group of companies controlled by
the British firm of Lever Brothers. Union and Unie supplied
a large part of the edible fats market in Europe and Great
Britain: Lever Brothers had a large share of the soap market
in Britain and the Empire, as well as a sizable share of
the soap trade elsewhere... The corporate structure which
emerged from the transaction of 1929 was legally a dualism:
there were two parent companies–Unilever Limited in Great
Britain and Unilever N.V. (Naamlooze Vennootschap or
limited liability company) in Holland.” The name of the two
new companies was Unilever.
“The manufacturing activities of Unilever fell into four
main groups: detergents and toilet preparations; margarine
and edible fats; food products; oil milling with its ancillary
industries. Of the value of total produce, soap, margarine,
and oil milling accounted for 87 percent.” The 600 odd firms
controlled by Unilever generally “used the same raw and
refined materials: the oils of the coconut, palm, palm kernel,
cottonseed, groundnut, and soya bean, together with whale
oil and animal fats” (p. xviii). Pages 112-15 discuss the early
history of fat hardening and hydrogenation, starting with
the research of Guido Goldschmidt of Vienna (Austria) and
Paul Sabatier of Toulouse (France) during the 19th century.
These pages also mention Dr. Wilhelm Normann, Crosfield’s
of Warrington (England) and their work with Normann from
1905, the meeting of George Crosfield and Anton Jurgens
in Hamburg (Germany) in 1909, Moses Wilbuschewitz
(the Russian chemist who had once been Normann’s
assistant), Procter & Gamble, the Testrup patent judgement
[judgment] of March 1913 which destroyed the attempt to
set up a master patent for fat hardening, the formation of
two powerful groups in Europe struggling for control of
the hydrogenation process (The Normann group contained
Crosfield’s and Jurgens; the Wilbuschewitz-Testrup group
contained Lever and Van den Bergh).
On page 226 is a quotation by Lord Leverhulme (23
May 1918) of how the company drifted into the margarine
business. “The idea of going into margarine had been in the
minds of Lever’s directors for a year or two before 1914; the
outbreak of war gave the necessary impetus to it. For nearly
half a century the food consumed by the British people had
come increasingly from overseas. The growth of the German
navy constituted a threat to these supplies which could
not be ignored. Butter from Denmark and margarine from
Holland were amongst the supplies likely to be cut off first.
The Government, therefore, inquired at once whether Lever
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would manufacture margarine and by October 1914 plans
were well in hand.”
Pages 356-57 discuss Unilever’s attempt to break
into the American shortening market in the mid-1930s:
Margarine manufacture... was not a conspicuously attractive
proposition in the United States. The relatively well-to-do
ate butter and the poor used mostly liquid oils. Curiously,
America’s greatest consumption of margarine took place in
the north central region–the heartland of butter production.
The manufacture of lard substitutes, on the other hand,
offered much greater possibilities. Even in the late 1920s the
volume of lard substitutes sold amounted to about two-thirds
of the volume of real lard. Profits from Crisco, Procter &
Gamble’s branded shortening, accounted for nearly half of
that company’s total profits in the early 1930s. Unilever’s
Countway felt sure that a well-timed attack could break into
this market. Therefore in 1930 he cautiously entered the
trade in substitute lard, selling only to the bakery industry
in bulk. But when the worst phase of the depression arrived
soon thereafter, prices for both butter and lard fell, hurting
the substitute products. It was 1936 before Countway judged
the time ripe for his new retail product, for now the U.S. was
faced with a severe shortage of real lard. His new shortening,
brand-named Spry, was an immediate success. By 1939 some
50,000 tons of Spry were sold in the USA, accounting for
7.5% of the U.S. market for edible fats, and some 75% of the
sales of Crisco, which Procter & Gamble had been selling
since 1910. Address: Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge,
England.
692. Wilson, Charles H. 1954. The history of Unilever: A
study in economic growth and social change. Vol. II of II.
London: Cassell & Co. 480 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [276* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Book II: Jurgens’ and Van den
Bergh’s. Part I: From butter to margarine, 1854-1906. 1.
The economic revival of the Netherlands, 1815-70. 2. The
Anglo-Dutch butter trade. 3. From butter to margarine,
1870-1906: The Jurgens business (manufacture and raw
materials, the markets, organization and finance), the Van
Den Burgh business (manufacture and raw materials, the
markets, organization and finance). 4. The order of battle
in 1906. 5. The order of battle in 1906. Part II: The uneasy
partnership, 1907-14. 5. The Pooling agreement of 1908.
6. The revolution in raw materials: The changing pattern of
the trade, an essay in colonial development, hydrogenation
and its policies, whaling and whale oil. 7. Competition in
an expanding market: Jurgens’ trade in Great Britain, Van
den Bergh’s trade in Great Britain, Jurgens’ and Van den
Bergh’s in Germany, the smaller markets. 8. Pools, profits,
and policies. 9. A general view in 1914. Part III: Between
belligerents, 1914-1918. 10. Raw materials and war. 11.
Markets under siege: Great Britain, Germany, Holland, the
United States. 12. The war in retrospect. Part IV: War and
peace, 1919-29. 13. A sellers’ market and how it ended,

1918-21. 14. Schicht’s of Aussig: The link with the Central
European market. 15. The quest of equilibrium, 1921-7:
Problems of management and organization, Germany: The
great money muddle, Holland: Quotas and quandaries, Great
Britain: The battle for the shops, the fight for the smaller
markets. 16. Union in Europe, 1927-9.
Book 3: Unilever–the last twenty years. 1. The new
confluence. 2. The concern in the crisis of the thirties:
Controlling the new concern, raw materials and the United
Africa Company, Europe–edible fat products, Europe–soap
products, the overseas markets, the currency problem. 3. The
war years [World War II] and after. Epilogue.
Appendixes: 1. Diagram: The margarine-making
process. 2. Graph: Jurgens group margarine production from
1891 to 1926. 3. Graph: Van den Bergh group margarine
production from 1906 to 1926. 4. Graph: Unie-Unilever
group world edible fats trade from 1927 to 1938. 5. Graph:
Export of margarine from Holland from 1893 to 1939. 6.
Diagram: Estimated per capita margarine consumption
in the United Kingdom, Germany, Holland and Denmark
from 1900 to 1938. 7. Graph: The retail price of butter and
branded margarine in Holland from 1900 to 1939. 8. Graph:
Prices of four margarine-making raw materials from 1881
to 1939 together with a graph showing the average annual
retail price of branded margarin in Holland from 1900 to
1939. 9. Graph: Prices of four soap-making raw materials
from 1885 to 1939, together with a graph showing the retail
price of Sunlight soap from 1896 to 1939. 10. Diagram:
Estimated total soap consumption in the United Kingdom
and Eire and the share of the Lever group from 1900 to
1938. 11. Graph: Lever group soap trade in the United
Kingdom form 1900 to 1940. 12. Graph: Long-term trends
in the United Kingdom soap trade form 1900 to 1940.
13. Graph: Lever-Unilever group world soap trade from
1913 to 1939. 14. Statement: Capital employed in Van den
Berghs Limited from 1897 to 1927. 15. Statement: Capital
employed in N.V. Hollandsche Vereeninging tot Exploitatie
van Margarinefabrieken (HOVEMA) from 1912 to 1927.
16. Statement: Capital employed in Van den Bergh’s
Fabrieken N.V. from 1919 to 1927. 17. Statement: Capital
employed in Jurgens Vereenigde Fabriekend N.V. from 1906
to 1927. 18. Statement: Capital employed in Margarine
Union Limited, later Unilever Limited, from 1928 to 1936.
18a. Statement: Capital employed in Lever Brothers &
Unilever Limited from 1937 to 1949. 19. Statement: Capital
Employed in Margarine Unie N.V., later Unilever N.V.,
later Lever Brothers & Unilever N.V., from 1928 to 1949.
20. List: Directors of Van den Bergh’s Margarine Limited,
later Van den Berghs Limited, form 1895 to 1927. 21. List:
Directors of N.V. Hollandsche Vereeniging tot Exploitatie
van Margarinefabrieken (HOVEMA) from 1912 to 1927. 22.
List: Directors of Van den Bergh’s Fabrieken N.V. from 1919
to 1927. 23. List: Directors of N.V. Ant. Jurgens’ Margarine
Fabriek, later Anton Jurgens Vereenigde Fabrieken N.V.,
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from 1902 to 1927. 24. List: Directors of Margarine Union
Limited and Margarine Unie N.V. from 1927 to 1929. 25.
List: Directors of Unilever Limited and Unilever N.V.
from 1930 to 1937. 26. List: Directors of Lever Brothers &
Unilever Limited from 1937 to 1949. 27. List: Directors of
Lever Brothers & Unilever N.V. from 1937 to 1949. A note
on the statistical material used in the appendixes to volume
II. Bibliography to volumes I and II. Address: Fellow of
Jesus College, Cambridge, England.
693. Marshall, Eleanor M. 1955. Meals for Millions.
American Mercury 81:83-85. Dec.
• Summary: This is the story of Multi-Purpose Food, which
can be sold for only 3 cents a meal. “Clifford Clinton is the
man responsible for getting MPF experiments underway.
He is the son of a missionary who worked in China... His
work for the last eight years has been that of carrying out
his boyhood dream of supplying cheap meals for hungry
millions. His two Los Angeles cafeterias were the starting
points in his battle.
“During the depression he contrived a meal costing
five cents. It consisted of soup, meat, potatoes, and green
vegetable and a pudding. This served to allay hunger for
thousands of the jobless.
“Yet Mr. Clinton was not content. His next venture was
to enlist the help of other suppliers in the area and to serve
meals at a penny a portion. These consisted of a bowl of rice
with a ladle of soup poured over it. He had rolls of tickets
printed and sold them indiscriminately for one cent each.
“As soon as the government relief programs began
operating, this penny restaurant was discontinued but the
five-cent meal (without the ticket idea) continued to be
served at Clinton’s during afternoon hours. These meals were
hash or beans, two vegetables, bread and butter, a beverage
and a dessert.
“Although Mr. Clinton was running in the red with all
such meals, he was just as determined as ever to find a way
of supplying an adequate diet at a low cost. He knew much
more about the problem now, for he had served nearly a
million bowls of soup in less than six months! By the end
of World War II he was ready to give $5,000 to California
Institute of Technology in 1947 to start a project with these
stipulations: ‘I want a cheap food that is high in nutrition,
can be easily shipped and will not spoil if stored for long
periods. And it must not violate any religious or social food
taboos.’
“Dr. Henry Borsook, one of the Institute’s biochemists,
agreed to undertake the work. He was able to cut the cost
from the five-cent limit to three cents a meal.
“Borsook knew that soybeans are plentiful and contain
much protein. He knew also that there is no scarcity of the
solid vegetable matter called ‘grits’ that is left over from
firms using soybeans to make margarine fats and cooking
oils. So he used 90 percent soy grits and added minerals

and vitamins to produce the formula now known as MultiPurpose Food...
“Norris E. Dodd, Director-General of Food and
Agriculture Organizations of the United Nations, has said:
‘I don’t believe you can build a just or lasting peace in a
hungry world.’
“One answer is the Meals for Millions Foundation,
which in six and one-half years has had a total of
$800,650.36 from contributions by individuals and purchases
made by relief agencies. They have supplied from this:
250,000 meals to the Philippines; 330,000 to Lebanon;
several hundred thousand to Austria and Greece; and many
more thousand meals for the poor in Italy as well as for the
Navajo and Hopi Indian reservations and the migrant labor
camps in California and Arizona.”
Note: This is an early record of soyfoods in Lebanon.
694. Tosovic, Svetozar. 1956. Upotreba soje u Nemackoj
i Austriji [The use of soybeans in Germany and Austria].
Poljoprivreda (Agriculture) (Belgrade, Yugoslavia) 4(5):4344. May. [Scc]
Address: Institute for Economic Planning, Serbia,
Yugoslavia.
695. Strayer, George M. 1956. Europe: Multi-million dollar
market. But it will take a strong program of sales and service
to hold it. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 18, 33.
• Summary: In southern Europe, extremely cold weather
during the past two years has sharply cut olive production
and killed some olive trees. Spain and Italy, both olive
growing countries, are now importing soybean and
cottonseed oil in large quantities. In both countries there is
interest in importing whole soybeans to be crushed locally.
Italy already has modern facilities adapted to crushing
soybeans. Spain has only one such plant.
Austria also offers a market for some quantities of edible
oils. “Unlike the Mediterranean countries, Austria uses lard
and solid fats along with liquid oils.” Austria has crushing
facilities for oilseeds which are now used only on domestic
rapeseed and sunflower seed, then stand idle most of the
year.
In northern Europe the market is much different.
Rapeseed is the most important oilseed crop. Most countries
(Germany, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Belgium, France, and England) have large oilseed crushing
industries. Our major problem is still that of low soybean
quality. “Every buyer readily acknowledges that the change
in Federal Grade Standards on Sept. 1, 1955, brought
considerable improvement.” But the major problem of
foreign material still exists. We must sell buyers the product
they want.
A photo shows a ship unloading soybeans in Hamburg,
Germany. Floating elevators lift beans from the ship’s hold
and deposit them in river lighters.
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696. Soybean Digest. 1956. European export program the
first undertaking of Soybean Council! Sept. p. 26-27.
• Summary: At the top of the first page are two letters under
the heading: “Endorsements for Soybean Council from
USDA.” These are: “Copies of actual letters [with signature
on letterhead] received [in mid-August 1956] from True
D. Morse, Acting Secretary of Agriculture, and Marvin L.
McLain, Assistant Secretary, by Howard L. Roach, president
of the Council.”
The article begins: “A huge export market development
program in European countries to be implemented with over
one-half million dollars in P.L. 480 and soybean industry
funds will be the first undertaking of the new Soybean
Council of America.
“The Council is an industrywide organization formed
this past summer for the purpose of research, education and
promotion of the nation’s soybean crop.
“An agreement between the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service and the Council to
implement the program was approved by the Council’s board
of directors and signed by the officers. It was submitted to
and signed by FAS Aug. 22. The program will be similar to
the soybean market development program already in effect
in Japan under the sponsorship of the American Soybean
Association and Japanese trade groups.
“The European export program will include Italy,
Spain, Germany, Austria, France, Finland and possibly other
countries. It will in general follow the recommendations of
Geo. M. Strayer, executive director of the Council, to USDA
on his recent return from Europe. Strayer, who saw possible
unwieldy surpluses developing from the 1956 and 1957
soybean crops, believes there is a potential increase of 60 to
70% in European markets for soybeans and soybean products
over a period of years.
“A European office will be set up, and the Soybean
Council will carry out projects in research, market analysis,
sales promotion and related trading activities for soybeans,
soybean oil and other soybean products in the above named
European countries.
“The program will be financed by:
“$500,000 in foreign countries made available by FAS.
“$25,000 advanced by the Soybean Council.
“Funds advanced by European trade groups.
“The program is thus a massive attack by the Council on
the threat of soybean surpluses during the next 2 crop years.
“The overall program of the Council, of which the
European export project is a first step, will be financed by
voluntary contributions from soybean producers at the point
of sale. The operation will be simple. The collection of 10¢
per 100 bushels ($1.50 per carlot of 1,500 bushels) will be
made by the buyer at the time of purchase. And soybean
processing plants will deduct $1.50 per carlot on soybeans
coming into their plants. The proceeds will be turned over to

the Soybean Council of America. That is all there is to it.
“The checkoff will begin with the 1956-crop movement
as originally planned.
“First report on the Council was made by its officers
during the American Soybean Association convention at
Urbana.
“Said President Howard L. Roach: ‘The question has
been asked, “Why aren’t the grain men represented on the
Council?”
“’We had to make a start somewhere. For the producer
and processor associations to set up the Council seemed to be
the most practical method of getting it started. That was what
was done. Grain handlers will be brought into the Council as
soon as they wish, and as soon as they have representation
able to speak for them as a group.’”
“On the cover: In the lower left-hand picture on the front
cover Treasurer Albert Dimond, Secretary R.G. Houghtlin
and President Howard L. Roach give their first report on the
Soybean Council of America at the ASA convention.”
A photo shows: “Board of Directors of the Soybean
Council of America. Left to right, R.G. Houghtlin, secretary,
Chicago, Illinois; Geo. M. Strayer, executive director,
Hudson, Iowa; Scott Cramer, Chicago; Dwight Dannen,
St. Joseph, Missouri; Albert Dimond, treasurer, Lovington,
Illinois; Dave Wing, vice president, Mechanicsburg, Ohio;
Chester B. Biddle, Remington, Indiana; Howard L. Roach,
president, Plainfield, Iowa; Jake Hartz, Jr., Stuttgart,
Arkansas; John W. Evans, Montevideo, Minnesota; Wayne
Lichty, assistant executive director, Hudson, Iowa; Ralph G.
Golseth, Danville, Illinois; and John Sawyer, London, Ohio.”
697. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and cooking fats:
Their history and world trade. I (Document part). In: M.K.
Schwitzer. 1956. Margarine and Other Food Fats: Their
History, Production and Use. New York, NY: Interscience
Publishers, Inc. 385 p. See p. 59-78. Chap. 2. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The invention of margarine in
France. Other countries follow. The coining of a new word.
The history of cooking fat [shortening]. Impact of fat
hydrogenation. Recent expansion in margarine consumption.
Consumption levels of margarine (per capita). Present
world trade in margarine. The production of cooking fats
(shortenings).
Margarine was invented in France in 1869 by the
French chemist-turned-business man, Hippolyte MègeMouriés. Production started at Poissy in about 1872-73. In
other European countries, margarine production started as
follows: Netherlands in 1871, by the Jurgens and Van den
Berghs in the little village of Oss; Denmark 1870-71, by Otto
Monsted, Denmark soon had the highest per capita margarine
consumption; Austria-Hungary 1873-74, in Liesing near
Vienna; Germany 1875; United Kingdom 1889–Otto
Monsted established England’s first margarine plant in an
old hat factory in Godley, Manchester. Demand was so great
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that he had to erect a new factory in Southall near London.
Production began in March 1895 at the rate of more than
1,500 tons/week. The word ‘margarine’ was first used by
Mège’s teacher, Michel Eugène Chevreul, around 1813. At
a meeting of the French Academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul
reported on a fat-like substance that he had prepared and
which he named margarine or margaric acid
Page 59 states: “When Napoleon III had offered a prize
in 1869 for a butter substitute that would be cheaper and
would keep better than cows’ butter, Mège was an easy
winner, as by then he had produced a satisfactory product. A
factory was installed in Poissy, but manufacture did not get
under way until after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71 [in
which France under Napoleon III was defeated by Prussia
under Bismark]. The way was not clear, however, until Félix
Boudet, a distinguished chemist retained by the French
health authorities for the purpose, had reported favourably
on the new product. On 12th April, 1872, a regulation was
passed permitting the sale of margarine, but it was not to be
called butter. Mège promptly formed the ‘Société Anonyme
d’Alimentation’ with a capital of 800,000 francs. Large scale
production started in 1873.”
The Mège patent in the USA, issued in May 1874, was
purchased by the United States Dairy Co., which hired Henry
A. Mott to improve on Mège’s method. A number of U.S.
margarine patents were issued in the following years. Many
of these suggested the use of lard or vegetable fats instead
of oleo oil. One of the improved methods was used by the
Commercial Manufacturing Co. in New York, which soon
became America’s largest margarine manufacturer.
Margarine was introduced to the USA after the Civil
War, when the country was undergoing profound economic
changes. Farmers strongly resisted the introduction of
margarine, believing that it would compete with the butter
made on their farms.
The word “margarine” was coined by Mège’s teacher,
Michel Eugène Chevreul, in about 1813. At a meeting of
the French academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul reported on a
fat-like substance that he had prepared and which he named
margarine or margaric acid. The name was derived from
the Greek word for pearl (margarites) He gave its chemical
formula as C17H34O2. What Chevreul thought to be a new
substance was, in fact, a mixture of palmitic and stearic
acids.
Since Mège’s crystalline substance had a pearly luster,
he gave the soft portion of the tallow, expressed after
digestion, the name oleo-margarine, since he believed it to be
a mixture of oleine and margarine.
As in the Greek root the g is pronounced hard like the g
in garlic; it is incorrect to pronounce margarine as marjarine,
as if the g were replaced by j.
In England, margarine (imported from Holland) was first
sold under the name of Butterine. This name was dropped in
1887 after Parliament passed the first Margarine Act (p. 63).

The histories of margarine and cooking fat [shortening]
are closely connected. “Whereas all the important
developments in the early history of margarine took
place in Europe, the first significant pages in the history
of cooking fat were written in America. It is ironical that
one of the largest lard-consuming and exporting countries
[USA] should have been the first to turn to an alternative.
There is here a parallel with Denmark, which as the biggest
exporter of butter had the highest par caput consumption of
margarine. The new lard substitute was called ‘compound’
lard or ‘shortening’ in the United States; both were
misnomers. There was often very little or no lard present, nor
was the new product used only for baking purposes where
‘shortness’ was required. Compound fat or cooking fat are
more correct designations” (p. 63).
“The introduction of hydrogenation into fat technology
can be regarded as the re-birth of the margarine and cooking
fat industries... No more was it necessary to rely on animal
fats which were available only as by-products of the meatpacking and dairy industries.” In 1902 Normann announced
that he had hardened a liquid fat by hydrogenating it with
a catalyst. Early commercial success was expected. Patents
were applied for in Germany by a plant engineering firm
(Leprince and Sivke; German Patent No. 141,029, of 1902)
and by Normann himself in the United Kingdom (No. 1,515,
or 1903). Normann’s work was based on earlier experiments
by Varentrapp (1840), Sabatier, Senderens, and others.
The first large-scale hydrogenation plant began operations
in 1906 in England, at Crosfield’s factory in Warrington.
In Germany the Oelwerke Germania, at Emmerich on the
Rhine, started a plant for hydrogenating whale and linseed
oils. Several years later, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, began commercial hydrogenation in the USA.
Canada: Recent developments with margarine in Canada
have followed those in the USA. In 1948 the Supreme
Court rules that the provisions of 1935 Dairy Industry Act
relating to margarine were invalid; in 1949 margarine was
first produced in Canada. By 1952 margarine production
had reached 47,000 tons, making Canada the second largest
margarine producer in the British Commonwealth, after
Great Britain. Address: Highgate, UK.
698. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and cooking fats:
Their history and world trade. II (Document part). In: M.K.
Schwitzer. 1956. Margarine and Other Food Fats: Their
History, Production and Use. New York, NY: Interscience
Publishers, Inc. 385 p. See p. 59-78. Chap. 2. [52 ref]
• Summary: Tables: Table 8 (p. 67) shows margarine
production in major countries worldwide in 1938, and 1946
to 1953. The countries are: United Kingdom, Australia,
Canada, South Africa, British Caribbean, Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Israel, Japan,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Soviet Union, Sweden United
States. Production in these countries totaled 1,350,000
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tons in 1938, dropping to 949,000 tons in 1946, then rising
steadily to 2,618,000 tons in 1953. In 1938 Germany was
by far the leading producer (439,000 tons), followed by
United Kingdom (208,000), and USA (172,000). In 1953 the
three largest producers were USA (577,000 tons), Germany
(573,000), and United Kingdom (406,000). Holland was the
world’s largest margarine exporter.
Page 69: Graph of per capita consumption of margarine
and butter in the UK and USA, 1938-1953. During this time,
butter consumption decreased and margarine consumption
increased in both countries. In the UK, per capita
consumption of both margarine and butter are higher than in
the USA, and margarine consumption passed that of butter in
the mid-1940s.
Page 70: Estimated per caput consumption margarine
in major countries worldwide in 1938, and 1946 to 1953.
The countries are: United Kingdom, Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, Norway, Netherlands, Sweden, USA,
Finland, Denmark, Western Germany, and Belgium. Clearly
Europeans, and especially those in Scandinavian or northern
European countries, are the leading margarine consumers. In
1938 the leading countries were Denmark (47.4 lb/capita),
Norway (141.2), and Sweden (10.5); USA was 2.9. In 1953
the leaders were Norway (51.1), Netherlands (40.8), and
Denmark (40.1); USA was 7.9.
Page 71. Fats used in the production of margarine in the
United Kingdom (1937-1953; soy oil started in 1951 and
is insignificant). In 1938 UK margarines were made from
53% vegetable oils (groundnut was the leader, followed by
coconut), 41% marine oils, and 6% animal fats. In 1953 UK
margarines were made from 91% vegetable oils (groundnut
was still the leader, followed by coconut), 8.8% marine oils,
and 0.2% animal fats.
Page 72: Fats used in the production of margarine in the
USA (1938-1953; soybean oil passed cottonseed oil in 1951).
In 1938 U.S. margarines were made from 93.6% vegetable
oils (cottonseed was the leader, followed by coconut then
soybean oil), and 6.3% animal fats. In 1953 U.S. margarines
were made from 98.9% vegetable oils (soybean oil was now
the leader, followed by cottonseed), and 1.1% animal fats.
Page 73: Fats used in the production of margarine
in certain countries (1937-1952) In 1951-53 soybean oil
comprised the following percentage of all oils used to make
margarine is these countries: Australia 0%, Canada 50%,
Denmark 5%, Netherlands 5%, Norway 3%, Sweden 0%.
Page 75: Production of cooking fat (shortening), 1938,
and 1946-53, in the UK, Canada, Germany, and USA. World
production of “lard substitutes” is considerably smaller than
that of margarine, and the USA and the UK are the only
major manufacturers. Total production in these countries
grew from 868,000 tons in 1938 to 1,075,000 tons in 1953.
In 1953 the leading producers were USA (748,000 tons),
United Kingdom (209,000 tons), and Canada (61,000
tons). In Germany shortening is called Plattenfett and

Kunstspeisefett.
Page 76. Fats used in the production of cooking fat in
the UK (1937-1953; soy is not mentioned).
Page 76: Fats used in the production of cooking fat
in the United Kingdom (1937-1953; soybean oil is not
mentioned).
Page 77: Fats used in the production of cooking fat
in the USA (1938 and 1946-1953; soybean oil had passed
cottonseed oil by 1946). In 1938 U.S. shortenings were made
from 91.7% vegetable oils (cottonseed was by far the leader,
followed by soybean then palm oil), 8.2% animal fats, and
0.1% marine oils. In 1953 U.S. shortenings were made from
18.6% vegetable oils (soybean oil was now by far the leader,
followed by cottonseed), and 16.2% animal fats (mostly
lard). Address: Highgate, UK.
699. Soybean Digest. 1957. Soybean market programs under
way in Spain, Italy. March. p. 20-21.
• Summary: The long subtitle reads: “Population is
increasing and living standards are rising but the handproduced olive crop is shrinking in these two countries. A
mixed feed industry is in its infancy. Here is an opportunity
for the U.S. soybean industry to develop permanent markets
for its products.”
“Howard L. Roach, president of the Soybean Council of
America, Inc., left Plainfield, Iowa, on Feb. 26 for Spain and
Italy. There he will complete arrangements begun last fall for
soybean market development projects which it is hoped will
result in greatly expanded markets for U.S. soybean products
in those two countries. He was accompanied by Mrs. Roach.
“Roach has gone abroad to finish negotiations with
Spanish trade groups, and with the Italian Association of Oil
Industry, Fats, Soap and Related Products, and the Italian
National Association of Producers of Livestock Feeds for
their cooperation in the projects.
“Ground work for the two projects was completed by
Roach while in Europe last fall. He plans to open offices for
the market development work in Madrid and Rome in the
next few months.
“Before the Council president enplaned, the project
agreement for Spain between the Council and the Foreign
Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
was signed. The agreements provide for the expenditure of
approximately $120,000 for market promotional work in
each country within the period of a year. Of this amount,
$70,000 in each case will come from governmental P.L. 480
funds, and about $50,000 from the Council and Spanish and
Italian trade groups.
“Prospects seem good for a permanently broader
market for U.S. soybean oil in Spain and Italy, and also for a
growing market for U.S. soybean oil meal.
“Both countries are longtime heavy consumers of olive
oil, which their people produce and which they have a taste
for. But recent heavy freezes have damaged the olive groves
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in both countries and olive oil production is down. Olive
trees are also subject to recurrent drouths and production is
cyclical.
“At the same time the populations of both Spain and
Italy are on the increase and the demand for fats and oils is
expanding, so it is felt that both countries will of necessity
continue to import vegetable oils in increasing quantities.
The imported oil can just as well be U.S. soybean oil if we
can learn to adapt it to Italian and Spanish usage.
“Since the average per capita consumption of all
fats and oils in Spain and Italy is well below the levels of
most European countries, it is possible that well-executed
promotional programs might greatly increase Spanish and
Italian oil consumption.
“Also, olives are produced by hand labor and the cost
of production is high. As the wage level rises in the two
countries–it is happening in Spain now–olive oil will become
less and less competitive price-wise with U. S. soybean oil.
“The mixed formula feed industry in Italy is relatively
new and in early stages of development. As the industry
develops increasing interest in the usage of U.S. soybean oil
meal is expected.
“The Soybean Council will participate in trade fairs at
Bari, Palermo and Verona, Italy; Cologne, Germany; and
Barcelona, Spain. At these fairs, the place of American
soybean oil meal in livestock feeding will be emphasized.
“J.W. Hayward, director of nutrition, Archer-DanielsMidland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota, is representing the
Council, as a livestock nutritionist at the Verona Trade Fair
March 10-19. Activities to be carried on by the Council
and cooperating trade groups in Spain and Italy under the
marketing project will include:
“1–Market research and analysis to determine per capita
consumption of fats and oils in Spain and Italy and possible
markets for soybean oil and soybean oil meal.
“2–Study of government regulations and policies
pertaining to purchase and sale of soybean products.
“3–Educational work with trade groups and consumers.
“4–Services of a skilled American oil technician for
the vegetable oil industries, consumer groups and others in
Spain and Italy in connection with packaging, utilization and
merchandising problems.
“5–Promotional programs at the consumer level to
explain advantages and limitations of bland vegetable oils
including soybean oil, and promotional work to increase per
capita consumption of fats and oils.
“6–Assistance in developing livestock feed formulas that
will include soybean oil meal as the basic protein ingredient.
“7–Assistance in formulation of programs to raise the
nutritional levels of the Spanish and Italian peoples, with
special emphasis on soybean products.
8–Visits to the United States of leaders of the Spanish
and Italian oilseed industries for tours of inspection of
facilities for production, handling, processing and refining of

soybean oil as well as the manufacture of livestock feeds.
“Roach will arrange for selected Spanish and Italian
oilseed industry leaders to visit the United States to observe
our methods and to acquaint them with industry people here.
“The Council aims to have similar marketing projects
under way in Austria, Greece and Germany in cooperation
with Foreign Agricultural Service before the end of the year.
“Mr. and Mrs. Roach expect to be abroad a little over a
month.”
A portrait photo shows Howard Roach wearing a bow
tie.
700. Chicago Defender (National ed.). 1957. Students rate
Dr. Carver as most popular: History group conducts poll.
Nov. 23. p. 21.
• Summary: “Montgomery, Alabama–Scientist George
Washington Carver is the most popular Negro in Alabama
history, according to the Negro high school students of that
state.” Singer Nat “King” Cole came in second, followed by
Hank Aaron (baseball champion), Booker T. Washington,
Willie Mays, and Joe Louis (ex-heavyweight boxing
champion). The poll was conduct at 185 high schools. A
biography of famous Negro Alabamans is given including
those of the people listed above plus William C. Handy,
Percy Julian, Arthur W. Mitchell, Jesse Owens (track &
field), and Leroy “Satchel” Paige (baseball player).
“Percy Julian was born in Montgomery, Alabama, April
11, 1899. He has an M.A. degree from Harvard [University,
Massachusetts] and a Ph.D. from the University of Vienna.
Northwestern University [Evanston, Illinois, founded 1851]
has awarded him an honorary D.Sc. [Doctorate of Science].
Internationally famous for research on sex hormones and
soya bean products. He is listed in American Men of Science.
In 1950 he was named ‘Chicagoan of the year.’ He received
the Spingarn medal for distinguished achievement in 1947.”
701. Marks, Robert W. 1957. The horizontal hour. New York,
NY: David McCay Company, Inc. 346 p. 22 cm.
• Summary: A novel / fiction. Dr. Bucholz is a New York
psychoanalyst, born in Vienna. Page 193: “; a dish of
barbecued spare-ribs with black bean and garlic sauce. And
then, as a side dish, some foo yee–fermented bean curd. It
tastes like Stilton cheese.”
Without looking at Leslie, Bucholz said, “We’re having
just a plain omelet.
“You mean you don’t want any of the specialties here?”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that contains the term “black bean and
garlic sauce.”
702. Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics & Statistics
(FAO). 1958. Trade: Table 9–Soybeans and oil: Trade by
quarters, 1953-57. 7(1):28. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page table is divided horizontally
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into exporting countries and importing countries, for the
years 1953 to 1957. Of the exporting countries–In Europe:
Belgium-Luxembourg, Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom all export oil (O).
In the Americas: Canada exports soybeans (SB). United
States is a huge exporter of oil and soybeans. Brazil exports
soybeans.
In Asia: Hong Kong exports soybeans and Japan exports
soybean oil
Importing countries–In Europe: Austria O. BelgiumLuxembourg SB & O. Denmark SB. France SB & O.
Germany, Western SB & O, Greece O. Italy SB & O.
Netherlands B & O. Norway SB, Spain O. United Kingdom
SB. Total SB & Oil. The Americas: Canada SB. Cuba O.
Netherlands Antilles O. Asia: China (Taiwan) SB. Hong
Kong SB & O. Israel SB. Japan SB. Malaya-Singapore SB.
Africa: Morocco (former French zone) O. World total SB, O,
Oil equivalent.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
concerning soybeans in Luxembourg. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Luxembourg
(1953), when Belgium-Luxembourg exported 5,800 metric
tons of soybeans (and 100 metric tons of soybean oil. Also
in 1953 Belgium Luxembourg exported 900 metric tons of
soybean oil).
703. Biebl, Richard. 1958. Radiomorphosen an Soja hispida
[Morphology of Soja hispida following radiation]. Flora,
oder, Botanische Zeitung (Jena, East Germany) 146(1/2):6893. Aug. 20. [40 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean seeds and seedlings were treated with
250, 500, 1,500, 2,000, and 3,000 röntgens [roentgens]
of ionizing radiation, then allowed to continue to grow
in the open. The resulting morphological and anatomical
deformations in the leaves are described. Flowering was
reduced. The influence of X-rays on growth substances is
discussed. Address: Pflanzenphysiologisches Inst., Univ.
Wien, Austria.
704. Ohsawa, George. 1959. La philosophie de la médecine
de l’Extrême-Orient: Le livre de jugement suprême [The
philosophy of East Asian medicine: The book of supreme
judgment]. Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin. 207 p. Feb.
16. No index. 20 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The author’s name on the title page is given
as “Nyoiti Sakurazawa (Ohsawa).” Contents: Foreword.
Dedication: To my dear Dr. A. Schweitzer. Preface (written
by G. Ohsawa on 18 Jan. 1956 at the station of the Protestant
Mission at Andéndé, French Equatorial Africa (A.E.F.)). 1.
Introduction: Medicine or faith? 2. A practical and dialectical
classification. 3. The unique principal of science and the
philosophy of East Asia. 4. The origin of man. 5. The
medicine of East Asia. 6. The order of the universe and the
constitution of man. 7. The supreme faculty of judgment.

Appendixes: I and II. Practical guide to East Asian medicine:
Gives addresses in France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium,
USA (Michio Kushi, 420 W. 119th St., New York 27, New
York), Brazil (Tomio Kikuchi, rua Fugandes, 154, Liberdade
Centro, Sao-Paulo), Japan (Nippon C.I., 8 Kasumi-cho,
Minato-ku, Tokyo).
On p. 46 Ohsawa mentions miso (la pâte de soya, de blé
ou de riz, pâte tout-à-fait végétale,...).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning the soyfoods movement in South America; Tomio
Kikuchi was a pioneer in Brazil.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2011) that mentions Michio Kushi.
705. Haldeman, Robert C. 1959. Potential effects of St.
Lawrence Seaway on costs of transporting grain. Marketing
Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing Service) No.
319. 149 p. April. [80 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Grain
production–Great Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway tributary
area: Wheat, corn, barley, soybeans (p. 5), other grains.
Characteristics of inland grain movements to interior and
port destinations. Export grain movements: Wheat, corn,
barley, soybeans and soybean oil, other grains. Potential
export volume via the St. Lawrence Seaway. The Great
Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway. Physical limitations of the
waterway: Season of navigation, capacity of the Welland
Canal, relationship of estimated traffic volume to capacity,
capacity of the St. Lawrence Seaway locks, other physical
limitations. Enabling legislation and seaway tolls: The
Wiley-Dondero Act of May 13, 1954, The St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority Act (of Canada), December 21, 1951.
Grain handling expenses. Transportation costs and charges:
motortrucks, railroads, inland waterways, Great Lakes, ocean
transportation, liberty-type vessel, lake-ocean bulk carrier,
comparative costs and charges. Summary of computed costs
and charges on grain from interior points to foreign ports.
Summary of computed costs and charges on grain to Atlantic
Coast ports and tributary areas. Appendix.
Maps show: The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence
River and the Seaway (p. 2). An outline map of the United
States with the areas where white wheat, hard red spring
wheat, hard red winter wheat, and soft red winter wheat are
grown (p. 4).
Illustrations show: A grain elevator truck dump, raised,
with a truck in dumping position (p. 27).
Photos show: Grain flowing from the rear of a truck
into a hopper-conveyor for movement into a grain elevator
(p. 28). Automatic boxcar unloader with a boxcar being
unloaded as it is gently oscillated; it can empty 5 cars per
hour (p. 29). A Tennessee River tow, which is over 1,300
feet long and includes 21 bargeloads of grain. Pushed by a
tugboat, the cargo totals 33,429 tons, or the equivalent of
over 500 loaded railroad cars (p. 30). Unloading grain using
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floating pneumatic grain elevators, widely used at Antwerp
and Rotterdam (p. 38).
Tables show: (1) Grain production (incl. soybeans) in
selected states, average 1945-1954, 1955 and 1956 (p. 61).
(14) Soybeans and soybean oil: U.S. exports by country of
destination, averages 1945-49, 1945-54, 1950-54; annual
1955 and 1956. Figures are given for: North America–
Canada, Cuba, Other, Total. South America–Chile, Other,
Total. Europe–Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark,
Finland, France, West Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United
Kingdom, Yugoslavia, Other, Total. Asia–Japan, Taiwan
(Formosa), Other, Total. Africa. Australia and Oceania.
Other. Grand Total. Soybean oil is converted to bushels of
soybeans. The exports are on a calendar year basis. The units
are 1,000 bushels.
In 1945-49 U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean oil
were largest to: West Germany (and Austria) 3,345. France
2,100. Italy 1,745. Japan 1,548. Grand total: 21,219.
In 1956 (preliminary) U.S. exports of soybeans and
soybean oil were largest to: Spain 36,630. Japan 19,148.
West Germany (and Austria) 12,524. Netherlands 11,311.
Grand total: 131,226–a remarkable 6.2-fold increase over
1945-49. Address: Transportation Economist, Marketing
Research Div., Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA,
Washington, DC.
706. Sulzer, Georg; Guertler, P.; Fatzer, W.; Maeder, A.
Assignors to Ciba Limited (Basel, Switzerland). 1959.
Aqueous composition comprising pigment, cation dispersing
agent, cation latex, and a formaldehyde-amino triazine
condensation product and process for dyeing textiles
therewith. U.S. Patent 2,888,420. May 26. 3 p. Application
filed 13 Nov. 1956. [1 ref]
• Summary: Example 1 states that soybean fatty acids can
be used. Address: 1,2&4. Basel, Switzerland; 2. Bottmingen,
Switzerland.
707. McCay, Clive M. 1959. A Swiss visitor brought me up
to date: Use and abuse of foods. Natural Food and Farming
(Atlanta, Texas) 6(3):6-7, 28, 30. July.
• Summary: The Swiss dislike stilbestrol implants in poultry,
poultry bathed in an antibiotic such as Aureomycin, dyes
in food. White flour is taxed to subsidize dark flours thus
making dark flour breads less expensive. “The Swiss forbid
the bleaching of flour by any chemical agent such as the
chlorine dioxide used here.”
They have a commission studying the question of
putting fluoride in the water supply. Two American cities ran
“campaigns stressing the bad condition of the teeth of their
children only to discover that their water supply was already
above the recommended level in fluoride before they had
added any.”
Eli Lilly & Co. are purveyors of stilbestrol to the feed

industry; it was sanctioned by the FDA for poultry in 1947
and for cattle in 1954. Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York.
708. Soybean Digest. 1959. Soy flour in bread in Austria and
Israel. Oct. p. 22. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Israel recently passed a law requiring the use
of 5% soy flour in bread produced by commercial bakers in
that country, as a means of fortifying the protein intake of her
people.
“Problems involved in such usage are being solved in
conjunction with representatives of the Soybean Council [of
America].
“Austria has recently passed a law making up to 5% soy
flour or other protein sources permissible in bread baked for
commercial distribution. This change in law is due largely to
the Council’s efforts through local contacts in Austria.”
709. Fieser, Louis F.; Fieser, Mary. 1959. Steroids. New
York, NY: Reinhold Publishing Corp. xvii + 945 p. Illust.
Author index. Subject index. [300+* ref]
• Summary: This excellent study of steroids, including those
derived from soybeans, contains some information on history
and soybeans. Contents: Glossary. 1. Orienting survey. 2.
Investigation of cholesterol. 3. Structures of the bile acids
and of cholesterol. 4. Vitamin D. 5. Physical methods of
characterization. 6. Oxidation. 7. Enes and Ols. 8. Ketones.
9. Displacements and rearrangements. 10. Stereochemical
correlations and conventions. 11. Sterols. 12. Methylsterols.
13. Biosynthesis of cholesterol. 14. Bile acids and alcohols.
15. Estrogens. 16. Androgens. 17. Progestogens. 18. Homo
and nor steroids. 19. Adrenocortical hormones. 20. Cardiacactive principles. 21. Sapogenins. 22. Alkaloids.
Chapter 11 titled “Sterols” (p. 341-63) discusses:
Cholesterol and companions. Stigmasterol. Delta-5Stigmastene-3Beta-ol (“Beta”-Sitosterol). Brassicasterol and
campesterol. Stereochemistry of the side chain. Sitosterols.
Spinasterols. Zymosterol. Minor yeast sterols. Sterols of
algae. Sterols of marine invertebrates.
Pages 346-47 state: “Stigmasterol. Windaus and Hauth
(1906) isolated this phytosterol from the Calabar bean
(Physostigma venenosum) and named it accordingly. It was
later isolated from the sterol mixture from soybean oil, and
this source has made stigmasterol one of the most abundant
starting materials for the synthesis of steroid hormones.
The nonsaponifiable fraction from soybean oil contains
12-12% of stigmasterol and the remainder is a mixture
of sitosterols, which are largely monounsaturated delta-5
stenols.” “The 22,23-double bond was recognized as trans,
like that of ergosterol, from the presence of the IR spectrum
of a characteristic band at 10.3 μ, and this band formed
the basis of a method of analysis (see Johnson, Grostic
and Jensen 1957) developed at the Upjohn laboratories in
an investigation of the isolation of stigmasterol from soy
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sterols.”
Page 349 notes that campesterol has been isolated from
soybean oil, wheat germ oil, and rapeseed oil derived from
Brassica campestris.
Page 352 states that sitosterols (in Greek sito = grain)
are the most abundant and widely distributed of the plant
sterols but they occur in very complex mixtures and isolation
of pure individual components is very difficult.
Page 543 states: “One of several commercial processes
operated in Germany for the progesterone utilized the
Butenandt-Fernholz procedure as applied to the phytosterol
mixture from soybean oil, which consists mainly of ‘gamma’
-sitosterol (saturated side chain) but contains 12-25% of
stigmasterol. The intermediate pregnenolone was converted
directly into progesterone by Oppenauer oxidation (76%
yield from 2.5 kg of pregnenolone).
Pages 547-54 discuss “Hormones from Diosgenin,”
noting that the steroid hormone industry acquired a new
outlook with the discovery of diosgenin and the development
of efficient methods for its degradation. The sapogenin
was isolated in 1936 from the root of a Japanese Dioscorea
[glutinous yam] by Tsukamoto and Ueno. It discusses the
pioneering work of Russell E. Marker at Pennsylvania
State (1929), Rockefeller Institute (with Levene), move to
Pennsylvania State College (1935) and work on sapogenins
supported by Parke Davis and Co. Having found a way
in 1940 of converting diosgenin to progesterone, he
launched a series of extensive botanical collection trips
in North American to find a source of diosgenin. Results
were published briefly in 1943, then in detail in 1947. In
1944 Marker broke his connections at Pennsylvania State
College and with Parke Davis and transferred his activities
to Mexico. “He had found an abundant source of diosgenin
in a species of Dioscorea known in Mexico as cabeza de
negro, and his method of degradation of the side chain
was admirably adapted to the conversion of diosgenin into
prenenolone. He thus saw the possibility of establishing
a steroid hormone industry in Mexico, but Parke Davis
failed to act on his urgent recommendation that they
apply for foreign patents on his work and he departed for
Mexico City. There he joined the owners of the Mexican
Enterprise Hormona Laboratories, with whom Marker in
1944 established the firm Syntex... In the first year he was
able to produce several kilograms of progesterone than
valued at about $80 per gram. Soon afterwards, however,
he had a falling out with his associates and left Syntex for a
succession of other ventures... Eventually Syntex rose to a
position of prominence in hormone production and steroid
research.”
“Diosgenin thus proved to be very useful as starting
material for the production not only of progesterone but
also of androgenic and estrogenic hormones. Discovery by
the Upjohn Company in 1952 of an efficient process for
the production of cortisone starting with progesterone gave

fresh impetus to expansion of the production of progesterone
from diosgenin. By this time considerable progress already
had been made. A Dioscorea used by Mexican Indians as
a fish poison and called barbascoa was recognized around
1949 to contain as the toxic agent a disogenin glycoside
and to afford 3-10 times as much diosgenin as cabeza de
negro. Progesterone had been prepared and sold in kilogram
lots but, when Upjohn sought a manufacturer capable of
supplying the hormone in the ton quantities required for the
production of cortisone, Syntex accepted the challenge of
setting up the necessary production facilities and thereby
was able to offer progesterone as an intermediate at a
price of $0.48 per gram, well below the figure of $1.75 per
gram which the substance commanded at the time as a sex
hormone.”
“The phytosterol route (p. 554). Diosgenin has the
advantage over cholesterol of being a plant product and
therefore potentially available in unlimited quantity.
Since stigmasterol would offer the same advantage, the
Upjohn group explored further this route to progesterone.
Improvements in the isolation of the substance from soybean
oil have been described (p. 346-47).
Page 622 notes that the first synthesis of cortisone
was achieved by Sarett (1946. J. of Biological Chemistry
162:601). The work of Percy Julian and co-workers (1951;
The Glidden Co.) is also discussed.
Percy Julian is mentioned on page 51, 317, 343, 557,
622, 656, and 678.
The glossary (p. viii–ix) lists: Trivial names and
their full names (such as androstenedione, pregnenolene)
plus preferred names (e.g. Cortisol, not Hydrocortisone).
European terms: Ciba = Gesellschaft für Chemische
Industrie, Basel. ETH = Eidgenoessische Technische
Hochschule, Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology).
Privatdozent = Post equivalent to that of an assistant or
associate professor. Address: 1. Sheldon Emery Prof. of
Organic Chemistry, Harvard Univ. [Massachusetts]; 2.
Research Fellow in Chemistry, Harvard Univ.
710. Santifaller, L. 1959. Oesterreichisches biographisches
lexicon [Austrian biographical lexicon, 1850-1950: Friedrich
Haberlandt]. Graz-Koeln, W. Germany: Verlag Hermann
Boehlaus Nachf. See vol. 2, p. 124. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Gottlieb Friedrich Johann Haberlandt was
born on 22 February 1826 at Bratislava (called Pressburg in
German), a city on the Danube in Slovakia, Czechoslovakia.
He studied at the agricultural college in Hungarian
Altenburg, where he was active from 1851 to 1853 as
assistant professor and from 1853 to 1869 as professor.
In 1860 he published his first important work, The Most
Important Plants and Weeds Classified by Where They Grow.
On the basis of his work with silkworm diseases, he
was invited in 1869 to be director of the newly established
sericulture research station at Goerz. In 1871 he published
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Mulberry Silkworms: Their Rearing and Diseases. In 1872
he was invited to be professor of agronomy and applied
botany at the newly established Royal College of Agriculture
(Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna. From 1873 to 1874,
as Chancellor, Haberlandt was one of the most distinguished
followers of the school of Justus Liebig, who established
the close association of theory and practice as the basis of
agronomy. Haberlandt’s areas of specialization included
research on seed germination and transpiration in cultivated
plants, the promotion of agricultural seed exchanges, and
studies in soil science. In 1875 and 1877 he published
“Scientific and Practical Research on Plant Cultivation.”
The last years of his life were devoted to soybean
cultivation in Austria, Germany, and Central Europe.
Haberlandt died on 1 May 1878 at the rather young age
of 52 years and 2 months. He was the father of Gottlieb
Haberlandt (1854-1945), a professor of Botany in Berlin, and
of folklorist Michael H. Haberlandt. He was grandfather of
Edith Haberlandt and of physiologist Ludwig H. Haberlandt,
all of whom became famous in their respective fields.
711. McCay, Clive M. 1960. The struggle for better bread:
The problem of getting clean wheat for home-made flour.
Number five in the series Use and Abuse of Food. Natural
Food and Farming (Atlanta, Texas) 6(8):6-7, 26, 28. Jan.
• Summary: “Under present conditions of commerce it is
impossible for the consumer to learn about the previous
treatment of wheat that goes into his bread.” This includes
problems of storage and transit free from contamination by
rodents and insects.”
“Problem one of the next great advances of the
protection of grain against insects will be the use of
irradiation.” Their destruction, like the prevention of
sprouting in potatoes, takes relatively little radiation–15,000
Rads or less. “For some years extensive tests have been in
progress under the leadership of the Army to make sure that
such radiation does not make the food radioactive or create
some chemical in the food that would lead to cancer.”
“Certified wheat: Possibly the day will come when there
will be the production of certified wheat whose whole history
is known from the planting until it is ground into flour.
This would involve the storage on the farm as well as the
conditions of the wheat and flour in transport.”
“Although Ithaca is only a small city of 25,000 it has
long been the seat of many controversies over bread and
flour. The reason for the unusual interest is the concentration
of trained nutrition specialists in Ithaca. There are five
nutrition laboratories at Cornell with fifty to a hundred
specialists studying problems of feeding animals and men.
Ithaca is also the headquarters of the GLF, one of the largest
feed cooperatives... At one time GLF ground and marketed a
whole wheat flour but had so much trouble with insects that
this was stopped.”
“Five miles from Ithaca is also the central training

school and 800 acre subsistence of Jehovah Witnesses. Here
they teach not only religious principles but also give more
than a hundred graduates every six months some training in
farming methods, and the making and processing of foods
such as cheese, honey and whole grain breads.”
“Ithaca is provided with an excellent supply of freshly
ground whole wheat flour largely due to the efforts of a
public spirited citizen, S.L. Boothroyd. He is a retired
astronomy professor and a living example that one does not
need to be a professional biochemist to provide leadership in
a city. He produces a large garden and grinds whole wheat
flour for anyone who cares to buy it in the community.
“He has a small mill in his garage and grinds flour fresh
at frequent intervals. This flour is then picked up by a small
local baker and converted into whole wheat bread or stored
in the frozen food cabinets of the co-op grocery until it is
picked up by the housewife. The local baker brings his bread
into the same co-op store so the housewife has her choice of
either the bread or the flour.”
“Flour deterioration: One question that we cannot
answer concerns the rate of deterioration of whole wheat
flour. We know that the flavor of freshly ground flour
disappears from the whole wheat product on the grocer’s
shelf in a warm room... We know that the germ of wheat
becomes rancid within a few days in a warm room.”
“We wonder of if America will ever follow the Swiss
practice of forbidding all bleaching agents in flour.”
In Ithaca we not only sell several types of whole
wheat bread but several versions of white bread which was
developed some years ago as a high quality food for old
people, are sold. These are sold under several trademarks
but the distinguishing feature is that the label is unique since
it has an open formula. In other words it tells what is in the
bread and how much of each substance is used. We believe
that if every housewife insisted upon open formulas for all
the foods she buys that we would soon have better quality
foods and better nutrition in our families.
“The white bread formula which contains 2% wheat
germ, 8% dry skim milk and 6% full fat soy flour provides
both the lecithin and the unsaturated fatty acids of soybean
oil. It also contains vitamin E because Miss E. Hawley put
through twelve generations of rats upon no other food than
this bread with 10% of margarine.” Address: Ph.D., Prof. of
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
712. Soybean Digest. 1960. Soybean Council of America,
Inc.: Council-FAS in first global contract. Jan. p. 24-25.
Cover story.
• Summary: “The first export market development
project ever written on a global basis for any commodity
organization was approved and signed by USDA’s Foreign
Agricultural Service and the Soybean Council of America,
Inc., in Washington the last of January.
“Considered a major breakthrough for the soybean
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industry, the agreement designates over 40 countries for
market development work utilizing foreign currencies
acquired by USDA.
“The agreement gives the Council the mechanism with
which to use foreign currency, obtained through the sale of
surplus U.S. agricultural commodities, to develop markets
for U.S. soybeans and soybean products in all parts of the
globe. Regional offices will be established in South America,
India and Italy and other possible locations.
“Signing the contract were Howard L. Roach, Soybean
Council president, and Max Myers, FAS administrator.
“Basically, the agreement calls for 16 areas of
exploratory work looking toward expansion of markets for
soybeans and soybean products in the countries where the
project will operate. Included will be studies and surveys to
determine the factors restricting U.S. exports. Regulations
of the various countries which affect the sale of oilseed
products will be published. Foreign buyers will be assisted
in obtaining soybeans and soybean products of the quality
desired and in solving technical and sales problems in
utilizing U.S. beans. Usage will be promoted at the consumer
level through such efforts and demonstrations and seminars.
Exchange of ideas, knowledge and technical information
and experience between U.S. and foreign industries will be
encouraged. There will be close coordination between the
Council and FAS on all projects.
“Countries in which market development work will be
permitted using foreign currencies under the new global
contract include Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Guiana,
Burma, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador,
Egypt, Finland, France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Iran,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Malaya, Mexico, Morocco,
Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Portugal,
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Surinam, Sweden, Thailand,
Turkey, United Kingdom, Venezuela, West Germany, West
Indies Federation and Yugoslavia.
“The signing of the global contract is the culmination
of 5 years of pioneering work in developing export markets
by the American Soybean Association and the Soybean
Council of America, Inc. During the past year the Council
has been making intensive surveys of the market potentials
for U.S. soybeans and products in many parts of the world,
looking toward market development programs in many of the
countries. The first export market program on oilseeds ever
undertaken jointly by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
a commodity group was sponsored by FAS and the American
Soybean Association in Japan, beginning early in 1956. The
program is still active with the Japanese American Soybean
Institute as the operating agency. Japan is the leading foreign
market for U.S. soybeans, and imported over 36 million
bushels in the last marketing year.
“The Soybean Council of America was organized in
1956 to further expand the markets for soybeans and soybean
products. The first market development projects under the

sponsorship of the Council and FAS followed the next year,
in Spain and Italy.
“The Council now has active market development
projects in Israel, Germany, Egypt, Chile, Ecuador and
Colombia, in addition to Spain and Italy.
“The Cover Picture: The men in the picture were present
at the signing in Washington, D.C., of the historic global
contract that assures market development projects for U.S.
soybeans and soybean products in 42 countries.
“Standing left to right, John Sawyer, London, Ohio,
Council director and past president of the American Soybean
Association; Volorus H. Hougen, director foreign marketing
branch, fats and oils division, Foreign Agricultural Service;
Carle G. Simcox, Assumption, Illinois, Council director and
president of the American Soybean Association; Robert G.
Houghtlin, Chicago, Council secretary; and Geo. M. Strayer,
Hudson, Iowa, executive director of the Council.
“Seated, left to right, Max Myers, administrator FAS;
Howard L. Roach, Plainfield, Iowa, Council president; and
Walter W. Sikes, director fats and oils division, FAS.
Photos show: (1) At the New Delhi World Agricultural
Fair (India), visitors learn how shortening is made in a U.S.
plant from Javier de Salas, of Madrid, Spain. De Salas,
who is assistant director for Europe and the Near East for
the Soybean Council of America, Inc., was in charge of the
Council’s booth at the fair. A model of a U.S. vegetable oil
refinery and processing plant is in the foreground. (2) C.R.
Weber, in charge of New Delhi exhibit. (3) R.G. Spears, in
charge of Council’s exhibit in Bombay. (4) Don E. Edson
will represent U.S. soybean industry at Verona, Italy, fair.
(5) Mrs. Indira Gandhi, daughter of India’s Prime Minister
Nehru, is shown the U.S. soybean exhibit by Javier de Salas
of the Soybean Council.
713. Riepma, Siert F. 1960. Margarine in Western Europe.
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-80. 16 p. May.
[14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (This study was written
in 1958. Western Europe is the largest market for U.S.
vegetable oils). Invention and definition. Fats and oils
ingredients. Consumption. Prices. Production and production
operations. National margarine requirements. Comparison
with U.S. practices. Outlook.
“The margarine industry of Western Europe is the
world’s largest, and it is one of the most important users of
fats and oils. Last year’s production totaled about 4 billion
pounds of crude fats and oils. Most of this is vegetable oil,
and nearly all of it has to be imported. Coconut and palm oils
are the most widely used, although... peanut, soybean, and
cottonseed and cottonseed are well liked too.”
“Western Europe is margarine’s homeland. It was 90
years ago that the notable French chemist, Hippolyte MègeMouriez, completed his initial researches for a satisfactory
spread that would serve the purposes of butter. What was
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needed was a food that would be readily available through a
controllable production system, and at an economical price.
For Europe had suffered an increasingly severe shortage
of fats since the Napoleonic wars. The rapid expansion
of population, the growth of industrial areas with their
new large working classes, the advent of gradually rising
standards of living based on machine technology, and,
perhaps the disruption of older butter sources by wars and
social changes all contributed to the shortage.
“It was the Emperor Louis Napoleon III who asked the
new chemical science and technology to invent a new kind
of “butter.” He did so by way of a competition authorized
in 1869, and Mège-Mouriez won the award with his
‘oleomargarine’ product. French and English patents were
issued in July of that year.
“One reason the inventor called his mixture
‘oleomargarine’–after the Greek word ‘margarites,’ meaning
pearl-like–was that he believed its glistening appearance was
due to what was then called margaric acid. The ‘oleo’ came
from the Latin ‘oleum’ for the strained beef fat that was then
the principal component.”
“As early as the 1870s, Europe could not provide
enough fats and oils for the growing margarine industry.”
“The introduction after 1907 made all edible vegetable
oils, and also whale oil, available for margarine on a much
wider scale than before... By 1907 vegetable oils made up
perhaps one-third of the total vegetable fat ingredients of
margarine in Western Europe; in 1914 the ratio was around
four-fifths. Coconut and palm kernel oils accounted for about
two thirds of this, and came mostly from the colonies of
European countries.”
Table 2 (p. 5) gives estimated per capita consumption
of all food fats and of margarine in each country of Western
Europe and in the USA in 1938, 1956, and 1957: Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. Countries with the

highest per capita consumption of margarine in 1957 were:
Norway (38.2 lb). Denmark (35.8 lb). Netherlands (34.0
lb). Sweden (29.0 lb). Note that all of these countries are
located in northern Europe. Countries with the lowest capita
consumption of margarine in 1957 were: Italy (1.3 lb).
Switzerland (3.1 lb). France (3.7 lb). Austria (6.7 lb). The
USA was one of the lowest at 6.9 lb per capita in 1957.
Table 6 (p. 11) gives estimated margarine production
by region and world total, selected years, 1900-1958. The
regions are: Western Europe, United States, Eastern Europe,
India (includes vanaspati, starting in 1956), other, and world.
Address: Director, National Assoc. of Margarine Mfgrs.,
Washington, DC.
714. Giddey, Claude. Assignor to F.P. Research Limited
(Mobray, England). 1960. Artificial fibers. U.S. Patent
2,947,644. Aug. 2. 4 p. Application filed 4 March 1958. [5
ref]
• Summary: “These artificial fibers consist predominantly of
protein.
“In the conventional processes for the production of
protein fibres, a relatively concentrated aqueous solution of
protein is aged to increase its viscosity to a value suitable for
spinning, and is then spun, i.e. extruded through a spinneret,
into a coagulating bath.”
Soy is mentioned 5 times in this patent, as “soya
protein” or “isolated soya protein.”
Note: Surprisingly, Robert Boyer is not cited as a
reference. Address: Carouge, Geneva, Switzerland.
715. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr.
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr.
Berczeller and soyfoods (Continued–Document part II)].
Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine Hebraique 13(4):153-68.
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 159. Soy flour has
numerous practical advantages. Its adds stability and shelf
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life to breads. Containing very little water, it is lightweight
and easy to transport. It is extremely versatile, for use in
many foods and dishes. It also has special uses, in war
provisions and relief foods for refugees. Because of its light
weight and nutritional density, it was used as a foodstuff by
German skydivers / parachutists.
III. The big questions and projects: Berczeller was
interested in the problem of world protein shortages.
Germany had long had a serious deficiency of protein and
fat, which could be corrected by soy. Germany imported
about 1 million tons of soybeans before the war, and these
soybeans were largely treated by the Berczeller process–
which was a triumph. Russia experienced grave famines
in about 1926, as well as at other times. So Russia turned
to the soybean and cultivated it on large expanses of land.
Dr. Berczeller traveled to Russia in about 1927 to create a
modern soya industry there. North Africa and black Africa
suffer from undernutrition and protein malnutrition. Soybean
cultivation and a soyfoods industry would offer a solution to
the problems of the entire continent.
In 1936 the Maharaja of Baroda [Maharaja Sayajirao
Gaekwad III] well understood India’s protein problem and
had a book published on soya by Indian physicians. But
they ignored the decisive progress made by Berczeller, so
they were not able to develop utilization of soya that was
properly treated. Berczeller was thinking as early as 1932
that introducing the food use of soya to India would be the
main human goal of his life.
Even before 1932 Dr. Berczeller saw–at an early
date–the great question of world protein supply and
undernutrition. He studied the problem of the balance
of nutrition and food in Germany scientifically. In 1932,
Dr. Berczeller met F. Arnould because he took interest in
the general econometric studies done by F. Arnould; this
became the basis of their relationship [thus F. Arnould seems
to have been an economist]. Thus Dr. Berczeller was a
pioneer or precursor of in the field of agricultural and food
econometrics.
He was very interested in various international
organizations. He foresaw the need for an organization
or international laboratory for the study of nutrition and
food. From 1932 he told us that he would like to donate his
fortune–which was very large–to such an organization.
His ideas and goals were a perfect match with those
of existing organizations, the International Institute of
Agriculture (Rome) before 1939, and the Food and
Agriculture Organization [FAO] after World War II.
Particular circumstances–and perhaps even occult
occurrences–impeded the development of his works under
this normal framework. He was interested in new protein
sources, such as yeasts, and in the synthesis of amino acids
and even poly-peptides.
IV. The life of Dr. Berczeller. We knew only a part
of Dr. Berczeller’s life and work. We would like to gather

documents, testimonies, opinions, even criticisms from
the many people who knew him. Dr. Berczeller explained
to us that the idea of studying soya came to him in 1912
after attending a soyfoods dinner at the Japanese embassy
in Berlin. He had been indisposed with a headache. So the
slight toxicity of seemed to him to be a question of great
importance. Already specializing in food questions, he had
been an expert in the Austro-Hungarian government in this
field during World War I (1914-1918). In about 1918-1920
he worked in the laboratory of Dr. Wasserman studying the
proteins in blood. In 1921-22 he invented his process for
treating soya. He was aided by the laboratories of the Skoda
Foundation in Czechoslovakia.
In about 1924 Winston Churchill wrote a favorable
article about food uses of soya in the London Times. A
soyfoods dinner was given by the British Empire League in
London; Winston Churchill attended.
In 1926 Dr. Berczeller went to Russia to organize a
soya industry. He was considered to be named “Honorary
General of the Red Army.” He returned in 1930. In Germany
his patents were used or exploited by Hansa Muehle of
Hamburg, a huge milling enterprise. His products based on
soya flour were sold by the Edel Soja Society in Berlin.
In England his soy flour was produced by the company
named Soyolk in Rickmansworth near London. But a lawsuit
(procès) opposed Soyolk to Dr. Berczeller. He later lost this
lawsuit in about 1930.
A factory for making soy flour was also started in the
Netherlands.
As early as 1929 Dr. Berczeller presented to the French
government a proposal to introduce soy flour into human
feeding. When we went to Quai d’Orsay [headquarters of
the French government] in the company of Dr. Berczeller in
1932, we reminded our audience of our earlier proposal.
To discuss the introduction of soy flour in the food of
large organizations, and of armies / militaries in particular,
he went to see many important persons–Joseph Stalin, B.
Mussolini, Miss Dorothy Thompson, secretary to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, etc. From 1929 to 1939 Dr. Berczeller
travelled extensively in Europe to study on location the food
of various countries: Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Italy,
Portugal, etc. He often traveled to Great Britain, where he
studied the countries of the British Empire.
Dr. Berczeller in France: In 1932, when Dr. Berczeller
asked us to present his work on soy in France, the
agricultural situation in France was not favorable to the use
of this progressive item, agriculture being then in the mist of
a crisis of overproduction, with too much wheat, too much
meat, too much milk, etc.
Those in charge were told to keep his ideas on file and
reopen them when the next war broke out. This actually
happened. In Oct. 1939 we asked CNRS, the National Center
for Scientific Research, to invite Dr. Berczeller to come to
France. He arrived in Paris via Geneva with an introduction
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from the secretary general of the League of Nations. We
worked at Toulouse in 1939-40 on a program of soybean
cultivation in southern France. During that time he stayed
in Paris, at CNRS, working on introduction of soya into
the army’s food. But in June 1940 the defeat of France by
Germany interrupted our work. Dr. Berczeller retreated to
Toulouse.
After the armistice, soy flour could have been able to
render a great service to France for feeding children. Some
of it could have been imported from the United States, but
human and political considerations impeded the realization
of this.
Dr. Berczeller departed for Marseilles. We lost track
of him, but we re-established contact after the Liberation
(spring 1945). We tried to import some soy flour from
the USA to feed undernourished people returning from
the German camps. But incredible blunders on the part of
the State’s relevant departments caused our efforts to run
aground. Several ‘Liberty Ships’ loaded with soja beans
arrived in France but the knowledge as to what to do with
these products was not on hand. Finally, they were given to...
hogs.
Dr. Berczeller encountered difficulties of all types
in France after the Liberation. Ruined, unknown, poorly
received, old and sick, he finally lost his equilibrium and was
no longer able to conduct his complex affairs and delicate
studies. He was hospitalized at the hospital Lariboisière,
then sent to various psychiatric hospitals. In this unfortunate
evolution, CNRS has taken a very heavy responsibility
by its incomprehension and by the false information that
it gave. One could write an entire book recounting these
misadventures of Dr. Berczeller in the French scientific
milieux.
In 1940 Dr. Berczeller, working with a Quaker group
near Toulouse, studied the importation of a soy-based infant
formula made in the USA. The Quakers later helped him
greatly in trying to rectify injustices, but without success.
In 1952 Prof. Veznar of Zurich, Switzerland, helped arrange
for Dr. Berczeller to be placed in the Maison de Santé
Nationale de Saint-Maurice. The chief medical officer of this
establishment, Prof. H. Baruk, cared for him with the greatest
devotion. But he was not able to stop the development of an
old heart malady. Dr. Berczeller died at Saint-Maurice on 14
Nov. 1955.
716. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr.
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr.
Berczeller and soyfoods (Continued–Document part III)].
Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine Hebraique 13(4):153-68.
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 164. Dr. Berczeller was
certainly a very remarkable person both intellectually and
morally. His large-scale programs for the scientific study of
food proteins and economies were but a projection of his

personality on the social reality of the vast world. In this
domain he succeeded technically, scientifically and also
practically. He foresaw the future clearly. He was a sort
of hero and prophet in the drama of underdeveloped and
undernourished countries, and in supplying one of the keys
to solve these problems. His breadth of knowledge was vast
both in his area of specialty and also in many of the great
human questions such as history, politics, and art. He had an
insatiable curiosity. He read a lot, and swiftly. In addition to
Hungarian, he spoke German, English, and also French, but
with some difficulty. We have a list of the titles of articles
and other document published by Dr. Berczeller (about 280);
this is available upon request.
Until 1923 he did research in biochemistry. Thereafter
he devoted himself primarily to questions of soya. But he
also conducted many other studies, and worked on inventions
that have not been published. Starting in 1932 he developed
an interest in biometrics, and in the general organization
of scientific knowledge and international affairs. To the
end, he maintained a faith in the potential of international
organizations, and the fecundity of the international point of
view over that of individual nation states.
We did not learn until June 1940, when Dr. Berczeller
withdrew to Toulouse at the moment of the armistice, that
he was from a rich Jewish medical family from Budapest,
benefactors of the hospital. In 1934 he separated from his
wife, Mme. Selma Berczeller, who was German “Aryan” and
pro-Nazi. He never spoke of Judaism.
Dr. Berczeller lived a long time in London. In 1932 he
had had contact with many members of the conservative
party, who dreamed of a food policy and politics for Europe.
His rights in Germany: In 1947 Dr. Berczeller explained
to us that the patent rights on the soy treated in Germany by
his process were very considerable. He estimated them at 5
million pounds sterling. Hitler had completely robbed him.
But after Hitler’s fall, he could have recouped these right
completely, as an Israelite.
He searched in Paris for lawyers to uphold these rights,
but without success.
As he was single and without children, he wanted
to donate his fortune to his project of an international
laboratory. We do not have very considerable proof of this
fact. The state of his mental health led us to doubt a little the
reality of these affirmations, but since he always told us the
truth, they are probably true.
He had various collaborators and friends. In Budapest:
The University of Budapest, where he had been a professor.
Royal Hungarian Institute of Chemistry–Prof. Alfred
Savacker [Schwicker?]. Budapest experiment station of
veterinarian physiology–Dr. Stephan Weiser. Vienna:
Food Institute of Vienna–Victor F.A. Richter. Institute of
Physiology–Pr. A. Durig and Dr. H. Wastl. Institute of
Pharmacology: Pr. Wasicky, Dean Ernest Kupelweiser [sic,
Kupelwieser], Pr. Zederbauer, Dr. Hugo Glaser, Dr. Harnish,
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Dr. H. Prinz, Dr. Alfred Schneiker [Schwicker?], Frau Herta
Spring–president of the Bundes Oesterreichische Frauen
vereine. Frau Olga Hess, director of the Bundeslehranstalt
für wirtschaftlicher Frauenberufe. Dr. Leopold Mall, director
of the Reichanstalt fur Mutter und Saeuglingsfursoge. P.
Frankfurter, expert in bread baking. Prague: Pr. D. Stoklasa,
Pr. Mayerhoffer, Skoda Foundation. British Empire: Royal
Empire Society–Miss Eddie A. Hornibrook. John Freud,
physiologist at University College, Cork, Ireland. Pr. T.R.
Parsons, Prof. of Medical Research, McGill University
Clinic, Montreal [Quebec], Canada.
717. Meals for Millions Foundation. 1960. Friendship Food
for a Hungry World: Distribution summary. Los Angeles,
California. 29 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: “The world-wide travels of the ‘3 cent meal’
of Multi-Purpose Food, September 1946 to June, 1960 [13
years and 9 months]: 62 million meals [distributed] including
3,429 relief shipments to 127 countries through 210
cooperating agencies.”
This 29 page typewritten booklet contains a complete
listing of all the shipments of MPF over 14 years, from
September 1946 through June 1960. However no dates are
given for shipments to individual countries.
Contents: What is the Meals for Millions Foundation?
Multi-Purpose Food (MPF): What it is, what it does. Index
of countries. Distribution totals (Sept. 1946–June 1960).
Acknowledgment.
The index of countries lists the “Country,” the
“American Agencies or Denominations Cooperating and/
or Served,” the “Number of Lbs.” and the “Distributing and
Recipient Agencies.” Under each country is the number of
shipments and the number of pounds shipped.
In the Index, the countries are listed alphabetically by
region and within each region alphabetically by country, as
follows (however in the body of the booklet they are listed
alphabetically by country name). Countries receiving more
than 50,000 lbs. (25 tons) will be noted: Africa: Angola,
Belgian Congo (52,657 lb), Camerouns [Cameroon], Egypt,
Eritrea, French Equatorial Africa, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia,
Libya, Mauritius Is., Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Republique du Congo [Congo-Brazzaville], Rhodesia, Sierra
Leone, South Africa, Tanganyika, Tunisia, Uganda.
Asia–Near East: Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon
(56,910 lb), Oman, Persian Gulf, Turkey.
Asia–Far East: Afghanistan, Borneo, Burma, Cambodia,
Ceylon, China (358,957 lb; 1946-1951), Goa, Hong Kong
(238,760 lb), India (1,394,707 lb; 742 shipments. Note:
Indian MPF became available in 1956, and shipments from
the USA were discontinued; 558,072 lb of Indian MPF were
made; 410 shipments), Indonesia, Japan (535,250 lb), Korea
(1,254,225 lb; 489 shipments), Laos, Macao, Malaya, Nepal,
Okinawa (20,616 lb), Pakistan (83,292 lb), Philippines
(122,103 lb), Taiwan (46,089), Thailand, Vietnam.

Asia–Pacific Islands: American Samoa, Caroline Islands,
Fiji Islands, Guadalcanal, Hawaii, Marshall Islands, New
Hebrides.
Europe: Austria (82,159 lb), Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
England, Finland, France (124,996 lb), Germany (206,185
lb), Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg [Luxembourg],
Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Spain, Switzerland, Trieste,
Yugoslavia.
Europe–North Atlantic Islands: Cape Verde Islands,
Madeira Island.
Latin and Central America: British Honduras, Canal
Zone, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama.
South America: Bolivia, Brazil (198,581 lb), Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Caribbean Area: Cuba, French West Indies, Haiti
(110,231 lb), Jamaica, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia, Virgin Islands.
North America: Alaska and Aleutian Islands, Canada
(51,836 lb), United States (146,635 lb; American Indian
relief, Migrant relief, School lunch and institutional projects
{Clifton’s Golden Rule Cafeteria donated 12,500 lbs},
Miscellaneous).
Additional countries reached through overseas parcels
only: Argentina, Cyprus, Denmark, Malta, New Zealand,
Norway, Nyasaland, Pitcairn Island, Saudi Arabia, Scotland,
Sudan, Sweden, Trinidad.
At the end of all the countries (p. 28) is a box titled
“Total Relief Distribution”: 3,249 shipments [or perhaps
3,429], 6,412,256 pounds [3,206 tons, or 229 tons a year
average for 14 years], 51,298,048 “meals” of MPF. On the
next page are the details of the “Distribution totals.”
There is also a special acknowledgment at the back to
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Naval Air Reserves “for their
cooperation in transporting approximately 200,000 lbs. of
M.P.F. during 1959-1960. Operation Handclasp, a peopleto-people project of the U.S. Navy, originating in San
Diego, has carried shipments to the Far East and to South
America. Planes of the U.S. Naval Air Reserves have carried
emergency supplies of MPF to disaster areas, such as flood
victims in Nagoya, Japan, and to earthquake victims in
Agadir, Morocco.”
Note: The countries receiving the most MPF by weight
are (in descending order of amount) are: India, Korea, Japan,
China, Germany, France, Philippines, and Haiti.
A photo shows the cover of the 29-page summary
document. This photo and photocopy of the document were
sent to Soyinfo Center by Chris Dodson of Freedom from
Hunger Foundation, Davis, California (Nov. 2010). Address:
Los Angeles, California.
718. Durlin Werk A.-G. 1961. [Modified vinyl copolymers].
Austrian Patent 231,710. June 9. 4 p. Application filed 9
June 1961. (Chem. Abst. 60:9436h). [Ger]*
• Summary: Soybean protein is used in preparing new
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modified homo- or copolymers.
719. DeLoach, Ethel. 1961. The story of Walnut Acres.
Natural Food and Farming (Atlanta, Texas) 8(5):12-13, 3436. Oct.
• Summary: “Here is the story of one of the nation’s most
remarkable organic food businesses–Walnut Acres of Penns
Creek, Pennsylvania.” The story began in 1946 “when Paul
and Betty Keene resolved to raise their family of three girls
‘far from the maddening crowds and ignoble strife’ and
with firm faith that their duty was to learn and teach all they
could concerning natural farming and nutrition.” At last they
found a 150-acre farm in the tiny village of Penns Creek
about 50 miles north of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. “The sign
at the entrance to the lane said: ‘Long’s. Walnut Acres. Pigs
for Sale.’ The lettering was quickly abbreviated to ‘Walnut
Acres.’ The old colonial farmhouse has been restored and the
barn converted, but the black walnuts still thrive along the
creek in the wooded areas.” A pond in the creek serves for
both swimming and fire protection.
“Studied under Dr. Pfeiffer: Paul and Betty started in,
fresh from the Kimberton Farm School (now nonexistent)
near Philadelphia where they had two wonderful years of
work and study with Dr. Ehrenfried Pfeiffer who had come
from Switzerland to direct the school. Of Dr. Pfeiffer, who
is one of the foremost authorities on natural farming, Paul
says, ‘he helped bring all of life together for us in a definite
coherent pattern.’
“The first stone mill was purchased in 1949 and set up
in a converted brooder house. In 1958, the huge barn was
transformed into a grinding mill and modern store. Today
seven mills, all of the closed type to eliminate loss of flour,
grind grain from the finest flour to coarse cereals.”
“All of the grain sold is raised on the farm... No
chemicals or poison sprays have ever been used.” Only one
crop is harvested from any particular field every two years.
The usual practice is to put back more than was removed.
Green manure crops include clovers and soy beans. Rest for
the land is considered vital. Paul’s yields exceed those of his
neighbors. After the grains are harvested, they are cleaned,
cured, and refrigerated in dry air to prevent insect infestation.
The huge bins have a capacity of 300,000 pounds. The store
is a natural foods supermarket, complete with shopping carts.
More than 10,000 customers order these special foods by
mail order. A total of 20 people are employed.
Photos show: (1) A distant view of the various buildings
at Walnut Acres. (2) An employee filling an order in Walnut
Acres’ modern “supermarket-style natural foods store.” (3) A
man and a combine working in the rich fields of grain. “Only
natural organic methods are used here.” (4) A young lady
looks in awe at 12 foot tall stalks of Krug open-pollinated
corn at the side entrance of the Walnut Acres Mill.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2014) that contains the term “natural foods store.”

720. Waerland, Ebba (Langenskiöld). 1961. Rebuilding
health: The Waerland method of natural therapy, with case
histories. Translated from the Swedish by Isabella M. Gibbs.
New York, NY: Devin-Adair Co. 252 p. Foreword to the
American ed. by Royal Lee. 21 cm.
• Summary: Ebba Waerland was born Ebba Margaretha
Langenskiöld on 15 October 1897 in Stockholm, Sweden,
of Finnish ancestry on both sides. In 1922 she married
Eduard Hoffman, a German diplomat, and had two children.
Her husband died in 1940. In 1946 she married the famous
nutritional physiologist, writer, and philosopher, Are
Waerland, who was the founder of the reformed diet and the
reformed way of life which bears his name and now extends
to the far corners of the earth. Sanatoriums based on his
principles are found in Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy,
and Iceland, and the Waerland diet is available in hotels and
boarding houses in many countries.
Page 13 gives the “Seven golden rules for health,” which
include eating lacto-ovo vegetarian diet with uncooked
green and root vegetables, sleeping with the windows open
and spending as much time as possible in pure, fresh air,
and cultivating a positive, cheerful attitude toward life. Are
Waerland said: “We are not concerned with diseases but with
mistakes in living. Get rid of the mistakes and the diseases
will disappear by themselves.” Chapter 3 is his “Daily
program for health.”
Page 208 notes that soya beans can be sprouted in the
same way as wheat.
721. Page, R.F. 1962. Re: Early history of Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Letter to Elwood E. Richards at
Fearn Soya Foods, 1206 North 31st Ave., Melrose Park,
Illinois, Aug. 29. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “We in Soya Foods Ltd. had no knowledge of
Dr. Fearn amongst our own records. Our parent company,
Messrs. Spillers Ltd. looked back through their records,
and I am enclosing a brief summary of the Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., which was finally dissolved on 27
Oct. 1942.” The company was purchased by Messrs. Spillers
Ltd. Note: The telegram code is “Soyolk.” Directors are
N.A.H. Kitchener, and R.F. Page.
“Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd.: This private
limited company was formed on 21 Sept. 1928 with an
authorised capital of £5,000, of which £2,000 each was
allotted to J.C. Ferree and C.J. Ferree, both described as
Rubber Merchants of Dutch Nationality. They, with Dr. Hans
Pick, an Austrian analytical chemist of Vienna, formed the
original board.
The following is handwritten in pen: “Berzelsius [sic,
Berczeller] of Austria (?) started first soybean process.”
“The authorized capital was increased in April 1929
to £10,000, and in March 1930 to £25,000. In the return
dated 31st December, 1930 the name of Dr. C.E. Fearn,
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18 Talbot Road, London. W.2., appears as a director,
apparently in place of Dr. Pick. In a subsequent document
Dr. Fearn, a doctor of medicine, was described as ‘Technical
Manager,’ but his address was given as 523 East Sixteenth
Street, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. He had been allotted
100 shares, but by 31st December, 1931 his name has
disappeared from the list of directors, which then comprised
only the two Ferree brothers, each holding 9,000 shares.
“The Registered Office was moved in June 1932 to
Springwell Flour Factory, Springwell Lane, Rickmansworth,
Herts, and a series of First Debentures began to be
issued, totalling £2,500 eventually. By October 1932 a
firm of chartered accountants D.C. Evans of 44 Gresham
Street, E.C.2. were appointed Receiver and Manager for
the Debenture Holders, and on 12th December, 1932 a
Compulsory Winding-up Order was made on the petition
of Southgate Brokerage Co. Inc. of Norfolk, Virginia,
U.S.A. J.R. Stephens of 4 London Wall Avenue, E.C.2.,
was appointed liquidator and filed annual accounts of the
progress of the liquidation. The Receiver and Manager for
the Debenture holders ceased to act on 14th October, 1935,
and the company was finally dissolved on the 27th October,
1942.” Address: Director, Soya Foods Ltd., Colonial House,
30/34 Mincing Lane, London, E.C. 3, England. Phone:
Mansion House 9052/3.
722. Gladwyn & Co. 1962. Classified ad: On user’s license–
Plants for fruit juice powder, soya bean milk powder, instant
tea. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Dec. 21. p. 14.
• Summary: By M/s. Chemap AG, Switzerland. Address:
251, D. Naoroji Rd., Bombay-1.
723. Meals for Millions. 1963. Friendship food for a
hungry world. Distribution of relief shipments, September
1946–May 15, 1963. 215 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 14,
California. 4 p. Undated. [2 ref]
• Summary: Total distribution of MPF (Multi-Purpose Food)
up to 15 May 1963 was 12,830,416 pounds, comprising
102.6 million meals. Countries receiving over 20,000
pounds, in descending order of amount received, were: India
(1,979,748 lb), Korea (1,356,110), Japan (541,102), Hong
Kong (394,259), China (358,957, stopped in 1951), Brazil
(312,244), Germany (206,185), United States (183,366),
Philippines (146,943), Haiti (139,823), France (126,022),
Pakistan (101,041), Congo (86,101), Austria (82,159),
Tanganyika (77,997) Mexico (65,722) Burma (63,554),
Taiwan (58,639), Lebanon (56,910), Canada (51,836),
Ceylon (38,428), Israel (38,280), Jamaica (38,171), Greece
(38,133), Vietnam (37,524), Italy (36,768), Indonesia
(35,873), Jordan (33,375), Hungary (33,165), New Guinea
(31,535), Gabon (27,704), Liberia (27,187), Okinawa
(23,640), Malaya (23,454), Morocco (22,736), Chile
(22,721), Iran (21,482), Peru (21,374), Honduras (21,168),
Bolivia (20,860), Nepal (20,626), Borneo (20,053).

The following countries (listed alphabetically) were
early recipients of soy-based Multi-Purpose Food from
Meals for Millions, and were late in introducing soybeans to
the country: Bahamas (received 6 shipments totaling 2,079
lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Basutoland
[Lesotho] (received 2 shipments totaling 1,539 lb between 1
July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Bolivia (received 2 shipments
totaling 1,634 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960).
British Honduras (received 5 shipments totaling 11,319 lb
between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed Belize in
about 1975). Cape Verde Islands (received 1 shipment of
2,007 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; independent
since 1975). Caroline Islands (received 2 shipments totaling
2,008 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed
Federated States of Micronesia in 1986). Central African
Republic (received 1 shipment of 2,025 lb between 1 July
1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Eritrea (received 1 shipment
totaling 2,025 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969).
Fiji Islands (received 2 shipments totaling 2,052 lb between
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969). Finland (received 1 shipment
of 2,040 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Gabon
(received 3 shipments totaling 17,660 lb between Sept.
1946 and 30 June 1960). Guam (received 3 shipments
totaling 4,995 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962).
Guadalcanal ([later part of the Solomon Islands] received 1
shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960).
Iraq (received 3 shipments totaling 8,122 lb between Sept.
1946 and 30 June 1960). Jordan (received 9 shipments
totaling 28,839 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960).
Liberia (received 10 shipments totaling 21,949 lb between
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Luxemburg [Luxembourg]
(received 1 shipment of 5,130 lb between Sept. 1946 and
30 June 1960). Marshall Islands (received 1 shipment of
739 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Mozambique
(received 3 shipments totaling 7,641 lb between Sept. 1946
and 30 June 1960). New Hebrides [later Vanuatu] (received
1 shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960).
Oman (received 4 shipments totaling 10,659 lb between
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Panama (received 1 shipment
of 96 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Samoa
(American) (received 6 shipments totaling 6,480 lb between
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Somali (received 1 shipment
of 270 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Swaziland
(received 1 shipment of 621 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31
Dec. 1962). Tonga Islands [Kingdom of Tonga, independent
since 1970] (received 5 shipments totaling 6,723 lb between
1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Virgin Islands [USA]
(received 2 shipments totaling 2,113 lb between Sept. 1946
and 30 June 1960). Western Samoa [independent since 1962]
(received 1 shipment of 1,026 lb between 1 Jan. 1963 and 15
May 1963).
Other countries which received MFM shipments by
15 May 1963 are: Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina,
Basseterre [Probably refers to the island, Basse-Terre
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(or Guadeloupe proper) which is the western half of
Guadeloupe, separated from the other half, Grand-Terre,
by a narrow channel. As of 1994 Guadeloupe is a French
Overseas Department. Probably not the seaport on St.
Christopher Island, capital of St. Christopher-Nevis–since
that is not a country], Belgium, Cambodia, Republic of
Cameroun [Cameroon], Canal Zone, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominica, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, England, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
French West Indies, Gambia, Ghana, Goa [former Portuguese
possession; annexed by India in 1962; became a state of
India in 1987], Grenada, Guatemala, Haute Volta [Upper
Volta, later Burkina Faso], Iraq, Kenya, Laos, Libya, Macao,
Madeira Islands [autonomous region of Portugal in east
Atlantic Ocean, 600 miles due west of Casablanca, off the
coast of Morocco], Mauritius Islands, Montserrat [island in
the West Indies], Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Northern
Rhodesia [later Zambia], Nyasaland [later Malawi], Oman,
Paraguay, Persian Gulf, Poland, Puerto Rico, Ruanda Urundi,
Rumania [Romania], Ryukyu Islands, American Samoa,
Santa Lucia [probably Saint Lucia island in the Caribbean],
Sicily, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia
[later Zimbabwe], Spain, Surinam [Suriname], Switzerland,
Thailand, Trieste [Italy], Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning soybean products (soy flour in MPF) in British
Honduras [Belize], Cape Verde, Caroline Islands, Eritrea,
Iraq, Lesotho, Liberia, Macao (May 1963), Marshall Islands,
New Hebrides [Vanuatu], Oman, Samoa (American), Tonga,
or Western Samoa. Soybeans as such have not yet been
reported in these countries.
This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybean products (soy flour in MPF) in Bolivia (June 1960),
British Honduras (June 1960), Cape Verde (June 1960),
Central African Republic (Dec. 1962), Eritrea (June 1960),
Iraq (June 1960), Lesotho (Dec. 1962), Liberia (June 1960),
Marshall Islands (June 1960), New Hebrides (June 1960;
Vanuatu), Oman (June 1960), Samoa (American) (June
1960), Tonga (Dec. 1962), or Western Samoa (May 1963).
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in
these various countries. Address: Los Angeles, California.
724. Product Name: [Naga-di Powdered Soy Beverage].
Foreign Name: Naga-di {Pulver}.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nago Naehrmittel AG. Then Lindt
& Spruengli from 1971. Then Galactina Ltd. from 1980.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-4600 Olten, Switzerland. It
was partly made at a plant in Sursee. Then Kilchberg near
Zurich, Switzerland. Then Belp, Switzerland. Phone: 1-71622-33.
Date of Introduction: 1964 April.
Ingredients: Made from whole soybeans (not isolates).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 mg heavy paperboard tube,

lined inside with aluminum foil, and having aluminum and
plastic lids.
How Stored: Shelf stable below 20ºC.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 20 gm, fat 15 gm,
carbohydrates 61 gm (incl. 35 gm lactose, 15 gm glucose,
9 gm saccharose, 2.5 gm starches and oligosaccharides),
calories 460, d-l-methionine 0.4 gm, sodium 110 mg.
New Product–Documentation: This was the world’s
earliest known enteral feeding product. Hartmann and
Kapp. 1964. Schweizerische Medizinische Wochenschrift
94(34):1173-76. Aug. 22. “Experiences with dietary
preparations: Influencing the serum lipids with the help of a
dietary preparation based on soya.” This is about Naga-di,
a soy protein drink and commercial dietary formula made
and marketed by Firma Nago AG (Nago Nährmittel AG) of
Olten, Switzerland.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines “enteral” (a term
first used in 1903) as being the same as enteric (first used
in 1869). The latter it defines as “1: of or relating to the
intestines; broadly, alimentary. 2: of, relating to, or being a
medicinal preparation treated to pass through the stomach
unaltered and disintegrate in the intestines.” The term
“parenteral” (first used in about 1910) is defined as “situated
or occurring outside the intestine; esp: introduced otherwise
than by way of the intestines.” Thus, intravenous feeding is a
type of parenteral feeding.
Brochure published by Nago Nährmittel AG, Olten, in
about 1966. “Naga-di. Biologisch vollwertige Diätnahrung
zur Regulierung des Fett- und Cholesterinstoffwechels” (A
biologically high-quality diet food for the regulation of fat
and cholesterol metabolism). 4 p. 14 cm. square. Gives the
nutritional composition, preparation, concentration, dosage,
and indications in German, French, and Italian.
Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. May 17
and 21. The first product in the Nago line was Naga-di. It
was developed by Nago Olten for oral and enteral feeding,
not for tube feeding. Afterwards they developed Naga Sonda
for tube feeding. The company also made products like Ovomaltine (Ovaltine). He thinks the whole company merged
in about 1971 with Lindt & Spruengli, which completed
development of the line. Lindt & Spruengli is a large and
famous chocolate company located near Zurich. Naga-di was
made from whole soybeans; it contained no isolates. Trypsin
inhibitors caused a problem in the beginning but it was later
solved. One could make drinks from Naga-di, which could
be fed either from a cup (mixed with other beverages such as
coffee or chocolate, or with fruit) or it could be fed enterally,
with a tube into the stomach. The product is no longer
on the market. Being a chocolate manufacturer, Lindt &
Spruengli was not able to distribute their product, considered
a food for sick people, to hospitals. Galactina was able to
distribute to this market. Galactina bought the Naga product
line from L&S in 1979, and sales began in 1980. Galactina
as a company did not work with soy products before that
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date. The main reason for buying this product line was the
company’s interest in soya, their existing distribution system
to clinics, and their goal of diversifying into the field of
clinical nutrition. One of Galactina’s main businesses is the
manufacturing and marketing of dietetic foodstuffs.
Talk with Peter Speck of Galactina. 1990. May 23.
Nago Olten had a plant at Sursee. They wanted to produce a
product for enteral tube feeding that contained no lactose or
animal protein. Mr. Heinz Knell at Nago Olten (who is still
alive, on pension) was responsible for the development of
Naga-di and Naga-Sonda, both spray dried products. Nago
Olten belongs to the Lindt & Spruengli group but he is not
sure when Nago was purchased by Lindt & Spruengli. In
1979 this plant was sold to Galactina. When Peter arrived
at Galactina, the company made these two products only
in dried form. Then in 1981 they started to produce them
in a liquid form in Tetra Pak. Speck’s first job at Galactina
was to develop the liquid form of Naga Sonda in Tetra Pak.
Speck would define “enteral” as relating to a tube that is put
through the nose into the stomach. Enteral must involve a
tube. There are two types of stomach feeding: oral feeding
and enteral feeding. Enteral feeding is used for patients who
are unconscious, or cannot eat with their mouth because
of an operation or broken jaw or problems with their teeth.
The other way of feeding such patients is by parenteral or
intravenous feeding, by using a needle to run the solution
into the veins. Enteral feeding makes much more sense if
the patient’s digestive system is okay. Of Galactina’s clinical
stomach feeding soy products, about 70% are fed enterally
with a tube and 30% are fed orally without a tube. As soon as
you can take food orally, you have more choices.
Letter (fax) from Mr. Heinz Knell of Lindt & Spruengli,
Olten. 1990. July 12. This product was launched in April
1964 by Nago, Nährmittel, CH-4600 Olten. It was partly
made in Sursee/Sprueken? It came in a 500 gm cardboard
carton which was aluminum coated. It was a powder for
the preparation of a diet drink for the regulation of fat
and cholesterol metabolism. This was the first of the three
pioneering soy products that he developed. Each was the first
of its type, as far as he knows, based on soya. He learned
how to make these products based on his own research.
Each product was made starting with whole soybeans
(not soy flour or isolates). The method used to prevent
flatulence (intestinal gas) in infants is a company secret.
Lindt & Spruengli was not involved in the development of
the products. On 1 April 1971 Nago merged with Lindt &
Spruengli. Galactina got involved in the development and
marketing of these products in 1979.
Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990.
July 13. A leaflet dated Aug. 1979 shows a canister of
“naga-di” is cylindrical, with the silhouette bust of two
hairless humans and horizontal lines. A dose of 900 gm
contains 4,140 calories, and 1 carton contains 6 doses. A
bag of 109 gm contains 500 calories, and 1 carton contains

50 bags (only for hospital use). Seewer adds: “This 900
gm cardboard tin, aluminum coated on the inside, as used
for Naga Di and Naga Sonda. Bebe Nago was packed in a
similar tin but smaller (500 gm).”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made by Nago Naehrmittel AG, which became Galactina
Ltd. from 1980.
725. Hartmann, G.; Kapp, H. 1964. Erfahrungen mit
Praeparaten: Beeinflussung der Serumlipide mit Hilfe eines
Diaetpraeparates auf Sojabasis (Naga-di) [Experiments with
dietary preparations: Influencing the serum lipids with the
help of a dietary preparation based on soya]. Schweizerische
Medizinische Wochenschrift 94(34):1173-76. Aug. 22. [10
ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is about Naga-di, a soy protein drink and
commercial dietary formula made or marketed by Firma
Nago AG of Olten, Switzerland. “A commercial dietary
formula prepared from soybeans was examined for a possible
lipid-depressing effect in a total of 34 individuals with
normal and elevated serum lipids. Addition of the preparation
to the normal diet had no effect on serum lipids.
However, when about ¼ of the daily calorie intake
was summarily replaced with the soybean preparation for 4
weeks, comparison with controls showed a slight decrease
of serum lipids in normo-lipemic subjects and a marked
decrease in the hyper-lipemic group. All lipid fractions are
affected, the triglyceride fraction to a marked degree. Six
subjects with slight to pronounced hyperlipemia showed a
marked decrease in all lipid fractions after at least 12 days
on pure formula diet. No undesirable side effects were
observed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010)
showing reduction of cholesterol levels in response to soy
protein in a scientific human study.
Also issued as an offprint pamphlet, promoting “nagadi” by Nago Nährmittel AG, Olten. Address: Medizinischen
Universitaetsklinik Basel.
726. Product Name: [Naga-Sonda {Powdered Soy
Beverage for Enteral Tube Feeding}].
Foreign Name: Naga-Sonda {Pulver}.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nago Naehrmittel AG. Then Lindt
& Spruengli from 1971. Then Galactina Ltd. from 1980.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-4600 Olten, Switzerland. It
was partly made at a plant in Sursee. Then Kilchberg near
Zurich, Switzerland. Then Belp, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1964 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 108 gm or 500 gm heavy
paperboard tube, lined inside with aluminum foil, and having
aluminum and plastic lids.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm powder: Protein 19.4 gm, fat 15.7
gm, carbohydrate 57.9 gm, minerals 3.2 gm, water 3.8
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gm, calories 463 kcal, sodium 296 mg, potassium 579 mg,
chloride 528 mg, calcium 324 mg, phosphorus 347 mg,
magnesium 111 mg, iron 5.9 mg, copper 0.7 mg, manganese
0.8 mg, zinc 4.6 mg...plus 13 vitamins.
New Product–Documentation: In French, sonde means
“probe.” This product is typically administered to a patient
through a tube that goes in through the nose and down into
the stomach. This is called enteral tube feeding or simply
tube feeding. Products so fed may be called “tube feeding
formulas.”
Brochure published by Nago Nährmittel AG, Olten,
in about 1966. “Naga-sonda. Biologisch vollwertige
Sondennahrung.” 4 p. 14 cm. square. Gives the nutritional
composition, preparation, concentration, dosage, and
indications in German, French, and Italian.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1983. This product, introduced
in 1969, is sold to the dietetic and pharmaceutical markets
for enteral tube feeding. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk
Industry and Market, Update. The company is presently
making 40,000 liters/week of various types of soymilk
from whole soybeans. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 85; 1986. p.
104, 111. Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 111; 1989. p. 131. Talk
with Peter Speck. 1990. June 2. Soya Bluebook contains a
misprint. Naja Sonda (Dry product for enteral tube feeding)
is actually Naga Sonda.
Galactina Diätetica. 1986. Naga-Sonda: Vollbilanzierte
Trink- und Sondennahrung auf natuerlicher Basis [NagaSonda: A natural, fully-balanced drink and special food].
18 page booklet with 15 references. This easily digestible
product is a nutritionally balanced, low-bulk, natural drink
and enteral food made with soy protein. It contains the
required essential amino acids, essential fatty acids, minerals
and vitamins, and trace elements. It contains no lactose,
gluten, purines, or cholesterol. It is used mostly by doctors.
Letter from Peter Speck. 1988. March 11. “Naga Sonda was
launched in 1969 in dry form.”
Letter (fax) from Mr. Heinz Knell of Lindt & Spruengli,
Olten. 1990. July 12. This product was launched in Oct. 1964
by Nago, Nährmittel, CH-4600 Olten. It was partly made in
Sursee/Sprueken? It came in 500 gm doses, in aluminum foil
packets in a carton. It was a powder, which was dissolved in
water for complete nutrition via a navel tube. This was one
of the three pioneering soy products he developed. Each was
the first of its type, as far as he knows, based on soya.
Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990.
July 13. The soybeans for this product, even at the time it
was launched, were purchased from the USA. From the
soybeans a soymilk was made and vitamins and minerals
were added.
727. Fliess, Walter; Fliess, Jenny. 1964. Modern vegetarian
cookery. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin
Books. 240 p. Illust. 19 cm. Series: Penguin Handbooks, no.
PH104.

• Summary: The frontispiece notes: “Walter and Jenny
Fliess were both born in Germany in 1901 and have been
living in England for the last thirty years. Before 1933 they
owned two restaurants in Cologne and have become well
known here as founders of the internationally reputed Vega
restaurant. They have now retired from this work having
served more than five million meals ‘without a casualty’.
Their autograph book is packed with the names of famous
politicians, writers, actors, sportsmen, and others.
“Jenny Fliess got her training under Dr. O.M. BircherBenner at his famous sanatorium in Switzerland. Walter
Fliess studied restaurant management in the U.S.A. In 1954
at Hotelympia he won in the vegetarian class the silver
challenge trophy and gold medal for culinary art.
“Both have travelled widely, and have gathered recipes
for new vegetarian dishes in four continents. This book
contains, in compressed form, a good slice of their lives’
work.”
This is a lacto-ovo vegetarian cookbook. Pages 13-15
gives the authors views on fats and oils (“There are good
vegetarian margarines on the market: Tomor, Golden Block,
Gala, and others”), milk, cheese, eggs (“If you prefer not to
use eggs at all, soya flour is usually the best substitute. Some
recipes for this are given in the book...”), flour (wholemeal
bread is best), nuts, etc. Page 131 contains a recipe for Soya
pancakes, made with 4 oz. flour and 2 tablespoons soya flour.
Address: England.
728. Soybean Digest. 1965. Soybean Council of America,
Inc.: Changes in the Council setup. Jan. p. 15.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council completed moving its
U.S. office to Washington [DC] on Dec. 1. The new address
is: Soybean Council of America, Inc., 1401 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, Virginia 22209. The international operations
office of the Soybean Council at Rome was closed as of Dec.
31.
“Under the new setup the office in Brussels, Belgium,
will be responsible for market development activities in the
United Kingdom, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, France, Italy, and Greece. The
work in these countries will be headed by Jack Ward, who
has been area supervisor for Northern Europe, and Rex
Wood, who has been the Council’s director for the UK in
London. Mr. Wood will move from London to Brussels.
“The Hamburg, Germany, office under Dr. Karl W.
Fangauf, will be responsible for the program in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. And market development work in
Spain and Portugal will be under Director Gonzalo Rivera in
Madrid.
“Glenn Pogeler, president of the Soybean Council,
has been visiting the country offices in Madrid [Spain],
Hamburg [West Germany], Rome [Italy], Cairo [Egypt],
Ankara [Turkey], Tehran [Iran], Karachi [Pakistan], and
New Delhi [India]... Mr. Pogeler participated in the Fats and
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Oils Symposium at New Delhi, India, Dec. 18 and 19. After
completing his itinerary, he will return to the Washington
office to resume activities there.”
729. Meeuse, B.J.D. 1965. Straddling two worlds: A
biographical sketch of Georg Everhard Rumphius Plinus
Indicus. Biologist 47(3-4):43-54. May. [23 ref]
• Summary: For 50 years, Rumphius lived on the island of
Amboina in the Dutch East Indies. A simple man, he was
blind during the entire second half of his life. He may be
considered the last of the herbalists. From 1653 until his
death in 1702 he produced his Amboinsch Kruidboek or
Herbarium Amboinense.
A brief chronology: 1663–He writes the High Council of
the Dutch East India Co. announcing his intention to report
on all the plants and animals he has observed on Amboina in
a series of well illustrated books. The reply is favorable.
1669–He has lost his eyesight from strenuous work
under the tropical sun, probably from glaucoma simplex. Yet
Joan Maetsuyker encourages him to work on.
1674 Feb.–Ambon is completely destroyed by an
earthquake. Among the 2,000 dead are his beloved wife.
1681–He is appointed to membership in a learned
society in Vienna, the Academia Naturae Curiosorum, under
the name of Plinus Indicus. This buoys his spirits, but his
trials are far from over.
1687 Jan. 11–A great fire burns down the town of
Ambon. Only the manuscript of his Kruidboek is saved.
“His collections, his library and many priceless manuscripts,
including his own original drawings for this book are lost
forever. His assistants make new illustrations but the blind
naturalist cannot see them or correct them.
1690–He sends to Batavia (today’s Jakarta) the first six
books of his Kruidboek, complete as to text and illustrations.
1692–Joannes Kamphuys, after studying and admiring
the book, sends it from Batavia to Europe on the ship
Waterlandt. But just before it reaches Holland, in the English
channel, the ship is attacked by the French and sent to the
bottom with everything in it and on it. Only 12 sailors escape
this fate. So is this the inglorious end of the book? No! With
rare foresight, Kamphuys himself had had seen to it that a
copy was made in Jakarta before it was shipped to Holland.
1697–All 12 volumes are safe in Holland. Note: The
books are not published until the 1740s. Address: Dep. of
Botany, Univ. of Washington, Seattle.
730. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1965. Soybean Council of America:
Year saw major changes in the Council program. Soybean
Digest. May. p. 66.
• Summary: “During this past year, the program of the
Council has been completely evaluated and changes have
been made by closing a number of offices and adding one
new country office and expanding another one. The present
Council has been completely evaluated and changes have

been made by closing a number of offices and adding one
new country office and expanding another one. The present
Council office setup includes offices in the following:
Brussels, Belgium; Bogota, Colombia; Cairo, Egypt;
Hamburg, Germany; New Delhi, India; Tehran, Iran;
Casablanca, Morocco; Karachi, West Pakistan; Madrid,
Spain; and Ankara, Turkey.
“The basic objective of the Soybean Council is to
continue to promote the sales of soybeans and soybean
products in the overseas markets. To do so, the country
offices listed above will engage in activities in many
additional areas. It is planned to continue programs in
Ireland, England, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, France,
Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Tunisia, Greece and
East Pakistan.
“In South America the Bogota office will be in charge
of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.” “The Soybean
Council was organized in 1956 and began its operations that
year with its home office located at Waterloo, Iowa.” A list of
the offices established since 1956 is given.
“The Soybean Council’s home office was moved from
Waterloo, Iowa, to Washington, DC, on Dec. 1. The new
address is 1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia
22209.” A portrait photo shows Glenn H. Pogeler. Address:
President, Soybean Council of America, Inc.
731. Product Name: [Baby Nago {Powdered Soy-Based
Infant Formula}].
Foreign Name: Bébé Nago {Pulver}.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nago Naehrmittel AG. Then Lindt
& Spruengli from 1971. Then Galactina Ltd. from 1980.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-4600 Olten, Switzerland. It
was partly made at a plant in Sursee. Then Kilchberg near
Zurich, Switzerland. Then Belp, Switzerland. Phone: 1-71622-33.
Date of Introduction: 1965 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm heavy paperboard tube,
lined inside with aluminum foil, and having aluminum and
plastic lids.
How Stored: Shelf stable below 20ºC.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Conrad Seewer
of Galactina. 1990. May 17. This product was part of the
complete Naga line was developed by Nago Olten, which
later merged with Lindt & Spruengli, a large chocolate
company located near Zurich. It was introduced in the early
1960s at about the same time as Naga-di and Naga-Sonda.
Both Lindt & Spruengli and Galactina always made it from
soymilk made from whole soybeans rather than from soy
protein isolates.
Letter (fax) from Mr. Heinz Knell of Lindt & Spruengli,
Olten. 1990. July 12. This product was launched in June
1965 by Nago, Nährmittel, CH-4600 Olten. It was partly
made in Sursee/Sprueken? It came in 300 gm aluminumlined carton doses. It was a powder, used in general for
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infant nutrition, and especially for infant who were allergic
to cow’s milk or had galactosemia. This was one of the three
pioneering soy products he developed. Each was the first of
its type, as far as he knows, based on soya.
Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (1963)
defines galactosemia as “galactose [a sugar] in the blood
of infants due to an inability to utilize galactose because of
a congenital absence of an enzyme that normally changes
the galactose of galactose-containing foods into glucose.”
Webster’s Dictionary (Ninth Collegiate, 1985) defines
galactose, a term first used in 1869, as a sugar C6H12O6
less soluble and les sweet than glucose. It also defines
galactosemia, a term first used in 1934, as “an inherited
metabolic disorder in which galactose accumulates in
the blood due to deficiency of an enzyme catalyzing its
conversion to glucose.”
732. Gitzelmann, Richard; Auricchio, Salvatore. 1965.
The handling of soya alpha-galactosides by a normal and a
galactosemic child. Pediatrics 36(2):231-35. Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: Soy formulas contain galactose [a sugar, less
soluble and less sweet than glucose] in the form of the
alpha-galactosides stachyose and raffinose. A soy formula
was used in the treatment of galactosemia, an inherited
metabolic disorder in which the sugar galactose accumulates
in the blood due to deficiency of an enzyme catalyzing its
conversion to glucose. Soybean oligosaccharides cannot
be metabolized in the small intestinal tract by endogenous
enzymes from the animal due to the absence of a-1,
6-Galactosidase activity in intestinal mucosa.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003) that
mentions alpha-galactosides in connection with soybeans.
Address: M.D., Lab. for Metabolic Research, Univ.
Children’s Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland.
733. Soybean Digest. 1965. Changes in structure of Soybean
Council. Aug. p. 38.
• Summary: The new office in Madrid, Spain, will be headed
by Ferenc Molnar, who moved to Madrid with his family on
June 1. “The Council will continue to maintain an office at
Rome [Italy] which will supervise market development work
in Italy, Greece, France, Holland. Belgium, the Scandinavian
countries, and the United Kingdom.
“Dr. K.W. Fangauf at Hamburg, Germany, will continue
in charge of programs in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
“The market development program in South America
will be directly under the main SBC office at Arlington,
Virginia.”
734. Giddey, Claude. 1965. Artificial edible structures from
non-animal proteins. Cereal Science Today 10(9):516-518,
514. Oct.
• Summary: Foods made from plant proteins require the
building of a more or less sophisticated physical structure. So

plant protein foods need both flavor and structure.
The physical structure of traditional solid foods involves
consistency, elasticity, rigidity and toughness. This paper is
mostly about three factors that limit the “mobility of proteic
chains in water”: (1) Promoted insolubility by intra- or interchain crosslinking. (2) Insolubility of the proteins at their
iso-electric points. (3) Native insolubility of the proteins
in the surrounding fluid (natural crosslinking, molecular
bonds, etc.). An illustration shows each of these three factors.
Address: Institut Batelle, Geneva, Switzerland.
735. Rapkin, Richard H.; Gitzelmann, Richard. 1965.
Soya alpha-galactosides (continued) (Letter to the editor).
Pediatrics 36(5):806. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: Concerns the article in this journal titled “The
handling of soya alpha-galactosides by a normal and a
galactosemic child,” by Gitzelmann and Auricchio (Aug.
1965, p. 231-25). Rapkin believes the writers fail to discuss
an important implication of their work: “If raffinose is
capable of producing diarrhea in a healthy boy, would it not
do the same in children with ‘milk allergy,’ gastroenteritis of
viral etiology, or other sundry causes of diarrhea?”
Dr. Gitzelmann responds that it would be difficult to
administer enough raffinose in the form of soybean formula
(which typically contains only about 0.9% raffinose and
4.1% stachyose) to cause diarrhea. Address: 1. M.D.,
655 Deer Park Ave., Babylon, New York; 2. M.D., Univ.
Children’s Hospital, Steinweisstrase 75, Zurich 8032,
Switzerland.
736. Gigon, Jean-Pierre; Hartmann, G. 1965. Soja als
vollwertige Sondennahrung [Soya for high-quality enteral
tube feeding]. Zeitschrift fuer Klinische Medizin 158(7):54568. [35 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: About Naga-di and Naga-sonda, made by
Firma Nago AG, Olten, Switzerland. Naga-sonda has a
higher content of sodium chloride than Naga-di. In French,
sonde means “probe.” This product is typically administered
to a patient through a tube that goes in through the nose
and down into the stomach. “In a short time a new diet
preparation (Naga-di, whose composition is shown in Table
5), used for the normalization of serum lipids, will be put
on the market. This nutritional product, which has a high
content of unsaturated fatty acids (85% of the total fatty
acids) makes possible the lowering of cholesterol as well as
total fats. The pure vegetable raw material is derived from
the soybean... A clinical report was made on 15 patients,
who were tube-fed exclusively this soy-based preparation
for a total of 375 days (9-90 days uninterrupted each). Based
on metabolic balance studies on 9 patients and clinical and
biochemical controls, it was demonstrated that high-quality
nutrition for a longer time period is possible. All patients
studied were very sick, presenting a deep catabolism caused
by tumors, paralysis, or severe infections. The nutritive effect
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of the soybean product could be demonstrated by: 1. Increase
or constance of body weight. 2. Positive nitrogen balance
in most patients. 3. Increase in the albumin / globulin ratio,
partly to a normal level. 4. Amelioration of the general status.
“The individual tolerance of the soybean food is
good; diarrheas have rarely been observed. The soybean
product is considered a complete food of vegetable
origin. The composition of amino acids is discussed.”
Address: Chirurgische Universitaetsklinik; 2. Medizinische
Universitaetsklinik. Both: Buergerspital, Basel, Switzerland.
737. Gigon, Jean-Pierre. 1965. Est-il possible de couvrir
les besoins protéiniques de l’homme à l’aide de Soja? [Is
it possible to cover the protein needs of humans with the
aid of soya?]. Bulletin de la Societe Scientifique d’Hygiene
Alimentaire et d’Alimentation 53(10-12):295-308. [22 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: About Naga-di and Naga-sonda, tube feeding
formulas (the latter with added sodium chloride) made by
Nago Naehrmittel AG, Olten, Switzerland. Address: Clinique
Universitaire de Chirurgie (Prof. R. Nissen), Hôpital des
Bourgeois, Bale, Switzerland.
738. Today’s Food (Loma Linda Foods, Riverside,
California). 1966. Celebrating our 60th anniversary [Loma
Linda Foods]. 11(1):5 (back cover). Spring.
• Summary: Loma Linda Foods has been guided by the wise
counsel of Ellen G. White, who began discussing healthful
nutrition in 1863. “Actually, the nutrition work of Seventhday Adventists, who own and operate Loma Linda Foods,
began 100 years ago at Battle Creek Michigan... But the
denominational affiliation with the old Battle Creek San
breakfast foods ended in 1903 and it was not until 1906
that it was reactivated at the Loma Linda Sanitarium in
California. Here stoneground wheat bread and healthful
cookies and fruit crackers were made in the sanitarium
bakery, and in 1907 demand for the products from residents
of the growing community forced the construction of a
separate building. Here in a combination bakery and store,
the business thrived for 30 years.
“Now known as Loma Linda Foods, the new factory
continued making fine bread and cookies but added high
protein products perfected to take the place of meat in
vegetarian menus; whole grain breakfast foods; Breakfast
Cup cereal drink [coffee substitute]; and about 1930, began
making the first soy milk.
“Demand for Loma Linda Foods quickly outgrew the
small delivery truck service developed within a 125 mile
area, and when land for a new plant was offered by what was
then La Sierra Junior College, ten miles west of Riverside,
the move was made.
“Our present plant and Western Division general
offices opened in 1938, and in 1951 the Eastern Division
headquarters opened in Mount Vernon, Ohio. Developed for

25 years under the leadership of George T. Chapman from
Australia, and now managed by Charles P. Miles, Loma
Linda Foods is one of 30 food factories owned and operated
by Seventh-day Adventists in Australia, New Zealand, South
America, England, France, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland,
Africa and Japan.
“Some 300 workers, plus nearly 100 salesmen, are
dedicated to the production and distribution of more than
three dozen tasty products bearing the Loma Linda Foods
label...”
Color photos show: The general offices and main Loma
Linda Foods plant at Riverside. Sales representatives and
management personnel of the Western Division of Loma
Linda Foods.
739. Norton-Taylor, Duncan. 1966. World hunger. Fortune
73(6):111-14, 170, 174, 177, 180, 184. June.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “No problem presses more
remorselessly on this generation. Giving food away only
postpones crises and may compound them. What the U.S.
should be exporting is a practical version of the capitalist
revolution that made its own agriculture one of the wonders
of the world.”
How can we feed whose population is now doubling
every 30 years or so, and is expected to reach 7.4 billion by
the year 2000? And population growth is most rapid in those
regions least able to support more people. Most burdensome
is India, with its 500 million. The challenge is to raise the
Third World to a state where it can feed itself. Note: This
is the earliest English-language document seen (July 2003)
that uses the term “Third World” for what French call the
tiers monde, to refer to “underdeveloped countries not in the
Communist bloc.”
During the 1940s population worldwide began to
accelerate as DDT and antibiotics reduced the death rate in
the Third World from about 30 per 1,000 right after World
War II to about 20 per 1,000 at present. Meanwhile the birth
rate in the Third World continues to exceed 40 per 1,000.
Before World War II, the Third World had net exports of
about 11 million metric tons (tonnes) of grain to industrial
nations. From 1948 to 1952 the flow reversed: the Third
World imported an average of 4 million tonnes a year,
increasing to 13 million tonnes/year from 1957 to 1959 and
25 million in 1964.
Economist Theodore W. Schultz of the University of
Chicago, Illinois, in his book Transforming Traditional
Agriculture, has shown how Western European farmers have
successfully substituted capital for land. With a population
density much greater than that of Asia and a generally poor
endowment of farm land, farmers in Italy, Austria, Greece
(and Israel) have been increasing agricultural production at a
remarkable rate.
The U.S. Public Law 480 (once called “Food for Peace”
and first developed during the Eisenhower administration)
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has failed; it may have helped feed hungry people but it has
not helped the needy countries to be able to feed themselves.
During the past 11 years the U.S. has shipped, mainly to
Third World countries, food that cost it some $25 billion.
When food was shipped in emergencies, the recipient
countries were not billed at all. Taiwan and Japan have used
this food successfully so that now they no longer need it. But
the three countries which have received the most PL 480 aid,
India, Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic [Egypt and
Syria] have not. Turkey, for example, received soybean oil in
exchange for an agreement not to export its olive oil.
Can U.S. private enterprise help Third World agriculture
and food? Corn Products sells Maizena–a mixture of edible
corn oil and soybean oil. And in order to make this new food
more profitable, Corn Products is teaching Brazilian farmers
how to grow soybeans, which now have to be imported to
Brazil from the U.S. In Brazil, Mexico, and Peru, Anderson,
Clayton provides agricultural service for local farmers
who grow soybeans, peanuts, and cotton seeds for a line
of cooking and salad oils, shortening, and margarine that
the company processes and markets. “It finances seed,
fertilizers, and insecticides, and gives advice on planting and
harvesting.” Anderson, Clayton plants provide 6,000 jobs in
Brazil, 4,500 in Mexico, and 800 in Peru.
The Ford and Rockefeller foundations are also doing
important work in the Third World. The Ford Foundation has
already spent $300,000 in an experiment to crossbreed West
Pakistan’s wheat with high-yielding Mexican dwarf strains.
Americans must realize that the world will be unsafe
unless there is economic and political stability–and adequate
food–throughout the Third World.
740. Vest, M.; Olafson, A.; Schenker, P. 1966. Eine neue
Sojamilch als Nahrung fuer Fruehgeborene und reife
Saeuglinge Vergleich mit Frauenmilch und adaptierter
Kuhmilch [A new type of soymilk for feeding premature
or full-term infants compared with mother’s milk and
modified cow’s milk formula]. Schweizerische Medizinische
Wochenschrift (Journal Suisse de Medecine) 96(23):762-68.
June. [18 ref. Ger; fre; eng]
• Summary: The product examined is Bébénago made by
Firma Nago, of Olten, Switzerland. “A vegetable infant milk
made from soybeans by a new process in which the lipids
are separated by centrifugation and kept suspended by the
natural emulgators has been compared with breast milk and
an adapted cow’s milk (albumin milk). Each of the three
groups comprised some 25 prematures and 10 full term
infants, mainly aged between 1 and 3 months. Some infants,
however, were observed for longer periods of up to 1 year.
The following criteria were used to assess the results: gain
in weight and length, total serum protein, amino-nitrogen,
calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, iron, optical
density (as a measure of lipid content), hemoglobin, red
cell, and reticulocyte count. Excretion of fat, fatty acids, and

starch in the feces and the pH of the stools were estimated
semiquantitatively. Under the conditions of the study the
soybean preparation (Bébénago) was found to be equivalent
to the other milk preparations tested.” Address: From the
University Children’s Clinic Universitaetskinderklinik,
Basel.
741. Assigned to Nago Nahrmittel, A.G. 1966. Improvements
in and relating to the production of an extract of soy milk.
British Patent 1,036,057. July 13. 2 p. *
• Summary: A soy milk extract is prepared by steeping
soy beans in water, wet grinding the soaked beans in the
presence of an excess of water, heating the resultant mixture
of ground material to above 120 C. to destroy trypsin
inhibitor and subsequently cooling in vacuo to between
40 and 60 C. to deodorize the aqueous mixture, and after
physically separating the aqueous mixture into solid matter
and an emulsion the latter is sterilized and concentrated. The
steeping and/or the wet grinding of the soy beans may be
effected in the presence of calcium hydroxide. Sterilization
is effected by heating the emulsion to about 150 C. prior to
concentration in a vacuum evaporator. The concentrate may
be freeze dried, spray dried or dried in vacuo, in the latter
two cases with the addition of 5-15% of carbohydrates prior
to sterilization. Address: Olten, Switzerland.
742. American Soybean Association. 1967. Soybean Digest
Blue Book Issue. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc.
170 p. Index. Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The title page of this year’s Blue Book states:
“Blue Book issue. Vol. 27. March, 1967. No. 6.”
A table (p. 26) gives world soybean production by
continent and country, from 1955-59 to 1966 (preliminary)
as follows: North America: Canada, United States, Mexico.
South America: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay.
Europe: Italy, Romania, Yugoslavia, Other Europe (excluding
U.S.S.R.). USSR (Europe and Asia). Africa: Nigeria,
Rhodesia, Tanzania. Asia: Turkey (Europe and Asia), China–
Mainland, Cambodia, China–Taiwan, Indonesia, Japan,
Korea–South, Thailand. Total #1. Total #2.
Soybean production in Mexico increased from about
39,000 bu in 1955-59, to 1,315,000 in 1964, to 2,205,000 in
1965 to 4,410,000 (preliminary) in 1966.
Soybean production in “China, Mainland” [including
Manchuria] decreased from about 344,000,000 bu in 195559, to 255,000,000 in 1964, to 250,000,000 in 1965, and
250,000,000 in 1966 (preliminary).
Soybean production in “China, Taiwan” increased from
about 1,248,000 bu in 1955-59, to 2,117,000 in 1964, to
2,414,000 in 1965.
A table (p. 29) gives U.S. exports of soybeans, oil and
meal from 1962 to 1965 (preliminary) to the following
regions and countries (for marketing years beginning Sept.
1; in bushels): North America: Canada, Mexico, other,
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total. South America: total. Western Europe: Belgium &
Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany–West, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, other, total. Eastern Europe:
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, USSR (Europe and Asia), Poland,
other, total. Africa, total. Asia and Oceania: Hong Kong,
Israel, Japan, Korea–South, Philippines, Taiwan, other, total.
Grand total.
Exports of U.S. soybeans to Mexico increased from
33,000 bu in 1962 to 177,00 in 1964. Note: This is the 2nd
earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that gives statistics for
trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy oil, or soybean
meal to Mexico or Central America. Address: Hudson, Iowa.
743. Moolchand (H.) & Co. 1967. Classified ad: Booking
orders on our import licenses under Austrian and German
credits... Times of India (The) (Bombay). May 22. p. 12.
• Summary: “... Hyfoama, Soya Flour, Soya Lecithin,
Ethyl Vanillin 100%,...” Address: 25, Parsi Bazar Street,
Bombay-1.
744. Wall Street Journal. 1967. Sandoz A.G. negotiating for
control of another Swiss chemical maker. Sept. 12. p. 29.
• Summary: Basel, Switzerland–Sandoz A.G., a major
Swiss pharmaceutical and chemical company, is negotiating
to acquire control of Dr. A. Wander A.G., a Bern
pharmaceutical and chemical producer, it was learned.
“Wander, which has annual sales estimated at about
$100 million is controlled by the Wander family through
Glaro A.G., a West German chemical company.”
745. Wall Street Journal. 1967. Sandoz says it plans to
acquire Swiss firm that makes Ovaltine: Transaction involves
stock swap valued at about $61.4 million. Holders must
approve merger. Sept. 15. p. 6.
• Summary: Wander makes the popular health drink
Ovaltine.
Note: Ovaltine, a brand of milk flavoring product, was
developed in Switzerland, where it is known by its original
name, Ovomaltine (from ovum, Latin for “egg”, and malt,
originally its main ingredients).
746. McCay, Jeanette B. 1967. Re: Biography and obituary
of Clive M. McCay–1898-1967. Part II. Letter to Ralph for
Clive McCay’s memorial service at Cornell, Sept. 23. 13 p.
Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Continued: In 1933 the McCays bought a rundown 55-acre farm about 3 miles from Cornell on Route 1,
in Ithaca; they called it Green Barn Farm. “We lived in our
little farm house... for five years without electricity. For the
first few months, Clive pumped by hand all the water that
went into our household water system. It was painful indeed,
when our city guests would forget and leave the taps running.
The first winter we lived in the house without a furnace, and

spent many an evening around a cozy base burner, while
the window curtains swayed in the wind. Clive supervised
jacking up the house roof, installing a furnace, building a fire
place and a sleeping porch, a hot bed for starting seedlings,
he changed the chicken house into a tool shed and the wood
house into a garage. The barn had to be repaired and painted,
and fencing put around the fields where soon he established a
flock of sheep... Some thirty Cairn terriers were also housed
in the barn, and many hours went into mixing dog feed,
cleaning kennels. Clive used to enjoy exercising all thirty at
once, running through the woods like a flurry of leaves in the
wind.”
The McCay’s also owned a cabin on some 100 acres,
about 12 miles from Ithaca in the Caroline hills.
“If Clive knew about the importance of diet, exercise
and staying thin, why then did he succumb to stroke when he
was only 62?
“He did know and he did follow his own teaching,
living in a healthful and moderate way. His miscalculation
was in his own strength and the continuous crescendo of his
activities and responsibilities.
“On a Saturday afternoon in October, 1959, shortly
before he was to leave on a week’s travels and series of
lectures, he took his ax and dog to the woods for a happy
afternoon of chopping wood. There he blacked out, came
to and with great difficulty got himself back to the house,
unable to speak. After a round in the hospital and two years
of learning to speak again, Clive was almost back to his old
self, when the second and more devastating stroke occurred.
“This time there was a month of blackness in the
hospital, with the inability to swallow and again loss of
speech. As soon as possible, steps were taken to retire [from
Cornell]. We moved to Florida with its milder climate and
began the slow and tedious efforts to regain health and
physical and mental facilities.
“There was anxiety and discouragement in these
Florida years as Clive seemed to make gains and then would
lose them... Yes, these few years were golden. His friends
wondered how Clive who had seemed impatient could suffer
his incapacities with so much grace and courage.”
“After a period of increasing weakness, Clive died on
the night of June 8, 1967” in Florida.
In one of his talks on nutrition, he told how he and
Jeanette had found the grave of Gustav B. von Bunge,
professor of physiology in a cemetery at Basel, Switzerland.
They pulled away the ivy and read the inscription (in
German). It means: “We reap much that we did not sow.
“And we sow much that we will never reap.”
Jeanette finds this a very beautiful and fitting epitaph for
Clive. Address: 39 Lakeview Lane, Englewood, Florida.
747. Guardian (England). 1967. Sainsbury Committee
angers Swiss. Sept. 29. p. 5.
• Summary: The four firms that make up the Interpharma
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Association in Basle, Switzerland, are CIBA, Hoffman-La
Roche, Sandoz (which has just acquired Wander) and Geigy.
748. Clement, G.; Giddey, C.; Menzi, R. 1967. Amino
acid composition and nutritive value of the alga Spirulina
maxima. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London)
18(11):497-501. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: Spirulina, which is used for food in the Chad
Republic (Africa), is a rich source of protein. The algae are
collected from April to October by the women and spread on
the sand to dry in the sun. The dried cake, named die, is sold
mainly in local markets. It is used in a popular local sauce
with millet. The local people believe that die is effective in
replacing meat sauce when meat is scarce. At one time die
was the main protein source of the tribes. It was also found
to contain several vitamins, particularly Beta-carotene (provitamin A) and 25.5 mcg of vitamin B-12 per 100 gm edible
portion. Table III compares the essential amino acids in
Spirulina with those in cow’s milk, egg, beef, soya meal, and
groundnut meal. Address: Institut Battele, 7 route de Drize,
Geneva, Switzerland; and Institut Français du Pétrole, 97
Rueil Malmaison, France.
749. Verzár, F. 1967. In memoriam Clive M. McCay: March
21, 1898–June 8, 1967. Gerontologia 13(4):193. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Prof. Clive M. McCay died June 8, 1967
after a long illness, at his home in Englewood, Florida.” He
retired in 1962. He was one of the editors of Gerontologia
since its beginning. “His main interest was the influence of
nutrition on aging. His work was recognized by his election
as president of the American Gerontological Society and also
of the American Institute of Nutrition.”
He was famous for his experiments showing how to
prolong the life of rats by retarding their growth. A large
photo shows Clive McCay with many of his dogs happily
muzzling toward him. Address: Basel, Switzerland.
750. Boorman, Howard L.; Howard, Richard C. ed. 1967-79.
The biographical dictionary of Republican China: Li Shihtseng (Orig. Li Yu-ying) (Continued). New York City, NY:
Columbia University Press. See vol. 2, p. 319-21 + index
volume. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Jan. 1924 the First National Congress of
the Kuomintang was held at Canton. Li Shih-tseng and Wu
Chih-hui were elected to the party’s Central Supervisory
Committee.
In Oct. 1924 Feng Yü-hsiang occupied Peking and took
control of the government. He decided to expel P’u-yi, the
last Manchu emperor, from the Forbidden City. Li Shih-tseng
was appointed the civilian representative to the eviction,
which took place on Nov. 5. Li was then appointed chairman
of the committee in charge of the inventory and custody of
the palace treasures. In 1925 the Peking Palace Museum
was founded; Li was chairman of the board. In 1925, Li

was honored as a Commandeur de la Légion d’Honneur in
recognition of his efforts to further Chinese-French cultural
cooperation. Also in 1925 Sun Yat-sen came to Peking for
discussions; he appointed Li to the Central Political Council.
Sun died in Peking on 12 March 1925, and his body was kept
in temporary custody on the Sino-French University campus.
In 1926 the arrest of Li and four others was ordered on
charges of instigating a demonstration and disseminating
Communist propaganda. Li took refuge in the French
hospital, then escaped to Canton.
In 1927, during the Kuomintang split, Li (and 3
close friends) staunchly supported Chiang Kai-shek’s
conservative faction. They were on the Central Supervisory
Committee, which met in Shanghai in April and adopted
a resolution demanding the expulsion of all Communists
from the Kuomintang. They also supported the government
established by Chiang Kai-shek on April 18 at Nanking, in
opposition to the Wuhan regime.
Li and two friends sponsored the creation of a board
of universities and university districts. In 1928 three such
districts were established and Li was head of the Peiping
district, but in 1929 the system was abolished by the
minister of education. Li Shih-tseng was also a sponsor of
the Academica Sinica [Academy of Sciences], established
in 1928, and the National Peiping Research Academy,
established in 1929. In Oct. 1929, Chiang Kai-shek’s new
National Government at Nanking drew up regulations for
the Palace Museum and confirmed Li as chairman of the
museum’s board of directors. He held that position until Nov.
1932.
In 1932 Li Shih-tseng went to Geneva to organize
the Chinese delegation to the International Committee on
Intellectual Cooperation sponsored by the League of Nations.
He had not been in Europe for 15 years. While in Geneva,
he established the Sino-International Library. Returning to
China, Li commuted regularly between Shanghai (where he
lived) and Nanking (where he participated in Kuomintang
government and party matters).
In July 1937, when the Second Sino-Japanese War began
(the Japanese attacked Peiping on July 7, then Shanghai
in August), Li was in Europe, traveling between Paris and
Geneva. He returned to China, but left his war-torn homeland
in 1941 and went to New York. Working with an American
named Dolinet, who was publisher of the magazine Free
World, they established a Chinese edition. In 1941 his first
wife died in Paris, France. In 1943 he established the Wood
Shi-fee Institute to honor his long-time friend Wu Chih-hui.
Although Li maintained a residence in New York until mid1945, he made several trips to Chungking and Kunming
during the war.
In 1945 Li returned to China, then joined Yang Chia-lo
in compiling an encyclopedia, the first volume of which was
published in 1946. On 14 Feb. 1946 he married for a second
time in Shanghai, China. [Note: On 16 March 1948 Li
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attended and was honored at the first European Soy Congress
held in Paris.] In Sept. 1948 he went to Peiping to celebrate
the 19th anniversary of the National Peiping Research
Academy. But when the Chinese Communists began to
threaten the old capital [Peking], he fled China and went to
Geneva, where he remained until 1950 when Switzerland
recognized the People’s Republic of China.
Li then moved to Montevideo, Uruguay, taking the
Sino-International Library collection with him. In 1954 his
second wife died in Montevideo. After 1954 he maintained a
second home in Taiwan and served as national policy advisor
to Chiang Kai-shek and a member of the Central Appraisal
Committee, which superseded the Central Supervisory
Committee.
Li Shih-tseng married three times. He and his first wife,
née Yao T’ung-yi, had a son, Li Tsung-wei, and a daughter,
Li Ya-mei. In 1941 his first wife died in Paris. On 14 Feb.
1946 he married Lin Su-shan in Shanghai; she died in 1954
at Montevideo, Uruguay. In 1957, at age 76, he married
T’ien Pao-t’ien, who was about 40 years younger than he, in
Taipei, Taiwan. Li Shih-tseng was apparently still alive when
this book was published in 1968.
Li Shih-tseng is also mentioned under Wu Chih-hui (p.
418).
751. NewsTime (Scholastic). 1968. Next TVPburgers?
33(6):2. Oct. 18.
• Summary: Switzerland’s largest supermarket chain is
selling TVP, an American-made substitute for meat, made
from soybeans. TVP stands for “Textured Vegetable Protein.”
Its makers hope the Swiss won’t think it stands for “tastes
very poorly.”
752. Huber, W. 1968. Anbau von Sojabohnen zur
Koernergewinnung? [Production of soybeans for seeds?].
Mitteilungen fuer die Schweizerische Landwirtschaft 16:11012. [Ger]
Address: Eidgenoessische Landwirtschaftliche
Versuchsanstalt Zuerich-Oerlikon [Zurich].
753. Bragg, Paul C. 1968. How to keep the heart healthy
and fit [1st ed.]. Burbank, California: Health Science. 128 p.
Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The book begins with Bragg telling his [at least
partly fictitious] life story: He was “born with a weak heart–a
‘blue baby’–on a plantation deep in the heart of Virginia.
During the first 14 months of life, he had to fight for his life.
From infancy he suffered severe attacks of heart palpitation.
At age 8 he was stricken with rheumatic fever and for 11
days hovered between life and death.
His weak heart prevented him from enjoying the
activities of a normal, healthy country boy. Along with
this weak heart he developed other physical weaknesses–
sinusitus, asthma and bronchitis. Finally in his teens, he

came down with tuberculosis. He spent several years in
large sanatoriums in Denver, Colorado, and at Lake Saranac
(within Adirondack Park, northern New York state). Death
sentences were pronounced upon him; there seemed to be no
hope for his survival. Then he was “miraculously inspired to
go to a famous sanatorium in [Leysin] Switzerland.” There
[in 1903] the famous Dr. [Auguste] Rollier, using only the
natural methods of air, water, sunshine, exercise, and good
nutrition, restored his “broken body to buoyant, radiant
health.”
In a short period of time he rebuilt his body and “started
his climb toward super-strength and energy!”
At about this same time, he made the greatest decision
of his life, to devote his life “to helping others to finding the
treasure he had found–Priceless Radiant Health!” He had
“found the magic formula of Natural Living” and now he
wanted to pass it on to others.
In Bragg’s well-balanced diet, one-fifth should
be protein (animal or vegetable). Among the foods he
recommends are “soya beans” (p. 76-78) and lecithin (p. 83).
The soybean is the richest source of lecithin–and the most
widely used (p. 83).
“Soybean powder for healthy heart and nerves: I have
been recommending the use of soybean and soybean powder
to health-conscious people of this country for more than 50
years” (p. 84). Bragg’s “Pep” Drink (easily made at home)
includes raw wheat germ, 1 tablespoon pure Soy Powder, 1
banana, and 1 tablespoon lecithin (powder or liquid) (p. 85).
In the section “Delicious Chinese recipes promote
heart health,” a recipe for “Mushroom chop suey” (p. 121)
states: “Put these mixed vegetables into a skillet and add
unsaturated oil such as corn oil, soy oil, safflower oil or olive
oil. Garlic may be added if you enjoy it. (We do. We feel
that garlic is a most important food to help keep the pipes
of the body free from rust.) Then add a tablespoon of liquid
aminos, which gives the Chinese soy sauce flavor.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document see (Aug. 2011)
that contains the term “liquid aminos” or “Bragg aminos” or
“Bragg liquid aminos.” There are no ads in this book for this
product or any other food product.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011)
in which Paul C. Bragg claims to have been born on a
plantation (in Virginia).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2011) in which Paul C. Bragg claims that he suffered from
rheumatic fever and almost died from it.
Many useful illustrations in the front of the book show
the heart, circulatory system, blood vessels, arteries, lungs,
etc. The cross section of a healthy artery and a blocked
artery. The urinary system. The heart is a muscle, not an
organ.
Photos show: (1) Paul Bragg in a “weight lifters” outfit,
showing his muscular body. (2) Paul Bragg reading a book,
with his [adopted] daughter Patricia Bragg reaching both
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arms over his shoulders and also holding the book. (3)
“Famous pioneer health team: Paul C. Bragg and Bernarr
Macfadden.” (4) Paul Bragg, smiling, standing next to
Duncan McLean, who is holding a small barbell in each hand
over his head. A photo (on the last page of this book) shows
Paul Bragg and Duncan McLean (a champion sprinter, age
83) holding up Patricia Bragg in Regents Park, London. All
are smiling. Address: N.D., Ph.T., Life Extension Specialist,
Box 310, Burbank, California 91503.
754. Wilson, Charles H. 1968. The history of Unilever: A
study in economic growth and social change. 3 vols. London
and New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers. Illust. 24
cm. [276* ref]*
• Summary: Volumes 1-2 were first published in 1954.
Volume 3 continues the history, 1945-1965. Book I. Lever
Brothers. Book II. Jurgens’ and Van den Bergh’s. Book
III. Unilever–The last 20 years. Address: Fellow of Jesus
College, Cambridge, England.
755. Soybean Digest. 1969. ASA [American Soybean Assoc.]
expands market development worldwide. July. p. 10.
• Summary: “ASA, which pioneered commodity market
development in Japan 13 years ago, is now undertaking such
projects in 17 countries. ASA signed a long-range agreement
with USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service in mid-June.
The agreement guarantees financing of the projects totaling
approximately $1.6 million for a 2-year period. Industry
organizations in other countries are expected to match that
amount, which will mean an action program of over $3
million in the next 2 years to expand soybean markets in
many parts of the world.”
“Offices in Germany and Iran are being opened... The
German office will handle projects in Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland. The Iranian office will be responsible for
market development programs in Iran and the Middle East...”
An American Soybean Institute is being developed.
756. Lawler, Frank K. 1969. UNIDO catalyzes food
processing: 44 developing nations being assisted this year to
improve and establish food industries by action-oriented UN
arm. Activities challenge food and equipment manufacturers.
Food Engineering 41(10):69-72. Oct.
• Summary: Lawler visited UNIDO (United Nations
Industrial Development Organization) headquarters in
Vienna, Austria, to study activities and problems. Contents:
Introduction. Opportunity knocks. Projects aid 44 countries.
Needs know-how transfer (one need is for know-how for
making textured protein isolates and simulated meats).
Program is realistic. Recruits experts. Aims broad and
specific (interested in isolated soy protein, fish protein
concentrate {FPC}, and producing protein from petroleum).
Supporting activities. How UNIDO was born (began
activities in Jan. 1967; Light industry division is headed by

M. Mautner). Wide scope of activity. Develops information
(Special information is developed through discussion by
technical experts at sessions arranged by UNIDO. One such
session, on soy proteins, will be held in Nov. 1969, with
attendance by invitation). Address: Editor, Food Engineering.
757. Draft report of the Expert Group Meeting on Soya Bean
Processing and Use. 1969. Paper presented at United Nations
Industrial Development Organization Expert Group Meeting
on Soya Bean Processing and Use. 22 p. Document: ID/
WG.45/9. Held 17-21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, IL. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: General. Conclusions and
recommendations: Conclusions (Economics, processes,
nutrition, products, product acceptance), recommendations
(5). Agenda. List of documents. List [directory] of 40
participants: Speakers, government representatives, United
Nations, Northern Utilization Research and Development
Division (Agricultural Research Service, USDA), other
participants. Annex 1–Address by Dr. R.J. Dimler, Director
Northern Utilization Research and Development Division,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois. Annex 2–
Opening address by Mr. M. Mautner, Chief, Light Industries
Section, Industrial Technology Division on behalf of the
Executive Director of UNIDO (United Nations Industrial
Development Organization). Address: UNIDO, Felderhaus,
Rathausplatz 2, A-1010 Vienna, Austria.
758. United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO). 1969. Expert group meeting on soybean
processing and use. UNIDO Document ID/WG.45/3. Held
17-21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: Consists of ten papers by various authors, each
cited and paginated separately. These proceedings were
never published in bound form. Address: Vienna, Austria.
759. Grob, H. 1969. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [Soybean
culture]. Diplomarbeit, Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau ETH, Zurich,
Switzerland. 77 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
760. Ashton, Maureen R.; Burke, Carole S.; Holmes,
A.W. 1970. Textured vegetable proteins. British Food
Manufacturing Industries Research Association, Scientific
and Technical Surveys No. 62. 36 p. Aug. [92 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protein sources.
Extraction. Spinning. Extrusion. Gelation. Other methods
for generating texture. Commercial aspects. Nutritional
aspects. Legal aspects. References. Appendix. The appendix
contains an extensive list of patents (mostly British and U.S.)
on textured vegetable proteins grouped by the company
assigned to or inventor. For each patent, the inventors,
country, patent number and year are given, with a brief
description of the subject. No patent titles are given in either
the appendix or bibliography. The companies/inventors are
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (2 patents), R.A. Boyer (3), F.P.
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Research Ltd (1), General Foods Corp. (7), General Mills
Inc. (23), C. Giddey (1), J.H. Kellogg (2), Lever Bros. and/
or Unilever (20), G.K. Okumura and J.E. Wilkinson (1),
Ralston Purina (4), Swift & Co. (4, including 2 listed for
R.A. Boyer), Dr. A. Wander A.-G. (2 Swiss), Worthington
Foods Inc. (2), C.L. Wrenshall (1). Address: 1-2. BSc; 3.
PhD, FRIC. All: British Food Manufacturing Industries
Research Assoc., Randalls Road, Leatherhead, Surrey,
England.
761. Soldati, A. 1970. Untersuchengen ueber has
Bluehverhalten und Ertragsaufbau bei der Sojabohne
[Investigations on the flower-holding and yield improvement
of soybeans]. Diplomarbeit, Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau ETH,
Zurich, Switzerland. 83 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
762. Gunderson, Gordon W. 1971. The National School
Lunch Program: Background and development. FNS Notice
No. 218. Feb. 22. [65* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Early European experience (with
school food services): Count Rumford (1790 in Munich
by American-born Benjamin Thompson / Count Rumford,
later in London 60,000 people were fed daily from
Count Rumford’s soup kitchen), Germany (1875 by The
Philanthropic School Society in Hamburg, 1880 in Dresden,
1890 in Leipzig, government report of 1896, expansion),
France (1865 in Guernsey [Channel Island] by Victor Hugo,
1891 by the Society for People’s Kitchens in the Public
Schools in Angers, 1849, 1862, and 1867 law in Paris, 1877
Paris school canteens, in 1908-09 there were 853 canteens
in the schools of Paris supplying meals to 588 schools with
38,531 children–68% were served free and 32% were paid
for by participating children; outside of Paris, 2,867 canteens
served free lunches to 147,949 children), England (In Dec.
1905 the passage of the Education {Provision of Meals} Act
was the culmination of the efforts of 365 private charitable
organizations to provide meals at school for needy children),
Holland (1900 royal decree), Switzerland (1903), Other
European cities (by the early 1900s school feeding had
spread to most of Europe).
Early programs in the United States (1904 key book
titled Poverty, by Robert Hunter published): Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania (1894, 1909, 1912, 1915), Boston,
Massachusetts (1908, 1910), Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(1904), school feeding supported (1905 second key book,
The Bitter Cry of the Children, by John Spargo published,
with Introduction by Robert Hunter; estimates after very
careful study that “not less than 2,000,000 children of
school age in the United States are the victims of poverty
which denies them the common necessities, particularly
adequate nourishment. Such children are in very many
cases incapable of successful mental effort, and much of our
national expenditure is in consequence an absolute waste”),
New York (1853 Children’s Aid Society, 1908 Dr. William

H. Maxwell, until Jan. 1920, lunches in the elementary
schools of New York had been supported by volunteer social
organizations), Cleveland (Ohio, 1909), Cincinnati (Ohio,
1909), St. Louis (Missouri, 1911), Chicago (Illinois, 1910),
Los Angeles (California, 1918, 1921), rural schools (all had
problems, since there was no room for setting up a kitchen
and dining area).
State legislation and programs (by 1937 some 15 states
had passed laws specifically authorizing local school boards
to operate lunchrooms. Most laws authorized the serving of
meals at cost, and only 4 states made special provisions for
needy children–Indiana, Vermont, Missouri, Wisconsin).
Early federal aid (started with loans in 1932 and 1933 from
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation). Commodity
donation program (Public Law 320 of 24 Aug. 1936).
W.P.A. assistance. N.Y.A. assistance. Effects of World War
II. Authorization of federal funds. National School Lunch
Act approved. Additional commodities authorized. National
School Lunch Act amended. Special food assistance to
needy schools. 1962 amendments. National School Lunch
Week established. Authorization to buy dairy products. Child
Nutrition Act of 1966. Special Milk Program extended.
Pilot Breakfast Program. Nonfood assistance funds. State
administrative funds. Centralized school food programs
authorized. 1968 amendments. Public concern. National
nutrition status. Action demanded. Action by the president.
Nutrition, behavior, and learning. Malnutrition a national
problem. School Lunch Program a remedy. Technical
developments in School Food Service. Engineered foods.
Equipment and service. Congressional action. Free and
reduced-price lunches. Public review. Uniform criteria.
Monthly reports. Section 11 revised. Planning for annual
expansion. Appropriations. Nutrition education and
research. Special developmental projects. State Matching
Requirement. National Advisory Council. School Milk
Programs.
Announces approval of textured vegetable proteins
(especially textured soy flour, TVP) for use in the National
School Lunch Program.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
concerning USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service (FNS).
Address: USDA Food and Nutrition Service (FNS),
Washington, DC 20250.
763. Chen, Steve. 1971. Outlook for the Taiwan soy industry.
Soybean Digest. May. p. 37-39.
• Summary: “I. General economic situation: The Taiwan
economy continued its rapid growth in calendar year 1970,
with the GNP reaching U.S. $5.445 billion, a 10.1% increase
over 1969.
“Industrial production increased 16.8%, accounting for
32% of GNP. Agricultural production increased only 4% in
1970, accounting for only 19.2% of GNP.
“Wholesale prices increased 2.93% and retail prices
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about 3.75%. Unemployment is officially estimated at less
than 1%.
“Population increased at a rate of less than 3%, to 14.6
million, while per capita income reached U.S. $292, a 7.8%
increase over 1969.
“Taiwan exports increased 39.6% in 1970, to reach
U.S. $1.551 million, equivalent to 28% of the GNP. At
the same time imports are also growing and reached U.S.
$1.520 million, a 26.2% increase over 1969. As a result, the
Republic of China enjoyed its first favorable balance of trade
since 1964.
“Continued rapid industrialization, a relatively stable
price, and expanding exports should ensure another year of
increasing consumer incomes in 1971.
“II. Soybean production is at a standstill (see figure
and table): Taiwan produced 148,000 metric tons (mt) of
oilseeds in 1970, of which soybeans (65,000 mt) and peanuts
(shelled, 79,000 mt) account for 44% and 53% respectively
of the total oilseeds production. The production of sesame
and rapeseed is only 2,000 mt each, or 3% of total oilseeds
produced in 1970.
“In spite of the government’s offer of loans to Taiwan
soybean growers in 1970, soybean production actually
decreased 3% in comparison to 1969. The average yield of
soybeans is 22 bu/a.
Peanut production increased 12% in 1970. This has
come more from increased yields rather than from added
acreage.
“Domestic production of soybeans and other oilseeds
is not expected to increase any substantial amount, because
of the limited land available and high production costs
(fertilizer, labor, etc).
“III. Soybean imports are growing. In calendar year
1970, the Taiwan Board of Foreign Trade issued import
licenses for 708,219 mt (26 million bushels) of soybeans at
a cost of U.S. $81 million. However, only about 600,000 mt
(22 million bushels) were actually imported during CY 1970.
“The importation of soybeans into Taiwan was
decontrolled in 1967. Soybean imports have steadily
increased since. The rate of increase for 1968 and 1969 was
17% each year. And soybean imports in 1970 were increased
by 27% over 1969. These were 100% U.S. soybeans. It is
predicted that imports of soybeans will be about 700,000 mt
(or 26 million bushels) for 1971. We hope to reach 1 million
mt (or 37 million bushels) by 1975.
“Taiwan imports about 90% of its total needs of
soybeans and feed grains. Domestic production only
provides 10% of total supply.
“The major import competition for U.S. soybeans is
Canadian rapeseed, Brazilian soybeans, and coconut and
palm oils.
“IV. Soybean processing expanding: Soybean processing
and its related industries are expanding rapidly and changing
to larger-scale operations in order to be more efficient in

operation, to reduce the cost of production, and further
improve the quality of their products. Currently, most
equipment is made locally. The average capacity for a
solvent extractor is 45 mt/day.
“However, growing companies are using good-quality
foreign-made equipment with capacity in the range of 200300 mt/day. Several soybean crushers are expanding their
facilities and will be operational in the fall of 1971.
“Kaohsiung harbor completed a 40,000 mt silo last fall.
The first soybean silo in Taiwan was constructed recently by
China Soybean Ind. Co. Ltd., with a capacity of 4,000 mt for
soybeans and 200 mt for soybean meal.
“Feed mills are also expanding and most of them are
using Swiss equipment. Chia Fha Ind. Co. has just completed
a new feed mill of 10,000 mt/month. Taiwan Cargill Co. will
complete a 10,000 mt/month feed mill in October 1971, and
President Enterprise Corp. will increase their production
capacity from the present 5,000 to 15,000 mt/month in the
fall of 1971. All Sincere Co. recently completed a 7,200 mt/
month feed mill, and several other feed mills are also under
expansion.
“The livestock and poultry industries are growing at an
average rate of 10%/ year. The government intends to double
livestock production within 10 years, i.e. from 3.6 million
hogs to 7.3 million hogs, and from 67,000 mt of poultry meat
to 123,000 mt, from 1 billion eggs to 1.9 billion eggs, from
14,966 mt of milk to 96,082 mt.
“The current requirement of 3 million tons of feed will
increase to 6 million tons within 10 years. A continuous
growth in demand for feed protein is anticipated. We hope to
supply the major share of protein with U.S. soybeans.
“V. Appreciation for local cooperation. We would like
to thank N. Pettipaw, agricultural attache, U.S. Embassy,
Taipei, for his great assistance and guidance that has ensured
our successful program in Taiwan since we established our
Taiwan office in November 1969.
“Local cooperators, such as the Taiwan Vegetable Oil
Assn. (oilseed processors), Taiwan Feed Manufacturing
Assn., and other trade associations–such as tofu, soy sauce,
poultry, and miso–have given us full support of our market
development programs.
“The ASI Taiwan office has become a free consulting
agent for their production problems, management, marketing,
and expansion programs. It is our pleasure to be a part of this
dynamic growing industry.
Photos show: (1) Dr. Steve Chen (small portrait photo).
(2) 400,000 metric ton silo in Kaohsiung Harbor. In the
foreground are Leslie Tindall (left, ASA president) and
C.C. Chen (agricultural marketing specialist, U.S. Embassy,
Taiwan). (3) Semiautomatic packaging of refined soybean oil
in Tong Fha Oil Mills.
A table and graph show Soybean production and
imports in Taiwan (1967-1971 projected). Note that
domestic production is only about 10% of imports. Domestic
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production decreased from 75,226 metric tons in 1967 to
an estimated 67,950 metric tons in 1971. Imports increased
from 346,900 metric tons in 1967 to an estimated 700,000
metric tons in 1971. Address: PhD, Country Director Taiwan,
American Soybean Inst.
764. Randolph, Chet. 1971. Buyers now moving to soybean
oil in Europe. Soybean Digest. May. p. 20-22.
• Summary: Two years ago, European “buyers tended to
prefer other oils and to ‘poormouth’ soybean oil, which they
considered of second quality. Sun [sunflower] oil was looked
on as the great star and peanut oil the longtime standard in
such countries as Germany, France, and Italy. Today there
is a different.” Buyers say: “We realize soy is the oil of the
future.” Soybean oil is less expensive and in more abundant
supply. The quality is steadily improving. “Research is
leading the way to margarines containing 50 to 100% soy
oil.”
“In a consumer study of 300 German homemakers that
compared sun versus soy oil, homemakers in a blind test in
their homes showed little preference between the oils. This
gives the clear go-ahead to promote identified soy oil on a
brand-name basis in cooperation with major companies or
chain stores in Germany.”
“Two years ago 90% of the food oil being used in
France was peanut oil, but this usage has declined.
“The Vandemoortele Co. of Belgium is now selling
a sizable volume of soy oil in France, mainly under
supermarket brand names. They are putting the words
“Soybean Oil” in small letters on the labels to test consumer
reaction. They have already captured a substantial part of
the Belgian market where they are selling soy oil boldly
identified as such on the label.
“Vandemoortele has been selling soybean oil in
Germany, Holland, and Italy as well as France since 1968.
“The Bohm Co. of Stuttgart, Germany, has put a 100%
identified soy oil on the market.
The outlook for expanded use of soybean meal is also
improved. Details are given for Austria, Belgium, and Italy.
Highlights of Randolph’s report are given for the following
countries: Common Market (EEC), Germany, France, Italy,
and Iran (which has become a major cash customer for soy
oil). Address: Director of Market Development, American
Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].
765. Fischer, R.W. 1971. Plans for developing world markets
for U.S. soybeans and soybean products. Cedar Falls, Iowa.
322 p. Nov. Prepared for the American Soybean Association,
Hudson, Iowa.
• Summary: Contents: Summary: World Market
Development Plan for Soybeans and Soybean Products. 1.
The World Situation for Marketing Soybean Products 2.
Objectives of the Long Range Market Development Program
3. Outline of Market Development Activities and Methods 4.

Requirements for the Market Development Program
5. Market Development Plans by Area and by Country.
West Europe: Austria, Belgium / Luxemburg,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom.
East Europe: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia.
Far East: Australia, Hong Kong / Singapore, Japan,
Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand.
Others: Iran, Israel, Mexico, North Africa, Southeast
Asia.
6. Details of Certain Key Marketing Programs,
Operations and Methods. 7. The Market Development Staff:
Responsibilities and Qualifications. 8. Market Development
Program Budgets. 9. Appendices.
Note: This table of contents was accompanied by a letter
on Soypro International, Inc. letterhead signed by Linda
Schipper, Secretary to R.W. Fischer. Address: President,
Soypro International Inc., 314 Main St., Cedar Falls, Iowa
50613.
766. Farmilant, Eunice. 1972. Macrobiotic cooking. New
York, NY: New American Library. 224 p. Foreword by
Herman Aihara. May. Index. 18 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: This pocketbook has a color (beige) photo on
the cover of ears of wheat, one wooden spoon filled with
soybeans and one filled with unpolished rice. It is “A basic
introductory guide to cooking and eating the macrobiotic
way.” The author’s interest in macrobiotics began in April
1968. Basic information on soyfoods (especially miso,
tamari, and tofu) is given on pages 29, 33-38, 213-14. Soyrelated recipes include: Wheat berries and black beans (i.e.
black soybeans, p. 78). Sprouts (incl. soy sprouts, p. 82-83).
Miso pickles (p. 124-25). Miso soup (p. 128-29). Cream of
miso soup (p. 135). Black beans and wheat berries (p. 139).
There is an entire chapter on miso and tofu (p. 142-46)
including: What makes miso so beneficial? Barley miso
(nutritional analysis). Miso-vegetable stew. Miso-rice.
Miso stew with vegetables. Miso-vegetable spoon bread.
Homemade tofu (curded with fresh lemon juice).
Pizza–Macrobiotic style (with miso, p. 149). Chop suey
(with tofu and miso, p. 151-52). Miso bechamel sauce (p.
159). Miso gravy. Simple tahini and tamari sauces (p. 160).
Tempura dip (with tamari). Simple miso spreads (p. 161).
Miso-vegetable spread. Miso-watercress spread.
There is a directory of macrobiotic stores and restaurants
in the U.S. (p. 191-203, subdivided alphabetically by state,
and within each state alphabetically by city). The following
states have the following number of stores and restaurants:
Alaska 1, Arizona 4, Arkansas 1, California 32, Colorado 4,
Connecticut 18, District of Columbia 3, Florida 14, Georgia
7, Hawaii 2, Illinois 7, Indiana 2, Iowa 5, Louisiana 4, Maine
14, Maryland 7, Massachusetts 51, Michigan 12, Minnesota
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3, Mississippi 2, Missouri 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 20,
New Jersey 9, New Mexico 3, New York 61, North Carolina
5, Ohio 14, Oklahoma 3, Oregon 2, Pennsylvania 8, Rhode
Island 5, South Carolina 1, Texas 4, Utah 1, Vermont 26,
Virginia 4, Washington 3, Wisconsin 2.
There is also a directory of stores, restaurants, and
centers outside the U.S. (p. 204-07, subdivided by country).
The following countries have the following number of
stores, restaurants, or centers: Australia 1, Belgium 2, Brazil
2, Canada 15, Denmark 4, France 29, Germany 1, Holland
(Netherlands) 2, India 1, Italy 1, Japan 3, Portugal 1, Puerto
Rico 1, Spain 1, Sweden 1, Switzerland 2, United Kingdom:
England 13, Scotland 1, Vietnam 2.
A list of wholesale distributors in the U.S. (p. 208-09)
includes Shiloh Farms (Route 59, Sulfur Springs, Arkansas;
[Warren Clough]), Erewhon Trading Co. (8003 W. Beverly
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048), Chico San Foods
(1262 Humboldt Ave., Chico, California 95926), Erewhon
Trading Co. (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts
02210), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New York 13780),
Infinity Food Co. (171 Duane, New York, NY 10013), Mottel
Foods (451 Washington, New York, NY 10013), Juniper
Farms (Box 100, Sugar Loaf, NY 10981), Pioneer Specialty
Foods (Fargo, North Dakota 58100), Merit Food Co. (Pill
Hill Lane, Box 177, Bally, Pennsylvania 19503), Essene
(58th & Grays Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19143).
767. Loosli, J.K. 1973. Clive Maine McCay (1893-1967): A
biographical sketch. J. of Nutrition 103(1):1-10. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: A superb biography. On page 2 is a full-page
portrait photo of Clive McCay.
1898 March 21–Clive Maine McCay is born on a farm
in Winamac, Indiana, the oldest of three children and the
only son of Lewis J. McCay, a country school teacher, and
May Crim.
1902–The family moves to Logansport, Indiana, where
the father begins work on the Pennsylvania railroad. Clive
goes to grade school and high school in Logansport.
1909 July–Clive’s mother dies of stomach cancer when
he is age 11. Clive’s father remarries within two years.
1914–Clive’s father is killed in a train accident when he
is age 16. His father was on top of a train when it went under
a covered bridge. His stepmother becomes his only parent.
Clive’s sisters remember him as a serious, industrious child,
never getting into trouble and with no bad habits, but being
original in the way he did things. An excellent character
sketch follows. He “did what he set out to do.” “To an
unusual degree McCay combined the dreamer and the doer.”
1916 spring–He graduated from high school in
Logansport.
1916 fall–Entered the University of Illinois.
1920 spring–Graduated with an A.B. degree specializing
in chemistry and physics.
1920-21–Taught chemistry at Texas A&M College.

1923–Graduated from Iowa State College with an M.S.
degree in biochemistry.
1925–Graduated from the University of California,
Berkeley, with a Ph.D. degree in biochemistry under C.L.A.
Schmidt.
1927–Studied nutrition at Yale University [New Haven,
Connecticut] on a National Research Council Fellowship
under L.B. Mendel, a leading nutritionist of the day.
Nutrition had interested Clive even as a boy.
During his postdoctorate studies at Yale, McCay became
acquainted with L.A. Maynard who was on leave from
Cornell Univ., also studying with Osborne and Mendel at the
time.
1927–The young McCay accepts Maynard’s invitation
to join him as assistant professor of animal husbandry and
assistant animal nutritionist in the Experiment Station in the
Department of Animal Husbandry at Cornell.
“McCay’s most important early contribution was
probably the demonstration that restriction of calories
in a diet otherwise adequate extended the life span. The
stimulus for this research came during his postdoctorate
studies at Yale University. He started lifespan studies on
trout while at Yale and continued these [at the Cortland Fish
Hatchery] after joining the Cornell faculty where he initiated
experiments with rats. [The white rat was the subject of most
of Clive’s nutritional studies]. It was found that a severe
restriction of energy which retarded growth, markedly
extended the lifespan of rats and delayed the biochemical and
pathological changes related to aging... This research brought
him international recognition and much of his later research
was related to the aging process. More than 50 papers were
published reporting the results of various nutritional factors
on the aging process and the life span of rats and hamsters.”
1927 July 11–Clive marries Jeanette Beyer of Iowa just
before they moved to Cornell Univ. Her training, interest
and stimulation to his research undoubtedly added greatly
to his accomplishments. A biography of Jeanette is given.
The daughter of Dr. S.W. Beyer, Prof. of Geology and Dean
of Science at Iowa State College, she earned a B.S. degree
of Iowa State in foods and nutrition. Then she worked
for General Mills, Inc. for several years teaching cooking
schools for homemakers. She wrote a weekly column on
foods for about 10 years while she pursued graduate studies
in nutrition and child development at Cornell Univ. In 1934
she was awarded an M.S. degree and in 1939 a PhD degree.
“Clive and Jeanette developed a true partnership devoted
to the teaching and practice of proper nutrition. Together
they developed the Cornell formula bread (also called Triple
Rich bread) which contained 8% of nonfat dry milk solids,
6% of full fat soybean flour and 2% of wheat germ.”
1933–The McCays buy a run-down 55-acre farm about
3 miles from Cornell on Route 1, in Ithaca; they call it Green
Barn Farm.
1935-36–Sabbatical leave with Jeanette to Oxford
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University, England.
1936–McCay is promoted in rank and becomes
Professor of Nutrition.
1943–Clive enlisted in the U.S. Navy. He was
commissioned and assigned to take charge of research on
food and nutrition. His work included the improvement of
“abandon-ship rations.” He was honorably discharged in
1946.
Upon returning to Cornell after World War II, Clive
devoted more of his energy to research on problems directly
related to human nutrition and health.
1946–He is given a joint appointment to the Food and
Nutrition faculty of the College of Home Economics.
1953–Sabbatical to Basel, Switzerland.
The section titled “History of Nutrition” notes: “This
interest in history was maintained throughout his active life.”
“... history was his great passion. He loved to read it and
loved to quote it.” In one of his papers Clive wrote: “The
study of history affords a means of maturing in wisdom...
History tends to inculcate a spirit of modesty in regard to
our own time and to make us realize that we have made but
a beginning in solving the intricate and difficult problems of
feeding men.”
The section titled “McCay as a teacher” notes that “his
teaching responsibilities at Cornell were primarily concerned
with graduate students.” He supervised the training of about
30 graduate students, “all of whom devoted their careers to
some aspect of nutrition in many different countries” (p. 8).
“The McCay home became a family center for his
many graduate students. There they made frequent visits for
food and fun liberally spiced with discussions of nutrition
research, both theoretical and applied.” “... his enthusiasm
greatly stimulated his students and associates.”
“During the 35 years he served on the faculty of the
Department of Animal Husbandry at Cornell he authored and
coauthored some 200 technical articles published in more
than 30 journals.” He also contributed review chapters to at
least five books. His book titled Nutrition of the Dog, which
was published in 1943, won the National Dog Week Award
and Medal in 1948. A revised edition appeared in 1949.
“McCay’s basic interest was in improving human
welfare through better nutrition of man himself and of the
animals that serve him.” He wrote: “The nutritional status of
every person lies largely in his own hands during the latter
half of life and depends largely upon his ability to curb his
intake of such common foods as sugar, alcohol, low-grade
cereals and many fats, as well as his ability to select foods of
high nutritional value.” The McCays had no children of their
own but adopted a son, Kenneth Button, who now lives in
Victoria, Texas.
1959 Oct.–Clive has his first stroke; after two years he
has almost recovered.
1962–He retires from Cornell and he and Jeanette move
to Florida.

1967 June 8–Clive dies in Florida. Jeanette still resides
there. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, New York State
College of Agriculture, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York
14850.
768. François, Marie-Thérèse. 1973. Léon Rouest et
l’acclimatation du soja hors de son pays d’origine.
Conclusions à en tirer pour le développement actuel de sa
culture en France [Leon Rouest and the acclimatization of
the soybean outside of its country of origin. Conclusions
to be drawn for the current development of its cultivation
in France]. Revue Francaise des Corps Gras 20(6):335-41.
June. [10 ref. Fre; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction: Brief
biography of Rouest. History of soybean introduction
to: Germany and Central Europe. Soviet Union. Austria.
Italy. Poland. United States. France. Zones suited to the
cultivation of soya in France. Time of planting and selection.
Instructions concerning the cultivation of soya in France.
Predators. Choice of varieties. Irrigation. Soybean utilization.
Conclusions: The writer would like to see soybean
cultivation developed in France.
Hervé Berbille, who sent this article as a PDF e-mail
attachment to Soyinfo Center (Aug. 2011) writes: “I also
found recently that Léon Rouest was an anarchist like Li
Yu-Ying: ‘Léon Rouest, an anarchist expelled from Tunisia
for his writings [and] sentenced to two months in prison [in
Casablanca] to... a pamphlet considered subversive.’ I find
the similarity of the trajectories and commitments (political
and soybean) between Rouest and Li properly amazing. All
the more extraordinary in that their paths are independent,
Rouest and Li will meet each other later in Paris.
“Another surprising thing in common (not so much
in fact), Rouest and Li have fully understood the social
implications of soy.” Address: Prof., Faculty of Pharmacy,
Univ. of Nancy, France.
769. Moser, Benjamin B. 1973. Grain sales (Letter to the
editor). Washington Post, Times Herald. July 10. p. A19.
• Summary: “Your editorial on the soybean embargo rightly
criticizes administration stupidity in handling grain exports
to Russia, but it misses the major stupidity. It would have
been bad enough to sell too much grain too cheap last year,
even if we had gotten paid for it. Grain supply would still
have been short, and the result would have been high priced
chicken in Washington [DC], and cheap chicken in Minsk
and Odessa. But if the sale had been genuine, we would at
least have gotten something useful in exchange, like caviar,
vodka, or gold. As it was, all we got was an IOU.”
Note: As of July 2014, Minsk is the capital of Belarus
and Odessa is the 3rd largest city in Ukraine.
“You should not accept at face value the administration’s
story that it did not know about the magnitude of the Russian
‘sale.’ The fact of the matter is that one can’t export 10
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bushels of grain, even a cash sale, without the Agriculture
Department [USDA] knowing about it. In the Russian case,
the Agriculture Department not only knew all about it, they
paid for it with U.S. taxpayers money.” Address: Vienna
[Austria].
770. Roozen, J.P.; Pilnik, W. 1973. Ultrafiltration controlled
enzymatic degradation of soy protein. Process Biochemistry
8(7):24-25. July. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Because of their taste, most hydrolysates
formed by enzymatic degradation are not used in foodstuffs.
Enzymatic depolymerisation in an ultrafiltration cell
continuously separates peptides of desirable molecular
weights from the reaction mixture. For application, the
molecular weight has to be low enough to ensure solubility
in acid fruit juice media, but not so low as to give a bitter
taste.”
Soy proteins of middle molecular weight are most
suitable for introducing into fruit juices. These intermediate
proteolytic products can be isolated by first digesting a soy
protein solution with enzymes, then subjecting the mixture to
ultrafiltration as the digestion proceeds.
Promine D, a commercial neutral isolated soybean
protein in the sodium form, was purchased from Central
Soya’s plant in Chicago, Illinois. The following enzymes
were studied: Pankreasproteinase A and Bakterienproteinase
N (Röhm [Roehm] GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), FAAN
type A and Saure Protease SPR (Schweiz Ferment AG,
Basel, Switzerland), HT Proteolytic 200 (Takamine, Miles
Labs Inc.), and Rhozyme P-53 conc (Rohm & Haas,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). The hydrolysis was carried out
in a 142 mm Hi-Flux Ultrafiltration Cell (Millipore) placed
in a thermostat. The ultrafiltration membrane was the DDS
800 membrane (De Dansk Sukkerfabrikker, Copenhagen,
Denmark) with a nominal 100% rejection of molecules larger
than 6,000 daltons. The pressure on the cell varied from 2 to
8 atmospheres.
The authors conclude that absence of beany flavor and
bitterness is a very attractive property of these instant soluble
hydrolysates. Therefore ultrafiltration appears to be a useful
means of preparing high-grade food peptides. Address:
Dep. of Food Science, Agricultural Univ., Wageningen,
Netherlands.
771. Nagarajan, V.; Bhat, R.V.; Tulpule, P.G. 1973.
Aflatoxins production in some varieties of soybeans (Glycine
max L.). Experientia (Switzerland) 29(10):1302-03. Oct. 15.
[15 ref]
• Summary: Toxin production (0.12 to 31.25 micrograms/
ml) was found on soybeans using different isolates of A.
flavus and A. parasiticus. The authors observed that soybeans
supported the production of aflatoxins under optimal
laboratory conditions but that the amount of toxin produced
was determined by both the fungal isolate and the soybean

variety used. Address: National Inst. of Nutrition, Indian
Council of Medical Research, Hyderabad 7, India.
772. de Geus, J. 1973. Fertilizer guide for the tropics and
subtropics. 2nd ed. Zurich, Switzerland: Centre d’Etude de
l’Azote. *
• Summary: The author reviews the research literature
concerning the growth and yield response of soybeans to
fertilizers, the role of the nodulation bacteria (Rhizobium
japonicum) and the interaction between the level of fertilizer
applied, in particular inorganic nitrogen, and the activity of
symbiotic root organisms. He concludes: “The fertilizing
problems in soya bean growing are primarily concerned with
the maintenance of adequate supplies of P, K and Ca.”
773. George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation. 1973. Useful
names and addresses. 1471–10th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94122. 55 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: This macrobiotic directory lists names and
addresses of macrobiotic people, organizations, food stores
and restaurants, and bookstores in the United States (each
category broken down by state), Canada, and abroad. The
leading states for individuals are California (7.3 pages), New
York (1.5 p.), and Massachusetts (1 p.).
There are listings for the following foreign countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Costa
Rica, Denmark, England, France, Germany, India, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, South Vietnam.
There are ads for the following companies: Sunflower,
The Queensberry Bakery (112 Queensberry St., Boston
02215), East West Foundation Center, Sanae Inc. at 2
locations (Sanae Restaurant at 272A Newbury St., Boston,
and The Seventh Inn at 288 Boylston St. in Boston), Prasad
(1956 University Ave., Berkeley, California) (p. 0). Eden
whole earth grocery and delicatessen, and Sun Bakery (330
Maynard St., Ann Arbor, Michigan) (p. 18). Janus Natural
Foods (712 7th Ave. South, Seattle, Washington 98104.
Phone: 206-MA4-1084) shows that they distribute (import)
tamari and miso, as well as sea vegetables. They carry the
following brands: Erewhon, Spiral Foods, Deaf Smith, Pure
& Simple, Chico-San, Arrowhead Mills (p. 27). Cliffrose
(129 Coffman, Longmont, Colorado). Ceres Harvest Natural
Foods (3632 W. Colorado Ave., Colorado Springs, CO
80904; wholesale and retail) (p. 39). The Good Karma Cafe
(501 Dolores St., San Francisco), and The Good Earth (123
Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA 94930) (p. 50). Greenberg’s Natural
Foods, Inc. (125 1st Ave., New York, NY 10003).
Individuals and organizations interested in macrobiotics
in the United States (arranged by state): Massachusetts:
James Silver, Seventh Inn, 288 Boylston St., Boston, 02116.
Erewhon Trading Co., 33 Farnsworth St., Boston, 02210.
Michio Kushi, 440 Boylston St., Brookline, 02146. John
Deming, c/o Kushi, 440 Boylston St., Brookline, 02146. Nik
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& Joanne Amartseff, Top of the Harbor, Gloucester, 01930.
Ken & Ann Burns, 22 Knoll St., Roslindale, 02131.
Michigan: Mr. and Mrs. Michael Potter, #1169, 1407
Charlton Ave., Ann Arbor, 48103. Judith A. Bolduc, 822
Brookwood Rd., Ann Arbor, 48104.
The George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation is a nonprofit organization located at 1471–10th Ave., San Francisco,
California 94122. It was founded in 1971. The aim of the
Foundation is to spread the teaching of the unifying principle
and its practical applications in daily life. Address: San
Francisco, California.
774. Baruk, Henri. 1974. Berczeller et le Soja: Le problème
des famines [Berczeller and the soybean: The problem of
famine]. Histoire des Sciences Medicales 8(2):235-39. April/
June. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This paper was presented on 26 Jan. 1974 at a
meeting of the French Society for the History of Medicine.
Soya has long been used in China but its application as food
is thanks to a process discovered by Ladislaus Berczeller,
a scholar of Jewish origin, born in 1885 in Budapest. The
idea to study soy came to him in 1912 following “dinner of
soya” at the Japanese embassy in Berlin. In about 1918-1920
Berczeller was working at the laboratory of Dr. Wasserman
on the proteins in blood. He had been a professor on the
faculty of medicine in Budapest and a director of the food
institute in Vienna. He had many difficulties in disseminating
his discoveries. In 1926 he traveled to Russia for the soy
industry and was named an “honorary General of the Red
Army.” In Germany his patents were used by Hauser [sic,
Hansa] Muehle in Hamburg. In England his soy flour was
produced by the Soyolk Society. In 1924 a soyfoods dinner
was given in London; Winston Churchill attended.
Berczeller traveled widely in Europe to study this
question and larger questions of food in Romania, Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia, Portugal, Italy, etc. He made proposals
concerning soy to the French government as early as 1929.
In October 1939 Mr. Arnould asked C.N.R.S. to invite Dr.
Berczeller to come to France. He arrived in Paris via Geneva
under the auspices of the League of Nations, and worked
with Mr. Arnould on the introduction of soybean growing
into the region around Toulouse and of soyfoods into the
French army.
The defeat of France in 1940 stopped his work. Trapped
and hunted as a Jew by the Germans during their occupation
of France (from June 1940) he lived clandestinely and
underground. Then in 1949, undernourished and exhausted
by cachexia (physical wasting and malnutrition) and attacks
of asthma, he was hospitalized after fainting in the Paris
subway. He was sent to various hospitals, finally arriving in
1951 at Clairfontaine, a psychiatric hospital in Saint Remy.
During the war we, in our Department at Saint-Maurice
Hospital, were able to observe the good effects of soy
thanks to professor Gounelle, who put us in touch with his

collaborators: R. Mande J. Marche, Professor Dumas, of the
Pasteur Institute, and M. Saunier, as well as M. Raoul, who
worked on proteins, lipids, and vitamins. Our intern, Mr.
Bachet, studied these problems in depth. The numerous and
important works of Prof. Gounelle and his co-workers have
clarified many nutritional and medical problems. We were
able to confirm the remarkable effects of soya on edema and
other manifestations of undernutrition.
In 1953 Prof. Veraz, of the Institute of Physiology at
the University Basel (Bâle, Basle, Switzerland), moved by
the sad condition of Dr. Berczeller, asked us to take him into
our department. We promptly installed him in a good room
at Saint-Maurice, where he entered on 20 June 1953. The
certificates transmitted to us gave the impression that Dr.
Berczeller was seen sometimes as a megalomaniac, or one
with mental disequilibrium or paranoid tendencies.
Upon joining us, Dr. Berczeller spoke very freely in both
French and English of many ideas about feeding people and
animals. He complained above all at being without a country,
suspected on all sides, and rejected by all official paying
jobs. He had been divorced before the war, and he had
already stayed in Switzerland for 4 months in the clinic of
Dr. Mueller. He had had an operation for pulmonary fistula,
following a thoracic traumatism originating in his asthma
and then complicated by important cardiac troubles.
During his stay he was visited by Mme Rousselin of
Val Fleury and by Mme de Bissingen of Neuilly-sur-Seine.
Finally we received extensive information from Mme
Koechlin, Emigration Aide, which confirmed that he had
been professor of biochemistry at the University of Budapest
and director of the institute of food research in Vienna in
about 1920. He left Austria in 1939 and was able to come to
Paris to see Prof. Cliouard of the Ministry of War, where he
had been appointed.
During the occupation he was aided by an American,
Mrs. Rousselin, who worked at the American embassy. In
1945 he came to the Office of Emigrants, suffering from
bronchitis and asthma. He was then hospitalized at various
places. Everyone considered that Dr. Berczeller would have
been better placed in a rest home in Switzerland than in a
psychiatric hospital. In June 1950, during his stay at SainteAnne, a note was written to this effect by Dr. Bressières, who
noted that he was very calm and did not have tuberculosis.
To this end we tried to contact the American companies
who were producing or had produced his soy products in
order to raise a little money to send him to Switzerland.
Professor Verzar helped. Prof. McCay, a professor of
nutrition at Cornell University [New York], assisted with
a plea for help that was published in Soybean Digest (May
1953, p. 31). Dr. McCay and his wife visited Dr. Berczeller
in a French mental hospital.
Mr. Keinewalter sent 50 letters to soy processors but
received only one response for $10, which arrived on the
eve of Dr. Berczeller’s death at the Establishment of Saint-
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Maurice on 14 Nov. 1955. He was buried free of charge for
5 years at the Establishment’s graveyard, then transferred on
24 Oct. 1967 to a place acquired for 10 years by Mr. Francis
Arnould who lived at 97 avenue Emile-Zola in Paris. In
1974 the city of Paris was looking for a permanent resting
place. “May the scientist Dr. Berczeller rest in peace. One
of the men who as contributed most to the easing of misery
and hunger in the world has died disowned and himself
in misery.” Address: Prof., Paris (Member ‘Académie de
Médecine).
775. Baruk, Henri. 1974. Communication. Berczeller
(1890-1955) et le soja: Contribution à l’étude des famines
[Communication. Berczeller (1890-1955) and the soybean:
Contribution to the study of famine]. Bulletin de l’Académie
Nationale de Médecine 158(1):46-52. Meeting of 22 Jan.
1974. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This paper was presented on 22 Jan. 1974
at a meeting of the National Academy of Medicine. The
presentation and bibliography end several inches from the
bottom of page 50. The rest of the article (2¼ pages) is
discussion.
This article is similar (but not identical) to one presented
4 days later by the name author to the French Society for the
History of Medicine–which see for details. Address: Prof., 5,
quai de la République, 94410 Saint-Maurice, Paris [Member
Académie de Médecine].
776. Gremli, Hans A. 1974. Interaction of flavor compounds
with soy protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society
51(1):95A-97A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Discusses protein binding of off-flavors.
The degree of binding depends on the class of compound
(alcohols, aldehydes and ketones) reacting with the protein.
Address: Food Technology Lab., Givauden Esrolko, CH8600 Duebendorf, Switzerland.
777. Iammartino, Nicholas R. 1974. Fabricated protein
foods. Chemical Engineering 81(16):50-52, 54. Aug. 5. [2
ref]
• Summary: New sources of protein for human food are
emerging as one way to relieve the growing protein crunch.
Soy-based protein products are expected to maintain a lion’s
share of the expansion, with cottonseed a distant second.
A spokesman for General Mills predicts that the market for
textured vegetable proteins will double during the rest of the
1970s from a 1973 demand of 110 million lb (nearly all soy).
Initial advances have been mostly in institutional “captive
feeding” programs, such as school lunch and hospital
feeding programs. Few household consumers have tried the
product. A report titled “Engineering protein foods: What’s
happening” published by Business Communications Co.
(Stamford, Connecticut; $400) predicts a less bullish but still

hefty growth of 56% a year during 1973-1980. And a Cornell
University [New York] study predicts that “vegetable analogs
and extenders will constitute 10% of the U.S.’s total ‘meat’
diet by 1985.
The two main companies making “textured protein
products based on spun soy fibers” are General Mills and
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
One table on page 52 (from Frost & Sullivan’s “The
Fabricated Foods Market”) shows estimated growth of the
fabricated foods market ($ million) in 1972, 1976, and 1980
for 12 categories of human food. Vegetable protein products
are expected to grow from $82 million in 1972, to $316.5
million in 1976, to $1,513.9 million in 1980.
Another table on page 52 (from Business
Communications Co.) shows “Projected use of textured
vegetable-protein, by market” (million lb) in 1975, 1980,
1985, 1990, and 2000. The markets are school lunch, public
eating, federal institutions, and commercial & others. For
each of these 5 years, the total is also divided into extruded
type and spun type, in both pounds and dollar value. The
totals and largest segments are as follows: In 1975–188
million lb of which 60% is school lunch. 62% extruded type
by weight. Sales value is $111 million, of which 58% is
from spun type. In 1980–1,807 million lb of which 69% is
commercial & others. 59% extruded type by weight. Sales
value is $1,093 million, of which 61% is from spun type.
1985–4,484 million lb of which 70% is commercial & others.
In 1990–9,719 million lb of which 76% is commercial &
others. 60% spun type by weight. Sales value is $6,801
million, of which 77% is from spun type. Year 2000–12,212
million lb of which 77% is commercial & others.
A sidebar titled “Single-cell protein may hold a
long-term answer to the protein crisis” discusses several
approaches: 1. Amoco Foods Co. (Chicago, Illinois) is
building a plant in Hutchinson, Minnesota, expected to be
completed next year. It will produce about 10 million lb/
year of Torula yeast from a substrate of ethylene-derived
ethanol. 2. Rank, Hovis, McDougall Ltd. (RHM, London)
and Du Pont (Wilmington, Delaware) have a joint venture
in the form of a 150 ton/year pilot plant that uses RHM’s
continuous-fermentation process to grow fungi on such
substrates on such carbohydrates as beans, molasses, or
cassava. The combine admits the product is a long way from
being commercialized. Fungi-type protein “has a texture that
makes for easy fabrication into meat analogs.” 3. A team of
Exxon Corp. (New York) and Nestlé (Vevey, Switzerland)
has a pilot plant that is growing yeasts and bacteria on a
petroleum substrate (that is neither gas oil nor paraffins); But
will consumers eat “petroprotein”?
Also discusses proteins from cottonseed, rapeseed,
sunflower seeds, alfalfa (leaf protein concentrate),
fractionated whey, and fish protein concentrate.
Although leaf protein concentrate was proposed at least
30 years ago, the first plant has been running only since mid-
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1970. It makes 10 tons/day for animal feed and is operated
by Batley-Janss Enterprises (Brawley, California).
In 1973 researchers at USDA’s Western Regional
Research Lab. in Albany, California, originated the alfalfa
technique (Chemical Engineering, Jan. 22, 1973, p. 7677). The quality of the concentrate is too poor for human
consumption, mainly because of flavors and colors from
the alfalfa chloroplasts. Now, however, USDA has two
new processes that yield a bland, white concentrate. The
first process removes the chloroplasts by coagulation and
centrifuging, the second by ultrafiltration. Last summer
leaf protein began to be produced commercially in Tamasi,
Hungary, under the name Vepex.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1997)
that mentions the work of Rank Hovis McDougall with
fungal protein. Address: Assoc. editor.
778. Gretzmacher, R. 1974. Moeglichkeit einer
Sojaproduction in Oesterreich [The possibility of soybean
production in Austria]. Lebensmittel und Ernaehrung
27(9):201-05. [Ger]*
779. Jeavons, John. 1974. How to grow more vegetables than
you ever thought possible on less land than you can imagine.
Palo Alto, California: Ecology Action of the Midpeninsula.
[7] + iv + 82 p. Illust. by Betsy Bruneau Jeavons and Rip
King. No index. 28 cm. [64* ref]
• Summary: This is the first edition of this classic–
typewritten. On the title page: “A Primer on the LifeGiving Biodynamic / French Intensive Method of Organic
Horticulture.”
“Dedicated to the plants, animals, insects, rain, planets,
people, soil, micro-organisms, flowers, herbs, weeds, forces
of nature and love which have made this method, book, and
life possible.”
Contents: Preface. History and philosophy. Bed
preparation. Composting. Seed propagation. Companion
planting. Insect life.
Preface (brief chronology by Jeavons dated March
6, 1974): 1967–Dr. Paul Lee started the Student Garden
Project at the University of California, Santa Cruz and hired
Chadwick to develop the garden. Chadwick introduced the
French Intensive and Biodynamic systems of food and flower
production to America. “With love, vision and apparent
magic, Alan converted a barren slope into a Garden of Eden.
Note: This garden is now known as the Chadwick Garden.
Many were touched by his genius. Chadwick was larger
than life. He taught and inspired more by his manner and his
behavior than by his words alone.
1970–The City of Palo Alto makes land available to the
public for a public garden.
1971 Sept.–Larry White, Director of the Nature and
Science Dep. of the City of Palo Alto, arranges for Stephen
Kafka, Senior Apprentice at the University of California–

Santa Cruz Student Garden, to give a 4-hour class on the
biodynamic / French intensive method to Palo Alto residents.
Several members of Ecology Action of the Midpeninsula
(including Jeavons) attended and “learned details of an
exciting organic horticultural method about which we had
heard encouraging reports.”
1972–Ecology Action’s Board of Directors approve
a biodynamic / French intensive method research and
education project. “The method’s techniques were
communicated by a two year apprentice program at Santa
Cruz and through periodic classes given by Alan Chadwick
and Stephen Kaffka. The purposes of the Ecology Action
project were: (1) To teach regular classes. (2) To collect
data on the reportedly fourfold yields produced by the
environmentally sound horticultural method. (3) To make
land available for gardening to additional midpeninsula
residents. (4) To publish information on the method’s
techniques.
1972 May–After a 5-month search for land, the Syntex
Corporation offers to provide on a no cost basis 3-3/4
acres of land at its site in the Stanford Industrial Park
and all the water needed for the project. Dr. Alejandro of
the Alza Corporation “contributed the first money to the
project, $5,000 without which we never could have begun.”
Commitment by several individuals and corporations, plus
the Point Foundation enabled the project to continue.
1972 May–Alan Chadwick visits the garden site and
gives basic advice on how to proceed. Those involved with
the nascent Palo Alto garden also attend a series of lectures
given by Mr. Chadwick in Saratoga, California.
1972 spring–Using the classes taught by Alan Chadwick
and Stephen Kaffka as a basis, Jeavons and co-workers
begin teaching classes in the Palo Alto area. Soon the class
becomes a five week series of Saturday classes, which is
continually “recycled.” A set of information sheets are
developed. “Many people asked for a book which contains
all the information we have gathered... This book is the
result.” Names of the people who have made important
contributions to the book are given.
“Our initial research seems to indicate that the method
produces an average of 4 times more vegetables per acre
than the amount grown by farmers using mechanized and
chemical agricultural techniques. The method also appears to
use ½ the water and 1% the energy consumed by commercial
agriculture, per pound of vegetable grown. The flavor of the
vegetables is usually excellent and there are indications that
their nutritive value may be higher. The method is exciting
to me because man becomes important again as he finds his
place in relation to nature. In the method man helps provide
for the needs of the plants instead of trying to dominate
them. When he provides for these real needs, the plants
bounteously provide more food... In striving for quality, man
can provide a diet and income more than sufficient for his
needs. The effort will produce a human renaissance and a
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cornucopia of food for all.”
History: “French intensive techniques were developed in
the 1890s outside Paris on 2 acres of land.” “The biodynamic
techniques were developed by Rudolf Steiner, an Austrian
genius, philosopher and educator in the early 1920s.” A good
history follows.
Although legumes, and beans in general, are mentioned
on numerous pages of this book, soybeans are not mentioned.
However green vegetable soybeans play a major role in
subsequent editions of this book. See also the 1982 edition
published by Ten Speed Press. Address: Ecology Action
of the Midpeninsula, 2225 El Camino Real, Palo Alto,
California.
780. American Soybean Assoc. 1974? Soybeans: From
America’s fertile soils the worlds versatile protein resource.
Hudson, Iowa. 16 p. Undated. No page numbers. All color.
• Summary: On a page titled “Utilization,” color photos
show many soy products including: Milnot (can),
Worthington Soyameat (can), Nabisco Sociables (paperboard
box), Candied Pernuts: Toasted Soybeans (paperboard box),
Bac*Os (glass jar), Crisco (shortening; can), Hain Soy Oil
(glass jar), Dream Whip: Whipped Topping Mix (paperboard
box), Hamburger Helper (paperboard box), Worthington
Veja-Links (can), RG Lecithin (jar), Yoshihara Oil Mill,
Ltd. Golden Soybean Salad Oil (can, 2 sizes), and 3 brands
of bottled soymilk made in Korea. Another page shows
Soyor bottled soy oil. The addresses of American Soybean
Association offices in Hudson, Iowa (USA), Tokyo (Japan),
Taipei (Taiwan), Brussels (Belgium), Hamburg (West
Germany), Vienna (Austria), and Mexico City (Mexico) are
given. Address: Hudson, Iowa.
781. Pearce, Jean. 1975. Jean Pearce’s How to get things
done in Japan. Vol. 1. Tokyo: Japan Times Ltd. [iv] + 245 p.
Jan. Index. 19 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This book is composed of reprints of the
popular and informative articles, answering questions from
readers on a wide variety of subjects, that Jean Pearce wrote
in her column in The Japan Times from 1 Jan. 1972 to 27
July 1974; they appear in this book in chronological order.
From 16 Oct. 1973 (p. 76): “Health foods” are now
widely available in Japan, but familiar products are not
always to be found. You can, however, find many soybean
products, including natural soy sauce, and natural miso. “Try
Nihon Kenko Shizenshoku in Shinbashi [Tokyo], phone 5734181, or Shizenshoku Center in Shibuya, 461-7988. Both
have restaurants that serve natural foods only.”
Note: On pages 77-78 is a good history of Calpis.
From 8 Jan. 1974 (p. 118-19): “Health food remains
a subject of interest... The basic Japanese diet, with a little
discretion in the use of salt, is a health faddist’s delight.
Also on natural foods, a shop (Ishii Shoten, 1-2-7 Nishikata,
Bunkyo-ku [Tokyo], phone 811-2457 in Japanese), that still

makes by traditional methods roasted soybeans from midDecember through June, far superior, I’m told, to any of the
imported varieties... ‘A nice low-cal snack, and a good hors
d’oeuvre...’ They come with or without salt.”
From 5 Feb. 1974 (p. 134): “A woman wants to learn
how to make tofu. I have a recipe but I don’t think I’ll give
it again. It is very difficult to do and the end result is more
often failure than success. However, anyone can buy instant
tofu at most Japanese food stores. It’s easy to make, will be
better than trying to do it yourself, and is inexpensive, ¥80
the last time I bought it but it has no doubt gone up. It makes
two squares. The nigari she asks about is bittern, necessary
for thickening [curding, coagulating]. Tofu is now available
in many foreign countries. If you don’t know where to look,
call anyplace listed under Buddhist in the classified directory.
Ask where they buy theirs.”
From 12 March 1974 (p. 154-55): “Tofu lovers, united!
There are lots of them and their sympathy was with the
woman who was denied a do-it-yourself recipe in this very
column. So kinder hearts provide the following.
“Two collectors [Shurtleff and Aoyagi] are compiling a
book of tofu recipes, which includes a number for making
tofu, using various solidifiers and soybean products. I’ll let
you know when it’s published.
“A book, Tofu Recipes, was published by a tofu
enthusiast after a year’s visit to Japan. It is her first literary
endeavor, a labor of love which will be understood by
anyone who is a tofu devotee. Grace Kikuchi tells you how
to make it and how to use it, relying on childhood memories
and modern innovations. I’ll be in the kitchen when I finish
this column. You can be equally inspired if you send your
order to Grace Kikuchi, 260 Sumac Lane, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, U.S.A. Enclose $2.00. Somehow.”
From 7 May 1974 (p. 184-85): “There is a new health
food [natural food] restaurant in Tokyo, Hakumon (“White
Gate”), just across from the Chuo University exit to the Shin
Ochanomizu Station on the Chiyoda subway line, phone
291-9762. French owner Jimmy Dejeammes... I’d like to go
back daily for the tofu that they make. Try the mochi made
of brown rice and prepared in a variety of ways... All bread
is baked there; high nutritional value... Among the beverages
is Soyalac, made of soybean milk.” It is made and distributed
here by Saniku Shokuhin, the Seventh Day Adventist health
food company. Neuroca, a Swiss coffee substitute, is also
available at Hakumon. Phone before you go. Hakumon may
be moving soon. Address: The Japan Times, Tokyo, Japan.
782. Reynolds, Barbara. 1975. Dr. Percy Julian dies at 76;
found many uses for soybean. Chicago Tribune. April 21. p.
C14.
• Summary: He died Saturday in St. Theresa Hospital in
Waukegan, Illinois [just north of Chicago]. One of his early
discoveries was “fire-fighting foam,” made from soybeans
and used to distinguish fires on ships during World War
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II. Also from soybeans, he developed a low-cost protein
compound for use as a paper coating (as to make glossy
paper) and synthetic cortisone for arthritis patients.
Born in Montgomery, Alabama [on 11 April 1899], the
son of a mail clerk and the grandson of a slave. In 1916 he
was admitted to DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana,
as a “subfreshman” because his early education was deemed
deficient. He waited tables, stoked furnaces, and played with
a jazz orchestra to help pay expenses at DePauw. Housing
discrimination on campus forced him to study in a fraternity
house attic. In 1920 he graduated Phi Beta Kappa and the
top student in his class. In 1926 he earned a master’s degree
in chemistry, then he found discrimination barring the door
to a doctorate in the USA. With help from the Rockefeller
Foundation, he went to the University of Vienna, where he
graduated with a PhD in 1931.
In 1936 he went to work for The Glidden Co. in
Chicago. “In 1954, he founded his own firm, the Julian
Research Institute in Franklin Park, with a branch in Mexico
City.” A portrait photo shows Percy Julian.
783. Soybean Digest. 1975. An East Europe opportunity [for
soybeans]. Sept. p. 37.
• Summary: “Increased interest in livestock production by
the Communist governments of Eastern Europe provides
an excellent opportunity to expand the market for soybeans
and soybean meal in these countries, according to Alek
Cerne, Eastern Europe program manager for ASA [American
Soybean Assoc.]. A native Yugoslavian and now a U.S.
citizen, Cerne conducts soybean market development
activities from ASA’s Vienna, Austria, office which covers
the countries of Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and
Hungary... Cerne noted that Eastern Europe is lagging
about 50 years behind the United States in agricultural
development and technology.”
784. Soybean Digest. 1975. Honorary life memberships
[American Soybean Assoc.]: Frank Hoxie and Johannes E.
Th. M. Randag. Sept. p. 24.
• Summary: Hoxie, from Shenandoah, Iowa, is a pioneer of
the soybean industries of Iowa and the U.S. His family began
experimenting with soybeans in 1916. As a senator in the
Iowa legislature, he introduced Iowa’s first soybean checkoff
bill.
Randag, in his capacity as head of the Oilseeds and Fats
Buying Div. of Unilever, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, has
favored the increased use of U.S. soybeans in his company
by enlarging the crushing capacity of Unilever crushing
plants in Germany, the UK, and the Netherlands. Another
plant is under construction in Switzerland. He has been
president of the International Assoc. of Seed Crushers since
1970. Photos show Hoxie and Randag.
785. Product Name: Fritini: Vegetable Pattie Mix, and

Packaged Meals [Regular, with Herbs, with Curry, or with
Paprika].
Foreign Name: Fritini: Préparation pour Galettes végetales.
Manufacturer’s Name: Somalon AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
Ingredients: In 1975: Shredded whole wheat and rye,
dehydrated potatoes, soybean protein, bread crumbs, oat
flakes, millet flakes, dehydrated carrots, peas, onion, and
parsley, salt, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 7 oz (200 gm) box.
New Product–Documentation: Seventh-day Adventist
Dietetic Assoc. 1975. Diet Manual, Utilizing a Vegetarian
Diet Plan. 4th ed. p. 175. The ingredients in “Fritini
(Somalon AG)” are given.
Eden Foods Spring Catalog. 1976. March. Under
packaged meals is Fritini (regular, with herbs, with curry, or
with paprika; 8 oz).
Thérèse Caty. 1984. France Dietetique. Feb/March. p.
24-31. “Dossier: Le soja.” Lists “Fritini (Aux herbes).”
Color photo of Fritini package in Linda McCartney’s
Home Cooking. 1990. p. 18. Package is red, brown, and
white. A color photo shows two patties on a plate with
garnishes.
Label (aux herbes) sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods
in London. 1993. Nov. 3. The manufacturer is now given as
“bio-familia AG, CH-6072 Sachseln, Switzerland.”
786. Gabriel, Ingrid. 1975. Fleischlose Kost: Das VegetarierKochbuch–Sonderausgabe [Meatless food: The vegetarian
cookbook–Special edition]. Olten, Switzerland: Schweizer
Buchzentrum. 176 pages. Color illust. Index. 18 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The author was born in 1927. A nutritional
analysis of soybean flour or flakes (Sojamehl, Sojaflocken)
is given on p. 28-29. A recipe for Soya Goulash (with “Soya
Meat” [Sojafleisch], probably TVP) is given on p. 66, with a
photo on p. 53.
787. Keller, E.R. 1975. Neue Wege im Ackerbau?–Eine
Betrachtung ueber den allgemeinen und biologischen
Landbau sowie ueber Koernerleguminosen [New directions
in agriculture?–A consideration of general and organic
farming, as well as grain legumes]. Schweizerische
Landwirtschaftliche Monatshefte 53:1-30. [Ger]*
Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop
Science, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland
(Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der Eidgenoessischen Technischen
Hochschule, Zuerich).
788. Woollen, Anthony. 1976. The secret of solnuts. [A nut
analogue from soybeans made by Solnuts BV of Tilburg].
Food Manufacture (London) 54(1):55, 57. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: This “nut analogue from soybeans has
tremendous possibilities in bakery and confectionery
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products.” The plant, very similar to one operating in the
USA, was built in Tilberg under the supervision of Mr. Jim
Becker and was originally scheduled to come on stream in
August 1977. But initial teething troubles delayed the start
and it was not until November 1978 that the plant began
to produce Solnuts of the quantity required. Now, after an
investment approaching £1M, the plant is producing about
1,600 tons/year. When designed capacity is eventually fully
utilised, production is expected to be between 8,000 and
10,000 tons/year.
Jim Becker, an American, developed/invented a method
of preparing and roasting soya beans. The company director
is Mr. F. van der Marel. Several important contracts have
been obtained to supply major food manufacturers in
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Greece and
the UK, including in the last-named Kelloggs and Granose
Foods. Holland and Germany are where the company’s main
markets are at present. The final composition of the product
is: fat 19%, protein 47.4%; carbohydrate 3.7%, fibre 3.6%,
ash 3.6%, and moisture 2%. The big advantage of Solnuts
over any other soya product is their texture. The first Solnuts
became available in the course of 1978.
789. Gretzmacher, R.; Tanasch, L. 1976. Soybean breeding
in Austria. Soybean Genetics Newsletter 3:7-11. April. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Since Brillmayr [Brillmayer] (1929) published
his first report on soybeans, there has been almost no
intensive research on it in Austria. Its cultivation dropped
gradually and then ceased completely after World War II,
due to the increased import of American soybean products
and the difficulty in producing varieties which suit Austrian
conditions.
“In 1970, the Institute of Agronomy and Plant Breeding,
University of Agriculture, Vienna, started to renew interest in
soybean and worked out a program to develop its cultivation,
aiming to insert it as a suitable leguminous plant in the crop
rotation, and to benefit from this rich source of protein badly
needed for animal and human nutrition.” Address: Inst. of
Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of Agriculture (Institut
fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet fuer
Bodenkultur), Gregor Mendel Str. 33, 1180, Vienna, Austria.
790. Bank of London & South America Review. 1976. An 18
million cruzeiro soy protein factory in Araraquara, Brazil,
will be built jointly by Nestlé (Switzerland) and Archer
Daniels Midland (U.S.). May. p. 266. *
791. Portnoy, Benjamin L.; Goepfert, John M.; Harmon,
Stanley M. 1976. An outbreak of Bacillus cereus food
poisoning resulting from contaminated vegetable sprouts.
American J. of Epidemiology 103(6):589-94. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: On March 15, 1973, four people ate raw
vegetable sprouts that had been grown in a home seed
sprouting kit purchased at a local health food store. The

four-tiered plastic cylindrical seed sprouting kits were
imported from Switzerland and sold with packets of seeds
from Uganda (soybeans), Holland [Netherlands] (cress),
and Denmark (mustard seed). During sprouting, the seeds
became contaminated with Bacillus cereus (at levels of 10
million per gram) and caused gastrointestinal illness. The
four people initially experienced nausea and vomiting,
followed in 3 cases by abdominal cramps and diarrhea.
Address: Univ. of Texas Medical School, P.O. Box 20708,
Houston, Texas 77025.
792. Order forms containing names and addresses of people
who purchased publications or materials from New-age
Foods Study Center in Oct. 1976 (Archival collection). 1976.
Lafayette, California. Order forms filled out by the person
who placed the order.
• Summary: BOT2 = The Book of Tofu, Vol. 2–later
titled Tofu & Soymilk Production. BOM = The Book
of Miso. BOM2 = The Book of Miso, Vol. 2–later titled
Miso Production. TB = Tofu box. TK = Tofu Kit. NN =
Natural nigari. CTE = Catalog of commercial tofu-making
equipment. CKS = Catalog of koji starter for miso or shoyu.
October: Hugh J. Hanlon, 323 E. 24th St., North
Vancouver, BC V7L 3E9 Canada (or 219 A Lonsdale, North
Vancouver, BC V7W 2E9; BOT2, BOM2, CTE). Marvel
and Jean Huffman, P.O. Box 444, Lecanto, Florida 32661
(BOT2, CTE). R. Yepson, Rodale Press, 33 E. Minor St.,
Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049 (BOT2). Doug Wasyliw,
295 Wallasey St., Winnipeg, MAN R3J 3C2 Canada
(BOT2). Greg Weaver, 21 Girton Place, Rochester, New
York 14607 (BOT2). Jay Thompson, The Zen Center, 7
Arnold Park, Rochester, New York 14607 (BOT2). David
and Ann Tucker, 1022 Hudson Ave., Iowa City, Iowa
52240 (BOT2, CTE). Lionel Shapiro, 3904 16th Ave.
West, Vancouver, BC V6R 3C8, Canada (BOT2). Helen
Sandler, 139 Beaconsfield Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts
02146 (BOT2). Luke W.M. Lukoskie, Island Spring, Rt.
1 Box 625A, Vashon, Washington 98070 (BOT2). Thom
Leonard, c/o Hemminger, 216 E. Ella, Fayetteville, Arkansas
72701 (BOT2). Earl Lepper, 30 Upton Park, Rochester,
NY 14607 (BOT2). Patricia Krug, 2765 Julliard, Boulder,
Colorado 80303 (BOT2). Bernard Guay, St. Theophile,
rang 6, cante de Beaute, QUE, G0M 2A0 Canada (BOT2).
David Briscoe, 6900 Cleveland, Kansas City, Kansas 66109
(BOT2). Timothy Cleary, 80 Riverside Dr. #136, New
York, NY 10024 (BOT2). Steven Berg, c/o Hyman Berg,
2830 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, New York (BOT2). Cathy
Bauer, P.O. Box 164, Hathaway Pines, California 95233
(BOT2). Chandler Barrett, 97 A Druid Circle N.E., Atlanta,
Georgia 30307 (BOT2). Toni Heartsong, 6051 SW 46th Terr.
[Terrace], Miami, Florida 33155 (BOT2). Max Sprenger,
Head, Dairy R&D Section, CPC Europe, Zurich Switzerland
(BOT2, BOM). Rev. M.D. Strathern, Shasta Abbey, Box
478, Mt. Shasta, California 96067 (BOM, NN, CTE). Alec
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Evans, c/o Welcome Home Bakery & Tofu Shop, 231 S.W.
2nd St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330 (BOM, CTE). R. Mulliner,
Southeast Asia Studies, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
(Audio casettes on tofu and miso). Charles Roberge, St.Aime-Des-Lacs, Co. Charlevoix, QUE, Canada (BOM). Gale
Randall, Indonesian Tempeh Company, RR#1, Unadilla,
Nebraska 68454 (BOT2, CTE). Leslie R. Berger PhD, Prof.
of Microbiology, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822 (BOM2). Greg Mello, c/o The Zen Center, 7
Arnold Park, Rochester, New York, 14607 (BOT2). Lisbeth
Christiansen, Associated Expert, NIC 74/006 Naciones
Unidas, A.P. 3260, Managua, Nicaragua (BOT, BOM–
introduced by Ing. Luis Raul Tovar). John Hunter, Manna
Foods Inc. 112 Crockford Blvd., Scarborough, ONT, Canada
M1R 3C3 (5 BOT2, 5 BOM2, 25 CTE, 25 CKS). Address:
New-Age Foods Study Center, 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette,
California 94549. Phone: (415) 283-3161.
793. INTSOY Series. 1976. Conference delegates. No. 10. p.
xii-xv. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: The following number of participants came
from the following countries: Australia (3). Bangladesh (4).
Hong Kong (1). India (4). Indonesia (20). Iran (6). Iraq (1).
Japan (6). Malaysia (12). Pakistan (1). Philippines (9). Puerto
Rico (4). Saudi Arabia (3). Singapore (2). South Korea (3).
Sri Lanka (5). Switzerland (1). Taiwan (8). Thailand (120).
United Kingdom (2). USA (17).
Ten patrons of the conference are also listed.
794. Kopp, Erwin. 1976. A production unit for low-cost
weaning food in Ethiopia. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 147.
R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “The Ethiopian Nutrition Institute was
established in 1962 as a cooperative venture between the
Ethiopian Government and the Swedish International
Development Authority (SIDA). In addition to sponsoring
activities related to health, nutrition, education, and
communication, the Institute established a Food Production
Department at the end of 1965...
“After an initial period of product development and test
marketing, a weaning food was introduced commercially in
autumn 1968. This product is called Faffa, an Amharic word
meaning ‘Grow strong and healthy.’ Faffa consists of various
combinations of cereals, legumes, including soybeans and
dried peas, nonfat milk, sugar, salt, iodine, iron, calcium,
phosphorus, and 10 vitamins...
“A pilot plant produced 842 metric tons of Faffa in 1974,
about 55 percent of which was purchased by UNICEF for
famine relief. The remainder was sold locally as a baby food.
However, contrary to our original intention of stimulating
the growth of domestic industries, we found it necessary to
import considerable quantities of soy flour and milk powder.

“In this context it should be mentioned that a seminar,
sponsored by FAO and UNICEF, was held in February 1971
in Kampala, Uganda, to discuss the production, utilisation,
and marketing of soybeans. During this seminar it became
increasingly evident to Ethiopian participants that concerted
efforts should be made to grow and process soybeans in
Ethiopia.
“As an outgrowth of the seminar in Kampala the
Ethiopian Nutrition Institute in cooperation with the
Agricultural Research Institute and CADU (a Swedish
agricultural aid project) initiated a small-scale program
designed to test 200 soybean varieties at several locations
throughout the country.” Address: Bruggmattweg 44, 4242
Laufen, Switzerland.
795. Order forms containing names and addresses of people
who purchased publications or materials from New-age
Foods Study Center in November 1976 (Archival collection).
1976. Lafayette, California. Order forms filled out by the
person who placed the order.
• Summary: BOT2 = The Book of Tofu, Vol. 2–later titled
Tofu & Soymilk Production. BOM = The Book of Miso.
BOM2 = The Book of Miso, Vol. 2–later titled Miso
Production. WIT = What is Tofu? pamphlet. WIM = What
is Miso? pamphlet. TB = Tofu box. TK = Tofu Kit. NN =
Natural nigari. CTE = Catalog of commercial tofu-making
equipment. CKS = Catalog of koji starter for miso or shoyu.
November: Evan Root of Erewhon, Inc., 33 Farnsworth
St., Boston, Massachusetts 02210 (plus follow-up letter of
15 March 1977 from same address). Alec Evans, Welcome
Home Bakery, 231 S.W. 2nd St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330
(BOT2, TK, Tofu Cassette). Ira Leviton, Corncreek whole
grain bakery, 60 Elm St., S. Deerfield, Massachusetts
01378 (100 WIT, 100 WIM, TB). Lulu Yoshihara, General
Delivery, Denman Island, BC, V0R 1T0, Canada (BOM2).
Jean Celle (According to the Book of Tofu he started a
company, however, there is no proof that it exists), Fondation
Macrobiotique Vellave, 36 bis, Avenue Charles Du Puy
43700, Brives Charensac, France (BOT2, BOM2, CKS).
Frank Konishi, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, Illinois 62901 (BOT). Tim Redmond, Eden
Foods, 4601 Platt Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 (BOT2,
BOM2, CTE, CKS). Bernadette of Lifestream Natural
Food Store, 1813 West 4th Ave., Vancouver, BC V6J 1M4,
Canada (50 WIT, 50 WIM). K.K. Fung, 4661 Chancellor
Cove, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 (BOM, BOT2, BOM2,
NN, CTE, CKS). Dr. Tsutomu Mochizuki, c/o Shinshu
Miso Research Institute, 1014 Minamiagata Machi, Nagano
City 380 Japan (3 BOM). Max Sprenger, Knorr Research
Institute, Leutschenbachstrasse 46, CH 8050 Zurich,
Switzerland (BOM, BOT2, BOM2, 3 WIT, 3 WIM, CTE,
CKS). Vegetarian, Inc., 1310 W. Main, Urbana, Illinois
61801 (BOT2, 2 BOM2, NN, CTE, CKS). Wholistic
Health Education Foundation, 715 Monroe Ave., Rochester,
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New York 14607 (BOM2, 50 WIT, 50 WIM, NN, CTE,
CKS). Bruce Walker, 2131 Red Deer Road, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, S7K 1C8, Canada (BOT2, BOM).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 1999)
that contains the word “wholistic.” Address: New-Age
Foods Study Center, 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, California
94549. Phone: (415) 283-3161.
796. Soldati, Alberto. 1976. Abklaerung von Komponenten
des Ertragsaufbaues bei der Sojabohne (Glycine Max (L.)
Merr.) unter verschiedenen klimatischen Bedingungen in der
Schweitz [Clarification of the components of the yield of the
soybean under various climatic conditions in Switzerland].
Dissertation ETH (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule
Zürich = Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich) No.
5732. 21 cm. [Ger; fre; eng]*
Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology (ETH), CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland.
797. Soldati, A. 1976. Abklaerung von Komponenten des
Ertragsaufbaues bei der Sojabohne unter verschiedenen
klimatischen Bedingungen der Schweitz [Clarification of
components causing yield increases in soybeans under
various climatic conditions in Switzerland]. Thesis, ETH No.
5732, Zurich, Switzerland. [Ger]*
Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
798. Soldati, A. 1976. Abklaerung von Komponenten
des Ertragsaufbaues bei der Sojabohne (Glycine max (L.)
Merrill) unter verschiedenen klimatischen Bedingungen
in der Schweiz [Clarification of the components of yield
structure in the soybean under different conditions in
Switzerland]. Dissertation No. 5732 ETH [Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule] Zurich. *
• Summary: Note: Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule
is translated as “Federal Institute of Technology.” Address:
Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop Science,
ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer
Pflanzenbau der Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule,
Zuerich).
799. De Rham, O.; Van De Rovaart, P.; Bujard, E.; Mottu,
F.; Hidalgo, J. 1977. Fortification of soy protein with cheese
whey protein and the effect of alkaline pH. Cereal Chemistry
54(2):238-45. March/April. [22 ref]
• Summary: Replacement up to 40% of the soy protein
in a product with whey protein can increase the protein
efficiency ratio (PER) from approximately 1 to up to 3.
“PER improvement was similar for both ‘heat-denatured’
and ‘nonheated’ (recovered by ultrafiltration) whey
protein, and was due to a better balance of the essential
amino acids in the protein mixture, as compared to that of
the soy protein alone.” The whey protein made its most
important contribution by adding methionine and cysteine

/ cystine, which are the limiting amino acids in the soy
protein. Address: Research Dep., Nestlé Products Technical
Assistance Co. Ltd., Case Postale 1009, CH-1001, Lausanne,
Switzerland.
800. Kolb, H. 1977. Herkoemmliche Verfahren zur Nutzung
von Soja im asiatischen Raum [Traditional processes for
using soya in Asia]. Alimenta 17(2):41-45. March/April. [35
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses each of the following foods briefly
and gives sources of further information: Kinako (roasted
soy flour), soymilk, yuba, tofu, kori tofu (dried-frozen
tofu), aburaage, namaage, kinugoshi tofu, sufu, soy cheese
(Western style), soy yogurt, ganmodoki, natto, Hamanatto,
koji, tempeh, miso, tao-tjo [Indonesian-style miso], kochujang, shoyu, and ketjap.
Note 1 This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “sufu” to refer to
fermented tofu.
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions silken tofu, which it calls
kinugoshi. Address: Institut fuer Lebensmitteltechnologie,
Frucht- und Gemuesetechnologie, Technische Universitaet
Berlin, Koenigin-Luise-Strasse 27, D-1000 Berlin 33, West
Germany.
801. Schweizer, Edgar W. 1977. Soja als schweizerische
Kulturpflanze? [Soya as a Swiss cultivated plant?]. Neue
Zuercher Zeitung No. 126. p. 33. June 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Over the years America developed a virtual
(world) monopoly on soybean production. Only with the
beginning of the “protein crisis” in the early 1970s and
the American export embargo (1973) did other countries
recognize their great dependence on America and start to do
something about it.
The interest of Switzerland in its own soybean
cultivation lies on two levels. The first concerns peacetime
economy. Since the Swiss economy is notorious for
overproduction of milk and meat and must fight against this,
it is the clearly stated goal of our agrarian policy to expand
our agriculture / farming. The soybean offers itself as a
welcome alternative to corn, cereal grains, and root crops.
Second, in a wartime economy, we must remember
that with a yield of 2 tonnes per ha gives 25% more human
usable protein than from milk from natural fields, and 200300% more than animals fed on silo.
Although soybeans were grown in Switzerland during
the last century and periodically (especially during wartime)
surfaced again, its wider propagation was restricted by lack
of research. Soybean cultivation in Europe was undertaken
in the 1920s by Prof. von Boguslawski at the University
of Giessen. The varieties Caloria and Gieso are suited for
Switzerland under certain conditions. In 1968 Prof Dr. E
Keller aroused new interest and since that date a Swiss
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seed company working together with a US breeding firm
undertook a breeding / culture program which developed
the variety Swissoy. There were also unsolved problems of
agricultural technology. On the basis of a petition from the
Association of Swiss Soybean Producers (VSSP) in 1976 the
Swiss research establishments put into action a large research
program. Therefore the experiments, in spite of relatively
favorable conditions in 1977, on the basis of far-reaching
scarcity of personnel and money, were abandoned. What a
shame. Of course soybeans can be produced less expensively
in America. But importing them places a big drain on Swiss
foreign exchange. Address: Dipl. Ing., Thun, Switzerland.
802. Schuster, W.; Jobehdar-Honarnejad, R. 1977.
Untersuchungen ueber die Leistungsfaehigkeit der Sojabohne
als Gruenfutterpflanze in Mitteleuropa [Investigations into
the performance of soybeans as a green fodder plant in
central Europe]. Bodenkultur (Die) 28(3):245-62. Aug. [11
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The adaptation of 10 soybean varieties from
different parts of the world was studied in 1972 and 1973 at
different planting times in two locations: Gross-Gerau and
Rauisch-Holzhausen.
Soybean gives its best yields as a fodder crop when
the seeding date is relatively early, until the middle of May.
Significant differences among the varieties was observed.
Fodder quality is dependent on a high proportion of leaves
and pods; in the stems, the crude protein content is much
lower (10%) and the crude fiber content much lower.
Address: 1. Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Ludwigstrasse 23, D-6300 Giessen, West Germany; 2.
Teheran [Tehran]-Tajrich, Iran.
803. Dutton, Herbert J. 1977. Report of trip to attend panel
meeting of the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization, Vienna, Austria, Aug, 9-11, 1977. Peoria,
Illinois. 7 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Contents: Purpose. Summary. Draft agenda.
Participants (directory of 15 people representing various
countries and organizations). List of UNIDO (United Nations
Industrial Development Organization) participants to the
technical panel meeting on vegetable oils and fats. Dutton’s
evaluation of the document (very good).
“Purpose: To participate in a panel meeting of high-level
technical experts, to evaluate the draft of the worldwide
study on vegetable fats and oils, to exchange views at the
expert level in order to contribute to the finalization of the
study, and to provide basic background documentation for
the consultation meeting to be held December 12-16, 1977,
in Madrid, Spain.
“Summary: Designated by the American Soybean
Association (ASA) to represent the U.S. oilseed industry as
Technical Expert...” Address: Chief, Oilseed Crops Lab.,
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

804. Soybean Digest. 1977. Ralph Jackson [in memoriam].
Oct. p. 14.
• Summary: A portrait photo that fills the top half of the page
shows Jackson seated in an executive high-back leather chair
talking on the phone.
“Ralph Jackson, executive vice president of the
American Soybean Association, died August 30 in Lawton,
Oklahoma. Ralph joined the association in 1970. At that time
there were only 5 state checkoff programs allowing farmers
to invest ½ cent per bushel in market development programs.
Under his leadership, the association helped organize
checkoff programs in 13 other states bringing the total to
18. There were only 14,000 members when Jackson became
executive vice president. Since then, 5 states have joined and
membership has risen to over 20,000. Under his guidance,
ASA opened offices in Brussels, Belgium; Mexico City,
Mexico; Vienna, Austria; and Madrid, Spain. Funding for
market development programs abroad increased over 500%.
Businessmen and government officials in over 60 countries
joined forces with ASA to help provide their people with
a better diet at a lower cost. All this has created a greater
demand for American soybeans around the world. Soybean
farmers will long be indebted to Ralph Jackson for his
service to America’s number one commodity. His expertise
and enthusiasm will long be missed.”
Note: On 1 Oct. 1976 Jackson was replaced as executive
vice president of ASA–about a year before he died.
805. Soldati, A. 1977. Forschungsarbeiten auf dem Gebiet
der Sojabohne in den USA und Kanada [Research work in
the field of soybeans in the USA and Canada]. Rapporto
interno, Institut fuer Pflanzenbau ETH, Zurich, Switzerland.
40 p. Unpublished typescript. [Ger]*
806. Gayroud, Pierre. 1977. Origine et évolution du soja en
Europe [The origin and evolution of soya in Europe]. 8 p.
Unpublished typescript. [23 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a review of the literature. The first
description of the soybean was by Engelbert Kaempfer
in Japan. In 1739 Francois Buffon was made director of
the Jardin des Plantes, presently our Museum of Natural
History. Shortly thereafter French missionaries in China sent
him living specimens of the most interesting plants of that
country. The soybean would have necessarily had its place
in this shipment and, without being able to prove it, we have
not doubt of this. A packet from the museum dated 1779
definitely contained soybean seeds. It also carried the dates
1834, 1838, 1837... In summary, soy was most probably
cultivated at the museum since 1790, very certainly in 1799,
and later fron 1854 to 1880 without interruption (Rouest
1936).
Under the impetus of Monsieur de Montigny, the
National Society for Acclimatization began in 1855 to
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distribute to its members samples of soybean seeds from
China. Cultural trials were pursued until the war of 1870.
Records of this work is found in many agricultural journals
of the period, and especially in the Journal d’Agriculture and
in the Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatition.
The Universal Exposition, which took place in Vienna,
Austria in 1873, had important repercussions in the
introduction of soybeans to Europe. Here prof. Haberlandt
acquired the first seeds used in his influential experiments.
At the Universal Exposition held in Paris in 1878 many
Japanese soybean varieties were shown.
In 1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie introduced
in their catalog a variety of soybean cultivated in AustriaHungary, making it very easy to order and grow soy.
Shortly before the World War I in 1913 there was a
rebirth of interest in soy in Germany. But in France the return
of interest began in 1918. Thanks to Messiurs Brioux and
Semichon, a center of experimentation was created in the
region of Carcassone for soy cultivation. The director of this
center was Mr. Leon Rouest, who until 1931 was very active
in developing and popularizing new varieties. He then spent
six years in the region of the Caucasus doing new studies on
soybean propagation, after which he wrote Le Soja Français
(Rouest 1936). He cultivated 2,000 species and selected from
them the best 600. In 1935 he returned to France bringing
back with him all the lines of soya selected with care, and
founded at Avignon, in Vaucluse, with the aid of several
agriculturalists, a “House of Soy” (maison du soja). He died
shortly thereafter in 1938, leaving two books which merit
our study as well as a collection of very important varieties
of soybean adapted to France. His work did not fall into
oblivion since the Station of Amelioration of the plants of
Clermont-Ferrand in 1936 started a study of the classification
of these varieties.
Because of the shortage of fats during the World War
II, France regained its interest in soy. A list of the most
important soybean varieties were published. This list was
approved in 1944 by the Consultative Committee on Soy
(Committee Consultatif du Soja) and propagated. When
peace returned soy was quickly forgotten. A collection
of seeds has been maintained since 1936 at the Ecole de
Grignon. But the best collection is in the U.S.
807. Hidalgo, J. 1977. Functional properties of food proteins
from a biophysical point of view. In: Jens Adler-Nissen et
al., eds. 1978. Biochemical Aspects of New Protein Foods.
New York: Pergamon Press. ix + 218 p. See p. 89-98. FEBS
Federation of European Biochemical Societies, 11th meeting
Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 44, Symposium A3. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Definition of functional
property. Importance of the functional properties. Protein
solubility. Emulsifying properties. Conclusions.
Fig. 1 shows: (1) Chemical and physico-chemical
properties of proteins: Molecular weight, amino acid

composition, structure, net charge and reactivity. These give
rise to: (2) Functional properties: Solubility, emulsifying
ability, foaming capacity, gelling capacity, water retention,
organoleptic properties. Finally, these lead to: (3) Nature of
finished food product: Fluid emulsion, soluble powder, jelly,
spread, dough, whippable topping, meat analogue, snack.
Address: Nestle Products Technical Assistance Co. Ltd.,
Research Dep., P.O. Box 88, CH-1814 La Tour-de-Peilz,
Switzerland.
808. Piattini, Emilio. 1977. Studio della tecnica d’incrocio
e del comportamento genetico di alcuni caratteri vegetativi
e riproduttivi della soia (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) [Study of
crossing technique and genetic behavior of some vegetative
and reproductive characteristics of soybeans]. Thesis at
Eidgenoessische Technische Hochschule (Scuola Politecnica
Federale Zurigo), Zurich, Switzerland. 151 p. Thesis no.
6034. [58 ref. Ita; eng; ger]
Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
809. Soldati, A.; Keller, E.R. 1977. Abklaerung von
Komponenten des Ertragsaufbaues bei der Sojabohne
unter verschiedenen klimatischen Bedingungen in der
Schweitz [Yield components and development of soybean
varieties under various climatic conditions in Switzerland].
Schweizerische Landwirtschaftliche Forschung 16:257-78.
[42 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Although the cultivation of soybeans in
Switzerland cannot yet be recommended, the long-term
prospects are indicative of success.” Address: Swiss Federal
Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop Science, ETH Zentrum,
CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zuerich).
810. People attending the foundation meeting of the
Soycrafters Association of North America, July 28-30, 1978,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1978. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 3 p.
Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This is a typed list of the names, addresses,
and (in some cases) phone numbers of the 69 people who
attended this landmark meeting. 1. Doug Morris, Tucson
Tofu, 1716 E. Factory Ave., Tucson, Arizona 85716,
602-624-7741. 2-4. Susan Kalen, Jerry MacKinnon &
Steve Fiering, The Soy Plant, 211 E. Ann St., Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Phone: 313-663-0500. 5-6. Carol Ann & Timothy
Huang, Yellow Bean Trading Company, 4414 Buckingham,
Detroit, Michigan 48224.
7. Dick Moore, Miller/Moore Apiaries, P.O. Box 171,
Martindale, Texas 78655. 8-9. Pat & Jay Gibbons, Crystal
Hills Tofu Shop, 1 Jefferson St. Box 752, Bethlehem, New
Hampshire 03574. Phone: 603-869-2677. 10. Robin Mallor,
848 Tappan St. #20, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. 11. Randall
Yamauchui, Hinode Tofu, 526 S. Stanford Ave., Los Angeles,
California 90504.
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12. Elizabeth Martin, Claymont Society [Happy Dragon
Tofu], Box 112, Charleston, West Virginia 25414. Phone:
304-725-4437. 13-14. Pam Sharp & Greg Murphy, 52
Prospect Ave., Sea Cliff, New York 11579. 15-16. Herschel
& Carmen Cook, 8521 Lotus, Skokie, Illinois 60077.
17. Yoshiharu Uchida, 6825 N. Sheridan Rd.,
Chicago, Illinois. 18. Rebecca Miller, 7467 N. Marshfield,
Chicago, Illinois. 19. Wataru Takai, Takai Seisakusho, 5-65
Yokogawa, Kanazawa, 921 Japan. 20. Zeev Steven Berg, 570
Montgomery Street, Brooklyn, New York 11225.
21-23. Barbara Stutz & Rob Davis & Kay Thorbeck,
(In the process of naming our shop), 8745 S. Rockport
Road, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 24. Steven Heller, 160
East 88th St., New York, New York 10028. 25. Ken Lee,
Toy Enterprise, 658 N. Broadway, Los Angeles, California
90012. 26. Mary Lee Purrington, 225 Rose Ave., Salem,
Ohio 44460.
27. Bob Barbarite, Hashizume Foods, 5th Floor Front
33 Union Square West, New York, New York 10003. 28.
Rodney Yamauchi, Aala Tofu, 513 Kaaahi St., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96813. 29. Bill Shurtleff, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette,
California 94549. 30-31. Tim Waters & Terrie Rogers,
Celebration Tofu, Bellingham Tofu Works, 2112 J. St.,
Bellingham, Washington 98225, 206-676-1989.
32. Steve Demos, White Wave Tofu, 1738 Pearl,
Boulder, Colorado 80302. 33. John Stielstra, Morning Glory
Alley. Inc., 1214 Regent St., Madison, Wisconsin 53715. 34.
John Shiflett, Pippins Inc., 8405 Holly St., Laurel, Maryland
20810. 35-36. Andy Schecter & Greg Weaver, The Tofu
Shop, 277 N. Goodman St., Rochester, New York 14607.
37-39. JoAnn Yoshimoto & Verena Krieger [of
Switzerland] & Brian Schaefer, It’s Natural, 502 Main
St., Evanston, Illinois 60202. 40. Kathryn Bennett-Clarke,
Southwest Tofu, Rt. 2 Box 234, Santa Fe, New Mexico
87501. 41. Amy Pincus, Magic Bean Co-op., 3227 N.
Humboldt Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.
42. Chico Wagner, Mantis Organics, 9409 Cameron
Rd., Austin, Texas 78753. 43-45. Denise Alexander & Les
Karplus & Dave Parker, Vegetarian Inc., 132 S. Market,
Champaign, Illinois 61820, 217-359-8843. 46. Jim Wilks,
Swan Food Corp., 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, Florida 33155,
305-667-7141. 47-48. Don Nicolson & Sue White, New Day
Tofu Products Inc., 5912 Liberty Rd., Baltimore, Maryland
21207, 301-944-4673 & 301-655-0854.
49-50. Jamie Stunkard & Pat Aylward, Joy of Soy, 1307
2nd Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405, 612-374-3184,
612-379-2390. 51. John Seed, Bodhi Farm, The Channon,
N.S.W. 2480, Australia. 52-53. Lora Mermin & Chris Burant
& Deborah Backman, Madison Tofu Co-op, 903 Williamson
St. Madison, Wisconsin 53703, 608-251-0595. 54. Steve
Heidenry, Magic Bean Co-op, 3046 N. Cambridge St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211.
55. Ed Brown, Magic Bean, 2463 N. Booth St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212. 56. Benjamin Hills, Surata

Soyfoods, 518 Olive Street, Eugene, Oregon 97401, 503485-6990. 57. Larry Needleman, Bean Machines, Inc., P.O.
Box 76, Bodega, California 94922, 707-876-3341.
58-59. Carol & John Hargadine, Nupro Foods/Soywaze
Tofu, 1227 City Park Ave., Fort Collins, Colorado 80521. 60.
Jack Mizono, Azumaya Inc., 95 Boutwell St., San Francisco,
California 94124. 61. Dan Burke, Pacific Soybean & Grain
Ltd., 495 De Haro St., San Francisco, California 94107.
62. George Hanley, 4425 Charles St., Dearborn, Michigan
48126, 581-7343. 63. Dan Tucker, 854 Hawkeye Park, Iowa
City, Iowa 52240, 319-354-1250.
64. Paul Beeson, 207 N. Acacia St., Solona Beach,
California 92075, 714-481-6914. 65. Keith Almeida, 26 W.
Main St., Clinton, Connecticut. 66. Jean Huffman, P.O. Box
444, Lecanto, Florida 32661.
67-68. Keith Hintz & Dave Koressel, Magic Bean Coop, 2234-A N. Booth, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212, 414374-2873. 69. Tom Timmins, New England Soy Dairy Inc.,
305 Wells Street, Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301.
811. Schreiber, Jim; Fillip, Janice. 1978. Edible oils: The
cold facts on “cold pressed.” Whole Foods (Berkeley,
California). Aug. p. 19-33.
• Summary: An excellent summary of basic information
about so-called “cold pressed” vegetable oils. “The phrase
‘cold pressed’ was apparently introduced into health food
trade oil-labeling in the early 1950’s by the Hain Pure Food
Co.–a practice which was followed by other major sellers
of edible oils to the same market.” The term was taken from
a textbook titled Food Products (originally copyrighted
in 1933), by Henry C. Sherman, a professor of chemistry
at Columbia University. The 1948 edition states: “The
so-called cold-pressed or expeller oil differs mainly from
the hot-pressed (hydraulic presses) oil in that the former
requires longer agitation with caustic soda solution before
heating in the subsequent refining operation.” The next three
paragraphs go on to describe subsequent heating during
refining at 42-49ºC (109-120ºF), and deodorizing at 200225ºC (392-437ºF).
Hain Vice President Jerry Jacobs states that “cold
pressed” is the same as “expeller pressed,” but is not
equivalent to unrefined; an oil which is cold pressed can
also be refined, bleached, and deodorized. Hain offers both
unrefined and refined oils.
“Health Food Store brand oil is a private label of Kahan
& Lessin, primarily for safflower and soybean oil.” These
oils are bottled and labeled “cold pressed” by Sona Food
Products. The Swiss government allows the term “cold
pressed” only in the case of mechanical pressing and when
the temperature dues not exceed 50ºC (about 122ºF), and
when there is no outside heating or solvent extraction.
The manufacturer of Hain Safflower Oil states that the
temperature during pressing reaches about 65-72ºC (150160ºF).
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812. Liardon, Rémy; Philippossian, Georges. 1978. Volatile
components of fermented soya hydrolysate. I. Identification
of some lactones. Zeitschrift fuer Lebensmittel-Untersuchung
und -Forschung 167(3):180-85. Sept. 28. [28 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Vegetable protein hydrolysates are widely used
as food seasonings. Soya protein hydrolysate was prepared
by fermentation with Aspergillus oryzae and Saccharomyces
rouxii. Address: Research Dep., Nestlé Products Technical
Assistance Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 88, CH-1814, Tour-de-Peilz,
Switzerland.
813. Trend (Austria). 1978. Agraraffaere: Das Sojawunder
vom Marchfeld [An agricultural affair: The soya wonder
from Marchfeld]. 9(9):42-51. Sept. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the achievements Anton Wolf has
made in adapting soybeans to Steiermark, Austria. His yields
have averaged 3000 kg/ha, higher than the U.S. average.
The U.S. is actively trying to kill soybean production in
Austria, so that the country will have to buy U.S. soybeans.
But Austria also grows rapeseed, which has a higher oil
content than soybeans. Of the 62.2 million metric tons of
soybeans produced worldwide in 1976, the U.S. produced
34.4 million. China 12 million, but uses them all within the
country. So the USA is the main soybean exporter worldwide
(Brazil sold a meager 330,000 metric tons in 1976). U.S.
exports are controlled by a small “soya clique” (Soja-clique)
consisting of firms, such as Cargill, Continental Grain, ADM,
Central Soya, and Bunge–all of which are owned by eight
Jewish families [sic, not true!]. A photo shows soybean
breeder Anton Wolf.
814. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: La Moisson.
Manufacturer’s Address: Geneva, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
New Product–Documentation: Verena Krieger. 1981.
Tages Anzeiger Magazin. Aug. 22. p. 6-12. “Gestern Steak,
Morgen Tofu. The Geneva restaurant “La Moisson” has had
tofu on the menu for 5 years.”
Anne-Marie Jaccard and Verena Krieger. 1982. Illustre
(Lausanne, Switzerland). No. 4. p. 59-63. Jan. 27. “Une
graine pour l’an 2000.” “In the two macrobiotic restaurants
of French-speaking Switzerland (Romandie), tofu is found
regularly à la carte: at ‘The Bio’ in Lausanne, and ‘La
Moisson’ in Geneva.”
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. “The first
people to make tofu in Switzerland were at the restaurant
‘La Moisson’ [“Moisson” means, the harvest, harvest time,
or crop] in Geneva in 1978. They are macrobiotic and they
made tofu for their restaurant and store only. The first largescale production was by Sojalade in Aug. 1981.”
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1990. Aug. 10. She has no

way of finding out what month in 1978 this company started
selling tofu, who made the tofu, or how they learned.
815. Soldati, Alberto. 1978. Internal report. Zurich,
Switzerland: Dep. of Crop Science, ETH (Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule Zürich = Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Zurich) No. 5732. 21 cm. *
Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology (ETH), CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland.
816. Keller, E.R.; Soldati, A.; Piattini, E. 1978. I. Yield
components and development of several soybean varieties
under various climatic conditions in Switzerland. Soybean
Genetics Newsletter 5:77-80. *
• Summary: Although the cultivation of soybeans in
Switzerland cannot yet be recommended, the long-term
prospects are indicative of success. Address: Swiss Federal
Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop Science, ETH Zentrum,
CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zuerich).
817. Keller, E.R. 1978. Interner Bericht Institut fuer
Pflanzenbau ETH Zuerich [Internal report]. *
• Summary: Based on a study trip to the United States
and Canada, Aug. 1978. Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology, Dep. of Crop Science, ETH Zentrum, CH8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zuerich).
818. Mota, F.S. da. 1978. Soya bean and weather. World
Meteorological Organization (Geneva), Technical Note No.
160. xvi + 64 p. WMO–No. 498. [174 ref. Eng; fre; rus; spa]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Summary (English,
French, Russian, Spanish). 1. Introduction. 2. Soya bean
cultivation: Description of plant, varieties, cultivation
practices, harvest. 3. Origin and history. 4. Distribution
and production: Distribution, average yields, world trade,
uses. 5. Meteorological factors affecting the commercial
production of soya bean: Introduction, climatic requirements,
climates of the main producing regions, temperature, effects
on plant growth, degree-days and plant growth, adverse
effects, other effects, light, photosynthetic effects, shading
effects, effect of photoperiod on flowering and maturity,
photoperiodism, photoperiodism and growth, critical values,
effect of latitude, varietal studies, varietal adaptation, other
effects of light, temperature-light effects, water, introduction,
growth and soil moisture, germination period, yields, root
growth, internal water balance and physiological processes,
water balance and development of photosynthetic potential
in leaves, leaf area, leaf angle and position, diffusion and
assimilation pathways, water balance, photosynthesis and
respiration in leaves, stomatal control, respiration, carbon
dioxide assimilation and relative water content, irrigation,
effect on stages of growth, effect of soil moisture stress,
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choice of planting date, efficient water use, other climatic
elements. 6. Bioclimatology of soya bean cultivars. 7. Effects
of planting date: Introduction, regional differences, growth
stages, choice of varieties for cultivation, height and lodging.
8. World agroclimatic zones for soya bean. 9. Climatic
effects and soya bean quality: Temperature, temperature
and sunshine, other conditions. 10. Conclusions: Water
requirements, light requirements, temperature requirements.
References. Address: Secretariat of the World Meteorological
Organization, Geneva, Switzerland.
819. Brincker, A. 1979. Review of European legislation on
vegetable protein in meat products. J. of the American Oil
Chemists’ Society 56(3):211-23. March. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Comparison of
compositional requirements for meat products, comparison
of labeling requirements for meat products, comparison of
provisions on vegetable proteins in meat products, vegetable
protein in traditional meat products, vegetable proteins as
binders, vegetable proteins as substitute for meat, vegetable
protein in nontraditional meat products, prospects for the
future (binders, substitutes for meat, limitations on the
amount of vegetable protein, fortification of vegetable
proteins, labeling).
Appendix I discusses the following countries: Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland,
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
Within each country, any or all of the following topics
are discussed: General compositional and labeling
requirements, specific requirements for vegetable proteins
in meat products, specific requirements for vegetable
protein products, regulations concerning permitted nonmeat
ingredients and raw chopped meat products, guidelines on
analytical composition and raw meat materials, composition
of traditional meat products, composition of nontraditional
products, existing provisions concerning vegetable proteins
in meat products, proposed provisions concerning vegetable
proteins in meat products.
Appendix II gives a comparison of the basic approach
to compositional requirements for meat products in these
countries.
Appendix III gives the requirements for cooked Vienna
sausages (not canned) in these countries.
Appendix IV gives a comparison of labeling
requirements for meat products in these countries.
Appendix V gives a comparison of provisions of
vegetable proteins in meat products in these countries. A
photo shows A. Brincker. Address: Danish Meat Products
Lab., Ministry of Agriculture, Howitzvej 13, DK-2000
Copenhagen F, Denmark.
820. Olsman, H. 1979. Hydrolyzed and autolyzed vegetable
proteins as functional food ingredients. J. of the American

Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):375-76. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. History. Definitions, raw
materials, processes, and economy. Functional properties
of HVPs. Legal status of HVP. A photo shows Olsman.
Address: Unilever Research Lab., Vlaardingen/Duiven,
Helhoek 30, Groessen, Netherlands.
821. Business Week. 1979. Cargill: Preparing for the next
boom in worldwide grain trading. April 16. p. 68, 70, 75-76.
• Summary: Cargill profits for 1979 are estimated at 150
million. At this time, Cargill is seeking to expand its share of
U.S. grain exports to 35% and is spending $150 million per
year toward that end. Cargill controls 350 grain elevators,
500 barges, 5,000 rail cars, and 14 ocean-going vessels. New
export terminals are being built at Burns Harbor, Indiana,
and at Toledo, Ohio. And Cargill is expanding its existing
export terminals at Duluth, Houston, Chicago, and Norfolk.
Note: Lappe (1971, p. 47, 460) notes that Cargill’s
income rose 441% between 1969 and 1979–after adjusting
for inflation. The largest gain trader, Cargill’s major trading
arm is Tradax, chartered in Panama and based in Geneva.
Cargill calls it an “independent subsidiary,” but it is actually
70% owned by Cargill and 30% owned by the Salevia
Foundation–a trust whose beneficiaries are all members
of the Cargill and MacMillan families, owners of Cargill.
The Panamanian charter gives Tradax (Cargill) significant
tax advantages. Based in Geneva, Switzerland, Tradax is
protected by Swiss secrecy laws. (Cargill refused to provide
some significant information in 1976 Senate hearings,
on the grounds that it would be illegal under Swiss law.)
Transactions run through Tradax need not be reported, either
to the USDA or to the IRS for tax purposes. This secrecy is
both a tax advantage and a trading advantage.
822. Rham, O. de; Jost, T. 1979. Phytate-protein interactions
in soybean extracts and low-phytate soy protein products. J.
of Food Science 44(2):596-600. March/April. [23 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid can bind ionically to proteins in
aqueous media. It interferes with mineral (mainly zinc)
nutrition when it comprises 1% or more of the diet, but
not at levels around 0.2% such as those encountered in the
usual soy-based diet. In this study the behavior of phytate is
explained in terms of its binding to calcium-magnesium and/
or to proteins. Address: Nestlé Products Technical Asst. Co.
Ltd., P.O. Box 88, CH-1814 La Tour-de-Peilz, Switzerland.
823. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Soycrafters Association of
North America. Director’s Report. Colrain, Massachusetts:
SANA. 17 p. July 28.
• Summary: Contents: I. Summary of progress. II. Financial
report. III. Proposals to the membership: 1. Establish
regional coordinators & develop infrastructure; Activities
of the RCs. 2. Soyfoods Data Book (SANA would publish
its own Green Book, like the ASA Blue Book). 3. Soyfoods
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publicity program. Soycrafters questionnaire (Please
complete and return to registration desk before leaving
conference). 4. Lobbying FDA/USDA for acceptance of
soyfoods in school lunches. 5. Liaison and cooperation with
American Soybean Association and Food Protein Council.
6. 1980 SANA Conference in conjunction with INTSOY
& NRRC [at the University of Illinois, Champaign]. 7.
Children’s educational program with theater and video. IV.
Organizational plans.
The “Summary of progress” section (p. 1) begins:
“Perceiving a lull in the forward movement of the newly
formed Soycrafters Association, last October I offered to
assume leadership of SANA and to publish its journal,
Soycraft. The appointed director, Larry Needleman, found
himself swamped with work with his new tofu equipment
importing company, Bean Machines, Inc., and willingly
handed over the directorship, which consisted of one box
of folders and stationery. In January, SANA opened a
small office at the New England Soy Dairy, in Greenfield,
Massachusetts and David Kilroy joined as advertising and
production supervisor for Soycraft.” An international mailing
was done to all the 900 names on Bill Shurtleff’s mailing
list, with about a 10% response. The summer conference at
Hampshire College was a success, attracting “225 people
from all over the USA including Hawaii, Puerto Rico, three
from England, one from Switzerland, and a broad mixture
of academics, soycrafters, farmers, food technologists. As of
July 28, we had generated 65 new members (85 as of 8/27)
and 50 subscribers (87 as of 8/27).
“On June 1, SANA took new office space in downtown
Greenfield, set up files, began to accumulate review
copies [of books] for its library, and purchased an electric
typewriter. Essentially, SANA has used its funds to organize
and sponsor the Soycrafters Conference (which cost about
$14,000) and publish Soycraft #1, sixty pages long.”
Two tables (p. 2) compare the types/categories of SANA
membership and the number of members in each category in
January and in July, 1979, before and after the conference.
Two maps show: (1) The USA and Canada divided
into 9 regions. (2) Location of soycraft companies
(manufacturers) on an outline map of the USA.
Addenda: Report of the SANA Committee on
Committees (3 p.). Overview of committees and proposed
activities. Organization chart showing relationship of SANA
membership, Regional representatives, executive board,
director, and six committees. Address: Director, SANA, 100
Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-6245591.
824. National Soybean Processors Assoc. 1979. Selected
events, quotes, and highlights in the history of NSPA.
Washington, DC. 7 p. Aug. 24. 28 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: An in-depth chronology of this important
organization consisting of 64 individual events from 1930

to 1978. The trade group was named National Soybean Oil
Manufacturers Association from 1930 to 1936. The first five
entries read: “1930: First rules to govern the purchase and
sale of soybean oil adopted; the association officially adopts
the spelling of the word ‘soybean’ as one word, rather than
‘soya bean.’”
“1930: First General Meeting of Members. Getting
involved right away with government matters, it was
recommended that ‘the association exert its influence
in having an Act of Congress passed providing for the
marketing of soybeans under the Grain Marketing Act
instead of under the Seed Division.’
“1930: From minutes of an Executive Committee
meeting: ‘A general discussion ensued in connection with
the recent ruling at Washington permitting colored margarine
to be sold with a tax of ½ cent per pound when made of
imported palm oil.’ Dairy interests wanted a tax of 10 cents
per pound to discourage the import of palm oil, but NSPA
felt that ‘would be rank discrimination.’ Besides, it would
also discourage the use of soybean oil.
“1930: The association published a pamphlet on
‘soybean oil meal.’ It was agreed that the association’s
research program was ‘so vast an undertaking that no one
academic institution was equipped to handle the problem,’
thus a number of universities were contacted. It was thought
advisable to hire an Executive Secretary, and pay for him by
making an assessment on the basis of the bushels crushed.
“1932: The association decided to systematically
support the American Soybean Association, and appealed
to processors to ‘make a contribution of $5 or $10 or less
to help meet the deficit incurred by our sister association on
account of bank failures.’”
In 1933 total dues receipts were $659.51, with
expenditures of $272.12–of which the largest was a $150
contribution to ASA. Also that year the association filed a
protest with the Institute of American Meat Packers, which
had published a bulletin warning that the feeding of soybean
meal resulted in soft pork. In 1936 the association officially
changed its name to the National Soybean Processors
Association. The new Executive Secretary–Edward Dies–
insisted on the name change as a condition of his hiring. In
1937 total sales of NSPA member firms was $32.4 million.
In 1937 NSPA established a Soybean Nutritional Research
Council, principally to disseminate proper information about
the uses of soybean meal. In 1938 NSPA established the
Crop Development Committee, to bring about larger crops,
especially in Iowa.
In 1941 NSPA effectively countered “ugly rumors” that
feeding soybean meal caused yellow fat and dark colored
meat in beef cattle. In 1942 NSPA established an Edible
Soybean Committee, and the government asked for a bid on
25,000 pounds of “edible soybeans” for use in the tropics.
“1943: NSPA went or record for the first time deploring
the ‘wholly inadequate’ commitment of research money
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by USDA to soybeans, and requesting an increase in the
appropriation from $33,000 to $100,000. (USDA responded
with an increase to $68,000).”
“1945: NSPA establishes a Washington office by
retaining a permanent representative [Jerome Dies] in the
capital city. 1945: NSPA retains legal counsel for the first
time... 1947: The U.S. government purchases of soybean oil
and soybean meal for overseas relief went to Greece, Austria
and Italy. 1948: The National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council (NSCIC) is established by NSPA, and Ward Calland
is named as its Managing Director.”
In 1951 the annual report of NSPA’s Washington
representative [Jerome Dies] stated: “Although it is a
theorem of political science that government regulation
deadens the urge of private initiative, I question whether
I have ever seen such a display of the exercise of private
initiative as was everywhere evident while we were all
calculating our price ceilings under the General Ceiling
Price Regulation. If all the man hours and creative energy
which has been devoted to the calculation of price ceilings
under GCPR, CPR 6, CPR 7, CPR 22 and the many other
OPS orders, had been devoted to production, we no doubt
would be able to feed and arm the world in a lavish style.”
In 1953 the President’s Report stated: “This year will
witness the first sizeable carryover of soybeans from the old
crop into the new crop. Always in the past, as the old year
ended, we have been plagued by a shortage of soybeans and
a consequent skyrocketing in soybean and soybean product
prices.”
“1954: NSPA begins publishing the Washington Soy
Letter, a forerunner of the NSPA Weekly Review.
In 1956 NSPA witnessed the introduction of largescale financing of oil and fat exports under P.L. 480, and
played the prime role in organizing the Soybean Council of
America, intended to pursue market development.
In 1960 NSPA first approved direct financial
contributions for soybean research projects, and first made
recommendations to the government about the GATT
negotiations.
In 1961 NSPA inaugurated its weekly statistical
reporting service and hired Bob Judd to head NSCIC.
In 1968 Robert G. Houghtlin retired as NSPA’s
President, and enumerated the association’s accomplishments
during his 23 years. Address: Washington, DC.
825. Krieger, Verena. 1979. Re: Thoughts on returning to
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Sept. 17. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Bill, It has finally become possible for me
to return to my native Switzerland (just as you told me two
years ago at the first national ‘soyfoods conference’ [Held
July 28-30, 1978, in Ann Arbor, Michigan]). I am determined
to continue my work as a natural foods cook, teacher and
possibly writer... What would be new here is the contribution

from the Far East, especially soyfoods and seaweeds. It may
take a long time for these products to spread in Europe, and
especially in Switzerland, since many popular-traditional
and cultural values are so much connected with cattle
raising. Also, soybeans grow poorly here... Anyway, these
were considerations I did not have to face, while I was
using pounds and pounds of tofu, tempeh, miso, etc. in our
restaurant in Chicago, and I feel I have a lot to learn and
rethink at this point.”
Note: In 1978-79 Verena worked at the vegetarian,
natural-foods restaurant “It’s Natural,” owned by Brian
Schaefer, at 502 & 514 Main St., Evanston, Illinois 60202
(a suburb of Chicago). Address: Frauenfeld, Switzerland.
Phone: 041-22 50 34.
826. Bruijn, J.R.; Gaastra, F.S.; Schoeffer, Ivo. eds. 19791987. Dutch-Asiatic shipping in the 17th and 18th centuries.
3 vols. The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff. Illust.
Index. 28 cm. Series: Rijks geschiedkundige publicatiën;
Grote serie; 165-167.
• Summary: Volume 1. Introductory. Vol. 2. Outward-bound
voyages from the Netherlands to Asia and the Cape (15951794). Vol. 3. Homeward-bound voyages from Asia and the
Cape to the Netherlands (1597-1795; xi + 626 p.); published
in 1979.
These three books are Nos. 165-167 in a larger series on
related subjects.
Historical background on the Dutch Republic (15811795): After winning independence from Spain in 1648,
the provinces of Holland, Zeeland, Groningen, Friesland,
Utrecht, Overijssel, and Gelre formed a confederation
known as the “Republic of the Seven United Netherlands.”
All these provinces were autonomous and had their own
government, the “States of the Province”. The StatesGeneral, the confederal government, were seated in The
Hague and consisted of representatives from each of the
seven provinces.
The Batavian Republic (Dutch: Bataafse Republiek) in
the Netherlands, a period of French domination, and was
the successor of the Republic of the United Netherlands. It
was proclaimed on 19 Jan. 1795 and ended on 5 June 1806
with the accession of Louis Bonaparte to the throne of the
Kingdom of Holland. The capital was in the Hague.
It was not until 1815 that the Netherlands truly became
independent when the Congress of Vienna formed the
“United Kingdom of the Netherlands.” The largest Dutch
settlement abroad was the Cape Colony. It was established
by Jan van Riebeeck on behalf of the Dutch East India
Company at Cape Town (Dutch: Kaapstad) in 1652.
Soy is not mentioned in Vol. III because the cargo of
the ships is not discussed. Contents of Vol. III: Introduction.
List (in tabular form) of homeward-bound voyages (No.
5001-8401). Index of ship’s names. Index of personal names.
Index of geographical names. Explanation of the column
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headings. The Introduction begins: “This book presents
tables which give a virtually complete survey of the direct
shipping between the Netherlands and Asia between 15951795. This period contains, first the voyages of the so-called
Voorcompagnieën [forerunners of the VOC] and, then,
those for an under the control of the Verenigde Oostindicshe
Compagnie (VOC). The survey ends in 1795. That year saw
the end of the regular sailings between the Netherlands and
Asia, since, following the Batavian revolution in January, the
Netherlands became involved in war with England. The last
outward voyage left on 26 December 1794. After the news
of the changed situation in the Netherlands was received in
Asia, the last homeward voyage took place in the spring of
1795. The VOC itself was disbanded in 1798.
“In total 66 voyages of the Voorcompagnieën are
listed...” Of the VOC voyages, “there were in total 4722
outward and 3359 homeward.”
“The sources of the journeys consist primarily of
the archives of the VOC in the Algemeen Rijksarchief
in The Hague. They are, on the one hand, the so-called
‘Uitloopboeken’ and ship registers, and on the other, the
‘Overgekomen Brieven en Papieren’ (OBP’s). The latter
contain the regular on the arrival and departure of ships in
Batavia and other Asiatic harbours.”
Most of Vol. III consists of one long table (a twopage spread) which contains the following columns: (1)
Voyage: Incl. Voyage number (starting with 5001.1, the first
homeward voyage), name of the ship and of the master /
captain. (2) Tonnage: The volume of the ships is given in
metric tons. Note: 1 last–2 metric tons; lasten is the plural
form of last. (3) Built: The year in which the ship was built.
(4) Yard: “The place where the ship was built. The chambers
of the VOC had their own yard. ‘A’ refers to Amsterdam, ‘Z’
to Zeeland, ‘D’ to Delft, ‘R’ to Rotterdam. ‘H’ to Hoorn, and
‘E’ to Enkhuizen. (5) Chamber: “With the outward voyages,
this column gives the [name of] the chamber which equipped
the ship; with the homeward, the chamber to which the ship
was addressed. There is no entry in this column for ships
organised by the voorcompagnieën. (6) Departure: Gives
the date and place of departure from Europe, Asia, or the
Cape of Good Hope. A date in the form 03-02-1645 refers
to 3 Feb. 1645 (European form of date writing). (7) Call at
the Cape: Gives the date of arrival at (above) and the date of
departure (below) from the Cape of Good Hope. “In General
no distinction is made between Table Bay and False Bay.
Some ships sailed past the Cape (“no call”). (8) Arrival: The
date and place of arrival. (9) On board: The number and
types. For the homeward voyages three columns are given:
(a) The number on board at departure. (b) The number dying
en route to the Cape. (c) The number on board in departing
the Cape. (9) Invoice value: The total value of the ship’s
cargo. (10) Particulars: Additional information not found in
the previous columns. (11) Corresponding number: Denotes
the next homeward voyage in volume II or III.

From where did these ships depart in Asia? From Bali
(starting 25 Feb. 1597). From Bantam, a city and former
sultanate on Java (starting 12 Jan. 1599). From Djaratan,
Java (starting 4 Feb. 1601). From Atjeh (now spelled Aceh)
on the northern tip of Sumatra (starting 29 Nov. 1601; the
place where Islam was first established in Southeast Asia).
From Madagascar (1604). From Masulipatnam (now spelled
Machilipatnam), a port in Andhra Pradesh, in southeast India
(starting 12 May 1616). From Jacatra (later named Batavia
in 1619 by Jan Coen now; Jakarta) (starting 11 March 1618).
From Coromandel [southeast India] (starting 15 Oct. 1619).
From Batavia (near Jakarta) (starting 9 July 1621; the main
Dutch port of departure switched from Bantam to Batavia in
about 1621. Thereafter, during the 1600s, the great majority
of Dutch homebound ships depart from Batavia). From Surat
(in Gujarat, India) (starting 23 April 1625). From Gamron
(in Persia / Iran) (starting 25 Dec. 1634). From Negombo
(a trading port 37 km north of Colombo, mid-western Sri
Lanka) (starting 11 Jan. 1640).
Where did these ships arrive in the Netherlands? In
Texel (starting 11 Aug. 1597. Today, this is an island in
the Netherlands, in the province of North Holland. It is
the biggest and most populated of the Frisian Islands in
the Wadden Sea). In Zeeland (starting 31 May 1600). In
Middelburg (Flushing in English) (starting 28 Dec. 1599;
today the capital of the province of Zeeland). In Vlissingen
(starting 25 Aug. 1602; in the southwestern Netherlands. In
the 17th century Vlissingen was a main harbour for ships
of the Dutch East India Company {VOC}). In Goeree
(The southernmost delta island of the province of South
Holland, Netherlands) (starting 13 Oct. 1606). etc. Address:
Netherlands.
827. Schmid, Jürg Erwin. 1979. Einfluss tiefer Temperaturen
auf das Wachstum und den Ertragsaufbau verschiedener
Sojabohnensorten (Glycine Max (L.) Merr) [Influence of low
temperatures on the growth and yield of various soybean
varieties]. Dissertation ETH (Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule Zürich = Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich) No. 6381. vi + 168 p. Illust. 21 cm. [9 ref. Ger; fre;
eng]*
• Summary: Three cold stress factors are of greatest
importance: (1) Influence of the date of the cold stress
during the vegetative and reproductive development. (2)
Influence of the duration of the cold stress. (3) Influence
of the temperature levels. Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology (ETH), CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland.
828. Keller, E.R.; Schmid, J. 1979. The influence of low
temperatures on the development and structure of yield
formation of three cold tolerant and a standard soybean
variety. Soybean Genetics Newsletter 6:94-97. April 1979. *
Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop
Science, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland
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(Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der Eidgenoessischen Technischen
Hochschule, Zuerich).
829. Schmid, J.; Keller, E.R. 1979. Das Verhalten
kaeltetoleranter Sojabohnensorten unter suboptimalen
Temperaturbedingungen [The behavior of cold-tolerant
soybean varieties under sub-optimal temperature conditions].
Schweizerische Landwirtschaftliche Forschung 18(3):35173. [16 ref. Ger; fre; eng]
• Summary: English summary: “The cold tolerant behaviour
of three cold tolerant varieties (Amurskaja 41, Russia; ISZ-7
and I-1, Hungary) and a rather cold sensitive standard variety
(Gieso: Federal Republic of Germany) was investigated in
various experiments in growth chambers, glass house, coldstorage chambers and in the field.
“In a cold tolerance test, dry matter production under
low temperatures during the early stages led to a very good
cold tolerance classification for this period of development.
The cold sensitivity of the Gieso variety increases from
vegetative stage V1 (first leaf) through V3 to flowering.
Amurskaja 41 showed small variations in yield due to cold.
ISZ-7 and I-1 have pronounced cold tolerant characteristics
at their disposal. The cold tolerance of these varieties is only
slight during the early growth stages. They are, however,
better able to utilise a slight raise in temperature following a
cold stress than are Gieso and Amurskaja 41.
“The cold tolerant varieties ISZ-7 and I-1 are capable
of equalising or even increasing their yields in the coldest
temperature regime as opposed to the warm treatment.
For the most part, a cold stress of long duration can be
compensated for by these varieties. However, Gieso and
Amurskaja 41 react with severe losses in yield. The cold
tolerant varieties ISZ-7 and I-1 continue to show insufficient
yields in field cultivation. However, their use in crossing
with early-maturing, day neutral and high yielding varieties
possibly is of great value.” Address: Swiss Federal Inst.
of Technology, Dep. of Crop Science, ETH Zentrum,
CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer Pflanzenbau der
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zuerich).
830. Schmid, J. 1979. Einfluss tiefer Temperaturen auf
das Wachstum und den Ertragsaufbau verschiedener
Sojabohnensorten (Glycine max (L.) Merrill). [Influence
of low temperatures on the growth and yield structure of
different soybean varieties]. Dissertation No. 6034 ETH
[Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule] Zurich. *
• Summary: Note: Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule
is translated as “Federal Institute of Technology.” Address:
Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology, Dep. of Crop Science,
ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland (Inst. fuer
Pflanzenbau der Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule,
Zuerich).
831. Sirtori, Cesare R.; Descovich, G.C.; Noseda, G. 1980.

Textured soy protein and serum-cholesterol (Letter to the
editor). Lancet i(8960):149. Jan. 19. [8 ref]
• Summary: This letter contains critical comments about:
van Raaij, J.; Katan, M.B.; Hautvast, J.G.A.J. 1979.
“Casein, soja protein, serum cholesterol.” Lancet. ii:958.
The latter paper is a negative report on the cholesterollowering properties of soy protein. Sirtori et al. believe
that the experimental design and the diets chosen by these
investigators both call for comment. They also believe that
it is the protein in soybean diets that lowers cholesterol.
Address: 1. E. Grossi Paoletti Centre, Univ. of Milan, 20129
Milan, Italy.
832. Liardon, Rémy; Ledermann, Simone. 1980. Volatile
components of fermented soya hydrolysate. II. Composition
of the basic fraction. Zeitschrift fuer LebensmittelUntersuchung und -Forschung 170(3):208-13. March. [11
ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Fermented soya hydrolysate (FSH) is better
known as soy sauce. The authors found pyrazines FSH.
Several gas chromatograms are shown. Address: Research
Dep., Nestlé Products Technical Assistance Co. Ltd., P.O.
Box 88, CH-1814, Tour-de-Peilz, Switzerland.
833. Marquard, R.; Schuster, W. 1980. Protein- und
Fettgehalte des Kornes sowie Fettsaeuremuster und
Tokopherolgehalte des Oeles bei Sojabohnensorten von
stark differenzierten Standorten [Protein and fat content of
the seed and fatty acid pattern and tocopherol content of the
oil of soybean varieties from distinctly different locations].
Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 82(4):137-42. April. [17 ref.
Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The investigations were carried out on material
from five soybean varieties that were grown for two years at
locations in Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Turkey
and Tunisia. Considerable differences were observed in
protein and fat content, depending on variety, location and
annual climatic conditions. The fatty acid composition
of the oil was mainly influenced by location. Differences
in tocopherol content of the oil resulted apparently from
complex action of various factors.” Address: Institut fuer
Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung, Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300
Giessen, West Germany.
834. Product Name: [Tofu, and Miso].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Weg Der Natur.
Manufacturer’s Address: A-2380 Perchtoldsdorf, Merzg.
34, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1980 May.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Lawrence
Dreyer of Weg der Natur. 1982. April 27. “The Way of
Nature (Weg der Natur), a foundation, was established
in Austria with the express purpose of disseminating
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information about macrobiotics, food, and their relationship
to our health... The foundation has, for the past two years
been linked to a Natural Food Shop and has been, for this
period, producing tofu and miso.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed.
p. 255. Lawrence Dreyer, proprietor. Note: This city is just
southwest of Vienna.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1983.
Jan. 17. Owner: Lawrence Dreyer. Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. The address has
now changed to Helmgasse 75/2, A-8070 Graz, Austria.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. This company is now the same as SoyVita and they
get their tofu from SoyVita.
835. Schmid, J.; Keller, E.R. 1980. The behavior of three
cold-tolerant and a standard soybean variety in relation to the
level and the duration of a cold stress. Canadian J. of Plant
Science 60(3):821-29. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: This study shows that if soybeans are to be
grown successfully in the relatively cool regions Canada and
Europe, cold tolerant varieties will definitely be needed. Cold
tolerance is especially important during germination, as well
as during the first vegetative stages of development (V1 to
V3), and even during the onset of flowering.
The variety Gieso was rather intolerant to cold, whereas
the variety Amurskaja 41 showed higher yields under the
influence of cold stress.
Note: Three cold stress factors are of greatest
importance: (1) Influence of the date of the cold stress
during the vegetative and reproductive development. (2)
Influence of the duration of the cold stress. (3) Influence
of the temperature levels. Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology, Dep. of Crop Science (ETH), CH-8092 Zurich,
Switzerland.
836. Product Name: [Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Le Grain d’Or.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rue Voltaire 29, Geneva CH1201, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name and address. No phone
number or owner.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. Some Italian
people started a tofu plant in Geneva. They bought a whole
system from Jakso in the Netherlands.
Anne-Marie Jaccard. 1982. Illustre (Lausanne). No. 4.
p. 63. Jan. 27. “Une graine pour l’an 2000.” In the Frenchspeaking cantons of Switzerland, there are only two places
where tofu is made: (1) The Macrobiotic Center of Lausanne,
7 ruelle de Bourg, and (2) Le Grain d’Or, 7 rue Voltaire,
Geneva.

837. Descovich, G.C.; Ceredi, C.; Gaddi, A.; Benassi,
M.S.; et al. 1980. Multicentre study of soybean protein
diet for outpatient hypercholesterolemic patients. Lancet
ii(8197):709-12. Oct. 4. [21 ref]
• Summary: Textured soy flour completely replaced animal
protein in a diet fed to 127 human subjects for 156 days.
Total cholesterol was lowered 19%. HDL cholesterol was not
changed. Address: Italy; Switzerland.
838. Product Name: [Soyana Unflavored TVP (Chunks, or
Minced)].
Foreign Name: Soyana Soya (Kloesse, or Gehackt).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 8039, Friedensgasse 3,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 012-028-997.
Date of Introduction: 1980.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm plastic bag. Retails for
4.70 Swiss francs (11/83).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Verena Krieger.
1983. March 8. Soyana started selling TVP in 1980. R.
Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with American
Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17. Soyana Soya Klosse (puffed
TVP) seen in Reformhaus health food store in Zurich,
Switzerland.
Talk with Walter Dänzer. 1990. May 30. The product
is unflavored TVP sold in two textures, chunks and minced.
Sold in 250 gm plastic bags, it was Soyana’s first product.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (June 2015)
concerning Soyana.
839. Aihara, Herman. 1980. Learning from salmon. Oroville,
California: George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation. xiii +
156 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This is a collection of Herman Aihara’s
writings, over the past 20 years, compiled by Sandy
Rothman, editor of GOMF. Each article or essay is dated.
Contains a good early history of macrobiotics in the USA,
and of Chico-San (p. 26-35).
Herman was born Nobuo Nishiyama on 28 Sept. 1920 in
Arita, Kyushu, Japan. In about 1940 Herman started to attend
George Ohsawa’s lecture meetings. He was fascinated by
the philosophical part of Ohsawa’s teaching (yin and yang)
but showed little interest in the food, which was cooked by
Ohsawa’s students. These meals consisted of brown rice,
hijiki seaweed, carrots, burdock and red beans [azuki beans].
Herman was in college where his classmates laughed at him
for his interest in yin and yang, which were considered old,
obsolete ideas in Japan. His classmates were busy digesting
20th century Western science–on their way to becoming the
future engineers of Sony, Toyota, Datsun, and Toshiba (p. 2).
During his first year in college, Herman was chosen
for the crew of a rowboat race representing his class. He
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was the heaviest among the crew, so he was positioned as
number one. He trained every day during the summer. In the
hot weather he ate shaved ice with sugar syrup. His stomach
cramped. Since he thought he understood macrobiotics, he
ate salt to balance the yin of the ice and sugar. “What a silly
mentality.”
After graduating from college, he began to cook for
himself–but he became weak and skinny. His friend became
worried, since he was “one of the most athletic students”
(p. 4). But the real cause of his sickness was arrogance; he
thought he understood macrobiotics but his practice was
unwise. During World War II he worked at his father’s
factory. When the war ended in 1945 he lived at home. Since
food was very scarce in those days (they had to buy foods
on the black market) he ate whatever his mother cooked–
including white rice and sugar.
He started to learn social dancing in the newly opened
dance halls. “Social dance was a new fashion after American
forces occupied Japan. When people were starving to death
just after the war, I was a playboy, chasing sexy girls at
various dance halls.
“My father worried about my behavior and hurried my
marriage. I married because my parents were agreed, but I
myself was not much attracted to her. My wife committed
suicide before our marriage passed one year. It was the end
of autumn. She climbed a mountain alone, drank poison,
and died without giving anyone her reasons.” Herman was
shocked and depressed for a long time. He lost his mind for a
month. “How pitiful a man I was. My wife could not rely on
me” (p. 5).
Herman decided to become an independent man and
he chose George Ohsawa as his life’s teacher and he asked
Ohsawa if he could stay at his unique school. Ohsawa’s
teaching was about how to understand and acquire infinite
freedom, absolute justice, and eternal love. He inspired
his students greatly, and told them it was their own fault if
they were not happy. The food you eat is one of the most
important factors that influences a person’s health and
happiness.
Herman landed in San Francisco in 1952 at age 32 to
start a new life. His wife was sick, and two of their babies
died.
Before March of 1961 Ohsawa visited Europe and
saw many beautiful macrobiotic restaurants and clinics in
Belgium, France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, and England.
The Lima factory in Belgium produces macrobiotic foods.
Macrobiotic restaurants include Au Riz Dore, and Longue
Vie.
Like the salmon, Ohsawa took his most adventurous trip
late in his life (p. 77). He held his first American macrobiotic
lectures in 1960 on Long Island, New York. They lasted
for 2 months. At that time Herman was manager of the
first macrobiotic food store in the USA, in New York City
[Named Ginza, it had been started by Herman in 1960.] In

1960 Herman went to Europe to solve visa problems, then
in about late 1960 he returned to New York and started
publication of Macrobiotic News, a magazine that contained
mostly Ohsawa’s lectures. In 1961 Ohsawa returned to New
York for a summer camp in the Catskill Mountains. After
the camp he said that followers of macrobiotics should leave
New York because nuclear war was immanent. 36 people,
including 15 families, decided to move to Chico, California,
which they had calculated was the safest place from nuclear
fallout. Arriving in Sept. 1961, they soon founded ChicoSan, which was the first macrobiotic food production and
distribution company in the USA. The first store was in the
basement of a small shop. Herman began to import miso,
tamari, and other traditional, natural foods from Japan (p.
31).
Some followers of macrobiotics stayed in New York
to keep up the Ohsawa Foundation and food store. One
customer got sick and died [Beth Ann Simon died in Nov.
1965]. The FDA came in and closed the store. Bob Kennedy
became president of Chico-San and soon began America’s
first successful production of Rice Cakes.
Herman moved to San Francisco in about 1971 (p.
35). At the end of 1970, John Deming Jr. had given him
some land in Mendocino. In Sept. 1972 a fire, started by a
rice-cake machine, burned down the Chico-San factory (p.
34) and most of its inventories of food. Chico-San started
making money in about 1978.
Western medicine is interested only in treating
symptoms. Medical professionals are largely ignorant of the
influence of diet on health, and even block the development
of the dietary approach to healing.
Page 155: “The author: Herman Aihara was born in
Arita, a small town in southern Japan, on September 28,
1920. The town is famous for its production of porcelains
called Imari-ware or Kakiemon-ware. Imari is the name
of the port from which Arita porcelains were shipped to
Europe... His birth family was too poor to support ten
children, and so at the age of nine Herman was adopted into
his uncle’s home in Tokyo. His family name was changed
to Aihara. He grew up without knowing his actual mother...
His ‘stepfather’ owned a factory that produced iron materials
for the national railways and telephone companies, and
Herman chose metallurgical engineering as a life work. He
was accepted by the school of engineering at the reputable
Waseda University.” Address: Oroville, California.
840. Bell, Richard E. 1980. Soybeans in world trade. In: F.T.
Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II:
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897
p. See p. 763-66.
• Summary: Soybean trade is growing very rapidly. In
1977-78 the volume of world trade in soybeans and soybean
products totaled 35.6 million tonnes (metric tons); this was
up 66% for 5 years earlier. Last year the value of world trade
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in soybeans and products was more than $8.5 billion.
In 1977-78 world utilization / consumption of soybeans
was a record 77 million tons; 85% of these soybeans were
crushed for oil and meal. Only in East Asia are soybeans
used on a large scale for human food.
In recent years, the growth in world soybean
consumption is the result of two trends: (1) Rapid expansion
in world demand for high protein feed, especially in North
America, Europe, the Soviet Union, and parts of East Asia;
and (2) Growth in world demand for edible vegetable oil,
especially in developing countries. North American and
Western Europe have shown the largest growth in soybean
consumption, followed by the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe.
In Brazil, soybean production has increased 13 fold
during the past 10 years, and nearly 80% of the increase was
exported as beans, meal or oil, with most of these exports
headed for Western and Eastern Europe.
As a result of rising world demand, prices received by
farmers have risen about 45% in the last 5 years, in real
currencies–adjusted for inflation. The higher prices have, of
course, further encouraged expansion of soybean acreage.
In the U.S. soybeans have passed both corn and wheat to
become the top cash crop.
In Brazil, government policies have actively encouraged
soybean production while also protecting the country’s
soybean crushing industry through a combination of
tax incentives, export subsidies, and export controls on
raw soybeans. Argentina has also increased its soybean
production in recent years, but not nearly as much as Brazil.
Government policies have also encouraged greater
consumption of soybeans in Western Europe, especially in
the European Community (EC)–and in the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe, by trying to raise living standards by
increasing meat consumption.
In Japan, international policies limiting offshore
fishing have encouraged more livestock production and
consequently the demand for soybean meal used as a feed.
Twenty years ago the European Community made a
commitment during a world-wide trade negotiation not to
impose any import duty / charge on soybeans imported into
EC countries. “This concession is the most important one
ever granted an agricultural product in international trade
negotiations and is in large part responsible for the large
growth in soybean consumption in Western Europe in recent
years.”
Japan plans to make a similar concession in the
world trade negotiations soon to be concluded in Geneva,
Switzerland. At that time, the world’s two largest soybean
importers will be committed by treaties to the duty-free entry
of soybeans.
An extremely important development in the world
soybean market was the emergence in 1978-79 of the Soviet
Union as a net importer (estimated at 70,000 metric tons) of

edible oils and fats for the first time in history. There is no
indication that this trend will be reversed. Address: Executive
Vice President, Riceland Foods, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160.
841. Han, Suyin. 1980. My house has two doors. London: J.
Cape; New York, NY: Putnam. 655 p. See p. 302. Illust. 23
cm.
• Summary: “Han Suyin’s eloquent autobiography, covering
the years from 1949 to the present, offers a unique portrait of
the persons and events that have formed today’s Red China.”
Chapter 12, titled “Survival: 1960-1961” states (p.
302): “Before I left Chengtu, Sixth Brother procured for me
an enormous ten-kilo caulked basket of pickled beancurd
[fermented tofu]; that wonderful red beancurd [red fermented
tofu] made in Pihsien, the small town where our family had
lived for three centuries or more. How had they obtained
it? Nowhere had I seen beancurd that year. ‘From a farmer
I know...’ The countryside ate up its own beancurd,... Sixth
Brother had cycled twenty-five kilometers back and forth,
after his work, to get the beancurd for me. It had such a
wonderful beancurdy tang that my room in the hotel was
redolent with it; and outside in the corridor I would find
groups of curious people, standing still, breathing in the
beancurd smell... The Family looked at the beancurd, and our
mouths watered as we contemplated the paunchy container,
but no one would share it with me. ‘It’s yours. It’s yours.’”
Note: The strong, redolent smell of this beancurd
suggests that it was probably ch’ou toufu or “stinky tofu.”
Address: Lausanne, Switzerland.
842. Hauck, Sheldon J. 1980. Protectionism in trade–
Expansion in oilseeds. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World
Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder,
Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 801-06.
• Summary: Contents: Case #1: Palm oil. #2: Non-fat dry
milk. #3: Brazilian export subsidies on soybean oil and
meal. #4: The Austrian oilseed tax. #5: Lower Japanese
import barriers. #6: Communication with Europe. Address:
National Soybean Processors Assoc., 1800 M Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036.
843. Luftensteiner, Horst W. 1980. Ertragsparameter
der Sojabohnensorte Evans [Yield parameters of the
soybean cultivar Evans]. Jahrbuch der Bundesanstalt fuer
Pflanzenbau und Samenprufung in Wien p. 163-75. For the
year 1979. [43 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: In 1979 the soybean cultivar Evans was
cultivated at many places in the east of Austria. The best
yields were obtained at a planting density of 40 to 60 plants
per square meter, with rows 45 cm apart. Nevertheless the
weight of 1,000 seeds, which varied with the number of pods
per unit area depending on population density, was of the
greatest interest for getting an optimal yield.
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844. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C. 1980. Effects of soybean
protein diet on serum lipids, plasma glucagon and insulin.
In: G. Noseda, B. Levis, and R. Paoletti, eds. 1980. Diet and
Drugs in Atherosclerosis. New York: Raven Press. See p.
61-65. *
• Summary: Failed to confirm an increased fecal excretion of
steroids due to feeding soy proteins.
845. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C.; Descovich, G.C.;
Fumagalli, R.; Bernini, F.; Sirtori, C.R. 1980. Clinical studies
on the mechanism of action of the soybean protein diet. In:
R. Fumagalli, D. Kritchevsky, R. Paoletti, eds. 1980. Drugs
Affecting Lipid Metabolism. Amsterdam: Elsevier/North
Holland Biomedical Press. x + 394 p. See p. 355-62. [13 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein may stimulate glucagon leading
to a lower level of cholesterol synthesis. Or animal proteins
characterized by a high branched chain amino acid content
and a low arginine content compared to soy protein may
increase insulin secretion leading to increased cholesterol
synthesis. Address: 1-2. Beata Vergine Hospital, Mendrisio,
Switzerland; 3. II Medical Clinic, Univ. of Bologna, Italy.
846. Product Name: [PHAG Soya Drink].
Foreign Name: PHAG Soja-Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: PHAG Sàrl (Produits Hygièniques
Alimentaires Gland) (Marketer-Distributor). Made in
Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: La Ligniere, CH-1196 Gland,
Switzerland. Phone: 022/64 11 18.
Date of Introduction: 1981 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.5 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: This company was founded
in 1895. Leviton. 1983. Report on soyfoods research and
speaking trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc.,
Oct. 8–Nov. 15. p. 17. Product seen at Reformhaeuser in
Switzerland. Retailed for F1.65/500 ml.
Letter from Remy Mayer of PHAG. 1990. Oct. 2.
This product was introduced in Feb. 1981. His company
distributed the product, which was made by a manufacturer
in Belgium [probably Alpro]. “PHAG is written officially in
capital letters. It is an abbreviation of ‘Produits Hygièniques
Alimentaires Gland.’” On the company’s letterhead, the logo
is an illustration of the profile of a squirrel. Below the logo is
written: “Force de la nature–Kraft der Natur” (“The Power of
Nature”). After the company’s name is written “Alimentation
naturele–Neuzeitliche Nahrungsmittel” (“Natural foods–
Modern foods”). New labels were created in 1985 after DEVAU-GE began soymilk production.
Labels sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. 500 ml and 1 liter
Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. Red and green on white.
847. Krieger, Verena. 1981. Re: Recent developments with

tofu in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, May 29. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “My work here is progressing slowly. I have
started to sell Tofu-Kits, and I’m now working on a long
article on soyfoods for the Sunday magazine of a very large
Swiss newspaper. I have also made some valuable contacts
with soybean growers... We shall now do some trial plantings
again this year... Early this year, soy-cultivation has received
new impetus. Nestlé is helping to finance an almost dormant
research project by one of our federal agricultural stations
to develop soybean varieties, which grow well in the Swiss
(and northern European) climate. As you probably know,
Nestlé is already selling soymilk in Asia, and has a declared
interest in traditional soyfoods. If you are interested, I
shall send you their statement (in German).” Address:
Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone:
041-22 50 34.
848. Benisch, Reginald. 1981. Soja in Oesterreich: Der zaehe
Kampf gegen den Wolf [Soybeans in Austria: The tough
struggle against (Mr.) Wolf]. Trend (Austria). May. p. 17681. No. 5. [Ger]
• Summary: When Dipl. Engineer Anton Wolf first planted
Soviet and Canadian soybean seeds in Austria in 1975, he
was prepared for an intense but vehement battle against
rural ignorance. But the 52 year old researcher (of climate
and plants at the Central Bureau for Meteorology and
Geodynamics in Vienna-Döbling) wanted to prove that
soybeans in Austria were not a botanical insanity. According
to agronomists, soybeans only do well in places like the USA
and Brazil. In 1978 Wolf’s project to acclimatize soybeans to
Austria first started to show success, with yields comparable
to those obtained in the USA. Quickly the American soybean
lobby entered the picture in order to protect the monopoly of
a handful of U.S. firms. A group of emissaries flew to Vienna
to try to stop the agronomic trials. They registered a quick
partial success. The Austrian Minister of Trade took seriously
their threat to hinder imports of Austrian cheese to America,
and let the project of an Austrian oil mill lie dormant. But
Wolf expanded his trials and was soon getting yields of 3,500
kg/ha. The Soya Circle (Sojaring), a 2-year old association
of farmers testing soybeans, was made solid by the threat.
People were considering starting an oil mill in Austria but
didn’t for lack of hope in good oilseed yields.
Josef Rickl, a miller from Grosschweinbarth in
Weinviertel, has been also been a soybean farmer for 3
years. He would like to make a micronized whole soy flour
at the Wolkersdorfer Suesswarenfabrik Candita for use in
confections. Austria presently imports 97% of her protein
and fat. “In Austria, soya is really no novelty. Since the
late 1800s the beans were planted with great success in the
territory of the present republic, with yields of 2,000 kg/ha.
Austria exported seeds to the Near East and North Africa. In
the 1940s a soya cookbook was published. In 1945 soybeans
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suddenly disappeared from Austrian fields, supposedly at the
instigation of the American occupation forces. Soy became
forgotten and the adapted varieties were lost forever.
“Soy cultivation tests show that the wonderplant grows
very well here. In spite of that, it seems that the plan to
enrich agriculture through the regular planting of a protein
rich bean and to balance trade, for clear reasons, is withering
in the official drawer.”
A photo shows a folded Herald Tribune, three golden
bullets on one side, and an uprooted soybean plant on the
other. Wolf’s address is Wallriss Strasse 45/3/6, A-1180
Wien, Austria.
849. Product Name: [Tofu Kit and Instruction Booklet
titled “How I Make Tofu”].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Set und “So mache ich Tofu”.
Manufacturer’s Name: Verena Krieger.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003
Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone: 041-22 50 34.
Date of Introduction: 1981 May.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Verena Krieger.
1981. May 29. “I have started to sell Tofu-Kits...” Letter
from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. She sells a “tofu set.”
The instruction booklet that accompanies it is titled “So
mache ich Tofu” (How I Make tofu). It is copyrighted 1981
by Verena Krieger and published jointly by Sojaquelle in
West Germany and Oekullus (Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003
Lucern, Switzerland). A second edition was published in
1984. It contains many illustration and techniques from The
Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi.
Letters from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31 and July 5.
She started to sell this wooden kit in 1981. It was made by
Stefan Suhner in CH-6000 Lucerne. It is still available. Now
it is made by Ulmenhof, CH-8973 Ottenbach, and sold by
Engel Tofurei, CH-8913 Ottenbach.
850. Krieger, Verena. 1981. Die schweizerische
Sojaforschung [Soybean research in Switzerland].
Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland. 2 p. June.
Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
• Summary: Most Swiss people would be astonished to hear
that there is a Swiss Soybean Growers Assoc. (Vereinigung
schweizerischer Soja-Produzenten; VSSP), established in
Nov. 1973 through the efforts of Dipl. agricultural engineer
Edgar W. Schweizer. Following Schweizer’s untimely death
[on 15 April 1979], most of the practical soybean cultural
experiments ceased. But private industry such as Nestlé is
now showing active interest. Address: Lucerne, Switzerland.
851. Auerswald, W. 1981. Re: The life and work of Ladislaus
Berczeller. Letter to Verena Krieger, Bruchmattstr. 24, CH6003 Luzern, Switzerland, July 22–in reply to inquiry. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref. Ger]
Address: Prof., Dr. med., Institut fuer Medizinische

Physiologie an der Medizinischen Fakultaet, University of
Vienna, Schwarzspanierstrasse 17, A-1090 Vienna, Austria.
Phone: 0222/43 15 26.
852. Bader, Kenneth. 1981. Re: History of the American
Soybean Association. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, July 25–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. Handwritten, without
signature.
• Summary: Dr. Bader and staff answered six questions: (1)
In what years were each of the ASA overseas offices opened?
Tokyo, Japan 1956. Hamburg, Germany 1969, and again in
1969. Taipei, Taiwan 1970. Brussels, Belgium 1970. Mexico
City, Mexico 1971. Vienna, Austria 1974. Madrid, Spain
1976. Seoul, Korea 1979. Singapore 1979.
(2) What is the present size of the ASA overseas staff?
50. St. Louis staff? 110. Total American staff? 134.
(3) What was ASA membership in 1955? 5,400.
In 1960? 5,900. In 1970? 12,368. What is present ASA
membership? 20,028.
(3) How many soybean growers does the ASA represent
in the 24 states having checkoff programs? 510,000.
(4) What is meant by the term “Third Party Services”
in your annual budget? It is your main source of income! “It
is the value of funds and services in joint projects provided
by soybean and related trade organizations, private firms,
institutes, and other parties. In other words, if ASA invests
$10,000 in a soy oil promotion project and it is matched by
$20,000 in the same project by a manufacturer, we count the
$20,000 a ‘third party funds.’”
(5) When was the Human Nutrition Center opened in
Mexico? Early 1980. What are a few of its main activities
related to soyfoods? “Identify and introduce acceptable soy
food dishes in Latin America. Train nutritionists on soy
products. Work with governments and institutions on soy
nutrition.” Address: CEO, American Soybean Assoc., St.
Louis, Missouri.
853. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Das TofuBuch: Nahrung fuer alle Band 2 [The book of tofu: Food for
mankind. Vol. 2]. Soyen, West Germany: Ahorn Verlag. 288
p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. July. 23 x 21 cm.
Translated from the English by Rainer Bosch and Gudrun
Klein. [43 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contains 500 recipes. Contents: How to
use this book. Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. Protein
East and West. 2. Tofu as a food. 3. Getting started. 4.
Soybeans. 5. Fresh soybean puree (Frisches Sojapüree).
6. Okara. 7. Soymilk curds and soymilk (Sojaquark und
Sojamolke). 8. Tofu (History, how to make at home, basic
preparatory techniques). 9. Recipes for regular and firm
tofu. 10. Deep-fried tofu: tofu cutlets, burgers, and pouches
(Vorfritierter Tofu: Tofuschnitzel, Tofuburger, Tofutaschen).
11. Grilled tofu (Gegrillter Tofu). 12. Frozen and driedfrozen tofu (Gefrorener Tofu und gefriergetrockneter Tofu).
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13. Fermented tofu (Fermentierter Tofu). 14. Soymilk
(Sojamilch). 15. Silken tofu (Seidentofu). 16. Yuba. 15. Tofu
and yuba in China, Taiwan, and Korea. 17. Farmhouse tofu
for large families. 19. The ethos and tradition of handmade
tofu production. 20. Making tofu in a traditional shop.
Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan. B. Varieties of
tofu in East Asia. C. People and institutions connected with
tofu worldwide (Incl. directory of tofu manufacturers).
D. Sources of supply for tofu production. Bibliography.
Glossary. Favorite tofu recipes. About the authors and their
work (autobiographical). Tofu–An opportunity for poor and
rich lands. The tofu kit (from Sojaquelle in West Germany
and Oekullus in Switzerland).
Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen (April
2013) that uses term “Tofurei” to refer to tofu shops /
manufacturers. The term was coined by Gabriele Furth-Kuby
of Ahorn Verlag.
Note 2. “Sojaquark” is used to refer to soymilk curds
rather than to tofu. Published in a hardcover edition only.
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy cream cheese (p. 104),
which it calls Tofu-Käsecreme. Address: Soyfoods Center,
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-2832991.
854. Krieger, Verena. 1981. Gestern Steak, Morgen Tofu:
Oder was man mit einer Bohne so alles machen kann
[Yesterday steak, tomorrow tofu: Or all the things that can
be made with one bean]. Tages Anzeiger Magazin No. 34. p.
6-12. Aug. 22. Also published in English, French, Italian and
German in Dragoco Bericht (Feb. 1982). [4 ref. Ger; Eng;
Ita; Fre]
• Summary: A lengthy, pioneering account of the virtues
of tofu, and its development in the USA and Switzerland
by the Sunday supplement to Switzerland’s biggest daily
newspaper. Contains numerous color photos of soyfoods
from around the world. A sidebar, titled “What are soyfoods
(Sojaspeisen) defines and discusses soymilk, tofu, miso,
tamari, shoyu, and soy sauce, tempeh, and soy sprouts.
Discusses the work of Edgar W. Schweizer (underway by
1977) in attempting to grow soybean varieties suited to
Switzerland.
The Geneva restaurant “La Moisson” has had tofu on
the menu for 5 years. In Bern, in the beginning of July, the
restaurant “Sesam” was acquired by the first Swiss organic
food store (Bioladen), the “Lotusbluemli” (Little Lotus
Blossom). Since Sesam opened, the people of Bern have
been able to get to know a rich treasure of dishes from
tofu made at Sesam, as well as many applications of miso
and shoyu or tamari. The vegetarian restaurant “Bristol”
in Lucerne is launching tofu as its summer hit this year,
in the form of Tofu Schnitzels and Burgers... In organic
food shops, Reform Houses and Oriental specialty shops,
miso and soy sauce are available. The following places in

Switzerland sell fresh tofu, which they make on the spot:
(1) Centre macrobiotique de Lausanne, ruelle de Bourg
7, 1003 Lausanne. (2) S. Gänterli, Vonmattsrr. 50, 6003
Lucern. (3) Le Grain d’Or, rue Voltair 27, 1201 Geneva. (4)
De Lade, Oberaltstadt 8, 6300 Zug. (5) S. Lotusbluemli,
Gerechtigkeitsgasse 17, 3011 Bern. (6) Madal Bal,
Kreuzplatz 10, 8032 Zurich. On the last page of the article is
an ad for Soyana in Zurich.
Note: The Italian-language edition of this article is
titled “Ieri bistecca, domani il tofu.” It is the earliest Italianlanguage document seen (Sept. 2011) that mentions tempeh,
which it calls “tempeh.”
Note: This is the earliest Italian-language document seen
(Nov. 2014) that mentions meat alternatives.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document or
Italian-language document seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions
a meatless burger–Tofu Burgers. Address: Lucerne,
Switzerland.
855. Soyana. 1981. Soyana. Neu. Biona [Soyana. New.
Biona (Ad)]. Tages Anzeiger Magazin No. 34. p. 12. Aug. 22.
[Ger]

• Summary: This small black-and-white ad (2 by 3 inches)
is on the last page of an article titled Gestern Steak, Morgen
Tofu (“Yesterday steak, tomorrow tofu”) by Verena Krieger.
“Biona” appears to be an organic logo. The ad reads: Soyana
is of full value / high quality (vollwertig) (54% protein), very
delicious, low in fat (only 0.9% fat), inexpensive (100 gm
ready to eat cost only 63 Rp.) [Note: Rp. = rappen = Swiss
centime; 100 rappen = 1 Swiss franc], and it cooks very
quickly. 1000 new recipes from a natural product. Try it!
Soyana is available at Reform Houses (im Reformhaus).
Order form: Please send me ____ copies of the booklet
Soya-Eiweiss–Nahrung der Zukunft (Soya-Protein–Food of
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the Future), with tips and recipes for 6.90 francs. Address:
Postfach 8039, Zurich, Switzerland.
856. Hara, Toshio; Aumayr, Andrea; Ueda, S. 1981.
Characterization of plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid in
Bacillus natto: Evidence for plasmid-linked PGA production.
J. of General and Applied Microbiology (Tokyo) 27(4):299305. Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: Describes the discovery of a 5.7-kilobase
plasmid, pUH1, which contains the gamma-glutmyl
transpeptidase (gamma-GTP) gene responsible for
polyglutamic acid production. Address: 1, 3. Dep. of
Food Science & Technology, Faculty of Agriculture,
Kyushu Univ., Hakozaki, Fukuoka 812, Japan; 2. Dep. of
Microbiology, Innsbruck Univ., Innsbruck 6020, Austria.
857. Reports presented at the meeting on “Research on
Soybeans for Cooler Regions of Europe” at Eschikon, near
Zurich, Switzerland, 3-4 Aug. 1981. 1981. See p. 12-20 of
some unknown larger report. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “The FAO-Soybean-Network in Europe
(Chairman Dr. M. Arnoux, Director of the Plant Breeding
Station INRA at Montpellier) and EUCARPIA-Section for
Oil-and Protein Crops (Chairman Dr. G. Robbelen, Plant
Breeding Institute of the University of Gottingen) suggested
and encouraged a meeting that would bring together all
the information and experience on how to adapt and breed
soybeans for the Northern Regions of Europe.”
858. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Friedrich
J. Haberlandt: History of work with soyfoods. Soyfoods
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 10 p. Sept.
22. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject.
Contents: Introduction: Summary, sources of information.
Biographical sketch: Born 1826, early education. Early work
with soy: first encounter 1873 at Vienna Exposition, first
experiments (1875), earliest publication seen (1876), “Der
Anbau der Rauhaarigen Sojabohne” (1877). Die Sojabohne
1878: Summary of the book, information about soyfoods.
Subsequent influence on soy: Death in 1878, posthumous
publications, other Viennese soyfoods pioneers (son
Gottleib), loss of momentum in European work with soy
after his death, Morse’s observations in 1950, size of crop
today in Eastern Europe, influence in America. Address:
Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.
859. Product Name: [Sojalada Tofu].
Foreign Name: Sojalade Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Genossenschaft Sojalade. Renamed
Genossenschaftstofurei in 1982. Then renamed Tofurei
Genossenschaft Engel in 1989.
Manufacturer’s Address: Dorfplatz, 8913 Ottenbach ZH,

Switzerland. Phone: 01-769-0349.
Date of Introduction: 1981 September.
New Product–Documentation: See next page. Form filled
out by owners: Gernot Schneider, Martin Mueller, Hansruedi
Opplinger, and Verena Krieger. They make tofu, and started
on 1 Sept. 1981; Recipe leaflet. 1981. “Tofu-Rezepte.” Black
on yellow. Contains illustrations from The Book of Tofu by
Shurtleff and Aoyagi. Leaflet. 1981. “Tofu: The natural soya
protein.” Black on green. Soyfoods Center Computerized
Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Sojalade. Owner: Verena
Krieger. A. Hoesli. 1982. Oeko Journal (Switzerland). Oct.
p. 10-13. “Tofu.” RSL. Retailed for F4.70 per 380 gm.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. Verena Krieger is
a founder of Sojalade, Tellenrutistr. 106, 6390 Engelberg,
Switzerland. Sjon says he thinks that Hans Rudolph
Opplinger has a separate shop at Weinbergstrasse 13, Cham/
Chaim 6330, Switzerland.
Letters from Gauthier Loeffler. 1982. Oct. 3 and 24. He
has been producing tofu at Sojalade for almost a year. Wants
to start a tofu plant in a Third World country.
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. “The first
people to make tofu in Switzerland was the restaurant ‘La
Moisson.’ They made tofu for their restaurant and store only.
The first large-scale production was by Sojalade in Aug.
1981.”
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb.
7. The name is now Genossenschaftstofurei, Engel Dorfplatz,
CH-8913 Ottenbach, Switzerland. Contact: Verena Krieger.
Phone: 017 69 03 49.
Soya Bluebook. 1984. p. 79. “Sojalada Tofu. Contact:
Gauthier W. Loeffler.”
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company now makes 600-700 kg/week of tofu. They also
make and sell a tofu kit.
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1990. Aug. 10. This
company makes only plain tofu. They do not make any
soymilk or any other soy products for sale.
860. DeMaeyer, E.M. 1981. Re: Establishing small plants for
making soy milk in developing countries. Letter to Mr. F. de
Selliers de Moranville, Chairman, International Investment
& Development Corporation, Rind-Point de l’Etoile 3,
Bte. 8, 1050 Brussels, Belgium, Nov. 16. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “I refer to your letter of 5 November, 1981,
and to the meeting which took place in my Office on 13
November, 1981. I found the documentation you sent me
in advance of our meeting and your explanations during the
meeting most interesting and I wish to congratulate you for
the initiative you have taken.
“The establishment of small plants for the production
of soy milk at the local level will certainly provide the
population of developing countries with a nutritious drink
that would definitely benefit them. Pre-school and school age
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children should be the main targets of such projects because
their protein requirements are relatively larger than those of
other individuals and they are therefore usually in need of
protein supplementation. Energy intake in these groups may
also be deficient and for this reason the production of a fullfat soy milk would definitely be better because of its higher
energy concentration.
“WHO, FAO and UNICEF, have been involved in
the establishment of small plants (capacity; 1,0OO-2,000
tons per year) for the production of protein-rich weaning
foods in developing countries during the last 15 years.
Some of these projects have more or less failed for various
reasons, including poor management, lack of local technical
skills, unsanitary environmental conditions, interruptions
in the supply of raw materials, and many other reasons.
On the other hand, some projects have survived and are
slowly progressing, although they cannot be considered
as unmitigated successes. This is to say that you should
be prepared for some difficulties and even some failures
in some countries. Finally, I should like to add that the
product you envisage is by no means a cheap one and that
its marketing will therefore be reserved to the middle-class,
unless the government decides to subsidize it or to buy part
of the production for free distribution to the lower classes of
the society or to school children.
“Your project is therefore of great interest to WHO. We
very much regret that we cannot participate in it or support
it because of our present financial constraints. We shall,
nevertheless, be pleased to receive any information that you
may wish to share with us concerning the progress made in
its development.” Address: World Health Organization, 1211
Geneva, Switzerland.
861. Caloussis, Mr. 1981. Nestle’s work with soymilk
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 27. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: Nestle is now making and marketing soymilk
in Malaysia and Singapore. The Singapore venture started in
1979; it is doing well. Nestle owns the controlling interest,
with minority local ownership. They are now test marketing
their soymilk in Thailand. Nestle is also test marketing a
powdered soymilk to health food markets in the Philippines.
Named “Vita,” it is made at a pilot plant in Japan. Nutrend is
a weaning food product made in the Philippines from locally
grown soybeans and wheat.
Thimonnier in Lyons, France, makes Flexi-pouch, but
it is more expensive [than aseptic packaging] when you take
into consideration the cost to deliver one unit.
Maggi is owned by Nestle; seasonings are their main
products. Maggi really grew on its dehydrated soups–an
instant food at the start of the industrial revolution. Kempthal
is near Zurich, and Maggi is still located there. The original
owner was Julius Maggi in Switzerland. This story is told
in a book on the history of Nestle, which Mr. Caloussis will

send. The man in charge of Nestle public relations is Mr.
Edward Fasel in Vevey, Switzerland.
Concerning Nestle and infant formulas: In the late
1900s Mr. Nestle started making infant weaning foods out
of cow’s milk and cereal. Today each country has its own
independent marketing program. The problem for Nestle
started in England with a book titled The Baby Killers. Then
another group in Nestle spoke out against Nestle, and Nestle
sued them. This got big, negative press coverage. Infant
formulas are only 3-4% of Nestle’s business. The company’s
best-selling products are Nescafe (coffee) and various milk
products.
862. Product Name: [Naga-Sonda (Liquid Soy Beverage in
Tetra Pak)].
Foreign Name: Naga-Sonda.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland. Phone: 031-81-1111.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. Gives introduction date. This product does
not contain soy protein isolates.
863. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1981. Soya-Eiweiss: Nahrung
der Zukunft [Soy protein: Food of the future]. Zurich,
Switzerland: Verlag Bewusstes Dasein. 84 p. Illust. No
index. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: See next page. Contents: 1. The long journey
of a new basic food (TVP, or Soyameat). 2. How it came
to Soyameat. 3. The significance of Soyameat for nutrition.
4. Meat or soy protein? (starts with a photo of 25 famous
vegetarians). 5. Soy products, the Third World, and world
food supplies in the future. 6. Tips and recipes.
This is Dänzer’s first book, about textured soy protein
(especially Soyana brand TVP), which his company sold.
Born in 1947, he is a disciple of the Indian spiritual teacher,
Sri Chinmoy. He wrote the book largely to promote his
TVP, which he imported and packaged for the Swiss Reform
Houses.
He calls TVP Soya-Fleisch or Gefasertes Soya-Eiweiss.
He writes a lot about the purines in meat, as well as the
antibiotics, hormones, and cholesterol it contains.
By 1980, he says, there will be enough soy protein on
earth to supply the protein needs of every person on earth.
How can this be, when now it provides only 25%?
The future is determined by consumer decisions. You
hold the future in your hand and in your pocketbook.
He prefers the word Soya to the more standard and
widely used Soja.
Advantages of TVP: Good for food storage. Tasty.
Can be prepared quickly. Nutritious. Versatile. Pure plant
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product with no antibiotics, hormones, cholesterol, or
purines. Inexpensive. Abundant. Has a long shelf life at room
temperature.
He discusses biologisch [organically grown] and
Reformhäuser (old-line health food stores). He emphasizes
biologische Soyabohnen [organic soybeans] and biologische
Tofu [organic tofu] made with nigari.
Living Farms was founded on 6 Jan. 1975.
Tofu makes all dishes lighter and easier to digest.
There is a need for solar-powered tofu shops in thirdworld countries.
He uses the nice word Tofurei. Who coined this German
word and when?
He and his co-workers developed their own Swiss-style
tofu recipes (100 recipes).
He has two brands: Soyana and Soyaquel. One is
probably for supermarkets and one for Reformhäuser.
Address: Soyana, Postfach 8039, CH-8002, Zurich,
Switzerland.
864. McCay, Jeanette B. 1981. The soybean time table
for the McCays–1942-1981. Englewood, Florida. 3 p.
Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This excellent chronology was written by
Jeanette at the request of William Shurtleff.
The war years (World War II; 1942-1945). 1942 fall–
Dean Carl E. Ladd [of the N.Y. State College of Agriculture]
appoints a bread and soybean committee with Clive M.
McCay as chairman. The Ithaca Co-op Food Store sells
soy flour. Lucile Brewer bakes “Open-Recipe Specification
Bread” with 5% soy flour. Local bakery makes this bread
and it is sold at the Co-op. Work on sprouting soybean starts.
Sprouts are sold at the University meat shop and the Co-op.
1943 May–Governor Dewey appoints the New York
State Emergency Food Commission.
1943 June–Governor Dewey holds luncheon in Albany
for publicists. Serves soy sprouts, open specification bread,
etc. Jeanette B. McCay is put in charge of publications
for Emergency Food Commission. Multilith machine is
obtained for publishing leaflets. 10,000 sent to New York
City, Mailing room is set up and thousands are used by clubs,
home bureaus, etc.
1943 July 19–Article appears in Life magazine.–Article
appears in Reader’s Digest magazine. Hundreds of meetings,
demonstrations, training schools. 250 community soybean
dinners attended by 7,500 people. 35,000 people taught to
use soy. 300,000 people receive printed recipes sent out by
the Food Commission.
1943 July–Clive M. McCay leaves Cornell for the navy
in Bethesda, Maryland.
1944 mid–Program ebbing. Bread taken off the market
at Co-op; poor baker.
1945 Feb.–”Soybeans: An old food in a new world” [by
McCay et. al] published as Cornell University, Extension

Bulletin No. 668. 65 p.
1945 Sept.–World War II ends.
The post-war years (1946-1961). 1946 July–The
McCays leave Washington [DC] and return to Cornell and
Green Barn in Ithaca. Soy continues to demand a portion
of time and activities. It is still a live issue though the war
ended. Bread that contained soy was the focal point.
1947–McCay is asked by Governor Dewey and
Frederick MacCurdy, M.D. (Commissioner of the New York
State Department of Mental Hygiene) to help in improving
the nutritional quality of food for 96,000 patients in 27
mental hospitals in New York State. Their budget allowed
but fifty some cents per day for each patient. Work was
begun with other staff from Cornell and Mrs. Evelyn Flack
and others from the hospitals. Specialists for the American
Dry Milk Institute were also enlisted to help in working out
an improved bread. This included 6 per cent high fat soya, 8
per cent dry milk solids and 2 per cent wheat germ for every
100 pounds of unbleached white flour. In the laboratory,
studies with McCay’s rats showed good growth in contrast to
those on ordinary bread.
1948–The Cookie Crock started baking the new formula
for the Ithaca Co-op Food Store again, selling around 1,000
loaves a week. Members of the Co-op named the bread
“Golden Triple Rich” because of its creamy color, and its
special ingredients of dry milk, soy flour and unbleached
white flour with wheat germ.
1949 and 1950–The Co-ops took a strong stand at Bread
Hearings in Washington. There was much publicity about the
formula that is “too good to be called bread.” Other co-ops
were taking up “triple Rich.”
1950–A family recipe and bakery formulas were
printed by the McCays to answer letters that were crowding
in. Messing Brothers, bakers in Brooklyn started making
“Cornell Bread”–first time the name was used, I believe. And
others started using the name.
1951–Jeanette’s letter was published in the Ladies’
Home Journal and immediately brought in 1,000 letters and
requests for information.
1952–Jeanette started teaching a group of older persons
in adult education for the Ithaca public schools. Published
a booklet–Senior Citizens Cook Alone and Like It. Also
prepared another booklet for the Ithaca Co-op, Cooking for
Good Health.
1953–McCays spent Sabbatical year at University of
Basel in Switzerland. Ladies’ Home Journal article appeared.
1955–The first booklet by the McCays is published: You
Can Make Cornell Bread, giving source of ingredients and
bakers considering the bread.
1956–Book, Feel Like a Million, by Catharyn Elwood,
gives generous praise to Cornell Bread, and encourages
readers to write for their booklets.
1961–Messing abandons bakery because of union
troubles. Cornell Bread booklet, reprinted and revised. Price,
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25¢.
The Florida Years (1962-1981). 1962–Dr. McCay retires
from Cornell University because of ill health. The McCays
move to Florida.
1967–Dr. McCay’s death. Requests for the bread booklet
continue and supplies dwindle.
1972–The Sunday New York Times Magazine publishes
a story about Cornell Bread–the “Do-Good Loaf.”
1973–an enlarged, revised version of the booklet You
Can Make Cornell Bread is published. First printing 8,000
copies; second printing 10,000 copies. Price $1.00. Excellent
support and publicity given by newspapers and magazines.
Booklet out of print.
1980–Another revised and enlarged version is printed
by Dover Publications, 180 Varick Street, New York, N.Y.
10014. Price $2.70 postpaid. Article concerning booklets in
Better Nutrition, Nov. 1980.
1981 July–Another article in Better Nutrition. These
two enthusiastic endorsements have stimulated thousands of
letters and orders.
Cornell Bread still lives!
Note: In 1994 Jeanette McCay wrote an excellent
biography of her husband titled Clive McCay: Nutrition
Pioneer. Biographical Memoirs by His Wife. Address:
Englewood, Florida.
865. Schisgall, Oscar. 1981. Eyes on tomorrow: The
evolution of Procter & Gamble. Chicago, Illinois: J.G.
Ferguson Publishing Co. New York: Distributed by
Doubleday. xii + 295 + [13] p. Illust. (photos). Index. 25 cm.
[ soy ref]
• Summary: This book is intended to serve a dual purpose:
(1) To provide an account of Procter and Gamble’s evolution
from local candle maker to global multinational, a topic
that, the authors rightly claim, has received relatively little
attention from academic business historians. (2) To “explain
the company’s success in its core business of building
consumer brands.” The authors are most successful at
achieving this second goal. The launches of Ivory (1879),
Tide (1946), Crest (1955), Pampers (1961) and Pantene
Pro-V (1990) constitute the central case studies, and each is
examined in impressive detail. Note: Pantene is a brand of
hair-care products owned by Procter & Gamble. The product
line was first introduced in Europe in 1947 by HoffmanLaRoche of Switzerland, which branded the name based on
panthenol as a shampoo ingredient. P&G purchased the line
and brand in 1985.
This is the story of one of America’s largest, oldest, and
most successful companies, one whose annual world-wide
sales exceeded $10 billion in 1980 and whose products are
found in more than 98% of American homes. The author
of this history had the cooperation of Procter & Gamble
(P&G) but the history was not commissioned or funded
by the company. P&G was founded as a partnership on

31 Oct. 1837 in Cincinnati, Ohio, by William Procter and
James Gamble (photo, p. 3). The initial capitalization was
$7,192. In 1837 many individual banks were printing their
own bank notes and many of these “greenbacks” had no
tangible support in reserves of gold or silver. The panic of
1837, which started in May, based on lack of U.S. Treasury
confidence in greenbacks, caused more than 600 banks to
fail that year amid economic hysteria. The company was
incorporated in 1890. For most of its early history P&G
focused on making soaps and candles from animal fats. Its
most famous early product was Ivory Soap–which floated.
P&G has been called the “General Motors of the light
industry field.” P&G has a distinctive corporate culture. It
has long been known as a company which does not hire its
executives from outside; it promotes people from within the
company.
Chapter 6, titled “From soap to food” (p. 63-72) is about
P&G’s first food product, Crisco. A photo shows barrels
of Crisco for institutional use being packed at Ivorydale
circa 1915. On the barrel head is written: “Crisco. Purely
vegetable. For frying–For shortening–For cake making.” In
the early 1900s the prices of lard and tallow had increased
so much that it was no longer possible to market refined
kitchen lard to consumers at a reasonable price. The meat
packing houses which controlled lard supplies and prices
took control of the lard market. These meat packers now
became major competitors for the country’s limited supply
of cottonseed oil used in lard compounds. It was estimated
that the two largest makers of lard compounds, Armour
& Co. and the N.K. Fairbank Co., purchased nearly half
the cottonseed oil crushed in the United States. So P&G
responded by organizing a new subsidiary, the Buckeye
Cotton Oil Company. Its first act was to lease and operate a
mill in Greenwood, Mississippi. Rapid expansion followed.
By 1905 Buckeye owned and operated eight cottonseed
crushing mills; it had built five of them and purchased three
(p. 66). Also in 1905 P&G began secret laboratory research
at Ivorydale on removing paraffin from petroleum oil. Soon
the researchers had developed what they called “winter oil,”
so named because it remained clear and did not cloud at very
cold winter temperatures. Cottonseed oil, which contained
stearine, started to crystallize when the thermometer dropped
to 65ºF. The main market for the new product seemed to
be hotels, restaurants, hospitals, and other bulk buyers.
But should P&G attempt to sell a salad oil directly to
consumers? Officers decided to get more experience selling
to institutions, and soon this became a profitable business.
In 1907 P&G received a letter from a German chemical
engineer, E.C. Kayser, dated October 18. It described
research he had been conducting on hydrogenation of
unsaturated fats in the liquid state. He asked if P&G was
interested in learning about his findings. “During the
development of winter oil P&G researchers had become
absorbed in the possibility of converting cottonseed oil
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into a solid form for shortening. They hoped this could
compete in quality and price with lard, butter, and the many
compounds already on the market.” Kayser was invited
to visit Cincinnati with samples of the hydrogenated or
“hardened” vegetable oils mentioned in his letter. He arrived
within a month, Cooper Procter was astonished and excited
by what he saw, and P&G quickly entered into an agreement
with Kayser to purchase the U.S. rights to his method.
It also employed him as a consultant while the company
experimented with his process. The initial product was so
hard it could not be used as a shortening, so it had to be
blended with cottonseed oil to make it softer. Construction
of a hydrogenation plant began at Ivorydale in 1908; it
was ready by Feb. 1909. Its purpose was to enable P&G
to launch a new shortening, made mainly from cottonseed
oil, that could compete with the lard compounds sold by
the meat packing companies–mainly to institutions. On
2 Jan. 1909 P&G purchased for $1.4 million the McCaw
Manufacturing Co. of Macon, Georgia, whose main product
was a shortening named White Flake. P&G’s research
on hydrogenation now accelerated, as it used the new
factory as a pilot plant. The breakthrough came with the
discovery of partial hydrogenation, which yield a good
quality product which did not require refrigeration and held
up well for long periods of time. On 10 Nov. 1910 P&G
applied for a U.S. patent on the new vegetable shortening
“consisting of a vegetable oil, preferably cottonseed oil,
partially hydrogenized [hydrogenated], and hardened to
a homogeneous white or yellowish semi-solid closely
resembling lard. The special object of the invention is to
provide a new food product for a shortening in cooking...”
It was bland in flavor, creamy in consistency, and easy for
homemakers to blend. The product was originally sold as
White Flake, and the ingredients were listed as cottonseed
oil, stearine from cottonseed oil, and oleo-stearine. Not a
word suggested hydrogenation. Now the new product need
a new name–Crisco. By 1912 it was being widely advertised
as “An absolutely new product–a scientific discovery which
will affect every kitchen in America.”
On page 73 is a large, very interesting full-page patriotic
ad for Crisco run during World War I. The slogan: “Food
will win the war. Don’t waste it.” An illustration shows a can
of Crisco. The text on the front panel is the same as on the
barrel head quoted above. It invites readers to send for a free
copy of a Crisco cookbook titled “Balanced Daily Diet” by
Janet McKenzie Hill.
Note: By 1916 P&G was making a soap (brand name
unknown) that contained soybean oil, and by the spring of
1931 the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. in Louisville, Kentucky,
had started to crush soybeans.
By 1930 P&G’s Buckeye subsidiary was operating 14
cottonseed crushing mills, scattered throughout the Cotton
Belt. In 1931 Buckeye acquired the Cotton Oil Refining
Company in Portsmouth, Virginia. It crushed soybeans as

well as cottonseed. It produced shortenings and cooking- and
salad oils for bulk sales. Here P&G gained sound experience
in refining soybean oil.
In 1933 P&G launched Sweetex shortening. Sold in bulk
to commercial bakeries, it contained monoglyceride which
made cakes lighter and more moist. In Jan. 1936 Lever Bros.
introduced Spry, a major competitor to Crisco. So P&G
developed new Sure-Mix Crisco, launched in 1940.
In 1945 P&G purchased a Saginaw, Michigan, company
which sold Spic and Span, a wall-cleaning powder. P&G
set out to make this product the nation’s top seller as an allpurpose cleaner–which it eventually became (p. 154).
By the 1960s Buckeye was in the dissolving cellulose
pulp business, headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee.
Demand for rayon, the main use for cellulose, was growing
very rapidly. Buckeye researchers found that a dissolving
pulp of similar quality could be made from southern pine
trees.
Famous P&G brands include: Ajax cleanser, Camay
soap, Cashmere bouquet soap, Charmin bathroom tissue,
Cheer detergent, Comet cleanser, Crest toothpaste, Crisco
shortening, Dial soap, Duz soap, Folger’s coffee, Gleem
toothpaste, Halo shampoo, Head & Shoulders shampoo,
Ivory soap, Jif peanut butter, Lava soap, Luvs diapers, P&G
White Naphtha soap, Pampers diapers, Prell shampoo,
Pringle’s potato chips, Rinso, Spic & Span cleaner, Sweetex
shortening, Tide detergent, Zest soap.
A portrait photo of the author and a brief biography
(this is his 40th book) appear on the inside rear dust jacket.
Address: Author and writer.
866. Sojalade. 1981. Das natuerliche Soja-Eiweiss [The
natural soya-protein (Leaflet)]. Ottenbach, Switzerland. 3
panels each side. Each panel: 21 x 10 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Printed with black ink on light green paper.
Contents: Tofu–The natural protein from soybeans. Tofu
for a world in which one third of humanity is hungry or
suffers from malnutrition. Chart showing amount of usable
protein (in kg) produced per hectare of land by various
crops: The soybean is the leader at 399 kg. Tofu for good
health. Tofu for a healthy environment. Tofu has a thousand
talents. Storage and further processing of tofu. The soybean
plant and its cultivation in Europe. Tofu from Sojalade.
Information about tofu (two books, incl. Das Tofu-Buch, by
Shurtleff & Aoyagi). Address: Dorfplatz, 8913 Ottenbach
[Switzerland].
867. Sojalade. 1981. Tofu-Rezepte [Tofu recipes (Leaflet)].
Ottenbach, Switzerland. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 21 x
10 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Printed with black in on light yellow paper.
Contains 11 tofu recipes, plus 4 illustrations from The Book
of Tofu, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. Address: Dorfplatz, 8913
Ottenbach [Switzerland].
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868. Beck, Hedda. 1981? Publikationen der Bundesanstalt
für Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung in Wien: 1881-1980
[Publications of the Federal Institute for Plant Cultivation
and Seed Testing in Vienna: 1881-1980]. Vienna, Austria:
The Bundesanstalt. 120 p. Undated. 24 cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: Sojaring is mentioned on p. 16. Soja is
mentioned on p. 17. Address: Vienna, Austria.
869. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Re: Dr. Johannes Kuhl and
fermented foods in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 19. 1 p. Typed, with signature. [1
ref]
• Summary: Dr. Kuhl, who wrote in the 1950s and is no
longer living, advocated a natural-foods diet containing
large amounts of fermented foods (one-third to one-half of
all foods consumed). He believed that such a diet is the best
protection against cancer and radioactivity. “His publisher,
who keeps re-editing his books thinks that miso and tempeh
would fit perfectly into his theory (K. himself had probably
never heard of fermented soybeans).
“I have always been fascinated by fermented foods and
feel that they will have to become an important part of the
diet, especially with people moving away from meat eating.
I hope that I shall be able to write a cookbook some day
as a tool on how to integrate them into a practicable diet.”
Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland.
Phone: 041-22 50 34.
870. Jaccard, Anne-Marie; Krieger, Verena. 1982. Une
graine pour l’an 2000 [A grain for the year 2000]. Illustre
(Lausanne, Switzerland) No. 4. p. 59-63. Jan. 27. [Fre]
• Summary: This grain is the soybean, which is imported
in huge quantities from the USA to Europe. The article
discusses the soybean plant, tofu, miso, tamari and shoyu,
tempeh, homemade soy sprouts, and yuba.
A photo shows Paul Simon, a specialist in macrobiotic
food at Lausanne. He makes tofu in the traditional way using
nigari, and serves it with tamari and ginger. “Fresh tofu,
prepared on the spot, is difficult to find in Switzerland. In
the French-speaking cantons of Switzerland, there are only
two places: (1) The macrobiotic Center of Lausanne, 7 ruelle
de Bourg, and (2) Le Grain d’Or, 7 rue Voltaire, Geneva.”
Recently a factory opened at Zurich, and another will open
soon at Nyon. In the two macrobiotic restaurants of Frenchspeaking Switzerland (Romandie), tofu is found regularly
à la carte: at “The Bio” in Lausanne, and “La Moisson” in
Geneva.
871. Wood, Brian J.B. 1982. Soy sauce and miso. Economic
Microbiology 7:39-86. Jan. A.H. Rose, ed. Fermented Foods.
[50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The preparation
of soy sauce: Introduction, preparation of raw materials (the

beans, wheat), mixing, koji, moromi. 3. Of beans, microbes,
and miso: Beans, microbes, miso. 4. Trade in soy sauce:
Introduction, statistics. Table 1 (p. 64-66) shows exports of
soy sauce in 1978, in tonnes (metric tons) from Hong Kong,
Korean Republic, Singapore, Japan, and total, to almost
every country in the world (with each country’s population in
millions), grouped by region as follows:
1. North America: Canada, USA (#1)–Regional total
imports: 6,052.3 tonnes.
2. South and Central America [and Caribbean]:
Argentina (#3 in region), Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras,
Mexico (#2), Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Surinam,
Venezuela (#1), Granada, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago,
total. Former Dutch West Indies–Regional total imports:
1,046.4 tonnes.
3. Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
Finland, France (#4 in region), Germany (West #3), Greece,
Italy, Netherlands (#2), Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, UK (#1), USSR–Regional total imports: 3,017.7
tonnes.
4. Near and Middle East: Bahrain (#3), Egypt, India,
Iran (#2), Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
(#1), United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab Republic–Regional
total imports: 1,193.5 tonnes.
5. Far East and Western Pacific: Brunei, Hong Kong
(#3 in region), Indonesia, Japan, Korea (South), Macao,
Malaysia (#2), Philippines, Sabah (#1; A state of Malaysia
from 1963; Formerly British North Borneo), Sarawak (A
state of Malaysia from 1963), Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand–
Regional total imports: 3,139.4.
6. Pacific and Australasia: Australia (#1 in region), Cook
Islands, Christmas Islands, Fiji, Guam (#2), Nauru, New
Caledonia, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Oceania n.c.s. (#3),
Papua New Guinea, Portuguese Timor, Samoa and Tonga,
Solomon Islands, Tuvalu (Ellis Island), U.S. Oceania–
Regional total imports: 1,647.5 tonnes.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2010) concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Kiribati
(Christmas Islands), in Nauru, in Qatar, in Portuguese Timor
(later renamed Timor-Leste [East Timor]) or in Tuvalu.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean
products in Kiribati (Christmas Islands), in Nauru, in Qatar,
Portuguese Timor, or in Tuvalu (1978); soybeans as such
have not yet been reported.
7. Africa: Algeria, Canary Islands, Ethiopia, Gambia,
Ghana, Kenya, Libya, Malagasy, Malawi, Mauritius (#2
in region), Nigeria, South Africa (Republic of, #1), Sudan,
Réunion Islands (#3), Tanzania, Zaire. Other African
countries–Regional total imports: 365.7 tonnes. World total
imports: 15,731.5 tonnes, of which 6,192.8 tonnes from
Hong Kong, 1,233.5 tonnes from South Korea, 1,713.6
tonnes from Singapore, 6,591.6 tonnes from Japan. The
value in pounds sterling and in pounds sterling per tons of
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soy sauce is given for each exporter.
Other tables show: (2) Soy sauce exports (in tonnes
and value) each year from 1976 to 1976 from Hong Kong,
South Korea, Singapore, and Japan. A large percentage of
Hong Kong’s exports are re-exports (probably from China).
(3) Total soy sauce exports from Japan, 1976-1978, by
container type, with amount and value. (4) Soy sauce and
miso production in Japan every 5 years from 1965 to 1978
(in tonnes). (5) Soy sauce and miso production in Japan for
export in 1976, 1977, and 1978. Miso production (in tonnes)
averaged about 40% of soy sauce production, and miso
exports (in tonnes) averaged about 13% of soy sauce exports.
(6) Imports of soy sauce into Hong Kong, Singapore, and
the USA from exporting countries in 1978 (with figures for
exports from China in 1976 and 1977). (7) Re-exports of soy
sauce (made in China) from Hong Kong and Singapore in
1978 to major importing countries worldwide, by region, by
country. Small countries that are the destination of this soy
sauce include: Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Venezuela,
Trinidad and Tobago, Former Dutch West Indies [also called
Netherlands Antilles; they are part of the Lesser Antilles
and consist of two groups of islands in the Caribbean Sea:
Curaçao and Bonaire, just off the Venezuelan coast, and
Sint Eustatius, Saba and Sint Maarten, located southeast of
the Virgin Islands. The islands form an autonomous part of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands], Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, Brunei, Sabah, Sarawak, Fiji, Nauru,
Oceanea (non-U.S.), Oceanea (U.S.), Papua, Samoa and
Tonga, Solomon Islands, Ghana, Malagasy Republic, Togo.
Total from Hong Kong: 2,945.3 tonnes, and from Singapore
109.5 tonnes.
(8) Exports of miso (in tonnes) from South Korea and
Japan in 1978 to major importing countries worldwide,
by region, by country. The leading importers are: USA
(622), Saudi Arabia (353), Singapore (66), Bahrain (64),
Netherlands (38), Iran (29), Iraq (29) France (28), German
Federal Republic (23), Smaller importers include: Chile,
Guyana, Surinam, Bangladesh, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait,
Quatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab
Republic, Sabah, Fiji, Guam, New Hebrides, Papua New
Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Algeria, Canary Islands,
Ghana, Kenya, Libya, Mozambique, South Africa Republic,
Zaire.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007)
concerning soybean products (miso) in Quatar. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean
products in Quatar (1978); soybeans as such have not yet
been reported.
(9) Exports of miso from South Korea and Japan in
1976, 1977, and 1978 (quantity and value each year; no
importing country names are given).
5. Tour of South East Asia: Technical and scientific
aspects, trade aspects. 6. Acknowledgments. References
The chapter on Trade states: Soy sauce and soy paste

(miso) are traded between all countries of South East
Asia. The Korean Republic’s exports nearly quadrupled
in tonnage. The Kikkoman Company’s production facility
in Wisconsin produced 21,6000 tonnes of soy sauce in
1978. This was equal to 3 times the total exports from
Japan in the same year. Japan’s total share of the world soy
sauce market remains very healthy. Miso exports are still
small in comparison with soy sauce. On a rising market
Japan’s exports still only represent 0.2% of its annual miso
production; “clearly there is considerable room for expansion
here.”
Miso is of greater relative importance to Korea than it
is to Japan. Among the European countries, Belgium and
Holland import the greatest amount of miso on a per capita
basis. Spain imports a fair amount of miso. The U.S.A. and
Canada had total miso imports totaling about 10% of their
soy sauce imports.
“In Thailand, there are about 50 soy sauce factories,
the majority of which are small, producing less than 100
kilolitres per year, although it should be noted that most
of them also produce soybean paste and soybean cheese
[probably tofu]. The total annual consumption of soy sauce
in Thailand is estimated at about 6,000 kilolitres (about 7,200
tonnes).
“In Malaysia, there are about 140 soy sauce factories
producing in total an estimated 5.5 million gallons of soy
sauce per year according to the proprietor of a leading
brewery in Kuala Lumpur. This is about 21,000 tonnes per
annum” (p. 84). Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology,
Univ., of Strathclyde, Glasgow [Scotland], U.K.
872. Product Name: [Soyana Tofu (Firm)].
Foreign Name: Soyana Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 8039, Friedensgasse 3,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 012-028-997.
Date of Introduction: 1982 February.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.9 gm, fat 4.0 gm, usable
carbohydrates 0.1 gm, minerals 1.0 gm, fiber 9.1 gm, calories
90.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Walter
Daenzer.
Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8. The Soyana
tofu shop opened in Feb. 1982.
Leaflet (1 panel, 21 x 15 cm, single sided, printed
black on white). Gehalt von Soyana-Tofu (fest) [Content of
Soyana Tofu (firm)]. 1982? (undated). Gives the nutritional
composition of the product, as shown above.
R. Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17, 19. Product seen
in Reformhaus health food store in Zurich, Switzerland. Tofu
production started in Feb. 1982. Letter from Michael Karlen.
1986. Feb. 16. They make organic nigari tofu.
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873. INTSOY Series. 1982. Conference participants. No. 22.
p. ix-xiii. J.B. Sinclair and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Soybean Seed
Quality and Stand Establishment (College of Agric., Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: The following number of participants came
from the following countries: Austria (1; Gretzmacher
of Inst. for Agronomy and Plant Breeding). Bangladesh
(2; Auch of Mennonite Central Committee, Khaleque of
BARC). China and Taiwan (2 each). Ecuador (1). Egypt
(2). India (4); Italy (1; Al-Jibouri of FAO). Malaysia (5).
Mozambique (1). Nepal (1). Nigeria (3). Pakistan (2).
Panama (1). The Philippines (3). Puerto Rico (1). Senegal
(1; Larcher of IRAT, Institute Senegalais de Recherches
Agricoles). Sri Lanka (22). Tanzania (2). Thailand (7).
Uganda (2). United States of America (13). Uruguay (1).
Venezuela (2). Zambia (3; Javaheri).
874. Wolffhardt, D. 1982. Anbauversuche mit Sojabohnen
in Oesterreich [Agronomic trials with soybeans in Austria].
Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 84(3):92-101. March. [Ger]
• Summary: “Experimental work on soybeans started more
than 100 years ago in Austria. However, except during
the last years of the last war [World War II], cultivation
of soybean never gained any importance. The extent of
experimental activity varied considerably during the course
of time. After a phase of little interest, the investigations on
soybeans were considerably expanded after the protein crisis
of the year 1973. The Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und
Samenpruefung carried out varietal studies and studies on the
amounts used for cultivation. In the varietal studies during
the past years, the American variety Evans (ripening group 0)
stood almost always in the first place.” Soybeans were also
grown in large areas on private farms. Address: Dipl.-Ing.,
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung, Vienna.
875. Welters, Sjon. 1982. Re: Recent developments with
soyfoods in Europe, and ties with macrobiotics. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 16. 6 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead (photocopy).
• Summary: This letter, whose letterhead reads “Manna
Natuurlijke Levensmiddelen,” contains names and addresses
of many new soyfoods companies, many of them started by
people interested in macrobiotics. Names and addresses of
the following companies are given:
Tofu Denmark (in Valby, run by Per Fruergaard, a
macrobiotic), Bernard Storup, Ab & Paulien Schaft (Dutch,
setting up a small shop in Baillestavy, France, to make
miso, shoyu, natto, and koji), Traditions du Grain (Jean
Luc Alonso is setting up a macrobiotic tempeh shop in Ivry
France; they will start this summer), Paul Jones (Tofu shop
in London), Saskia de Jong (may make miso in Ireland),
de Brandnetel (tofu shop in Antwerp, Belgium), Jonathan
(makes tofu, ganmo, seitan, mochi in Ekeren, Belgium. Run

by J. v. Ponseele), Seven Arrows (Leuven, Belgium; making
tofu), Lima Foods (now sell miso made at their plant and
farm in France), Witte Wonder (Den Haag, Netherlands),
De Morgenstond (Bakkeveen, Netherlands), Jakso
(Heerewaarden, Netherlands. Run by Peter Dekker. The first
and only shop making tempeh from organic soybeans), Firma
Lembekker (Amsterdam), Unimave (Lisbon, Portugal), Jose
Parracho (Setubal, Portugal), Swame [sic, Swami] Anand
Svadesha (Furth im Wald, West Germany), Bittersuess
(Cologne, West Germany. Attn: Thomas Kasas/Karas). Three
distributors of soyfoods and natural foods in Germany are
YinYang (Berlin), Rapunzel (Heimraadshofe), and Mutter
Erde (Werbelen). In Finland: Luonnonruokakauppa AUMA
(Helsinki). In Switzerland: Verena Krieger of Sojalade
(Engelberg, tofu shop), Hans Rudolph Opplinger (Cham,
tofu shop), Marty Halsley (Nyon, tofu & tempeh), Restaurant
Sesam (Bern). P. Ton van Oers is a Dutch priest who works
in Kananga, Zaire. The natives have grown soya for 10 years
and he is thinking of making tofu and soymilk from them.
“In Great Britain the East West Centre is very active in
promoting soyfoods. As a part of the Kushi Institute program
they have home-scale processing, in which tofu, tempeh,
and miso-making are taught by Jon Sandler [Sandifer?]. He
is the tempehmaker of the EWC too at Community Health
Foundation, 188 Old St., London EC1. In the Netherlands,
a great deal of soyfoods promotion is done by the East West
Center and Manna. As you probably know, Manna was the
first to introduce miso, tamari, shoyu, tempeh, tofu and koji
to the larger public and we are still the main promoters of
soyfoods as part of a more natural, vegetarian, and economic
diet. Manna has been followed by a lot of other distributors
of natural and health foods. We have two competitors in the
tofu business: Witte Wonder and De Morgenstond.
“At the moment I’m the only teacher giving lectures
on homescale miso-, tofu-, tempeh-, shoyu-, tamari-, natto-,
and koji-making in the Netherlands. Mainly at the East West
Centre and sometimes at different places in the country.
People are starting to get interested.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015)
concerning the work of Swami Anand Svadesha of West
Germany.
Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning
the work of Thomas Karas of Bittersuess (Cologne, West
Germany). Address: Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam,
Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021 JK Amsterdam-N, Netherlands.
Phone: 020-323977.
876. Dreyer, Lawrence. 1982. Re: International fair and
symposium on soya products in Salzburg. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 27. 2 p. Typed, with
signature. [Eng]
• Summary: “The Way of Nature (Weg der Natur), a
foundation, was established in Austria with the express
purpose of disseminating information about macrobiotics,
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food, and their relationship to our health. Each of the
founding members have had at least 2 months training
at a temple in Japan.” The foundation plans to hold an
international fair named Bio Life 2000 in Salzburg from
17-20 Nov. 1982. “The foundation has, for the past two
years been linked to a Natural Food Shop and has been,
for this period, producing tofu and miso. This shop will be
represented at the Fair and will be exhibiting and selling
macrobiotic foods, snacks, and drinks. To run concurrently
with the Fair, the Foundation is also planning a symposium
on Soya products, Miso, Tofu, Tempeh, etc.
“The program will include lectures and discussions on
planting and growing soya beans, making soya products,
the suitability and advantages of soya products in the
diet of Mankind with particular emphasis on the peoples
of the West, and the substitution of soya products for
animal products as a source of protein. There will also be
demonstrations on cooking natural foods and the production
of tofu and miso.
“The symposium will be conducted in both English and
German and possibly also in French. The media, press, radio
and TV have all expressed a keen interest in this fair, so a
wide coverage is assured. We would be delighted if you, as
the initiator of the use of tofu in the West, would be prepared
to participate in this fair.”
Note: A handwritten letter from Lawrence Dreyer (1983
Feb. 15) states that this fair was never held. His company
is still producing tofu with equipment purchased in Japan a
couple of years ago. Address: Director.
877. Reinhard, H. 1982. Eine neue Vereinigung stellt sich
vor [Introducing a new union]. Zollikofen, Switzerland. 2 p.
Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
• Summary: The new group is the Swiss Union for
Promotion of Grain Legumes and Oilseeds. In German:
Schweizerische Vereinigung zur Förderung der
Körnerleguminosen und Oelfruechte (SVFKO). In French:
Association suisse pour la promotion des protéagineux et des
oléagineux (ASPPO). The new group was formed out of the
Union of Swiss Soybean Producers (In German: Vereinigung
schweizerischer Soja-Produzenten (VSSP). In French:
Association suisse des producteurs de Soja (ASPS)). The
change was made in Dec. 1981 in Bern.
The goals, officers, activities, and programs are
discussed. The group now has 3 divisions (Commissions),
one each for soybeans, field beans, and protein peas
(Proteinerbsen).
Short term goals of the Soya Commission include testing
of the value of soybeans for human foods in Switzerland
and the possibilities of soybean production in Switzerland.
Address: President of SVFKO, Zollikofen, Switzerland.
878. Product Name: [Tofu, Seitan].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Seitan.

Manufacturer’s Name: Restaurant Sesam.
Manufacturer’s Address: Byouxstr., Bern, Switzerland.
Phone: 032-257-077.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Sjon Welters.
1982. April 16. “The most active macrobiotic center in
Switzerland is located in Bern. They have a restaurant and
home-scale tofu and seitan production. The last time I had
contact with them, they were planning to set up a tofu plant.”
Letter from Verena Krieger of Switzerland. 1990. July 5.
Sesam was a macrobiotic restaurant in Bern. It has been out
of business since 1987.
879. Product Name: [Tempeh, Tofu, and Natto].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Joy.
Manufacturer’s Address: Chemin de la Prelaz 1, CH-1260
Nyon, Switzerland. Phone: 022-61-9312.
Date of Introduction: 1982 April.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. Owner: Marty
Halsey. Form filled out by Martin Halsey ca. 1982. Company
opened in April 1982. His initial products were tempeh,
tofu, and natto. “Working on miso. Supplying macrobiotic
community on a small scale.”
Note: This is the earliest known commercial natto
manufacturer in Europe.
Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. Gives his
home address as c/o Costello, Mafroi 6bis, 1260 Nyon,
Switzerland. He is “An American sportsman who started a
small tofu and tempeh shop.”
R. Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17. Marty Halsy [sic,
Halsey] makes 200 kg/week of tofu, plus some handmade
tempeh.
880. Halsey, Marty. 1982. Re: Recent developments
with soyfoods Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, May 18. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: Marty encloses a business card for Eric
Dougoud, who will be starting a soyfood business in
September in Geneva. Marty visited Eric’s plant today
and saw his tofu making machines. “He has a large, very
professional space, and the Takai W-30B whole system. He
has a large vacuum packager that he plans to use for various
tofu related products. He is working in unison with a group
in Milan, Italy, and plans to export his products there as well.
I showed him all the information that you sent me.” Address:
Switzerland.
881. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Die tausend Talente von Tofu
[The thousand talents of tofu]. Natuerlich 2(5):69-73. May.
[Ger]
• Summary: An excellent overview, with numerous color
photos of recipes, products, and plants. “Tofu found its
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way to Europe not over the steppes of Asia but through the
kitchens of North America, starting with The Book of Tofu by
Shurtleff and Aoyagi.”
Contents: What is tofu? Why tofu? Soya–king of the
beans (Switzerland imports 100,000 tonnes of soybeans
each year to feed to animals). Tofu and its brothers. Is soy
an exotic plant? The most important traditional soyfoods of
East Asia: Tofu, miso, soymilk, tamari, shoyu and soy sauce
(sojasauce), tempeh, soy sprouts (sojakeime).
882. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Re: Recent developments with
tofu in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, June 14. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: A person who is knowledgeable on macrobiotics
and soyfoods in Europe is Mario Binetto from the
Macrobiotic Center in Bern. He can be reached at Restaurant
Sesam, Monbijourstr. 19, CH-3011 Bern. Marty Halsey is
doing work at his tofu shop. Tevan Thieu is trying to start
a tofu business in the Basel-area. In the late 1970s Verena
worked at a natural foods vegetarian restaurant near Chicago,
Illinois, where tempeh and tofu were made frequently. In
June 1979 she and her husband David returned to her native
Switzerland and began work that played a key role in getting
soyfoods into the Swiss consciousness and Swiss kitchens.
“The milestone was set, when I managed to publish
my article ‘Gestern Steak, morgen Tofu.’...into a Sunday
magazine, which is respectable and progressive at the same
time and widely read in Switzerland.
“Thanks to the foresight of my friend Lukas Kelterborn,
who knew that this publication would stir a wave of interest,
we [she and 4 other people interested in tofu] hastily set up a
tofu shop to meet the coming demand for tofu. This was the
birth of the ‘Sojalade.’
“Two months later Swiss national TV did a 30-minute
show during prime time on soybeans, using basic
information from ‘Das Tofu-Buch’ (the book was actually
shown and recommended through the channel), at the end
of which I was given a few minutes to present a meal of
five tofu dishes, tailored to the Swiss palate. Since then tofu
has been a favorite child of the medias. A couple of weeks
ago, our tofu group was even mentioned in the ‘Blick’ (the
‘National Enquirer’ of Switzerland)... With all this noise,
things have remained small and still beautiful. Our shop is
approaching the 1,000 lb/week production level, and we
are distributing our tofu mainly in Zurich (population about
half a million). Demand has gone up steadily, especially
in Zurich. Considering that Switzerland is a classic dairy
country, where the cow is held more holy than in India,
where milk is the next best thing to our life-blood, and where
there is no Asian population to speak of, this is a compliment
to both tofu and the Swiss. Of course, the bulk of tofu is still
being sold in health and natural foods markets...
“The present soyfoods market wants only organically
grown soybeans, and to promote soybean growing just on

that basis is ten times harder than conventionally grown
beans...
“For the fall, Swiss national radio plans a series of
two programs on soybeans, especially directed to farmers.”
Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland.
Phone: 041-22 50 34.
883. Re: First International Natural Food and Health
Exhibition. 1982. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, June 21. 1 p. Typed, on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “We were introduced to you by Mr. Lawrence
Dreyer from “Weg der Natur” in Austria who forwarded us
all the mail received from you.
“At the moment we are organizing the “First
International Natural Food and Health Exhibition,
Conference, Seminar and Film Festival,” which will be
held in West Germany in autumn 1984, with the expected
attendance of over 40,000 persons.
“We will appreciate very much if you join us to organize
within our exhibit the “First International Soyaproducts
Conference.”
“For this matter we would urgently need your “Soyfood
directory” and “Data Book” as well as the “Soyfood Mailing
List.”
“Also we are very interested to establish a Soya Food
Center in Munich, Germany. Please send us information and
application forms.
“Also we want a one year subscription to the “Soyfoods
Magazine.” When possible we want to buy a cameraready copy of pamphlets about Tofu and Miso in German.”
Address: Weg der Natur, Amalienstrasse 45, D-8000 Munich
40, West Germany. Phone: (089) 28 37 51.
884. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1982. Tofu: Ein neues altes Produkt
aus Asien [Tofu: A new old product from Asia]. Reform +
Diaet. June. p. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: For some months a new biona exclusive product
has been available in biona-Reform Houses: Soyana-Tofu.
He compares it to quark and emphasizes how pure, pure,
pure it is. Black-and-white photos show: (1) Tofu being
pressed at the Soyana tofu shop. (2) The tofu product’s label.
An ad for new biona Soyana Tofu is on the same page.
885. Nelly. 1982. Rendez-vous mit Nelly. Sojaspeisen
[Rendezvous with Nelly. Soyfoods]. Fuer Uns Aktuell. June.
p. 58-61; July. p. 50-53. [Ger]
• Summary: The June issue discusses the work of Shurtleff
and Aoyagi in America, and The Book of Tofu, soyfoods in
general with a focus on tofu and Tofureien (tofu shops). Ten
color photos show how tofu is made and served at Sojalade
in Ottenbach. Also mentions Oekullus (Bruchmattstrasse 24,
6000 Lucerne).
The July issue focuses on tofu cookery and contains
color photos of tofu dishes. Address: Switzerland.
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886. Product Name: [PHAG Carob Drink].
Foreign Name: PHAG Caroba-Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: PHAG Sàrl (Produits Hygièniques
Alimentaires Gland) (Marketer-Distributor). Made in
Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: La Ligniere, CH-1196 Gland,
Switzerland. Phone: 022/64 11 18.
Date of Introduction: 1982 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.5 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Remy Mayer
of PHAG. 1990. Oct. 2. This product was introduced in July
1982. His company distributed the product, which was made
by a manufacturer in Belgium [probably Alpro].
887. Shurtleff, William. 1982. Re: Leaders of the soyfoods
movement in Europe. Letter to Wolfgang Furth-Kuby at
Sojaquelle, Soyen, West Germany, July. 1 p. Typed, without
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The name, address, and phone number of the
following people are given: Wolfgang Furth-Kuby in West
Germany, Verena Krieger in Switzerland, Sjon Welters in
the Netherlands, Ted Nordquist and Tim Ohlund in Sweden,
Bernard Storup and Alexander Nabben in France, and
Gilberto Bianchini in Italy. As of July 1982 there are 609
European names and addresses on the Soyfoods Center
Mailing List. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.
888. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Re: Update on soyfoods in
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Sept. 8. 2 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There is a widespread error in German
speaking countries about mung beans. These are sold as
‘gruene Sojabohnen’ (“green soybeans”) in health food stores
and many people think that the soybean is green... Note: A
similar problem occurs in French speaking countries.
“Soy sprouts can be translated as ‘Soyasprossen’ and
‘Sojakeimlinge’. Both are common... The tofu shop in Nyon
is run by Marty Halsey, an American... My article ‘Gestern
Steak, morgen Tofu’ has been translated into English, French
and Italian.”
Soybean growing in Switzerland. This is a hard nut to
crack. The first of the three farmers we have contracted to
grow organic soybeans for us had to cut the beans and plow
them under, since the whole field was totally overgrown with
weeds. In a desperate attempt to save the beans, our tofu
group (9 people) spent a weekend there, pulling out weds by
hand. That same night a tornado-like thunderstorm ravaged
the field and the next morning we could nothing but stems.
The second farmer is having better results (if the weather
holds out, so that the beans can reach maturity) but he says

with all the work and worry he’s had, he is not going to do
it again next year. The third one is having good results with
Maple Arrow (a Canadian breed [variety / cultivar]), but less
good results with Fiskeby (Swedish). A third breed we have
tried, Giesso (German) also seems to yield less good results.
“I continue to believe that soybean growing is possible
in Switzerland, but many years of practical experience is
necessary before it can be widely accepted by farmers.”
“5. The tofu shop in Nyon is run by Marty Halsey, an
American.”
“7. I have told Wolfgang [Furth-Kuby] that I would
help him as much as I can with the ‘Newsletter’ and with a
conference” [for soycrafters in Europe who want to start a
soyfoods association]. Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003
Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone: 041-22 50 34.
889. Product Name: [Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Joya.
Manufacturer’s Address: Le Lieu, 1345 Vaud,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Joanna
White.
R. Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17. Joanne White in
Le Lieu makes about 20 kg/week of tofu.
890. Product Name: [Biscuits: Soya Snack (Small, or
Large), Diet Soya Snack (Small or Large), Biona Wholegrain
Soya-Millet].
Foreign Name: Biscuits: Soja-Snack (klein/petit, gross/
grand), Soja-Snack (Diaet klein/diéetéetique petit, Diaet
gross/Diétéique grand).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”
891. Product Name: [Soynuts (Natural, Curry, or Garlic)].
Foreign Name: Knusperkerne/Croustillants (Natur/nature,
Curry, Knoblauch/Ail).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
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soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”
892. Product Name: [Soya Sandwich with Herbs].
Foreign Name: Soja Kraeutersandwich/Soja sandwich aux
herbes.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.” Trudy Huebscher-Liechti. 1983? Soja Rezepte.
The inside front cover describes this as a spicy spread for
bread.
893. Product Name: [Soya Chocolates: Schoggi, Fitness
Bar, Napolitains].
Foreign Name: Soja Schokolade/Chocolats: Sojamalt
Schoggi/Sojamalt Chocolat, Sojamalt “Fitness” Stengel/
Sojamalt bâtons, Sojamalt Napolitains.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s Catalog.
1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982 the company
notes: “Our company started to manufacture soyfoods in
1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in our factory.”

Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: The soy sauce and the shoyu
each come in 1/8 liter and 7/10 liters (or 70 liters? = 7 dl).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s Catalog.
1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982 the company
notes: “Our company started to manufacture soyfoods in
1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in our factory.”
896. Product Name: [Fortifiers: Soyamalt, or Diet Soya
Malt {Like Ovaltine}].
Foreign Name: Staerkungsmittle/Fortifiants: Sojamalt,
Diaetsojamalt (Sugarless).
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
Ingredients: Whole roasted soy flour, fresh wheat germ
flour, malt extract, cocoa, raw cane sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Sojamalt: 400 g, or 1 kg can.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”

894. Product Name: [Soy Products: Soy Flour, Low-fat
Soy Flour, Soy Flakes, Protein-Rich Soy Flakes, Sojasan,
Yellow Soybeans, Green Soybeans].
Foreign Name: Sojaprodukte/Produits de soja: Sojamehl
normal/Farine de soja, Sojamehl fettarm/Farine de soja
50%, Sojaflocken nornal/Flocons de soja, Sojaflocken
eiweissreich/Flocons de soja 50%, Sojasan, Sojabohnen gelb
or gruen/Grains de soja jaunes or verts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”

897. Product Name: [Soya Whole-Grain Pasta: Horns,
Noodles, Spaghetti, Spirals, 5-Minute Noodles, Vermicelli,
Broad Noodles].
Foreign Name: Teigwaren, Soja Vollkorn: Hoernli/
Cornettes, Krausnuedli/Nouillettes, Spaghetti, Spiralen/
Spirales, 5 Min-Nuedeli/Nouillettes 5 Min., Fideli/
Vermicelles, Nudeln breit/Nouilles larges.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: The first 4 products are 500 gm,
the last 3 are 250 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s catalog
and price list. 1982. In a separate letter dated 16 Sept. 1982
the company notes: “Our company started to manufacture
soyfoods in 1930. The soyfoods we sell are manufactured in
our factory.”

895. Product Name: [Soya Cubes with Sea Salt, Soy Sauce,
or Shoyu].
Foreign Name: Sojawuerfel/Cubes au soja + sel marin 25
St., Sojawuerze/Sauce au soja, Shoyu.

898. Product Name: [Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Products Promo Carouge.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, chemin du FaubourgCruseilles, CH-1227 Carouge (by Geneva), Switzerland.
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Phone: 022-432-416.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Eric W.
Dougoud.
899. Hoesli, Annemarie. 1982. Tofu [Tofu]. Oeko Journal
(Switzerland). Oct. p. 10-13. [2 ref. Ger]
Address: Sojalade, Dorfplatz, CH-8913 Ottenbach ZH,
Switzerland. Phone: 017-690-349.
900. Furth-Kuby, Wolfgang. 1982. Re: New developments
with tofu and soyfoods in Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 4. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “The term ‘Tofurei’ was invented by Gabriele
Furth-Kuby. We thought it would be nice to have a similar
name as ‘Backerei’ for bakery, ‘Metzgerei’ for butchery, etc.
Consequently a miso shop would be called ‘Misorei’ or a soy
foods shop ‘Sojarei’ or a Tempeh shop ‘Tempehrei.’
To date, the German edition of The Book of Tofu has
sold 2,203 copies and The Book of Miso 3,040 copies. There
are two new books about soyfoods out in German. One is
Kochen mit Tofu (originally published by Autumn Press),
the other Soja Total the new Farm cookbook. Sojaquelle has
a full-page ad in each of them. Advertising our Tofu-kit we
will get the addresses of people interested in soyfoods and
then they will also buy our soybooks.
Wolfgang will see Herrn Wolf in Vienna [Austria]
“within the next two weeks and then will get copies of the
two soybooks [that Shurtleff requested]. As soon as I have
them I will send them to you.”
In December the German TV will broadcast a six-minute
film about Tofu. Gabriele’s brother has done the film and we
expect a breakthrough with it.”
Note: Sojaquelle became inactive in 1986.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1995. April 19.
Wolfgang Furth-Kuby’s new address is: Nelkenstrasse 11,
83125 Eggstätt, Germany. Phone: 08056 240. Fax: 836.
“Wolfgang is now working as a consultant mostly for natural
food stores and seems to be a little bit disappointed by the
soyfoods business. He wants to get in contact with you
again.” Address: President Sojaquelle and Ahorn Verlag,
Weidgarten 2, D-8091 Soyen, West Germany. Phone: 080714220.
901. Daenzer, Walter. 1982. Re: Work with tofu in
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Dec. 6. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: Walter prefers to spell the word as Soya
rather than Soja. Tofurei is a natural way of saying “tofu
shop” in German, similar to Baeckerei (bakery). “Soyana
is the exclusive brand of our tofu for the health food
stores organised as ‘biona.’ The Soyaquell brand we sell

anywhere.” Address: Soyana, Postfach 8039, Zurich,
Switzerland. Phone: 01/202 89 97.
902. Vogel, Lothar. 1982. Re: Work with tofu in Austria.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Dec. 28. 2 p.
Handwritten, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: Lothar is a professional chef. Yesterday he
made a batch of tofu for a natural food store and restaurant
in Vienna. For the next 3 months he is obligated to work at
the Walfisch. He is fascinated with the soybean and wants
to spend the rest of his life learning about it and teaching
others. “Candle and I had a very fine journey across the US...
holding two workshops, one in Kansas City and one in Ft.
Wayne, Indiana. I also had the opportunity to appear on TV,
being interviewed for 15 minutes in a life show.” Address:
Walfisch, Walfischgasse 14, 1010 Vienna, Austria.
903. SoyaScan Notes. 1982. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1982
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. July. Turtle Island releases liquid
tempeh starter to industry.
July. Soyfoods magazine No. 7 published by Richard
Leviton, with 4-color cover (brown border) and glossy paper.
July. Bean Machines introduces its new Continuous
Pressurized Slurry Cooker. July. Tofu: Einladung ins
Schlaraffenland (Tofu: Introduction to the Land of Milk and
Honey), by Walter Daenzer published by Verlag Bewusstes
Dasein in Zurich, Switzerland (in German). Europe’s third
tofu book.
July. Using Tofu, Tempeh & Other Soyfoods in
Restaurants, Delis & Cafeterias, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi
published by The Soyfoods Center.
July. Soyfoods Come West, the Fifth Annual Soyfoods
Convention and Expo, in Seattle draws 250 people from 12
nations and makes a profit. Plans are made for a new tofu
trade group to represent the larger manufacturers. Gary Barat
of Legume and Steve Snyder lead this effort to break away
from SANA.
July. Diet for a Small Planet, by Frances Moore Lappe,
a completely revised edition, published by Ballantine Books.
Over 2 million copies of the book have been sold since
1971. The new edition contains many new soyfoods recipes,
including 8 tofu and tempeh recipes submitted by Shurtleff
and Aoyagi as part of a recipe contest.
Aug. The BBC of London, England, runs a 30-minute
program on the U.S. tofu industry and market.
Aug. “Why Are Soyfoods Catching On?” by Judy
Brown published in Whole Life Times.
Aug. Soy Protein Council in Washington, D.C. releases
filmstrip on soy proteins.
Aug. Tofu, Tempeh, Miso & Other Soyfoods, by Richard
Leviton published by Keats. 32 p., 15,000 copies printed.
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Aug. Mexico announces that it can no longer meet its
foreign debt repayment obligations. The first major debtor
nation to do so.
Sept. New England Soy Dairy launches herb and spice
preflavored tofu in colorful boxes. This is an important
innovation in tofu packaging.
Sept. Miyako / Cold Mountain Miso in Los Angeles
moves into new plant, has $15,000 reopening party.
Sept. Dr. C.W. Hesseltine, at USDA Northern Regional
Research Lab., receives $50,000 research grant to study shelf
life of tofu, tempeh, miso.
Sept. Soyfoods Labels, Posters, and Other Graphics,
compiled and edited by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, published by
Soyfoods Center. 185 p.
Sept. Soyfoods Unlimited runs full-page color ads for
tempeh burgers in national magazines: Vegetarian Times and
New Age.
Sept. Richard Leviton plans to move to Ann Arbor.
Steve Fiering offers to recapitalize Soyfoods magazine
and buy typesetting equipment. Plan dropped by Fiering in
October.
Oct. Legume Inc. has its first of many public stock
offerings; raises $100,000 from sale of stock plus $100,000
from a loan. Legume thus becomes the first of the new wave
of soyfoods companies to be publicly owned. In Nov. 1983
Legume raised $600,000 more, two-thirds from sale of stock
and one-third from debt.
Oct. Richard Leviton does “Soyfoods in the Heartland”
nationwide tour with 13 programs, 11,000 miles. Net loss of
$300 but lots of fun.
Oct. Tofu Cookery, by Louise Hagler published by The
Farm’s Book Publishing Co.
Oct. Tofu Cookery by Fusako Holthaus published by
Kodansha, New York. Japan’s first tofu book aimed at the
American market. Both this and the Farm’s tofu book are
America’s first tofu books with color plates.
Oct. Beatrice Wittels’ CSC sponsors World Food Day in
Philadelphia, with speech by Richard Leviton and soyfoods
banquet. 200 people, including a Pennsylvania senator,
attend.
Oct. South River Farm Miso Co. opens in Massachusetts
as the nation’s second Caucasian-run miso manufacturer. It
was formerly Ohio Miso Co.
Oct. “The Hilton Hotel’s Gourmet Tofu Dishes” by
Clare Barrett published by Vegetarian Times. Dishes made
from Dieter Hannig’s tofu recipes are shown in full color.
Nov. Unicorn Restaurant in Miami prepares three tofu
turkeys for Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. Restaurant Business magazine praises Legume
products as “tasty, superb.”
Nov. Whole Life Expo held in New York. Farm Foods
gives speech on soyfoods.
Nov. “Mainstreaming Soyfoods” by Richard Leviton
published by Vegetarian Times.

Nov. Campbell Soup makes offer to buy Legume
stock. Quaker Oats is reported to make tender to buy any of
America’s largest tofu makers. But nothing happens.
Nov. Pacific Tempeh introduces nitrogen-flush vacuum
packaging for tempeh.
Nov. Well Bean Soy Deli in Santa Cruz changes its
image to “Fast Natural Foods” after soy deli sales sag.
Nov. East West Journal publishes article on The Bridge
tofu company in Connecticut.
Nov. Lane County Natural Foods Assoc. sponsors large,
Natural Horizons Expo in Eugene, Oregon. Richard Leviton
gives speech. Surata Soyfoods and Devi’s Country Soy
Sausages have exhibits.
Nov. Quick & Easy Tofu Cookbook, by Yukiko
Moriyama published by Joie in Japan. Aimed at American
market; over 400 full-color photos but poor English
translation.
Nov. La Magie du Tofu (The Magic of Tofu), by
Tremblay and Boyte published by Stanke in Montreal.
Canada’s first original tofu cookbook. It becomes a bestseller.
Nov. Le Plaisir de la Cuisine au Tofu by Marie Poirier
published by Unisoya in Quebec, Canada.
Nov. Cooking with Tempeh, by Claire Seguin published
by Higher Ground Press. America’s second tempeh
cookbook.
Dec. Robert Davis of Light Foods helps establish a soup
kitchen in St. Louis; will provide okara and tofu scraps free
of charge to the city’s indigent.
Dec. Nasoya restyles their tofu dips as “Vegi-Dips” in
new containers.
Dec. Soyfoods of America runs $2,800 large display ad
in Los Angeles Times (circ. 1 million) with tofu recipes.
Dec. Washington Post, in the Style section, says frozen
yogurt is “Out” and frozen tofu desserts are “In.”
Dec. Swan Gardens, Miami, after 3 years of R&D,
announces informally that it has three flavors of “meltable”
cheeselike tofu. It is introduced as Soya Kaas in Feb. 1986.
Dec. Le Tofu dans le Cuisine Macrobiotique, by Eddie
H. Hara published in France by Editions de la Maisnie.
Dec. Since 1974, 25 books on tofu have been published
in the U.S. In 1981 and 1982 publication of books on tofu
in North America and Europe reaches its peak, with 12
published each year.
Dec. There are seven brands of tempeh burgers on the
market; four brands of frozen tofu ravioli; 8 brands of soy ice
creams.
904. Product Name: Hayes So-Bit (Pronounced So Be It;
Made of Soy Fiber and Hulls).
Manufacturer’s Name: Scan Reform. Aquaculture
Nutrition Products Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1982 December.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Canisters.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1982. Dec. “This natural slimming agent, suitable for
diabetics, was developed in Israel [by Hayes, Ltd. in Ashdod]
from soya bean extract and works by speeding up the
digestion cycle and lowering the absorption of carbohydrates
taken with food. The product is in powder form and is
essentially protein soya fibre which should be taken in
addition to a normal diet in treatment periods of three
weeks. It is claimed that a weight reduction of 5-6 kg can
be achieved in the first 4-5 weeks and of 40-50 kg in 7-12
months. This powder is packed in canisters.
Reginald Fitz. 1983. National Enquirer. July 19.
“Good news for diabetics.” “After four years of testing
the supplement So-bit–set for marketing in the U.S. this
fall–Dr. Yoram Kanter, head of the research team at Haifa’s
prestigious Rambam Hospital and medical center, said: ‘If
all diabetics on medication took this supplement, they could
cut down their daily (insulin) requirement by 25 percent, and
about one-third would be able to stop medication...’”

Bit is made of [soy] fiber and hulls.”
905. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Centre Macrobiotique de
Lausanne.
Manufacturer’s Address: 7, ruelle de Bourg, Lausanne,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
Ingredients: Soybeans, nigari.
New Product–Documentation: Anne-Marie Jaccard. 1982.
Illustre (Lausanne). No. 4. p. 63. Jan. 27. “Une graine pour
l’an 2000.” In the French-speaking cantons of Switzerland,
there are only two places: (1) The Macrobiotic Center of
Lausanne, 7 ruelle de Bourg, and (2) Le Grain d’Or, 7 rue
Voltaire, Geneva.
906. Ganry, F.; Wey, J.; Diem, H.G.; Dommergues, Y. 1982.
Effect of inoculation with Glomus mossae improves nitrogen
fixation by field grown soybeans. Vienna, Austria: AIEA. 17
p. *
907. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Hier le steak, demain le tofu ou
tout ce que l’on peut faire avec une graine [Yesterday steak,
tomorrow tofu, or all that can be made with a bean]. Dragoco
Report (Neuilly-sur-Seine) 27(2):46-52. 2 photos. [Fre]*
• Summary: Tofu is made from soymilk. Discusses the
nutritive value of tofu and other soyfoods. Address: Lucerne,
Switzerland.

Spot in Whole Foods. 1984. Jan. p. 37. A photo shows
the Label. “So-Bit Dietary Fiber.
Aquaculture Nutrition Products Co. (A-n-P) now
offers So-Bit, dietary fiber from hull and first leaf sprouts
(cotyledon) of soybean plant. High in protein, 40 to 60%,
and low in sodium, 0.01%. Fiber provided is essential for
proper gastrointestinal function and serves as antacid buffer,
adds bulk to provide feeling of satiety.
Letter from Yitzchak Kedem of Solbar Hatzor Ltd. “So-

908. Product Name: [Tofu, Grilled Tofu, Tea-Time Tofu
(Marinated), Vegetable-Soya Patties (Okara)].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Grilltofu, Jausen Tofu, Getreide-Soja
Laibchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Wels. Renamed Schoen
Tofurei in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600
Wels, Austria. Phone: 07242/834222, 78073.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
New Product–Documentation: Letters from Norbert
Brunthaler of Sojvita. 1988. Jan. 4 and Feb. 2. Price List.
1988. With dates products were introduced. Tofu. 250 gm
and 1000 gm. Grilled tofu, 200 gm, is basted in soy sauce
and ready to grill. Jausen Tofu, 170 gm, is marinated and prebaked for use with bread, soups, or salads. The croquettes,
200 gm, provide bulk. A letter from I.A. Gertraud, managing
director, notes that Walter Schoen is the owner. In 1987 the
company name was changed to Schoen Tofurei. They have
created a video about tofu. Envelope reads: Tofurei. Producer
of plant foods. Reformfrischdienst.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. He says this is the third largest tofu maker in
Austria, after Sojarei Ebner-Prosl and SoyVita.
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909. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1982. Tofu, die Einladung ins
Schlaraffenland [Tofu, invitation to the land of plenty].
Zurich, Switzerland: Verlag Bewusstes Dasein. 97 p. Illust.
21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: See next page. Contains 100 recipes. Contents:
1. Soy protein–Food of the future. 2. What is tofu? 3. How
is tofu produced. 3. A visit to the Soyana tofu shop (Tofurei;
includes a discussion of Sri Chinmoy and 8 photos of the
Soyana tofu-making process). 4. The value of organic tofu
for nutrition and the diet. 6. Tofu and soymilk in developing
countries. 7. 100 tofu recipes from the land of milk and
honey.
The author talks a lot about purines, antibiotics,
hormones, and cholesterol in meat. Also emphasizes
organically grown (biologisch) soybeans and tofu (made at
Tofurei), and Reform Houses. Living Farms, one source of
organic soybeans, was founded on 6 Jan. 1975.
Note: The word Schlaraffenland is widely translated as
“Cockaigne” [pronounced ko-KAIN, an imaginary land of
great luxury and ease] or “land of milk and honey.” Address:
Soyana, Zurich, Switzerland.
910. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1982. Tofu, l’invitation au pays de
cocagne [Tofu, invitation to the land of Cockaigne]. Zurich,
Switzerland: Editions Bewusstes Dasein. 107 p. Illust. No
index. 21 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contains 100 recipes. Contents: Soy proteins.
What is tofu? How is tofu made? A visit to a tofu factory.
The biological value in food and diet. Tofu and soymilk in
Third World Countries. 100 tofu recipes from the land of
milk and honey.
Note: Cockaigne, or Fool’s Paradise, is often contrasted
in literature to The Garden of Eden. Webster’s Dictionary
defines Cockaigne (from the Middle English cokaygne,
which comes from the Middle French (pais de) cocaigne
= land of plenty), a term first used in the 14th century,
as an imaginary land of great luxury and ease. Note also
the connection with the addicting drug cocaine. Address:
Soyana, Friedensgasse 3, CH-8002, Zurich, Switzerland.
911. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, R.; Cairoli, R.; Sirtori, C.R.
1982. Hormonal effects of soybean protein diet. In: G.C.
Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the
Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire],
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 27-38. Chap.
4. [15 ref]
• Summary: “The substitution of animal proteins with
textured soybean proteins in the diet elicits significant
hypocholesterolaemic [cholesterol-lowering] effects
in patients with type II hyperlipoproteinaemia, both in
metabolic ward and outpatient studies.” However the
mechanism of this dietary treatment has remained unclear.
This study examines the possibility that a change
in glucagon and insulin secretion may contribute to this

cholesterol-lowering activity. Address: 1. Mendrisio,
Switzerland.
912. Noseda, Giorgio; Fragiacomo, C.; Cairoli, R. 1982.
Hormonal effects of soybean protein diet versus casein
rich diet. In: G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli,
and R. Paoletti, eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and Coronary
Atherosclerosis. Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier
Biomedical Press. 110 p. See p. 299-302. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The findings presented here do not seem to
indicate a specific effect of the soybean protein, arginine
rich diet on total glucagon secretion and support therefore
the outcome of recent animal studies, which have suggested,
that high plasma concentrations of several other amino
acids, as induced by a high protein diet, might be glucagon
secretagogues, rather than arginine per se. A different
effect on the various glucagon subfractions by the diet, as
previously indicated by us, should be further evaluated.”
Address: Ospedale Beata Vergine, 6850 Mendrisio,
Switzerland.
913. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C.; Fumagalli, R.; Paoletti,
R. eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and coronary atherosclerosis.
Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier Biomedical Press. xi
+ 450 p. Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Lipoproteins and Coronary Atherosclerosis held in Lugano,
Switzerland, Oct. 1-3, 1981. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The 7 soy-related chapters (cited separately)
are in the section titled “Hypolipidaemic drugs and diets.”
Address: Mendrisio, Switzerland; Milan, Italy.
914. Product Name: [Mixture of Wheat Flour and 17.5%
Soy Grits].
Manufacturer’s Name: Neumuehle Toess.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1982?
Ingredients: Wheat flour and soy grits.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Verena Krieger.
1983. March 8. “Ernst Lieberherr, the owner of Morga,
started to sell soyfoods in 1932. He acted as a consultant to
the milling company “Neumuehle Toess” and developed a
soy flour together with them. To this day, Neumuehle has
been supplying Morga with soy flour and Morga is making
their products out of it. Neumuehle is also selling a flour mix
to bakeries containing 17½% soy grits.”
915. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History of
soybeans and soyfoods in Europe, including the USSR.
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 109
p. Jan. 21. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject.
Contents: Historical overview. History of soybeans and
soyfoods: 1597 to 1960, 1960-1980’s: Imports and tariffs,
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oil, meal and meat consumption increase, exports, 1973
embargo, new interest in soybean production, modern soy
protein products (Munich 1973), soyfoods movement.
Austria. Belgium-Luxembourg. Denmark. France. Germany.
Greece. Ireland (including N. Ireland). Italy. Netherlands.
Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. United Kingdom
(England, Scotland, Wales, N. Ireland). Eastern Europe.
USSR. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.
916. Fangauf, K.W. 1983. Re: Replies to three questions you
asked Tom Brennan. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, Feb. 21. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
[Eng]
• Summary: “Dear Bill, A few days ago I received a letter
from Tom Brennan with your section on the history on the
soybeans in Austria. Tom felt that we would be just as well in
a position to reply to you as we have been working in Austria
since 1961.
“First of all I want to state that the section on Europe
and on Austria is extremely detailed and obviously has
been prepared with a lot of information available. There is
practically nothing to add to it.
“With regard to your questions to Tom I would like to
make the following comments:
“1. Question: Are soy oil imports taxed by Europe?
EEC?
“Answer: Austria like most other European countries
has signed the GATT Agreement with the zero-binding of
soybeans and soybean meal. The tax for soy oil is low, only
to extent a little protection to the Austrian soy oil refining
industry.
“The two countries Switzerland and Sweden did not sign
the GATT Agreement and therefore are able to tax soy oil
with variable levels. In fact, in Switzerland the soy oil tax is
high as other vegetable fats and oils.
“2. Question on oil exports of Spain, Netherlands and
France.
“Answer: All 3 countries have substantial oilseed
processing industries and they are crushing soybeans
particularly to meet the meal demand of the individual
countries. They have an excess of oil although Netherlands
and France import vegetable oils, too. In France the imported
oil is groundnut oil, but both countries import palm oil and
other fats and oils so that the local oilseed processors must
compete with the imported oil. The meal demand, however,
grew much faster than the oil demand which is not expected
to grow as the per capita consumption of fats and oils has
reached a maximum level.
“3. Question: Mr. Wolf claims that the American
Soybean Association tried to stop local soybean production
in Austria.
“Answer: It is definitely not true that ASA made
attempts to stop the soybean production in Austria. I have
been in charge of the Soybean Council of America and ASA

activities in Austria since 1961 and I am very positive that
no action was taken which could be interpreted as stopping
soybean production in Austria.
“In this connection I would like to make some
comments regarding my circle No. 4 on page 18 of your text.
Here again the Austrians leave the impression that ASA or
Americans are working against their soybean production.
This, however, is not correct.
“The truth is that Austrian farm leaders would like to
expand the oilseed acreage as there is a surplus of grain,
but a shortage of vegetable oil and vegetable protein.
However, the country has no oilseed processing plant. The
growth in production of oilseeds must be accompanied by
the establishment of an oilseed processing plant. Private
business, however, was not interested in establishing such
a plant as it would not work economically. Therefore, farm
leaders try to get the government to build the plant. The
government, however, again for economic reasons did not
want to do this until there is a protection against imported
meal and oil from the world market.
“Oilseed production in Austria would only be
economically to farmers if much higher prices would
be received than in the world market. So the only way
to increase the oilseed acreage in Austria is to pay
farmers higher prices for locally produced rapeseed and
sunflowerseed or perhaps soybeans, and then introduce
market regulations for vegetable protein and vegetable oil
through the government which protects the local market from
the world markets
“This step was tried by the Austrian government under
the pressure of farmers. As this is not legal under the GATT
agreement which was signed by Austria the world market
interfered. This was the point where American government
officials flew to Vienna to express strong concern against
the `Market regulations to protect the Austrian Market.’ The
Austrian farm leaders were very angry and so are some soy
campaigners who are not objective anymore
“Let me restate: ASA has no objections against
production of soybeans in Austria, no objections against
the establishment of an oilseed processing plant in Austria,
but has objections against a market regulation which would
levy oilseeds and products as this is not in agreement with
international laws signed by Austria.
“My circle No. 5 refers to the fact that prior to opening
the Vienna office in 1974 ASA has worked in Austria with
the feed industry and the livestock producers since 1961.
We have excellent cooperation with the livestock industry,
the feed industry and agricultural cooperatives and we have
carried through a large number of educational activities
which were to the benefit of Austrian livestock producers.
These activities are still going on and represent a mayor part
of our promotional program in Europe.
“Sincerely Yours,” Address: PhD, ASA, Pelzerstrasse
13, 2000 Hamburg 1, West Germany. Phone: 040/ 33 05 16.
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917. Krieger, Verena. 1983. Vielseitiger Tofu [Many-sided
tofu]. Schweizer Familie. Feb. 23. p. 81-84. [Ger]
• Summary: Letter from Verena Krieger. 1983. March 8.
“This is the largest family magazine in Switzerland.”
918. Ring, Joseph. 1983. Soja in der Schweiz [Soya in
Switzerland]. Schweizer Familie. Feb. 23. p. 18-19. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses attempts to acclimatize the soybean to
Switzerland. A photo of soya expert Alberto Soldati is given.
919. Zacharowicz, Paul. 1983. Re: Soybeans and soyfoods in
Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb.
23. 2 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: He will try to find out about the Salzburg
Faire. He discovered a relatively old Austrian book in which
the Soybean, for Western standards, is rather extensively
discussed. It appears that before World War II, the soybean
was making inroads here. Currently he is aware of only
two farmers in Austria who produce soybeans–and in only
extremely limited quantities (for their pigs, of course).
“There appears to be some sort of restriction on soybean
production between the U.S. and Austrian governments.”
Lothar Vogel is developing a specialty tempeh from
dried peas. He has created contacts with farmers who have
tons of peas and no idea of what to do with them. “The
spectrum of soyfoods is still a future endeavor. With positive,
constructive collaboration it will become a bona fide
reality in the near future. Currently we are working on an
information awakening of the general public regarding whole
foods in general. Further, there are an increasing number
of Austrian Macrobiotics who are producing tofu regularly
and delivering it to whole foods stores as well as Chinese
restaurants.” Address: Hasnerstr. 159/18, 1160 Vienna,
Austria.
920. Soyfoods. 1983. Soyfoods mini-boom underway in
Europe. Winter. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “’This year we became aware that the kind
of developments that took place in the U.S. in 1977-78 are
now taking place in Europe with the sudden increase in the
number of soyfoods companies,’ reports Bill Shurtleff of The
Soyfoods Center. ‘Historically speaking, this will probably
be the most important event for the soyfoods industry in
1982. Europe is coming on strong and it’s a tradition of
soyfoods that goes back 130 years that is now being revived.’
“Most of the impetus for soyfoods in Europe apparently
stems from the vigor of the macrobiotic community.
Per Fruergaard started Tofu Denmark in Valby and has
encountered legal problems regarding the use of nigari.
In Paris, France, Bernard Storup purchased a Takai tofu
system; Ab and Paulien Schaft are setting up a small plant
in Baillestavy to make miso, shoyu, natto, and koji; in Ivry,
Jean Luc Alonso’s macrobiotic center, Traditions du Grain,

prepares for tempeh production.
“In the British Isles, Paul Jones’ Tofu Shop in London,
England, has been active since 1981 while Community
Health Foundation, also in London, promotes homescale
tofu, tempeh, and misomaking. In Dublin, Ireland, Jane
O’Brien gives tofu cooking classes, has published a tofu
cookbook and is considering commercial production.
“The macrobiotic movement is strong in Belgium where
de Brandnetel, a large Antwerp-based distributor of natural
foods, operates a tofu shop in the rear of their retail store.
Jonathan Company in Ekeren makes 3000 pounds of tofu
weekly, along with seitan, mochi, soups, canned foods, and
soymilk. Seven Arrows in Leuven is another small tofu shop
in operation in Belgium.
“In the Netherlands Manna was the first company to
introduce soyfoods to the public and is now an important
promoter. Manna’s John Welters (who provided much of
this information) lectures on homescale soy processing and
reports interest and sales are rising as are the number of
magazine articles on soyfoods. Manna itself markets tofu
spreads and distributes a joint equipment price list with Takai
Company of Japan. Witte Wonder in The Hague makes tofu,
as does De Morgenstond in Bakkeveen, while Peter Dekker’s
Jakso produces tempeh. In Portugal, Unimave promotes soy
as part of the macrobiotic diet and makes small amounts of
tofu and soymilk; Jose Parracho in Setubal is starting a selfsufficient center involving tofu and tempeh production.
“In Soyen, West Germany, Wolfgang Furth-Kuby, who
published Das Tofu Buch (by William Shurtleff) in German,
is interested in tofu production at his Sojaquelle. Tofu
producers are Swame [sic, Swami] Anand Svadesha in Furthim-Wald, Thomas Kasas [sic, Karas] who installed a tofu
system last summer at his Bittersuess [later Soyastern] in
Cologne, and Alexander Nabben in Munich.
“In Sweden Tim Ohlund and Ted Nordquist have
been operating Aros Sojaprodukter since early 1981 in
Örsundsbro using a Takai pressure cooker system and
vacuum packaging. In Rimini, Italy, Gilberto Bianchini
makes tofu at Community Foods. And Switzerland is the
home of four soy companies including Restaurant Sesam
in Bern, an active macrobiotic center with homescale tofu
and seitan production; Marty Halsey makes tofu in Nyon;
Hans Opplinger produces tofu in Chan; and Verena Krieger
operates Sojalade in Luzern (Lucerne).
“Sojalade, whose tofu output at mid-summer 1982 was
1000 pounds weekly, is a company launched mainly on the
results of an article Ms. Krieger published (‘Yesterday Steak,
Tomorrow Tofu’) in a Swiss Sunday magazine. Krieger
then established her shop to meet the expected tofu demand
stirred up by her article. Swiss national television ran a 30
minute feature on soybeans this year in which Krieger made
a brief demonstration of 5 tofu dishes. ‘Since then tofu has
been a favorite child of the media,’ she says, adding that tofu
appeared in the pages of Blick, a mass market newspaper.”
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Photos show: (1) European representatives at the
international Soyfoods Come West conference in Seattle,
Washington: Gilberto Bianchini, Marina Casazza (Italy);
Joanna White (Switzerland); Kym Olsen (England);
Wolfgang Furth-Kuby (W. Germany); Tim Ohlund (Sweden);
Roger Kayes (England). (2) Ted Nordquist and Tim Ohlund
of Aros Sojaprodukter, Sweden’s first tofu company.
921. Krieger, Verena. 1983. Re: Reform Houses and Soya in
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
March 8. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: The first Swiss Reform House, named
Reformhaus Engli, was opened in Zurich in 1899. Before
that a similar retail health food store had already been
started in Germany. There are now about 500 Reform
Houses (Reformhaeuser) in Switzerland. Most of them are
independent businesses with similar product lines. Reform
Houses with a similar set-up also exist all over Germany.
On 25 and 28 Oct. 1982 there were two 15-minute
programs on soyfoods and growing soybeans on Swiss
national radio, with interviews with people from Soyana,
Sojalade, and a director of Nestlé. Address: Bruchmattstr. 24,
CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone: 041-22 50 34.
922. Krieger, Verena. 1983. Re: Recent developments with
soybeans in Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, March 8. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: The soybean growers union was renamed in
1982 to SVFKO. The Swiss soybean expert Alberto Soldati
is one of the main initiators of the new EUCARPIA section
of the FAO. Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne,
Switzerland. Phone: 041-22 50 34.
923. Vogel, Lothar. 1983. Re: Anton Wolf and the history of
soybean breeding in Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, March 13. 2 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: Lothar spent 5 hours talking about soybeans
with Anton Wolf at the latter’s home. He learned more during
that time than he had been able to learn in the previous 5
years. Wolf said that Franz Anton Brillmayer was Austria’s
outstanding soy expert. Wolf thinks of himself as the third
generation from Brillmayer; they have done much the same
work with similar results. Wolf has a collection of virtually
all the old Austrian literature on soybeans. The work that
Wolf and his colleagues are doing is quite amazing. He has
started the SoyaRing and has 100 farmers as members, all
growing soybeans under his guidance.
One big problem is that tofu is so expensive here that
it is an elitist food, and soybeans cost $2.00/kg. A man in
Salzburg is producing tempeh and a couple outside of Vienna
is making tofu. Address: Vienna, Austria.
924. Vogel, Lothar. 1983. Re: More on Anton Wolf and
the history of soy in Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at

Soyfoods Center, March 15. 2 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: Lothar had a fine meeting with Anton Wolf,
who is sending Shurtleff the title pages of some books that
are probably available in the USA. Herr Wolf also gave
Lothar a copy of a cookbook titled Wiener Soja-Küche, by F.
Brillmayer and Henriette Cornides.
But Lohar was most interested in two German-language
articles from Trend magazine about the American soybean
monopoly’s fear of soybeans grown in Austria.
Lothar plans to travel to Verona, Italy, Germany, India
(for a month of tapas), then Indonesia (to learn more about
tempeh). Address: Vienna, Austria.
925. Daenzer, Walter. 1983. Re: Work with tofu and TVP in
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
March 17. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “Soyana was founded in 1980. We give 10% of
our TVP sales to the Swiss Red Cross. They use it in India
and the Sudan. They are very happy with it.
“Right now, we just had our first debut on Swiss TV. It
was extremely successful. We are writing a book which will
multiply the tofu sales not only here, but quite probably also
in other countries like yours. This is a bold statement, but I
am sure because it comes from a totally new angle.
“All the workers in our tofu plant are disciples of Sri
Chinmoy. They practice their master’s teachings to unite the
aspiration in the inner world with the dedication in the outer
world and thus understand their work as a service which they
try to do in a good consciousness–with their heart’s love
and their mind’s vastness. They meditate not only before
and after work, but most of the time also at every hour for a
few minutes. Therefore, Sri Chinmoy has honored their tofu
factory with the name ‘The Secrets of Perfection-Flames.’ Sri
Chinmoy has shown unending concern to the soy world. He
is the only spiritual master who has spoken at length on how
God feels about His soybean.” Address: Soyana, Postfach
8039, Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01/202 89 97.
926. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History of
soy lecithin. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA
94549. 31 p. March 30. Unpublished typescript. Available
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject.
Contents: Part I: What is lecithin? Basic definition.
Etymology and nomenclature. Manufacture. Varieties of
lecithin and their composition. Natural sources of lecithin.
Functional properties. Food uses. Therapeutic uses. Nonfood
and industrial uses. World production. Part II: History of soy
lecithin in Europe. Early research (pre-1900). 1900-1939.
1940-1983. Part III: History of soy lecithin in the United
States. 1923-1939. U.S. research on the therapeutic value
of lecithin. The U.S. lecithin industry and market. Part IV:
History of soy lecithin in East Asia.
“The first soy lecithin appeared on the U.S. market in
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1929, having been imported from Germany (Eichberg 1942)
by American Associated Co. (Atlanta, Georgia), one of the
founders of American Lecithin Co. (ALC). For the next five
years, all the soy lecithin used in the U.S. was imported from
Germany and Denmark (Horvath 1933). Aarhus Oliefabrik
made lecithin in Denmark and exported it to the USA via
Fries Bros., New York. In 1932 Schweiger was issued a U.S.
patent (No. 1,892,588. Dec. 27) for producing a light-colored
lecithin by bleaching it with hydrogen peroxide, a process
that is still widely used.
“One organization that pioneered in the introduction of
lecithin to the U.S. was the American Lecithin Corporation.
It so happened that James W. Conway, mentioned above
for his early interest in lecithin and attempt to start a plant,
rented office space in a building owned by American
Associated Companies (AAC), a mini-conglomerate in
Atlanta. In about 1929 he started discussing his ideas with
AAC, which contracted Mühle, Hamburg, and assigned
Joseph Eichberg, an AAC employee, to work on the project.
In 1929 Eichberg and Bruno Rewald from Hansa Mühle
traveled the U.S. together, checking out prospects. In about
1930 American Lecithin Corporation was incorporated in
Atlanta, with Joseph Eichberg as president; most of the stock
was owned by AAC, but Hansa Mühle may have owned
a small portion. As the exclusive U.S. representative of
Germany’s Hansa Mühle, ALC acquired rights under the
key lecithin patents from Hansa Mühle (then the leading
lecithin producer in Germany and owner of patents granted
to Bollmann, Rewald, and others), and prepared to grant
licenses on the patents and lease the equipment to American
companies interested in manufacturing lecithin in America.
ALC also imported and marketed lecithin during this period
but it did not manufacture of lecithin.
“Commercial production of lecithin began relatively late
in the U.S., which is not surprising when it is recalled that
the soybean crushing and refining industries did not really
begin their takeoff until the mid-1930s. In 1934 the Archer
Daniels Midland Company (ADM), at their plant in Chicago,
Illinois, became the first in America to Manufacture soy
lecithin. Made under license under the Hansa Mühle patents
via ALC, this was also the first commercial lecithin of any
type made in America. The next year the Glidden Company,
again under license from ALC, began making soy lecithin
at their solvent extraction plant in Chicago. In 1934-35
ALC was reorganized as the American Lecithin Company to
promote the promote the production and sale of lecithin in
the U.S. and to give the major manufactures a major share of
the ownership. The stockholders of the new ALC were ADM,
Glidden, Hansa Mühle, American Lecithin Corporation and
Aarhus Oliefabrik, the Danish producer. The various patent
positions were reconciled. Joseph Eichberg was president
of the new ALC and Adrian D. Joyce, then president of
Glidden, was Chairman of the Board. The new company
was charted in Ohio, where laws were favorable and

Glidden’s legal staff was located, but Eichberg and working
headquarters were located in New York. ALC now had two
main sources of income: royalties from patents licensed and
profits from sale of lecithin purchased from licensees. Ross
and Rowe, later acquired by ADM, were active in selling for
the new company.”
“Glidden first began to market its own lecithin in 1946
(Soybean Digest 1946) and ADM followed suit in about
1950, when it stopped selling though ALC. ALC went its
own way too; in 1947 it first started to do some of its own
additional processing and refining of lecithin, making various
specialty products, as for bakers and others. After severance
of marketing ties with Glidden and ADM, ALC continued
to license others to manufacture lecithin under some of the
patents and then bought lecithin from them and marketed
it. In about 1959 Eichberg and ALC moved back to Atlanta
and organized a new corporation. Today ALC is still active
buying and selling lecithin and making some compositions
of their own, though all the early patents have, of course,
expired.” Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-2832991.
927. Krieger, Verena. 1983. Re: History of work with tofu in
Japan, Illinois, and Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, March. 2 p. Typed, without signature. [1
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The year of 1973 I spent in Japan, where I
got to know tofu and learned how to make it. The following
years I spent in the U.S., working at several natural foods
restaurants using soyfoods as important parts of the menu.
The last of these jobs was at It’s Natural (Brian Schaefer),
where we made our own tempeh. We were also the first (and
an important) customer of Mu-Tofu of Chicago.
“In 1979 I returned to Switzerland, where I first started
to sell a Tofu-Set [tofu kit, for making tofu at home], using
it in private cooking classes. (The publication ‘So mache
ich Tofu,’ is the instruction booklet, accompanying the set,
written by me and printed by the Ahorn-Verlag.)
“In 1980, just before going to the Soyfoods Conference
in Illinois, I approached Morga, asking them if they
were interested in producing tofu. They had all the right
equipment and I even went there to make tofu for them once,
but we could not come to terms, since they wanted to sell a
sterilized tofu with long shelf life at room temperature. But
such tofu was already on the market from Belgium, made by
Lima. I wanted the fresh product.
“I then started to make tofu in my home kitchen for a
local vegetarian restaurant. In the spring of 1981, I heard
about Hans-Ruedi Oppliger, who was then also making tofu
in his home kitchen for a natural foods store. I contacted
him and we decided to join efforts in creating a market.
But it was only after ‘Yesterday Steak, Tomorrow Tofu’
was published that we could start full scale production. We
set up the Sojalade with 3 other people and founded a co-
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op. This co-op has now 9 members and both Hans-Ruedi
and I are still part of it. (Hans-Ruedi does not have a shop
of his own.) The Sojalade was set up in August 1981, but
Restaurant Sesam in Bern and Restaurant La Moisson (both
macrobiotic) had been making tofu for their own use for
several months, or even years before us. Soyana started their
tofu production in February 1982.
“The Sojalade is now also working on a project to help
organic farmers get started with soybean cultivation... By
the spring of 1983 interest in tofu production has become
quite considerable. Therefore, the Sojalade has instituted
a small apprenticeship program, where we train people in
tofumaking for at least ten days. Since we can only take one
person at a time, we already have a waiting list till June.”
Update: 1990 April 9. Verena is now writing cookbooks,
and has 5 in print. One on beans just been published. Her
tofu cuisine is still in print. A condensed version has been
taken over and distributed by Migros. She is no longer
involved with Genossenschaft Tofurei, which is quite a
distance from her home. She was on the board of directors
but she keeps in touch and she still has some money
involved.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
that mentions Migros in connection with soy. Address:
Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone:
041-22 50 34.
928. Wolf, Anton. 1983. Re: Publications about soybeans
from Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
April 22–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature. [3
ref. Eng]
• Summary: I am enclosing Die Einfuehrung der Soja, eine
Umwälzung der Volksernährung, by Fürstenberg (1916) and
Die Sojabohne. Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit
und Werth als Futtermittel, by E. Blaskovics.
He will send the other publications in a few weeks.
With friendly greetings. Address: Oberrat Dipl.-Ing.,
Forschungsabteilung der Zentralanstalt fuer Meteorologie
und Geodynamik, A-1190 Wien [Vienna], Hohe Warte 38,
Austria.
929. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Laszlo
Berczeller and Edelsoja: History of his work with soyfoods.
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 20 p.
April 28. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. The full
history of this subject is available on our website at www.
soyinfocenter.com. Just search for Berczeller in the search
box. Or, in the left navigation bar, click “A Comprehensive
History of Soy,” then scroll down to Chapter 60, “Laszlo
Berczeller and Edelsoja.”
Contents: Introduction. Early interest in and work
with soyfoods (1912-23): birth and family, first contact

with soyfoods (1912), work during World War I and until
March 1920, work in labs of Robert Graham after March
1920, article for London Times on soyfoods, conflict with
University of Vienna faculty, early nutritional research
and publications (1921-), articles in Hungarian (1921-25).
New alliances and progress (1923-): Independence from
Graham, 10,000 loaves of Viennese soy bread a day by
July 1923, first solo patent (1924), his flour the best to
date, how made, early travels and promotion, London and
Winston Churchill (1924), articles by colleagues (1924-26),
to Russia in 1926 and again in 1930, relation to 1921 crisis
and Graham, more articles and support (1927-30), Horvath’s
influential 1927 article, compilations, Loew (3 volumes
1928-30) summarizes Berczeller’s many writings, Berczeller
a promoter, bombarding governments with information,
Edelsoja (1928+), Ferree’s The Soya Bean and the New Soya
Flour (1929), Berczeller’s interest in large-scale European
food problems. Production and promotion of Berczeller’s
soy flour: when and where first produced (1929), post-1929
nutritional value, patents (from 1929 on), travels and visits
with famous people (late 1920’s-1930’s), Horvath update
of information on Berczeller (1931), obstacles to spread
of soy flour, losing lawsuits, German successes, Hansa
Muehle, Edelsoja, French connection (1932), international
hopes, 1934 divorce, Gray update of information on
Berczeller (1936), National Center for Scientific Research
(CNRS–Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique)
invitation to France in 1939. Berczeller as a person. World
War II and aftermath: underground and malnourished,
estimated uncollectible unpaid royalties from German
soy flour producers of 5 million pounds sterling, Swiss
surgical operation, fainted in Paris subway (1949), mental
hospitals, death in 1955, letter from Clive McCay describing
Berczeller’s tragic situation, Edelsoja GMBH today, legacy
in Austria, bibliographies, legacy to the world.
See: http://www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/laszlo_
berczeller.php Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415283-2991.
930. Arnoux, Maurice. 1983. 1981 [European soybean]
breeders’ meeting at Novi Sad (Yugoslavia) and Iregszemcse
(Hungary). Eurosoya No. 1. p. 57-58.
• Summary: “This informal meeting was attended by
soyabean breeders representing institutions from 9 countries
in Southern Europe, cooperating in the FAO network.”
“Doctors Bogdan Belic (Novi Sad) and Erno Kurnik
(Iregszemcse) had prepared a comprehensive programme for
the 4-day meeting. The participants were thus able to take
the utmost advantage of the excellent organization of their
meetings and visits, which, moreover, took place in a very
cordial atmosphere.
The following people attended the meeting: Drs.
Bogdan Belic (Yugoslavia). M. Hrustic (Yugoslavia). D.
Jockovic (Yugoslavia). M. Vidic. (Yugoslavia). A. Fossati
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(Switzerland). F. Borrero (Spain). P. Parrini (Italy). A.
Vidal (France). R. Ecochard (France). R. Szyrmer (Poland).
J. Bohm (Federal Republic of Germany). S. Dencescu
(Romania). E. Kurnik (Hungary). Address: France.
931. Product Name: [A. Vogel’s Soja Mix (Burger,
Bolognese, Curry), and Soja Italian Dinners (Cannelloni,
Lasagne, Ravioli)].
Foreign Name: A. Vogel’s Soja Mix (Burger, Bolognese,
Curry), and Soja Italian Dinners (Cannelloni, Lasagne,
Ravioli).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bioforce A.G.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9325 Roggwil TG,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 April.
Ingredients: Bolognese (10/91): Defatted soybean meal
[probably TVP], whole wheat flour, tomato powder,
vegetable oil, yeast extract, cornmeal, fructose, onion
powder, wheat germ, wheat bran, herbed sea salt, garlic
powder, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 200 gm box retails for 20 Swiss
Franks (10/83), and for DM 5.92 (Bremen, Germany 10/91).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 21 gm, vegetable oil 12 gm,
carbohydrates 41 gm, calories (kcal) 363 (1520 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Whole Foods. 1983.
Jan. p. 39 and April. p. 21. “A Vogel’s Meat-free soy mixes
and soy dinners: Simple and quick to prepare, fewer calories,
nothing artificial.” A black-and-white photo shows six
packages. The soja mixes are available in Burger, Bolognese,
and Curry flavors. The soja Italian dinners come in Lasagne,
Ravioli, and Cannelloni flavors. This ad also appeared in
Vegetarian Times (May 1983, p. 8).
R. Leviton. 1983. Report on trip to Europe with
American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p. 17. Product seen in
Reformhaus health food store in Zurich, Switzerland.
Manufacturer’s catalog. 1985. Full color, 6 panels. “A.
Vogel’s Soja Produkte.” A color photo shows the labels of all
the boxes. Contains 5 recipes.
Label for Bolognese sent by Anthony Marrese of
Bremen, Germany. 1991. Oct. 7. 4.75 by 6.5 by 1.5 inches.
Heavy paperboard box. Black and yellow on grayish-tan.
Color photo of a white bowl of the Bolognese sauce next to
a dish of noodles, surrounded by tomatoes, an onion, and
parsley. 100 gm of the dry mix yield 500 gm of the finished
dish. A leaflet in the box contains 5 recipes in French and
German.
932. Eurosoya. 1983--. Serial/periodical. Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique–Station d’Amelioration
des Plantes, Place P. Viala–34060 Montpellier, France.
Vol. 1 April 1983. Annual. M. Arnoux. managing editor.
Information Bulletin of the F.A.O. Research Network on
Soyabean.

• Summary: See next page. This is a beautiful magazine,
printed on glossy paper with a color photo on the front. In
June 1991, with issue No. 7/8, the coordinator/managing
editor changed from Maurice Arnoux at INRA in France to:
Dr. A. Soldati, Institute of Plant Sciences ETH, Division
of Agronomy, Eschikon 33, CH 8315 Lindau, Switzerland.
Address: Montpellier, France.
933. Soldati, A.; Keller, E.R.; Brenner, H.; Schmid, J. 1983.
Adaptation of soybeans to northern regions: A review of
work conducted at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(1971-1982). Eurosoya No. 1. p. 27-34. Presented at the FAO
Consultation on the “European Cooperative Network on
Soyabean,” Seville, Spain, 5-8 Oct. 1982. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Problems of adapting
soybeans to northern regions with special reference to
photoperiod and temperature. Influence of different climatic
conditions on the yield structure of the soybean (Soldati and
Kellner 1977). Effects of the level and the duration of a low
temperature stress on the growth and yield of three coldtolerant and a standard soybean variety (Schmid and Keller
1979 and 1980).
Influence of cold stress and root-shoot grafts on yield
components of soybean genotypes (Brenner and Keller,
1982). Final considerations.
“Day length sensitivity was for a long time considered
a limiting factor for soybean production in Europe, since
delayed flowering often resulted in the failure of the crop
to reach maturity. Identification of insensitive genotypes
and development of day-neutral Fiskeby type material by
Holmberg in Sweden has resulted in remarkable progress
in eliminating the short day (long night) requirement
for flowering in soybean. As a result we believe that the
photoperiodic reaction is no longer a limiting factor for
soybean production in Europe.
“However we do not have sufficient experience on how
photoperiod affects this new variety. Some authors claim
day-neutrality for this new variety, others even suggest
a long-day reaction.” Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology, Dep. of Crop Science, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland.
934. Soldati, A.; Gehringer, W.; Huber, W.; Lanini, F. 1983.
Soybean research in Switzerland. Eurosoya No. 1. p. 47.
[Eng]
• Summary: Alberto Soldati is head of the working group for
promotion of soybeans in Northern Europe and Canada. The
research program at the different institutes is coordinated by
a committee. Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH),
Department of Crop Science, CH-8092 Zurich (Switzerland).
Project-leader: Prof. Dr. E.R. Keller. Federal Agricultural
Research Station Changins (RAC), CH-1260 Nyon
(Switzerland). Director: Dr. A. Vez. Swiss Federal Research
Station for Agronomy (FAP), Zurich-Reckenholz, CH-8046
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Zurich (Switzerland). Director: Dr. A. Bronnimann.
Note: “ETH” in the address stands for Eidgenoessische
Technische Hochschule, or “Federal Institute of Technology.”
Address: Institut fuer Pflanzenbau, ETH-Versuchsstation,
CH-8307 Eschikon-Lindau, Switzerland.
935. Wolffhardt, D. 1983. The soybean situation in Austria.
Eurosoya No. 1. p. 49-50. [Eng]
• Summary: “The only time when a significant amount of
soybeans were grown in Austria was in the last years of
World War II, when the crop was cultivated on about 2,400
ha. During the 1980s soybean growing was mainly limited
to experiments on farms. The extent of these experiments
was approximately 50 ha in 1980, 13 ha in 1981, and 15
ha in 1982. The average yield was about 1,850 kg/ha in
1980. Institutes at which work is done on soyabeans besides
the Federal Institute of Plant Production: Universitaet für
Bodenkultur, Gregor Mendelstrasse 33, A-1180 Wien;
Institut für Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung (Director:
Prof. Dr. O. Steineck). Dr. R. Gretzmacher, Breeding of
soyabeans; Institute für Pflanzenschutz (Director: Prof. Dr. J.
Weindlmayr).” Address: Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenschutz,
Alliertenstrasse 1, A-1021 Vienna, Austria.
936. Dreyer, Lawrence. 1983. Re: Work with soya in Austria.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 1. 3 p.
Handwritten, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: “Herr Anton Wolf was here yesterday and
told me that only 100 hectares of soybeans were planted in
Austria in 1982. The yield was about 2,500 kg/ha.”
Dreyer’s main work is as the architect of the additions
they are making to their facilities in Wiener Neustadt. At
present they have a small shop and restaurant. There will
be a new area for producing tofu on a small scale, gluten,
mochi, bread. “At present we produce a limited quantity of
tofu with equipment bought in Japan... A group of people
loosely related to us uses a small centrifuge to make soymilk.
This group has also recently started making tempeh... I have
given copies of your chapter on “History of Soya in Austria”
to Anton Wolf.” Address: Weg der Natur, Austria.
937. Wolf, Anton. 1983. Re: More publications about
soybeans from Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, May 3–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with
signature. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Thank you very much for your letter; I had
no difficulty in understanding it. I am sending you the
publications you requested, Die Deutsche Sojabohne and
also Die Soja, by Fürstenberg (1917), as well as an article
from Trend (Austria) (May 1983). This article is an answer to
the letter by Dr. Fangauf!
May I call to your attention an error in your
documentation. The area that Haberlandt called Istrien lies
not in Tirol, but rather was a Crownland in Austria-Hungary

at that time, and has been in the possession of Yugoslavia
since 1945. As of July 2014 it is in Slovenia.
I will try to find the publications by Dr. Winkler in our
national library. If you want anything else, I will make my
best effort to help you. Address: Dipl.-Ing. Zentralanstalt fuer
Meteorologie u. Geodynamik, A-1190 Wien [Vienna], Hohe
Warte 38, Austria.
938. Stark, Bruno. 1983. Re: WSL and Haus Minerva in
Switzerland. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
May 4. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: WSL, run by Bruno in Wolfhaden, Switzerland,
is a society or club (Verein). Since 1982, among other things,
every other month, they have given a course in making tofu
and tofu dishes. Those attending have been very enthusiastic
about it. This year they want to put on a tempeh course.
Tempeh is not yet sold in Switzerland. “We hope with our
work to make soyfoods better known.”
Bruno also sent Soyfoods Center several brochures: One
4-page brochure is titled “Programm 1983.” One course is
titled Cooking Course (Soya cookery: Tofu & tempeh). An
introductory tofu course is given 4 times during the year, as
in an advanced tofu course. An introductory tempeh course is
given twice.
Another brochure (black on pink), titled “Tofu Cooking
Course,” gives details about tofu and the course. Address:
CH-9427 Wolfhaden, Switzerland. Phone: 071-91 26 75.
939. Richard, Lou. 1983. History of Fearn Soya Foods
(Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center, May 6. 1 p. transcript.
• Summary: Elwood has Dr. Fearn’s files. Lou called Elwood
and Elwood said he will send (loan) Soyfoods Center
everything he has. Lou will send (loan) Soyfoods Center
some coins and invoices from about 1935. In about 194749 Dr. Fearn’s secretary, Renee, went home with lots of the
company records.
Fearn Natural Foods was at 1206 N. 31st Ave., Melrose
Park. In 1955 they moved to 355 West Ontario. Then in 1968
they moved to their present address at 4520 James Place
in Melrose Park, Illinois. In 1982 the company name was
changed from Fearn Soya Foods to Fearn Natural Foods.
Lou is quite sure Dr. Fearn died in 1947–not 1949.
since that was the first year he (Lou) started to work in the
company; he graduated from 8th grade in 1947. In 1949 he
was a sophomore in high school.
A box arrived from Fearn via UPS in early May 1983,
several days after this interview. It contained a wealth
of early documents in 21 different files. The names of
the files were: 1. Stubs of cancelled checks, 1946-47. 2.
Walker = Purchase order to Fearn from H.W. Walker Co.
in Chicago. 3. Harriett Assoc. (anti-Communism). 4. Large
ledger of orders received in 1937. 5. Small ledger of orders
received in 1936-37. 6. Dr. Fearn’s circulars and labels,
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old. 7. Miscellaneous bills, 1947. 8. Vitona. 9. P.A. [Paul]
Richard. 10. Personal, Dr. Fearn (incl. lots of photos, but
no good ones of him). 11. Products, processes, machinery
(Dr. Fearn). 12. Professional correspondence, as with Le
Clerc. 13. Miscellaneous deals and ventures (Dr. Fearn).
14. Manufacturers (incl. Loma Linda). 15. Golden Mix. 16.
Financial, incl. cancelled signed checks. 17. Fearn Foods =
Fearn International. 18. Correspondence–Malcolm McBride
and Viana deal. 19. Miscellaneous old trucking bills &
unusual items. 20. English connections. 21. Correspondence,
Belleville in Southern California.
Included in the shipment were many coins that Dr.
Fearn apparently collected during his travels, including
coins from the following countries–listed alphabetically. The
number of coins from each country, and the range of dates
that appear on the coins are shown in parentheses. Note that
Dr. Fearn was probably in a particular country on or after
the latest date: Austria (3, 1924-1925), Belgium (4, 18701917), Canada (3, 1842-1918), China (40, all undated, but
“10 cash” token coins with square hole in center, minted
from 1853-1861), Germany (Deutsches Reich, 45 coins,
1874-1927), Great Britain (6, 1856-1922), Japan (7, 18891923), Luxembourg (2, 1906-1916), United States (1, 1916).
Address: Melrose Park, Illinois 60160.
940. Dreyer, Lawrence. 1983. Re: Tempeh in Austria. Letter
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 19. 1 p.
Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: A “Dipl. Ing.” is someone who has graduated
from a technical university. The people making tempeh in
Austria that I know of are Anton Krizmanics and Norbert
Brunthaler. They have apparently founded a company
called SoyVita and their address is Herrengasse 30, A-5020
Salzburg, Austria. Tel. (06222) 430985. They both speak
reasonably good English. “If there is anything else with
which I can help, please write.” Address: Austria.
941. Herunter, Hermann. 1983. Die grosse Pflanz [The great
plant]. Trend (Austria) 14(5):144-48. May. [Ger]
942. Product Name: [Tofu, and Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Soja-Quark (Tofu), Soja-Brie (Tempeh).
Manufacturer’s Name: SoyVita Austria.
Manufacturer’s Address: Herrengasse 30, A-5020
Salzburg, Austria. Phone: (0662) 43 09 85.
Date of Introduction: 1983 May.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (typed, with
signature on letterhead) from Norbert Brunthaler 1983. May
11. “In our last letter we informed you of our intention to
start a soyfood company. We have set up a company named
SoyVita Austria (Herrengasse 30, A-5020 Salzburg, Austria.
Phone: 0662 43 09 85). We produce tofu, tempeh, and have
also put up small amounts if miso. In the future we’ll try to
produce soysauce. For all of our products we use Austrian

soybeans, ecologically grown.
Letter from Lawrence Dreyer. 1983. May 19 (which
see). Note: Brunthaler’s partner was apparently Anton
Krizmanics. By 1984 Brunthaler was part of another
company named Sojvita Produktions GmbH in Lichtenwörth,
Austria. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1983.
June 20. Owner: Norbert Brunthaler.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. He says SoyVita is the second largest tofu maker in
Austria, after Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
943. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyarei–Erich Wallner Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Meiseng 13, A-2521 Trumau,
Austria. Phone: 022-537-3022.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Erich
Wallner. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1984.
Feb. 7. This company has now become Soyarei Wallner
Ebner, Augasse 2, Baden bei Wien, Austria. They make 150
kg/week of tofu and 1,000 okara burgers.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. He thinks this company started in about Nov. 1983.
Erich Wallner and he later merged their two companies.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (April 2001)
concerning Sojarei Ebner-Prosl of Austria.
944. Product Name: [Tofu].
Manufacturer’s Name: Taiwan Restaurant.
Manufacturer’s Address: Paulangasse, A-1040 Vienna,
Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. He does not know this company but there is one
person who makes tofu for the Vienna Chinese restaurants.
But many or most of the Chinese restaurants make their own
tofu.
945. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Walter Brunnader Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lainzerstr. 21, A-1130 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 022-282-5778.
Date of Introduction: 1983 June.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Walter
Brunnader.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. Walter Brunnader presently has a health food shop.
Years ago he made tofu by himself; now he buys it from
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Sojarei Ebner-Prosl or from SoyVita.
946. Schweizer, Thomas F.; Bekhechi, A.R.; Koellreutter,
B.; Reimann, S.; Pometta, D.; Bron, B.A. 1983. Metabolic
effects of dietary fiber from dehulled soybeans in humans.
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 38(1):1-11. July. [60 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the effects of 21 gm of two
forms of soybean seed fiber on six healthy volunteers who
had normal cholesterol levels for 3 weeks each. Soya fiber
A was nonpurified and never-dried soya pulp [fresh okara]
(39% dietary fiber) and soya fiber B was purified soybean
fiber (79% dietary fiber). Mean daily fecal wet weight
was increased by 19% and 38% respectively compared to
a 2-week control period with no added fiber. Fecal fiber
increased by 52% only during period B. A 21% increase of
fecal bile acids by fiber A was specifically due to deoxycholic
acid. Neither fiber changed serum triglycerides, but fiber B
increased low-density-lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol by 19%
and LDL phospholipids by 16%. The ratio of HDL to LDL
cholesterol did not change significantly.
The authors conclude: “Thus, dietary fibers
from soybean do not seem to contribute to the
hypocholesterolemic effect of soya. The results of this study
also demonstrate that two apparently similar dietary fibers,
coming from a single source, can exert distinctly different
metabolic effects.” Address: 1,3-4; Nestle Research Dep., La
Tour de Peilz, Switzerland; 2,5-6. Univ. Hospital of Geneva,
Switzerland.
947. Product Name: [Biodelis {Soy Beverage}].
Foreign Name: Biodelis.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 August.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1985. p.
85; 1986. p. 104. Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina.
1990. May 21. This product is for clinical feeding. Made
from whole soybeans, it is made for medical use and
marketed only to clinics and hospital, not to the consumer.
It is a liquid food in Tetra Pack. It is a complete meal for
people on liquid or partially liquid diets.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. Vita Drink is sold
in Switzerland. It is very similar to Biodelis, which is sold
only in France. The base and flavors are the same but the
vitamin and mineral content is slightly different to meet the
different regulations in each country.
Letter from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. July 13.
The first exports to France were in Aug. 1983. No labels are
available.
948. Brennan, Thomas J. 1983. Re: Soybean production in
Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept.
30. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.

• Summary: The closed door policies of the region make
information gathering a difficult, if not impossible, task. Two
soybean specialists in the region are: (1) Dr. Jerzy Szyrmer,
Plant Breeding and Accilimatization Inst., Radzikow, Poland.
He has been attempting to develop soybean varieties for
home production and consumption; he has no commercial
interests at all. (2) Prof. Dr. Victor F. Lishchenko, or his
assistant, Dr. Leonid Kolesnikov, Food and Agriculture Dep.,
Inst. of U.S. and Canada Studies, 2-3 Khelbny per., Moscow,
USSR. Lishchenko has just published a book in Russian on
soybeans in the USSR.
“Now to address some of your questions. What causes
swings in production and imports of soybeans and products?
That is difficult to answer. Initially I would say imports are
directly related to hard currency availability. The scientists
and livestock production people recognize the value of
soybeans, but don’t control the purse strings. That’s the
central bank or foreign trade organizations. Soybean
purchase requests go in the basket with all other import
needs.
“Production swings are often caused by weather or
disease. More commonly, however, I would attribute
changes to government attitudes. For example, in Yugoslavia
producers are paid nearly $400/MT to raise soybeans while
they could buy C.I.F. at about $250/MT. Soybean production
has increased, but so has corn and wheat production. These
products are now bartered for beans and meal. If hybrids
could be developed, Hungarian production would soar, as
corn production did in the 70’s. They want to grow soybeans,
however, at this time, it is still more profitable to grow
corn and small grains. The value of the crop per hectare far
exceeds soybeans’ potential value. Certain state farms which
have produced beans in the past want to increase production;
however, the central government discourages this by setting
low prices. Three or four years ago the attitude was different
and soy production was encouraged. Talk to Bob Bergland
about the Farmland / Eaton proposal for a soy crushing plant
in Hungary.
“Statistics on soy protein utilization are hard to come
by. Imports are usually handled by the Ministries of Food,
where I have few contacts. Sales are also controlled by a
small number of companies, e.g., Ralston, ADM, Staley,
etc., which are not prone to reveal figures. USDA at one time
listed TSP [textured soy protein] sales, but I haven’t seen
any statistics for 1982 or 1983.” Address: Gatterburggasse
18/2/3, A-1190, Vienna, Austria. Phone: 37-41-18.
949. Product Name: [Soya Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Soja Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. Renamed
Vollwert und Wertvoll by June 1984. Later renamed
Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Named “Von Anfang an Natur,
Paul Stuart’s” by Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
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Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1983 September.
Ingredients: Sojabohnen aus oesterr. Umstellungsbetrieb:
biologischer Landbau, Edelpilz, Wasser.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Paul Stuart
Zacharowicz. 1983. Sept. 28. “After much hardship, tempeh
is now available in limited quantities at health food stores in
Vienna. I currently produce about 50 kg/week and enjoy it
immensely. It is sold fresh, wrapped in wax paper and keeps
fresh up to 5 days. Our work is done completely unofficially.
The costs of government food inspections is exorbitant.”
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. 1984. June 22.
“Currently I produce about 75 kg of tempeh per week; 30 kg
is sold refrigerated in plastic bags and 75 kg is cut into 60gm pieces (each 7 by 8 cm), dipped in seasoned batter, and
fried ready to eat. Our predominant market is natural food
stores with a few restaurants. Vienna University has also had
our tempeh on the menu. Our company is called Vollwert and
Wertvoll, Paul Stuart Zacharowicz & Co. OHG, Neustiftg
27, 1070 Vienna.”
Letters from Norbert Brunthaler of Sojvita. 1988. Jan.
4 and Feb. 2. Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4 inches. Black, gold,
and green on white card stock. “Natur. A cultured fresh
soybean product to fry, bake, steam, smoke, or grill. Keep
refrigerated; can also be frozen. Contains 100% vegetable
protein and is the richest vegetable source of vitamin B-12.
Free of cholesterol, low in calories, easy to digest, tastes
excellent. Tempeh is suited for all types of preparations, both
the traditional and the new light cuisine. Dark spots on the
surface of the tempeh are a natural sign of ripening. They can
be rinsed off under cold water.”
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. The company
started unofficially in Sept. 1983, officially in Sept. 1984.
It was originally named Paul Stuart Zacharowicz, Tempeh,
Hasnerstr. 159/18, 1160 Vienna, Austria.
Letter from Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. 1992. Dec. 22.
“The name of my company is now ‘Von Anfang an Natur,
Paul Stuart’s.’ We produce tempeh and tempeh products as
well as vegetarian burgers, spreads, and nut butters. I would
like to upgrade my tempeh selection with products that are
meat and meat product like.” The company address is still
Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna.
950. Wilson, John C. 1983. Early work with soymilk and
recent developments (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 4.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Wilson has been involved with soymilk since
1967, when he was technical manager for Cold Storage
Group (CSG) in Singapore and Malaysia. His background
was in dairy technology. To help CSG launch a soymilk,
he studied traditional tofu processes in Singapore, then
mechanized the process. He set up CSG’s first line in Kuala
Lumpur in 1969, actually at Petaling Jaya, a satellite of

Kuala Lumpur. The soymilk was sold under the Magnolia
brand, but owned by CSG.
This was not the first soymilk in the area. Alfa-Laval
sold Yeo Hiap Seng a UHT plant for soymilk operation in
about 1967, and another in 1969.
Note: The 2nd plant in Singapore Shurtleff visited was
owned by Cold Storage Group.
Wilson joined Alfa-Laval in 1971. Alfa-Laval was
researching soymilk from a particular angle, with no success.
By 1977 Wilson had been in Africa and Australia. He found a
big demand for soymilk plants in Asia.
For Ace Canning, he designed the Lam Soon plant in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
In 1978 sold a plant to Kickapoo, in Bangkok, Thailand,
with reduced beany flavor soymilk, but strong cooked
= burnt flavor. They copied the overcooked flavor of
Greenspot, overcooked through sterilizing in the bottles.
Legislation in Bangkok says manufacturers must add
50% by weight of soybeans of nonfat dry milk (NFDM).
This makes it a healthy product, if not it’s a luxury product.
Greenspot got this legislation passed after people developed
a taste for Greenspot’s product. Greenspot has been in
business since the mid-1960s. That legislation has been in
force from the mid-1970s until now. So it forces all soymilk
to contain NFDM. There is a heavy tax on pure soymilk
without NFDM.
Nestle started in about 1980 in Bangkok. They have not
done well. But they had bad luck with Bonus in Singapore.
The Department of Health banned its production claiming it
was not properly sterilized.
The greatest successes: Vitasoy #1 in Southeast Asia.
Kibun #1 in Japan. Kibun has now commissioned three new
factories, which are now on stream. They use machinery
from Alfa-Laval and from others. Alfa does the engineering,
Kibun does the formulation
Alfa-Laval and Kibun have an agreement which was
signed in late 1982. If a customer licenses the process from
Kibun, Alfa-Laval will supply the plant. Kibun will supply
technical know-how, formulation, and quality control, and
receive the license fee direct. There are separate fees and
no kickbacks between Alfa-Laval and Kibun. and AlfaLaval can supply anyone else with plants. Kibun is expert in
formulation and Alfa-Laval is strong in plant design.
The Japanese soymilk process is basically the Illinois
process with a clarifier toward the end. He is surprised
that the Illinois Patent office is not complaining. The
basic concept is to inactivate the enzymes at the bean
stage before grinding. However cooking prior to grinding
dramatically lowers the protein yield to 40-45%. The key
to a standardized way of comparing yields (of protein) is
to specify an acceptable level of remaining fiber, which
he suggests be l% or less by volume after a standard
centrifugation test. If you have less fiber, you get much lower
yields. We need an international standard for fiber.
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Lawrence Johnson at the University of Texas claimed
82-85% protein yield with steam injection (Journal of Food
Science 46(1): 239-43, 48) but Alfa-Laval’s tests showed that
it didn’t work.
Wilson has a super set of color overhead projector slides
on soymilk. Invite him back again to do a show for us.
Kibun uses its own process with Alfa-Laval equipment,
not Alfa-Laval’s process. Kibun licenses others to use its
process then usually asks Alfa-Laval to supply the plant.
Alfa-Laval buys grinders from Switzerland.
Alfa-Laval’s most important contribution is not just the
equipment but the automated system and automatic cleanup
= clean in place (CIP). Perhaps their main component is the
Sterilizer. Two types = Steritherm or VTIS = Vacu therm.
Japanese like this, but its expensive and expensive to run.
And it strips out added fruit aromas.
Wilson (1983) said that US laws on UHT are ridiculous
and antiquated. Makes it very expensive to build machines
for the US market. The real problem is Not the hydrogen
peroxide problem.
In killing = inactivating enzymes, the protein solidified
in the fiber like hard-boiled eggs.
Alfa-Laval is in the lead in simplifying and automating
tofu plants. They are now testing a plant that allows 1 man
and a computer to make tofu from beans to packaging.
Cost effective soymilk: Absolute lowest output is 11OO
liters/hr. Practical lowest is 1500 liters/hr. Local laws affect
the price. They have many systems for different markets;
China different from Japan. The really economical plant is
2,000 liters/hr.
The three key considerations in determining a plant are
(1) The type of soymilk (beany or not) desired. (2) The type
of packaging. (3) The output in liters per hour. Address: Soya
Process Product Manager, Alfa-Laval, Box 1008, S-221 03,
Lund, Sweden.
951. Product Name: [Soja Tartex Ravioli {Canned}].
Manufacturer’s Name: Dyna S.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Fribourg, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 October
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm can.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 17. Product seen in a Reform House health food store in
Zurich, Switzerland.
952. Product Name: [Miso].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soy Joy.
Manufacturer’s Address: Chemin De La Prelsz 1, Nyon
CH-1260, Switzerland. Phone: 022-619-312.
Date of Introduction: 1983 October.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983.
The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 255. Marty Halsey runs the
company.

953. Eskew, David L.; Welch, R.M.; Cary, E.E. 1983. Nickel:
An essential micronutrient for legumes and possibly all
higher plants. Science 222(4624):621-23. Nov. 11. [19 ref]
Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York 14853, present address: International Atomic Energy
Agency, Wagramerstrasse 5, Post Office Box 200, A1400
Vienna, Austria; 2-3. USDA, Plant, Soil, and Nutrition Lab.,
Agricultural Research Service, Ithaca, New York 14853.
954. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Short summary of trip to
Europe sponsored by the American Soybean Association
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 19. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The trip was very good, and Richard feels
ASA was favorably impressed with his work. Richard did
6 programs, including 5 for ASA in Paris (France), Milan
(Italy), Budapest (Hungary, with Tom Brennan from Vienna),
and the Netherlands (small seminar for 10 people). He
delivered a speech before 150 people at the Euvepro General
Assembly in Parma, Italy. In Switzerland he visited Soyana
and Verena Krieger.
ASA says they want to sponsor a conference and a
newsletter. Richard will be chair of the conference, which
will be held in late Sept. 1984 in Amsterdam. They will get
more sponsors, put up all up-front costs, and ensure plenty
of media coverage. Richard can keep all the profits. The
newsletter on soyfoods, funded by ASA, will be sent to 200
people 3-4 times a year.
The most interesting general concept was that virtually
all tofu in Europe is vacuum packed; he saw no waterpacked tofu. Lima Foods packs their tofu in glass jars. Witte
Wonder, Soyana, Manna, and Cauldron Foods (Bristol) sell
pasteurized, unrefrigerated tofu dips and spreads in jars.
They have a good shelf life without preservatives, and no
spongy consistency. Some are quite amazing (like sweet
curry)–far better than any products we have in the USA.
Nutana has 3 tofu entrees (noodles, chili, in cans like Loma
Linda); the word “Tofu” appears on the label. Address:
Colrain, Massachusetts.
955. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Long summary of trip to
Europe sponsored by the American Soybean Association
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 29. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Discusses: Euvepro in Italy, ASA in Italy, Alpro
/ Vandemoortele, British Arkady, the confusion of mung
beans and soybeans, tofu made from soy protein isolates that
doesn’t develop a spongy texture when frozen, regulatory
restrictions, Bernard Storup, tofu burgers, Prolait, Le Bol en
Bois, ASA soybean program in England, desire in Eastern
Europe for more meat, the many small private businesses
in Hungary, Soyana’s excellent products (Daenzer makes
5,000 lb/week of tofu in Switzerland), the Reformhaus
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chain, Vietnamese tofu shop in Dornach, less refrigeration
at the distribution and retail levels in Europe has led to
new packaging, soyfoods have started to appear in the big
international food trade shows in Europe (e.g. ANUGA).
Witte Wonder opened in 1981, now makes 1,000 lb/week
of seitan. Cauldron Foods (UK) makes mostly tofu burgers,
and has a lot of good technical innovations such as control
panels. Cauldron also makes a fermented tofu spread.
Dragon & Phoenix (UK) makes several tons of tofu a day. In
July Wolfgang Furth-Kuby and Lucas Kelterborn (Germany)
published the first issue of a European soyfoods newsletter
titled Rundbrief. Paul Jones (UK) has 2 plants and makes
5,000 lb/week of tofu. One man from Cauldron Foods was
Paul Jones’ original partner. Full of Beans also makes miso.
Oct. 28. “I have an all morning meeting at ASA’s
headquarters in Brussels, Belgium, with Dennis Blankenship,
Rita Batens, Roger Leysen, and Michael Martin. It is
proposed that I chair the 1984 First European Soyfoods
Conference to be held in late September, probably in
Amsterdam. ASA agrees to be a sponsor and to help secure
another 6 or so sponsors. ASA also agreed to finance the
production and mailing of a bi-monthly European Soyfoods
Newsletter.” Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.
956. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Report of soyfoods research
and speaking trip to Europe with American Soybean
Assoc., Oct. 8–Nov. 15, 1983. Colrain, Massachusetts. 82 p.
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Describes visits to or discusses: ASA Belgium
(Dennis Blankenship, Rita Batens, Michael Martin), Parma,
Euvepro Conference, Parmalat, Guy Coudert and Dr. Sabin
president of ONIDOL, Anuga, Jonathan, Société Soy
(Bernard Storup, Jean de Preneuf), Le Bol en Bois, Budapest
(Hungary), Agrimpex (Hungary), Migros, Sojalade / Die
Genossenschafts Tofurei (Verena Krieger), Galactina, Soyana
(Walter Daenzer), Alpro (Belgium; Philip Vandemoortele
and Christian Daems), Aarhus (Denmark), Witte Wonder,
Manna, Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Phillip Marshall, Peter Fagan).
Contains a directory of principal people contacted, listed by
country. Those not mentioned above are: England: Wild Oats
Wholefoods (Mike & Loes Abrahams), British Arkady Co.
(Bill Pringle), Sunworld Inc. (David White), Health Foods
Manufacturers’ Association (Britain). Belgium: ASA, Le
Paradoxe (Dota Figuera). China Trading, Ralston Purina
(A.G. van der Horn), Premier Foods (Pauline Six Chan).
Italy: Cargill SpA (Claudio Rocchietta), Parmalat SpA (Dr.
Alberto Rota, Mr. Barilla), ASA (Sergio Monari). France:
Robert Bonneterre, Aux Rayons Verts. Germany: European
Federation of Health Products Manufacturers (Wolfgang
Reinsch, Bad Homburg). Hungary: Central Food Research
Inst. (Balint Czukor), Agrimpex (Potori Karoly). Denmark:
Danish Turnkey Dairies, Det Gronne Kokken. Netherlands:
Witte Wonder Products (Niko van Hagen), Manna (Hans den
Hoed), Albert Heijn Supermarkets, Dutch Seed Crushers &

Oil Processors Assoc. (Dr. C.J.M. Meershoek). Switzerland:
Sojalade (Verena Krieger), Soyana (Walter Daenzer).
Austria: Tom Brennan.
Bound in the back of the report are photocopies of
labels and promotional materials (graphics) from the
following companies: Witte Wonder, Société Soy (Cerny),
Cauldron Foods, Manna, Dansk Tofu (Sdr. Vinge Gl.
Mejeri, 8860 Ulstrup), Sojalade, Bonneterre, Mutter Erde,
Genossenschaftstofurei Engel (Dorfplatz, Ottenbach).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) that
mentions Parmalat in connection with soy.
Migros (p. 18-19) is Switzerland’s biggest supermarket
/ department store; it sells some whole wheat products.
Consumers oppose them for their size, but they attract
foreign customers. Natural foods people are very political;
they are opposed to Third World imports. Migros is expected
to start selling tofu soon. Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain,
Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.
957. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Brief history of Soyana and
Walter Daenzer (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 1983.
Report of Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. 82
p. See p. 19-20. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Based on an interview with Walter Daenzer.
Soyana is Switzerland’s largest tofu company. Soyana’s
factory and office are at two very different locations in
Zurich. Daenzer, who first became familiar with soy in New
York City, has been a vegetarian for 15 years. He first saw
soy as textured meats. The company began in 1980, when
they started to re-package and sell TVP in consumer-size
packets in Zurich. He did 1-3 demos/week that year. “De
Gustation” then published his first cookbook about soy
protein.
In Sept. 1981 he started to plan tofu production, then
on 1 Feb. 1982 he began to produce tofu, and now produces
about 6,000 lb/week (2,727 kg/week) of very firm tofu with
13% protein. Of this, it sells about 40 kg/month in bulk to the
University of Zurich. The company, which has 5 production
and 3 office employees, makes tofu 3 days/week and burgers
1 day/week. They use a Takai W30C system. Daenzer didn’t
want to use water-filled tubs for packing the tofu, so he uses
a Tiromat form-fill-seal vacuum packer that gives tofu a
2-week shelf life (dated), but could actually go to 3 weeks.
Soyana also makes several shelf-stable tofu spreads and
dips, packaged in tins, pasteurized, with a 6-month shelf
life. “Zurich has the most innovative, dynamic people in
Switzerland, I am told, with an international atmosphere;
there is a widespread interest in trying new foods.” Soyana
displays the Biona symbol (a “Y”) on its products in
recognition of having passed the inspection by the federation
of Swiss Reform Houses (about 400 shops). Biona is an
association of Reform House stores, “VRSD,” with 400
members, called in Swiss the Assoc. of Swiss Reform & Diet
Specialty Stores. It corresponds to West Germany’s Neuform
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which has 2,500 members. Only one-half of these shops
have refrigeration facilities. The Soyana brand is sold only
in Biona stores, whereas Soyana’s Sojaquelle brand is sold
elsewhere. The “Bioladen” stores are more like American
natural foods stores. There are 60 of these in Switzerland;
they are environmentally oriented, political, and wholistic.
Soyana’s director says that Migros, Switzerland’s
leading supermarket chain with about 2,000 stores and 7080% of Swiss food sales, is likely to sell tofu, but under its
own label and possibly manufactured in-house. Migros has
a bad reputation among food manufacturers, because Migros
often starts selling a company’s product, then if it becomes
successful they make their own product and drop the original
manufacturer. Co-op is the second largest Swiss food chain.
Meanwhile, Soyana is active presenting cooking classes
on tofu, has published two tofu cookbooks (each has sold
10,000 copies), and have a third at the printers, Tofu Kur
(actually it ended up being titled Schlank mit Tofu) in full
color, a weight-loss book with 127 low-calorie tofu recipes.
It should be out in Nov. 1983. Weight Watchers International
contributed 30 recipes to the book.
In April 1982 Daenzer tested Tetra Pak soymilk using
taste panels and got good reports. The milk was made using
his Takai system and flavored with honey. The Swiss Milk
Industry Assoc. protested, asking the Tetra Pak company to
stop working with Soyana, and they did. 95% of all Swiss
milk is in Tetra Pak cartons so if people see a soymilk in
such a carton they assume it is dairy milk. Address: Colrain,
Massachusetts.

reform ideas. Tofu is strong in Switzerland because of this
established health foods tradition and the country’s general
affluence. Sojalade works with local farmers to grow organic
(“biological”) soybeans, without herbicides. In 1982 some 2
tons of soybeans were produced biologically and another 4
tons by conventional means. Maple Arrow and Giesso (from
Germany) are the best suited varieties. Fiskeby gave low
yields.
Soyana sells its tofu throughout Switzerland, while
Marty Halsey services Geneva. Hans Opplinger in Cham is
not a company. An English guy, Jean Spearing, is starting a
shop named Tofurei Pfannenstiel in Maennedorf. In Bern,
the macrobiotic group, Infinity, will start making tempeh and
seitan mainly for use in their restaurant. [Note: This later
became Berner Tofurei.] In Thusis, someone makes 5 kg/
week of tofu. Susan Gerber is converting a dairy into a tofu
shop. [Note: It never was finished.] A friend of Verena’s,
Gauthier Loeffler, sells 200 tofu burgers one day a week in
the Zurich open market.
Letters from Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5 and Aug.
10. In 1989 this company’s name was changed from
Genossenschaftstofurei to Tofurei Genossenschaft Engel,
because the former name was not acceptable to Swiss
trade regulations. The present manager is Peter Martmer.
Mr. Hans Opplinger never owned a company making
soyfoods in Switzerland, but he is still a member of Tofurei
Genossenschaft Engel in Ottenbach. The company has never
sold soymilk (despite a listing in Soya Bluebook, 1984, p.
63). Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

958. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Brief history of Sojalade (Die
Genossenschaftstofurei) and Verena Krieger’s work with
soyfoods in Switzerland (Document part). In: R. Leviton.
1983. Report of Trip to Europe with American Soybean
Assoc. 82 p. See p. 17-19. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Based on talks with Verena Krieger. Sojalade
in Ottenbach was renamed Genossenschaftstofurei in 1982.
It is an 8-member cooperative that makes 400-500 kg/
week of tofu and services the Zurich-Lucerne market. The
company started in Aug. 1981 in a small laundry room
in Zurich then moved downstairs to a butcher shop with
a tile floor on the ground floor of a 300 year old home.
Elsewhere in the building is a co-op cafe. They use a BMI
Mini Mite disintegrator, double steam jacketed kettles, an
Erme Verpackungen vacuum packer (2 chamber, 1 lid), and a
ratchet press.
Zurich is the best and biggest market in Switzerland.
The country’s population is only 6 million. They even sell
some tofu by mail-order. Their tofu is sold in some dairy
stores (Molkerei/Laiterie), specialty produce stores, 10-12
Japanese or Chinese restaurants, 4 vegetarian restaurants,
and health food outlets. The Reform Houses are a chain of
500 outlets in Switzerland stemming, at least in spirit, from
the days of Dr. Bircher-Benner and his natural nutrition

959. Product Name: [Morga Soy Oil].
Manufacturer’s Name: Morga AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel,
Switzerland. Phone: 074 3 19 15.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Ingredients: Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 20. Morga soy oil has a picture of plain soybeans on the
label.
960. Product Name: [Tofu Ravioli].
Manufacturer’s Name: Pasticcio.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-8910 Affoltern, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Ingredients: Incl. frozen tofu.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 18. A friend of Verena Krieger’s makes about 10 kg/week
of tofu ravioli in Amfoltern [sic, Affoltern]. They use frozen
tofu. It is packaged fresh like pasta with a 5-day shelf life.
Letter from Verena Krieger of Switzerland. 1990. July 5.
This company has been out of business since about 1985.
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961. Product Name: [Soyana Tofu Spreads and Dips
(Curry, Carob, Sea Buckthorn/Sour-Cherry [Sanddorn/
Argousier], Sesame, and Nutritional Yeast)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 8039, Zurich,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Ingredients: Curry: Incl. tofu, pears, hazelnuts, raisins,
tamari, lemon juice, wheat flour, and salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 136 gm thin-walled aluminum
tins with peel off lids, pasteurized.
How Stored: 6-month shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 19, and Part II, p. 16. Soyana also makes several shelfstable tofu spreads and dips, packaged in tins, pasteurized,
with a 6-month shelf life. Done by an outside company.
The company has a new sesame-herb spread that tastes like
cheese–excellent. The carob with nuts is their best spread.
Sanddorn is a small red fruit like a small orange rich in
vitamin C.
Talk with Walter Dänzer. 1990. May 30. These products
are no longer on the market.
962. Product Name: [Soyana Soya Lunch {Firm Tofu
Marinated in Soy Sauce & Herbs}].
Foreign Name: Soyana Soya Lunch.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Postfach 8039, Zurich,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
Ingredients: Incl. tofu, soy sauce, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Vacuum packed.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 14 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 20.
Talk with Walter Dänzer. 1990. May 30. The product
called Soyana Soya Lunch in German was introduced in
about 1983.
963. Product Name: [Tofu, Spring Rolls (with Meat, or
Vegetables), Tofu Burger, Soya Cakes, Soy Sprouts].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Fruehlingsrollen (mit Fleisch oder
Gemuese), Tofu Burger, Sojakuchen, Soya Sprouts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Thieu’s Soja Spezialitaet.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kirchgartenweg 20, CH-4143
Dornach (near Basel), Switzerland. Phone: 06-172-8831.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983.
Report on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc.
p. 18. Thieu (or Tieu) The Van is a Vietnamese tofu maker
in Dornach near Basel. According to a newspaper report
dated 9 Sept. 1983 his was a “boat people” family that

came from Saigon in 1979. He makes Fruehlingsrollen
(“spring rolls” with meat or vegetables), tofu, tofu burgers,
Sojakuchen [Soya Cakes], and Soya sprouts. Soyfoods
Center Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb. 7. Thieu’s
Soja Spezialitate, Kirschgartenweg 20.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company cannot be located.
964. Product Name: [Tofu, Marinated Tofu, Tofu Ice
Cream, Tofu Burgers].
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Ebner.
Manufacturer’s Address: Obere Oedlitzerstr. 8A, A-2560
Berndorf, Austria. Phone: 026-723-507.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb. 7. Owner: Guenter
Ebner.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. This company started in Nov. 1983. It merged
with Erich Wallner’s company, Soyarei, in 1984 in a new
location in Baden, where the company is still located. Before
the merger the company made tofu, marinated tofu, soy ice
cream (a small amount), and tofu burgers.
965. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Pfannenstiel.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alte Landstrasse 276, CH-8708
Maennedorf, Switzerland. Phone: 01-920-5548.
Date of Introduction: 1983 November.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p.
17. Verena Krieger says that an English guy, Jean Spearing,
is starting a shop named Tofurei Pfannenstiel in Männedorf.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company now makes 160 kg/week of tofu including Herb
Tofu and Curry Tofu.
Talk with Walter Dänzer. 1990. May 30. The person who
started this company came to Soyana to learn how to make
tofu but he didn’t say that he wanted to start his own tofu
shop. Pfannenstiel is the name of a mountain near where he
opened. Walter does not know if he still makes tofu.
966. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1983. Schlank mit Tofu: 177
Schlankheitsrezepte. Die Tofu-Kur: gesund und lecker
[Slender with tofu: 177 weight-loss recipes. The tofu
cure: healthful and delicious]. Zurich, Switzerland: Verlag
Bewusstes Dasein. 249 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The 177 tofu diet recipes contain calorie counts.
With contributions by Dr. Hecht (Chief physician at the Vita
Sana Kurklinik, Lugano), Anita Zimmerman (Nutritional
advisor to the city of Zurich), Indu Tamborini (Soyana test
kitchen in Zurich), and Annelis Rickli (Test cook for Weight
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Watchers Organization in Geneva). Contains 42 WeightWatchers recipes.
Note: Richard Leviton noted during a visit with the
author in Nov. 1983 that this book was originally planned to
be titled Tofu Kur and was scheduled to be published in one
month.
Contents: 1. A book for becoming slim, healthy, and
happy. With a photo of Dänzer. 2. Facts about tofu. 3. “It
would be ideal to eat tofu 2-3 times a week.” 4. Organic
tofu in high-quality diet therapy. 5. Slender, fit, healthy, and
happy. 6. The “tofu treatment & cure.” 7. My favorite recipe
(four cooks). 8. The production of organic tofu in the Zurichbased firm of Soyana “The Secret of Perfection Flames.” 9.
127 diet recipes with tofu: Salads, soups, cutlets and steaks,
toasts and burgers, omelets and scrambled eggs, vegetables
stuffed with tofu, tofu with vegetables, tofu omelets,
gratins and quiches, tofu sauces and dips, tofu cocktails and
spreads, tofu dessert feasts (cremes, shakes, puddings, etc.;
Schlemmerei). 10. 42 Weight Watchers diet recipes with
tofu: Soup, pasta, burgers and snacks, sauces, main dishes,
desserts and sweets, breads. Address: Soyana, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland.
967. Product Name: [Organic Tofu, and Seitan].
Manufacturer’s Name: Berner Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Monbijoustr. 19, CH-3000
Bern, Switzerland. Later: Obere Bahnhofstrasse, CH-3714
Frutigen, Switzerland. Phone: 33-71-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Thomas
Andersen, founder of Thomas Tempeh. 1990. May 24. In
late 1986, after selling his company (Thomas Tempeh) in
Denmark, he went to Switzerland to help out at Berner
Tofurei, which was owned by Infinity, which was owned by
all the macrobiotic big shots in Switzerland. He would guess
that they had been in business for about 2 years. Their main
product was organic tofu, but they also made seitan. Thomas
worked there until 1987.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. Berner
Tofurei used to be named Restaurant Sesam. The company
is now located at Obere Banhofstrasse, CH-3714 Frutigen,
Switzerland. Phone: 33-71-3090. The owners are Roland and
Dassa Wickart. They make 400 kg/week of tofu and 100 kg/
week of tempeh.
968. Product Name: [Tempeh].
Manufacturer’s Name: Berner Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Monbijoustr. 19, CH-3000 Bern,
Switzerland. Phone: 33-71-3090.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Verena
Krieger. 1990. May 31. Berner Tofurei used to be named
Restaurant Sesam. The company is now located at Obere
Banhofstrasse, CH-3714 Frutigen, Switzerland. Phone: 33-

71-3090. The owners are R. and O. Wickart. They make 400
kg/week of tofu and 100 kg/week of tempeh.
969. EUVEPRO. 1983. Vegetable proteins survey of
legislation in European countries. Brussels, Belgium. 47 p.
30 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. EEC Countries: Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Ireland, United Kingdom. Other European
countries: Austria, Finland, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland. Summary of vegetable protein
legislation in European countries (chart).
About 3 pages (range 1-6) are devoted to the
legislation in each country. The United Kingdom (6 p.) has
the following typical contents: General. Meat products.
Cured meats. Spreadable products. Bread. Bakery and
confectionery products. Dietetic foods, baby foods. Fish
products (see also Spreadable products). Dairy products.
Pasta products. Soups and sauces. Novel protein foods
(“There is an ‘in principle’ agreement to nutritional
equivalence for vegetable protein foods which simulate
meat”). Address: 19, rue de l’Orme, B–1040 Brussels,
[Belgium].
970. Product Name: [Vita Drink {Soy Beverage} (Vanilla,
Chocolate, or Strawberry)].
Foreign Name: Vita Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Vanilla: Water, soybeans, maltodextrine,
saccharose, sunflower seed oil, mineral salts, vanilla aroma,
DL-methionine, vitamins (A, B-1, B-2, B-6, B-12, biotin, C,
E, folic acid, pantothenic acid, PP).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per carton: Protein 9.7 gm, lipids 7.25 gm (of
which 3.9 gm essential linolenic acid), 30 gm carbohydrates,
1.6 gm minerals.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Peter Speck.
1983. Letter from Peter Speck. 1988. March 11. “In 1983
we developed, in addition to the products for enteral tube
feeding, flavored drinks, called Vita Drink, with a very
similar composition. In 1987 this line was completed with a
protein-enriched product line: Biodelis Plus and Vita Drink
Plus.”
Labels sent by Peter Speck. 1988. All 3 flavors.
Chocolate is brown, red, and white. “Biologically high value/
complete diet and energy/recovery drink made from plants.
Sterilized (Uperisiert/Uperisee).”
Brochure in German sent by Peter Speck. 1988.
“Galactine Vita Drink.” 14 p. 21 cm.
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Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. Vita Drink is sold
in Switzerland. It is very similar to Biodelis, which is sold
only in France. The base and flavors are the same but the
vitamin and mineral content is slightly different to meet the
different regulations in each country.
971. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Osoja: La Maison du Tofu.
Renamed SPADE S.A., then Tofushop Centanin SA in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, chemin du Faubourg de
Cruseilles, CH-1227 Carouge (by Geneva), Switzerland.
Phone: 022/42 73 28.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1983, undated. 3.25
by 5.25 inches. Self adhesive. Soybean vine illustration
with orange sun. Green, blue, and orange on white. “Soja
biologique, biologische Sojabohnen. Riche en proteines
pauvre en calories, proteinreich kaloriearm. A conserver au
frais, Kuehl aufzubewahren.” No ingredients or weight are
given. Le Compas. 1986. March-April. p. 32.
Letter from Robert Gaillard. 1983. Aug. 4. “We have
started a tofu factory in Geneva.” Note: It is not clear which
company he is connected with.
Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987. April p. 4. “Switzerland:
SPADE S.A. which manufacture and sell Tofu and Soyourt,
is available for sale or majority participation. Minimum
investment: Swiss France 250,000. For more information
contact: SPADE S.A., Mr. A. [Albert] Kaeser, 11 rue du
Faubourg de Cruseilles, 1227 Carouge, Switzerland. Phone:
(4122) 42 73 18.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company, which is now named Tofushop Centanin and
owned by Renzo Centanin, makes 750 kg/week of tofu. They
are still at the address shown above.
972. Soyfoods company business cards. 1983. 1 p.
• Summary: 1. The Soy Shop (Atlanta, Georgia).
2. The Piñon Company (Costa Mesa, California).
3. The Simple Soyman (Milwaukee, Wisconsin)
4. Chico-San (Chico, California).
5. Brightsong Light Foods (Petaluma, California).
6. Soyvita Austria (Salzburg, Austria).
7. Aros Sojaprodukter (Orsundsbro, Sweden).
8. Ohio Miso (Monroeville, Ohio).
973. Soyfoods company business cards. 1983. 1 p.
• Summary: 1. Nature’s Inn (New York, New York).
2. Creative Soyfoods Inc. (River Falls, Wisconsin).
3. Spring Creek Soy Dairy (Spencer, West Virginia).
4. New England Soy Dairy Inc. (Greenfield,
Massachusetts).
5. Light Foods Inc. (St. Louis, Missouri).
6. Osoja–La Maison du Tofu (Carouge, Geneva,

Switzerland).
7. Cauldron Foods (Fishponds, Bristol, UK).
8. STS-Soya Technology Systems LTD. (Central, Hong
Kong).
974. Fruin, W. Mark. 1983. Kikkoman: Company, clan and
community. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press. xiv + 358 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [230 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A superb business history and No. 35 in the
series Harvard Studies on Business History. Contains 8
illustrations, 16 figures. and 30 tables. All Japanese names
are written, Japanese style, with the family name first,
followed by the given name.
Contents: Editor’s introduction, by Alfred D. Chandler,
Jr. Acknowledgments. Introduction (author’s. The company
began brewing shoyu in 1661 in the town of Noda, 90
minutes by modern train northwest of Tokyo. Phase I: 17th
century to 1887. Phase II: 1887 to 1917. Phase III: 1918 to
1946. Phase IV: Postwar democracy.
1. Factories in the fields: Rural-centered
industrialization, the origins of shoyu, Noda soy sauce (In
1661 Takanashi Hyozaemon XIX began brewing shoyu
in Noda), Mogi domination of the market, fermentation
technology (preparation of wheat for koji, preparation of
brine solution, culturing of the wheat and soybeans to make
koji, process of fermentation), extraction or pressing (At the
end of the Tokugawa period {1867} the standard wooden keg
held 9 shô, 4.33 gallons, which was said to be the amount of
shoyu consumed in one year), production and scheduling, the
dual employment system (organization of work, work rules,
1909 wage agreement, hierarchies of work {in front office
and factory}), industry and community, farms and factories
in 19th century Japan.
2. Clan and cartel in Meiji Japan: Clan and cartel in the
Meiji period, government-regulated markets, Noda brewers
assert themselves (registration and promotion of the brandname Kikkoman by Mogi Saheiji, in Japan, Amsterdam,
Austria and California), the Noda Shoyu Manufacturers’
Association (Noda Shôyu Jôzô Kumiai; a cartel formed
in 1887 to stabilize price, control supply, and guarantee
markets, cartel and costs, the challenge of Suzuki Tôsaburô
/ Tosaburo), research and development, distribution: the
railroad (opened in late April 1911), social change and the
cartel (the cost of charity, noneconomic motivation, from
philanthropy to paternalism), the transformation of shoyu
manufacture in the countryside.
3. From cartel to corporation and beyond (“A
corporation requires a nucleus for centralization and
coordination”): 1909 to 1918: period of preparation (“in
1914 three shoyu brewers from Choshi in Chiba prefecture
had formed the Choshi Shoyu Company.” The owners
were Hamaguchi Yoshiuemon, Fukai Yoshibei, and Tanaka
Genba) (remains of the cartel, the Noda Shoyu Company
{began operations on 1 Jan. 1918}), 1918 to 1927: the first
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decade–process of incorporation (Jinsen Shoyu was a brand
brewed in Inchon, Korea) (1918 to 1925: from committees
to functional departments {sales committee, research
committee}, 1925 to 1927: holding company reorganization),
the making of a rural zaibatsu (1925 on).
4. A loyal retainer’s farewell (translation of a small,
privately published eulogy for Mogi Shichirouemon VI, of
the Kashia clan, first president of the Noda Shoyu Co, written
in 1929): Shinshima’s views on Japanese management, the
master as seen by the apprentice (preface, introduction,
brief biography, the president’s principles and policies, the
president as businessman, the president’s everyday life, an
impressive personality, a man of unquestionable character,
ancestor worship, a model of love, on being what you are,
accepting fate, the president’s personality as revealed in a
game of go, people rather than things, the president and wine
{“A proverb says ‘a drinker resembles a cake of tofu: in the
beginning it’s square and has shape, but it ends up shapeless,
formless”}, life as a spiritual exercise, three great men of
Kashiwa, is Ito crazy?, called by God, everything is one),
editor’s postscript.
5. Prelude to turmoil: The murder (of Kimura Junichiro),
union activities up to the homicide, traditional wage labor
(problems associated with the employment system, “internal
contracting”), internal contracting and the Noda Shoyu
Company, from homicide to the 1923 strike, reorganization
of work design and structure (Jan. 1923).
6. The Noda Strikes: 1923 and 1927-28: Worker
discontent rises, the strike of 1923 (negotiation and
compromise, memoranda), the 1927-28 dispute (it lasted
218 days; work environment, transportation issues: prelude
to the strike, 1927-28: an overview), conclusion: Japanese
industrial relations at a crossroad.
7. Corporate maturation: The new paternalism
(membership in the new paternalism), paternalism and
patriotism, two features of the Japanese employment system,
the prewar employment system at the Noda Shoyu Company,
the end of an era, the limits of a family firm, a corporate
coming of age
8. Democratization and internationalization (In
1964 Noda Shoyu Co. was renamed Kikkoman Shoyu
Co., and in 1980 the name was changed again to
Kikkoman Corporation): The course of democratization,
democratization of the family (the individual replaced
the household / family as the locus of legal responsibility.
Zaibatsu were dismembered), unionization–within and
without the Noda factories (effect of unionization upon the
company), company and community after 1962, antitrust and
business strategy, background to marketing development),
the growth of internationalization (effect of exogenous
factors on Kikkoman, development of a new business
strategy), internationalization (in June 1957 Kikkoman
International Inc. was established), diversification (Manjo
brand, Yomohoharu brand, Del Monte brand, Disney brand,

Mann’s brand, Higeta brand {marketed but not made by
Kikkoman}, Ragu brand, Kikko brand, Monet brand).
Conclusion. Appendix A. Ie [stem family lineage] and the
shoyu industry. B. Scroll from Mogi Fusagoro with preface
by Mogi Keizaburo on the founding of a Noda Shoyu
brewery, 1872. C. Rules and Regulations of the Noda Shoyu
Brewers’ Association. D. Noda Shoyu Brewers’ Association
Income and Expenses, 1888-1918 (yen). E. Property held by
Mogi-Takanashi families joining Noda Shoyu Co. Inventory
taken November-December 1917. F. New wage and work
proposal, Noda Shoyu Company, 1919. Notes. Glossary.
This book was very favorably reviewed by Masaru
Udagawa in Business History Review. 1986. Spring. p. 16970.
Concerning the Kikkoman brand (p. 59): In 1838,
Mogi Saheji petitioned for and received registration for the
brand name Kikkoman by the central government of Japan.
Although this Mogi family has produced other shoyu brands,
Kikkoman was the pride of the family, its private label.
When written longhand in Japanese characters, the brand
is composed of three characters: ki, for “tortoise,” meaning
good luck and longevity in Chinese and Japanese folklore;
ko means “first-rate”; and man suggests “ten thousand”
or forever. Kikko also means octagon, so the brand name
is often written as an octagon with the character for “ten
thousand” or man written inside the octagon.
“In 1872 and 1873, shortly after the Meiji Restoration
of 1868, Mogi Saheiji entered Kikkoman in two world’s
fairs, the first held in Amsterdam and the second in Austria.
Kikkoman was awarded a letter of commendation for
excellence at the Austrian fair, and following this, Mogi
Saheiji redoubled his efforts to promote the brand. In 1877
Kikkoman received a second-place medal at the All-Japan
Industry Promotion Fair, and in 1879 it was registered in
California as a legally recognized brand name, a move that
predated the same legal protection in Japan by six years!”
Prof. Alfred D. Chandler, Jr. of the Harvard Business
School worked closely with Fruin as he was researching
and writing this book during nearly two years at Harvard.
His scholarship, wisdom, friendship, and encouragement
contributed greatly. Address: Prof. of History, California
State Univ., Hayward.
975. Huebscher-Liechti, Trudy. 1983. Soja Rezepte [Soya
recipes]. Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland: Morga. 36 p. Undated.
15 x 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a recipe booklet describing how to use
soy products produced by Morga. The inside front cover
shows and/or describes the following Morga products:
Sojamalt (candy bar), sojamalt (can), shoyu, Kleine gruene
Sojabohnen (zum Selbstkeimen; Small green soybeans for
sprouting), Soja Vollkorn (Pasta products), Vollsoja Flocken
(Whole soybean flakes), Soja 50 Mehl (Defatted soybean
meal, 50% protein), Gelbe Sojabohnen (Yellow soybeans),
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Soja-Oel (soy oil). Address: Switzerland.
976. Rasic, Jeremija Lj.; Kurmann, Joseph A. 1983.
Bifidobacteria and their role: Microbiological, nutritionalphysiological, medical and technological aspects and
bibliography. Basel, Boston, Stuttgart: Birkhaeuser Verlag.
295 p. Illust. 24 cm. Experientia Supplementum Vol. 39,
and Fermented Fresh Milk Products and Their Cultures #2.
[1225* ref]
• Summary: Probably the best and most comprehensive
work on this genus of bacteria, which are widely believed
to be beneficial to humans. This is the earliest known
book about bifidobacteria, the predominant intestinal
organisms of breast-fed infants and the major component
of the large intestinal flora of human beings. Bifidobacteria
were first isolated and described by the French researcher
Henry Tissier in the period 1899 to 1900. He named the
type species Bacillus bifidus and found them to be the
predominant organisms in the stools of breast-fed infants.
The history of study of this organism can be divided
into 2 periods: 1899-1957, and 1957 to the present. From
1923-1934 the bacterium was named Bacteriodes bifidus
in Bergey’s Manual (eds. 1-4), then from 1939-1957 it
was named Lactobacillus bifidus in the same book (eds.
5-7). Finally in the 8th edition of Bergey’s Manual (1974)
these organisms were designated as a separate genus,
Bifidobacterium, comprising 11 species. They are nonmotile and non-sporeforming rods. Their optimum growth
temperature is 36-38ºC. Scientific investigations during the
first period were concerned with: “the growth-promoting
factors for bifidobacteria; the occurrence of these organisms
in the human intestinal tract; their significance in the health
of infants; and the devising of culture media for the isolation
and maintenance of strains.” During the second period,
knowledge concerning bifidobacteria advanced rapidly. In
1957 Dehnert divided them into 5 groups. Growth promoting
factors were discovered.
Chapter 6, titled “Nutritive and health values of dairy
foods containing bifidobacteria” states that “Bifidobacteria
may play significant roles in the intestinal tract of infants.
They produce organic acids which inhibit the growth of
undesirable bacteria, and stimulate intestinal peristalsis.
Their consumption also influences the metabolism of the gut
bacteria, and some reports have indicated the possible value
of bifidobacteria in improving the nutrition of infants.
“This potentially beneficial role of bifidobacteria in
the intestinal tract of babies and children has led to their
suggested use as dietary adjuncts in combination with their
growth-promoting substances. Consequently cultured milk
products containing B. bifidum (L. bifidus) may improve the
nutritional and health values of the weaning diet.
“The use of B. bifidum together with L. acidophilus for
the treatment of the side-effects of antibiotic therapy has
shown beneficial results.

“Many reports have indicated the role of lactulose and/
or B. bifidum in the compensational detoxication of subjects
with chronic liver disease.” Fig. 6.3 (p. 89) compares
the protein composition of cow’s ilk, human milk, and
humanized breast milk substitute. Cow’s milk contains much
more casein than human milk, much less -lactalbumin, and
a significant amount of Beta-lactoglobulin of which none
is found in human milk. Human milk contains lysozyme
and lactoferrin, which are not found in cow's milk or
humanized breast milk substitute. Address: 1. Food Research
Inst., Rumenacka 103, Novi Sad, Belgrade, Yugoslavia;
2. Agricultural Inst., CH-1725 Grangeneuve-Fribourg,
Switzerland.
977. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Leaders of
the Soyfoods Movement in Europe (Document part). In:
Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 1983. Soyfoods Industry and Market:
Directory and Databook. 3rd ed. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods
Center. 121 p. See p. 109.
• Summary: The name, address, and phone number of
the following people are given: Wolfgang Furth-Kuby of
Sojaquelle, Peter Wiegand of Auenland Tofu, and Boo
Massobrio of Weg Der Natur in West Germany. Verena
Krieger and Walter Daenzer of Soyana in Switzerland. Sjon
Welters of Manna Natural Foods in the Netherlands. Ted
Nordquist and Tim Ohlund of Aros Sojaprodukter in Sweden.
Bernard Storup of Soy SARL and Alexander Nabben of
Europa Farm in France. Gilberto Bianchini of Community
Food in Italy. Kym Olsen in England. Pierre Gevaert of
Lima Foods in Belgium. Jane O’Brien in Ireland. Dr. Brian
J.B. Wood of the University of Strathclyde, Microbiology
Department, in Scotland. Lawrence Dreyer of Weg Der Natur
in Austria. As of July 1982 there are 609 European names
and addresses on the Soyfoods Center Mailing List. Address:
Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.
978. Sirtori, C.R.; Noseda, G.; Descovich, G.C. 1983.
Studies on the use of a soybean protein diet for the
management of human hyperlipoproteinemias. In: M.J.
Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. Animal and Vegetable
Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and Atherosclerosis. New
York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. See p. 135-48.
(Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 8).
Address: 1. Center E. Grossi Paoletti, Univ. of Milan, Milan,
Italy; 2. Beata Vergine Hospital, Mendrisio, Switzerland; 3.
Il Medical Clinic, Univ. of Bologna, Italy.
979. Soyana. 1983. Tofu, die Einladung ins Schlaraffenland
[Tofu, invitation to the land of plenty (Leaflet)]. Zurich,
Switzerland. 5 panels each side. Each panel: 19 x 5.5 cm.
Color. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contains 6 recipes: Greek tofu salad. Tofu
curry. Quiche. Filets. Chocolate cream cake. Whipped cream.
Invitation to tofu cooking class.
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Next to the Soyana logo is the simpler Biona logo.
Address: Postfach 8039, Zurich, Switzerland.
980. White, Joanna. 1983. Tofu: Une tradition millénaire, un
aliment d’avenir [Tofu: A thousand-year tradition, a food of
the future]. Vaud, Switzerland: Published by the author/Joya.
28 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: What is tofu. How to make your tofu.
Using tofu. Recipes. Bibliography. Address: JOYA, 1345 Le
Lieu, Vaud-Suisse.
981. Galactina, AG. 1983? Galactina. 3123 Belp,
Switzerland. 12 p. 24 x 24 cm. Undated.
• Summary: On page 6 we read: “Naga-Sonda is a fullybalanced, low-bulk, natural food concentrate for the
complete nourishment of adults and children.
“Naga-Sonda is produced from soya by a new process
and contains all the essential nutritional constituents such
as albumen, fats, carbohydrates, essential amino-acids,
vitamins, minerals and trace elements.
“Naga-Sonda is chiefly employed as an ideal, easily
digested complete nutrient for feeding by tube in:
“disorders of the swallowing process and oesophagus
“neuro and maxillary surgical operations
“progressive muscular distrophy
“refusal to eat (anorexia)
“loss of consciousness etc.
“Naga-Sonda is free from lactose, possesses ideal
osmolarity, and reduces cholesterine.
“Naga-Sonda is available either in powder form
[introduced in Oct. 1964], which is easily prepared simply
by adding water, or ready for use as a concentrated liquid

[introduced in 1981].”
A photo shows Naga-Sonda products and packages.
Address: Belp, Switzerland.
982. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fernost Markt Nippon Ya, Kondo
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Faulmanngasse 5, A-1040
Vienna, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from C. Martinez,
Secretary for American Soybean Assoc. in Brussels,
Belgium. 1984. Jan. 9. This is a tofu shop in Vienna.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb. 7.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990. May
28. He is not aware of this company.
983. Lucas Meyer GmbH & Co. 1984. Announcement of 3rd
International Colloquium on Lecithin (Leaflet). Hamburg,
West Germany. 3 panels each side. Feb. Each panel: 21 x 10
cm.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on glossy white paper.
This meeting will be held on 13-14 April 1984 in Vienna,
Austria, and sponsored by Lucas Meyer GmbH. Scientific
committee: H.K. Mangold, Chairman. F. Paltauf. G.B.
Ansell. D. Lekim.
Note: This leaflet was sent together with a letter from
Mrs. Ulrike Pfeiffer on Lucas Meyer letterhead. Address:
Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62-72, P.O. Box 280 246, D-2000
Hamburg 28, West Germany.
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984. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Naturkostladen.
Manufacturer’s Address: Deutschgasse 9, A-2700 Wiener
Neustadt, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb. 7. Owner: Isabella
Lorenz. Later Walter Kobald, a macrobiotic, worked there.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. This company is now the same as SoyVita. They
were never different. They only changed the name and the
structure of the company. This one is not making tofu now.
985. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Soymilk
industry and market: Worldwide and country-by-country
analysis. 2 vols. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. Vol.
1, 199 p. Vol. 2, 100 p. Feb. 28 cm. [165 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive overview, worldwide, with
extensive historical information. The first study of its type,
with many statistics, graphs, and tables. Volume 1 is the
market study, and Volume 2 is black-and-white copies of
soymilk labels and other graphics.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Directory of soymilk
manufacturers and related companies worldwide. 3.
Definitions and varieties of soymilk. 4. Overview of world
soymilk industry and market, and future outlook. 5. United
States soymilk industry and market. 6. Japan. 7. Korea.
8. China. 9. Taiwan. 10. Hong Kong. 11. Singapore and
Malaysia. 12. Southeast and South Asia: (13. Vietnam. 14.
Thailand. 15. Philippines. 16. Indonesia. 17. India. 18. Sri
Lanka). 19. Europe (Incl. Plamil Foods in England, Tetra Pak
Group in Sweden, Alfa-Laval and John Wilson in Sweden,
Danish Turnkey Dairies–DTD and Soya Technology Systems
(STS), Alpro / Vandemoortele in Belgium, Nestle, F. de
Selliers in Belgium, Dansk Soyakagefabrik in Denmark,
Lima Andiran in France, Galactina in Belp, Switzerland, and
Semper A.B. in Sweden).
20. Latin America. 21. Africa. 22. History of Vitasoy
in Hong Kong. 23. Two modern soymilk manufacturing
processes: Marusan and Alfa-Laval. 24. Etymology of the
word “soymilk” worldwide. 25. Analysis of ingredients in
49 popular Japanese soymilk products. 26. Bibliography.
27. About the Soyfoods Center. A table on p. 12 gives an
overview of world soymilk production in 1983 ranked in
descending order of annual per capita consumption. These
statistics do not include China (PRC) or soy-based infant
formulas, usually made from soy protein isolate. 1. Taiwan,
210 million liters, 11.1 liters / capita, growing at 30% per
year. 2. Hong Kong, 39.1 million liters, 7.5 liters / capita,
growing at 10% per year. 3. Singapore, 11.2 million liters,
4.7 liters / capita, growing at 15% per year. 4. South Korea,
67.0 million liters, 1.60 liters / capita, growing at 60% per
year. 5. Malaysia, 21.4 million liters, 1.53 liters / capita. 6.

Japan, 131.8 million liters, 1,10 liters / capita, growing at
101% per year. 7. Thailand, 50.0 million liters, 1.00 liters /
capita. 8. USA, 9.6 million liters, 0.04 liters / capita. Total
world production: 548.3 million liters.
Page 36 gives an overview of the U.S. market for soybased infant formulas and adult soymilk. Production of
soy-based infant formulas (on a ready to serve basis) in 1983
was as follows: Ross Laboratories made 14,720,000 gallons
of Isomil (i). Mead Johnson made 14,080,000 gallons of
Prosobee. Loma Linda made 2,240,000 gallons of Soyalac.
And Wyeth Labs made 960,000 gallons of Nursoy. Thus
32,000,000 gallons of soy-based infant formula were made in
the USA in 1983.
Also in 1983, consumption of soymilk by adults in
the USA was as follows: 1,743,000 gallons were made
by specialized soymilk manufacturers in the USA (Loma
Linda Soyagen 1,000,000 gallons; Worthington Soyamel
670,000 gallons, Miller’s Soy (private label) 73,000
gallons). 690,000 gallons were imported (328,000 gallons
of Vitasoy by Vitasoy USA, 254,000 gallons of Yeo’s by
YHS, 50,000 gallons of Edensoy by Eden Foods, 25,000
gallons of President by President, 25,000 gallons of Kibun
by Kibun, 8,000 gallons of To-Neu by San-J International).
250,000 gallons were made fresh by tofu companies (45,000
gallons by Mighty Soy, 41,000 gallons by Victor Foods
[Scarborough, Ontario, Canada], 39,000 gallons by Quong
Hop & Co., 35,000 gallons by Wy Ky, and 90,000 gallons by
others).
Yield. 1 ton of raw soybeans yields approximately 4,320
gallons of soymilk. Conversion: 3.785 liters = 1 gallon.
On page 56 is a table of “Large natural food distributors
in the US” with the dollar figure being estimated annual sales
in millions of dollars.”
1. Rainbow Distributing (Denver, Colorado) $13.
2. Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Texas) $12.
3. Eden Foods (Clinton, Michigan) $10.
4. Rock Island Foods (Ignacio, California) $10.
5. Westbrae Natural Foods (Emeryville, California) $9.
6. Pacific Rim (Seattle, Washington) $7.
7. Cornucopia Natural Foods (Coventry, Rhode Island)
$7.
Total estimated sales for the top 7 distributors: $68
million a year.
Note: This book was favorably reviewed by: (1) Andrew
C. Peng, Professor, Food Processing and Technology, Dep.
of Horticulture, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
in Food Technology Oct. 1984, p. 160. (2) Toyo Shinpo
(Soyfoods News, in Japanese). 1984. Aug. 1. Address:
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.
986. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyarei Wallner Ebner.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, Baden bei Wien
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(Vienna), Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1984 February.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1984. Feb. 7. This company
was formed by the merger of two smaller tofu companies:
(1) Soyarei–Erich Wallner Tofu in Trumau, and (2) Tofurei
Ebner in Berndorf. They make 150 kg/week of tofu and
1,000 okara burgers. By 1988 this company was named
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. Erich Wallner was a member of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl,
but he left the company in 1987. He is now working in his
former profession as a waiter.
987. Clinton, Nelda. 1984. History of work with Meals for
Millions (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center, March 18. 1 p. transcript.
• Summary: Together with her husband, Clifford Clinton,
and Ernest Chamberlain, Mr. Clinton went on the first
visit to Dr. Henry Borsook (pronounced bor-SOOK) at
Caltech (California Institute of Technology) in Pasadena.
When Clifford returned from World War II, he felt that the
cafeterias must do more to feed the hungry in Los Angeles.
He asked Dr. Borsook if there were any way to create a
nourishing meal for a nickel ($0.05). The first goal for such
a meal was in Los Angeles–later the world. Clifford told Dr.
Borsook the various specifications for such a food to make
it universally acceptable. Nelda thought Clifford was asking
too much–to meet all these requirements for just a nickel.
Dr. Borsook replied: “All my life I have wanted a
challenge like this.” So he accepted a cash grant. Caltech
gave him a little room that he could use for a kitchen–to
develop recipes and conduct experiments.
“He then hired Madame Soulange Berczeller. He knew
that oleomargarine presscake was loaded with nutrients;
animals thrived on it in mixed feeds and chickens produced
more eggs. Presscake could be used if it were made
palatable. Then Madame Berczeller came in with her French
background and introduced seasonings; so they ended up
with three forms or flavors of multipurpose food. One was
flavored with seasonings to taste like sage dressing for
turkey or fowl. One was completely unseasoned. The third
contained powdered milk for nursing mothers or infants.
Nelda only met Mme. Berczeller once–briefly at the kitchen.
She recalls her being European–maybe French or German or
even Austrian.
Dr. Borsook’s food was named “multi-purpose food”
right from the beginning.
Nelda does not know much about the United Rescue
Mission. It is a Christian organization founded in the 1940s
to help those who are homeless, hungry, addicted–basically
down on their luck. It gives comprehensive care to those
in crisis. Nelda remembers some kind of mission on Main
Street in Los Angeles.

Note: The United Rescue Mission (URM) in Los
Angeles was a place where homeless men could receive food
and a bed for a few nights. It is still active there. It does have
a religious focus, and it probably received Multi-Purpose
Food.
Clifford, the son of Christian missionaries in China, left
China when he was 12. China was not open to missionary
activity after the Communists came to power in 1949.
Early documents about Meals for Millions (MFM) are
in many places. Clifford’s sons would have many at the
cafeteria in Los Angeles–The Silver Spoon, 515 West 7th
St., Los Angeles, California 90014. They have many files
of documents there. Nelda’s son, Donald Clinton (213485-1814) will be leaving for Southeast Asia in a few days.
Nelda’s daughter, Jean Roeschlaub, will be there. Donald
has a complete file on the history of MFM. Also, the UCLA
research library as lots of files from Ernest Chamberlain,
who was the first major secretary. Edmond Clinton (213796-3618), another son in Pasadena, also has a great
knowledge of the early days; he was one of the founders and
a director for 20 years. He now works for Badle’s cafeteria in
Pasadena.
Nelda gave UCLA 7 cardboard boxes of clippings in
scrapbooks. Her husband, Clifford, also fought crooks and
corruption in the Los Angeles government.
In the early 1940s [outside the Midwest] the soybean
was largely unknown in the United States. Address: 4411
Los Feliz Blvd., Apt. 1001, Los Angeles, California 90027.
Phone: 213-663-3838.
988. Krieger, Verena. 1984. Die Tofu Kueche: Koestliches
aus Soja [Tofu cookery: Delicacies from soya]. Tanner
+ Staehelin Verlag, Waserstrasse 16, CH-8029, Zurich,
Switzerland. 171 p. Illust. No index. 18 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Resume. Why tofu? List of 120
recipes. Explanation of recipe terms. Meeting with tofu.
Into the tofu adventure. Tofu–a fresh product. Fresh plain
tofu for experts and epicures. Scrambled & stir-fried tofu to
add taste. Pressed tofu and tofu burgers. Fried tofu. Tofu in
hot-pots and casseroles. Tofu in baked dishes. Frozen and
dried-frozen tofu. Transforming tofu in a blender. Making
tofu yourself and how to use the okara. The raw material–
soybeans: From the Emperor’s table into the feed trough, the
treasure of East Asia’s art of long-life is a hope for our time,
soybean production in Europe, growing soybeans in your
own garden. Tofu as the cornerstone of an environmentally
sound and healthy diet. Natural ingredients from A to
Z. Basic recipes for cooking with whole grains. Making
soymilk from whole soybeans or soy flour. Tofu for special
diets.
Many full-page black-and-white photos show tofu
dishes. A small photo (p. 4) shows Verena Krieger. Note:
Leviton (1983, p. 18) gives the publication date as Dec.
1983, but Krieger (July 1990) says that is incorrect.
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989. Brenner, H.; Keller, E.R.; Soldati, A. 1984. Effects of
cool temperatures on the development of shoots, roots and
reproductive organs of soybean plants. Eurosoya No. 2. p.
24-28. April. [7 ref. Eng; eng; fre; spa]
• Summary: “The cold tolerance of soybean cultivars was
evaluated in growth chamber experiments. Treatments were
25/21ºC (day/night air temperature), 12/8ºC and a special
cold stress temperature of 10ºC. In the search for indicators
of cold tolerance in the youth stage we measured the shootroot dry weight ratio and the starch content of the leaves.
The total dry matter accumulation and the shoot-root dry
weight ratio proved to allow for the best quantification of
the response of the cultivars to the application of the cold
treatments during the youth stage. The starch content of
the leaves varied with cultivar but was of little use as an
indicator of cold tolerance.
“The importance of the root system for cold tolerance
during flowering was evaluated by using grafting techniques.
When flowering plants were exposed to a 14-day cold
stress at 12/8ºC the growth of the leaves and stems was
more impaired than that of the roots. The shoot dry matter
was always reduced by the cold stress irrespective of
the underlying root-stock. In the aftermath of the cold
stress however, we noticed a compensatory growth of the
vegetative plant parts. The magnitude of this compensatory
growth was distinctly affected by the genotype of the
underlying root-stock. No direct relation was found between
the root system and the grain yield of individual plants.”
Address: Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Crop
Science Dep., CH 8092, Zurich, Switzerland.
990. Product Name: [Tempeh Burgers].
Manufacturer’s Name: Paul Stuart Zacharowicz. Renamed
Vollwert und Wertvoll by June 1984. Later renamed
Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Named “Von Anfang an Natur,
Paul Stuart’s” by Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (handwritten) from
Paul Stuart. 1984. April 9. “I am in the process of expanding
my already existing tempeh workshop. We’re planning more
with soyfoods as well as a soy deli. Currently we supply kilo
and half kilo tempeh cakes as well as tempeh burgers. The
burgers are our best advertisement. Unfortunately they are
labor intensive and costly and not very lucrative.” He then
describes his production process in detail.
991. Product Name: [Herb Tofu: Spread with Herbs].
Foreign Name: Kraeuter-Tofu: Aufstrich mit Kraeutern.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.

Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Tofu, Reform margarine, salt, spices, seasonal
cooking herbs, yeast.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989.
Oct. Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5
by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant
against a white circular background. In the company’s Jan.
1989 catalog this product is called Tofu-Kräuteraufstrich, is
described as mild fresh spread for bread with fresh herbs,
and sells retail in 125 gm, or 1,000 gm weights.
992. Product Name: [Tofu & Vegetable Patty].
Foreign Name: Soja-Getreide-Laibchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans, millet, rolled oats (from controlled
cultivation), whole wheat flour, vegetables, herbal salt, herbs,
spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989.
Oct. Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 1.75
by 3.75 inches. Made purely from plants (rein pflanzlich),
of high quality. Without chemical preservatives, artificial
colorings or flavorings. Logo is a green soybean plant against
a white circular background. Note that ingredients are the
same as for the Tofu Burger.
Talk with woman at Austrian consulate. 1989. Nov. 6.
Laibchen is a uniquely Austrian term that means “patty.”
Most laibchen, called Faschiertes Laibchen, are made with
ground beef, ground pork, fried onions and parsley, 1 egg,
marjoram, thyme, salt and pepper. Add bread crumbs until
firm, shape into a patty, score the top in a crisscross pattern
with a knife, and pan-fry in oil on both sides. Potato laibchen
are also quite popular.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. These patties are made with tofu. At the time they
were introduced “tofu” was not a legitimate term to use in
ingredient listings.
993. Product Name: [Marinated Tofu: Pressed soy protein
in a seasoned marinade].
Foreign Name: Tofu Mariniert (gepresstes Sojaeiweiss in
pikanter Marinade).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans (from controlled cultivation), water,
tamari (natural soy sauce), herbs, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products.” Label,
received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white on
yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. For frying, baking, or
grilling in soups, sauces or sandwiches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background.
The term “aus kontrolliertem Anbau” (from controlled
cultivation) refers to a loosely defined type of organically
grown crop.
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is called
Tofu Mariniert, is precooked, and sells retail in 150 gm, or
1,000 gm, weights. Each piece weighs about 80 gm. It is also
sold to food processors in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and
200 kg weights.
994. Product Name: [Tofu: Pressed Soya Protein].
Foreign Name: Tofu: Gepresstes Sojaeiweiss.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1984 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans (from controlled cultivation), water,
nigari as a coagulant (Bittersalz als Gerinnungsmittel).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letters from Norbert
Brunthaler of Sojvita. 1988. Jan. 4 and Feb. 2. Brochure,
received 1989. Oct. 12. “Tofu aus der Sojarei.” The company
sells many fresh soy products, mostly made from tofu.
Label, received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white on
yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. For frying, baking, or
grilling in soups, sauces or sandwiches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background.
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is
called Tofu Natur, is made from organically grown soybeans
(With Erntedank certification from Purity Foods, Okemos,
Michigan), and sells retail in 250 gm, 500 gm, and 100 gm
weights. It is also sold to food processors in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60
kg, 100 kg, and 200 kg weights.
995. Soldati, A. 1984. Report 1982-83 of the “Working
Group for the Promotion of Soybeans in Northern Europe
and Canada.” Eurosoya No. 2. p. 55. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “According to the suggestion of the EUCARPIA
Section Oil and Protein Crops and the FAO–Network
on Soyabean the ‘Working Group for the Promotion of
Soybeans in Northern Europe and Canada’ began its work in
1981. During the first meeting which was held at Eschikon
near Zurich (Switzerland) the group discussed the general
topic of cold tolerance and determined a definite program for
future joint field work. A report of the meeting was published

in the Soybean Genetics Newsletter No 9 (1982), and in the
Report on the Consultation of the European Cooperative
Network on Soybean held in Seville, Spain, October 5-8,
1982.
“The Joint Field Trial: General agreement on the need
to evaluate the photoperiodic and temperature responses of
current varieties, lead to the design of a cooperative trial
across much of the cooler regions of Europe and Canada,
with a standard set of early cultivars, representative of the
cooler regions.
“The main objective of the Joint Field Trial is the
evaluation of growth and development of soybean plants
under different climatic conditions. For this reason, we have
also selected locations with good climatic conditions, which
are not in the northern part of Europe and Canada (Fig. 1).
“The group decided to work with 8 varieties and
chose both the early varieties Fiskeby V and Progres; the
well know early varieties Maple Presto, Maple Arrow
and McCall; the variety Gieso, known to show a different
reaction at the beginning of flowering; and the later ripening
varieties Argo and Evans.
“We were aware that the later ripening varieties do not
reach maturity in the cooler conditions, but for the evaluation
of adaptation, it is also important to know the limits for
growth and development.
“In 1982, 24 field trials were performed. With
collaboration of the breeders, it was possible to send seeds
to all participants during the month of March, 1982. All 24
trials were planted under normal conditions. Two trials could
not be harvested because of poor emergence and severe
hail damage. With two other trials, early fall frost killed the
plants before maturity. Therefore data is available from 20
trials.
“In 1983, 25 field trials were registered.
“Conclusions: The purpose of these joint field trials, is
to determine which climatic factors have the greatest impact
on the growth and development of soybeans in the northern
latitudes. This aim will be attained with the use of multiple
regression analysis. The results of these experiments will be
useful to the plant breeder when seeking a growth type best
fit to the climatic conditions.
“I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
participants of the Joint Field Trial for their efforts. Already
after one year, we have many results, and we are looking
ahead with optimism.” Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology (ETH), Crop Science Dep., CH-8307 EschikonLindau, Switzerland.
996. Speck, Peter. 1984. Making soymilk dietetic and
pharmaceutical products in Switzerland (Interview).
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center in
Lafayette, June 2. 1 p. transcript. [Eng]
• Summary: They have a soymilk plant with 1,000 liters/
hour capacity. It is located near Sursee but will soon be
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moved. They make about 40,000 liters a week of soymilk
from whole soybeans. They [as Naga Olten] started making
only dry product 11-12 years ago, but 2-3 years ago began
liquid Tetra Brik. This plant does not run full time. They are
now getting a new plant of the same capacity from AlfaLaval.
Ensure makes a product similar to theirs in the USA, but
it may not contain any soy.
They find that using sodium bicarbonate gives their
soymilk a more neutral and much more acceptable flavor.
Does anyone in Japan do this? How does Galactina use it?
Preblanch?
Alfa-Laval now uses direct steam (only?) for cooking
their soymilk.
PHAG is a big Swiss distributor to the Reformhauser.
Alpro sells various brands of soymilk in Europe. Alpro
is the only big soymilk maker, but their quality is poor. Their
carob and plain are not good at all. Alpro is not growing
well. It’s too hard to compete with milk in Europe.
Nago Olten started their soy business making soy for
tube feeding in 1969. Lindt and Sprungli bought Nago
Olten in the 1970s, then Galactina bought the company
from them in 1979. Initially they sold a dry product. In 1981
they introduced entero feeding in liquid Tetra Brik. In 1983
they introduced three flavors of Vita Drink with 20% solids
in 250 ml liquid Tetra Pak: vanilla, cocoa, and strawberry
(erdbeeren) sold to clinics and hospitals. They export this to
France as Bio-Delis. Major features of this product are free
of lactose (very important, especially after surgery, when
people temporarily lose their lactose tolerance) and free of
cholesterol. What is Bebe Nago? When introduced? Address:
Galactina, Switzerland.
997. Zacharowicz, Paul Stuart. 1984. Re: In search of Franz
Anton Brillmayer in Austria. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, June 22. 1 p. Typed, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: “Two weeks ago I visited the village of Platt in
search of Brillmayer. I was able to visit the house in which
he lived. Unfortunately there was no one home so I sent a
post card. A Mrs. Brillmayer wrote me a card and informed
me that her brother Franz Anton died in 1964, and that if I
wanted more information about soybeans to take a look in
Marchfeld, a wonderful farming area just outside of Vienna.
Mrs. Brillmayer didn’t offer any information about her
brother. Nonetheless, I intend to delve further.” Address:
Vollwert and Wertvoll, Paul Stuart Zacharowicz & Co. OHG,
Neustiftgasse 24, 1070 Vienna, Austria.
998. Product Name: [Natural Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Nature.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.

Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm or 1 kg, fresh,
unpasteurized in plastic tubs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983.
Report of soyfoods research and speaking trip to Europe
with American Soybean Assoc., Oct. 8–Nov. 15, 1983;
Advertisement. 1984. For Migros tofu and diced tofu with
cream. Full page. Shows a plate with a tofu recipe and a
fork. Also advertises an 88 page book of tofu recipes for
FR 4.80 from Migros, Case Postale 402, CH-8034, Zurich,
Switzerland; Conserves Estavayer S.A. 1987. This is a
10-page color introduction to the company, located on the
shores of Lac de Neuchatel. Founded in about 1955, they
sell 97,000 tonnes/year of processed foods, 82% of which
are dairy products and employ 560 people. Annual report
of the Federation of Migros Cooperatives Zurich, for 1986.
64 p. Published by FMC, Limmatsstrasse 152, 8031 Zurich,
Switzerland. Their turnover for the year was 3,165.8 million
Swiss francs, with net income of 40.0 million This is Migros’
61st year of operation. They have 12 regional cooperatives
with about 1.4 million members and comprise 15% of Swiss
retail trade. 36% of their sales are food and 33% non-food.
Note that Conserves Estavayer is a Migros company.
Letter from M. Jaccard and A. Dillier of Conserves
Estavayer. 1988. June 27. Label. 1988. 3 inches square. Self
adhesive. Black and green on yellow. Drawing of soybeans
and leaves. This is an ingenious, sophisticated label, unlike
any we have ever seen in the USA. Between the label surface
and its self-adhesive backing is a “built-in” recipe leaflet
with 3 color photos and 3 recipes (each in German, French,
and Italian) plus a brief description of the benefits of tofu. At
the lower edge of the label is a small drawing of scissors and
the words “open here.” This leaflet was still being used in
Aug. 1993.
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Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. Migros
now makes 4,650 kg/week of tofu. They are introducing
Silken Tofu.

“Tempeh is versatile food that is rich in protein and vitamin
B-12, which is good for frying (plain or in a breaded batter),
baking, or dicing. Keep refrigerated. Do not use raw.”

999. Jones, G.E.; Anderson, G.W. 1984. Research success in
field crops: The expansion of corn and soybean production
in Ontario. Highlights of Agricultural Research in Ontario
7(2):1-4. June. [Eng; fre]
• Summary: “There is no doubt that the technology which
dictated the rapid development of corn and soybean
production was chemical weed control. Corn was the
forerunner crop and the dominant discovery for it was
atrazine, developed by Geigy of Switzerland in 1954. This
chemical showed the way to broad spectrum weed control
including the destruction of perennial weeds, notably quack
grass. By 1958, this ‘miracle of chemistry’ had been joined
by a sister chemical, simazine, recommended in Ontario.”
Address: Dep. of Crop Science, Ontario Agricultural
College, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Cananda.

1002. Product Name: [Marinated and Baked Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu mariniert und gebacken.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Tofu in seasoned marinade.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: 87 calories/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
starting date of company, June 1984. Label. 1987. 2.5 by 3
inches. Dark green, light green, orange, and black on white.
“Ein Fertiggericht für Schnellimbisse. Tofu ist frei von
Cholesterin und enthält 4,3 g Fett, davon 3,5 g ungesättigte
Fettsäuren/100 g.”

1000. Product Name: [Soyanaise with Herbs (Soy
Mayonnaise)].
Foreign Name: Sojanaise mit Kraeutern.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Nigari tofu, 15% cold-pressed corn oil,
mustard, cornstarch, soy lecithin, vinegar, salt, and herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm glass jar.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 4 week shelf life.
Nutrition: 350 cal/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1984. 8.5 by 1.25
inches. Self adhesive. Dark green, light green and yellow on
white. Label. 1986. 9.25 by 1.25 inches. Green, gold, and
black on white. Letter from Norbert Brunthaler. 1988. Jan.
4. Gives date of introduction as starting date of company,
June 1984. The product is a remoulade made in a continuous
colloid mill, and filled into glass jars with a pneumatic filler.
1001. Product Name: [Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Sojabohnen, Edelpilzkultur.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 450 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: 157 calories/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
starting date of company, June 1984. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 3
inches. Dark green, light green, orange, and black on white.

1003. Product Name: [Tofu, Seitan].
Foreign Name: Tofu, Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Sojabohnen, Gerinnungsmittel (Nigari),
Wasser.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: 87 calories per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler 1983. May 11. “In our last letter we informed you
of our intention to start a soyfood company. We have set up
a company named SoyVita Austria (Herrengasse 30, A-5020
Salzburg, Austria. Phone: 0662 43 09 85). We produce tofu,
tempeh, and have also put up small amounts if miso. In the
future we’ll try to produce soysauce. For all of our products
we use Austrian soybeans, ecologically grown.
Letter from Norbert Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date
of introduction as starting date of company, June 1984. What
happened to SoyVita Austria that existed in May 1983? “We
also produce rice-wafers, seitan, gomashio [sesame salt],
and mochi.” Label. 1987. 2.5 by 3 inches. Dark green, light
green, orange, and black on white. “Gepressetes Sojaeiweiss.
Tofu ist eine naturliche, pflanzliche Eiweissquelle und
geeignet sich zum Kochen, Braten, Bachen oder für
Sussspeisen. Tofu ist frei von Cholesterin und enthaelt 4,3 g
Fett, davon 3,5 g ungesaettigte Fettsaeuren/100 g.”
Note: The small town of Lichtenwörth is located
southwest of Vienna in the district of Wiener Neustadt.
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1004. Product Name: [Tofu Burger].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1984 June.
Ingredients: Tofu, onions, spices (Gewuerze), salt.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
starting date of company, June 1984. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 1.5
inches. Self adhesive. Black typed letters on white.
1005. Stuart, Paul. 1984. Re: Searching deeper for
information on Franz Anton Brillmayer in Austria. Letter
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, July 12. 4 p.
Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: “Thanks for writing again.” Paul has not since
been able to contact Anton Wolf and thus has not been able
to learn much more about Mr. Brillmayer.
“The address of my current provisional business is:
Neustiftgasse 24 / MAG., 1070 Vienna.” He presently has
no telephone since he intends to move to an environmentally
healthier area. “If all goes well we will be able to produce
with much more professionalism in the fall. It has been a
very difficult road thus far with no letting up in sight.
“I intend to visit my family and existing tempeh & soy
products companies in the U.S. at this time. Perhaps you
could recommend some good contacts, preferably in the
northeastern U.S.
“Austria is overflowing with grains and legumes.
Unfortunately soybeans (Austrian) are short of impossible
to obtain... Presently I pay over 20 [Austrian] shillings for
Austrian soybeans. Peas cost a mere 5.
“Mrs. (Emile) Brillmayer lives under the address Nied.
Oes. [Nieder Oesterreich] 2051 Platt Nr. 14. She does not
have a telephone. Her brother died in 1964. She also reported
in her postcard that there are no soybeans grown in her
area. And that I should take a look in the Marchfeld area.
Marchfeld is sort of the Sacramento Valley of Austria. As
of yet I have not been able to make any connections in this
regard.
“The town, better said village Platt where Brillmayer
lived lies roughly 50 km. northwest of Vienna. Near
Hollabrunn. It is a quaint very old dorf [village] that has
remained pretty much untouched. When I was there I felt as
though I was 50 years earlier in time.
“Thanks much for the informative brief history of
soybeans in Austria. The article gives me much to go on.
With luck I will be able to find some info about at least some
of the scientists you listed.”
“After a visit to the Austrian National Library I can
happily say that I now have all of F.A. Brillmayer’s works
photocopied. Wunderpflanze “Soja” (1947), Die Kultur der

Soja in Oesterreich (1947), and Die Bedeutung der Soja fuer
die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs (1947), plus a couple of other
interesting works. All of these works are very interesting.
If you would like I could photocopy and forward these
for you providing you pay the cost of photocopying and
sending which would roughly be about 600 Sch [Austrian
schillings]–as I unfortunately don’t have access to a
photocopier other than the public ones which costs between
1-2 Sch a side. (600 Sch = about between 30-35 U.S.
dollars). Perhaps with luck I can get the works photocopied
less expensively. Let me know if you’re at all interested first.
Looking forward to hearing from you.”
Note: Paul used to write his surname as Zacharowicz.
Address: Neustiftgasse 24, 1070 Vienna, Austria.
1006. American Soybean Assoc. ed. 1984. First European
Soyfoods Workshop, Proceedings. Brussels, Belgium:
ASA. 129 p. Held Sept. 27-28 at Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Krasnapolski Hotel). No index. 30 cm. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contains 9 papers, mainly on soyfoods in
Europe. A directory includes company name, person’s
name, and address for the conference’s 105 participants.
Organizations represented include Caderas de Kerleau,
Aarhus Oliefabrik (Aarhus C, Denmark), Aixagri, AlfaLaval, Alfa-Laval Food (John Wilson), Alpro N.V. (Ph.
Vandemoortele, Ch. Daems), Alpura Koreco Ltd., Aros
Sojaprodukter (Ted Nordquist), BRT, Cargill (R. Sevink,
Amsterdam, Netherlands), Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Mr.
Marshall, Mr. Fagan), Centraalbureau Voor Schimmelstruct,
Centro Studi Proteini Vegetali, CETIOM ONIDOL
(Emmanuel Prudom, Toulouse, France), Chemex, Comite
Eetbaar Plantaardig Eiwit (Hague, Netherlands), Consumers’
Association, Condimenta, Cooperative Occitane, Danish
Turnkey Dairies Ltd., Delisana Natuurvoeding, Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Ernaehrung [2 different addresses], DEVAU-GE Gesundkostwerk (Dr. W. Lubosch), Dragon &
Phoenix Ltd. (Donald Lysen), E & R Chemicals, Edelsoja
GmbH (K.O. Tielker), E.M. Chajuss Ltd. [Daniel Chajuss],
Fa L.L. Frank (Missendorp de Bie), Fed. Nat. Syndicats
De Dietetique, F.I.M. Houterman, Food Industries, Food
Manufacture, F.M. Lin, Galactina Ltd. (P. Speck), Gebruder
Bauermeister, Gemint, Giulini Chemie, Goorden Import Cy,
Henselwerk GmbH (Rolf Berger), Heuschen (Mr. Heuschen,
Deurne, Netherlands), Itona Products Ltd. (Mr. and Mrs.
Hampson), Ivel, Keuringsdienst Voor Waren, Libelle, Lucas
Meyer (Axel Schulte), Masterfoods, Melkunie Holland,
Niticel B.V., ONIDOL (Guy Coudert), Paksoy TIC, Paul’s
Tofu (Paul Jones), PFW Nederland BV, Plumrose FDD,
Premier Foods, Purina Protein Europe (A.G. van der Horn
& Willy Naesens, Zaventem, Belgium), Royal Neth. Dairy
Federation, Ruitenberg N.V., Sanico N.V., S.G.A. Flavours,
SIO [Societe Industrielle des Oléagineux, Marie Gérard,
Nanterre, France], Sopad Nestlé (Mr. Rolland, France),
Sojadoc (A. Lacombe, P. Roger, Mr. Henras & Mr. Attié; St.
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Paul, 81140 Penne du Tarn, France), Sojaquelle (Wolfgang
Furth-Kuby), Solnuts B.V. (J. Liebregts), Soy (De Preneuf,
Cerny, France), Staley Intern[ational], Stern Chemie
(Volkmar Wyviol, Hamburg), UNCAA, Union Deutsche
Lebensmittelwerke [Hamburg], Univ. of Strathclyde
[Glasgow, Scotland], Vamo Mills (B. Cleenewerck, Ghent,
Belgium), Verstegen Specerijen, V.D.SP.V.B.A., Wenger
International (I. Ben Gera, Antwerp, Belgium).
Registered on Sept. 27. Naarden Intl., Protevit,
Wessanen, Mr. Karas & Mr. Drosihn [Soyastern–From
Germany, not Turkey].
A note in the Nov. 1984 issue of Soya Foods (ASA,
Europe) (p. 2) stated that the workshop was attended by 105
people from 14 countries, and was considered to have been
very successful.
Note 1. This is the earliest published document seen
(May 2015) concerning Sojadoc of France.
Note 2. E.M. Chajuss is the name of Daniel Chajuss’
father. He and his son founded Hayes Ashdod Ltd. “E.M.
Chajuss Ltd.” is a limited or incorporated company that
was jointly owned by Daniel and his father. Daniel Chajuss
attended this Soyfoods Workshop as a “delegate” of E.M.
Chajuss Ltd. company.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015)
that mentions Wessanen of the Netherlands. Address:
Brussels, Belgium.
1007. Bauer, F. 1984. Zur immunelektrophoretischen
Analyse von Fremdeiweiss in Fleischwaren. I.
Gegenstromelektrophorese von Milch-, Soja, ei-und Molkeneiweiss [Immunoelectrophoretical
analysis of non-meat proteins in meat products. I.
Counterimmunoelectrophoresis of milk, soya, egg, and
whey protein]. Chemie, Mikrobiologie, Technologie der
Lebensmittel 8(6):171-74. Oct. [18 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: Uses this time-saving and inexpensive
method to detect soya protein in meat. Address: Inst. fuer
Fleischhygiene, Fleischtechnologie und Lebensmittelkunde,
Veterinaermedizinische Universitaet, Vienna, Austria.
1008. Product Name: [Spicy Tofu Sandwich Spread].
Foreign Name: Tofu Crème Sandwich à la Provençale.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1984 October.
Ingredients: Tofu, water, vegetable oil, yeast, shallots,
vegetable extracts, seasonings, herbs, casein (milk protein),
sea salt, binding agents.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 190 gm tube.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 9 gm, fat 25 gm,
carbohydrate 6 gm, 287 calories.

New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck
of Galactina. 1988. March 11. “Migros is still on the market
with natural tofu, a flavored tofu, tofu spreads, and canned
tofu with gravy. Their tofu products are made by Conserves
Estavayer. You could probably contact Mr. A. Dillier
there.” Letter from M. Jaccard and A. Dillier of Conserves
Estavayer. 1988. June 27. Label. 1988. 7 by 5 inches foil
tube resembling a toothpaste tube. Beige/yellow, brown,
green, pea green and black on white. Drawing of soybeans
and leaves. “New! Ideal for Canapés, hors d’oeuvres
(Vorspeisen, antipasti), etc.”
1009. Product Name: [Tofu Snack with Spices, and Diced
Tofu with Cream].
Foreign Name: Tofu Snack, Tofu Emince.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1984 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Snack in 195 gm can and Dice
in 420 gm can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from M. Jaccard and
A. Dillier of Conserves Estavayer. 1988. June 27. These two
products were launched in 1984 (Oct. 26) and discontinued
in 1986.
1010. Product Name: [Tofu Bolognaise (with Tomatoes)].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Bolognaise / Tofu alla Bolognese.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1984 October.
Ingredients: Water, tomato puree, tofu, onions, carrots,
seasonings, aromas, starch.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 195 gm can. Retails for FR
1.70.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 5 gm, fat 6 gm,
carbohydrate 6 gm, 1.1 gm salt, 100 calories.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from M. Jaccard
and A. Dillier of Conserves Estavayer. 1988. June 27. This
product was launched on 26 Oct. 1984 and discontinued in
1988. Label. 1988. 9.5 by 2 inches paper. Black, pea green
and orange on brown. Photo of the product atop a dish of
spaghetti.
1011. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Europe’s largest tofu
manufacturers in 1983-84 (Overview). Oct. Soyfoods Center
Survey. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The following are ranked in descending order of
the amount of tofu produced.
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Heuschen Products, Netherlands. Started 1964, 12,000
kg/week of tofu.
Vanka-Kawat, Netherlands. Started 1958, 10,500 kg/
week.
Dragon & Phoenix, England. Started 1966, 10,000 kg/
week.
Soyana, Switzerland. Started 1982, 6,000 kg/week.
Paul’s Tofu, England (2 plants). Started 1981(?), 3,000
kg/week.
Société Soy, France. Started 1982, 2,500 kg/week.
Witte Wonder, Netherlands. Started 1981, 2,400 kg/
week.
Soyastern, West Germany. Started 1982, 2,000 kg/week.
Jonathan, Belgium. Started 1981(?), 2,000 kg/week(?).
Lima Foods, Belgium. Started 1982(?), 2,000 kg/
week(?).
Cauldron Foods, England. Started 1981, 1,500 kg/week.
Manna, Netherlands. Started 1978, 1,300 kg/week.
Klaus Steinberg Tofu, West Germany. Started 1984,
1,300 kg/week.
Yamato Tofuhaus, West Germany. Started 1983, 800 kg/
week.
Aros Sojaprodukter, Sweden. Started 1981, 800 kg/
week.
Total 58,100 kg/week or 29,000,000 kg/year (50 weeks/
year).
1012. Product Name: [Galactina Tofu].
Foreign Name: Galactina Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1984 November.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p.
20. “Galactina is a large Swiss specialty food company that
makes baby food, dietetique foods, etc. and is already using
soybeans. Verena Krieger has asked them to expand their
soymilk line.”
Talk with Peter Speck. 1983. In Nov. 1984 Galactina,
a Swiss manufacturer of soymilk since 1969, started
test marketing tofu in Swiss supermarkets. The tofu is
pasteurized for a 6-week shelf life and an attractive recipe
booklet is attached to each packet. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p.
101.
1013. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Early tofu manufacturers
in Europe, listed chronologically by country (Overview).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: All of the following started making tofu before
1985. Countries with the earliest tofu manufacturing are
listed first. The month production started, when known, is
given after a slash following the year. Thus 1911/06 is June
1911.

France: Usine de la Caséo-Sojaine (run by Li Yu-ying)
1911/06, Two or three tofu shops in and around Paris,
including 1-2 at Colombes 1964/03. Alimentation Japonais
Osaka 1972, Le Bol en Bois 1975/12, La Rousselie 1978/02,
Institut Tenryu 1981/01, SOY (Société Soy) 1982/06, Les
Sept Marches 1982/09, Sojatour Tofu Shop 1982/09, Ets.
Co-Lu 1983/06, Lagadec Tofu 1983/06, Soja d’Oc 1983/10,
Nyingma Dzong 1983/11, Tofu Kuehn 1983?, Sojagral Ouest
1984/12.
Netherlands: Vanka-Kawat 1958, FA. L.I. Frank: Frank
Soya 1959?, Heuschen B.V. 1964, Firma Post & Teekman
1965, Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam (renamed
Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982) 1977/09, Hwergelmir:
Foundation for a Natural Life 1979/07, Firma Ergepe
1981/01, Stichting Oost West Centrum 1981/01, Michel
Horemaus Tofu 1981/01, Witte Wonder Products 1981/04,
De Morgenstond 1981/12, Soy-Lin or F.M. Lin 1982/09.
Jakso: Center for Agriculture & Craftsmanship (later called
Yakso) 1983/06, Vuurdoop 1983/07.
England, UK: Dragon & Phoenix Co. 1966, Wong
Chung 1975 or before, Lung Kee 1975 or before, Full of
Beans Wholefoods 1978/08, Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh 1981/01,
Yu’s Tofu Shop 1981/01, Cauldron Foods Ltd. 1981/09, The
Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. 1981/12, Bean Machine (Wales) 1982,
Hong Kong Supermarket 1982/09, Stewart Batchelder Tofu
1983/06.
Belgium: Etablissements Takanami (Takanami Tofu
Shop) 1976, Jonathan P.V.B.A. 1977/01, De Brandnetel
1979/07, Unimave Tofu 1980, Aversano Tofu Shop 1981/01,
Alternatur 1981/01, Seven Arrows Tofu 1982/04, 1983/10,
Vajra 1983/11.
Switzerland: La Moisson 1978, Le Grain d’Or
1981/01, Genossenschaft Sojalade (later renamed
Genossenschaftstofurei) 1981/09, Soyana 1982/02, Soy
Joy 1982/04, Restaurant Sesam 1982/04, Opplinger Tofu
1982/09, Natural Products Promo Carouge 1982/09, Joya
1982/09, Centre Macrobiotique de Lausanne 1982, Osoja:
La Maison du Tofu (later renamed Tofushop Centanin SA)
1983, Tofurei Pfannenstiel 1983/11, Thieu’s Soja Spezialitaet
1983/11, Conserves Estavayer S.A. (Sold at Migros
Supermarkets) 1984/06, Galactina Ltd. 1984/11, Berner
Tofurei 1984?
Italy: Roland A. di Centa 1978, Gilberto Bianchini
of Centro Macrobiotico ed Alimentazione Organica
(Community Food). Renamed Centro Macrobiotico Tofu
1978/11, Ohnichi Intl. Foods Co. Lotizzazione Industries
1982/09, Circolo L’Aratro 1982/09, C.D.S. Pianetta Terra
Soc. Coop. A.R.L. 1982/12, Aldo Fortis Tofu 1983/06,
Fondazione Est-Ouest 1983/06.
Germany: Svadesha Pflanzen-Feinkost 1979,
Alexander’s Tofu Shop [Nabben] 1981/01, Biogarten
1981/01, Auenland Tofu & Soja Produkte 1982/03, Tofuhaus
Belsen (renamed Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte in Jan.
1984) 1982/07, Thomas Karas und Ingeborg Taschen
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(associated with Bittersuess; renamed Soyastern Naturkost
GmbH in Dec. 1985) 1982/11, Albert Hess Tofuhaus
Rittersheim (Later in Tiefenthal) 1983/07, Tofukost-Werk
TKW GmbH 1984/05, Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur
1984/08, Sojatopf (renamed Soto in April 1989) 1984/09.
Austria: Weg Der Natur 1980/05, Tofurei Wels (renamed
Schoen Tofurei in 1987) 1982, SoyVita Austria 1983/05,
Taiwan Restaurant 1983/06, Walter Brunnader Tofu 1983/06,
Soyarei–Erich Wallner Tofu 1983/06, Tofurei Ebner 1983/11,
Soyarei Wallner Ebner 1984/02, Fernkost Markt Nippon Ya
Kondo GmbH 1984/02, Naturkostladen 1984/02, Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl 1984/04, Sojvita Produktions GmbH 1984/06.
Sweden: Aros Sojaprodukter 1981/02.
Denmark: Tofu Denmark (Soy Joy?) 1982/03, Dansk
Tofu 1983/06.
Portugal: Unimave Tofu 1980, Shogun Produtos
Aliment. 1982/09, Jose Parracho Tofu 1982/09, Próvida Lda.
1984.
Spain: Zuaitzo 1984/03.
1014. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1984
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. A highly influential 10-year, $150 million
study released by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute in Washington, D.C. proves for the first time a direct
relationship between high blood cholesterol and the risk of
heart attack, the nation’s number one killer.
Jan. Legume, Inc. launches an all-natural line of
cholesterol-free low-calorie Italian and international gourmet
tofu-based frozen entrees in stylish full-color packages:
Tofu Tetrazzini, Cannelloni Florentine, Vegetable Lasagna,
Tofu Bourguignon, Sesame Ginger Stir-fry, Stuffed Shells
Provencale, Tofu Manicotti, and Tofu Lasagna. Jan. Eden
Foods becomes the sole import agent for Muso Shokuhin in
the United States.
Feb. 25. Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide and
Country-By-Country Analysis, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi
published by Soyfoods Center. 177 pages, 640 references.
$350.
Feb. Marusan-Ai, Japan’s second largest soymilk
maker and one of the five largest miso makers, starts to
market tempeh. They publish a 27-page tempeh booklet and
by May are producing 30 tonnes (66,000 lb.) of tempeh a
month, making them the largest tempeh manufacturer in the
world. During 1984 at least five Japanese food companies
are making tempeh, leading to a mini-boom of this soyfood
which was first sold commercially in Japan in 1983.
March 2. Based on responses to his Oct. 1983 survey,
Tom Timmins drafts preliminary 3-page tofu standards
(2 pages of which are microbiological standards) that he
circulates to the Soyfoods Standards Committee, inviting
comments. On March 6 Wm. Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center

expands these, keys them into the Center’s word processor,
and returns them to Timmins.
March 2. Problems start between Eden Foods and the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). FDA sends
Eden a strongly worded letter citing eleven claims in Eden’s
brochures that the agency considers erroneous, including
the company’s apparent endorsement of Edensoy as an
infant formula. FDA asks Eden to recall the brochure in
which Edensoy is promoted as “Good for Babies.” An infant
became ill due to copper deficiency on an Edensoy diet.
March 8. Soyfoods Association of America members
have 12 pages of impressive color advertisements and
information about soyfoods and the Association in Natural
Foods Merchandiser, in preparation for the NFM Anaheim
Natural Foods Expo in March. Full-page color ads by
Legume, Erewhon shoyu, Vitasoy, San-J, Tofutti, Edensoy,
and Pure & Simple soy sauce.
March 11-13. At the Natural Foods Expo at Anaheim,
the Soyfoods Association organizes the first Soyfoods
Pavilion, a 16-booth cluster of soyfoods companies and
products, which is the hit of the Expo and a show of strength
for the industry. Lots of delicious free food draws throngs
from the 9,000 Expo attendees.
March 11. At Anaheim, Vitasoy launches its first
designed-for-America soymilk, in natural, coconut, and
chocolate flavors, each sweetened with maple syrup, and
imported from Hong Kong. Many subsequent eye-catching,
health-oriented full-page color ads are run in national health
magazines.
March. American Soybean Association’s Belgium Office
publishes the first issue of Soya Foods, a 6-page newsletter
edited by Michael Martin, Protein Market Development
Manager. It will be issued three times a year in English,
French, Dutch, and Italian. This is a completely new
direction for ASA in the Western world... but it doesn’t last
long.
March 29. First draft of the Tofu Standards, 15 pages
double spaced, is compiled by Shurtleff. Timmins allocates
$2,000 to retain two Washington, DC, attorneys who are
specialists in foods and regulations to assist the committee
in developing professional standards. The draft is circulated
to 38 people who are asked to respond to a poll on 14 key
issues.
March 29. The term “second generation” products is
first applied to soyfoods by Wm. Shurtleff in the new tofu
standards. A computer-related term indicating one step more
advanced, it quickly replaces the term “secondary,” which
has a slightly negative connotation.
April 7. Soyfoods Industry and Market: Directory and
Databook 1984 (4th ed.) by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published
by Soyfoods Center. 215 pages, $95.
April 13. Richard Leviton resigns as co-director of
Soyfoods magazine and decides to discontinue his active
involvement in the U.S. soyfoods movement. He plans to go
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to England to write a novel about King Arthur; he leaves in
late April.
April 20. Tofu, Tempeh, & Other Soy Delights, by
Camille Cusumano published by Rodale Press. It is widely
and positively reviewed by national media.
April 27. The term “soymilk” is legalized for use in
Canada, after a lengthy and expensive court battle by Victor
Food Products. The court ruled that this is the “common and
ordinary term” for the product, used since about 1918 in
scientific articles and commerce. Thus it cannot be squelched
by dairy interests.
April. New England Soy Dairy, America’s largest
Caucasian-run tofu manufacturer, changes its name to
Tomsun Foods, Inc.
May. Nutritional Cooking with Tofu by Christine Liu
published by Graphique Publishing in Michigan.
May. American Natural Foods (formed in Jan. 1984
by John Troy, creator of miso-containing Hot Stuff) has a
private stock offering that raises $150,000. In October ANF
debuts a line mainstream American sauces and seasonings,
each featuring miso, that are delicious and beautifully
marketed.
May. Die Tofu Kueche (The Tofu Kitchen), by Verena
Krieger, Swiss soyfoods pioneer, published by Tanner +
Staehelin Verlag in Zurich. 171 pages with many photos.
June 7. “Tofu” by Barbara Hansen and “Tofu:
Americanization of a Soy Food” by Karen Gillingham
published in the Los Angeles Times.
June. Landstrom Distributing Co. of San Francisco,
files for Chapter XI bankruptcy. Keene Distributors of
Texas, and Collegedale of Tennessee, both profitable, wellrun companies, are also pulled under, innocent victims of
the Landstrom collapse. All three units were owned by
Nutritional Foods, Inc. and all were major natural / health
foods distributors. These bankruptcies seriously hurt the
natural foods industry as well as many individual companies;
sales and confidence plummeted nationwide. In late 1984
Fillmore Foods purchased Landstrom, and Balanced Foods
purchased Collegedale and Keene.
June. Migros, Switzerland’s largest supermarket chain,
launches Tofu Nature, its own brand of tofu, made at
Conserves Estavayer S.A., with widespread publicity and
excellent product information on both tofu and soybeans. It
is sold in the same section as dairy products and eggs. The
launch is considered a great success; supply is not able to
catch up with demand until late December.
June. The Book of Soybeans, by Tokuji Watanabe and
Asako Kishi published by Japan Publications. 191 p.
July. Kikkoman completes its second major shoyu
(Japanese-style soy sauce) plant outside Japan, in Singapore.
The 18,000 square meter factory, with a capacity of 3,000
kl (792,500 gallons) a year and 40 employees, costs $14
million. It will make shoyu and teriyaki sauce. Official
opening ceremony was Nov. 21.

July. The requirement in effect since 1965 that isolated
soy protein used as an ingredient in meat and poultry
products must contain titanium dioxide as a tracer, is
removed from federal meat and poultry products inspection
regulations, following a petition by ADM, Grain Processing
Corp., and Ralston Purina.
July 9. “Its Trendy, Tasty and Tofutti” (2/3 page) by
J.D. Reed published in Time magazine (U.S. circulation 4.3
million). Probably the biggest media coverage for tofu in
U.S. history. Tofutti hits the big time!
July 17. History of Tempeh, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi
published by Soyfoods Center. 102 pages, including 375
references. Continued.
1015. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1984
(Continued–Part II) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued: July 26. At the NNFA (National
Nutritional Foods Association) show in Atlanta, Georgia,
Great Eastern Sun rolls out Ah Soy, its new line of soymilk
imported from Saniku Foods in Japan, in vanilla, chocolate,
and plain flavors, in foil retort pouches. After the show, the
Soyfoods Association board meets. Steve Snyder replaces
Michael Austin as director of SAA. The next day, SAA
directors Snyder, Burke, and Barat travel to St. Louis to
meet with the staff of the American Soybean Association
to discuss possible areas of mutual interest. ASA appears
friendly and open minded, and offers to discuss specific
future joint projects. A potential line of communication is
opened.
July 30. People magazine (circulation 2.8 million)
article on Tofutti titled (ineptly) “A Happy Zealot Turns Curd
(Yuck!) into a Creamy Treat.”
July. “The Soyfoods Industry: Growing Like a
Beanstalk” by B. Bialick published in Whole Life Times.
Aug. 9. Soyfoods magazine No. 10 (color cover)
published by Doug Fiske. 7,000 copies printed at a cost
of $11,200. Magazine’s focus has been changed from
production to marketing of soyfoods. This is the last issue of
this pioneering magazine.
Aug. 12-17. World Soybean Research Conference III
held at Iowa State University. Heavy emphasis on soybean
production and agronomy; relatively little new material on
soyfoods. Soyfoods movement is not represented.
Aug. 20. Ralston Purina introduces Checkerboard Farms
TenderLean, America’s first branded ground beef product
consisting of 75% ground lean beef and 25% textured soy
protein isolate. Some meat journals are harshly critical and
many meat departments refuse to carry it. Ralston withdraws
the product.
Aug. 24. Westbrae Natural launches WestSoy Natural,
a plain soymilk similar to Ah Soy but lower in price and
made with organic ingredients. Imported in a foil pouch from
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Saniku Foods in Japan, it is the company’s first soymilk.
Aug. 31. San-J International Inc. announces that it will
construct a soy sauce plant (44,000 square foot, $5 million)
in Virginia on a 27-acre site just north of Colonial Heights.
Sept. Chico-san, Inc. introduces unpasteurized miso in a
revolutionary “Pressure Release Package,” a plastic bag with
a one-way valve that allows the escape of the carbon dioxide
produced naturally during fermentation.
Sept. 9-14. Gloria Vanderbilt announces that she, in
conjunction with Dolly Madison and Frusen Gladje, will
launch a tofu ice cream.
Sept. 27-28. First European Soyfoods Workshop
held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, at the Grand Hotel
Krasnapolski, organized by the American Soybean
Association’s Belgium office. ASA reports attendance
as 105 people from 14 countries, but participants report
a maximum of 50 participants. Talks on tofu, soymilk,
tempeh, distribution, and microbiological standards, all later
published in the Proceedings. There is a large Expo with
soymilk equipment from Alfa-Laval and Soya Technology
Systems prominently featured. A very successful event, and
another ASA first!
Oct. The Tofu Gourmet by Linda Barber and Junko
Lampert published by Kodansha in Menlo Park, CA. 129 p.
Many color photos.
Oct. 15. “Here Tofutti, There Tofutti,” a full-page, very
positive article with 2 color photos published in Newsweek
magazine (circulation 3 million).
Oct. 23. The joint managing directors of the
International Food Information Service, owners of Food
Science and Technology Abstracts (FSTA, the world’s
largest, oldest, and most widely used food-related
computerized database) visit William Shurtleff at The
Soyfoods Center to discuss putting the 6,500 bibliographic
records in The Soyfoods Center Library into FSTA, thus
making this information available worldwide. Both parties
are very interested in the project but technical problems
remain to be solved.
Oct. Westbrae Natural Foods launches Malted’s, billed
as “thick and rich non-dairy soy delights.” Marketed like
a milkshake and imported from Japan in a foil pouch, they
come in three flavors: vanilla, carob, and cocoa-mint.
Oct. Three member team from PLENTY Canada
spends one month in Sri Lanka, funded by the Canadian
International Development Agency, studying the country’s
soyfoods program. They learn, teach, and introduce tofu ice
cream.
Nov. 13. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company,
America’s oldest existing soybean crusher, announces that its
soybean crushing operations are for sale.
Nov. 20. Tofu Time’s first Tofutti Shop opens in uptown
Manhattan, New York. A fast-food retail outlet with a slick,
red-and-white plastic, almost gaudy, decor.
Nov. 16. Chico-san Inc. is purchased by H.J. Heinz Co.,

largely for its rice cake business.
Nov. 21. After years of searching, William Shurtleff,
with help from Nancy Florida in Java, discovers an 1815
reference to tempeh in the Serat Centini, from the Court in
Solo, Java. This pushes the earliest reference to tempeh back
60 years and has it originating in Indonesian rather than in
Dutch culture.
Nov. 30. America’s first Tofu Standards are issued by the
Soyfoods Association’s Tofu Standards Committee, in part to
help stem the rising tide of products bearing the name “tofu”
that contain little or no tofu.
Nov. Galactina, a Swiss manufacturer of soymilks since
1969 (they make Vita Drink / Enteroform, a soymilk sold to
in vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry flavors to the dietetic
and pharmaceutical markets for tube feeding), starts test
marketing tofu in Swiss supermarkets. An attractive recipe
booklet is attached to each packet, which is pasteurized for a
6-week shelf life.
Dec. Excellent, 19-page cover story on “Soymilk and
Soyfoods,” published in the prestigious Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984 is the Society’s 75th
anniversary.
Dec. Ralston Purina, in its 1984 annual report, notes:
“The Company has entered into preliminary agreement with
Cargill, Inc., to sell six of the Company’s seven soybean
[crushing] plants.” It also reported strong, steady growth in
sales of soy protein products, from about $98 million in 1980
to $152 million in 1984, for an 11.5% compound annual
growth rate (but only 4.5% after adjusting for inflation).
Dec. Gloria Vanderbilt’s Glace, a soy-based nondairy
ice cream, starts being test marketed in Los Angeles, in nine
flavors.
Dec. A poll of readers by Vegetarian Times magazine
finds that 53.1% of readers used tofu one or more times
during the past 7 days; 29.4% used it 3 or more times.
Dec. 31. Brightsong Light Foods in Petaluma,
California, receives the first funds of a $500,000 equity
investment from a Hong Kong investor, who had seen an
article praising Brightsong in Venture magazine. Brightsong
greatly expands its product development and promotion.
* American Soybean Assoc. phases out its Human
Nutrition Dept., headed for years by Judy Trujillo.
* Chicago Board of Trade starts trading options
contracts on soybean futures. Continued.
1016. Product Name: [Whole Soya Flour].
Foreign Name: Soja Mehl.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Whole dehulled soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
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New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4 inches.
Black, gold, and orange on white card stock. “Natur. Full-fat
soy flour is used for soups, sauces, sweets, and in breadbaking, typically at the 10-15% level. For example, per cup
of wheat flour, replace 2 tablespoons of wheat flour with
soy flour. Soyflour (Sojamehl) imparts to all recipes a nutty
aroma.”
1017. Product Name: [Soy & Rice Tempeh Patty].
Foreign Name: Soja-Reis Laibchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
Ingredients: Tempeh (cultured fresh soy product), natural
rice (organically grown; biologischer Landbau), vegetables,
sea salt, spices/seasonings, sesame.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4 inches.
Black, gold, and orange on white card stock. “Natur. Ready
to serve, cold as a light meal or snack or warm as a main
course. Contains no chemical colorings or preservatives.”
1018. Tetra Pak International. 1984. Tetra Pak V.I.P.
Brochure (or Visitors Guide). Lund, Sweden. 46 p. 20 x 5
cm.
• Summary: This narrow booklet, out of print by 1990,
contains a chronology of main events connected with aseptic
packaging. V.I.P. Guides published after 1984 did not include
this time line.
1944. The first development work starts on creating a
package for milk that requires a minimum of material and
gives maximum hygiene. This results in the principal on
which the tetrahedral carton is based. Development work
continued from 1944-1951.
“1951. AB Tetra Pak is formed in Sweden. The new
packaging system, presented to the press in May 1951.
“1952 the first Tetra Pak machine was placed for a
commercial operation in Sweden.

“1959.
Development works
starts on Tetra Brik, the
new rectangular carton.
“1961 Oct.
The first machine for
filling bacteria-free
milk aseptically is
exhibited at a press
conference in Bern,
Switzerland.” Note:
All the company’s
machines prior to this
date had been nonaseptic! The features of
the packaging were low cost and hygienic. Much of the milk
in Europe at this time was still sold unpackaged, in bulk.
“1963. March. Tetra Brik, the rectangular carton [nonaseptic], comes into commercial use in Medallia?, then in
Stockholm, Sweden, later in the year.
“1964. The first AT machine [making aseptic tetrahedron
packages] to be installed outside Europe is placed in
Lebanon.
“1965. Deliveries of machines for aseptic filling gather
speed–the trend towards longlife milk as a supplement to
pasteurized starts in Europe and in several of the developing
countries.
1968. The ½-litre Tetra Brik is introduced in Bochum,
West Germany. The first version of Tetra Brik Aseptic is set
up for field trials at Thun in Switzerland.
“1969. The first series of Tetra Brik Aseptic machines is
ready for delivery. A new type of machine, the AT-1000, is
introduced and the first deliveries go to Spain. Completion of
the two-year delivery plan comprising 7 complete conversion
lines and 25 aseptic filling machines for the Soviet Union.
“1974. Tetra Brik Aseptic is introduced in North
America by Laiterie Cité in Canada. Concentrated juice is
packed in 200 ml Brik Aseptic cartons and becomes a major
dairy product.
“1979. Tetra Pak delivers the first aseptic Tetra
Brik machine to the People’s Republic of China, for
chrysanthemum tea and sugarcane juice.
“1980. On exhibition at the DLG Fair in Frankfurt,
West Germany, is the first Tetra King machine for 500 ml
packages. Also presented is the new generation of aseptic
Tetra Brik machines, AB 8. This machine has a capacity of
5,000 cartons per hour, made possible by a new sterilization
bath.
“The market for portion packs continues to grow and
a special space-saving aseptic Tetra Brik machine, AB 9, is
now available for small volumes.”
The original tetrahedron package, developed by the
founder, Dr. Rausing, was originally called the Tetra Pak.
Then the brick-shaped package, developed later, was called
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the Tetra Brik, and the company was named Tetra Pak, and
the tetrahedral pack was renamed the Tetra Standard.
Concerning the “aseptic process”: It was developed
years before by Dole for a canning system. Then it lay
dormant for a while. Address: Sweden.
1019. Klein, Hermine. 1984. Die neuen Sojagerichte: Schnell
und delikat [The new soy recipes: Quick and delicate].
Fachverlag Diplomkaufmann Schmitt, Hasenaur Str. 23,
1180 Wien, Austria. [Ger]*
1020. Bertolami, S. 1985. Tofu: Bald auf jedem schweizer
Tisch? [Tofu: Soon on every Swiss table?]. Tages Anzeiger
Magazin. Jan. 5. p. 24-26. [Ger]
Address: Zurich, Switzerland.
1021. Product Name: [Dr. Kousa Organic & Light].
Foreign Name: Dr. Kousa Bio Leger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Milupa.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985 February.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1985. Feb. A box containing five slimming products based on
soya.
1022. Product Name: [Tofu Siddhartha Pie/Pastry with
Fresh Mushrooms].
Foreign Name: Siddhartha Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1985 February.
Ingredients: Tofu, herbs, and mushrooms.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989.
Oct. Red, black, green, and white on chartreuse. 1.5 by 3.25
inches. Self adhesive. Black and white illustration of 6 uncut
mushrooms. “5% fat. Low in calories. Exclusive from a
recipe from Head chef Roman Rinke. Another high quality
product from the Sojarei.”
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is called
Tofu-Pastete “Siddhartha,” is described as a fresh vegetarian
pastry/pie with fresh mushrooms, and sells retail in 125 gm,
or 650 gm, weights.
1023. Product Name: [Smoked Tofu (Lightly Smoked)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Geraeuchert (Zart Geraeuchert).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1985 February.
Ingredients: Soybeans (from controlled cultivation), water,
tamari (natural soy sauce), herbs, spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei

Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products.” Label,
received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white on
yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. For frying, baking, or
grilling in soups, sauces or sandwiches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background.
In the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is called
Tofu Geräuchert, is precooked, and sells retail in 150 gm, or
1,000 gm, weights. Each piece weighs about 80 gm. It is also
sold to food processors in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and
200 kg weights.
1024. Tetra Pak Inc. 1985. Chief executive officer of The
Tetra Pak retires (News release). P.O. Box 802605, Dallas,
Texas 75380-2605. March 14.
• Summary: “After more than 30 years as chief executive
officer of The Tetra Pak Group, Hans Rausing will retire
on Sept. 1. Rausing will assume the role of non-executive
chairman of the Board of Directors of the Tetra Pak Group.
“On the same date, Gad Rausing, senior vice president,
will become vice chairman of the board.
“Bertil Hagman will become president of Tetra Pak
Rausing, SA, Lausanne [Switzerland], and he will assume
the role of chief executive officer of the Tetra Pak Group...
Hagman will become a member of the Board of Directors of
the Tetra Pak Group.” Address: Dallas, Texas.
1025. Seiler, W.O.; Staehelin, H.B. 1985. Perfectionnement
d’un régime standard utilisé par sonde gastrique en gériatrie
[Perfecting a standard regimen used by a gastric probe in
geriatric patients]. Medecine et Hygiene 43:1448-50, 145354, 1456-57, 1460. April 24. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: About the effectiveness of Galactina
Diaetetica’s Naga-Sonda soy protein drink used for enteral
feeding of ten geriatric patients. Address: 1. Medecin-chef de
la Clinique medicale geriatrique, Hopital cantonal de Bale,
4031 Bale.
1026. Product Name: [Sojella Soymilk].
Foreign Name: Sojella (Soja-Filtrat; Sojamilch).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1985 April.
Ingredients: Soybeans, oil, salt, soy lecithin, maple syrup
or vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 ml glass bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: 42 calories/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1985. 4 x 3 inches.
Dark green, light green, black, and yellow-orange on white.
“Sojella is suited for use as a drink, in coffee and tea, for
cooking, baking, and delicious desserts. By mixing it with
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fruits, nuts, etc. you can make wonderful soymilk shakes.
Protect from light and refrigerate. Shake before using.”
Letters from Norbert Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4 and Feb. 2.
“This soymilk was made from dehulled soybeans, alkali
soak, preblanched, hot grind, open cooked, then formulated
and homogenized with an ultra turax machine. Filled in
bottles and sterilized. We had the same content of proteins
and fats as dairy milk. We discontinued this product in
March 1987 because our equipment was too small for
economical production.”
1027. Soldati, A. 1985. Report 1983-84 of the “Working
Group for the Promotion of Soybeans in Northern Europe
and Canada.” Eurosoya No. 3. p. 86-87. April.
• Summary: “As mentioned in Eurosoya No. 2 (1984) the
Working Group for the Promotion of Soybeans in Northern
Europe and Canada was formed in 1981 upon the suggestion
of the FAO–Network on Soybean and the EUCARPIA
[European Association for Research on Plant Breeding]
Section Oil and Protein Crops. Its main objective is to
promote cooperation between scientists interested in the
problem of adaptation of soybeans to cooler and shorter
growing seasons.
“The Joint Field Trial: In order to investigate the
growth and developmental characteristics of the soybean
in suboptimum regions the group organised a Joint Field
Trial in the years 1982-1984. Twenty three scientists were
involved in the program and the results of 75 trials over this
3 years period will be available for the final analysis of the
data. In this final analysis we will try to find the relationship
between climatic conditions and growth and development
of 8 different varieties. In the Joint Field Trial we record
other agronomic values (plant height, lodging, hundred-seedweight, emergence) and of course the final grain yield. As we
can work with small plots (5-10 square meters) only and the
cultural practices are different from location to location, the

record of the absolute yield levels are not comparable.
In Table 1, therefore, the relative value of the yields
compared to a standard cultivar (the yield of Maple
Arrow is set = 100 in each experiment) are presented.
The yield levels were very high in 1982 and 1983 in
various locations of central Europe (Switzerland, Federal
Republic of Germany). Such high yields are unusual
for these countries. The preliminary results of 1984 (the
evaluation was not yet finished at the time of publication
of this report) show that the yields are significantly lower
than in previous years.
“Future activities of the Group: The second meeting
of the Working Group was organised by the CETIOM
(Centre Technique Interprofessionnel des Oléagineux
Métropolitains) in Paris, France, 26-28 September 1984.
Due to the excellent organisation it was possible to cover
all the topics scheduled. On the first day, we discussed
the general problems of adaptation of soybeans to cooler
regions. This part of the meeting was open also to private
breeders who are interested in the topic. The second day
was reserved for visiting experimental sites in the region of
Paris and the third day was devoted to the discussion and
preparation of the new joint program.
“Since all participants are interested in continuing
collaboration and especially in finding new cultivars which
are adapted to our growing conditions, we decided to
continue the Joint Field Trial. Breeding programs in Canada,
USA and Europe have already lead to the release of new
varieties and the group expect this trend to continue. The
continuation of the Joint Field Trial with new varieties
(standard cultivars = Fiskeby V, McCall, Maple Arrow and
Evans) for at least two more years, should provide us with
more information on the problem of adaptation and should
allow for the evaluation of the progress made by breeding.
After this period we should consider the possibility of
introducing a variety test for early material and continuing
the activity of the working group on more fundamental
research work. At this time it might also be useful to organise
variety testing for subregions.
“Conclusion: There is a lot of work being done on
adaptation of soybeans to cooler regions (Canada, USA and
Europe) and it is encouraging to see the extent of cooperation
by all participants. We hope that this will continue in the
future.
“After what we have seen in the fields in France and
other breeding programs (Canada), we believe that, in the
future, soybean can be grown in cooler regions having
sufficient economic interest.” Address: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology (ETH), Crop Science Dep., CH-8307 EschikonLindau, Switzerland.
1028. Staehelin, Hannes B.; Seiler, Walter O. 1985.
Kuenstliche Ernaehrung–wann und wie? [Synthetic
nutrition–when and how?]. Ernaehrungs-Umschau 32(4):99-
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104. April. [19 ref. Ger]
• Summary: About Galactina Diätetica’s Naga-Sonda soy
protein drink. Address: Medizinisch-geriatrische Kliniken
Kantonsspital and Felix Platter-Spital, CH-4031 Basel,
Switzerland.
1029. Tetra Pak Inc. 1985. Tetra Pak moves U.S.
headquarters to Shelton, Connecticut (News release). P.O.
Box 802605, Dallas, Texas 75380-2605. May 10.
• Summary: “Tetra Pak Inc., the world’s leader in aseptic
packaging, has announced the relocation of its U.S. corporate
headquarters to Shelton, Connecticut from Dallas, Texas.
“Tetra Pak is an international company which originated
in Sweden but is now headquartered in Switzerland. The
Tetra Pak Group’s turnover in 1984 was approximately $1.5
billion. The company specializes in packaging systems for
liquid foods. In 1984, 35 billion packages were sold in 90
countries.
“Venture Center, the new two-story office building, is
situated on eight and one-half acres in southeast Fairfield
County. The 55,000-square-foot building will house
corporate management personnel and the regional office for
the eastern U.S.
“A lease agreement with an option to purchase the
property has been negotiated.” “Approximately 100 people
will be employed at the site by the end of 1985.” Address:
Dallas, Texas.
1030. Product Name: [Soya Ragout (With Mushrooms,
With Yellow Boletus Mushrooms, and Natural)].
Foreign Name: Ragu di Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Biorex.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985 May.
Ingredients: Defatted granulated soy flour, cold-pressed
olive oil, onion, celery, and tomato.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Glass jar.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1985. May. A soya-based substitute product for making
meatless meat-type meals.
1031. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of
tempeh in Europe (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and
A. Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of Tempeh: A Fermented
Soyfood from Indonesia. 2nd ed. Lafayette, California:
Soyfoods Center. 91 p. See p. 27-31. [402 ref]
• Summary: “As noted previously, all of the references to
and articles about tempeh written between 1875 and the early
1950s were written by Europeans, most of them Dutchmen.
Senior authors of references prior to 1940 included Gericke
and Roorda (1875, 1901), Prinsen Geerligs (1895, 1896),
Boorsma (1900), Vorderman (1902), Heyne (1913), Jansen
(1923, 1924), Ochse (1931), van Veen (1932, 1933, 1934,
1935, 1936, 1938), Mertens (1933), Amar and Grevenstuk

(1935), and Burkill (1935).
“Yet, perhaps because Dutch was not a widely read or
spoken language and tempeh was not known in countries
more famous for soyfoods such as Japan and China, tempeh
was rarely mentioned in the numerous articles about
soyfoods published in French, German, and English prior
to the 1950s. Nor are there records of tempeh being made
in Europe during this time. The only two European works
in English that mentioned tempeh during this period were
those by Ochse (1931) and Burkill (1935), and both were
encyclopedic works about the foods and plants of Malaysia
and Indonesia; Ochse’s work was originally published in
Dutch.
“Relatively little was published about tempeh in Europe
between 1940 and 1959, and most articles focused on its
role in prisoner of war camps in Southeast Asia. There were
articles by van Veen (1946, in Dutch), Roelofsen (1946, in
Dutch), de Bruyn et al. (1947, in Dutch), Tammes (1950, in
Dutch), van Veen and Schaefer (1950), Smith and Woodruff
(1951), Grant (1951), Dupont (1954), and Autret and van
Veen (1955); the latter five articles were all in English. Most
of these have been discussed earlier at Indonesia. Boedijn
(1958) reported that Rhizopus oligosporus can always
be isolated from tempeh, implying that it is the primary
organism in tempeh.
“All of the first tempeh companies in Europe were
started in the Netherlands by immigrants from Indonesia.
The earliest of these, called ENTI, was founded in April
1946 by a Dutch couple whose last name was Wedding.
They had learned to make tempeh while living in Indonesia.
Bringing their starter culture and tempeh culture to the
Netherlands, they began to make Europe’s earliest known
tempeh on a home scale for friends and relatives. Gradually
ENTI grew and become a commercial operation, making
2,000 lb of tempeh a day by the early 1970s. In about 1974
the Weddings sold the company (located in Zevenhuizen)
to Mrs. L.J. Duson, who ran it until January 1984, when she
closed it. Firma E.S. Lembekker, founded in January 1959
in Amsterdam, then became Europe’s oldest existing tempeh
company.
“Interest in tempeh in Europe began to increase
starting in the 1960s. Articles were published by Roelofsen
and Thalens (1964; changes in B vitamins), Stanton and
Wallbridge (1969; a tempeh-like product made from cassava
but with improved nutritional value), Thio (1972, 1975,
small scale production and recipes), Jensen and Djurtoft
(1976; a large report from Denmark on legume and cereal
grain tempehs), Djurtoft and Jensen (1977, tempeh from
various African grains and beans), Andersson (1977, volatile
components and yellow pea tempeh, from Sweden), and Bahi
El-Din et al. (1977; Sudanese researchers at Wageningen,
Netherlands). Among these researchers, Thio Goan Loo
fron Indonesia was especially active in teaching people in
Third World countries about tempeh. In 1972 he wrote about
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tempeh for use in Zambia (Africa) and spent three months in
1979 teaching tempeh production and recipes in Sri Lanka.
“The earliest known popular article on tempeh was
an excellent 7-page feature story with nine photographs
published in 1982 in Le Compas in French. In 1982 Soja
Total, a translation of The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook
(Hagler 1978), containing 13 pages of information on
tempeh, was published in Germany. In 1985 Das Tempeh
Buch, an updated and expanded translation of The Book
of Tempeh (Shurtleff and Aoyagi 1979), will be published
in Germany. Thus by 1984 there was more information on
tempeh available in German than in any other continental
European language, including Dutch. However the absence
of a center of focused research efforts and a good source of
tempeh cultures, such as the centers at Geneva and Peoria
in the US, restricted the development of widespread popular
interest in tempeh in Europe.
“Europe’s largest tempeh company, Tempe Production
Inc. (called Handelsonderneming van Dappern until 1983)
was founded in 1969 by Robert van Dappern, with the
help of his Dutch father (Herman), his Indonesian mother
(Aveline), and his Dutch-Indonesian wife. He paid the
Dutch-Indonesian sailor (who had founded Firma ENTI) a
substantial sum of money to teach him how to make tempeh.
By 1970 they were making tempeh in a small warehouse in
Rotterdam. Initially they sold all of their tempeh to a couple
of Holland’s many Indonesian stores, but then they hired
his wife’s father, a well-known Indonesian, to deliver to the
wider Indonesian community. The company began to grow,
but all of the tempeh was being consumed by Indonesians
living in the Netherlands.
“In about 1972 or 1973 they moved the thriving
company to Kerkrade, in southern Holland near the family
home in Heerlen, rented a bigger building, and started mass
production. Ed van Dappern, the second brother, joined
the company as an equal partner. In 1979 Robert sent his
wife’s brother, Ike van Gessel, to Los Angeles to set up a
tempeh plant there. Ike rented a building but, because of the
European recession during the early 1980s and the need for
capital to expand the business in the Netherlands, he had
to cancel the lease and call off the project, at a substantial
financial loss.
“In about 1980 or 1981 the company bought a $1
million modern factory in Kerkrade and expanded again.
By mid-1982 Tempe Production Inc. was producing 6,000
to 8,000 pounds of tempeh a week, making it the largest
tempeh company in the world. By early 1984 production
had increased to 13,200 pounds a week, and an estimated
10% of this was consumed by non-Indonesians. The family
developed their own proprietary method for making tempeh
starter culture. They developed a leaflet on tempeh, gave
demonstrations on making and cooking with tempeh, and got
tempeh to be sold at the Central Market, with the result that
more and more of the greengrocers, who buy their vegetables

there early each morning, started selling tempeh (and tofu).
The company exported tempeh and tempeh products to
England, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg via a major
distributor. Robert’s Indonesian mother, Aveline, was in
charge of preparing these (van Gessel 1982; Welters 1982;
van Dappern 1984, each personal communications). By
1984 Tempe Production Inc. was the world’s second largest
tempeh manufacturer, after Marusan-Ai in Japan.
“Prior to early 1981 all of Europe’s tempeh companies
were located in the Netherlands and run by older Dutchmen
catering largely to an Indonesian clientele. Europe’s first
generation of “New Age” tempeh shops was started from
1981 by young people interested in natural foods and/or
macrobiotics. Europe’s earliest known New-Age tempeh
company was Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh, which was in operation
by January 1981 at 155 Archway Rd., Highgate, in London.
JAKSO, the first New Age shop in the Netherlands, started
in July 1981. By January 1982 there were 7 tempeh shops
operating in Europe; by January 1984 there were 18. Of
these, 7 were in the Netherlands, 3 in Austria, 2 each
in England and West Germany, and 1 each in Belgium,
France, Italy, and Sweden. Total tempeh production in the
Netherlands was about 4,500 kg a week (10,000 cakes of l
pound each) in 1982, rising to 12,000 kg a week in 1984.
“By 1980 another center of interest in tempeh had
developed at the Department of Botany and Microbiology,
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, UK.
There Dr. J. Hedger and Mr. T. Basuki (from Indonesia)
were planning to start a tempeh factory, had produced
a 4-page leaflet on “Tempe–An Indonesian Fermented
Soybean Food,” and had written a script for a BBC program
“Tomorrow’s World,” on tempeh, which was broadcast in the
summer of 1979. At that time tempeh was also occasionally
sold in London, but the name of the manufacturer was not
given (O’Neill 1980). In 1982 Hedger wrote a brief article
on tempeh production.” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box
234, Lafayette, California 94549.
1032. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1985. Company news:
Public issue by United Soya. June 4. p. 15.
• Summary: “United Soya Products Ld. (USPL) will
enter the capital market on June 18 with a public issue of
11.60 lakh equity shares of Rs. 10 each for cash at par to
part-finance a Rs. 7.67-crore [76.7 million rupees] solvent
extraction project being set up at Mandideep near Bhopal in
Madhya Pradesh.”
The company and offering are being promoted by Mr.
Raj Kumar Gupta, a technocrat and chairman of United
Builder Construction (India). The technology of three foreign
companies will be used in the plant: Buehler of Switzerland,
Extraktionstechnik of West Germany, and CMB of Italy.
The oilseed crushing plant has an installed capacity of
90,000 tonnes [metric tons] of soyabean seed and minor
oilseeds. The capacity of the refinery is 17,000 tonnes a year.
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The refinery is expected to start operations by
August, 1985. The solvent extraction plant is expected
to be commissioned by October and to start commercial
production by January, 1986.
Note: A letter with basically this same information was
received by Soyfoods Center on 21 Jan. 1986, signed by
R.K. Dublish, Food Development Officer. It was typed with
his signature on letterhead.
1033. Product Name: [Tofu with Mushrooms in Gravy
(Canned)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Pastetefuellung / Farce pour vol-auvent / Ripieno per vol-au vent.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1985 June.
Ingredients: Water, tofu, mushrooms (oyster mushrooms
and Judas’ ears), nonfat dry milk, milk protein (casein),
vegetable oil, apple cider, starch, seasonings, cream, sea salt,
binding agents.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 420 gm can. Retails for FR
2.60.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: Protein 8 gm, fat 5 gm,
carbohydrate 8 gm, 1.3 gm salt, 110 calories.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from M. Jaccard
and A. Dillier of Conserves Estavayer. 1988. June 27. This
product was launched in 1985 and discontinued in 1988.
Label. 1988. 9.5 by 4 inches paper. Black, pea green and
orange on brown or dark beige. Motif of a twisted rope and
green soybean leaves plus pods on top. Photo of the product
in pastry shells.
Alfa-Laval. 1988, June. Soyfoods: Old traditions with
new potentials. p. 9. A color photo of the front of the can
shows the label.
1034. Product Name: [Tofu Spreads (With Vegetables,
Seitan, Green Rye, or Tunafish)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Aufstrich (Brotaufstrich aus Tofu und
Gemuese), Pasetta (Tofu und Seitan), Gruenkern Pastete
(Tofu und Gruenkern), Tarree (Tofu und Thunfisch).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1985 June.
Ingredients: 1. Tofu, parsley, celery, soy sauce, onions,
vegetable oil, spices (Gewuerze), starch, lecithin. 2. Tofu,
seitan (wheat gluten), soy sauce, vegetable oil, spices
(Gewuerze), starch, lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert

Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
September 1986. Label. 1987. 9.25 by 1.25 inches. Dark
green, light green, orange, and black on white.
1035. Leysen, Roger. 1985. Re: The largest soybean crushers
in Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Aug. 6–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: The following are estimates based on Dr.
Leyson’s extensive contacts in the industry. The four largest
soybean crushers, in descending order of size, are:
Cargill, approx. 9,500 tonnes/day. Five plants; 2 in
France, and 1 each in Belgium, Netherlands, and Spain.
Unilever, approx. 7,100 tonnes/day. Three plants; 1 each
in Netherlands, West Germany, and Switzerland.
Vandemoortele, approx. 5,500 tonnes/day. Two plants,
both in Belgium.
Continental Grain, approx. 3,000 tonnes/day. Two
plants; 1 each in the UK and Italy.
Information on the quantities of soybeans crushed
each year in individual countries is only available from the
different national oilseed processors’ associations. Statistics
for the EEC crush are available from FEDIOL. The picture
is now becoming extremely complicated since most plants
have been equipped or are being equipped for multiseed crushing operations. The crushing of locally-grown
rapeseed and sunflowerseed is interesting because of the
crushing subsidies from the EEC; they compensate the price
difference with the prevailing world price. Address: Market
Manager Fats and Oils, American Soybean Assoc., Brussels,
Belgium. Phone: 217 20 75.
1036. Product Name: [Co-Op Silken Tofu (Made with Soy
Protein Isolates)].
Foreign Name: Co-op Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: PLL (Produits Laitiers Lausanne
SA). Sold by Co-Op throughout Switzerland.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case 3533, 1002 Lausanne,
Switzerland. Phone: 021/634-2134.
Date of Introduction: 1985 August.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans [soy protein isolates],
acidified with lactic acid bacteria.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Protein 8.2%, lipids 5.1%, carbohydrates 2.8%,
93 kcal/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with, then letter
(fax) from Didier Livron. 1989. Dec. 27. They make a
semi-silken tofu, with soy protein isolates. The company is
basically a manufacturer of dairy products. In the process,
the soy protein powder is hydrated and mixed with melted
oil and lecithin. The mixture is homogenized, pasteurized,
then there is a ferment inoculation and acidification. The
product is packed, coagulated for 4 hours, and cooled. As for
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ingredients, the label says “water, soybeans, acidified with
lactic acid bacteria,” but the actual ingredients are isolated
soy protein, soy oil, soy lecithin, and acidifying ferments.
Characteristics: Flavor acceptable to Swiss consumers. No
anti-nutritional factors or indigestible carbohydrates. No
soil sporulated microorganisms. Acidification with ferments
gives better nutritional value through light proteolysis and
better stability. Smooth texture. Fax: 21-635-9810.
Letter and Labels from Didier Livron of PLL (Produits
Laitiers Lausanne SA). 1990. Jan. 5. The product name on
the label is simply tofu, but there are 3 subtitles “aus Soja,
de soja, and di soia,” each meaning “from soybeans” in
German, French, and Italian respectively. The company has
two labels, each 3 inches square, self-adhesive: One (red and
black on green) for the product sold in PLL’s own stores,
and the other (green and black on beige) for the product sold
in Co-op supermarkets. A brand name may be added soon.
This product was launched commercially in Aug. 1985. It is
fermented and coagulated with a lactic culture added with the
necessary carbohydrate nutrients for growth of the culture.
The company does not make any other soy products, but they
have the technology for several fruit flavored soja desserts.
Since 1988 a French milk company, Laiteries Triballat, has
been making and marketing this product in Germany, Great
Britain, and Italy under license from PLL with great success.
Talk with Verena Krieger in Switzerland. 1990. May
20. Co-op’s so-called tofu is made with soy protein isolates,
and always has been. They buy the isolates from a plant in
Belgium. There was a little scandal about it on the radio.
The plant where they make the tofu is somewhere in French
Switzerland. She hasn’t heard of any soy ice creams sold in
Switzerland.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. PLL
makes about 1,000 kg/week of tofu. They make no soymilk
or other tofu products. Triballat does not make silken tofu as
such.
1037. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1985. Macrobiotics: Yesterday and
today. Tokyo and New York: Japan Publications Inc. 292 p.
Sept. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [144* ref]
• Summary: The best and most objective book available to
date (April 2011) on the origins and history of macrobiotics,
worldwide. Includes detailed information on central ideas
and practices of macrobiotics, its leaders, organizations,
applications, and aspirations. Carefully researched and well
written.
Contents: 1. Ekken Kaibara: The grandfather of
macrobiotics. 2. Sagen Ishizuka: The founder of modern
macrobiotics. 3. George Ohsawa: The early years (18931929; Yukikazu Sakurazawa, later known as George Ohsawa
was born on 18 Oct. 1893 in a western suburb of Kyoto,
Japan, the family’s eldest child). 4. George Ohsawa: The first
sojourn in the west (1929-1936). 5. George Ohsawa: Return
to Japan in crisis (1936-1939).

Photographic interlude for Macrobiotics Yesterday.
Illustration (line drawing) of Ekken Kaibara. Photos of
Ishizuka, Nishibata, Ohsawa’s parents, George Ohsawa
(many from 1901-1966). 6. George Ohsawa: The war years
(1940-1945). 7. George Ohsawa: Hope for a new Japan and
a new world (1945-1953). 8. George Ohsawa: The world
journey of the penniless samurai (1953-1966; George and
Lima visited India [Nov. 1953-July 1955]; Africa [Aug.
1955-Feb. 1956, incl. Kenya, and 3½ months with Albert
Schweitzer at Lambarene, Gabon]; Paris, France and
Brussels, Belgium; New York City, USA [late 1959-Oct.
1961]; France [around 1961 he met Louis Kervran]; Tokyo
[most of 1963-64]; Vietnam 1965; Tokyo, where he died
on 23 April 1966 [24 April Japan time], probably of filarial
parasites contracted in Lambarene, and smoking). 9. George
Ohsawa: The man and the legacy. 10. After the master: Part
one: America.
Photographic interlude for Macrobiotics Today. Photos
are given of Toshi Kawaguchi, Michi Ogawa, Hiroshi
Maruyama, Kaoru Yoshimi, Francoise Riviere, Cecile Levin,
Dr. Kikuo Chishima, Dr. Moriyasu Ushio, Michio and
Aveline Kushi, Herman and Cornellia Aihara, the Kushis,
Aiharas, and Shizuko Yamamoto, William Dufty, Bill Tara,
Aveline Kushi and Wendy Esko, Alex Jack, Dr. Marc van
Cauwenberghe, Edward Esko, Murray Snyder, Noboru
Muramoto, Jacques and Yvette de Langre [DeLangre],
Jerome Carty, Duncan Sim, Lima Ohsawa, Shuzo Okada,
Hideo Ohmori, First European Congress of Macrobiotics in
London, Nov. 1978, Lenk summer camp, Switzerland, July
1984, Jan Lansloot, Peter Doggen, Rik Vermuyten, Georges
Van Wesenbeeck, Roland Keijser, Mayli Lao Shun, Tomio
Kikuchi (in Brazil).
11. After the master: Part two: Japan. 12. After the
master: Part three: Europe and elsewhere. 13. The gospel
according to Kushi. 14. Macrobiotics in western culture. 15.
Prospects for the future. Bibliography.
The author, an excellent historian and writer, with a
delightful sense of humor and light touch, began his study
and practice of macrobiotics under Michio Kushi in Boston
in Jan. 1967. A photo of Ronald E. Kotzsch appears on the
rear cover. This book is based on his doctoral dissertation
titled “Georges Ohsawa and the Japanese Religious
Tradition,” submitted on 1 April 1981 for a PhD degree in
History of Religions from Harvard University. Pages 18586 discuss briefly the role of the macrobiotic movement
in introducing soyfoods (especially miso, shoyu, and tofu)
and natural foods to America. Address: PhD, Hanover,
New Hampshire; The New North Church, Hingham,
Massachusetts (18 Mar 1985).
1038. Veys, B. 1985. Tolérance et efficacité de l’alimentation
entérale exclusive de longue durée chez des patients
comateux [Tolerance and efficacy of long-term exclusive
enteral feeding for comatose patients]. Medecine et Hygiene
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43:3150, 3153-54, 3157-58. Oct. 23. [14 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Galactina Diaetetica’s Naga-Sonda soy
protein drink is effective in such cases. Address: Service de
surveillance continue polyvalente-neurologie (Dr. Danze),
Etablissements heliomarins, 62600 Berck-Plage, France.
1039. Product Name: [PHAG Soya Dessert (Chocolate,
Vanilla, Strawberry)].
Foreign Name: PHAG Soja Dessert (Choco, Vanille,
Fraise).
Manufacturer’s Name: PHAG Sàrl (Produits Hygièniques
Alimentaires Gland) (Marketer-Distributor). Made in
Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: La Ligniere, CH-1196 Gland,
Switzerland. Phone: 022/64 11 18.
Date of Introduction: 1985 November.
Ingredients: Chocolate: Water, cane sugar, soybeans,
defatted cocoa, modified starch, fructose, thickener, natural
aroma (vanilla), sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Chocolate: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.5 gm, fat 1.7
gm, carbohydrate 13.0 gm, calories (kcal) 77 (325 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Remy Mayer
of PHAG. 1990. Oct. 2. This product was introduced in Nov.
1985. His company distributes the product, which is made by
their sister company DE-VAU-GE in Lueneburg, Germany.
The strawberry flavor is no longer sold.
Labels sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. 500 gm Tetra Brik
Aseptic cartons. Chocolate: Dark brown, tan, red, and green
on white. “Pure and made from plants. Ready to use. It can
also be used as a pastry filling. 100% from plants. Contains
no coloring agents.”
1040. SoyaScan Notes. 1985. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1985
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. 1985 New Trends:
Dramatic Rise of Tofutti and Other Soy Ice Creams.
1985 will go down in the soyfoods history books as the
“Year of Tofutti.” Never before in history of the United
States has any soyfood product achieved such widespread
and sudden popularity or notoriety.
During 1985 at least 50 brands of soy ice cream (many
with “Tofu” on the label) were on the market worldwide,
most in the USA. And many were made by America’s
biggest dairy companies. An estimated 2.5% of all frozen
desserts except novelties (popsicles, bars, etc.) sold in
supermarkets were soy-based nondairy. The result of all this
was to introduce tofu and isolated soy proteins to millions of
people in a very positive context.
But many of the companies that sold so-called “tofu ice

creams,” while emphasizing tofu in their product names and
marketing programs, actually had surprisingly little (if any)
tofu in their products. In fact they contain so little that this
marketing gimmick might be misbranding and a deliberate
deception of the consuming public.
Rise of Soyfoods in Europe. Thanks to the Belgian
Office of the American Soybean Association (ASA), and
specifically to the efforts of Michael Martin, Europe’s
growing soyfoods movement is starting to become organized
and active. In March 1984 Martin launched Europe’s earliest
known soyfoods newsletter, Soya Foods, and in September
organized the First European Soyfoods Workshop, for which
bound proceedings were published. This is the first time
in recent decades that ASA has promoted soyfoods (other
than soy oil) in the Western World. The strong U.S. dollar
has led to a recent dramatic decline in imports of soybeans
and soybean meal to Europe for feed and oil use (European
rapeseed and sunflowerseed are being substituted), so the
ASA is exploring new outlets where soy is unique.
The launching of tofu production and marketing by
Switzerland’s biggest supermarket chain, Migros, and
by Galactina, a large and respected maker of dietetic and
pharmaceutical products (including soymilk) is a landmark
for tofu in Europe. In early January, Tages Anzeiger, one of
Switzerland’s biggest newspapers, had a special report on
tofu, followed on Jan. 9 by a 30-minute TV feature on tofu.
The total number of soyfoods companies in Europe
continues to show a steady increase. Many of these are
being founded by people interested in macrobiotics. By Jan.
1985 there were 1,113 names on The Soyfoods Center’s
computerized mailing list of people actively involved with
soyfoods in Europe.
At the 1984 ASA soyfoods workshop, Martin reported
the following estimates of annual European soyfoods
consumption: A table with three columns shows: Soyfood
name, consumption, percentage of U.S. consumption.
Soy oil–1.7 million metric tons–38%
Modern soy protein products–40 million kg–28%
Soymilk–9 to 10 million liters–7%*
Tofu–5 to 6 million kg–22%
Tempeh–400,000 to 500,000 kg–50%
Miso–250,000 to 300,000 kg–11%
* U.S. figure includes soy based infant formulas.
European figure is not clear on this point.
Note that the population of the USA is about 234 million
compared with 489 million for all of Europe (not including
the USSR), but 237 million for Northern and Western
Europe, where most of these products are consumed.
Rapid Growth of Second Generation Soyfoods. In the
1984 edition of this book, we stated that the three fastest
growing soyfoods in the USA (in terms of production
increases) were tempeh (33% a year compound annual
growth rate), tofu (15%), and soy sauce (14%). But now the
picture has changed. In 1984 the fastest growing category
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was second generation products, ready-to-eat, all-American
preparations, especially those based on tofu. The leader in
this group is clearly soy ice creams (led by Tofutti), with a
production growth rate of roughly 600% a year for the past
1-2 years. Then comes convenience tofu-based entrees such
as Legume’s products, tofu burgers and tofu burger mixes,
and the like. This is the number one way that soyfoods are
now entering the mainstream American diet. And the biggest
gains are being made by marketing companies, rather than
manufacturers. The second fastest growing category may
now be imported soymilks, growing at about 40-60% a year.
Major New Capital Influx. The following is a brief summary
of new capital influx to the soyfoods industry: A table with
four columns shows: Company name, date of offering, $
amount, equity or debt; use.
Legume–Oct. 1982–$100,000 net–Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Legume–Oct. 1982–$100,000–Debt. For tofu frozen
entrees
Legume–Nov. 1983–$400,000 net–*Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Legume–Nov. 1983–$200,000–Debt. For tofu Frozen
entrees
Hinode Tofu–Nov. 1983–$2,500,000–Equity For general
expansion
Tofu Time–Dec. 1983 $2,760,000 net–Equity. For soy
ice cream
Tempehworks–July 1984–$265,000–Debt. For tempeh
expansion
Legume–Feb. 1984–$200,000–Debt. For tofu frozen
entrees
Legume–Aug. 1984–$1,248,000 net–Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Brightsong–Dec. 1984–$500,000–Equity. For tofu
products
Legume–April 1985–Expecting lots more. For tofu
frozen entrees
White Wave–Expecting.
Note: Equity = Sale of equity ownership in the company
via stock in a public offering or in a private placement. Debt
= Debt financing by taking out a private loan.
How have these companies fared? Tofu Time has
done spectacularly well. The value of the company
has increased more than five-fold since Dec. 1983, and
profits are excellent. Legume, a marketer of low-calorie,
cholesterol-free frozen entrees featuring tofu, has had the
hardest sledding. A preliminary prospectus by Huberman
Margaretten & Straus dated 5 June 1984 stated that from
its inception through 31 March 1984, the company incurred
aggregate losses of $709,773, including a loss of $18,465
in 1982, then $225,302 in 1983, increasing again to roughly
$486,500 in 1984. Legume’s common stock had a negative
book value; 1984 sales were “a little less than $1 million.”
Yet the company has excellent products and in early 1985

landed some foods big chains, which could help its bottom
line considerably.
Growing International Interest in Tempeh. During 198384 Japan became a major tempeh producer. By May 1984 the
world’s largest tempeh producing company was Marusan-Ai
(of Japan), which made 15,150 lb. a week. New marketing
and production techniques were pioneered. The full story
was described by Shurtleff and Aoyagi in Tempeh Production
(1984).
Three Major International Symposia Featuring Tempeh
were held: 15-16 April 1984 in Jakarta, Indonesia; 15-17
July 1984 in Tsukuba, Japan; and May 1986 in Honolulu,
Hawaii. A special 13-day group study tour on Japanese Food
Fermentations, led by Dr. Keith H. Steinkraus, has been
organized by the Japanese-run, New York-based Technology
Transfer Institute. Tempeh continues to be one of the fastestgrowing soyfoods in the USA.
Growing Interest in Spray-Dried Tofu. Eleven articles
were published this year on a product that promises
to revolutionize the tofu industry. The first and largest
manufacturers (St. Peters Creamery and Clofine) are both
dairy companies. Spray dried tofu should appeal to the food
industry, since it is easy to ship, store, and process.
Dairy Magazines Publishing Many Positive Articles
About Soy-Based Dairylike Products. Traditionally the
dairy industry has seen dairy analogs as a threat and
fought to oppose them. The decades-long struggle against
margarine is a good example of this. But now, many small
dairies, struggling to survive, are looking for new products.
A number (such as St. Peter Creamery and Clofine) have
gained a new lease on life by starting production of soyfoods.
Major Changes in the U.S. Soybean Crushing Industry.
Narrow crushing margins, a depressed export market for
U.S. soybean meal, and poor profitability have led two
of America’s biggest soybean crushers, the A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Company and Ralston Purina, to decide
to get out of the soybean crushing business in Jan. 1985.
Clearly they view poor profitability as a long term problem,
and plan to diversify away from unpredictable agricultural
commodities toward the “value added,” retail end of the
nation’s food supply. Staley, in effect, sold its plants to ADM
and Ralston Purina sold its to Cargill. In Nov. 1984 Staley
acquired CFS Continental, Inc., the nation’s second largest
supplier to the foodservice industry. Staley, previously the
oldest existing soybean crusher in America (since 1922),
now relinquishes that honor to ADM. ADM is now the
largest soybean crusher in America, but Cargill (which has
many overseas plants) is the biggest in the world. These
changes have led to a concentration of control in the U.S.
soybean crushing industry. Both Staley and Ralston Purina
plan to keep their edible soy protein (isolates, concentrates,
etc.) operations.
Biotechnology is Emerging as a Major, Promising
Factor in future soybean breeding development. Some
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agricultural experts are predicting that it could usher in the
latest agricultural revolution, following the agrichemical
revolution of the 1940s and the Green Revolution of the
1960s and 1970s.
The “Calcium Craze” Starts in America, aiding sales of
tofu (curded with calcium sulfate), which is one of the best
non-dairy sources of calcium.
1041. Sirtori, C.R.; Zucchi-Dentone, C.; Sirtori, M.; et al.
1985. Cholesterol-lowering and HDL-raising properties of
lecithinated soy proteins in Type II hyperlipidemic patients.
Annals of Nutrition & Metabolism 29(6):348-57. Dec. [40
ref]
• Summary: Textured soy flour completely replaced animal
protein in a diet fed to 65 human subjects for 28 days. Total
cholesterol was lowered 18.6%. When the textured soy
flour partially replaced animal protein in the same group,
total cholesterol was lowered 13.2%. Address: Italian Lipid
Research Clinics (Center E. Grossi Paoletti, Milan Univ.; et.
al.) and Beata Vergine Hospital, Mendrisio, Switzerland.
1042. Product Name: [Sojafit (Slimming Drink)].
Foreign Name: Sojafit.
Manufacturer’s Name: Unknown.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 size packs retail for 39.5,
69.5, or 99.5 Swiss francs.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1985. Dec. “A highly active slimming medicine. An appetite
suppressant.”
1043. Product Name: [Seasoned Tofu (Gourmet Diced with
Soy Sauce & Spices, Provencale with Herbs, and Jardiniere
with Vegetables)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Gourmet, Tofu Provençale, Tofu
Jardinière.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Provencale: Herbs from Provence, soysauce,
seasonings, and salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm (8.8 oz) packed in
water in molded plastic tray with heat-seal film top and fullcolor front panel photo. In 1987, 1 kg package for catering.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 6 week shelf life.
Nutrition: Provencale: Protein 11.5%, 6.5% fat, 2.5%
carbohydrate. 114 calories/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987.
Jan. “Galactina ready to eat salads. Tofu Nature, Tofu
Gourmet, Tofu Provençale, Tofu Jardinière. All these can be
eaten hot or cold.” Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 108; 1987. p. 97.
Leaflet. 1987. “Es sprach schon immer viel für Tofu. Jetzt

gibt es vier gute Gruende mehr, ihn auch zu geniessen.” A
stunning color brochure of four tofu packages showing some
of the best graphics seen up to this time. In German and
French.
Letter from Peter Speck. 1988. March 11. “We started
1985 with four tofu varieties, natural tofu as well as three
flavored tofus. In 1987 we introduced the same products in 1
kg packages for catering, plus a tofu spread.”
1044. Masson, A. 1985. Le contrôle microbiologique des
aliments dans la province de Québec: Compte-Rendu
d’un stage effectué au Canada du 3 au 21 Juin 1985
[Microbiological control of food in the province of Quebec:
Report of a study conducted in Canada from June 3-21,
1985]. Swiss Food 7(11):7-11. [Fre]*
• Summary: Contains results of microbiological analyses
of soymilk, with or without magnesium chloride added,
and of tofu. Identification of the pathogenic bacteria in the
finished products and raw materials. Gives Canadian norms
or standards on the microbiological quality of food products.
Address: Univ. Lausanne, Lab. Cantonal, Controle Denrees
Alimentaires, Epalinges, Switzerland.
1045. Product Name: [Soy Spread].
Foreign Name: Sojlip Aufstrich.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Soybeans (Sojabohnen), vegetables, paprika,
sea salt, spices/seasonings, margarine (Edenmargarine), fruit
vinegar.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: See next page. Label.
1987. 5.5 x 4 inches. Black, gold, and red on white card
stock. “Natur. Contains no chemical preservatives. Uses:
As a seasoning for sauces, vegetables, salads, soups; as a
bread spread or pizza topping. After opening, keeps 3-4 days
refrigerated.”
1046. Product Name: [Whole-Grain Pizza {With
Tempeh}].
Foreign Name: Vollkorn Pizza.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Whole wheat flour, tempeh (cultured fresh soy
product), cheese, homemade Paradise Sauce, vegetables,
herbs, sea salt, cold pressed oil (kaltgepresstes Oel).
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4 inches.
Black, gold, and red on white card stock. “Natur. Whole
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discontinued this product in Feb. 1986 because it was not
economical.”

grain pizza is already baked. Warm for about 5 minutes in the
oven. Contains no chemical colorings or preservatives.”
1047. Product Name: [Soy Yogurt with Fruits].
Foreign Name: Soyoghurt.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Soymilk, lactose, Lactobacillus acidophilus
culture.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letters from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4 and Feb. 2. “Introduced in 1985,
it was made with rich pasteurized soymilk, fortified with
lactose, inoculated with Lactobacillus acidophilus, then
filled in yogurt boxes and fermented to pH 4.0. In a second
way, we filled yam at the bottom, then the yogurt milk. We

1048. Product Name: [Soyana Soya Drink (Natural,
Chocolate, Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon)].
Foreign Name: Soyana Soyadrink (Nature, Choco, Erdbeer,
Himbeer, Citron).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Water, whole soybeans, flavorings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: All flavors are available in 250
ml and 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. Natural also sold
in 1 liter carton.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov.
p. 20. In April 1982 Walter Daenzer tested Tetra Pak soymilk
using taste panels and got good reports. The milk was
made using his Takai system and flavored with honey. The
Swiss Milk Industry Assoc. protested, asking the Tetra Pak
company to stop working with Soyana, and they did. 95%
of all Swiss milk is in Tetra Pak cartons so if people see a
soymilk in such a carton they assume it is dairy milk.
Letter from Michael Karlen. 1986. Feb. 16. They now
sell soymilk. Brochure. 1986. Soyana. The Future has begun.
10 panels. Blue and white. In German.
Alfa-Laval. 1988, June. Soyfoods: Old traditions
with new potentials. p. 9. Shows a color photo of the front
of the package. 250 ml Tetra Brik carton. Against a blue
background, at the top a bird is flying over some clouds and
the Soyana logo; at the bottom are green soybean leaves.
Talk with European soymilk producer. 1990. April 27.
He thinks that Soyana has its own soymilk plant. They have
been selling a Tetra Brik soymilk for about 4 years. It does
not sell very well.
Letter from Bernd Drosihn of Viana. 1990. May 10.
Soyana seems be making their own soymilk, but it seems to
be packed by another company.
Talk with Peter Speck, formerly of Galactina. 1990.
May 23. He thinks Soyana makes its own soymilk. They
bought a plant from Alfa-Laval about 4-5 years ago (in 198586). He has no idea what the capacity of the plant is. They
definitely do not have their own aseptic packaging line, so
they probably let another company pack it, probably a dairy
near Zurich, and not at Thun. Soyana is the only company in
Switzerland that makes soymilk for normal healthy adults.
The other brands are all imported. The soymilk market in
Switzerland is small. Soymilk products are only sold in
Reform Houses and health food shops.
Talk with Walter Daenzer. 1990. May 30. In 1983 he had
his first soymilk product sold in white Tetra Brik cartons that
were not printed. The Swiss dairy industry prevented him
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from getting the packs filled with soymilk. Then in about
1985 or 1986 the president of the Tetra Pak company helped
Walter to get the approval of the Swiss Association of dairy
Products. He got the approval and a permit, and shortly after
that time the product was introduced in printed Tetra Brik
cartons in the above flavors.
Letter from Monica Kjellker Gimre of Alfa-Laval. 1990.
May 30. Alfa-Laval sold a complete soybase plant to Soyana
in Switzerland. It had a capacity of 1,000 liters/hour and
began operation in 1985.
1049. Product Name: [Soyaquell Soya-Drink (Natural,
Fruit Flavored, or Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Soyaquell Soya-Drink (Natur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
Ingredients: Natural: Water, soybeans, fruit sugar
[fructose], malt, seasalt (0.1%), natural vanilla. In addition,
for chocolate: chocolate powder, vegetable gelling agent.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ liter Tetra Brik Aseptic
carton. Retails for DM 2.40.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Plain, per 100 gm.: Protein 4.3 gm, fat 2.1 gm,
carbohydrates 3.0 gm, calories 49.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1990. March 22. 3.75 by 3.5 by 2.5 inch carton.
Blue, white, green, and red. Illustration of a soybean plant
with pods and red flowers. Logo of a small bird flying.
“Non-dairy (rein pflanzlich). Soyaquell-Soyadrink is a new
staple food of the finest quality. It is prepared carefully in
Switzerland using Swiss water, selected soybeans and quality
ingredients... Here is a delicious drink with its full-bodied
taste, light and easily digestible–for breakfast, breaks, and
also in cooking.” Note: A sticker atop the Natural flavor
states that the product is made with organically grown
soybeans.
1050. Product Name: [Tofunaise (Tofu Mayonnaise), and
Tofu Dressing].
Foreign Name: Tofunaise, Tofudressing.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Wels. Renamed Schoen
Tofurei in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600
Wels, Austria. Phone: 07242/834222, 78073.
Date of Introduction: 1985.
New Product–Documentation: Price List. 1988. With dates
products were introduced. Each product comes in a 210 ml
jar.
1051. Blanchet, R. 1985. Production, cultural practices and
utilization of soybean in Europe. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985.
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings.

Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p.
1207-14. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Ecological characteristics of Europe:
Temperature, water availability, soils. Some general
agricultural characteristics of southern Europe. Production.
Main cultural practices. Utilization. Main research problems:
Adaptation to cool temperatures and long days, drought
tolerance and water use efficiency, nitrogen nutrition and
interactions with water status, other problems. Conclusions.
References.
“The Soviet Union has for a long time been the main
producer, followed by Romania. In 1973, only Bulgaria,
Yugoslavia and Spain were significant soybean producers.
Production increased greatly during the past decade in
Romania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. In the Yugoslavian plain
of Voivodina high yields are obtained (about 2.5 t/ha in
1982). These three countries intend to extend and increase
production.
“Hungary, where the important work of mapping
environmental zones and maturity groups has been
completed, has started production. More recently, soybean
production also started in Italy (mainly in the Po Valley, here
good yields are obtained), and to a lesser extent in France,
Czechoslovakia, and Greece. Some small production occurs
in other countries: Poland, East and West Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Portugal. All these countries have research
programs. So, in general, production is not great in Europe,
but it has increased quite significantly during the past ten
years.”
Note: This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in Greece (1985). Address:
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA),
Centre de Recherches de Toulouse, Station d’Agronomie,
B.P. 12, 31320--Castanet-Tolosan--France.
1052. Hardarson, G. 1985. Effect of soybean cultivars on
symbiotic nitrogen fixation. In: H. Ssali and S.O. Keya, eds.
1985. Biological Nitrogen Fixation in Africa: Proceedings
of the First Conference of the African Association for
Biological Nitrogen Fixation (AABNF). See p. 283. Held
23-27 July 1984 in Nairobi, Kenya.
• Summary: “Cultivars were found to be very variable in
their ability to support nitrogen fixation. Application of
100 kg nitrogen/ha resulted in decrease in nitrogen fixation
compared to 20 kg nitrogen/ha treatment.” Address: FAO/
IAEA Biotechnology Lab., A-2444, Seibersdorf, Austria.
1053. Juvik, Gail A.; Bernard, R.L.; Kauffman, H.E. 1985.
Directory of germplasm collections. 1. II. Food legumes
(Soyabean). Rome, Italy: International Board for Plant
Genetic Resources. 53 p. Co-sponsored by INTSOY. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybean germplasm collections worldwide
are listed (with address and number of accessions) in
the following countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria,
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Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil (2 collections), Bulgaria,
Canada, China (14 collections), Taiwan (3), Colombia,
Czechoslovakia (2), France (4), Germany (East), Germany
(West), Greece, Hungary (2), India (8), Indonesia (3), Italy,
Japan (5), Korea (South, 2), Malaysia, Nepal, Nigeria,
Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Spain, Sri Lanka, Thailand (2), Turkey, USSR,
United Kingdom, USA (5), Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam
(2), Yugoslavia, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
The world’s largest soybean germplasm collections are
as follows: AVRDC, Tainan, Taiwan (12,200 accessions),
National Seed Storage Laboratory (NSSL), Fort Collins,
Colorado, USA (10,880), Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL, USA
(8,368), Jilin Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Jilin, China
(4,800), N.I. Vavilov All-Union Institute of Plant Industry
(VIR), Leningrad, Moscow (4,700), All-India Coordinated
Research Project on Soybean, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture
and Technology, Pantnagar, India (4,022), Suweon, South
Korea (4,020), Tsukuba, Japan (3,741). USDA, Stoneville,
Mississippi, USA (3,000).
A world map (p. 9-10) shows (1) The sites of all soybean
germplasm collections, (2) the range of ancient cultivation
of the soyabean (East and Southeast Asia), (3) range of the
wild soybean (Glycine soja; in China and Japan), and (4)
range of perennial Glycine (Australia, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Taiwan, Melanesia, and Micronesia).
This document is “Available free to developing
countries, but restricted distribution to developed countries.”
Address: 1&3. INTSOY, Univ. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; 2. USDA-ARS, Dep. of Agronomy.
1054. Klein, Hermine. 1985. Die neuen Sojagerichte: Schnell
und delikat–Natuerliche Rezept-sammlung No. 3 [The new
soy recipes: Quick and delicate–Natural recipe collection
No. 3]. Vienna, Austria: Fachverlag Gesundheit GmbH. 50 p.
Illust. 24 x 15 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: An attractive cookbooklet. Contents:
Introduction. Green seeded soybean recipes. Yellow soybean
recipes. Making tofu at home. Tofu sweets. Soymilk recipes.
Miso soups. Soy granule recipes. Soy granule sweets. TVP
recipes. Soy burgers (Sojastangerln). Address: Vienna,
Austria.
1055. Krieger, Verena. 1985. La cuisine au tofu: Délices
au soja [Tofu cuisine: The pleasures of soya]. Tanner
+ Staehelin Verlag, Waserstrasse 16, CH-8029, Zurich,
Switzerland. 88 p. Illust. No index. 18 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: An abridgment and adaptation of the German
edition. Translated by Madeline de Couët. A color photo on
the cover shows a package of Migros tofu next to a salad
containing tofu cubes and spaghetti topped with a tofu sauce.
Contents: Recipes–Salads. Sauces. Soup. Entrées. Desserts.
Special ingredients. Address: Switzerland.

1056. Paltauf, F.; Lekim, D. 1985. Lecithin and health care:
Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Soya
Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: Semmelweis-Verlag. 285 p.
Held 13-14 April 1984 at Vienna, Austria. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Individual chapters are cited separately.
Address: 1. Inst. of Biochemistry and Food Chemistry,
Technical Univ. Graz, A-8010 Graz, Austria.
1057. Paltauf, F.; Hermetter, A. 1985. Molecular species
of lecithins; chemical synthesis and properties. In: F.
Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin and Health Care:
Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Soya
Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 9-20. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Phosphatidylcholines and other phospholipids
isolated from natural sources comprise a variety of
species that differ from each other with respect to fatty
acid composition or type of bonding (ester or ether)
linking the hydrophobic rest to position 1 of glycerol. The
biological significance of the heterogeneous composition
of phospholipid classes is only poorly understood. Distinct
phospholipid species may be biologically active by
themselves, such as alkylacetylglycerophosphocholine
(‘platelet activating factor’) or may act as precursors for the
production of biologically active compounds. Examples are
phospholipids with arachidonic acid in position 2, which
after the action of phospholipase A2 give rise to the formation
of eicosanoids.
“Physical properties of membrane lipids are to a great
extent determined by the type (chain length and degree
of unsaturation) and position (one or two of glycerol)
of the hydrophobic moieties. In order to understand the
effect of phospholipid structure on membrane properties
chemically defined phospholipids are studied in model
membrane system. The desired compounds can in some
instances be obtained from natural sources, but usually
they have to be prepared by chemical synthesis. Total
synthesis of optically active lecithins with two different
(unsaturated) fatty acyl chains is a laborious task. The
procedure is simplified, however, if synthesis starts from
preformed glycerophosphocholine that can be obtained by
mild hydrolysis of natural lecithin. Using model membranes
consisting of defined phosphatidylcholine species the effect
of fatty acyl composition on phase behaviour, chain mobility,
membrane permeability and lipid-lipid and lipid-protein
interaction has been studied.” Address: Inst. of Biochemistry
and Food Chemistry, Technical Univ. Graz, Schloegelgasse
9, A-8010 Graz, Austria.
1058. Soldati, A.; Keller, E.R. 1985. Soybeans adapted to
cooler regions. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 460-67. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Climatic limitations in cooler
regions. Influence of climatic conditions on growth and
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yield structure. Differential responses to cool temperatures.
Importance of the root system in cold tolerance.
Requirements of soybeans adapted to cooler regions.
Conclusions. References. Address: 1. Adjunct Research
Assoc.; 2. Prof. of Agronomy. Both: Swiss Federal Inst. of
Technology (ETH), Dep. of Crop Science, CH-8092 Zurich,
Switzerland.
1059. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tangram Tofurei.
Manufacturer’s Address: Schmelzistr. 11, CH-2540
Grenchen, Switzerland. Phone: 06-5-52-1618.
Date of Introduction: 1985?
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Verena
Krieger. 1990. May 31. This company is out of business and
has disappeared. There is no way to find out in what year and
month they started selling tofu. The contact person was Ignaz
Reutlinger.
1060. Hugelshofer, Alison. Assignor to Nestec S.A., Vevey,
Switzerland. 1986. Process for the production of soya jelly
and product resulting therefrom. U.S. Patent 4,564,530. Jan.
14. 1 p. Application filed 23 Aug. 1984. [4 ref]
• Summary: Made from whole or defatted soya solids, agar,
and sucrose. Aseptically packaged. Address: Konolfingen,
Switzerland.
1061. Fangauf, Karl W. 1986. 25 years of promoting U.S.
soybeans and products in the German market. Foreign
Agriculture. Jan. p. 4-6.
• Summary: Since 1 Dec. 1960 American Soybean Assoc.
representatives in the north European office in Hamburg
have been promoting U.S. soybeans and soybean products in
West Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria,
and Switzerland. Address: Director, American Soybean
Assoc., Hamburg.
1062. Gavin, M. 1986. Fine-milling of full-fat soya.
Diagram (Buehler-Miag, Uzwil, Switzerland) No. 84. p. 7-8.
Jan. [Eng]
• Summary: “Recently, a simple method has been developed
to grind full-fat soya to such a fineness (on the average
20 microns) that the high-protein flour which is obtained
becomes essentially soluble in water. The object of this
development was to obtain a product which requires little
energy to make and promises a high yield, and which can be
used directly as a raw material for food production.”
“By dissolving soy flour in water and pasteurizing
and homogenizing the product, soymilk is obtained, from
which soy drinks can be made. The bean taste is virtually
eliminated. By increasing the concentration of soy flour and
adding flavorings and jellying agents, a jelly is obtained. lf
we add calcium or magnesium salts to the soymilk instead

of the jellying agent, as is done in the Far East, and after
incubation, we will get a kind of ‘silk tofu’ which, by slight
pressure, can be changed into ‘cotton tofu.’ A large number
of other products can be made at pleasure in this way, eg:
sausages, fermented (yoghurt-like) products, cheese-like
products, instant foods, ice creams, ‘tofu-burgers,’ desserts.”
Photo micrographs show Micrographs of full-fat soy
flour: (1) Milled on a hammer mill with 0.5 mm screen.
(2) Milled on a pin mill with air classification. (3) Milled
according to the Buhler process.”
Note the interesting term “Full-Fat Soya” in the title of
this article used to mean either “Whole Soybeans” or “FullFat Soya Flour” or “Full-Fat Soya Powder.”
Note 2. Buhler recently patented this milling process.
Note 3. Zwicky is a flour milling company in northeast
Switzerland. They made a joint venture with Bottighoffen
(Dr. Unger’s) but it is not yet commercial.
Note 4. This flour sells for about $2/kg in Switzerland.
Address: PhD, Head, Analytical Lab., Buehler Brothers Ltd.,
CH-9240 Uzwil, Switzerland.
1063. Karlen, Michael. 1986. Re: New developments at
Soyana. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb.
16. 4 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: The company recently moved to this new
address with a lot more space and modern equipment. They
have started to sell soymilk and soy yogurt, and also to
make Tofu Ravioli and Spaetzli (pasta), in addition to their
organic nigari tofu. “The general situation looks promising
with Migros, Co-op, and Galactina making their own new
products, like tofu ice cream, tofu bread (still in test market),
and soy dessert. I believe that 1986 could become a year
with another major step toward general acceptance of soy
products in Switzerland... More and more of the 13 big
milk processing cooperatives are getting involved in the soy
business... The whole situation is really exciting.” Address:
Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039, Zurich, Switzerland. Phone:
01-202-8997.
1064. Vogel, Lothar S. 1986. Re: Growing interest in tempeh.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 25. 4 p.
Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: “I’m sure you will remember me. We first
met when I was hitch-hiking from Berkeley to Marin
[California], studying Sanskrit, reading the Vivekachudamani
[famous work by Adi Shankara that expounds Advaita
Vedanta philosophy].
“Then I visited with Candle [lady’s name] and went
cross country teaching people about tempeh.”
“It seems I have at last found an area I like and possibly
will try to continue and do my work. I was in Hawaii for
a while, then in Europe, and now in San Diego. My last
workshop in Honolulu was the best one I have had yet, and
the ones I am planning here feel promising.
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“Besides contacting the ‘alternative community’ I
contact schools, newspapers, radio stations, etc. I plan to
hold a workshop entirely for restaurant chefs and cooks.
“As you see, I have a goal to put out The International
Tempeh News, a publication I envision to be sort of open
to all tempeh fans, but [directed] more to lay people than
professional producers.” Address: 2019 Granada Ave., San
Diego, California 92014. Phone: (619) 233-8273.
1065. Product Name: [Tofu Burger (With Sesame)].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Burger (Sesam).
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Ingredients: Soybeans, millet, rolled oats (from controlled
cultivation), whole wheat flour, vegetables, herbal salt, herbs,
spices.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products.” “Tofu
patties in various sizes and flavors” (Tofu-Laibchen in
verschiedenen Grössen un vielen Geschmacksvarianten).
Note: The tofu burger apparently has no added bread crumbs
like a laibchen.
Label, received 1989. Oct. Red, black, green, and white
on yellowish orange. 1.75 by 3.75 inches. Made purely from
plants (rein pflanzlich), of high quality. Without chemical
preservatives, artificial colorings or flavorings. Logo is a
green soybean plant against a white circular background. In
the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog this product is called TofuBurger, is described as a crisp patty with basil and sesame,
precooked. It sells retail in 75 gm weight.
1066. Product Name: [Soyana Dahi Soy Yogurt (Natural,
Strawberry, Blueberry, Bircher, Apricot)].
Foreign Name: Soyana Dahi gesaeuerter Soya-Dessert
(Nature, Erdbeer, Heidelbeer, Bircher, Aprikose).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Ingredients: Natural: Soymilk, fruit sugar (ca. 1%), malt,
sea salt, natural vanilla. The fruit flavors contain pieces of
fruit and are sweetened with unrefined cane sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 180 gm yogurt-style cup.
Retails for Fr. 1.25.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Michael
Karlen. 1986. Feb. 16. They now sell soy yogurt. Brochure.
1986. Soyana. The Future has begun. 10 panels. Blue and
white. In German. Dahi [the Indian word for yogurt] is made
from fresh, soured Soyana soyadrink.
Talk with Peter Speck, formerly of Galactina. 1990. May

23. Co-op’s Soya Dessert made by PLL was introduced in
about 1988. This is a soy yogurt-type product and definitely
the best soy yogurt on the market in Switzerland. Soyana
also produces a soy yogurt, probably from whole soymilk,
which he has heard is of good quality. But Speck feels that
soy yogurt is not nearly as good as dairy yogurt.
1067. Product Name: [Fresh Soya Pasta].
Foreign Name: Frische Soya-Spaetzli.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 500 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Michael
Karlen. 1986. Feb. 16. They now sell pasta. Brochure. 1986.
Soyana. The Future has begun. 10 panels. Blue and white. In
German. Makes 500 gm.
1068. Product Name: [Tofu Ravioli (with Bolognese
Sauce, or with Cheese Cream Sauce)].
Foreign Name: Tofu-Ravioli (an Sauce Bolognese, or an
Kaese Rahmsauce).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1986 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Michael
Karlen. 1986. Feb. 16. They now sell soymilk. Brochure.
1986. Soyana. The Future has begun. 10 panels. Blue and
white. In German. Tofu Ravioli. Without flesh. Ready
to eat; just warm in a pan. Keeps without refrigeration.
Whole-grain, organically grown. Two varieties. The sauce
Bolognese is made with tomatoes and Soyana soy protein
[TVP].
1069. Widhalm, K.; Sterz, G.; Strobl, W. 1986. Der
Effekt von Sojaeiweiss vs klassische Typ-II-Diaet auf
Serumlipide und -lipoproteine bei Kindern mit familiaerer
Hypercholesterinaemie (FH) [The effect of soy protein
versus a classical Type-II diet on serum lipids and
lipoproteins in children with familial hypercholesterolemia].
Infusionstherapie und klinische Ernaehrung 13(1):12. Feb.
[Ger]
• Summary: The soy-based formula resulted in significantly
lower blood cholesterol levels. Address: Univ.-Kinderklinik,
Wien (Vienna), Austria.
1070. EEC Commission. 1986. EEC report on imitation milk
and milk products. Brussels, Belgium. 26 p. March. [17 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Explanatory memorandum on
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the designations used in the marketing of milk and milk
products: Issued by the EEC Commission on 20 May 1986.
Introduction. General: Definitions (milk products [milk,
milk products, composite products], imitation and substitute
products), list of imitation products. Market for imitation
milk and milk products: Factors influencing the market,
market situation, commentary and forecasts. Labelling/
publicity. Conclusions.
Concerning the market situation: (a) “Cheese imitation:
the UK market for these products was estimated at 2,000
tonnes/year or 0.8% of the 240,000 tonnes of UK natural
cheese production in 1981. The substitute products were
mainly used in formulated foods as a replacement for
imported cheese.
“In the USA imitation cheese is presenting increased
competition for natural cheese. In 1980 it accounted for–
available reports differ–either 73,000 tonnes (4.2% of total
cheese production) or 95,000 tonnes (5% of total cheese
production) or up 150% from 1978.
“The major uses of imitation cheeses are in the
production of frozen pizzas and school meals. Increased
consumer acceptance of these products is explained in
particular by their lower prices. A market forecast estimates
the annual growth rate at 6.8% and sales for 1988 at 135,000
tonnes. Another market forecast for the USA suggests that
by 1987 imitation cheese products could hold 15% of the
total cheese market, with a growth rate of 26.4% per year.
Projections for the year 2000 indicate a 50% market share for
substitute cheese products.
“In Switzerland the Union Fromagere estimates that
exports of Swiss cheese fell by 6.5% per year between 1982
and 1983 due to sales of imitation Emmentaler, Gruyere and
Sbrinz on many major European markets.
“In Sweden it was reported in 1984 that imitation cheese
products accounted for 2.5% of the cheese market.
“(b) Yellow fats: A report on the UK market for 1983
states that, in volume terms, butter accounted for 36% of the
yellow fats market, compared with 64% for margarine and
low-fat spreads...
“(c) Soya milk: In the United Kingdom, sales of soya
milk increased fivefold to total UK£3.5 million and estimates
are that sales could reach UK£20 million by mid-1988.
Taking the retail price at UK£0.64 per liter, these values
correspond to 5,600 tonnes of soya milk for 1984 and 32,000
tonnes projected for 1988. (d) Coffee whiteners and artificial
creams: A report dating from 1979 stated that these products
accounted for less than 1% of condensed milk and cream
consumption. In Denmark a report dating from 1979 stated
that they account for 3% of the market in cream.”
Note: This report is contained within an undated 1987
booklet titled “Soymilk Versus EEC Legislation,” published
by STS–Soya Technology Systems. It is also summarized
in the April 1987 edition of Soyfoods (ESFA). 1(2):11-17.
The full bibliography of 17 references is included. Address:

Brussels, Belgium.
1071. Noble Soya House Limited. 1986. Display ad: Noble
Soya brings together–Godrej, Bhiwandiwalla (Great Eastern
Shipping), Kibun of Japan (World’s largest producer of
soya milk), Alfa Laval of Sweden, Tetra Pak of Switzerland,
Simon Foods of U.K... Times of India (The) (Bombay). April
12. p. 10.
• Summary: Another interesting and creative full page ad
from Noble Soya of India.
“Noble Soya House Limited has been promoted by
Dr. A.S. Aiyar, a leading food technologist of international
repute.
“Issue opens on 28th April, 1986.”
Note: This ad also appeared in the April 16 (p. 12)
and April 23 (p. 15) issues of this newspaper. Address:
Registered office: E-7/638 Shahpura, Near Campion School,
Arera Colony, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.
1072. Product Name: [Jogging {Meusli} (Bircher Meusli
Sweetened with Sucanat, Unsweetened Bircher-Meusli, or
Chocolate Meusli Sweetened with Sucanat)].
Manufacturer’s Name: Bossy.
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Ingredients: Oats, barley, wheat, rye, millet, soya,
raisins, apples, nuts, and sucanat (dried unrefined juice of
biologically grown sugar cane).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 400 gm cartons.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1986. April. Meusli is a Swiss natural food breakfast cereal.
1073. Soppe, Fennie. 1986. Jonathan, Histoire d’un boucher
reconverti. Interview de Jos Van De Ponseele [Jonathan.
History of a reconverted butcher. Interview with Jos Van De
Ponseele]. Compas (Le) (France) No. 26. p. 14-16. March/
April. [Fre]
• Summary: It all started in 1974, when Jos’s wife
experienced serious health problems. There were suspicions
of lung cancer. She went to Switzerland for care, and had
a fever of 38-40ºC for 6 months without improvement.
One day someone gave them a small book about natural
foods. She then began to eat macrobiotically and her fever
disappeared after 3 months.
At the beginning, this diet was not at all attractive. The
food was very poor, and Jos began to ask himself questions
and to read books on the subject. He learned that it wasn’t a
bad diet at all. Not wanting to have to prepare two types of
food, he started to eat the same diet as his wife. His health
did not improve much, but he found he had the capacity to
work much more, and a need for less sleep. His days started
at 6:00 A.M. and ended between 11:00 P.M. and midnight.
Upon seeing the results, he began to think and live
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differently. In the long run, the work at the butcher shop
worried him. He no longer ate meat, but he was still selling
it. That wasn’t logical. He then decided to sell organic
meat products at the butcher shop, and they sold very well.
However that was a form of hypocrisy.
You must understand that at that time, macrobiotic
people in the area were very fanatical. Meat was considered
bad, in fact a poison. A more moderate viewpoint was
needed; a bit of meat in itself is not bad, but its consumption
in large quantities can present problems.
Jos opened two natural food shops in succession, and
they were a success in part because he had experience in
running a business. He tried to sell his butcher shop, which
was very large. Through his new shops he met people who
wanted to stop eating animal proteins, but they knew of
no replacement. Back then, you could not find any tofu,
or seitan, just beans. When a person decides to change her
diet, she cannot fully benefit from the proteins in beans: the
process is too slow. This made it hard for a person to change
his or her diet.
Jos attended a seminar conducted by Michio Kushi
at Drogen (Germany). They talked about these problems.
Michio spoke to Jos about miso and tamari, and advised him
to come to Boston, Massachusetts, where he could learn and
see everything for himself. He did. Indeed miso and tamari
were available, but they were made in a foreign country.
He was somewhat deceived in the early days. Most of the
products came from Japan. At the same time, he worked
at the famous macrobiotic restaurant The Seventh Inn. He
became friends with a Japanese person and they worked
together making seitan. Finally, he started commercial
production with two Americans.
Tofu was very well known, but it was made in
[Boston’s] Chinatown. The Chinese did not want to show
others how to make it, but they were allowed to look. This
interested him very much.
Upon returning to Belgium, after his studies in
Boston, Jos began commercial production of seitan. At the
beginning people were very closed. They thought that one
should consume only beans. Their fanaticism seemed very
natural to them, but that made it very difficult for Jos to
survive economically by making only seitan. He started by
producing 500 gm a week of seitan for Souen, a macrobiotic
restaurant in Gent [Gand]. He urged the restaurant to serve
seitan to each customer so that it would become well known.
That was successful. After several months, the natural food
stores began to order seitan from him; that was his goal.
Subsequently he began to make fresh organic tofu. He
encountered new opposition when he suggesting sterilizing
the tofu, which would cause loss of vitamin C, etc.
People got to know seitan but they were getting tired of
it, so now he has the seitan burger between two buns, with
onion and lettuce. They are also thinking about introducing
seitan brochettes and seitan in sauces. The starch left over

from making large quantities is used in making soups,
spreads for bread, goulash, etc.
How did his customers react initially to all this?
They thought he was crazy–in 3 ways. (1) They thought
macrobiotics was folly; (2) Who but a fool would sell a
butcher shop that was doing so well, employed 16 persons,
and was the first to sell organic meat with great success.
They thought that America had made him lose his head; (3)
They thought artificial meat was absurd and would not sell.
But these people have changed their opinions as things have
developed.
His best invention is seitan sold sterilized in jars; it is
now a very successful product. He is also very proud of
his tofu burgers (les beignets, les ganmos; made from tofu,
sesame seeds, onions, mushrooms, and arrowroot), his
sauces, and his mushroom tarts. Neither his soy croquettes
nor his carob products sell well. His basic products are
seitan, tofu, and mochi (made according to a traditional
Japanese recipe). The company will soon focus more on
exporting it products, especially to Germany, followed
by France (starting in 1987) and Austria. He has created
a company in France named Jonathan France (La Comba
24620, Les Eyzies. Phone 53.06.94.68), directed by
Frenchmen, because it is very difficult to export to France;
he has been trying for 2 years.
Black-and-white photos show: (1) A portrait shows
Jonathan, with a large beard, rimless glasses, and thinning
hair. (2) Twenty-three of his sterilized products in jars, which
have a shelf-life of 2 years. Among these are Sojapastei,
Sojaboont Jes, Azukiboont [Azuki bean] Jes, Brown Rice
Casserole with Seitan, and Tofu Salade. The company is
studying a tempeh spread for bread. The company now has
16 employees, including 3 in stores an a representative. Most
of the employees like this food. Not all are macrobiotic but
most have changed their diet, usually without fanaticism.
The company’s name Jonathan comes from the name
of the book Jonathan Livingston Seagull (Jonathan Le
Goëland), about a seagull who wants to live differently. Jos
believes that vegetable proteins can play an important role
in world hunger. His dream, which he hopes to realize, is to
establish small food companies in Zaire, Rwanda, and all
of southern Africa. “For example, a small tofu machine can
produce 800 to 1,000 cakes of tofu/day. I would like these
people in poor countries to be able to make tofu themselves.”
Jos is not a vegetarian. He still likes meat and eats it
in small quantities, often fish or organic meat. He has 3
children. Address: Pays-Bas (Netherlands).
1074. Product Name: [Dr. Dunners Soja Snack {Soynuts}
(Paprika, Natural, Krokant, Salted)].
Manufacturer’s Address: Switzerland?
Date of Introduction: 1986 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1.25 Franks for 75 gm.
New Product–Documentation: R. Leviton. 1983. Report
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on trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct-Nov. p.
17. Product seen in Reformhaus health food store in Zurich,
Switzerland.
1075. Product Name: [Canned Tofu Kashmir (with Curry
and Fruits), Tofu Spread with Cheese (in a Tube), Tofu
Chocolate Crème, and Tofunaise (in a Tube)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Casimir, Spreading Tofu, Tofu
Chocosette, Tofunaise.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1986 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Can or tube.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from M. Jaccard and
A. Dillier of Conserves Estavayer. 1988. June 27. Each of
these 4 products were introduced in 1986 and discontinued
in 1987.
1076. Product Name: [Soy Sprouts (Actually mung bean
sprouts!)].
Foreign Name: Sojasprossen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl (MarketerDistributor). Made in Austria by Aggarwal.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1986 May.
Ingredients: Mung beans, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products. Salad and
vegetable for the entire year.” Label.
Listed in the company’s Jan. 1989 catalog as
Sojasprossen. “Made fresh daily. Vitamins for the entire
year.”
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. It is quite strange that mung bean sprouts are called
“Sojasprossen” in Austria.
1077. Product Name: [Mamina Soya {Infant Formula/
Mother’s Milk Substitute} (Plain)].
Foreign Name: Mamina Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Belp, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1986 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm aluminum bags in a
paperboard box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1986.
p. 111; 1989. p. 131. Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. June 2.
Soya Bluebook contains a misprint. Maurina Soja (Infant
formula) is actually Mamina Soya. Talk with Conrad Seewer

of Galactina. 1990. May 17. Mamina Soya (pronounced
ma-MEE-nah ZO-yah) was Galactina’s first infant formula
after Bebe Nago. Since it is a better product, using new
technology, it replaced Bebe Nago. It has a better taste and
completely fulfills the baby’s nutritional needs according to
modern pediatric standards. It was launched 5-6 years ago.
It is made from whole soybeans that are made into soymilk,
which is then spray dried and formulated. It contains no
isolates, and this is part of Galactina’s philosophy and
history. This allows better control of the product quality and
the milk is less highly processed. The processing method has
solved the problem of flatulence.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. The market
for Galactina’s new line of two baby products looks very
promising. There is Mamina Soya and then 2-3 different
types of gruels.
Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990.
July 13. The three basic products in the line are mother’s
milk substitutes. Both these and the gruels for spoon feeding
are in powder form, sealed in aluminum foil bags that are
packed in paperboard boxes. The products contain no soy
isolates; rather they are made with powdered soymilk made
directly from soybeans. Flatulence is prevented by a special
technical manufacturing process that is confidential and that
eliminates trypsin inhibitor. The first Mamina Soya product
was introduced in June 1986.
1078. Product Name: [Soy Tempeh, Marinated and
Vacuum Packed].
Foreign Name: Soj-Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1986 June.
Ingredients: Sojabohnen, Edelpilzkultur.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm vacuum pack.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
June 1986. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 3 inches. Dark green, light
green, orange, and black on white. “Durch Edelpilzkultur
fermentierte Sojabohnen, mariniert. Tempeh is a versatile
food that is rich in protein and vitamin B-12. It is suited for
frying (plain or with breaded batter) or cooking, or for use
raw.”
1079. Sieber, R. 1986. Tofu–eine Konkurrenz fuer
Milchprodukte? [Tofu–competition for milk products?].
Deutsche Milchwirtschaft 37(28):877-81. July 9. [33 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of tofu.
Production of quark. Nutritional-physiological comparison
of tofu with quark. The microbiological quality of tofu.
The use of tofu and quark in the kitchen. 7. Consequences
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for dairy farming. Summary. Address: Eidgenossisch
Forschungsanstalt fuer Milchwirtschaft, CH-3907 LiebefeldBern, Switzerland [Federal Research Inst. for Dairy
Farming].
1080. Paskalev, Rosen L. 1986. Re: Early history of soya in
Bulgaria to 1941. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, July 21. 1 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: The soybean was introduced to Bulgaria from
Russia or Romania at the 19th century. At that time, it was
grown chiefly as a garden plant and Bulgarians used it as an
inexpensive substitute for coffee. So they called it “garden
(Russian) coffee” (gradinsko kafe). It was more popular in
the Macedonian and northeastern popular parts of Bulgaria.
We can only speculate as to how the soybean was
introduced to Bulgaria. Bulgarian gardeners were very
famous throughout Europe, so many of them were working
in the Austro-Hungarian empire, Russia, Poland, and even
the USA. They travelled a lot at the middle and end of the
1800s. So it is quite possible that they brought soybean seeds
first from the 1873 world exposition at Vienna, where the
Chinese introduced soya beans and soyfoods. I suppose that
was the first popular introduction of soya to Europe.
According to our Agricultural Encyclopedia published
in 1937-1939 (vol. 2, p. 1615), the first scientific research on
the soybean in an agricultural experiment station took place
in 1902. But another source (Konova 1975) states that the
first organized research trials were conducted during 1905-06
at the “Obraztsov Chiflik” experiment station near the town
of Rousse, using three soybean varieties. The yields were
low (340-1210 kg/ha)
During World War I, when imports of coffee to Bulgaria
were interrupted, the soybean (“garden coffee”) became
widely known and grown in gardens. At this same time, the
soybean also came to be called the “maslen bob” (the butter
bean) and the “Yaponski bob” (Japan bean).
The earliest publications seen on soybeans in Bulgaria
appeared in 1918, when two articles by A.S. Pentchev
appeared in the Stopanski Pregled i Domakinstvo (Industrial
Review and Household). However it seems that other
popular articles were published before this year.
On 27 Dec. 1920, Prof. Dr. Asen Zlatarov reported the
first scientific work on soybeans and soyfoods in Bulgaria
before a session of the Bulgarian Chemists’ Society. During
the period 1918-1922 Zlatarov gave numerous throughout
Bulgaria about the importance of the soybean and about
soyfoods as wholesome, healthy foods. At first many
vegetarians were interested; there were many followers of
Leo Tolstoy’s way of life which included vegetarianism, and
the they were looking for more and better vegetarian foods
for their communities.
In 1920-21 Bulgaria’s Central Agricultural Institute
analyzed the content of soybeans grown in 12 parts of the
country. Because of the heavy demand, a few soybeans were

distributed for cultivation by agricultural offices (such as
the Agricultural Office “Ganzin” in Nova Zagora, in 192122) but there were not enough seeds to meet the demand. In
agricultural periodicals, there were big advertisements for
soybeans (from those who wanted to buy or sell). Private
farmers drove the market price up too high. During the
1920s there were no organized soybean exports, but the
domestic was not used properly because the people were
not accustomed to eating soybeans. The price of soybeans
was lowered and many farmers were disappointed because
they were hoping for a large profit on the crop. In 1926 the
first soy flour was prepared by Dona Kalcheva, an assistant
to Prof. Zlatarov at the University of Sofia. It was then
produced commercially at the Stoian Balakchiev confection
factory, owned by S. Balakchiev. By the end of the 1920s the
area planted to soybeans decreased again.
The first real large-scale production of soybeans in
Bulgaria began in 1932 with the establishment of the Soya
Corporation (Soya-Co.). Soy flour was called “Soyasan”
and was used in biscuits and dietetic breads. At the end
of the 1920s it seems that some soy flours were imported:
Aguma, Bollmann, and Ehrhorn (full-fat flours patented by
Prof. Berczeller), flours from Italy (Maseli), and flours from
Dr. E.C. Winkler of Vienna, Austria–who visited Bulgaria
in 1935. In 1935 there was a successful Soya Exposition
in Sofia, where soyfoods were widely demonstrated and
served. Roughly 80% of the area planted to soybeans was
controlled by Soya-Co. Soybean area rose from 15,574 ha in
1935 to 21,196 in 1939, 45,390 in 1940, and 72,965 in 1941.
Address: Tsar Shishman 23, 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria.
1081. American Soybean Association. 1986. Soya Bluebook
‘86. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 278 p.
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Index of advertisers (p. 4). Soybeans:
Your profit opportunity, by Dr. Kenneth L. Bader, CEO,
ASA (p. 5). Organizations (by country, within each country
alphabetically): For each gives the name, address, contact
person, year founded, number of members, objectives and
activities, publications. Countries are: USA, Australia,
Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, England,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Finland, France, Hungary,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal,
Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Zaire,
Zimbabwe. U.S. agricultural education, research & extension
(by state; mainly state agricultural / land-grant colleges),
ASA international offices and world regions (colored world
map and photo of each country director), government trading
agencies.
Soy directory: Oil extraction plants / refineries
(alphabetically by state in USA, then by country), soyfoods
/ edible soy products manufacturers (lecithin, soy flour,
soy grits, soy protein concentrates & isolates, textured soy
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protein, binders, extenders, simulated meat products, soy oil
products {margarine, shortening, cooking / salad oil, salad
dressings}, soyfoods–beverages [soymilk], frozen desserts,
soy sauce, tempeh, tofu, whole soybean snacks {soynuts},
other soy-based foods), within each product by country,
producers of soy products for industrial manufacturers (by
products, etc.): Industrial lecithin, industrial soy flour /
soy protein, industrial soy oil, soy sterols and tocopherols,
soybean fatty acids.
Soybean manufacturing support industries:
Manufacturing equipment & supplies, soybean processing
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services. Marketing
and auxiliary services: Brokers, financial services,
forwarding agents, marketing consultants, trading
companies, transportation, warehousing–export / import.
Soy statistics (tables & graphs): Soya conversions
[weights & measures], metric conversions, temperature
conversions. U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates
(by state). U.S. soybean acreage, yield and production,
1925–1985 (by year). U.S. soybean planted acreage by
state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state
(1970–1985). U.S. soybean yield by state (1970–1985). U.S.
soybean production by state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean
production major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for
soybeans, corn, wheat, and cotton. U.S. harvested acreage of
major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for the big 4. U.S.
yield per acre of major crops (1920–1985): One graph each
for the big 4. Argentine soybean area, yield and production
by province (1975-1986). Brazilian soybean area, yield and
production by province (1975-1986). Canadian soybean
production: Acreage, yield, production, farm price and value
(1950-51–1984-85). Canadian soybean production and
utilization (1950-1984, year beginning Aug. 1): Production,
imports, supplies, exports of beans, processed for oil and
meal, soy oil produced, soybean oilcake produced. World
soybean production: Area and production in specified
countries and the world total (1980/81–1985/86). Soybean
production by major countries (one graph, 1925-1985): U.S.,
Brazil, PRC [China], Argentina. Share of world soybean
production [percentage] by major countries (one graph,
1925-1985): Big 4. Soybean acreage by major countries
(one graph, 1925-1985): Big 4. Share of world soybean
acreage [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 19251985): Big 4. U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage,
yield and price (1970–1986). Soybean usage in the U.S. for
crush and exports (one graph, 1925-1985, million bushels).
U.S. soybean exports: Percent of total usage (one graph,
1925-1985). Argentine soybeans and products (oil and
meal): Supply and disposition (1975/76–1986/87). Brazilian
soybeans and products (oil and meal): Supply and disposition
(1975/76–1986/87). Prices of U.S. soybeans, No. 1 yellow:
Average price per bushel, Illinois country shipping points
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). Prices of U.S.
soybeans received by farmers: Average price per bushel

(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). U.S. soybean
price support operations (1945-1985, incl. CCC). U.S.
soybean crop value: U.S. and major producing states (19251985): Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Minnesota,
Arkansas. Fold-out color map of U.S. soybean acreage by
county. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans: Percent of open
market farm sales by month (1975/76–1984/85). Map of
U.S. soybean processing plants. Value of U.S. soybean
products per bushel and crush margin (1950-1984): Soy
oil, soybean meal, soybean price (received by farmers,
No. 1 yellow Illinois), margin (ditto). U.S. soybean meal:
Prices paid by farmers–44% protein, dollars per 100 lbs,
by year and month (1950-1984). U.S. soybean meal:
Average wholesale price–44% protein, dollars per ton,
bulk Decatur, Illinois, by year and month (1950–1984).
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports
and domestic disappearance, by year and month, thousand
short tons (1978/79–1984/85). U.S. soybean cake and
meals: Supply, disposition and price (1977-1985): Soybean,
cottonseed, linseed, peanut. Major world protein meals:
Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86; Production,
exports, imports, consumption, ending stocks): Soybean,
cottonseed, rapeseed, sunflowerseed, fish, peanut, copra,
linseed, palm kernel. World major oilseeds: Supply and
utilization (1981/82–1985/86). World major vegetable and
marine oils: Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86).
Prices of U.S. soybean oil: Soy oil, domestic crude, average
cents per pound in tank cars at Midwestern mills, by year
and month (1950/51–1984/85). U.S. soybean utilization, by
year (1960-1984): Food–Shortening, margarine, cooking and
salad oils, other edible, total. Nonfood–Paint and varnish,
resins and plastics, fatty acids, other inedible (incl. soap),
total. Total domestic utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as
percent of total soybean value (1930–1985). Note: Peaked
at about 55% in 1930, fell to about 32% in 1980-81. U.S.
soybean oil: Supply, disposition and price (1960-1985). U.S.
edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance (1978-1985):
Coconut, corn, cottonseed, lard, palm, peanut, soybean,
sunflower, tallow (edible). U.S. exports of soybeans, by
year and month (1953–1984). U.S. soybean exports by port
and country of destination (Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985): Ports
are–St. Lawrence Seaway, Lakes, Atlantic, Gulf (by far the
largest), Pacific, Interior. U.S. exports: Soybeans–Volume of
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–Volume of
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and
meal–Volume of exports by country of destination (in metric
tons) and total value (1981–1985). Map of U.S. soybean
exports by port areas: Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985 (1,000 bushels).
U.S. exports of soybean, cottonseed and sunflowerseed
oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports–Volume of
exports by region and country of destination (in metric
tons) and total value (1979/80–1984/85; year beginning in
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October). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–P.L. 480, Title I and III,
volume (in metric tons) and value (in $1,000) by country
of destination (FY 1981–1985). U.S. exports of soybean
and cottonseed oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports
(1950–1984, million lbs; incl. P.L. 480 as a percentage of
the whole). Brazilian exports of soybeans and products to
major countries (1,000 metric tons; 1976-1984). Graph of
soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., Brazil,
Argentina) (soybean equivalent; 1970-1985). Graph of world
share of soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S.,
Brazil, Argentina) (1970-1985). Note: U.S. share has fallen
from 95% in 1970 to about 50% in 1984.
Glossary: General terms, soy protein terms. Standards &
specifications: NSPA, Association of American Feed Control
Officials (AAFCO), USDA (definitions and grades). Index.
Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141.
1082. Pfeiffer, Ulrike. 1986. Announcement of 4th
International Colloquium on Lecithin (Leaflet). Hamburg,
West Germany. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 23 x 10 cm.
• Summary: After three previous meetings in Europe, this
colloquium will be held in Chicago, Illinois, on 15-17 Sept.
1986. The first colloquium of this series took place in Rome,
Italy in 1980–its theme was soybean lecithin, nutritional
and clinical aspects. The second one took place in Brighton,
England in 1982 and was mainly dedicated to the dietetic
applications of soybean lecithin. The third meeting was held
in Vienna, Austria, in 1984–it primarily summarized the
possible uses of lecithin as an active ingredient itself and as
a carrier of other ingredients in dietetic and pharmaceutical
preparations.
This colloquium will be divided into the following
sections: 1. Technology. 2. Biology. 3. Therapeutic
considerations. 4. Panel discussions. The following
papers on therapeutic considerations will be presented:
Phospholipids as natural precursors of choline in the brain,
by S.H. Zeisel of Boston, USA. Overview on lecithin
treatment in neuropsychiatry, by J.H. Growdon, Boston,
USA. Therapeutic value of phosphatidylserine and other
phospholipids, by G. Toffano, Anano Terme, Italy. Effects of
lecithin on memory and learning, by H. Sorgatz, Darmstadt,
West Germany. Preventive effect of phospholipids on tissue
aging, by M. Shinitzky, Rehovet, Israel. Recent therapeutic
applications and potential future directions (bile, gallstones
and cystic fibrosis), by T. Watkins, New York, USA.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2003) that contains the word “phosphatidylserine”
in connection with soy. Address: Secretary, Lucas Meyer
GmbH, Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62-72, P.O. Box 280 246,
D-2000 Hamburg 28, West Germany.
1083. Stössel, Peter. 1986. Aflatoxin contamination in
soybeans: Role of proteinase inhibitors, zinc availability, and
seed coat integrity. Applied and Environmental Microbiology

52(1):68-72. July. [34 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean trypsin inhibitors are thought to
ward off pathogens. Studies with aflatoxigenic strains of
Aspergillus flavus and A. parasiticus, frequent soybean
contaminants, revealed that trypsin inhibitors do not affect
the growth of these fungi and aflatoxin production. Further,
the availability of zinc, an essential mineral for aflatoxin
synthesis that was thought to explain increased aflatoxin
accumulation in cooked compared with raw soybeans,
was shown to decrease upon cooking. Seed coat integrity,
ensuring limited access and a low moisture content, is
responsible for the slow colonization of the seed by A.
flavus.” Address: Nestlé Research Dep., Nestlé Ltd., CH1800 Vevey, Switzerland.
1084. Product Name: [Soymilk Dessert (Vanilla,
Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Soja-Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bio Quelle.
Manufacturer’s Address: Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1986 August.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1986. Aug.
1085. Product Name: [Soymilk, and Soja Drink (Regular,
With Cane Sugar, or Chocolate)].
Foreign Name: Sojamilch, und Soja-Drink (mit
Rohrzucker, Schoko).
Manufacturer’s Name: Bio Quelle.
Manufacturer’s Address: Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1986 August.
New Product–Documentation: Food Report (Lehmann).
1986. Aug.
1086. Bernd Lehmann International Consultants. comp.
1986. Erste internationale Tofu-Produkt-Praesentation: Tofu
86 [Report of the First International Tofu Products Expo,
Seminar, and Buffet: Tofu ‘86]. Postfach 10 41 07, D-2000
Hamburg 1, West Germany. 17 p. Held on 24 Sept. 1986 at
the Sheraton Hotel, Arabellastr. 6, Munich, Germany. [Ger]
• Summary: Held in Munich with 100 attendees, the
conference was sponsored by Bernd Lehmann, International
Consultants on the occasion of the IKOFA conference. It
featured three speakers, a soy product exhibit (samples
were flown in from around the world), and a tofu-based
delicatessen buffet at which 24 recipes (12 warm and 12
cold) and were served. Many of these were prepared from
Galactina or USA tofu or soy products. The proceedings list
all recipe names and ingredients (in German).
The one day program (11:00 AM to 2:30 PM) was as
follows: 1. Introduction by Dr. Siegfried Domin. 2. “Tofu:
Production, characteristics, and advantages” by Dr. Peter
Speck of Galactina. 3. Presentation of products for sampling
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from the USA, Japan, and Switzerland. 4. Tofu Buffet Lunch.
5. “The most interesting tofu new product developments
from America” by Domin. 6. “European tofu products” by
Speck. 7. “Development of the tofu market in Switzerland”
by Ulrich Bringold of Galactina (see translation). 8.
Discussion. Address: Munich, West Germany.
1087. Bringold, Ulrich. 1986. Entwicklung des TofuMarktes in der Schweiz [Development of the tofu market in
Switzerland]. In: Bernd Lehmann International Consultants,
comp. 1986. Report of the First International Tofu Products
Expo, Seminar, and Buffet: Tofu ‘86. 17 p. See p. 10-11.
Held on 24 Sept. 1986 at the Sheraton Hotel, Arabellastr. 6,
Munich, Germany. [Ger]
• Summary: Since 1983, Bringold has been product manager
at Galactina. He is one of the pioneers of European tofu
marketing. The development of the Swiss tofu market can
be divided into 4 large stages. 1. Tofu in the Reform trade
(Reformhandel, Health food stores). In 1981 tofu began
to be made and sold without much media coverage in
alternative food stores and Reform Houses. The users were
predominantly vegetarians and alternative types. In 1983
total Swiss production was about 120 tonnes.
2. The start of the mainstream food trade
(Lebensmittelhandel). In 1983 the first mainstream
food stores began to sell tofu. In 1984 Galactina AG
conducted a regional market test with such stores using a
fresh pasteurized tofu. An attractive package, numerous
recipes and suggestions for use, and extensive sampling
of prepared dishes in the stores were the principal items
of the promotional campaign. This introduced tofu to
environmentally- and health-conscious normal consumers.
The success in sales surpassed all expectations of both the
manufacturers and the stores.
3. The conquest of the mainstream market. Then came
the real breakthrough. The two leading retail chains, Migros
and Co-op started to carry tofu. The rest of the trade followed
their example, so that by the end of 1985 all major food
stores, as well as the Reform Houses and many drug stores
carried at least one brand of tofu. This was possible because
of (1) an intensive marketing campaign simultaneously by
several manufacturers, (2) a fortunate acceptance and its
own marketing activities by the food trade, (3) the media’s
taking up the theme, and especially (4) the open attitude of a
sufficiently large target public.
4. Tofu gets flavor. Observers of tofu have remarked
that it is now where yogurt stood 20 years ago before it was
flavored. In 1986 flavored tofu products were introduced.
There are now more than 20 flavored products on the market,
from seasoned tofu to Tofu Raviolis, Tofu Sandwich Spreads,
Tofu Bolognaise, and Tofu Goulash. Even tofu ice cream and
desserts.
Note: An English translation of this speech was
published in the April 1987 issue of Soyfoods (ESFA).

1(2):23-24. Address: Galactina AG, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
1088. Product Name: [Natto].
Foreign Name: Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojvita Produktions GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hauptplatz 1, 2493
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622/75494.
Date of Introduction: 1986 September.
Ingredients: Vergorenen Sojabohnen.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation: Letter from Norbert
Brunthaler. 1988. Jan. 4. Gives date of introduction as
September 1986. Label. 1987. 3.5 by 1.5 inches. Black typed
letters on white. Pressure sensitive label.
1089. Speck, Peter. 1986. Tofu: Herstellung, Eigenschaften
und Vorteile [Tofu: Production, characteristics, advantages].
In: Bernd Lehmann International Consultants, comp. 1986.
Report of the First International Tofu Products Expo,
Seminar, and Buffet: Tofu ‘86. 17 p. See p. 7-9. Held on 24
Sept. 1986 at the Sheraton Hotel, Arabellastr. 6, Munich,
Germany. [Ger]
• Summary: “The American tofu boom spread to Europe at
the beginning of the 1980s. Initially only small companies
made tofu, but now the trend is toward larger scale industrial
production.” An example of this is Galactina in Switzerland.
Speck has been technical director at Galactina since 1981.
He is one of the leading tofu specialists in Europe. Address:
Galactina AG, CH-3123 Belp, Switzerland.
1090. Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1986. Swiss soy pasta
[from AMI]. Nov. p. 67.
• Summary: Letter from Ami Teigwaren, Adolf Montag SG,
8546 Islikon TG, Switzerland. 1987. Jan. 30. “Enclosed you
will find our latest brochure and price list” with 20 types of
pasta.
See 1986 Commercial Soy Products record. Address:
Switzerland.
1091. Pediatric News. 1986. Soy-protein enriched diet found
to help child with familial hypercholesterolemia. Nov. p. 3,
55.
• Summary: A soy-protein enriched diet reduced total
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cholesterol by 32% and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
by 37% in a group of Austrian children with familial
hypercholesterolemia. Address: New York.
1092. Product Name: Swiss Pasta (All Made with Soya
Flour) [Sodina Swiss Soya Noodles, Spirals, Spatzli, or
Whole Wheat Noodles].
Manufacturer’s Name: AMI Teigwaren, Adolf Montag
AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-8546 Islikon TG,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Manufacturer’s Catalog.
1986. “Top Quality Swiss Pasta.” 6 p.
1093. Jaccard, M. 1986. Tofu: Produit et procédé [Tofu:
Product and procedures]. Swiss Food 8(12a):17-19. [Fre]*
• Summary: A brief study of the process for making tofu
and its nutritional advantages. Address: Conserves Estavayer
S.A., Estavayer-Le-Lac, Switzerland.
1094. Product Name: [Marinated Soy Tempeh].
Foreign Name: Soja Tempeh Mariniert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Tempeh marinated in soy sauce.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4
inches. Black, gold, and red on white card stock. “Keep
refrigerated. Can also be frozen. Marinated tempeh is well
suited for frying, baking, steaming, smoking, or grilling.
Tastes excellent with vegetable and grains, or cold on bread.
Contains no chemical colorings or preservatives.”
1095. Product Name: [Marinated Tempeh Cutlets].
Foreign Name: Tempeh Bratling Mariniert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel. Paul
Stuart Zacharowicz.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Fried (gebratenes) tempeh marinated in soy
sauce, spices/seasonings.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1987. 5.5 x 4
inches. Black, gold, and red on white card stock. “Keep
refrigerated. Can also be frozen. Tempeh cutlets are ready to
serve (tellerfertig), cold as a snack or warm as a main course.
Contains no chemical colorings or preservatives.”
1096. Product Name: [Soya Drink (Soymilk)].

Foreign Name: Sojadrink.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natuerliche Lebensmittel.
Zacharowicz–Pollmann.
Manufacturer’s Address: Staudgasse 70, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: 0222/48 50 03.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Soymilk (Sojafiltrat), vanilla, cane sugar,
vegetable oil.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1986. 4 by
2.75 inches. Maroon and green on white, self adhesive.
“Erzeugung von rein pflanzlichen Lebensmitteln”
(Production of pure plant foods). Letter from Paul: The
product was only sold for 6 months.
1097. Product Name: [Soya Flakes].
Foreign Name: Sojaflocken.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl (MarketerDistributor). Made in Linz, Austria by Strobl CAG
Kunstmuehle.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
Ingredients: Whole soybeans (not defatted).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Preisliste. 1989. Jan.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
1990. May 28. These flakes are not defatted. They are
made by a milling company: Strobl CAG Kunstmuehle,
Marktmuehlgasse 30, A-4020 Linz, Austria. Sojarei has been
selling the product for about 4 years.
1098. Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1986. Wichtig! fuer
Ernaehrungsbewusste! [Important for understanding
nutrition! The Sojarei tofu recipe booklet]. Augasse 2,
A-2500 Baden bei Wien, Austria. 20 p. [Ger]
• Summary: This undated, stapled booklet on yellow paper
contains 31 tofu recipes, plus a nutritional analysis of 4
tofu products made by this company. Address: Baden (near
Vienna), Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
1099. Product Name: [Smoked Tea-Time Tofu, Herb Tofu,
Paprika Tofu].
Foreign Name: Geraeucherter Jausentofu, Kraeuter-Tofu,
Paprika-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Wels. Renamed Schoen
Tofurei in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600
Wels, Austria. Phone: 07242/834222, 78073.
Date of Introduction: 1986.
New Product–Documentation: Price List. 1988. With
dates products were introduced. The smoked tofu, 170 gm,
is marinated, pre-baked and cold smoked for breads and
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baking. The herb tofu and paprika, each 150 gm, are spreads.
1100. Temler, Roman S.; Mettraux, Christine. 1986. Gastrin
and cholecystokinin levels in rats fed soya bean trypsin
inhibitor. Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology
No. 199. p. 133-41. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Feeding rats raw soya flour, which contains
active trypsin inhibitors results in enlargement of the
pancreatic gland. The mechanism of this action is not clearly
understood although it is generally believed that the presence
of the inhibitor in the intestinal lumen mediates the release of
cholecystokinin (CCK) which in turn acts on the pancreas.”
Address: NESTEC Ltd., Research Dep., Ave. Nestlé 55, CH1800 Vevey, Switzerland.
1101. Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987. Seen at the SIAL food show.
1(1):30. Jan.
• Summary: This show was held in Oct. 1986 at Paris.
Sojadoc presents Tofu and Tonyu (soymilk). At SIAL Société
Soy of France launched Soyeux (a new dessert in vanilla
and chocolate flavors), and Tof’in (tofu cakes precooked
without oil in 3 flavors: Garlic & Herbs, Provençale, and
with Mushrooms). Cygne d’Or confectionery launched Tofu
Kiss (a tofu based non-dairy frozen dessert, distributed by
Maho Distribution). Galactina introduced four ready-to-eat
tofu salads (Tofu Nature, Tofu Gourmet, Tofu Jardinière, and
Tofu Provençale). Address: Paris, France.
1102. B.P.; C.R. 1987. L’irrésistible poussée des produits de
substitution: Dossier produits laitiers [The irresistible push
of substitute products: Dossier on dairy products]. Marches
Agricoles. Feb. 16. p. 14. [Fre]
• Summary: Part 1 by B.P. is titled “The debate is launched
concerning substitute dairy products.” A table lists the
following countries: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
UK, Finland, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland, and the USA.
Column 2 lists substitute products (such as cheese, cream,
milk, melorine). Column 3 lists the market share of these
products in 1983. And column 4 compares the price of the
substitute with the real dairy product. For example, in the
USA: imitation cream (non-dairy creamer) has 50% of the
market and is less expensive. Imitation cheese has 5% of the
market and is 30% less expensive. Flavored milklike drinks
have 15% of the market and are 25% less expensive. No
imitation products are shown to have a significant market
share in Europe.
Part II by C.R. is about CAC in Colmar, its Cacoja
subsidiary founded in Jan. 1987, and its Bioforme line of
soymilks and soymilk desserts. Address: France.
1103. Gaddi, A.; Descovich, C.C.; Noseda, C.; Fragiacomo,
C.; Nicolini, A.; Montanari, G.; Vanetti, G.; Sirtori, M.;
Gatti, E.; Sirtori, C.R. 1987. Hypercholesterolaemia treated
by soybean protein diet. Archives of Disease in Childhood

62(3):274-78. March. Summarized in Pediatric News (NY),
Aug. 1987, and Prevention, Feb. 1988, p. 24-25. [23 ref]
• Summary: “After a period of stabilization on a controlled
low lipid low cholesterol diet with animal proteins, a group
of 16 children with familial hypercholesterolaemia [high
cholesterol levels] were given a textured soybean protein
based diet, with a similar fat composition. All the children
had a highly significant reduction in total cholesterol,
averaging -21.8% against the baseline after 8 weeks.”
And while the diet lowered the level of LDL cholesterol
(the harmful kind), it tended to increase the level of HDL
cholesterol (the beneficial kind). These results are especially
encouraging because doctors don’t like to give strong
cholesterol-lowering drugs to growing children. Those drugs
can have some unpleasant side effects. The researchers
conclude: “It seems that the soybean diet regimen can
provide a safe and effective dietary treatment for children
with hypercholesterolaemia.” More than half of the children
continued the regimen, either totally or partially, after the
study had ended. Address: Medical Clinic, Univ. of Bologna,
Italy.
1104. Bringold, Ulrich. 1987. Tofu Swiss success story.
Soyfoods (ESFA) 1(2):23-24. April. [Eng]
• Summary: This paper was presented in Munich in
Sept. 1986. Details are given in that document. Contents:
Introduction. Tofu in health food shops. Tofu in food retail
outlets. Tofu test market in Bern–August–December 1984
(The Co-op of Bern placed the 16 largest supermarkets at
Galactina’s disposal; pasteurized fresh tofu was tested).
Publicity. Results. The conquest of food distribution (Migros
and Co-op). Tofu becomes tasty. The future. Address:
Galactina AG, 3123 Belp, Switzerland.
1105. Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987. News from the world: Spain.
Dietetique et Sante in Spain. 1(2):26. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “Diététique et Santé SA (Gerblé, Milical,
Nergisport, Bisson) leader of the Health foods for adults
in France has taken a majority share in the Spanish Dietisa
SA, leader of the Health food market in Spain. At Dietisa
Headquarters in Barcelona, the company has a modern
plant and laboratory. Dietisa has subsidiaries in the UK,
Switzerland and Venezuela.”
1106. Product Name: [Soyourt {Soy Yogurt}].
Foreign Name: Soyourt.
Manufacturer’s Name: SPADE S.A., then Tofushop
Centanin SA in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: 11, chemin du Faubourg de
Cruseilles, CH-1227 Carouge (by Geneva), Switzerland.
Phone: (4122) 42 73 18.
Date of Introduction: 1987 April.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987.
April p. 4. “Switzerland: SPADE S.A. which manufacture
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and sell Tofu and Soyourt, is available for sale or majority
participation. Minimum investment: Swiss France 250,000.
For more information contact: SPADE S.A., Mr. A.
Kaeser, 11 rue du Faubourg de Cruseilles, 1227 Carouge,
Switzerland. Phone: (4122) 42 73 18.
Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May 31. This
company is now named Tofushop Centanin, owned by Renzo
Centanin. They are still at the address shown above.
1107. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1987. Editorial. Soyfoods
(ESFA) 1(2):2. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “Since Alpro Belgium pioneered a new soymilk
six years ago, many things have changed. The new soya
milk with a nice taste and a high nutritional value of 3.6%
protein attracted a lot of consumers. In a few years, the
total European market increased from 500,000 litres to the
today’s estimation of 15 million litres. But also the number
of producers grew and companies such as Celnat (France),
Sapov (France), Soya Health Food (England), Soyana
(Switzerland), DE-VAU-GE (Germany) and recently Cacoja
(France) started to produce soya milk. The total capacity of
the 4 largest producers amounts to 60 million litres which is
4 times more than the market volume...
“We are on the verge of a boom for soyfoods.
Manufacturers will need the technology to make quality
soymilk, tofu and other soyfoods... But this will not be
enough; marketing is essential to make sure that our products
fill a need and please the consumer.”
1108. Asinof, Richard. 1987. Raising cash through
connections. Tomsun’s ploy: Food industry stars who believe
in tofu. Venture. June. p. 82-83.
• Summary: The stars are Juan E. Metzger, founder of
Dannon Yogurt, and David Alan Kirsch, former president of
No-Cal Corp. With their help Tomsun, in 14 months, raised
$750,000 in private placements of stock to 40 individuals,
and $4.5 million in an IPO held in December 1986. Metzger
and his father, Swiss immigrants, started Dannon in the
Bronx, New York, in 1942 with another partner. In 1959
Beatrice Foods gave $3 million in stock for the company.
Metzger left in 1981, and got together with Timmins in
1982. Tomsun had lost money in 3 of its first 5 years. Much
of its operating capitol came from a $200,000 infusion (half
of which was a loan) in 1980 from a state funded agency,
Massachusetts Community Finance Corp. Metzger now
owns 9% of Tomsun and receives a $60,000 salary.
1109. American Soybean Association. 1987. Soya Bluebook
‘87. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 270 p.
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: This is the last issue of the Soya Bluebook
published by the American Soybean Association.
Contents: Organization: International associations,
government trading agencies. Soy Directory: Oil extraction

plants/refineries, manufacturers of edible grade soy products
& soyfoods, manufacturers of industrial grade soy products.
Soybean manufacturing support industries: Category listings,
product handling equipment & supplies, soybean processing
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services, alphabetical
company listings. Marketing & auxiliary services: Marketing
services, commercial services & suppliers, exporters of
soybeans & soybean products, importers of soybeans &
soybean products. Soy statistics: Metric conversions, tables,
charts, graphs. Glossary. Standards and Specifications.
Indexes: Alphabetical company listings, Soya Bluebook
sections and categories, advertisers. Maps.
The section titled “Soy statistics (tables, charts, graphs)
(p. 185-244) is a rich source of information, worldwide.
Contents: Soybean production–Area planted / harvested
and yield: U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates. U.S.
soybean acreage, yield, and production. U.S. soybean planted
acreage by state. U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state.
U.S. soybean yield by state. U.S. soybean production by
state.
U.S. production of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat,
cotton (graph). U.S. harvested acreage of major crops:
Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph). U.S. yield per acre
of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph).
Argentine soybean area, yield and production by province.
Brazilian soybean area, yield and production by state.
Canadian soybean production. Canadian soybean production
and utilization.
Soybean production by major countries (graph). Share of
world soybean production by major countries (graph). World
soybean production. Soybean acreage by major countries
(graph). Share of world soybean acreage by major countries
(graph).
Soybeans and soybean products: Supply and disposition:
U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage / yield and
price. U.S. soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition.
Soybean usage in the U.S. (graph). U.S. soybean exports–
percent of total usage (graph). Argentine soybeans: Supply
and disposition. Argentine soybean meal and oil: Supply
and disposition. Brazilian soybeans: Supply and disposition.
Brazilian soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition.
U.S. soybean prices, crop value, farm marketings: Prices
of U.S. soybeans: No.1 yellow. Prices of U.S. soybeans:
Received by farmers. U.S. soybean price support operations.
U.S. soybean crop value. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans.
Soybean processing and products–processing facilities
and product value: U.S. soybean processing plants (map).
Value of U.S. soybean products and crush margin.
Meal: U.S. soybean meal: Prices paid by farmers. U.S.
soybean meal: Average wholesale price, Decatur [Illinois].
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports
and domestic disappearance. U.S. oilseed cake and meals:
Supply, disposition, and price. World major protein meals:
Supply and utilization.
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Fat and Oils: World major oilseeds: Supply and
utilization. World major vegetable and marine oils: Supply
and utilization. Prices of U.S. soybean oil. U.S. soybean oil
utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as percent of total soybean
value (graph). U.S. soybean oil: Supply, disposition, and
price. U.S. edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance.
Exports and imports–U.S. exports of soybeans
by month. U.S. soybean exports by port and country
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybeans by country of
destination. U.S. soybean exports by port areas (map).
U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and meal by country
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil by country of
destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil, P.L. 480, title I
and III by country of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean,
cottonseed and sunflowerseed oils by country of destination.
U.S. exports: Soybean and cottonseed oils by year. Brazilian
exports of soybeans and products to major countries.
Soybean and product exports by major countries (graph).
World share of soybean and product exports (graph).
Before page 199 are two fold-out color maps (color
coded by county): U.S. soybean production 1985, and U.S.
soybean acreage 1985. Two other maps are: American
Soybean Association international offices / world regions,
U.S. soybean processing plants, and U.S. soybean exports by
port areas.
A full-page table (p. 235) shows U.S. exports of
whole soybeans, 1982-1986–Volume of exports (in metric
tons) by country of destination and total value each year.
Region and country of destination: North America: Canada,
Mexico, other, total. South America: Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, other, total. Europe and Russia:
Belgium & Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France,
Germany (West), Germany (East), Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Soviet Union,
Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, other,
total. Middle East. Africa. Asia: China–PRC, China–Taiwan,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea (South), Pakistan, other, total.
Australia & Oceania. Other unidentified. Grand total. Value
of exports–total (million $). Address: P.O. Box 27300, St.
Louis, Missouri 63141.
1110. Product Name: [PHAG Soya Drink (Without Sugar,
Strawberry, Sweetened)].
Foreign Name: PHAG Soja-Drink (Sans Sucre, Fraise,
Avec Sucre).
Manufacturer’s Name: PHAG Sàrl (Produits Hygièniques
Alimentaires Gland) (Marketer-Distributor). Made in
Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: La Ligniere, CH-1196 Gland,
Switzerland. Phone: 022/64 11 18.
Date of Introduction: 1987 July.
Ingredients: Without sugar: Water, soybeans, lecithin (as
emulsifier).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 0.5 liter and 1.0 liter Tetra Brik

Aseptic cartons.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.6 gm, fat 2.8 gm,
carbohydrate 1.7 gm, calories (kcal) 46 (196 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Remy Mayer
of PHAG. 1990. Oct. 2. The 2 sugarless products were
introduced in July 1987 in 0.5 liter and 1.0 liter cartons. The
strawberry soymilk was introduced in Sept. 1987 in a 0.5
liter carton. It is no longer on the market. The sweetened
soymilk was introduced in Dec. 1987 in a 0.5 liter carton.
His company distributes the product, which is made by their
sister company DE-VAU-GE in Lueneburg, Germany.
Labels sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. Unsweetened
0.5 liter and 1 liter Tetra Brik cartons. Red and orange on
white. “Pure and made from plants (Purement végétal–Rein
pflanzlich). Contains magnesium. Rich in vitamin E. Linoleic
acid 51% (of lipids), linolenic acid 7%.” All text is in French
and German. These labels are similar in design to the DEVAU-GE labels.
Leaflet (6 by 8.25 inches, color) sent by Mayer. 1991.
Jan. 24. “The vegetarian alternative” (l’alternative végétale;
die pflanzliche Alternative). PHAG soya-drink. The front
shows 3 milk shake-like glasses with fresh fruits and yogurt.
The back shows 7 of the company’s soy drinks and desserts.
Pamphlet (6 by 8.25 inches, green and red on white, 4
pages) sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. “PHAG Soja Drink.” 2
pages are in French and 2 in German. Describes the product
by answering questions: Who uses it? Is it pure and natural?
Is it a fresh product? Can it be used in cooking? Why is it
packaged like it is? The ingredients for the sweetened (incl.
3% non-refined cane sugar) product are listed, then the
nutritional composition.
1111. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. World
fats & oils report: Higher oil prices predicted. 64(8):1058-59,
1062, 1064, 1066-78, 1080-85. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Statistics and general information on vegetable
oil production, consumption, and trends in the following
countries is given: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China,
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Finland, France, West Germany,
East Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria,
Norway, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Soviet
Union, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, and
Yugoslavia.
Tables include: 1. World production and consumption
of major vegetable and marine oils. 2. Top 10 producers of
major vegetable oils (USA, EEC 12 countries, Malaysia,
China, Brazil, USSR, Indonesia, East Europe, Argentina,
India. The oils: soybean, cottonseed, sunflowerseed,
rapeseed, coconut, palm kernel, and palm oil). 3. Top 8
exporters of major edible oils (Malaysia, EEC 12 countries,
Argentina, Philippines, USA, Singapore, Brazil, Indonesia).
4. Top 8 importers of major edible oils (EEC 12 countries,
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Africa, India, USA, Singapore, USSR, China, Pakistan).
5. Margarine, compound fat/shortening, and salad oil
production for selected countries (USA, USSR, Japan, India,
Pakistan, Netherlands, West Germany, UK, Canada, Poland,
Brazil).
1112. Lindner, Anders. 1987. The world soymilk market and
Soya Technology Systems (STS) (Interview). Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 7 p.
transcript.
• Summary: Continued: Our fourth plant is in France, but
I am not allowed to divulge the name of the company until
the product is on the market. They plan to make only liquid
soymilk.
“Alfa-Laval installed their first European plant (a
small one) in France this year, billing it as the “soymilk
development center of Europe, the first plant on the
continent” as if our large De-Vau-Ge plant [in Germany] did
not exist.
“SC: Do you see any innovative or low-cost packaging
for soymilk on the horizon.
“STS: All of our plants use or will use aseptic Tetra
Brik cartons. The Indian plant has also purchased a Prepac
aseptic plastic bag machine, like that used to package Sipso
soymilk, but aseptic. Thus it needs no refrigeration. (Prepac
is a French firm; Sipso was India’s first commercial soymilk,
made by Pantnagar Soymilk Products (P) Ltd.). The big
advantage of aseptic bags is that they cost about half as much
as Tetra Brik cartons. Disadvantages are consumer handling,
transportation, outer wrapping cost, leakage problems, and
the shelf life is not as long (which is not really a problem).
“SC: What basic soymilk systems do you sell and how
much does each cost? With and without building. With and
without packaging.
“STS: Our basic plant is 3,000 liters/hour of soymilk
base (4.7% protein content). There are many variables that
each customer can choose to have or not have, which affect
the price. On average this plant costs about $1.5 million
(US) including the building and silos but without packaging
machines. Three aseptic Tetra Brik machines to package
this dairylike soymilk in 250 ml cartons will add another
$1.5 million to the cost, for a total of roughly $3 million.
The most expensive components are the aseptic packaging
machines, the UHT plant, and the decanter/centrifuge.
“SC: Does STS have any plans to get into smaller, less
expensive systems?
“STS: Not at the moment. No.
“SC: In the USA soymilk is 3.4 to 5 times as expensive
as cow’s milk per unit volume. How can people in Third
World countries afford this?
“STS: Cow’s milk is relatively much less expensive in
the USA than in most other countries, and especially Third
World and Asian countries. In many countries, cow’s milk is
simply not widely available. In Nigeria several dairy plants

are now being rebuilt for making soymilk. In India, packaged
soymilk and cow’s milk sell for about the same price. The
soymilk is less expensive to produce but the packaging raises
the cost a lot. Thus there is a big interest in selling soymilk
unpackaged (as from a kiosk cooler dispenser) or packaged
in bulk, as in the aseptic 1-20 gallon bag-in-the box, for
institutions. A school could order one or two 20-gallon packs
a day at very low cost. The equipment is made in California
(by Scholle) and Australia. For developed countries, aseptic
packaging looks like the wave of the future.
“SC: What is the biggest problem in selling soymilk to
Third World countries, acceptability or lack of capital?
“STS: The latter. For example, in Sri Lanka we did
acceptability tests among 5,000 primary school children and
95% either liked it or liked it very much. In addition to lack
of government funds to build the plant, there was in-fighting
among several government departments as to which would
be in charge of the project. The government urged us to find
a private party to build the plant, and they could sell the
soymilk to the government. But that is a slow process.
“SC: Could you outline the main steps in the STS
soymilk process?
“STS: Let me show you our color slide show of the
De-Vau-Ge plant. This process is a continuous one with
computerized monitors at all key points. Soybeans from
the silos are screen, cleaned, steamed, dried, cooled, and
dehulled. The hulls are removed by aspiration, and the
cotyledons are destoned. In the continuous-process enzyme
inactivation unit, the cotyledons are blanched for several
minutes at atmospheric pressure in boiling water containing
a little sodium bicarbonate. The blanch water is drained
off and beans are then ground with hot water and a fresh
dose of sodium bicarbonate in two sequential colloid mills
(made by the Swiss firm Fryma Maschinen AG). A decanter
/ centrifuge (made by Siebtechnik GmbH) is used to separate
the soymilk base (4.7% protein) from the okara fiber. The
base is then run though the first deodorizer, which strips
away volatile off-flavors using a vacuum, then thru a plate
heater to inactivate trypsin inhibitor, and finally into batch
formulation tanks. Premixed flavors and/or oil and nutrients
are added, and the mixture is run through an homogenizer
into storage tanks. Then comes the UHT (Ultra High
Temperature) plant, followed by a second deodorizer, aseptic
homogenization, and into an aseptic buffer tank before the
final aseptic packaging.
“SC: What are the features of the STS system that you
feel make it preferable to other competing systems?
“STS: First, the quality of our product. Second, the
turnkey concept: we offer the whole system, from storage
of soybeans to packaging of soymilk, from one source
company. We are the only company that does that. Our prices
seem to be about the same as our competitors.
“In terms of the process, the Alfa Laval system does
not dehull the soybeans. we think dehulling makes a better
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quality product, but it takes additional equipment, which
costs more money. For liquid soymilk, Alfa uses indirect
UHT treatment with plate heat exchangers, whereas we
prefer direct UHT using steam injection, which we feel
gives longer production hours, less protein precipitation
and scaling, and better flavor. Alfa talks of its oxygen-free,
vacuum grinding; our process is similar, but we don’t feature
it.
“SC: What was of interest on your recent world trip?
“STS: Many things. At the World Congress on Food
and Nutrition in Singapore I was amazed to see how many
presentations were on soyfoods. And roughly a third of the
booths at the Expo were soy-related.
“SC: Anything else?
“STS: Yes. Ownership of our company recently changed
hands. As you know, Danish Turnkey Dairies, our parent,
was owned by the Danish Sugar Corporation, which also
owned Pasilac, a dairy equipment manufacturer. In March
1986 DTD and Pasilac were merged.
“Now APV is a huge British food engineering company,
active worldwide. In February they bought Baker, a big
British baking equipment company, to form APV-Baker.
There is also APV-Crepaco. In May 1987 Pasilac-DTD
and its subsidiaries (including STS) were taken over by
APV-Baker. The new firm may be called APV-Pasilac. A
major purpose of this trip to the U.S. is to meet APV people
involved with soy.” Address: STS, Singapore.
1113. Drosihn, Bernd. 1987. The German and European tofu
markets. Soyastern and its products (Interview). Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Nov. 30. 2 p.
transcript.
• Summary: A rare insight into the European tofu market.
The largest tofu manufacturers in Germany, with estimated
production statistics, are Soyastern (4,000 kg/week),
Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH (3,500), TKW GmbH (3,500),
KMK (2,500; a dairy company in Kassel that makes the
Hensel brand for Schoenenberger Pflanzensaefte GmbH*),
Svadesha (1,500), Tofu Manufaktur Hamburg (1,000),
Tiefental Tofuhaus (1,000), Byodo Naturkost GmbH (400),
Morgenland Tofu (200), and Atlantis Tofu (200). All of
these companies are run by native Germans, none by Asian
Germans. The largest tofu company in Europe by far is
Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands (40,000). They make
tofu, tofu with herbs, and smoked tofu. They are also a major
food importer and European-wide distributor, and perhaps
the world’s largest manufacturer of mung bean sprouts.
Another larger manufacturer in the Netherlands is Linn
(Lin) Oriental Products (10,000 kg/week). The big tofu
makers in Switzerland are Galactina (3,000; Dr. Peter Speck)
and Soyana (3,000; Walter Daenzer). In England: Dragon
& Phoenix, Cauldron Foods, Regular Tofu Co., and Paul’s
Tofu. In France: Société Soy, Sojadoc, and Sojalpe.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2013)

that mentions Sojalpe, which later became part of Innoval.
Note 2. Schoenenberger is the mother company of
Hensel; they do not make soyfoods. Address: Soyastern
Naturkost GmbH, Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Cologne/Koeln 60,
West Germany.
1114. Whitford, Harry M., III. 1987. Re: The European tofu
market. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Dec.
14. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “Holland [Netherlands]: Holland is by far
the largest tofu market and largest tofu producer on the
continent. What was once the country with the most
producers is now dominated by one company–HeuschenSchrouff. Only the company Morgenstond still produces
tofu themselves. All others have concentrated on tofu based
products, buying their raw materials from H-S. We estimate
the total production of H-S to be at the very least 20 metric
tons per week. It could run as high as 50 mt/wk. They sell
huge amounts at ‘dumping’ prices on the Asian-shop market,
and claim to make organic tofu for the bio-shops, but seeing
as they refuse any control [certification] organisation to
check their records on bean purchases, nobody believes that
their tofu is organic.
“Great Britain: We don’t have any current news about
the British market.
“France: There are a couple of companies in France
making organic tofu. Societe Soy makes tofu and soymilk
products–my feeling is that they have lots of capital but not
so many good ideas–I wasn’t impressed by their products–
mostly because their professional packaging awakens
professional expectations. We don’t have much information
about their production amounts, and as far as I know, they
distribute through natural- and healthfood channels. Then
there is Sojalpe (Saint Quentin sur Isere, 38210 Tullins.
France); they make 900 kg/week of soft nigari tofu using
French organic soybeans (nature & progress). They’re
working on a line of commercial kitchen products. In
contrast to Societe Soy, they are high on ideas but low on
francs; and yet, they make canned tofu entrees that I found
much better than similar Dutch products. Other than these,
they’re distribution is through natural food stores.
“Switzerland: Situation similar to Holland–the cheese
has been divided up between Soyana, Galactina, Migros
and Co-op. No small producers here, but instead, the
greatest infiltration of conventional distribution channels
(supermarkets). In contrast to the Dutch products, excellent
quality and hygiene. No lack of ideas here and certainly
not of franken [money] either. You probably have more
information than we do–we couldn’t begin to estimate the
amounts produced–but it’s a lot–especially considering the
small population.
“Austria, Italy, Spain and Portugal: Nothing happening
here. Maybe soon.
“Germany: At the time being probably the most
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diversified market in Europe. There is every type of tofu
shop imaginable here, from tiny one man hip-handicraft
traditional shops with local distribution to middle-sized
factories with distribution both domestically and abroad.
Nearly all of what is sold here is sold through the naturaland healthfood stores (in German: Naturkostläden und
Reformhäuser). A fair amount is also sold to restaurants and
commercial kitchens, and a few supermarkets are beginning
to introduce tofu. In approximate descending order:
“Soyastern: organic nigari tofu, 7-8 metric tons (mt)/
week.
“Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH, Mössingerstr. 41 7406
Mössingen-Belsen, organic calcium sulfate tofu, ca. 3-3.5
mt/week.
“Henselwerk GmbH. Mühlenstr. 5-7, Pf. 1120, 7037
Magstadt, non-organic calcium sulfate / chloride tofu.
Estimate ca. 2-2.5 mt/week.
“Svadesha (Rüdinger Urban). Ostpreussen 22, 8000
München 81 organic nigari tofu, 1.2 mt/week.
“Albert Hess, Tofuhaus Tiefental [Tiefenthal], Hauptstr.
130, 6719 Lautersheim, organic nigari tofu, approx. 1 mt/
week.
“Christian Nagel, Hamburger Tofumanufaktur,
Oesdorfer Landstr. 4, 2000 Hamburg 52, organic nigari tofu,
900 kg/week.
“Byodo Naturkost GmbH, Hirshbergstr. 9, 8000
München 19, organic nigari tofu, 400-500 kg/week.
“Atlantis, J.J. Lilienthal, 6450 Bruckköbel, organic
nigari tofu, 300-400 kg/week.
“Thomas Jakobi, Fürstenbergstr. 87, 7750 Konstanz,
organic nigari tofu. ca. 200 kg/wk.
“So, that’s a look at things here... It would be quite
interesting to hear what you know about HeuschenSchrouff.” Address: Osterrather Strasse 26, 5000 Koeln 60,
West Germany. Phone: 0221-170-1581 (or 2097).
1115. Bifani, Paolo. 1987. Socio economic aspects of
technological innovation in food production systems. In:
G.B. Marini-Bettolo, ed. 1987. Towards a Second Green
Revolution: From Chemical to New Biological Techniques
in Agriculture in the Tropics. New York & Amsterdam:
Elsevier. See p. 177-221. [70* ref]
• Summary: Discusses famine and malnutrition in the midst
of plenty. Worldwide, soybeans have the following yield
losses to pests: Weeds 13.5%, diseases 11.1%, and insects
4.5%. Address: Consultant, UNEP, Geneva, Switzerland.
1116. Product Name: [Seasoned Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1987.

Ingredients: Tofu, water, starch, garlic, sea salt, spices,
herbs, vegetable oil, binders, flavor intensifiers.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm: protein 11 gm, fat 7 gm,
carbohydrates 4 gm, calories 124.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from P. Jaccard and
A. Dillier of Conserves Estavayer. 1988. June 27. Label.
1988. 3 by 3.75 inches. Self adhesive. Black and green
on yellow. Drawing of soybeans and leaves. This is an
ingenious, sophisticated label, unlike any we have ever seen
in the USA. Between the label surface and its self-adhesive
backing is a “built-in” recipe leaflet with 3 color photos and
9 recipes in German, French, and Italian. At the lower edge
of the label is a small drawing of scissors and the words
“open here.” Note that this product contains tofu as the main
ingredient. In America most products named “Tofu Mix”
contain no tofu; they are mixtures of seasonings meant to be
stirred into tofu.”But it is not necessary to mix this product
with other ingredients. You can unwrap it and fry it in oil or
butter.”
1117. Product Name: [Biodelis Plus {Soy Beverage}].
Foreign Name: Biodelis Plus.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Ingredients: Soymilk (from whole soybeans), plus soy
protein isolate.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. “In 1983 we developed, in addition to the
products for enteral tube feeding, flavored drinks, called Vita
Drink, with a very similar composition. In 1987 this line
was completed with a product line enriched with isolated
soy protein: Biodelis Plus and Vita Drink Plus. In France
our products are sold under the brand names Naga Sonda,
Biodelis, and Biodelis Plus. The corresponding products
in Switzerland are Naga Sonda, Vita Drink, and Vita Drink
Plus. According to legal requirements, the vitamin and
mineral composition of the French products differ slightly
from those of the Swiss products.”
1118. Product Name: [Tofu Spread (Like a Liver Pâté, or
Spiced)].
Foreign Name: Tofunette-Kraeuter Pâté.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland. Phone: 031-81-1111.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. “In 1987 we introduced a tofu spread,
which is probably worldwide the spread with the lowest fat
content. It was quite a challenge to develop a spread with
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less than 10% fat content without losing good spreadability.”
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. Peter thinks that
the tofu spread is Galactina’s best product. One flavor is like
a liver pâté and the other is spiced with herbs.
1119. Product Name: [Vita Drink Plus {Soy Beverage}].
Foreign Name: Vita Drink Plus.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. “In 1983 we developed, in addition to the
products for enteral tube feeding, flavored drinks, called Vita
Drink, with a very similar composition. In 1987 this line
was completed with a product line enriched with isolated
soy protein: Biodelis Plus and Vita Drink Plus. In France
our products are sold under the brand names Naga Sonda,
Biodelis, and Biodelis Plus. The corresponding products
in Switzerland are Naga Sonda, Vita Drink, and Vita Drink
Plus. According to legal requirements, the vitamin and
mineral composition of the French products differ slightly
from those of the Swiss products.”
1120. Product Name: [Soyana Soyani Tofu Sausage].
Foreign Name: Soyana Soyani.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Walter Dänzer
of Soyana. 1990. May 30. Tofu sausages were launched in
about 1987. Letter (fax) from Verena Krieger. 1990. May
31. Soyoni (Tofu Sausage) is one of Soyana’s best-selling
products.
Label sent by Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5. Biona
certification symbol.
1121. Product Name: [Tofu Patty with Dehulled Wheat and
Rye].
Foreign Name: Tofulaib. mit gekeim. Weizen und Roggen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Wels. Renamed Schoen
Tofurei in 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address: Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600
Wels, Austria. Phone: 07242/834222, 78073.
Date of Introduction: 1987.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 160 gm for 21 currency units.
New Product–Documentation: Price List sent by Walter
Schoen. 1988. With dates products were introduced.
1122. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1987. Soymilk
industry and market: Updates from 1984 to 1987. Lafayette,
California: Soyfoods Center. 17 + 59 p. Index. 28 cm. [165
ref]

• Summary: This 1987 update to the Soyfood Center’s twovolume 1984 Soymilk Industry and Market has two parts: (1)
Year in Reviewing, describing key events and trends each
year from 1984 to 1986. (2) A bibliography of soymilk from
January 1987 to late 1987, based on records in the SoyaScan
database; at the end is a 10-page index. Address: Soyfoods
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.
1123. Galactina AG. 1987? Der Tofu bekommt Geschmack!
[Tofu gets flavor! (Leaflet)]. Belp, Switzerland. 2 panels each
side. Each panel: 28.6 x 21 cm. Undated. [Ger]
• Summary: Leaflet (glossy color). Undated. Sent by Peter
Speck of Galactina. 1990. On the front panel: The new tofu
generation from Galactina wins over even the most die-hard
skeptics. A photo shows a handsome, seasoned Tofu Gourmet
sausage lying on a wooden table, surrounded by cubed tofu
and vegetables.
A photo (panel 2) shows the new packaging for largescale users (Grossverbraucher-Packung). The five flavors
(each sausage-shaped package weighs 1 kg) are: (1) Tofu
Gourmet (with soy sauce, natural aromas, and a special
mixture of spices). (2) Tofu Jardinière (with carrots, leeks,
celery, sea salt and spices). (3) Tofu Provençale (with herbs
from Provence, soy sauce, plus spices and salt to make it
a bit piquant). (4) Tofu Gastro (Nature) (let your fantasy
wander from use in sweet to piquant dishes). (5) Tofu Burger
(with vegetables, onions, spices, herbs and sea salt).
Panel 3 begins: Tofu belongs in the new, light and
healthy cuisine of hotels, hospitals, restaurants, and hostels.
We are glad to support you with tofu recipes, tofu menucards or with a personal, obligation-free consultation with
our tofu specialist. A photo shows the cover of a book titled
“Tofu–The new food culture” (Tofu–die neue Esskultur).
On the rear panel is the same classy photo as on panel 2.
Address: 3123 Belp, Switzerland.
1124. Product Name: [Seasoned Tofu (Gourmet Diced)
(Natural and Gastro)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Nature, Tofu Gastro.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1987?
Ingredients: Provencale: Herbs from Provence, soysauce,
seasonings, and salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm (8.8 oz) packed in
water in molded plastic tray with heat-seal film top and fullcolor front panel photo. In 1987, 1 kg package for catering.
How Stored: Refrigerated, 6 week shelf life.
Nutrition: Provencale: Protein 11.5%, 6.5% fat, 2.5%
carbohydrate. 114 calories/100 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Labels and leaflet sent by
Peter Speck of Galactina. 1988. March 11.
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1125. Brunthaler, Norbert. 1988. Re: Soyfoods made and
sold by Sojvita. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, Jan. 4. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “Thank you for your letter of Dec. 10.” He
gives the year and month that his company started to make
and sell the following products: Tofu, Tofu marinated and
baked, Tempeh, Sojanaise, Tofuburger, Tempeh vacuum
packed and stable, Tofu spread (4 kinds), Sojella (enriched
soymilk), Soyoghurt with fruits, Natto.
“These are only our soy-products which we sell by
ourselves or through distributors in Austria. (Furthermore
we produce rice-wafers, seitan, gomasio {sic, gomashio,
sesame salt}, mochi.) We cannot say, which company is the
largest in Austria, but we have the most different kinds of
soyproducts. Our next competitor is: Sojarei in Baden and a
smaller one is Tofurei in Wels. Furthermore there is only one
Tempeh-producer in Vienna who sells tempeh and different
cookies. These are all soy-producers in Austria. We hope
we could help you with this information. With best regards.
N.S.: Red miso and barley miso is in development since
1984.” Address: Sojvita Produktions GmbH, Hauptplatz 1,
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. Phone: 02622 / 75494.
1126. Soybean Update. 1988. Meetings in Geneva on ASA
Section 301 Petition. Feb. 29.
• Summary: Representatives of the U.S. Government and
the European Community held formal consultations on the
American Soybean Association’s Section 301 petition in
Geneva, Switzerland, on February 19. The ASA petition
charges that EC’s internal oilseeds and protein crop subsidies
have nullified and impaired the EC’s duty-free tariff bindings
and cost American soybean farmers over $1,400 million
annually in lost exports. U.S. representatives called on the
EC to terminate its oilseeds subsidies immediately.
1127. Matthiesen, Livia C. 1988. Soja? So ja! Das grosse
Soja-Kochbuch fuer Feinschmecker [Soya? Well yes! The
big soy cookbook for epicures]. Bern, Switzerland: Humata
Verlag Harold S. Blume. 128 p. Illust. Recipe index. 24 cm.
[Ger]
• Summary: See next page. At the top of the cover:
“Wholefoods recipes with soya, the giver of super protein.
132 recipes with tofu, okara, tempeh, soybeans, and soybean
grits.” Plus 16 color photos of prepared dishes. Tofu is used
in many of these German-style recipes. Contains instructions
for making tofu, okara, and tempeh at home.
1128. Speck, Peter. 1988. Re: History of soymilk and tofu
products at Galactina Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, March 11. 1 p. Typed, with initials on
letterhead.
• Summary: Galactina S.A. makes dietetical and
pharmaceutical products. Their first soy product, Naga
Sonda, was launched in 1969 [actually in 1964 by Nago,

Naehrmittel AG] in dry form. In 1981 the same product was
introduced in liquid form in Tetra Pak. These were followed
by Biodelis, Biodelis Plus, Vita Drink, and Vita Drink Plus.
The company introduced 4 tofu varieties in early 1985.
Others followed. Address: Galactina Ltd., CH-3123, Belp,
Switzerland. Phone: (031) 81 11 11.
1129. Product Name: [Yasoya {Soy Isolate-Based
Cheese with Casein} (Natural, With Cereals, Four Seasons
Vegetables of Spring)].
Foreign Name: Yasoya {Sojaproduct mit Milcheiweiss /
Produit de Soja aux Protéines de Lait} (Nature, Mit Getreide/
Aux Céréales, 4 Jahreszeiten Fruehlingsgemuese/4 Saisons
Légumes de Printemps).
Manufacturer’s Name: Baer Weichkaeserei AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: Bahnhofstrasse, CH-6403
Kuessnacht am Rigi, Switzerland. Phone: 041-81-4444. Fax
041-81-4426.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
Ingredients: Natural: Soy proteins [isolates], Swiss coldpressed soy oil, milk proteins [casein], sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm: 2 cups in a paper
sleeve. Retails for 3.70 French francs (7/90).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: See page after next. Letter
from Thomas Karas. 1989. April 21. This is a Swiss product
similar to tofu but made from soy isolates and casein by
Baer, the largest soft cheese (Camembert) producer in
Switzerland. This is no problem for tofu because the product
does not contain “tofu” in the name and it retails for 15
Swiss francs, which is much more than the most expensive
organic tofu in Germany.
Baer. 1989. [Experiences with Soy Products in
Switzerland]. The product was successfully launched in
March 1988.
Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. May 17.
Baer is a soft cheese company in Kuessnacht that makes a
tofu-like product from soy protein isolates with 2-3% casein
added. It is sold in supermarkets. Co-op also now carries
Baer’s Yasoya. It is different in consistency from the isolate
tofu made for Co-op by PLL, and it is marketed completely
differently and is not private labeled for Co-op.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. This company
has one bland product and 3 spiced products. Each has
dairy protein added, and some have spices and organically
grown cereals and vegetables. Its more like a soft tofu
than like yogurt. You can fry it. They had a tremendous
amount of money for advertising and marketing. Peter heard
4 million Swiss francs, but that figure may be too high.
Baer introduced this product because the market for dairy
products in Switzerland was not growing. It is sold at Co-op
supermarkets, dairy shops, and many other types of stores
(except Migros) all over Switzerland. Note: Dairy shops
(Molkerei) are retail outlets that sell mostly milk and cheese,
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but since turnover is slow they usually also sell bread,
vegetables, canned goods, etc. plus Galactina and Yasoya soy
products. They never sell Migros or Co-op products.
Labels (3 flavors) sent by Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5. 9
by 5.5 inches. Light background with classy colorful flecks.
The package is unique in form, shaped like an igloo. “With
recipes.” On the back of each sleeve (made from recyclable
paper) is information about how the product is made,
storage, and packaging. In each packet is a small brochure,
5 by 7.75 inches, with recipes and preparation instructions.
Ingredients for the Cereal flavor: Natural Yasoya, corn,
carrots, buckwheat, wheat, rye, spices. Ingredients for the 4
Seasons flavor: Natural Yasoya, horseradish, spinach, carrots,
corn, pumpkin seeds, leek, garlic, lovage, spices. Verena
adds that Baer now makes about 5,000 kg/week of Yasoya.
1130. Soybean Update. 1988. The Swiss government
announced it will guarantee farmers over $40 per bushel for
soybeans in 1988. April 8.
• Summary: This is the first time Switzerland has subsidized
beans. The price guarantee is limited to about 5,000 acres
total.
1131. Gebrueder Buehler AG. 1988. Verfahren zum
Herstellen eines Produktes aus Soja [Process for the
preparation of a product from soybeans]. Swiss Patent
655,090 A5. 4 p. April 29. Application filed 20 March 1986.
[Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans are dry-milled by a pressure/abrasion
milling process, using a series of 3 pairs of mill rolls: in
each pair, the 2 rolls rotate at different speeds. Finally, the
resulting powder is dispersed in a fluid, preferably water, to
give a soy milk (Sojamilch) which may be further processed
to a range of products. including tofu (Sojakäse), soy
yogurt-like products (Joghurtprodukte), etc. Address: Uzwil,
Switzerland.
1132. Bachmann, Marc R.; Karmas, Endel. Assignors to
Rutgers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey). 1988.
Novel cultured buttermilk compositions and method of
preparation. U.S. Patent 4,748,025. May 31. 6 p. Application
filed 24 Feb. 1986. [33 ref]
• Summary: The product involves fermentation of a
mixture of 15-70% fresh milk (cows’, ewes’ or other)
and 85-30% soy milk. No sweetener nor thickener is
required. Flavourings or fruit preparations can be added
conventionally. The product has a PER of approximately
2.5 and a low animal fat content. Address: 1. Winterthur,
Switzerland; 2. Kendall Park, NJ.
1133. Jaccard, Michel; Dillier, Alexandre. 1988. Re: History
of production and marketing of tofu by Conserves Estavayer
S.A. (a Migros company in Switzerland). Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, June 27. 3 p. Typed, with

signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Conserves Estavayer, one of Migros’ firms,
also makes dairy products and canned goods. They began
in November 1982 to do tests on production of soymilk
and tofu, based on the results of Japanese research. By June
1983 they were making good progress in technical details.
They built their own machines initially. The first commercial
tofu products were launched in mid-1984. These included
regular tofu products (Tofu Nature, Tofu Mix) and seasoned
products (Tofu a la Provencale in a tube, Tofu Bolognaise,
Tofu Snack, and Tofu Emince). The latter 3 products were
canned. Of the three fresh products Conserves Estavayer has
introduced to date, all three are still on the market. But of
the ten seasoned products, only one (Tofu a la Provencale)
is still available. Sold in a 190 gm tube, it is suitable for
canapes, hors d’oeuvres, etc. Address: Sales Dep., Conserves
Estavayer, Case Postal 29, CH-1470 Estavayer-le-Lac,
Switzerland. Phone: 037-63 91 11.
1134. Freudenheim, Milt. 1988. A safer infant formula
promised [by Carnation Co.]. New York Times. June 28. p.
D1.
• Summary: The Carnation Company, a division of Nestlé
S.A., the Swiss food giant, announced yesterday that it
would introduce an infant formula that relieves symptoms
of milk allergy in babies; these include intestinal disorders,
skin rashes, insomnia, etc. The new product, to be called
Good Start H.A. (for “hypoallergenic) will be the first infant
formula sold by Carnation and the first sold by Nestlé in the
USA. Last year Nestlé had overall sales of $24 billion.
In Europe (West Germany, France, Belgium, and
Switzerland), Nestlé is already selling the Carnation product,
which is based on whey from cow’s milk; the whey has
been treated with enzymes, or “predigested” as the company
says. Two similar hypoallergenic products, but made from
casein (the other type of milk protein) are already available:
Nutramigen and Pregestimil, both made by Mead Johnson, a
division of the Bristol-Myers Co.
The percentage of U.S.-born infants is unclear;
authorities estimate the figure at 0.5 to 7%. One professor
pediatrics says that milk allergy is probably the most
overdiagnosed condition. Last year, infant formula sales in
the USA amounted to $1.4 billion: Abbott Laboratories has
about 56% of the market, Bristol-Myers 39%, and American
Home Products 4%.
The best defense against allergic reactions in infants
remains breast feeding. About 60% of American mothers
now breast-feed, but the percentage is lower among lowerclass and poorer mothers.
The protein in mother’s milk, cow’s milk, and soybean
milk can cause allergic reactions in some infants. Infants
who are allergic to cow’s milk are often fed soybean milk
[formula].
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1135. Product Name: [Soja Hamburger Patty Mix].
Foreign Name: Soja Mix Biff-färs.
Manufacturer’s Name: AB Svenska Bioforce (ImporterMarketer). Made in Switzerland by Bioforce AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 147, S-221 00 Lund,
Sweden. Phone: 46 578 10.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June
New Product–Documentation: Alfa-Laval. 1988, June.
Soyfoods: Old traditions with new potentials. p. 9. A color
photo of the front of the box shows a white plate against
a tan background. On the plate are brown soy patties
with macaroni, sliced tomatoes, onion rings, and a green
vegetable. In the lower left in a downward-pointing red
triangle is a logo reading something like “Bioforce.” Letter
(fax) from Peter F. Zuethen of Food from Sweden USA.
1990. Aug. 2. Gives name and address of marketer.
1136. Product Name: [Tofu Ravioli with Sauce (Canned)].
Foreign Name: Tofu Ravioli al Sugo.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1988 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Can.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Alfa-Laval. 1988, June.
Soyfoods: Old traditions with new potentials. p. 9. A color
photo of the front of the can shows the label with a reddish
bowl of ravioli against a tan background. There are two red
strips around the top of the can.
1137. Fertilia. 1988. Prijlist. 1 Juli 1988. Milieu vriendelijke
levensmiddelen [Price list. 1 July 1988. Environmentally
friendly foods]. Koolhaaspark, 3864 PW Nijkerkerveen,
Netherlands. 49 p. 30 cm. [Dut]
• Summary: Contains products from: Dr. Vogel (p. 20).
Huegli (mostly bouillon, p. 20). Japanese soy products
(shoyu, tamari, may types of miso, nigari, kuzu, wheat
gluten, mochi, p. 30-33). Fertilia soy products (p. 34). Yakso
(tofu, tempeh, soy sauce, p. 34). Witte Wonder (tofu, seitan,
p. 35). Orido (amesake, p. 35). Liza (rice drink, p. 36).
Living Foods (soya drink, p. 36). Provamel (9 soy drinks
and 6 soy desserts [puddings], p. 36). Jonathan (1 bottled soy
drink, p. 36), Lima (shoyu, tamari, soymilk), Eden (no soy,
p. 37). Address: Nijkerkerveen, Netherlands. Phone: 0349572844.
1138. Mittelbach, Martin; Tritthart, Peter. 1988. Diesel fuel
derived from vegetable oils. III. Emission tests using methyl
esters of used frying oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’
Society 65(7):1185-87. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: Used frying oil (mostly rapeseed) was obtained
from restaurants and households. The ester fuel shows
slightly lower hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions,

significantly lower particulate emissions, but increased
nitrous oxide emissions compared with No. 2 diesel fuel.
Address: 1. Inst. of Organic Chemistry, Karl Franzens Univ.
at Graz, Heinrichstrasse 28, A-8010 Graz; 2. AVL-List
GmbH, Kleiststrasse 48, A-8020. Both: Graz, Austria.
1139. Soybean Digest. 1988. Swiss subsidize soybeans. June/
July. p. 28N.
• Summary: Switzerland will guarantee its farmers more
than $40 per bushel for soybeans in 1988 according to a
recent government announcement. Though limited to about
5,000 acres, it’s the first time Switzerland has subsidized
soybeans.
1140. Product Name: [Little Baden Grilling Sausage].
Foreign Name: Badener Grillwuerstchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988 September.
Ingredients: Tofu, wheat gluten, cornstarch, yeast flakes,
green rye (Gruenkern), vegetable fats and oils, salts, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 150 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989. Oct.
Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant against
a white circular background. “Fry or grill until crisp in a little
oil. Before use, remove the skin! Free of cholesterol. No
flesh. Pure and from plants.”
Note: Also in Sept. 1988, the company introduced a
Badener Bratwuerstchen (Baden Bratwurst type meatless
sausage). It has similar ingredients, except that the main
ingredient is wheat gluten and it contains no tofu or other soy
products. The two labels are almost identical.
1141. Dietrich, Stephan. 1988. Soja: teures Oel aus
Schweizer Boeden [Soya: Expensive oil from the Swiss
soils]. Tages Anzeiger. Oct. 13. Economics section. [1 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: This year, for the first time, soya will be grown
in fairly large amounts in Switzerland. But the resulting
oil will be expensive. Note: This publication is a daily
newspaper, not a magazine. Address: Switzerland.
1142. Product Name: [Mamina Soya Instant Baby Food
Gruels {With Powdered Soymilk} (With Fruit, Vegetables,
or Cereals)].
Foreign Name: Mamina Soja (Fruechte, Gemuese,
Getreide).
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Belp, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Incl. spray dried soymilk.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm aluminum bags in a
paperboard box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Soya Bluebook. 1986.
p. 111; 1989. p. 131. Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. June 2.
Soya Bluebook contains a misprint. Maurina Soja (Infant
formula) is actually Mamina Soya. Talk with Conrad Seewer
of Galactina. 1990. May 17. Mamina Soya (pronounced maMEE-nah ZO-yah) was Galactina’s first infant formula after
Bebe Nago. product, using new technology, it replaced Bebe
Nago. It has a better taste and completely fulfills the baby’s
nutritional needs according to modern pediatric standards. It
was launched 5-6 years ago. It is made from whole soybeans
that are made into soymilk, which is then spray dried
and formulated. It contains no isolates, and this is part of
Galactina’s philosophy and history. This allows better control
of the product quality and the milk is less highly processed.
The processing method has solved the problem of flatulence.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. The market
for Galactina’s new line of two baby products looks very
promising. There is Mamina Soya and then 2-3 different
types of gruels.
Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990.
July 13. These are instant baby foods for spoon feeding.
The powder is diluted with water. Both these and the infant
formulas are in powder form, sealed in aluminum foil bags
that are packed in paperboard boxes. The products contain
no soy isolates; rather they are made with powdered soymilk
made directly from soybeans. Flatulence is prevented by a
special technical manufacturing process that is confidential
and that eliminates trypsin inhibitor. The first Mamina Soya
product was introduced in June 1986.
1143. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1988. Soybeans: The
success story. In: Jules Janick and James E. Simon, eds.
1988. Advances in New Crops: Proceedings of the First
National Symposium New Crops: Research, Development,
Economics. Portland, Oregon: Timber Press. xxii + 560
p. See p. 159-63. Held 23-26 Oct. 1988 at Indianapolis,
Indiana. [10 ref]
• Summary: Perhaps the best brief history seen on the
origin and dissemination of the soybean, its introduction
to America, and the reasons for its success. Contents:
Introduction. Paths of dissemination–Old World. Paths of
dissemination North America (Early Period [1765-1859]).
Paths of dissemination North America (Middle Period [18781898]). Paths of dissemination North America (Late Period
[1907-1920]). Success [due to the development of new
cultivars and the rise of a processing industry]. Summation.
This paper notes that in 1804 soybeans were planted
near Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia [Note: Dubrovnic has been in
Croatia since 1991]. They were “harvested, cooked, mixed
with cereal grain and then fed to chickens for increased egg
production.”

“In 1878, while in Europe, Dr. George H. Cook and
James Neilson of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station obtained soybean seed at the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station and at the Vienna Exposition. The
seeds were planted at the College Farm in May 1879 and
harvested in October. The results were encouraging. This is
the first report of soybeans having been tested at a land grant
institution in the United States. Within a short time, soybean
seeds were introduced from Japan by McBryde (Tennessee),
Sturtevant (Cornell Univ., New York), Brooks, (Hatch,
Massachusetts), and Georgeson (Kansas).”
The article is dedicated to the memory of the author’s
friend and colleague Prof. dr. Bogdan Belic [pronounced
BEL-itch], Novi Sad, Yugoslavia.
Note: Dr. Hymowitz, in a letter to William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center dated 22 Dec. 1984, states: “A colleague
of mine [Belic], while meandering through a library in a
monastery in Yugoslavia, came across an early 1800s citation
of soybeans in that area. Apparently the beans were brought
to the Zagreb area by a ship captain from China.”
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1993. April 25. Ted has a
copy of the 1804 document by Buconjic that mentions
soybeans being planted near Dubrovnik. It was sent to him
by his friend and colleague Prof. Dr. Bogdan Belic of Novi
Sad, Croatia, Yugoslavia. Dr. Belic, who knew that Ted was
interested in the early history of the soybean, photocopied
the document and translated that portion which dealt with
the soybean. Ted does not have an 1826 article by Simic
that cites the 1804 document by Buconjic. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
1144. Product Name: [Pinoccio (Soy Coffee)].
Foreign Name: Pinoccio: Sojabohnenkaffee der
Carnuntum-Alternativen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl (MarketerDistributor). Made near Bruck an der Leitha in Austria by
Caruntum.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Incl. roasted soybeans and fig coffee.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 or 280 gm.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989. Oct.
Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant against
a white circular background. “Already mixed with fig coffee.
Filter-ready! To prepare: 2 teaspoons of coffee mixture per
cup. Well suited for mixing with bean coffee. Caffeine free.
Store in a cool, dry place.” In the company’s Jan. 1989
catalog this is listed as “Sojabohnenkaffee Pinoccio” The
nourishing and wholesome (bekömmliche) coffee from
soybeans.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
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Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Zucchini, tofu, yeast flakes, salt, herbs, spices,
agar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 125 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989.
Oct. Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5
by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant
against a white circular background. “Free of cholesterol.
No flesh. Made purely from plants.” In the company’s Jan.
1989 catalog this product, called Tofu-Pastete “Toscana,” is
described as a fresh vegetarian pastry/pie with fresh zucchini.
It sells retail in 125 gm, or 650 gm, weights.

May 28. This product is made by Mr. Wimmer of Carnuntum
in Bruck an der Leitha. It contains no real coffee.
1145. Product Name: [Wheat & Soy Patties, Rice & Soy
Patties, Green Rye & Soy Patties].
Foreign Name: Dinkel-Laibchen, Reis-Laibchen,
Gruenkern-Laibchen.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988 October.
Ingredients: Wheat & Soy: German wheat (spelt, Dinkel),
soybeans [okara], sunflower seeds (all organically grown),
wheat protein, tamari, onions, yeast flakes, salt, herbs, and
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 patties, 200 gm.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label, received 1989. Oct.
Red, black, green, and white on yellowish orange. 3.5 by 3
inches. Self adhesive. Logo is a green soybean plant against
a white circular background. “Just warm and serve. Free of
cholesterol. No flesh. Pure and from plants.”
Ingredients for the Rice & Soy Patties are: Brown rice,
soybeans, and whole wheat flour (all organically grown),
rolled oats, barley miso, tamari, yeast flakes, salt, herbs,
spices.
Ingredients for the Green Rye & Soy Patties are: Green
rye and soybeans (both organically grown), tamari, onions,
yeast flakes, salt, herbs, spices (curry).
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. The soy ingredient in these is okara.
1146. Product Name: [Toscana: Fine Tofu & Vegetable
Pie].
Foreign Name: Toscana: Feine Tofupastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl.
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei

1147. Dervin, Marie-Anne. 1988. Innovations agroalimentaire: 2,500 t/an de produits à base de soja [Agro-food
innovations: 2,500 tonnes/year of soy products]. Industries et
Techniques. Nov. 1. p. 94. [Fre]
• Summary: At Valence, Innoval has established an industrial
unit for the transformation of soya into drinks, main dishes
(plats cuisinés), desserts, etc. The Silos of Valence, an
agricultural cooperative in Drôme, is looking to diversify
in the agro-food sector. It has joined forces with Sojalpe to
create Innoval S.A. This September the company launched
the above-mentioned products into large-scale distribution
supermarkets.
The project, which has cost 20 million French francs,
has benefited from the financial support of several banks. In
1989 Innoval SA is planning to come out with a complete
line of long-lasting fresh products. The company also hopes
to reach collectives and to export to other European countries
that consume large amounts of tofu (UK, West Germany, or
Switzerland). Address: France.
1148. Product Name: Familia Crunchy Swiss Cereal.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bio-Familia AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-6072 Sachseln, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Oat flakes, oat pops (containing oats), raisins,
turbinado sugar, cornflakes (contain corn, sugar, salt, malt),
hazelnuts, soya flakes, crispies (contain corn, wheat, sugar),
dehydrated apple flakes, dried orange flakes, whole wheat
and rye flakes, peanut oil, almonds, honey, cinnamon.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: In a sealed foil packet inside a
12 oz box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: Per 1 oz.: Calories 116, protein 3 gm,
carbohydrates 20 gm, fat 2 gm, sodium 1 mg.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1988, received. 5 by
7.25 by 1.5 inches. Paper box. Color photo of this Meuslitype product in a white bowl surrounded by fruits, nuts, and
grains. “Genuine Swiss import.”
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1149. Product Name: [Galactina / Weight Watchers
Tofunette Tofu Pâté (With Vegetables, Exotic, Gourmet)].
Foreign Name: Galactina / Weight Watchers Tofunette
(Primavera, Exotique, Traiteur).
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland. Phone: 031-81-1111.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Tofu, water, yeast, vegetable oil, seasonings
(Wuerzstoffe), salt, soy protein, binder, natural aromas

coloring (E 150).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 2 x 50 gm cups with peel-off
foil lids in a paperboard sleeve.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 10.8 gm, fat 9.4 gm,
carbohydrates 6.4 gm, calories 154.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Peter Speck.
1988. March 11. “In 1988 we will launch tofu burger with
a very low fat content, and low calorie tofu salads. Further
products are planned.”
Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. May 21.
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These products are now on the market.
Label sent by Verena Krieger from Switzerland. 1990.
July 5. 5.5 by 2.5 by 1 inch sleeve. Black, yellow, blue,
and green on white. Color photo of a cracker topped with
Tofunette pâté, a piece of lettuce, and a wedge of tomato.
“Reduced-calorie pâté with tofu. Ideal for hors d’oeuvres,
as a spread for bread, etc. Vegetarian pâté. Only 77 calories
per cup/serving.” “Weight Watchers” is written in large
letters atop the front panel; “Galactina” is written in smaller
letters along the lower edge. On the side of the sleeve: “Use
Tofunette directly/alone or mix with quark, nonfat or lowfat cream cheese (fromage blanc battu), cottage cheese, etc.
For Weight Watchers members, 50 gm = ½ protein portion/
exchange and 42 calories of options.”
Note: In French, the term “traiteur” traditionally refers
to a seller of prepared foods; it can be either a retail shop or a
caterer, and it carries the connotation of gourmet, high class,
and expensive. The term “primavera” refers to something
with vegetables in it, such as either specks of diced carrots
giving a confetti effect or ground vegetables to gave a
colored pâté.
1150. Product Name: [Tofu Burger].
Foreign Name: Tofu Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp,
Switzerland. Phone: 031-81-1111.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
New Product–Documentation: See next page. Letter from
Peter Speck. 1988. March 11. “In 1988 we will launch tofu
burger with a very low fat content, and low calorie tofu
salads. Further products are planned.”
Talk with Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. May 21.

These products are now on the market.
Label sent by Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5.
1151. Product Name: [Soya Dessert {Resembles Yogurt}].
Foreign Name: Soya Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name: PLL (Produits Laitiers Lausanne
SA). Sold by Co-Op throughout Switzerland.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case 3533, 1002 Lausanne,
Switzerland. Phone: 021/634-2134.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Ingredients: Incl. Soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Conrad Seewer
of Galactina. 1990. May 21. Talk with Peter Speck. 1990.
May 23. This product was introduced in about 1988. This is
a soy yogurt-type product and definitely the best soy yogurt
on the market in Switzerland. Soyana also produces a soy
yogurt, probably from whole soymilk, which he has heard is
of good quality. But Speck feels that soy yogurt is not nearly
as good as dairy yogurt.
1152. Product Name: [Tempeh (Regular Soy, or
Marinated)].
Foreign Name: Tempeh Natur, Tempeh Mariniert.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl (MarketerDistributor). Made in Austria by Natuerliche Lebensmittel
(Paul Stuart Zacharowicz).
Manufacturer’s Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei
Wien, Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
Date of Introduction: 1988.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 250 gm.
New Product–Documentation: Brochure sent by Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Oct. 12. “Fresh products. Tempeh: The
fermented soya product for frying, grilling, or baking.” In the
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1153. Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1988. Tofu aus der Sojarei [Tofu
from the Sojarei (Leaflet)]. Baden bei Wien, Austria. 3 panels
each side. Each panel: 21 x 10 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This full-color orange and red leaflet explains
that the company makes and sells many fresh soy products,
mostly tofu and tofu products, but also tempeh and soy
sprouts. They sell tamari, shoyu, miso, gomashio (sesame
salt), many types of vegetables, flakes, and legumes. They
also have a soya recipe brochure and a tofu cookbook.
This young family-run business, founded in 1984,
focuses on fresh soyfoods of the best quality–pure and
natural. Sojarei tofu is described as the culinary wonder
child in unpretentious clothes, but with many talents. Tofu is
sold in slices, diced, or in strips. It can be pressed or pureed.
Color photos show: (1) The two owners and their wives. (2)
A cake of their tofu. (3-7) Five small prepared tofu dishes.
Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei Wien (near Vienna),
Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.
1154. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 1988. Soybeans: Area harvested, yield, and
production. FAO Yearbook–Production (Rome, Italy) 42:155.
• Summary: The following nations are listed for the first
time as soybean producers in the FAO Production Yearbook.
* = Unofficial figure. Austria: Harvested 6,000* ha, yielding
10,000* metric tons.
1155. Product Name: [Soy Drink, Soya Granules].
Manufacturer’s Name: Natur Produkte.
Manufacturer’s Address: A-6300 Itter 300, Tirol, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1988?
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Jack Goethel
of Natural Products in Salt Lake City, Utah. 1989. May 5.
These products have been out for about 1-5 years. The man
in charge is Erwin or Engelbert Perlinger.

company’s Jan. 1989 price list are listed Tempeh Natur and
Tempeh Mariniert, each 250 gm.
Talk with Guenter Ebner of Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1990.
May 28. This tempeh is made by Paul Stuart.

1156. Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1989. Preisliste [Price list].
Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei Wien, Austria. 10 p.
Manufacturer’s catalog. [Ger]
• Summary: The company has two catalog/price lists: one
(green) for food processors and one (yellow) for retail
stores. Products made by the company have been marked
by the author with an “S.” In the front of each catalog is
an organic certificate. The retail catalog contains 20 fresh
products, 3 books, and 30 non-fresh products. Fresh products
made by the company include Tofu Natur, Tofu Mariniert,
Tofu Geräuchert, Tofu Pastete Siddhartha, Tofu Pastete
Toscana, Tofu-Burger, Soja-Getreide-Laibchen, Gruenkern
Laibchen, Dinkel Laibchen, Reis-Laibchen, Weizengluten
Laibchen, Weizengluten, Badener Bratwuerstchen, Badener
Grillwuerstchen, Brotaufstrich “Rusticana”, Brotaufstrich
“Holzknecht.” Fresh products sold but not made by the
company include soy tempeh, marinated tempeh, and soy
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sprouts. The company sells 3 recipe books: (1) Their own
recipe book Wichtig für Ernährungsbewusste (Important
for understanding of nutrition); (2) Tofu: Essen mit Zukunft
(Tofu: Eating with the future) by Brigitte Vogenreiter and
Clemens Kuby, and (3) Schlank mit Tofu (Slim with tofu; 117
recipes) by A.W. Dänzer.
The company also sells many non-fresh products
including yellow soybeans (organically grown), soya
flakes (Sojaflocken, not defatted), whole soy flour, tamari,
shoyu, barley miso, Hatcho miso, brown rice miso, soba
(buckwheat) miso, nigari, Bonsoy soyadrink (natural and
cacao), Pinoccio Soybean coffee, and soynuts.
In the catalog for food processors, for example, the
regular tofu, marinated tofu, and smoked tofu are each sold
in 1 kg, 30 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and 200 kg amounts. Address:
Baden (near Vienna), Austria.
1157. Storup, Bernard. 1989. Re: History of Société
Soy–France’s largest tofu manufacturer. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 3. 3 p. See p. 1-3. [Eng]
• Summary: Soy (also called Société Soy or Soy S.A.R.L.)
was founded in Feb. 1982 by Bernard Storup and Jean de
Preneuf. (Note that “Société” means simply “company” and
S.A.R.L. means “Société a Responsabilite Limitée,” like
GmbH in German). S.A.R.L. is the legal type of company,
and it is compulsory to have this term on all official papers
in France. Bernard came from a family of dairy product
manufacturers. In the minds of customers and other
companies this company’s name is “Soy,” a term which in
French has no particular connection with soybeans.
Bernard and his wife Françoise came to America in
Nov. 1980 to study tofu and soymilk around the country;
they stayed until July 1981, attending the Soycrafters’
Conference at Colorado State University. Jean de Preneuf did
the same thing from Sept. 1980 to July 1981. Most U.S. tofu
companies were still small and inexperienced at the time,
but those which Bernard and Jean found most interesting
were Island Spring, Nasoya, New England Soy Dairy,
White Wave, and Swan Gardens (Miami, Florida). Jean and
Françoise also visited with William and Akiko Shurtleff in
California.
Upon returning to France, Bernard and Jean set up
a soy dairy (600 square meters) in Cerny, a small village
located (35 km or 22 miles) due south of Paris, near places
named La-Ferté-Alais and Torfu. They started to make tofu
commercially in June 1982. By 1983-84 they were making
2,500 kg/week (5,500 lb/week) of tofu.
In December 1986 the company stopped production
at Cerny and moved to a larger (1,400 square meters) and
more rationally designed plant located 500 km (310 miles)
south of Paris in the foothills (elevation 600 meters) in
St.-Chamond, near St.-Etienne, a little southwest of Lyon.
Situated on the border of the Pilat Natural Regional Park
(Parc Naturel Regional du Pilat, 65,000 ha or 161,000 acres)

they had a nice view of the mountains. They moved to this
location for two main reasons: (1) Because it has some of the
best French water (of the same phreatic groundwater origin
as most French mineral water such as Badoit, Evian, Vittel,
etc.); (2) Because of the geographic location, being at the
center of France, only 2 hours by road from Switzerland and
Italy, 4 hours from Germany, less than 4 hours from Paris,
and 5 hours from Spain. Production at Saint-Chamond began
in Jan. 1987.
“Throughout the years we have developed our own
technology and equipment, and have now a rather good
quality soymilk and tofu. At present, we carry different
families of products on 3 different markets.
“(1) The health-food market. Up to now it has been
our main market, and we are now distributing to nearly all
health-food stores equipped with a cooler (about 1,500 out
of a total of 2,500 in France). The distribution itself is all
done through specialized distributors in this field in France
(about 20). We are the leader in this market (being practically
alone), but this field is nearly saturated for our products.
We should see a maximum increase of 20–30% in the next
3 years, as these traditional health-food stores are getting
more and more competition from supermarkets. We are
presently in the same type of market in Switzerland through
a distributor, and directly in Germany and Belgium.
“(2) The food industry. They are looking for a ‘soy-base’
to lower fats in cooked pork meats (sausages, pâtés, etc.), or
to use in prepared cooked foods (‘plats cuisinés’, or to fill
pastas, etc.). We sell them bulk vacuum-packed tofu pieces
of 3–4 kg each. In terms of volume, this market should be
the more important in the future, but not in terms of sales,
as prices are of course rather low. We began (January 1989)
to sell soymilk in bulk (by 25,000 liters tank) to distributors
interested in having their own brand-names, and dealing
with supermarkets or the health-food market. This soymilk
is packaged in Tetra-Brick cartons by another company.
Up to now we haven’t carried our own brand. There will
be such competition (in price) with soymilk in Europe in
the forthcoming months that it may be better to stay as a
simple supplier. Anyway our position can change rapidly.
We should produce about 2 million liters of soymilk this
year, having contracts already for more than 1 million, on a
market estimated at 7 to 10 million liters in France in 1988.
The soymilk market is estimated to increase at 20 to 30%
a year for the coming years, and most supermarkets are
now considering having their own brands. Prices to final
consumers have been rather high up to now (9 to 12 French
francs [FF] per liter), and should drop clearly in the future.
The leader in Europe, Vandemoortele (with Provamel,
etc., brands), lowered his prices twice last year in France.
Anyway, these figures are and will remain extremely weak
compared to the traditional milk market (plus the dairy
lobby takes a strong position against these substitutes in the
E.C.C.).
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“(3) The super and hypermarkets. These represent
actually 54-55% of total food sales in France (1.5% for
health-food stores, 5% for co-ops and direct from factory
sales, the rest for traditional grocery stores). We will
introduce 4 complete lines of products with complete new
packaging in April 1989, on a new brand, ‘Jean de Preneuf’
(remember ‘pre’ means field, and ‘neuf’ new), ‘SOY’ being
our brand-name for health-food markets. We do actually 2 or
3% of our total sales in this market, and hope to be at 35% at
the end of 1989.
“Last year we sold about 550 tonnes of tofu, most of
it under a prepared form (burgers, sausages, desserts, etc);
sales of plain tofu represent about 23% in tonnage, but
only 10% in turnover. We had a total sales in 1988 of about
13,000,000 FF, and nearly no profit (35,000 FF). This can be
explained by the fact that we had very heavy investments,
mainly to automate the production, and because we have a
policy of very reasonable prices (all those who tried to enter
the health-food market became aware of this). For 1989, we
should have total sales of 18 to 19,000,000 FF (introduction
in supermarkets, soymilk sales, sales development in
Germany, etc.). This should represent 750-800 tonnes of
tofu plus about 2,000 tonnes = 2,000,000 liters of soymilk.
We actually use only organic French soybeans, and have the
‘Nature et Progres’ organic certification symbol/slogan for
all of our products, which is the best one you can have for
organic products.
“There are 27 people working in the company, half
of them being technicians with a strong professional
background (from the dairy industry, agricultural engineers,
automaticians, etc). Jean and I have 90% of the shares, 10%
belonging to people working in the company.”
The company presently has about $2 million (12 million
francs) annual sales. Bernard is the owner and head; Jean is
in PR and sales. Their main products are: 1. Tofu Burgers
(Croque Tofu) sold in 4 flavors and eaten in France with a
sauce, not between buns like a typical U.S. burger. 2. Tofu
Sausages (Roulades de Tofu, Tofinelle) with Sauce and
mushrooms or smoked salmon. These sausages, larger than
a U.S. hot dog, are sold 2 in a package with the sauce. 3.
Soy yogurt-like or parfait-like dessert (Soyeux), sold in 6
flavors. They now market these products plus Tofast Soya
Paste, Tofumé smoked tofu, and Granioc (wholegrain & tofu
meatless burgers) in England, and have a nice brochure to
advertise them.
In April 1989 the company changed its legal status from
Soy S.A.R.L. to Soy S.A. (Société Anonyme), and added 400
square meters of extra cooler and storage space.
In a form filled out for Anthony Marrese in Nov. 1989,
Bernard noted the following production figures: Tofu &
Tofu Fumé 3 tonnes/week. Tofu Burgers (Croque Tofou) 2
tonnes/week. Soy dessert (Soyeux [pudding]) 2 tonnes/week.
Tofinelle sausage 2 tonnes/week. Soymilk 30,000 liters/day
(Maximum capacity 3,000 liters/hour). Société Soy is under

a confidentiality agreement with APV of England and AlfaLaval of Sweden, both of whom are supplying equipment
to them. Anthony notes that all Société Soy products are
professionally done and very good.
Update 1990 March 10. In Oct. 1989 a new syndicate of
7 large French soyfoods manufacturers was formed. Société
Soy is one of the members. In Nov. 1989 a new partner and
investor came into the company. He now owns 20% of the
stock. He is the brother-in-law of the leader of the most
powerful food group in France. Société Soy now employs
about 30 people, an excellent team. Address: Founder and
Owner, Société Soy, 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix, 42400 SaintChamond, France. Phone: 77.31.23.66.
1158. Baer, S. 1989. Erfahrungen mit Sojaprodukten in der
Schweitz [Experiences with soy products in Switzerland].
Deutsche Milchwirtschaft. April. p. 114-15. [Ger]
• Summary: This article is about fresh soy products in
Switzerland. In 1985 Migros and Coop entered a market
which had previously seemed very limited, occupied only
by small, counterculture tofu shops. In 1986 tofu was
successfully launched under the Weight Watchers trademark.
During that year tofu got extensive coverage in the Swiss
press and many new second-generation products were
launched. Many people tried tofu products for the first time,
and a tofu boom resulted in a bright outlook. Address: Baer
Weichkaeserei AG, Bahnhofstrasse, CH-6403 Kuessnacht,
Switzerland. Phone: 041-81-4444.
1159. Lucking, Evelyn. 1989. Tetra Pak moves its
headquarters and main library to Lausanne, Switzerland,
from Lund, Sweden (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 31.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The new address is Tetra Pak Rausing S.A.,
Case Postale 181, 1009 Pully/Lausanne, Switzerland. The
move took place in about 1987. There is no one person in the
company specifically in charge of soymilk.
Note: According to David Wiesenfeld in Connecticut,
the packs should be called “Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons” and
never Tetra Packs, etc. By 1990 the company had started to
use the term “Ever-Fresh” instead of “aseptic” for marketing.
Address: Marketing Services Mgr., Tetra Pak Inc., 200 Van
Dorf Rd., Aurora, ONT, L4G 3G8, Canada. Phone: 416-7270171.
1160. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Soyfoods in Europe: Influenced
by a colonial past. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine).
May/June. p. 1, 12-15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a historical overview of the introduction
of soyfoods to Europe since 1945. The Indonesians who
immigrated to the Netherlands after World War II played a
major role in introducing soyfoods (especially tofu, tempeh,
and a sweet soy sauce called ketjap) to that country and to
Europe. Ketjap was the most popular soyfood in Indonesia.
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Asian immigrants started small manufacturing companies,
restaurants, and importing companies (such as Conimex and
Heuschen Schrouff). The macrobiotic movement also played
a key role in introducing soyfoods, especially soy sauce,
miso, and tofu. In Belgium, the Gevaert family founded
Lima and began to make miso on a large scale, but a fire and
other financial problems soon forced them to close the plant.
Only recently have they started to make miso again.
During the 1970s, especially in Belgium and the
Netherlands, inspired by the macrobiotic movement and
with information from books by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, a new
generation of non-Asian tofu makers emerged. “The first
tofu shop in Europe owned and operated by non-Orientals
was Manna Natuurvoeding. Opened in Amsterdam in 1977,
Manna was a macrobiotic manufacturer, distributor, and
retailer run by a non-profit foundation. Soon after opening,
Manna was visited by entrepreneurs from Germany, England,
Portugal, Denmark, France, Sweden, Austria, and Italy,
hoping to learn about making tofu.”
During the early 1980s, tempeh was rediscovered.
“Yakso Farms in the Netherlands was one of the first nonOriental companies to produce tempeh, made from organic
soybeans, and to process it into spreads, paté, sauces, and
marinated products.”
In the mid-1980s the focus shifted from production
to marketing and to second-generation soyfoods. Most
European soyfoods are made with organic soybeans.
Address: President, Craft International Consultants, 21
Wetherbee St., Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 617264-9511.
1161. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Re: Brief history of Manna
Natural Foods. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, July 24. 1 p. With follow-up talk on 2 Dec. 1989.
• Summary: This company was founded in about 1973 by
Adelbert Nelissen and his wife Wieke Nelissen, plus Hugo
van Seenus, among others. Adelbert is Sjon’s brother in law
(his wife’s brother). Manna got started in the Rozenstraat in
Amsterdam, in an abandoned house that was taken over by
so-called “krakers” (counter-culture or hippie squatters). The
store called “de Rozemaryn” (Rosemarin) was the first of a
chain of stores which, at its peak, contained ten stores total.
Hugo now owns and operates Hugo’s Market in Washington,
DC.
Manna was originally a foundation named Stichting
Natuurvoeding Amsterdam. It kept this name until 1982.
Manna started the first tofu shop in Europe that was owned
and operated by non-Orientals. Opened in Amsterdam in
1977, Manna was a macrobiotic manufacturer, distributor,
and retailer run by a non-profit foundation. Soon after
opening, Manna was visited by entrepreneurs from Germany,
England, Portugal, Denmark, France, Sweden, Austria, and
Italy, hoping to learn about making tofu.
In 1975 Manna started importing miso and shoyu from

Japan, initially via Muso Foods, and later also via Mitoku.
But Muso was always their main supplier.
Manna filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy or reorganization
2 or 3 times. The first time was a bankruptcy in March 1982.
All their property was sold at an auction, but was bought
back by a new foundation owned by basically the same
people and the same foundation at one-third the value. It
was probably at this time that Manna’s name was changed
from Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam to Manna
Natuurvoeding B.V. The company was back on its feet
by 1983 but then things didn’t work out again. At the last
moment before declaring bankruptcy, they got financing. But
this time the bank took the Foundation out of the picture,
so that the foundation was not giving the collateral for
loans. The person behind the foundation, Adelbert Nelissen,
became the director/president of the holding company. He
probably did not have majority ownership. But at this time
(May 1983) Sjon and most of the management left.
In about late 1983 or early 1984 Manna moved
all operations from Meeuwenlaan in Amsterdam to
Zwanenburg. The former section of Amsterdam was torn
down by the city. The third time was in 1987, when the
company was disbanded. At that time Adelbert became
inactive. The government-appointed curator tried to get as
much as possible for the assets. The macrobiotic Manna
brand name and the inventory of imported Japanese foods
was purchased by Akwarius, which was located in Almere
in a building constructed along anthroposophic guidelines
(before about 1986 they had been located in the province
of Utrecht). The production facility at Zwanenburg and
its equipment was purchased (mainly for the bakery) by
a conglomerate of 3 natural food companies, including
Akwarius and Loverendale (the largest baker of natural
yeasted breads in the Netherlands). They made Manna tofu
for a year or two, then facing stiff competition, sold off the
tofu equipment piecemeal. They ran the Manna sourdough
bakery there until 1988, then moved it to Loverendale
headquarters, and closed down the Zwanenburg production
facility.
Akwarius is a company based on the anthroposophical
philosophy of Rudolf Steiner. They were founded in about
1974. In Holland there were 4 types or philosophies of
natural foods distributors: (1) Anthroposophical (Akwarius);
(2) Macrobiotic and natural foods (Manna); (3) Ecological
(Kleine Aarde [Small Earth; inspired by E.F. Schumacher’s
book Small is Beautiful] and De Nieuwe Lelie [The New
Lily]); and (4) Reform movement/vegetarian (VNR:
Vereniging van Nederlandse Reformhuizen = Union of
Dutch Reform Houses, and Scholten [which was also the
exclusive importer of Lima products from Belgium]).
Talk with Sjon Welters. 1994. April 4. Manna and Lima
sold only vegetarian foods; they did not sell any fish, poultry,
or meat. All these early Dutch natural foods companies were
this way because no natural food store would sell fish or
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other flesh products; they were just not acceptable. Some
years after they started they used eggs in a few products
but they were always vegetarian. The only people who
ever got involved in flesh foods in the early stages were the
Anthroposophic / Biodynamic people because its part of
their philosophy, but even in the beginning they didn’t sell
meat to the stores because customers didn’t want it. Address:
Craft International Consultants, 21 Wetherbee St., Acton,
Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 508-264-4011.
1162. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Re: A brief history of Yakso in the
Netherlands. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
July 24. 1 p.
• Summary: “Yakso Farms (originally named Jakso Farms)
in the Netherlands was founded by Tomas Nelissen in
about 1980; he was joined by Peter Dekker in 1982. The
organization was basically a farm with several hundred acres
of land, upon which was a food processing plant. Yakso was
one of the first non-Oriental companies to produce tempeh,
starting in early 1982. It was made from organic soybeans
Their fried and marinated tempeh products were
introduced in early 1983 and their tempeh spreads in the fall
of 1983. The farm part of Yakso was sold and its name and
products were taken over by Kees Middelwert, who runs the
company now. Initially he ran it from another facility in the
province of Groningen, but now is in the process of moving
it into a new and much larger facility in Wolvega. He is not
the sole owner any more–if he ever was. Frans Andringa,
who owns an organic cheese company, invested substantially
in the company.
“On 2 July 1989 De Morgenstond, the tofu making
company, moved into the same building as Yakso, expanding
its production capacity and switching to a Takai high
pressure cooker system. De Morgenstond is now owned by
Frits Steunenbeg and Mank DenBok.”
Sjon adds in March 1990: Yakso is now one of the
leading soyfoods companies in the Netherlands. They make a
lot of Indonesian-style soyfood products. Tomas Nelissen is
now living in Vienna, Austria, making his living by shiatsu.
Address: Craft International Consultants, 21 Wetherbee St.,
Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 508-264-4011.
1163. Fetzer, W. 1989. Hot dehulling system: “Popping”.
In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World
Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods
and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 518-20.
• Summary: “The dehulling of soybeans by means of fluidbed technology in oil mills and other industries has become
more and more popular. Depending on the seed properties
the soybeans are heat treated for three to seven minutes in
the fluid-bed in order to reduce the binding forces between
hulls and seed kernels... The short-heat treatment in the
fluid-bed hardly reduces the water dissolubility index of the

protein which is of great importance for the production of
white flakes.”
A photo shows Fetzer. Address: Buhler Brothers Ltd.,
Uzwil, Switzerland.
1164. Fetzer, W. 1989. A new generation of flaking mills.
In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World
Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods
and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 521-22.
• Summary: Flaking is still the most important process in
the oilseed preparation for prepressing or solvent extraction.
Flaking rolls tend to develop damage on the roll ends and
also hot spots on the roll surface. “To avoid these problems,
or to at least minimize them to a great extent, a new flaker
has been developed featuring a special feeder arrangement
with incorporated mixing device resulting in a constant
feeding of a homogeneous particle size distribution over
the whole roll length. A new roll end sealing system
incorporating a trouble-free roll end shape and this in
combination with the above-mentioned feeder-mixer reduces
the above stated problems to a great extent.” Address: Buhler
Brothers Ltd., Uzwil, Switzerland.
1165. Natufood B.V. 1989. Prijs-bestelboek [Natufood price
list and catalog, July-Sept. 1989]. Fahrenheitstraat 18, 3840
BN Harderwijk, Netherlands. 73+ p. [Dut]
• Summary: This catalog of a Dutch natural foods distributor
lists the farming method (organic or not), wholesale and
retail prices for each product: Page 8: Witte Wonder tofu
spreads (mushroom, chili, green peppercorn, garlic, paprika,
celery), Lima Limapast contains sunflower seeds, miso, and
soy flour. Page 30. Joannusmolen roasted soy flour.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that contains the term “roasted soy flour.”
Page 31. Natufood defatted soy flour (sifted). Ad for
the Vetara line of ready-to-eat foods, many of which contain
TVP. Page 33. Avita soybeans (Avita Natufood’s organic
food line). Natufood soybeans. Ad from Nutricia for canned
powdered infant foods. Nutri-Soja complete infant food
based on soy. Nutri-Soja Plus based on soy for infants
that have been weaned. Page 34. Nutricia infant formulas:
Nutrisoja in 400 gm or 1000 gm and Nutrisoja-Plus in
900 gm. Page 35. Avita little soybeans (regular and large,
organic).
Page 36. Witte Wonder soybeans in tomato sauce. Ad
for Vetara organic tofu, which is produced by HeuschenSchrouff B.V. in a completely new facility under extremely
sanitary conditions. It is made with organic soybeans with
a natural coagulant (Serempi) in the traditional way. “Best
quality, lowest price.” The product label (250 gm) is shown.
Page 37. Refrigerated miso products made in Europe. Lima
barley miso and rice miso, both unpasteurized. Page 38.
Meat replacers. Seitan is sold by Vetara, Witte Wonder,
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Yakso, and Manna. Vetara herb tofu, Napolitan tofu, rice
tofu, bali tofu, rames tofu, rames tempeh, Tjap Tjoy.
Witte Wonder tofu in curry/pineapple sauce, and in peanut
sauce. Ad for Vetara vegetarian burgers, frankfurters, and
schnitzels.
Page 39. Soya meat replacers and vegetarian mixes:
Lists 11 Vetara products based on or containing TVP
(textured soy flour) or HVP (hydrolyzed vegetable protein).
Nutana meat replacers (9 products). Jonathan natural tofu.
Cenovis and Huegli bouillon tablets (14 types, probably
contain miso). [Sjon Welters adds that Huegli, a multimillion dollar Swiss food company, owns a major part of
Natufood B.V.]. Western bouillons (Miso): Lima barley
and rice misos. Heiwa Hatcho miso and instant miso soup.
Huegli ad.
Page 42. Vegetarian refrigerated products: Vetara
smoked tofu, natural tofu (EKO mark), saté tofu, vetaburgers
with pineapple, with cheese & onion, natuburgers.
Soyadrinks and desserts: Provamel (8 drinks and 6 desserts
[puddings]). Lima (3 drinks).
Page 43. Seasonings: Vetara sweet soy sauce (Ketjap
zoet). Yakso sweet soy sauce (Ketjap manis). Soy sauce.
Lima shoyu (orange label) and tamari (blue label). Heiwa
shoyu and tamari. Vetara shoyu. Page 44. Witte Wonder
organic tofu dressings (Italian, Mexican, Garden herbs, or
Natural). Mayonnaise and Tofunaise: Witte Wonder organic
tofunaise (regular or with lemon).
Page 52. A. Vogel products: Vogel Sojaforce. Page 67.
Natufood non-organic soynuts (natural, paprika, curry, or
onion). A photo of the soynuts is given at the bottom of
the page. Page 69. Non-organic soynuts in bulk (same 4
flavors as page 67). Page 73. Bulk defatted soy four, and
soybeans (organic or non-organic). Ad for Vetara Vegetable
Bouillon, which probably contains soy. Address: Harderwijk,
Netherlands. Phone: 03410-23240.
1166. Duchesne, Paul. 1989. History of Wildwood Tofu
(Germany), Auenland Tofu, Peter Wiegand, and Wildwood
Natural Foods (California) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Aug. 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: According to Soyfoods Center records,
Peter Wiegand started one of the earliest known tofu
manufacturing companies in West Germany. Duchesne
recalls that Wiegand came to America in the spring of
1981 to learn about tofu. He had heard about Wildwood
Natural Foods in Fairfax, so he went there and he and
Duchesne quickly became good friends. Duchesne showed
him the whole operation and spent a great deal of time
teaching him how to make tofu and tofu products. After six
months of work and study, in the fall of 1981, Peter and his
family returned to Germany. Before Peter left, Duchesne
encouraged him to make secondary tofu products, such as
tofu sausages. After returning to Germany, Wiegand started

his company in a small dairy barn. That winter (early 1982)
Michael Pierce, who was once Wildwood’s best tofu maker
and art designer in Fairfax and who now lives in Georgia
(Phone: 912-752-8070), went to Germany and lived and
worked with Wiegand. There he made tofu and designed
the colorful Auenland label showing a sunrise over a rural
village.
Wiegand’s first company failed; it was too small and
too labor intensive. So he raised a lot of money and built a
larger company and plant. Wiegand returned to America and
asked Duchesne (who had just left Wildwood Natural Foods)
to return with him to Germany to help get the new Auenland
started. Duchesne declined (since funds were too limited)
but his son, Paul Jr., went and worked there for 6 months.
In 1983 Auenland introduced a line of second generation
tofu products: Pizza, cake, tofunafish salad, mayonnaise,
and burgers, many of which were inspired by Wildwood
products. Most of his products were sold in Munich, and
some in Austria–where Peter was born. In the end, a sausage
maker who worked for Wiegand started a tofu sausage
business, bought his tofu from Auenland, and ended making
most of the money. Wiegand was not a good businessman,
not a very practical person. His father in law was putting
a lot of money into the company but in the end Wiegand
lost most if not all of it... and the shop. Address: Fairfax,
California. Phone: 415-453-2360.
1167. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Sixty-five books on tofu have
been published in the Western World since 1970 (Overview).
Sept. 17. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Definition: The work must be more than 48
pages long, must have the word “tofu” or its equivalent in the
title, and must be written in a non-Asian language. It may be
either a popular or a professional/technical work.
By country of publication, 40 of these books (61% of
the total) have been published in the USA, 6 in Canada, 5
in Switzerland, 5 in Japan (but written in English for sale
primarily outside of Japan), 3 in West Germany, 3 in France
(but 2 of these were published simultaneously and primarily
in Quebec, Canada), 2 in England, and 1 each in Italy,
Sweden, and Brazil. By region of publication: North America
46 (71% of the total), Europe 15, East Asia 5, and Latin
America 1.
By language, 49 of these books (75%) have been
published in English, 7 in French, 6 in German, and 1 each in
Italian, Portuguese, and Swedish.
By year of publication, the first of these books was
published in 1974; eleven (17% of the total) were published
from 1974 to 1979, forty (62%) from 1980 to 1984, and
fourteen (22%) from 1985 to 1989. The peak years of
publication were 1981 and 1982, when 12 books on tofu
were published each year.
The best sellers among these books have been The Book
of Tofu by Shurtleff & Aoyagi (1975, Ballantine Books,
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Autumn Press, and Ten Speed Press, about 450,000 copies
sold in English editions and 9,000 in foreign editions), Tofu
Cookery by Louis Hagler (1982, The Book Publishing Co.,
about 175,000 copies sold), The Tofu Cookbook by Cathy
Bauer and Juel Andersen (1979, Rodale Press, 105,500
copies sold, still in print), Cook with Tofu by Christina Clarke
(1981, Avon Books, 57,500 copies printed; still in print), and
Tofu, Tempeh, & Other Soy Delights by Camille Cusumano
(1984, Rodale Press, 25,688 copies sold; out of print). These
best-sellers have sold a combined total of 822,700 copies,
and all tofu books have probably sold over 1 million copies.
1168. Ebner, Guenter. 1989. Re: Brief history of Sojarei
Ebner-Prosl. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
Oct. 17. Followed by two talks in May 1990. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: “Our company was founded in 1984 in Baden
and we started with 6 kinds of products. I had my first
contact with tofu in Germany, where I learned the basic work
in 1978 from a person named Axel in Frankfurt. The second
contact was in Japan during 2 months of Zen training, and
then a lot during the years before starting the company by
trying all kinds of Tofu-products following your books and
ideas.
“We now process 30 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans
(Austrian grown) each year. That is ten times more than we
used during our first year, and we plan to increase 5-10 times
during the next years... If you are in Austria, we invite you to
visit us.”
Accompanying this letter was a packet of information
about the company including all labels (each with the month
and year of introduction), color ads run in two Austrian
magazines (Das Gruene Haus, and Natur und Gesundheit
No. 8; the slogan reads: “Sojarei Ebner-Prosl, your specialist
in fresh soyfoods, brings you fresh tofu daily”), and two
catalog/price lists (one for food processors and one for retail
stores) for Jan. 1989; products made by the company have
been marked by the author with an “S.” The retail catalog
contains 20 fresh products, 3 books, and 30 non-fresh
products. Details of the catalogs are given in a separate
record. Address: Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden bei Wien (near
Vienna), Austria. Phone: 02252/85101, 45505.
1169. Alpro N.V. 1989. Die Gesundheit von Soja in
einem Drink. Provamel. Die gesunde Alternative [The
wholesomeness of soya in a drink. Provamel: The healthy
alternative (Leaflet)]. Izegem, Belgium. 2 panels each side.
Each panel: 21 x 15 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: On the cover of this full-color leaflet (of
which a French-language edition also exists) is a drawing
of Provamel Soya Drink being poured into a glass in front
of a window showing an idyllic green mountain landscape
and sunrise. On the inside two panels are 5 questions and 5
responses. The company name and address are not listed in

the leaflet. The Provamel line now contains the following 12
products: Provamel Soya Drink: Without sugar (½ liter and 1
liter), with sugar (½ liter and 1 liter), chocolate, strawberry,
or carob (each ½ liter). Provamel Soya Dessert (like a tofu
pudding): Vanilla (½ liter and 1 liter), chocolate, strawberry,
or carob (each ½ liter).
General distributor in Switzerland: Biorex AG, Kappler
Strasse 53, CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel. Phone: 07432175.
General distributor in Austria: Bio-Quelle Klaus Loesch
GmbH + Co KG, Haagerstrasse 44a, A-4400 Steyr. Phone:
0725262388. General distributor in West Germany:
Landsieg, D-6670 St.-Ingbert. Phone: (06894) 7077.
Address: Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, Belgium. Phone: 32 /
51 30 96 01.
1170. Guedemann, Ursula. 1989. Sojabohnen in Garten und
Kueche [Soybeans in the garden and kitchen]. Zum Beispiel
(Switzerland) No. 12. p. 21-22. Dec. 21. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans are not hard to grow in one’s own
garden. The seeds can be ordered from Andreas Ellenberger
of Ekkarthof, 8574 Lengwil. They can be cooked as whole
dry soybeans, or made into sprouts, flour, or tofu. Contains 1
recipe using soy flour and 4 recipes using tofu.
A test of soy sauces conducted by and published in AGE
(Aktion gesuender Essen) in June 1989 showed that TamariBio and Tamari-Lima were the best value (Bewertung). In
second place came Tamari-Tofu and Kikkoman-Soja-Sauce.
Address: Switzerland.
1171. Krieger, Verena. 1989. Soja als Nahrungsmittel:
genutzt oder missbraucht? [Soya as a food: Used or
misused?]. Zum Beispiel (Switzerland) No. 12. p. 15-17. Dec.
21. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans can be fermented to make miso, soy
sauce, tempeh, or natto. Or the protein can be extracted in
traditional ways to make soymilk, tofu, or yuba. One can also
make soy sprouts. In the Western world, soybeans are mostly
misused to make high-protein meal for livestock fodder, and
vegetable oil. Address: Lucerne, Switzerland.
1172. Martmer, Peter. 1989. Tofu–Kaese aus Sojamilch
[Tofu–the cheese from soymilk]. Zum Beispiel (Switzerland)
No. 12. p. 18-20. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: Describes the process of making tofu at Tofurei
Engel, with photos. One photo shows the product label.
Address: Tofurei Engel, Ottenbach ZH, Switzerland.
1173. Rohrer, Hanspeter. 1989. Zu besuch... auf dem Hof
von Hasi Strahm in Muenchenbuchsee [A visit to the
soybean farm of Hasi Strohm in Muenchenbuchsee]. Zum
Beispiel (Switzerland) No. 12. p. 8-10. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: An interview with a Swiss farmer who has been
successful in growing soybeans organically for 2 years.
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1174. Soldati, Alberto. 1989. Soja–eine neue Kultur in der
Schweizerischen Landwirtschaft [Soya–a new crop in Swiss
agriculture]. Zum Beispiel (Switzerland) No. 12. p. 4-7. Dec.
21. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the history and advantages
of growing soybeans in Switzerland. Many varieties
have been and are being tested. Address: Institut fuer
Pflanzenwissenschaften der ETH Zurich in Eschikon-Lindau.
1175. Zum Beispiel (Switzerland). 1989. Soja, eine neue
Pflanze, hat bei uns Fuss gefasst [Editorial: Soya, a new
plant, has put down roots in our country]. No. 12. p. 3. Dec.
21. [Ger]
• Summary: This year 1,000 hectares of soya have been
planted in Switzerland. Note: This magazine is published
by the Research Institute of the Swiss Foundation for the
Development of Organic Agriculture, Bernhardsberg, 4104
Oberwil BL.
1176. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Major soy-related company
acquisitions and mergers worldwide 1970-1989 (Overview).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1970 March–Miles Laboratories of Elkhart,
Indiana (most famous as the maker of Alka-Seltzer) acquires
Worthington Foods of Worthington, Ohio (most famous for
its Morningstar Farms line of meat alternatives), making it a
wholly owned subsidiary.
1973 Jan. 15–ADM acquires 50% of British Arkady
Holdings Ltd. and its subsidiary British Arkady Co. Ltd. of
Old Trafford, Manchester, England.
1977 (late)–Bayer A.G. of Germany (makers of Aspirin)
acquires Miles Laboratories of Elkhart, Indiana; as part of
the deal they Worthington Foods, a subsidiary of Miles.
1979–Bunge Corp. acquires Lauhoff Grain Co. of
Danville, Illinois.
1982 Oct. 15–Worthington Foods is repurchased
from Miles Laboratories by a group of three Seventh-day
Adventist investors in a leveraged buyout. During the 12
years under Miles, sales increased five-fold. Sales volume
in 1983 was an all-time high. The company employed 250
people.
1983 April 21–Hybritech Seed International, Inc., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Monsanto Company, purchases
the Jacob Hartz Seed Co. of Stuttgart, Arkansas.
1983–House Food Industrial Co., Ltd. of Japan
purchases 50% ownership in Yamauchi Enterprises (formerly
Hinode Tofu Co., owned by Mr. Shoan Yamauchi) in
Los Angeles. The company is renamed House Foods &
Yamauchi, Inc.
1985 May 31–Barricini Foods Inc. acquires Farm
Foods (makers of Ice Bean soy ice cream) of Summertown,
Tennessee.
1985 March–British Arkady acquires Direct Foods Ltd.
1986 Feb.–British Arkady acquires Vegetarian Feasts

Ltd.
1986 Dec. 1–White Wave acquires Soyfoods Unlimited,
Inc. of San Leandro, California. It is White Wave’s first
acquisition.
1987 Aug.–British Arkady acquires Haldane Foods
Ltd. and Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. It also acquires Vegetarian
Cuisine Ltd. in 1987.
1987 Oct.–The Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, Italy,
acquires Central Soya Co. in Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
1987 Dec. 31–ADM acquires the rest of British Arkady
Holdings Ltd. so that it now owned 100%.
1988 Jan.–The British Arkady Group acquires Haldane
Foods.
1988 Feb.–Westbrae Natural Foods (of Berkeley,
California, maker of soymilk) is merged with and becomes a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Vestro Foods, a publicly traded
company in City of Commerce, Southern California. Most
of Westbrae’s top management decides not to stay with the
company.
1988 Sept.–Haldane Foods Group acquires Realeat
Foods Ltd.
1989 Feb.–Haldane Foods Group acquires Saucemasters
Ltd. It also acquires Genice Foods Ltd. in March 1989.
1989 Feb. 16–Edward Lowe of Michigan, the inventor
of Kitty Litter, purchases the majority of shares in INARI
Ltd. from Len and Irene Stuttman; but they. kept a minority
ownership in the company.
1989 April–Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. acquires Yamato
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte of Tuebingen, Hirschau, West
Germany. Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2013)
that mentions Huegli in connection with soy.
1989 April 22–Lima Foods of Belgium acquires
Jonathan P.V.B.A. of Belgium.
1989 Sept.–Lima Foods of Belgium is purchased from
Vibec by Euronature (pronounced as in French, YU-ro naTYUR), a large international food company headquartered in
Paris, France.
1177. Product Name: [Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kornblumenhof.
Manufacturer’s Address: Graz, Austria.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Heribert Lecker,
who calls from Austria. 1999. Jan. 14. This company began
making tofu in 1989–which was before Heribert joined it.
They now make 200-400 kg/week, using soybeans grown
organically in Austria. He used to grow his own organic
soybeans in Austria, but he stopped so he could focus on
making foods. The company has two competitors in the tofu
market: Sojvita and Sojarei, both located in or near Vienna.
They also make a variety of other foods from corn, bread,
etc. They have two books by Shurtleff & Aoyagi: Tofu &
Soymilk Production and Das Tofu Buch.
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1178. Product Name: [Soyana Tofu Hors d’Oeuvres].
Foreign Name: Soyana Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Walter Dänzer of
Soyana. 1990. May 30. Tofu pastete were launched in 1989.
1179. Product Name: [McSoyana Tofu-Burger (No. 1:
Gruyère Cheese, No. 2: Vegetables, No. 3: Brown Rice &
Sesame, No. 4: Paprika)].
Foreign Name: McSoyana Tofu-Burger (Nr. 1: Greyerzer
Kaese/Gruyère, Nr. 2: Gemuese/Légumes, Nr. 3: VollreisSesam/Riz complet-sésame, Nr. 4: Paprika).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Weight varies.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Verena
Krieger. 1990. May 31. The Tofuburger is one of Soyana’s
best-selling products. Labels sent by Verena Krieger of
Switzerland. 1990. July 5. Biona certification symbol.
1180. Product Name: [Soyaquell Tofu Sausage (With
Herbs, Cereal Grains, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Mace, Head
Waiter/Butler, Morel Mushrooms)].
Foreign Name: Soyaquell-Tofuwurst (Kraeuter/aux Herbes,
Getreide/Céréales, Peperoni/Poivrons, Champignons,
Muskat/Muscade, Maîre d’Hôtel, Morcheln/Morilles).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyaquell [Soyana].
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, CH-8039
Zurich, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Weight varies.
New Product–Documentation: Labels sent by Verena
Krieger of Switzerland. 1990. July 5. Note: The company
name on the label is given as Soyaquell; Soyana is not
mentioned. The Soyaquell line was introduced by Soyana in
1985 for the mainstream market.
1181. AB Tetra Pak. 1989. Tetra Pak. Lund, Sweden. 20 p.
[Eng]
• Summary: “Contents: Tetra Pak–a uniquely specialized
group of companies. Variations on a theme. The packaging
material. The packaging machines. Complete packaging
lines. Extended product life. Distribution. Research and
development. Products of the future.
“Tetra Pak is the creation of Dr. Ruben Rausing: In
1951, when he started the family company in Lund, Sweden,
he founded an enterprise which specialized solely in one-way
beverage packaging systems... despite enormous growth,

Tetra Pak remains family-owned with headquarters in
Lausanne, Switzerland.
“Still widely used today, the Tetra Classic was
introduced in 1952, the Tetra Classic Aseptic in 1961... the
modular Tetra Brik, brick-shaped as its name implies, was
launched in 1963; the Tetra Brik Aseptic followed in 1969
and is the world’s most popular package for long-life liquid
foods.
“The packaging material... is a laminate of paper,
polyethylene and, for aseptic packages, aluminum foil. The
material is printed by flexography, rotogravure or offset
lithography, often in a magazine-style four-colour process
with even the option of a fifth special colour. Paper makes
the packages stiff. Plastic renders them liquid-tight, and
aluminum foil blocks light and oxygen and permits induction
sealing from the inside out... There are more than 5,000 Tetra
Pak machines that are now forming, filling and sealing Tetra
Pak packages.
“Of all the packages produced by Tetra Pak machines,
two-thirds are used for aseptic filling. Milk products account
for a large part of Tetra Pak’s total aseptic package volume.
The remainder contains a wide variety of products, including
juice, still drinks, mineral water, table wine, soya products,
coffee, tea, cooking oil, sauces and soups.
“Ultra-high temperature (UHT) treatment consists of a
brief thermal shock 140-150ºC (284-302ºF) for 2-4 seconds.
The product is then cooled quickly to room temperature and
packaged aseptically.” Address: Lund, Sweden.
1182. Karlen, Michael. 1989. Soyawunder, Wundersoya
[Soya wonder, miracle soya]. Zurich, Switzerland. [Ger]*
1183. Product Name: Familia Swiss Muesli Snack.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bio-Familia AG.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-6072 Sachseln, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Sugar, cereal flakes and cereal flour (oat,
wheat, rye, millet, barley, rice, corn, and wheat germ),
whole milk powder, vegetable oil, hazelnuts, cocoa butter,
soja flour, dextrose, apples, skimmed milk powder, honey,
almonds, lecithin (as an emulsifier). Cocoa: 50% minimum
in chocolate coating.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 32 gm paperboard box. Retails
for DM 1.75.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
Nutrition: 123 calories.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Anthony
Marrese. 1989. Nov. 6 by 1.5 by 0.62 inches. Paperboard
box. Red and pink on white. Color photo of this chocolate
coated candy bar surrounded by fruits, nuts, and grains.
“Product of Switzerland. Muesli Bar with Familia Bircher
Muesli.”
1184. Product Name: [A. Vogel’s Sojaforce].
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Foreign Name: A. Vogel’s Sojaforce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bioforce A.G.
Manufacturer’s Address: CH-9325 Roggwil TG,
Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
New Product–Documentation: Natufood Catalog. 1989.
July/Sept. p. 52.
1185. Product Name: [Huegli Tofu Pâté].
Foreign Name: Huegli Tofu Pastete.
Manufacturer’s Name: Neukoellner Reformwaren GmbH
(Subsidiary of Huegli) (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 7660 Radolfzell, West Germany.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
Ingredients: Incl. tofu.
New Product–Documentation: Letter from Verena Krieger.
1990. July 5. Huegli makes a Tofu Pâté named Tofu Pastete.
It is sold only to hotels and restaurants.
1186. Product Name: [Mamina Soya {Infant Formula/
Mother’s Milk Substitute} (Legumes, Junior)].
Foreign Name: Mamina Soja (Legumes, Junior).
Manufacturer’s Name: Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Belp, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction: 1990 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 300 gm aluminum bags in a
paperboard box.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Conrad Seewer
of Galactina. 1990. May 17. Mamina Soya (pronounced
ma-MEE-nah ZO-yah) was Galactina’s first infant formula
after Bebe Nago. Since it is a better product, using new
technology, it replaced Bebe Nago. It has a better taste and
completely fulfills the baby’s nutritional needs according to
modern pediatric standards. It was launched 5-6 years ago.
It is made from whole soybeans that are made into soymilk,
which is then spray dried and formulated. It contains no
isolates, and this is part of Galactina’s philosophy and
history. This allows better control of the product quality and
the milk is less highly processed. The processing method has
solved the problem of flatulence.
Talk with Peter Speck. 1990. May 23. The market
for Galactina’s new line of two baby products looks very
promising. There is Mamina Soya and then 2-3 different
types of gruels.
Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990.
July 13. The three basic products in the line are mother’s
milk substitutes. Both these and the gruels for spoon feeding
are in powder form, sealed in aluminum foil bags that are
packed in paperboard boxes. The products contain no soy
isolates; rather they are made with powdered soymilk made
directly from soybeans. Flatulence is prevented by a special
technical manufacturing process that is confidential and that
eliminates trypsin inhibitor. The first Mamina Soya product

was introduced in June 1986.
1187. AGE-Bulletin (Zurich, Switzerland). 1990.
Missbrauchte Sojabohne [The misused soybean]. Feb. p.
8-11. [Ger]
• Summary: AGE stands for Aktion gesuender essen (Action
for Healthy Eating). Discusses many good food uses,
including tofu (made by Tofurei Engel). Is critical of Yasoja,
an unfermented soy cheese made by Baer using soy protein
isolates.
1188. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Seventh-day Adventist health
food companies in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
March 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center. Followed by a letter dated 24 May 1990 clarifying
details.
• Summary: There are three major Seventh-day Adventist
(SDA) food factories in Europe, each owned by the church:
DE-VAU-GE in West Germany, Nutana in Denmark, and
Granose in England. There are smaller factories in Spain,
and Switzerland. All these companies are owned by the
SDA church. The leading Adventist food companies, ranked
in descending order of annual sales, are: 1. DE-VAU-GE,
established 1899 in West Germany. They are by far the
biggest in Europe. They manufacture a total of 257 products.
DE-VAU-GE began making its own tofu in Jan. 1986; before
that it purchased tofu from a Belgian soymilk company
[Note: actually from Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands].
When Michael Makowski took over as managing director in
about 1972-73, company sales were about US$3-4 million.
By 1983 sales were about $18 million. Since then growth has
been fantastic. 1989 turnover was DM 84 million (US$49
million). This is due to both excellent management and the
German interest in natural, health, and vegetarian foods. 2.
Nutana, est. 1898 in Denmark. They are about half the size
of DE-VAU-GE. Under the management of Bent Nielsen,
who was there until 3 years ago, the company grew rapidly.
Since 1987 growth has flattened, but there is great potential
for future growth. 3. Nutana in Norway (Nutana Norge),
formerly Dagens Kost, est. 1970. They were established
as a marketing company for Nutana, Denmark, and they
sell all the soyfoods made by Nutana, Denmark. They also
manufacture 55 products, but they import and wholesale
321 products. All of the imports come from European
Adventist companies. 4. Granose Foods, est. 1899 in
England. They manufacture 39 products and distribute 98
more (mostly from Nutana or DE-VAU-GE). They have been
a manufacturer since 1899, and they built a new food plant
in 1989. Their business is now growing rapidly. 5. Nutana
in Sweden (AB Svenska Nutana) was renamed in 1987. It
was formerly named Edakost Food Company, Sweden, est.
1970. 6. Nutana in Finland, formerly Finn-Nutana, est. 1979.
7. Pur-Aliment, est. 1928 in France. They are not a food
manufacturer; purely marketing. 8. PHAG Food Factory
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(Fabrique de Produits Dietetiques), est. 1895 in Switzerland.
The small factory produces 40-50 tons of food a month. 9.
Granovita Spain, was founded and began manufacturing in
about Aug. 1985 in Valencia, Spain. They do not produce
any soyfoods at all, but they market soy products made by
DE-VAU-GE in West Germany and by Nutana in Denmark.
10. Nutana in the Netherlands, founded in 1986. They are
presently selling all the products produced by Nutana of
Denmark as well as 5 other products: Vitanex (Sandwich
cream), Rondolettes (Chickenlike or beeflike flavor),
Snackers (Soy sausages), Boulettes (Dinner balls).
The Austrian Food Company, founded in 1976, was a
restaurant rather than a food manufacturer; it was closed in
1987.
Granose and DE-VAU-GE were both importing foods
from Loma Linda in the USA. But now that Loma Linda
has been sold to Worthington Foods, it is not clear what
will happen to these imports. Today, the various Nutana
companies are independent, but there is much talk of
bringing Nutana in Norway and Holland together with
Denmark. Nutana has always been behind the expansion of
SDA food work in the Scandinavian countries. Using the
common name Nutana greatly facilitates marketing.
The European food companies have grown at different
rates, largely dependent on the effectiveness of each
company’s management. The trend has been generally up.
The highest growth rates in the past 5 years have been shown
by Granose in England (though it started from a smaller
base), followed by DE-VAU-GE in West Germany. PurAliment and Nutana have had a bit of a struggle.
All of these companies pay a portion of their profits
back to the church. They are encouraged to pay about 20%
of profits back to the church, but some pay almost 50%.
This is similar to the dividends paid by secular companies.
Fehlberg believes that tofu will be the growth food of the
future; it has great growth potential that has not yet begun
to be realized. Address: Director, International Health Food
Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist General Conference, 12501
Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904. Phone:
301-680-6674.
1189. Storup, Bernard. 1990. Huegli gets involved with tofu
and natural foods in West Germany (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. March 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: About 2 months ago Huegli (actually Bernard
incorrectly said Nestlé instead of Huegli) purchased Yamato,
the second largest German tofu manufacturer, owned by
Klaus Gaiser. Huegli also purchased the largest health foods
distributor in West Germany. Address: Founder and Owner,
Société Soy, 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix, 42400 SaintChamond, France. Phone: 77.31.23.66.
1190. Gaiser, Klaus. 1990. Huegli acquires majority

ownership in Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH and in Heirler
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 12. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. is a Swiss company,
but they have a German branch. The head of the German
branch approached Gaiser and asked him if Yamato would
like to work together with Huegli. Until the spring of 1989
Klaus had a business partner (Wolfgang Haberger, who
had joined the company in early 1984) but he was not very
happy with him, so he bought him out. At the time of the
buyout, Huegli approached Gaiser, who was now suffering
from undercapitalization. Gaiser found Huegli to be fair,
trustworthy, and competent. Huegli bought more than 50% of
Yamato in April 1989. Before that, Thomas Karas had tried
to sell his company to Huegli.
In Jan. or Feb. 1990, Huegli purchased Horst Heirler, the
biggest distributor of fresh health foods in West Germany.
Heirler’s packaging is very attractive. To the best of Klaus’
knowledge, there is definitely no relationship between Huegli
and Nestlé. Yamato has not yet announced its relationship
with Huegli to the general public, so nothing has been
published. Tofu production has not yet expanded enough
to fill the needs of potential Huegli customers. Yamato is
now selling tofu on one of Huegli’s tracks–to hospitals and
factories (institutions; Grossverpflegung); other tracks are
(2) Reform Houses, and (3) industry and supermarket chains.
Presently Klaus is working most on track 1. To reach tracks
2 and 3 Yamato would have to develop new packaging and
products suited to their very special needs. “At the moment
Yamato and Huegli are not yet working so closely or
effectively. Their new capital comes one step at a time for
specific goals/projects.
Yamato presently makes 8 tofu products: Tofu (250
gm and 400 gm), Tofu Enriched with Mung Bean Sprouts,
Smoked Tofu, (the best in Germany), three types of
deep-fried tofu (Sour Marinated Tofu, Hirschauer Laible
[Hirschau is a small village near Tuebingen]; Laible = little
loaf or loaflet; the tofu is first marinated in soy sauce and
spices, then deep fried), and Tofu Burgers with Sprouts
(Sprossen Tofuletten; made with mung bean, sunflower,
radish, alfalfa, and mustard seed sprouts {no soy sprouts},
these burgers were deep fried), 2 tofu pâtés in glasses (a little
like sausages), and soymilk sterilized in bottles. He presently
developing some new products.
Note: Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (P.O. Box, CH-9323
Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland. Phone: 71.46.92.92) was
founded in 1935. They currently have about 600 employees
and capital of 100,000 Swiss francs. They are a well-known
company in Switzerland. Address: President, Yamato
Tofuhaus GmbH, Rittweg 11/1, D-7400 Tuebingen–
Hirschau, West Germany. Phone: 7071-71094 or 95.
1191. Karas, Thomas. 1990. The tofu industry and market
in West Germany (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 14.
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Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Soyastern/Dorstener Tofu Produktions (DTP)
makes about 7,000 kg/week of tofu. Thomas thinks DTP is
still the largest tofu manufacturer in West Germany, but he is
not sure. In the natural foods trade, the other big competitor
is Yamato; DTP is definitely larger than Yamato. He is quite
sure that DTP produces more tofu than TKW. TKW has a
big tofu plant and large scale equipment (they are a machine
manufacturer) but they don’t seem to sell much because they
don’t use organically grown soybeans, which are absolutely
necessary to sell tofu.
He thinks DTP is also bigger than Hensel, but he is not
sure. Heirler does not make regular (firm) tofu. Instead, they
make special soy products, especially soy yogurt and silken
tofu, plus some Tofu Pastete. Heirler is mainly a distributor
of dairy products, and the biggest distributor of fresh natural
foods in West Germany. He distributes the whole fresh
program, including produce/vegetables, and soy products
exclusively to the Reform Houses. He does not distribute
to natural food stores (Naturkostlaeden, Biokostlaeden).
The company does about DM 50 million in sales/turnover
a year in West Germany, and about DM 10 million in other
countries. Heirler’s tofu is made by a dairy company named
KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel) in Kassel. The dairy
products he distributes are made in the same plant. The
brand name is Soja Soft. KMK also makes tofu for Hensel,
but KMK does not sell its own tofu. Heirler and Hensel
work together. Heirler distributes the Hensel tofu. Originally
Hensel tofu was made by Yamato, then Auenland, then
Soyastern, and now KMK. Heirler has always wanted Hensel
to expand their line of tofu products. But Hensel is very
conservative and slow to act, so Heirler introduced its own
line. Hensel is an old soyfoods manufacturer.
So the big 4 tofu makers in West Germany, in
descending order of size, are probably Soyastern, Yamato,
Heirler, and Hensel. But this will soon change because of
DE-VAU-GE (DVG), and Huegli-Heirler-Yamato. DVG
does not yet make their own tofu. They buy it all from
Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands. Soyastern has sold
them tofu in the past. However in about June 1990 they will
start to make their own, and they will probably become a big
force in the market because they sell a lot of tofu now and
they have excellent distribution to the Reform Houses. About
89% of their products are sold to Reform Houses. Martin
Evers is the only distributor of DVG products to natural
foods stores. DVG is a very big company and is very slow in
making decisions.
When Huegli bought Heirler and Yamato, Heirler put
half of the money he got from the sale back into Heirler and
half into Huegli in the form of stock. Mr. Heirler is now on
the board of directors of Huegli. Thomas talked with Mr.
Heirler at length in Dec. 1989. His thinking is very much
oriented toward the open market in Europe after 1992.
Huegli is basically a producer for the Reform House market.

His two brands are Neuco and Cenovis. The tofu used in the
Neuco tofu salads is not yet made by Yamato; it is probably
made by Witte Wonder in the Netherlands.
So West Germany’s two biggest tofu company’s will
probably soon be DVG and Yamato-Heirler-Huegli. With
the opening of Europe in 1992, some companies will
decentralize/regionalize their business for reasons of ecology
and freshness. Soyastern is too big for this. The other is the
path that Huegli-Heirler-Yamato are taking, by merging and
trying to distribute and sell products throughout Europe.
Heirler is the perfect company for expanding distribution
outside of Germany. They may be the best in Europe for
refrigerated distribution; they also have a little frozen
distribution. They now distribute some to Switzerland,
Belgium, Austria, and East Germany. After 1992 this
distribution will grow rapidly. Address: Bochumerstr. 92104, D-4270 Dorsten, West Germany. Phone: 2362-26801.
1192. Lindner, Boudewijn; van der Marel, Jan. 1990. A
little history and some new developments at Solnuts B.V.
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 19. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Lindner joined the company in 1989.
Production is expanding in America, but not as rapidly as in
Tilburg, where the plant is running at maximum capacity,
which is 2,000 kg/hour, two shifts, 5 days a week, 25 weeks
a year. This comes to 4,000,000 kg/year. They also make
Solflour (whole soy flour). And in the same plant, they also
make pre-cooked and instant rice products half the time.
They are now planning to build a second plant next year,
probably in Belgium. Solnuts is the only company in Europe
making dry roasted soynuts, but a company in Switzerland is
looking at their success and trying to imitate it. Their product
would only be suited for the bread and baking industry.
Several small companies make oil roasted soynuts. The
product is used in baked goods, in cereals such as Muesli,
and in salad toppings.
Solnuts B.V. acquired Witte Wonder about 5 years ago
[on 1 April 1986], and is now in the process of selling it in
the form of a management buyout. The present president and
future owner will be Wim Bakker. The agreement should be
signed in 1-2 weeks. Witte Wonder does not belong to the
core activities of the company.
Lindner sees Solnuts as a product that has worldwide
potential. For example, he just got back from Singapore,
where they exhibited at the Food Ingredients Asia Show.
They got 97 good leads from 14 countries, and he will soon
be returning to appoint the first 3 importer-distributors. He
can easily see starting a plant in Asia within 5 years once the
sales reach a certain level.
The main reason people prefer Solnuts to peanuts or
tree nuts is because of the nutritional profile; high protein,
low calories, and low fat. The key is the growing health
consciousness. The price of Solnuts (plain halves) is similar
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to that of peanuts, but the aim now is no longer to replace
peanuts. Rather Solnuts are marketed on their own merits.
The company is moving away from private labeling
the product for other companies in Europe, and focusing
on the Solnuts brand. They want to avoid many distributors
competing with one another and with Solnuts, and with
the attendant price cutting. Today 90% of the company’s
output is sold under the Solnuts brand. He does not know of
a product named Benenuts sold by Innoval/Sojalpe. Cacoja
in France sells Solnuts in consumer packs under their own
brand. The market for snacks and flavored halves is growing.
Note: Boud Lindner was educated in the USA and
speaks excellent English. Address: 1. Managing Director,
Solnuts B.V., P.O. Box 5066, Swaardvenstraat 41, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands; 2. Director, Solnuts, Inc., 711
Seventh Street, Hudson, Iowa 50643. Phone: 1. 011 311 368
4991; 2. 800-643-3503.
1193. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Origin and early exports of
Kikkoman brand shoyu (Overview). March 19. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Kikkoman brand was first used for shoyu
(soy sauce) in the year 1784 (Tenmei 2) by the Saheiji MOGI
family in Noda, Japan. In 1838 (Tenpo 9), Saheiji Mogi
petitioned for and received registration for the brand name
Kikkoman by the central government of Japan (Bakufu
Goryomaru).
In 1872 and 1873, Mogi Saheiji entered Kikkoman in
two world’s fairs, the first held in Amsterdam and the second
in Austria. Kikkoman was awarded a letter of commendation
for excellence at the Austrian fair, and following this, Mogi
Saheiji redoubled his efforts to promote the brand. But there
are no records showing that Kikkoman was exported to
Europe following its recognition at these prestigious shows.
The earliest known export of Kikkoman brand shoyu
was apparently in 1879. That year it was registered in
California as a legally recognized brand name (a move that
predated the same legal protection in Japan by six years!)
and the same year a Mr. Demoto started to sell Kikkoman
brand shoyu in California.
1194. Bundesfachverband Deutscher Reformhaeuser. 1990.
[Re: Overview of the Reform House (Reformhaus, including
Neuform) movement in Europe]. Questions answered on
Soyfoods Center letterhead (dated 22 March 1990) and
returned to SC on 30 March 1990. 5 p. [Ger]
• Summary: The first Reformhaus was started in Berlin,
Germany, in 1877 by Karl Braun as a health center
(Gesundheitszentrale). Today there are 2,800 Reform
Houses in West Germany, 400 in Switzerland, and 50 in East
Germany. Each house is owned by an independent merchant
who is a member of the cooperative.
Concerning the Neuform part of the Reform Houses
(as of 31 Dec. 1988), there are 1,325 members, a total of

2,804 sales places of which 1,902 are Reform Houses. There
are 902 storehouses / warehouses (Depots). Annual sales
(Umsatz, EVP) are 1,050,000 million.
A breakdown by type of goods sold is: Foods 56.1%,
natural medicines / pharmaceuticals 19.6%, body care
products & cosmetics 13.3%, dietetic foods 9.6%, diverse
minor products 1.4%.
There are about 4,500 Neuform products made by 73
contractors / producers. Employees: About 10,000.
Sales by Neuform-Reform Houses and Depots has
grown from DM 700 million in 1988 to 1,050 million 1988.
In 1988 of the 2,804 Neuform locations, 67.8% were Reform
Houses and 32.2% were Depots. In 1980 of the 2,638
Neuform locations, 64.2% were Reform Houses and 35.8%
were Depots. Address: Waldstrasse 6, Postfach 4110, D-6370
Oberursel 4, West Germany.
1195. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: The soymilk market in
Europe. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
April 4 and April 26. 3 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The following figures contain many
guesstimates. The only countries in western and eastern
Europe where significant amounts of soymilk are produced
are Belgium, West Germany, France, England, and
Switzerland. The following are the seven largest soymilk
manufacturers in Europe, ranked in descending order of size:
1. Alpro/Vandemoortele, Belgium. Capacity: 35 million
liters/year. Present output: 25 million liters/year. Growth:
Believe so, but don’t know how much.
2. DE-VAU-GE (DVG), West Germany. Capacity:
20 million liters/year. They are running their plant at full
capacity, but as Adventists I think they don’t work on Friday
afternoon or Saturday, they close down during the summer,
and they send one road tanker of soymilk each week to
Granose in England, where it is made into soy yogurt. So
they probably end up making about 12 million liters a year
of soymilk in long life packs. Soon some of their soymilk
will be made into tofu. Growth: Would if they could, but they
can’t with the line they have, which they bought from DTD/
STS for DM 4 million. DVG is making an excellent profit on
their soymilk products, that’s for sure. This is in part because
they have the Neuform chain at their disposal.
3. Cacoja, France. Capacity: 11 million liters/year.
Believed to be running at full capacity. Growth: Planning
a new line but no decision yet as far as I know. I think that
Cacoja produces more than 1 million liters/year. They visited
DTD/STS a year ago to discuss a second line. The first
one had a capacity of 2,000 liters/hour or approximately 5
million liters/year.
4. Soya Health Foods Ltd., Manchester, England
(Sunrise Soya Milk). Capacity estimated at 8 million liters/
year. Actual production not known.
5. Soyana, Switzerland. Capacity and production not
known. Soyana has consistently refused to allow us to visit
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them. Even our Indian client who wanted to discuss purchase
of their Dahi dessert recipe was given the cold shoulder. I
think that they have their own soymilk plant, but I’m not
sure. Why shouldn’t they, when they have plenty of products
in Swiss shops.
6. Galactina, Switzerland. Capacity estimated at 6
million liters/year. Most is used for products other than liquid
soymilk. They sell limited amounts of soymilk, definitely
less than 1 million liters/year packed in Tetra Brik Aseptic at
the Thun Dairy in Switzerland.
7. Schoeller in Nuremberg, West Germany. Capacity not
known. Soymilk used in ice cream production. There are also
soymilk producers in Italy [Crivellaro], and Spain [Proti].
“Total size of European soymilk market in 1989
estimated at 50 million liters. Some is in the form of dairy
analog products. Alpro and DE-VAU-GE have about 70% of
the market, including bulk distributed product. Growth rate
over the past few years 10–15%.
“General observations of the European soymilk industry
and market: The dairy industry in France was the first to go
into soymilk to offer alternatives to consumers who prefer
‘non-dairy dairy type products’. The soymilk-based ice
cream of West Germany’s Schoeller may start a trend for the
rest of the European ice cream industry. There has been no
equivalent to the U.S. Tofutti boom in Europe so far. Major
liquid food companies do not at present see soymilk as a
significant product for Europe but follow the trends and do
some development, just in case.
“The future? It is necessary to make a distinction
between Eastern and Western Europe. Western Europe
has a surplus food production in general and surplus dairy
milk production in particular. The health aspect alone, i.e.
soymilk without improved palatability, will not significantly
increase soymilk sales in Western Europe. The removal of
dairy production subsidies in the EEC in the years to come,
especially after 1992, may give an incentive to the big names
in the food industry to develop soymilk into mainstream
market products. There is EEC legislation on imitation
dairy products and soymilk is mentioned as an example, but
currently different member countries use their own laws.
“Many Eastern European countries have food shortages
but lack money and entrepreneurship to venture into an
unknown product like soymilk on their own. Furthermore,
in these difficult markets, western companies with soymilk
technology do not seem to find it worth the effort to first
educate on the advantages and uses of soymilk and then to
promote and arrange financing before they can hope to sell
a soymilk processing plant. The new Eastern Europe with
market economies now evolving gives hope for the future in
general, but I couldn’t make any guesses about soymilk.
“It is the aim of EEC to dismantle the agricultural
subsidies. This will effect dairy production and new cheaper
protein sources will be sought by the food industry. Soymilk
definitely has a chance of ‘growing up’ when this happens.

“STS-Soya Technology Systems Limited no longer
exists. It was the decision of APV’s CEO to close it down as
an independent company when the big APV reorganization
took place. When we moved to Denmark we became DTDSoya Technology Division. Now Danish Turnkey Dairies
has itself become a division of the APV Pasilac Ltd and the
official name is DTD-APV Pasilac Ltd (the result of mergers
and takeovers!). Asger Somer Hansen now handles soymilk
activities within the APV group and works in DTD-APV
Pasilac Ltd.
“John Wilson still works at Alfa-Laval in Lund as far
as I know–at least he did 2 years ago. Alfa-Laval also has
another soymilk person, a young woman.
Note: Lindner, the managing director of Soya
Technology Systems from May 1982 until Nov. 1989, has a
good grasp of the world soymilk market. Address: P.O. Box
19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 42-92776.
1196. Welters, Sjon. 1990. Re: Lima Belgium is rumored to
be owned by a consortium named “Euro Nature.” Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 5. 1 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: This information is based on a phone
conversation with Bernard Faber in the Netherlands on 4
April 1990. “It seems that Lima Belgium went through so
many buy-out attempts (or maybe even an actual buy-out)
over that past few years, that it is not clear to insiders who is
the owner or in control at this time.”
Note: A follow-up call to Lima n.v. in Belgium on 18
April 1990 confirms that Lima was sold several months ago
to Euro Nature. Pierre Gevaert now lives in France.
Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy in France.
1990. June 6. “Nestlé is not involved at all in this venture.
Euro-Nature is an investment fund which bought some
companies in the gourmet field of activity (plus smoked
salmon) and 97% of Lima. The President Director General
(the highest position) is Mr. Pierre Roussel, and the Director
General is Mr. Pierre Kreutz.”
1197. Drosihn, Bernd. 1990. The tofu industry and market
in West Germany (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 7.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The largest company is Dorstener Tofu /
Soyastern, which presently makes about 4-5 tonnes/week
of tofu. But it is having major financial problems due to
attempts to grow too rapidly. Second largest is a relatively
new company, Geestland (in Bremerhaven), which started to
make tofu about 2 years ago. They make about 3-3.5 tonnes/
week. Third is Yamato at 3 tonnes/week. Yamato is now 75%
owned by the Swiss food company Huegli AG. Fourth is
Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur in Hamburg, quite a ways
down at about 1.5 tonnes/week. Fifth is Tofuhaus Tiefenthal
(in Lautersheim/Tiefenthal), also at about 1.5 tonnes/week.
KMK Kassel (Hensel), TKW, and Svadesha in Munich
each make about 1 tonne/week. As for TKW, they tried
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to break into the natural foods market, but they didn’t
succeed. They also tried to get into supermarket chains, but
without success. They are selling a little tofu to foodservice
organizations and kitchens, but it is not much. They probably
make less than 1.5 tonnes/week.
Finally, Life Food (Taifun, in Freiburg) and Berliner
Tofurei each make about 0.7 tonnes/week. During the last
two years, many new tofu companies have been started to
serve the natural foods market. These include companies in
Muenster and Constance (Konstanz). Some are now making
700-800 kg/week of tofu and they have a strong regional
market. There are now about 15 tofu manufacturers in
Germany. Address: Founder and president, Viana Naturkost
GmbH, Cologne, West Germany. Phone: (02233) 41323 or
221-121175.
1198. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. The soymilk industry
and market in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 17.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Philippe estimates that Alpro has about 70% of
the fluid soymilk market (not including infant formulas) in
Europe. In 1984 in Brussels Michael Martin of the American
Soybean Association estimated the size of the European
soymilk market to be 9-10 million liters/year. Philippe thinks
that figure was too high; it was probably about 6 million
liters. Now it is about 30 million liters/year in all of western
Europe. The growth rate for soymilk production over the past
2 years has been about 20% a year.
The second largest soymilk manufacturer in Europe is
DE-VAU-GE, with roughly 15-20% of the market. The rest
are very small, with a combined percentage of only 10-15%.
Third may be Triballat and fourth may be Cacoja. Together
these two may be producing 1 million liters per year, but
that is just a very rough guess. Innoval just started so they
have not had time to do anything. Unisoy in England is very
small. Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Sunrise brand) is almost out
of business in soymilk. Galactina is limited to Switzerland,
and they produce mainly tofu, not soymilk.
Looking at Cacoja and Triballat, they are completely
different types of companies. Cacoja is a classical
cooperative that has no experience in or organization for
commercializing consumer products. So they have to copack, i.e. make products for other companies. Triballat is a
small but very active dairy company, with a good sales and
marketing organization in France. They are used to making
and selling their own consumer products. Their Sojasun soy
yogurt is a good-tasting, fresh product. It has been quite
successful for a soya food, although compared with dairy
products it is nothing.
There are have always been may negative things about
soymilk in Europe. 1. The retail price of soymilk is very high
compared to basic cow’s milk, usually 2-3 times as high.
In the USA the price of both cow’s milk and soymilk are
higher, but the ratio is similar. 2. The taste of soymilk is a

big problem, although it is steadily getting better. 3. Cow’s
milk is a very traditional, widely accepted product in Europe.
4. The dairy lobby and its employees are very powerful in
Europe and recently they have been attacking soymilk on
issues such as its calcium content being lower than that of
cow’s milk. Doctors have been taught and teach their patients
that cow’s milk is a perfect product. Only a minority, but a
growing minority, are opposed to the use of cow’s milk. 5.
The many European government regulations hurt soymilk.
There are many taxes, such as a Value Added Tax (VAT) on
soymilk that are not imposed on cow’s milk since soymilk is
considered in some countries to be a juice. Every country has
a VAT system. The Netherlands, Belgium, and France had an
18% VAT on soymilk versus 6% on milk, but that changed 1
year ago so it is no longer a basic problem. In Belgium there
is now a 6% VAT on both soymilk and cow’s milk.
The two things needed to make the soymilk market grow
are better taste and a better image of soymilk (compared
to cow’s milk) as a food that is good for one’s health, and
dissemination of the information showing the health benefits
of soymilk over cow’s milk. The quality of soymilk products
is steadily improving and should continue to do so, not
through discovery of any new basic principles but through
many small adjustments.
The opening of Europe in 1992 will have little or no
effect on soymilk. Competition is already international. The
need for a multitude of packages in the various languages
will not change; Alpro presently packs soymilk in more
than 100 different Tetra Brik cartons! This includes both
their own brands and those of companies for which Alpro
private labels. This is both complicated and expensive. One
possible change may be that governments will work faster to
establish soymilk terminology. Now soymilk has no name!
It can be called “soya juice, soya drink, soya beverage,”
but it cannot be called “soymilk.” As long as it has no
name, no regulations or standards can be made that effect
it. Philippe would like to see the term “soya drink” or “soya
milk” adopted. The latter was tolerated in the UK but it will
probably be forbidden.
Philippe sums up the overall situation as follows: “I
always repeat, there is more enthusiasm about soyafoods
than turnover and certainly no profit. Alpro has lost money
every year that it has been in business.” He thinks DE-VAUGE must also be losing money on its soymilk operation.
“How can you make money when you invest $3-4 million in
a factory that is making only a few million liters of soymilk a
year? DE-VAU-GE is a very large company and they do well
largely because they have a sort of monopoly in the German
Neuform (Reform House) organization. An organization
controls all of the Neuform stores, and it is linked with both
the producers and the sales people. They all together pay
money for this organization to help each other. If you want
to make soymilk in Germany and deliver it to these stores,
you cannot, because everything is protected. The competition
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now comes from the independent Biolaeden.” Address:
Managing Director, Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610
Wevelgem, Belgium. Phone: (056) 43 22 11.
1199. Gaiser, Klaus. 1990. Impressions of the German
Soyfoods Association meeting in Hamburg, and of the
outlook for Soyastern (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 8.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The association was originally founded so
that tofu companies could join together to make a “positive
profile” and give consumers the confidence that when they
buy tofu from a member of the association, they are buying
a “traditional, honest product, and there are no foreign or
undesirable ingredients used in it.” There are unsubstantiated
rumors that some large European tofu makers use
undesirable ingredients.
The main issues that emerged were small versus
large tofu companies, and traditional handcrafted versus
modern industrial tofu products. Klaus and Thomas Karas
(of Soyastern) turned out to be the main speakers. At the
previous meeting of the association, they were both absent,
accidentally. The smaller companies realized that they were
afraid of the power of Yamato and Soyastern. This time
they tried to find common needs and a basis for marketing
their products. In the end Klaus and many others felt they
had very little in common. The small companies were still
afraid of Soyastern and Yamato, and all were afraid of bigger
companies like Heuschen- Schrouff. Yet many smaller
companies (as in Munich, Berlin, Hamburg, and in the
Ruhr area around Cologne) are making good profits making
second-generation products and using direct delivery. But
the others did not want to make common promotional efforts
with Yamato and Soyastern. There was much discussion over
use of the terms “traditional” and “handcrafted” in the names
of tofu products made by larger scale industrial equipment.
There was much checking to see that all members produce
according to the association’s rules. There will be another
meeting of the association in about 2 weeks to decide
whether or not they will continue the association.
Klaus feels that the question of whether or not Soyastern
will be able to survive depends a lot on what Huegli does
with Yamato. Thomas told Klaus that Soyastern’s situation
is looking a lot better because he took a lot of measures to
survive and make his production more rational. But he still
hasn’t found the money or investor(s) that he needs. Up until
now Yamato and Soyastern have been bitter enemies and
fierce competitors, but since they joined the association they
“stopped the war.” Of course they still compete but now the
feeling is much better. If the association disbands, Klaus
would like to continue it with Thomas to try to expand the
tofu market.
Thomas Karas is probably the best informed on the tofu
industry in West Germany. He is one of the few people who
really understands the need to create a strong tofu association

and to get as many members as possible to join–since nonmembers will also benefit from all association promotional
activities.
There are two tofu companies named Byodo Naturkost.
They must have separated one day. One is a wholesaler
and the other makes tofu in Munich. The one that makes
tofu was sold several weeks ago to a butcher (whose name
Klaus does not recall). Tomas Jakobi went out of business a
year or so ago; a woman bought his company, maybe Jutta
Schoenemann. Auenland, thanks to God, no longer exists.
Morgenland still exists. For a year or so Alexander Nabben
has been trying to get the poor company back on its feet but
he is having a hard time. Atlantis still exists but is very small
and wants to stay small. You never hear anything about them.
Address: President, Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH, Rittweg 11/1,
D-7400 Tuebingen–Hirschau, West Germany. Phone: 707171094 or 95.
1200. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. New Trend: Large European
food companies, and agricultural- and dairy cooperatives
now launching and actively promoting innovative new
tofu and soymilk products: Mostly dairylike and meatlike
products (Overview). May 8. Compiled by William Shurtleff
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In Jan. 1980 Vandemoortele N.V., one of
Europe’s largest oilseed crushers, located at Izegem,
Belgium, began to make its first commercial soymilk product
(GranoVita Soja Drink in plain and carob flavors, packed in
500 ml Tetra Brik cartons) which was private labeled (copacked) for DE-VAU-GE, a large Seventh-day Adventist
health food manufacturer in West Germany. This was Alpro’s
first customer. In June 1980 Vandemoortele created Alpro
N.V. to take over this production. The company quickly
became Europe’s leading soymilk producer and by 1990
had about 70% of the European soymilk market. Their new
soymilk plant, costing about US$15 million and having a
capacity of 45 million liters a year, opened in Wevelgem in
June 1990.
In June 1984 Migros, Switzerland’s leading retail food
chain, launched 5 tofu products: Natural Tofu, Tofu Snack
with Spices, Spicy Tofu Spread, Diced Tofu with Cream,
and Tofu Bolognaise. In 1985 they introduced Tofu with
Mushrooms and Gravy, followed in 1986 by Canned Tofu
Kashmir (with Curry and Fruits), Tofu Spread with Cheese
(in a Tube), Tofu Chocolate Crème, and Tofunaise (in a
Tube), then in 1987 by Seasoned Tofu. In 1986 Migros, a
61 year old cooperative with 1.4 million members, had net
sales of 3,166 million Swiss francs. The tofu was made by a
Migros company named Conserves Estavayer in Estavayerle-Lac, near Zurich.
Galactina is a well established Swiss company (located
in Belp) that has made a soymilk named Naga Sonda for
enteral tube feeding since 1980. In 1981 they launched the
product in liquid Tetra Pack. They entered the tofu market in
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1984 with Galactina Tofu, then in 1985 added three types of
Seasoned Tofu (Gourmet Diced with Soy Sauce & Spices,
Provencale with Herbs, and Jardiniere with Vegetables),
followed in 1987 with Tofu Spread and 1988 with Tofu
Burger and Tofu Salads. All were marketed very attractively.
In Aug. 1985 DE-VAU-GE, one of Europe’s oldest
and largest producers of vegetarian health foods, began
operation of its new soymilk plant (purchased from STS/
DTD) in Lueneburg, West Germany. By 1990 they were
Europe’s second largest soymilk manufacturer, with 15-20%
of the market. They also sold many tofu products and were
planning to produce tofu in the near future.
In 1985 Laiteries Triballat, a large French dairy products
company (mostly cheese, located at Noyal-sur-Vilaine,
Brittany) introduced Sojasun, an innovative cultured soymilk
yogurt in 4 flavors, two with bits of fruit and two with
fruit puree. In Oct. 1988 and early 1989 they promoted the
product extensively on French television and in German print
media. Sales in several western European countries were said
to be good.
In 1986 Parmalat, the Italian dairy giant, introduced
a soymilk named Soialat. By 1989 they had created a
subsidiary named Parma Soia, which sold three lines
of more than 20 soy products. The Campi di Soia line
(containing soymilk, soy pasta, sauce, and sprouts) was sold
at supermarkets. The Nature Soy line was imported, and the
Erboristeria line was for the health food market.
In Jan. 1987 Cacoja, a newly-formed affiliate of the
Coopérative Agricole de Colmar (CAC), began production
of soymilk and soy desserts at its new, fully-automated
plant (with an ultrafiltration system) at Issenheim, France.
Purchased from Alfa-Laval, the plant cost 11 million French
francs and had a capacity of 1,500 liters/hour of soymilk
containing 4% protein. By 1990 Cacoja was Europe’s third
largest soymilk producer.
In Sept. 1987 Rayner Burgess Ltd., a large British Food
company that specializes in an array of unique condiments,
purchased Cauldron Foods Ltd., Britain’s second largest tofu
manufacturer, and the largest marketing its products to the
Caucasian and health-food trades.
In Jan. 1988 British Arkady, a large British food
conglomerate owned by Archer Daniels Midland Co.
(Decatur, Illinois) acquired the Haldane Foods Group, and
made it part of British Arkady’s Health Foods Div. The
Haldane Foods Group was put together by acquisition of
Direct Foods Ltd. (founded 1980, acquired by the Group in
1985), Vegetarian Feasts Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired 1986),
Haldane Foods Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired Aug. 1987),
Vegetarian Cuisine Ltd. (founded 1985, acquired 1987),
Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired Aug. 1987),
Realeat Foods Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired Sept. 1988),
Saucemasters Ltd. (founded 1988, acquired Feb. 1989), and
Genice Foods Ltd. (founded 1988, acquired March 1989).
Self-proclaimed as “Europe’s leading healthier food group,

most of these companies make tofu or soyfood products.
In April 1989 Huegli AG, a leading Swiss food
company, purchased 75% ownership in Yamato Tofuhaus
GmbH, one of West Germany’s leading tofu manufacturers.
At about the same time, Huegli purchased Horst Heirler, the
country’s leading distributor of fresh products.
Also in April 1989 Lima N.V. of Belgium, one of
Europe’s earliest natural foods companies, purchased
Jonathan PVBA, Belgium’s leading tofu manufacturer.
In Sept. 1989 Innoval (formerly Sojalpe), an acquired
affiliate of Les Silos de Valence (a large 5,000-member
cereal cooperative in Rhone Alpes, France), began to
produce tofu, soymilk, and liquid soy concentrate (with an
ultrafiltration unit) at a modern new plant, with a capacity of
2,000 liters/hour, purchased from Alfa-Laval at a cost of 2021 million French francs.
In Feb. 1990 Euro-Nature, a French investment fund,
purchased 97% Lima N.V. of Belgium.
In early 1990 Avo Feinkost GmbH, a large West German
spice from Osnabrueck, launched the Sofit line of soy
products, including various meatlike products, dressings, and
salads.
1201. Karas, Thomas. 1990. Soyastern and Yamato
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 10. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Soyastern is hoping to merge with Yamato/
Huegli. Yamato has a very small plant and is now operating
at full capacity, so they can’t expand. But they want to
increase their institutional sales. Huegli has a very large
market in these canteens [Ger: Kantine = canteen, or mess
hall] and institutional kitchens, with 60 salesmen just in this
area. Now they are making a big marketing campaign in this
area. Thomas has talked extensively with Huegli, and people
from Huegli have visited his plant in Dorsten. The decision
will take about 1 month. Thomas would really like to do
it, for it would solve two of his biggest problems at once:
paying off large debts, and eliminating his largest competitor.
Heirler is very interested in distribution because he has the
potential for European-wide distribution.
Note 1. Huegli acquired Soyastern in April 1991. Note
2. Webster’s Dictionary defines canteen (derived from the
Italian wine cellar and first used in 1744) as “2b: a general
store at a military post: See Exchange. 2c: An establishment
that serves as an informal social club (as for soldiers or
a community’s teenagers). 2d: a small cafeteria or snack
bar.” Address: Bochumerstr. 92-104, D-4270 Dorsten, West
Germany. Phone: 2362-26801.
1202. Seewer, Conrad. 1990. The soymilk market in
Switzerland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 17 and 21.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The two main manufacturers of soymilk in
Switzerland are Galactina and Soyana, but only Soyana
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makes their own soymilk (from whole soybeans, packed
in Tetra Brik) for regular, healthy adults. Soyana is more
a regional than a national company, being more active in
the area of Zurich. Seewer has no idea how much soymilk
Soyana makes. Galactina’s soymilks, all made from whole
soybeans, are used only for clinical or infant feeding. He
is not aware of any other smaller manufacturers of fresh
soymilk. The main imported soymilk is from Alpro.
The market for adult soymilk in Switzerland is quite
small and a segment of the health food market. Galactina
does not know this market well since they are not part of it
and no statistics are available. Adult soymilk is rarely sold in
supermarkets, and in only a few department stores. They are
sold mostly in Reform Houses. Address: Marketing Manager,
Galactina Ltd., Birkenweg 1-6, CH-3123 Belp, Switzerland.
Phone: +41 31 811 111.
1203. Seewer, Conrad. 1990. Recent developments at
Galactina Ltd. in Switzerland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
May 17 and 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Galactina bought the Naga line of products from
Lindt & Spruengli in 1979 and started selling the products
in 1980. At that time the line consisted of clinical beverages
for oral and enteral feeding (Naga-di and Naga Sonda),
and a baby food (Bebe Nago). In Nov. 1984 the company
introduced its first tofu product.
Seewer joined Galactina Ltd. 20 years ago. Dr. Peter
Speck left Galactina about 2 months ago. He went to work at
a nearby company. Ulrich Bringold left several years ago to
work with a yeast company. Neither Speck nor Bringold is
involved with soya any longer.
Galactina now makes three types of soy products: (1)
Beverages/liquids for clinical use, both for oral and enteral
and tube feeding; (2) The tofu line; and (3) The Mamina
Soya baby food line. They have both a milk and readyto-feed meals. The meals, which contain soy [powdered
soymilk] plus fruit or vegetables, were introduced recently.
Galactina does not make any soymilk for regular, healthy
adults. Address: Marketing Manager, Galactina Ltd.,
Birkenweg 1-6, CH-3123 Belp, Switzerland. Phone: +41 31
811 111.
1204. Seewer, Conrad. 1990. The tofu market in Switzerland
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 17 and 21. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Galactina was the first company in Switzerland
to sell tofu in supermarkets. In about 1984 their tofu was
sold in a test market in the Bern area at Co-op supermarkets
under the Galactina brand. After a while Co-op introduced
their own tofu product, made for them with the Co-op brand
by PLL in Lausanne from soy protein isolates. Galactina
does not consider that product or the Yasoya made by Baer
to be a types of tofu. Tofu must be made from soymilk by

the traditional process. Co-op still labels its product as tofu,
but they may not be able to continue since the regulations are
now getting stricter. Co-ops isolate tofu replaced most (but
not all) of Galactina’s tofu in Co-op supermarkets, which
hurt Galactina’s sales a lot. Co-op then introduced a yogurttype product made by PLL, which they called Soya Dessert,
but it is no longer on the market. Co-op also now carries
Baer’s Yasoya, which is like a tofu made from isolates and
with 2-3% lactose added. It is different in consistency from
the isolate tofu made by PLL, and it is marketed completely
differently and is not private labeled for Co-op. Now
Galactina tofu is sold in all department stores that have a
food department, and most of the stores that sell milk (The
“White Chain” controlled by milk distributors). Starting
in 1989 Galactina started to sell its tofu (1 tofu, 2 bread
spreads, and 2 salads) in Switzerland’s 500 Reform Houses
under the brand name Galaform with the Biona certification
symbol (like the Neuform in Germany); 90-95% of the
Swiss Reform Houses are Biona stores with the Biona label.
Products with the Biona label can only be sold in Biona
Reform House stores and must meet certain quality and
production specifications. In 1-2 months Galactina will come
out with new labels that look even fresher and tastier.
Seewer thinks (though he has no market statistics) that
Migros/Conserves-Estavayer is the biggest tofu maker in
Switzerland (but they have only 2 products), followed by
Galactina, then Soyana, and PLL/Co-op. He is not sure
which of the last 2 is largest. There is a smaller tofu company
in Bern [Berner Tofurei] selling regionally; he also owns a
health food store.
A rough estimate of the total size of the tofu market
in Switzerland would be 500,000 kg/year. The growth rate
has been uneven. In the beginning in 1984 and 1985 there
was a boom. A number of products were introduced at that
time that were not properly developed and of low quality.
Then consumers got frustrated because many felt that tofu
didn’t taste good and was difficult to cook, etc. In 1986
the market dropped; Co-op and Migros reduced their lines.
Now tofu is catching on again. Galactina has introduced
“third-generation” products that taste good, but it takes a lot
of marketing work to re-establish tofu and tofu products on
the market. Over the past year, Galactina sales have grown
about 10%. The first generation is plain tofu. The second
generation is tofu with taste, as with 50% diced vegetables or
some flavors mixed in. Third generation would be a burger
or sausage, ready to heat and serve, or a bread spread that
contains less than 10% fat. Address: Marketing Manager,
Galactina Ltd., Birkenweg 1-6, CH-3123 Belp, Switzerland.
Phone: +41 31 811 111.
1205. Whitford, Harry M., III. 1990. Recent developments
with soyfoods in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May
18 and 31. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
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• Summary: Harry is an American. He was an AFS student
in Germany. He left California in Oct. 1980 and has lived in
West Germany since then. He is now married to a German
lady. His new consulting company will try to help European
soyfoods companies develop products for mainstream
markets. In Europe the diet is generally more diverse and
healthier, with less meat and more cereal grains than the
USA. Thus there is less motivation for consumers to use
soyfoods and (except in the UK) less interest in vegetarian
diets. So marketing is the key to selling soyfoods; they must
be developed and marketed to sell primarily because they are
good tasting and only secondly because they are healthful.
Thomas Karas is saying that Soyastern is trying to
merge with Yamato but actually Soyastern is totally bankrupt
and Karas is trying to convince Huegli to buy it.
DE-VAU-GE buys about 5,000 kg/week of tofu from
Heuschen-Schrouff. The latter uses a secret coagulant which
they claim is natural. The tofu has a 6-month shelf life and
a pH of 4.0. It is hard like rubber. Harry thinks that after the
tofu is pressed and cut, it is soaked in a lactic acid solution
(Takai told him this) then pasteurized. Heuschen-Schrouff
controls the Chinese food supplies, and that is where
they make most of their money. In Chinese markets, their
tofu is sold in open buckets. All of their tofu is sold very
inexpensively at a very small markup. He thinks they make
50,000 kg/week.
From a producers viewpoint, the German tofu market
is the most saturated in Europe, except perhaps for the
Netherlands; there are too many producers. There is almost
no water-packed tofu in Europe, except that made by one
small company in Dusseldorf, and a little sold in bulk
floating in water in buckets; the rest is all vacuum packed.
The typical tofu company gives its tofu a 5-6 week shelf
life because that is what consumers expect–but it rarely
stays fresh that long, and is often sour. The only company
in Europe Harry knows of that pasteurizes is HeuschenSchrouff. DE-VAU-GE is now making its own tofu–a
colleague of his saw it. They copied a Takai carousel
curding machine. They use it only in their second-generation
products–they do not sell any as plain tofu. Address: Eurosoy
consulting, Alleestr. 13a, D-4270 Dorsten 1, West Germany.
Phone: 02362/43493.
1206. Speck, Peter. 1990. The tofu market in Switzerland
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 23. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The market has been stable and without much
change for the last few years, but now there seems to be
a slight upturn. However some new second-generation
products will soon be launched. Galactina has a tofu
burger and Migros will launch one in the next few months.
Galactina and Migros are the main companies selling tofu
in supermarkets; both are doing a good job marketing. Coop is selling a tofu made by PLL with soy protein isolates

under their own brand. During the last year a number of
publications showed that this tofu was made with isolates
and that gave Co-op a very bad reputation. This adverse
publicity did not hurt other types of tofu. Co-op announced
on television that they are considering changing the product
name from tofu to something like “soy product” or “soy
curd.” They do not have the equipment to make tofu from
whole soybeans. Soyana is still on the market but mainly
in health food shops. Not much has happened with Soyana
in the last year; a few years ago they were much stronger.
Baer makes one soft tofu in one bland and 3 spiced flavors;
all are made from isolates with dairy protein, cereals, and
vegetables added. They have promoted these with a very
large marketing budget (Peter heard 4 million Swiss francs,
but that figure may be too high). Baer introduced this product
because the market for dairy products in Switzerland was
not growing. It is sold at Co-op supermarkets, dairy shops,
and many other types of stores (except Migros) all over
Switzerland. Note: Dairy shops (Molkerei / Laiterie) are
retail outlets that sell mostly milk and cheese, but since
turnover is slow they usually also sell bread, vegetables,
canned goods, etc. plus Galactina and Yasoya soy products.
They never sell Migros or Co-op products.
Peter estimates that the five largest tofu manufacturers
in Switzerland, in descending order of size, are Migros,
Galactina, Baer, Soyana, and PLL/Co-op. If we include
tofu made from isolates, Peter estimates that 500 tonnes/
year of tofu are sold in Switzerland. The percentage growth
rate is now very low. The market grew very rapidly during
the early years (1985-86), but during the past 2 years tofu
has gotten a bad reputation because people didn’t know
how to prepare regular tofu. By the time that companies
had realized that consumers needed second generation tofu
products, the consumers didn’t want to try tofu any more.
Even though they gave cooking classes and distributed
a gourmet tofu cookbook, it was too late. In retrospect,
second-generation tofu products should be introduced with
cooking classes before basic tofu. One market sector that is
now growing well is the institutional/catering [foodservice]
market that sells to university and company dining halls
(canteens), big hotels, or hospitals. In some cases the tofu
dishes are prepared outside the institution and in other cases
inside. Tofu use is also growing in restaurants, especially
vegetarian and hotel chain restaurants; the latter cater to
many vegetarian travelers. But tofu is not sold in regular
Swiss restaurants. This institutional sector is responsible
for the slight growth in the total market. Soyana was the
first company to sell to this institutional market, but now
Galactina is offering successful cooking classes for hospital
cooks. About half of all Galactina tofu is now sold to the
institutional market. Now Galactina and Migros are trying
to rejuvenate the tofu market with new products. Both
companies have a deep belief in the potential and future of
tofu. But it will be hard, because tofu has a bad image, like
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liver or spinach. Peter feels that yogurt-like soy products
will never do will in Switzerland because the country has a
long history of dairy yogurt and soy products are found to
be of lower quality by comparison. One of the main groups
buying soy products in Switzerland are the “Green People.”
They often buy at Reform Houses, where Soyana is the main
supplier. Most of Soyana’s sales are at Reform Houses. 4-5
months ago Galactina launched tofu spreads, salads, and
burgers under the Galaform brand in the Reform Houses.
Over the past few years, flavored tofu products and tofu
spreads (Tofunette) have been most successful for Galactina.
They have found that it is important to add new flavors
from time to time, just like with ice cream. Of Galactina’s
3 product lines, tofu products are probably the best sellers,
followed by the baby foods, then the clinical feeding
products, but they are all about the same size. Migros’ most
successful products have been their regular tofu, spiced tofu,
tofu spread, and Tofunaise. They are planning to launch a
tofu burger in the next month or two.
Speck once heard that Unilever developed a whole range
of tofu and soy products. He does not know when or where
they did this or what they plan to do with the products, but he
thinks they were for the German market.
Huegli has an annual turnover of about 150 million
Swiss francs. They are in the dry soup and dry product
business. He has a pamphlet describing the company.
Address: Home: Muenzingen, Switzerland. Work: Haco Co.
in Gumlingen. Formerly with Galactina, Ltd. Phone: 031-521631.
1207. Speck, Peter. 1990. How Galactina got involved with
tofu in Switzerland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 23.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Galactina bought the Naga product line from
Lindt & Spruengli in 1979 and began selling the products
in 1980. When Speck arrived at Galactina, the only soy
products made by the company were Naga-di and Naga
Sonda, both sold only in dried form. Then in 1981 they
started to produce them in a liquid form in Tetra Pak. Speck’s
first job at Galactina was to develop the liquid form of Naga
Sonda in Tetra Pak. Then they began to look for ways to
use their extra soymilk production capacity. So he read the
literature and learned about tofu, a product widely made in
East Asia. He made tofu once and found it promising. The
company decided they wanted to be a pioneer in introducing
tofu to Switzerland. So they began to develop a regular
tofu. During the development, Speck met Verena Krieger
and asked her if she could show him how her company
produced tofu. In 1984 Verena came to Galactina and made
an excellent presentation, for which she was paid. She
explained what tofu was and what could be done with it.
Initially Galactina decided to buy their tofu from Sojalade
(the company of which Krieger was one owner), since they
had no idea whether or not the product would be successful.

At first Sojalade agreed to supply the tofu to Galactina,
then two months before the test market they changed their
mind saying that they did not want to supply an industrial
producer. So Galactina had to develop their own whole
process in 2 months.
In Nov. 1984 Galactina launched their regular tofu in
test market in Bern at Co-op supermarkets. The launch was
successful and Co-op became the leading outlet for Galactina
tofu. Co-op kept Galactina tofu even after they launched
their own brand of tofu in Aug. 1985, made and private
labeled for them by PLL. But they kicked out Galactina in
1988 when they took on Baer’s Yasoya, because Baer, which
has an excellent cheese distribution system, was able to
deliver its own product to each individual Co-op supermarket
and service the product, removing any that were not fresh.
Galactina could not provide such a service. Address: Home:
Muenzingen, Switzerland. Work: Haco Co. in Gumlingen.
Formerly with Galactina, Ltd. Phone: 031-52-1631.
1208. Andersen, Thomas. 1990. History of pioneering work
with tempeh and tofu in Denmark (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. May 24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Thomas, a native of Denmark who speaks
flawless British English (in part because of his extensive
travels), got interested in macrobiotics in about 1982-83
and, looking for work, traveled to London to study at the
Community Health Foundation (founded in 1976 to teach
macrobiotics). There from Simon Brown (the expert on
soyfoods, who taught classes on how to make tofu and
tempeh), Jon Sandifer, Roger Green (presently in Australia),
and Andrew Leech, he learned how to make tempeh. There
was a small commercial tempeh shop in the kitchen of the
Community Health Centre; it started after the kitchen’s
closing time. He returned to Denmark and in 1985 he
started the country’s first tempeh shop, named Thomas
Tempeh, located on Tagens Vej in Copenhagen. He had two
problems. First, since many of his customers were interested
in macrobiotics, they did not want the tempeh frozen, and it
had a shelf life of only 8 days fresh. Second, the market was
very small. So Thomas realized that if he wanted to survive
working with soyfoods, he would have to make tofu as well
as tempeh.
The two earliest tofu companies in Denmark were
Dansk Tofu (owned by Ted Goldberg and some other guys)
and Soy Joy in the Valby district of Copenhagen. [Note:
Tofu Denmark in Valby was started in March 1982 by Per
Fruergaard from Christiania]. The owners of Soy Joy were
very idealistic. They never got a packaging machine for their
tofu; they just delivered it in bulk in water, which the Danish
health authorities, who are very strict, did not like. They
were only in business for about 3-6 months. In late 1985
Thomas bought most of the tofu equipment owned by Dansk
Tofu, which had been in business for about 1 year. The
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company was owned by Ted Goldberg, and they had stopped
making tofu about 6 months earlier. At this time, Dansk Tofu
simply disappeared. And now Thomas started making tofu
and marinated tofu, still at Tagens Vej. On 1 Jan. 1986 he
moved the business to Soendergade in the city of Toelloese,
Denmark. The business was still named Thomas Tempeh.
He quickly expanded his product line to include Tofu Pâtés
and Smoked Tofu. All of his products were always made
with organically grown soybeans. Then he ran into problems
with the health inspectors. They did not like the fact that he
was making tofu and tempeh in the same place, that he was
smoking the tofu himself, and that there were problems with
the tofu pasteurization. Moreover, Thomas was overworked
(18 hours a day) and undercapitalized. He and one employee
were making 500 kg/week of soy products. So in September
or October 1986 he sold his business to Urtekraemmeren
(pronounced ur-te-KRAH-mer-en), which had previously
imported soyfoods from Japan but had never manufactured
any.
Then Thomas went to Switzerland to help out with
a tofu factory named Berner Tofurei, located in Bern and
owned by Infinity, a macrobiotic group. In about Dec. 1986
Urtekraemmeren moved their newly acquired tempeh and
tofu company to its present location in Soeborg, Denmark,
and renamed it Urten’s Tofu, and stopped making tempeh
since the health inspectors didn’t want tofu and tempeh to
be made in the same room. Tempeh was selling, but not
enough to justify buying a separate room and equipment for
it. In April 1988 Thomas returned to Denmark and began
to work as a tofu maker for Urtekraemmeren at Urten’s
Tofu, the company he had founded. The company was in
bad shape: there were constant problems with the health
inspectors, the equipment was old and bad, a long pressing
time led to bacterial contamination, etc. In late 1988 or
early 1989 Urten’s Tofu started selling their tofu to Nutana,
a large manufacturer of vegetarian foods owned by the
Seventh-day Adventist church. This was a turning point in
the history of the business. In about May 1989 Thomas told
Urtekraemmeren that if they invested in new equipment
he could make the company successful. They liked the
idea so Thomas went to the SIAL food fair in Paris, met
Takai, and bought their largest pressure cooker (220 liters),
new pressing tables, a pasteurizing tank, etc. The next big

development came in Sept. 1989 when Urten’s Tofu got
their tofu into the Irma supermarket chain in Denmark. Then
tofu began to sell better on the health foods market as well.
Thomas, Tom Kristoffersen, and one other man now make
the tofu at Urten’s. But it is hard work and wages are low.
There are no tofu books in Danish.
Today Urten’s Tofu is the only tofu company in
Denmark. They make, on average, 750 kg/week of tofu
(range: 500 to 1,500 kg/week). Their three products are tofu,
marinated tofu, and tofu pâté. Production is growing nicely
but varies widely from week to week.
A new tofu company named Oy Soya Ab is now being
starting in Ekenäs, Finland, by people there who import
macrobiotic foods from Japan. One of the people is named
Elizabeth. Thomas will work as a consultant for this new
company. Address: Urten’s Tofu, Hoeje Gladsaxe Torv 2,
DK-2860 Soeborg, Denmark. Phone: 31 67 41 90.
1209. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Re: List and activities of
Seventh-day Adventist health food companies worldwide.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 24. 6 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: For each for the following companies is given
the date of founding, date manufacturing started, and the soy
products presently manufactured: Granovita, Spain. Nutana,
Holland. Nutana, Norway. Nutana name changes. Austrian
Food Company. DE-VAU-GE, West Germany. Sahm Yook
Foods, Korea. Sanitarium Health Food Company, Australia
(3 pages).
Lists (with addresses) the following companies:
Sanitarium Health Food Company in Wahroonga, NSW,
Australia; DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH in
Lueneburg, West Germany; San-iku Foods in Sodegauramachi, Kimitsu-gun, Chiba-ken, Japan; Korean Food
Factory (Sahm Yook Foods) in Choongchungnam-do, South
Korea; Alimentos Integronaturales y Panificadora la Carlota
in Montemorelos, N.L., Mexico; Produtos Alimenticios
Superbom Industria e Comercio Ltda. in Sao Paulo, Brazil;
Alimentos Granix in Florida, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Nutana Health Food Company in Bjaeverskov, Denmark;
AB Svenska Nutana in Rimbo, Sweden; Granose Foods Ltd.
in Newport Pagnell, Bucks, England; Pur-Aliment Food
Factory in Clichy–Cedex, France; PHAG Food Factory in
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Gland, Switzerland (Note: PHAG is an acronym for Produits
Hygièniques Alimentaires Gland); Egypt Food Factory in
Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt; Glaxo India Limited in Bombay,
India; Westico Foods Ltd. in Mandeville, Jamaica; Industrias
Covac S.A. in Alajuela, Costa Rica; South China Island
Union Mission in Hong Kong (3 pages). Address: Director,
International Health Food Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist
General Conference, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver
Spring, Maryland 20904. Phone: 301-680-6674.
1210. Ebner, Guenter. 1990. The tofu industry and market in
Austria (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 28. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: There are three large tofu manufacturers in
Austria: Sojarei Ebner-Prosl in Baden bei Wien (Vienna)
makes 4,000 kg/month. SoyVita in Lichtenwoerth makes
about 2,500 to 3,000 kg/month, and Schoen Tofurei (Tofurei
Wels) in Wels makes about 1,000 to 1,500 kg/month. There
is also a small tofu shop (name unknown) operated by one
person on a farm in Graz; he sells only to two retail shops.
Thus the size of the tofu market in Austria is about 8,000 to
9,000 kg/month or 1,840 to 2,071 kg/week.
This market is growing rapidly. Tofu production at
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl has increased 20-30% a year during
the last few years and Guenter thinks the entire market is
growing at about the same rate. Tofu is now changing from
an unknown product to one that is a little better known–just
as happened in America 10 years ago.
Austrian standards for organically grown foods are
quite strict and diverse; certification is required. There are
three classifications: (1) Organisch-Biologisch: His soybeans
are of this type and this standard is stricter than American
“organic” standards; (2) Biologisch-Dynamisch (Demeter);
(3) Biodyn.
The generic name for these certified organic crops
is “Austrian Certified Alternative Culture/Cultivation”
(Oesterreich Anerkannte Alternative Anbau). Address:
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl / Tofu Austria, Augasse 2, A-2500 Baden
bei Wien (near Vienna), Austria. Phone: 02252-85101.
1211. Daenzer, Walter. 1990. Reform Houses, and the Biona
and Neuform labels (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 30.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Biona is a trade association of Reform stores
that is quite old–probably 50-100 years old. It was conceived
of by the Reform House movement. There are about 400
stores that are in the association. There are no “Biona
stores.” Biona is a label guaranteeing a strict, high standard
of quality. Products bearing the Biona label are sold at all
Reform Houses. The only other place that Biona products are
sold is in drug stores (Droggerei). Two-thirds of the stores
that sell products bearing the Biona label are Reform Houses
and one-third are drug stores. These drug stores have a food
department and they also belong to the Biona association,

so they have the right to sell products with the Biona label.
There are also “alternative food stores” in Switzerland
called Biolaeden (singular: Bioladen in Swiss-German),
but none of them sell the Biona label because they are not
in the association. Address: Soyana, Postfach 8039, Zurich,
Switzerland. Phone: 01/202 89 97.
1212. Daenzer, Walter. 1990. The tofu and soymilk markets
in Switzerland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 30.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Soyana introduced its Soyaquell brand in
about 1985 for the mainstream market. The Soyana brand is
reserved for the Reform market. Many (but not all) Soyana
products are now sold under the Soyaquell brand–such as
tofu, soymilk, etc. New products include Tofu Pastete (cakeshaped hors d’oeuvres, 1989) and some new Tofu Burgers.
Competition in the soyfoods market is terrible in
Switzerland–its the most competitive market in Europe.
The market is small and people have very high quality
expectations. Galactina is trying to get into all the Reform
stores. They are doing everything they can to market their
products there. Some years ago the regular food industry
got interested in soya, but their standards allowed them to
make tofu and related products using soy protein isolates.
Baer Weichkaeserei had a big campaign which resulted
in Galactina tofu products being kicked out of all Co-op
supermarkets. Also Galactina products had many problems
selling in the supermarkets. So Galactina has decided to
sell their products in the Reform stores. And now Soyana
has lots of competition from Galactina. The Swiss Biona
Association used to sell only Swiss soyfoods. Nothing else
was imported until about 2 years ago. At that time, they got
offers to sell soymilk made in France and Germany. “Then
Biona did something terrible; they gave the Biona sign to
all foreign suppliers. So now Société Soy is coming in from
France, Heirler with a big range of products from Germany,
etc. Products from all over Europe are now being imported to
Switzerland and sold at Reform stores.”
Soyana invested a great deal of money as a pioneer
in the Swiss soyfoods market. Just when it looked like
they were about to recover their losses, the terrible new
competition began. And the competitors are using every
trick in the book, including unfair means and deceptive
advertising. They have no sense of purity of product; for
example they say they are using nigari but they use calcium
sulfate with 10% nigari. Soyana does not pasteurize its tofu
but the competition does. So now Soyana has to educate its
former customers about the advantages of not pasteurizing.
Now Soyana has to become a quality pioneer and an
advertising pioneer. Reaching and convincing all these
people costs lots of money, but Soyana is doing it. Soyfoods
have changed from being an alternative food to being a big
money maker, so the big food companies jump in with the
goal of making more money by selling lower priced, lower
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quality foods. Their advertising is often dishonest.
“The whole soy thing has proved to be an alternative
for people who really need it. And that is a stable market,
but it is not booming. In America it seems that the big food
producers have slept while the soyfoods market has grown,
but in Switzerland the situation is different. Many big Swiss
companies jumped in when they got the idea that soya is
healthy, but many of them didn’t know anything about the
products. So now Soyana is looking for alternate things to do
to avoid this terrible situation.”
If Soyana tries to export its products from Switzerland,
it has to pay 20% customs duty, and Swiss wages are high.
But companies that import foods to Switzerland have to
pay a much smaller tax, and the process is easier. This
will not change with the opening of trade in 1992 because
Switzerland is not part of the EEC! Swiss has always
cherished its separateness, independence, and neutrality.
Concerning the term Broteinheit (“Bread Unit,” it is not
Broteinhalt) relating to diabetic exchanges, the term is not
well defined or agreed upon by professionals, so it is a big
problem.
Soyana used to be the only soymilk manufacturer in
Switzerland. Then a Swiss-French company with a French
name started making soymilk. Their prices were low, but
they couldn’t reach the big consumer chains. Address:
Soyana, Postfach 8039, Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01/202
89 97.
1213. Kjellker Gimre, Monica. 1990. Re: Complete soymilk
or soybase plants installed by Alfa-Laval worldwide from
1979–1989. Letters to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
May 30 and Aug. 24–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The following plants are listed chronologically
by year of start-up, and within each year, alphabetically by
country. Start-up–Country–Company–Product–Capacity
(liters/hour)
1979–Malaysia–Lam Soon–soymilk–5,000
1980–Thailand–Kickapoo–soymilk–4,000
All plants made from 1984 on use Alfa-Laval’s new
Soyal design.
1985–West Germany–Ice cream maker [Schoeller]–
soybase–3,000
1985–Switzerland–Soyana–soybase–1,000
1986–China–Guangzhou Cannery [Guangdong]–
soymilk–2,500, 2 dec.*
1986–France–Cacoja–soybase–1,500
1987–China–Jin Jiang Foodstuffs Factory–
soymilk–2,500
1987–India- Noble Soya–soymilk–4,000, 2 dec.*
1988–Argentina–Alimentos de soja–soymilk–4,500
1988–China–Jiangmen Foodstuff Factory–
soymilk–2,500, 2 dec.*
1988–China–Wuhan Guan Sheng Yuan Foodstuff

Factory–soymilk–2,500, 2 dec.*
1988–France–Innoval–soybase–1,500
1988–Nepal–Indreni–soymilk–2,500
1988–Nigeria–Sona Dairies–soymilk–4,500
1989–Australia–Sanitarium Foods–soybase–500
1990–France–Dairy Co-op**–soybase–500
* = 2 decanter centrifuges per system to boost the
protein yield. The systems made before 1984 were for
more traditional soymilk. Those made afterwards no longer
require that the soybeans be soaked, and the “new” soyabase
line in designed primarily for producing a non-beany
soymilk, but it can be easily adjusted to give a traditional
soymilk. “Soybase” is the product that comes out of the
Soyal soyabase line after grinding, separation in one or
more decanters, and deactivation of enzymes like trypsin
inhibitors. This base is more concentrated than soymilk
(9-12% solids/dry matter) and is what is used as the raw
material for any soy-based product. “Soymilk” is a blended
drink, often containing sugar, and standardized to a protein
level required by the market. Soybase would only be run
through an ultrafiltration unit to (1) remove phytic acid and
oligosaccharides, or (2) to remove moisture and increase the
percentage solids, as to make tofu. ** The plant owned by
the Dairy Co-op in France is secret, but the base it produces
will be used mostly for research on calf milk replacers and
on replacing cow’s milk in certain dairy products. This dairy
does not have any products on the market. Address: R&D
manager, Alfa-Laval East Asia Pte. Ltd., 11 Joo Koon Circle,
Singapore 2262. Phone: 86 22 711.
1214. Krieger, Verena. 1990. Re: The tofu market in
Switzerland. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, May 31. 5 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Switzerland’s largest tofu manufacturers are:
Migros/Conserves Estavayer makes 4,650 kg/week of
tofu. They are introducing a silken tofu.
Galactina Ltd. in Belp makes 1,500–2,000 kg/week of
tofu.
Baer makes Yasoya, an isolate-based tofu-like product.
Production figures are not available. They are taking a large
share of the market with an inferior product and aggressive
advertising.
Soyana in Geneva makes tofu. Production figures are
confidential.
PLL Produits Laitiers Lausanne SA in Lausanne makes
1,000 kg/week of tofu [using soy protein isolates].
Tofushop Centanin SA in Carouge (Geneva) makes 750
kg/week of tofu. This company was formerly named Osoja:
La Maison du Tofu.
Genossenschaftstofurei in Ottenbach makes 600–700 kg/
week. They also produce and sell tofu kits.
Berner Tofurei in Frutigen makes 400 kg/week of tofu.
They also make 100 kg/week of tempeh.
Tofurei Pfannenstiel in Maennedorf makes 160 kg/week
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of tofu.
Krieger estimates the total market size to be about
10,000 kg/week or 500,000 kg/year. [Note: If we estimate
Baer’s production to be 1,500 kg/week and Soyana’s to be
1,250 kg/week (see 1990 estimates by Peter Speck), the
weekly total becomes 12,110 kg/week of tofu and at 50
weeks/year, the annual total becomes 605,500 kg/year.] The
market is stagnant. Best-selling products include Soyana
Tofuburgers and Galactina Tofu Salads.
The following tofu companies are no longer in
business: Gauthier Loeffler Tofu, Joya, Le Grain d’Or, Soy
Joy, Tangram Tofurei, Thieus Soja Spezialitaet. Address:
Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne, Switzerland. Phone:
041-22 50 34.
1215. Krieger, Verena. 1990. Re: The soymilk market in
Switzerland. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, May 31. 5 p.
• Summary: Soyana in Geneva is the only soymilk maker
in Switzerland; their production figures are confidential.
Galactina Ltd. in Belp makes soymilk powder, but it is
used only in Galactina baby foods. PHAG Sarl in Gland
is Switzerland’s oldest distributor of soymilk and soymilk
products; they sell 2,800 liters/week of DE-VAU-GE
soymilk. Biorex AG distributes soymilk imported from Alpro
in Belgium. Address: Bruchmattstr. 24, CH-6003 Lucerne,
Switzerland. Phone: 041-22 50 34.
1216. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1990. The tofu
market in Europe. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center.
137 p. 28 cm. [600+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and overview:
Production of tofu in Europe–Totals by country, Europe’s
largest tofu manufacturers, trends in the tofu market in
Western Europe (9 p.). The tofu market in the United
Kingdom (Ranking of companies, production statistics,
details on individual companies 10 p.). The tofu market
in the Netherlands (10 p.). The tofu market in the West
Germany (21 p.). The tofu market in the France (19 p.).
The tofu market in the Belgium (10 p.). The tofu market
in the other European countries (16 p.). Index. List of tofu
manufacturers in Europe (sorted by country, and within each
country by company name, 9 p.). Update on the tofu market
in Europe. April 1991 (28 p.).
Production of tofu in Europe–Totals by country: United
Kingdom 47,500 kg/week, started 1966, 35% share of five
leading countries. Growth rate: 10%. Netherlands 44,500
kg/week, started 1964, 33% share of five leading countries.
Growth rate: 8%. West Germany 24,650 kg/week, started
1981, 18% share of five leading countries. Growth rate:
10%. France 14,750 kg/week, started 1982, 11% share of
five leading countries. Growth rate: 35%. Belgium 5,000
kg/week, started 1977, 4% share of five leading countries.
Growth rate: unknown.

Europe’s largest tofu manufacturers: 1. HeuschenSchrouff, Netherlands, started 1964, makes 37,500 kg/week.
2. Dragon & Phoenix, UK, started 1966, makes 20,000 kg/
week. 3. Cauldron Foods, UK, started 1981, makes 15,000
kg/week. 4. Société Soy, France, started 1982, makes 12,500
kg/week. 5. Soyastern / Dorstener Tofu, West Germany,
started 1982, makes 7,000 kg/week. 6. Jonathan PVBA (Div.
of Lima Foods), Belgium, started 1977, makes 4,500 kg/
week. 7. Regular Tofu Co. (Haldane Foods), UK, started
1981, makes 4,000 kg/week. 8. Paul’s Tofu, UK, started
1981, makes 3,500 kg/week. 9. Geestland, West Germany,
started 1985, makes 3,250 kg/week. 10. Yamato/Huegli, West
Germany, started 1982, makes 3,000 kg/week. 11. Galactina,
Switzerland, started 1984, makes 3,000 kg/week. 12.
Galactina, Switzerland, started 1984, makes 3,000 kg/week.
13. Soyana, Switzerland, started 1982, makes 3,000 kg/week.
Total: 116,250 kg/week. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box
234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.
1217. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. N.V. Vandemoortele
and Alpro N.V. in Belgium (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
June 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
Followed by a letter (fax) on 30 May. 1990.
• Summary: There is no written history of Vandemoortele.
The starting point and center of operations has always been
Izegem in Belgium. The company name is pronounced vanduh-MOOR-tuh-luh in Flemish and van-duh-moor-TELL in
French. The protein division of N.V. Vandemoortele started
the company’s soy protein and soymilk research. As long
as it was only doing research and losing money there was
no need to start a new company. Alpro started when it was
clear that there would be income from the sale of the first
turnkey soymilk plant. At that time, the protein division of
N.V. Vandemoortele turned into Alpro, and the former then
ceased to exist. About 5 years ago, Vandemoortele was restructured. Vandemoortele International is the new holding
company for the group (replacing Safinco) and under it are
four product groups: N.V. Vandemoortele works with oils
and fats. N.V. Vamo Mills is an oilseed crusher and maker of
flours (including full-fat and defatted soy flours). Vamix is a
bakery. And Alpro works with natural soyfoods, especially
soymilk. One top manager is in charge of each of the four
subsidiaries and he is responsible for everything in that
company from research to consumer. Philippe is the top man
at Alpro. Vandemoortele is no longer 100% owned by the
Vandemoortele family.
In March 1987 the company began using the subtitle
“Alpro Natural Soyfoods” instead of its earlier “Alpro
Protein Products.” The former name made Alpro sound like a
soy protein isolate company. In July 1986 Alpro began using
the slogan in French “La Force Végétale du Soja,” then in
March 1989 they shortened this to “La Force du Soja.”
Concerning Tetra Brik labels, there are three different
printing techniques available; some are more economical
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and some give higher quality. If you use the flexographic
(flexo) technique, which uses rubber plates to print, you can
co-print, i.e. print several packages in one print run. Every
time you print, they make new rubber plates. There is less
flexibility in design. Alpro uses only flexographic because
it has more than 100 different packages (It co-packs for
Lima, Celnat, Perlinger [a health food company in Austria],
and most U.K. supermarkets under their own brand), but
the resulting package often looks very simple in color and
design. Offset uses fixed plates, which cannot be changed;
this technique is used for most package printing in the USA.
Roto (Rotogravure) uses a copper cylinder and is the highest
cost and highest quality.
In June 1990 Alpro moved from Izegem into its new
factory at Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium.
Phone: 056/43.22.11. Address: Managing Director, Alpro
N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium. Phone:
(056) 43 22 11.
1218. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: Dairylike products made
from soymilk in Europe. Retail outlets for soymilk in
Europe, country by country. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, June 19. 1 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: The following figures are my guesstimates:
I would estimate that no more than 15% of the soymilk
made in Europe is then made into dairylike products, not
including tofu. Of the soymilk made into dairylike products,
roughly 60% is made into ice creams, 20% into non-frozen
desserts (incl. puddings, and custards), 15% into yogurts, and
5% into non-dairy cheeses.
Of all the soymilk soy in Europe as a beverage, I would
estimate that 50% is sold at health food stores, 40% at
supermarket chains, multiples, and general food stores, and
10% at Asian retail stores.
A wild guess as to the percentage of soymilk sold at
Supermarkets–Health food stores–Asian stores in each
country would look something like this: United Kingdom,
West Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland would all be 40%–50%–10%.
Italy, Scandinavia, Spain, and Others would all be 10%–
80%–10%.
Austria would be 30%–60%–10%. Address: P.O. Box
19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 42-92776.
1219. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: Consumption of soymilk
in Europe, by country and per capita. Letter (fax) to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, June 19. 1 p.
• Summary: The following figures are my guesstimates
for the amount of soymilk consumed in major European
countries. Most of the soymilk produced in Belgium [by
Alpro] and Germany [by DE-VAU-GE] is consumed in other
countries. Note: The large consumption in the U.K. is due
to both its large total population and its large population of
vegetarians and vegans. The latter do not consume milk or

other animal products.
Country (Population)–Soymilk consumption in million
liters–% of total–liters per capita per year
United Kingdom (56.7 million)–20 million liters*–40%
of total–0.35
West Germany (60.2 million)–10 million liters–20% of
total–0.17
France (55.8 million)–6 million liters**–12% of
total–0.11
Belgium (9.9 million)–3 million liters–6% of total–0.30
Netherlands (14.7 million)–2 million liters–4% of
total–0.14
Switzerland (6.5 million)–2 million liters–4% of
total–0.31
Scandinavia*** (22.8 million)–2 million liters–4% of
total–0.088
Italy (57.4 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.017
Austria (7.6 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.13
Spain (39.8 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.025
Others**** (24.3 million)–2 million liters–4% of
total–0.082
Total (355.7 million)–50 million liters–100%–0.14
* Neil Rabheru, founder and director of Unisoy, the
largest soymilk manufacturer in the UK, estimates that 1820 million liters/year of soymilk are consumed in the UK.
** Bernard Storup of Société Soy, a large soymilk maker
in France, estimates consumption of soymilk in France to
be much higher, about 11 million liters. Storup’s estimate
is probably more accurate. *** Scandinavia = Sweden (8.3
million), Denmark (5.0 million), Finland (5.0 million),
Norway (4.2 million), Iceland (0.25 million).
**** Others = Portugal (10.2 million), Greece (10.0
million), Ireland (3.7 million), Luxembourg (0.369 million),
Malta (0.358 million).
Highest per capita consumption: United Kingdom
0.35, Switzerland 0.31, Belgium 0.30, West Germany 0.17,
Netherlands 0.14, Austria 0.13, France 0.11. Lowest per
capita consumption: Italy 0.017, Spain 0.025. Address: P.O.
Box 19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 4292776.
1220. Barat, Gary. 1990. Recent developments at Legume,
Inc. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 23. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Barat Chocolate Bars and other products
containing tofu in the non-dairy line are now being sold to 4
countries in Europe. In all except Switzerland they are sold
under the same label used in the USA, but in Switzerland
they are sold under the Morga label.
In the U.S. the chocolate line is doing okay. The main
problem for consumers is that, while they like the fat that the
bars are cholesterol free, they do not like the high fat content.
To call a product chocolate in the USA the fat must be cocoa
butter, and the product must contain a minimum level of this
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fat. Otherwise it cannot be called “real chocolate” and must
be labeled as a “chocolate mixture.”
Legume’s best-selling products are the bars and the
rice cakes. They are now working on a new product called
Barat Rice Goodies: Crispy Cakes, which are expected
to be out in October. They bite-sized pieces are made of
extruded (not puffed) rice covered with Barat chocolate. In
America most real chocolate is not sold during the summer,
since it melts and weeps. Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups are
made with a chocolate compound. They contain a hardened
(hydrogenated) vegetable oil instead of cocoa butter.
Address: P.O. Box 426, Schoolhouse Park, 112 Main Road,
Montville, New Jersey 07045. Phone: 201-263-1013.
1221. Gaiser, Klaus. 1990. The second German Soyfoods
Association meeting, and new developments (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. June 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Shurtleff wrote a letter to the German Soyfoods
Association. Gaiser translated it into German and read it to
those assembled at the second meeting. But the letter did not
impress them very much; the smaller tofu manufacturers are
still afraid of the bigger ones. They are all struggling with
their daily problems of cash flow, etc. and do not seem very
interested in long-term planning. Now Klaus and Thomas
Karas are interested in working to reactivate the European
Soyfoods Assoc. and/or found a new association in Germany.
Klaus is not so busy now during the summer, when people in
Germany eat less tofu than during the cold months.
Concerning Auenland, Klaus feels that this company
was a very unfair competitor in terms of spreading
misinformation about Klaus. In Germany there is a law that
magnesium salts cannot generally be used as an “ingredient”
in foods (incl. magnesium chloride in tofu), unless it is
considered as a “processing aid” (Hilfstoff) if very little ends
up in the final product. This last area is a gray area. Yamato
has always taken the safer path and used calcium sulfate as
a coagulant. But tofu was introduced to Germany mainly by
followers of macrobiotics, who favor use of nigari (unrefined
magnesium chloride). So Peter Wiegand repeatedly went to
Yamato’s most important wholesaler and complained: “Can
you imagine it. Yamato is using ‘Plaster of Paris’ in their
tofu. Its just like making concrete out of soybeans. For God’s
sake. How can you sell such a product to your retailers?” Yet
Wiegand knew that this was a good, natural coagulant that
had been used in China (where it is named shu-gao) since
ancient times to make tofu.
Concerning Avo Feinkost and their Sofit line of second
generation tofu products–it is a complex situation. Klaus
is not sure whether or not Avo makes any tofu, since the
company does not sell any tofu as such. Klaus is not sure
but he thinks that Avo does not buy tofu, but rather makes
tofu out of soy protein isolates. The products are quite good
imitations of sausage products. The man who runs the tofu

operation is a butcher by trade. The biggest German Reform
House foods distributor is Heirler, which like Yamato, is
partly owned by Huegli. Heirler sells basic tofu that is
mainly from Hensel, and second generation tofu products
which (as far as Klaus knows, up until now) exclusively
from Avo but under the Heirler brand. Heirler does not yet
sell any Yamato products, but in the long run Heirler will
since Yamato is a sister firm. Things seem to be moving very
slowly, however.
Concerning Wolfgang Haberger, Thomas started the
company officially in 1982 and Wolfgang joined in Jan. 1984
because he had capital to found the GmbH (Company Ltd.).
He left officially in June 1989, but in fact he left earlier.
Klaus and Wolfgang did not fit and work together well.
Address: President, Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH, Rittweg 11/1,
D-7400 Tuebingen–Hirschau, West Germany. Phone: 707171094 or 95.
1222. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1990. Soymilk
in Europe: The industry and market, commercial products,
publications, and history. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods
Center. 261 p. July 17. Indexes. 28 cm. [763 ref]
• Summary: Since the mid-1980s, the soymilk industry
and market in Western Europe has been booming, and the
future looks very bright. Many large companies with plenty
of capital and marketing expertise are entering the market,
product quality and diversity is steadily improving, and
consumers are showing and increased interest in nutritional
protein beverages that are free of cholesterol and lactose, and
low in saturated fats.
Soymilk production and growth rate: Production of
soymilk in western Europe as a whole is estimated to have
grown to 30–42.5 million liters/year (7.9–11.2 million
gallons/year) in 1990, up from only 6-10 million liters/year
(1.59–2.64 million gallons/year) in 1984, a roughly fivefold
increase in 6 years. This represents an average compound
growth rate of about 30% a year.
Estimates of total market size (not including infant
formulas): Philippe Vandemoortele, managing director of
Alpro, Europe’s largest soymilk manufacturer, estimates the
adult soymilk market in Europe to be 30 million liters/year.
Asger Somer Hansen, managing director of DTD/STS, one
of Europe’s two largest suppliers of soymilk plants, estimates
35-40 million liters/year. Anders Lindner, managing director
of DTD/STS until late 1989, estimates 42.5 million liters/
year, plus an additional 7.5 million liters/year that are made
into dairylike products such as soy puddings, yogurts, ice
creams, and cheeses.
Leading countries: The largest soymilk market in
Europe is clearly in the UK, because of its large population
of vegetarians and vegans (vegans do not consume milk
or any other animal products), its large total population,
its large number of soymilk manufacturers and marketers,
the fact that soymilk is now sold in many UK multiples/
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supermarkets, its relatively long history of soymilk
production, and the fact that many soymilk products bear
the generic name “Soya Milk” on the front panel. The first
commercial soymilk in England was Solac, launched in
1912 with great fanfare and publicity by the Solac Company/
Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Roughly 40% of all soymilk
consumed in Europe is consumed in the UK, and per capita
consumption is also highest there. The second largest market
is probably France, with West Germany a very close third.
Leading manufacturers: Two companies (Alpro in
Belgium and DE-VAU-GE in West Germany) dominate
the market with an estimated 70% market share, and that
percentage is not likely to decrease. Competition is fierce
and increasing. Alpro, which began making soymilk in 1979
and now produces about 21 million liters/year, is building
a new plant at Wevelgem, Belgium, which is scheduled
to begin operation in June 1990. Costing about US$15
million, it will have a capacity of 45 million liters/year. DEVAU-GE’s plant, which was built by DTD/STS and began
operation in August 1985, now produces about 12 million
liters/year but has a capacity of 3,000 to 4,000 liters/hour
of finished soymilk. Other manufactures with the year they
started making soymilk and their current estimated annual
production in liters/year: Unisoy (UK, 1986) 3 million;
Cacoja (France, 1987) 3 million; Soyana (Switzerland, 1985)
2.5 million; Société Soy (France, 1975) 1.2 million; Soya
Health Foods (UK, 1985) 1 million; Galactina (Switzerland,
1969) 1 million; Triballat (France, 1989) 0.5 million; Innoval
(France, 1987) 0.5 million; Crivellaro (Italy, 1989) 0.5
million. Other smaller producers include Plamil (UK, 1965),
Haldane (UK, 1984), Itona (UK, 1964), and Ralston Purina
España (Spain 1984).
Price: The retail price of soymilk is 2-3 times as high as
that of cow’s milk.
Packaging: Virtually all European soymilk and
soymilk-based products are now sold in Tetra Brik Aseptic
cartons. But with the growing concern about and legislation
concerning disposal of solid wastes, one very big potential
danger lies on the horizon for soymilk–that aseptic
packaging will be increasingly banned, as it already has
been in the state of Maine in the USA after Sept. 1990. If
the manufacturers of aseptic packaging do not find a truly
recyclable package or establish a workable system to recycle
their current packages, soymilk could be in for hard times.
Soymilk trends in Europe: Though soymilk production
has increased fivefold since 1984, it is still minuscule
compared to cow’s milk. The flavor of soymilk continues
to be a major problem for most Europeans. Features/
benefits attracting Europeans to soymilk are its freedom
from cholesterol and lactose, and the fact that its production
places less of a burden on the environment and on factoryfarmed dairy cows. Most of the soymilk in Europe is sold
to the natural/health food trades via health food stores and
(in German speaking countries) Reform House chains. Only

in France and the UK (plus a little in Belgium) is it also
marketed as a mainstream product through supermarkets.
A small amount is consumed by Asian-Europeans and
Seventh-day Adventists. Organically grown soybeans are
used in a large and increasing percentage of European
soymilk. In the UK, innovative natural sweeteners (such as
apple juice) have also started to be used. Private labeling:
Many large European natural/health food manufacturers
and/or distributors now sell soymilk under their own brand.
Alpro produces many private-label brands. This practice is
much more common in Europe than in the USA. Medical
Soy and Parma Soia in Italy are two recent additions to this
growing list. Soymilk is widely exported across national
boundaries within Europe. This will probably not change
much after 1992. Many large companies have entered the
market since 1985 with large automated plants, but many of
these are running at a small percentage of their capacity–and
thus are losing money. Because of the surpluses of cow’s
milk in Europe, there are many regulations (including value
added taxes and labeling restrictions) against “imitation
dairy products.” These differ from country to country
and will probably become less severe after 1992. These
practices are much more restrictive in Europe than in the
USA, although also in the USA soymilk is not allowed to be
labeled “soymilk.” European dairy magazines (unlike their
counterparts in America) continue to view soymilk with fear
and criticism, even ridicule, at the same time that many large
European dairy companies are jumping into this new market
that shows future promise–which the European cow’s milk
market seems not to. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box
234, Lafayette, California 94549.
1223. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Re: Seventh-day Adventist
health food companies worldwide. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Aug. 17. 4 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Nutana of Holland do not manufacture the
five products that are listed in my letter of May 24. Each
of the products does contain soya as an ingredient, and it is
my understanding that they are manufactured by Nutana of
Denmark.
“Nutana of Norway, established in 1970, and you are
right, it was formerly known Dagens Kost, but was renamed
Nutana Norge, in 1982. In Norway they are strictly a
marketing branch and do not manufacture any foods at all.”
Sahm Yook Foods is the official name of the Korean
Food Factory.
Alimentos Colpac is the official name of the food
factory in Navojoa, Sonora, Mexico; it was established in
1969. The Montemorelos Branch is known as Alimentos
Integronaturales y Panificadora la Carlota; it was established
in 1981.
Granose Foods Ltd. of England moved from
Stanborough Park, Watford, Herts, to Howard Way, Newport
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Pagnell, Bucks., in Jan. 1989. The official opening date was
9 July 1989.
PHAG (of Switzerland) is written in all upper-case
letters; it is not an abbreviation of anything.
Glaxo Ltd. India has nothing to do with the Seventh-day
Adventist church.
DE-VAU-GE was primarily responsible for setting up
the Adventist food industry in Spain and the Kolett’s brand
is packed specifically for the Spanish market. DVG has
two brand names which are manufactured for the reform or
natural foods market in Europe: Granovita and Bosen. The
products under the Bosen label were originally made in their
bakery.
Pan American Health Service in Honduras still produces
soymilk. Mountain View College in the Philippines is still
making meat analogues and perhaps soya milk–but only
for their own use. Bandung College (now called Bandung
Academy) in Indonesia is still in operation and they may
be making soya products. Two years ago they wanted very
much to start a food factory, but it did not happen. The Hong
Kong Hospital is still operating and they still manufacture
small amounts of food, basically for their own use. South
China College has a long history. It was established in 1903
as Bethel Girls’ School, but underwent several name changes
and changes of location due to political turmoil and the
Sino-Japanese war of 1937, followed by the violence of the
Second World War.
“Eventually it was re-established at Clear Water Bay in
Kowloon, in 1958 and a college curriculum introduced in
1962. Its name was changed to South China Union College
in 1964. In 1981 they officially adopted its name and has
been called Hong Kong Adventist College since then. It still
operates today, and possibly manufactures small quantities
of food, basically for their own use.” Address: Director,
International Health Food Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist
General Conference, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver
Spring, Maryland 20904.
1224. Product Name: [Smoked Deli Tofu].
Foreign Name: Delikatess-Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyana.
Manufacturer’s Address: Friedensgasse 3, Postfach 8039,
CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01-202-8997.
Date of Introduction: 1990 August.
Ingredients: Tofu*, yeast extract, sea salt, spices, natural
plant aromas. * = Organically grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 205 gm vacuum pack. Retails
for 4.05 Swiss francs.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Per 100 gm.: Protein 13 gm, fat 4 gm,
carbohydrates 0.1 gm, calories 90 (376 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation: Label sent by Verena
Krieger. 1991. Jan. 10. 3 by 2.5 inches. Red, blue, black, and
white. “Delicately smoked. Naturally free of cholesterol.

From organically grown ingredients. Ready to eat, cold or
warm.” Biona certification symbol. Use by 17 Aug. 1990.
Sold in Swiss health food stores.
1225. Mayer, Remy. 1990. Re: Soy products introduced in
Switzerland, with date and volume of each. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 2. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.

• Summary: PHAG has never manufactured the PHAG
Soja-Drink. The company was a distributor for a Belgium
supplier, and now for its sister company DE-VAU-GE in
Lüneburg, Germany. Details on 6 drinks and 1 dessert are
given. PHAG is officially written in capital letters; it is an
abbreviation of Produits Hygièniques Alimentaires Gland.
Address: PHAG Sàrl, Alimentation naturelle, 1196 Gland,
Switzerland [Suisse].
1226. MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour. 1990. Infant mortality,
worldwide and in the United States. Television broadcast.
PBS. Oct. 3. *
• Summary: On average, 40,000 children under the age of 5
die each day worldwide, mostly from preventable illnesses
and diseases, and from malnutrition. In America every year
some 40,000 babies die before the age of 1. The main cause
is low birth weight, but a major cause is maternal drug abuse,
especially cocaine and crack cocaine. 30% of the pregnant
women in America do not have adequate access to prenatal
care. The USA is 20th from the top on a ranking of countries
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by infant mortality rate. Japan has the world’s lowest (i.e.
best) infant mortality rate, followed by Sweden, Finland,
Switzerland, Canada, Ireland, Netherlands, France, Denmark,
and East Germany. Below the USA are Israel and Greece.
1227. Schoen, Walter. 1990. The tofu industry in Austria
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 27. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Walter estimates that the largest tofu
manufacturer in Austria is SoyVita, followed by Tofurei
Wels, then Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. Fourth is a small tofu
manufacturer named Oberland Tofu in Innsbruck. Address:
Owner, Tofurei Wels, Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600 Wels,
Austria. Phone: 7242/78073.
1228. Wicki, Maja. 1990. Sie hat das Soja in die
Molkerei gebracht: Portraet der Biologin, Erfinderin und
Geschaeftsfrau Suzanne Baroï de Stoutz [She has brought
soya into the dairies: Portrait of biologist, inventor, and
businesswoman Suzanne Baroï de Stoutz]. Tages Anzeiger
(Zurich, Switzerland). Dec. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: A photo shows this 52-year-old woman
from Geneva who won the Branco-Weiss prize for her
achievements. In one of the suburbs of Lagos, the capital of
Nigeria, stands the soymilk factory Farina. It was officially
opened in the summer of 1990, but it has been in operation
since the beginning of the year. Address: Switzerland.
1229. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Europe’s 20 largest tofu and
soymilk companies (Overview). Dec. 23. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The following summary is a combination of
information from two sources: First, numerous interviews
conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center during
1990. And second, informed estimates by one of Europe’s
most knowledgeable soyfoods industry insiders. We give
the ranking, company name, country, products (Tofu, Milk
= Soymilk, Other), and number of metric tons of soybeans
used per month.
1. Alpro. Belgium. Milk. Unknown.
2. Sojinal. France, Milk & Other. 417.
3. Heuschen-Schrouff. Netherlands. Tofu. 200.
4. DE-VAU-GE. Germany. Milk & Tofu. 100.
5. Aros Sojaprodukter. Sweden. Tofu, Milk & Other.
92.2.
6. Unisoy. England. Milk. 47.0.
7. Soya Health Foods. England, Milk. 45.0.
8. Soyana. Switzerland. Tofu & Milk. 32.0.
9. Société Soy. France. Tofu & Milk. 30.0.
10. Cauldron Foods. England. Tofu. 20.0.
11. Haldane Foods/Regular Tofu Co. England. Tofu &
Milk. 10.9.
12. Galactina. Switzerland. Tofu, Milk & Other. 10.0.
13. Soyastern / Dorstener Tofu. Germany. Tofu. 9.3.

14. Dragon & Phoenix. England. Tofu. 8.0.
15. Jonathan P.V.B.A. / Lima Foods. Belgium. Tofu. 6.0.
16. Triballat. France. Milk & Other. 5.6.
17. Innoval. France. Milk. 5.6.
Crivellaro. Italy. Milk. 5.6.
Plamil. England. Milk. 5.6.
Paul’s Tofu. England. Tofu. 4.7.
1230. Product Name: [Tofino Silken Tofu].
Foreign Name: Tofino.
Manufacturer’s Name: Conserves Estavayer S.A. Sold at
Migros supermarkets.
Manufacturer’s Address: Case Postale 29, CH-1470
Estavayer le Lac, Switzerland. Phone: 037 63 91 11.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Letter (fax) from Verena
Krieger of Switzerland. 1990. May 31. Migros is now
introducing Silken Tofu. Letter from Verena Krieger. 1990.
July 5. This product is called Tofino and is expected to be
introduced in about Sept. 1990.
Note. This is the earliest Italian-language document seen
(April 2013) related to silken tofu.
1231. Product Name: [Soymilk].
Manufacturer’s Name: Perlinger GmbH. Made in Belgium
by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address: A-6300 Itter 300, Austria.
Phone: 5332-52440.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Pierre
Vandemoortele. 1990. June 4. Alpro makes and private labels
soymilk for Perlinger, a health food company in Austria.
1232. Product Name: [Soy Yogurt].
Foreign Name: Soy Yogurt.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tofurei Wels (Formerly name
Schoen Tofurei).
Manufacturer’s Address: Prinz Eugen Strasse 1, A-4600
Wels, Austria. Phone: 07242/834222, 78073.
Date of Introduction: 1990.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talker with Walter Schoen,
owner of Wels Tofurei. 1990. Nov. 27. The name of the
company was changed from Schoen Tofurei back to Tofurei
Wels about 1 year ago.
1233. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 1990. Soybeans: Area harvested, yield, and
production. FAO Yearbook–Production (Rome, Italy) 44:107.
• Summary: The following nations are listed for the first
time as soybean producers in the FAO Production Yearbook.
F = FAO estimate. Gabon: Harvested 3,000F ha in 1988,
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1989, and 1990.
Honduras: Harvested 2,000 ha in 1989.
Switzerland: Harvested 1,000 ha in 1988, 1989, and
1990.
1234. Sanitarium Health Food Co. 1990? Our story (Leaflet).
148 Fox Valley Rd., Wahroonga, N.S.W. 2076, Australia. 2
panels on each side. Each panel 30 x 21 cm. Undated.
• Summary: This glossy, color leaflet gives a brief history
of the company, interspersed with many color photos. The
company’s export division is at Hudson Ave., Castle Hill,
NSW 2154, Australia.
“The fascinating history of the Sanitarium Health Food
Company started in the late 19th century when a group of
highly motivated immigrants from the United States decided
to make their living by distributing health foods that they had
imported from Battle Creek, in Michigan, USA. Battle Creek
was famous then for its Sanitarium, the health retreat based
on a Swiss model, where the rich and famous from all parts
of the United States and Europe came for a relaxing health
holiday. One of the draw cards of this place was a breakfast
cereal and health food manufacturing plant, the purpose of
which was to supply food to the institution as well as to the
neighbouring districts.
“A selection of these products was sent to Melbourne,
Australia, in 1897, but before too long the demand for these
unique foods outstripped the availability. Local production
was inevitable...
“The name, Sanitarium Health Food Company, was
adopted in 1898.”
Photos show: (1-4 on front panel) Weet-Bix in a white
bowl. A man on a bicycle pedaling a wheeled cart in front of
him; on it is written Sanitarium Health Food Co. A modern
factory with a company flag flying over it. Veggies in a wrap
on a plate. (5) The old Battle Creek Sanitarium. (6) A hand
pouring a pack of So Good Soymilk. (7) A very old photo
showing an early food factory along the banks for a river. (8)
An aerial view of a modern food factory. (9) A bottling line.
(10) A breakfast table on which Sanitarium breakfast food
products are served. (11) A Sanitarium food delivery truck.
(12) Packages of the leading Sanitarium food products:
Weet-Bix. Corn Flakes. Weet Bix Hi-Bran. Puffed Wheat.
Weeta Puffs. Good Start. Ricies (rice cereal). Honey. Peanut
Butter (Smooth or Crunchy). Crunchy Granola. Caffex.
Golden Toasted Meusli. So Good (soymilk). Vegetarian
Sausages (canned). Vegetarian Bologna (canned). Address:
Wahroonga, Australia. Phone: (02) 487 1711.
1235. Gaiser, Klaus. 1991. Recent developments at
Soyastern and Huegli (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 25.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: It looks like Huegli has decided to buy
Soyastern but this has not been firmly confirmed. The
negotiations have been going on since early summer 1989

and could be finalized very soon. Huegli moves slowly and
carefully. To Klaus they look like a big firm, but they think
of themselves as a small firm compared to Knorr (a big
seasoning and soup company; Klaus thinks they belong to
CPC), Maggi, Nestle, or Unilever. Klaus is now starting to
do an in-depth study of tofu. Within Yamato, he expects to
soon move out of production into the person in charge of
quality control. He feels his company is the leader in tofu
quality in Germany, in part because of his study in Japan.
Tofu quality is a major problem in Germany. The dairy
industry did a study of tofu quality and found plate counts
of 1,000 million colony forming units, which means rotten
tofu. He now represents the tofu industry on a government
body concerning food quality. He feels standards should be
much stricter. Address: President, Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH,
Rittweg 11/1, D-7400 Tuebingen–Hirschau, West Germany.
Phone: 7071-71094.
1236. Moore, Stephen D. 1991. Tetra Pak proposes friendly
takeover of Alfa-Laval valued at $2.91 billion. Wall Street
Journal. Jan. 29. p. A13.
• Summary: “If successful, the union would spawn one
of the world’s biggest producers of food packaging and
processing equipment.” Alfa-Laval’s board unanimously
endorsed the Tetra Pak Group’s offer. “The surprise bid also
promised further financial relief for Sweden’s Wallenberg
group, Alfa-Laval’s biggest owner, which has struggled in
recent months to digest a spate of expensive takeovers. AlfaLaval is a venerable, Stockholm-based industrial concern
and well-known maker of farm equipment. But in recent
years, Alfa-Laval’s fastest growth has come in its industrial
division which produces complete dairy and food processing
factories.
“Tetra Pak is a private company, founded in southern
Sweden but now head-quartered in Lausanne, Switzerland,
and owned by a Liechtenstein-based family foundation. It
claims to be one of the world’s biggest manufacturers of
paper beverage cartons. The proposed takeover would open a
spate of potential synergies.
“Tetra Pak’s Mr. Hagman said that average annual sales
growth of 18% during the 1980s had opened possibilities
for aggressive expansion... Tetra Pak will concentrate its
resources toward the goal of being world leader in food
packaging and distribution.
“But Mr. Hagman ruled out any interest in packing or
distributing non-foods. That policy led Tetra Pak to spurn an
approach from Procter & Gamble Co. of the U.S. about using
Tetra Pak’s cartons to package detergents or shampoos.”
Tetra Pak’s CEO, Bertil Hagman, said Tetra Pak’s sales
last year exceeded $4,835 million and industry analysts
estimate that before tax profit will probably approach $717
million. Alfa-Laval expects 1990 sales of $3,136 million
with pretax profits of $292 million.
In a display of its financial clout, Tetra Pak said it would
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finance the Alfa-Laval acquisition from internal funds.
1237. Richardson, Al A. 1991. Trip report and market
analysis–Europe. Torrance, California: Nichii Company of
America. Feb. 4. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This trip report describes visits to various
companies. Contents: Unisoy Company, Manchester,
England. Dragon & Phoenix, London, England. Cauldron
Foods, Manchester, England. Sojinal, Issenheim, France.
Alpro, Wevelgem, Belgium. Heuschen-Schrouff, Landgraff,
Netherlands. Galactina AG, Belp, Switzerland. Trip and
European market summary. Top soyfoods manufacturers
in Europe. Address: Director, Marketing & Sales, Nichii
Company of America, Inc., 23440 Hawthorne Blvd., Skypark
2, Suite 140, Torrance, California 90505. Phone: (213) 7910010.
1238. Tetra Pak Inc. 1991. Use of UHT/Aseptic white dairy
milk in Europe and other countries, 1989. 889 Bridgeport
Ave., Shelton, CT 06489. 2 p. Feb. 5. Unpublished
manuscript.
• Summary: The following statistics are from Tetra Pak
Statistics in Lausanne, Switzerland. In western Europe,
27,896 million liters of milk are consumed in total. Of
this, 24,108 million liters are consumed in the eleven EEC
countries. Countries not in the EEC are Austria, Cyprus,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey.
The four countries with the largest total milk consumption
are the UK (6,687 million liters), France (3,735), Spain
(3,624), and Germany (3,470). Of the all the milk consumed
in Europe, 9,660 million liters (35% of the total) is packaged
in UHT/Aseptic cartons. Of the all the milk consumed in the
EEC, 9,376 million liters (39% of the EEC total) is packaged
in UHT/Aseptic cartons. The four countries in which UHT/
Aseptic packaging is most widely used are France (3,000
million liters; 80% of all milk in France), Spain (2,125;
59%), Germany (1,578; 45%), and Italy (1,497; 52%).
Outside of Europe, the world’s biggest dairy milk
consumers are: USA (24,429 million liters; 0.2% UHT/
Aseptic), India (5,001; 0.4%), Japan (4,803; 4%), Mexico
(2,895; 8%), and Canada (2,504; 0%). Countries with the
highest percentage of UHT packaging are Yemen (39 million
liters of milk consumed; 95% in UHT), Pakistan (97; 92%),
Saudi Arabia (158; 82%), Thailand (34; 70%), Singapore
(28; 64%), and Chile (151; 61%). Address: Shelton,
Connecticut.
1239. Kerntke, Ulrich. 1991. Soya: Not just for eccentrics.
Dragoco Report No. 3. p. 83-97. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: An interesting overview of soybean production
worldwide and the markets for tofu and soymilk in Europe.
Figure 1 is a bar chart ranking countries that produce more
than 1 million tonnes of soybeans by their yields in tonnes
per hectare. The country with the highest yield by far is Italy

(approx. 3.1 tonnes/ha), followed by Canada (2.3), USA
(2.2), Argentina (2.1), Paraguay (1.8), Brazil (1.7), China
(1.3), Indonesia (1.1), and India (0.8 tonnes/ha).
Figure 2 is a graph of soybean production in 4 major
countries and others from 1935 to 1990.
Figure 3 shows world market share of soybean
production among 4 major countries and others from 1935
to 1990. The U.S. market share grew steadily until about
1965, but has fallen ever since. Brazil’s market share showed
significant growth after 1965, and Argentina’s after 1975.
Figure 4 shows the number of countries producing more
than 100,000 tonnes of soybeans from 1935 to 1990. This
number stayed steady at about 6-7 from 1935 to 1965, then
rapidly increased to 15 in 1975 and 27 in 1990. Figures 6
and 7 are bar charts showing consumption of tofu in 1986,
with projections to 1992 in France, Great Britain, Germany,
Netherlands, and the rest of the EC (especially Switzerland).
In 1992 for tofu, Germany is expected to be the leader
followed by Great Britain and France. For soymilk, Great
Britain is expected to be by far the leader, followed by
Germany and France. The source of the tofu and soymilk
information is Institut für Agrarpolitik, Stuttgart. Address:
Product Manager, Flavor Div., Dragoco, Gerberding & Co.
GmbH, D-3450 Holzminden, Germany. Phone: (05531) 704
327.
1240. Van Dyne, Donald L.; Gavett, Earle E.; Blase, Melvin.
1991. Vegetable oils as a diesel fuel substitute: Agricultural
economics working paper AEWP 1991-3. Columbia,
Missouri. 18 p. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Working papers generally have not been
reviewed by anyone other than the author. They are part
of the process of obtaining from readers comments and
suggestions for the author to use in subsequent revisions of
the paper and to inform colleagues of work in progress. They
should not be quoted or cited as a reference without approval
of the author.”
Contents: Executive summary (Footnote: “Biodiesel is
a term used to describe a substitute diesel fuel derived from
industrial rapeseed oil that is made by a privately owned
company in Aschach / Donia, Austria. There is no indication
that the word is protected by copyright”). Introduction.
Federal farm program acreage. Table 1 showing land retired
in annual commodity programs, U.S., 1990, by state for
wheat, corn, sorghum, barley, oats, cotton, rice, total for
that state and for the USA. Table 2 showing land retired in
the CRP (Conservation Reserve Program), U.S. 1990, same
format as Table 1. Total land area in the U.S. idled in 1990
was almost 47 million acres. Vegetable oil fuel: Technology,
Engine use and warranty. Economics of vegetable oil fuel
(rapeseed from an individual farmer’s perspective): Seed oil
and meal fraction. Oilseed processing and transesterification:
Small plant, larger plant; investment and operating costs.
Research and development needs. Address: Dep. of
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Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Missouri-Columbia,
Columbia, Missouri 65211.
1241. Gaiser, Klaus. 1991. Re: Huegli acquires Soyastern,
owned by Thomas Karas. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, April 18. 1 p.
• Summary: Soyastern (Dorstener Tofu), owned by Thomas
Karas, was acquired by Huegli a few days ago. Followup talk followed by letter (fax). 1991. June 26 and 28. In
about Feb. 1991 Huegli Nahrungsmittel GmbH bought the
Soyastern brand only, not the company. Soyastern Naturkost
GmbH has now been moved into the same town as Huegli
(address: Guettinger Str. 23, D-7760 Radolfzell, Germany),
and the huge chicken factory in Dorsten, formerly occupied
by Soyastern but never paid for completely, has been
closed down and returned to the former owners. Yamato
is producing part of Soyastern’s products. The larger part
has been taken over by some other factory which has been
producing the tofu for Heirler (which Huegli now also
owns). Alexander Moosmann from Huegli is managing
director of the new Soyastern, and Thomas Karas (still
located in Dorsten) works for him as director of sales and
marketing for the health food market (Naturkostmarkt).
Thomas’ task is tofu product manager for the whole group/
firm. Soyastern and Yamato are now working together to
develop a strategy for selling more of their tofu and tofu
products in Europe, primarily in the Reform market and
natural/health food market. Yamato is committed to making
all of their soy products from organically grown soybeans.
Yamato plans to move into a larger factory soon to keep up
with their growing production. The plan now is to keep both
the Yamato and Soyastern brands. The traditional/classical
tofu products (such as basic tofu, smoked tofu, sprouts) will
be sold under the Yamato brand, while the new/modernized
European second-generation products (like tofu burgers) will
be sold under the Soyastern brand. “The market for regular
traditional tofu is limited and will stay limited in Germany.
The growth potential lies in new, modernized secondgeneration European tofu products. Soybeans and soyfoods
still do not yet have the best reputation here in Germany,
for various reasons. Some people even think negatively of
them.” Things at Yamato and Soyastern are changing rapidly
now but should have settled down within 6 months.
Huegli is now buying some spray dried tofu from
a company in the USA or Canada. Shurtleff encourages
Yamato to start making their own spray-dried tofu since
this is a product which is growing very rapidly in the USA.
Address: President, Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH, Rittweg 11/1,
D-7400 Tuebingen–Hirschau, West Germany. Phone: 707171094.
1242. Drosihn, Bernd. 1991. Re: New developments at
Soyastern and Byodo Naturkost in Germany. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 5. 1 p.

• Summary: “In Germany the market is on the move, but I’m
sure you know that already through your worldwide TofuFBI. Soyastern stopped producing tofu and the brand has
been taken over by Huegli, which now controls 60% of the
tofu market in German natural food stores. Likewise, Byodo
Naturkost in Munich is now owned by Svadesha.
Viana has started to produce tofu too, because our
production of tempeh is still very small. We are planning
to pasteurize tempeh in the future. Address: Founder and
president, Viana Naturkost GmbH, Schmittenstr. 106,
D-5030 Huerth 6 (Fischenich), West Germany. Phone:
(02233) 41323.
1243. Gretzmacher, R. 1991. The efficiency of irrigation
and different sowing rates on soybeans in eastern Austria.
Eurosoya No. 7/8. p. 5-9. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The experiment was performed to investigate
the efficiency of different irrigation quantities and irrigationtimes as well as four different sowing rates.
“In 1980 and 1981 we tested four sowing rates (50, 75,
100 and 125 kg/ha) and irrigation starting with flowering
and an unirrigated control. Sprinklers were used to water the
plots.
“During 1982-1986 we tested a drip irrigation system
to get on the same areas more treatments and used higher
sowing rates (75, 100, 125 and 150 kg/ha).
“There were 4 modifications of irrigation-times:
“Treatment 0: unirrigated control
“Treatment I: watering starting with emergence (Stage
VE-VC)
“Treatment II: watering before flowering (Stage last
V-R1)
“Treatment III: watering during pod filling (Stage R3)
“3-12 waterings with 584-116 mm water were the
irrigation frequency and quantity during the different
experimental years.
“The yields ranged from 500-3100 kg/ha. The highest
sowing rates produced the best yield with and without
irrigation. In the most years the irrigation increased the
yielding ability from 50 up to 100 percent, in respect to
average yielding, but with the exception of the moist year
1985. The highest yields were found beginning the irrigation
in growth stage last V-R1 (treatment II). The best efficiency
(7.2–9.6 kg additional seed yield/mm watering) was reached
with the treatment III. The measurement of the height of
soybeans proved to be a good indicator for the yield.”
Address: Inst. of Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of
Agriculture, Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33, A-1180, Vienna,
Austria (Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Universitaet fuer Bodenkultur).
1244. Tanasch, Laila; Gretzmacher, R. 1991. Influence
of photoperiod and temperature on flower induction of
soybeans. Eurosoya No. 7/8. p. 10-15. June. [26 ref]
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Address: Inst. of Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of
Agriculture, Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33, A-1180, Vienna,
Austria.
1245. Tanasch, Laila; Ebermann, R. 1991. Yield comparison
of some soybean varieties and their classification through
gel-electrophoretic separation. Eurosoya No. 7/8. p. 16-19.
June. [13 ref]
• Summary: “In the post-war period, interest in soybean
production gradually declined till it has almost diminished.
Dietary habits changed dramatically in the post-war period in
favor of animal protein consumption which also contributed
to the decline in soybean production. its cultivation in
Austria has ceased completely.
“Recently, cultivation of soybean in the central
European countries is getting a new impetus as an alternative
plant type which can offset the overproduction in wheat,
grapes, sugar-beet, etc. But its cultivation in Austria is
still regarded as a low priority crop. This is partly due
to economic reasons, as the prices for imported soybean
products are much lower than those of natively produced
ones.
“Soybean yield depends considerably on environmental
conditions, and it fluctuates according to season, cultivation
area, etc. Yield instability causes price fluctuations creating
uncertainty in soybean management and farm organization.
These factors contribute to be a lack of interest in reviving
soybean cultivation in Austria.
“This yield instability could be ascribed to unsuitable
varieties tested. No further efforts have been taken to breed
new varieties adapted to Austrian conditions which are
distinguished by its short and cold vegetation seasons. There
is no incentive to motivate private plant breeders to invest
in soybean breeding programs and the state plant breeding
units are unable to undertake such a task with their limited
financial and personal facilities. Some enthusiastic interest in
breeding soybean is now being undertaken at the University
of Agriculture, Plant Breeding Department, Vienna. This
report represents a part of the ongoing program.” Address:
Inst. of Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of Agriculture,
Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33, A-1180, Vienna, Austria.
1246. Egerstrom, Lee. 1991. Summer reading should include
U of M [University of Minnesota] paper on top 10 ag trends.
St. Paul Pioneer Press (Minnesota). July 10. p. 3D. Business
section / Twin Cities.
• Summary: In the June issue of Missouri’s Economic &
Policy Information newsletter, U of M’s Melvin Blase and
Donald Van Duyne, write that research is making progress
is “processing soybean and canola oils to substitute for
diesel fuels.” Much of the work they summarize is from
the University of Idaho, and some is “from a commercial
firm in Austria that has won engine warranties for use of
its biodiesel fuels from such firms as Deere & Co., Chase

International, Massey Ferguson and Deutz-Allis.
“The two Missouri economists note that biodiesel fuels
can be cost competitive with petroleum-based diesel if the
soybean meal and other byproducts are properly marketed
and valued.” Address: Staff writer.
1247. Gavin, M.; Wettstein, A. 1991. Verfahrenstechnische
Fortschritte in der Entwicklung von Sojaprodukten
[Progress in processing techniques in the development of
soy products]. In: F. Meuser and P. Suckow, eds. 1991.
Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. Hamburger SojaTagung. Berlin: Technische Universitaet Berlin, Institut
fuer Lebensmitteltechnologie und Gaerungstechnologie–
Getreidetechnologie. 171 p. See p. 23-38. [Ger]
• Summary: A fine-grained soy flour or powder has been
developed. It can be used to make salted products (such
as soyanaise {Sojanaise}, soynut butter {Sojabutter},
soy meat {Sojafleisch}), sweetened products (soy
chocolate{Sojachokolade}, soy caramel {Sojakaramellen}),
ready-to-use mixtures for the production of sweets, pasta or
doughs, soymilk or tofu. Note 2. This is the earliest Germanlanguage document seen (April 2005) that mentions soynut
butter, which it calls Sojabutter. Address: Buehler SG, Uzwil,
Switzerland.
1248. Widhalm, K.; Pakosta, R. 1991. Effekt einer Sojadiaet im Vergleich zu einer klassischen typ II-Diaet auf
Serumlipoproteine bei Kindern mit Hypercholesterinaemie
[Effect of a soya diet in comparison to a classical
type II diet on serum lipoproteins in children with
hypercholesterolemia]. In: F. Meuser and P. Suckow, eds.
1991. Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. Hamburger SojaTagung. Berlin: Technische Universitaet Berlin, Institut
fuer Lebensmitteltechnologie und Gaerungstechnologie–
Getreidetechnologie. 171 p. See p. 107-115. [19 ref. Ger]
Address: Universitaets-Kinderklinik [University Children’s
Clinic], Vienna, Austria.
1249. Drosihn, Bernd; Hess, Albert; Nagel, Christian. 1991.
The tofu industry and market in West Germany (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bernd is in the USA with Albert Hess of Das
Tofuhaus. They just had a nice visit to Northern Soy in
Rochester, New York. Svadesha Vegetarische Feinkost
bought Byodo Naturkost in April 1991 and is now in
financial trouble because the owners do not understand the
tofu market; they are trying to sell Byodo, which is now also
having trouble.
Since Huegli bought Soyastern and Yamato, the two
companies have steadily lost market share. For the past
two years, Soyastern’s quality has been very poor, and
they have sometimes been unable to fill orders–but that has
improved somewhat since they were bought by Huegli (a
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Swiss company). In 1988 Soyastern alone had 35-40% of
the German tofu market, and now it is 20-25%. Soyastern’s
actual output of tofu stayed about constant but the market
as a whole is growing well. Yamato has always been well
organized. Another problem is that Huegli is seen by natural
food store owners as a “big food company” and these owners
do not want to support such companies by buying from them.
Roughly 20 tonnes/week of tofu are now made in
Germany, and that is growing at 10-15% a year. Of total
sales, roughly 35% is plain tofu and 65% is tofu products.
There are many more tofu products. Tofu and tofu products
now have much more shelf space in food stores, and many
stores that used to carry only one brand of tofu now carry
3-5. Roughly 90% of the tofu sold in Germany is made with
organically grown soybeans; Hensel is one major company
whose tofu is not organic. A rapidly growing proportion of
these organic soybeans are now grown in Europe. The main
countries supplying organic soybeans for tofu in Germany, in
descending order, are: USA, France, Austria, Hungary, and
Germany (the latter grows 20-30 tonnes/year). Some smaller
companies (such as Taifun, Albert Hess of Das Tofuhaus,
and Christian Nagel) have all been growing well. The largest
tofu manufacturers in Germany are: (1) Huegli with 40% of
the German tofu market–composed of Soyastern, Yamato,
and KMK–is by far the biggest; they also have some brands
in the Reform market, and in canteens. Hensel, which has
strong connections with Huegli, is not a manufacturer; their
tofu is produced at KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel)
in Kassel, which is owned by Huegli. In early 1990 Huegli
purchased Heirler, the biggest distributor of fresh health
foods in West Germany, and also a brand name in 2,000
Reform Houses in Germany; (2) DE-VAU-GE (GranoVita
brand), with 10% of the market, is big in the Reform market;
(3) Christian Nagel Hamburg Tofu Manufaktur, 7-8%;
(4) Geestland in Bremerhaven, 7-8%; (5) Das Tofuhaus
in Lautersheim, 7-8%; (6) Taifun; (7) Svadesha; (8) Soto.
Bernd’s company is still small but he now makes much more
tofu than tempeh, and his sales are growing fast. He got
his tofu equipment from Tofurei Jutta Schoenemann near
Nuremberg–which was run by a housewife and her husband.
They bought their equipment in Japan, made 100-200 kg/
week of tofu, and went out of business about 2 years ago. He
is not aware of any companies that have gone out of business
during the past year, although Svadesha and Byodo are
having a hard time.
A major change is that KMK is now producing the tofu
for Soyastern and Yamato. Yamato’s plant will be closed at
the end of this year. It is less expensive for Huegli to produce
all of their tofu at one place. Thus by early 1992 KMK will
be the largest tofu plant in Germany. It is not clear what
will happen to Klaus Gaiser; he does not want to move
away from Tuebingen. Thomas Karas is probably living in
Cologne; he was very lucky to be able to sell his company
to Huegli though he had debts of about 1 million marks.

Huegli assumed only one-fourth of these debts. Soyastern’s
two main sources of capital (one bank and the man who
sold him the chicken factory) took over one-fourth of the
debt. Another one-forth was taken over by his supplier of
soybeans, and Thomas took on the last one-fourth himself.
The price of tofu in the USA is much lower than in
Germany, except for Heuschen-Schrouff tofu, which is sold
in Asian food stores. Tofu sold in Asian food stores in Europe
is generally much less expensive than that sold in natural
food stores. Huegli is trying to recover the market share they
have been losing by selling their tofu less expensively; this
will probably bring down all tofu prices in Germany–but
Bernd hopes it does not fall to the American level.
The organic German Soyfoods Association has had
a struggle. People are now encouraging Klaus Gaiser to
establish an association of all soyfoods manufacturers
in Germany. Another big question is how soyfoods
manufacturers will relate to the unified European Community
in 1992. Address: 1. Founder and president, Viana Naturkost
GmbH, Cologne; 2. Owner, Das Tofuhaus; 3. Owner
Hamburger Tofu Manufaktur. All: Germany. Phone: (02233)
41323 or 221-121175.
1250. Spear, Bill. 1991. Soyfoods in Yugoslavia (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bill just returned from a 1-week macrobiotic
summer camp at Kumrovec, Croatia, Yugoslavia; 75 people
plus staff attended–during the current civil war. Last year
he attended the same event, along with 600 other people.
There are presently an estimated 5,000 to 10,000 macrobiotic
people in Croatia. The major activity is in Zagreb. Croatia
has most of the money and industrial productivity in
Yugoslavia and that is a major reason that Croatians want
independence. The Serbians are a relatively poor majority.
There are two commercial and at least three home-based
soyfoods manufacturers in former Yugoslavia. The best
contact is Ivan Jugovac (about 40 years old), owner of Anyo
located at Skolska Ulica 43A, 51215 Kastav (near Rijeka),
Croatia, Yugoslavia. Ivan knows the names of the other
soyfoods companies in Yugoslavia and is part of a looselyknit soycrafters network there. Anyo, which started about 2-3
years ago, makes 250-300 kg/week of tofu (100 kg/day in 4
or 5 batches) and 150-200 kg/week of seitan. From the tofu
they also make smoked tofu, grilled tofu, deep-fried tofu,
and tofu spread (with okara). The tofu is made in a 100-liter
steam jacketed kettle and the nigari is imported from Japan.
Their soybeans (which are not organically grown) come from
Becej (pronounced BECH-ay) in Serbia, Yugoslavia. The
business is doing well. Ivan makes natto for his personal use.
He wants to start making miso and amazake commercially,
and is looking for sources of koji and koji starter.
A second soyfoods shop in Belgrade, Serbia (name,
address, and contact person unknown) makes tofu, seitan,
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and tempeh on about the same scale as Anyo. It probably
started at about the same time as Anyo. There are 1-2 small
tofu shops in Zagreb, and one in Novi Sad, Serbia; in each,
the tofu is made in a home kitchen. In Slovenia, a tofu
company that will be the largest in Yugoslavia is nearly ready
to begin operation in Slovenia, but the current civil war has
delayed their opening. They plan to make 100 kg/day of tofu.
The man who knows the most about soyfoods in
Yugoslavia is Zlatko Pejic, a peace activist who is president
of the Society for the Improvement of the Quality of Life and
head of the macrobiotic community in Zagreb. His wife is a
cooking teacher. He invited Bill to Yugoslavia, has been to
the USA, and lectures throughout Yugoslavia. He has visited
most of the soyfoods companies in Yugoslavia, has a fax, and
like Ivan speaks pretty good English.
Basically all of the interest in soyfoods in Yugoslavia
grew out of macrobiotics. Several of the people who started
companies attended the Kushi Institute in London. Two years
ago, others attended the International Macrobiotic Institute
in Kiental, Switzerland. In both places there are classes in
soyfoods production (miso, tempeh, tofu, etc.) taught by
various macrobiotic teachers such as Roberto Marrocchesi.
Most companies have some books from Soyfoods Center.
Bill is still actively affiliated with The Bridge in Connecticut
and is a teacher of macrobiotics. Address: North Road,
Bantam, Connecticut 06750. Phone: 203-567-0554.
1251. Kudou, Shigemitsu; Fleury, Y.; Welti, D.; Magnolato,
D.; Uchida, T.; Kitamura, K.; Okubo, K. 1991. Malonyl
isoflavone glycosides in soybean seeds (Glycine max
Merrill). Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 55(9):222733. Sept. [21 ref]
• Summary: Isoflavone concentration in the soybean
hypocotyl is about 5-6 times higher than in the cotyledons.
Nine kinds of isoflavone glycosides were isolated from the
hypocotyls of soybean seeds. Three kinds were proved to be
malonylated soybean isoflavones. The principal conjugated
forms of isoflavones in the soybean hypocotyl were
6”-O-malonylglucosides. “All of the isoflavone components
produced intensely undesirable taste effects such as bitter,
astringent and dry mouth feeling.”
A graph (p. 2229) shows “Isoflavone accumulation
during maturation of Maple Arrow soybean seeds.”
The accumulation of daidzin, genistin, glycitin and
their corresponding malonylated forms in immature
seeds during development began at about 35 days after
flowering and increased until about 60 days after flowering.
Malonylgenistin and the genistin content increased during
the late development of the beans, whereas malonyldaidzin
and daidzin accumulated throughout the whole period.
Address: 1&5. Kanesa Miso Co., Ltd., 202 Hamada,
Tamagawa, Aomori 030, Japan; 2-4. Research Centre, Nestlé
Ltd., P.O. Box 44, Vers-Chez-Les-Blanc, CH-1000 Lausanne
26, Switzerland.

1252. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1991. A green Europe?
2(2):3. Autumn. [1 ref]
• Summary: Europanel, a network of market research and
information organizations based in 13 European countries
plus Brazil, the USA, and Canada surveyed 28,047
households to determine the amount of environmental
sensitivity in European countries. “Germany, Norway,
Sweden and German-speaking Switzerland and Austria
have the highest percentage (58%-62%) of environmentally
conscious citizens. All other countries with the exception
of France can be described as being to an average degree
sensitive to environmental problems (41%-55%) whilst
France has the lowest score at 29%.”
1253. Takai Seisaku-sho. 1991. [Takai corporate guide]. 1-1
Inari, Nonoichi-machi, Ishikawa-ken 921, Japan. 8 panels.
Nov. 1. 30 cm. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This color brochure, containing 5 color photos,
is written in both Japanese and English. It notes that (as
of 1 Nov. 1991) Takai has exported its tofu and soymilk
equipment to 140 cities of 30 countries, including Bhutan,
Bolivia, Brunei, Burkina Faso, Egypt, Finland, India, North
Korea, Mexico, Nepal, Philippines, Spain, Sri Lanka,
Sweden, Switzerland, and Thailand.
A chronology of the company states that in July 1917
Kamejiro Takai, a former president, founded Takai &
Brothers Co. It was renamed Takai Sesakusho in Jan. 1946.
Address: Kanazawa, Ishikawa-ken, Japan. Phone: 0762-481355.
1254. Ferruzzi-Montedison, Novamont Subsidiary. 1991.
Diesel-Bi: The fuel that does not consume the world. The
chemistry of nature. n.p. 24 p. Nov. 18 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: An early, attractive, and very interesting
booklet, whose place of publication is not given. The “Bi”
in the fuel’s name is pronounced “Bee.” Contents: The
living chemistry. Diesel-Bi: a biofuel based on oilseeds
for diesel engines and heating systems. Diesel engine
tests. A new harvest with each year’s crop: the “Earthfriendly” biofuel. Properties. Diesel-Bi: a breath of fresh air.
Emissions. The most evident effect of Diesel-Bi: the total
elimination of sulfur dioxide. Novamont’s Diesel-Bi slows
down the build-up of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
(it “contributes in no way to the greenhouse effect”). The
Diesel-Bi cycle. Biodegradability, safety, a high flash point:
three fundamental reasons for the steady diffusion of DieselBi (the flash point is 110ºC). August 19, 1991: start up of
the Zurich [Switzerland] experience [sic, experiment; five
city buses began using Diesel-Bi]. Map of Europe showing
sites of field tests and vehicle types: Compegne and Rouen,
France. Kiel, Paderborn, Fulda, and Wuerzburg, Germany.
Gorgonzola and Castelmassa, Italy. Wien [Vienna] and
Wieselburg, Austria. Novamont is already producing Diesel-
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Bi on an industrial scale in Europe, and extra capacity is
expected to come on stream during 1992.
1255. Gavett, Earle E. 1991. Alternative diesel fuels from
oilseeds. Paper presented at Annual Agricultural Outlook
Conference, USDA, Washington, DC, Dec. 4. 5 p. [3 ref]
• Summary: In a barrel of crude oil, U.S. refiners recover
about 37% of the total as gasoline, 17% as diesel fuel, 4% as
jet fuel, and the remaining 42% as miscellaneous products,
mainly heavy residual oil.
Each year, the United States uses about 50 billion
gallons of diesel fuel. Of this, 3 billion gallons (6%) are
used on farms to power tractors, combines, trucks, and other
farm equipment. Most of the remainder is used to move
commercial goods and people by truck, rail and barge.
The Clean Air Act (CAA) Amendments of 1990
“include a number of provisions that affect diesel fuel. These
provisions can have a significant impact on farming and the
entire agribusiness sector. I will address them as they appear
in the Act.”
Sec. 217. Diesel fuel sulfur content. It must be
dramatically reduced by 1 Oct. 1993. Sulfur dioxide is one
of the main elements in smog. Sec. 222. Nonroad engines
and vehicles. Sec. 229 Clean fuel vehicles (includes gasoline,
diesel fuel, and alternative fuels such as methanol and
ethanol for diesel engines).
Sec. 231. Ethanol substitute for diesel (Also vegetable
oils as substitutes for diesel). “During the late 1970s and
early 1980s a significant effort was undertaken by USDA,
with help from DOE and some land grant institutions, to
develop alternative fuels for diesel engines. We believed
farmers could produce their own fuel.” Early efforts using
unmodified vegetable oil were unsuccessful. Then came a
key development. “With limited USDA funding, University
of Idaho researchers developed a process where vegetable
oil (rapeseed oil) is reacted with an alcohol (methanol)
in the presence of a catalyst (potassium hydroxide). This
process is called transesterification. Esterifying rapeseed oil
results in a highly acceptable diesel fuel substitute that we
can call Biodiesel. Only limited quantities of Biodiesel are
produced in this country at small pilot scale facilities such as
at the University of Idaho. The information was shared with
Austria. Discusses the growing use of biodiesel in Austria.
Note: This paper was also used as a news release on 4
Dec. 1991. Address: Consultant and Former Director, Office
of Energy, USDA.
1256. Interchem (N.A.) Industries. 1991 Biodiesel
commercialization program: Background information.
Kansas. 7 p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Biodiesel: Key features.
Fuel consumption. Fuel characteristics. Performance.
Emissions. Safety. Vehicle tests.
“Interchem (N.A.) Industries has initiated a major

commercial program to develop transportation and boiler
fuels from renewable resources in North America. Interchem
intends to commercialize a new diesel fuel based on methyl
esters of vegetable oil,...”
“Recognizing the U.S. legislative and regulatory
requirements that require the increasing use of alternative
fuels, Interchem has initiated a program of market
evaluation, on-road demonstrations and pilot production that
will lead to large scale commercialization of Biodiesel in
selected diesel fuel markets in the United States. Interchem
intends to work with local and federal authorities to achieve
certification of Biodiesel as one of the principal alternative to
petroleum based diesel fuel.
“Biodiesel is an alternative fuel made from renewable
agricultural feedstocks. It is made from vegetable oil and
methanol by a catalytic transesterification process. The
preferred feedstock in the United States is soybean oil,”
while in Europe it is rapeseed oil.
Table V. Demonstration tests of biodiesel. Four
columns show location, authority, vehicles, and purpose. (1)
Columbia, Missouri, Univ. of Missouri, truck for emissions,
power, and fuel consumption. (2) St. Louis, Missouri. City
of St. Louis, 10 vehicles, trucks, fork lifts, compressor for
emissions, acceleration, general use. (3) St. Louis, Bi-State
Development Inc., municipal bus for emissions. (4) Grand
Forks, North Dakota, Univ. of N.D., 12 tractors for engine
wear, fuel efficiency. Also: Brazil, Austria (2), Switzerland.
Table VII: European carbon dioxide tax legislation. The
two columns show the country and type of “carbon tax.”
Germany: A carbon dioxide emissions tax of 0.10 DM
per liter will be applied to diesel fuel beginning in 1991.
Sweden: A carbon dioxide emissions tax will go into effect in
1991. Address: Kansas.
1257. Product Name: Alpamare.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bioforce of America Ltd.
(Importer). Made in Switzerland.
Manufacturer’s Address: Importer: P.O. Box 507,
Kinderhook, NY 12106. Made by Bioforce AG, CH-9325
Roggwil/TG, Switzerland. Phone: 800-645-9135.
Date of Introduction: 1991.
New Product–Documentation: Catalog from Bioforce of
America Ltd., P.O. Box 507, Kinderhook, New York 12106.
1991. Feb. 17. Alpamare is a seasoning sauce with herbs,
concentrated kelp, and soy.
1258. Ferruzzi-Montedison. 1992. City of Florence [Italy]
to use Diesel-Bi to cut pollution emissions: FerruzziMontedison’s Novamont to construct plant at Livorno to
produce Diesel-Bi ecological fuel (News release). Milan,
Italy. 2 p. Jan. 22.
• Summary: “Milan, Italy–As of today Florence has been
added to the numerous Italian and foreign cities (such as
Vicenza [Italy], Zurich [Switzerland], etc.) which are testing
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Diesel-Bi in their public transportation systems. Diesel-Bi
is the new vegetable oil-based fuel developed by Novamont
(Ferruzzi-Montedison Group).”
It is “derived from vegetable oils extracted from soya,
canola and sunflower for use in diesel engines and heating
boilers which normally use diesel fuel.” Novamont’s plant
in Livorno could be completed by October with a production
capacity of 60,000 metric tons a year–assuming the
government authorization process is concluded shortly.
1259. Giornale della Soia (Il) (Italy). 1992. La soia
nell’Impero Austro-Ungarico [The soybean in the AustroHungarian empire]. 8(1):31-33. Jan. [1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This is a reprint from the section on the history
of the soybean in Europe from the book La Soja by Fulvio
Bottari (p. 39-45), published in 1923. Contains a long
discussion of the work of Friedrich Haberlandt and a photo
of Francesco Giuseppe.
1260. Kushi, Michio. 1992. Introduction to Culinary
Treasures of Japan, by John and Jan Belleme. 16 p. Jan.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This manuscript, which was published in a
condensed form in the actual book, tells the story of Mitoku
and their work to export traditional Japanese natural foods to
the Western world. Michio Kushi was instrumental in getting
Mr. Akiyoshi Kazama involved in this work. Mr. Kushi,
who became a World Federalist after World War II, came to
the U.S. in Nov. 1949 to study at Columbia University. He
continuously sought ways of establishing world peace, and
increasingly came to believe that a proper diet is the basis for
health, happiness, and peace.
In April 1966 the author’s wife, Aveline, opened a small
store named Erewhon in Boston. Michio began to search
for a Japanese source for foods that Erewhon would sell. He
was introduced to Mr. Kazama (who lived in Tokyo) through
a Japanese friend, Mr. Obayashi, who resided at that time
in New York City. Michio felt that Mr. Kazama understood
his desire for foods of high quality. So Mr. Kazama “began
his search for food producers and manufacturers who
were sincere and willing to supply the kind of quality we
requested. I know that for him, at that time, it was a great
gamble. It was also a painstaking and slow step-by-step
process.”
Mr. Kazama was born on 1 Feb. 1930 in Yamanashi
prefecture. He graduated from Waseda University in Tokyo,
then was selected to study business in the United States.
After arriving in Chicago, Illinois, he was drafted by the U.S.
government to serve in the American Army in Korea and in
Japan from 1956 to 1958. Upon his return to Japan, he settled
in Tokyo where he became an import agent for a German
company dealing in optics and electronics. After the Kushis
contacted him, he became involved in the emerging natural
food business. [He founded a company named Mitoku. Mi =

Michio. To = Tomoko (Aveline’s given name in Japanese).
Ku = Kushi].
In 1968 Mr. Kazama made his first shipment of Japanese
natural foods to Erewhon; the order was worth $3,000.
The Kushis first met Mr. Kazama in Boston in 1970. Over
the years, the volume of Mitoku’s exports steadily grew,
and expanded to Europe, Australia, and the Middle East.
Today Mitoku ships its products to about 35 countries.
Approximately 40% of Mitoku’s exports go to America, 40%
to Europe, and 20% to Australia and other regions. Annual
sales are about $10 million. Among the major suppliers
are Sendai Miso Shoyu Co. Ltd., Hatcho Miso Co. Ltd.,
Hagoromo Miso, Ltd., Hanamaruki Miso Co. Ltd, San Iku
Foods Co. Ltd.
Distributors of Mitoku’s products include the following:
In the USA: Westbrae Natural Foods Inc., Great Eastern
Sun Inc., U.S. Mills Inc., Tree of Life Inc., and Shojin
Natural Foods (Hawaii). In Canada: Koyo Foods Inc., Flora
Distributors Ltd., and Timbuktu. In Costa Rica: Distribuidora
de Productos Macrobioticos S.A. In England: Sunwheel
Foods Ltd, Clearspring Natural Grocer, Meridian Foods
Ltd. In France: Celnat, Tama. In Belgium: Lima N.V. In the
United Arab Emirates: Emirates Trading & Marketing Est.
In South Africa: Key Health. In Austria: Naturkostladen,
Lebenszeichen. In Switzerland: S’lotusbluemli, Terrasana,
Futonhaus. In Sweden: Kung Markatta. In Norway:
Alternative Import. In Finland: Makro Bios. In Portugal:
Armazens Da Matinha. In Spain: Kunga. In Italy: La Finestra
Sul Cielo, Probios S.R.L., Dalla Terra al Cielo, Solo Natura.
In Israel: Tivoli Ltd. In Australia: Pureharvest. In New
Zealand: Enso. In Singapore: Nature’s Best. In Yugoslavia:
General Export. In Japan: Seibu Department Stores Ltd.,
Tokyu Department Stores Ltd. Among the countries reached
indirectly through trans-shipment are Hungary, reached
through Austria, various South American countries reached
through the United States, and other countries such as
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Iceland, Andorra, Ireland and the
Caribbean Islands.
As Mitoku developed its international operations,
Mr. Kazama hired many students from Western countries,
including Blake Rankin (USA), Ferro Ledvinka (Italy),
Christopher Geoffrey Dawson (New Zealand, starting 1979),
Robbie Swinnerton (England), Terrie Adams (USA), and
Michelle Harbroun (France).
“For the past 10 years, Mitoku has echoed and supported
the macrobiotic perspective with its motto ‘Isshoku-Dogen.’
These words, though they have been forgotten in the last
few centuries by the very people in the health care field who
should remember them well, mean literally ‘medicine and
food have the same source,’ and can be translated as ‘food is
medicine.’ This saying has been used and known as part of
the ancestral heritage of wisdom transmitted from generation
to generation for several thousand years in Oriental countries
such as China, Korea and Japan.
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“In an attempt to preserve Japanese traditions, Japan
has instituted a ‘Living Treasures’ program granting official
recognition and support to [living masters in] various cultural
areas such as theater, music, dance, sculpture, carpentry,
weaving... and arts and crafts. Ironically, though, Japan has
not granted the same official recognition to its traditional
methods of food processing and production in spite of the
fact that increasingly large numbers of people throughout the
world are now appreciating traditionally processed Japanese
food products and have become aware of their important
health benefits. The Japanese traditional arts of producing
miso, soysauce, tofu, natto, amazake, rice vinegar, sake,
mirin, condiments and pickles as well as cooking methods
and preparation are unique among the culinary practices of
the world... These foods are also works of art... It is my hope
and recommendation that official recognition and support be
granted by the ‘Living Treasures of Japan’ to those who have
dedicated their life to the traditional art of food production
and processing in spite of the hardships and commercial
disadvantages they are compelled to face in business
competition and present-day economical conditions.”
Address: 62 Buckminster Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts
02146.
1261. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Nestlé invests in
Asia. 3(1):2. Winter.
• Summary: “Nestlé, the world’s biggest food group, is
investing $100 million in new factories in five countries
belonging to the South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). The
Swiss-based company will own 60% of the companies and
will manage them.”
Two of the 5 factories will be making soya products.
“The Indonesian factory will be soya-based and soya sauce
powder will be produced in Singapore.”
1262. Roetheli, Joseph C. 1992. Trip report–Biodiesel:
Ferruzzi, Milan, Italy–March 16, 1992. Letter to Daniel
Kugler, CSRS [Cooperative State Research Service] Office
of Ag Materials, March 27. 5 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: Contents: Background (FERTEC R&D unit
merged with Novamont on 1 Jan. 1992; Ferruzzi has a large
presence in the U.S.–Central Soya, Agriolet, Carmont, and
Ousimont). Biodiesel (“a profitable venture for Novamont
in Western Europe because of tax forgiveness.” Example
of Austria and four tier tax system. Cost of biodiesel).
Alternative fuels. The biodiesel issue seems to reduce to
three basic questions: 1. What are the specific goals? 2.
What are the emissions? 3. How much is society willing to
subsidize biodiesel to obtain its benefits? Address: Industrial
Oilseeds Program Manager, Special Programs–Office of
Agricultural Materials, Cooperative State Research Service,
USDA, 342 Aerospace Center, Washington, DC 20250-2200.

1263. Issues in Sustainable Agriculture (Columbia,
Missouri). 1992. Calendar. March/April. [Eng]
• Summary: This newsletter is produced by the Center for
Sustainable Agricultural Systems, 226A Mumford Hall,
University of Missouri–Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211.
On May 28 a seminar titled “Biodiesel: Potential for
rural community development” will take place. Call John
Ikerd for more info.
Note: A subsequent leaflet states: “Biodiesel from oil
seed crops: Potential impacts of sustainable development on
rural communities–A potentially important new technology
for Missouri. By: (1) Dr. Franz Parrer, manager of a
cooperatively-owned, small-scale biodiesel firm in Austria.
And Don Van Dyne, agricultural economist, Univ. of
Missouri–Columbia. 11-12 a.m. 217 Mumford Hall.”
1264. Madison, David P., Jr. 1992. Re: Concern over use
of rapeseed or canola as a feedstock for biodiesel. Letter to
Roger Mitchell, Dean of the College of Agriculture..., Univ.
of Missouri–Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211, May 15. 2 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Soybean farmers are spending a great deal of
time and money to position SoyDiesel as the biodiesel of
choice.” Soybeans are the number one cash crop grown in
Missouri at this time. Not much canola / rapeseed is grown
in Missouri. “The ability of a corporation in Austria to
provide farmers with feed and fuel from their raw materials
(rapeseed) may raise false expectations to producers... and
may not be practical.” “We ask for a common sense approach
to this problem at this time.” Address: President, Missouri
Soybean Assoc., P.O. Box 104778, Jefferson City, Missouri
65110-4778. Phone: (314) 635-3819 or 1-800-662-3261.
1265. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Specialty Food
Ingredients take-over Solnuts. 3(2):2. Spring.
• Summary: “Solnuts BV (Tilburg, the Netherlands) and
Solnuts Inc. (Hudson, Iowa, USA) have been taken over
by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV. Specialty Food
Ingredients [SFI] is a fully owned subsidiary of André
& Cie SA, Lausanne, Switzerland, and was founded
recently to hold all European food ingredients activities
in the company... A close collaboration is expected with
Shade Foods Inc. and Shade Pasta Inc. in the USA...
The management team at Solnuts will continue as before
and for more information please contact: Solnuts BV,
Swaardvenstraat 41, 5048 Av Tilburg, PO Box 5066, 5004
EB, Tilburg, Netherlands, tel: 13-684991, fax: 13-634109.”
Note: Talk with Linda Weigel, Sales Manager at Solnuts
in Iowa. 1994. Nov. 9. The acquisition took place in Dec.
1991.
1266. CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. 1992. Fact sheet
(Brochure). Fort Wayne, Indiana: Public Relations Dept.,
Central Soya Co., Inc. 4 p. 28 cm.
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• Summary: CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. is an international
agribusiness company with holdings in the oilseed
processing, feed manufacturing, and pork processing
industries. The corporation is a Ferruzzi-Montedison
company, operating as a member of the Eridania BeghinSay agro-industrial group. The five primary holdings of
CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. are Central Soya Company,
Inc.,–Oilseed Products Group, Central Soya Feed Company,
Inc., Provimi Holding B.V., Innovative Pork Concepts, and
CanAmera Foods.
CSY Agri-Processing generates more than $2
billion in annual sales, and its various businesses employ
approximately 4,000 people. Almost all of the holding
company’s principal operations–soybean processing,
feed manufacturing, grain merchandising, vegetable oil
refining, the manufacture of soy proteins and lecithins, and
pork processing–involve the acquisition of agricultural
products and their resale in processed form. The company is
headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and counts among its
holdings more than 70 plants and facilities throughout the
world.
The five primary holdings are: (1) Central Soya
Company, Inc.–Oilseed Products Group, which operates
nine complexes and has 3 divisions: Soybean Processing
Div. (owns 6 soybean processing plants with a capacity
to crush about 100 million bushels annually), Refined Oil
Div. (refines more than 600 million pounds of vegetable
oils annually), and Chemurgy Div. (a world leader in the
manufacture and marketing of soy proteins, lecithins, and
related products).
(2) Central Soya Feed Co. has 3 divisions: Domestic
Feed Div. (whose brands include Master Mix, Tindle Feeds,
Farmacy, and Lipscomb’s), Animal Health and Nutrition
Div., and International Feed Div.
(3) Provimi Holding B.V. is the holding company for
CSY Agri-Processing’s European Feed operations, which
include 14 feed and premix plants in Portugal, France,
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, Italy,
Poland and Hungary. Provimi Holding’s operations market
more than 200 basic poultry, swine, dairy, beef and specialty
feeds under the Master Mix, Provimi, Protector, Celtic, and
Vetem brand names.
(4) Innovative Pork Concepts is a CSY Agri-Processing
unit that has formed a pork processing joint venture with
Mitsubishi Corporation and Mitsubishi International
Corporation. The joint venture, named Indiana Packers Co.,
operates a 300,000 square foot automated pork processing
facility with a capacity to process 600 hogs per hour in
Delphi, Indiana.
(5) CanAmera Foods is a Canadian oilseed processing
and vegetable oil refining joint venture, formed in March
of 1992. It is Canada’s largest oilseed processing and
refining business, and was formed through the combining
of the operations of CSP Foods Ltd. and Central Soya of

Canada Ltd., and the subsequent acquisition of the edible
oils business of Maple Leaf Foods by the new venture.
CanAmera Foods operates five crushing plants and five
edible oil refineries.
The fully integrated, equally-owned joint venture has a
strong presence throughout Canada and good access to U.S.
and offshore markets. Its strategically located plants have
both soybean and canola crushing capability, and produce a
broad line of edible oil products marketed under well-known
trademarks and brand names.
“Research: Heavy emphasis is placed on research and
technology by each of the operating units of CSY AgriProcessing. Research is divided into two groups: Feed
Research, with operations in Decatur, Indiana and Kerkdriel,
The Netherlands; and Oilseeds Research, headquartered in
Fort Wayne.”
Note: Central Soya’s parent company is Eridania
Beghin-Say (EBS), which is headquartered in Paris. This is
a newly formed agro-industrial group, that includes anything
related to food and processing of agricultural products or
commodities. It does market some foods at the retail level.
Eridania was an oilseed processor and Beghin-Say processed
sugar beets. One company in the group processes starch.
Central Soya is the only U.S. company in the group; the rest
are in Europe. Cereol is a conglomerate of European soybean
crushers. Between 1985 and today, the Eridania BeghinSay’s revenues have more than quadrupled to more than
$9,400 million, making it the 6th largest food company in the
world considering food products exclusively. “This growth
has placed Eridania Beghin-Say in important leadership
positions within the EC and North American markets in the
sugar, starch and starch derivatives, oilseed processing, and
animal feed areas, as well as in certain major segments of the
consumer food products area such as consumer oils, sauces,
condiments, and spices. EBS’s entry into the consumer
food products market with well-known brands like Lesieur,
Kiope, Carapelli and Ducros has constituted one of the most
important components of the company’s growth strategy.”
Address: P.O. Box 1400, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801-1400.
Phone: 219/425-5100.
1267. Product Name: Encore (Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Soja International Switzerland Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wehntalerstrasse 150, CH-8057
Zurich, Switzerland. Phone: 01/ 363 0077.
Date of Introduction: 1992 November.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn.
3(3):3. “Soya flour from Soja International Switzerland.”
The product is made using a micro-milling technology from
Buehler.
1268. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1992.
Background: NSDB supports SD/BD. 1(1):1. Dec.
• Summary: “The National SoyDiesel Development
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Board (NSDB) has grown out of and replaced the National
SoyFuels Advisory Committee (NSFAC), which was
founded by a group of mid-west soybean farmers. They were
concerned that the worldwide buildup of soybean oil reserves
would seriously depress the value of soybean oil, and
consequently the value of soybeans. They were, therefore,
looking for a major new market for soybean oil, and saw that
SoyDiesel / Biodiesel (SD/BD) has the potential to be that
market.
“The Missouri Soybean Council took the lead in
advancing the concept and was supported by the pioneering
SD/BD work of Interchem, STRATCO, Procter & Gamble,
AgP [AGP] and the University of Missouri.” Note: This is
the earliest document seen (July 2007) that mentions AGP in
connection with biodiesel.
“The members of the NSFAC were fully aware of how
the growing ethanol industry had helped to stabilize the
price of corn, one of ethanol’s main feedstocks. They were
also aware that the Biodiesel industry is quickly advancing
in Europe, particularly in Austria and Italy, and judged that
soybean farmers could benefit from an American Biodiesel
industry. Fortunately, enough research has been done in
the United States and other countries... to provide a good
scientific and technical foundation on which to build a SD/
BD industry in the United States.
The NSFAC hired an outside contractor, Information
Resources, Inc. of Washington, D.C., to explore the potential
of the industry, develop a strategic plan, and propose an
organizational structure and budget. The resulting study
recommended the formation of NSDB and this advice was
accepted by the NSFAC. The leadership of NSFAC became
the leadership of NDSB which has helped to maintain the
momentum. The NSDB is moving rapidly; establishing the
Biodiesel Coordinating Council (BCC) to bring all interested
parties (farm groups, government, industry, universities,
etc.) together in a cooperative effort to advance the SD/BD
industry. The first major meeting of the BCC was held in
Washington, D.C., on November 6, 1992. (A report of that
meeting is on page 4).
“Gary Ellington of Missouri is the Acting Chairman
of NSDB and Kenlon Johannes, also from Missouri, is the
acting Chief Executive Officer. Jim Gay of Illinois is Vice
Chairman as well as chairman of the Research Committee.
David Stone of Iowa is Secretary / Treasurer and a Board
Member. Leroy Brammer of Indiana, Richard Prascher of
Nebraska, Don Settlemire of Ohio, and Wayne Bietz of
South Dakota are also Board Members.
“The NSDB is supported by farmer check-off dollars
provided by the United Soybean Board through the American
Soybean Association. This makes NSDB a subcontractor to
the ASA. Farmer check-off dollars are also made available to
NSDB by the Qualified State Soybean Boards.”
“NSDB is temporarily headquartered with the Missouri
Soybean Council. Mr. Johannes can be reached at: (800)

841-5849 and (314) 635-5122. His address is P.O. Box
104898, Jefferson City, Missouri 65110-4898.”
1269. Eurosoya Newsletter. 1992. Report of the technical
meeting of the FAO Network on Soybeans (Vienna, Austria,
September 2-4, 1992). No. 9. p. 2-6. Dec. [Eng]
• Summary: “Opening remarks: The Technical Meeting
of the FAO Network on Soybeans was opened by its
coordinator A. Soldati on behalf of the European Regional
Office of the FAO.
“The participants were welcomed by Prof. Welan, the
rector of the ‘Universitat fur Bodenkultur’. He pointed
out that his university was very happy to accommodate
the ‘Technical Meeting of the FAO Network on Soybeans’
particularly because of its objective ‘Increasing collaboration
between Eastern and Western European Countries’.
“Ministerialrat Dr. Etz welcomed the participants on
behalf of the Austrian Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.
He explained that soybean started to be an important crop
in Austria and that the government has a major interest in
increasing the acreage of oil and protein crops in order to
limit the surplus production of cereals.”
“In the last 10 years soybean acreage has increased
dramatically in Europe (particularly in Italy and France).
Scientific research in the different countries has shown that
soybean is a valuable crop for many regions in Europe. The
coordination of research within the Network has contributed
to this success. Soybean is a very interesting crop with
various possibilities of utilization. It has been adapted to
cooler northern regions and is now possible to be grown for
instance in Switzerland with satisfactory yield (about 2.7 t/
ha on the basis of 1,500 ha). Due to political constraints
(i.e. GATT negotiations) its production in Western Europe
has dropped in the last two years. Presently it is difficult to
forecast the future production of soybeans in these countries.
Nevertheless research has to continue and experiences
made in Western Europe should be transferred and applied
in the East European countries that are interested in the
development of this crop.” Address: Dep. of Genetics and
Plant Breeding, Agriculture Univ., ul. W. Polskiego 71c, 60625 Poznan, Poland.
1270. Kolak, Ivan; Henneberg, R.; Milas, S.; Radosevic, J.;
Satovic, Z. 1992. Soybean breeding and seed production
in Croatia–Current status and perspectives. Eurosoya
Newsletter No. 9. p. 76-84. Dec. [31 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean seed was introduced from China by
sailors from Dubrovnik for the first time in 1800 and, the
same year it was planted in Dubrovnik, Konavle, Slano and
Ston under the name ‘Chinese yellow beans’ (p. A. Buconjic
1804 cit. according to fra. I. Simic, 1826). Soybean was
spread from Dubrovnik to the Neretva Valley (Opuzen,
Metkovic, Caplijna, Mostar) and the seeds were used for
human consumption and as poultry feed. The Franciscans
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from Dubrovnik selected the best plants from crops and
the seed was sold on markets. As early as 1804 the seed
selected within soybean population was sold under the
name “Dubrovnik yellow beans” and since then individual
selection of soybean population began. During the 19th
century, by constant selection of the best and healthiest
plants, soybean production began to be based upon
domesticated and well adapted indigenous populations and
selected lines. Soybean was grown mainly in gardens and
rarely as a major crop. It was used for human consumption
and as feed for livestock.
“A planned introduction of soybean to Croatia was
initiated by the Austrian biochemist Friedrich Haberlandt
(lived 1826-1878) after the seed exhibition in Vienna in
1873. He introduced about 20 cultivars from China, Japan,
Korea, Tunisia and Transcaucasia and carried out several
multicultivar adaptation trials from Bohemia to Dubrovnik.
Unfortunately his intentions were misunderstood and
that was the main reason why soybean did not spread
significantly in Croatia at that time.
“More comprehensive work on the introduction of
soybean in Croatia was carried out by Stjepan Cmelik
in Korija near Virovitica. The lack of cattle feed in 1921
stimulated him to import several cultivars from China and
Manchuria. He tested them and selected only those plants
which reacted favourably to agroecological conditions.
In this way he started soybean selection in Croatia and
after several years the so-called ‘Cmelik’s soybean’ was
developed and largely extended over the regions of Posavina
and Slavonija region (maturity group 1). Friedrich Reiner
continued to grow ‘Cmelik’s soybean’ on his farm near
Osijek selecting the best plants and he created his own
improved cultivar named ‘Osjecka’. Between 1931 and 1934
seed yield of the cultivar ‘Osjecka’ varied from 1.6 to 2.2
tons/hectare and that was the reason why it was extended
over Podunavlje, Posavlje, Romania and Bulgaria.
“Academician Alois Tavcar brought Manchurian
soybean populations from Prague [Czechoslovakia] in 1918
and began his research work at the Faculty of Agriculture
and Forestry in Zagreb. By individual selection of the
best plants from introduced populations he released the
first domestic soybean cultivars M 7, M 14 and M 60 (M
stands for Maksimir, experimental field near the Faculty
of Agriculture in Zagreb). These cultivars had shorter
vegetation than Cmelik’s and Osjecka and were spread in the
production of the northwest region of Croatia, as well as in
Slavonia and Srijem.
“During the second world war the old genotypes were
saved. After the war more intensive soybean introduction
and breeding started in Croatia. The new young generation
of plant breeders–Tavcar’s successors–continued to work on
soybean breeding and seed production: V. Milinlkovic (19461950) and Ruzica Henneberg (1952-1953 and 1958-1992)–
Tavcar’s assistants at the Faculty of Agriculture in Zagreb;

D. Palaversic (1946-1950) at the Institute for Plant Breeding
and Crop Production in Botinec near Zagreb; M. Budisic
(1945-1970), Marija Vrataric (1970-1992) and M. Krizmanic
(1973-1978) at the Institute of Agriculture in Osijek; I. Vicic
(1960-1980), F. Satovic (1960-1980) and I. Kolak (19731987) in the Croatian Agricultural Centre in Zagreb–Sesvete.
During this period a considerable number of cultivars and
lines were released...
“The world-wide gene-collections were established at
the Faculty of Agriculture in Zagreb–Maksimir (Milinkovic,
Henneberg), Zagreb–Botinec (Palaversic), Zagreb–Sesvete
(Satovic) and Osijek (Vrataric). In the 1950s D. Palaversic
started to work on maize breeding and the soybean genecollection from Botinec was transferred to the Faculty of
Agriculture, Zagreb–Maksimir. The same thing happened in
1987 with the gene-collection of the Croatian Agricultural
Centre when I. Kolak came to work at the Faculty of
Agriculture from the Centre. In 1982 Jasna Radosevic started
to work on the soybean breeding programme at the Faculty
of Agriculture.
“From 1950 to 1980 many introduced and domestic
cultivars were examined in a network of small-plot
multicultivar trials at various locations arranged in
conjunction with the Agricultural Extension Service.
From 1979 to 1989 the Faculty of Agriculture in Zagreb
and Institute of Agriculture in Osijek joined the European
network on soybean.”
Graph 1 shows soybean area and yield from 1947 to
1990. Prior to 1981 soybean area was less than 5,000 ha;
it reached about 5,000 ha in 1949, 1950, and 1973. During
the 1980s soybean area grew rapidly from about 2,000 ha in
1980 to 27,000 ha in 1990. Yield rose steadily from about
600 kg/ha in 1947 to 2,000 kg/ha in 1959 to 2,750 kg/ha
in 1989. Table 1 shows cultivars released in Croatia from
1804-1991, including the breeder’s name, cultivar name,
maturity group, year of release, production region, and
range of yields. The earliest variety was Chinese Yellow
Beans, Maturity Group 1, in 1804, grown in Dubrovnik and
Hercegovina.
Table 3 shows minimal and maximal yields of Croatian
soybean cultivars in small plot trials from 1980 to 1990. The
record yield of 4.5 tonnes/ha was attained by the cultivar
named Tisa at Darda in 1988.
Note: This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen
(June 2015) for soybeans in Croatia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Croatia (1800). The source of these soybeans
was China. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Zagreb,
Svetosimunska 25, 41000 Zagreb, Croatia.
1271. Reichart, A. 1992. Soybean production in Austria.
Eurosoya Newsletter No. 9. p. 54-57. Dec.
• Summary: This report consists of 4 pages of tables and
figures. A map shows Austria’s main soybean production
areas. The area planted to soybeans in Austria has increased
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significantly in recent years. It was 250 ha in 1987, 5,300 ha
in 1988, 5,020 ha in 1989, 9,350 ha in 1990, 15,040 ha in
1991 and 51,280 ha in 1992.
Production has also increased; it was 9,080 tonnes
in 1988, 10,411 tonnes in 1989, 12,189 tonnes in 1990
and 31,635 tonnes in 1991. In 1991 the yield was
2,090 kg/ha. Address: Niederoesterreichische LandesLandwirtschaftskammer, Postfach 124, A-1024, Vienna,
Austria.
1272. Schori, A.; Fossati, A.; Soldati, A. 1992. Breeding
for cold tolerance in soybean: Necessity of this breeding

objective and selection method used. Eurosoya Newsletter
No. 9. p. 36-37. Dec. [Eng]
• Summary: Although soybean is sensitive to cool
temperatures during different stages of its development
(emergence, vegetative and reproductive growth), only the
cold tolerance during flowering is considered a priority in
our breeding program. “In the soybean growing regions of
Switzerland, morning temperatures inferior to 12ºC occur
2 to 17 times during July. These temperatures cause an
excessive abscission of flowers on certain nodes resulting,
at maturity, in an irregular distribution of pods on the main
stem, i.e., barren or poor yielding nodes.
“A compensation of this yield loss on other nodes has
been qualified as cold tolerance by several authors. In our
program, it is rather considered to characterize sensitive
genotypes as it results from a loss of reproductive organs.
Furthermore this compensation is highly dependent on poststress conditions and often gives rise to inhomogeneous
maturity of the plant.
“To select tolerant genotypes we use an altitude
screening nursery located at 850 m above sea level. There,
average minimum temperatures in July are inferior to 12ºC
and average temperatures equal to the biological minimum
for the flowering phase of this species (17ºC). Under these
conditions, the genotypes maintaining regularly a typical
pod distribution (increasing continuously towards the middle
third and decreasing towards the top of the plant) are judged
tolerant. To be independent of the meteorological fluctuations
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between years, the scoring is done relatively to the standard
tolerant variety Maple Arrow.
“This screening method results in the selection of
genotypes having enhanced yield stability.”
Note: This article was also published in Rev. Suisse
Agri. Vol. 6. 1992. With 2 figures, 2 tables and 17 references.
Address: Station Fédérale de Recherches Agronomiques de
Changins, CH 1260 Nyon, Switzerland.
1273. Fleury, Y.; Welti, D.H.; Philippossian, G.; Magnolato,
D. 1992. Soybean (malonyl) isoflavones characterization and
antioxidant properties. In: Mou-Tuan Huang, Chi-Tang Ho,
and Chang Y. Lee, eds. 1992. Phenolic Compounds in Food
and Their Effects on Health. Washington, DC: American
Chemical Society. See vol. II (Antioxidants and Cancer
Prevention), p. 98-113. ACS Symposium Series 507. *
• Summary: The authors showed that malonyl isoflavones
are good antioxidants. Address: Research Centre, Nestlé
Ltd., P.O. Box 44, Vers-Chez-Les-Blanc, CH-1000 Lausanne
26, Switzerland.
1274. PKL–A company of the SIG Group. 1992. Innovations
for the world of packaging. Linnich, Germany. 16 p. 30 cm.
Manufacturer’s catalog. [Eng]
• Summary: SIG is the Swiss Industrial Group
(Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft in Neuhausen,
Switzerland), which acquired 75.1% of PKL In 1989, and
the rest in 1991. PKL owns Combibloc, which makes
aseptic packaging. Contents: PKL–an international group of
companies. An idea grew into an industry–The combibloc
aseptic carton. Combibloc aseptic gains new markets–bit
by bit. PKL has a long tradition of concepts that work. PKL
offers more than just packaging. PKL products create brand
awareness and help rationalisation. PKL products that deliver
what they promise. Directory of PKL overseas factories
and offices. Address: PKL Verpackungssysteme GmbH,
Rurstrasse 58, D-5172 Linnich, Germany. Phone: (24 62)
202-0.
1275. Santos, D.T. 1992. Soybean cultivation in the
Philippines. In: Increasing Soybean Production in Asia:
Proceedings of a Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia: CGPRT
Centre. 187 p. See p. 137-50. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at
Phitsanulok, Thailand.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of the
soybean industry: Nestlé Philippines’ soybean operations
(Nestlé soya farm, commercial soy production, soy loan
and buy-back scheme, soy sourcing beyond Tupi, growth
requirements and adaptability of soybean, soybean cropping
systems), crop research and development, extension
programme. Appendix 1: Soybeans–maize monocropping
(crop rotation). Appendix 2: Maize–soybeans–crop
rotation (three consecutive maize followed by soybeans).
Appendix 3: Maize–soybeans intercropping (6 rows corn

-4 rows soybeans). Appendix 4: Wet season 1988–soybean
researchers at Nestle soya farm Tupi South Cotabato.
“Soybean, first cultivated in China during the eleventh
century BC, was introduced into trading regions of the
Philippines in the fifteenth century AD. Its cultivation
and use spread throughout the Philippines and then the
western hemisphere in the nineteenth century. Soybean... is
considered by scientists and economists to be a major food
source for the future. Although currently produced in small
quantities, both traditional and new soybean products such
as soya cheese, soybean curd, and miso, and Nestle’s Twin,
Vita, Soyex and Ceresoy, are popular with Filipinos.
“Development of the soybean industry: Soybean
production in the Philippines has developed in response to
an increasing demand. Varietal selection and development
commenced in the early 1930s. In the 1970s, the Philippines
Council for Agriculture and Resources Research and
Development (PCARRD), in cooperation with the University
of the Philippines at Los Baños and the Department of
Agriculture, introduced the National Soybean Production
Programme (NSPP) which promoted development of, and
self sufficiency in, soybean... Under the programme, soybean
planting was established throughout the country. A large
soybean extraction plant with a 50 ton daily capacity was
built by the Philippines Asia Food Industries Corporation
in the early 1980s to produce the livestock industry’s
requirements of soybean oil and meal as well as soy-based
food products.
“However, the combined impact of limited raw
materials, the 1984 recession and some external political
pressures led to the closure in 1986 of the factory and the
NSPP. Individual initiatives among former participants
allowed research and development activities to continue.
“PCARRD is currently engaged in a comprehensive
nutrition-based programme covering soy production, postharvesting processing, marketing, product utilization and
development of improved varieties. This programme is
funded by the International Research and Development
Center of Canada.”
“Nestlé Philippines’ soybean operations: During the last
ten years, Nestlé Philippines has developed new soy-based
products with the assistance of Nestlé Switzerland. These
include Vita Choco Drink, Twin, Ceresoy and Soyex.
“Nestlé Philippines, through Nestlé Soya Farm,
continues to identify promising soy varieties and to generate
the appropriate production and post-harvesting processing
techniques to ensure its factory receives high quality raw
materials.
“Nestlé soya farm: This six hectare soy research and
demonstration farm in Tupi, South Cotabato has three main
functions: production, crop research, and development and
extension.” Address: Nestlé Philippines, Inc., Agricultural
Services Dep., 335 Gil Puyat Ave., Makati, Metro Manila,
Philippines.
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1276. Novamont. 1992? Biodiesel development program:
Background information. Milan, Italy. 9 p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Biodiesel: Key features.
Fuel composition. Fuel characteristics. Performance: Power,
fuel consumption, lubricant and wear effects, injector coking,
engine modifications, cold starting. Emissions. Safety.
Vehicle tests (Austria, Switzerland). Production cost.
“The Novamont Company of the Ferruzzi-Montedison
Group has initiated a major program to develop
transportation fuels from renewable resources. Novamont
intends to commercialize a new diesel fuel based on methyl
esters of vegetable oil, in both Europe and the United
States.” This fuel is known as Biodiesel.

was the most potent in inhibiting in vitro angiogenesis and
endothelial cell proliferation. “Thus, genistein may represent
a member of a new class of dietary-derived anti-angiogenic
compounds.”
Scientists speculated that the consumption of soyfoods
in Japan may contribute to lower rates of breast and prostate
cancers in comparison to the West. Note: The lower rates
of breast and prostate cancers in Japan may also be due
to the lower levels of fat consumption in Japan. Address:
1. Dep. of Oncology and Immunology, Children’s Univ.
Hospital, Ruprecht-Karls-Universitaet, INF 150, 6900
Heidelberg, Germany; 2. Inst. of Histology and Embryology,
Dep. of Morphology, Univ. Medical Center, 1121 Geneva
4, Switzerland; 3. Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of
Helsinki, Meilahti Hospital, SF-00290 Helsinki, Finland.

1277. SoyaScan Notes. 1993. The world’s most active
countries with respect to soybeans and soyfoods, as of 1
April 1993 (Overview). April 1. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: A tally by country on the SoyaScan database
(which currently contains 42,087 bibliographic references
relating to soybeans and soyfoods) shows the following
countries to have the largest number of listings relating to
soya (over 200): United States of America 21,459, Japan
5,599 Germany 2,053 United Kingdom 1,986, China 1,844,
France 1,601, India 1,222, Canada 1,112, Indonesia 993,
Brazil 873, Netherlands 809, Manchuria 733, USSR 665,
Italy 596, Australia 467, Korea 463, Taiwan 460, Belgium
400, Austria 375, Mexico 371, Switzerland 353, Sri Lanka
341, Philippines 323, Yugoslavia 321, Nigeria 312, Sweden
289, Argentina 244, Israel 240, Czechoslovakia 237,
Denmark 225, Bulgaria 219, Malaysia 214, Thailand 214,
South Africa 207, Spain 204, Russia 203.

1279. Van Dyne, Donald L. 1993. Biodiesel production in
the southeastern U.S. Biologue. Spring. p. 23-25.
• Summary: Focuses on rapeseed / canola, whose production
is authorized in the 1990 Farm Bill in the “Minor Oilseed
Provision.”
Photos show: (1) “Transesterification units of a smallscale biodiesel plant located near Vienna, Austria. These
units blend methanol, potassium hydroxide, and vegetable
(canola & sunflower) oils.” (2) A front side view, with
the hood up, of the 1991 Dodge pickup retrofitted to burn
soydiesel. Owned by the University of Missouri–Columbia,
Dep. of Ag. Engineering, it has “Powered by Soybean
Oil” printed along the top of the left front fender. Address:
Research Associate Prof., Dep. of Ag. Economics, Univ. of
Missouri–Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211. Phone: 314-8824512.

1278. Fotsis, Theodore; Pepper, M.; Adlercreutz, H.;
Fleischmann, G.; Hase, T.; Montesano, R.; Schweigerer,
L. 1993. Genistein, a dietary-derived inhibitor of in vitro
angiogenesis. Proceedings of the American Academy of
Sciences 90:2690-94. April. [44 ref]
• Summary: This extremely important article describes the
mechanism by which the isoflavones in soybeans inhibit the
growth of cancerous tumors. For tumors to grow beyond 1-2
mm in size, it is thought they need to foster development of
new blood vessels (neovascularization) in order to receive
the nutrients and oxygen required for growth. This process
is known as angiogenesis, and blocking it is viewed as a
potentially important method of controlling cancer.
The authors fractionated the urine of healthy human
subjects consuming a soy-rich vegetarian diet and examined
the fractions for their abilities to inhibit, in a test tube, the
proliferation of vascular endothelial cells. One of the most
potent fractions contained several isoflavonoids, which were
subsequently synthesized. Of all these synthetic compounds,
the isoflavonoid genistein (a compound unique to soybeans)

1280. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1993. Most of
Europe supports biodiesel. 1(6):4. June.
• Summary: “The European Biodiesel industry is much more
developed than the fledgling U.S. industry, largely because of
very strong government support. As trade agreements force
reductions in government farm subsidy programs, many
countries are turning to biofuels production as a means of
absorbing excess agricultural production, providing markets
for farmers, reducing reliance on imported oil, and reducing
greenhouse gases. Austria, Germany and Switzerland have
exempted Biodiesel from all sales and road taxes.”
Gives detailed discussion of the situations in France,
Italy, and Germany. However the British government has
decided to tax Biodiesel fully.
1281. Golbitz, Peter. 1993. Re: Trip to Europe, and changes
at Nasoya. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, Sept. 13. 1 p.
• Summary: In September 1992 he and Anders Lindner
both spoke at an American Oil Chemists’ Society (AOCS)
conference in Budapest, Hungary, then traveled through
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Switzerland together, sampling soyfoods. They ended up
with a visit to the Sojinal/Biosoja soymilk and tofu plant in
Issenheim, France. Peter then went to Paris for a week where
he met with Pierre Maitre from Sojaxa, the French soyfoods
association.
John Paino has resigned from Nasoya. Jerry Maynard
from Vitasoy is the new president. Address: Soyatech, P.O.
Box 84, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. Phone: 207-288-4969.
1282. Makowski, Michael. 1993. Soymilk at DE-VAUGE and in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 8.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: DE-VAU-GE (DVG) has not yet stopped
making soymilk; they had planned to stop during late
1993 and they hope to definitely stop during 1994. They
stopped making tofu and Tofu Cream 2 months ago, but they
continue to sell tofu; they now buy it from another company
[Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands]. DGV decided to
stop soymilk production because of the large drop in demand
after Granose was sold.
Their problem is to find a partner to produce soymilk for
them. This other company must make a good quality product
at a reasonable price, must have a large enough capacity to
supply their needs (they plan to continue to sell the same
soymilk products they are selling now), and must be willing
to buy their used soymilk equipment at a reasonable price
(this is the main sticking point).
There are not many large soymilk manufacturers in
Europe. Alpro in Belgium makes and sells about 32 million
liters/year in all the different sizes and flavors. Sojinal in
France makes about 5½ million liters/year, and DE-VAGE makes about 4 million liters/year. Other active soymilk
manufacturers include Liquats Vegetal S.A. in Viladrau
(near Girona), Spain (which started about 1 year ago and
makes their soymilk from whole soybeans; they are a private
company), several small manufacturers in England (but their
quality is not acceptable), and Soyana in Switzerland. In
Michael’s opinion, the quality of the soymilk made by Alpro
and DVG are more or less the same.
The British market for soymilk is by far the biggest in
Europe, comprising about 50-60% of the total European
market. Belgium, France, and Germany come next and are
all about the same size. Then come Italy and Spain.
In Europe, 80% of all soymilk is sold plain–unsweetened
and unflavored; it contains only soybeans and water. Then
there are the sweetened types, which are sweetened with
sugar, honey, or grape juice. The main flavored types are
chocolate, vanilla, or strawberry. Then there are three flavors
of dessert puddings: Chocolate, vanilla, and strawberry.
That’s all. Address: General Manager, DE-VAU-GE
Gesundkostwerk GmbH, Postfach 1660, Luener Rennbahn
18, D-2120 Lueneburg. Phone: (04131)-303-145.
1283. Gervais, Marc; Theriault, Sylvana; Bernard, Eric.

1994. Oilseed sector profile [Canada]. Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada. [iv] + 23 + 1 + 12 p. Jan. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents (each accompanied by tables and
charts; each section covers the years 1991-1994): Imports
of soya beans for sowing (almost all come from the USA,
followed by Chile and Japan). Imports of soya beans for oil
extraction (almost all come from the USA). Imports of soya
beans, nes [meaning unclear] (almost all come from USA,
followed by Taiwan, China, and Japan).
Imports of soya-bean oil crude, whether or not
degummed (almost all comes from the USA, followed by
France). Imports of soya-bean oil and its fractions, refined
but not chemically modified (almost all comes from the
USA, followed by Singapore). Imports of veg fats & oils
& fractions hydrogenated, inter or re-esterified, refined or
not (almost all comes from the USA followed by UK and
Netherlands). Imports of animal or veg fats & oils...
Imports of soya bean flour and meals. Imports of soya
sauce (main suppliers are: USA, China, Japan, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Philippines, South Korea). Imports of protein
concentrates and textured protein substances (almost all
comes from USA). Imports of Soya-bean oil-cake and other
solid residues, whether or not ground or pellet (almost all
comes from USA). Imports of bran, sharps and other residues
of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost all comes from
USA).
Exports of soya beans for sowing (most goes to USA,
followed by France, Germany and Austria). Exports of
soya beans, for oil extraction (most goes to Netherlands,
followed by France, Portugal and Spain). Exports of soya
beans, nes (most goes to USA, followed by Hong Kong and
Singapore). Exports of soya bean flour and meals (almost
all goes to USA). Exports of soya-bean oil crude, whether
or not degummed (almost all goes to the USA). Exports of
soya-bean oil and its fractions, refined but not chemically
modified (almost all goes to Pakistan, followed by USA).
Exports of veg fats & oils & fractions hydrogenated, inter
or re-esterified, refined or not (almost all goes to the USA).
Imports of animal or veg fats & oils... (almost all goes to
USA).
Exports of soya sauce (main buyers are UK, Japan,
United States, Finland, Cuba).
Exports of protein concentrates and textured protein
substances (almost all goes to USA). Exports of Soya-bean
oil-cake and other solid residues, whether or not ground or
pellet (almost all goes to USA). Exports of bran, sharps and
other residues of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost
all goes to USA). Address: Trade Evaluation and Analysis
Div., International Markets Bureau, Markets and Industry
Services Branch, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada.
1284. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1994.
Soyfoods industry and market–Bibliography and sourcebook,
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1985 to 1993. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 361
p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index.
Language index. Printed 11 Jan. 1994. Published Jan. 1995.
28 cm. [985 ref]
• Summary: This is the second of the two most
comprehensive books ever published on the soyfoods
industry and market worldwide.
In May 1982 the first study of the burgeoning soyfoods
industry in the Western world was compiled by Shurtleff
and Aoyagi, and published by Soyfoods Center. In April
1985 the fifth edition of that book, titled Soyfoods Industry
and Market: Directory and Databook (220 pages), was
published. It contained statistics through 1984, the market
size and growth rate for each soyfood type, rankings of
leading soyfoods manufacturers of each soyfood type and
the amount each produced, analyses, trends, and projections.
This book is published to update the 1985 market study.
In the decade since 1984 the soyfoods market has
continued to grow at a very healthy rate, with some soyfood
types (such as soymilk) growing at a truly astonishing
sustained rate–in both the USA and western Europe–as the
statistics in this book show so vividly. In 1975 only 75 new
commercial soyfood products were introduced in the USA,
yet that number skyrocketed to 217 in 1979, reaching an
amazing 422 new products in 1987.
During the decade from 1984 to 1994, Soyfoods Center
has invested most of its time and resources in the production
of SoyaScan, the world’s largest computerized database on
soyfoods, which contains more than 44,500 records as of
Jan. 1994. This database also includes a wealth of carefully
researched statistics and analyses of the soyfoods market;
those from the start of 1985 to the end of 1993 are contained
in this book. Its scope includes all known information on this
subject, worldwide. Its focus, however, is statistics, analyses,
and trends concerning the soyfoods industry and market in
the United States and Europe.
In May 1990 Soyfoods Center conducted an in-depth
study of the tofu market in Europe (137 pages), and in July
1990 of the soymilk market in Europe (261 pages). All
original interviews and published records from both of these
market studies, plus a summary of each study, are included in
the present book.
The SoyaScan database is composed of individual
records. One record might be an original interview with
the head of the largest soymilk company in Europe, on the
size and growth of the soymilk market in Europe, and new
trends in that market, conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center. Another might be a published article or an
unpublished document concerning the growth of the market
for soy yogurts or soy sauce in America.
This book documents the growth of each product
category in every country worldwide. The book contains
three extensive and easy-to-use indexes: A subject/
geographical index, an author/company index, and

a language index. These allow you to find the exact
information you need on the soyfoods industry and market
quickly and easily. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.
1285. Woodard, Teresa P. 1994. Re: Chronology of
Combibloc, Inc. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, May 12. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: 1930s–Perga-pack, the first carton-pack for
liquids, is developed by the Jangenberg family’s paper
machinery business.
1958–PKL Verpackungssysteme GmbH is established in
Linnich, Germany, as a subsidiary of the Jagenberg business.
PKL is the parent company of Combibloc, Inc.
1960s–Blokpak, developed by PKL, becomes a leading
packaging system for fresh milk and fresh milk products in
Europe.
1970s. In 1972 PKL introduces the pergabloc system. In
1976 it is followed by the “combibloc,” the carton system for
aseptically packaging long-life food. In 1979 it is followed
by the quadrobloc system.
1982–The FDA approves hydrogen peroxide
sterilization of packaging materials in the USA.
1983–Combibloc, Inc. is founded in Columbus, Ohio,
to meet the expanding market for aseptically packaged foods
and beverages in North America and Latin America.
1984–Production begins at Combibloc, Inc. in Ohio.
1985–Combibloc secures a major contract with General
Foods. Soups containing solids in “combibloc” aseptic
cartons are introduced.
1989–PKL is acquired by two Swiss companies: SIG
(Swiss Industrial Group) owns 75.1% and Swiss Bank
Corporation owns 24.9%.
1989–Aseptic processing is hailed by the U.S. Institute
of Food Technologists (IFT) as the “most significant
food science innovation of the last 50 years”–even more
significant than the microwave oven. The package ensures
“outstanding protection of food contents... while ensuring
maximum safety for consumer.”
1989–Aseptic packages are banned in the state of Maine.
1990–The Aseptic Packaging Council is formed to
initiate recycling programs throughout the United States
and communicate the package’s environmental attributes to
consumers and legislators. Combibloc is an active member.
1991–The Swiss Industrial Group (SIG) becomes the
sole owner of PKL.
1993 Feb.–Combibloc introduces Pour ‘n Seal, a
reclosable aseptic multi-serve carton, at the International
Exposition for Food Processors.
1993 Sept.–Pour ‘n Seal receives the Gold Star Award
from the Institute of Packing Professionals at the AmeriStar
Packaging Competition.
1993 Dec.–The first isotonic product is packaged in a
Combibloc aseptic carton for U.S. domestic consumption.
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1994 March–Curbside recycling of drink boxes reaches
3 million households milestone.
1994–The first juice concentrate is packaged in a
Combibloc aseptic carton for domestic consumption.
1994–Maine repeals its ban on aseptic packages.
Address: Marketing Communications Manager, Combibloc
Inc., 4800 Roberts Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43228. Phone: (614)
876 3700.
1286. Studer, Margaret; Winslow, Ron. 1994. Sandoz, under
pressure, looks to Gerber for protection: Acquisition comes
as company’s drug division faces stiff competition. Wall
Street Journal. May 25. p. B4 (West).
• Summary: Sandoz Ltd. has acquired Gerber Products Co.
for $3.7 billion in order to diversify the company’s business
and protect itself from pricing attacks on its drug division.
In the past Sandoz, founded in 1895, has relied on its drug
division to provide a majority of total revenue. About 70%
of Sandoz’s world-wide profits were related to drugs, and
about 35% its total profits came from one drug: Sandimmune
(also known as cyclosporine) which is used in preventing
the rejection of transplanted organs. The reliance on one big
product as a major reason for Sandoz’s move to diversify.
With the expiration of the patent for this particular drug
next year, many generic companies will compete for this
very lucrative market for Sandimmune and bring the price
down. Analysts wouldn’t be surprised if that product’s sales
drop 70 to 80% in the U.S. in the first year. To compete and
stay on top, Sandoz has to diversify into businesses that are
better protected.
Sandoz’s major products are pharmaceuticals,
nutrition, seeds, fine chemicals, agrochemicals, construction
chemicals, environmental engineering. But Sandoz CEO
Rolf W. Schweizer says the plan is for pharmaceuticals,
nutrition, and chemicals to contribute a roughly equal
share of revenue. In 1967 Sandoz first entered the nutrition
sector when it acquired the British health-food company
Wander, the maker of Ovaltine [as well as the soy-based milk
alternatives Wanderlac and Velactin]. Since then Sandoz has
steadily built up its health food business through a number of
acquisitions. Sandoz is the only one of Europe’s three major
chemical companies to make a major move into nutrition.
The big three German companies–Hoechst AG, BASF AG,
and Bayer AG–have held to their traditional focus, as have
Roche Holding Ltd. and Ciba-Geigy Ltd., Sandoz’s major
Swiss rivals.
Sandoz’s other major competitors are Imperial Chemical
Industries PLC, Zeneca, Merck of the U.S., SmithKline
Beecham, Glaxo, Nestle SA, Quaker Oats, and Coca-Cola.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009)
concerning either Sandoz or the roots of Syngenta. Address:
1. Basel, Switzerland; 2. New York. Staff Reporters.
1287. Drosihn, Bernd. 1994. Re: Huegli, Yamato, and

Soyastern. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, June 9. 2 p.
• Summary: William Shurtleff obtained a package of
Yamato Paprika-Tofu made by Soyastern Naturkost GmbH
in Radolfzell, Germany. He asked Bernd if this was made
by Huegli. Bernd replied: Here is a short version of the
story linking Huegli, Soyastern, Yamato, Klaus Gaiser, and
Thomas Karas. In April 1989 Huegli bought the majority
of Yamato GmbH. Klaus Gaiser remained the minority
shareholder and director. Soyastern got into trouble a little
later and Thomas Karas tried to sell the company to Huegli
also. But he was not successful. The negotiations were
endless and Soyastern went bankrupt as they dragged on.
Karas did manage to sell the brand name “Soyastern” to
Huegli and he became an employee of Huegli. So Huegli
now used both the Soyastern and Yamato brands. Three
months after he started to work for Huegli, Karas had
to leave. There had been a power struggle between him
and Klaus Gaiser, and Klaus had won. But a little later
(in about 1991 or 1992) Gaiser also had to leave Huegli.
After that, Huegli reorganized their soyfoods division;
Yamato and Soyastern were combined into one company
named “Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.” Yamato became this
company’s brand and, of course, Huegli owned the whole
thing. From that time on, the Soyastern brand was used for
Western-style products such as sausages and burgers, while
the Yamato brand was used for Eastern style products (such
as the tofu line). That is why the Yamato Paprika-Tofu label
looks so Japanese.
Surprisingly, neither Huegli nor Yamato/Soyastern make
these products! The tofu is produced by Heuschen-Schrouff
B.V. (in Landgraaf, Netherlands), and the rest of the products
in this line are produced by various other companies. Sales
of Yamato and Soyastern products are slowly decreasing.
Klaus Gaiser and Thomas Karas are not presently involved
with soyfoods.
Huegli is a Swiss food industry company. The German
branch of Huegli owns many different companies and
brands, such as Neuco, Cenovis, Heirler (a wholesale
company and also a brand), etc. They make 320 million
German marks per year; the biggest part is Heiler with about
60 million per year. Address: Founder and president, Viana
Naturkost GmbH, Willi Graf Str. 88, 5350 EuskirchenKuchenheim, Germany. Phone: 02251-56076.
1288. Woodruff, David. 1994. Strained peas, strained profits?
Business Week. June. p. 30. *
• Summary: Discusses the acquisition of Gerber by Sandoz.
1289. Bjorhus, Jennifer. 1994. Women eager to join implant
study: Stanford flooded with calls about soybean oil pouches.
San Francisco Chronicle. Aug. 9. p. A15-A16. [1 ref]
• Summary: More than 1,000 women from across America,
many reporting problems with breast implants, flooded
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the phone lines at Stanford University Medical Center,
anxious to enroll in a study of a new breast implant filled
with a purified soybean oil named Trilipid Z6–instead of
the traditional silicone. Most silicone-filled implants were
banned by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
when they were found to rupture and cause serious health
problems.
The new implant is made by a Swiss company named
LipoMatrix Inc., which is 30% owed by Collagen Corp.,
a biotechnology firm in Palo Alto, California. Lipomat
was founded by Terry Knapp, who was the chief of plastic
surgery at Stanford before moving to Switzerland to test the
new product in Europe.
Doctors plan to chose 50 women to participate in the
FDA-approved pilot study scheduled to start this fall at
Stanford and four other centers across America. With the
phones ringing non-stop since August 1, when news wire
services carried a short story about the trial, doctors say they
have not yet decided how to choose only 50 women from so
many eager to participate.
The trial is designed to test whether the new implant
filled with purified soybean oil will pose any less of an
obstruction to mammography images than implants filled
with silicone gel or salt water, which can hide surrounding
breast tissue on the X-rays.

Austria. Phone: (02252) 559 01.
1292. Lynch, Sean R.; Dassenko, S.A.; Cook, J.D.; Juillerat,
M.A.; Hurrell, R.F. 1994. Inhibitory effect of a soybeanprotein-related moiety on iron absorption in humans.
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 60(4):567-72. Oct. [22 ref]
• Summary: Summary by Mark Messina, PhD, in The Soy
Connection (fall 1994, p. 2). “Soybeans are high in iron, but
concerns have been raised about the bioavailability of iron
from soy products. Recent research indicates that there are
two components of soybeans which inhibit iron absorption,
phytate and protein. In this study, unmodified soy protein
isolate markedly inhibited iron absorption. When the isolate
was separated into different protein fractions based on
ultracentrifugation, phytate removal effectively increased
iron absorption from glycinin, but not from the conglycinin
fraction. This suggests that in the case of conglycinin, in
addition to phytate, the protein moiety itself also inhibits iron
absorption. However, it should be noted that research shows
that Vitamin C can effectively overcome the inhibitory
effects of iron absorption, Conglycinin makes up about 3040 percent of the protein in soy.” Address: From the Univ.
of Kansas Medical Center and Nestec Ltd., Nestlé Research
Centre, Vers-chez-les-Blanc, Lausanne, Switzerland. Address
correspondence to S.R. Lynch, Medical Service, Veterans’
Affairs Medical Center, Hampton, Virginia 23667.

1290. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1994. Bühler
process advances soymilk and soya flour. 1(3):1, 4. July/
Sept.
• Summary: Buehler Ltd. of Uzwil, Switzerland, makes
milling equipment that can transform whole soybeans into
an ultra-fine soya powder, which can be made directly into
soymilk or used as an ingredient in foods or baked goods.
In early 1994 Buehler’s latest soya flour and soymilk plant
began operation in Italy. The company reports it has installed
a total of 13 systems in 8 countries including France, Italy,
Switzerland, Brazil, Taiwan, Ethiopia, China, and Japan.

1293. Cawdron, Diane. 1994. Re: New developments at
Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Nov. 9. 1 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Sojarei has changed its name and is now located
in Traiskirchen, about 12 miles south of Vienna. As demand
for the company’s products has increased tremendously, it
has moved to a larger facility that is completely reorganized.
“The Sojarei is now the leading tofu producer in Austria.”
Address: Roemerstrasse 14, A-2514 Traiskirchen, Austria.
Phone: (02252) 559 01.

1291. Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH. 1994. Preisliste: Handel
+ Gastronomie 1994/3. Gueltig ab 1. September 1994 [Price
list–For the trade and gourmet shops. Prices effective from 1
Sept. 1994]. Traiskirchen, Austria. 4 p. 30 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This price list lists 122 products in the
following categories: Specialties in glass. Varieties of tofu.
Pies or pastries (Pasteten). Spreads. Patties (Laibchen).
Vegetarian sausages. Wheat cutlets. Salad sensations with
Tofunaise. Soya specialties. ALSAN Reform margarine and
CESAN Reform margarine (rein pflanzlich = contains no
animal products). Sesame butter and nut butters. Specialties
for the whole foods kitchen. Harald Schatz honey-wine. Ing.
Bläuel–Olives and olive oil. Dr. Christian Wurm–Honey
varieties. Auer–Patties (dry basis). Gehringer–Sonnland
pasta and patties. Arbeitsgemeinschaft Alternativ Bäuerliche
Produkte. Address: Roemerstrasse 14, A-2514 Traiskirchen,

1294. Weigel, Linda. 1994. The Solnuts group sold to Andre
& Cie in Lausanne, Switzerland. Solnuts in Europe renamed
SFI Netherlands BV (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 9.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In Dec. 1991 Solnuts BV (Tilburg, the
Netherlands) and Solnuts Inc. (Hudson, Iowa, USA)
were acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV.
Specialty Food Ingredients [SFI] is a fully owned subsidiary
of André & Cie SA, Lausanne, Switzerland. They started
a new strategy overseas. About a year ago Solnuts in the
Netherlands was renamed SFI Netherlands BV. Specialty
Foods Ingredients wanted to broaden its image from just
Solnuts to a wider ranger of specialty foods ingredients. They
want to be more diversified. André owns a few ingredient
businesses in the USA (such as Shade Foods [which makes
chocolate] and Shade Pasta). Shade Foods does some
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specialty work for cereal companies in the USA. They were
looking for a way to expand into the European market, so
they bought an existing company that would complement
their ingredient business, so they could duplicate the process
in Europe. In so doing, they decided to change the company
name in Europe. So Solnuts in Europe is doing the same
things they used to, plus some additional things. Solnuts, Inc.
in Hudson, Iowa, still has the same name.
The change has been a good thing for Solnuts, Inc. in
America since André & Cie is one of the five largest food
companies in the world, so things changed drastically after
the acquisition. Linda has not yet seen an increase in sales
of Solnuts products, but the fact that Solnuts Inc. became a
sister company to Shade Foods helped Solnuts Inc. in the
marketplace in the USA, because they are well known for
their ingredient business. Because of that, Solnuts’ marketing
and sales is being taken care of by Shade Foods with their
own direct sales force, which has given better exposure to
Solnuts products. Some major potential opportunities are
now in process, and these may lead to sales increases next
year.
Linda is now General Manager (the boss) in Hudson,
Iowa. Boudewijn Lindner is the person that she answers to
in the Netherlands. Address: General Manager, Solnuts, Inc.,
P.O. Box 450, 711 Seventh St., Hudson, Iowa 50643. Phone:
800-648-3503.
1295. Clanchin, Olivier. 1994. Laiteries Triballat, Sojasun
Technologies, PLL, and soy yogurt (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Nov. 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Laiteries Triballat is still the company that
makes Sojasun (pronounced so-ya-SUN) soy yogurt. Sojasun
Technologies is a part of Triballat that specializes in selling
equipment and turnkey plants for making soymilk and a full
range of soymilk products (including tofu, soy yogurt, and
soy ice cream). All soymilk is made from whole soybeans.
Sojasun Technologies has some contracts in China and in
other countries.
Triballat is run by a husband and wife team, Mr. Jean
Clanchin and Mrs. Françoise Clanchin. Olivier is their son.
Triballat has never used soy protein isolates as an
ingredient in Sojasun or any other soy product they
manufactured. Prior to August 1985 PLL (Produits Laitiers
Lausanne SA) in Lausanne, Switzerland, made a product
named Sojasun in Lausanne using soy protein isolates. They
were making the product for their own use, not for Triballat.
In Aug. 1985 Triballat purchased a license from PLL to use
the brand name Sojasun, since Triballat wanted to make a
product without isolates and PLL was no longer interested
in making the product. Sojasun has never used soy protein
isolates as an ingredient in Sojasun or any other product they
have made. Triballat sells Sojasun mostly to the health food
sector, where they introduced it in 1986 or 1987. This sector

would not be interested in a product which contained soy
protein isolates.
Olivier knows of one small company (not PLL) in
Switzerland that presently makes a soy yogurt based on soy
protein isolates. He thinks the brand name is Milco; it is sold
mostly in Italy.
Note: William Shurtleff summarized the key points
of this conversation in a letter and asked Oliver to please
confirm them–especially the part about Sojasun never
using soy protein isolates–which disagrees with previous
information. Though the letter was sent 3 times, Mr.
Clanchin never replied.
Talk with Mr. Kerbart. 2000. Feb. 1. He says the product
is pronounced so-JAH-sun, not so-YA-sun. They now have a
successful venture making Sojasun in Vietnam which started
in 1998. The venture in China has not been successful, and
they are thinking of taking back the equipment. Address:
Sojasun Technologies, Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France. Phone:
99.04.11.04.
1296. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. Sojinal acquired by B
& K Holdings. 5(3):2. Autumn.
• Summary: Sojinal, the soyfoods manufacturer from
Issenheim, France, which manufactures the Biosoja and
Ligne S lines, is now owned by B & K Holdings [a Swiss
company].
In a spot on page 5, a photo shows several newly
changed packages in the Ligne S line which includes tofu,
soya beverages, desserts, biscuits and bars.
1297. Mozafar, A. 1994. Enrichment of some B-vitamins in
plants with application of organic fertilizers. Plant and Soil
167(2):305-11. Dec. [56 ref]
• Summary: “A review of the literature showed that plants
grown with organic fertilizers contain higher concentrations
of vitamins B-1 (thiamin) and B-12 (cyanocobalamin) as
compared with plants grown with inorganic fertilizers.” It
was recently shown that plant roots can absorb vitamins
B-1 and B-12. For a good, easy-to-read summary, see T.
Colin Campbell. 1996. New Century Nutrition. Nov. p. 1-2.
Address: Div. of Agronomy, Inst. of Plant Sciences, Swiss
Federal Inst. of Technology (ETH), ETH Zentrum, CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland.
1298. McCay, Jeanette B. 1994. Clive McCay: nutrition
pioneer. Biographical memoirs by his wife. Charlotte Harbor,
Florida: Tabby House. xxv + 505 p. Illust. 27 cm. [50+ ref]
• Summary: This is probably the best and most complete
biography of Clive McCay, PhD, ever written. And it is
written by an excellent, very perceptive and very sympathetic
writer–his wife.
Contents: Dedication. Introduction. Foreword. Prologue:
The story of Cornell Formula Bread [which includes defatted
soy flour]. 1. Clive McCay’s growing-up years. 2. My early
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years. 3. Music and Clive. 4. Our summer 1923, Berkeley
and New York. 5. Growing pains. 6. My job starts. 7. Letters
from Jeanette. 8. My last year in the Great West, 1926. 9. Old
Salvelinus fontinalis. 10. 1927, and peace for both.
11. My flapper wedding. 12. The challenge of “wedded
bliss.” 13. To Timagami with J.B.S. 14. The story of the
cabin and the trees. 15. How we bought our woods–and a
house that came too. 16. From the diary of our sabbatical
year–1935. 17. On the Continent [Europe]. 18. And then
there was a farm. 19. Clive gets acquainted with pets that
were different. 20. Life in the laboratory. 21. How to lose
money–even your head!
22. How Clive’s studies on fish began–and how they
grew. 23. To the dogs! 24. World War II–The beginning. 25.
Clive’s naval career begins. 26. Washington [DC] and Ithaca
[New York]. 27. Clive’s Washington associates. 28. Nutrition
in the navy. 29. Jeanette’s war. 30. Our children–Tommy,
the fresh air children and Kenny Button. 31. Switzerland.
32. Religion and Ellen G. White. 33. Senior citizens in a
changing climate of opinion. 34. The end of our bittersweet
years.
Appendixes: A. Aequanimitas. B. Dr. Maynard.
Cornell and farm animals. C. Clive M. McCay as nutrition
historian, teacher and bibliophile. D. Finding a way
into nutrition literature. E. Schewizer Vereinigung Fuer
Ernaehrungsforschung [May 1953]. F. Human “Lines of
thought.”
Soybeans and/or soy flour is discussed on pages xx-xv,
331-33, 340-41. Address: 39 Lakeview Dr., Englewood,
Florida 33533.
1299. Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH. 1994. Dokumentation
fuer Grosskunden [Documentation for big customers / major
accounts]. Traiskirchen, Austria. 19 p. 30 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Business philosophy. Company
history: Early years in Baden near Vienna (1984-1992), new
marketing impulse after starting production in Traiskirchen
(1992/93), present strategies and goals. Production facilities:
Tofu production, gluten production, value-added processing
and packaging. Quality control. Development of products:
By the company (e.g. Tofunaise, convenience products),
in cooperation with industry and the trade (e.g. Readyto-serve salads with tofu dressing, tofu bread, Tofurella
IceDream, convenience foods–frozen and in dozen
quantities). Raw materials: Soybeans (all tofu from Sojarei
is made with soybeans grown organically in Austria), grains,
vegetables, and other raw materials. Overview of products
and documentation. Address: Roemerstrasse 14, A-2514
Traiskirchen, Austria. Phone: (02252) 559 01.
1300. Brennan, Jennifer. 1995. The emperor’s soy sauce.
Gourmet. Jan. p. 92-93, 135-36.
• Summary: This noted Anglo-Indian food writer describes
her visit to the Goyo-gura in Noda, where Kikkoman still

makes soy sauce in the traditional way. A Kikkoman guide
tells her that the Goyo-gura is “The home of the imperial soy
sauce,” which is supplied to the emperor of Japan. Noda,
located in northwest Chiba prefecture, is cradled between the
Tone and Edo rivers.
The buildings remind her of “old London mews houses.”
The soybeans are steamed in cast-iron kettles called shikakegama. Wheat is roasted with a wooden paddle in a large
shallow iron vessel, resembling an oversized wok, by a
master roaster (mugi-iri). Unrefined salt is dissolved in fresh
well water and the resulting brine is boiled and strained to
remove any bitterness or impurities. The koji, made with
wheat, soybeans and Aspergillus oryzae culture, is stirred
twice a day. It is mixed with brine to become moromi, which
is allowed to ferment in large cedar vats for one year. The
room holding these vats “is a visual explosion.” A wall of
glass separates the viewers from the vats, which hold batches
of moromi in varying stages of maturation and are buried
up to their rims in the wooden floor. Every surface–floor,
walls, and ceiling–is painted a vivid glossy orange. “If one
could walk into the center of a pumpkin, this is what it might
be like.” The orange color has symbolic connections to
Shintoism.
In the old days, after the fermentation was finished, the
moromi was poured into cotton sacks, which were stacked in
a wooden pressing chamber called a fune, or boat. The liquid
shoyu was pressed out into a tub, then poured into a vessel
to be heated to stop the fermentation; finally it was bottled in
ceramic containers. To evaluate the quality of the shoyu for
color, aroma, consistency, and flavor, professional tasters use
small white dishes called kikimi-zara.
A room beyond the tasting chamber serves as a small
museum. There are ceramic jugs in which soy sauce was
first exported to Europe from Nagasaki in the mid-1600s by
the Dutch. A porcelain bottle on display, decorated with the
raised Kikkoman logo, held the shoyu that was awarded a
special prize at the Vienna International Exposition of 1873.
A sepia photograph shows the old takasebune flatboats on the
Edo River carrying shoyu down to the city of Edo–today’s
Tokyo. Another photo shows members of the imperial family
visiting the Goyogura. (Note: No photos are shown in this
article). As she leaves, the author is presented with the
“ultimate personal souvenir... It is a scarlet-labeled bottle in
a simple beige carton–the emperor’s shoyu.” Her search is
complete.
Two small maps show the locations of Noda and Choshi
in Japan. Address: Author of several books on Asian cuisine.
1301. Lombardi, Joyce. 1995. Re: History of growing and
using soybeans in Chad. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Feb. 4. 3 p. Typed, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: “Thank you for your response and enthusiasm
for our soya work in Chad. I am forwarding your letter to
people in town who are very involved in spreading the good
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bean throughout the land. One, an agronomist from Togo
named Dr. Akintayo, has come to Chad for soy propaganda
only. He has recently produced a book which will be of
great interest to you, and is also very involved in training
soybean trainers at the Centre de Formation Professionale
d’Agriculture (CFPA), a farm extension service launched
about 6 years ago by Swiss development workers.
“It is in fact from a Swiss-Italian development worker
that I got the idea, and later the seeds, for soybean cultivation
in my village. I had enjoyed ginger-flavored soymilk
at his villa, and had heard him extoll the soil-enriching
properties of the soy bean, so when people in my village
began complaining about the low rates they were getting
from the state’s cotton company, I asked if they had thought
about planting another cash crop, like soy. I was told it had
been done in the past, but people here don’t really known
how to do much with soy beyond what you call dawadawa, fermented sauce. So a few weeks later, after more
discussions with villagers, who told our health team that
famine was their biggest health worry, the Comite de Sante
de la Paix was born. Its mission–to grow, sell, and popularize
the soybean in the village of Bessada, Chad.
“As far as I can tell, the farthest back anyone can
remember planting soy in our region of southeastern Chad
is 10 years ago [i.e. in about 1985]. Most people credit the
above-mentioned CFPA with introducing the crop here 6
years ago. From its base in town, the CFPA also has several
outposts in smaller towns (i.e. Koumra) and villages (i.e.
Modjibe) near, or within a 20 km radius of Bessada. Farmers
report success with the crop, especially as our soil is ‘tired’
from a constant rotation of cotton, millet and peanuts. People
report that one 100 kg sack fetches between 23,000–50,000
cfa ($41-90) compared to half that for a sack of millet. The
main buyers seems to be ONGs run by ex-pats [expatriates]
or missions. Local buyers make dawa-dawa, or ndi, as it is
called in the Sara language here, and several women in my
village report making sojateen, or soybean coffee. However
the cost, between 150-500 cfa per kg is prohibitive, and soy
is still seen as a luxury food here. For comparison, millet
is about 50-100 cfa/kg, and peanuts a bit less. Nonetheless,
people generally know that soy is good for the body and soil,
and were very interested in our collective soybean field.
“So, on July 17 1994, our rather ad hoc health team–
made up of four men previously elected as village health
delegates and 10 ten traditional birth attendants, old women
with lined, tribal-scarred faces, canes, strong wiry hands–
planted 6 kg of soybeans on a cleared ½ hectare plot, known
here as a corde... Millet and cotton had been planted on our
plot before, the debris cleaned away with the usual bushfire
method.
“Our yield, just barely over 100 kg, was dismal.
Reasons: we planted too late in the rainy season,
which begins in May/June, and harvested our beans on
Thanksgiving Day. Akintayo informed me that we planted

the 120-day variety, which is what the CFPA has made
available to folks here. Also, we only weeded twice, and very
late in the game. The tribulations of collective labor as I’m
sure you remember from your Peace Crops days. Third, our
soil is rather sandy, and I’m told soy prefers clay and shade.
Indeed, we remarked that the plants growing in the shade of
a karite tree produced very well while the plants in the shade
of an ndil tree produced a lot of foliage but not much bean.
A farmer 7 km away reported a yield of 250 kg from 4 kg of
seeds on a one-corde plot. He planted earlier and had better
soil. His village has a water table of 23 meters, ours is 47.”
“So, now, the sack of beans sits in my hut, away from
mice and thieves, until we move it to a communal silo with
another sack we’re buying on credit. We have siphoned
out some of the beans already to stage a big village-wide
soybean transformation day, January 25, run by two
animatrices sent by the CFPA in nearby Koumra. The two
women journeyed out on their red moped to teach the
health committee members, representatives from church
and women’s groups, 25 total participants, to make soy
milk, cheese (tofu), fried tofu, beignets (spicy tofuburgers
made with the residue [okara] whose name in Japanese I
saw in your Book of Tofu), cake, steamed pate with fish
and tomatoes, sweet donuts, and cake. The consensus was:
porridge (I forgot to mention it above), spicy beignets and
cake. Those were the big hits. People were shocked that
one could bake a delicious cake there under the mango
tree outside our clinic. Our tools were 3-rock fires, wooden
mortars, big iron cauldrons and manual labor. Perhaps Niger
was the same way, but Chad has next to nothing in the way
of time-saving tools. We did manage to borrow someone’s
hand-cranked meat grinder to make the soy milk.
“The fallout from soyday is this: the chef du canton, in
whose compound I live, wants to make our village a center
for soya cake, and we plan to serve it to the US Ambassador
and Minister of Health who are due out in the village next
week to inaugurate our newly renovated clinic, grâce à
USAID. New members of the health team want to launch
an infant-feeding program of soy porridge at the dispensary
each Saturday or vaccination day. There is one such program
started by a French doctor named Dr. Magguie Negri in a
village called Bekemba, about 60 km north of here. She
started the program in 1991, and reports feeding 103 children
in 1993, on a continued basis. She encourages mothers to
prepare the soy meals (porridge) themselves, and to aid with
a community soycrop. (Paperwork to follow if I can find
any).
“The infant nutrition program couldn’t come at a better
time for Bessada which now finds itself in the midst of a
fatal measles epidemic, compounded by the beliefs that
vaccinations give AIDS and measles, and that giving meat to
baby or child with measles will make her sicker.
“So, in my village, soybeans are growing fast and well,
and I will leave here knowing that at least I have made a
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substantial contribution to the well-being of a place it seems
that history has forgotten. God, it’s hard here. People scrape
a living out of the sand with their bare hands.”
“So. The gospel spreads forth. Having seen the damage
wrought by so many other egos and programs come here to
save the Africans, plugging away for The Soybean is one
of the only acts of development I really feel comfortable
engaging in.
“So no, in answer to your question, soybean cultivation
is not a specific Peace Corps program or govt. program
here.”
“As for me, I was a Vanilla Edensoy and tahini
tofuburger fan back in the States, but I never knew much
about soy until now.”
Color photos taken by Joyce show: (1) Three African
men weeding a field of soybeans by hand, Sept/Oct. 1994.
(2) Soybean plants in Bessada growing in the shade of a
Karité tree, Aug. 1994. (3) Four Africans (two in traditional
dress) from the health team seated outside of Joyce’s round
mud-walled house with conical thatched roof. Atop a wooden
mortar are five glasses of soybean coffee on a white plate.
Enclosed is a recipe for “Bessadonian soya coffee deluxe,”
by Joyce. Season, if desired, with tumba (Arabic tea spice).
It’s cheap, nutritious, and you can eat the grounds. Address:
U.S. Peace Corps, B.P. 193, Sarh, Chad.
1302. Studer, Margaret. 1995. Sandoz AG is foraging for
additional food holdings: Unfazed by critics, chairman Marc
Moret steps up foray into nutrition. Wall Street Journal. Feb.
21. p. B4 (East + West).
• Summary: Sandoz A.G. Chairman Marc Moret, age 72,
having bought Gerber Products Co., is looking to buy
another food company as part of Sandoz’s diversification
into nutrition. New acquisitions are likely to be in clinical
nutrition and health food, which will pit Sandoz against
giants like Nestle SA and H.J. Heinz & Co. Moret sees a
clear difference between “food” and “nutrition.”
In the early 1970s, when Sandoz entered the nutrition
business, Mr. Moret headed the newly formed division. His
vision is to create a health-care company that provides both
nutrition products and pharmaceuticals.
1303. Storup, Bernard. 1995. Société Soy was acquired by
Diétetique et Santé in July 1993, was renamed Nutrition et
Soja, and is now located in Revel (near Toulouse) in southern
France. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 6.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: In 1993 Bernard was contacted by Diétetique et
Santé, a big French manufacturer of health foods (founded in
1972), which wanted to buy his company, Société Soy. At the
time Bernard’s company was doing well financially and they
had excellent equipment. But they had reached the maximum
they could achieve in the health food market, and the only
market into which they could expand was supermarkets.

First some background: In Sept. 1990 Société Soy
had taken in an outside investor, a retired banker, who was
wealthy and friendly man, and who invested as a private
individual. In exchange for contributing cash funds to help
in expansion and give the company more of its own capital
(fonds propre), he was given ownership of 25% of Société
Soy’s shares. The banker also worked at the company one
day a week as an accountant. At this time, the company was
making money–but not that much.
In early 1991 Bernard had created the new and more
neutral brand Union Natur to be used on all products sold in
supermarkets by Société Soy. So Bernard was looking for a
company with which he could work as a partner in entering
this big new market.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s the Sandoz Group
accelerated its expansion into the healthy/nutritional foods
industry throughout Europe. The Sandoz Group is best
known in Europe as a manufacturer of pharmaceuticals (its
largest division) and chemicals (its second largest division).
Sandoz’s food/nutrition division is now its third largest.
About 5-6 years ago Sandoz was involved in major pollution
problems related to its chemical production. Sandoz, the
big Swiss pharmaceutical company, was famous during the
1960s among young people in Europe and America as the
manufacturer of LSD. From one viewpoint, this popular
psychedelic started the counterculture revolution in the
Western World, including the natural foods movement. One
of the Sandoz Group’s earliest acquisitions in the health food
field had been the British-based Wander Co. In about 198788 the Sandoz Group bought the Céréal Co. Then on 1 July
1992 Sandoz bought Diétetique et Santé in Revel, France–
which was renamed Nutrition et Santé on 1 Aug. 1994. Also
on 25 Aug. 1994 the Sandoz Group purchased Gerber, the
huge American manufacturer of baby foods (headquartered
in Fremont, Michigan). Two months ago the Sandoz Group
announced that it plans to sell its entire chemical division,
with about 10,000 employees. Sandoz was a world leader in
dyes. Money from the sale chemical division will be used to
buy more companies in the field of food and nutrition. In the
future, Sandoz plans to keep only its pharmaceutical and its
food/nutrition divisions.
Dietetique et Santé was established in 1972 in Revel and
that year they purchased the brand (registered trademark)
Gerblé from a small company located near Lyons (French
= Lyon) in France. So now Nutrition et Santé is the head of
Sandoz nutrition branch in France. In addition, Sandoz has
a nutrition division in every European country, with a major
food company as head of that branch. Approximately 95% of
the sales of these companies are to supermarkets, and only
about 5% to natural- and health-food stores.
Although it is owned by the Sandoz Group, the company
Nutrition et Santé is not well known by consumers. Yet its
brands, trademarks and products are very well known–some
all over Europe. These include Ovomaltine [Ovaltine],
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Céreal, Wander, Wasa (a Swedish bread, pronounced VAsa), Gerblé, Nerjisport, and Isostar. The latter two products
are non-protein sports drinks, rich in mineral salts, that
replace electrolytes after exercise. They are now developing
a product named Gerlinea (like Slimfast, a low-calorie diet
powder or bars).
Nutrition et Santé is the leading company in the health
food market in France. Sandoz-owned counterparts in other
European countries include Sandoz-Spain, Sandoz-Italy,
Eden in Germany, Reforma in the Netherlands, and Wander
in the UK. They have 54% of the health food market in
supermarkets in France.
So in July 1993 Bernard sold Société Soy to the Sandoz
Group because he believed the sale would help the company
to develop and grow. He stayed on as managing director and
was given a great deal of independence and responsibility.
Sandoz wanted to keep the acquisition fairly quiet so that
retailers and consumers would not be concerned. Very little
information about the deal appeared in the public press,
except in the financial press. Before the sale, Société Soy
was a corporation whose shares were owned as follows:
Bernard Storup 35%, Jean de Preneuf 35%, the retired
banker 25%, and the company’s workers 5%.
After Société was sold, Nutrition et Santé owned 100%
of the shares. Bernard and Jean had no difficulty at all giving
up their share of ownership in the company they had started
in 1982. Nutrition et Santé had offered Bernard and Jean
ownership in the company, but the latter two men felt the
situation would be more clear if Nutrition et Santé owned
100%. “The world is big and life is short. Daily work is
just as interesting as ever.” Continued. Address: Managing
Director, Nutrition et Soja, Z.I. de la Pomme, B.P. 33, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62.18.72.50.
1304. Storup, Bernard. 1995. Update on Sojinal (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. March 6. Conducted by William Shurtleff
of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: In mid-1993 Sojinal was purchased by B &
K Holding, a Swiss group; the owner is one of the Buehler
brothers, involved with the company that makes milling
equipment. After the Buehlers sold their milling equipment
company, they used the money to buy various factories in
Europe. They also bought a company to make breakfast
cereals. But during the last 2 years there has been an
economic crisis in France. Though things are beginning to
look better now, Sojinal is for sale again because they are
losing lots of money–and nobody wants to buy it.
Update: 21 June 1995–Sojinal is still for sale; Bernard
thinks it will be sold before long. Address: Managing
Director, Nutrition et Soja, Z.I. de la Pomme, B.P. 33, 31250
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62.18.72.50.
1305. New York Times. 1995. Sandoz to sell its chemical unit
to focus on pharmaceuticals. March 24. p. D7 (Late).

• Summary: Sandoz A.G. of Base, Switzerland, plans to
sell its chemical business in order to focus on its food and
pharmaceutical operations. The sale could give Sandoz about
$2.59 billion. Last year Sandoz’s nutrition unit acquired
Gerber Products.
1306. Studer, Margaret. 1995. Sandoz plans chemicals
unit sale or spinoff: Company intends to focus on health,
nutrition. Net rose 2% last year. Wall Street Journal. March
24. p. A5A (West), A11D (East).
• Summary: Sandoz Chairman Marc Moret is selling its
chemicals division to focus even more strongly on drugs and
nutrition. Health and nutrition, and the synergy that binds
them, will shape the future growth of the company.
1307. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri).
1995. Biodiesel: A clean fuel by any other name? March. p.
3.
• Summary: “As European countries expand use of
biodiesel, the cleaner-burning fuel is earning a variety of
monikers: diester (France), diesel-bi (Italy and France), biogazole (France), biodiesel (UK) and oko-diesel (Germany
and Austria).”
1308. Fotsis, Theodore; Pepper, M.; Adlercreutz, H.; Hase,
T.; Montesano, R.; Schweigerer, L. 1995. Genistein, a dietary
ingested isoflavonoid, inhibits cell proliferation and in vitro
angiogenesis. J. of Nutrition 125(3S):790S-797S. March.
Supplement. First International Symposium on the Role of
Soy in Preventing and Treating Chronic Disease. [45 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Angiogenesis and
angiogenic diseases. Human urine contains inhibitors of
endothelial and tumor cell proliferation. Synthetic genistein
targets proliferating but not quiescent cells. Possible
molecular mechanisms of action. Biological relevance
and future prospects. Address: 1. Dep. of Oncology and
Immunology, Children’s Univ. Hospital, Ruprecht-KarlsUniversitaet, INF 150, 6900 Heidelberg, Germany; 2. Inst.
of Histology and Embryology, Dep. of Morphology, Univ.
Medical Center, 1121 Geneva 4, Switzerland; 3. Dep. of
Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, Meilahti Hospital, SF00290 Helsinki, Finland.
1309. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1995.
Technical soybean mission: Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Singapore. March 10-26, 1995. Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
23 p. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Participating members: Dr. Karen
Lapsley, Mr. Ron McDougall, Mr. Michael Loh, Mr. Doug
Jessop (food technologist and tofu expert, Harrow Research
Station), Mr. Kim Cooper (marketing specialist, OSGMB).
Note: This is the first Canadian soybean mission in which a
food technologist (Doug Jessop) participated. Background.
Mission objectives. Acknowledgements. Mission details–
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Japan: Canadian embassy.
Japan Miso-Co-op Industrial Association: Japan imports
about 250,000 tonnes {metric tons} of soybeans from China
each year, and about 150,000 tonnes of that amount is for
the miso market. The remaining miso soybeans come from
Canada, USA, and Japan. The best soybean for making miso
comes from the Hokkaido area of Japan. It is a large, white
hilum type, perhaps Toyomasuri. Generally the larger the
soybean the better for making miso. Japanese miso makers
need two types of soybeans from Canada: (1) Normal
SQWH (Special Quality White Hilum); average values for
color, taste and texture are acceptable though higher values
would be preferable; (2) High Premium Soybeans; they
would consider paying a premium for better color, taste, and
texture.
Azuma Natto Foods Co. Ltd.: This natto company
uses 7,000 tonnes/year of soybeans making them the third
largest natto maker in Japan. They use 65% USA, 25%
Japanese, and 15% Canadian soybeans. There are four sizes
of natto: Small natto < 5.5 mm accounts for 72% of the
natto market in Japan; Large natto, 5.5 to 6.2, account for
18%. Extra large natto > 8.5 mm account for 18%. Split seed
natto account for 10%. Factors in assessing the suitability
of soybeans for natto are: Fat content should be less than
19%. Total sugars–Group 1 contains sucrose, fructose, and
glucose, group 2 contains raffinose and stachyose. Calcium
affects the hardness or softness of natto. The ideal range is
180-250 mg/100 gm. Sanwa Company–Tofu manufacturer.
Wed., March 15–Japan Tofu Association: There are over
20,000 tofu makers in Japan, and 53 of these are members
of this association, with half of the 53 being in the Tokyo
area. Only 185 tofu manufacturers in Japan have 30 or
more employees. Tofu makers consider there are two types
of organic soybeans: true organic and semi-organic. The
association imports about 2,000 tonnes of each type from the
USA; they are OCIA certified.
Home Foods Company Ltd. uses 4,000 metric tons
of soybeans a year, mostly a blend of 70% Chinese white
hilum and 30% U.S. white hilum. The soys from the USA
are I.O.M. soybeans, especially the “High Super” variety.
For the more premium market they use a blend of 50%
Japanese soys and 50% Harovinton soybeans. They have
also just started blending 50% Chinese and 50% Canadian
white hilum soybeans. The two most important criteria for
their soybeans are high protein and high total sugars. Sugar
levels of Chinese soybeans (24-25%) are higher than those of
Canadian soybeans (23-24%).
Thursday, March 16–Takeya Miso Co.: Ikuo Fujimori,
President. Takeya has two plants employing 100 production
workers and using 5,000 to 6,000 tonnes of soybeans yearly.
70-80% of their products are sold in supermarkets. For years
they have been using the U.S. soybean variety Kanrich.
Nagano Chushin Agricultural Experiment Station: They
have been breeding soybeans since 1957 and in that time

have developed and released 17 varieties, the most famous
being Enrei. The staff of 34 includes 5 soybean breeders.
Dr. Nobuo Takahashi has been breeding soybeans for over
18 years. Japan has domestic soybean area of 370,500 acres
(150,000 ha); it is decreasing, so imports are increasing.
Nagano Miso Industrial United Co-operatives: This
group consists of 8 local co-ops made up of 160 miso
manufacturers, who pay a fee to this group based on sales.
There was a detailed discussion of the types of sugars in
soybeans necessary for good miso.
Friday March 17–National Food Research Institute.
Tsukuba is developing into a science research park, now
containing over 200 different research institutes. NFRI,
originally founded in 1934 as the Rice Institute, moved to
Tsukuba from Tokyo in 1973. Thirty years ago, all tofu in
Japan was made with Japanese soybeans. Dr. Toshiro Nagai
spoke about natto: In 1992 the natto needs of Japan were
met by soybeans from China (45%), USA (38%), Canada
(17%), and Japanese domestic (8%). Natto consumption has
increased by about 10% for each of the last few years. Dr.
Sayuki Nikkuni spoke about miso: In 1992 the miso needs of
Japan were met by soybeans from China (87%), USA (6%),
Japan (6%), and Canada (1%). Dr. Kaoro Koyama spoke
about tofu: In 1992 the soybeans for tofu totaled 490,000
tonnes and came from USA (390,000 tonnes; 80%), Canada
(50,000; 10%), Japan (20,000; 4.1%), China (20,000; 4.1%),
and South America (10,000; 2.0%).
Asahi Food Processing Co. Ltd. This plant, which has
350 employees and operates 365 days/year, was established
in 1972 and produces tofu, fried tofu, natto, noodles, and
juices. They use 15 tonnes of soybeans daily or 4,900
tonnes/year, of which 38.8% are grown in Japan and the
remaining 61.2% are IOM from the USA. Each day they
make 120,000 cakes of tofu, 100,000 pieces of fried tofu,
and 20,000 packages of natto. Most of the soybeans they use
in production are dehulled. They use about 500 tonnes/year
of OCIA certified soybeans from the USA and some semiorganic soybeans from Japan. The prices they pay per kg of
soybeans are: IOM 30-40 yen; Vinton, identity preserved
varieties, and Harrovinton [Harovinton] 100 yen; organic
120-140 yen; Enrei (Japanese) 400 yen.
Saturday, March 18–Hong Kong. Canadian High
Commission. Canada Packers (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Monday, March 20. Shenzhen Economic Zone: This area
of 30 square km, just outside the Hong Kong border, contains
1 million people or 60% of the provincial population, all
of whom require a special permit to work in the area. This
economic zone is booming, basically due to spiralling costs
in Hong Kong, where many businesses and factories are
closing and moving to this area, where land and labor costs
are much lower.
Shenzhen Vitasoy (Guang Dong) Foods & Beverage
Co. This plant, which is only one year old, produces a major
share of the soymilk for Hong Kong. They are able to import
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soybeans at a low tariff rate because they ship the majority of
their finished products back into Hong Kong. The plant uses
Canadian SQWH (Special Quality White Hilum) soybeans,
but has problems with uneven seed size. They presently
receive the soybeans in 45 kg jute bags, but would prefer
strong 45 kg poly-lined paper bags. A small percentage of
dairy milk is mixed with the soymilk, which is thought to
improve its texture and taste.
Tuesday, March 21. Dah Chong Hong, Ltd. This was
the first company to import Canadian soybeans for food
use in the early 1970s. Dah Chong pointed out that Ontario
soybeans were experiencing increasing competition from
Quebec soybeans, especially in the past two years. The
Quebec soybeans are 5-10% less expensive, due to lower
basis levels, lower freight costs, and being more aggressive
in a new market. Their quality is similar to Ontario,
though the seed coat color is somewhat darker. There are
about 50 tofu makers in Hong Kong, 10 larger size and 40
smaller size, although there is not a large difference in size.
Consumers believe that packaged tofu is not as fresh as that
purchased fresh daily from local markets.
Amoy Food Ltd. (Dr. Alain Butler; This plant makes
soy sauce and other sauces used in cooking. They use only
Canadian soybeans, the Maple Glen variety from Quebec).
Wed., March 22. The group visited Hung Tao Soya Bean
Products Pty., a traditional Hong Kong tofu and soybean
sprout plant in the New Territories.
Thursday, March 23–Malaysia. Canadian High
Commission. Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) Berhad (Contains
excellent details on the company). Chop Lee Kit Heng Sdn.
Bhd. (A soybean trader selling to end users in Malaysia).
Friday, March 24–Singapore. Canadian High
Commission. Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore). Meeting with
nine tofu manufacturers in Singapore. (The name of each
company is given. There are 40 tofu makers in Singapore,
and the majority now use Canadian soybeans. Tofu growth
in the last 5 years has been very rapid and competition is
fierce). Asia Corporation Pte. Ltd. (This company accounts
for about 70% of the soybeans imported into Singapore and
Malaysia. They first brought Canadian soybeans into the area
in 1978). Canadec Private Ltd. Sing Yeap Trading Pte. Ltd.
Saturday, March 25–Unicurd Food Company Pte. Ltd.
(Mr. Goh gave a tour of his facility and discussed his plans
for a new plant in late 1995). Yam Thye & Co. (Warehouse).
Encore Ltd.: Sylvia B. Hollenstein, managing director.
This company, based in Switzerland, uses Swiss technology
to produce soy yogurts, chocolates, and noodles in
Switzerland from Chinese soybeans–mostly for the taste.
The products are shipped from Switzerland to the company’s
3 retail stores in East Asia; they plan to expand to 10 retail
stores by the end of 1995.
Appendixes A through J, issued as a separate document,
contain extensive and detailed information and some
published documents related to the technical mission.

Address: P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada.
Phone: 519-352-7730.
1310. Goh, Francis Nyang Kuang. 1995. Re: M/S Encore
Ltd. of Zurich, Switzerland, has opened three retail outlets
in Singapore to market soyfoods. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, April 7. 3 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: A company (M/S Encore Ltd.,
Sonnenbergstrasse 60 8032, Zurich, Switzerland) has
recently opened three retail outlets in Singapore to market
soybean-based food products such as yogurt, salad,
chocolate, biscuits, etc. These products are imported from
Switzerland. The company intends to open a plant in
Singapore to manufacture some of these soyfood products
and has offered Mr. Goh a joint venture in which he would
be in charge of production. Their main interest seems to be in
sales and marketing. Address: Managing Director, Unicurd
Food Co. (Pte.) Ltd., Blk. 6020 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park
3, #01-154/156/158/160, Singapore 2056. Phone: 482-5454.
1311. New York Times. 1995. Sandoz plans public sale of its
chemical business. June 8. p. D8 (Late).
• Summary: Sandoz A.G., Switzerland’s second largest
pharmaceutical and chemical company, plans to sell its
chemical division. The new company will be called Clariant.
Source: Bloomberg Business News.
1312. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1995.
Hydrogenation, shortening, and margarine–Bibliography
and sourcebook, 1860 to 1995: Detailed information on 934
published documents (extensively annotated bibliography),
37 commercial hydrogenated soy oil products, 37 original
interviews (many full text) and overviews, 32 unpublished
archival documents. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center.
355 p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index.
Language index. Printed July 24. 28 cm. [1013 ref]
• Summary: This comprehensive bibliography on
hydrogenation and its products focuses on hydrogenation of
soy oil. Starting with the early literature on hydrogenation,
it shows how and why soy oil has become the world’s most
popular raw material for making shortening and margarine.
It includes the large body of literature on the safety of
hydrogenation from earliest times to the present, and
concludes with the extensive literature published since World
War II.
This is the most comprehensive bibliography ever
published about hydrogenation, margarine, or shortening. It
has been compiled, one record at a time over a period of 20
years, in an attempt to document the history of these closely
related subjects. Its scope includes all important information
about these subjects, worldwide, from 1860 to the present.
This book is also a very comprehensive and useful
source of information on these subjects, since 89% of all
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records contain a summary/abstract averaging 219 words in
length.
This is one of more than 45 books related to soybeans
and soyfoods being compiled by William Shurtleff and
published by the Soyfoods Center. It is based on historical
principles, listing all known documents and commercial
products in chronological order. It features: 33 different
document types, both published and unpublished; every
known major publication on the subject in every language–
including 917 in English, 46 in German, 22 in French, 13 in
Japanese, etc.; 37 original Soyfoods Center interviews and
overviews never before published. Thus, it is a powerful
tool for understanding the development of hydrogenation,
margarine, and shortening from their earliest beginnings to
the present.
The bibliographic records in this book include
934 published documents and 32 unpublished archival
documents. Each contains (in addition to the typical author,
date, title, volume and pages information) the author’s
address, number of references cited, original title of all nonEnglish publications together with an English translation of
the title, month and issue of publication, and the first author’s
first name (if given).
The book also includes details on 37 commercial
hydrogenated products (mostly those of historical
importance), including the product name, date of
introduction, manufacturer’s name, address and phone
number, and (in many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging
and price, storage requirements, nutritional composition, and
a description of the label. Sources of additional information
on each product (such as references to and summaries of
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
Details on how to make best use of this book, a
complete subject and geographical index, an author/company
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of
the composition of the book (by decade, document type,
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries,
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are also
included.
Introduction (p. 7-8): Invented in France in 1869,
margarine is a product of major historical (as well as
commercial) importance with a number of interesting “firsts”
to its name: (1) It was the first commercial substitute food in
the Western world–developed as a substitute for butter. (2)
It was the first alternative to a meat or dairy product in the
Western world. (Note that meat and dairy alternatives based
on soy and gluten had been developed centuries earlier in
China and Japan). (3) In 1957 consumption of margarine
in the United States passed that of butter; this was the first
example in America of a major food of vegetable origin
surpassing its counterpart of animal origin. (4) The margarine
industry was the first to become a major food industry by
overcoming the ongoing opposition of governments in every
country in the Western world. The two countries that once

had the strongest anti-margarine laws were the USA and
Canada.
Margarine was sold commercially for more than 30
years before the process of hydrogenation was developed
and patented by the German inventor Normann in 1902-03.
Hydrogenation has transformed the processing of oils and
fats throughout the world, being used to make most types
of margarine and shortening, and many types of partially
hydrogenated vegetable oil.
A brief history: Margarine was invented in 1869 by
the Frenchman Hippolyte Mège Mouriés, in an attempt to
alleviate shortages of butter. He won a prize offered that
year by Napoleon III. Made mainly from tallow (beef fats),
margarine quickly became popular in northern Europe and
the United States. Factories began production in Denmark
(1871), Netherlands (1871), France (1872-73), AustriaHungary (1874), United States (1874-76), Germany (1875),
and the United Kingdom (1889).
Margarine has always been less expensive than butter.
In the early years consumers were often sold margarine (or
a mixture of margarine and butter) under the impression that
they were buying unadulterated butter. Therefore, starting
in the 1880s legislation was enacted in many countries to
prevent fraud. Few of the world’s foods have been subjected
to more discriminatory legislation and court decisions than
margarine. Most of this was prompted by political action on
the part of powerful national dairy industries.
In 1884 New York enacted the world’s first antimargarine laws–though they were voided in 1885 by a
New York court. In 1886 the president of the American
Agricultural and Dairy Association demanded the “total
extermination of imitation butter.” That same year the U.S.
congress passed the Margarine Act of 1886; a tax of 2 cents
a pound was imposed and various expensive licenses were
mandated for manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. The
law also decreed that the product must be clearly labeled
“oleomargarine.” In 1887 the first Margarine Act was passed
in England, where margarine was initially sold under the
name of “Butterine.” It required that the product be sold only
under the name “margarine.” Similar laws were soon passed
in France (1887) and the Netherlands.
Hydrogenation was first patented by the German
inventor Wilhelm Normann in 1902 in Germany and in
1903 in Great Britain. Joseph Crosfield & Sons, Ltd., of
Warrington, England, was the world’s first company to
attempt commercial hydrogenation; they began operating
their plant in 1906. In 1909 Procter & Gamble (P&G) in the
United States acquired the rights to the Normann / Crosfield
patent. At the time, P&G was a soap manufacturing company
that made no edible products. In 1911, after considerable
developmental work, P&G launched Crisco, the world’s
first vegetable shortening. The name was an abbreviation of
the words “crystallized cottonseed oil.” The company had
the wisdom to market Crisco as a new vegetable product,
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not as a lard substitute, and the absence of any animal fat
was featured in its extensive and persistent nationwide
advertising. In the United States, discriminatory federal
legislation against margarine existed until 1950, when the
federal Margarine Act was signed into law by President
Harry Truman. On July 1 of that year the entire federal
system of excise taxes and licenses was ended. Also in 1950
Canada dropped its Commonwealth ban on margarine.
The last two U.S. states to legalize the addition of color
(generally natural color) to margarine were Minnesota (1963)
and Wisconsin (1967).
The earliest known reference to the use of soy oil
in margarine in Europe appeared in England, where the
Daily Dispatch of 22 April 1910 reported that soy oil had
enjoyed “striking success” as a substitute for coconut oil
in the manufacture of margarine; Messrs. Bibby & Sons
of Liverpool were selling large quantities of soy oil to
margarine makers on the continent.
The first reported use of soy oil in margarine in the
United States was in 1912, when 321 tonnes (708,000 lb)
were used. In 5 years, by 1917, this amount had increased
almost 10-fold, to 3,000 tonnes (6,614,000 lb), yet this was
only 2.5% of all oils and fats used in margarine that year
and much less than oleo oil (38% of the total), cottonseed oil
(25%), neutral lard (17%), and peanut oil (4%).
In 1915 hydrogenation was first used in margarine
production. Note that the first soy oil used in margarine was
not hydrogenated; it was added in part for its yellow color.
In 1930 the Chinese soy oil expert Tsao reported that
“From 70-80% of the soy oil imported to Europe at present is
used in the manufacture of margarine.”
The first all-soy, all-vegetable margarine, containing no
products of animal origin, was introduced in 1942 by Butler
Food Products at Cedar Lake Michigan. Sold as Soy Butter,
its main ingredients were a blend of liquid and hydrogenated
soy oils, soymilk used in place of dairy milk, and perhaps
soy lecithin (plus salt, carotene, vitamin A, and butter flavor).
During 1951 soy oil passed cottonseed oil to become
America’s leading margarine ingredient. In 1950 soy oil
accounted for 45% of all the oils and fats in margarine,
whereas by 1960 it had grown to account for 81% of the
total.
After the mid-1950s, the United States became the
world’s largest manufacturer of margarine, followed by
Germany. In Europe, per capita margarine consumption is
largest in northern European countries. Continued. Address:
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.
Phone: 510-283-2991.
1313. Burton, Thomas M.; Kilman, Scott; Gibson, Richard.
1995. Corn plot. Investigators suspect a global conspiracy in
Archer-Daniels case: They see signs of collusion with firms
in Europe, Japan on grain products. Let’s go to the videotape.
Wall Street Journal. July 28. p. A1, A5. Friday (West).

• Summary: It looks like an international conspiracy,
complete with videotapes and hundreds of audio tapes of key
meetings–thanks in large part to the help of whistle-blower
and top ADM executive Mark E. Whitacre, age 38, who
headed the fast-growing BioProducts division and reported
to Michael Andreas. Since his undercover role was disclosed,
Mr. Whitacre has been barred from ADM facilities, but he
remains on the company payroll.
Federal investigators are working with a Chicago
federal grand jury. The investigation is focusing on: ADM
executives–Vice President Michael D. Andreas and Group
Vice President Terrance S. Wilson (head of ADM’s corn
processing division). Andreas, age 46, who runs many of the
daily operations of the $12.5 billion-a-year grain processing
giant, has long been considered the heir apparent to his
father, 77-year-old Dwayne Andreas, chairman and CEO.
Although Michael Andreas has a reputation as a supersalesman and has long been groomed for the top post, he has
stayed out of the public spotlight.
One key subject of the investigation is lysine, a
fermented by-product of corn processing. It is made by
feeding corn-derived dextrose to microorganisms. A
videotape appears to show collaboration among competitors
to limit the supply of lysine in order to keep prices high.
Lysine, an amino acid, is added to the feed of hogs and
chickens to speed growth of their lean muscle. Other possible
evidence of a conspiracy comes from internal company
documents obtained by the government during the past 3
years. They show lysine target sales and actual monthly
sales of each manufacturer including Ajinomoto Inc. and
Kyowa Hakko’s BioKyowa unit (both of Japan), and ADM
itself. Though not well known, lysine is a big profit-maker
and a key ingredient in the feed industry. About 500 lb/year
are made and keeping the price high is worth millions of
dollars to manufacturers. The Japanese were the first to make
lysine commercially in the 1960s. ADM, which calls itself
“supermarket to the world” has a reputation for entering a
new market in a big way. It did that in the case of lysine,
constructing what is believed to be the biggest fermentation
plant in the world at its sprawling complex at Decatur,
Illinois. ADM entered the lysine market in 1991 and today
can produce about 250 million lb/year of lysine, about half
the world’s total output.
ADM’s market entry triggered a slide in lysine prices for
well over $1 a pound to nearly 60 cents. Then in 1992, for
reasons that aren’t clear, prices rebounded sharply to about
$1 a pound–despite the much larger supply of product. This
area is of special interest to investigators. Some lysine users
believe their ability to switch to soybean meal, a natural
source of lysine, keeps synthetic lysine prices in check.
However poultry growers are more dependent on synthetic
lysine because birds each much less feed, making soybean
meal a less effective source of lysine.
ADM is believed to have spent roughly $1,500 million
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establishing its BioProducts division, which Mr. Whitacre
ran during the 3 years he surreptitiously helped the U.S.
government gather information about possible ADM price
collusion. Products made by the BioProducts division,
in addition to lysine and citric acid, include lactic acid,
monosodium glutamate, and xanthan gum. They are believed
to generate some of the company’s highest profit margins and
about 15% of ADM earnings.
Another key subject is citric acid, also derived from
corn processing, which is used in the detergent, food, and
beverage industries. ADM entered the citric acid market
in 1991 when it bought a thriving manufacturing plant
from Pfizer Inc.–and today it is the leading U.S. maker of
citric acid. ADM is said to have documents showing citric
acid sales targets and actual sales for ADM, the HoffmanLaRoche Inc. U.S. unit of Switzerland’s Roche Holdings
Ltd. and Germany’s Bayer AG (which makes citric acid at its
plant in Elkhart, Indiana).
Besides studying lysine and citric acid, federal
investigators are also looking at high-fructose corn syrup
and possible violations of antitrust laws in connection with
its sale. ADM is one of the biggest manufacturers in the $3
billion-a-year worldwide market. 75% of the product is used
to sweeten soft drinks.
The federal investigation is now 3 years old.
Investigators are still examining documents they seized from
ADM headquarters in late June. Other companies are still
handing over to the government documents subpoenaed by
the grand jury.
1314. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1995. Corporate
corner: Northrup King unveils new corporate logo. 1(9):4.
July/Aug.
• Summary: Northrup King Co. is part of Sandoz Seeds,
a worldwide leader in seed research, production and
marketing, and the second largest seed company in the
world, with sales of more than $850 million last year. Ten
percent of the total revenues at Sandoz Seeds are reinvested
in research each year at 37 field crop research stations.
The company has been part of Sandoz for nearly 20
years, according to Kent Schulze, president and CEO of
Northrup King. Sandoz Seeds employs more than 900
researchers.
Sandoz Ltd. of Basel, Switzerland, first entered the seed
industry in 1975 when it acquired Rogers Brothers Seed
Co. Later Sandoz added Northrup King, Hillshog, and S&G
Seeds. Northrup King focuses on corn and soybeans, plus
sorghum, sunflower, and alfalfa seeds.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2004)
which states that Northrup King is owned by Sandoz.
1315. Bailey, K.V. 1995. The potential value of soya
products in human nutrition in Africa. Paper presented at the
Third Bi-Annual SoyAfrica Conference. 8 p. Held 3-5 Oct.

1995 at Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by Aproma.
[21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soya products in human diets and
nutrition. Soya in complementary feeding of young children
in Africa. Blended foods for emergencies. Toxic factors
in soya. Positive health effects. Conclusions. Address:
Nutrition Consultant, World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland.
1316. Mourey, Alain. 1995. The nutrition intervention of the
ICRC in complex situations. Paper presented at the Third BiAnnual SoyAfrica Conference. 13 p. Held 3-5 Oct. 1995 at
Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by Aproma. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary (International Committee
of the Red Cross). Introduction. Complex situations: Famine,
armed conflicts as a cause of famine, other risk factors as a
cause of famine, early warning of famine, the perception of
famines, constraints. Intervention of the ICRC. The use of
soya products.
The ICRC is both a consumer and a promoter, by suing
Soya products in the following way: In supporting general
strategies and restoring self-sufficiency, in general food
distribution, in therapeutic feeding. Address: Nutritionist,
Medical Div. of the ICRC (International Committee of the
Red Cross), Switzerland.
1317. Voisin, Jean-Luc. 1995. Dairy like soyfoods in Africa:
Evolution & perspectives. Paper presented at the Third BiAnnual SoyAfrica Conference. 5 p. Held 3-5 Oct. 1995 at
Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by Aproma.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. The existing plants.
Dairylike foods in Africa–The weak points: The soyfood
itself, and the size of the project. The best “compromise”:
The end products, the size of the plant and investment.
Feasibility of a soy yoghurt plant–an example. Conclusion.
During the last 20 years the author has spent most of
his time in the study and establishment of more than 30 food
processing plants for the private sector throughout Africa
(mainly for the milk, fruit, and soya industries) from the
smallest (US$100,000 investment) up to the biggest (more
than US$15 million) on behalf of small European companies
and multinationals. In 1987, while visiting dairy plants in
Nigeria, he noticed that all but one had been forced to stop
operations because of lack of powdered milk–whose price
had quadrupled from $0.50/kg to $2.00/kg within a very
short time. Today the price is about $3.00/kg.
At this time he realized that powdered soymilk could be
used in place of powdered cow’s milk, so he worked with
a French company to design and manufacture a soya milk
processing machine (named Agrolactor) which made 250
liters/hour of soymilk. They tried to promote this machine
in Africa. The first one used commercially was installed
in Nigeria in 1990; since then they have installed 7 other
plants throughout Africa. The demand for soya processing
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is steadily increasing, however during the past 5 years these
projects have faced many difficulties.
The seven existing plants (with the company name in
parentheses) are: (1) 1989–Congo (Agricongo). This was
the first project to use the Agrolactor. Agricongo used the
machine for research and development. They sold it this
year (1995) to a dairy plant in Brazzaville for soy yogurt
production. (2) 1990–Lagos, Nigeria (Uncle Soyo): A
private Indian investor. After 3 extensions and an aggressive
marketing policy, this company was selling more than
300,000 units per day of soydrinks (pouches), soy yogurt,
and ice cream. After very good results and profitability, the
plant has now been moved to India. (3) 1992–Ivory Coast
(Cebon): This plant had planned to process pineapple juice
and soy drinks, but in the end only pineapple juice was
commercially successful. (4) 1993–Burundi (Vispe): This
Italian NGO is still working in Bujumbura, producing soy
milk and baked goods. (5) 1994–Cape Verde (República
de Cabo Verde) (Benali): A private company is producing
soydrinks and fruit juices (from imported concentrate);
today 80% is from fruit. Note: This is the earliest document
seen (Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in Cape Verde. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Cape Verde (1994) (one of two documents). The source
of these soybeans was France (See Duchatel 1997). Even
earlier, sometime between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960, the
Cape Verde Islands received 1 shipment of 2,007 lb of MultiPurpose Food.
(6) 1995–Cairo, Egypt (Sesco): This private company, in
a joint venture with Actimonde, is manufacturing soy yogurt.
After 3 months of production the break-even point has
already been reached (50% of normal capacity, i.e. 20,000
cups/day). (7) 1995–Nigeria: A second plant in Suleja (50
km from Abuja) was installed for a parastatal company; the
soydrinks are expected to be launched this month.
The end products: European soyfoods companies are
now very creative in research & development. During the
last 2-3 years many new products, with better taste and
packaging, have been introduced to European food stores,
including supermarkets. The author estimates that the sales
of the 7 French, Belgian, and Swiss soyfoods companies
he knows have increased by approximately 30% every year
since 1990! Four groups of products have been the most
successful in Europe: 1. Soymilk, packaged in aseptic longlife cartons and sometimes mixed with flavors or fruit juice.
2. The dessert products–soy yogurt (Soyourt) and ice cream.
3. Tofu burger. 4. The dried products–biscuits and energy
bars. For the African market, consumer taste tests conducted
in 12 countries show that the most acceptable product is
soy yogurt, which is very close to the traditional sour milk
consumed by many African people. Dried products (energy
bars) are also well accepted, and they are easily distributed
and stored. Soymilk (whether flavored or plain) is not
appreciated and tofu is too sophisticated at present.

In Africa, up until now, all of the soyfoods projects
known by the author, have been developed on a relatively
small scale with an investment of less than $1 million.
Because this size plant involves too many problems, it is now
believed that a plant with an investment of approximately $2
million represents the best compromise between production
capacity, the market possibilities, profitability, and
management capability. An example of the cost breakdown
for a soy yogurt plant on this scale is given.
Conclusion: There is no doubt today that dairylike
soyfoods are becoming one of the most interesting solutions
to nutritional problems facing the growing populations of
Africa. In order to realize this potential, the food industry
must develop technologies and end products suites to
the purchasing power and tastes of African consumers.
Those products must be followed up by a strong marketing
program. For the success of such medium- and smallscale commercial ventures, it is important that linkages
be established between the private investors, NGO’s, and
International Organizations. Address: Food Engineer,
Managing Director, Actimonde, International Business Park,
Batiment Athena, 74160 Archamps, France. Phone: +33
50.31 56.40.
1318. Hayes, Keri. 1995. Biodiesel comes full circle.
Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 2(4):3. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: Vogel & Noot Industrienlagenbau GmbH (VNI)
of Austria has pioneered in the development of technology
that allows a variety of different oilseeds and their oils
(incl. soybeans) to be transformed into biodiesel fuel.
Their techniques can also transform oils and fats at various
stages of processing, from pure refined oil to waste cooking
oil and grease. The VNI process, like others, involves
transesterification. But whereas competing processes require
the use of high temperature and pressure, VNI technology
uses a specific catalyst that allows transesterification at
normal pressure and room temperature without distillation.
Vogel & Noot can be found in the ‘95-’96 Soya
Bluebook Plus. The company has full-page ads on pages 150
and 201, and a listing on p. 204. Address: Ruthardweg 17,
Graz 8055, Austria. Phone: 43/316/29010. Contact: Wilhelm
Hammer.
1319. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri).
1996. Austria hosts 2nd biofuels forum. Jan. p. 3.
• Summary: “The Second European Liquid Biofuels Forum
will be held in Graz, Austria, September 22-25, 1996.
Two years after the first European biofuels forum, which
took place in Tours, France, this year’s event will cover
feedstocks, conversion technologies, environmental issues
and the need for joint industry / government collaboration for
greater biofuels use.”
1320. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri).
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1996. Biodiesel use grows in Europe. Jan. p. 3.
• Summary: “Czechoslovakia may have split into two
separate republics, but the two nations are of one mind when
it comes to biodiesel. Since 1990, when tests on tractors
were run using imported Austrian biodiesel, the biodiesel
industry has taken hold. Today, the Czech Republic boasts 16
biodiesel plants, with total production of 17.4 million gallons
per year... most of these plants range in production capacity
from 150,000–900,000 gallons annually. Meanwhile, an
additional nine biodiesel production plants have sprung up in
the Slovak Republic. Total production of all Slovak plants is
about 2.25 million gallons annually, with most Slovak plants
in the 150,000–450,000 gallon annually production range.”
For more information: Werner Korbitz, Graben 14/3,
A-1014 Vienna, Austria.
1321. Tanouye, Elyse; Lupin, Steven; Moore, Stephen D.
1996. Double dosage. A huge drug merger, Sandoz and
Ciba-Geigy plan to join forces: Swiss firm would create a
powerhouse rivaling size of Glaxo or Merck. Response to
shifting market. Wall Street Journal. March 7. p. A1, A8.
• Summary: This proposed $27 billion-plus merger, one
of the biggest in world corporate history, aims to create
a new pharmaceuticals titan out of two middling drug
companies–both based in Basel, Switzerland. The deal needs
the approval of both firms’ shareholders and of regulators in
Europe and the U.S. If approved, it would create the world’s
third largest drug company (based on 1995 pharmaceutical
revenue) with sales of $10.94 billion, after the premier
research houses Glaxo Wellcome PLC (S11.80 billion) and
Merck & Co. (10.96). Next come Hoechst, Roche, BristolMyers Squibb, Pfizer, SmithKline Beecham, Johnson &
Johnson, and Pharmacia & Upjohn ($6.26 billion). Ciba’s
CEO would run the new company, which may be named
Novartis, and would have a market value (number of shares x
current market value of each share) in excess of $60 billion,
rivaling Roche Holdings, Merck, and Johnson & Johnson.
For the last 3 years the pharmaceuticals industry has
been in turmoil. Cost-containment efforts by national
governments and managed care organizations have squeezed
drug profits and forced an extensive industry restructuring.
Sandoz and Ciba have not been stars in the tough world
of drug marketing. With unspectacular product lines and
lackluster research operations, both are fending off attacks
from generic and branded competition to their leading
products. They have been struggling to replace their aging
drugs with new ones. Sandoz is best known for drugs
(especially cyclosporin) that suppress the immune system to
aid organ transplants. Sandoz has invested heavily in gene
research but new products from that are years away. Ciba’s
products include Ritalin for hyperactive children.
Marc Moret, the current chairman of Sandoz, is expected
to step down to become nonexecutive chairman. One
executive says hat Sandoz plans to spin off its construction-

chemicals business. After the spinoffs, 59% of the combined
company’s revenue would come from health care, 27%
from agricultural products, and 14% from nutrition.
Analysts expect Sandoz to post lackluster sales growth
of about 7% per year for the rest of the decade. There has
been turmoil in Sandoz’s management as chairman Moret
has shuffled prospective crown princes. Since Mr. Moret
relinquished his previous positions of CEO in 1993 and chief
executive in 1994, Sandoz has had two chief executives,
two chief financial officers, and four operative heads of the
pharmaceuticals division.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015)
concerning Novartis.
1322. American Soybean Association; United Soybean
Board. 1996. Second International Fullfat Soya Conference:
Processing, quality control, utilization. Budapest, Hungary
August 21-24, 1996. Preliminary programme & registration
forms. Vienna, Austria: American Soybean Assoc. 18 p. 30
cm.
• Summary: Tentative technical programme: Session 1.
Welcome. 2. Maximising nutrient utilisation in fullfat soya.
3. Developments in processing technology. 4. Quality
assurance. 5. Soya in human and pet nutrition. 6. Fullfat soya
in aquaculture, 7. Fullfat soya in poultry nutrition. 8. Role of
fullfat soya in ruminant nutrition. 9. Benefits of fullfat soya
to swine producers. 10. Markets and marketing experience.
Address: Gatterburggasse 18/2, A-1190 Vienna, Austria.
Phone: 369 82 18.
1323. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri).
1996. European Biodiesel Board formed, new plant
inaugurated. April. p. 2.
• Summary: “Key biodiesel producers in Europe,
representing an annual production capacity of more than
150 million gallons of vegetable oil methyl esters, joined
forces to form the European Biodiesel Board (EBB). Novaol
Company’s Claudio Rochietta, which has affiliates in Italy
and France, will serve as president.”
“In addition to Novaol, Diester Industries in France,
Oelmuhle Conneman in Germany, BME / VNR in Germany,
Oelmuhle Bruck in Austria and SISAS in Belgium also
became charter members last November.
“The EBB met April 24 to help inaugurate a new 24
million gallon biodiesel plant in Germany. The plant is
operated by Oelmuhle Leer Conneman GmbH & Co., one
of EBB’s charter members. The company is also an affiliate
of Oelmuhle Hamburg AG, in Hamburg, which belongs
to Archer Daniels Midland Company, based in Decatur,
Illinois.”
1324. Hansler, J. 1996. Technology and processing for
micro milled soybean flour. In: Alex Buchanan, ed. 1996.
Proceedings of the Second International Soybean Processing
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and Utilization Conference: 8-13 January 1996, Bangkok,
Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny Publishing
Limited Partnership. Distributed by The Institute of Food
Research and Product Development, Kasetsart University.
xviii + 556 p. See p. 155-57.
Address: Sales Manager, Buhler Ltd., Uzwil, Switzerland.
1325. Second International Symposium on the Role of Soy in
Preventing and Treating Chronic Disease: September 15-18,
1996. Brussels Conference Center, Brussels–Belgium. 1996.
American Soybean Assoc., Rue du Commerce 20-22 Box 4,
1010 Brussels, Belgium. 23 p. 30 cm.
• Summary: The cover of this attractive booklet has dark
green ink on natural beige paper, with a square photo
of soybeans in the middle. Contents: Invitation from
the chairperson. The Second International Symposium
On the Role of Soy in Preventing and Treating Chronic
Disease: agenda. Satellite Symposium: agenda. Important
deadlines and addresses. Instructions for abstracts. General
information. Introducing Belgium and Brussels. Registration.
Hotel accommodation. Social program. Symposium
registration form. Hotel accommodation form. Social
program form.
This symposium is being organized by Mark Messina,
PhD (Chairman, USA), Roger Leysen, PhD (Secretary,
Belgium), and Koen Descheemaeker, PhD (Scientific
coordinator, Belgium). The international scientific advisory
board consists of 12 members: Herman Adlercreutz, M.D.
(Finland); Guiseppe D’Amico, M.D. (Italy); Stephen Barnes,
PhD (USA); John Erdman, PhD (USA); Bernard Guy-Grand,
M.D. (France); Takemichi Kanazawa, M.D. (Japan); JeanMichel Lecerf, M.D. (France); Erik Muls, M.D. (Belgium);
Marcel Roberfroid, PhD (Belgium); Risto Santti, M.D.
(Finland); Cesare Sirtori, M.D. (Italy); Kurt Widhalm, M.D.
(Austria).
Tentative agenda: Sunday, Sept. 15. Welcome
and opening remarks. Overview of diet and cancer.
Biotechnology of the soybean. Monday, Sept. 16. Soy and
kidney function. Soy and bone health. Soy and heart disease:
Hypocholesterolemic effects of soy (basic, mechanisms).
Tuesday, Sept. 17. Soy and heart disease: Effects of
independent cholesterol reduction. Soy and cancer: Animal
studies, soybean anticarcinogens / anticancer mechanisms.
Wednesday, Sept. 18. Soy and cancer: Human studies.
Hormonal effects of soy.
Satellite symposium: A special satellite symposium
will be held on Thursday, September 19, at the Sheraton
Hotel, Place Rogier, Brussels; it will focus on two areas. The
morning session on “Current understanding of soy and infant
health” has been organized to better understand the effects
of soy protein formula in infants and soyfoods in infants
and young children–with particular emphasis on soybean
isoflavones. The afternoon session on “Soybean isoflavones:
measurement, levels in foods, and pharmacokinetics,”

will focus on isoflavone absorption and metabolism, and
methodology for quantifying isoflavones in food and
biological matrices.
The cost of both symposia, including lunches but hotel
accommodations, for a non-student paid before Aug. 1 is
about $439.
Sponsors contributing more than $15,000: Alpro
natural soyfoods, American Soybean Association, Protein
Technologies International, Nebraska Soybean Board, Sojaxa
(The French Association for Soyfoods Promotion–Active
members: Alpro, Nutrition et Soja, Sojasun, Sojinal), U.S.
Foreign Agricultural Service, United Soybean Board, Ohio
Soybean Board, Central Soya, ADM, Wyeth Nutrition
International, Indiana Soybean Development Council.
Other sponsors: Illinois Soybean Association and
Illinois Soybean Program Operating Board, American
Institute for Cancer Research, Monsanto Company, Ontario
Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board, Soyfoods Association
of America, Minnesota Soybean Research and Promotion
Council, Iowa Soybean Promotion Board, Michigan Soybean
Promotion Committee, Indiana Soybean Development
Council, Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Functional
Foods for Health Program. Address: Brussels, Belgium.
1326. Maitland, Alison. 1996. Against the grain: Controversy
around new genetically-modified crops may have caught
biotech companies by surprise. Financial Times (London).
Oct. 15.
• Summary: “Biotechnology companies claim genetically
engineered crops can increase harvests, benefit the
environment and help avert a future world food crisis. Critics
say they may damage the environment, threaten human
health, and remove freedom of choice from consumer.”
Some products, such as a tomato paste from the UK
have met little opposition. “But two commodity crops are
attracting controversy: a soyabean engineered by Monsanto
of the US to be resistant to the company’s own glyphosate
herbicide, known as Roundup, and a maize plant designed
by Ciba of Switzerland to protect itself against the European
corn borer pest.” These two biotechnology giants might have
anticipated consumer opposition to their products, but they
could not have foreseen that they would begin appearing on
European markets just as the “mad cow” debacle had hurt
consumer confidence in food safety and regulation.
The Roundup Ready soybeans will be the first
genetically modified crop to reach the European market
without being labeled. Since products derived from
soybeans are used in 60% of processed foods, critics argue
that consumers will be forced to eat genetically modified
products even if they prefer not to.
1327. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1996. European
response to genetically modified soybeans: Special update to
ASA members. 3(1):3-4. Oct/Nov.
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• Summary: “Special emphasis is placed on the current
situation in the European Union, one of our key export
markets.
“Background: The first commercially available
variety of GMO soybeans, Roundup (R) Ready, have been
approved for importation and processing by government
regulatory agencies in the United States, Europe, Canada,
Mexico, Argentina, and Japan. Regulatory bodies in these
countries have declared these soybeans safe and the same
as conventional soybeans in composition, nutritional profile
and functionality. Because these GMO soybeans have been
determined equivalent to conventional soybeans in safety
and nutrition, government agencies have not required that
they be segregated or labeled, either in the U.S. or abroad.
“Last spring regulatory approval was granted by the
European Union allowing the importation and processing
of Roundup Ready soybeans into food and feed. However,
despite these approvals, consumer acceptance issues
regarding biotechnology and GMO soybeans exist in parts
of Europe which could affect U.S. soybeans exports to
certain European markets. No significant consumer or market
acceptance issues regarding GMO soybeans have surfaced
outside Europe.
“Present situation: Greenpeace and other activist groups
have mounted strident opposition to the introduction of
GMO soybeans into Europe.” Their efforts have raised
concern among consumers and segments of the food industry
in several European markets, including Germany, Austria,
the United Kingdom, Switzerland and Scandinavia. Based
on a consumer ‘right to know’ platform, these groups are
advocating segregation of the GMO soybeans and the
labeling of all products containing GMO soybeans. They
are threatening a possible boycott of all U.S. soybeans and
derivative products if their demands for segregation and
labeling of GMO soybeans are not met.
“This campaign is particularly strong in Germany.
Large-scale consumer research in Germany indicates that a
significant percentage of the population currently is uncertain
about the application of modern biotechnology. Greenpeace
is exploiting this situation and has launched, with a few other
organizations, a campaign attacking genetically modified
crops in general and GMO soybeans in particular. The
German media response has been strong, but even-handed,
and German consumers’ direct response has yet to be
determined.
“As a result of the continued pressure by Greenpeace
and other activists, Unilever-Germany, the largest consumer
food company in Germany, recently announced that, while
it supports biotechnology in general, it will not use soybean
oil in their margarine and vegetable oil brands until UnileverGermany is more confident of positive consumer attitudes.
Nestle-Germany has announced a similar position.
“Because of this situation, some European purchasers
are looking for supplies of soybeans guaranteed to be GMO

free. At the current time, traditional exporters in the U.S.
are not guaranteeing shipments of non-GMO soybeans.
Greenpeace has identified some small and non-traditional
suppliers who are reportedly offering supplies of non-GMO
soybeans for export at ‘modest’ premiums. The grain trade
knows little or nothing about these suppliers; it is believed
that they could offer only limited supplies, and it is not clear
how they would execute shipments.
“ASA actions: The American Soybean Association
anticipated this controversy in Germany and, along with the
United Soybean Board (USB) and industry stakeholders,
has been monitoring and attempting to positively influence
the situation since the beginning. ASA staff in Germany
and Brussels are involved on a daily basis. We are listening
to consumers and are working with industry partners in
Germany and other European countries to address questions
and help share information. We are also keeping close tabs
on the possible spillover of the issue into other European
countries.
“Since March, when regulatory approval was
announced, ASA has carried out extensive industry
educational programs in Germany and the European Union
with market development funding provided by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and USB. These programs
include the publication and distribution of written materials
targeted at the food industry, a visit to Germany by ASA
CEO Steve Censky and ASA and USB farmer leaders for
discussions on the subject at top industry levels, and the
support of videos and consumer magazine inserts developed
to explain the safety and benefits of biotechnology and
GMO soybeans. ASA is working closely with a coalition
of German food processors, oilseed crushers, and others to
disseminate factual, science-based information to retailers
and consumers.
“In discussions with the trade and the press, ASA has
maintained that segregation of GMO soybeans and nongenetically modified varieties is impractical and unnecessary,
since they are no different in composition or safety.
“ASA supports modern biotechnology efforts and
believes that farmers, consumers, the environment, and the
entire ag-industry will benefit from biotechnology. We will
continue to work to educate our customers on the benefits
and safety of biotechnology.
“As marketers of U.S. soybeans, ASA and our members
also must be responsive to our customers. Consumer attitude
surveys indicate that German consumers are concerned about
the inclusion of genetically modified ingredients in their
food products. Whether real or imagined, their concerns are
a reality. ASA will continue to work with industry partners
to develop strategies and messages that protect the German
market (7% of total U.S. soybean exports) and the European
Union market at large (over 40% of total U.S. soybean
exports).”
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1328. Campbell, T. Colin. 1996. B-12 breakthrough: Missing
nutrient found in plants. New Century Nutrition (Ithaca, New
York) 2(11):1-2. Nov.
• Summary: Discusses the significance of a research paper
from Switzerland (Mozafar 1994) which found that his three
test plants (soybeans, barley, spinach) grown in soil fertilized
with organic matter (cow manure in this case) contained
between 2.9 (soybeans) and 17.8 (spinach) nanograms of
vitamin B-12 per gram dry weight of plant. In the case of
barley and spinach this amount was significantly greater
(p < 0.05) then when the same plants were grown in with
chemical fertilizers.
Dr. Campbell has “reached the following somewhat
unorthodox conclusions and observations: 1. Contrary to
the most recent U.S. Dietary Guidelines, B-12 can be found
in plants. 2. Organically grown plants contain higher levels
of B-12 than plants grown non-organically with chemical
fertilizers. 3. Plant roots are able to absorb certain vitamins
produced by soil microorganisms, thus suggesting that plants
grown in healthy soil, full of microflora and microfauna, are
more nutritious. 4. Vegans–and anyone else–should be able
to obtain B-12 by consuming organically grown produce. 5.
Evidence that plants obtain vitamins from the soil has been
available for several decades.
“To understand what has brought me to these
conclusions, let’s ask three essential questions: (1) Are
vegans really at greater risk of B-12 deficiency? (2) Does a
vegan diet provide all the B-12 that we need? (3) Assuming
that there is at least a good chance that we evolved on this
type of diet, how did we get our B-12?”
A number of studies have shown that vegans clearly
have lower blood concentrations of vitamin B-12. “But
these low concentrations mean little unless there is a higher
incidence of the accompanying blood (megaloblastic anemia)
or nerve (parathesia) disorders, for which there seems to be
little or no evidence.”
Note: The author fails to discuss the significance of
these levels of vitamin B-12. The U.S. RDA for vitamin B-12
for adults is about 2 micrograms/day = 2,000 nanograms/day.
To get 2,000 nanograms from spinach (the best source), one
would have to consume 112 gm/day of spinach (dry weight).
Since raw spinach contains 90.7% water and boiled, drained
spinach contains 92.0% water (or 8.0% dry matter), one
would have to consume 1,404 gm/day = 1.4 kg/day of boiled,
drained spinach. Good luck!
1329. Oils & Fats International. 1996. Vegoil implants
tested: Canada. 12(2):4.
• Summary: On Feb. 7, three Ontario women became the
first in Canada to receive breast implants containing soy oil.
The implants are made by Lipomatrix of Switzerland.
1330. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. 1996. Inventing
and building seed crop genetic improvements: Research and

product development. Des Moines, Iowa. 28 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Includes: A message from Jim Miller, Vice
President and Director, Oilseeds and Field Crop Research (p.
8). Soybean research (p. 9). World map of Pioneer research
locations (p. 22-23). Soybean locations by region (p. 28):
There are 13 in North America, 3 in South America (Venado
Tuerto, Argentina; Santiago, Chile; San Jose, Costa Rica),
and 2 in Europe (Parndorf, Austria; Parma, Italy). The
Spanish-speaking North American soybean locations are:
Salinas, Puerto Rico; Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Those in the
USA are: Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii; Hamel, Illinois; LaSalle,
Illinois; St. Joseph, Illinois; Cedar Falls, Iowa; Johnston,
Iowa; Moorhead, Minnesota; Redwood Falls, Minnesota;
Greenville, Mississippi; Napoleon, Ohio; Chatham, Ontario,
Canada. Address: 11153 Aurora Ave., Des Moines, Iowa
50322-9969. Phone: 1-800-338-5878.
1331. Wolf, Julie. 1997. Europe turns up nose at biotech
food: Lacking EU rules for modified crops, farm sector could
suffer. Wall Street Journal. Jan. 2. p. 8.
• Summary: Greenpeace has blocked corn and soybean
shipments at German harbors and along German rivers and
railway lines. Some consumers believe that genetically
modified crops raise the risk of throwing nature and animal
life off balance. “Business is mobilizing in response to these
concerns. The focus is on soybeans, which are used in some
60% of all processed foods sold in Europe. Monsanto helps
fund an industry-sponsored soybean information office in
Germany.” “The issue of food labeling lies at the heart of the
controversy.”
Novartis AG, the Swiss chemical colossus formed by
the merger of Ciba-Geigy AG and Sandoz AG, estimates that
genetically modified corn could one day account for half of
all corn produced in developed countries. This would mean
planting such corn on about 15 million hectares (37.1 million
acres) of land in the U.S.
1332. Tucker, Jim. 1997. Tradigrain gives Co-op System a
“window” on the world. Farmland System News (Kansas
City, Missouri) 65(1):9, 11. Jan.
• Summary: “Three years ago [about 1994] Farmland
bought Tradigrain, a grain marketing group headquartered in
Geneva, Switzerland, in order to provide the Co-op System a
‘window’ to the world of international commerce.
“Tradigrain is a trading group that buys and sells
grain globally to make a profit...” Its main business is also
Farmland’s strength: hard red winter wheat (HRW). Address:
Corporate Communication.
1333. DeBona, Don; Chaplin, Paul. 1997. Update on miso in
Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 20. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Don attended Biofach in Germany this month;
this is the forth time he has attended. He has had two
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students who came from Europe to study miso-making
with him at American Miso Co. in North Carolina. Jan
(pronounced Yon) Kerremans, who worked at Lima Andiran
in southern France, studied with Don for 2 months, Oct.
1984 to Nov. 1984. Jan was a minority partner with Pierre
Gevaert. Jan now still works for Lima, but not as a miso
maker; originally Flemish, he married a French woman, lives
in Paris, and is Lima’s sales rep.
Paul Chaplin from Wales studied with Jan Kerremans
at Lima in France during May and June 1984, then with
Don for 2 months, in October and November 1985. His
miso manufacturing business in Wales is still tiny, but it is
growing well. Total turnover (income) in fiscal 1996 (Nov.
1995 to Nov. 1996) was £28,000 (=$44,800). Paul’s new
address is: Source Foods (Organic Priority) 9 Cwm, Business
Centre, Marine Street, Cwm, Ebbw vale, NP3 6TB, Wales,
UK.
For both Jan and Paul, Don provided miso-making
instruction, as well as room and board, free of charge. Barry
Evans did not like Don to be teaching other people to make
miso.
Pierre Gevaert was the founder of Lima. His son is
named Daniel, and Daniel’s wife is Valérie. Daniel studied
miso-making with Jan Kerremans in southern France. In
early 1990, after Pierre Gevaert died, Daniel and his wife
took over Lima’s miso company at Andiran in southern
France. They changed the company name to Danival from
Lima-Andiran. The two of them now make two types of
miso, and they also sell shoyu and tamari–but it is not known
if they make the latter two products or not. Lima and Danival
are no longer in contact with one another because there are
bad feelings between them; Lima purchases their miso from
American Miso Co.–much to Danival’s chagrin.
Other new miso companies in Europe: Noka, run by
Karl Selgmann, in Alzey, Germany. Karl used to be with Mr.
Hiroshi Kozaki of Kanta Kozaki in Urbach; that company
started in 1990. Paul Chaplin has visited Noka.
Two new miso makers in Yugoslavia are Sladjan
Randjelovic and his wife, Vladimirka, of Lion Health Food
Co. (Zagorska 12/9, YU-11080 Zemun, Belgrade, Serbia /
Yugoslavia). Their business card says: “Belgrade, London,
and Beijing.” Vladimirka is actively involved in the business.
They are both very macrobiotic. They already make mizuamé
(rice syrup or rice malt). Their miso was of fairly good
quality. They also made an interesting miso with added
shiitake and kombu.
Hans Weisseneder is making miso for Sojvita in
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. He had photos of his vats which are
in a wine cellar outside of Vienna.
In Europe, imports of miso from Japan are almost
certainly larger than total European miso production.
Address: General Manager, American Miso Co., Route 3,
Box 541, Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139. Phone: 704287-2940.

1334. Kashama, Johnny. 1997. Re: Update on Tofu-Rwanda
s.a.r.l. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March
31. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: Johnny was recently with the director of TofuRwanda who is Miss Mado Niyontese. She told him the
following. Before the civil war in Rwanda [April to July
1994] the address was 1906, Kigali, Rwanda. But now
it was given to another person. The current address is:
Tofu-Rwanda, c/o Swiss Embassy, P.O. Box 1297, Kigali,
Rwanda.
The name “Tofu-Rwanda” will disappear in a few days
because all the associates are no longer together; they were
ruined. The enterprise was been under the direction of the
Switzerland Cooperation for two years, but that ended in
1996. The director will create a kind of cooperative which
they plan to name Soja Val. Its main goal will be social
service, but it will also attempt to be profitable. The director
is planning many workshops on tofu and other soybean
foods in all the prefectures of Rwanda. The phone number
is +250 75812. They recommenced making tofu on 28 Nov.
1994. They are still producing soymilk, tofu, croquettes, and
fritters. They added two other products–soy flour, and Misola
made of a mixture of millet, soja, and peanuts. Address:
Rwanda.
1335. Zimmerli, Bernard; Schlatter, Josef. 1997. Vorkommen
und Bedeutung der Isoflavone Daidzein und Genistein in der
Saeuglingsanfangsnahrung [Occurrence and significance of
the isoflavones daidzein and genistein in infant formulas].
Mitteilungen aus dem Gebiete der Lebensmitteluntersuchung
und Hygiene 88:219-32. March. [47 ref. Ger; fre; eng]
• Summary: During 1995, the isoflavones in three soybased infant formulas sold on the market in Switzerland
were analyzed. A range of 280 to 980 micrograms of total
isoflavones per gram of dry matter was found. If newborns
were fed exclusively with such formulas, the mean daily
intake of isoflavones would be up to 30 mg/kg of body mass.
“This dose is up to 25 times higher than the does which was
shown to prolong slightly the menstrual cycle in women.
Taking into account the very limited knowledge on the
possible adverse health effects of an isoflavone exposure in
newborns and infants it is demanded that soy-based infant
formulas containing isoflavones should be used only under
strict medical indications and a lack of alternative products.”
Address: Bundesamt fuer Gesundheit [Federal Office of
Health], Food Research Section, Bern, Switzerland.
1336. Burros, Marian. 1997. Trying to get labels on
genetically altered food: Eating well. New York Times. May
21. p. B8.
• Summary: In December 1996, Whole Foods Market
(WFM), the largest natural foods supermarket chain in
America, sent a letter to more than 400 of its suppliers
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asking if their products contained genetically engineered
ingredients. About 75% of the suppliers have not yet
responded–According to Margaret Wittenburg, quality
assurance director of WFM; she wrote the letter. More
soybeans are genetically engineered than any other food
crop. “They [most Americans] have no idea what foods on
their supermarket shelves contain genetically engineered
ingredients because the Government does not require those
products to be labeled. A small but growing movement of
people is pushing for that to change.”
“Europeans have been quicker than American to react
to transgenic food... In Austria and Luxembourg genetically
engineered food is banned. Most observers suggest that
Europe’s response is so much more intense because of the
European experience with mad cow disease.”
“There are signs that the consumer movement is gaining
momentum. Nebraska and Maine are considering legislation
for labeling. Mothers for Natural Law, a nonprofit consumer
advocacy group, has begun a public awareness campaign.
The group, which is affiliated with the Natural Law Party,
which promotes transcendental mediation, wants to collect
a million signatures on a petition asking the Food and Drug
Administration to require testing and labeling of transgenic
foods.”
The article then asks how widespread transgenic foods
are in U.S. supermarkets. “[The Times] asked Genetic ID, a
company in Fairfield, Iowa, that tests foods for genetically
engineered ingredients, to test four soy-based baby formulas
and eight other products made with soy or corn. The infant
formulas–Carnation Alsoy, Similac Neocare, Isomil and
Enfamil Prosobee–all tested positive. Eden Soy milk
tested negative. Morningstar Farms Breakfast Links and
Morningstar Farms Better ‘n Burgers, Betty Crocker Bac-os
Bacon Bits, all soy-based products, also tested positive. And
so did three corn-based chips–Fritos, Tostitos Crispy Rounds
and Doritos Nacho Cheesier.”
1337. Gordon, Jonathan. 1997. Volunteer work with soy
yogurt and other soyfoods at Sesco in Egypt (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. July 9. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jonathan just got back from working for 2
weeks as a volunteer with Sesco, also called the Swiss
Egyptian Soy Co. They have a nice little plant and make a
good quality soy yogurt product, sold in 3 flavors–Mango,
peach, and strawberry. For details, see the 1997 interview.
The soy yogurts were very good, except for a slight beany
taste, however they had a shelf life of only 10 days and
very limited distribution. They make only soy yogurt–no
soymilk. They are also making several products based on
dairy milks (yogurts, puddings, cheeses) to increase their
manufacturing base. The 4 oz cups have a raised bottom to
give the appearance of more product. During the 2 weeks
Jonathan was there, he worked with them to improve the

quality of their base soymilk to virtually remove the beany
flavor; this led to a marked improvement in the yogurt
quality. He introduced a new yogurt process to give them an
extended shelf life; if they follow his recommendations, that
could increase to 50 days. They also invented new processes
for the production of soy-based ice creams, puddings, and a
spreadable soy cream cheese. Jonathan found that equipment
and the process used to make the soymilk for the yogurt to
be very unsatisfactory. It is designed to grind dry soybeans.
There is a water feed at a temperature from ambient
temperature to not above 70ºC–so you get a beany flavor.
More than that, the ground soybeans go immediately to two
extractors, a coarse and a fine spin extractor. There is about
1 second between grinding the hydrated beans and extracting
the okara. Therefore the yield of soymilk solids and
protein is very low. The soymilk is then run through a heat
exchanger to pasteurize–with a 2½ to 3 minute residence.
He made various suggestions to Sesco as to how they could
re-plumb this machine to make it much more efficient,
including running the product thru the heat exchanger
before the extractors–to give more time to extract soy solids.
Address: Director of Operations, White Wave Inc., Boulder,
Colorado. Phone: 303-443-3917.
1338. Gibson, Marianne. 1997. New developments at the
American Soybean Assoc. and the United Soybean Board
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 18. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: After 16 years of working for ASA, at age 62,
Marianne is looking forward to retiring in 74 days. Her
database, which now contains 15,000 to 20,000 records is in
limbo, and when she leaves no one will know how to use it.
It may just evaporate. She recently ordered software from
InMagic that will enable her to put all or part of her database
on the Internet. The Internet has changed her view of the
database; she would like to put all of the important materials
produced by ASA on the Internet; the rest, because of
copyright protection, may not be used much more. Moreover,
most of ASA’s overseas offices have Internet access and they
can get the information they need from the Internet; they also
have their own home pages and their own little databases,
created initially from information that Marianne has supplied
to them. The Singapore office, for example, produces many
publications; they travel a lot and have many consultants.
Since the USB took over, it has been all downhill every
year for ASA. That is the general consensus. There are few
people left who remember what things were like before
USB–Marianne, Jim Guinn, Gil Griffis, Tom Brennan in
Vienna [Austria], and Joseph Zack in Brussels [Belgium].
Every year she has to justify her existence. Pay increases
3% a year, no matter how well you perform. Most ASA
employees are unhappy and feel they have not been treated
well. USB administrators are mostly bureaucratic types
and nit-pickers, who don’t really know what is going on.
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Before USB took over, ASA has about 350 employees; now
they have 36, divided into two groups; 13 work with the
association on membership, communications, and corporate
relations (they get no money from USB) and the other 23
are in international marketing, under contract with USB–
which can discontinue their contract at the end of any year.
One of the big changes is that USB contracts out a lot of
work to groups who don’t known what they are doing and
don’t really care. They just write nice proposals and the
money starts flowing in–big time. It uses to be that the real
experts all worked for ASA. Ken Bader, and most other
ASA employees, thought that when the checkoff passed,
the money was just going to start pouring in to ASA–which
would decide how it should be spent. EvansGroup, the PR
firm in Seattle, Washington, puts out material that is all flash,
no substance. Basically glossed-over garbage. Address:
Librarian, American Soybean Assoc., P.O. Box 419200, 540
Maryville Centre Dr. #400, St. Louis, Missouri 63141-9200.
Phone: 1-800-688-7692 X-300.
1339. American Soybean Association. 1997. ASA foreign
offices–August 28, 1997–Directory (Leaflet). St. Louis,
Missouri. 1 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contains details on ASA’s 13 overseas offices
in Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, Austria, Belgium,
Venezuela, China, Mexico, Russia, Cyprus, Germany, and
India. For each entry: Name of director, address, phone and
fax numbers, e-mail address. Address: Missouri. Phone: -.
1340. Froding, Joy. 1997. Through the eye of the storm:
Biotechnology controversy creates a new niche. Bluebook
Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 4(3):4-5. July/Sept.
• Summary: In the Netherlands, it is required by law that all
consumer packaged products containing ingredients created
by biotechnology must be so labeled. According to Victor
Meidendorp de Bie, General Manager of Fa. L.I. Frank in
Twello, The Netherlands, many European food companies
want to keep genetically modified (GM) ingredients out of
their foods. Moreover, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland,
Austria, Hungary, and France are committed to growing only
non-GMO soybeans intended for European food uses. Yet as
much as 2% of the soybeans harvested in the fall of 1996 and
imported to Europe were GM. The GM soybeans have been
a boon for those growing and selling organically grown or
identity preserved soybeans.
1341. Zacharowicz, Paul Stuart. 1997. Re: Recent
developments. New company name, and incorporation.
Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept.
30. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: Paul’s company has a new name: “Paul Stuart’s
Food Garden GmbH.” The logo has also changed, and the
company is now incorporated. The address in Vienna has
not changed. It has developed immensely since we were last

in contact. “Basically we primarily produce tempeh (soy),
marinated tempeh, as well as burgers, roundies, and different
vegi spreads and snacks... We will be opening our first fastfood vegetarian restaurant in Vienna next spring in which
we intend to really get tempeh mainstream, and out of only
being in the Birkenstock natural food stores.”
Note: This company, which began making tempeh in
Sept. 1983, was originally named “Paul Stuart Zacharowicz.”
Renamed “Vollwert und Wertvoll” by June 1984. Later
renamed “Natuerliche Lebensmittel.” Named “Von Anfang
an Natur, Paul Stuart’s” by Dec. 1992. Address: Paul Stuart’s
Food Garden GmbH, Staudgasse 70/14, A-1180 Vienna,
Austria. Phone: +43 (1) 408 50 03.
1342. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri).
1997. New test method to keep results consistent. Oct. p. 3.
• Summary: “A test method considered the standard in
Europe for analyzing the purity of biodiesel now has been
introduced in the United States by the National Biodiesel
Board.” At a 2-day training session held in Kansas City,
Kansas, “Dr. Martin Mittelbach of the University of
Graz in Austria discussed and demonstrated the new Gas
Chromatography (GC) test method.” The GC test, which
is already being used in the USA for commercial sale of
biodiesel, “is used to determine the amounts of biodiesel, any
unreacted or partially reacted feedstock remaining in the fuel
and any glycerine that has not been removed.”
1343. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham,
Ontario, Canada). 1997. Mission to Europe. 11(3):1-2. Dec.
• Summary: Tom Lassaline and Kim Cooper traveled
throughout Europe in Oct. 1997. “Their visit to Norway,
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Switzerland was
mainly in response to requests from Canadian embassies in
these countries. Overseas customers had made requests to
embassy officials, asking for clarification and information
on the Canadian soybean situation this year, especially as it
relates to genetically modified (GMO) soybeans.
“The introduction of GMO soybeans into Europe in
1997 caused quite a stir. Environmental groups, such as
Greenpeace, hold a very high credibility rating with many
European consumers,” but it varies by country. In Germany,
for example, “Greenpeace has a 70% credibility rating,
compared with 30% for the [soybean] industry.” “Many
companies in Europe are in a very awkward position. They
generally are in favour of biotechnology, as long as it is safe
for food and the environment.” Consumers tend to support
environmental groups, which are mostly opposed to this new
technology.
1344. Toenz, Omar; Zimmerli, B. 1997. Phytooestrogene in
Saeuglingsnahrung auf Sojaproteinbasis [Phytoestrogens in
infant foods based on soy protein]. Paediatrica 8(5):14-15.
[Ger]*
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• Summary: Includes a discussion of the potentially harmful
effects in infants of soy isoflavones. Address: 1. Lucerne; 2.
Bern. Both: Switzerland.
1345. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 1997. Soybeans: Area harvested, yield, and
production. FAO Yearbook–Production (Rome, Italy) 51:10203.
• Summary: The 1997 Production Yearbook, under
“Soybeans” (p. 102-03, in English, French, and Spanish)
gives area harvested (1,000 ha), yield (kg/ha), and production
(1,000 MT), each for the years 1989-91, 1995, 1996, 1997,
for the following places: World. Africa: Benin, Burkina
Faso, Burundi, Congo–Democratic Republic, Cote d’Ivoire,
Egypt, Ethiopia PDR, Ethiopia, Gabon, Liberia, Morocco,
Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe.
North and Central America: Canada, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, USA.
South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Asia (fmr = former). Asia: Azerbaijan, Bhutan,
Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Korea–Democratic People’s Republic of (north),
Korea–Republic of (south), Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, Thailand, Turkey, Viet Nam
(Vietnam).
Europe (former). Europe. Albania, Austria, Bosnia
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia,
Moldova Republic, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovakia,
Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine, Yugoslav SFR, Yugoslavia.
Oceania. Australia.
USSR.
1346. Balaram, Gunvanthi. 1998. Environmentalists seek ban
on engineered soyabeans. Times of India (The) (Bombay).
Jan. 12. p. 16.
• Summary: “Vienna–Genetically engineered soyabeans are
causing a furore [furor] in Europe, with environmentalists
and health activists seeking to bring a ban on the soyabeans
from being sold in the region on the grounds that they could
pose a threat to human health.”
In Austria, a range of organizations–led by Greenpeace–
has recently held a successful national referendum, which
calls for all genetically engineered organisms, including
soyabeans, from being sold in local food stores, and from
being used in food production or agriculture in Austria.
There were highly visible protests throughout western
Europe following the European Union’s decision to allow the
import of Monsanto’s Roundup Ready soyabeans from the
United States. Roundup Ready soybeans have been modified
to contains a gene that resists the effects of Monsanto’s
Roundup herbicide.

Other groups in Austria want a law stating that all food
products that contain genetically engineered soyabeans
must have the words “Genetically Engineered” appear
prominently on the label. That way the Austrian consumer
could decide whether or not to buy such soyabeans.
Note: This is the earliest article or ad seen (Sept. 2010)
in The Times of India that contains the term “Roundup
Ready” or “genetically engineered” in connection with
soyabeans or with Monsanto.
1347. Badische Bauern Zeitung (BBZ, Germany). 1998.
Gentechnik fuehrt zu wachsender Nachfrage bei OekoSojabohnen [Genetic engineering leads to growing demand
for organic, non-GE soybeans]. Jan. 31. No. 5. p. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean cultivation in the upper Rhine
valley received a strong impulse from the Freiburg tofu
manufacturer “Life-Food Taifun,” which, through domestic
production of organic, non-GE, eco-soybeans (OekoSojabohnen), would like to be independent of soybean
imports from America.
The background for this is the rejection of transgenic
[genetically engineered] soybeans by tofu consumers and
therefore a new market potential for organic soybeans.
The price of eco-soybeans in 1997 ranged from about
100 German marks per quintal (100 kg) for delivered raw
soybeans to 125 marks per 100 kg for processed / prepared
(aufbereitete) (dried and cleaned) soybeans.
With respect to the project “Ecological Soybean
Cultivation 1997” the company Life Food, which took 90
metric tons, accounted for 20 percent of the total soybean
demand in Germany.
In Germany each year 3,000 to 4,000 metric tons
(tonnes) of soybeans are made into foods each year. Of
this amount, 800 to 900 tonnes are used to make tofu. The
demand for eco-soybeans lies in the range of 1,200 tonnes
per year.
The demand for organic soybeans (Bio-Soja) in
Switzerland amounts to about 2,000 tonnes and is made up
almost entirely of imports.
1348. Berghofer, Emmerich; Grzeskowiak, B.; Mundigler,
N.; Sentall, W.B.; Walcak, J.J. 1998. Antioxidative properties
of faba bean-, soybean- and oat tempeh. International J. of
Food Sciences and Nutrition 49(1):45-54. Jan. [42 ref]*
• Summary: Tempeh fermentation increased the
antioxidative effects in all three raw materials, but the largest
increase was obtained with flour derived from faba beans.
Address: Inst. of Food Technology, Univ. of Agricultural
Science, Muthgasse 18, A-1190, Vienna, Austria.
1349. Fischer, Bruno. 1998. Update on soymilk in Europe:
Sojinal, Alpro and Nutrition et Soja (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. March 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
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• Summary: In mid-1993 Sojinal (of Issenheim, France) was
purchased by a Swiss group named B&K Industry Holdings.
The heirs got much of their money from disinvesting in
weapons and ammunitions. Then in December 1996 Alpro
(in Belgium) bought Sojinal from B&K. They now make
mostly sterilized pre-pack tofu patties and other related meat
alternatives. In Bruno’s opinion these products are not very
good–they don’t fit anywhere.
Alpro dominates the European market for soymilk and
soymilk products. They do a lot of private label packaging
in their factory, and they now make a little pudding in a cup
with a peel-off lid. Bruno heard that in 1995 they had sales of
50 million German marks. Note: In March 1998 one German
mark was worth about $0.55. So, very roughly, 50 million
would be worth about $27 million.
Alpro now also makes rice drink, and in 1995 launched
a rice beverage made by Alpro and packaged in glass bottles.
In about Feb. 1998 Vandemoortele, Alpro’s parent
company, sold all of its margarine manufacturing operations
to Cargill. Now Vandemoortele has only Alpro and its oilseed
crushing operations.
Nutrition et Soja (in Revel, near Toulouse, France) no
longer sells their soymilk in Tetra Pak cartons–so they must
be using it as an ingredient in their own products.
DE-VAU-GE (which made the Grano Vita line) no
longer makes soymilk. Address: Im Auel 88, 53783 Aetorf,
Germany. Phone: 49-2243-4021.
1350. Krizstan, Jan. 1998. Update on work with tofu and
soybeans in Slovenia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 25.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan has recently introduced several new soy
products, types of pasta (vegetarian ravioli, and kapaleti)
and a jibanita (like a country pie, a specialty in northeastern
Slovenia) filled with tofu (made by Mirko Trampus) and
spices. They are selling quite well, and some are starting to
be exported to Reform Houses in Austria. They are promoted
broadly as being “Good for all who care about cholesterol
or their weight”–rather than an as vegetarian or made with
tofu. The pasta is made using only durum wheat (hard winter
wheat). Jan also plans to produce sausages made of gluten
from Spelt (an ancestor of wheat). This may be the world’s
first Spelt seitan product.
Jan and Mirko are no longer working together. Mirko
married Jan’s sister and they have a child. Mirko is growing
organic soybeans, focusing on one very old soybean variety
from Novi Sad. This variety won first prize for protein
content in a 1904 competition in Austria. Mirko is also still
making tofu, and his is still No. 1 in all of Slovenia. It is the
only variety curded with natural nigari, which makes it much
easier to digest than all the other varieties which are curded
with calcium sulfate.
Jan has started to publish his magazine again. Address:
Mestni trg 22/1, 68330 Metlika, Republic of Slovenia.

Phone: (386) 068 59 481.
1351. Kilman, Scott. 1998. Monsanto to buy Cargill foreign
seed business. Wall Street Journal. June 30. p. A-4. Western
ed.
• Summary: In a move that expands the crop biotechnology
race to overseas, Monsanto Company has agreed to pay $1.4
billion for Cargill’s international seed operations. The deal
continues Monsanto’s shopping spree for seed businesses.
Since early 1996 Monsanto’s Chief Executive Robert B.
Shapiro has spent $8.1 billion acquiring seed companies and
biotechnology capability. On May 14 of this year Monsanto
and Cargill tied their biotech fortunes together when they
formed a joint venture in which it is planned that Cargill will
eventually contract with farmers to grow millions of acres
of crops containing Monsanto’s genes. About 40% of U.S.
soybean acreage and half the cotton acreage grows crops that
have been engineered to tolerate exposure to powerful weed
killers.
This deal especially strengthens Monsanto’s position
in Latin American countries such as Brazil and Argentina
against archrival Pioneer Hi-Bred International, which has a
biotech joint venture with DuPont Co. The Pioneer-DuPont
venture is bigger than Monsanto’s in Europe, and the Swiss
pharmaceutical giant Novartis is another major international
seed company.
In fiscal 1997 Cargill rang up $56 billion in sales. It
rarely sells its businesses, but Monsanto made an offer it
couldn’t refuse; moreover Cargill does not have the biotech
know-how to remain competitive on its own–according to
Fritz Corrigan, president of Cargill’s agricultural group.
As part of the deal, Cargill’s farm supply business abroad,
which supplies farmers with everything from fertilizer to
fuel, would be able to sell Monsanto seeds. Mr. Corrigan said
that Cargill is also considering selling its U.S. seed business,
which controls about 4% of the market for seed corn.
Address: Staff Reporter.
1352. Karp, Jonathan. 1998. Adding U.S. soybeans to India’s
spicy diet faces big roadblocks: Protein-loaded legume could
help the hungry, if only they’d eat it. Hiding ‘that beany
taste.’ Currying favor? Wall Street Journal. Dec. 8. p. A1,
A6.
• Summary: Virgil Miedema, the American Soybean
Association’s director for South Asia, is the son of a soybean
farmer from North Dakota and speaks near-fluent Hindi. He
believes that adding American soybeans to Indian diets can
do wonders for their health. But there are two problems: (1)
India, the world’s fifth largest soybean producer, already
grows so many soybeans that it exports the soy protein,
although the country has a shortage of dietary protein; (2)
Indians dislike the beany taste of soy–according to food
scientist V.D. Devdhara, who shares Mr. Miedema’s mission.
The population of India is now growing by 16 million people
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a year–devouring the gains of the 1960s Green Revolution.
Some 53% of Indian children under age 5 are malnourished.
Per capita availability of lentil protein is half what it was
in 1947, so the Indian government is producing lentil
alternatives made of soy protein and wheat flour. The brown
pellets, designed to look and taste like dal, contain 60% more
protein.
The American Soybean Association (ASA) opened
an office in India in 1996. It hired Mr. Miedema who had
spent 17 years in South Asia with the Peace Corps and the
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). His
mission is to repeat ASA’s success in China, where in just
15 years it helped turn that soybean producer into a major
importer. In 1997, China bought $657 million of U.S.
soy products. “Of course, the Chinese have been eating
soybeans–as soy sauce and tofu, among other things–for
millennia.” Mr. Miedema’s approach is to encourage Indian
companies to add soy to everyday Indian foods–such as the
wheat flour used to make chapatis.
One company, AFM Foods, Mr. Miedema’s first partner,
is making soy-fortified flour for chapaties that contains 35%
more protein than wheat–”and can reduce the risk of cancer
and the aches of menopause.”
But attempts to use soy as food in India have failed
before. A decade ago the ASA backed three local companies
that failed in trying to popularize soymilk. RJR Nabisco Inc.
quit making soy oil and Nestle SA (the Swiss food giant)
recently withdrew its soymilk powder and soy-based baby
food because of poor sales.
Sanjeev Chaudhry (formerly involved with Nabisco’s
soy oil factory) is head of the India office for Protein
Technologies International. He uses Supro brand soy protein
isolate to develop turbocharged soy products. He sells about
100 tons a year to 25 customers, mostly food manufacturers.
Large-scale cultivation of soybeans in India began in
the 1970s to reduce dependence on imported edible oils.
Soy oil still is not popular, and for Indians see soybeans
as an evil threat. Ms. Vandana Shiva believes that free
trade in agriculture, inevitably controlled by multinational
corporations selling expensive genetically engineered seeds,
will destroy India’s farmers and local foods.
Yet Mr. Verghese Kurien, a famous Indian nationalist
from the western town of Anand, has decided to join
the soybean forces. As head of India’s National Dairy
Development Board, he was largely responsible for making
India self sufficient in milk and the world’s largest producer
of cow’s milk–while thwarting foreign dairy firms. He then
branched out into edible oils to help his country cut costly
imports. Though he retired last month, his main project is
now developing the lentil alternatives.
The idea has been simmering for a decade, starting
with U.S.-funded soybean research at an Indian university.
The dairy board, whose sister organization, Amul, is one
of India’s largest food marketers, accepted the challenge

of developing an inexpensive, uniquely Indian protein
alternative. Mr. Kurien argues that if soy can be made into
chicken and bacon, why not into dal? After years of fine
tuning, the product launch is at hand. If it succeeds, the
ASA could try for a second wave of products (made from
U.S. soybeans) such as “soymilk and tofu, which looks and
feels like Indian cottage cheese, called paneer.” Indians say
that tofu does not taste as good as paneer, but Mr. Miedema
responds that its better for you. An illustration (dot-style)
shows Mr. Miedema. Address: Staff Reporter.
1353. Thalhammer, B.; Halper, B.; Salamon, A.; et al.
1998. Miscellaneous–In vitro metabolism of the soybean
isoflavonoid genistein in rat livers: implication on its
canalicular excretion (Abstract). American J. of Clinical
Nutrition 68(6S):1544S. Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: Note: Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(1998) defines canalicular (derived from the Latin,
dimunitive of canalis) a word first used in 1854, as relating
to “a minute canal in a bodily structure.” Address: Dep. of
General Experimental Pathology and Dep. of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry, Univ. of Vienna, Vienna, Austria.
1354. Widhalm, Kurt. 1998. Soy and heart disease:
Hypocholesterolemic effects of soy–Treatment of
hypercholesterolemia in children by diet by using soy protein
(Abstract). American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1519S20S. Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: “It is generally accepted that elevated LDL
concentrations, which are followed most times by elevated
serum cholesterol concentrations, are associated with
increased risk for later cardiovascular diseases.”
Since cholesterol-lowering drugs should be avoided as
long as possible, even in childhood, protein modification
using soy proteins should be used more often, in order to
achieve considerable reductions in serum cholesterol and
LDL-cholesterol in both children and adolescents. Address:
Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Vienna, Austria.
1355. Sky, Beverly Stiskin. 1999. Recollections of early
work with macrobiotics in Boston. Part I (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 31. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Beverly Siewerski was born on 15 Nov. 1947 in
Austria; her family’s roots were in Poland. Her mother was
a Holocaust survivor. She came to the United States at age
10 and grew up in New York state. She has been friends with
Richard Sandler since they were both young.
Beverly first went to Boston to study macrobiotics
in 1967. At the time she was living in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, age 19, and cooking at an early natural foods
restaurant named The Commons; the early one in New
York was The Paradox. At The Commons, they aspired to
macrobiotics. Although nobody there had ever studied about
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it with a teacher, they cooked from the little Zen Cookery
book. Several articles were written about the new restaurant,
and in one of them Beverly talked about how they considered
themselves a macrobiotic restaurant. About a week later,
Beverly got a letter from Jim Ledbetter, a student of Michio
and Aveline Kushi in Boston, inviting her to come to Boston
to learn how to cook properly–before you call yourselves
macrobiotic. The restaurant sent Beverly, who went for 10
days in the spring of 1967. She got very sick within the first
3 days that she was there–like many of her friends she was
still smoking a good deal of pot and at the time Aveline was
cooking extremely salty food; the combination of her being
so yin and the yang diet made her so sick she had to stay in
bed for most of the time. The Kushis were worried. At the
time, Nahum Stiskin (born in 1945) was going to Brandeis
University (in Waltham, Massachusetts). He moved in with
the Kushis at their home on Gardner Road right after he
graduated.
After 10 days of studying with Aveline, Beverly returned
to Philadelphia and continued cooking at the restaurant.
But now she realized that there was so much more to learn
about macrobiotics in Boston, and to continue cooking in
a community where everyone was still smoking pot, and
dropping acid [using LSD] from time to time, just didn’t feel
like a healthy lifestyle. Beverly called Boston and asked if
she could come there to study for a longer time. Fine. “So
Nahum drove down to Philadelphia (I think because he liked
me), picked me up, and by June, 1967, I was living at the
Kushi house on Gardner Road. I arrived right after the 6-day
war in Israel–which started on 5 June 1967. The five Kushi
children were also living there.” There were no study houses
yet. Michio and Aveline had ten original disciples; Beverly
and Nahum Stiskin were among the ten. Other students
living at the Kushi’s home were Jim Ledbetter, Evan Root,
Peggy Taylor, Connie Frank (Richard Sandler’s first wife–
Beverly introduced Richard to Connie), Paul Hawken, Ty
Smith, Peggy Winter (who is no longer living), and Rebecca
Dubowsky. There was also a sizeable peripheral community
also, including Joe Leis (rhymes with “lease”). Continued.
Address: Boston, Massachusetts. Phone: 617-776-8749.
1356. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSGMB, Chatham,
Ontario, Canada). 1999. Canadian soybean exports. 13(1):4.
June.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics on tonnes (metric
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions,
each year from 1994/95 to 1997/98. The countries are:
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Thailand. In
Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain.
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe,
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
In 1997/98 the countries to which the largest amount of

Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Norway
159,000, United States 134,706, Japan 62,931, Portugal
58,465, Spain 34,759, Hong Kong 23,210, Belgium 20,687,
and Malaysia 20,539.
1357. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. Major soy-related company
acquisitions and mergers worldwide 1990-1999 (Overview).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1990 Jan.–Worthington Foods acquires La
Loma Foods of Riverside, California (formerly Loma Linda
Foods, owned by the Seventh-day Adventist Church).
1990 (early)–Daniel Gevaert purchases the Lima
Andiran site at Andiran (near Mezin) in southern France
from Lima Foods–but not the Lima trademark. In June 1990
Daniel and his wife, Valerie, established Danival.
1990 Aug. 3–Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd.
(makers of Vitasoy soymilk) acquires Nasoya Foods of
Leominster, Massachusetts.
1990 Dec. 21–The Haldane Foods Group (a subsidiary
of British Arkady Ltd., which is in turn owned by ADM)
acquires Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd. of Cheshire,
England.
1991 Jan. 1–The Haldane Foods Group acquires
Granose Foods Ltd. of Watford, Hertfordshire, England
(formerly owned by the Seventh-day Adventist Church).
1991 Jan. 28–Tetra Pak International acquires AlfaLaval AB.
1991 April–Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. acquires Soyastern
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH.
1991 Dec.–Specialty Food Ingredients (SFI) Europe BV
acquires Solnuts BV (Netherlands) and Solnuts Inc. (Hudson,
Iowa).
1992 Oct.–Central Soya Co. acquires the Protein
Division of Aarhus Oliefabrik in Denmark.
1993 June–Vitasoy purchases Azumaya Inc. (America’s
largest tofu manufacturer, and the low-price leader) in
California, for an estimated $4-$5 million. Vitasoy is now in
the tofu business.
1993 June–21st Century Foods acquires Farm Foods
from Barricini Foods.
1993–House Foods of Japan purchases the remaining
50% of House Foods & Yamauchi, Inc. from Mr. Shoan
Yamauchi. The new company is named House Foods
American Corporation.
1993 July–Nutrition et Santé (part of the Sandoz Group)
acquires Société Soy of Saint-Chamond, France. The latter
company was renamed Nutrition et Soja, and on 15 Oct.
1994 it moved into a new factory at Revel (near Toulouse),
France.
1993 (mid)–B & K Holdings of Switzerland acquires
Sojinal of Issenheim, France.
1993?–Kineret (pronounced kuh-NAIR-et) Acquisition
Group acquires Farm Foods from 21st Century Foods, then
in Nov. 1993 the Hain Food Group acquires Kineret plus
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some assets of Barricini Foods Inc.
1996 April 22–Alpro (Belgium) purchases Sojinal
(France).
1995 April 21–Irene and Len Stuttman buy back control
of their company, INARI Ltd. (dba. Sycamore Creek)
from J. Charles Follett (former CEO) and Peter L. Pairitz
(accountant).
1995 April–Quest International, a unit of Unilever,
acquires A.E. Staley’s Gunther Products Division.
1997 Feb. 3–Monsanto purchases Asgrow Seed Co.
from Seminis Inc., a subsidiary of Empresas La Moderna,
S.A. (ELM).
1997 Aug. 24–DuPont signs a letter of intent to acquire
Protein Technologies International, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Ralston Purina Co.
1997 Oct. 14–The Hain Food Group acquires Westbrae
Natural, Inc., makers of soymilk. Westbrae’s new name
becomes Hain Food Group–Westbrae. 1997 Dec. 3–DuPont
finalizes its purchase of Protein Technologies International
(PTI–the world’s leading manufacturer of soy protein
isolates).
1998 Oct. 16–Worthington Foods purchases the Harvest
Burger product line from ADM; by agreement, ADM will
continue to make the Harvest Burgers at its Illinois plant.
1998 Dec. 31–DE-VAU-GE acquires Bruno Fischer
GmbH, which sells bottled soymilk; both companies are
located in Germany.
1999 Jan. 4–W.G. Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Blenheim,
Ontario, Canada, purchases Sycamore Creek Co., a maker of
soynuts and soynut butter (located in Mason, Michigan).
1999 Oct. 4–The Kellogg Co. (famous maker of
breakfast cereals, Battle Creek, Michigan) buys Worthington
Foods Inc., America’s leading maker of meat alternatives.
1358. Okura Boeki-cho (Ministry of Finance, Division of
Trade). 1999. Miso yûshutsu tsûkan jisseki–Heisei 10 nen
[Japan miso exports worldwide in 1998]. Tokyo, Japan. 1 p.
[1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: This 1-page table, written in Japanese, gives the
exports of miso to various countries, in calendar year 1998,
by region. We will list them here in descending order of
volume by region–in kilograms. Asia: Taiwan 349,591. Hong
Kong 332,325. Korea 232,115. Singapore 120,681. Thailand
100,459. Philippines 44,605. Malaysia 40,129. Indonesia
26,585. China 23,024.
Middle East: United Arab Emirates (Arabu) 9,895. Israel
4,887. Kuwait 1,256.
Europe (Western and Eastern): Netherlands 115,703.
Germany 102,724. England 74,231. France 45,971 Sweden
40,170. Italy 20,283. Belgium 17,932. Austria 13,370. Spain
6,118. Denmark 4,090. Canary Islands (Spain) 2,000. Russia
1,715. Finland 1,310. Switzerland 450.
North America: United States: 2,297,893. Canada
242,240.

Latin America: Argentina 12,589. Brazil 12,338. Costa
Rica 400.
Africa: South Africa 2,678.
Oceania: Australia 164,601. Guam 31,553. New Zealand
27,621. Mariana Islands 6,578 (of which the largest is
Guam). Palau Islands 650.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning soybean products (miso) in Palau; soybeans as
such have not yet been reported.
Total exports. 4,531,300 kg. Total amount of miso made
in Japan in 1998: 548,750,000 kg. Percent of miso made that
is exported: 0.82%. Address: Japan.
1359. Jannetta, Stephen. 2000. Re: Making miso at South
River Miso Co. in Massachusetts, and at Soyalab and La
Fonte della Vita in Italy. Letter to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, Jan. 12–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Stephen worked with Christian Elwell at South
River Miso Co. in Conway, Massachusetts, for two seasons:
(1) Oct. 1990 to May 1991, and (2) Sept. 1993 to May 1994.
After the first season he traveled to Italy.
The first miso that he produced in Italy was for Soyalab
(located near Florence) during a period between February
and May of 1992. This was basically experimental. They
made about 500 kg of shiro miso and about 1,500 kg of
barley miso. The shiro miso was packaged [in 350 gm glass
jars] and distributed under the Soyalab label in the spring of
1992.
Soyalab was purchased by La Fonte della Vita (located
near Cuneo, Italy) in 1994 and Stephen went there in
October of that year after his second season at South River
Miso Co. He began production the third week of November
and finished the last week of April 1995. He had to start
from scratch [since the equipment from Soyalab was juryrigged and small]. The equipment had to be designed and
fabricated–everything from a large-capacity stainless steel
steamer to the miso fermentation vats and koji crib. Some
things had to be improvised. For instance, they had a small,
free-standing movable “office,” about 7 by 11 feet, which
Stephen insulated with foam board and used as a koji
incubation room.
“In total [at La Fonte della Vita] we produced
approximately 13,000 kg of barley miso and 2,100 kg of rice
miso using organic soybeans and grains, and sea salt. All the
miso produced at both companies was made from organic
soybeans and grains. Also at about this time the 1,500 kg
of barley miso that was produced at Soyalab in 1992 was
packaged and distributed, I believe, under the Soyalab label.”
Stephen encloses 24 color prints, each 4 by 6 inches, all
taken at La Fonte Della Vita (60 miles southwest of Torino)
in 1995. These include: (1) Exterior view of the factory. (23) Stainless steel steamer and mixer used to combine koji
and sea salt. (4) Wooden koji crib on wheels next to grain
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steamer. (5) Koji cooling tables (waist height). (6) Koji
crib by koji incubation room with wooden trays inside. (7)
Stephen harvesting koji from one tray. He is wearing a hair
net, plastic gloves, surgical mask (he developed allergies,
perhaps to the mold spores), and white robe. (8) Close-up
of a chunk of koji held in one hand. (9-11) Barley koji in a
wooden tray–at 3 stages of development. (12-13) Stephen
foot treading raw miso. (14) Using a forklift to transport raw
miso to aging vat. (15-18) Stephen shoveling raw miso into
vat–4 views. (19) Stephen standing next to first vat, filled
with 4,200 kg of barley miso. The top of the vat is at eye
level. (20-21) Moving the third vat into place using a forklift.
The two vats behind it are filled with miso and weighted with
concrete blocks. (22) Looking down into an empty wooden
vat. (23) Domenico, a maintenance man and co-worker,
waving, with vats in the background. (24) A small vat used
for 2,100 kg of rice miso.
Talk with Stephen Jannetta. 2000. Jan. 20. Soyalab was
founded by Matteo Iacovelli. Then Marco Lamonica arrived,
bought the company, and ran it for 2-3 years. He got some
encouragement, ideas, and help from his friend Martin/Marty
Halsey, an American who was active with macrobiotics
and lived for a while in Italy; Marty also worked for quite
a while with the macrobiotic institute in Switzerland [and
founded and ran Soy Joy in Nyon, where he made tofu {from
1982} and miso {from 1983}]. Stephen does not know who
Marcello Panchetti was; he may have provided financing
for the company. Address: 349 W. Woods Dr., Lititz,
Pennsylvania 17543. Phone: 717-626-2049.
1360. Wall Street Journal. 2000. Heinz agrees to buy owner
of Beech-Nut. Feb. 29.
• Summary: H.J. Heinz Co. has agreed to acquire Milnot
Holding Corp, owner of Beech-Nut Nutrition Corp. Milnot
paid $68 million last year to acquire Beech-Nut from
Ralcorp Holdings Inc. Heinz will be Beech-Nut’s fourth
owner is little more than a decade. Beech-Nut used to be a
unit of Nestle SA until the Swiss firm sold it to Ralcorp in
1989. Address: Staff Reporter, Wall Street Journal.
1361. SoyaScan Notes. 2000. Monsanto has no plans
to develop biotech soybeans with consumer benefits
(Overview). Sept. 12. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Monsanto and other biotech advocates have
been saying, in response to growing consumer opposition
to genetically engineered (GE) foods, that their next step
will be to develop GE foods with consumer benefits–such as
soybeans with more protein or isoflavones (such as genistein)
or vitamin E, etc. Actually, however, Monsanto is reducing
(by firing) most or all of their researchers developing such
GE foods, for two reasons: (1) The market for soyfoods is
too small to justify the investment in food development and
plant breeding; (2) The risk is too great that consumers won’t

want GE foods even if they have such benefits.
Instead Monsanto is focusing its efforts on breeding
soybeans with benefits for animal feeds, since the market is
much bigger and there is much less risk of complaints from
customers.
With this strategy, however, Monsanto faces a basic
contradiction and fundamental problem. Without products
having consumer benefits, consumer opposition to genetic
engineering is likely to grow. Japan has already passed a law
requiring all GE foods to be so labeled; the USA and Europe
are likely to follow Japan’s lead since polls show that most
consumers believe that have a right to know what is in their
foods. But labeling laws will require that GE and non-GE
foods must be harvested, cleaned, transported, and stored
separately. As the debate expands, and as new unforeseen
consequences multiply (which seems likely), citizens
may put pressure on legislators to sharply limit all genetic
engineering. This may well become one of the big issues and
debates of the early 21st century.
Talk with Jim Skiff of US Soy. 2000. Sept. 13. The
trend in Europe is away from genetically engineered animal
feeds. Some countries, such as Austria, won’t allow any GE
seeds to cross their borders. In both the USA and Europe
the market for organically grown feeds is expanding. Given
these trends, Monsanto may run into opposition to its GE
feeds.
1362. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, Ontario,
Canada). 2000. Canadian soybean exports. 14(2):3. Nov.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics in tonnes (metric
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions,
each year from 1996/97 to 1999/2000. The countries are:
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Thailand. In
Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain.
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe,
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
In 1999/2000 the countries to which the largest amount
of Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Japan
179,708, United States 121,860, Malaysia 99,919, Indonesia
64,426, Denmark 47,444, Germany 43,410, and Netherlands
36,392.
1363. Kouwenhoven, Arlette; Forrer, Matthi. 2000. Siebold
and Japan: His life and work. Leiden, Netherlands: Hotei
Publishing. 111 p. Illust. (Incl. color). No index. 27 cm. [40*
ref. Eng]
• Summary: An excellent biography of Philipp Franz von
Siebold (1796-1866), a German physician and naturalist
who was one of the first Europeans to live in Japan. In 1823
Siebold wrote a letter to the Governor of Batavia requesting
professional help at Deshima. In 1825 two men were finally
dispatched: (1) Dr. Heinrich Bürger (1804-1858), a scholar,
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who worked as a pharmacist in Batavia, and who was to
assist with scientific research, chemistry and mineralogy; and
(2) Carel Hubert von Villeneuve, an auditor and artist.
On 15 Feb. 1826, Siebold departed from Deshima,
accompanying the court journey to Edo (today’s Tokyo) of
Opperhoofd Johan Willem de Sturler; Siebold was joined by
Dr. Bürger in the role of secretary, although Bürger’s true
purpose was to assist Siebold in his scientific research. These
were the only three Dutchmen allowed to make the long
journey. Siebold and Bürger were well prepared for the trip;
they had gathered all sorts of equipment to take with them,
including barometers, thermometers, hygrometers, sextants,
chronometers, microscopes, crockery, furniture, silver, fine
glassware, and even a piano. Some of these items were
intended as gifts. En route, the inquisitive Siebold observed
and wrote about practically everything. They arrived in Edo
on 10 April 1826, about 2 months after leaving Nagasaki, a
trip of about 1,400 km. On 1 May 1826 the three Dutchmen
had an audience with the shogun. The delegation finally
left Edo on 18 May 1826 and arrived at Deshima on July 7.
Note: It was almost certainly on this trip that Siebold and
Bürger observed soybeans and recorded their observations in
the trip’s log.
A 3-page chronology of Siebold (p. 100-02) includes:
1796 Feb. 17. Philipp Franz von Siebold born in Würzburg
[in today’s Germany]. 1815–Starts study of medicine at
the University of Würzburg; subjects include chemistry,
botany, and physics. 1820–Completes his studies in
medicine, surgery, and anatomy, obtains his doctorate, and
establishes himself as a physician in Heidingsfeld. 1822
June 21–Appointed Surgeon-Major in the Dutch East-Indies
Army. 1823 Feb. 13–Arrives in Batavia. On April 18 he
is appointed to the post of physician at the trading post on
Deshima, near Nagasaki, Japan. He also receives instructions
to conduct research into Japanese natural history, laws, and
politics.
1823 Aug. 12. Arrives on Deshima and starts teaching
almost immediately. That same year he “married” Kusumoto
Sonogi, also known as Otaki (1807-1865); she is 11-12 years
younger than he. 1824. Starts a botanical garden on Deshima
at the request of the government in Batavia. Opens his school
in Narutaki, just outside Nagasaki. 1825. Dr. Heinrich Bürger
arrives from Batavia to help Siebold with his geological
research, accompanied by C.H. Villeneuve, the illustrator.
1826 Feb. 15 to July 7. He accompanies Opperhoofd
De Sturler on the court journey to Edo. Bürger, Keiga and
several of his Japanese students join the delegation. 1827.
The government in Batavia requests his return there, with
the possibility that he may have to return to Holland. Also in
1827 Von Siebold’s daughter, Oine (1827-1903) is born.
1828 Sept. 18. A severe storm causes the ship, with 89
crates containing Siebold’s collection, to run aground on the
coast at Nagasaki. The discovery of forbidden objects leads
to the detainment of Siebold, Takahashi, and many others.

Siebold is placed under house arrest.
1829 Oct. 22. After being subjected to lengthy crossexamination, Siebold is banished from Japan. On Dec. 30 he
leaves Japan.
1830 Jan. 18. Arrives in Batavia, then travels to Holland
where he arrives on July 7. In Antwerp [Belgium] he meets
Dr. Hoffmann, who is later to become the first professor at
Leiden University.
Note: 1830. Siebold’s first publication on Japanese
plants appears (largely in Latin, but with many Japanese
characters) in Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch
Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen 12:1-74. See
p. 54-57, plus first table at end. He mentions two species of
soybeans: Sooja Japonica, the cultivated soybean, and Sooja
nomame, the wild soybean; he says he has seen a living plant
specimen of the latter. Soybeans are used to make shoyu,
miso, and tofu. A note at the end of table I states that he
drafted it at Deshima in November 1827.
1831 April 20. King Willem I agrees to buy Siebold’s
ethnographic collection and to pay an advance of 12,000
guilders. 1832. Hires a house at 19 Rapenburg in Leiden,
Netherlands, where he organises his collection and opens it
to the public. He maintains contact with Bürger, who still
lives on Deshima. Travels to Germany in the autumn. 1833.
Returns to The Netherlands in the summer. Presents the first
copy of his opus Nippon to the Society of Dutch Letters on
26 Nov.
1835. Travels in Germany and Austria. Meets Zuccarini
and others. 1836 Aug. 22. Buys the house at 19 Rapenburg.
1839. From now on he spends winters in Germany, where he
meets his future wife, Helene von Gagern.
1840. Buys a piece of land at Leiderdorp, where
he builds the villa, ‘Nippon’ and starts a nursery. 1842.
Establishes the plant and seed company, Siebold & Co. with
Blume and Rodbard. 1845 July 10. He marries the Lady
Helene von Gagern (1820-1877) in Berlin; she is 24 years
younger than he. Soon four children are born. 1859. Returns
to Japan. Arrives in Nagasaki on Aug. 4. 1861 Oct. He is
banished from Edo, and Japan itself. 1866 Oct. 18. Von
Siebold dies in Munich, Germany; he is buried in the Alten
Südlichen graveyard on the Thalkirchner Strasse.
1364. Austria Soja Gruppe (ASG). comps. 2000? Erste
oesterreichische Soja Kochfibel [The first Austrian soya
cooking primer]. Eferding, Austria: Oesterreichischer
Agrarverlag. 51 p. Undated. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This glossy color saddle-stitched book, which
has no publisher nor date of publication, is more like a
promotional brochure for three soy products: Soja Snacky,
Soja Fit Mix, and Soja Nuesse (Soynuts). The book was
compiled by Die Austria Soja Gruppe (ASG), a group of
Austrian farmers whose goal is to create a market for whole
soy products. Contains numerous color photos. Address:
Austria.
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1365. Deogun, Nikhil; Ellison, Sarah. 2001. Ralston board
backs $10.1 billion offer from Nestle, as final deal seems
close. Wall Street Journal. Jan. 16. p. A3, A4.
• Summary: Nestle SA, the world’s largest food company,
is trying to become one of the world’s largest pet-food
companies. Its cash offer, already approved by the Nestle
board, values Ralston stock at $33.50 a share, 36% above
Ralston’s Friday closing price. Ralston presently has about
23% of the U.S. pet-food market and Nestle has about 12%.
The pet-food industry is now enjoying 4% a year growth.
Address: Staff Reporters, Wall Street Journal.
1366. Drosihn, Bernd. 2001. Miso manufacturers in Europe.
Changes at Viana (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 30.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Hiroshi Kozaki and Karl Selgmann who once
founded and ran a miso company named Kanta Kozaki
have split up. Hiroshi left the company and tried to do
some importing and run a wholesale company and Japanese
restaurants. Karl still makes miso in a small way, but he
never returns phone calls. His company named has changed
to Noka Sojamanufaktur GmbH. Bernd tries to buy miso
from Noka but they are an unreliable source.
Note: E-mail from Karl Selgmann. 2014. Sept. 20.
“Please notice an incorrect statement I found in one of
your articles: Bernd Drosihn never bought Miso from
Kanta Kozaki or Noka Sojamanufaktur because we denied
cooperation with Bernd. We are called an unreliable source
in this article. This completely misrepesents the situation. A
correction would be nice.”
He also used to buy from Paul Chapman in England,
but he stopped 6-12 months ago. Paul had business troubles,
so now he is planning to go to Thailand and to make miso
there. Danival in Andiran, France, is now a good source of
miso. Bernd is not sure whether or not Sojvita in Austria still
makes miso. They are a macrobiotic company. Günter Ebner,
who knows a lot about the soy market in central Europe,
would certainly know. Yakso has been sold numerous times.
Bernd does not know the present owner, but he thinks they
no longer makes miso or any other foods; they are now just a
brand name.
Bernd is now moving his business to a new location,
about 45 km away near Wiesbaum. The move will be
completed early next week. The arrival of mad-cow disease
in Germany has been a big help to Bernd’s company, Viana.
The increased demand forced him to construct a new
building with greater capacity during the last two years. He
is now making both tofu and meat alternatives in the new
building. This weekend snack production will start. His
fastest growing product line is meat alternatives, followed by
tofu and smoked tofu. All over, the demand for tofu is much
bigger than the supply–thanks to mad-cow disease. Bernd
has doubled his tofu-making capacity and purchased new

tofu-making equipment. Address: Founder and president,
Viana Naturkost GmbH, Cologne, Germany. Phone: (02233)
41323 or 221-121175.
1367. Ellison, Sarah; Wilke, John R.; Shishkin, Philip. 2001.
Nestle’s deal to buy Ralston Purina gets nod in Europe. Wall
Street Journal. July 30. p. B9.
• Summary: The European Commission gave its conditional
approval to Swiss food Giant Nestle SA in its $10.1 billion
bid to acquire Ralston Purina Co., the American pet food
maker. But the deal has not yet been approved by the U.S.
Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
1368. Krizstan, Jan. 2001. Update on work with tofu and
soybeans in Slovenia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan and Mirko live about 100 km apart
in Slovenia. Jan presently earns his living in desktop
publishing, working with computers. Mirko lives with his
wife, Jan’s sister, on a farm, where he makes the best tofu in
Slovenia; he has about 75% of the Slovenian tofu market. All
his tofu is still made with nigari, which he buys from Natur
Garten, located just across the border in Gamlitz, Austria.
Jan plans to move to Croatia (where his girlfriend lives)
and start a new company there making tofu and tempeh.
There are already several tofu makers in Croatia but Jan
thinks the quality of their tofu is not very good; they grind
their soybeans with blenders, which is very slow and
inefficient.
It is now illegal to import kombu into Slovenia because
of the high arsenic levels it contains. Jan believes there are
two types of arsenic–good and bad. He thinks kombu has
the good type. Kombu is an important ingredient in making
seitan. Address: Mestni trg 22/1, 68330 Metlika, Republic of
Slovenia. Phone: (386) 068 59 481.
1369. Joyce, Amy. 2001. FTC clears Nestle to buy Ralston
Purina; Combined company will dominate world pet-food
market. Washington Post. Dec. 12. p. E3.
• Summary: Yesterday the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
approved the acquisition of Ralston Purina Co. by Nestle
SA for $10.3 billion–despite the disapproval of consumer
groups. The company agreed to sell two of Ralston’s dry catfood brands. After the merger, Nestle (based in Switzerland)
and Ralston Purina (based in St. Louis, Missouri) together
will have about 45% of the world market for dry cat food.
The new organization, which will be named Nestle Purina
PetCare, will be based in St. Louis.
1370. Kuzmic, Vlatka. 2002. Re: Brief history of Annapurna,
and work with tofu and seitan in Croatia. Letter (fax) to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 11. Followed by
letter (e-mail) of 11 July 2006. 1 p. Typed, on letterhead.
Followed by a brief interview later the same day.
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• Summary: 1997 March–Vlatka and Miroslav “Miro”
Kuzmic (later her husband) started cooking and delivering
vegetarian meals to some friends and acquaintances. In order
to improve the quality of the meals, they became interested
in macrobiotics and tofu.
1998 Feb.–They tried to make tofu, for the first time,
from soy flour as described in the book Super Soy, by Ruth
Winter. They were not successful. So they started reading
The Great Macrobiotic Cookbook, by Aveline Kushi (in
Croatian) and studying a recipe for tofu in that book. At
about the same time they asked Suzana Ciceli, a macrobiotic
friend, to help them improve their tofu-making process. She
gave them her recipe, but after trying it a few times, they
made big changes. Suzana suggested that they grind the
soybeans, cook the slurry, then press the hot soymilk from
the okara. But they decided to do it in the traditional Chinese
way, grinding the soybeans, pressing the cold soymilk from
the okara, then cooking only the soymilk. The results–firm,
Chinese-style tofu–were excellent. At first the tofu was flat
and round. They discussed their achievements with their
friend Gordana Sibila. She supported them and convinced
them to sell tofu and seitan to their friends.
At that time Maca, and his vegetarian restaurant
Vegeterra, became interested in tofu. But of course they
wanted nice square tofu. At first they had a tofu forming box
made from a plastic box that could contain about 500 gm of
tofu. But this wasn’t a very good idea, so their fathers came
to help them. Their next forming box was made of stainless
steel; it had three compartments that each held about 0.8
kg of tofu, and it had removable sides so that when the tofu
was ready they would just remove the sides and have nice
squares. They made a mechanical screw press (rather than
using a weight) to press the tofu.
They could produce about 5 kg/day of tofu in their
small kitchen located at Poljanicki Prilaz 12, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia.
1998 May–They started selling their tofu and seitan to
their friends, then to their friends’ friends, and soon to many
other people they didn’t even know. At the same time they
began using the business name “Annapurna” with the tag line
“zdrava hrana. Annapurna is the name of the second highest
peak in the Himalayas–but unlike the others, which are
covered with snow, it is covered with greenery and flowers.
Annapurna is also an Indian goddess of food and wealth
(anna means “food” and purna means “wealth”); “zdrava
hrana means “healthy food.” Their first three products, each
introduced in May 1998, were Fresh Tofu, Marinated Tofu,
and Fresh Seitan. Marinated Seitan was introduced a month
later, and Smoked Tofu in Sept. 1998. The ingredients in
their first commercial tofu were soybeans (non-organic,
grown in Croatia near the city of Kutina) and refined nigari
(in small flakes; they bought it in Croatia at a shop named
Biovega).
At the start, they bought a new vacuum packaging

machine from Multivac, the best European manufacturer. It
packs two bags at a time; you just have to close the lid. After
the bag is sealed, the lid opens automatically. Eventually they
stopped cooking meals and devoted themselves totally to
making tofu and seitan–but still in their small home kitchen.
They developed some Croatian-language flyers which they
used to help sell their tofu.
1999 April–They start making smoked tofu.
1999 Dec.–They decided to start their tofu and seitan
making business officially.
2000 Jan.–They introduced Tofu Mayonnaise.
2000 May–They rented a workplace at Petrinjska 2,
bought the necessary equipment, and moved out of their
home kitchen. Now their business became serious and really
started to grow.
2001 Jan.–They moved their business into a larger space
at Zumberacka 42.
2001 Feb.–They began to sell their tofu in health food
stores.
2001 Feb. 12–Vlatka and Miroslav are married. She
writes: “I think Miroslav deserves most of the credit for our
business. Most of the ideas were his. It was his idea that we
should start making tofu in the first place, and he has always
been very enthusiastic about making tofu.”
2001 March–They start using natural (unrefined) nigari
to coagulate their tofu; they buy it from Austria.
2001 Sept.–They introduce Tofu with Vegetables, Tofu
Spread with Garlic, and Tofu Spread with Sweet Dry Red
Peppers.
2001 Oct.–They start using organically grown, non-GE
(not genetically engineered) soybeans, which are now grown
near Pozega, a small town in eastern Croatia, by Zeljko
Mavrovic, a very famous Croatian ex-boxer and world
champion.
2001 Dec.–They move their business into a larger rented
space at Nehajska 42, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia. On Dec. 18
they sold the first tofu made at that location.
2002 Jan.–Today they make about 700 kg/month of
tofu, including Fresh Tofu, Marinated Tofu, Smoked Tofu,
Tofu with Vegetables, Tofu Mayonnaise, and Tofu Spread
(With Garlic and Parsley, or With Red Peppers). They use
organically-grown, GMO free soybeans.
But the demand for tofu in Croatia is much larger than
they expected. Their equipment is too slow to keep up with
the demand, which is increasing every day. Their biggest
problems are grinding the beans and draining the okara.
Address: Nehajska 42, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia. Phone: +385
1-3639-092.
1371. Vollmann, Johann. 2002. Interest in soybeans and
Englebert Kaempfer (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 31.
Conducted by Meagan Calogeras in Vienna, Austria. [2 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Prof. Vollmann, who is writing a book on the
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history of the soybean, is very interested in the works of
Engelbert Kaempfer [1651-1716, German physician and
traveler] which can be found in Economic Botany. He also
knows Blomeyer (Leipzig), who said it was not possible to
grow soybeans in Europe. He is also interested in the works
of Prof. T. Hymowitz. He mentioned F. Anderegg, from
Thur [Chur], Switzerland, who concluded that the soybean
was perfect for cultivation in Switzerland. He has Franz A.
Brillmayer’s 1947 work Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich.
Prof. Vollmann’s future project is to go around to
those places where Prof. Haberlandt cultivated soybeans in
Hungary and along the Austro-Hungarian border.
He talked about the popularity of soyfoods and the
names of some restaurants where one can eat them. Address:
Univ. of Agricultural Sciences, Plant Breeding Department,
Gregor Mendel Str. 33, A-1180 Vienna, Austria; IPP (Inst.
fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung), Vienna, Austria.
1372. Nordquist, Ted. 2002. Soyfoods are thriving in Bolivia
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 21. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The oldest major company is Alimentos Alfa
Ltda. in Cochabamba, Bolivia, run by Rene Mouton-Bluys
(a native of Belgium). This company makes 36,000 gallons/
week of soybase then converts it to Nordland soymilk, soy
yogurt, and soy ice cream (including novelties on sticks).
Rene has a fleet of 22 delivery trucks. He sells some of his
products to school districts. Ted spent some time with him.
Rene has a friend–who was a nuclear scientist and
worked in Washington, DC, for 22 years–who decided he
wanted to find a means of “Right Livelihood” in Bolivia. So
Rene helped him to start a company very similar to Rene’s in
Santa Cruz. Then Rene stopped shipping to Santa Cruz.
The third and newest company is ProSoy Santa Fe,
Ltda., a women’s cooperative in Santa Fe, Bolivia; it is
run entirely by indigenous women (who are not of Spanish
descent). Their native language is Quechua, but they all
speak perfect Spanish as well. From Aug. 23 to Sept. 16,
2002 Ted and his wife, Anne-Marie, spent a month working
with this Co-op, sponsored by ACDI-VOCA (an American
company which paid Ted’s travel expenses) and CEDETI (a
Bolivian private development organization funded by many
nonprofit organizations in several countries incl. Sweden,
Switzerland, and Germany. Many of the workers are
European volunteers). The co-op consists of 20 women who
are very focused in what they are doing. In Bolivia, women
do much of the work and have almost no rights. So they have
decided to take their lives into their own hands. When they
arrived, the co-op was making only soymilk in a building
whose rent was paid by CEDETI. One member makes it
late at night, so that it is ready at 4:00 each morning. They
sold the soymilk hot (an excellent innovation) so they didn’t
have to refrigerate it. They poured it boiling hot into 10 liter,
plastic jugs each with a 2-inch screw cap. When each jug

was full and bulging (with 10.5 liters of soymilk), the rest of
the women took two jugs each and would either bike or walk
or take a motor taxi to a local market. There she would pour
the hot soymilk into containers that each customer would
bring. Each woman also carried special long, slender plastic
bags for customers like taxi or truck drivers that wanted to
buy soymilk but had no container. The woman would pour
her hot soymilk into the plastic bag, insert a straw then a
rubber band around the straw, then wrap a piece of paper
around the neck of the hot bag so that the consumer could
hold it. Each women then took income from sale of her
soymilk back to the cooperative, which divided and managed
it. The woman worked at night to make the soymilk was paid
extra; they took turns at the night shift.
Each day Ted would teach the women how to make new
products, such as soy yogurt, soy ice cream, okara burgers.
Then they all ate the new products for lunch. The women
loved the new products.
While Ted was there, CADETI was finishing a new
building for the ProSoy women’s cooperative, made with
indigenous materials. Ted helped to design the building and
floor plan, plus a soyplant that would produce–instead of the
present 150 liters/day–about 400 liters/hour. Ted also sent
them a new Corenco (cost $9,000) stainless steel mill–as a
gift. Ted has finished writing his end-of-project report. They
are making the new products on a small scale but the new
plant will not be up and running until the mill is installed.
Ted and Anne-Marie plan to return to Bolivia next September
to visit their two “children.”
Ted and Anne-Marie adopted an 11-year-old orphaned
and homeless boy, Armando, who had only one year of
schooling and would hang around the soy co-op. They
invited him to lunches for a month, then found a person
at CADETI who agreed to use money that Ted and AnneMarie now send each month to pay for his food, shelter,
and schooling. Address: TAN Industries, Inc., 49 Stevenson
St., Suite 1075, San Francisco, California 94105-2975; 660
Vischer Ct., Sonoma, CA 95476. Phone: 415-495-2870.
1373. Shurtleff, William. 2002. Megan Calogeras travels to
Europe (Austria, France, and Germany), for three months,
to search for documents for Soyfoods Center (Editorial).
SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 25.
• Summary: Meagan Calogeras returned from Europe on
25 Nov. 2002, after exactly three months of searching for
documents there; she flew to Europe from New York City on
Aug. 26, landing in Paris. She got many rare and valuable
documents (about 50)–most of which Shurtleff had been
unable to find after 20 years of searching in the USA.
Meagan sent back 430 documents, of which Shurtleff
had requested 167 (he gave her a detailed reference sheet
for each); 263 were new documents which she found and
Shurtleff had not requested. Shurtleff asked her to look for
documents on peanuts, sesame, or vegetarianism–as well as
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on soy.
Of the new documents Meagan found, 225 were about
or mentioned soy (from Nov. 1877), 37 did not mention soy.
Mentions peanuts: 42 documents from 1879.
Mentions sesame seeds: 26 documents from 1879.
Mentions vegetarianism: 7 documents from 1899.
The total cost of the trip to Soyfoods Center was
$9,090.12, including $763.00 round trip airfare, $3,854.12
in other expenses (mainly food and lodging) and $4,473.00
in time (372.75 hours at $12/hour, not including travel time.
Plus $64.39 added later (2003 May 16) mostly from Univ. of
Mass. at Amherst trip in Feb. and March 2002).
Meagan did a very good job of research and kept careful
records of her time and expenses. Since she stayed with
friends in Hamburg, my total lodging / hotel payments were
only $1,009; $365 for a Vienna hotel and $644 for a Paris
rental flat /apartment. Soyfoods Center paid the full total on
Dec. 30.
Shurtleff first contacted Meagan on 14 July 2002
at South River Miso Co. (where she was working as an
apprentice) and we decided that she would take this research
trip.
1374. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, Ontario,
Canada). 2002. Canadian soybean exports. Winter. p. 2.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics in tonnes (metric
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions,
each year from 1998/99 to 2001/2002. The countries are:
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand.
In Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain.
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe,
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
In 2001/2002 the countries to which the largest amount
of Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Japan
126,619, Malaysia 101,698, United States 60,244, Germany
29,377, Indonesia 26,836, Hong Kong 22,800.
Total Canadian soybean exports have declined
dramatically during the past two years, from a peak of
946,360 in 1999/2000, to 746,241 in 2000/2001, down to
471,492 in 2001/2002.
1375. Gianazza, Elisabeth; Eberini, I.; Arnoldi, A.; Wait, R.;
Sirtori, C.R. 2003. A proteomic investigation of isolated soy
proteins with variable effects in experimental and clinical
studies. J. of Nutrition 133(1):9-14. Jan. [50 ref]
• Summary: Dietary preparations of soy proteins used for
clinical studies, particularly of hypercholesterolemia, in
Europe and the United States were the subject of a proteomic
comparison because differences in their composition may
explain variability in experimental and clinical results... The
soy concentrates (Cholsoy/Croksoy), which were used in
most of the Italian and Swiss studies in which reductions

in cholesterolemia occurred, exhibited a predominance of
breakdown products of the 7S globulin and mainly intact
11S globulin subunits. Soy isolates used in the United
States (SUPRO) showed none of the major components
corresponding to 7S globulin subunits; only some of the light
chains of 11S were intact, and heavy chains of 11S were
also fragmented. Ethanol- and nonethanol-treated SUPRO
products showed considerable variability in their isoflavone
concentrations and there seemed to be differential protein
recoveries due to ethanol processing. These findings indicate
differences in the protein composition of soy products used
in clinical studies. The authors suggest that standardization
should be improved before products are assessed for
clinical outcome studies. Address: Dep. of Pharmacological
Sciences, Univ. of Milano, Via Balzaretti 9, 20133 Milan,
Italy.
1376. United States Attorney, Southern Disrict of Indiana.
2003. Former corporate CEO [David H. Swanson] sentenced
to fifteen years (News release). 10 Market St., Suite 2100,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-3048. 3 p. March 20.
• Summary: “Susan W. Brooks, United States Attorney for
the Southern District of Indiana, announced that David H.
Swanson, age 60, Amenia, New York, was sentenced to one
hundred eighty (180) months imprisonment today by U.S.
District Judge Sarah E. Barker following his conviction at
trial October 10, 2002 for fraud by wire, receipt of stolen
money, money laundering and tax evasion. This case was
the result of an investigation by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Internal Revenue Service.
“United States Attorney Susan W. Brooks said, ‘This
prosecution demonstrates the government’s commitment to
pursuing executive fraud. When CEOs destroy companies
such as Countrymark for their personal gain, the federal
government will seek justice for the employees, the
shareholders and the board of directors. We believe that this
significant sentence of fifteen years provides some sense
of justice for the victims for the crimes committed by Mr.
Swanson.’
“Assistant United States Attorney Charles Goodloe,
Jr., lead counsel for the government, commented on the
sentencing: ‘Based on the evidence before the Court,
the Sentencing Guidelines require a lengthy term of
imprisonment for the offenses involved in this case.’ United
States Attorney Susan W. Brooks highlighted the Court’s
reasoning. ‘The Court in imposing sentence pointed out
the extent of the fraud perpetrated by the defendant and
commented extensively about the power he yielded. He
had ‘the authority to hire and fire; he controlled vast sums
of money; he was given the power to make decisions about
other’s money; and those many individuals who wrote the
court letters felt they were lied to or “snookered.”’ The
Court also recognized the arrogance of the defendant and his
willingness to use money for his personal benefit such as the
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condominium in Switzerland, ‘wining and dining’ in New
York and the 60 acre farm in upstate New York, all the while
destroying the financial security of so many employees and
shareholders.
“Swanson was originally scheduled for sentencing on
January 24, 2003; he did not appear for that sentencing
and a warrant was issued for his immediate arrest by U.S.
District Judge Sarah Evans Barker, who presided over the
matter. The United States Marshals Service began a search
for Swanson, which ended with the arrest of the defendant
by Deputy Marshals at a hotel in Seattle, Washington on
February 14. Swanson was returned to Indiana by the United
States Marshals Service approximately two weeks ago, and
Judge Barker re-scheduled his sentencing.”
“Assistant United States Attorney Charles Goodloe Jr.,
with the aid of Assistant United States Attorney James P.
Hanson, presented to a jury substantial evidence of a scheme
demonstrating that David H. Swanson obtained more than
$2.7 million dollars from Countrymark Cooperative, Inc.
during 1996 and 1997. Countrymark was a regional farm
cooperative which provided products and services to farmers
in Indiana, Ohio and Michigan. Swanson became the Chief
Executive Officer of Countrymark in January 1996.
“David H. Swanson, was formerly the Chief Financial
Officer at Continental Grain Co. based in New York City,
the Chief Executive Officer of Central Soya, based in Ft.
Wayne, Indiana and a consultant to Archer Daniels Midland
of Decatur, Illinois, before becoming the Chief Executive
Officer at Countrymark.
“Judge Barker also imposed 3 years supervised release
following Swanson’s release from imprisonment. Swanson
was ordered to forfeit the sum of $53,847,388 and was
ordered to immediately pay $5,526,392 in restitution to
seven various entities. Swanson was also fined $50,000.”
See also: United States v. Swanson, 394 F.3d 520 (7th
Cir.2005) (“Swanson I”). Swanson’s first appeal. Argued
May 28, 2004. Decided Jan. 7, 2005. Swanson lost.
483 F.3d 509: United States of America, Plaintiffappellee, v. David H. Swanson. For the second time,
Swanson appealed his verdict. The cased was argued May 8,
2006. Decided April 20, 2007.
Talk with William Lester of Omaha, Nebraska. 2011.
July 14. Swanson’s theft from Countrymark deeply hurt that
agricultural cooperative; it is now a shadow of its former
self.
Talk with public relations person from Countrymark
Cooperative, Inc. 2011. July 15. David H. Swanson was CEO
of Countrymark from 12 Dec. 1995 to 22 Sept. 1997. He
stole something on the order of $2.7 to $2.8 million. Some of
it was returned.
1377. Davis, Robert. 2003. Early interest in spiritual
development and soyfoods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
June 23. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods

Center.
• Summary: Bob went to Goddard College and wrote his
thesis in “Planetary Development.” He still has a copy. He
focused on the work of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (18811955; French Jesuit paleontologist and philosopher) and
Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925; Austrian social philosopher
and mystic). Steiner was a deeply influenced by Goethe,
developed biodynamic gardening, and wrote about lost
civilizations such as Atlantis (a fabled Island in the Atlantic
that, according to legend, sank beneath the sea; Atlantis was
first described by the Greek philosopher Plato in the 4th
century BC), and Lemuria. Address: Founder, Good Karma
Foods (GKF), 4527 Hilltop Drive, Clinton, Washington
98236.
1378. Lyons, Steve. 2003. Producing and directing a
Nova documentary biography of Percy Julian for PBSTV (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 23. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Steve and Lou Smith (African-American) are
producing and directing this 2-hour documentary which
is expected to air on PBS in early 2005. No one has ever
written a biography of this great African American chemist
and scientist. However they have found the first 3 chapters
of an autobiography that Julian wrote, and have done many
interviews on audio tape and (later) on video of people who
knew Julian. They have hired a Tony award winning actor
to play Julian. They have worked very closely with the
Chemical Heritage Foundation. The Sloan Foundation has
been an important source of funding.
Part of the story concerns Julian’s attempt to buy a
home in Oak Park. Before this, black servants had homes in
a small black ghetto on the edge of Oak Park. After Julian
bought a nice large house, there was an uproar in the white
community. Someone tried to burn the house down.
Julian’s son, a professional photographer, has
contributed many fine early photos of his father and their
family. Julian’s daughter, Faith, has possession of lots of
documents that her father left her when she promised to write
his autobiography. Because she is in her 60s and has health
problems she will never write this, but she is unwilling to
let anyone see the material for fear they will not tell the
story the way she would like to have it told; and they might
sensationalize certain parts and omit others. Steve has tried
and tried to find ways to help her write the story she wants
but has made no progress.
Julian spent 4 years at Harvard studying mostly
chemistry, but racial problems there made life very difficult.
Housing black freshman in white dorms was a big issue.
Steve has a copy of a powerful speech on racism that Julian
gave on Boston Commons in the 1920s; the speech starts
with his boyhood in Alabama. He wanted to get his PhD in
Chemistry from Harvard but instead he was forced to go
elsewhere; he had to learn German and spend 2 years in
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Austria before he earned it from the University of Austria.
He was the 4th black chemist to earn a PhD. After earning
it he returned to Howard Univ. and was named head of the
Chemistry Dept. But he was unhappy there–and stuck. The
man who rescued him was William O’Brien of the Glidden
Co.
Steve also has a copy of a scientific speech titled “From
Beans and Wild Yams to the Wonder Drugs” that Julian
wrote in 1959 and presented to a lay church couples club.
The beans are soybeans and calabar beans; the yams are wild
Mexican yams. The wonder drugs are hormones (especially
sex hormones) and (later) cortisone; he spent most of his
career synthesizing wonder drugs and that was his great love.
In the 1959 speech he summarized his entire scientific career
in very dramatic, accessible language. It will play a key role
throughout the film. In one of the most dramatic stories,
Julian tells how he challenged a famous British biochemist to
a race to be the first to synthesize a chemical compound–and
beat him!
Steve is well aware of the valuable Julian archives he
has developed. When the film is finished, he will donate
these to either the Chemical Heritage Foundation or
(depending on where Faith donates her father’s papers) to De
Pauw University in Chicago.
The story of how Julian met his wife is very interesting.
She had earned a PhD in sociology. During the first two
years of their marriage they could not afford to live together;
she had a job in Washington, DC, and he had one in Chicago.
One interesting question had to do with the role of soy
protein in Spred Satin, one of early water-based paints.
Ed Cole and Ed Wilhelm both said soy protein was a key
ingredient. Ed Meyer questioned that because he remembers
a problem with microorganisms growing on surfaces that
were painted with it. But Wilhelm said it was a problem
that they fixed by treating the paint or soy protein to prevent
the growth. It is unknown how long soy protein was an
ingredient in Spred Satin. The Glidden Co. was a pioneer in
the development of water-based latex paints, however The
National Chemical Society dedicated a National Historic
Chemical Landmark to The Sherwin-Williams Co. for having
developed Kem-Tone, the first such paint, in 1941. SpredSatin was not launched until about 1947.
Ideally Steve would like to have a book on Julian
written, and have it come out at the same time as the film.
They will also have an outreach project to black high-school
students in the form of a DVD, with chapters and video
modules that could be used in high-school classes. Address:
Nova, Boston. Phone: 617-300-4344.
1379. Welters, Sjon. 2003. Re: Soyfoods in Russia. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept. 25. 1 p. Typed,
with signature.
• Summary: Sjon found tofu in only one store in Russia, in
a supermarket in Moscow, in the dairy case. He encloses

the label. “We ate it. It tasted rather salty, and was like an
extra-firm calcium chloride tofu, I would say. Not bad... The
only other soyfoods (not counting Maggi by Nestle) we saw
were an Alpro (who else!) soymilk carton in the dairy section
of a Moscow supermarket. This particular aseptic one-liter
pack was made in Austria. The price was about 60 rubles (30
rubles = $1). The other soyfood was Kikkoman soy sauce,
a sweetened and an unsweetened variety, in small 12 fl. oz
bottles. The price was 90 rubles each. That we saw on the
way to Samara.”
In Russia, the situation concerning soy is “definitely at
ground level. Soy is getting bad press in Russia, according
to my hostess, as being bad for you. Specifics they could not
give me, but it came up whenever they were promoting soy.
Genetically engineered soybeans are not liked. That is a plus
in my opinion.”
Sjon encloses a number of articles and the title pages
of several books related to soy; he found them in the ACDI/
VOCA office in Moscow.
1380. The Non-GMO Source (Fairfield, Iowa). 2003.
Europe’s non-GM soy production news. 3(9):4. Sept.
• Summary: Soybean production in the European Union
(EU) decreased to 808,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 20022003, down from 1,234,000 tonnes in 2002-2001. Use of
soybean meal continues to be greater than 30 million tonnes.
Soybean production in the past year in the EU is
concentrated in Italy (566,000 tonnes; 70.0% of the total)
and France (204,000 tonnes; 25.2% of the total). Small
amounts are also produced in Austria (which bans GMO-soy)
and Spain.
Carrefour, France’s No. 1 supermarket chain, says it has
secured a non-GMO supply chain from Brazil with a GM
threshold of below 1%.
1381. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations. 2003. Soybeans: Area harvested, yield, and
production. FAO Yearbook–Production (Rome, Italy) 57:11516.
• Summary: The 2003 Production Yearbook, under
“Soybeans” (p. 115-16, in English, French, and Spanish)
gives area harvested (1,000 ha), yield (kg/ha), and production
(1,000 metric tons), each for the years 1989-91, 1995,
1996, 1997, for the following places: World. Africa: Benin,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Congo–Democratic Republic, Cote
d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ethiopia PDR, Ethiopia, Gabon, Liberia,
Madagascar, Morocco, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
North and Central America: Belize, Canada, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, USA.
South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Asia (fmr = former). Asia: Azerbaijan, Bhutan,
Cambodia, China, East Timor (1,000 MT), Georgia, India,
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Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea–Democratic
People’s Republic of (north), Korea–Republic of (south),
Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Syria, Tajikistan, Thailand, Turkey, Viet Nam (Vietnam).
Europe (former). Europe. Albania, Austria, Bosnia
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Moldova
Republic, Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia-Montenegro,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine. Note:
Serbia-Montenegro appears for the first time. Harvested
112,000 ha (yield = 2,099F kg/ha) in 1999-2001, 87,000
(yield = 2,369F) in 2001, 100,000 (yield = 2442F) in 2002,
and 131,000 (yield = 1,720F) in 2003. Produced 224,000
metric tons in 1999-2001, 207,000 MT in 201, 244,000 MT
in 2002, and 226,000 MT in 2003.
Oceania. Australia.
Note: In this 2003 Yearbook the USSR was not listed for
the first time in the history of the publication.
1382. Gavin, Michel; Buckley, Emily. 2004. Finding a niche
in micromilling: New micromilling technology opens the
door to new food production markets for grain and soybean
processors. World Grain 22(2):64, 67. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: Buhler AG (Uzwil, Switzerland) has recently
developed special rollermill–the Micromill–which enables
materials such as soybeans or cereal grains to be reduced to
micro-flakes with a thickness between 10 and 50 microns. It
damages the cell structure by pressure and friction. The mill
grinds the material using 3 smooth pairs of rolls, with one
roll in each pair rotating faster than the other. That ruptures
the plant cells, releasing their contents–which improves
digestibility. The “main application for the Micromill is in
soybean milling for products such as soymilk” and other
dairy alternatives. The resulting natural soy powder can be
dissolved directly in beverages without first being dissolved
in another liquid.
Photos show: (1) A Buhler Micromill. (2) Soy flour
before and after micromilling.
1383. Drosihn, Bernd. 2004. Update on soyfoods in Europe.
Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 15. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This interview was conducted during Bernd’s
visit to Soyfoods Center. The biggest development for
soyfoods in Europe during the past 5-7 years is that soymilk
has entered the mainstream market in several countries,
driven mainly by Alpro (whose brand was changed to
AlproSoya from Alpro 2-3 years ago), the main soymilk
maker in Europe. AlproSoya is spending lots of money
promoting soymilk and educating consumers about the health
benefits of soyfoods. And although there are no health claims
in Europe (there is sort of one in the UK) and no FDA, there
is a great deal of information available about the health
benefits of soy. Women, especially those in their 40s and 50s

near the age of menopause, are the target of much advertising
and educational material. AlproSoya uses brochures, Internet
and TV advertising to educate these people. However Bernd
feels that Alpro’s style is a little old-fashioned.
Meat alternatives and dairy alternatives are also growing
rapidly, but they are still niche products. The organic
movement in Europe has long been bigger and stronger
than its American counterpart, and it continues to grow at
a healthy rate. In Germany, the government greatly helps
the organic movement–which is also strong in France, Italy,
and Spain in both mainstream and health food sectors. The
organic and soyfoods movements have generally worked
closely together to help one another, although not all
soyfoods companies (especially those based in the Asian
market) use organic ingredients. Sojaxa, the former European
soyfoods association, is now named Ensa. Ensa is still based
in France and it gets some money from the department of
agriculture in France because some soybeans are grown
in southern France. Since soybeans are not an important
European crop (most are imported), they are not promoted by
European governments.
The discovery of mad cow disease in about the year
2000 in many European countries outside of the UK had
a very positive effect on soyfoods. It was a rising tide that
lifted all ships (soyfoods companies). From that time on
soyfoods gradually started to be recognized in mainstream
markets.
Bernd buys all his soybeans (specific desired varieties
at a specified price) under a “Fair Trade” contract from a
specific organization in southern Brazil; all are certified nonGE (genetically engineered).
Many European companies now state in their brochures
that the FDA has given a heart-healthy claim for soy protein
in the USA. But American food has a bad reputation in
Europe, being strongly linked with McDonalds, CocaCola, Burger King, etc. So Europeans tend to be skeptical
of American claims related to food. Instead European
companies prefer to cite the original research articles and
summarize their findings.
Bernd is not aware of any negative information about
soy on the Internet–probably because most of it is in English.
The three largest soyfoods markets in Europe (in total
sales) are probably the UK, France, and Germany–in that
order. But in terms of per capita consumption, the largest
are probably the UK, Netherlands, Belgium, France, and
Germany–in that order.
Alpro, which has a very close connection to France,
has done a great deal to develop the market there. Bernard
Storup’s company, Nutrition et Soja S.A., now owned by
Novartis, is doing well and is also strong in France. Bernd
just saw Bernard (and his business partner Jean de Preneuf)
at the Nuremberg show in Germany. Bernard would like to
get out of his relationship with Novartis (formerly Sandoz),
because they no longer get funding and Novartis has no
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interest in Nutrition et Soja. Note: Sandoz AG (Basel,
Switzerland) merged with Ciba-Geigy in March 1996 to
become Novartis. Jean is “the Steve Demos of Europe”–very
creative and very crazy. He has an old farmhouse in the
south of France and he also has another business that makes
sunglasses.
The creation of the EU (European Union) and the euro
as a currency has helped Viana and most other soyfoods
companies in Europe by greatly facilitating exports and
imports across country borders. As a result of its move to a
new and larger factory, the creation of the EU, and the advent
of mad cow disease, Viana’s exports now 35-40% of total
sales, and are growing faster than sales in Germany. Viana
exports outside the EU (to Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Israel,
Morocco, Bahrain, etc.) account for about 1.5% of sales. The
economies of eastern Europe are developing very slowly.
Bernd knows of 2-3 tofu makers in Poland (incl. Polsoja;
tofu is sold in supermarkets) and at least 2 in Czechoslovakia
(one employs 60-80 people). In Austria, Guenter Ebner
works for Viana, sells Viana products, knows the eastern
European market very well, provides much information to
Bernd about this market. The founder of Sojarei Vollwertkost
GmbH, Guenter had his company taken over by the major
shareholder in an unfriendly way; they kicked Guenter out.
The boundaries between eastern and western Europe
are slowly breaking down. The move toward a unified
greater Europe will be accelerated on May 1 of this year
when 10 eastern European countries are scheduled to join
the EU: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
Bernd estimates that only about 10% of Germans
consume soyfoods at least once a month; this figure is
much lower than in the USA. Viana’s exports have grown.
Continued. Address: Founder and president, Viana Naturkost
GmbH, 54578 Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany. Phone:
+49 06593-99670.
1384. Drosihn, Bernd. 2004. Update on soyfoods in Europe.
Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 15. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Soymilk: A major new soymilk maker in Europe
is named Wild (www.wild.de), an old German food company
that specializes in fruits and ingredients; their retail soymilk
is named Soy and Joy. Their most famous brand is Caprisun,
a non-soy drink in a foil pouch, well known in the USA.
They and So Good, the Australian soymilk now made with
Solae, are both strong competitors of Alpro.
Several weeks ago Hain-Celestial of New York
purchased two German soymilk makers, both owned by
Bruno Fischer, Jr.: Natumi and Gut Honneroth. He sold
both companies at a low price–probably because he had to.
Bruno had gotten his soymilk into Aldi, the mother company
of Trader Joe’s and the No. 1 discounter in Germany–and
maybe in all of Europe, and he developed a large soymilk

business with Aldi–perhaps so large he could no longer
handle it himself. Bruno also made a lot of private label
soymilk. With Hain, Bruno found a large German dairy to
make soymilk for Aldi under a new Aldi brand. The new
European CEO of Hain-Celestial is Philippe Woitrin, who
was CEO of Lima Foods when Hain acquired it.
Triballat makes the best soy yogurts (Sojasun brand)
in the world–in Bernd’s opinion. They have a new brand,
Sojadé, which are delicious creamy yogurt drinks–maybe
organic. The Japanese Yakult concept of drinking live
beneficial probiotic bacteria each morning has now caught on
in a big way in Europe. Yakult is one of the best entries into
the European food market in years. Bernd just saw White
Wave’s Silk Alive [the name was soon changed; it was sold
commercially only under the name “Silk Live”], a similar
product, at the Anaheim Natural Products Expo. But he
liked the Wildwood smoothie even better, and the WholeSoy
fermented soymilk best of all American products.
In France a small company named Sojami (pronounced
so-zha-MEE), which started about 10 years ago, makes very
creative, unique, and interesting soy cheeses and cultured soy
yogurts. The founder has a university research background
and is a very nice guy.
Tofu: Tofu consumption in Europe has expanded
steadily over the past 5-7 years, but it is still a very small
product. The largest maker of the tofu and tofu products
sold in Germany is Life Food GmbH / Taifun Produkte, run
by Wolfgang Heck and Guenter Klein. Heuschen-Schrouff
B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands) and Viana are tied for second
place. About 10 years ago, Heuschen-Schrouff started selling
their tofu under the organic So Fine brand (www.sofine.nl).
An Indian-run company in Kerkrade, Netherlands, run by
the brothers Singh (both Sikhs), makes tofu mostly for the
Asian (Indonesian) market. In 2001 Viana started selling its
tofu to the mainstream market under the Veggie Life brand;
this English-language brand name communicates well to
people speaking many different languages throughout the
EU (European Union)–though distribution is still limited
to Germany and Austria. Soto Tofu, formerly run by Rolf
Barthof has been sold to a very large dairy company,
Algäuland. Viana’s main products are tofu and tofu
products–such as meat and cheese alternatives. Viana is #1
in Germany in meat alternatives. Germans buy soyfoods for
three main reasons: They are good for one’s health, they taste
good, and good for the environment. Bernd is a vegan, but
about 90% of Viana’s products are sold to non-vegetarians.
Early tofu companies still active in Europe include
Sojafarm (founded and still run by Lothar Stassen), Albert’s
Tofuhaus (Albert Hess; exports lots of his products to
France). A basic problem with the smaller, early tofumakers
in Germany is that they didn’t have the creativity or power to
put a brand on the market. So both these companies produce
a lot of tofu under private labels. Lothar bought the Svadesha
brand (Svadesha was the first German tofu company) and
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produces tofu under the Svadesha brand. About 2-3 years
ago he also purchased the Nagel’s Tofu brand from Christian
Nagel, who now markets the tofu under his former brand.
So Lothar makes tofu under 3 brands. Berief Feinkost (in
Beckum [Bochum?], northern Germany), started 10-15
years ago, tries to cover the mainstream tofu market, but not
very successfully. Kassel Tofu Kato (started by Gyoergy /
Yuri Debrecini, who was at Soyastern). Thomas Karas is no
longer involved with soyfoods; he tried to enter the computer
business but Bernd does not know what he is doing now. In
Spain, the market leader is Natursoy near Barcelona. Nearby
is Salvador Sala of Vegetalia. In Spain, there is a lot of
interest in and rapid growth of soyfoods and organic foods.
In Italy the Ki Group (Schenker) owns a tofu company–fairly
old but not very creative.
In the United States, Pulmuone now has three U.S.
factories; their first one in Southgate, southern California, a
new one at Fullerton, California, and a 3rd one in New York.
The Fullerton factory is the most modern Bernd has ever
seen. There they make Gourmet Tofu, introduced in about
Jan. 2004, which is presliced and marinated, in 4 flavors /
styles: Baked, Sliced, and Marinated.
Meat alternatives: Nestle now owns Osem which owns
Tivall, the Israeli maker of meat alternatives. Since all of
Tivall’s products are held together by eggs or egg whites,
none of them are vegan–and none are organic. Quorn, which
also contains lots of egg protein, is owned by AstraZeneca
[Marlow Foods]–which wants to sell the company because
growth and profits have been lower than expected. DEVAU-GE in Germany is a very big company, they make
large amounts of meat alternatives (incl. burgers), and they
do a lot of business with Aldi in breakfast cereals–not in
soyfoods. Bernd thinks they are good, and very economical
manufacturers, but they are not very creative and they
have no USP (unique sales point); moreover, many of their
products contain egg protein, but their quality is lower than
that of Tivall. Bernd believes his meat alternatives are as
good as Tivall’s, but more expensive, in part because of
organic ingredients. Tivall makes its raw materials in Israel,
then exports these to Europe for cutting and flavoring.
Klaus Gaiser owns Topas which sells Viti brand meat
alternatives based on wheat gluten, with no soy; he owns the
brand and markets the products, but he has meat companies
manufacture them. However, when his typically 3-year
contract with the manufacturer expires, he has to find a
new manufacturer, but the previous one keeps making his
products under their own brand. In the USA: At Turtle Island
Foods (Hood River, Oregon), Bernd met Hans Wrobel, a
German who does product development. Note: Hans and
Rhonda Wrobel of The Higher Taste developed Tofurky
in Portland, Oregon. Bernd makes Pizzarella, a tofu-based
cheese alternative. Address: Founder and president, Viana
Naturkost GmbH, 54578 Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany.
Phone: +49 06593-99670.

1385. Drews, Joachim. 2004. Die ‘Nazi-bohne’: Anbau,
verwendung und Auswirkung der Sojabohne im Deutschen
Reich und Suedosteuropa (1933-1945) [The ‘Nazi-bean’:
Cultivation, utilization and consequences of the soybean
in the German Reich and southeast Europe (1933-1945)].
Berlin, Hamburg, Muenster: LIT Verlag. 332 p. Illust. 21 cm.
Series: Politik und Geschichte, Vol. 4. [672 + 1130 footnotes.
Ger]
• Summary: Based on his 2002 PhD thesis at Hannover
University. A very comprehensive bibliography, although
many of the references are incomplete. Contents: Foreword.
Introduction. History of the soybean as a raw material
and foodstuff until 1933. Biology, origin and distribution.
Breeding, cultivation and utilization in Germany.
Part I: Breeding and cultivation of soybeans. Breeding
in National Socialism: The place of breeding research, food
freedom as a goal of Nazi agrarian and nutrition policy, plant
breeding on the upswing (Aufwind), reaction of soybean
breeders to the [Nazi] seizure of power, results of soybean
breeding and cultivation trials. Cultivation in National
Socialism: Reorganization of plant varieties, soybeans in
cultivation trials 1934-1942, from breeders to peasants–
growing out varieties and industrializing their production
from 1936, “The German soybean marches”–Soybean
cultivation and the press, new areas of cultivation in the in
the framework of German expansion of power in Europe.
Summary.
Part II: Utilization of soybeans. From the oil plant to
the protein plant–Soybeans as a foodstuff, the nutrition
policy of the “Third Reich,” from “nutrition in the world
economy” to “nutritional harmony,” making an ideology out
of food, soybeans, nutritional freedom, and the rationalizing
of food. The introduction of the soybean as a foodstuff:
Soya in private households, production and sale of soy flour
(Sojamehls), soybean flour in the feeding of the community,
the “Nazi-bean”–the soybean in the feeding of the armed
forces, summary.
Part III: Soybean cultivation in Southeastern Europe.
The greater European economic realm and southeastern
Europe, the world economy vs. the domestic economy,
the plan of the larger realm economy as a strategy for
solving crises, the concept of the larger realm economy
as an integration formula of the German elite, the Central
European economy’s day, the cultivation of trade politics
depending on southeastern Europe, the larger European
economy and the new order in the “Third Reich,” the
planes of economic development in southeastern Europe,
the world economic crisis and its consequences for German
trade in southeastern Europe, the interests of I.G. Farben in
southeastern Europe, the soybean contracts, the development
and significance of soya compensation, soybean production
in the specialty world (Fachwelt) and in the press.
Cultivation in southeastern Europe: Rumania, Bulgaria,
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(Quelleneditionen) (18 refs),
monographs and theses (22
refs).
List of illustrations.
General index. Edelsoja goodtasting, long-lasting whole soy
flour is mentioned on pages
42-51, 127, 143-52, 15859, 176, 183, 303, 310, and
327-28. Ladislaus Berczeller,
the Hungarian scientist who
developed Edelsoja in Vienna
in 1923, Edelsoja, is mentioned
on pages 42, 50-51.
Photos show:
(1) A notice about EdelSoja in a publication for
housewives in 1932 (p.
50).
(2) An
announcement of
soybean cultivation in
a weekly publication
in Kurmark in 1939 (p.
101). ”
(3) An
advertisement from
the Edelsoja works in
Vienna in 1939 (p. 144)
(4) The title page
of the Little Edelsoja
Cookbook (das kleine
Edelsoja-Kochbuch)
(1936) (p. 145)
(5) An
advertisement (see next page) for whole soy flour (1941) (p.
182). At the bottom right is mentioned the New Edelsoja Co.,
Inc. of Berlin.
Note 1. I.G. Farbenindustrie is indexed as “IG Farben”
and is mentioned on at least 56 pages in this excellent book.
Edelsoja is mentioned on pages 40, 42-51, 143-46, 14850,152, 159, 176, 182 footnote. Address: Hanover, Germany.

Yugoslavia, Hungary, and Greece, the role of soya imports in
the German economy. Summary.
Part IV: Concluding considerations. Summary. Outlook.
Appendices: Abbreviations (p. 299. Archival sources.
Bibliography (Literature): Primary literature (261 refs),
contemporary (with the Nazi period) articles and treatises
with no author given (84 refs), secondary literature:
Resources (Hilfsmittel) and compilations of sources

1386. Dyer, Davis; Dalzell, Frederick; Olegario, Rowena.
2004. Rising tide: Lessons from 165 years of brand building
at Procter & Gamble. Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard
Business School Press. x + 467 p. Illust. (photos). Index. 25
cm. *
• Summary: This book is intended to serve a dual purpose:
(1) To provide an account of Procter and Gamble’s evolution
from local candle maker to global multinational, a topic
that, the authors rightly claim, has received relatively little
attention from academic business historians. (2) To “explain
the company’s success in its core business of building
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consumer brands.” The authors are most successful at
achieving this second goal. The launches of Ivory (1879),
Tide (1946), Crest (1955), Pampers (1961) and Pantene
Pro-V (1990) constitute the central case studies, and each is
examined in impressive detail. Note: Pantene is a brand of
hair-care products owned by Procter & Gamble. The product
line was first introduced in Europe in 1947 by HoffmanLaRoche of Switzerland, which branded the name based on
panthenol as a shampoo ingredient. P&G purchased the line
and brand in 1985.
1387. Krukar, Rudolph. 2004. The evolution of the
hydrolyzed vegetable protein industry in North America.
Sanibel, Florida. 18 p.

• Summary: This unpublished manuscript unfortunately
contains no bibliographic references and very few dates
before 1970. It was first written on 5 Oct. 1997 and updated
in 2005. The Introduction begins: “Flavoring materials
called Hydrolyzed Vegetable Proteins (HVPs) created by

acid, enzyme or fermentation have been around for over 100
years... They were derived from protein sources and when
completely hydrolyzed and heat-treated imparted a meatybrothy flavor character.”
“The Nestlé-Maggi Group (p. 11): Julius Maggi
developed the first HVP in Switzerland in 1876. Julius
Magi, born in 1846, identified the need to hydrolyze cereal
proteins (wheat at first) because it was less expensive than
the high cost of beef and beef extract and still imparted the
flavor of meat. His first product was called ‘Magi Wurze’ or
‘Maggi Bottle Seasoning.’ As the years passed, the Maggi
Company made bouillon cubes and canned soups using the
Maggi Wurze. Maggi built 9 plants to make Maggi Wurze in
Europe...”
Around the year 1900, as more Europeans emigrated,
the Maggi Company was shipping bouillon, canned soups,
and Maggi Wurze to ports in Canada and the United States.
Maggi established a trading company in the U.S. named The
Alimenta Company.
In early 1941 three members of the original Maggi staff
were sent to the United States to search for a building site
for a plant. They eventually settled on a site in New Milford,
Connecticut.
“Because of the complexity of the manufacture of the
bouillon cubes, which contain beef extract, they had to
design two buildings, one to make hydrolysates and one
where the cubes could be made. The plants were built in
1941. Bouillon production began in January 1942. The US
Army was the largest customer for the bouillon cubes.”
In 1948 The Alimenta Company merged with the Nestlé
Company. Also in 1948 The Nestlé Company purchased the
Maggi Group.
A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company (A Tate & Lyle
Ltd. division): In 1931 the A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co.
“began the manufacture of liquid soy sauce, derived from
hydrolyzed vegetable proteins, blended with sugar, salt, and
caramel color.”
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A photo (from another source) shows Julius Maggi
around 1900. Address: Consultant, 757 Birdie View Point,
Sanibel, Florida 33957. Phone: 239-472-8451.
1388. U.S. Agency for International Development. 2004.
Celebrating Food for Peace 1954-2004: Bringing hope to the
hungry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.
16 p. http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDABZ818.pdf
• Summary: At the top of the cover: “Food can be a powerful
instrument for all the free world in building a durable
peace.”–President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
On page 2 is a message from President George W. Bush:
“Across the earth, America is feeding the hungry. More
than 60 percent of international emergency food aid comes
as a gift of the people of the United States... Millions are
facing great affliction, but with our help, they will not face
it alone. America has a special calling to come to their aid
and we will do so with the compassion and generosity that
have always defined the United States. February 1, 2003,
Washington, D.C.”
Contents: Message from Secretary of State Colin
Powell. Message from USAID Administrator Andrew S.
Natsios. Over the past 50 years, “Approximately 3 billion

people in 150 countries have benefited directly from our
food.” What is Food for Peace? (“Over the past 50 years,
the Food for Peace program has sent 106 million metric
tons to the hungry of the world, feeding billions of people
and saving countless lives. The program depends on the
unparalleled productivity of American farmers and the
American agricultural system. Without this vast system there
would be no Food for Peace program. On average, American
generosity provides 60 percent of the world’s food aid,
feeding millions of desperately hungry people every year”).
Who has received our food? (“* The number of
countries in the program has varied from 47 to 106. * The
number of those assisted has varied from 17.3 million in
1963 to 133 million in 2003. * In 1958, Food for Peace
shipped 4.48 million metric tons, the largest single-year
donation to the world’s hungry. * The commodities that Food
for Peace sends around the world come from virtually every
state. * One hundred thirty-five countries have received FFP
food aid since 1954”).
“The history of America’s food aid: America’s food
assistance programs began in 1812, when President James
Madison sent emergency aid to earthquake victims in
Venezuela. Herbert Hoover led a huge feeding program in
Russia during the 1920s in addition to famine relief programs
during World War I and World War II in Europe. In 1949,
the United States launched the Marshall Plan, which brought
tons of food to the people of Western Europe, planted the
seeds for a rejuvenated and now fully united Europe, and
laid the foundations for a permanent U.S. food aid program.
Many European countries we helped at that time have
long since become major food exporters and important
international donors.
“On July 10, 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
signed the Agricultural Trade Development Assistance Act-or
Public Law (PL) 480-into law. The purpose of the legislation,
the President said, was to “lay the basis for a permanent
expansion of our exports of agricultural products with lasting
benefits to ourselves and peoples of other lands.” The Food
for Peace of 1966 revised the basic structure of the programs
and placed the emphasis clearly on the humanitarian goals
of the program. The policy statement shifted from surplus
disposal to planned production for export to meet world food
needs.
“From food aid to self reliance. Many countries that
received U.S. food aid in the early years of PL 480 have
become self-sufficient or even food exporters and major
international donors. Among them are such prosperous
European nations as France, Germany, Belgium, Austria,
Italy, the United Kingdom, Spain, Greece, Portugal, Cyprus,
Turkey, Poland, and the former Czechoslovakia.”
“Partnerships in food aid: USAID works with many
NGOs and PVOs (private voluntary organizations) to
provide food for both emergency and long-term development
projects.”
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Food for Peace Success: Afghanistan, Ethiopia, India
(During the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, India was the largest
recipient of American food aid, reaching a historic high
of $1.5 billion worth in the 1960s), Iraq, Southern Africa
drought, improving agriculture, enhancing health, reducing
the impact of HIV/AIDS, increasing access to education
Looking ahead. Fifty years of Food for Peace. A fullpage table with 5 columns shows: (1) Year (1954-2003). (2)
Number of beneficiaries (millions). Commodity value ($
millions). Gross value ($ millions). U.S. agricultural exports
(metric tons). Address: Washington, DC. Phone: 703-8754901 (1991).
1389. Camps, Lisa. 2005. Re: History of work with soyfoods
in Goa, India. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center, May 15. 2 p.
• Summary: 1984–Lisa came to Goa to nurse a friend back
to health; he was a vegetarian. While in India she discovered
so many alternative styles of life, so many people from
all over the world with a similar consciousness related to
healthy body, mind, and spirituality. All “seemed to care
about the planet, nature, peace, yoga, natural healing,
vegetarianism, etc. India is a whole country of vegetarians,
but in Goa, a former Portuguese colony, the inhabitants are
mostly Christians who eat meat.” That year, Lisa became a
vegetarian.
She returned to America, only to yearn to come back to
India. So she spent 7-8 years coming and going, whenever
finances permitted. When in the USA, she worked with food,
in restaurants, hotels, night clubs, made good money, then
left again. She took many courses in the health and nutrition
at community colleges. She had seen many unhealthy
vegetarians and wanted to learn how to be a healthy,
vigorous vegetarian. Having helped to deliver 4 children by
natural child birth in Goa, she was interested vegetarian diets
for children and natural healing.
1982–While in Goa, Lisa met an Australian woman,
Diane [Froggatt], who was making her own tofu, because it
was not available, and all were tired of Dal (lentils). “I asked
her to teach me, and she did... I happily made it for myself
to fill the protein gap. Along with Tofu also comes Soy Milk
and Okara! A bonus! Made soysausage, soya burgers, etc.,
but only at home at that time.”
1986-87–Lisa attended a Michio Kushi Institute in
Switzerland; she learned macrobiotics and shiatsu, which she
practiced for about a year, then decided that macrobiotics
was “excellent for healing purposes, but not for daily life,
simply because any diet so extreme and tasteless is doomed
to opposite extremes.” She observed that most people who
regularly ate a macrobiotic diet “craved massive amounts of
Chocolate, or some other form of ‘naughtiness.’”
1989-90. Lisa decided to settle in Goa. It had really
become her home and it was too expensive to fly back and
forth. But how to make money in India? Her many Indian

women friends adored lingerie. So she did all the necessary
paperwork and started a business named Ooh-La-LaLingerie Pvt. Ltd., importing undergarments from Europe
and traveling all over India to sell them to major department
stores. The business went well for 2-3 years until the
suppliers and buyers connected–leaving her out.
At the same time, Lisa was selling soya burgers,
hummus brown bread, and 4 flavors of soy milk in the Flea
market [in Anjuna], where she had a food stall; she made
these in her home kitchen. “Then a few people started asking
me if I could make them some Tofu! So, I thought why not,
since I’m doing it for myself anyway.” “All our production
started in a small room (in my house), which I converted into
a special tofu room, with ventilation above a false ceiling,
a sink, stainless steel tables, and extreme hygiene. It was
about 3 meters on a side with white tiles. We used (and still
use) Aqua Guard water filter systems for all production and
packing. So I started by making 2-3 kg at a time, squeezing
the milk through a cloth by hand, actually burning my hands
on a regular basis, until I decided to build a press. Made
some wooden tofu boxes, and did the grinding on a grinding
stone. Ouch, too much time and labor! We were selling only
to shops and Five-Star hotels.
“As time passed and orders got bigger, my friend
and now partner, Richard Chabin, helped me get some
machinery, Then, I wanted to learn about Tempeh, and how
to make it. There was an American fellow named Joseph
Papa who had a book and an interest, so I traded him my
shiatsu massages for the method on how to make Tempeh.
My interest in Tempeh was the vitamin B’s only found in
Tempeh. Important if you don’t eat beef liver.
“So now I knew many soy foods, and was happily
cooking for many friends daily. I enjoy cooking, and they
enjoyed eating.
“Then I tried to market the tofu to the local market
and restaurants, but as they were not familiar with it, they
were afraid, even after I gave them many recipes” and even
showed them how to prepare it Indian style–like paneer.
“That’s when I decided to open a small sandwich shop.”
1999–The sandwich shop, named Bean Me Up,
Soya Station, Salad Bar, was a “raging success from the
beginning.” It became too big for the original premises, and
there were long lines at peak season. Note: The restaurant
name derives from a famous catchphrase from the movie
Star Trek, “Beam Me Up, Scotty!”
2004 Oct. 31–Lisa took on large premises with 14 rooms
to rent and a small health food shop and restaurant. The
commercial foods (tofu, tempeh, soymilk, etc.) are made
in a separate building (a small factory) on the compound.
It opened on Halloween with a costume party. The “real
point is the restaurant” (which kept the same name); it is a
unit of Ooh-La-La Ling. When people discover that they
can get fresh safe salads, Tofu, Tempeh, Seitan, soya ice
cream, Tofunaise, etc. after traveling in India, they are so
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Appreciative. That is a reward in itself! I truly believe that
to introduce people to a more healthy diet, and to given
up meat, the alternative must taste good, or why would
they consider changing? Hence, our theme is ‘The Tasty
Alternative.’ Lisa, now an established businesswoman, has a
new source of income from her 14-room hotel!
Two months later, on 24 Dec. 2004 (Christmas eve),
a mob of 150 people, escorted by two policemen (for the
mob’s protection!) went to the Anjuna-Chopra beach belt
and rudely demanded that certain restaurants and shops
close down. Why? Because their owners were of foreign
origin. No matter that Lisa, of American origin with an
Indian passport, had lived in Goa for 23 years and had all the
legal papers required to run her business. The agitation was
probably initiated by indigenous restaurant / shop owners
who resented the foreigners’ success and had the blessings
of local politicians–a familiar theme worldwide. Fortunately,
Lisa had some friends with the National Press, Times of
India, so she and her fellow foreigners showed no fear,
followed the procedures, and made a big noise; the actions of
the mob were clearly illegal. Her restaurant was never shut
down and the problem appears to have gone away.
Lisa is a member of the Vegetarian Society of India,
and occasionally they call on her to give seminars for the
members.
Note: Diane Frogatt died a few years ago from cancer.
Photos sent by Ratan Sharma in 2010 and taken by
him in Jan. 2005 show the entrance to and the inside of this
remarkable soy restaurant and salad bar. They serve only
soy-based recipes. They also have a branch in Hyderabad.
Note: Lisa does not own a SoyaCow. Address: Owner, Bean
Me Up, 1629 Deulvaddo, Anjuna / Vagator, Goa, India 403509. Phone: 0091-(0)832-227349.
1390. Bockey, Dieter. 2005. Current status of biodiesel in the
European Union. In: G. Knothe, J. Van Gerpen and J. Krahl,
eds. 2005. The Biodiesel Handbook. Champaign, Illinois:
AOCS Press. ix + 302 p. See p. 194-203. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. chronology of
laws): Directive promoting biofuels (went into effect on 28
May 2003), energy tax directive, conversion into national
legislation, amendments to the mineral oil tax (biofuel =
mineral oil), changes to the mineral oil tax regulation, fuel
quality, situation in the EU member countries, capacity and
development of production.
In Germany, 90% of the feedstock for biodiesel is
rapeseed oil, whereas sunflower oil is widely used in
southern Europe.
Table 3 (p. 202), titled “biodiesel production capacity in
Europe in 2004,” shows (in 1000 metric tons/year): Germany
1097, France 520, Italy 370, Austria 120, followed by 8 other
countries each with less than 100.
Table 4 (p. 202), titled “Development of biodiesel sales
in Germany” (in metric tons) shows that they have grown

dramatically from 20 in 1991 to 100,000 in 1997, to 850,000
in 2004. Address: Union for Promoting Oilseed and Protein
Plants, 10117 Berlin, Germany.
1391. Koerbitz, Werner. 2005. Status of biodiesel in Asia, the
Americas, Australia, and South Africa. In: G. Knothe, J. Van
Gerpen and J. Krahl, eds. 2005. The Biodiesel Handbook.
Champaign, Illinois: AOCS Press. ix + 302 p. See p. 211-18.
[7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The Americas:
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Nicaragua. South Africa.
Australia. Asia: China, India, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines,
South Korea, Thailand. Address: Austrian Biofuels Inst.,
Vienna, Austria.
1392. Wenger Mfg., Inc. 2005. Wenger milestones (Leaflet).
Sabetha, Kansas: Wenger. 1 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: “1929 Brothers Joe & Louis Wenger–sons
of Swiss immigrants and the youngest of nine brothers–
confront the U.S. Great Depression by rebuilding their feed
mill which had just been destroyed by fire.
“1935 The brothers form a second partnership–Wenger
Mixer Company–and begin the manufacture of mixers and
other simple milling machinery.
“1948 Wenger builds its first extruder, a novel machine
designed to blend molasses with dry feedstuffs and extrude
that product in pelleted form.
“1954 Wenger fills its first foreign order–a pelleting mill
to Venezuela.
“1957 Wenger creates a “multi-duty” pellet mill for
producing both hi-molasses pellets and conventional pellets
for the livestock and poultry industries.
“1958 LaVon Wenger develops and patents the first
commercial cooking extruder for the production of dry
expanded petfoods.
“1959 Demand for Wenger machinery increases and a
sixth factory expansion is completed. A new corporation is
formed–Wenger Manufacturing, Inc.
“1961 Wenger designs and manufactures its first all
stainless steel cooking extruders to be used for continuous
processing of breakfast cereals.
“1965 Wenger builds a research plant in which to
expand product development and demonstrations.
“1971 The international market exceeds 30% of
Wenger’s sales and Wenger International is formed to
manage and service foreign sales for the company.
“1972 Wenger staffs a branch office in Antwerpen
[Antwerp], Belgium to better address growing European
markets.
“1975 Wenger’s manufacturing plant is expanded for the
12th time to meet growing demand.
“1985 Wenger’s research complex is expanded for
the third time. The Technical Center is acclaimed as the
largest extrusion research lab available to the food and grain
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processing industries.
“1989 Wenger adds a branch office in Taiwan–followed
by one in Beijing, China–to serve the Asian markets.
“1994 Wenger consolidates its international sales and
groups under the parent corporation, Wenger.
“1997 With over 60 years in business–and a third
generation firmly entrenched–Wenger completes another
expansion of its research and production facilities. With these
expansions–more than twenty in six decades–the company’s
production area exceeds 220,000 square feet. (20,500 square
meters).
“1999 Wenger’s International Sales headquarters moves
to a new office adjacent to Kansas City’s International
Airport.
“2000 Wenger acquires Extru-Tech, Inc., another leading
U.S. manufacturer of extruders and dryers. Both companies
continue to market and service their lines of processing
equipment.
“2002 Wenger adds several state-of-the-art machine
tools to expand capabilities and improve quality.
“2003 Wenger do Brazil LTDA begins operation with
the focus on regional manufacturing and marketing of
replacement wear components.
“2005 Additional plant expansions are completed and
machining and equipment fabrication capabilities are once
again upgraded.” Address: Sabetha, Kansas. Phone: (816)
221-5084.
1393. Maggi–The company’s history (Website printout–part).
2006. www.museedelapub.org/virt/mp/maggi/index_anglais.
html Printed Jan. 17.
• Summary: A good company timeline with many photos.
1870–Julius Michaël Johannes Maggi (1846-1912) [also
called “Jules Maggi,” especially in French], of Switzerland,
inherits the family business: a mill in Kemptal, near Zurich.
“1883–Several women were factory workers, thus the
time available for housework and the preparation of meals
was considerably reduced, and working class families
suffered from poor nutrition. In view of this state of affairs,
the doctor Schuler recommended the wide use of dried
vegetables: peas and beans give their rich nutritive value.
Julius Maggi produced appliances [equipment] for roasting
and grinding these vegetables, to make flour from peas,
beans, lentils, etc., enabling housewives to make a quick
nourishing soup. Eventually Maggi put his instant product–
vegetable powders–on the market, under his friend Doctor
Schuler’s patronage. Julius Maggi distinguished his products
by a four branches star, with a cross at its heart. The Cross
Star trademark was registered.”
“1886–Maggi marketed three kinds of powdered
‘minute’ [instant] soups, presented in a rolled up packet.
Industrial fabrication is just beginning, and soon several
Maggi depositories opened throughout Europe. Julius Maggi
engaged famous artists for his advertising campaigns.”

Maggi soups were tied to “Women’s emancipation.”
1889 (Koenig)–[Soybean preparation named “miso”
(Made by Jul. Maggi & Co. in Kempthal; sampled in 1888;
Study by W. Kisch {personal communication})].
“1890–The Maggi flavour was invented to improve
soups. It was composed of vegetable extracts (the same
product as today’s tablets). Julius Maggi did the drawing
on the bottle (which is also the same today)... The Société
Anonyme pour la Fabrication des Produits Alimentaires
Maggi was founded and set up offices throughout
Switzerland, Austria, and Germany. Julius Maggi simplified
the recipe for bouillon, and made it cheaper. He [then]
produced a concentrated bouillon based on meat extracts,
first in capsule form, then as a cube.”
1895–Firmin Bouisset designed a famous poster for
Maggi with a young girl holding up a sign promoting
Maggi’s products.
1900–At the Universal Exhibition in Paris, Maggi won
several medals and grand prizes. Julius Maggi established his
headquarters and a factory in Paris.
1912–The Bouillon KUB in bars was launched with a
massive promotional campaign. When Julius Maggi died that
year the family firm was renamed Société Général Maggi.
The first commercial for chick stock, a silent film in black
and white, appeared.
1911 (Dahle)–[Shoyu is even used in the well-known
Maggi seasoning].
1930–Maggi’s star product is the Bouillon KUB. A new
Chicken Stock slogan is coined.
1934–A holding company, Alimentaire S.A. takes charge
of the business.
1947–Maggi was acquired by Nestlé.
1948–Sopad took over from Nestlé to handle
production and marketing of Nestlé and Maggi products in
France. Maggi now has 11 factories worldwide. Address:
Switzerland.
1394. Manley, Charles H. 2006. History of hydrolyzed
vegetable proteins (HVP) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
March 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Discusses: Justus Liebig (developed basic
chemistry), Julius Maggi (commercialized the product in
Switzerland with many products), Nestle (acquired Maggi
in the 1930s), Unilever, World War II (Maggi built HVP
plant at New Milford, Connecticut in USA), wheat, corn and
soybeans, Aji-no-moto and Suzuki, monosodium glutamate,
Japanese fermentation process, Huron, process flavors
(started in late 1960s with Dr. May, a Brit who worked
for Unilever). Address: PhD, Vice President, Science and
Technology, Takasago International Corp. (USA), 4 Volvo
Dr., Rockleigh, New Jersey 07647. Phone: 201-784-7305.
1395. Laws, Forrest. 2006. WTO opposes EU’s biotech
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‘moratorium.’ Western Farm Press 28(8):3. March 11.
• Summary: “A WTO dispute settlement panel has issued
a preliminary ruling that the European Union is engaged
in an illegal moratorium on the importation of genetically
modified foods as charged in a complaint brought by the
United States, Canada and Argentina.
“The ruling, which reportedly runs more than 1,000
pages, said similar bans imposed separately by France,
Germany, Austria, Italy, Luxembourg and Greece also
violated WTO rules.”
“EU officials say they have allowed the import of
nine biotech crops since 2004,...” Rick Ostlie (Northwood,
North Dakota), first vice president of the American Soybean
Association says: “’What must follow is the more important
“step two,” a challenge to EU’s unfair traceability and
labeling laws.’”
1396. Pollack, Andrew. 2006. DuPont and Syngenta join in
modified-seed venture. New York Times. April 11. p. C2.
• Summary: The new venture is designed to “present a
more formidable challenge to Monsanto’s dominance of
the business for genetically modified [engineered] seeds.”
DuPont owns the Pioneer Hi-Bred International seed
company.
Over the past few years, Monsanto has been gaining
market share in biotech corn seeds “at Pioneer’s expense, in
part by licensing Monsanto’s herbicide-resistant and insectresistant crop genes to other seed companies.”
Monsanto is the source of the vast majority of biotech
crops planted worldwide, “some under its own brands and
the rest by other seed companies that have licensed its
technology. Its biggest class of products has been soybeans,
cotton, corn and canola genetically engineered to resist
Roundup, enabling farmers to spray to kill weeds while
leaving the crop intact.”
1397. Donley, Arvin. 2006. Market for GM wheat still
clouded: Updated report indicates high export risk in
commercializing GM wheat. World Grain 24(11):68, 70-71.
Nov.
• Summary: In the USA, wheat acreage is declining as wheat
acres are being shifted to GM maize and soybeans, which
are less expensive to plant and less susceptible to diseases.
Changing U.S. agricultural policy has favored increased
production of crops (maize and soybeans) suitable for the
rapidly growing biofuels market and rapid growth in Chinese
demand for soybeans. The World Trade Organization
“requires E.U. member states to eliminate national bans on
[biotech] products already approved by the E.U. France,
Germany, Luxembourg, Austria, Italy, and Greece have
each banned E.U. approved [biotech] products but did not
provide sufficient scientific evidence of risks to either people
or the environment,” according to a WTO report released in
October.

In the 2005-06 marketing year, U.S. soybean exports
to the E.U. dropped by 54% compared to the previous year.
U.S. exports of soybean meal to the E.U. have fallen from
once-large amounts “to almost economically insignificant
levels, the equivalent of the meal from 0.03% of last year’s
crop.” Until the late 1990s, the E.U. was also a major
importer of U.S. maize–but in the marketing year ended 31
Aug. 2006 its imports represented only 0.06% of the 2005
U.S. corn crop.
China is the worlds largest importer of soybeans.
1398. Nova. 2007. Forgotten genius: Percy Julian. Television
broadcast. PBS. Feb. 6. 9-11:00 p.m.
• Summary: This superb two-hour PBS documentary
tells the life story of Dr. Percy Julian, the leading
African American chemist of his day and one of the most
accomplished black scientists of the 20th century. He was
also a man who refused to give up, a self-made millionaire,
industrialist, humanitarian, and civil rights pioneer.
He was born near Montgomery, Alabama, into a family
who believed that education was the key to success.
For much of his professional life, he worked for
The Glidden Co. as a soybean chemist. He invented and
developed many remarkable soy products.
Note: A full set of Percy Julian’s letters was published
by the Afro-American in an attempt to ensure that he was
fired from Howard University. This newspaper has been
digitized online by ProQuest. Although soybeans are not
mentioned, the letters are biographically interesting.
The letters also reveal Julian’s journey through the
rigors of German organic chemistry and his development
as a scientist. Fluency in German was apparently one of the
things that made Glidden happy to have him as an employee.
1399. Gonzenbach, Adrian. 2007. Re: Adolph Messmer and
soybean glue. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo
Center, June 13. 2 p. [2 ref]
• Summary: Adrian is doing research for a monograph on
Adolph Messmer, who developed the “Certus Cold Glue,” a
powdered casein glue in America from about 1916 on after
a patent of Jan Lagutt von Ostheim, Basel, Switzerland,
who had himself developed this glue in general in the year
1914. Adrian would like to know about the date and the
circumstances of the patent of Otis Johnson on soybean glue
in the year 1923. She is not really interested in this patent
itself, but would like to know if within the patent there are
documents or references to documents, for example, such
as a formula and/or correspondence with or of Adolph
Messmer.
In 1921 Adolph Messmer founded a company in San
Francisco, which produced a powdered casein cold glue in
combination with soybean glue, which was also a waterproof
glue. It was the “Hercules Glue Company” which produced
the “Hercules Waterproof Glue.” Adrian thinks this was the
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first time that a soybean glue had been made in the United
States, because there existed no patent until 1923. In a letter
in March 1923, Messmer wrote that he had been betrayed
by his partners. I think he was very disappointed that he
couldn’t get a patent on soybean glue himself.
Adrian then attaches two letters, the first of Messmer’s
daughter Emma Huber–Messmer, Basel, Switzerland and the
second of Henry L. Prestholdt, the founder of “Certus Glue
Manufacturing Company” and later “Monite Waterproof
Glue Company” in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
“During the time we lived in Detroit, Michigan (1918–
1920), my father owned a farm about forty miles from
town, where he grew a field of soyabeans. With these he
experimented in his home laboratory to find a new basis for
a glue formula. He thereby developed a new ash-test method.
In 1921 my father founded another glue manufacturing firm
in San Francisco. He was faithfully assisted by a friend,
Jack (Jacob) Leuzinger, who is as far as I know still living.
His address is 91-70 Starr Road, Windsor, California. He
stayed and worked for the Herk(c)ules Glue Co., long after
my father had returned to Switzerland.” (An account of the
bringing of the “Certus Cold Glue” to the United States of
America, by Adolph Messmer, as it stands in the memory of
his oldest daughter) (Emma Huber-Messmer from September
1966, HS 1198:65/13, ETH Archives, Zurich, Switzerland).
“The preliminary work was done by the abovementioned Swiss chemist (Jan Lagutt von Ostheim). Several
years subsequent to 1917 this information was supplied by
another Swiss by the name of Messmer, who was in our
employ, to a party in San Francisco by the name of (Otis)
Johnson. This man, Johnson, secured a US patent on the
use of soya in the making of adhesives and this patent was
assigned, sold and transferred to I.F. Laucks of Seattle”
[Washington] (Letter of H L. Prestholdt from April 29, 1964
to Max Steinhaus, HS 1200:331/1, ETH Archives, Zurich,
Switzerland).
Adrian then asks: Do you know more about Adolph
Messmer, Jacob Leuzinger and Otis Johnson in combination
with soybean glue?
Thank you very much for your endeavours and your
answer in advance! e-mail: a.gonzenbach@freesurf.ch.
Address: Starenstr. 41 CH–4059 Basel, Switzerland Tel.
Phone: 0041/61/361 17 70. Fax. 0041/61/361 17 78.
1400. Ballmer-Weber, Barbara K.; Holzhauser, T.; Scibilia,
J.; Mittag, D.; Zisa, G.; Ortolani, C.; Oesterballe, M.;
Poulsen, L.K.; Vieths, S.; Bindslev-Jensen, C. 2007. Clinical
characteristics of soybean allergy in Europe: A double-blind,
placebo-controlled food challenge study. J. of Allergy and
Clinical Immunology 119(6):1489-96. June. [27 ref]
• Summary: The soybean is known to be a relevant
allergenic food, but little is known about individual threshold
doses in soy allergy. “Food allergy to soy has been described
mainly in young children with atopic dermatitis; only a few

studies have been conducted in adult patients. The objective
of this study was to determine clinical characteristics of soy
allergy in Europe, including a dose-response curve. The
multi-center study was conducted in Switzerland, Denmark,
and Italy. Conclusion: The “no observed adverse effect
level”–NOAEL–should be two milligrams.
Escalating incidences of food allergies in Europe and
the desire to avoid potentially harmful consumer confusion
underpinned changes to the Labelling Directive 2000/13/EC
due to enter into force last year that essentially flag up to the
consumer possible allergens in a food product.
The amendment heralds the mandatory inclusion on
food labels of the most common food allergen ingredients
and their derivatives: cereals containing gluten, fish,
crustaceans, egg, peanut, soy, milk and dairy products
including lactose, nuts, celery, mustard, sesame seed, and
sulphites.
There is no current cure for food allergy and vigilance
by an allergic individual is the only way to prevent a
reaction.
The volunteers’ blood were analysed for specific
immunoglobulin E (IgE), the predominant antibody
associated with an allergic response, to soy, peanut, and soy
proteins, Bet v 1 and Gly m 4.
“None of our patients with soy allergy reacted to the
starting dose of 2 mg of soy (1 mg of soy protein), which
thus was the NOAEL for our study population,” wrote the
researchers.
Sensitivity towards the soy was less that that observed
with peanuts, they added, with the threshold doses more
than one order of magnitude higher than observed in peanut
allergy. “Knowledge of the severity of symptoms of soy
allergy and the threshold dose of soy is most important and
might have a major effect on food-labelling directives,”
wrote Ballmer-Weber. Address: Allergy Unit, Dep. of
Dermatology, University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland.
1401. Biofuels for transport: Global potential and
implications for sustainable energy and agriculture. 2007.
London and Sterling, Virginia: Earthscan. xxviii + 452 p.
Index. 24 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: This hefty book received excellent reviews
from Amory B. Lovins (Chairman and Chief Scientist,
Rocky Mountain Institute), Vinod Khosla, and Julia MartonLefevre (Director General, IUCN [World Conservation
Union / International Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources; founded Oct. 1948 in France, now
located near Gland, Switzerland]).
Contents: List of figures, tables and boxes.
Acknowledgements. Preface. Executive summary. Note to
readers. List of acronyms and abbreviations.
Part I: Status and global trends. 1. Current status of the
biofuels industry and markets. 2. Liquid biofuels: A primer.
3. First-generation feedstocks (incl. oilseed crops).
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Part II: New technologies, crops and products. 4. Nextgeneration feedstocks. 5. New technologies for converting
biomass into liquid fuels. 6. Long-term biofuel production
potentials.
Part III: Key economic and social issues. 7. Economic
and energy security. 8. Implications for agriculture and rural
development. 9. International trade in biofuels.
Part IV: Key environmental issues. 10. Energy balances
of current and future biofuels. 11. Effects on greenhouse gas
emissions and climate stability. 12. Environmental impacts
of feedstock production. 13. Environmental impacts of
processing, transport and use.
Part V: Market introduction and technology strategies.
14. Infrastructure requirements. 15. Vehicle and engine
requirements. 16. Transfer of technology and expertise.
Part VI: The policy framework. 17. Biofuels policy
around the world. 18. Standards and certification schemes.
Part VII: Recommendations. 19. Recommendations for
decision makers.
Part VIII: Country studies. 20. Biofuels for
transportation in China. 21. Biofuels for transportation
in India. 22. Biofuels for transportation in Tanzania. 23.
Biofuels for transportation in Brazil. 24. Biofuels for
transportation in Germany.
Appendixes:
1. Per Capita Consumption of Gasoline and Diesel,
2002.
2. World Producers of Petroleum and Biofuels.
3. Biofuels as a Percentage of Gasoline and Diesel
Consumption.
4. Block Diagram of Ethanol + F-T Fuels + GTCC
5. Overview of Key Elements and Correlations
Determining Bioenergy Potential
6. Flow Chart of Bioenergy System Compared with
Fossil Reference Energy System
7. Selected Standards and Certification Schemes
Relevant to Biofuel Production and Trade.
Glossary of terms. Notes.
List of 24 Figures.
List of 41 Tables.
List of 7 boxes.
1402. Keller, Elizabeth. 2007. Professor Emeritus Keith H.
Steinkraus dies at age 89 (Web article). www.news.cornell.
edu/stories/Nov07/obit.Steinkraus.html. Nov. 13.
• Summary: “Cornell Professor Emeritus Keith H.
Steinkraus, a specialist in indigenous fermented foods and
food microbiology, died Oct. 23. He was 89.
“Steinkraus, who joined the faculty of the New York
State Agricultural Experiment Station in 1952, graduated
cum laude from the University of Minnesota in 1939 and
earned a Ph.D. in microbiology in 1951 from Iowa State
University. He was promoted to full professor in 1962 and
retired as professor emeritus in 1988, although he remained

active in his field and at Cornell for many years afterward.
“At Cornell, the experience of mentoring international
students who had come from Asia, Central America and
Africa to study the microbiology of their native foods
prompted Steinkraus to study fermented foods, including
tempe [tempeh], tape, trahanas, idli / dosa and the fermented
fish sauces and soy products of the Far East, including miso
and tofu.
“In 1959 Steinkraus was invited by the
Interdepartmental Committee for Nutrition for National
Defense to participate in surveys of the nutritional status
of military personnel, their dependents and the general
populations of South Vietnam, Ecuador and Burma.
The project was later extended to include Indonesia, the
Philippines, Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Malaysia.
“Over the course of his career, Steinkraus maintained
and developed his connections with Asia as a consultant on
food processing issues in Indonesia and as a teacher and
researcher at the University of the Philippines College of
Agriculture. He lectured in Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore,
London, Germany and Switzerland. His Handbook of
Indigenous Fermented Foods, published in 1983, was the
first comprehensive and authoritative book on the subject.
“Steinkraus was the American delegate to the
United Nations Environmental Program, United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and
International Cell Research Organization panel on applied
microbiology and biotechnology and worked as a consultant
to the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
to determine how genetic engineering and biotechnology
could be used to help developing countries in Africa. He was
honored in 1985 with the Institute of Food Technologists’
International Award and was a fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the
American Academy of Microbiology.
“A memorial service will be held Sunday, June 8, at
2 p.m. in Sage Chapel.” Address: Part-time writer for the
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell Univ.
1403. Lockeretz, W. 2007. What explains the rise of organic
farming? In: William Lockeretz, ed. 2007. Organic Farming:
An International History. Oxfordshire, UK; Cambridge,
Massachusetts: CAB International. xi + 282 p. See p. 1-8.
[17 ref]
• Summary: The number of organic farms was almost
negligible until the 1980s; but today such farms number
623,000 with some 32.5 million ha managed organically
(Willer and Yessefi 2006, chap. 5). Sales of organic products
worldwide reached an estimated $28 billion in 2004 (IFOAM
206).
During this time, the organic farming industry has
grown in stature and receives increased respect and serious
interest from researchers, educators, and agricultural policy
makers–a changed that started in earnest only in the late
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1970s.
At the first international scientific conference of the
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM), held in Switzerland in 1977, a total of 25
presentations were given. Yet when this same conference
returned to Switzerland in 2000, more than 500 presentation
were given–a 20-fold increase.
Many European countries spend 6 million euros a year
of public money on agricultural research.
In 1971 Earl Butz, Secretary of USA, famously
declared, “before we go back to an organic agriculture in this
country, somebody must decide which 50 million Americans
we are going to let starve or go hungry” (Butz 1971). Yet
in 1980 the USDA (headed by Bob Bergland) issued a
comprehensive report that enthusiastically endorsed organic
agriculture. Report and Recommendations on Organic
Farming became “one of the most widely requested reports
in USDA’s history. It had a startling impact, not just because
of what it said, but also because of who was saying it.”
Organic agriculture dealt directly with such basic problems
as energy shortages, declining soil productivity and fertility,
soil erosion, chemical residues in foods, and environmental
pollution.
Today the organic agriculture movement has spread to
almost every country of the world, including developing
countries.
A new concern is that the newcomers to organic farming
are in it primarily for the money or subsidies. Address: Prof.,
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts
Univ., 150 Harrison Ave., Boston, Massachusetts 02111.
1404. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 2008. Le livre du
tofu: La source de protéines de l’avenir–dès maintenant!
[The book of tofu: Protein source of the future–now!
Translated from the English by Nathalie Tremblay].
Varennes, Quebec, Canada: Éditions AdA Inc. 430 p. Illust.
by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. Feb. 28 cm. [53 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. Part I.
Tofu: Food for mankind. 1. Protein East and West. 2. Tofu
as a food. 3. Getting started. Our favorite tofu recipes (lists
about 80 recipe names for each of the different types of tofu,
plus soymilk, yuba, whole soybeans, gô, okara, and curds;
very favorites that are also quick and easy to prepare are
preceded by an asterisk).
Part II. Cooking with tofu: Recipes from East and West
(500 recipes). 4. Soybeans: History, cooking with whole dry
soybeans, roasted soybeans (iri-mame), fresh green soybeans
(edamame), kinako (roasted full-fat soy flour), soybean
sprouts (daizu no moyashi), natto (sticky fermented whole
soybeans, with “gossamer threads”), tempeh (fermented
soybean cakes), Hamanatto and Daitokuji natto (raisin-like
natto), modern western soybean foods (natural soy flour
[full-fat], soy granules, defatted soy flour and grits, soy
protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, spun protein fibers,

textured vegetable protein (TVP), soy oil products). 5. Gô
(purée de fèves de soya fraîches; a thick white puree of wellsoaked uncooked soybeans). 6. Okara or Unohana. 7. Curds
and whey (Caillé et petit-lait). 8. Tofu (includes history,
and preparatory techniques: Parboiling, draining, pressing
{towel and fridge method, slanting press method, sliced
tofu method}, squeezing, scrambling, reshaping, crumbling,
grinding).
9. Deep-fried tofu (Tofu frit): Thick agé or nama agé
(Agé épais {côtelettes de tofu frit}), ganmo or ganmodoki
(burgers de tofu frit; incl. hiryozu / hirosu), agé or aburagé
(pochettes de tofu frit; incl. “Smoked tofu,” p. 197). 10.
Soymilk (Lait de soya). 11. Silken tofu (Kinugoshi ou tofu
soyeux) (“Kinu means ‘silk’; kosu means ‘to strain’; well
named, kinugoshi tofu has a texture so smooth that it seems
to have been strained through silk”). 12. Grilled tofu (Tofu
grillé). 13. Frozen and dried-frozen tofu (Tofu surgelé et tofu
surgelé séche). 14. Yuba (incl. many meat alternatives such
as Yuba mock broiled eels, Buddha’s chicken, Buddha’s
ham, sausage). 15. Tofu and yuba in China, Taiwan, and
Korea (incl. Savory tofu {wu-hsiang kan}; see p. 258 for
illustrations of many meat alternatives, incl. Buddha’s fish,
chicken, drumsticks, and duck, plus vegetarian liver and
tripe, molded pig’s head, and molded ham). 16. Special tofu
(Tofu particuliers).
Part III–Japanese farmhouse tofu: Making tofu for more
and more people. 17. The quest. 18. Making community
tofu. 19. The traditional craftsman. 20. Making tofu in the
traditional way. Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan
(many are vegetarian). B. Tofu shops in the West (Directory
of 43 shops in the USA, in Europe {Germany 11, Austria 1,
Belgium 2, Denmark 1, Finland 1, France 6, Ireland 1, Italy
3, Netherlands 4, Portugal 1, Spain 6, Switzerland 4, UK
9, Wales 1}, and 3 in Latin America {Brazil, Colombia, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico}). C. People and institutions
connected with tofu. D. Table of equivalents. Bibliography.
Glossary. Index. About the authors (autobiographical
sketches; a photo shows Shurtleff and Aoyagi, and gives
their address as New-Age Foods Study Center, 278-28
Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan 177). Sending
tofu in the four directions.
Pudding recipes include: Rice pudding with gô and
apple (p. 76, incl. 2 cups soymilk). Tofu chawan-mushi
(p. 147; Steamed egg-vegetable custard with tofu). Tofu
fruit whips (p. 148). Tofu rice pudding (p. 150, incl. 1 cup
soymilk). Tofu custard pudding (p. 152). Soymilk custard
pudding (p. 208). Brown rice pudding (p. 208, with 2 cups
soymilk). Soymilk chawan-mushi (p. 209). Chawan-mushi
with yuba (p. 249).
Dessert recipes include: Tofu whipped cream or yogurt
(p. 148; resembles a pudding or parfait). Tofu ice cream
(p. 149, with chilled tofu, honey, vanilla extract and salt).
Banana-tofu milkshake (p. 149). Tofu cream cheese dessert
balls (p. 149). Tofu icing (for cake, p. 149). Tofu cheesecake
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(p. 150). Tofu-pineapple sherbet (p. 151). Also: Soymilk
yogurt (cultured, p. 205). Healthy banana milkshake (p. 206).
On p. 160 is a recipe for “Mock tuna salad with deep fried
tofu.”
Note. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy cream cheese (p. 125),
which it calls Fromage à la crème au tofu. Address: Soyinfo
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549 USA.
Phone: 925-283-2991.
1405. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 2008.
Friedrich Haberlandt–History of his work with soybeans and
soyfoods (1876-2008): Extensively annotated bibliography
and sourcebook. Lafayette, California: Soyinfo Center. 129
p. Subject/geographical index. Printed 25 July 2008. 28 cm.
[169 ref]
• Summary: Professor Friedrich Haberlandt of the
University of Vienna awakened Europe to the potential of
the soybean and soyfoods and initiated the first extensive
soybean cultivation trials. The results of his work appeared
in his magnum opus Die Sojabohne (“The Soybean”),
published in 1878. His work played a major role in the
culture of soybeans in Europe and in stimulating further
research on soyfoods nutrition and utilization. Haberlandt’s
writings contain a surprisingly large amount of material
about soyfoods, hitherto never translated into English.
Haberlandt predicted that soybeans and soyfoods would
play an important role in Western diets, eventually coming
to be widely used as a supplement to the carbohydrates of
the potato, at least in the diets of the poor, providing an
abundance of essential and low-cost protein, fat, and energy.
Address: Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California
94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.
1406. Hershey, Jim. 2009. Work with the WISHH (World
Initiative for Soy in Human Health) program (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 13. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Jim was born in 1957 in St. Louis, Missouri.
He grew up in St. Louis, then graduated in 1979 from
Northwestern University (Evanston near Chicago, Illinois)
with an BA degree in an interdisciplinary program called
“American Culture” and a certificate in “African Studies.”
He earned a teacher’s certificate at the same time. He joined
the Peace Corps, and during 1979-1981 in Abidjan, Cote
d’Ivoire, he taught English as a foreign language–thus using
his teacher’s training. Returning to the USA, he got some
sales jobs then attended the American Graduate School of
International Management (“Thunderbird,” in Glendale,
near Phoenix, Arizona), graduating in 1984 with a Master’s
in International Management (similar to an MBA but
internationally focused).
Fresh out of graduate school he was hired as regional
director for Africa for the Rice Council, a U.S. commodity

trade association that does market development overseas
for rice. He worked in Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire, from 198589. That was a peaceful period during the later years of the
original president, Felix Houphouët-Boigny, who built his
country well.
Almost all Americans are not aware of overseas market
development programs or their importance to American
agriculture or our economy. The principle on which these
programs were formed was a public-private partnerships;
they have worked very successfully for the last 50 years. The
American Soybean Association (ASA), for example, built
good, solid, long-term markets, using checkoff dollars from
all soybean producing states–except Ohio and Indiana.
After Jim Left Abidjan, he worked for 2 years (199091) at the Rice Council’s headquarters in Houston, Texas.
In 1992 Jim (a St. Louis boy), who was married to Nancy (a
Chicago gal), with two kids (ages 2 and 4), said: “Houston
is not where we want to raise our family.” Rice Council
was a much smaller organization at the time than ASA,
and he did not foresee a lot of upward mobility within the
organization. So Jim started to look for a way to get back
to St. Louis. He liked the field of market development very
much. The American Soybean Association, which was
expanding and opening new offices overseas, offered Jim
a wonderful opportunity to stay in the field in which in
had built expertise, and to return to his home town. So in
Match 1992 Jim moved his family to St. Louis and went
to work for the ASA; Ken Bader was CEO at the time. Jim
arrived about 3 months before Bader left. Working in St.
Louis, he became the Division Director in charge of three
offices: the Middle East, Central Europe, and the former
Soviet Union. Reporting to Dennis Blankenship, who was
Executive Director, International Marketing, Jim presided
over and coordinated opening of a new office for the Middle
East and Africa in Nicosia, Cyprus, and in Moscow, Russia,
in the new CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States). A
Hungarian was the regional director in Vienna, a Russianspeaking Serb in CIS, and an American in Nicosia.
In 1996 USB, the organization that funded ASA, said
that administrative and overhead costs were too high so let’s
reduce the number of management staff, so Jim was given
responsibility for western Europe along with his 3 other
offices.
In 1996 Roundup Ready soybeans were introduced
by Monsanto. Jim’s job as division director for western
Europe became extremely complicated and contentious.
ASA’s long-time overseas market development and technical
assistance work had to take a back seat to ASA as a policy
and promotional organization. It seemed to Jim like ASA,
in defending genetically engineered soybeans, as fighting
a losing battle in Europe. “I was fighting the biotech wars.
I felt the injuries and the scars. By 1999 I was getting
burned out and was ready for something else.” Jim is not
personally opposed to biotech soybeans; he thinks that, used
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appropriately, it could benefit a number of people and even
the environment.
Fortunately, at about that time, the WISHH program was
starting to be born. It was first conceived and articulated by
the Illinois Soybean Program Operating Board (ISPOB, the
Illinois checkoff board) as a way to increase the amount of
U.S. soy protein consumed by people in the Third World.
It usually takes at least one funding year from the time a
soybean program is conceived until it begins operation.
Illinois soybean farmers joined with soybean economists and
leaders at the University of Illinois at Urbana to form the
International Soy Protein Program (ISPP).
Lyle Roberts, the visionary leader behind the new idea,
had two more important ideas: (1) ASA would be the best
organization to manage the program; they were already
well established and had expertise in international market
development. (2) The head of the new program should
be dedicated to that program alone–with no other ASA
responsibilities. At the ISPOB meeting in the summer of
2000, the board approved a guaranteed three-year start-up
period and a budget of $1 million per year.
In July 2000, at a joint meeting of ASA, USB, and
ISPOB, the International Soy Protein Program was born,
based on Lyle Robert’s concepts. The money was allocated
and the management structure was agreed upon. Jim Guinn,
ASA’s Executive Director of International Marketing, was
charged with the responsibility of finding a well qualified
person to run the new program. On 1 Nov. 2000 he selected
Jim Hershey, who had the right experience, to be the first
director of the International Soy Protein Program.
In December 2000, at the National Soybean Research
Lab (NSRL), at the University of Illinois at Urbana, the
first working group met with a long agenda, including
developing a strategic plan for the group and trying to create
a better name for ISPP. Seated around the table were 1214 people, including Lyle Roberts of ISPOB, people from
NSRL including Steve Sonka, several consultants who
had done some early work with Lyle, a nutritionist who
was a specialist in HIV nutrition, etc. When working on
a new name, Jim went to the blackboard and wrote down
suggestions, in various columns, for words that should be
in the new name–words like “World” or “International”
and (of course) “Soy” and “Nutrition.” In less than an hour
they had arrived at a name and acronym that they liked; the
name formed a unique acronym–very valuable in the age of
Internet searching and URLs. That name was World Initiative
for Soy in Human Health (WISHH).
Within the first year, various other state soybean
checkoff boards recognized the potential power of the
new idea and decided to share the expenses of the WISHH
program with the Illinois board. These states were: Indiana,
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
But what exactly would the new group do? What would

be their tactics? What types of projects and programs would
they start? In what countries would they work and with
what partners? These were basic, important questions, and
having a strong team of creative people helped WISHH to
get started–people like Lyle Roberts and ISPOB, people at
the University of Illinois in food technology and nutrition
(like Barbara Klein, Karl Weingartner). Getting started was
very creative and very interesting. As an example of how
things worked, in 2001 Jim went to one of the Soy Summits
in Phoenix, Arizona. There he met Brian Harrigan and Frank
Daller, who already knew about WISHH. They introduced
Jim to the SoyCow technology, and said they were interested
in working in developing countries and promoting their
technology. At that point Jim didn’t have many partners or
alliances, he did know that he wanted to work in some of
the poorer countries, that were not traditional soy countries,
where soy was not well known but where it was needed
most–which was where there was the best potential for
market development and growth. There’s an old story: One
shoe salesman goes to Africa and says, “This is a terrible
market; nobody wears shoes.” But the visionary shoe
salesman goes to Africa and says, “This is the best market
you can imagine; nobody wears shoes.” Address: Director,
WISHH, c/o ASA, St. Louis, Missouri. Phone: 734-7642347.
1407. SoyaScan Notes. 2009. Soybean germplasm collections
on the IPGRI website (Overview). May 6. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: These four spreadsheet databases were sent
to Soyinfo Center by Dr. Randall Nelson, curator, USDA
Soybean Germplasm Collection, Urbana, Illinois. He
created the databases (which reside only on his computer)
using information found at the FAO website for germplasm
collections: http://www.bioversityinternational.org /
Information_Sources /Germplasm_Data bases /Germplasm_
Collection_Directory /index.asp. At the “Biodiversity
Directory of Germplasm Collections Query Form,” after
“Taxon” enter “Glycine max” then click “Search” at bottom
of page. Wait for several minutes for results to be displayed.
(1) The 40 largest global Glycine max [domesticated
soybean] germplasm collections–in descending order of no.
of accessions in collection. (1) Institute of Crop Germplasm
Resources (CAAS), China, 23,578 accessions. (2) Soybean
Germplasm Collection, USDA, USA, 18,046. (3) Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Centre (AVRDC),
Taiwan, 12,508. (4) Nanjing Agricultural University, China,
10,000. (5) Institute of Agroecology and Biotechnology,
Ukraine, 7,000. (6) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant
Industry, Russia, 6,126. (7) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa
de Recursos Geneticos e Biotec. (CENARGEN), Brazil,
4,693. (8) Soybean Research Institute Jilin Academy of
Agric. Sciences, China, 4,200. (9) All India Coordinated
Research Project on Soybean, Govind Bal. Pant Univ., India,
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4,015. (10) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (CNPSO),
EMBRAPA, Brazil, 4,000.
(11) Department of Genetic Resources I Nation. Inst.
of Agrobiol. Resour. Japan, 3,741. (12) Crop Experiment
Station Upland Crops Research Division, Korea, Republic
of, 3,678. (13) Australian Tropical Crops Genetic Research
Centre, Australia, 3,144. (14) Genebank, Inst. for Plant
Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK), Germany,
3,063. (15) Regional Station, National Bureau of Plant
Genetic Resources (NBPGR), India, 2,808. (16) Taiwan
Agricultural Research Institute (TARI), Taiwan, 2,699. (17)
National Research Centre for Soybean, India, 2,500. (18)
Crop Breeding Institute DR & SS, Zimbabwe, 2,236. (19)
Sukamandi Research Institute for Food Crops (SURIF),
Indonesia 2,194. All the 2,194 Glycine max (cultivated
soybean) accessions in this collection are from Australia,
China (including Taiwan), Japan, and USA. None are
apparently indigenous to Indonesia. Why? (20) Nanjing
Agricultural University, China, 2,168.
(21) Instituto Agronomico de Campinas (I.A.C.),
Brazil, 2,000. (22) National Plant Genetic Resources
Laboratory, IPB/UPLB, Philippines, 1,764. (23) CSIRO
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures, Australia, 1,600.
(24) Genetic Resources Dep.–Research Inst. for Cereals
and Ind. Crops, Romania, 1,600. (25) G.I.E. Amelioration
Fourragere, France, 1,582. (26) Soyabean Research Institute,
Heilongjiang Academy of Agric. Sci., China, 1,558. (27)
Institute of Oil Crops Research CAAS, China, 1,529. (28)
Institute of Plant Breeding, College of Agriculture UPLB,
Philippines, 1,508. (29) Instituto Nacional de Investig.
Agricolas, Station de Iguala, Mexico, 1,500. (30) Station
de Genetique et Amelioration des Plantes, INRA C.R.
Montpellier, France, 1,404.
(31) Kariwano Laboratory, Tohoku Nat. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Japan, 1,400. (32) Int. Institute of
Tropical Agric. (IITA), Nigeria, 1,358. (33) Centro de
Investigacion La Selva, (CORPOICA), Colombia, 1,219.
(34) Institute of Crop Breeding and Cultivation, CAAS,
China, (1,200). (35) Institute for Field and Vegetable Crops,
Yugoslavia, 1,200. (36) Institute of Industrial Crops Jiangsu
Academy of Agric. Sciences, China, 1,199. (37) Corporacion
Colombiana de Investigacion Agropecuaria, CORPOICA,
Colombia, 1,170. (38) Genebank Cereal & Oil Crops Inst.
Hebei Academy of Agric. Sciences, China, 1,154. (39)
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agricolas
y Pecuarias (INIFAP), Mexico, 1,124. (40) Maharashtra
Association for the Cultivation of Science, India, 1,081.
(2) Germplasm collections (105) that have G. max, G.
soja, advanced cultivars, breeding and inbred lines, cultivars,
genetic stocks, introgressed forms, landrace or traditional
cultivar, mutants, wild / weedy species, or unknown. Listed
alphabetically by country: Albania 1 collection. Argentina 3.
Australia 3. Bolivia 1. Brazil 5. Bulgaria 1. Canada 1. Chile
1. China 15. Colombia 2. Cuba 1. Czech Republic 1. Ecuador

1. France 6. Germany 1. Hungary 2. India 8. Indonesia 3.
Japan 5. Korea, Rep 1. Madagascar 1. Mexico 2. Nepal 2.
Nigeria 1. Papua New 1. Paraguay 1. Peru 1. Philippines 2.
Poland 1. Romania 2. Rwanda 1. Slovakia 1. South Africa
1. Spain 1. Sri Lanka 1. Sweden 1. Switzerland 1. Taiwan 3.
Thailand 4. Ukraine 4. Uruguay 1. Venezuela 1. Vietnam 4.
Yugoslavia 1. Zambia 1. Zimbabwe 1.
(3) The 23 largest global Glycine soja [wild annual
soybean] germplasm collections–in descending order of no.
of accessions in collection. (1) Institute of Crop Germplasm
Resources (CAAS), China, 6,172 accessions. (2) Soybean
Germplasm Collection, USDA, USA, 1,114. (3) Soybean
Research Institute Jilin Academy of Agric. Sciences, China,
600. (4) Soyabean Research Institute, Heilongjiang Academy
of Agric. Sc., China, 400. (5) Crop Experiment Station
Upland Crops Research Division, Korea, Republic of, 342.
(6) Asian Vegetable Research and Development Centre
(AVRDC), 339. (7) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant
Industry, Russia, 310. (8) Breeding Laboratory, Faculty
of Agriculture, Iwate University, Japan, 151. (9) CSIRO
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures, Australia, 60. (10)
Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute (TARI) Taiwan, 46.
(11) Hunan Academy of Agriculture Sciences, China, 45.
(12) Tieling District Agricultural Research Institute, China,
29. (13) Department of Agronomy National Chung Hsing
University, Taiwan, 20. (14) Eastern Cereal & Oilseed
Research Centre, Saskatoon Research Centre, Saskatchewan,
Canada, 18. (15) Soyabean Breeding Laboratory, Tokachi
Agric. Exp. Station, Nemuro, Hokkaido, Japan, 15. (16)
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agricolas y
Pecuarias (INIFAP), Mexico, 9. (17) All India Coordinated
Res. Project on Soybean, Govind Bal. Plant Univ., India, 7.
(18) Maharashtra Association for the Cultivation of Science,
India, 6. (19) Sukamandi Research Institute for Food Crops
(SURIF), Indonesia, 4. (20) Research Institute for Food
Crops Biotechnology–RIFCB, Indonesia, 4. (21) Kariwano
Laboratory, Tohoku Nat. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Japan, 3. (22) Genebank, Inst. for Plant Genetics and Crop
Plant Research (IPK), Germany, 2. (23) S.K. University of
Agriculture and Technology, India, 1.
(4) Germplasm collections that have at least one wild
perennial relative of the soybean (Glycine species, such as
Glycine clandestina), in descending order of total number of
accessions: (1) CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Australia,
2,102. (2) USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, USA,
919. (3) Plant Genetic Resources Unit, Agricultural Research
Council, South Africa, 281. (4) CSIRO Division of Tropical
Crops and Pastures, Australia, 87. (5) Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Centre (AVDRC), Taiwan, 69.
(6) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant Industry, Russia,
31. (7) Breeding Laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate
University, Japan, 23. (8) National Dept. of Agriculture,
Dir. of Plant and Quality Control, South Africa, 23. (9) Seed
Bank, Seed Conservation Sect. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
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UK, 1.
1408. Pasteur Institute, France. 2009. Repères
chronologiques Li Yu Ying (Li Shizeng) 1881-1973
[Chronological milestones for Li Yu-ying (Li Shizeng)
1881-1973 (Website printout–all)]. www.pasteur.fr/infosci/
archives/liy0.html Printed Aug. 17. [Fre]
• Summary: In the upper left
corner is a small portrait of
Li Yu-ying. We are not told
when or where it was taken.
The text reads:
1881 May 29–Chinese
agronomist and pedagogue
born on this date at Goayang
(in China). His father was
a dignitary at the Imperial
Court of Manchuria [Manchu
dynasty].
Li studies in China in
a milieu open to Western /
Occidental culture.
1903–Accompanies the Chinese Empire Ambassador to
France.
1903-1906–Abandons his intention of becoming a
Mandarin in order to undertake studies in agronomy at the
Chesnoy School of Practical Agriculture (Ecole pratique
d’agriculture du Chesnoy) at Montargis, located about 60
miles southwest of Paris. Drawing inspiration from the
thought of Kropotkin and Proudhon, he creates the “Society
for Moral Advancement” and takes part at the publication of
the journal ‘Xin Shiji” (The New Century).
1906-1910–Leaves Montargis for Paris where he enrolls
in courses in chemistry and biology at the Sorbonne and
works as an intern in the laboratory of Gabriel Bertrand at
the Pasteur Institute.
1907–Joins the Tongmenghui, a clandestine resistance
movement founded by Sun Yat Sen that aims at “giving back
China to the Chinese (people), establishing a Republic and
equally redistributing the land.”
1908–Creates at La-Garenne-Colombes the “CaséoSojaine,” a soya processing factory, thinking that soya could
indeed help China meet its dietary needs. He will provide
there work for about thirty worker-students that he brings
from China to whom he provides additional intellectual
training by setting up evening classes.
1909–Welcomes his friend Sun Yat Sen, on a visit
to Paris, to his “Caseo-Sojaine” factory at La-GarenneColombes.
1911–Returns to China as the revolution puts an end to
the Qing dynasty
1912–Publishes with L. Grandvoinnet: “Soya–Its
Cultivation, Dietary, Therapeutic, Agricultural and Industrial
uses.”

1912–With the support of the Minister of Education, Cai
Yuanpei, creates the Association for Work-Study in France.
And thus, through 1914, one hundred and forty young
Chinese, having undergone an introduction to the French
language in a preparatory school in Peking will travel to
France to study there.
1914–Opens the first Chinese restaurant in Paris.
1915–Creates in China the Society for Diligent Work
and Frugal Studies.
1916–Creates in Paris, in collaboration with Yuanpei, the
Franco-Chinese Society for Education in order to promote
cultural exchanges between France and China.
1920–Takes part in the creation of the Franco-Chinese
University in Peking.
1921–Takes part in the creation of the Franco-Chinese
University in Lyon, France.
1922–On the occasion of Louis Pasteur centenary, Li
favors the idea of a Pasteur Institute in Shanghai. The project
is postponed for lack of funds. L. Boëz / Boez will take up
the idea again in 1929 and the project will finally see the
light of day in 1937.
1925–Becomes the first President of the administrative
council for the Peking Imperial Palace Museum.
1929–Creates the Peking National Academy.
1932–In Peking meets Paul Langevin, entrusted by
the League of Nations with a mission to reorganize public
schooling in China.
1933–Under his (Li Yu-Ying’s), as well as Zhihui’s and
Cai Yuanpei’s initiative, a permanent Chinese delegation to
the international organizations for intellectual cooperation
sees the light of day as well as the Sino-International Library
installed in Geneva, Switzerland.
1937-1944–Travels back and forth between China and
Europe to aid in the fight against totalitarian powers and
promote cultural exchanges.
1948–Travels for the last time to Peking to organize the
19th anniversary of the Peking National Academy.
1949–Leaves China to settle in Uruguay, where he lives
until 1955.
1954–Creates and manages the International Chinese
Library of Montevideo.
1956–Settles in Taiwan where he becomes the first
General Manager for the National Palace Museum.
1966–Travels to France to try to restart again the
Franco-Chinese Institute of Lyon.
1973–Li dies in Taiwan.
Bibliographical references and sources:
Zhu Min Da, Chronological notes on the life of his
grandfather Li Shizeng (at Pasteur Archives).
Ministry for Foreign Affairs website, “Archives and
Patrimony.” “France-Diplomacy”.
Lyon Municipal Library website, “Lyon Franco-Chinese
Institute”.
60 Years of UNESCO History, colloquy proceedings,
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Nov. 2005.
This is a service of the Archives of the Pasteur Institute.
1409. Siregar, Masdjidin. 2009. Biofuel development at the
crossroads: Short article. CAPSA Flash 7(5):1. Aug.
• Summary: “The dependence on foreign non-renewable
sources of energy has been urging most countries to find
paths to energy independence such as those that promote the
expansion of biofuel production. The primary forces behind
the continued surge in biofuel production and capacity
expansion were a combination of blending mandates and
tax subsidies in several countries, with strong support from
agricultural interests. Many countries such as the USA, the
United Kingdom, Japan, China, and the European Union
(EU) have targeted to expand biofuel production and have
enacted mandates for blending biofuels into vehicle fuels
in the future. Consequently the production of biofuel will
increase consistently.”
In 2007, production of biodiesel from feedstocks such as
soy, rapeseed, mustard seed, palm oil, and waste vegetable
oils rose an estimated 33% to 8 billion litres.
The OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID)
commissioned a study prepared by IIASA (The International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, located in Austria,
near Vienna; founded in 1972). Titled “Biofuels and Food
Security” and released on 18 March 2009, its key findings
are: “First, factors that cause the increase in food price
include increased demand for biofuels’ feedstocks and rising
agricultural fuel and fertilizer prices. Biofuel development
scenarios indicate a strong relationship between agricultural
prices and the share of first generation biofuels [feedstocks
that could enter the human or animal food chain, such as
corn, soybeans, rapeseed, etc.] in total transport fuels. For
example, a with biofuel share of 4%, the cereal price index
increases by 20%; and with 7% biofuel target, the cereal
price index increases by 40%. Thus, biofuel development
will seriously affect food security and this is a factor in rising
hunger.
“Second, biofuel production absorbs cereal production.
For different biofuel scenarios, about 66% of cereal used for
ethanol production in 2020 will be obtained from increased
crop production, 24% from reduced feed use, and 10% from
reduced food use.
“Third, biofuel development provides modest benefits
for rural development. The increase in agricultural valueadded induced by first generation biofuel production is
relatively small.
“Fourth, the net greenhouse gas savings resulting
from expansion of biofuels can only be expected after 30
years. For shorter periods, net greenhouse gas balances are
dominated by carbon debts due to direct and indirect land use
changes.
“Fifth, the impact of biofuel development scenarios will
be the increase in net expansion of cultivated land during

2000-2020 by 20-40 per cent. Sixth, biofuel development
fuels deforestation. The analysis of biofuel development
scenarios suggest that any prolonged dependence on the
first generation biofuels will result in increased risk of
deforestation with the inherent consequences of substantial
carbon emissions and biodiversity loss.
“Finally, the OFID study concluded that the
development of second generation of biofuel using biomass
residues from agricultural crops and forestry is imperative
to minimize, if not to eliminate, the negative impacts of the
first generation of biofuels. However, while the technology
development of second generation of biofuels seems to take
a relatively long period of time to be economically feasible,
the development of first generation biofuels that can compete
with fossil fuel and minimize the negative impacts remains
necessary.” Address: Consultant for Japan International
Research Center for Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS), Bogor,
Indonesia.
1410. Vollmann, Johann; Rajcan, Istvan. eds. 2009. Oil
crops. Dordrecht, Heidelberg, London, New York: Springer.
xvi + 548 p. See p. 57-90. Foreword by Richard F. Wilson
(Raleigh, North Carolina). Preface by the two editors. Illust.
(mostly color). 28 cm. Series: Handbook of Plant Breeding,
Vol. 4 *
• Summary: Chapter 3 is titled “Soybean,” by Elroy R.
Cober, Silvia R. Cianzio, Vincent R. Pantalone, and Istvan
Rajcan. Address: 1. Inst. of Agronomy and Plant Breeding,
Univ. of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences
Vienna (BOKU), 1180 Vienna, Austria; 2. Dep. of Plant
Agriculture, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, ON N1G 2W1,
Canada.
1411. Reisacher, Tatiana. 2009. Recollections of Dr. Artemy
Alexis Horvath, her father (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec.
21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Artemy A. Horvath was born in the city of
Kazan, the capital city of the Republic of Tatarstan (the old
Tatar [Tartar / Mongol] capital), located far to the east of
Moscow. The eighth largest city of Russia (as of May 2010),
it lies at the confluence of the Volga and Kazanka rivers in
European Russia.
Tatiana, who is age 89, will look up the genealogy of his
parents. He comes from an old, prominent Russian family,
that can be traced back to the 11th century–which is why he
had to flee from the Bolsheviks and the Russian Revolution
of 1917.
Dr. Horvath’s father was a very prominent professor
at the university; he also had an M.D. degree. In this
connection, he did research on the hibernation of bears
(which he kept in a shed in the back yard of his large brick
house in Kazan), and his research was later praised highly–
even after the 1917 revolution. He published on other
subjects as well. Dr. Horvath occasionally helped his father
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take measurements related to the bears.
Actually, Dr. Horvath’s father was the first one in the
long family line to take a paid position; before that the
family had been hussars (light cavalry), or they did work
such as looking after estates. Alexander Pushkin, the Russian
poet (1799-1837) mentions Tatiana’s ancestor eleven times in
one of his poems.
Dr. Horvath’s mother was named Lydia; Tatiana cannot
remember or find her family name. She had been born in
Riga, Latvia; her mother was probably British and her father
Latvian. Lydia spoke excellent English. At an early age, Dr.
Horvath (and his two siblings) learned to speak, read, and
write good English from his mother.
At the time of the Revolution, Dr. Horvath was in the
Tsar’s army, stationed on the Turkish front, in charge of
many horses, because horses were his passion–especially
Arabians. He used to do special tricks on horseback. Her
father told her this story: At the time that the Russian
Revolution broke out, during World War I, many of the
officers were shot by the noncommissioned men below them
in rank. As he fled on horseback, with his back to his men,
nobody shot him because his men were very fond of him.
In about 1918, when Dr. Horvath and his wife decided to
flee from the Russian Revolution for their lives, they started
out by boat, then went by horseback until they arrived at Ufa
(one of Russia’s largest cities today). Then they boarded the
Trans-Siberian Railway under the Swiss flag–heading east
for Vladivostok. They hid in bales of straw in one of the cars
for three days. His wife, Maria, later described how difficult
it was, in part because she was pregnant and expecting her
first child. In either Harbin or Vladivostok they met their
relative, General Dmitri L. Horvath, who helped them. Irene,
their first child, was born on 23 Nov. 1918 in Vladivostok,
USSR. Tatiana, their 2nd and last child, was born on 24
Oct. 1920 in a French convent in Tientsin [pinyin: Tianjin,
China].
He brought back a Qur’an [Koran] for a Muslim lady
who was a family friend in Kazan. In one of the family
houses they had stables where their Muslim friends could
keep horses for milking and for making koumiss (also
transliterated kumis, kumiss, kymys. Fermented mare’s milk;
an important part of Kazakh cuisine).
Dr. Horvath’s fluency in English was of tremendous
help to him to him throughout his professional and personal
life. It helped him when writing his many publications about
the soybean and soyfoods. It helped him to find a job at the
Rockefeller Institute of Medicine in Peking, China, and it
helped him throughout his life and work in the United States.
Maria, Dr. Horvath’s wife, did not speak English when
she arrived in the United States; she did learn some English
during her long stay, but she and her husband (Dr. Horvath)
always spoke Russian to one another.
Dr. Horvath had PhD (perhaps in biochemistry) from
the University of Kazan. “His whole thrust was to help with

world hunger and water shortages; in the 1950s he started
to collect information about solar and wind energy. He had
such foresight, and was so brilliant and so charming–just a
fabulous man.”
He also taught astronomy in Russia, and had a lifelong
interest in horses, and a passion for Arabians. His family
owned horses and at a young age he learned to do riding
tricks. He was also involved with horses in Peking, because
the British had a racetrack there, where only Mongolian
ponies were raced. Dr. Horvath’s father also loved horses,
and once appeared at a grand party on his white stallion at
twilight. Later in life, Dr. Horvath started to write a book on
Mongolian ponies and horses. Soybeans and horses were his
two main lifelong interests.
A lot of the details of Dr. Horvath’s biography appear
in affidavits from the 1950s, a time when anyone with from
Russia or with Russian ancestry had to prove that they had
no Communist connections or leaning. Tatiana has several
such documents (including one from Dr. Armand Burke); she
will look for them.
His wife’s maiden name was Maria Nicholaevna
Kuznetsova. She was born in what was then Russia (it is
now in Poland) in the Bialowieza Forest, near the border
with Belarus. At the time of her birth, the Tzar of Russia sent
her mother a gold cross, because her father was manager
of the estate at the time. So Maria also came from a very
distinguished family, but it was not as distinguished as Dr.
Horvath’s family. They were married on 21 Sept. 1914 in St.
Barbara’s Church, Kazan. Shortly after they were married,
Maria met him at Sochi, a resort in Crimea, and had a
wonderful reunion with him when he was in the army; it was
one of the happiest times of her life.
Dr. Horvath was extremely well organized; he always
knew where everything was.
The first of the Horvaths to arrive in Santa Fe, New
Mexico were Tatiana and her husband, Bob–not including
Irene’s brief visit in late 1942; they arrived in 1948. Bob
had a career in the military (they lived together all over
the world) and he was also an architect. Bob worked as an
architect in Santa Fe for Mr. John Gaw Meem–the architect
of Santa Fe who revived and preserved historic adobe
architecture. Irene also worked with John Meem.
In 1953 Dr. Horvath and his wife, Maria (known as
“Mimi” to Tatiana) moved to Santa Fe to be with Tatiana
and her husband, Bob. They bought the small part of the
house which was adjacent to (but walled off) and part of
Bob and Tatiana’s house–which was a 300-year-old historic
adobe. They had bought it from the Meems. Since there was
no university in Santa Fe except St. John’s (which was not
quite enough for Dr. Horvath), he began to look for work
at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque; he loved
University towns. He needed money; he was always short
of money–except when he would have a bonanza–a large
payment from the Soya Corporation of America, but after
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Dr. Armand Burke died in 1956 [he was hit by a taxi] that
business went down hill. He was not the kind of person who
was focused on money, but he wanted money to do the things
he wanted to do. That’s the way he grew up.
Dr. Horvath and his wife were always friends, but
there were a lot of arguments, so after living with his wife
and daughter and son-in-law in Santa Fe for several years,
he found a tiny apartment in Albuquerque, where he lived
peacefully and earned a little money (he was not on the
faculty), but not as much as he would have liked to. He
always wanted to live in a university town; Princeton, New
Jersey, had been perfect for him. He was age 67 in 1953,
and he often complained of age discrimination, since he
was still in the prime of his life. He was sharp, brilliant,
capable, strong, health-conscious and healthy with a vast
accumulation of knowledge. Yet on weekends he always
returned to Santa Fe by bus to be with his wife and her
friends. Thus he spent more time in Albuquerque than in
Santa Fe. Irene moved to Santa Fe shortly after her parents
arrived. She lived with her mother from time to time.
In Oct. 1979 Dr. Horvath stumbled and hit his head on a
stone railing in Albuquerque; he died a few hours later.
Tatiana cannot recall a single day in Dr. Horvath’s
life when he was sick. He was always au courant about
everything, deeply engaged in the world and with the most
recent important information.
Burial: Dr. Horvath is buried in a cemetery in Santa Fe.
His wife’s ashes are scattered in the mountains near Santa
Fe where she and her husband loved to go mushrooming;
that was one of their favorite pastimes. Irene is in a third
place. Tatiana and Bob weren’t even invited to attend Irene’s
funeral; it was such a shock she still hasn’t gotten over it.
Dr. Horvath spoke very good English. His mother, who
was originally from Riga, Latvia, spoke fluent Russian,
German, French, and English–and she instilled in him the
importance and joy of learning other languages. He started to
learn English from his mother. He continued to learn English
while he was working for the Rockefeller Foundation. Dr.
Horvath’s stay in China was extremely important to him. The
entire time Dr. Horvath and his family were in China, they
lived in Peking in the old Austria Hungarian Legation with
General Dmitri Leonidovich Horvath (born 25 July 1859 in
Kremenchug, died 16 May 1937 in Beijing, China). A scion
of old Russian gentry family. A graduate of the Nikolayev
Engineering School and the Nikolayev Engineering
Academy, he was sent to build the Trans-Caspian railway
in Central Asia. Now president of the Trans-Siberian
Railroad, he was a first cousin of Dr. Horvath. Previously,
the General had been head of Russians in exile when he
was in Manchuria (in Harbin). They met many important
and interesting people and had a splendid social life. It was
during this period of his life that he became fascinated with
the possibilities of the soybean; that’s when it all started. It
was a whole new beginning and he foresaw at that time the

future possibilities of the soybean as something fabulous and
valuable and worth pursuing. Continued. Address: Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
1412. Reisacher, Tatiana. 2009. Recollections of Dr. Artemy
Alexis Horvath, her father. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Dec. 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: Continued: Dr. Horvath was invited to come
to the United States by the Rockefeller Foundation. So the
family took a ship from China (leaving from either Shanghai
or Hong Kong) to Italy, and then traveled to Paris (where
they had relatives; they stayed there for one month) and then
on to Berlin, where Dr. Horvath’s elder brother, Dr. Clemens
Horvath lived.
After seeing that his wife and two daughters were
properly settled in Switzerland, Dr. Horvath (in 1928) first
traveled to the United States to Princeton, New Jersey
(by boat). Over the next few years he returned to Europe
twice to spend time with them, in Switzerland and a little
bit in Germany (in the little village of Bad Blankenburg in
Thueringer Wald in Thueringen, Germany, where they could
hike and relax). After about 2 years the family joined Dr.
Horvath in the United States.
Dr. Clemens Horvath, was a brilliant physicist; he spoke
8 languages. Clemens (whom Tatiana called “Uncle Clem”)
was a friend and colleague of Albert Einstein. In 1921 Dr.
Clemens von Horvath wrote a book about Albert Einstein’s
special theory of relativity; it was published in Berlin.
When Dr. A.A. Horvath was living and working in
Princeton, he came to know Albert Einstein, who invited Dr.
Horvath to his home to visit. After tea they once played a
duet on their violins. Tatiana recalls seeing Einstein as they
passed, walking on the street, and she once saw him in a
rowboat on Lake Carnegie.
Dr. Horvath worked first for the Rockefeller Institute
of Medicine in Princeton, New Jersey–from 1927 to 1931.
He resigned because it wasn’t the sort of work he liked
best. There may have also been another personal reason. He
had a sort of patroness named Laura Baker, who absolutely
adored him and wanted him to divorce his wife and marry
her; she lived in the grandest mansion in Princeton and she
invited Dr. Horvath, with his wife and children, to visit her.
Dr. Horvath always tried to protect his wife, but women
were always attracted to him–because he was handsome and
fascinating and charming. But he never turned on the charm
for any other women.
Tatiana recalls that Dr. Horvath, much later in life, was
very adamant about “retiring into something and not from
something.” “He said that the one regret of his life was
that he left the Rockefeller Institute. He did that as a much
too confidant young scientist, thinking that he would make
enough money from his scientific research so that he could
do the sort of research that he wanted to.
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From 1931 to 1933 he worked for the U.S. Bureau of
Mines in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He also resigned from
there because it wasn’t at all the sort of work he enjoyed.
From Dec. 1933 to Dec. 1939 Dr. Horvath was
employed at the University of Delaware’s Agricultural
Experiment Station, in Newark, Delaware–his last formal
job. When he was accepted for the job, he was living with
his family in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. His two daughters,
both teenagers, were in the best private school in Pittsburgh,
and had an established and very rewarding life, with their
friends and activities and all their stuff. It was decided
that Dr. Horvath would live in Newark five days a week
then commute home to Pittsburgh be with his family on
weekends. He enjoyed his work there, but retired at age 53.
He was very sociable and made lifelong friends there, as he
had done at the Rockefeller Inst., and they would often invite
him for tea or dinner. Both he and his wife truly enjoyed
their “reunion” each weekend.
Within two months after he retired from the University
of Delaware, he started Horvath Laboratories Inc. in
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. He would commute to there
from his home in Pittsburgh. From 1940 until 1956 he
focused on his work with Horvath Labs and with the Soya
Corporation of America.
Through all of those years [starting in 1932] there was
the Soya Corporation of America, run by Dr. Armand Burke.
Dr. Burke very prominent in society, very intelligent and
well educated. They had their offices in Rockefeller Center
in New York City. Dr. Burke had many connections with
other famous, wealthy people. He was very interested in
and involved with this soya company, and he often took Dr.
Horvath with him when he traveled.
Note: Tatiana never met Dr. Burke; the above
impressions of him are based on talks with her father.
Tatiana remembers that, starting in the 1940s, Dr.
Horvath would often go to the soy offices in New York City.
“They were a huge business and going strong.” That was the
only time he made good money from his soy flour patents;
the full-fat soy flour had a nutty flour. Irene Horvath (Dr.
Horvath’s eldest daughter) moved from Pittsburgh to New
York City at that time; she became close friends with Miriam
Morris Apicella (Dr. Burke’s secretary; not sure which is
her maiden name vs. her married name). The Soya Corp. of
America did very well during and shortly after World War
II when the U.S. government bought lots of their soya flour,
especially for relief feeding in Europe.
During World War II, Maria, Dr. Horvath’s wife, worked
for pay for several years teaching Russian to GIs; this was
the only time she worked for pay while in the USA.
In about 1946 or 1947 Dr. Horvath and his wife bought
their first home in the United States in Princeton, New
Jersey; previously they had always rented. They moved there
from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. They used income from Soya
Corporation of America to purchase this home in Princeton.

They lived in this house for the next 6-7 years until they
moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Unfortunately Dr. Burke died in 1956 several weeks
after he was hit by a taxi in an automobile accident. After Dr.
Burke died, another group of people took over. Dr. Horvath
worked with them, but they just never quite made it. By this
time Tatiana was married and living elsewhere.
About 15-20 years ago Tatiana went to New York to see
Prince Dmitri Scherbatov, whose recent ancestor was a very
prominent financial man in New York City and he had a lot
of stock in the Soya Corporation–as did Tatiana. This same
prince did extensive genealogical research on the Horvath
family–tracing it back to records in 1002. Continued.
Address: Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1413. Reisacher, Tatiana. 2010. Recollections of Dmitri
Leonidovich Horvath in Russia and Beijing, China
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 27. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Dmitri was her Godfather. It was because of
him that Tatiana’s parents (Dr. and Mrs. A.A. Horvath)
managed to escape from Kazan to Vladivostok in 1918 from
Russia during the Russian Revolution. Everyone was being
slaughtered, including Tatiana’s mother’s father. Irene was
born in Vladivostok, and her mother was pregnant during the
escape.
A soldier who had befriended Dr. Horvath and was
sympathetic had hidden a boat at a river junction. They
started out their escape in that, then they went on horseback
to catch the Trans-Siberian Railroad train–she does not know
where. They were hidden among straw, completely out of
sight. The train was one of the last ones that managed to
escape because the Swiss Consul and his wife, who were
dear close friends of Dr. Horvath’s from Kazan days, had a
Swiss flag over their car.
After escaping from Russia, Dr. Horvath went first to
Tientsin [Tianjin] and, also through the Swiss Consul, got
his first job in China there as a chemist [working for form
processing oils and fats]. Tatiana was born in Tientsin. Dr.
Horvath and his family lived there for only about one year,
before going to Beijing to live with Dmitri Leonidovich
Horvath. The two families lived together for about 6-7 years.
Tatiana was still a young girl at the time, yet she has clear
memories of her Godfather. Dmitri was a big man–about 6
feet 6 inches tall. And he was very much involved personally
with the Russian community in Beijing. Tatiana recalls that
her father and mother both absolutely adored and admire
him. He was very kind to them all. He would lift her up and
put her on his shoulder–which was rather scary. He died on
16 May 1937 in Beijing. His death was written up in the New
York Times. Address: Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1414. Vollmann, Johann. 2010. Re: Exhibition at the
Ethnology Museum in Vienna, Austria, includes various
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small paper bags labeled (in Japanese) “kuro mame.” Letter
(e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, March 2. 1
p. [Eng]
• Summary: “At present, there is an exhibition taking
place at the Ethnology Museum in Vienna, Austria, on the
occasion of the 140th anniversary (2009) of the setting up of
diplomatic relations between Japan and Austria in 1869. This
was an issue of the opening of Japan to the Western world
after the end of the Edo period. And a couple of years later,
Japan participated in the Vienna expo of 1873 and again
thereafter the Haberlandt experiments had started.”
“In that present exhibition, a wooden box containing
bags with Japanese food, ‘beans,’ tobacco, rice, medicals
is presented. Mr. Takashi Sato, a Japanese PhD student of
mine in Vienna has identified a bag entitled ‘kuro mame’
which means black beans. There is a possibility that these
‘beans’ are soybeans, perhaps the ones Haberlandt had seen
during the expo in 1873 and of which he received his first
seed samples (before ordering other early maturity samples).
I contacted the curator of the exhibit. She believes that the
signs on the bags read like black beans, but she does not
know whether this means soybeans or not. (And we do not
yet know what is inside!).
“I have copied a few color photographs for you onto
my web site, where you could see the box and bags from the
exhibition.
“I would be happy to hear your opinion on the ‘black
beans’ bag. Could this be a soybean?
“Kind regards. Johann.”
Shurtleff replied: “Dear Johann.
What treasures! It never occurred to me that such objects
might be saved. I lived in Japan for 6 and a half years and
still speak quite good Japanese, especially on subjects related
to soy.
“In Japanese ‘kuro mame’ does indeed mean literally

‘black beans.’ However this term is used in Japanese only
to refer to black soybeans, and should be translated ‘black
soybeans.’ Mr. Sato will surely be aware of the widespread
use of this term at the time of the Japanese New Year when
kuro mame are one of the standard / required dishes.
“In his article ‘Der Anbau der rauhhaaringen Sojabohne’
(1877, table p. 261) Haberlandt states (referring to
soybeans): ‘Black from China (one original, one progeny),
black from Mongolia (original), and black from Japan
(original).’ The paper bag confirms his black soybeans from
Japan.
“In photo #5517 the right bag is labeled ‘kuro mame.’
The left bag is labeled ‘maru kuro mame’ (‘round / whole
black soybeans’) and the middle bag bears the name of
Siebold, referring to Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866),
the famous German physician and naturalist who wrote
extensively about Japan and brought back a botanical garden
and museum full of Japanese material, especially seeds and
plants.
“Siebold’s main trip to Japan lasted from Aug. 1823
to mid-1830–8 years. This was 50 years before the Wiener
Ausstellung. Siebold was the first Westerner to sell soybean
seeds in a seed catalog (his own), published in 1856 in
Leyden (Netherlands) and Bonn. It would not be at all
surprising or unusual if Haberlandt obtained that bag of
soybeans from Siebold’s organization.
“In photo No. 5524, a bag on the right is labeled ‘kuro
hira mame’ which means literally ‘black flat soybeans.’
“I think the probability that those carefully-labled bags
contain black soybeans is greater than 95%. What else could
be in them? The only other possibility (very unlikely) is
black azuki beans.” Address: PhD, Inst. of Agronomy &
Plant Breeding, BOKU–Univ. of Natural Resources and
Applied Life Sciences Vienna, Gregor Mendel Str. 33,
A-1180 Vienna, Austria.
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1415. Vollmann, Johann. 2010. Re: Heinrich von Siebold and
soybeans in Austria and Europe. Letter (e-mail) to William
Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, March 2. 1 p. [Eng]
• Summary: “Let me tell you more precisely my
understanding of the whole story which plays out after the
end of the Edo period, i.e., after 1868.
It is not possible that Haberlandt had received soybeans
from Philipp F. von Siebold, as Philipp von Siebold died
in 1866. Our university was founded in 1872; before that
time Haberlandt was a teacher in Hungary. Haberlandt
came to Vienna in 1872 as the first agronomy professor; he
learned about soybean only in 1873 during the Vienna World
Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung).
According to what I learned from the present exhibition,
the name ‘Siebold’ on the seed bags refers to Heinrich von
Siebold (1852-1908) who was the second son of Philipp F.
von Siebold. Heinrich von Siebold came to Japan in 1869,
shortly after the Meiji restoration. He served as an interpreter
and diplomat at the Austrian-Hungarian embassy in Tokyo
for 30 years. In January 1873 he accompanied the Japanese
delegation as an interpreter on their journey to the Vienna
World Exposition. Like his father, Heinrich von Siebold was
a collector of Japanese items of all kind. After the end of the
Vienna expo he bought some of the items on display during
the expo.
“Later (in 1889), Heinrich von Siebold donated over
5,000 items out of his collection to the Vienna Natural
History Museum (now in the Vienna Ethnology Museum).
This explains why the name ‘Siebold’ is on those bags;
it has nothing to do with Phillip Franz von Siebold in my
understanding.”
“It seems that Heinrich von Siebold advised the
Japanese delegation on what to present during the Vienna
World Expo of 1873. He undoubtedly was one of the few
people to be competent enough do so, as he knew both
Japanese and European ‘worlds.’ So, he could have been
the one who decided to bring soybeans to Europe where
Haberlandt picked them up.”
Dr. Vollmann attaches a detailed German-language
biography of Heinrich Frh. von Siebold, diplomat and
collector. Born: Boppard, Prusses (Germany) 21 July 1852;
Died: Schloss Freudestein bei Bozen, Tiron (Bolzano / Bozen
in Italian) on 11 Aug. 1908. It was published in an Austrian
Biographical Lexicon and contains a good bibliography.
The full citation is: Körner, H.; Walravens, H.
Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon 1815-1950, Vol.
XII, p. 230. Volume editor: Österreichischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften Publisher: Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Wien, Österreich. It is
available online at www.oeaw. ac.at/oebl/. Address: PhD,
Inst. of Agronomy & Plant Breeding, BOKU–Univ. of
Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences Vienna, Gregor
Mendel Str. 33, A-1180 Vienna, Austria.

1416. American Soybean Association. 2010. History of
the American Soybean Association, 1964-1989 (Website
printout–part). www.soygrowers.com/history/default.htm
Printed April 22.
• Summary: “1964: States began forming soybean
associations affiliated with ASA to involve more farmers.
ASA began funding research to find new uses for soybeans
and reduce production costs.
“1968: States affiliated with ASA resolved to initiate
work on state-by-state passage of legislation to enable first
point of sale deduction of one-half to one cent per bushel.
Farmer elected boards of soybean farmers would control
funds for market development and research.
“1975: The American Soybean Association Market
Development Foundation was created from the American
Soybean Institute and a funding agency called the American
Association Market Development Fund. The Fund’s purpose
was to receive farmer checkoff funds, review market
development programs and budgets, authorize ASA to
conduct these activities and pay for services provided by
ASA.
“1978: ASA established World Headquarters in St.
Louis, Missouri.
“1980: The American Soybean Association Market
Development Foundation and the American Soybean
Research Foundation were merged to become the American
Soybean Development Foundation.
“1984: ASA opened an office in Caracas to serve the
South American market. This brought the number of ASA
international offices to 11 including Brussels, Hamburg,
Madrid, Mexico City, Peking, Seoul, Singapore, Taipei,
Tokyo and Vienna.
“1987: ASA launched a truth-in-labeling campaign to
stop hidden use of highly saturated tropical fats in foods and
increase market share for soybean oil. ASA asked the Food
and Drug Administration to require food manufacturers to
stop calling tropical fats “vegetable oils” and to put an end
to “and/or” wording on food labels. The truth-in-labeling
campaign was part of a new checkoff-funded initiative to
expand domestic use of soybeans and soybean products.
“1988: Exports to the Soviet Union increased from 2.5
million to 91 million bushels. Palm oil imports declined as
U.S. consumers became more concerned about saturated fats
in their diets, and soybean oil use increased. ASA promotions
for soybean oil for dust control and for newspaper printing
inks helped boost demand.
“ASA launched major Targeted Export Assistance
(TEA) promotions in Europe that greatly increased consumer
awareness of soybean oil.
“1989: Bold new actions by ASA farmer-leaders set
the organization on a new course. After more than a year
of study and discussion, Delegates approved a resolution
to work toward a national soybean checkoff. Legislation
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to create the one-half of one percent checkoff for market
promotion, research and industry education was introduced.
“ASA introduced a new SoyMark developed with
funding provided by CIBA-GEIGY Corporation. Earlier in
the year, ASA introduced a SoySeal developed by Monsanto
Agricultural Company to mark industrial products such as
soy-based inks and agricultural chemical carriers made with
soybean oil.” Address: 12125 Woodcrest Executive Drive,
Suite 100, St. Louis, Missouri.
1417. Anderson International Corp. 2010. [History of
Anderson International Corp. (Website printout–part)]. www.
andersonintl.net/History%20Page.htm Printed May 3.
• Summary: “Mr. Valerius D. Anderson founded the V.D.
Anderson Company in 1888, when he was 58. A true product
of the Industrial Revolution, he invented a revolutionary
new way to obtain oil and fats. His vision produced the
continuous mechanical screw press that is still the working
basis of all mechanical screw presses today.
“In 1855, Mr. Anderson worked in a Milton, Wisconsin
tin shop, repairing leaky roofs and fabricating hoops for
the then-popular hoop skirts. He later moved to Kewanee,
Illinois where he developed and patented an improved
steam boiler, which led him to form a small company to
manufacture and sell them. Later, Mr. Anderson was offered
a better opportunity in Springfield, Ohio, where he operated
the Mast-Foos Company, a boiler manufacturing company
which became a part of International Harvester.
“Mr. Anderson left the Mast-Foos Company in 1876.
Four years later, in 1880, he relocated to Cleveland, Ohio
where he invented a new rendering tank for local butchers.
Sales of these tanks dropped when packinghouses started
replacing butcher shops, causing Mr. Anderson to develop
and manufacture fertilizer dryers. His first assembly
operation was a ‘home’ industry, located on West 54th Street.
In 1888, Mr. Anderson founded the V.D. Anderson Company.
“In 1893, encouraged by his prospering business, Mr.
Anderson built a small manufacturing plant. He purchased
a tract of land on West 96th street near Madison Avenue. It
was the first manufacturing plant built west of downtown
Cleveland. The Inventions: Expeller (R [Registered
trademark]) Press–In 1876, at the Chicago Centennial
Exposition, Mr. Anderson observed a printing press printing
on a continuous web of paper, rather than one sheet at a
time. Mr. Anderson then conceived the idea that there should
be a continuous means of extracting oil from oleaginous
seeds and nuts. Success came in 1900, when Mr. Anderson
produced the first successful continuously operated Expeller
(R) press.
“Even though he invented this press for what we now
call the Vegetable Oil Industry, it was his friends in the
butcher shop/packinghouse industry who first used this
continuous press to remove fat from animal by-products.
“Steam Traps–Knowledgeable in steam boilers and

fertilizer dryers Valerius D. Anderson enhanced his fertilizer
dryers by developing an improved steam trap in 1893,
called the float trap. He found that the efficiency of any
steam system is only as good as the quality or dryness of the
steam being used. The steam trap improved steam quality
by separating condensate from the steam. His trap not only
made his fertilizer dryer the most efficient dryer, but also
expanded his steam specialties market worldwide.
“Summary: Now known as Anderson International Corp,
our achievements and longevity have earned us worldwide
recognition. The Expeller (R), invented by Valerius D.
Anderson over 100 years ago, has become commonplace
in the Vegetable Oil, Rendering, and Synthetic Rubber
Industries.
“Anderson has manufactured and sold machines
processing oilseeds, meat by-products, synthetic rubber and
animal feeds to industries in over 90 countries.
“Anderson International Corp’s process knowledge and
continued improvements in technology and design assure
that our customers will continue relying on our goods, our
services and our technology in the years to come.”
“Patents, innovation and market information: 19001997.” Note: We will list only the early entries through 1951:
“1900–First continuous screw press invented–
Trademarked Expeller (R). Patent US 647,354 (April 10,
1900).
“1902–Expeller (R) sold to Sherwin Williams Co. The
first commercial use for linseed oil.
“1907–Anderson starts exporting machinery. The first
Expeller (R) is exported to Zabret & Huter Kreinsburg of
the Austrian Empire (now Kranj, Slovenia) for linseed oil
extraction.
“1907–Anderson enters the Philippine coconut oil
market by exporting to Lu Do y Lu Ym Company.
“1910–Anderson enters the Mexican market with
Expellers (R).
“1910–Anderson designs more efficient steam traps and
purifiers.
“1940–Anderson enters the market in China with
Expellers (R).
“1944–Anderson enters the market in India. Opening an
Expeller (R) assembly plant.
“1948–Anderson becomes the leading supplier of Total
Immersion Column Solvent Extractors.
“1950–Adaptation of screw press as a dry pet food
mechanical cooker.
“1951–Anderson develops pre-press solvent extraction
method for oilseeds of high-oil content. Anderson was
awarded a process patent for this method. Patent US
2,551,254 (May 1, 1951).” Address: Anderson International
Corp., 6200 Harvard Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44105-4896.
Phone: (216) 641-1112.
1418. Heck, Wolfgang Rainer. 2010. Re: Brief history of
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Life Food GmbH–Taifun Tofurei. Letter (e-mail) to William
Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, Aug. 14. Updated on 18 Nov.
2011. 2 p.
• Summary: I have looked again at the early documents
which show that Life Food was officially started on 10 April
1985. At that time the company made only sprouts. As you
know, Klaus Kempff (who was born in 1935) started the
first steps in producing Tofu in a cellar. At this time he grew
sprouts and he sold a small range of sprout varieties at the
big cathedral-market in Freiburg. He named his business Life
Food.
In 1986 he first began experiments making tofu and after
getting good results (your book helped him) he produced
a few kilos of tofu and sold it to his sprout clients. He
produced it together with the members of his “patchworkfamily.”
I first met Klaus in the summer of 1986 at a [drumming]
workshop in Greece. After this workshop we went together
to the Netherlands to have a look at a bigger soyfood
production operation initiated by sanyassins [disciples of Sri
Rajneesh / Osho]; they made burgers and rolls with tofu and
vegetables. When we came home he had trouble with the
official bureau for hygiene in Freiburg. They did not allow
production of food in a cellar.
Klaus was really shocked by this information and he
had two options–to cancel everything or to move to a new
location. At this time I found an empty store and proposed
to Klaus that we use it together as the new production place.
He invited me to go to work with him and his growing
tofu business. Together with the people of his family we
renovated the old store by ourselves. So we became partners.
Now the tofu became legal and we could develop our
equipment and process / technology.
In the beginning of 1987 I founded the enterprise Taifun
(that was the exact name) as a personal company. I rented a
small place in a market-hall in Freiburg, and sold tofu made
by Klaus at the new production place. He delivered it to me
every morning. I sold part of it as fresh tofu (stored in fresh,
cold water in an aquarium), and I prepared salads and meals
using the rest. For two years everyday I cooked a fresh tofu
meal for about 50 people.
Note: When people tasted plain, unseasoned tofu they
didn’t like it at all. But when they tasted pan-fried tofu,
seasoned with a little shoyu / soy sauce, almost all of them
liked it very much.
Klaus and his crew produced the tofu for me and for
other gastronomic businesses. He developed the smoked- and
the sprouted soy-tofu. The big idea was to bring Life Food
and Taifun together some day as a GmbH (this is typical
German and maybe similar to a corporation).
In 1989 the space for the production became too small
and we had some trouble with the neighbours. The smell of
the tofu and the fried tofu products was very intense. So we
decided to relocate again; we rented a new production-hall

in the industrial area of Freiburg. Now we had a good place
and we were able to process 111 kg (244 lb; 4.5 sacks) of
soybeans a day. This means about 190-200 kg tofu a day. So
we produced 1,000 kg a week. I quit my job in the market
hall. We tried to produce for the organic shops in our region.
Taifun became the brand name and Life Food the name of
the organization. On 29 December 1989 we [Wolfgang,
Klaus Kempff, and Silvia Notbohm-Kempff] integrated
the brand name Taifun into our organisation name–as a
result we created the corporation Life Food GmbH / TaifunTofuprodukte.
At this time we had 400 square meters of floor space
and we developed a big range of different tofu specialties.
There was also a change in the crew. Klaus’ “family people”
[including Silvia Notbohm-Kempff] stopped working for the
company and in Feb. 1990 Günter Klein joined Life Food.
Now we started to work more professionally and we
built up an efficient organisation for all the departments.
In 1991 at age 56, Klaus Kempff told us that he also
wanted to realize other things in his life, in part because the
speed of development in Life Food was very fast. He worked
on the development of his own awareness and of healing
methods. He soon focused on healing work.
On 9 Dec. 1991 Klaus quit has job as managing director
of the corporation (Geschäftsführer). At this time Günter
Klein and I became equal full partners (Gesellschafter); we
made a contract with Klaus and bought his shares of the
corporation. Klaus went on to do some social projects with
older people.
At the end of 1994 we moved into Bebelstrasse 8, which
is our present location–in Freiburg’s Hochdorf Industrial
Estate. Here we found a big production place with more than
2,600 square meters of floor space. First we rented it and 4
years later we had the chance to buy the land. We started in
the Bebelstrasse making about 1,200 kg per day of tofu.
In January 1995 Alfons Graf entered the company.
In 2004 Günter Klein asked for a sabbatical year and
went for this time to the Amazon to experience shamanism.
One year later, he came back with new ideas.
In 2007 we invested in a Logistic Center for our cool
products 400 meters from the production place. Our own
shuttle bus is running there 10 times a day with the products
and other things.
In October 2009 Günter Klein left the company; he
decided to follow his interests related to shamanism totally.
2010 Aug. 14–We now make about 14,400 kg/day
of tofu–about have 12 times more than we made in 1994.
Günter Klein is the plant manager–in charge of production
and equipment. I develop the organisation and products, and
manage the sales activities.
This year Klaus Kempff visited us two or three times.
He is really proud of the present situation, because his former
vision of less meat and more vegetable protein has became
much more a reality. Klaus is now 74 years old and always
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engaged in social action and very active against genetically
engineered plants and animals–GMO.
Update: 18 Nov. 2011–Until November 2011 I worked
together with 3 heads of the business units. Each one
of them is responsible for some departments. In early
November 2011 we arranged the first step of changing the
organisation once more. Since 1 November 2011 Alfons
Graf has worked together with me as co-managing director
(Geschäftsführung). Meanwhile we have about more than
160 employers with 35 different Tofu-specialties. We need
about 2000-2200 metric tons of soybeans a year and we
produce about 70 tons of tofu a week and 40 different tofu
specialty products. This year we had 1,400 tons of soybeans
from Germany, France and Austria. We are expanding this
time and next year is the 25th birthday of the brand Taifun.
I hope this information will help you to answer your
questions. Thank you for the Rilke words. By the way: I
like Rainer Maria Rilke very much and maybe you can
understand the words which are written down in my office:
\... es handelt sich darum, alles zu leben.
Wenn man die Fragen lebt,
lebt man sich allmählich,
ohne es zu merken, eines fremden Tages
in die Antwort hinein. Address: Managing Director, Life
Food GmbH.
1419. Drosihn, Bernd. 2010. Tofutown.com: Network
of activities. To do list for a sustainable world. Portrait
[Tofutown.com: Network of activities. To do list for a
sustainable world. Portrait]. Tofutown Wiesbaum, Germany:
Tofutown.com. 12 p. Illust. (all color). 30 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Tofu is coming: In 1980 tofu was
sold in about 100 Reform Houses, Bioläden, and vegetarian
restaurants in Germany. In 2010 it is sold at more than
40,000 locations in a great variety of forms. Tofutown is
there: Making it easy for people to eat and drink without
going through the detour of animals.
After 30 years of making tofu in Germany, all is well.
Photos show and earlier and present view of the company’s
plant.
Brands: Viana: Listen to your heart. Veggie life.
Demeter (First soya sprout drink). Soyatoo whipped soy
cream. Private labels. Tofu Musick.
Marketing. To youth. Quality. Customer relations.
Protecting animals and the environment, health. We
believe in food democracy. Tofuismus No. 6. “In a Tofu
Body lives a Tofu Spirit.”
Tofu Fact No. 4. Four photos inside and outside the
company’s headquarters.
Nine website URLs and four photos. Very big numbers.
Awards and prizes.
Milestones in the company’s history / chronology:
1981/82–Founding of the tofu collective Soyastern, at
the time the 3rd so-called “Tofurei” in Germany. In the

1970s and 1980s many small tofu projects were based on
vegetarianism.
1988–Founding of Viana Naturkost GmbH on Cologne.
1990–Move to a larger building in Cologne.
1992.–Move to a former dairy in Euskirchen
Kuchenheim.
1995. Expansion. 1997 Expansion.
1999–Move into a new building in Wiesbaum /
Vulkaneifel.
2001. Detour to Wiesbaum.
2002–Develop the “Veggie Life” brand.
2003–Rename the company Tofutown GmbH.
2004–Development of the “Soyatoo!” brand.
2005–Major expansion of the cold storage area and the
final packing area.
2007–Expansion of production.
2008–Start-up a Spaceshuttle Tofu- and Soymilk plant.
2009–Establish Tofutown North America LLC in San
Francisco, California, for marketing the company’s products
in North America and Canada.
Note: During the years 2008 (Inbetriebname) and 2010
(Take over a modern production facility formerly owned by
De-Vau-Ge Gesundkostwerk in Lueneberg) the story gets
very complex, so Shurtleff writes Drosihn to please explain
what it means. He kindly explains the 2010 entry in an
e-mail dated 1 Nov. 2010: “I’ll try to answer your questions.
It is a little Gordian [knot] and complex: De-Vau-Ge in
Lüneburg is a ‘big city’ and we did take over a ‘small garage’
(a small but separate building including about 60 employees)
where the home of the ‘vegetarian production’ has been
situated for years. The present owners of the ‘De-Vau-Ge
Dailycer Group’ (50% is owned by ‘One Private Equity’ a
Chase Manhattan Bank PE Company and 50% is owned by
the Seventh-day Adventist Foundation ‘MSP’) focused the
company strictly to the core business ‘breakfast cereals’ and
carved out everything else to spin off. (Vegetarian Products)
to Tofutown, Baby Food (to Sunval Company) and so on.
Already in 2007 all the health food businesses (brands
for so called ‘Reform Häuser’ and natural food stores and
supermarkets) owned by De-Vau-Ge has been carved out
to a daughter company named ‘Prima Vita’ and moved
to ‘Heimertingen’ in the South of Germany. So they did
concentrate on the health food brands (most important one is
‘Granovita,’ the other ones are ‘Eden,’ ‘Linusit,’ ‘Granovital’
and also the smaller ones ‘Martin Evers’ and ‘Bruno Fischer,’
in total maybe 10 to 15 health food brands). Nowadays
also the other European businesses are consolidated into
the newly developed ‘Bio Herba Group’ which is beside
the ‘Prima Vita’ in Heimertingen also Granovita UK and
Granovita Spain. This health food business in total is,
compared to the De-Vau-Ge Dailycer Group, of almost no
economic importance and is still owned by Seventh-day
Adventist money. The De-Vau-Ge Dailycer Group is a
competitor of the Kellogg Co. and Nestlé in breakfast cereals
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and makes about 500 billion Euro turnover [sales] per year.
They have several locations in Europe (France, Netherlands,
UK, Switzerland).
“Tofutown is still very small compared to this big
business; it has two production locations in Germany
(Wiesbaum and Lüneburg) and a small bureau in San
Francisco.
“A complex story and this is only the short version.
Good to hear that you are well and still interested in
companies and soy foods and the developments on the
market.
Follow-up e-mail (Nov. 2): “There is a SoyaCow (made
by ProSoya) grazing and giving milk in Tofutown. Frank
Daller and Raj Gupta are both very credible people in the soy
market.
“Yes, you are right with the mad accountants and also
with mad consultants.
“I do use Google Books and Wikipedia as you do. In
my Tofugraphy there is a scene where I tried to register a
‘Tofu company’ at the city hall somewhere in the beginning
of the nineties and the two guys in the line before me tried
to register a ‘search engine.’ Both were completely unknown
and therefore nearly impossible to register. Now we have
Tofu in every supermarket and we have Google on every
computer.” Address: Founder and president, Tofutown.com
GmbH, Industrie und Gewerbe Park, D 54578 Tofutown
Wiesbaum, Germany. Phone: 06593 9967-0.
1420. Wenger Manufacturing, Inc. 2010. An enduring legacy
of innovation: Wenger Manufacturing, Inc. 1935-2010.
Sabetha, Kansas: Wenger. 64 p. Illust. 23 x 29 cm.
• Summary: Printed in color on glossy paper with many
photos and illustrations, this is an excellent company history
to commemorate Wenger’s 75th anniversary.
Contents: Foreword, by Don Wenger. 1. Junkyard boys.
2. New inventions. 3. Changing the game. Epilogue: A third
generation. Afterword. Addendum: Through the decades: A
sampling of Wenger promotional materials [in color], 1-3
pages per decade.
Early chronology: 1927–Joe and Alex Wenger (brothers)
buy the Saunder Custom Feed Mill in Sabetha, Kansas,
then rename it Wenger Brothers Feed Mill. Joe was born in
1906 and Lou in 1908 near Lamar, Missouri. Sabetha is a
small village of 2,500 people of German-Swiss ancestry, a
labor-friendly work ethic, and a strong Apostolic Christian
Church. The feed mill is immediately successful. Its main
service is the custom grinding of livestock and poultry feed
for farmers; it also mixed concentrates and minerals into the
farmers’ feed crops to make the ration more nutritious.
1929–Joe marries and has a son (named Don) and a
daughter. Lou married in 1933 and had a son (LaVon) and 3
daughters.
1931–Wenger Brothers Feed Mill burns to the ground.
Coming on the heels of the stock market crash, which set

in motion the Great Depression, this would been enough to
cause any normal person to give up. But instead they saw the
disaster as an opportunity and, refusing to be discouraged,
rebuilt the factory.
1934–A terrible drought struck every state between the
Rockies and the Appalachians and contributed to the “Dust
Bowl.” Agricultural experiment stations advised farmers to
spray their corn stalks and wheat straw with molasses; easier
said than done. But Lou and Joe developed a molasses mixer
from junkyard parts.
1934 Aug.–The first Wenger mixer begins operating.
1935–Joe and Louis Wenger build their first mixer for
sale ($250) to their first customer, Morrow Milling Co. of
Carthage, Missouri. It is built in the feed mill warehouse.
This one mixer becomes the basis of a new company.
1935–Joe and Louis Wenger establish the Wenger Mixer
Company, a partnership, in Sabetha, Kansas. Their first
product is named the Wenger Molasses Mixer.
Note: The copyright page states: Produced and
published by: Quin & Co., Inc., Written by Craig Collins,
Heritage Publishers, Phoenix, Arizona. Managing editor:
Doug Baldwin. Editor: Lisa Schank. Graphic designer: Debra
Phillips. Savannah, Missouri. Printed Dec. 2010, Mainline
Printing, Topeka, Kansas. Address: Sabetha, Kansas. Phone:
785-284-2133.
1421. Eggler, Sabine. 2010. “Wunderpflanze Sojabohne”:
Die Sojabohne in Österreich. [Soybean the wonder
plant: The soybean in Austria]. Graz, Austria: Thesis am
Institut für Volkskunde und Kulturanthropologie an der
Geisteswissenschaftlichen Fakultät der Karl-FranzensUniversität Graz. 155 p. [100+ ref. Ger]
Address: Graz, Austria.
1422. Wenger Manufacturing, Inc. 2010? One idea can
change the future (Online video). Sabetha, Kansas. http://
www.wengerpedia.com/ corpvideo.html.
• Summary: An outstanding video about Wenger
Manufacturing (family owned), its history, daily operations,
commitment to placing customers first, philosophy of
innovation, and core values.
“One idea can change the future. At Wenger, their
passion for turning ideas into opportunities has shaped
an entire industry. In the world of extrusion technology,
Wenger has created the blueprint for success. of engineering
schematics. Leading the way with revolutionary design and
new process innovation, they provide unique solutions and
countless possibilities for the companies and markets they
serve.”
Lafe Bailey: “... our intent and our specific purpose
I think in the market is always to stay just maybe a small
step ahead of what the market values and to help lead the
marketplace into new opportunities.”
Cut to Debbie Phillips-Donaldson (Editor in Chief, Pet
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Food Industry Magazine): “I think they really do set the
standard for, this is how you not only sell a machine but how
you deliver a solution to a customer and help them grow their
business, grow their technology, and make better products.”
Dissolve to family photos of the two boys–early years
on the farm. “From the beginning, Joe and Louis Wenger
believed in hard work and ingenuity. The sons of Swiss
immigrants, they learned the value of self-reliance at a very
early age. Orphaned as boys, they were sent to live on a
farm in Sabetha [pronounced suh-BETH-uh], Kansas, with
several older brothers. It was a modest existence, and the
experiences they had growing up taught them if you want to
get anywhere in life, it pays to be resourceful.”
Cut to Lavon Wenger: “Dad remembers–he said he
didn’t have shoes for a long time. He slept in the barn–in the
hay barn.”
Cut to Don Wenger: “They trapped raccoons and
possums and they did a lot of that. They hunted and they sold
the hides to a local chap, a scrap man that bought skins.”
Cut to Lavon Wenger: “... and I think that was the start
of their capitalism. That’s how they learned to be a capitalist
and start a business.” Cut to “dust bowl” and photos of first
Wenger mixers: “During the dust bowl of the 1930’s, at the
height of the great depression, farmers had nothing to feed
their cattle except straw. Joe and Louis got the idea of mixing
molasses with the straw to allow digestion of the roughage.
The idea worked and in 1935 the brothers founded the
Wenger Mixer Company.”
Cut to Lavon Wenger: “Dad used to tell me they pumped
20 or 30 car loads of black strap molasses the first winter or
something like that–and other feed mills around the area saw
this apparatus and wanted them and so Dad–they built a–out
in the barn–Joe’s barn–Dad built a little shop out there and
started making these mixers and so that was kind of the start
of everything.”
Cut to later photos of mixers then extruders: “After
several years of building mixers, Joe and Louis started
building equipment that compressed the product in pellet
form, and then, in 1958, they had an idea that would change
everything. They designed and patented the first commercial
cooking extruder for the production of expanded pet foods;
the basic technology used in all commercial agri-food
extruders to this day.”
Dissolve to modern extruder with two generations
of Wengers: “Wenger ingenuity did not stop in 1958, and
the lessons of the first generation became the legacy for
the following. Today Wenger is the unquestioned leader
in innovation, quality, and service. They design and
manufacture custom extrusion cooking systems for the
production of cereals, snack foods, textured soy proteins, pet
foods, aquatic feeds, and specialty livestock feeds. They are
the world’s leading supplier of both twin and single screw
extruders, as well as commercial dryers, coolers, and control
systems. With capacities up to 22 metric tonne per hour,

Wenger is uniquely positioned to meet every customer’s
exact processing requirements.”
Cut to Bernardo Vargas: “We worked for about two
years searching for equipment and the knowledge and we
didn’t find it until we made contact with Wenger.”
Cut to Don Scott: “They offer a range of different
types of equipment, different applications. Certainly the
centerpiece of their product range is the continuous extrusion
cooker... they’ve become the industry reference in that
regard.”
Cut to shots of Wenger Technical Center: “Wenger
has never been satisfied with finding a good way when
there might be a better way. Through comprehensive
research conducted at the Wenger Technical Center, Wenger
engineers and technicians evaluate each customer’s specific
needs then satisfy those needs by applying the best and
most relevant technology.” Cut to assembly area of the
manufacturing facility: “All major design components are
manufactured in Wenger’s own CNC equipped production
facility, where craftsmanship and innovation are combined
to ensure Wenger equipment meets the highest standards
of performance, reliability, and durability, and Wenger
customers have the most efficient extrusion processing
systems in the world.”
Cut to shots of Technical Center: “Wenger has never
stopped thinking big, but more than that, they help their
customers think big. After decades spent perfecting and
expanding extrusion technology, Wenger offers more
knowledge and skill in all aspects of extrusion and drying
than anyone, anywhere. And they never fail to help their
customers recognize an opportunity to create something new.
The Wenger Technical Center is a 2,500 sq. meter complex
where new concepts and product ideas become a reality. It’s
where they help customers plan projects, develop prototypes,
refine recipes, simplify the manufacturing process, and
perform lab analysis–all much faster than they could do it
alone–allowing them to get a concept on the market ahead of
the competition.”
Cut to Don Scott: “I couldn’t begin to imagine how
many of the products that are on the market today and
have been introduced into the pet food market have been
developed through Wenger’s offering of the Technical
Center... and they’ve proven extremely valuable, critical
really to our success with a number of the formulas that we
produce.”
Cut to Debbie Donaldson: “I’m not sure that people are
aware of just how much research Wenger does because a lot
of it they do on a proprietary basis with their clients so they
can’t publish a lot of it, but you know they’re really on the
leading edge in a lot of areas.”
Cut to close-ups of employees and customers: “Wenger
succeeds because they help their customers succeed. At
Wenger, it’s not just about equipment, it’s about people and
they take a very personal approach to doing business. The
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building of strong, long-term relationships with customers
and employees is a deeply held core value.”
Cut to Don Scott: “... all roads are not smooth but when
we’ve encountered bumps in our processing and technology,
Wenger has always been there to support us and to help us.”
Cut to Lavon Wenger: “We try to put our customers
first. And that’s not always easy in today’s world. Some
people–their attitude is try to get all you can get out of your
customers and we don’t look at it that way.”
Cut back to early family photos: “In 1935, the ingenuity,
entrepreneurial spirit and strong work ethic of two young
men in Sabetha, Kansas opened the door to the future. They
believed in leading with ideas to make dreams a reality.
Two generations later, Wenger still believes in leading with
ideas to make dreams a reality, but today it’s for companies
in markets around the globe. Wenger’s passion for turning
ideas into opportunities has made them the industry leader,
but more than that, it has given their customers the power to
create their own destiny, open new doors to the future, and
write the next chapter in the story of success.”
“Wenger: Superior Technology. Unparalleled Service.”
Address: Sabetha, Kansas. Phone: 785-284-2133.
1423. Heck, Wolfgang Rainer. 2011. The organic tofu
industry and market in Germany (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Nov. 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: On 25 Nov. 2011 four of the leaders of Life
Food GmbH visited Soyinfo Center to discuss tofu. They
were: (1) Wolfgang Rainer Heck, managing director and
shareholder. (2) Alfons Graf, co-managing director. (3)
Stefan Hauck, General Manager Research & Development
(4) Lukas Heck, son of Wolfgang; he works part-time for
the company and has just passed his Abitur in Germany. He
plans to continue his studies.
Biovista is the organization in Germany that gathers and
sells statistics on the general organic market.
The organic soyfoods industry is the one that Life
Food GmbH is in and the one that Wolfgang knows best; it
does not include all tofu makers in Germany, such as Firma
Berief (in Bochum). The largest firms in the industry, in
descending order of number of tonnes of tofu made per year,
are: (1) Life Food GmbH (Freiburg). (2) Tofutown.com /
Viana. (3) Firma Kato (Kassler Tofu, in Kassler. They sell
to 60 big supermarkets; a brand of Annatura). (4) Albert’s
Tofu Haus. (5) Sojafarm (Lothar Stassen; also makes for
Christian Nagel). (6) Lots of Tofu (located near Freiburg;
they coagulate their tofu with the Kombucha, a culture which
contains a symbiosis of Acetobacter (acetic acid bacteria)
and one or more yeasts.
All the companies in the organic tofu market make
about 6,000 metric tons (tonnes) of plain tofu. Life Food
GmbH (Taifun brand) makes about 70% of this tofu. They
buy about 2,000 tonnes of organic soybeans that are not

genetically engineered and from this make about 4,200 tons
of plain tofu. 25% of this tofu is sold as plain tofu and 75%
is sold as specialty tofu products (Tofu specialitaeten; weiter
verarbeitet) [prepared soyfood products]. Where is their tofu
sold? 48-52% is sold in Germany, followed by 14-15% in
France, 12% in Italy, 10% in the U.K., 4-5% in Switzerland,
and 6% in 11 other countries. They started to sell their
tofu outside of Germany in about 1996, starting in France
followed by the U.K.; now they sell their tofu to 11 countries
outside of Germany.
Life Food’s turnover (sales) has been growing at the rate
of 10-12% a year for the past 15 years (i.e. since 1996). After
the BSE [mad-cow syndrome] crisis, the demand for their
tofu was so high they could not fill it.
On 25 Nov. 2011 Wolfgang R. Heck, Stefan, Alfonse,
and Wolfgang’s son Lukas, who has just completed his
Abitur), visited Soyinfo Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Address: Managing Director, Life Food GmbH.
1424. SoyaScan Notes. 2011. What is ENSA–European
Natural Soyfood Association? (Overview). Nov. 25. www.
ensa-eu.org. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: ENSA, established in Jan. 2003, consists of
companies of all sizes involved in the production of natural
soyfoods. This means they make soyfoods from whole
soybeans that have not been genetically engineered.
As of Nov. 2011 the members (listed alphabetically)
are: Alpro, Belgium. Sojasun, France. Nutrition et Soja,
France. Valsoia, Italy. Liquats Vegetals, Spain. Hain Europe,
Belgium. Tofutown, Germany. Mona Naturprodukte, Austria.
Raisio, Finland. Grupo Leche Pascual, Spain. Life Food
GmbH, Germany.
1425. Helmus, Rien. 2012. Re: The work of Jan Helmus with
soybeans. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo
Center, Jan. 29, Feb. 27. 1 p.
• Summary: In connection with genealogical research
concerning my uncle Jan Helmus, born on 16 Aug. 1894 in
Lisse [a town in the western Netherlands, in the province of
South Holland–the Dutch Bulb Region], I am asking you for
information about him.
Jan Helmus was the son of a bulb-grower in Holland,
and as a young man he was a traveling merchant, trying to
sell bulbs and bulb flowers in England, Sweden, Denmark
and Germany. He was also in Hungary before the beginning
of World War II.
Jan was also a seedsman in Holland.
On 21 March 1918 Jan Helmus and Pietje Bakhuizen (a
native of the Netherlands) were married in the Netherlands.
They had three sons. In April 1928 Pietje and her three sons
left Jan Helmus and lived apart from him.
Olga, a Hungarian lady, worked for some years with Jan
Helmus in the seed trade. But Jan’s company was bankrupt
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from 1933 to 1937. On 16 March 1935, after living for
two years with Jan Helmus in Amsterdam, Olga left for
Budapest, Hungary. They were never married and we do not
know when she was born or died.
In 1937 the address of Jan Helmus was “Bella Vista,”
Voorburg, Holland. This is a key fact because of a passage
that mentions Voorburg in each of two books by Franz
Brillmayer published in 1947: (1) Die Bedeutung der Soja
fuer die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs (p. 70): Thus did the
soybean breeding work, with financial support, start again
[in the mid-1930s]. We then succeeded in moving our
Platt breeding operation partially to foreign countries, to
Voorburg in Holland, to St. Sylvain d’Anjou in France, and
to Casablanca in Morocco.
(2) Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich (page 14): In
1934 the Soja Cultur en Handelmaatschappij Nederland
NV was founded in Voorburg, Holland. It bought soybeans
from Austria but the climate was not very favorable and the
organization had little drive.
On 1 March 1938 Jan Helmus left Holland for the
French Protectorate of Morocco. He was in Casablanca,
French Morocco, from March 1938 to Nov. 1940–in part to
stay away from the Germans. During that time he made plans
to grow soybeans on a large scale and to establish a company
for processing soybeans into oil and defatted soybean
meal. He would later develop the same plans in Suriname.
According to tradition he was sent by the Dutch Government
to Casablanca.
Note: The French Protectorate of Morocco existed from
1912 to 1956, but did not include the north part of Morocco.
Casablanca is a city in western Morocco, located on the
Atlantic Ocean.
It is clear that he was in Tangier / Tangiers [a city at
the northern tip of Morocco, near the Strait of Gibraltar]
in November and December 1940. On 20 Nov. 1940 he
obtained a divorce from first wife, Pietje. Then, less than a
month later, on 10 Dec. 1940, he married Julianna Bator (a
Hungarian woman) there. He and Juliana lived for 2 years in
Casablanca; it was part of French Morocco from 11 March
1938 until March 1941. In Casablanca Jan did some work
with soya (see “Casablanca” above).
In 1941 he was in Bonaire [an island off the northern
coast of South America, and part of the Netherlands Antilles
in the Leeward Antilles] where he was working on soya, but
unsuccessfully. On 21 June 1941 he and his wife arrived in
Suriname, a Dutch colony, accompanied by Mr. Duwar.
From there he traveled (via Lisbon, Portugal) to New
York by a ship named SS `Siboney’ with help from the Dutch
government, specifically the secretary of refugees in Lisbon.
In New York he spoke with the Consul General of the
Netherlands and with some important Dutch persons there.
According to the consul General Jan got (because they
were interested) a certain amount of support in Lisbon, New
York and Washington, DC. This was because the project that

he had in mind could be interesting for Suriname.
During that time Suriname, Curacao, Bonaire and Aruba
were part of the Netherlands Antilles.
Jan also visited the Dutch embassy in Washington,
DC, and there he had a conversation with the consul of
agricultural business from Holland about his plans for soy.
We also know from correspondence between the Consul
General of the Netherlands in New York and the Governor of
Suriname and the Dutch embassy, that Jan had an interview
with a journalist named Mr. Lehrman, from the Sunday News
in New York.
Jan gave him an article for use in the Sunday News. The
manuscript was an English translation of a Dutch brochure
that Jan had given to the Governor of Suriname.
From the above-mentioned correspondence it becomes
clear that the English brochure must have been obtained
from the Suriname embassy. Later on the ambassador says
that he can not find it anymore.
The governor of Suriname would not allow publication
of the brochure in Suriname. The brochure was fantastic and
harmful to Dutch interests–in the governor’s opinion.
Jan had a lot correspondence with a vicar named
Kroeze of the reformed church in Curaçao. Note: Curaçao
is the largest and most populous of the three ABC islands
(for Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao) of the Lesser Antilles,
specifically the Leeward Antilles.
In many letters from this correspondence it becomes
clear that Jan was struggling with many difficulties to get
the soybean seeds cleared at the Curaçao border and he had
some financing problems as well.
Finally Jan got the soybeans past the border and
vicar Kroeze wrote in a letter dated 8 Sept. 1941 that it
is wonderful to see that the planted soybean seeds were
growing so well.
He wishes that Jan’s plans will progress as well and that
it’s a pity that the financial site of the plan is such a struggle.
It is a big mountain to climb for Jan and proves that he
had a lot of perseverance. Especially because in Morocco
the work from the earlier years was destroyed and Jan had to
begin over.
Meanwhile on 7 Sept. 1941 Jan was taken in custody
because of circumventing the censorship provision in
Suriname. In late October Jan is sent to / interned in an `anti
German’ camp, near German camp, in Suriname, on the
Copiesweg close to Onverwacht at a known address. There is
no more news about his soy project.
From correspondence between Jan and vicar Kroeze
it becomes clear that Jan feels pleased to set up a group of
reformed believers in Suriname.
He does not mention his plans about soy anymore, just
that his health is getting worse.
The correspondence goes on with vicar Kroeze and on
12 Sept. 1943 Jan wrote that he was now on Bonaire for 14
days.
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On 30 Aug, 1943, because of his health problems, he
was sent to `Camp Plantage Guatemala’ on the island of
Bonaire (which, like Aruba and Curacao, is part of the Dutch
colonies) by the approval of the Governor of Suriname.
There is no more mention of Jan’s activity with soy.
After his release on 5 June 1945 from the prison
in Curaçao (where he was since April 1945), he went
to London, England. There he worked for the Dutch
government for one year. He returned to Holland where he
died in 1958.
By the way, his religious life is not very interesting, so I
have not discussed it here; I have enough questions to try to
answer about his work with soy anyway.
Would you please help me with more information about
Jan Helmus? Or could you provide me with advice as to
where I might look for more information?
Update: E-mail from Rein Helmus with new information
about Jan Helmus. 2012. May 29. He was an unfair person,
an anglophile, an autodidact, and he was a querulant [a
complainer; a person who obsessively feels wronged,
particularly about minor causes of action].
In 1935-36 he was in Rumania with sojaplantages, but
was not successful even though he had a subsidy.
In 1937-1940 he was Managing Director and Participant
with Société pour la Culture et l’Industrialization du Soja
Casablanca, French Morocco, with 200,000 francs more
subsidy from the authorities; but he used the money for
himself and was also not successful.
In 1941 he worked for the British Intelligence Service,
in Spanish Morocco. Address: Hoofdstraat 21, 2171 AR
Sassenheim, South Holland province, Netherlands. Phone:
031 (0) 231959.
1426. Malnutrition Matters Newsletter (Ottawa, Canada).
2012. Second VitaGoat system for “A Better World” in
Kenya. May. p. 1.
• Summary: “The Swiss-based foundation, A Better World,
has a new system installed with Sustainable Organic Farming
and Development Initiatives (SOF-DI) Community Resource
Center at Kwisero District, Bungoma, Kenya. This further
helps SOF-DI in the fight against hunger which is its prime
goal together with access to clean water. Their first system
has been running for more than a year at Arutani.”
Color photos show: Left: New PedalPro cycle grinder.
Right: Making soymilk with the rest of the VitaGoat system.
Address: 48 Rivershore Crescent, Ottawa, ON K1J 7Y7,
Canada. Phone: 1-613-742-6888.
1427. Asendorpf, Dirk. 2012. Die Wunderbohne [The
wonder-bean]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug.
p. 18-21. [Ger]
• Summary: Many hoped the soybean would bring them
reduced libido. The Nazis wanted to win a Blitzkrieg with it.
And hippies loved it. It was used to make Konrad Adenauer’s

soy sausage (Soyawurst).
A photo shows a soybean just as it breaks ground
and begins to open its first two leaves. Address: Freelance
journalist; lives in Bremen.
1428. Bruehwiller, Tjerk. 2012. “Alle sind suechtig danach”
[“Everyone is addicted to it”]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung
No. 253. Aug. p. 22-27. [Ger]
• Summary: Brazil will satisfy its growing hunger for
soya. The growing area in Brazil is six times as large as
all of Switzerland. Soybean seeds have made a few people
immeasurably rich–at the expense of the indigenous peoples
and of the rain forest.
Photos show: (1) 25 combines, arrayed in a vast V
shape, harvesting a huge field of soybeans. (2) Soybeans
being loaded via a pipe onto a truck; by 2020 soybean
production in Brazil is expected to reach to reach 111 million
metric tons. (3) A portrait photo of “soya boss” and senator
Blairo Maggi. Address: Correspondent for NZZ; lives in Sao
Paulo. Brazil.
1429. Heller, Andreas. 2012. Die besser-Esser [The better
eaters]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug. p. 4647. [Ger]
• Summary: The hippies wanted to improve the world with
tofu. Today tofu is a product for the healthy lifestyle. Right?
Walter Daenzer makes tofu in Switzerland. In 1975 The
Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff & Aoyagi was published; it started
the tofu revolution. Address: Editor of Folio.
1430. Heuer, Steffan. 2012. Der grosse Wandel [The great
change]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug. p. 3840. [Ger]
• Summary: Soya stood agriculture on its head, says
Lester Brown, the doyen of the environmental protection
movement.
A photo shows Lester Brown seated at a desk. Address:
Correspondent of the Wirtschaftsmagazin “Brand Eins”;
lives in San Francisco, California.
1431. Sachse, Gudrun. 2012. Die Kuh zur Sau gemacht [The
cow made the sow]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253.
Aug. p. 34-37. [Ger]
• Summary: More and more, Swiss cows eat soya [defatted
soybean meal] instead of grass, so that they give even more
milk. An absurdity say scientists.
A photo shows the rear end of a cow with her udder and
teats hooked up to a mechanical milking machine. Address:
Editor of Folio.
1432. Sachse, Gudrun. 2012. Maerchenhaft: Editorial
[Fairytale: Editorial]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253.
Aug. p. 5. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean is a small wonder; would that
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humans not transform it into a global nightmare.
Note: The soybean (Soya) is the cover story and theme
of this issue.
1433. Strassmann, Burkhard. 2012. Die gute Socke [The
good sock]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug. p.
28-30. [Ger]
• Summary: Henry Ford propagated the soy auto (Soyaauto)
and wore a soybean suit. His ideas were quickly forgotten.
But now we have t-shirts, designer clothes and socks made
from soya. And thereby are Green Dreams fulfilled?
Photos show: (1) Green soybeans in their pods on a
long stainless steel table as people on both sides wearing
green plastic gloves, white masks like surgeons to cover
their mouth and nose, white suits and hats search for
imperfections. Address: Author of Zeit (Time); lives in
Bremen.
1434. Willenbrock, Harald. 2012. Japan in Friesland [Japan
in Friesland]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug. p.
32-33. [Ger]
• Summary: Kikkoman brews 18 million liters of soy sauce
each year for Europeans; the demand is rising steadily.
Note 1. In October 1997 Kikkoman opened its first
European Kikkoman production facility in HoogezandSappemeer, the Netherlands, to meet increasing demand for
soy sauce in Europe. This production facility manufactures
Kikkoman sauces for the entire European market.
Note 2. Friesland is a district (Landkreis) in Lower
Saxony, Germany, bounded on the north by the North Sea.
Address: Freelance journalist; lives in Hamburg.
1435. Yang, Xifan. 2012. Schwein suess-sauer [Sweet & sour
pork]. Folio–Neue Zuercher Zeitung No. 253. Aug. p. 42-45.
[Ger]
• Summary: China imports 50% of all soybeans produced
worldwide–mainly for animal feed on factory farms. The
reason: China’s medium-sized businesses can make meat
endlessly–and they love it–to see the wealth on the plate.
An amazing photo shows hundreds of pigs splayed out
horizontally on racks at the annual Swine-Bazaar in Shantou
in the Chinese province of Guangdong. Each white pig is
wearing a red bow around its neck while overhead are huge
red paper lanterns. Address: Freelance correspondent; lives
in Shanghai, China.
1436. Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 2014. Soy
encyclopedia (Website printout–part). www.otsuka.co.jp/en/
company/business/soylution/encyclopedia/ Printed Aug. 5.
• Summary: Contents: Home. About Otsuka. Business
descriptions. Otsuka’s two core businesses. Soylution.
Soy encyclopedia (Growing soybeans, many varieties of
soy, global consumption, soybean transformation. soybean
nutrition, good for the environment, interviews with soy

experts). recipe. Contact us.
Contains interviews (color video) with (1) Bernard
Storup, founder and manager of Nutrition et Nature S.A.,
Revel, France. (2) Johann Vollmann, soybean breeder in
Vienna, Austria.
In the left navigation bar: Soylution, Otsuka’s solution,
products, soylution theater.
1437. Heck, Wolfgang Rainer. 2015. Re: Update on growing
soybeans for tofu in Europe. And new tofu factory. Letter
(e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, May 13. 2 p.
• Summary: Life Food has steadily developed its soybean
contract farming in Europe. Only in this way can the
company control the soybean quality (organic, not
genetically engineered) and also promote production of
soybeans in Europe.
In 2003-05 31% of the company’s soybeans were grown
in Europe.
In 2006-08 42%
In 2009-11 64%
In 2012-14 79%
This year we expect our European soybean harvest to
be 3300 MT, which could cover our total soybean demand in
2016.
I am enclosing a map [see next page] so you can see
where we are cultivating soybeans in France, Germany and
Austria.
Concerning our new factory of making tofu, in 2012 we
started planning it. Then it took 1 year to get permission to
built it. In Sept. 2014 we started to build it. We expect it to
be ready in Oct. 2015. It will contain more than 5,000 square
meters for production only. For offices and warehouses,
we will use specialized parts of the building. For shipping
out our products, we have a separate building (about 1,000
square meters) not far away on the same street. Address:
Managing Director, Life Food GmbH.
1438. Spots at front of book: History of soybeans and
soyfoods in Austria and Switzerland. 2015.
• Summary: (a) Blue and white Soyana poster. “Organically
grown. The future has begun.”
1439. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Early tempeh manufacturers
in Europe, listed chronologically by country (Overview).
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Netherlands: ENTI 1946 April, Firma E.S.
Lembekker 1959 Jan., Handelsonderneming van Dappern
1969, Firma Ergepe 1981 Jan., Jakso/Yakso 1982 Jan.,
Haagse Tempe Fabriek 1982, Consuma B.V. 1983, Heuschen
B.V. 1986.
France: Traditions du Grain 1982 March, Athanor 1985
Oct., Les Sept Marches 1985 April.
UK: Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh 1981 Jan., One World
Natural Foods 1982.
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Switzerland: Soy Joy 1982 April.
Belgium: De Hobbit 1982 May, Lima Foods 1986.
Austria: Natuerliche Lebensmittel, Paul Stuart
Zacharowicz 1983 Sept., Sojvita Produktions 1984 June.
West Germany: Pro Natura 1985.
Spain: Zuaitzo 1986.
Italy: La Finestra sul Cielo 1987 fall.
1440. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. A brief history of the Ottoman
Empire, also called the Turkish Empire, and the Byzantine
Empire (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: After the fall of Rome in the 5th century,
Constantinople (earlier Byzantium) was the capital of
the Byzantine Empire (also called the Eastern Roman
Empire) for 1,000 years. The Byzantine Empire reached
its greatest extent under its emperor Justinian I (ruled
A.D. 527-565), who conquered a large part of the Western
Empire and erected the Church of Saint Sophia. In about
1000 A.D. the Byzantine Empire comprised the southern
Balkans, Greece, Asia Minor, and parts of southern Italy.
Constantinople was sacked by the Fourth Crusade in 1204,
and the Empire split up into 4 parts; it was partly restored
by the capture of Constantinople by Michael VIII in 1261.
It gradually lost territory to the Turks until there remained
only Constantinople, Morea, and Salonika. The capture of
Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 marked the formal end
of the Byzantine Empire.
The Ottoman Empire was established in the 13th century

by Turks from Central Asia who entered Anatolia (the part
of Turkey in Asia equivalent to the Peninsula of Asia Minor,
comprising about 3/5 of Turkey’s provinces, and already
under Seljuks or Seljuk Turks) and established a small state,
traditionally ruled by Osman I (1288-1326). Beginning
with Orkhan I (1326-62) an empire was organized on both
sides of the Straits (the link between the Mediterranean and
Black Sea, including the Dardanelles, Sea of Marmara, and
Bosporus). In 1453 Constantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks,
who ruled their vast Ottoman Empire from its capital in
Constantinople for just over 400 years.
By the end of the 1400s, the Ottoman Empire included
the Balkan region (Rumelia, Macedonia, Thessaly, Morea
[Peloponessus], Serbia, Walachia, Bosnia, Bulgaria, and
Albania), most of the Aegean Islands, the rest of Anatolia,
and Crimea. The Empire overthrew the Mamelukes (the
politically powerful Egyptian military class occupying the
sultanate from 1250 to 1517; Mamluk) and secured Syria
and Egypt. The Empire was at its height under Suleiman the
Magnificent (1520-1566) who took Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Mesopotamia and Baghdad, the North African Coast, and,
in Europe, territory from the eastern frontier of the Holy
Roman Empire to the shores of the Black Sea. Although
Crete, Cyprus, the Arabian coasts, and the Caucasus territory
were later added to Ottoman holdings, the power of the
empire began to decline in the late 1500s. By a series of
exhausting wars with Poland, Austria, and Russia in the
1600s and 1700s, Turks were expelled from Hungary and
the northern shores of the Black Sea. During the 1800s,
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because of internal corruption, the steady southward advance
of Russia, and the successful revolts of the Balkans, the
weakened Ottoman ruler came to be known as the “Sick Man
of Europe.”
Serbia, led by Milos Obrenovic, gained autonomy from
the Empire in 1829; in 1830 he was recognized as hereditary
prince, in 1867 he secured the withdrawal of Turkish
garrisons in 1867, and in 1878 Serbia became completely
independent of Turkey–but without control of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
The problem of preventing too rapid a dissolution of the
empire in the face of Russian advance became the “Eastern
Question” of European diplomacy, and caused the Crimean
War (1854-56).
After much negotiation from 1888-1899 and opposition
from other countries, on 25 Nov. 1899 the Empire granted
concessions to Germany for the Berlin-Baghdad Railroad.
The Empire lost its African holdings of Egypt, Tunis, and
Tripoli. Macedonia, its last important European territory, was
lost in the First Balkan War of 1912-13. In this war, Serbia,
Bulgaria, Greece, and Montenegro founded the Balkan
League and defeated Turkey. Montenegro declared war on
Turkey. Bulgaria and Serbia mobilized their armies, then
Turkey asked the Great Powers for intervention. An armistice
was signed between Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro, and
Turkey. New boundaries were drawn in the Treaty of London
(or London Peace Treaty, 1913), presided over by Britain,
but all parties were dissatisfied with these boundaries.
During the second Balkan War (1913) Bulgaria attacked
Greece and Serbia. Russia declared war on Bulgaria. Turkey
recaptured Adrianople from Bulgaria. An armistice was
signed at Bucharest. Serbia invaded Albania; a peace treaty
was signed between Greece and Turkey. Serbia received
territory in Macedonia.
Just before World War I, the Ottoman Empire (out of
whose core Turkey later emerged) ruled what is now Syria,
Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and
some islands in the Aegean Sea.
The Ottoman Empire joined Germany and Austria in
World War I as one of the Central Powers and its defeat
resulted in the loss of much territory and the fall of the
sultanate. During the war, the Empire was an important area
of conflict, as in the Gallipoli Peninsula, Mesopotamia, etc.
The sultan accepted the Treaty of Sèvres (Sevres, 1920) by
which the Empire gave up Cyprus, Dodecanese, Smyrna,
Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria, Arabia, Armenia, and
control of the Straits.
Meanwhile, beginning with the Young Turk movement,
which led a revolt in 1908, a nationalist group sought to
reform the Ottoman Empire. The nationalists, under Mustafa
Kemal Pasha, later known as Kemal Atatürk (Ataturk;
the Father of the Turks) called a congress and set up a
government in 1919 at Ankara. They repudiated the Treaty of
Sèvres, defeated Greece in 1920-22, adopted a constitution

in 1921 (later amended), and finally proclaimed the Republic
of Turkey on 29 Oct. 1923. Atatürk sought to transform a
conservative Islamic society into a secular, westernized state.
The party he founded held power until 1950. In 1924 the
nationalists abolished the Caliphate (spiritual leadership of
Islam) and in 1928 they abolished Islam as the state religion.
Note: Asia Minor forms the western and greater part of
today’s Turkey This peninsula forms the western extremity
of Asia, bordered by the Black Sea on the north, the Aegean
Sea on the west, and the Mediterranean Sea on the south.
1441. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Historical research on
the dissemination of the soybeans worldwide: Wish list
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: In the record titled “Countries, overseas
dependencies, and Canadian provinces in which we have no
record of soya ever having been cultivated (Overview),” try
to find when and where soybeans were first cultivated in each
of these geographical areas.
Africa: In 1873 Prof. F. Haberlandt obtained soybeans
from Tunisia. What was his source? When, how and from
where were these soybeans first introduced to Tunisia?
Asia–Central: In 1873 Prof. F. Haberlandt obtained
soybeans from Transcaucasia. What was his source?–
Perhaps the Republic of Georgia. When, how and from
where were these soybeans first introduced to Transcaucasia.
Clarify when and where soybeans were first cultivated
in the Republic of Georgia (before 1911, maybe before
1873), and in Kazakhstan (before 1940), and in general in
Transcaucasia. Learn more about the work of G. Sturua with
soybeans.
Canada–The story of the arrival of the soybean in
Canada between 1855 and 1894 needs to be researched.
There must be some early records, similar to those from the
Commissioner of Patents.
Europe–Western: Make a good translation of F.
Haberlandt’s 1878 classic Die Sojabohne, accompanied by
2 maps of the places in Europe where Haberlandt and his
cooperators grew soybeans (one of the area in 1878 and one
now; travel in Eastern Europe to get these) and a database
for making a good overview: What kind of people tested
the soybeans? (Gutsbesitzer, Freiherr, Schloss-gaertner,
agricultural institutions, etc.). Who got the best yields and
where? In Aug. 1878 Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt wrote: “In
Tirol [Tyrol, Austria] the soybean is called the Coffee Bean
(Kaffebohne) and used to prepare a coffee substitute.” When
and how were these soybeans introduced to Tirol?
Europe–Eastern: Write a biography of Mr. Ovsinskii
(Also spelled Ovsinski, Owinsky, Ovinsky) of Podolia,
Ukraine (See Sempolowsky 1900) who traveled to Asia,
introduced soybeans to Russia, was the first man in Russia
to grow and test them extensively, then publicize their many
virtues.
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USA: Write a good history (with a good bibliography)
of Chinese growing and processing soybeans in California.
They must have grown them between 1849 and 1899!
Likewise with Japanese growing soybeans in California.
1442. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Chronology of tofu
worldwide–1930 to present. Part II. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1930s early–Azumaya Tofu Seizo-sho (later
renamed Azumaya Co.) starts making tofu, yaki-dofu (grilled
tofu), and ganmodoki (fried tofu patties) in San Francisco
at 1636 Post St. between Buchanan and Laguna streets. The
company is owned by Mr. Teranishi, who may have started
it as early as the early 1920s. In Feb. 1937 it was sold to
George and Jack Mizono, and their mother and father (Saichi
Mizono).
1932, Dec.–Madison Foods, part of Madison College in
Madison, Tennessee, was making Soy Cheese, then by 1939
they had launched Cheze-O-Soy (seasoned tofu), and by
1940 they were making a canned tofu bologna named Yum.
1934–By this year Loma Linda Food Co. (Adventist)
in Loma Linda, California, was making Loma Linda VegeCheese (canned tofu with pimiento).
1942 Sept.–Dr. Harry Miller, a Seventh-day Adventist
doctor who had worked for many years in China as a medical
missionary, begins making Miller’s Soya Cheese (tofu) at
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
1944 Sept.–Butler Food Co. in Cedar Lake, Michigan,
introduces Butler’s Soynut Cheese. Note that the first five
Caucasian-run tofu companies in the Western World were
all founded and run by Seventh-day Adventists. Note also
that each of these five Seventh-day Adventist tofu products
used the word “cheese” in the name and that each was
canned. 1957 Aug.–Shizuka Hayashi, head of the JapaneseAmerican Soybean Institute in Tokyo, publishes (in Soybean
Digest) the earliest English-language statistics on tofu in
Japan. “There are approximately 45,000 tofu manufacturers
in Japan, of which about 23,000 are members of the Tofu
Association. There is one large factory in Osaka, the largest
in Japan, which consumes 2 tons of soybeans a day.” In 1957
Japan will use somewhere between 160,000 and 308,000
tons of soybeans to make tofu.
1958–The world’s first packaged tofu is sold in Los
Angeles, California, by Matsuda Hinode Tofu Co. Mr. Shoan
Yamauchi, owner, conceived of the idea of putting individual
cakes of tofu each in a plastic bag with water, sealing the bag
with a heat sealer, placing the bag in a stiff paper deli carton
with a wire handle, then folding over the top. The process
was labor intensive. This happened at about the same time
that a letter from journalist George Yoshinaga had led the
city to pass a new regulation requiring tofu to be packaged in
individual containers.
1958–Tofu is first sold in a U.S. supermarket–Boy’s
Market supermarket chain (which had about 12 stores at

the time) in Los Angeles. The tofu was sold in individual
packages (see above) and made by Matsuda Hinode Tofu
Co., whose owner, Mr. Shoan Yamauchi was responsible
for this major innovation, and for seeing the mainstream
potential of tofu.
1965–The Library of Congress establishes the subject
heading “Tofu” as the official name for that food in
cataloging books for libraries across America. However, in
the mid-1970’s disputes arose there about the proper form
of romanization of that term. The dispute was resolved by
the decision to use the common English term “Bean Curd”
instead.
1966–Tofu is first packaged in plastic trays/tubs, the type
so widely used today. Again, Mr. Yamauchi conceived of the
idea. He went to the Sealright Company in Los Angeles that
made Sealright trays and asked them to make a waterproof
plastic tray for his tofu. Mr. Yamauchi created three specific
early innovations in tray packaging: (1) A very deep tray,
holding 26-28 ounces; (2) A method for heat sealing a plastic
film to the flange of a tray which had cold water flooding
over the flange; (3) High-speed sealing machines to pack and
seal the tofu in his plant.
1975 March–Alec Evans, owner of first of the new
breed of Caucasian-run tofu shops, starts to make “Tofu”
in Corvallis, Oregon. His Welcome Home Bakery and Tofu
Shop is the sixth Caucasian-run tofu company in America.
1975 Dec.–The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, is
published by Autumn Press. This book, which had sold about
550,000 copies by 1997, played a major role in introducing
tofu to the Western World.
1977 Aug.–Takai Tofu & Soymilk Equipment Co.
publishes its first English-language equipment catalog, which
helps many American and European tofu shops to get started.
1977 Sept.–White Wave, owned by Steve Demos, starts
making tofu at 1738 Pearl St., in Boulder, Colorado.
1977–Morinaga Milk Industry Co., Ltd. in Japan
introduces the world’s first aseptically packaged tofu in
a Tetra Brik carton. It is named “Morinaga brand Tofu.
Soybean Curd.” In 1978 the name was changed to “Morinaga
brand Ever-Fresh Silken Tofu.”
1977–Swan Foods Corporation, owned by Robert
Brooks and Mary Pung, starts making “Tofu–Organic” at
The Soybeanery, 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, Florida. This is
the first tofu in the Western World labeled “Organic.” Swan
Foods is also the first American company to make a wide
variety of soyfoods, and the first to open a soy deli–which
had a take-out menu.
1978 April–Nasoya Foods, owned by John Paino and
Bob Bergwall, starts making Nasoya Organic Tofu (water
pack) at Mechanic Street Exit, Leominster, Massachusetts.
1978 Dec.–The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, is
published by Ballantine Books in a mass-market edition that
retails for $2.95.
1979 July–Tofu & Soymilk Production, by Shurtleff
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and Aoyagi, is published by Soyfoods Center in California.
This book is used to start hundreds of tofu manufacturing
companies throughout the Western World and in some Third
World countries.
1982 April–There are 242 tofu manufacturers in the
Western World, including 173 in the United States.
1985 June–The Library of Congress decides to change
its subject heading from “Bean curd” back to “Tofu.” This,
perhaps more than any other single thing, makes the word
tofu “official.”
1983–House Food Industrial Co., Ltd. of Japan
purchases 50% ownership in Yamauchi Enterprises (formerly
Hinode Tofu Co., owned by Mr. Shoan Yamauchi) in
Los Angeles. The company is renamed House Foods &
Yamauchi, Inc.
1989 Dec.–Sixty-five books (each more than 48 pages
long) on tofu have been published in the Western World
since 1970. Each one has the word “tofu” or its equivalent
in the title. Forty of these books were published in the
United States, 6 in Canada, 5 in Switzerland, 5 in Japan (but
written in English for sale primarily outside of Japan), 3 in
West Germany, 3 in France (but 2 of these were published
simultaneously and primarily in Quebec, Canada), 2 in
England, and 1 each in Italy, Sweden, and Brazil.
1990 Aug. 3–Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd.
(makers of Vitasoy) acquires Nasoya Foods of Leominster,
Massachusetts.
1993 June–Vitasoy purchases Azumaya Inc. (America’s
largest tofu manufacturer, and the low-price leader) in
California for an estimated $4-$5 million.
1993–House Foods Corp. of Japan purchases the
remaining 50% of House Foods & Yamauchi, Inc. from
Mr. Shoan Yamauchi. The new company is renamed House
Foods American Corporation.
1997 March 12–House Foods America Corporation
holds the opening ceremony for America’s largest tofu
factory, in Garden Grove, California; the company closes its
tofu plant in central Los Angeles.
1443. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. The development of
conventions and systems for naming soybean varieties in the
United States (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: (1) Japanese varietal names imported to
USA: In 1891 the first two soybeans with varietal names
appear in the United States. They are Eda Mame and
Yamagata Cha-daidzu, both imported from Japan by Prof.
Charles Georgeson of Kansas State Univ. He apparently
left the Japanese varietal names unchanged. Other early
varieties which apparently kept their Japanese names were:
Kiyusuke daizu (1890-1892), Asahi (1901), Bakajiro (1902),
Rokugatsu (1902), Yoshioka (1902), Hahto (1918).
(2) Varieties named in the USA by maturity and color:
In 1894 the first three varieties were named in the USA.

The form of the two-word name was maturity plus color:
Medium Black, Medium Green, and Early White.
(3) Three-word names introduced: In 1896 the first
three-word name was introduced: Extra Early Dwarf. It was
also the first name to include the size of the plant (“Dwarf”).
In 1897 three more three-word names appeared, each
specifying the maturity more precisely: Medium Early Black,
Medium Early Green, Medium Late Black.
(4) Single-word names introduced: Black (1900), Yellow
(1900), Mammoth (1902), Green (1904).
(5) Japanese names given by American soybean
workers: By 1902 Ito San was named by Mr. E.E. Evans,
a soybean breeder in West Branch, Michigan, in honor of
Marquis Ito, the Japanese statesman. “San” is an honorific
suffix in Japanese. So “Ito San” means “the honorable Mr.
Ito.”
(6) American place names become part of variety names:
In 1903 Wisconsin Black was introduced. It was followed
by Ogemaw (1904, a county in Michigan where E.E. Evans
lived and bred soybeans), Amherst (Massachusetts, 1907),
Manhattan (Kansas, 1907), Arlington (Virginia, 1910),
Auburn (1910), Columbia (1910), Virginia (1915), etc.
(7) The names of American and European soybean
workers used in variety names: In 1907 the variety
Haberlandt is named after the first Friedrich J. Haberlandt
of Vienna, Austria, the first Westerner to conduct largescale soybean trials or to write a book about soybeans. Also
in 1907 the variety Meyer is named after Frank N. Meyer
(1875-1918), an early USDA plant explorer in Asia who
sent back hundreds of soybean varieties. Also in 1907 the
variety Nuttall is named after Thomas Nuttall of the Botanic
Garden, Cambridge, Massachusetts. He cultivated soybeans
is the summer of 1829 and wrote an early article about
them in Oct. 1929. Also in 1907 the variety Baird is named
for Reverend W.M. Baird, a missionary, who secured the
seeds in Korea, and had them sent to the USA. Also: Wilson
(1909), Brooks (1909), Morse (1909), Hansen (1910),
Fairchild (1910), Nielsen (1910).
(8) Fanciful American names: Hollybrook (1906),
Buckshot (1907), Butterball (1907), Cloud (1909), Hope
(1909), Acme (1910).
(9) Numbers are included in soybean variety names–
usually at the end: Ohio 9035 (1914), O.A.C. 81 (1914),
Wilson-Five (1918), O.A.C. 211 (1922).
1444. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. The best libraries and centers
in Austria for doing research on food, agriculture, soybeans
and soyfoods (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1. Institut für Pflanzenbau und
Pflanzenzuechtung, Universitaet für Bodenkultur (Inst. of
Agronomy and Plant Breeding, Univ. of Agriculture), XVIII,
Gregor Mendel-Strasse 33. 1180 Wien (Vienna), Austria.
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An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO
CENTER does not own that document.
A plus after eng (eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has
done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
An asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref]
means that most of these references are not about soybeans
or soyfoods.
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD
NUMBERS
Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried
Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base
Balance
Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk,
Fermented
Actimonde S.A. (Agrolactor system). 1317
Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy
Flour). 323, 324, 518, 523, 593, 673, 1399
Adhesives, Asphalt Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds,
Artificial Leather, Polyols, and Other Minor or General–Industrial
Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 173, 342, 1217
ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils. 440
Adulteration of Foods and its Detection. 249, 254, 286, 307
Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960.
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in
French). 723
Africa–Chad. 748, 1301
Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DRC). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa. Named
Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free State from
1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French) from 19081960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then Democratic
Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971. 560, 580, 582, 614, 679,
691, 723, 871, 875, 1073, 1081, 1345, 1381
Africa–Congo Republic (Officially Republic of the Congo or
People’s Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Brazzaville.
Called Middle Congo {Moyen-Congo} from about 1880 to 1960.
Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958). 1317
Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French
West Africa from 1895-1959). 586, 587, 1081, 1111, 1317, 1345,
1381, 1406
Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 19581971. 93, 318, 406, 560, 574, 586, 587, 678, 679, 723, 728, 730,
739, 871, 873, 1109, 1111, 1209, 1253, 1317, 1337, 1345, 1381,
1440
Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993). 560,
723

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean
Aflatoxins. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Aflatoxins
Africa (General). 269, 300, 318, 320, 396, 403, 561, 562, 572, 573,
575, 586, 587, 613, 715, 738, 848, 985, 1122, 1315, 1316, 1317,
1356, 1362, 1374
Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of. 135, 140,
151, 306, 361, 405, 518, 536, 555, 558, 560, 562, 586, 587, 596,
612, 723, 871
Africa–Angola. 577, 717, 723
Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of
French West Africa from 1904-1960). 586, 587, 1345, 1381
Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984). 723, 1253,
1345, 1381
Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962). 667, 723, 1317, 1345,
1381
Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in
French). 487, 580, 648, 717, 723
Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do Cabo Verde.
República de Cabo Verde). 723, 1317

Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa). 560, 723, 794,
871, 1290, 1345, 1381
Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to
1958). 704, 723, 1037, 1233, 1345, 1381
Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia. 406, 582, 678, 679,
723, 871
Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957). 406, 582, 586, 587, 679,
723, 871
Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part
of French West Africa from 1895-1958). 184
Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybean products in a certain African country. Soybeans
as such have not yet been reported in this country. 723
Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain African country.
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in this
country. 723
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain African country. 61, 140, 145, 428,
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560, 586, 1317
Africa–Sierra Leone. 406, 582, 723
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain African country. 356
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country.
140, 428, 560, 586
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country. 61, 140,
145, 407, 560, 577, 586
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African
country. 140, 560, 577, 586
Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895.
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920). 723, 871, 1037, 1426
Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy
Surrounded by South Africa. 723
Africa–Liberia. 723, 1345, 1381
Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also
Spelled Libia). 560, 723, 871, 1440

Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East
Africa). 723
Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961. 292, 298, 307,
317, 353, 384, 404, 406, 486, 536, 555, 560, 582, 586, 587, 593,
614, 667, 679, 697, 698, 723, 826, 871, 985, 1109, 1122, 1260,
1277, 1345, 1358, 1381, 1391, 1407
Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses. 662, 667, 1081, 1109, 1233, 1345, 1381
Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956). 560, 871,
925
Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland). 723
Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar). 428, 649, 652, 717,
723, 742, 871, 873, 1345, 1381, 1401
Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914). 356, 586, 587, 588, 871, 1301

Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache
before 1975). 353, 560, 871, 1381, 1407

Africa–Tunisia. 58, 61, 151, 407, 560, 562, 586, 587, 723, 730, 833,
1270, 1440, 1441

Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964). 667, 723, 871
Africa–Uganda. 428, 667, 723, 791, 794, 873, 1345, 1381
Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar). 353, 406, 560,
723, 871
Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956). 529,
555, 558, 560, 562, 585, 586, 587, 612, 649, 652, 653, 660, 723,
730, 1109, 1345, 1381, 1383, 1425

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964). 586, 587,
723, 742, 873, 1053, 1109, 1345, 1381, 1407
Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia
from 1970-79). 560, 586, 587, 662, 667, 723, 742, 1053, 1081,
1109, 1345, 1381, 1407
Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP). 1268

Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before
1975). 717, 723, 871, 873
Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of. 406, 582, 586, 587, 678, 679,
723, 742, 871, 873, 1053, 1109, 1111, 1213, 1228, 1277, 1317,
1345, 1381, 1407
Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar). 560, 871
Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962). 667, 723, 1073, 1334,
1345, 1381, 1407
Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959.
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960.
Includes Senegambia). 145, 873, 1081

Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA). See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Adjustment
Administration
Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry
Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States. 101, 163,
165, 180, 255, 286, 291, 311, 312, 313, 411, 518, 522, 681, 1143
Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service
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Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative

Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities

Amaranth, Grown for Grain / Seed (Amaranthus hypochondriacus,
A. caudatus, and A. cruentus. Genus formerly spelled Amarantus).
191, 199

Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production
Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake
Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and Work with
Macrobiotics. 773, 839, 1037
Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). 1313

American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North Carolina). 1333
American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin,
Benjamin

Akwarius Almere. See Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands)
Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim, Germany). Formerly named Albert
Hess Tofuhaus Rittersheim, Tofuhaus Tiefenthal, and Das Tofuhaus.
1013, 1113, 1114, 1197, 1249, 1384
Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden). 950, 985, 1006, 1015, 1048, 1071,
1102, 1112, 1122, 1157, 1195, 1200, 1213, 1236, 1284, 1357
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts. 777
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa). 7, 104, 179, 189,
208, 282, 291, 487, 1190, 1314
Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance
All-India Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)
Allergies. See Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–
Allergens

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925). 780, 803, 804, 852,
1268, 1322, 1338, 1416
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence Worldwide (General). 765
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Africa. 728, 730
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Asia. 755, 780, 852, 1338, 1339, 1352
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Europe (Western and Eastern). 671, 683, 695, 699, 755,
783, 848, 852, 916, 948, 954, 955, 1006, 1035, 1061, 1126, 1198,
1322, 1325, 1339, 1395
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Latin America. 780, 852, 1339

Almond Butter or Almond Paste. 286
Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc. 344, 357, 359, 414, 1127
Almond Oil. 173, 208, 247, 258, 269, 276, 293, 329, 359, 393, 487
Almonds Used to Flavor Commercial Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Cheese, Amazake, Rice Milk, or Other Commercial Non-Dairy
Products. 521
Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari. 7, 64, 179,
219, 227, 250, 259, 272, 288, 322, 329, 386, 399, 450, 487, 660
Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), Including the Provamel and Belsoy
Brands Sold in Health Foods Stores. 846, 886, 955, 956, 985, 1006,
1039, 1107, 1110, 1122, 1137, 1157, 1165, 1169, 1195, 1198, 1200,
1202, 1215, 1217, 1219, 1222, 1229, 1231, 1237, 1282, 1284, 1325,
1349, 1357, 1379, 1383, 1384, 1424

American Soybean Association (ASA)–American Soybean Institute
(1969-1973), an Industry-Wide Association. 755, 763
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion
Councils). 784, 852, 1338
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS
or ARS). 696, 755
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members.
784
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American
Soybean Institute (JASI). 1442
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities. 784,
824
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American Soybean Association (ASA)–Members and Membership
Statistics. 852, 1338, 1339

Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially in
Soybeans and Soyfoods). 1273

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Officers, Directors (Board),
and Special Committees. 804, 852

APV Systems, Soya Technology Division. Named Danish Turnkey
Dairies Ltd., Soya Technology Division until 1987 (Aarhus,
Denmark; DTD / STS). 956, 973, 985, 1006, 1015, 1070, 1112,
1157, 1195, 1200, 1222, 1281

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc.,
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc. 742, 1081,
1109
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969). 696, 699, 708, 712, 728, 730, 733,
824, 916
American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962). 1325
American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products). 594, 611, 780, 1325,
1338
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family
of Iowa
American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfield, Missouri). 1268, 1322, 1325,
1338, 1416
American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil). 671,
755, 780, 848, 954, 955, 956, 1006
Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type. 357, 568, 571,
686, 715, 736, 740, 748, 845, 912, 1313
Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and
Anatomy
Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of
Expellers for Soybean Crushing and Extrusion Cooking Equipment.
Formerly V.D. Anderson Co. and Anderson IBEC. 1417
Andreas Family of Minnesota and Iowa–Incl. Reuben Peter
Andreas, and his sons Albert, Glenn, Dwayne (1918- ), and Lowell
Andreas (1922- ). 669, 1313
Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice
Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice

Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean
Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois;
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969). 523, 656, 657, 751, 760, 788,
790, 813, 925, 926, 948, 955, 956, 1006, 1013, 1113, 1176, 1188,
1195, 1198, 1200, 1209, 1216, 1219, 1222, 1223, 1229, 1237, 1282,
1284, 1313, 1323, 1325, 1357, 1442
Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina
Arkady, British. See British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Arkansas Grain Corp. See Riceland Foods
Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm
Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas).
Established in Aug. 1960 by Frank Ford. Including Arrowhead
Distributing. 773
Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa). Incl. Associated Seed Growers,
Inc. Acquired in Feb. 1997 by Monsanto Co. from Empresas La
Moderna, S.A. (ELM). 1357
Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and
Central). 587, 826
Asia, Central (General). 151, 333
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain Central Asian country. 16
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Central Asian
country. 16
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Central Asian
country. 16
Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Central Asian country. 16
Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 536, 1441

Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens,
Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors.
See also: Phytic Acid. 735

Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan. Its Western Part (Russian
Turkestan or West Turkestan) late 1800s to 1924. Its Eastern Part
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(Chinese Turkestan, Kashgaria, or East Turkestan) 1700s to ca.
1884, when it Became Sinkiang. 403, 587

concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian
country. 9, 16, 19

Asia, Central–Turkmenistan (Formerly Turkmen SSR, a Central
Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 528, 536

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country. 16,
19

Asia, East (General). 184, 191, 199, 261, 318, 387, 485, 506, 578,
613, 673, 800, 881, 926, 988, 1006, 1391
Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet. 3, 16,
18, 19, 23, 25, 26, 33, 34, 58, 59, 61, 64, 65, 68, 101, 109, 120, 122,
131, 135, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 151, 154, 156, 159, 166,
167, 168, 170, 171, 173, 182, 184, 190, 191, 193, 199, 206, 208,
209, 217, 220, 225, 234, 236, 238, 239, 241, 242, 248, 263, 265,
267, 268, 274, 278, 284, 285, 289, 294, 297, 299, 304, 306, 308,
309, 311, 313, 315, 318, 320, 321, 323, 324, 330, 333, 340, 342,
356, 357, 358, 359, 361, 371, 372, 381, 384, 386, 390, 395, 396,
399, 403, 405, 406, 407, 410, 415, 416, 422, 423, 427, 431, 486,
488, 497, 499, 505, 518, 523, 555, 560, 561, 562, 571, 572, 573,
574, 575, 582, 585, 586, 587, 592, 597, 612, 614, 617, 638, 639,
644, 645, 647, 649, 652, 661, 662, 667, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681,
685, 688, 693, 717, 723, 742, 750, 806, 813, 841, 853, 873, 939,
985, 1018, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1122, 1143, 1213, 1239, 1270,
1275, 1277, 1290, 1295, 1309, 1339, 1345, 1352, 1356, 1358, 1362,
1374, 1381, 1391, 1392, 1397, 1404, 1407, 1408, 1411, 1412, 1413,
1416, 1435, 1442
Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes Outside China. 1408

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East
Asian country. 16, 19
Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon). 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 20,
21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 57, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 74, 85, 93, 101,
109, 119, 127, 131, 135, 136, 142, 154, 155, 159, 160, 161, 165,
167, 168, 173, 177, 181, 182, 184, 185, 190, 191, 193, 194, 195,
199, 202, 209, 214, 219, 220, 227, 234, 236, 238, 239, 241, 245,
246, 255, 256, 260, 262, 263, 264, 267, 268, 274, 278, 284, 289,
290, 291, 295, 297, 298, 300, 302, 303, 306, 307, 308, 309, 311,
312, 314, 318, 320, 324, 333, 339, 342, 343, 344, 353, 356, 357,
358, 359, 364, 372, 375, 381, 384, 386, 390, 392, 395, 396, 399,
403, 405, 406, 407, 409, 410, 411, 412, 415, 416, 422, 428, 429,
431, 486, 506, 518, 528, 529, 532, 551, 554, 555, 560, 561, 562,
571, 572, 573, 575, 582, 585, 586, 587, 588, 593, 597, 605, 607,
612, 614, 617, 652, 662, 667, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681, 686, 688,
696, 697, 698, 702, 704, 705, 715, 717, 723, 738, 739, 742, 755,
758, 765, 766, 773, 780, 781, 793, 795, 810, 839, 840, 852, 853,
856, 861, 871, 876, 903, 927, 936, 939, 950, 985, 1014, 1015, 1037,
1040, 1053, 1073, 1081, 1086, 1102, 1109, 1111, 1122, 1143, 1161,
1167, 1168, 1176, 1193, 1209, 1226, 1238, 1251, 1253, 1260, 1277,
1283, 1284, 1290, 1300, 1309, 1313, 1325, 1327, 1333, 1339, 1345,
1356, 1357, 1358, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1374, 1381, 1384, 1391, 1394,
1404, 1407, 1414, 1415, 1442

Asia, East–China–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850. 3
Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China. 184,
220, 403, 422, 486, 506, 573
Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 406, 415, 416, 486, 572, 585, 662, 667, 673,
813
Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, etc.)
Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China). 298, 311,
582, 585, 588, 702, 717, 723, 742, 765, 793, 871, 973, 985, 1014,
1015, 1122, 1209, 1223, 1283, 1309, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1374,
1442
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
East Asia. 58
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country. 9, 16, 19

Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 264, 406, 415, 416, 429, 486, 617, 673
Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]). 311, 318, 340,
342, 343, 395, 396, 403, 406, 415, 416, 428, 429, 518, 555, 560,
572, 575, 582, 585, 586, 587, 597, 612, 613, 617, 662, 667, 673,
678, 679, 688, 717, 723, 742, 765, 780, 793, 800, 852, 853, 871,
974, 985, 1053, 1109, 1111, 1122, 1209, 1223, 1253, 1270, 1277,
1283, 1339, 1345, 1356, 1358, 1362, 1374, 1381, 1391, 1404, 1407
Asia, East–Korea–Korean Restaurants Outside Korea, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes outside Korea. 853, 1404
Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 415, 416, 586, 617, 673
Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas
Territory. Returned to China in 1999). 717, 723, 871

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
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Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang],
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after
1950). 9, 62, 127, 168, 173, 184, 191, 199, 264, 285, 294, 297, 298,
299, 300, 304, 309, 311, 314, 317, 318, 333, 342, 343, 353, 355,
357, 361, 364, 371, 381, 384, 390, 392, 395, 396, 403, 405, 406,
410, 412, 415, 416, 422, 423, 428, 429, 435, 468, 486, 505, 518,
528, 551, 555, 560, 562, 572, 573, 575, 580, 582, 585, 586, 587,
591, 593, 597, 612, 613, 614, 617, 644, 645, 651, 652, 662, 667,
673, 678, 679, 680, 686, 742, 750, 926, 1053, 1270, 1277, 1407,
1411

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country. 560

Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 406, 412, 415, 416, 486, 572, 585,
617, 673

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Middle Eastern country. 653, 679

Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)

Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-eIrân; Persia before 1935). 74, 151, 186, 587, 652, 653, 660, 723,
728, 755, 764, 793, 802, 871

Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992). 16, 19, 24,
25, 26, 29, 32, 58, 59, 61, 101, 112, 127, 135, 165, 297, 324
Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 173
Asia, East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses. 662, 667, 813
Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945). 311,
318, 395, 406, 415, 416, 428, 529, 575, 582, 585, 586, 587, 612,
617, 662, 667, 673, 702, 705, 717, 723, 739, 742, 750, 763, 765,
780, 793, 852, 853, 871, 873, 985, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1122, 1277,
1283, 1290, 1339, 1358, 1374, 1392, 1402, 1404, 1407, 1408
Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 415, 416, 585, 673, 742

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country. 560, 653, 679
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country. 653, 679

Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia). 723, 793, 871,
1440
Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip,
and Golan Heights Since 1967). 560, 697, 698, 708, 723, 739, 904,
1082, 1226, 1260, 1277, 1358, 1383, 1384, 1440
Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan
until 1949). 723, 871, 1440
Asia, Middle East–Kuwait (Dowlat al-Kuwait). 871, 1358
Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya). 688,
693, 723, 1440
Asia, Middle East–Oman, Sultanate of (Saltanat ‘Uman). 723, 871

Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of. 403, 678, 679, 723

Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in
1948-49). 560, 1440

Asia, Middle East–Bahrain, State of (Also spelled Bahrein). 871,
1383

Asia, Middle East–Qatar, State of (Dawlet al-Qatar; Also called
Katar). 871

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus. 560, 1238, 1339, 1383, 1440

Asia, Middle East–Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of (al-Mamlaka al`Arabiya as-Sa`udiya). 793, 871, 1238, 1440

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by
that date in this country. 723, 871
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported
by that date in this country. 723, 871
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country. 560,
653, 679

Asia, Middle East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 667
Asia, Middle East–Syria (Syrian Arab Republic; Including Latakia,
Alawiya, and Territory of the Alaouites). 404, 739, 1440
Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor). 405,
550, 560, 652, 653, 660, 667, 723, 728, 739, 833, 1053, 1081, 1111,
1238, 1440
Asia, Middle East–United Arab Emirates (Formerly Trucial States
or Trucial Oman; Also Dubai). 871, 1260, 1358
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Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen,
Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab
Republic]). 871, 1238, 1440

until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 19471971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh).
297, 560, 723, 728, 730, 739, 793, 871, 873, 1109, 1111, 1238,
1283, 1345, 1381, 1440

Asia, Middle East, Mideast, or Near East (General). 848, 1356,
1362, 1374

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 1081, 1345, 1381

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from
1947-1971). 560, 730, 793, 871, 873, 1053, 1081

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name). 159,
184, 191, 199, 206, 274, 311, 529, 536, 560, 575, 587, 597, 636,
723, 793, 826, 873, 985, 1053, 1122, 1253, 1277, 1345, 1381, 1407

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of. 297, 560, 1253, 1345, 1381
Asia, Southeast (General). 3, 298, 300, 356, 578, 826, 850, 871
Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands). 3, 14, 15, 24, 25, 61, 63, 64, 92, 101, 135, 151,
156, 159, 170, 173, 179, 181, 184, 191, 192, 194, 199, 206, 208,
241, 267, 274, 295, 297, 298, 299, 300, 306, 311, 314, 318, 324,
333, 353, 356, 357, 361, 403, 405, 406, 412, 428, 506, 528, 536,
551, 554, 555, 560, 561, 572, 573, 574, 575, 587, 593, 597, 614,
636, 643, 649, 652, 678, 679, 688, 697, 698, 715, 722, 723, 728,
730, 739, 743, 766, 771, 773, 793, 826, 871, 873, 925, 985, 1032,
1037, 1053, 1071, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1122, 1209, 1213, 1238, 1239,
1253, 1277, 1317, 1339, 1345, 1346, 1352, 1381, 1384, 1389, 1391,
1407, 1417
Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, and Tripura. 297, 311, 560, 587
Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR), the All-India Research Project on Soyabean
(ICAR, Uttar Pradesh), and the National Research Centre for
Soybean (ICAR, Madhya Pradesh)–with Soyabeans in India. 1053,
1407
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain South Asian country. 3
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain Southeast Asian country. 297
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain South Asian
country. 3

Asia, Southeast–Brunei (State of Brunei Darussalam; Part of British
Borneo before 1984). 871, 1253
Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979
to the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic). 318, 403, 560, 587, 662, 667,
684, 717, 723, 742, 1345, 1381
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West
Irian], and Sumatra). 3, 62, 101, 135, 184, 191, 193, 199, 227, 241,
245, 261, 271, 297, 311, 318, 321, 322, 324, 395, 403, 406, 428,
486, 528, 555, 560, 570, 572, 574, 575, 578, 582, 585, 586, 593,
612, 614, 617, 649, 652, 662, 667, 673, 678, 679, 723, 729, 742,
793, 800, 871, 985, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1122, 1160, 1223,
1239, 1261, 1277, 1345, 1356, 1358, 1362, 1363, 1374, 1381, 1407
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 415, 416, 486, 555, 572, 582, 617,
673
Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy
Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country. 318
Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Southeast Asian country. 318
Asia, Southeast–Laos. 324, 403, 560, 684, 717, 723, 1345, 1381

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country.
3
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
South Asian country. 3

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963. 101,
206, 241, 403, 406, 560, 582, 587, 614, 723, 793, 861, 871, 873,
985, 1053, 1081, 1111, 1122, 1213, 1277, 1309, 1356, 1358, 1362,
1374, 1391

Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of. 297, 560, 717, 723, 873, 1053,
1213, 1253, 1345, 1381, 1407

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Officially Union of Myanmar.
297, 311, 384, 406, 560, 587, 613, 678, 679, 717, 723, 1345, 1381

Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the. 120, 122, 403, 406,
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428, 506, 529, 555, 560, 582, 586, 587, 593, 612, 614, 638, 667,
678, 679, 688, 693, 723, 742, 793, 861, 871, 873, 985, 1053, 1081,
1111, 1122, 1223, 1253, 1275, 1277, 1283, 1345, 1356, 1358, 1362,
1374, 1381, 1391, 1407
Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British]
from 1826 to 1946). 587, 793, 852, 861, 871, 985, 1111, 1122,
1192, 1213, 1238, 1260, 1261, 1283, 1309, 1310, 1338, 1339, 1356,
1358, 1362, 1374, 1416
Asia, Southeast–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 662, 667
Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939). 506,
555, 560, 587, 667, 678, 679, 717, 723, 742, 793, 861, 871, 873,
985, 1053, 1122, 1213, 1238, 1253, 1277, 1345, 1356, 1358, 1362,
1374, 1381, 1391, 1407
Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor). 871
Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International).
673, 1356, 1362, 1374

Australasia. See Oceania
Australia. See Oceania–Australia
AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008
(Shanhua, Taiwan). 793, 1053, 1407
Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages. 13
Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki,
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientific names:
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi. 13,
20, 193, 202, 220, 236, 263, 281, 282, 286, 312, 322, 406, 411, 429,
1073, 1414
Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco,
California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993. 810, 1357, 1442

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and
Cochinchine from 1887-1945). 135, 184, 191, 199, 206, 236, 245,
261, 263, 281, 311, 318, 321, 323, 324, 403, 406, 415, 416, 528,
555, 558, 560, 562, 569, 575, 587, 614, 678, 679, 684, 723, 766,
773, 985, 1037, 1053, 1122, 1295, 1345, 1381, 1407

Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Asia, Southeast–Vietnamese overseas. See Vietnamese Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy

Bacteria in intestines–beneficial. See Intestinal Flora / Bacteria

Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia.
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec.
1991). 16, 58, 61, 101, 165, 407, 552, 614, 1270, 1440, 1441
Asia, Transcaucasia–Armenia (Formerly Armenian SSR, a
Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 536,
1440
Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to
Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan). 1440

Bacteria causing toxicity. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and
Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, and that Cause Food
Poisoning

Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled
Bambara. 7, 179, 184, 191, 193, 199, 236, 239, 263, 269, 353, 487
Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Soybeans
or Soy Products to Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc
Barricini Foods (Mountain Lakes, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Acquired Farm Foods and Ice Bean on 31 May 1985.
Sold Farm Foods to 21st Century in 1993. 1176, 1357
Bartram, John (1699-1777) and William (1739-1823). 589
Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991).
539, 1440, 1441

Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey
(M.D.) as a Health Food Pioneer

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce

Bean curd skin. See Yuba

Associated Seed Growers, Inc. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa)

Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania

Bean curd. See Tofu

Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte (Prien-Chiemsee, Germany).
Started by Peter Wiegand in March 1982. 977, 1013, 1166, 1191,
1199, 1221

Bean paste. See Miso
Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives,
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers
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Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Soy Flour Fed
in Pollen Substitutes or Supplements. 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548,
556, 565, 566, 567, 581

Botany–Soybean. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 135, 184, 191, 199, 292, 311,
324, 328, 406, 486, 490, 560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 578, 587, 613,
614, 649
Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry

Belleme, John. See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North
Carolina)

Bragg Liquid Aminos–Made from Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein
(HVP). 753

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed
Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Berczeller, Laszlo (1885-1955). 376, 383, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389,
390, 391, 392, 399, 400, 401, 402, 413, 417, 418, 421, 423, 424,
426, 427, 430, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 441, 444,
445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458,
459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472,
473, 474, 475, 476, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 486, 489, 492, 493,
494, 495, 498, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 509, 510, 511,
523, 525, 527, 545, 547, 548, 566, 568, 571, 576, 591, 594, 602,
605, 607, 611, 627, 633, 634, 685, 715, 716, 721, 774, 775, 851,
929, 987, 1080, 1385, 1421

Bragg, Paul Chappius (1895-1975) Author and Health Foods
Advocate. 753
Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy
Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola
Brassica napus. See Rapeseed
Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil
Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics. 334, 395, 396, 406,
419, 549, 550, 551, 552, 560, 583, 613, 808, 930, 934, 935, 1058,
1410

Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More
Than 50 References or Citations). 98, 135, 136, 137, 138, 274, 324,
333, 357, 358, 406, 444, 462, 486, 487, 493, 509, 532, 560, 572,
573, 574, 575, 587, 613, 656, 678, 690, 697, 698, 760, 808, 818,
946, 974, 976, 985, 1122, 1222, 1284, 1312, 1385, 1404, 1405

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics,
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Variety
Development and Breeding

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi

Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Soybean Production–Variety
Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses

Binder for Sand Foundry Cores–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a
Drying Oil. 518
Biodynamic / Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General).
Closely Allied with the Natural Foods Movement. 579, 719, 779,
1161, 1377
Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also:
Obituaries. 67, 340, 522, 532, 687, 710, 715, 720, 729, 746, 750,
767, 774, 775, 784, 839, 853, 858, 997, 1005, 1363, 1398, 1404,
1405, 1408, 1411
Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering,
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech
Black Bean Sauce or Black Soybean Sauce. Occasionally Called
Black Bean Paste. Traditionally Made in the Kitchen by Crushing
Salted, Fermented Black Soybeans, Usually with Minced Ginger,
Garlic, Chilis and/or Chinese-style Wine. Typically Not a
Commercial Product or Sauce. See Also Black Soybean Jiang (a
Commercial Product). 701

British Arkady Company Ltd. and British Arkady Holdings Ltd.
(Manchester, England). Subsidiary of ADM of the USA. Including
the Haldane Foods Group. 955, 956, 1006, 1176, 1200, 1357
British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British
Columbia
Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch. Also
called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Horse Bean. Chinese–Candou
(“silkworm bean”). Japanese–Soramame. German–Ackerbohne,
Saubohne or Buschbohne. French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais,
Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane. 7, 13, 42, 63, 74, 81, 92, 93, 101,
113, 141, 151, 202, 220, 586, 1348
Brown rice. See Rice, Brown
Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown
Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany). Sold to DE-VAU-GE
on 31 Dec. 1998. Fischer Then Started a New Company Named
Natumi GmbH. 1349, 1357, 1384, 1419

Black soybean sauce. See Black Bean Sauce
Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.
Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black
in Color

Buerger (Bürger), Heinrich (ca. 1806-1858)–German Pharmacist,
Assistant to Von Siebold in Japan. 1363

Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata
Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other
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Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials

Labrador). 636

Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979. 813, 1176

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario. 356, 389, 470, 555,
582, 792, 985, 999, 1122, 1159, 1266, 1283, 1309, 1325, 1329,
1330, 1343, 1356, 1357, 1362, 1374

Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and
Patties

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec). 430, 716,
792, 1044, 1167, 1309, 1404, 1442

Burke, Armand. See Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand
Burke

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan. 795, 1407

Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois). 518

Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar

Cancer Preventing Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as
the Isoflavones Genistein and Daidzein) and Cancer Prevention.
1278, 1308, 1325

Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters
Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Cancer and diet. See Diet and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–
Medical Aspects–Cancer

Cacoja (France). See Sojinal / Biosoja
Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Cancer, breast, prevention and diet. See Diet and Breast Cancer
Prevention

Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and
Soybean Foods and Feeds. 268, 278, 284, 320

Cancer, prostate, prevention and diet. See Diet and Prostate Cancer
Prevention

Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers. 395, 396, 1213

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as
an Hydrogenated Oil. 323, 324, 865

California. See United States–States–California
Cannabis sativa. See Hemp
CanAmera Foods (Plant at Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). Includes
Maple Leaf Foods. Named Central Soya of Canada Ltd. until March
1992. Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Products (CVOP; Div. of
Canada Packers, Hamilton, Ontario) Before the mid-1980s. Named
Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing Before 1984. 1266
Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses. 555, 662, 667, 673, 1081, 1109, 1239, 1356, 1362,
1374
Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 381
Canada. 312, 313, 356, 381, 389, 395, 406, 430, 470, 551, 552, 555,
560, 574, 582, 593, 597, 612, 613, 636, 637, 638, 649, 652, 662,
667, 673, 679, 697, 698, 702, 705, 716, 717, 723, 742, 766, 773,
792, 795, 805, 823, 835, 848, 871, 888, 903, 939, 948, 985, 995,
999, 1014, 1015, 1018, 1027, 1044, 1053, 1081, 1102, 1109, 1111,
1122, 1159, 1167, 1226, 1238, 1239, 1252, 1260, 1266, 1275, 1277,
1283, 1284, 1309, 1312, 1325, 1327, 1329, 1330, 1343, 1345, 1356,
1357, 1358, 1362, 1374, 1381, 1391, 1395, 1404, 1407, 1410, 1419,
1426, 1441, 1442
Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)

Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic
Acid. 1266
Cape Verde. See Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do
Cabo Verde. República de Cabo Verde)
Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars). 13, 101, 163, 204, 229, 240,
249, 254, 267, 298, 302, 401, 406
Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates,
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber). 38, 63, 64, 159,
163, 196, 197, 198, 228, 229, 435, 904, 946
Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates (Especially Fiber
and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol). 946
Cardiovascular Disease and Diet Therapy, Especially Heart Disease
and Stroke, But Including Cholesterol Reduction, and Hypertension
(High Blood Pressure). Soy Is Not Always Mentioned. 1325, 1354
Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis). 656, 669, 813, 821, 956,
1006, 1035, 1349, 1351

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia. 792, 795
Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba. 792
Cartoons or Cartoon Characters. 573
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland (Including
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Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst.,
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy,
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan. 700
Catchup / Catsup etymology. See Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–
Etymology
Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering
Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop,
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants,
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components. 16, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 32,
38, 40, 43, 53, 58, 63, 64, 65, 92, 93, 100, 101, 103, 120, 127, 135,
141, 149, 156, 159, 163, 164, 174, 175, 180, 185, 187, 193, 195,
196, 197, 198, 200, 210, 211, 216, 218, 219, 222, 226, 228, 233,
237, 239, 241, 242, 247, 249, 250, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258,
262, 266, 267, 268, 276, 278, 279, 281, 284, 293, 297, 300, 302,
303, 304, 305, 306, 318, 320, 323, 324, 328, 337, 339, 342, 356,
357, 359, 369, 373, 395, 396, 406, 422, 423, 473, 479, 563, 575,
578, 587, 613, 630, 636, 656

Catsup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, WesternStyle), Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, Western-Style)

Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial
Chemistry

Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or
Unspecified Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake
or Meal as Feed. 38, 101, 154, 220, 265, 824

Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan). 1266

Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, England). Owned by Rayner Burgess
Ltd. Member of the Hero Group. 955, 956, 973, 1006, 1011, 1013,
1113, 1200, 1216, 1229, 1237

Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa

Celebrities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted
Personalities and Famous People

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C.
Bradley and George Brett). 523

Central America. See Latin America–Central America
Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana; Acquired in Oct. 1987 by
the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY
Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding company], operating as a member
of the Eridania / Beghin-Say agro-industrial group, within FerruzziMontedison). Acquired in Oct. 2002 by Bunge. 656, 657, 1176,
1266, 1325, 1357, 1376
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research
Center, CNPS or CNPSo). See Empresa Brasiliera
Cereol. See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)

Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey
Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage,
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 98, 157, 245, 343, 1143
Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous. 23, 42, 89, 202,
220, 1389
Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous. Etymology of
These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages.
220

Ceres (Colorado Springs, Colorado). 773
Certification of soybean seeds. See Seed Certification (Soybeans)
Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker of Macrobiotic and
Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962. 766, 773, 839

Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs

China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 18

Cheese–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Cheeses Made from Plants (Such as
Peanut / Groundnut Cheese, Almond Cheese, etc.). 306, 359

China. See Asia, East–China
Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or HotCold Foods and Medicines. 131, 306, 422

Cheese, cream. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.). 245, 318,
323, 324, 358, 359, 361, 613, 637, 944, 1013, 1441

Cheesecake. See Tofu / Soy Cheesecake

Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 613

Cheese. See Soy Cheese, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives
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Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Chinese-style soy sauce made with a significant proportion of
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Significant

Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)
Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the
1920s and 1930s (Combine). 678

Chou doufu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou
Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou Toufu)

Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods. 287, 448,
520, 521, 559, 659, 724, 726, 731, 785, 814, 834, 836, 838, 846,
849, 859, 862, 872, 878, 879, 886, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894,
895, 896, 897, 898, 904, 905, 908, 914, 931, 942, 943, 944, 945,
947, 949, 951, 952, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 964, 965, 967, 968,
970, 971, 982, 984, 986, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 998, 1000, 1001,
1002, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1012, 1016, 1017, 1021, 1022,
1023, 1026, 1030, 1033, 1034, 1036, 1039, 1042, 1043, 1045, 1046,
1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1059, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1072, 1074,
1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1084, 1085, 1088, 1092, 1094, 1095, 1096,
1097, 1099, 1106, 1110, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1124,
1129, 1135, 1136, 1140, 1142, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1150,
1151, 1152, 1155, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186,
1224, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1257, 1267

Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur. See Tofumanufaktur Christian
Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Commercial natto. See Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a
Commercial Scale

Chronology / Timeline. 264, 643, 729, 750, 779, 824, 864, 903,
1014, 1015, 1018, 1040, 1253, 1285, 1363, 1390, 1393, 1408, 1419,
1420, 1442

Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product

Chocolate substitute made from roasted peanuts. See Peanut
Chocolate
Chocolate substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy
Chocolate
Cholesterol. See Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially
Cholesterol), Protein–Effects on Blood Lipids

Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond,
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German:
Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible. 173, 193, 236, 263, 269,
286, 322, 393, 487

Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale
Commercial soymilk. See Soymilk Production–How to Make
Soymilk on a Commercial Scale
Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a
Commercial Scale

Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans
Civil War in USA (1861-1865). 409, 522, 687, 697
Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or
Seed Uses
Climate change. See Global Warming / Climate Change as
Environmental Issues
Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually
Contains Soy). 1070, 1102
Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes. 193, 228, 249,
254, 270, 282, 286, 357, 375, 377, 380, 409, 738, 781

Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical /
Nutritional Composition or Analysis
Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information or
Publications About Those Concerning Soya. 1338
Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of Soy in
Human Diets. 1344

Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee
Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease. 1082

Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion

Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears
Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold

ContiGroup Companies, Inc. Named Continental Grain Co. until
1999 (New York, New York). 1035

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specific
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Continental Grain Co. See ContiGroup Companies, Inc.
Cookbooks, macrobiotic. See Macrobiotic Cookbooks

Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientific names: Vigna
sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920), Vigna
Katiang (1889). 165, 180, 268, 275, 291, 311, 322, 324, 359, 361,
375, 377, 406, 412, 522

Cookbooks, vegetarian. See Vegetarian Cookbooks
Cookery, Cookbooks, and Recipes–Mostly Using Soy, Mostly
Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian Cookbooks,
Vegan Cookbooks. 63, 149, 164, 209, 264, 265, 356, 359, 395, 396,
406, 427, 446, 450, 467, 473, 486, 491, 495, 502, 509, 557, 561,
572, 573, 588, 602, 611, 635, 648, 660, 661, 666, 727, 753, 766,
781, 786, 853, 863, 867, 909, 910, 938, 966, 975, 979, 980, 988,
1019, 1054, 1055, 1086, 1098, 1127, 1170, 1301, 1364, 1385, 1404

Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 101, 153, 159, 186, 255,
265, 304, 307, 343, 406, 540, 541, 552, 560
Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Cream Cheese. See Soy Cream Cheese
Cream, sour, alternative. See Sour Cream Alternatives

Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers. 660, 794, 810, 864, 927, 957, 958,
998, 1006, 1036, 1063, 1066, 1087, 1104, 1129, 1147, 1157, 1194,
1198, 1200, 1204, 1206, 1207, 1212, 1213, 1262, 1309, 1334, 1372
Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA),
Cooperative
Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Gluten. 24, 29, 60, 101, 120, 148, 153,
154, 170, 172, 182, 186, 193, 255, 257, 281, 522, 679, 681, 739,
840, 999, 1081, 1240, 1268, 1313, 1331, 1336, 1351, 1394
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research &
Development. 767, 774, 775, 777, 864, 953, 1143

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream
Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener
Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement. 101,
485, 522, 577, 614, 789, 1275
Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some
Other Crop). 148, 298, 300, 324, 353, 415, 416, 612, 613, 678, 1275
Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region

Cornucopia Natural Foods (Massachusetts). Founded in 1976. 985

Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Cottage cheese, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based
Products, Other

CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana)

Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales, All
from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.). 241

Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water
Management / Irrigation). 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 34, 38, 41,
42, 44, 45, 57, 58, 61, 73, 74, 76, 79, 86, 88, 97, 100, 105, 110, 111,
112, 113, 115, 118, 119, 123, 124, 127, 143, 144, 145, 148, 149,
153, 154, 163, 164, 172, 182, 186, 193, 202, 215, 227, 236, 239,
255, 259, 263, 266, 290, 292, 298, 307, 317, 324, 329, 354, 361,
370, 406, 472, 477, 485, 490, 514, 516, 560, 561, 572, 573, 577,
596, 613, 614, 629, 630, 640, 641, 649, 651, 652, 653, 678, 752,
759, 761, 805, 818, 868, 874, 935, 1243, 1275

Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil,
Cake, and Meal. 415, 416
Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled CottonSeed Cake. 101, 192, 255, 342, 518, 617
Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil.
202, 249, 254, 314, 405, 518, 612, 656, 657, 698, 739, 865
Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates/Relatives in English. 101, 180

Cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen
Fixing Cultures

Cowpea / Cowpeas / Black-Eyed Peas–Etymology of These Terms
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 180

Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese:
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foofah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary
Syrup). 406, 572, 853, 1404

Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Pea Bean, Yardlong

Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger
Nuts, etc.

Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed.
180, 343, 410, 585, 691
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Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener
or Cream Alternative, Sour Cream Alternatives, Soy Cheese–
Fermented, Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Soy Cheese or Cheese
Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Cream Cheese,
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk,
Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir, Tofu (Soy
Cheese), Whip Topping

473, 486, 502, 518, 527, 551, 561, 572, 573, 588, 596, 613, 647,
684, 904, 1212
Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979). 617, 824
Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Interchem Industries,
Inc., Interchem Environmental, Inc., Midwest Biofuels, Ag
Environmental Processing (AEP), Bill Ayres and Doug Pickering.
Pioneer Biodiesel Makers and Marketers in the USA. 1256, 1268

Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, Other (Cottage Cheese,
and Icing). See also Non-dairy Whip Topping, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Yogurt, Soy Cheese, Cream Cheese or Cheesecakes, Coffee
Creamer / Whitener or Cream, and Sour Cream. 1404

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Kenlon Johannes, Pioneer in the
USA. 1268

Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum (Made
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil). 560, 1138, 1240, 1246, 1254,
1255, 1256, 1258, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1268, 1276, 1279, 1280, 1307,
1318, 1319, 1320, 1323, 1342, 1390, 1391, 1401, 1409

Daitokuji Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Daitokuji Natto or Daitoku-ji Natto. 1404

Diesel, soy. See National Biodiesel Board

Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy).
275, 311, 313, 333, 408

Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be Mentioned).
1278

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa

Diet and Cancer (Vegetarian Diet Is Not Mentioned; Soy May Not
Be Mentioned). 1325

Day-neutral soybean varieties. See Soybean–Physiology–DayNeutral / Photoperiod Insensitive Soybean Varieties
Death certificates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and
Wills
Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising,
etc. See also: Adulteration

Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be Mentioned).
1278
Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism,
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA.
21, 560, 742, 757, 766, 773, 793, 803, 853, 873, 956, 977, 985,
1006, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1122, 1274, 1284, 1339, 1404

Degussa. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)
Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)
Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and
its Detection–Soy Oil

Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See
also: Nematode Disease Control. 54, 99, 112, 311, 406, 428, 485,
560, 561, 572, 573, 613, 649, 678, 1115

Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection

Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General)

Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents

Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany). 632,
846, 1006, 1039, 1107, 1110, 1112, 1188, 1191, 1195, 1198, 1200,
1205, 1209, 1215, 1219, 1222, 1223, 1225, 1229, 1249, 1282, 1349,
1357, 1384, 1419

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of
Columbia

Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in
Developing nations. See Third World
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets. 206, 209, 214, 216, 217, 223, 225,
226, 227, 230, 231, 238, 239, 242, 245, 248, 249, 254, 272, 277,
283, 288, 300, 302, 307, 314, 322, 324, 333, 339, 342, 344, 353,
358, 361, 369, 380, 384, 395, 396, 403, 410, 415, 416, 435, 446,

Documents with More Than 20 Keywords. 3, 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, 25,
32, 38, 53, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 98, 101, 112, 120, 127, 131,
135, 142, 149, 151, 154, 156, 159, 165, 168, 170, 173, 180, 182,
184, 186, 191, 193, 199, 202, 206, 208, 219, 220, 227, 236, 238,
239, 241, 245, 249, 250, 254, 255, 256, 257, 262, 263, 264, 266,
281, 286, 289, 291, 297, 298, 300, 303, 306, 307, 308, 311, 312,
313, 314, 317, 318, 320, 322, 323, 324, 333, 342, 343, 353, 356,
357, 358, 359, 361, 364, 369, 372, 380, 381, 384, 386, 390, 395,
396, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, 411, 412, 415, 416, 422,
428, 431, 435, 486, 490, 506, 518, 522, 523, 528, 529, 536, 549,
551, 552, 555, 558, 560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 574, 575, 577, 578,
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582, 585, 586, 587, 591, 593, 599, 612, 613, 614, 617, 639, 649,
652, 653, 656, 657, 660, 661, 662, 667, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681,
688, 691, 697, 698, 713, 715, 723, 730, 738, 739, 742, 762, 766,
773, 774, 775, 777, 780, 792, 793, 795, 800, 810, 824, 839, 853,
865, 871, 873, 875, 915, 920, 926, 929, 955, 956, 977, 985, 1006,
1011, 1013, 1037, 1051, 1053, 1073, 1080, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1112,
1113, 1122, 1143, 1157, 1160, 1161, 1165, 1176, 1188, 1195, 1198,
1200, 1209, 1212, 1213, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1222, 1223, 1229, 1237,
1238, 1239, 1249, 1250, 1253, 1260, 1266, 1270, 1277, 1284, 1309,
1317, 1325, 1345, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1374, 1381, 1383, 1384,
1404, 1407, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443

605, 607, 611, 633, 652, 660, 715, 929, 1006, 1385

Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food /
Petfood. 1369

Efficiency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See
Feeds–Efficiency

Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United
States. 268, 278, 284, 320

Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986).
773, 795, 985, 1122, 1284, 1336
Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See
Solnuts B.V.
Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans

Efficiency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants... in Producing Food
Egypt. See Africa–Egypt

Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black
Soybeans
Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums
Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Brazilian Enterprise
for Research on Management of Land for Animal Production;
EMBRAPA) (Brazil). Established 26 April 1973. Includes Centro
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research Center;
CNPS or CNPSo). 1407

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds
DTD–Danish Turnkey Dairies. See APV Systems, Soya Technology
Division

Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum
England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware).
Formerly spelled Du Pont. 777, 1351, 1357, 1396
Dutch East India Company (VOC; Vereenigde Ost-Indische
Compagnie). 729
Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy
Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product

Enzyme active soy flour. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme
Active
Enzymes (General). 249, 254, 260, 271, 283, 316, 321
Enzymes–Commercial Enzyme Preparations Used in
Making Soyfoods by Hydrolyzing or Modifying Soy Protein,
Carbohydrates, or Lipids (Including Phosphatides). 770
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented Soy
Sauce). 219, 261, 315, 316, 321

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen
Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems. 487,
779, 942, 1003, 1051, 1161, 1191, 1258
Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing
Soybeans
Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Edamamé

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto,
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans. 260, 315, 324
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation. 523, 631, 642
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other. 196, 197, 198, 304, 406, 415,
416, 732, 1213
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation. 415, 416

Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy flour. 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 454,
457, 458, 459, 460, 473, 511, 544, 545, 547, 548, 566, 591, 602,

Enzymes in the Body of Humans and Other Animals (Including
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Lactase, Trypsin, Phytase). 740
Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment
Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Europe, Eastern (General). 673, 783, 858, 915, 1051, 1195, 1356,
1362, 1374
Europe, Eastern–Albania (Republika e Shqipërisë / Shqiperia).
1345, 1381, 1407, 1440

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986. 766,
773, 795, 1260
Erewhon–Los Angeles / West / West Coast. Established Sept.
1969. Purchased from Erewhon (Boston) by John Fountain & John
Deming on 1 Aug. 1975. Named Mondo in Oct. 1976. Then Broken
Up and Re-Sold in 1979. Part Became Erewhon West. 766
Ernst, Andrew H. (1796-1860)–Pioneer Horticulturalist and
Nurseryman of Cincinnati, Ohio. 312, 411
Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion

Europe, Eastern–Belarus (Formerly Byelorussian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from 1922 to Dec. 1991). Named Belorussia, Byelorussia,
or White Russia before 1991. 639, 769
Europe, Eastern–Bosnia and Herzegovina (Declared Independence
from Yugoslavia on 29 Feb. 1992). 354, 1345, 1381, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria. 562, 574, 582, 587, 591, 593, 605, 607,
609, 612, 616, 617, 625, 628, 648, 649, 650, 660, 662, 667, 673,
678, 679, 680, 765, 1051, 1053, 1080, 1270, 1277, 1345, 1381,
1385, 1407, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)). 58, 59, 60, 61, 64, 95, 112, 119, 138, 139,
151, 152, 166, 182, 190, 348, 354, 357, 416, 536, 587, 615, 625,
652, 660, 1143, 1250, 1270, 1345, 1368, 1370, 1381, 1383

Essene Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 766
Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens
Ethanol (ethyl alcohol). See Solvents
Etymology of the Word “Soy” and its Cognates / Relatives in
English. 1325
Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 257, 357, 386, 591, 715, 716
Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 13, 16, 19, 24, 34, 38,
92, 101, 109, 131, 154, 165, 173, 180, 184, 191, 199, 208, 216, 220,
239, 241, 250, 255, 256, 262, 303, 306, 311, 333, 386, 406, 409,
411, 422, 472, 560, 561, 578, 591, 626, 681, 824, 1080
Etymology. See the specific product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu,
soybean meal, etc.)
Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (SintMartens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)
Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium). 764, 840, 969,
1035, 1070, 1111, 1126, 1157, 1195, 1212, 1238, 1239, 1249, 1266,
1327, 1331, 1346, 1367, 1380, 1383, 1384, 1390, 1395, 1397, 1409
Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers
(Europe)
Europe–Western–Italy–Soy Ingredients Used in Italian-Style
Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide. 931, 951, 960, 1014,
1046, 1068, 1136

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included
Slovakia or Slovensko). 22, 24, 25, 36, 45, 46, 47, 51, 53, 58, 59,
64, 65, 68, 70, 72, 75, 80, 82, 84, 91, 94, 95, 97, 101, 110, 111, 113,
115, 120, 122, 141, 150, 151, 154, 161, 165, 172, 219, 252, 324,
354, 358, 367, 407, 419, 431, 528, 529, 552, 553, 652, 653, 716,
1270, 1320, 1345, 1381, 1383, 1407
Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993;
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and
Moravia], and Slovakia [officially “The Slovak Republic”]). 367,
403, 407, 419, 431, 528, 529, 550, 552, 553, 558, 560, 567, 574,
575, 578, 582, 584, 585, 590, 593, 599, 612, 613, 614, 617, 633,
639, 644, 645, 649, 652, 653, 662, 667, 678, 679, 680, 710, 715,
716, 717, 723, 742, 765, 783, 858, 871, 1051, 1053, 1109, 1111,
1260, 1270, 1277, 1320, 1345, 1381, 1383, 1388
Europe, Eastern–Estonia (Formerly Estonian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991; Also Spelled Esthonia).
582, 584, 590, 1383
Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság). 13, 22, 25, 26, 28,
29, 39, 52, 53, 56, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 67, 71, 77, 78, 82, 83, 88, 89,
98, 101, 110, 112, 117, 119, 120, 122, 124, 125, 126, 133, 134, 135,
142, 143, 144, 147, 149, 154, 159, 164, 165, 166, 167, 169, 170,
172, 173, 176, 181, 182, 184, 190, 191, 193, 194, 199, 214, 219,
220, 227, 236, 238, 241, 243, 255, 263, 267, 285, 292, 294, 297,
306, 324, 325, 328, 333, 335, 348, 349, 354, 357, 381, 386, 387,
392, 400, 402, 406, 407, 417, 418, 423, 435, 446, 469, 471, 486,
492, 494, 498, 505, 509, 528, 529, 550, 552, 553, 557, 558, 560,
574, 584, 587, 590, 591, 593, 597, 599, 605, 607, 612, 614, 615,
625, 626, 633, 636, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 657, 660, 662, 667,
673, 678, 679, 685, 697, 698, 710, 715, 716, 717, 723, 742, 765,
774, 775, 777, 783, 929, 930, 948, 954, 955, 956, 1051, 1053, 1080,
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1081, 1111, 1249, 1259, 1260, 1266, 1281, 1322, 1340, 1345, 1371,
1381, 1383, 1385, 1406, 1407, 1415, 1425, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
Eastern Europe. 267, 1080, 1441
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country.
22, 24, 25, 32, 39, 60, 112, 146, 354
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Eastern European country. 13
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country. 22, 24, 25, 32, 39, 60, 112, 354, 403, 597
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country. 22, 24, 25, 32, 39, 47, 58, 60, 112, 146, 266, 354
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Eastern European country. 22, 24, 25, 32, 39, 47, 58, 60,
112, 266, 354, 403, 597, 652
Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991). 146, 582, 584, 585, 590, 597, 1345,
1383, 1411
Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991). 574, 584, 590, 597, 1383
Europe, Eastern–Macedonia (Formerly Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia. Officially Republika Makedonija. Declared
Independence from Yugoslavia on 8 Sept. 1991). 1080, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991).
186, 562, 614, 646, 650, 652, 655, 679, 686, 1345, 1381
Europe, Eastern–Poland. 22, 24, 25, 29, 35, 36, 50, 53, 58, 59, 60,
65, 83, 90, 93, 98, 101, 113, 127, 146, 165, 186, 196, 197, 198, 266,
333, 360, 403, 406, 407, 511, 529, 536, 550, 551, 552, 558, 560,
562, 574, 575, 582, 584, 587, 590, 593, 594, 597, 599, 613, 614,
617, 639, 644, 645, 646, 649, 650, 652, 653, 662, 667, 678, 679,
697, 698, 717, 723, 742, 765, 768, 783, 857, 930, 948, 1051, 1053,
1080, 1111, 1260, 1266, 1383, 1388, 1407, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania. 39, 53, 59, 82, 333, 349, 403, 407,
489, 528, 529, 536, 550, 552, 557, 560, 562, 574, 582, 584, 587,
590, 591, 593, 598, 599, 605, 607, 614, 616, 625, 628, 646, 649,
650, 655, 660, 662, 667, 678, 679, 680, 685, 723, 742, 930, 1051,
1053, 1080, 1109, 1270, 1345, 1381, 1407, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Russia (Russian Federation; Formerly Russian
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991). 9, 27,

58, 59, 65, 74, 142, 146, 147, 151, 152, 153, 168, 184, 186, 189,
191, 199, 265, 266, 267, 297, 298, 299, 300, 309, 311, 318, 324,
328, 333, 340, 342, 343, 352, 361, 371, 372, 374, 375, 377, 379,
386, 387, 388, 403, 407, 409, 415, 416, 421, 423, 428, 431, 462,
506, 528, 536, 549, 555, 561, 562, 572, 573, 582, 585, 587, 591,
593, 613, 639, 652, 655, 679, 680, 715, 774, 775, 818, 929, 1053,
1080, 1277, 1339, 1345, 1358, 1379, 1381, 1406, 1407, 1411, 1413,
1440, 1441
Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro (Named Yugoslavia
before 13 March 2002). Composed of Serbia and Montenegro (Plus
Autonomous Provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo) since 17 April
1992. 558, 694, 930, 976, 1143, 1250, 1333, 1350, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993). 52, 58, 60, 82,
121, 267, 528, 529, 558, 578, 710, 1320, 1345, 1381, 1383, 1407
Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991). 32, 33, 37, 41, 53, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64,
65, 82, 85, 87, 100, 106, 117, 129, 138, 139, 148, 151, 152, 182,
354, 357, 528, 587, 652, 937, 1250, 1350, 1368, 1381, 1383, 1417
Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 552, 562, 585, 593, 598, 650, 662, 667, 673,
1345
Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist
on 26 Dec. 1991). 406, 415, 416, 421, 428, 462, 506, 528, 536, 539,
549, 550, 552, 555, 558, 560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 574, 575, 582,
585, 587, 588, 590, 591, 593, 597, 599, 612, 613, 614, 617, 639,
640, 641, 644, 645, 646, 649, 650, 652, 655, 662, 667, 673, 678,
679, 680, 686, 697, 698, 715, 742, 768, 769, 774, 775, 818, 840,
848, 871, 915, 929, 948, 1018, 1051, 1053, 1080, 1109, 1111, 1277,
1388, 1407, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1416, 1440
Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 22, 25, 29, 36, 53, 58, 59,
65, 74, 100, 107, 113, 137, 153, 186, 196, 197, 198, 265, 266, 306,
312, 313, 314, 324, 333, 361, 386, 387, 406, 407, 408, 536, 552,
555, 558, 562, 582, 587, 597, 614, 639, 679, 769, 1345, 1381, 1407,
1440, 1441
Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Composed of Serbia and Montenegro
from 17 April 1992 to 13 March 2002. From 1918-1991
included the 6 Republics of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included
Carnaro, Fiume / Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled
Jugoslavia. See also Serbia and Montenegro. 484, 532, 536, 558,
574, 582, 587, 591, 593, 612, 617, 639, 645, 649, 650, 660, 662,
667, 678, 679, 680, 694, 715, 723, 783, 930, 976, 1051, 1053, 1080,
1111, 1143, 1250, 1260, 1270, 1277, 1333, 1345, 1440
Europe, Western–Andorra, Principality of. 1260
Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich). 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
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69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,
87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103, 104,
105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 147, 148, 149, 150,
151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163, 164,
165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177,
178, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191,
192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 206, 208, 209, 211, 212, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220,
223, 225, 226, 227, 228, 230, 231, 234, 236, 238, 239, 241, 242,
243, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 252, 254, 255, 258, 259, 260,
261, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 269, 271, 272, 273, 275, 276, 277,
280, 281, 282, 285, 286, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295,
297, 298, 300, 302, 304, 306, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314,
315, 316, 318, 319, 321, 322, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 332,
333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 342, 343, 345, 346, 347, 348,
349, 350, 351, 354, 355, 357, 358, 361, 363, 364, 367, 368, 370,
371, 372, 376, 378, 380, 381, 382, 383, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389,
390, 391, 392, 393, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403,
404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417,
418, 419, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432,
433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446,
447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459,
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472,
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485,
486, 487, 489, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 498, 499, 500, 501,
502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514,
515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 529, 530,
532, 533, 535, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547,
548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560,
561, 562, 563, 565, 566, 567, 568, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576,
577, 580, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 590, 591, 592, 593,
594, 597, 598, 599, 602, 607, 611, 612, 613, 614, 616, 617, 620,
624, 627, 633, 634, 635, 636, 639, 644, 645, 646, 648, 649, 650,
651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666,
667, 668, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688,
691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703,
705, 708, 710, 712, 713, 715, 716, 717, 718, 721, 723, 728, 729,
730, 733, 739, 743, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 764, 765, 768, 769,
773, 774, 775, 778, 779, 780, 782, 783, 788, 789, 802, 803, 804,
806, 813, 819, 824, 826, 833, 834, 842, 843, 848, 851, 852, 856,
858, 868, 871, 873, 874, 876, 883, 900, 902, 904, 906, 908, 915,
916, 919, 923, 924, 928, 929, 935, 936, 937, 939, 940, 941, 942,
943, 944, 945, 948, 949, 953, 954, 956, 964, 969, 972, 974, 977,
982, 983, 984, 986, 987, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 997, 1000, 1001,
1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1007, 1013, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1022, 1023,
1026, 1031, 1034, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054,
1056, 1057, 1061, 1064, 1065, 1069, 1073, 1076, 1078, 1080, 1081,
1082, 1084, 1085, 1088, 1091, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099,
1102, 1111, 1114, 1121, 1125, 1138, 1140, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146,
1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1166, 1168, 1169,
1177, 1188, 1191, 1193, 1209, 1210, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1227, 1231,
1232, 1238, 1240, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1248, 1249, 1252, 1254,
1255, 1256, 1259, 1260, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1271,
1276, 1277, 1279, 1280, 1283, 1291, 1293, 1299, 1300, 1307, 1312,
1318, 1319, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1325, 1327, 1330, 1333, 1336, 1338,
1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1345, 1346, 1348, 1350, 1353, 1354, 1355,
1356, 1358, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1366, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1373,
1374, 1377, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1388, 1390,

1391, 1393, 1395, 1397, 1398, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1409, 1410, 1411,
1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1421, 1424, 1425, 1436, 1437, 1438,
1439, 1440, 1441, 1443, 1444
Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of. 5, 23, 89, 145, 300, 318,
333, 336, 342, 372, 381, 405, 406, 429, 499, 528, 529, 536, 555,
558, 560, 574, 580, 582, 612, 614, 647, 649, 652, 657, 671, 679,
683, 695, 697, 698, 702, 704, 705, 713, 717, 723, 728, 730, 733,
742, 764, 765, 766, 773, 780, 804, 819, 839, 852, 860, 871, 875,
915, 920, 927, 939, 955, 956, 969, 977, 985, 1006, 1011, 1013,
1014, 1015, 1031, 1035, 1037, 1040, 1070, 1073, 1081, 1102, 1107,
1109, 1122, 1134, 1137, 1157, 1160, 1161, 1165, 1169, 1176, 1191,
1192, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1200, 1202, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219,
1222, 1225, 1229, 1237, 1260, 1266, 1277, 1282, 1284, 1317, 1323,
1325, 1327, 1331, 1338, 1339, 1343, 1349, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362,
1372, 1374, 1383, 1388, 1392, 1404, 1416, 1424, 1439, 1442
Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]). 5, 6, 314, 315, 318, 333, 342, 381,
395, 406, 410, 415, 416, 486, 518, 523, 529, 536, 555, 572, 574,
582, 585, 586, 587, 612, 632, 671, 673, 691, 692, 695, 697, 698,
702, 705, 713, 717, 728, 730, 738, 742, 754, 765, 766, 770, 773,
819, 871, 875, 915, 920, 926, 956, 969, 985, 1006, 1013, 1031,
1061, 1070, 1102, 1109, 1122, 1160, 1161, 1188, 1195, 1208, 1209,
1218, 1219, 1223, 1226, 1277, 1312, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1374,
1400, 1404
Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta). 529, 555, 574, 584,
585, 590, 696, 697, 698, 705, 713, 717, 723, 742, 765, 819, 871,
875, 969, 1061, 1081, 1102, 1111, 1188, 1208, 1209, 1219, 1226,
1238, 1253, 1260, 1278, 1283, 1308, 1325, 1358, 1404, 1424
Europe, Western–France (République Française). 6, 21, 23, 24, 58,
61, 65, 66, 89, 92, 93, 96, 98, 120, 122, 132, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139, 140, 141, 142, 145, 147, 149, 150, 153, 154, 156, 157, 158,
159, 161, 164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 176, 179, 181,
182, 184, 186, 191, 193, 194, 199, 206, 208, 209, 214, 215, 216,
217, 225, 227, 230, 234, 236, 238, 239, 241, 242, 245, 247, 250,
263, 274, 281, 286, 297, 304, 306, 307, 308, 311, 313, 314, 318,
320, 321, 323, 324, 328, 333, 336, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 347,
348, 353, 355, 357, 358, 359, 361, 362, 365, 369, 372, 378, 381,
394, 395, 396, 397, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, 415, 416,
422, 429, 431, 486, 499, 515, 518, 528, 529, 532, 536, 539, 550,
551, 553, 558, 560, 561, 562, 569, 572, 573, 574, 575, 577, 578,
580, 582, 585, 586, 587, 588, 593, 596, 597, 598, 599, 604, 605,
606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 612, 613, 615, 616, 618, 619, 621, 622,
623, 625, 626, 628, 630, 632, 637, 638, 640, 647, 648, 649, 650,
652, 653, 657, 658, 660, 661, 671, 679, 680, 682, 683, 684, 685,
688, 695, 696, 697, 698, 702, 704, 705, 713, 715, 716, 717, 723,
728, 730, 733, 738, 742, 748, 750, 762, 764, 765, 766, 768, 773,
774, 775, 781, 795, 806, 819, 839, 854, 857, 861, 871, 875, 887,
903, 907, 915, 920, 926, 929, 930, 932, 947, 954, 955, 956, 969,
976, 977, 985, 996, 1006, 1011, 1013, 1014, 1027, 1031, 1035,
1037, 1038, 1051, 1053, 1081, 1101, 1102, 1105, 1107, 1109, 1111,
1112, 1113, 1114, 1117, 1119, 1122, 1134, 1147, 1157, 1160, 1161,
1167, 1169, 1176, 1188, 1192, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1200, 1209, 1212,
1213, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1222, 1226, 1229, 1237, 1238, 1239,
1249, 1252, 1254, 1260, 1266, 1277, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284,
1295, 1296, 1301, 1303, 1304, 1307, 1312, 1317, 1319, 1323, 1325,
1333, 1340, 1345, 1349, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1366, 1373, 1374,
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1380, 1381, 1383, 1384, 1388, 1390, 1393, 1395, 1397, 1401, 1404,
1407, 1408, 1411, 1412, 1418, 1423, 1424, 1436, 1437, 1439, 1442

Western European country. Soybeans as such had not yet been
reported by that date in this country. 702

Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990). 3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 18, 24, 29, 35, 36,
37, 39, 43, 44, 48, 49, 50, 53, 57, 58, 60, 61, 63, 66, 72, 76, 78, 79,
81, 93, 98, 101, 108, 114, 117, 118, 119, 127, 131, 136, 142, 146,
149, 151, 153, 162, 163, 164, 165, 167, 170, 171, 173, 178, 180,
181, 186, 188, 192, 194, 195, 200, 201, 202, 205, 208, 210, 214,
218, 219, 220, 222, 227, 242, 243, 246, 248, 249, 250, 252, 254,
256, 259, 260, 262, 264, 271, 272, 277, 279, 282, 286, 288, 289,
290, 291, 295, 297, 299, 302, 304, 308, 309, 311, 312, 313, 314,
318, 320, 322, 326, 329, 331, 333, 336, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343,
344, 345, 346, 348, 349, 350, 351, 354, 355, 357, 358, 361, 366,
368, 369, 372, 380, 381, 383, 386, 390, 393, 395, 396, 403, 405,
406, 407, 408, 410, 411, 415, 416, 417, 419, 420, 422, 425, 429,
431, 435, 445, 453, 465, 475, 486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 506, 509,
518, 522, 523, 528, 529, 531, 535, 536, 538, 549, 550, 551, 553,
555, 557, 558, 560, 561, 562, 563, 568, 572, 573, 574, 575, 578,
579, 582, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 590, 591, 593, 594, 596, 597,
598, 599, 602, 605, 607, 611, 612, 613, 616, 618, 620, 624, 625,
626, 628, 632, 633, 643, 645, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654,
655, 656, 657, 661, 668, 669, 671, 673, 680, 681, 683, 685, 686,
688, 691, 692, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 702, 704, 705, 709,
712, 713, 715, 716, 717, 720, 723, 727, 728, 730, 733, 738, 742,
744, 746, 754, 755, 762, 764, 765, 766, 768, 770, 773, 774, 775,
780, 784, 788, 800, 802, 806, 819, 833, 839, 852, 853, 854, 857,
865, 871, 875, 883, 887, 900, 901, 903, 915, 916, 920, 921, 924,
926, 929, 930, 939, 955, 956, 958, 969, 970, 977, 983, 987, 1006,
1011, 1013, 1018, 1031, 1032, 1035, 1051, 1053, 1061, 1073, 1081,
1082, 1086, 1107, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1127, 1134, 1147,
1157, 1160, 1161, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1169, 1176, 1185, 1188, 1189,
1190, 1191, 1194, 1195, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1204, 1205,
1206, 1209, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1215, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1221, 1222,
1223, 1225, 1226, 1229, 1235, 1238, 1239, 1241, 1242, 1247, 1249,
1252, 1254, 1256, 1274, 1277, 1278, 1280, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285,
1286, 1287, 1303, 1307, 1308, 1323, 1327, 1331, 1333, 1339, 1343,
1344, 1345, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1363, 1366,
1373, 1374, 1378, 1381, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1388, 1390, 1395, 1397,
1398, 1401, 1402, 1404, 1407, 1411, 1412, 1416, 1418, 1419, 1420,
1423, 1424, 1425, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1434,
1435, 1437, 1439, 1440, 1442

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
Western Europe. 2, 17, 53, 102, 143, 156, 599, 1441

Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or
Epeiros). 587, 593, 638, 639, 644, 645, 646, 649, 650, 652, 653,
660, 686, 688, 693, 702, 705, 717, 723, 728, 730, 733, 739, 765,
788, 871, 915, 969, 979, 1051, 1053, 1109, 1219, 1226, 1266, 1345,
1381, 1385, 1388, 1395, 1397, 1440
Europe, Western–Iceland (Lydhveldidh or Lyoveldio Island). 720,
1219, 1238, 1260
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
this country. 702
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Western European country. 8,
16, 89
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Western European country. 1, 6, 39, 53
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Western
European country. 8, 16, 593
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Western
European country. 8, 16, 89, 142, 653
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Western European country. 8, 16, 142, 653, 1051
Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish
Republic). 314, 345, 395, 404, 410, 416, 436, 589, 597, 712, 713,
716, 730, 765, 773, 819, 875, 915, 920, 969, 977, 1109, 1219, 1226,
1260, 1404
Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana). 39, 53, 58, 59, 61,
65, 85, 136, 138, 139, 142, 151, 156, 159, 170, 171, 176, 181, 182,
193, 194, 195, 238, 311, 313, 318, 328, 333, 336, 342, 343, 381,
384, 395, 396, 403, 405, 406, 407, 408, 415, 416, 428, 429, 469,
499, 505, 506, 509, 518, 528, 529, 536, 550, 551, 553, 555, 558,
560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 574, 575, 582, 585, 587, 588, 589, 593,
596, 597, 599, 612, 613, 616, 629, 639, 644, 645, 646, 657, 662,
667, 688, 693, 695, 696, 699, 702, 705, 713, 715, 717, 720, 723,
728, 730, 733, 739, 742, 755, 764, 765, 766, 768, 773, 808, 819,
824, 831, 837, 839, 844, 845, 854, 871, 873, 880, 887, 911, 913,
915, 920, 930, 954, 955, 956, 969, 970, 977, 978, 1013, 1014, 1031,
1032, 1033, 1035, 1041, 1051, 1053, 1081, 1082, 1103, 1109, 1111,
1114, 1136, 1160, 1161, 1167, 1176, 1195, 1200, 1218, 1219, 1222,
1229, 1238, 1239, 1254, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1262, 1266, 1268, 1276,
1277, 1280, 1282, 1290, 1295, 1303, 1307, 1317, 1323, 1325, 1330,
1356, 1358, 1359, 1362, 1374, 1375, 1380, 1383, 1384, 1388, 1390,
1395, 1397, 1400, 1404, 1423, 1424, 1439, 1440, 1442
Europe, Western–Liechtenstein, Principality of. 39, 53, 59, 1236
Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally
spelled Luxemburg). 702, 705, 713, 717, 723, 728, 742, 765, 819,
915, 939, 969, 1031, 1109, 1219, 1336, 1395, 1397
Europe, Western–Malta. 717, 1219, 1383
Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden), Including Holland. 1, 2, 5, 30, 58, 60, 142, 206, 227,
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238, 241, 242, 245, 291, 308, 318, 324, 333, 336, 340, 342, 361,
381, 395, 396, 403, 406, 407, 410, 415, 416, 429, 486, 494, 499,
506, 518, 528, 529, 549, 550, 551, 555, 557, 558, 560, 572, 574,
575, 582, 585, 587, 588, 593, 597, 605, 607, 612, 613, 617, 633,
649, 652, 653, 657, 660, 671, 673, 678, 679, 683, 691, 692, 695,
697, 698, 702, 705, 713, 715, 717, 721, 723, 728, 729, 733, 742,
754, 762, 764, 765, 766, 770, 773, 784, 788, 819, 820, 826, 871,
875, 887, 915, 920, 954, 956, 969, 974, 977, 1006, 1011, 1013,
1014, 1015, 1031, 1035, 1081, 1102, 1109, 1111, 1113, 1114, 1137,
1143, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1165, 1188, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1198, 1205,
1209, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1223, 1226, 1229, 1237, 1239, 1265, 1266,
1277, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1287, 1294, 1300, 1303, 1312, 1340, 1343,
1356, 1357, 1358, 1362, 1363, 1374, 1383, 1384, 1404, 1414, 1418,
1425, 1434, 1439
Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge). 311,
314, 318, 410, 486, 536, 555, 572, 574, 582, 585, 612, 695, 697,
698, 702, 705, 713, 717, 728, 730, 742, 765, 773, 819, 871, 969,
1061, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1188, 1209, 1219, 1223, 1238, 1252, 1260,
1343, 1356, 1362, 1374
Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores). 5, 404, 528, 529, 536, 558,
577, 712, 713, 715, 717, 723, 728, 730, 765, 766, 773, 871, 875,
915, 920, 969, 1013, 1051, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1160, 1161, 1219,
1260, 1266, 1283, 1356, 1362, 1374, 1388
Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707).
314, 318, 404, 410, 481, 528, 529, 536, 558, 571, 576, 589, 634,
717, 766, 871, 915, 977, 1006
Europe, Western–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production
and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1035
Europe, Western–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses. 591, 598, 660, 662, 667, 673, 1154, 1233
Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España). 120, 384,
404, 415, 416, 429, 499, 529, 560, 616, 651, 695, 696, 699, 702,
705, 713, 717, 723, 728, 730, 733, 742, 765, 766, 773, 788, 803,
804, 819, 826, 852, 871, 915, 930, 969, 1013, 1018, 1035, 1051,
1053, 1081, 1105, 1109, 1111, 1188, 1195, 1209, 1218, 1219, 1222,
1223, 1238, 1253, 1260, 1277, 1282, 1283, 1303, 1340, 1345, 1356,
1358, 1362, 1374, 1380, 1381, 1383, 1384, 1388, 1404, 1407, 1416,
1419, 1424, 1439
Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige). 3,
314, 318, 333, 336, 342, 381, 406, 410, 415, 416, 486, 518, 529,
555, 574, 582, 585, 587, 593, 609, 612, 638, 642, 671, 678, 679,
697, 698, 713, 720, 766, 773, 794, 819, 857, 887, 915, 920, 933,
950, 972, 977, 985, 1006, 1011, 1013, 1018, 1061, 1070, 1071,
1111, 1112, 1122, 1135, 1157, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1167, 1181, 1188,
1195, 1209, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1226, 1229, 1236, 1238, 1252, 1253,
1260, 1277, 1358, 1442
Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation). 4, 6, 8, 9, 10,
58, 60, 67, 102, 105, 106, 107, 108, 114, 116, 123, 135, 140, 143,
145, 146, 147, 148, 162, 179, 184, 191, 199, 207, 210, 213, 219,
221, 222, 223, 224, 228, 229, 232, 233, 235, 237, 240, 244, 251,
253, 256, 257, 262, 268, 270, 274, 278, 279, 283, 284, 287, 296,

299, 301, 303, 305, 307, 317, 320, 322, 323, 330, 331, 340, 341,
344, 348, 352, 353, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 365, 366,
368, 369, 373, 374, 375, 377, 379, 384, 394, 406, 407, 409, 415,
416, 420, 429, 431, 440, 442, 488, 490, 497, 517, 520, 521, 528,
529, 531, 532, 533, 534, 536, 537, 550, 551, 553, 558, 560, 564,
569, 570, 575, 578, 579, 581, 587, 589, 595, 596, 599, 600, 601,
603, 604, 605, 606, 608, 609, 610, 614, 615, 618, 619, 621, 622,
623, 625, 626, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 637, 638, 640, 641, 642,
643, 647, 648, 656, 657, 658, 669, 670, 671, 672, 674, 675, 676,
677, 683, 689, 690, 704, 705, 706, 707, 709, 711, 713, 714, 715,
717, 719, 720, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 730, 731, 732,
733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 740, 741, 742, 744, 745, 746, 747,
748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 755, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 765,
766, 767, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 781, 784, 785,
786, 787, 788, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 798, 799,
800, 801, 805, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 814, 815, 816, 817,
818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 825, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832,
835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 844, 845, 846, 847, 849, 850,
853, 854, 855, 857, 859, 860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867,
869, 870, 871, 872, 875, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 884, 885,
886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898,
899, 901, 903, 905, 907, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916,
917, 918, 920, 921, 922, 925, 926, 927, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934,
938, 946, 947, 950, 951, 952, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960,
961, 962, 963, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 973, 975, 976,
977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 985, 988, 989, 995, 996, 998, 999, 1006,
1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1018, 1020, 1021,
1024, 1025, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1032, 1033, 1035, 1036, 1037,
1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1048, 1049, 1051, 1055,
1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1070, 1071,
1072, 1074, 1075, 1077, 1079, 1083, 1086, 1087, 1089, 1090, 1092,
1093, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109,
1110, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1122,
1123, 1124, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134,
1135, 1136, 1137, 1139, 1141, 1142, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151,
1157, 1158, 1159, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1167, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172,
1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184,
1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1192, 1194, 1195, 1196,
1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207,
1208, 1209, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1218, 1219, 1220,
1221, 1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1233, 1234,
1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1241, 1242, 1247, 1249, 1250, 1251,
1252, 1253, 1254, 1256, 1257, 1258, 1260, 1261, 1265, 1266, 1267,
1269, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1280, 1281, 1282,
1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1292, 1294, 1295, 1296,
1297, 1298, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1308, 1309, 1310,
1311, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1321, 1324, 1326, 1327, 1328,
1329, 1331, 1332, 1334, 1335, 1337, 1340, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1347,
1349, 1351, 1352, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1365, 1367, 1369, 1371,
1372, 1375, 1376, 1381, 1382, 1386, 1387, 1389, 1392, 1393, 1394,
1396, 1399, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1407, 1408, 1411, 1412,
1413, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1423, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431,
1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1438, 1439, 1442
Europe, Western–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International).
300
Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands,
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Isle of Man, Gibraltar). 1, 3, 14, 18, 21, 24, 25, 44, 61, 63, 66, 93,
135, 145, 159, 173, 184, 190, 194, 195, 208, 223, 226, 231, 242,
250, 264, 298, 299, 300, 301, 304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 314, 317,
318, 321, 327, 333, 336, 342, 343, 345, 353, 355, 357, 358, 360,
361, 381, 382, 384, 386, 387, 388, 390, 392, 395, 398, 404, 406,
407, 410, 415, 416, 424, 427, 429, 430, 435, 468, 469, 472, 474,
475, 481, 482, 486, 494, 495, 498, 499, 501, 502, 505, 509, 518,
524, 528, 529, 532, 536, 549, 550, 551, 555, 558, 560, 561, 563,
568, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 581, 582, 584, 585, 589, 590,
591, 593, 598, 599, 607, 612, 614, 632, 633, 634, 636, 637, 638,
644, 645, 648, 649, 652, 656, 658, 671, 673, 680, 683, 684, 691,
692, 695, 697, 698, 702, 705, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 717, 721,
723, 727, 728, 733, 738, 742, 754, 760, 762, 765, 766, 773, 774,
775, 777, 784, 788, 790, 793, 819, 839, 861, 871, 875, 903, 915,
920, 929, 939, 955, 956, 958, 969, 973, 977, 985, 1006, 1011, 1013,
1031, 1035, 1037, 1053, 1070, 1071, 1081, 1082, 1102, 1105, 1107,
1109, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1122, 1147, 1157, 1160, 1161, 1167, 1176,
1188, 1195, 1198, 1200, 1205, 1208, 1209, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219,
1222, 1223, 1229, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1260, 1277, 1280, 1282, 1283,
1284, 1286, 1303, 1307, 1326, 1327, 1333, 1357, 1358, 1380, 1383,
1388, 1403, 1407, 1409, 1419, 1423, 1439, 1440

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders.
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs). 760, 777,
1220, 1420, 1422
FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP,
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy
Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Family history. See Genealogy and Family History
Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben
Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co. 1176
Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then San Francisco, California), Farm
Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy (Summertown, Tennessee). Div. of
Hain Food Group (Uniondale, New York). Merged with Barricini
Foods on 31 May 1985. Acquired by 21st Century Foods from
Barracini Foods in mid-1993. 903, 1176, 1357

Europe, Western–Vatican City (Officially The Holy See). 688
Europe, Western. 159, 255, 342, 343, 381, 614, 669, 673, 678, 695,
713, 806, 858, 915, 920, 926, 932, 985, 995, 1006, 1027, 1031,
1051, 1122, 1254, 1287, 1326, 1424
Europe, soyfoods associations in. See Soyfoods Associations in
Europe
Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe
European Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 145,
613
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928). 273, 275, 313, 1443
Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and
Expellers
Experiment Stations, Office of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Office of Experiment Stations
Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment
Stations in the United States

Farm Machinery–Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates.
255
Farming and gardening, biodynamic. See Biodynamic / BioDynamic Farming and Gardening (General)
Farmland Industries, Inc. Named Consumers Cooperative
Association from 1934 to 1 Sept. 1966. Declared Bankruptcy in
May 2002. 1332
Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil. 706
Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn
Natural Foods. 523, 568, 721, 939
Feeds–Efficiency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human
Foods. 666, 1404
Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows,
horses, etc.

Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 390, 591

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included). 32, 92, 154, 170, 250,
255, 257, 292, 298, 307, 324, 333, 395, 396, 406, 485, 518, 678

Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Exported

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging.
206, 255, 292, 307, 311, 406, 560, 590, 614, 681

Extru-Tech, Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–
Wenger International, Inc.

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off,
and Sheeping-Down / Off. 255, 292, 307, 311, 406

Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–Wenger International,
Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri; Sabetha, Kansas), Incl. Extru-Tech,
Inc. 1006, 1392, 1420, 1422

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a
Silo. 120, 135, 154, 172, 255, 257, 292, 298, 300, 307, 333, 394,
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406, 485, 541, 560, 614, 630, 660

(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green
Crops Cut for Feeding Confined Animals). 255, 292, 307, 406, 522
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and
Chemical Composition. 26, 27, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 43, 45, 49,
51, 53, 57, 58, 64, 65, 70, 81, 92, 98, 101, 112, 148, 149, 151, 159,
165, 170, 180, 186, 202, 220, 250, 257, 259, 324, 329, 333, 518,
660
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Seeds). 19, 38, 43, 44,
48, 51, 92, 101, 112, 113, 119, 126, 127, 131, 134, 141, 142, 143,
144, 150, 153, 156, 157, 161, 163, 164, 165, 182, 189, 190, 193,
215, 241, 245, 265, 266, 281, 282, 297, 304, 306, 328, 342, 354,
357, 358, 361, 364, 369, 403, 411, 415, 416, 490, 516, 552, 561,
562, 572, 573, 575, 613, 661, 666, 673, 679, 802, 1143, 1322
Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted). 298, 317, 324, 342,
384, 415, 416, 420, 540, 562, 564, 591, 596, 783, 824, 881, 1061,
1171

Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis). 13, 180, 678, 772, 1297
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages. 245, 281, 587
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial
Soyfood Products. 908, 1145
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to
Disposal Problems. 281, 1404
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue,
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin). 241, 245, 281, 324, 356, 362, 395, 396, 406,
587, 635, 853, 903, 946, 988, 1112, 1127, 1250, 1301, 1337, 1370,
1372, 1389, 1404
Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce. 264

Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 701
Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans,
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans,
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih,
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si,
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto,
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi /
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Taodji, or Tao-djie. 135, 138, 236, 241, 263, 324, 396, 406, 412, 490,
560, 572, 701, 800, 1404
Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also:
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries. 196,
197, 198, 260, 271, 291, 315, 316, 321, 339, 1402
Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi. 206,
214, 236, 263, 323, 324, 587, 1402

Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other
Uses of Soybean Hulls. 149, 406, 904
Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 406
Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber
Fibers (Artificial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial
Uses of Soy Proteins. 560, 593, 596, 714
Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji
Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture. 1322
Fish, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and
Other Seafood-like Products
Five-spice pressed tofu. See Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang
Toufukan / Wuxiang Doufugan)
Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented
Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thuanao
Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy). Purchased Central Soya Co. (USA) in
Oct. 1987. European crushing operations renamed Cereol on 1 Jan.
1990. Cereol acquired by Bunge in April 2003. 1176, 1254, 1258,
1262, 1266, 1276
Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber

Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the
Oligosaccharides Raffinose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber,
or by Lactose in Milk. 249, 254, 732, 735, 1213, 1309
Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or
Eliminating Them). 25, 241, 249, 254, 366, 383, 418, 423, 442,
473, 498, 508, 523, 532, 535, 559, 576, 594, 611, 633, 652, 660,
661, 666, 678, 770, 776, 950, 1213, 1251, 1273, 1337, 1352
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Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 589
Flax plant or flaxseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the
Flax / Flaxseed Plant

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co. 656

Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports,
International Trade

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Flour, soy. See Soy Flour

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Fluoridation of Municipal Drinking Water with Fluorine. 707

Functional Foods, Nutraceuticals / Nutriceuticals, Designer Foods,
or Medicinal Foods. 1325

Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or FullFat Seeds
Food Production and Distribution Administration of USDA. See
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA)
Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services). 707, 823, 839, 1014, 1285, 1289, 1336, 1383,
1416
Food and Nutrition Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and Nutrition Service
(FNS)
Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA before 1900
Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development,
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans
for Food Uses

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds
International by 1983. 617, 678
Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland). 724, 725, 726, 731, 736, 737,
740, 862, 947, 956, 970, 981, 985, 996, 1006, 1012, 1013, 1015,
1025, 1028, 1038, 1040, 1043, 1063, 1077, 1086, 1087, 1089, 1101,
1104, 1113, 1114, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1123, 1124, 1128, 1142, 1149,
1150, 1186, 1195, 1198, 1200, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1206, 1207, 1212,
1214, 1215, 1216, 1222, 1229, 1237
Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England. 561, 572, 573, 643
Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu
Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried
Garbanzo beans, etymology. See Chickpea, Etymology

Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including
Quantity or Bulk Recipes. 777, 1114, 1197, 1206

Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas

Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch
Program

Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 241, 245

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds /
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene
Banks

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman,
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse. 523,
572, 578, 649, 760, 1433

Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies.
1, 2, 3, 13, 57, 67, 131, 142, 184, 185, 191, 199, 202, 216, 235, 239,
249, 254, 274, 283, 330, 340, 359, 380, 390, 406, 462, 522, 578,
710, 715, 720, 750, 767, 774, 775, 784, 804, 839, 853, 858, 997,
1270, 1404

Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS)

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis). 760, 767, 777

Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and
Biotechnology / Biotech. 1326, 1327, 1331, 1336, 1340, 1346,
1351, 1352, 1361, 1395, 1396

France. See Europe, Western–France
Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages
Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical

Genetically Engineered Foods–Consumer Concern / Response and
Labeling. Includes Non-Soy Foods. 1327, 1331, 1336
Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical
Genetics
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Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska.
255, 273, 312, 411, 681, 1143

/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil
Improvement. 255, 291, 292, 353, 406, 485, 577, 614, 678, 679,
719

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany
Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts
Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed
Stores. 295, 597, 1053, 1407
Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). See
also: Julian, Percy. 656, 670, 709, 926, 1378
Global Warming / Climate Change as Environmental Issues. 1254,
1280, 1409

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 59, 238, 490
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden
Vegetable or Commercially. 182, 193, 236, 263, 306, 324, 779,
1170
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green
Vegetable Soybeans. 824, 1443
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as
Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese. 666, 904

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten
Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from
Glycerine
Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean
Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of
the Soybean
Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)
Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies
and programs

Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style,
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents. 1404
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About,
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans. 575, 673, 678
Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type
Soybeans. 23, 59, 64, 89, 127, 131, 135, 142, 158, 170, 182, 193,
209, 236, 238, 239, 256, 262, 263, 302, 306, 324, 353, 369, 384,
406, 423, 431, 490, 560, 569, 575, 578, 587, 614, 617, 630, 635,
648, 660, 661, 666, 673, 678, 679, 684, 1170, 1404

Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)

Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York). 342

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers
(Canada)

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts

Granose Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire [Bucks.],
England). Founded in 1899 under the name The International
Health Association Ltd. Renamed Granose Foods Ltd. in 1926.
Acquired by Haldane Foods Group in Jan. 1991. 632, 788, 1112,
1188, 1195, 1209, 1223
Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes
Granum. See Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors in
the USA–Janus
Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North
Carolina). 1260

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style

Growth regulators / substances -. See Soybean–Growth Regulators
/ Substances
Guam. See Oceania–Guam
Gunther Products, Inc. (Galesburg, Illinois. Founded by J.K.
Gunter in 1949. Started in 1950. Acquired in April 1995 by Quest
International, a Unit of Unilever). 1357
HVP–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid Aminos
HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or
Semi-Fermented)
HVP. See Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (Non-Soy), or Soy
Protein–Hydrolyzed (General)
Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany). 275, 311, 313, 333, 408

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In
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Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt

Hayes General Technology (Israel). 904, 1006
Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria). 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51,
52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 71, 72,
74, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 87, 92, 93, 97, 98, 100, 101, 103, 104,
105, 106, 109, 112, 118, 124, 127, 129, 130, 135, 137, 139, 142,
143, 149, 151, 152, 163, 164, 165, 168, 169, 172, 176, 180, 181,
186, 189, 194, 202, 206, 214, 215, 217, 227, 234, 255, 259, 266,
273, 289, 290, 292, 310, 312, 313, 329, 343, 345, 346, 347, 348,
349, 350, 351, 357, 358, 361, 363, 364, 367, 390, 395, 396, 406,
407, 408, 411, 423, 424, 431, 439, 485, 513, 516, 527, 551, 555,
557, 587, 649, 652, 653, 660, 678, 680, 684, 685, 710, 806, 858,
937, 1259, 1270, 1371, 1405, 1414, 1415, 1421, 1441
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov.
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods.
780, 811, 1357, 1384, 1424
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire,
England). Including Regular Tofu Co., Realeat Foods, Direct Foods,
Haldane Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, Vegetarian Cuisine, Genice,
Unisoy, and Granose Foods Ltd. Acquired by The Hain Celestial
Group in fall 2006. 788, 1013, 1112, 1113, 1176, 1188, 1195, 1198,
1200, 1209, 1216, 1219, 1222, 1223, 1229, 1237, 1282, 1284, 1357
Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto. 406, 412, 490, 572, 800,
1404
Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg,
Germany)
Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr.
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998. 1176

Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States
Health Foods–Manufacturers. 632, 1209, 1234
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United Kingdom/
England. 632, 1188, 1209, 1223
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists). 745, 1194, 1223
Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s).
791
Health and Dietary / Food Reform Movements, especially from
1830 to the 1930s. 661, 1194
Health foods distributors and wholesalers. See Kahan & Lessin Co.
(California)
Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Bragg, Paul
Chappius, Hauser, Gayelord
Health foods movement in Midwest and East Coasto of USA. See
Kellogg, John Harvey as a Health Food Pioneer
Heart disease and diet. See Cardiovascular Disease, Especially
Heart Disease and Stroke
Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa).
173, 202, 208, 247, 250, 258, 269, 276, 393, 405, 487, 585
Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of
plantain). 20, 104, 173, 179, 192, 208, 220, 221, 244, 250, 251, 269,
270, 286, 393, 585

Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting). 88, 117, 135,
149, 255, 292, 307, 317, 324, 328, 395, 396, 406, 490, 562, 596,
613, 614, 630, 649, 678

Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near Stuttgart, Germany). 605, 606,
1006, 1113, 1114, 1191, 1197, 1221, 1235, 1249

Harvey’s Sauce / Harvey Sauce (England; Soy Sauce Was Long a
Major Ingredient). 272

Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands), Including Its
Subsidiary SoFine Foods (The Latter Acquired by Vandemoortele
Group on 23 June 2006). 1006, 1011, 1013, 1113, 1160, 1165, 1188,
1191, 1199, 1205, 1216, 1229, 1237, 1249, 1282, 1287, 1384, 1439

Hauser, Gayelord (1895-1984). Health foods pioneer, author, and
lecturer in Los Angeles, California. 553

Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Hexane. See Solvents
Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii
Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)
Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay
Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)
Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and
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Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)
Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA
before 1900. 101, 131, 165, 180, 242, 256, 257, 262
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before
1900. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146,
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185,
186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198,
199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,
214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225, 226, 227,
228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240,
241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253,
254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from
1900 to 1923. 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274,
275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287,
288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300,
301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313,
314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326,
327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339,
340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352,
353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365,
366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378,
379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391,
392, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416
Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area. 287, 448, 879
Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word,
Term, or Phrase. 3, 4, 8, 13, 20, 21, 25, 30, 38, 58, 63, 88, 92, 101,
131, 135, 136, 139, 142, 145, 154, 156, 159, 170, 173, 174, 180,
184, 195, 196, 197, 198, 202, 206, 216, 219, 220, 223, 227, 238,
239, 241, 242, 245, 247, 249, 255, 256, 257, 268, 281, 286, 291,
298, 303, 311, 315, 322, 328, 333, 339, 356, 357, 375, 386, 390,
406, 409, 422, 435, 469, 472, 490, 503, 509, 560, 561, 569, 577,
591, 593, 594, 602, 635, 647, 684, 701, 739, 753, 795, 800, 853,
1082, 1165, 1404
Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular
Soybean Variety. 255, 422
Historical–Earliest Document Seen of a Particular Type. 101, 197,
198
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical

Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or
Continent. 3, 9, 16, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 32, 39, 58, 60, 61, 101, 112,
120, 140, 142, 145, 146, 176, 180, 239, 287, 308, 318, 333, 403,
404, 428, 448, 549, 560, 586, 593, 652, 653, 679, 723, 1051, 1317
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject. 8, 13,
16, 21, 26, 54, 63, 64, 106, 131, 135, 148, 153, 173, 174, 185, 196,
221, 239, 241, 247, 255, 256, 257, 260, 286, 307, 308, 381, 383,
521, 523, 567, 591, 605, 606, 635, 704, 724, 762, 838, 871, 943,
956, 1006, 1113, 1321
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject. 1, 4,
16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 32, 38, 53, 54, 58, 60, 61, 64, 88,
101, 120, 131, 135, 138, 140, 146, 148, 153, 173, 174, 176, 180,
184, 185, 186, 196, 215, 221, 225, 241, 247, 255, 256, 260, 281,
286, 297, 307, 308, 311, 313, 314, 318, 319, 342, 354, 356, 357,
361, 364, 375, 381, 383, 390, 392, 403, 404, 406, 415, 416, 422,
428, 431, 436, 447, 469, 523, 549, 567, 582, 585, 586, 587, 591,
605, 607, 635, 667, 670, 679, 688, 704, 723, 725, 732, 762, 777,
795, 871, 875, 927, 956, 1006, 1113, 1268, 1286, 1314, 1317, 1321,
1358
Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900. 1143, 1414
Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications. 122, 191,
199, 324, 472, 730, 770, 903, 920, 985, 1014, 1015, 1040, 1109,
1122, 1166, 1190, 1241, 1323, 1365
History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline
History of medicine. See Medicine–History
History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its
History. 220, 241, 364, 592
History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology /
Timeline, and Obituaries. 2, 32, 135, 142, 154, 179, 182, 184, 186,
191, 193, 199, 209, 236, 245, 250, 263, 264, 274, 291, 300, 306,
308, 311, 312, 313, 315, 318, 324, 333, 340, 342, 345, 346, 347,
348, 349, 350, 351, 353, 361, 364, 372, 381, 395, 396, 403, 406,
411, 415, 416, 418, 423, 444, 462, 485, 486, 490, 516, 522, 560,
561, 562, 572, 573, 575, 578, 587, 589, 613, 633, 643, 647, 649,
650, 652, 653, 656, 661, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681, 685, 691, 692,
697, 698, 700, 709, 710, 719, 721, 729, 738, 746, 750, 754, 762,
767, 773, 780, 784, 804, 806, 824, 826, 834, 850, 852, 853, 854,
858, 864, 865, 869, 875, 882, 900, 915, 919, 923, 925, 926, 927,
928, 929, 937, 939, 957, 958, 974, 976, 985, 987, 997, 999, 1005,
1006, 1013, 1018, 1031, 1037, 1061, 1063, 1073, 1080, 1086, 1087,
1102, 1104, 1122, 1128, 1133, 1143, 1153, 1157, 1160, 1161, 1162,
1166, 1168, 1174, 1181, 1188, 1190, 1192, 1193, 1200, 1202, 1203,
1205, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1213, 1217, 1220, 1221, 1222, 1234, 1235,
1253, 1259, 1260, 1268, 1270, 1275, 1284, 1285, 1293, 1299, 1301,
1304, 1312, 1333, 1334, 1338, 1341, 1349, 1350, 1355, 1370, 1371,
1378, 1386, 1387, 1389, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1408,
1411, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1423, 1439, 1440,
1441, 1442
Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down
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Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Also spelled Hônen or Honen.
Formerly Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). 435
Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands
Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden).
Soybean Breeder for the Far North. 671, 933
Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics

Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland), Yamato
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH (Tuebingen-Hirschau, Germany),
Horst Heirler (Gauting bei Muenchen, Germany), Soyastern
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH (Dorsten,
Germany), and KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel). 920, 1006,
1011, 1013, 1113, 1114, 1137, 1165, 1176, 1185, 1189, 1190, 1191,
1197, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1205, 1206, 1212, 1216, 1221, 1229, 1235,
1241, 1242, 1249, 1284, 1287, 1357, 1384, 1419
Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy

Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States

Human Nutrition–Clinical Trials. 267, 406, 430, 725, 732, 735, 736,
737, 831, 837, 844, 845, 911, 978, 1025, 1028, 1038, 1041, 1069,
1091, 1103, 1248, 1292, 1400

Homemade Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce,
Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by
Hand

Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Worldwide. 265, 388, 422, 646, 647, 688, 717, 723, 739, 774, 775,
929, 1226, 1404

Homemade soy sauce (including shoyu). See Soy Sauce (Including
Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand

Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean,
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean.
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou). 92, 93, 142, 322

Homemade soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to
Grow at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade soymilk. See Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale
Homemade tempeh. See Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic
Presses
Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical
Region. 381, 518, 697, 698, 713, 1070, 1312
Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not
Mentioned. 691, 692, 754, 1312
Hydrogenation–Safety and Digestibility Issues. 1312

Honeybees. See Bees
Honeymead Products Co. (Cedar Rapids, Spencer, and Washington,
Iowa, 1938-1945. Then Mankato, Minnesota, 1948-1960). See also
Andreas Family. 656

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin.
1312
Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong
Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones

Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (HVP)–Not Made from Soybeans.
See also: Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General).
1387, 1394

Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 131, 136, 157, 170, 171,
172, 182, 186, 193, 194, 202, 220, 234, 265, 343, 394
Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr.
Armand Burke. 147, 352, 371, 422, 431, 435, 486, 488, 506, 509,
523, 568, 929, 1411, 1412, 1413

Hydrolyzed soy protein–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid
Aminos
Hydrolyzed soy protein. See Soy Protein–Hydrolyzed and
Hydrolysates (General)
Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy NonDairy Relatives
Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream

House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles, California).
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. 810,
1040, 1176, 1357, 1442

Icing, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products,
Other
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Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Identity Preserved / Preservation. 1309, 1340
IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), a German Chemical and Dye
Conglomerate. 591, 598, 605, 607, 616, 633, 650, 655, 660, 1385

Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana
Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia

IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)
Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods
Research & Development. 1325
Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois
Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil.
131, 173, 298, 299, 318, 486
Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also
Photographs. 1, 16, 32, 88, 105, 120, 122, 135, 165, 185, 202, 228,
236, 238, 255, 257, 259, 263, 268, 270, 271, 278, 281, 282, 284,
285, 286, 289, 294, 306, 307, 316, 317, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324,
331, 334, 353, 361, 372, 395, 396, 589
Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs. 486, 526,
539, 573, 613, 629, 664, 688, 705, 846, 849, 855, 859, 865, 867,
971, 991, 992, 993, 994, 1022, 1023, 1037, 1048, 1049, 1065, 1135,
1140, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1300, 1314, 1341, 1352, 1385, 1404
Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural),
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization
Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important. 1, 3, 4, 8, 9,
13, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 32, 35, 39, 47, 54, 58, 59, 60, 61,
63, 64, 65, 74, 89, 101, 106, 112, 120, 127, 130, 131, 135, 137, 138,
140, 141, 142, 145, 146, 148, 149, 151, 153, 165, 169, 173, 174,
175, 176, 179, 180, 184, 185, 186, 196, 202, 206, 215, 221, 239,
241, 247, 255, 256, 257, 260, 266, 267, 281, 286, 297, 307, 308,
311, 313, 318, 324, 333, 345, 354, 356, 357, 358, 364, 381, 383,
390, 403, 404, 406, 407, 422, 428, 431, 485, 506, 521, 522, 523,
549, 550, 551, 552, 560, 562, 567, 569, 577, 585, 586, 587, 589,
591, 593, 599, 605, 606, 635, 649, 652, 653, 673, 678, 679, 704,
710, 719, 723, 724, 742, 750, 762, 767, 824, 838, 840, 852, 864,
871, 875, 943, 956, 974, 1006, 1051, 1053, 1113, 1143, 1222, 1229,
1278, 1282, 1317, 1321, 1331, 1351, 1388, 1405
Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important. 38, 98, 170,
182, 191, 197, 198, 199, 227, 228, 245, 262, 303, 312, 317, 323,
343, 361, 380, 392, 409, 469, 472, 490, 561, 571, 572, 573, 613,
661, 680, 691, 692, 754, 795, 811, 853, 915, 920, 955, 985, 1011,
1013, 1037, 1108, 1111, 1122, 1157, 1188, 1191, 1195, 1198, 1200,
1212, 1218, 1284, 1309, 1312, 1325, 1404
Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Imported
INARI, Ltd. See Sycamore Creek Co.

Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–IndonesianStyle Fermented Soybean Paste
Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap)
Ketchup / Catsup
Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 549, 1031
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General). 298, 317, 333, 364, 613, 614,
1329
Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 593
Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith,
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for
Antibiotics Industry. 395, 396, 397, 593, 613, 614, 673, 681, 718
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed). 415,
416, 562, 578, 647, 660
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region.
518, 593, 673
Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artificial Leather, and
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings,
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Lubricants,
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts
Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of
Epoxy Glues), Steroids, Steroid Hormones, and Sterols
Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy flour). See Adhesives
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building
Materials
Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artificial Wool or
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon,
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Paints (Especially Water-Based
Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing, Plastics
(Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable Eating
Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and Packaging
Materials)

India. See Asia, South–India
Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic
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Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, Soybean Meal /
Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or
Manure for the Soil
Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies. 381,
974, 985, 1122, 1216, 1222, 1284
Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant
Formulas, Soy-based. 362, 457, 486, 570, 690, 735, 794, 976, 1091,
1202, 1203, 1206, 1215, 1226, 1354
Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortified and Regulated.
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates). 415, 416,
647, 715, 724, 731, 732, 740, 985, 1077, 1122, 1134, 1142, 1165,
1186, 1325, 1335, 1336, 1360
Infant Formula Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses. 1134
Infinity Food Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973 (New York
City, New York). 766
Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the
World Wide Web or Internet

International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.)
(1879-1977)
International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy,
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic
Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web
Intestinal Flora / Bacteria and Toxemia–Incl. Changing and
Reforming (L. Acidophilus, Bifidus, L. Bulgaricus etc.). 976
Introduction of Soybeans (as to a Nation, State, or Region, with P.I.
Numbers for the USA) and Selection. 3, 16, 22, 24, 29, 35, 41, 43,
47, 49, 50, 53, 57, 58, 61, 65, 79, 101, 102, 106, 107, 108, 112, 114,
116, 119, 131, 135, 146, 156, 165, 170, 172, 176, 180, 184, 215,
239, 255, 266, 267, 273, 275, 280, 311, 312, 334, 390, 394, 404,
406, 428, 436, 522, 549, 550, 551, 552, 560, 577, 593, 614, 649,
651, 652, 653, 661, 679, 848, 1051, 1270
INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois). Founded July 1973. 823, 1053

Information. See Libraries with a Significant Interest in Soy
Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 390,
523, 617, 1416
Innoval / Sojalpe (Affiliate of Les Silos de Valence–Valence,
France). 1113, 1114, 1147, 1198, 1200, 1213, 1222, 1229, 1284

Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction
Inyu. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu)
Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number

Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures
Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management. 38,
58, 60, 65, 91, 94, 101, 112, 324, 342, 406, 472, 560, 561, 572, 573,
613, 649, 678, 1115
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic Research). 873
Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or
Catering
Interchem Industries (Kansas). See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel–Interchem
Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping
International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome). 353, 549, 550,
551, 552, 560, 572, 574, 585, 715

Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa
IRAT. See Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT)
Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and
Feeds. 1292
Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). 792, 1157, 1284
Isoflavone or Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based
Products, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties (Esp. Genistein,
Daidzein, and Glycitein). 1251
Isoflavones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl.
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.
Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates
Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism
Italian recipes, soyfoods used in. See Europe–Western–Italy

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan,
Nigeria). 1407

Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San
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spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang. 871
Itona (Wigan, Lancashire, England). Maker of Soymilk, Soymilk
Products, Soynuts, and Meat Alternatives. 1006, 1222

Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire
Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang
/ Toenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang (Soybean Miso), and
Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu Jang /
Kochu Chang (Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste). 800
Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington). And Granum. 773, 1260
Japan–Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo. See National Food Research
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan)
Japan. See Asia, East–Japan
Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics. 261,
271, 308, 316, 321, 386, 435, 704, 770, 773, 795, 810, 839, 956,
974, 982, 1013, 1037, 1071, 1073, 1193, 1237, 1250, 1260, 1284,
1355, 1370, 1389, 1441

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap,
Kétjap)
Kefir, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir
Kellogg Co. (breakfast cereals; Battle Creek, Michigan). See
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Company
Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co.,
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960. 431, 439, 576,
632, 738, 760, 1234
Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) as a Health Food Pioneer. 632

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 13, 135,
184, 202, 220, 264, 289, 406, 613, 1443

Kellogg, Will Keith (1860-1951), Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flake Co.
Later Kellogg Company (of breakfast cereal fame; Battle Creek,
Michigan). 1357, 1419

Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised or Roasted

Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 322

Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia.
281, 318, 323, 324, 333, 384, 390, 486, 506, 560, 569

Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc.
Word Mentioned in Document. 193, 227, 241, 322, 324, 560, 800,
1160, 1165

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia.
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated
to Barley). 269, 636
Johannes, Kenlon. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel

Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Mushrooms are the Main Ingredient. 322
Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato / Tomata Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Tomatoes are the Main Ingredient. 322
Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis

Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 313
Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)
Jonathan P.V.B.A. (Kapellen, Belgium). 875, 920, 956, 1011, 1013,
1073, 1137, 1165, 1176, 1200, 1216, 1229, 1357
Julian, Percy (African-American Organic Chemist). See also
Glidden Company. 496, 512, 624, 664, 665, 670, 700, 709, 782,
1378, 1398
Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler.
1, 2, 3, 50, 58, 62, 63, 135, 182, 184, 191, 193, 199, 209, 236, 263,
274, 306, 311, 406, 680, 1143, 1371
Kahan & Lessin Co. (Los Angeles then Compton, California).
Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Formed
in 1945 by Merger of Two Companies Founded in 1932 and 1935
Respectively. 811
Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co. 264, 308, 429, 871, 974, 1170, 1193,
1284, 1300, 1379, 1434
Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits
Kiribati. See Oceania
Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their
Authors
Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles. 20, 96, 120, 160,
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168, 202, 219, 260, 261, 271, 281, 289, 315, 316, 318, 321, 328,
357, 358, 562, 575, 578, 684, 800, 871, 875, 920, 974, 1250, 1300,
1359

Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba. 340, 406, 555, 560, 582, 599, 723

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak /
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu). 135, 209

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or
San Domingo before 1844). 560, 723

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea
Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soy Sauce

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica. 723

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre)
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands
Antilles). 560, 723
Latin America–Caribbean–Grenada. 723

Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soybean Paste
Korean-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Asia, East–Korea–Soy
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes
Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 1384
Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus,
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides).
6, 7, 20, 193, 202, 220, 236, 263, 269, 1137
Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics,
and Organizations They Founded or Inspired. 704, 773, 875, 1037,
1073, 1250, 1260, 1355, 1370, 1389
Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)
Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act). 101, 522, 1143

Latin America–Caribbean–Haiti. 723
Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica. 560, 599, 723, 871
Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica,
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher]
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao,
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and
Martinique and the five dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises. 560,
612, 723, 871, 1425
Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A SelfGoverning Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932). 549,
560, 599, 723, 766, 793, 823, 873, 1330
Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Lucia. 723

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–LargeSeeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans
Latin America (General). 509, 613, 985, 1122
Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including
Redonda). 560
Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also
Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama). 723

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago. 560, 871
Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St.
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan.
1917). 612, 723
Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General). 381, 384, 698,
1260

Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados. 560

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and
Mesoamerica. 1356, 1362, 1374

Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent
Territory). 560

Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840). 560, 723

Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda. 560, 723

Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999). 723
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Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica. 560, 723, 773, 871,
1209, 1260, 1330, 1358
Latin America–Central America–El Salvador. 549, 560, 599, 723,
871

215, 406, 528, 529, 555, 560, 574, 582, 599, 632, 723, 742, 773,
840, 871, 1053, 1081, 1111, 1209, 1213, 1239, 1277, 1327, 1330,
1351, 1358, 1391, 1395, 1407
Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production,
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1239

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala. 560, 723, 871
Latin America–Central America–Honduras. 717, 723, 871, 1223,
1233, 1345, 1381
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybean products in a certain
Central American country. Soybeans as such have not yet been
reported in this country. 723
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products
in a certain Central American country. Soybeans as such had not yet
been reported by that date in this country. 723
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central
American country. 23, 549, 560
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Central American country. 549, 560
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
Central American country. 120, 549
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
This document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Central American country. 549
Latin America–Central America–Mexico–Soy Ingredients Used in
Mexican-Style Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide. 1165
Latin America–Central America–Mexico. 23, 120, 122, 298, 303,
340, 381, 549, 555, 560, 582, 599, 638, 709, 723, 739, 742, 766,
773, 780, 782, 852, 871, 1081, 1111, 1209, 1223, 1238, 1253, 1277,
1327, 1330, 1339
Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua. 723, 792, 871, 1391

Latin America–South America–Bolivia. 723, 871, 1053, 1253,
1372, 1407
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of. 169,
184, 202, 208, 328, 404, 549, 560, 580, 582, 702, 704, 723, 739,
742, 766, 773, 790, 813, 840, 842, 871, 1037, 1053, 1081, 1109,
1111, 1167, 1209, 1239, 1252, 1256, 1277, 1290, 1351, 1358, 1380,
1383, 1391, 1392, 1404, 1407, 1428, 1442
Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island). 560,
582, 612, 723, 1238, 1330
Latin America–South America–Colombia. 560, 723, 730, 742,
1053, 1109, 1404, 1407
Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of the
Spanish “Ecuador”). 404, 560, 717, 723, 730, 871, 873, 1109, 1345,
1381, 1407
Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally
called Cayenne). 239
Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before
1966). 406, 549, 560, 599, 871
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soy Products to.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products
in a certain South American country. Soybeans as such had not yet
been reported by that date in this country. 723
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South
American country. 239, 404, 549
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain South American country.
145, 215

Latin America–Central America–Panama. 723, 821, 871, 873
Latin America–Central America–Soybean Production, Area and
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 742, 1233, 1345

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain South American country. 239, 404, 549

Latin America–Central America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also
Trade (International). 381, 742, 1081, 1109, 1356, 1362, 1374

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
South American country. 169, 239, 404, 549, 599

Latin America–South America (General). 733, 738, 1309, 1356,
1362, 1374, 1391

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain South American country. 239, 404, 549, 599

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic).
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Latin America–South America–Paraguay. 723, 742, 871, 1053,
1239, 1407

Lend-Lease (Program and Administration). U.S. Program to Send
Key Supplies to Overseas Allies During World War II. 639, 644

Latin America–South America–Peru. 549, 560, 574, 599, 723, 730,
739, 1109, 1111, 1407

Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and
Brazil. 612

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens.
38, 62, 63, 64, 74, 81, 89, 92, 98, 141, 151, 154, 156, 161, 194, 202,
220, 283, 302, 306, 386, 395, 396, 636, 1352, 1389, 1393
Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.

Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975). 549, 560, 649, 652, 723, 871
Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of. 549,
560, 723, 750, 873, 1053, 1111, 1407
Latin America–South America–Venezuela. 145, 549, 723, 730, 871,
873, 1053, 1105, 1109, 1111, 1339, 1392, 1407
Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). 523, 673, 1399

Leviton, Richard. See Soyfoods Association of North America
(SANA)
Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris, and China). 318, 323, 324, 333, 337, 357, 358,
359, 361, 372, 395, 396, 403, 406, 409, 422, 431, 560, 587, 588,
613, 637, 647, 682, 685, 750, 1013, 1408

Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)
Libraries with a Significant Interest in Soy. 1159, 1444
Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois). Affiliate of Bunge Corp.
since June 1979. 1176

Life Food GmbH / Taifun-Tofuprodukte (Freiburg, Germany). 1197,
1249, 1347, 1384, 1418, 1423, 1437

Lazenby, Elizabeth. See Harvey’s Sauce
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada). And Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. Both founded by
Arran and Ratana Stephens. 795

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce
Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative
Protein Sources. 777
Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine
Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 174, 435, 1082

Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene
Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean. 322, 571

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 523, 926

Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature
of Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group
since 10 Dec. 2001. 839, 875, 927, 954, 977, 985, 1011, 1037, 1122,
1137, 1160, 1161, 1165, 1170, 1176, 1196, 1200, 1216, 1217, 1229,
1260, 1333, 1357, 1366, 1384, 1439

Lecithin companies. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany),
Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New York City)

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids. 631, 1110

Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses. 593, 661, 926

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 318, 325, 390, 518, 523,
560, 617

Lecithin–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 523

Lecithin, Soy. 174, 175, 187, 208, 210, 219, 221, 222, 232, 233,
237, 243, 244, 252, 258, 276, 285, 339, 406, 435, 443, 486, 498,
523, 527, 545, 560, 563, 566, 571, 575, 587, 593, 594, 596, 602,
611, 613, 620, 636, 657, 661, 666, 684, 711, 743, 753, 780, 926,
983, 1036, 1041, 1056, 1057, 1081, 1082, 1208, 1266, 1312
Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities
Legume, Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey). 903, 1014, 1015, 1040, 1220

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.). 74, 131, 146, 154, 173, 192, 201,
208, 221, 244, 247, 251, 258, 269, 270, 276, 286, 295, 314, 325,
333, 342, 343, 364, 393, 405, 410, 487, 518, 523, 584, 585, 590,
612, 617, 697
Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant), or
Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil). 16, 22, 25, 34, 49, 174, 177,
181, 189, 193, 203, 211, 214, 219, 239, 249, 254, 297, 318, 328
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Noboru–His Life and Work, Ohsawa, George and Lima
Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate

Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its
Inactivation

Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi,
Herman and Cornellia Aihara. 704, 766, 773, 814, 834, 839, 869,
870, 875, 876, 878, 879, 882, 905, 919, 920, 927, 958, 967, 977,
984, 985, 1011, 1037, 1073, 1122, 1160, 1161, 1176, 1196, 1200,
1208, 1216, 1221, 1229, 1250, 1260, 1333, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1370,
1384, 1389, 1404, 1439

Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive) of Early U.S.
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms. 311, 406

Mad-cow disease (BSE). See Vegetarianism–Transmissible
Spongiform Encephalopathies (Transmissible Brain Diseases)

Lock-soy. See Rice Vermicelli

Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee).
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964. 513, 1442

Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation

Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in
Jan. 1990. 632, 738, 1176, 1188, 1284, 1357, 1442
Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California). Including Loma
Linda Hospital (Formerly named Loma Linda Sanitarium and
College of Medical Evangelists). 738
Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural /
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism. 308, 646, 688, 693, 723, 762,
766, 810, 1176, 1442
Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 131, 390, 486

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland). 207, 213, 219, 224, 279,
287, 289, 357, 435, 497, 600, 602, 861, 1387, 1393, 1394
Maize. See Corn / Maize
Malnutrition Matters (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). Non-Profit
Organization. Founded in 2000 by Frank Daller and Brian Herrigan.
1406, 1426
Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger,
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). Founded 1973.
Acquired Oct. 2000 by Degussa of Germany. 929, 983, 1006, 1082,
1385

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis). 7, 19, 25, 27, 42, 62,
63, 74, 92, 93, 104, 146, 149, 151, 179, 183, 184, 185, 191, 194,
199, 202, 210, 220, 221, 222, 228, 232, 243, 244, 250, 253, 259,
266, 282, 286, 306, 357, 487

Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada). 792

MSG (Monosodium Glutamate, the Sodium Salt of Glutamic Acid).
1313
Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese
Colony)
Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers,
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See
also: Combines and Tractors. 88, 255, 292, 311, 324, 518

Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Named
Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam until 1982. Absorbed by
Akwarius Almere in 1987. 875, 887, 920, 954, 956, 977, 1011,
1013, 1160, 1161, 1165
Map / Maps. 324, 342, 613, 661, 678, 823, 1053, 1081, 1271, 1330,
1438
Maple Leaf Foods. See CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada)
Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 697, 698, 1312
Margarine Made with Soy Oil. 298, 299, 301, 317, 318, 333, 381,
412, 475, 518, 617, 764, 1081, 1349

Machinery, farm. See Combines

Margarine Made without Soy Oil. 173, 208, 247, 249, 254, 258,
283, 824

Macrobiotic Cookbooks. 766, 1404
Macrobiotics. See Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and
Work, Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work, Muramoto,

Margarine. 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 355, 356, 406, 469,
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523, 560, 591, 596, 636, 657, 691, 692, 693, 697, 698, 713, 727,
739, 754, 926, 1070, 1111, 1291, 1312

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products.
See Also Meat Extenders. 20, 322, 357, 785, 951

Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–By Geographical Region. 1200

Market statistics. See the specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu
Industry and Market Statistics

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies. 1157, 1188

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo, and
Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages. 395, 396,
403, 780, 1336, 1404

Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models).
598, 613, 695, 696, 699, 730, 755, 765, 842, 1061, 1126, 1130,
1139
Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing
of
Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural
Economics
Marshall Islands. See Oceania–Marshall Islands

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat
Extenders. 751, 785, 800, 853, 854, 875, 903, 908, 931, 955, 957,
958, 963, 964, 966, 988, 990, 992, 1004, 1017, 1040, 1054, 1062,
1065, 1073, 1121, 1123, 1125, 1135, 1145, 1150, 1156, 1157, 1165,
1166, 1179, 1190, 1200, 1204, 1206, 1212, 1214, 1241, 1301, 1317,
1336, 1357, 1372, 1384, 1389, 1404, 1442
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey. 1188, 1404
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and Other Seafood-like
Products. 1166, 1404

Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)
Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts
Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)
McCay, Clive M. and Jeanette (Cornell Univ.). 689, 707, 711, 746,
749, 767, 774, 775, 864, 929, 1298

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.).
See Also Meat Extenders. 324, 780, 903, 1120, 1123, 1140, 1157,
1165, 1166, 1180, 1188, 1221, 1234, 1291, 1336, 1404
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey. 903

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Meat Alternatives–Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein). See Also Meat
Extenders. 1384

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), MultiPurpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger. 646, 688, 693,
717, 723, 987

Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders
(Marketed as Such). 64, 153, 156, 186, 249, 254, 256, 426, 435,
469, 486, 591, 819, 1034

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls). 800, 875,
1404, 1442

Meat alternatives companies. See Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood
River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)
Meat alternatives makers. See Tivall (Tivol)

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba (Such as
Buddha’s Chicken, Buddha’s Ham, or Buddha’s Duck). 1404
Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince,
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also
Meatless Burgers. 907, 931
Meat Alternatives–Commercial Products (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders). 878,
967, 1002, 1003, 1030, 1034, 1068, 1095, 1149, 1178, 1184
Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders). 635,
777, 907

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and
Newspapers. 356
Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to
Europeans in Asia. 387, 388, 413, 472, 854, 870, 881, 884, 885,
899, 907, 917, 1020, 1073
Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or
Related to North Americans in Asia. 356, 386, 413, 591, 688, 854
Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General). 242,
684, 690, 726, 862, 911, 912, 913, 926, 976, 983, 1041, 1056, 1082,
1091, 1103
Medical aspects of soybeans. See Cognitive / Brain Function.
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Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Menopause–Relief of Its Unpleasant Symptoms, Osteoporosis,
Bone and Skeletal Health
Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical
Aspects
Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine,
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy,
Preventive / Preventative Medicine,. 795
Medicine–History. 774, 775

Micronesia, Federated States of. See Oceania–Micronesia
Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology,
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies
Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland).
927, 956, 957, 998, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1033, 1040,
1055, 1063, 1075, 1087, 1093, 1104, 1114, 1116, 1133, 1136, 1158,
1200, 1204, 1206, 1214, 1230

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine
Membrane Technology Processes–Microfiltration (MF),
Ultrafiltration (UF, including Diafiltration), Reverse Osmosis
(RO–also known as hyperfiltration, HF), Electrodialysis (ED), and
Nanofiltration (NF). 770, 1200, 1213
Menopause–Relief of Its Unpleasant Symptoms, Such as “Hot
Flashes” and “Night Sweats”. 1325, 1352

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington,
Ohio)
Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts,
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews,
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts,
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame
Milk. 322, 344, 357, 359, 380, 414, 636, 1127

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America
Messina, Mark (PhD) and Virginia (MPH, RD) (Nutrition Matters,
Inc., Port Townsend, Washington state). World’s leading expert on
soy nutrition. 1325
Mexican-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Latin America, Central
America–Mexico

Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.
Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk
Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)
Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico
Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia. 340,
342, 364, 390, 1443

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio). 738, 985, 1122, 1404, 1442
Minerals (General). 267, 324, 406

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan
Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy
MicroSoy Corporation (Jefferson, Iowa; Osaka, Japan). Formerly
Nichii Co. and MYCAL Corp. 1237
Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)
Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic Single-Cell Proteins,
Including Fungi [Mycoproteins such as Quorn], Yeast, and
Bacteria). 777
Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and
Contamination). See also: Nutrition–Toxins and Toxicity in Foods
and Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, as Causal Agents.
791
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries. 260,
291, 315
Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their
Fermentation

Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota
Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinesestyle Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesianstyle Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]). 10, 13, 20, 63, 64,
96, 120, 122, 135, 136, 138, 149, 151, 154, 160, 164, 168, 170, 173,
181, 185, 189, 192, 194, 195, 202, 209, 219, 220, 234, 236, 238,
239, 246, 256, 257, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 268, 271,
278, 284, 287, 289, 290, 303, 311, 315, 316, 317, 320, 321, 322,
328, 333, 337, 339, 342, 343, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351,
357, 358, 359, 372, 380, 384, 390, 405, 406, 412, 415, 416, 429,
490, 506, 560, 562, 569, 572, 575, 578, 587, 630, 679, 684, 704,
758, 766, 773, 781, 792, 795, 800, 825, 834, 839, 854, 869, 870,
871, 875, 876, 881, 883, 900, 920, 952, 955, 1037, 1054, 1073,
1125, 1137, 1153, 1156, 1160, 1161, 1165, 1171, 1250, 1251, 1260,
1275, 1284, 1333, 1358, 1359, 1363, 1366, 1402, 1404
Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
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Various Languages. 303
Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 10, 405, 1161, 1358
Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 357, 679, 871, 1284, 1309, 1333, 1358
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 1284, 1358
Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese. 264, 766, 1054, 1165
Miso companies (USA). See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton,
North Carolina), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert). 310,
311, 312, 313, 342, 343, 364, 367, 369, 372, 406, 407, 408, 409,
411, 412, 422, 431, 506, 513, 555, 582, 593, 678, 679, 680, 681,
1143, 1443
Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled
Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean
Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah.
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo /
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo. 120, 395,
396, 403, 412, 678, 888, 955, 1076, 1113, 1190

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Muramoto, Noboru–His Life and Work with Macrobiotics,
Organizations He Founded, and Commercial Products He Made or
Inspired. 1037

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Mushroom ketchup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup,
Western-Style)

Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka,
Japan). 1037, 1161

Mitoku–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Tokyo, Japan).
1161, 1260
Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co.,
founded 1876). 572

Mycoprotein used in meal alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–
Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein)
Mycorrhiza. See Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizal
Relations

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)
Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History

Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi
Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova

Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Monosodium glutamate. See MSG
Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April
1983. Acquired Asgrow in April Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia
& Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp.
1176, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1331, 1336, 1346, 1351, 1357, 1361, 1396,
1406, 1416
Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt
Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil). 656

Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990. 903, 1157, 1281, 1357, 1442
National Biodiesel Board (NBB). Formerly named National Soy
Fuels Advisory Committee (NSFAC) (May 1992–Dec. 1992) and
National SoyDiesel Development Board (NSDB) (Dec. 1992–Sept.
1994). See also Soy Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, or Biodiesel. 1268

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance,
California, and Tokyo, Japan). 1284, 1325, 1442

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991. 681, 757, 758, 803, 823

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure,
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

National Food Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan). 1309

Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their
Origin with the Land

National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National
Soybean Processors Assoc. [NSPA] from June 1936 to Aug. 1989.
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Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research
Council [1937+]). 523, 687, 824, 842, 1081
National SoyDiesel Development Board or National Soy Fuels
Advisory Committee. See National Biodiesel Board
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Organized March
1948. 824
Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto). 256, 257,
260, 262, 264, 266, 268, 278, 284, 289, 291, 303, 315, 317, 318,
320, 322, 324, 333, 337, 339, 342, 343, 357, 358, 359, 384, 395,
396, 406, 412, 415, 416, 486, 490, 562, 572, 575, 587, 630, 684,
800, 856, 875, 879, 920, 1088, 1125, 1171, 1250, 1260, 1284, 1301,
1309, 1404
Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 291, 303, 415, 416, 1404
Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawadawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala /
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou. 1301
Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 1284, 1309

Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)
Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started
in the Mid-1950s). 643, 704, 707, 719, 766, 903, 1014, 1015, 1037,
1040, 1105, 1188, 1189, 1209, 1211, 1404
Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Bread &
Circus (Tony Harnett, MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern
Calif.), Fresh Fields (Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition
Corp. (Pittsburgh, PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature
Foods Centres (Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s,
Whole Foods Market (Austin, TX), Wild Oats. 1336
Nauru. See Oceania
Near East. See Asia, Middle East
Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or
Root-Gall. 311, 406, 678
Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group). 572, 777, 790,
799, 822, 850, 861, 921, 946, 985, 1006, 1060, 1083, 1100, 1122,
1235, 1251, 1261, 1273, 1275, 1286, 1292, 1302, 1352, 1365, 1367,
1369, 1393
Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 1309
Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a Commercial Scale. 256
Natto, Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from
Japan

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacific Ocean
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and
Dependencies
New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.
New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)
New York. See United States–States–New York

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada), Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada)
Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). See
Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas), Ceres
(Colorado Springs, Colorado), Cornucopia Natural Foods, Eden
Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969, Erewhon
(Boston, Massachusetts), Erewhon–Los Angeles / West, Essene
Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Great Eastern Sun
and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina), Infinity Food
Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973 (New York City), Janus
Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington), Tree of Life (St. Augustine,
Florida), Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing
Co. (San Jose, California), Wessanen, Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc.
(Berkeley, California)
Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Japan). See Mitoku
(Tokyo, Japan)

New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand
Nichii Company. See Whole Dry Soybean Flakes
Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company. 291, 358
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by
Rhizobium Bacteria. 253, 255, 260, 291, 298, 300, 307, 315, 317,
324, 353, 354, 358, 361, 369, 395, 396, 406, 412, 472, 478, 485,
486, 489, 539, 560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 593, 613, 614, 647, 649,
651, 678, 772, 906, 1052
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula). 291, 358, 649
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). 357, 358, 380, 422,
435, 535, 598, 1080

Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso
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Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion Concerning Names. 311, 406
Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes
Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN
Industries, Inc., California)

Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–Allergens, Allergy
/ Allergies, and Allergic Reactions Caused (or Remedied) by
Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Animal Milks. 690, 1134, 1400
Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants,
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease
Inhibitors
Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional
Factors (General)
Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or
Steroid Hormones

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina
Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim

Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese
Medicine, Traditional

Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York). 792, 810, 1249

Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances
in Soy, Cardiovascular Disease, Especially Heart Disease and
Stroke, Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease,
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic
Uses / Aspects (General), Menopause–Relief of Its Unpleasant
Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Northrup King Co. A subsidiary of Sandoz (1995), then Novartis
(1996), then Syngenta (2001). 1314

Nutrition–Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and
Content of Soy

Noted personalities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted
Personalities and Famous People

Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and
Basic Research

Novartis, Including Novartis Seeds. Novartis was formed in March
1996 by the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy (both based in
Basel, Switzerland). 1321, 1331, 1351, 1383

Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition
and Content

Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS)

Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or Radioactivity Worldwide.
839
Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds,
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts,
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias,
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts,
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter. 286, 359, 1291
Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made
from Nuts
Nutraceuticals. See Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals
Nutrition (General). 131, 206, 214, 220, 236, 263, 289, 380, 386,
387, 399, 439, 455, 462, 495, 499, 501, 503, 504, 513, 561, 572,
573, 627, 660, 671, 723, 767, 799, 853, 1093, 1098, 1315, 1316,
1404
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and BaseForming Elements in Foods. 571, 576

Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France). Founded in June
1982 as SOY (Cerny, France). Named Nutrition et Soja, Div. of
Nutrition et Santé from 1 Aug. 1994 until 1 Jan. 2011. 875, 887,
920, 955, 956, 977, 1006, 1011, 1013, 1101, 1113, 1114, 1157,
1189, 1212, 1216, 1222, 1229, 1284, 1303, 1325, 1349, 1357, 1383,
1424, 1436
Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially
Cholesterol), Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis,
Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of Soy in
Human Diets, Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention, Diet and Cancer.
See also–Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer, Diet and
Prostate Cancer Prevention, Flatulence or Intestinal Gas, Functional
Foods or Nutraceuticals, Human Nutrition–Clinical Trials,
Intestinal Flora / Bacteria, Isoflavone or Phytoestrogen Content of
Soyfoods, Soy-based Products,, Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition
of Soy, Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and
Contamination), Minerals (General), Protein–Effects on Blood
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Lipids, Protein Quality, and Supplementation, Toxins and Toxicity
in Foods and Feeds, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria that Cause Food Poisoning,
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants,
Vitamins (General), Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins),
Vitamins E (Tocopherols)
Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects

concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country in
Oceania. 176, 404
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain country in Oceania. 404
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country
in Oceania. 176, 404
Oceania–Kiribati (Gilbert Islands until 1979). 871

Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts
Oceania–Marshall Islands, Republic of the. 723
Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and Wills. See Also:
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies. 52, 462,
746, 749, 782, 804
Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands
of the Pacific / Pacific Islands). 4, 1356, 1362, 1374
Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland
Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic),
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa). 404
Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory,
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and
Australian Antarctic Territory). 299, 301, 318, 342, 384, 404, 406,
428, 486, 529, 560, 561, 572, 573, 575, 582, 586, 587, 588, 593,
632, 678, 679, 697, 698, 705, 738, 765, 766, 773, 793, 810, 871,
950, 1053, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1209, 1213, 1234, 1260, 1277,
1345, 1358, 1381, 1384, 1389, 1391, 1407

Oceania–Micronesia, Federated States of (Named Caroline Islands
until 1986. Formerly part of the U.S.-administered Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands). 723, 1053
Oceania–Nauru (Naoero; Named Pleasant Island from 1798 to
1888). 871
Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands,
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union
Islands). 176, 404, 560, 586, 587, 632, 698, 773, 871, 1260, 1358
Oceania–Other Pacific Islands, Including American Samoa, Cook
Islands (NZ), Niue (NZ), Northern Mariana Islands (U.S., Including
Saipan, Tinian, Rota). And Large Pacific Island Groups–Melanesia,
Micronesia, Polynesia. 723, 871, 1053, 1358
Oceania–Pacific Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies.
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon
Islands (Ile Huon). 560, 871
Oceania–Palau, Republic of. 1358

Oceania–Fiji. 560, 723, 871
Oceania–Guam. 723, 871, 1358
Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybean products in a certain country in Oceania.
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this country. 723,
1358
Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain country in
Oceania. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in
this country. 723, 1358

Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea). 586, 587, 723, 871,
1053, 1407
Oceania–Samoa (Formerly Western Samoa; German Samoa until
1914). 723, 871
Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate
until July 1978). 723, 871
Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of. 723, 871

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of soybeans)
in a certain country in Oceania; cultivated soybeans have not yet
been reported. 4
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania. 404
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen

Oceania–Tuvalu (The Ellice Islands part of the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands Colony before 1976). 871
Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980).
723, 871
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s
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Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG). 435, 509, 523, 568, 598,
656, 657, 661, 686, 715, 774, 775, 926, 929

Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1. 1309, 1325, 1343

Off flavors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario

Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Opposition to a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diet or
Vegetarianism–Opposition or Objection to

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio
Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa). 704, 773, 839,
1037

Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial).
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products. 643, 719, 1347,
1403

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Rubber Substitutes or
Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean
Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products. 869, 882, 909, 958, 1156, 1160, 1165,
1173, 1175, 1208, 1210

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles,
Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products. 872, 949, 967, 971, 993, 994, 1021,
1049, 1068, 1129, 1145, 1179, 1180, 1224

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Diesel Fuel,
SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or Artificial Petroleum, Explosives Made from
Glycerine, Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked
Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and
Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses, Soaps or Detergents

Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation
Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the
Soybean (General). 148, 149, 164, 165, 179, 191, 199, 274, 403,
678, 1143, 1441

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Steroids,
Steroid Hormones, and Sterols

Origins, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans
(General). 154, 236, 263, 324, 486, 661, 680, 806, 974

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health. 1325

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Introduction of Soybeans (as to
a Nation, State, or Region, with P.I. Numbers for the USA) and
Selection, Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive)
of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and
Synonyms

Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil
Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Pacific Islands. See Oceania
Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp
Packaging Equipment. 1181
Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since
1972). 717, 723

Packaging Innovations and Problems. 1129, 1238, 1274, 1285, 1442

Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffinose, Stachyose, and
Verbascose). 732, 1213, 1309

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins. 593

Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil. 254, 695
Olive Oil. 98, 131, 168, 249, 283, 320, 355, 612, 636, 695, 739,
1291

Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective /
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil.
131, 298, 299, 318, 323, 324, 333, 342, 343, 356, 364, 390, 393,
405, 406, 475, 518, 523, 560, 596, 617, 673, 684, 1081

Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives

Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan

Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario Soya-

Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy
Proteins. 593
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Association (ASA)–Periodicals
Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea
Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging
Down
Patent Office and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents. 196, 242,
261, 321, 357, 386, 429, 509, 532, 559, 563, 633, 652, 656, 691,
692, 697, 709, 715, 716, 754, 760, 774, 775, 865, 926, 929, 1080,
1286, 1312, 1417
Patents. 207, 213, 224, 327, 382, 383, 398, 414, 418, 438, 442, 498,
507, 508, 510, 515, 517, 524, 525, 526, 533, 534, 537, 706, 714,
718, 741, 1060, 1131, 1132
Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties
Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars. 7, 64, 179, 185, 191, 193, 194, 199,
202, 220, 227, 236, 239, 249, 250, 254, 255, 259, 263, 268, 269,
274, 278, 282, 283, 284, 286, 314, 320, 321, 322, 329, 342, 353,
359, 381, 393, 412, 414, 415, 416, 427, 474, 487, 518, 585, 588,
612, 636, 691, 692, 697, 698, 739, 748, 754, 763, 764, 865, 1081,
1127, 1165, 1192, 1234, 1301, 1312, 1334, 1373, 1400
Peanut Butter. 284, 320, 322, 359, 865, 1234
Peanut Chocolate (Roasted Ground Peanuts Used as a Chocolate
Substitute). 64, 201

Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals
Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed
Soy
Pfizer, Inc. Including DeKalb-Pfizer Genetics (DeKalb, Illinois)
from 1982 to 1990. 1313, 1321
Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean
Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines
Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations. 469, 470,
471, 486, 488, 499, 522, 523, 553, 561, 562, 573, 593, 597, 603,
604, 609, 618, 624, 633, 649, 653, 660, 664, 669, 670, 678, 683,
686, 687, 695, 696, 699, 705, 717, 730, 738, 749, 753, 763, 766,
767, 780, 782, 784, 785, 786, 804, 813, 819, 820, 848, 854, 863,
865, 870, 881, 884, 885, 904, 909, 918, 920, 931, 939, 966, 981,
988, 998, 1010, 1033, 1037, 1048, 1055, 1062, 1073, 1081, 1116,
1123, 1127, 1135, 1136, 1148, 1149, 1153, 1163, 1165, 1172, 1183,
1228, 1234, 1253, 1259, 1279, 1296, 1300, 1301, 1325, 1333, 1364,
1378, 1382, 1385, 1387, 1389, 1393, 1404, 1414, 1419, 1420, 1422,
1426, 1427, 1428, 1430, 1431, 1433, 1435
Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations. 58, 67,
147, 180, 202, 281, 289, 291, 308, 311, 314, 316, 317, 324, 332,
334, 342, 352, 354, 356, 357, 358, 369, 371, 390, 415, 416
Photographs, Not About Soy, Published after 1923. See also
Illustrations. 719
Photoperiod insensitive soybean varieties. See Soybean–
Physiology–Day-Neutral / Photoperiod Insensitive Soybean
Varieties
Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism /
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and
Biochemistry

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted). 192, 244, 250, 748
Peanut Milk. 322, 357, 359
Peanut Oil. 201, 202, 208, 247, 249, 254, 258, 268, 269, 276, 278,
283, 284, 293, 314, 320, 355, 359, 381, 393, 487, 518, 612, 691,
692, 697, 698, 739, 754, 764
Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900. 7, 64, 179,
185, 191, 193, 194, 199, 201, 202, 208, 220, 227, 236, 239, 247,
249, 250, 254, 255, 258, 259, 263
Pectins–Carbohydrates–Water-Soluble Dietary Fiber. 196
Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
Pellets Made from Soybean Meal or Cake. Also Called Soybean
Pellets. 1352

Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate, and
Phytin. 822, 1213
Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods
Phytoestrogen content. See Isoflavone or Phytoestrogen Content of
Soyfoods, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties
Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and
Soyfoods), Including Isoflavones (Including Genistein, Daidzein,
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and
Coumestans. 530, 709, 1251, 1273, 1278, 1308, 1325, 1335, 1344,
1353, 1375
Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative
Soybean Products Co.

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean
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Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to
Make Pork. 112, 170, 250, 255, 265, 281, 292, 304, 307, 311, 395,
396, 406, 552, 715
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa). 1330, 1351
Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA). 310, 311, 312, 313,
342, 343, 367, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 536
Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk
Society. Named Plantmilk Ltd. until 1972. 985, 1222, 1229

Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See). 114, 121, 173, 206, 242, 300, 314, 423, 742,
855, 1081, 1109
ProSoya–Including ProSoya Inc. (Ontario, Canada), and ProSoya
Corporation (Heuvelton, New York. No longer in Business),
ProSoya UK Ltd. (ProSoya PLC) (Livingston, Scotland). Pacific
ProSoya Foods, International ProSoya Corp. (IPC–British
Columbia). 1419
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye
Cotton Oil Co. 691, 692, 697, 754, 865, 1236, 1268, 1386

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production

Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General). 395, 396, 630, 935

Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy
Products–New Products

Plantmilk Ltd. See Plamil Foods Ltd.

Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors

Plasmids in Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto)
(Plasmid). 856

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans

Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins. 587, 593
Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi
Pogeler, Glenn Henry (1915-1995). Soybean Pioneer. Iowa
Cooperatives, Soybean Council of America (SCA), National
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA). 728, 730
Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production,
Marketing, Prices, Subsidies, Support Prices, or Trade. 591, 681,
1130, 1139
Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.). 311
Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including
Poverty) Worldwide. 739, 1226, 1352
Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham,
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks,
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.
Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey
Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related
Problems (Including Poverty)

Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Rodents
and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits and Woodchucks
Protein–Early and Basic Research. 13, 93, 101, 159, 163, 174, 175,
180, 187, 216, 227, 249, 254, 406, 737, 833
Protein–Effects of Dietary Protein (Especially Soy Protein) on
Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol). 725, 736, 831, 837, 844,
845, 912, 913, 978, 1041, 1069, 1091, 1103, 1248
Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition. 391,
423, 511, 736, 748, 910, 1132
Protein Technologies International (PTI) (St. Louis, Missouri.
Established on 1 July 1987 as a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of
Ralston Purina Co.) Sold to DuPont on 3 Dec. 1997. 1284, 1325,
1352, 1357, 1442
Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products
Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Amaranth, Azuki
Bean, Bambarra groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth
Almonds, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin, Microbial Proteins (NonPhotosynthetic), Peanut & Peanut Butter, Peanuts & Peanut Butter,
Quinoa, Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic), Sunflower
Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan, Winged Bean
Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean

Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce). 497, 1137,
1156, 1165

Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954). 696, 739, 824,
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1081, 1109, 1388

See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936)

Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually
made from Soymilk or Tofu)
Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu
Pulmuone Co., Ltd. (founded May 1984 in Korea). Incl. Pulmuone
U.S.A., Inc. (founded Jan. 1991, South Gate, California). The Latter
Merged with Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. in July 2004 to form
POM Wildwood, which was soon renamed Pulmuone Wildwood,
Inc. Brands include Soga. 1384
Pure & Simple. See Well (The), Pure & Simple
Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)

Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans. 819,
969, 1070
Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Asphalt Sealants, and Other Minor or
General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 63, 342,
1289
Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong
Light Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until
1990; Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997. 1284
Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua. 179,
184, 193, 236, 263, 269
Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California). 985, 1122
Quorn. See Meat Alternatives–Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein)
Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec
Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks
Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Research & Development Centers. See (EMBRAPA) (Brazil),
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State Agric.
Exp. Station, Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois).
Soyfoods, National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research
(NCAUR) (USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), National Food Research
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan), U.S. Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). Founded
April 1936)
Research on Soybeans. 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 34, 38, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47,
53, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64, 65, 70, 74, 105, 180, 850, 857, 934
Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or
Vegan Restaurants

Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Including Protein
Technologies International, a Wholly Owned Subsidiary from 1
July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997. 760, 956, 1006, 1222, 1284, 1325, 1357,
1365, 1367, 1369, 1442

Restaurants or delis, soyfoods. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods
Restaurants

Rapeseed Meal. 192, 195

Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China

Rapeseed Oil. 98, 136, 202, 295, 336, 585, 588, 612, 709, 1081,
1111, 1138, 1240, 1255, 1256, 1264, 1279, 1390

Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)

Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola

Reverse osmosis. See Membrane Technology Processes

Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also
Canola. 98, 136, 192, 259, 295, 314, 329, 336, 415, 416, 612, 636,
653, 695, 777, 813, 1035, 1081

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of
the Literature
Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation

Raw / uncooked / unfired food foods and diet. See Vegetarianism–
Raw / Uncooked / Unfired Foods and Diet
Recipes. See Cookery

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink. 168, 1137, 1250, 1260

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice

Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan). 1333

Red soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Red

Rice Vermicelli, Including Lock-Soy. 322

Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois).

Rice koji. See Koji
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357, 364, 680
Rice wine. See Sake
Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean
Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But
Unpolished Rice. 766, 781, 1073, 1145, 1156, 1179, 1404
Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice. 135, 209

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa
Safety concerns about soy in human diets. See Concerns about the
Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of Soy in Human Diets

Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous
Rice {Mochigome}). 781, 875, 936, 1003, 1073, 1125, 1137
Rice-Based Foods–Rice Cakes (Round Western-Style Cakes of
Puffed Rice, About 4 Inches in Diameter and ½ Inch Thick). 839,
1220
Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970).
840
Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways
Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan.
1404
Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 1165
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat,
Full-Fat) and Grits. 136, 281, 323, 554, 561, 572, 573, 588, 800,
896, 1165, 1404

Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke,
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (WadeGiles). 96, 261, 264, 271, 289, 316, 429
Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa
San Jirushi Corp., and San-J International (Kuwana, Japan;
and Richmond, Virginia). Purchased in Nov. 2005 by Yamasa
Corporation. 985, 1122
Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in
March 1996 to Become Novartis. 744, 745, 747, 760, 1105, 1284,
1286, 1288, 1302, 1303, 1305, 1306, 1311, 1314, 1321, 1331, 1357,
1383
Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada. 632,
1209, 1213, 1234
Sanitation and spoilage of food. See Microbiological Problems
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination)
Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming).
563, 636, 672, 674, 675, 676, 677, 709

Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 792, 1167
Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits /
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants. 22, 24,
74, 98, 112, 678

Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor,
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor.
Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned
and Operated. 810, 903

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New York City). 926

Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods. 20,
202, 220, 269, 359, 766, 773, 825, 1060, 1146, 1257, 1333, 1368,
1404

Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France. 372, 394,
395, 396, 397, 415, 416, 551, 562, 586, 587, 588, 599, 613, 649,
768, 806

School Lunch Program. 762, 777, 1070

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses
and Expellers

Seafood, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish,
and Other Seafood-like Products

Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)
Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables
Royal Wessanen, NV. See Wessanen (Royal) NV
Second Generation Soyfood Products. 1101
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 247, 318, 323, 357, 358,
425, 560

Seed Certification and Certified Seeds (Soybeans). 406
Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses. 518

Russia. See Europe, Eastern–Russia
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. 300,

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum)
for Various Specific Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different
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Colors. 202, 220, 255, 298, 311, 395, 403, 422, 613, 617, 678, 1443
Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide
(Especially Before 1925)–Including Siebold & Co., VilmorinAndrieux, Wood & Sons, Haage & Schmidt, Dammann & Co.,
Peter Henderson, Thorburn & Co., Mark W. Johnson, Johnson &
Stokes, Harry N. Hammond, Burpee, E.E. Evans, Funk Bros. Seed
Co. 120, 122, 142, 145, 154, 156, 165, 167, 169, 172, 182, 193,
273, 275, 306, 311, 312, 313, 333, 361, 407, 408, 409, 528, 529,
536, 558, 647, 652, 661
Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts. 49, 64,
146, 251, 324, 415, 416
Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.). 518, 681
Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and
Agronomic Significance of Seed Weight. 26, 38, 42, 53, 135, 149,
185, 266, 298, 412, 563, 613, 617, 843, 1309
Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction
Seed companies–Thompson. See Thompson (W.G.) & Sons
Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada
Seed companies, soybean. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa),
Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy),
DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) (Wilmington,
Delaware), Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County,
Michigan) and Mr. Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt
(Erfurt, Germany), Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas),
Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Monsanto Co.
(St. Louis, Missouri), Northrup King Co., Pioneer Hi-Bred
International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa), Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co.
(France)
Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See
Variety Development and Breeding
Seitan. See Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan
Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory /
Organoleptic Evaluation
Serbia and Montenegro. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and
Montenegro
Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or
Sesame Paste. 766, 1291, 1301
Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted). 192, 250
Sesame Oil. 74, 136, 192, 201, 202, 208, 247, 258, 269, 272, 276,
288, 293, 357, 359, 393, 487, 585, 588, 636

Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale).
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely,
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil. 13, 74, 104, 179, 192, 201,
202, 208, 220, 221, 244, 247, 250, 258, 259, 269, 272, 282, 288,
293, 314, 329, 357, 359, 393, 415, 416, 487, 585, 612, 636, 678,
763, 854, 875, 961, 967, 1003, 1014, 1017, 1065, 1073, 1125, 1153,
1179, 1373, 1400
Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed
Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with
Seventh-day Adventists–Adventist Small Food Companies in the
USA. Including Butler Food Products, Cedar Lake Foods, Hilkrest
/ Hillcrest, Lange Foods, Millstone Foods, Texas Protein Sales. See
also: Battle Creek Foods, Loma Linda Foods, La Sierra Industries,
Madison Foods, or Sovex Natural Foods (Fuller Life Inc.). 1312,
1442
Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (18641921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (18781955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995),
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (19031978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc. 513
Seventh-day Adventists–Influence Today of Seventh-day Adventist
Affiliated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists).
1222
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg,
Germany), Granose Foods Ltd. (Bucks., England)
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College,
Superbom. 632, 781, 788, 846, 886, 954, 1015, 1039, 1110, 1165,
1188, 1208, 1209, 1215, 1223, 1225, 1260
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga,
Australia)
Seventh-day Adventists. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)
(1852-1943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co.,
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Co., Loma Linda Foods (Riverside,
California), Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California),
Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee),
Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977), White, Ellen G (1827-1915),
Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio)
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Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.–
Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 635, 1404

Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France). 24,
58, 98, 132, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 145, 150, 154,
158, 161, 167, 169, 171, 182, 193, 206, 214, 215, 225, 236, 263,
306, 361, 372, 407, 586, 587, 613, 661, 680, 806

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.
Usually non-dairy. 635, 966, 1404

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation. 678

Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.

Soil Science. 3, 112, 159, 180

Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton. 98, 154,
170, 250, 304, 406

Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage
and Soiling
Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France). 1006, 1101, 1113

Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên
Nung / Shen Nung
Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 1312
Shortening. 64, 247, 355, 381, 410, 486, 518, 617, 636, 691, 692,
697, 698, 739, 754, 780, 865, 1081, 1111, 1312
Shoyu. See Soy Sauce

Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria).
Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 943, 964, 986, 991, 992, 993, 994,
1013, 1022, 1023, 1065, 1076, 1097, 1098, 1140, 1144, 1145, 1146,
1152, 1153, 1156, 1168, 1210, 1227, 1291, 1293, 1299
Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja; Affiliate of Coopérative
Agricole de Colmar–Issenheim & Colmar, France). Acquired by
B & K Holdings, of Switzerland, in mid-1993. Acquired by Alpro
(Belgium) on 22 April 1996. 1102, 1107, 1192, 1195, 1198, 1200,
1213, 1222, 1229, 1237, 1281, 1282, 1296, 1304, 1325, 1349, 1357

Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)
Siebold, Philipp Franz von (1796-1866)–German Physician and
Naturalist in Japan (1823-1829). 9, 24, 58, 61, 62, 239, 255, 1363

Solbar Hatzor Ltd. (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar
Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and Hayes General Technology (Israel)

Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus). 748

Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa).
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006). 788, 1006, 1192, 1265,
1294, 1357

Single cell proteins. See Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely
called Chinese-Japanese War. 680

Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Solvents–Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)–Used for Soy Oil Extraction, or
Washing / Purification of Soy Products (Protein, Lecithin, Saponins,
etc.). 221, 243, 498

Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage
Used for Silage / Ensilage

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or
Textile Sizing

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction. 563, 656

Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked

Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor). 563

Smoothie–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Soy Yogurt, Soy Protein
Isolate, Rice Milk, or Other Non-Dairy Smoothie Ingredients. Also
spelled Smoothies or Smoothees. 1384

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General,
Type of Solvent, Unspecified, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane,
and Trichloroethylene Solvents. 168, 174, 509, 523, 564, 576, 657,
686, 811, 1164

Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying
Oil–Soap, Detergent. 298, 304, 314, 318, 323, 324, 333, 342, 343,
353, 356, 381, 390, 393, 405, 406, 410, 518, 523, 560, 617, 691,
692, 754, 865
Societe Soy (Saint-Chamond, France). See Soyfoods Companies
(Europe)–Nutrition et Soja

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene /
Benzine / Benzol / Benzin. 314, 435
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha /
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas. 298, 656
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Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses

361, 363, 369, 374, 375, 377, 379, 380, 384, 395, 396, 406, 409,
415, 416, 423, 431, 465, 485, 490, 534, 560, 562, 575, 577, 578,
587, 588, 596, 630, 652, 660, 666, 1080, 1144, 1156, 1301, 1441

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Soy Cream Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 853, 1404

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup
Sour Cream Alternatives (Non-Dairy–Usually Contains Soy). 1404

Soy Cream Cheese, Usually Made of Tofu or Soy Yogurt. 853,
1337, 1404

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa

Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 644, 645, 743

South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in
South America

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat. 64, 149, 153, 164, 186, 189, 206, 216,
219, 227, 239, 242, 249, 254, 265, 272, 279, 288, 344, 356, 376,
383, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 399, 400, 401, 402,
413, 417, 418, 421, 423, 424, 426, 427, 430, 432, 433, 434, 435,
436, 437, 438, 439, 441, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451,
453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 466,
467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 480, 481, 482,
483, 484, 486, 489, 492, 493, 494, 495, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504,
505, 506, 509, 510, 511, 523, 527, 544, 545, 547, 548, 566, 568,
571, 572, 576, 591, 594, 602, 605, 607, 611, 627, 633, 634, 644,
645, 659, 660, 673, 685, 711, 715, 716, 721, 767, 774, 775, 848,
851, 864, 890, 897, 929, 1016, 1062, 1080, 1156, 1192, 1217, 1298,
1322, 1385, 1404, 1412

South America. See Latin America–South America
South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha). 422, 486
South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio
Miso Co. 792, 1359
Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages. 1404
Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein). 359
Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. Typically
Made with Tofu or Isolated Soy Proteins. Usually Contains Casein
(A Protein from Cow’s Milk). 903, 961, 1129, 1158
Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region. 1070, 1102, 1218

Soy Flour Equipment. 1062, 1382
Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 591, 639, 657, 723, 929, 1284
Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies or Products. 644, 721, 1284, 1388

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 1129

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries (such
as CSM, WSB, etc.). 64, 576, 711, 723, 794, 897, 914, 1067, 1090,
1092, 1142, 1284, 1352, 1388

Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein). 985, 1070,
1102, 1122, 1187, 1218, 1275, 1384

Soy Flour, Defatted or Partially Defatted, Used as an Ingredient in
Second Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods,
Pasta, etc. 521

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu. 1404

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of These
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 227,
242, 249, 328, 503

Soy Chocolate (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of nonroasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate). 64, 151, 153,
186, 323, 324, 337, 339, 357, 358, 380, 395, 396, 415, 416, 431,
469, 472, 485, 490, 534, 562, 575, 587, 666, 668, 893
Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 139, 159, 303, 375,
409, 415, 416, 577
Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted
Soybeans. 24, 25, 38, 48, 53, 58, 59, 61, 64, 135, 138, 139, 148,
149, 151, 153, 156, 159, 164, 169, 170, 171, 176, 182, 185, 186,
189, 190, 192, 193, 195, 201, 228, 238, 256, 257, 262, 265, 273,
279, 282, 286, 299, 301, 303, 306, 307, 311, 322, 323, 324, 335,
337, 339, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 353, 356, 357, 358,

Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat. 138,
214, 227, 230, 231, 242, 249, 279, 298, 299, 300, 302, 306, 307,
314, 317, 318, 324, 327, 328, 333, 337, 338, 339, 345, 346, 347,
348, 349, 350, 351, 357, 358, 361, 364, 369, 380, 384, 395, 396,
404, 406, 410, 412, 414, 415, 416, 435, 442, 485, 503, 508, 515,
517, 518, 519, 520, 524, 526, 527, 532, 533, 534, 537, 543, 546,
556, 559, 560, 561, 562, 565, 567, 571, 572, 573, 576, 577, 578,
581, 582, 587, 596, 613, 614, 630, 635, 639, 646, 647, 652, 654,
657, 661, 663, 666, 673, 678, 681, 686, 688, 690, 693, 708, 711,
727, 743, 753, 786, 894, 914, 975, 987, 988, 1067, 1080, 1081,
1090, 1100, 1127, 1131, 1165, 1170, 1183, 1184, 1217, 1247, 1267,
1283, 1284, 1290, 1298, 1324, 1334, 1382, 1385, 1404
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Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat,
Unheated). 523
Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein).
751, 760, 762, 837, 838, 863, 925, 931, 957, 1030, 1041, 1054,
1068, 1165
Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 64, 219, 594, 602
Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy). 386, 964, 985, 1015,
1063, 1081, 1087, 1101, 1104, 1122, 1176, 1195, 1213, 1218, 1284,
1295, 1317, 1337, 1357, 1372, 1389, 1404
Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.). 359

Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 790, 1284
Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artificial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fibers). 714, 756, 760, 777, 1015, 1404
Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also:
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition.
395, 396, 531, 770, 785, 790, 819, 844, 845, 911, 912, 913, 915,
956, 969, 978, 1019, 1021, 1042, 1149, 1284
Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 92, 101, 131, 159, 174,
216, 223, 227
Soy Proteins–Concentrates. 1040, 1081, 1283, 1375, 1404

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–By Geographical Region. 1218, 1284
Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies. 1284
Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 135, 151, 238, 247, 577
Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value. 247, 298, 319, 487, 518,
636
Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive
Index, Solidification Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specific Gravity.
See also Iodine Number. 247, 319
Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refining, Trade, and Use. See
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids. 19, 23, 58,
63, 64, 98, 127, 131, 135, 136, 138, 151, 156, 159, 166, 168, 170,
171, 173, 175, 182, 184, 187, 190, 191, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197,
198, 199, 202, 205, 206, 208, 209, 214, 230, 234, 236, 238, 241,
247, 258, 259, 263, 265, 269, 274, 276, 293, 294, 298, 300, 304,
307, 314, 317, 318, 319, 324, 333, 335, 336, 337, 342, 343, 344,
353, 355, 357, 358, 364, 366, 368, 369, 381, 384, 393, 395, 396,
405, 406, 412, 415, 416, 440, 486, 487, 516, 518, 523, 525, 535,
538, 542, 555, 559, 562, 563, 572, 573, 575, 577, 578, 585, 586,
587, 588, 601, 612, 613, 614, 617, 635, 652, 656, 673, 679, 680,
681, 684, 686, 742, 764, 780, 811, 824, 833, 842, 848, 857, 915,
959, 975, 1061, 1111, 1141, 1171, 1217, 1266, 1283, 1404
Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products
Inc. (Ann Arbor)
Soy Protein Council (Food Protein Council from 1971 to Dec.
1981). 823
Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 777, 1284, 1357

Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods). 286,
1007
Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General), as in
Flavourings, HVP, Cosmetics, Personal Care Products, Predigested
Milk Replacers, etc. 812, 832
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein with
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products. 807
Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for
Industrial (Non-Food) Use. 406, 726, 756, 770, 799, 904, 955, 985,
1014, 1036, 1040, 1081, 1117, 1119, 1122, 1129, 1151, 1187, 1204,
1206, 1212, 1214, 1217, 1221, 1284, 1295, 1352, 1357, 1375, 1442
Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Industrial (Non-Food) Use. See also:
Isolates, for Food Use. 560
Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin,
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin} Protein Fractions and Subunits,
Sedimentation Coefficients, Nitrogen Solubility, and Rheology).
170, 174, 175, 181, 187, 194, 202, 216, 220, 241, 531, 571, 776,
807, 1375
Soy Proteins–Used as an Ingredient in or for Early Second
Generation Commercial Food or Beverage Products. 726
Soy Proteins, Textured (General). 734, 760, 777, 831, 951, 1103,
1135
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not
Fermented. 386, 457, 486, 562, 966, 1137, 1157, 1165, 1169, 1218,
1222, 1282, 1337, 1349, 1404
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports,
Exports, International Trade. 3, 10, 18, 21, 63, 98, 127, 241, 245,
308, 390, 773, 871, 1193

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein
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Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home
or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 209
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce. 3, 10, 13, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 44,
63, 66, 93, 96, 98, 109, 120, 122, 127, 131, 135, 136, 138, 140, 142,
149, 151, 154, 156, 159, 164, 165, 168, 170, 171, 181, 185, 190,
194, 202, 209, 211, 212, 214, 217, 218, 220, 227, 234, 236, 238,
239, 241, 245, 255, 256, 257, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265,
266, 268, 271, 278, 279, 281, 284, 289, 290, 302, 303, 306, 307,
308, 315, 316, 317, 318, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 328, 333, 337,
339, 343, 353, 357, 358, 359, 364, 372, 380, 384, 390, 395, 406,
411, 412, 415, 416, 429, 486, 490, 497, 506, 560, 562, 569, 572,
575, 577, 578, 587, 614, 630, 635, 647, 679, 681, 682, 684, 756,
766, 773, 781, 800, 832, 839, 854, 870, 871, 875, 881, 895, 920,
974, 975, 1037, 1043, 1073, 1081, 1124, 1137, 1153, 1156, 1160,
1161, 1165, 1170, 1171, 1190, 1193, 1200, 1260, 1261, 1283, 1284,
1300, 1309, 1333, 1352, 1363, 1379, 1393, 1402, 1418, 1434
Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu), Made from Black
Soybean Koji. A Type of Fermented Black Soybean Sauce. 318
Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru,
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta. 264, 974
Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 339, 357, 429, 679, 974, 1284
Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 308, 871, 974, 1284
Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial
Scale. 127

403, 406, 412, 415, 416, 431, 490, 561, 562, 572, 573, 578, 587,
596, 620, 627, 635, 660, 661, 666, 720, 766, 791, 800, 854, 864,
870, 881, 888, 904, 963, 975, 1076, 1153, 1156, 1170, 1171, 1251,
1309, 1404, 1418, 1419
Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages. 339, 390, 415, 416
Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to Grow at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand. 870
Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy). 630, 985, 1063, 1106, 1122,
1131, 1157, 1191, 1195, 1204, 1206, 1218, 1232, 1284, 1309, 1310
Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured. 324, 587, 588, 800, 1047, 1066,
1200, 1295, 1317, 1337, 1372, 1384, 1404, 1424
Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured /
fermented). 1108, 1151
Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region. 1218, 1284
Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 1108, 1284, 1317
Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy
Soy fiber. See Fiber
Soy flour companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)
Soy flour, roasted. See Roasted soy flour

Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 13, 20, 135, 154, 303,
333, 577
Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of
Wheat or Barley. 168

Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Barricini Foods (Mountain
Lakes, New Jersey), Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)
Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based
Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical
Soy Sauce. 287, 435, 497, 600, 602, 812, 820, 832, 1165, 1394

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing
Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap,
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup. 135,
193, 227, 261, 324, 560, 575, 578, 800, 1160, 1165

Soy protein companies (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. and Hayes
General Technology

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis.
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet
Soy Sauce. 1165

Soy protein companies (USA). See Glidden Co. (The), Gunther
Products, Inc., Laucks (I.F.) Co., Protein Technologies International
(PTI)

Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products. 878,
961, 962, 967, 993, 1003, 1023, 1034, 1094, 1095, 1145, 1257

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soy Sauce

Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use. 190,
210, 222, 253, 324, 333, 339, 360, 364, 383, 384, 390, 395, 396,

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See San Jirushi Corp., and
San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; and Richmond, Virginia),
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Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)
Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)

Soybean–Growth Regulators / Substances Such as Triiodobenzoic
Acid (TIBA), Gibberellic Acid, Gibberellins, Auxins, Cytokinins,
Dicamba, and Florigen. 703

Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from
Making Soy Sauce

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination.
183, 185, 201, 228, 270, 282, 286, 324, 331, 334, 465

Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds. 58, 60, 62, 65, 148, 188, 311, 406, 649, 703

Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce,
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy
Sauce)

Soybean–Physiology–Day-Neutral / Photoperiod Insensitive
Soybean Varieties. 933

Soy sauce. See Harvey’s Sauce, Tamari, Worcestershire Sauce

Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizae / Mycorrhizal
Relations with Vesicular-Arbuscular Soil Fungi of the Genus
Glomus or Endogone. 906

Soy whip topping. See Whip Topping
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses. 818, 1244

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods
Soy, etymology of the word. See Etymology of the Word “Soy” and
its Cognates / Relatives in English
Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products. 578, 613, 758, 870,
918, 941
Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand Burke. See Also Dr.
Artemy A. Horvath. 1411, 1412

Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties. 796, 798, 815, 816, 827,
828, 829, 830, 835, 933, 989, 1051, 1058, 1272
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism,
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration,
Photorespiration). 162, 649, 761, 787, 796, 815, 827, 835, 953
Soybean–Taxonomy / Classification. 2, 4, 6, 9, 120, 122, 311, 406

Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (192942), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products
Ltd.

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and
Names. 390, 591

Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England). Including Michael
Cole and his Soya International Ltd. 1122, 1195, 1198, 1222, 1229

Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.

Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

SoyaWorld Inc. See ProSoya
Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General. 314
Soyana (Zurich, Switzerland). 838, 854, 855, 863, 872, 884, 901,
903, 909, 910, 921, 925, 927, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 961, 962,
966, 977, 979, 1011, 1013, 1048, 1049, 1063, 1066, 1067, 1068,
1107, 1113, 1114, 1120, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1195, 1202, 1204, 1206,
1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1222, 1224, 1229, 1282, 1429
Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH
(Dorsten, Germany). Acquired by Huegli in April 1991. 875, 920,
1006, 1011, 1013, 1113, 1114, 1176, 1190, 1191, 1197, 1199, 1201,
1205, 1216, 1221, 1229, 1235, 1241, 1242, 1249, 1287, 1357
Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company,
in Bar Harbor, Maine). 1281
Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications
about Soybeans. 58, 406, 628

Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)
Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacific Oil Mills and Albers
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans),
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920),
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana;
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous
solvent). 342, 656, 657
Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924
Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal).
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361, 410, 485, 657, 691, 692, 754, 763, 821, 1032, 1035, 1051,
1163, 1164, 1417
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses. 343, 435, 523,
573, 656, 811
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers
(Continuous, Mechanical). 435, 523, 656, 657, 811, 1417

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow,
Sonoma, and Tashing. 61, 92, 135, 167, 173, 182, 193, 202, 220,
255, 298, 311, 312, 313, 324, 361, 395, 396, 403, 407, 408, 411,
422, 617, 678, 1443
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value. 220, 422

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction. 314, 435, 656
Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses -. 381, 406, 585, 591, 617, 656,
673, 742, 824, 915, 926, 1081, 1109, 1266, 1284
Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake,
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake. 20, 58, 63, 98,
127, 135, 138, 151, 166, 168, 173, 182, 193, 194, 195, 219, 238,
250, 259, 266, 279, 285, 294, 298, 300, 301, 302, 304, 306, 307,
314, 317, 318, 324, 333, 336, 337, 342, 343, 353, 357, 358, 364,
381, 384, 395, 396, 405, 406, 410, 412, 415, 416, 420, 422, 435,
475, 486, 507, 516, 540, 555, 560, 562, 563, 564, 572, 575, 578,
586, 596, 612, 617, 651, 653, 657, 660, 673, 679, 680, 684, 742,
764, 783, 824, 840, 842, 915, 948, 1040, 1061, 1081, 1109, 1171,
1246, 1275, 1283, 1313, 1380, 1385, 1397, 1425, 1431
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake
as a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial
Uses. 20, 98, 127, 170, 173, 182, 193, 194, 298, 301, 307, 317, 324,
342, 384, 405, 406, 412, 422, 486, 555, 560, 575, 680
Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced. 78, 285, 294,
307, 328, 333, 372, 407, 408, 484, 486, 523, 539, 555, 562, 575,
592, 595, 598, 599, 608, 610, 647, 662, 667, 673, 682, 768, 780,
801, 919, 928, 932, 936, 937, 948, 1174, 1284, 1380, 1385, 1425
Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses. 881, 915, 1126, 1130, 1139, 1239, 1271, 1284

Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded,
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored. 135, 202, 220, 311, 361, 678
Soybean Seeds–Red in Color. 25, 59, 65, 92, 151, 202, 220, 306,
312
Soybean Seeds–White in Color. 57, 62, 92, 135, 173, 202, 220, 255,
273, 289, 297, 312, 411
Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also:
Soybean Seeds–White. 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 32, 33, 34, 38, 41, 42,
44, 45, 51, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64, 65, 70, 74, 75, 78, 81, 84, 93,
98, 103, 112, 114, 119, 121, 127, 135, 142, 145, 148, 149, 151, 152,
153, 154, 167, 168, 169, 170, 173, 180, 186, 192, 193, 202, 219,
220, 241, 267, 273, 298, 306, 311, 312, 313, 324, 342, 354, 357,
361, 364, 370, 372, 395, 396, 403, 407, 408, 411, 551, 617, 678,
681, 1443
Soybean Varieties Canada–Harovinton–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type. 1309
Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow. 888, 958, 1251
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development. 1443
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. No. 81–Early Development.
1443
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development.
552, 613

Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease). 428
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. 16, 25,
26, 32, 33, 34, 41, 53, 58, 59, 61, 64, 65, 67, 69, 92, 119, 148, 149,
152, 154, 164, 170, 192, 194, 195, 209, 214, 234, 236, 238, 239,
255, 263, 266, 267, 282, 289, 297, 298, 306, 311, 312, 313, 318,
322, 334, 342, 361, 364, 370, 372, 395, 396, 403, 406, 407, 408,
411, 487, 518, 549, 551, 552, 613, 617, 651, 652, 1414, 1443

Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant
Yellow)–Early Introduction. 361, 408

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value. 13, 38, 135, 136, 202, 219,
220, 241, 324, 396, 422, 431, 655, 678, 766, 1404

Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617, 678

Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records. 19, 22,
24, 26, 32, 33, 34, 38, 44, 45, 53, 57, 61, 71, 78, 81, 103, 112, 119,
135, 148, 149, 154, 169, 170, 182, 186, 192, 193, 219, 220, 241,
266, 267, 275, 282, 289, 298, 311, 312, 313, 324, 361, 364, 403,
407, 408, 411, 617, 678

Soybean Varieties USA–American Coffee Berry–Early
Introduction. Renamed Ito-San by about 1902. 273

Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction. 518
Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction. 311, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
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Type. 617, 678

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfield–Early Introduction. 518, 552, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction. 311, 361,
364, 403, 649

Soybean Varieties USA–Asahi–Early Introduction. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907). 311, 361,
1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction. 311, 361, 403
Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction. 549, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito-San by about 1902. 255, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction.
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type. 403, 431, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction. 311, 518, 552,
617

Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction.
Renamed Amherst by May 1907. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction. 311, 313, 406

Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617, 678

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda Mame–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by 1910. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction. 311, 342, 364,
372, 395, 396, 403, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Edna–Early Introduction. 549
Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction. 311

Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction. 342, 364, 403,
549, 613, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction. 342,
364, 372, 395, 396, 518, 552, 617, 649, 652

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction. 311, 361, 364,
403, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Etum or Eatum–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Brindle–Early Introduction. 311
Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction. 311, 361, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by May 1907. 361, 407, 408

Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction. 311, 313,
361, 406, 408, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Dwarf–Early Introduction.
1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction. 311, 313,
361, 406, 408, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Fairchild–Early Introduction. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Farnham–Early Introduction. 311

Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction. 311, 361, 407,
617
Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907). 311, 361,
552, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Flat King–Early Introduction. 311
Soybean Varieties USA–Flava–Early Selection (1907). 311
Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction. 342, 403, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type. 617, 678

Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction. 311, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction.
617, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction.
Renamed Samarow in 1907. 361
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Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction. 311, 312, 313,
342, 361, 372, 395, 396, 403, 406, 411, 422
Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled
“Habara” in Canada. 552, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction. 311, 315,
342, 361, 372, 395, 403, 422, 518, 617, 652, 1405, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded
and / or Vegetable-Type. 372, 395, 396, 403, 617, 1443

Type. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction. 311, 313,
406, 422
Soybean Varieties USA–Kiyusuke Daizu–Early Introduction. Also
spelled Kiyusuki, Kiuski, Kaiyuski, Kuiske, Keyuska, Kysuki. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction. 403, 549, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction. 342, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction. 314

Soybean Varieties USA–Lowrie–Early Selection (1908). 311

Soybean Varieties USA–Hansen–Early Introduction. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction. 311, 312,
313, 342, 361, 364, 372, 395, 396, 403, 406, 408, 411, 422, 549,
1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type. 617, 678
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction. 311, 342,
364, 372, 395, 396, 403, 549, 552, 617, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early
Introduction. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction. 342,
551, 561, 617, 681
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction. 342, 364, 372,
395, 396, 403, 518, 551, 552, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction. 403, 552,
613, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1948. 255, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905). 311, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1907. 255, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction.
Renamed Guelph by about 1907. 255

Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu,
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry. 273, 311, 312, 313, 342, 361, 364,
372, 395, 396, 403, 406, 407, 408, 409, 411, 422, 431, 518, 617,
1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction. 311,
312, 313, 406, 411, 617, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617, 678
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 1309

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Late Black–Early Introduction.
255, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905).
Renamed Midwest by 1923. 311, 342, 361, 364, 372, 395, 396, 403
Soybean Varieties USA–Mendota–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 678
Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction. 311, 361

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 422, 613, 617, 678

Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction. 311, 361, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanum–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-

Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction. 422, 518, 617
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Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development. 364, 403

Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction. 552, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction. 403, 617, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Nanda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Nielsen–Early Selection. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Nigra–Early Introduction. 403

Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolific–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development.
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948). 275, 311, 313, 361, 406,
407, 408, 617, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction. 311, 361

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed
Hamilton by 1923. 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction. 311

Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel
Black–Early Introduction. 403, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction.
549, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction. 311

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907).
311, 342, 364, 372, 395, 396, 403, 518, 552, 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Pingsu–Early Introduction. 311
Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Tastee–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction. 311,
342, 364, 372, 395, 396, 403, 551, 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction. 311, 361
Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Sac–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 678
Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction. 311, 406,
408

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 1309
Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction. 311, 361
Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907). 342, 364,
395, 396, 403, 518, 549, 552, 617, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617
Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType. 617

Soybean Varieties USA–Sedo–Early Introduction. 311
Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type. 617, 678
Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction. 342

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction. 311, 342, 361,
372, 395, 396, 518, 552, 617, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 /
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912). 364, 395, 396, 403,
617, 1443

Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction. 311, 361
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Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction. 403,
407, 408, 552, 617, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Yamagata Cha-daidzu / Yamagata
Chadaidzu / Yamagata-cha Daidzu–Early Introduction. Renamed
Eda by about 1907. 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction. 408, 1443
Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction.
617
Soybean Varieties USA–Yoshioka–Early Introduction. Renamed
Yosho by May 1907. 1443
Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA. 273, 275

(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization
Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines, Farm
Machinery–Etymology
Soybean production–Marketing. See Marketing Soybeans
Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company
Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial,
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated
Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Weeds–Control
and Herbicide Use
Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans
Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan),
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd.
(Kobe, Japan)
Soybean crushers (Canada). See CanAmera Foods (Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada)
Soybean crushers (Europe). See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy),
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Oelmuehle
Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany), Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem,
Netherlands)
Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See Ag Processing Inc a
cooperative (AGP), Farmland Industries, Inc., Monticello Cooperative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois),
Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)
Soybean crushers (USA). See Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM)
(Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York), Cargill,
Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis), Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana), Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois),
Continental Grain Co. (New York, New York), Honeymead
Products Co., Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois), Procter &
Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye Cotton
Oil Co., Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Staley (A.E.)
Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,, Swift & Co. (Illinois)

Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in
Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production
Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Crop
Rotation of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping
Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping,
Cultural Practices, Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing,
Identity Preserved / Preservation, Organically Grown Soybeans,
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General), Policies and Programs, Government, Price of Soybeans,
Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except Sauces (Which See),
Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts, Soybean
Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean Varieties in the
USA, Yield Statistics, Soybean
Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color
Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry
Soybeans

Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry
Soybeans

Soybean meal pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal

Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New
Products

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil
Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans). 318, 635, 666, 742,
825, 877, 883, 903, 1006, 1014, 1015, 1040, 1081, 1109, 1127,
1208, 1278

Soybean paste. See Miso
Soybean pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal
Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA). Founded 29 June
1978. 810, 823

Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery

Soyfoods Associations in Europe. 1101, 1104, 1105, 1107, 1199,
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1221, 1281, 1325

Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania), Soyatech (Bar Harbor,
Maine), Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA)

Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)
Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans.
915, 1194, 1209, 1211
Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods,
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada
Newsletter, etc. 954, 955, 1167
Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis. 1284
Soyfoods Movement in Europe. 847, 849, 853, 854, 863, 869, 870,
875, 876, 877, 880, 881, 882, 887, 888, 900, 901, 907, 909, 910,
915, 920, 921, 922, 925, 927, 936, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 966,
977, 985, 988, 1006, 1011, 1055, 1087, 1104, 1107, 1113, 1122,
1157, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1166, 1188, 1189, 1191, 1198, 1199, 1205,
1209, 1216, 1221, 1222, 1229, 1235, 1237, 1241, 1249, 1250, 1303,
1325, 1439
Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General).
810
Soyfoods Movement in South America. 704, 1037

Soyfoods restaurants or delis. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods
Restaurants or Delis
Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff. 781,
792, 795, 810, 823, 853, 858, 864, 867, 881, 885, 887, 915, 920,
926, 929, 977, 985, 1031, 1037, 1122, 1157, 1160, 1216, 1221,
1222, 1229, 1250, 1284, 1312, 1373, 1404, 1405, 1442
Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 156, 238, 241, 256, 268, 298, 303, 322, 577,
985, 1122, 1198
Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji,
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan. 781, 950, 985, 1014, 1015, 1071,
1122
Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See
also: Non-Dairy Creamer. 380, 587, 630
Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See APV Systems, Soya
Technology Division. Formerly named Danish Turnkey Dairies
Ltd., Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden), Tetra Pak International (Lund,
Sweden)

Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San Leandro, California). Founded by
John, Valerie, and Gary Robertson. Began Making Tempeh on 15
Feb. 1981. Acquired by White Wave on 1 Dec. 1987. 1176

Soymilk Equipment. 950, 985, 1112, 1122

Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore
and Malaysia) and Affiliates

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 985, 1040, 1070, 1102, 1107, 1122, 1195,
1198, 1202, 1212, 1215, 1218, 1219, 1222, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1284,
1303

Soyfoods companies (England). See Itona
Soyfoods companies (Europe). See Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim,
Germany), British Arkady Company Ltd. (Manchester, England),
Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany), Galactina S.A. (Belp,
Switzerland), Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell,
Buckinghamshire, England), Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near
Stuttgart, Germany), Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon,
Switzerland), Innoval / Sojalpe, Jonathan P.V.B.A. (Kapellen,
Belgium), Life Food GmbH (Freiburg, Germany). Taifun
brand, Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium;
and Mezin, France), Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands), Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac,
Switzerland), Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France)
Toulouse, France). Founded in June, Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly
Cacoja), Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England), Soyana
(Zurich, Switzerland), Tofutown.com (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel,
Germany), Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun
Soyfoods companies (USA). See Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then
San Francisco, California), Farm Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy, Hain
Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York), Rella Good Cheese
Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Previously Brightsong Tofu, Swan
Food Corp. (Miami, Florida), White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies. 726, 957, 985, 1048, 1122, 1147, 1157, 1176,
1181, 1188, 1198, 1200, 1203, 1213, 1215, 1217, 1222, 1229, 1236,
1282, 1284, 1304, 1309, 1317, 1349, 1357
Soymilk Production–How to Make Soymilk on a Commercial
Scale. 427
Soymilk companies (Canada). See Malnutrition Matters, ProSoya
Soymilk companies (England). See Itona
Soymilk companies (Europe and Africa). See Actimonde S.A.
(Agrolactor system)
Soymilk companies (Europe). See Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium),
Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk
Society, Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire,
England)
Soymilk companies (USA). See Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co.
(subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc., California)
Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee),
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Soymilk shakes. See Shakes

in Various Languages. 587, 1247

Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk).
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base. 298, 324, 344, 406, 587, 741,
996, 1048, 1200, 1213, 1372

Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products
Soynut companies (USA). See Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason,
Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, Ltd.

Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir. 324, 588
Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research,
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili,
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy
Cheese, and Soy Kefir. 322, 362, 406, 587, 976, 1132, 1384, 1404
Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
Community Scale, by Hand or with a Soymilk Maker / Machine.
853, 1404
Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese
or Cheese Alternatives. 20, 136, 156, 176, 206, 216, 217, 223, 226,
234, 238, 241, 245, 256, 257, 262, 268, 278, 284, 296, 298, 300,
303, 307, 320, 322, 324, 326, 333, 335, 337, 339, 344, 345, 346,
347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 353, 356, 357, 358, 359, 361, 362, 365,
369, 380, 382, 384, 386, 387, 389, 390, 392, 395, 396, 397, 398,
400, 402, 406, 412, 414, 415, 416, 422, 423, 427, 435, 467, 485,
486, 490, 506, 527, 531, 554, 560, 561, 562, 569, 570, 572, 573,
575, 577, 578, 587, 588, 596, 613, 614, 630, 635, 647, 678, 682,
684, 690, 715, 725, 732, 736, 737, 738, 740, 741, 780, 781, 800,
846, 850, 853, 854, 860, 861, 862, 875, 881, 886, 909, 920, 936,
947, 950, 956, 957, 970, 973, 976, 977, 981, 985, 988, 996, 1006,
1014, 1015, 1018, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1028, 1029, 1038, 1040, 1042,
1044, 1048, 1049, 1054, 1060, 1063, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1077, 1081,
1085, 1096, 1101, 1102, 1107, 1110, 1117, 1119, 1122, 1125, 1128,
1131, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1147, 1155, 1156, 1157, 1159, 1165, 1169,
1171, 1181, 1188, 1190, 1194, 1195, 1198, 1200, 1202, 1203, 1207,
1212, 1213, 1215, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1222, 1223, 1228, 1229, 1231,
1234, 1236, 1238, 1239, 1247, 1253, 1274, 1282, 1284, 1285, 1286,
1290, 1296, 1301, 1317, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1349, 1352, 1360,
1372, 1379, 1383, 1384, 1389, 1404, 1406, 1419, 1424, 1426
Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered, Used as an Ingredient in NonBeverage Commercial Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts,
Cheeses, Desserts, or Entrees. 1142, 1186
Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered. 318, 324, 395, 396, 406, 435,
587, 588, 611, 722, 724, 726, 731, 861, 1077, 1203, 1215, 1317,
1352

Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans. 25, 101, 165,
323, 356, 406, 415, 416, 431, 569, 578, 587, 635, 660, 666, 668,
678, 780, 781, 788, 891, 892, 1074, 1081, 1156, 1165, 1192, 1265,
1284, 1294, 1364, 1404
Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 101, 323, 356, 569, 587
Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 1284
Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 788, 1192, 1284
Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire,
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)].
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932). 448, 482, 495,
505, 509, 523, 561, 572, 573, 715, 721, 774, 775, 1275
Spongiform encephalopathies (brain diseases; TSE and BSE). See
Vegetarianism–Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (Brain
Diseases)
Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts
Spun soy protein fibers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein
Isolates
Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988). 523, 644, 645, 656, 1006, 1357
Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion
Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products. 1284

Soymilk, Used as an Ingredient in Non-Beverage Commercial
Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts, Cheeses, Desserts, or
Entrees. 1039, 1084
Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers
Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil). 587, 588, 1247, 1357
Soynut Butter–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives

Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds). 24,
156, 174, 180, 183, 185, 188, 200, 216, 227, 228, 241, 242, 331
Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United
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States, etc.) and nations within each region

Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Canada, Jan. 1999. 1176, 1357

Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Syngenta AG (based in Basel, Switzerland)–Formed in Nov. 2000
by the Merger of Novartis Agribusiness (formed in March 1996 by
the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy; both based in Basel,
Switzerland) and Zeneca Agrochemicals. 1286, 1321, 1331, 1351,
1383, 1396

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean
Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the
specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics
Stephens, Arran and Ratana. See Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. and
Nature’s Path (BC, Canada)
Steroids, Steroid Hormones, and Sterols–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil.
670, 709
Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can
Be Made). 670, 709, 844
Stinky tofu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu).
Etymology of This Term
Storage of Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage or
Storability, and Drying of Soybeans. 406, 490, 614, 630, 649, 678

Table / Tables in Document. 25, 26, 27, 30, 38, 42, 57, 60, 63, 64,
65, 81, 101, 103
Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter
Taifun-Produkte (Freiburg, Germany). See Life Food GmbH
Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 585, 673
Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan
Taiwanese black bean sauce. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean
Sauce (Inyu)
Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC. 261, 271, 316, 321, 770

Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw
Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive
officer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer
(born 1938). 671, 683, 695, 696

Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional
Shoyu. 766, 773, 839, 870, 875, 881, 1137, 1145, 1156, 1165, 1170,
1333
Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented
Sugars, complex, such as raffinose, stachyose, and verbacose. See
Oligosaccharides

Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages. 64

Sunflower Oil / Sunflowerseed Oil / Sunoil. 764, 1081, 1390
Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems
Sunflower Seeds and Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus)–Including
Sunflowerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope,
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium. 192, 342, 406, 523, 585, 764, 773,
777, 1035, 1081, 1111, 1165, 1190, 1258, 1279, 1314
Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). See Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo,
Japan)
Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida). Started in 1977 by Robert
Brooks and Mary Pung. 810, 1442
Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana;
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre. 903,
1157

Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho,
Taoetjo. 560, 800
Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy
Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian). 227, 560, 800, 825,
854, 869, 870, 875, 876, 879, 881, 882, 900, 920, 923, 924, 927,
936, 938, 940, 942, 949, 958, 968, 977, 1001, 1005, 1031, 1064,
1078, 1081, 1125, 1127, 1137, 1152, 1153, 1156, 1160, 1162, 1165,
1167, 1171, 1208, 1242, 1249, 1250, 1284, 1341, 1348, 1368, 1389,
1404, 1439

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois). 760

Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 227, 560, 854

Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, Michigan). Before 1993, INARI,
Ltd.–International Nutrition and Resources Inc. Purchased by W.G.

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 1031, 1284
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Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies. 949, 968, 1031, 1284
Tempeh companies (USA). See Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San
Leandro, California)
Tempeh companies. See Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood River,
Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)
Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand. 1127
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds. 321, 560
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Other Substrates Such as Winged
Beans, Lupins, Velvet Beans, Brown Rice, Cassava, etc. 919, 1348
Tempeh, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Entrees, etc. 990, 1017, 1046, 1094, 1095
Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names
Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden). 957, 985, 996, 1018, 1024,
1029, 1071, 1112, 1128, 1157, 1159, 1181, 1195, 1198, 1200, 1202,
1207, 1217, 1222, 1236, 1238, 1284, 1357, 1442
Textiles made from spun soy protein fibers. See Fibers (Artificial
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)
Textured soy flours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP,
Textured Vegetable Protein)
Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers
Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured

Tocopherols. See Vitamins E (Tocopherols)
Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 19751985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient. 20, 63,
135, 136, 138, 140, 142, 151, 153, 154, 155, 156, 166, 168, 170,
171, 181, 186, 190, 194, 202, 206, 209, 214, 216, 217, 219, 220,
223, 226, 227, 234, 236, 238, 241, 245, 249, 254, 256, 257, 259,
260, 262, 263, 264, 265, 267, 268, 274, 278, 279, 281, 283, 284,
289, 290, 298, 300, 302, 303, 304, 306, 307, 311, 315, 317, 318,
320, 322, 323, 324, 328, 333, 335, 337, 339, 342, 343, 345, 346,
347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 353, 357, 358, 359, 361, 362, 369, 372,
380, 384, 390, 395, 396, 400, 402, 403, 406, 412, 415, 416, 422,
423, 427, 429, 435, 486, 490, 506, 513, 560, 562, 569, 572, 575,
577, 578, 587, 596, 614, 630, 635, 647, 678, 679, 682, 684, 758,
766, 781, 792, 795, 800, 810, 814, 823, 825, 834, 836, 847, 849,
850, 853, 854, 859, 863, 866, 867, 870, 871, 872, 875, 876, 878,
879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 887, 888, 889, 898, 899, 900,
901, 902, 903, 905, 907, 909, 910, 917, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 927, 936, 938, 942, 943, 944, 945, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958,
965, 966, 967, 971, 972, 973, 974, 977, 979, 980, 982, 984, 986,
988, 994, 998, 1003, 1006, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1020,
1037, 1040, 1043, 1044, 1054, 1055, 1059, 1063, 1073, 1079, 1081,
1086, 1087, 1089, 1093, 1098, 1101, 1104, 1107, 1113, 1114, 1123,
1124, 1125, 1127, 1128, 1131, 1133, 1137, 1147, 1153, 1156, 1157,
1158, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1170, 1171, 1172,
1176, 1177, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1194, 1195, 1197, 1199,
1200, 1201, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1212,
1213, 1214, 1216, 1220, 1221, 1227, 1229, 1235, 1239, 1242, 1247,
1249, 1250, 1260, 1282, 1284, 1287, 1291, 1293, 1296, 1299, 1301,
1317, 1334, 1347, 1349, 1350, 1352, 1363, 1368, 1370, 1377, 1379,
1383, 1384, 1389, 1404, 1408, 1418, 1419, 1423, 1437, 1442
Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 63, 135, 142, 227, 238, 241, 303, 315, 328,
390, 490, 577, 684, 853, 1404
Tofu–Marketing of. 1087, 1104, 1108, 1133
Tofu / Soy Cheesecake–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 1404

Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical /
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General
Third World / Developing Nations. 614
Thompsons Limited. Before Jan. 2004 named Thompson (W.G.)
& Sons Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada. Before 1963 W.G.
Thompson. Founded in 1924 by Wesley G. “Tommy” Thompson.
1357
Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline
Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East
Timor)

Tofu Equipment. 281, 324, 1253
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. 679, 1011, 1086, 1087, 1113, 1167, 1189,
1191, 1197, 1199, 1200, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1210, 1212, 1214, 1216,
1227, 1237, 1239, 1249, 1284, 1303, 1309, 1404, 1442
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger
Companies. 879, 920, 957, 967, 986, 1104, 1108, 1113, 1147, 1157,
1158, 1161, 1168, 1176, 1188, 1190, 1191, 1197, 1201, 1205, 1210,
1214, 1216, 1227, 1241, 1242, 1284, 1357

Tivall (Tivol), Maker of Meat Alternatives (Ashrat, Israel). 1384

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller
Companies. 859, 869, 882, 889, 943, 958, 960, 965, 971, 1036,
1208, 1418, 1423

TKW (Germany). See Tofukost-Werk GmbH

Tofu Kit or Press (Kits or Presses Used for Making Tofu at Home).
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849, 850, 853, 859, 900, 927, 1214
Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale. 1370
Tofu companies (Canada). See Victor Food Products, Ltd.
(Scarborough, Ontario, Canada)
Tofu companies (Europe). See Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte
(Prien-Chiemsee, Germany), Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol,
England), Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands),
Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France), Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH
(Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl,
Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH
(Dorsten, Germany), Tofukost-Werk TKW GmbH (Wadersloh,
Germany), Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg,
Germany), Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich,
Germany). Including Byodo Naturkost

Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Namaagé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu). 168, 359, 406, 506,
513, 572, 800, 853, 875, 955, 958, 963, 964, 966, 988, 992, 1004,
1065, 1073, 1121, 1150, 1157, 1166, 1179, 1190, 1200, 1206, 1212,
1214, 1241, 1250, 1301, 1309, 1404, 1418, 1442
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 195, 202, 239, 303
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial
Soyfood Products. 960
Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered). 135,
136, 168, 195, 202, 219, 239, 256, 257, 262, 264, 267, 279, 289,
303, 357, 359, 372, 406, 572, 800, 853, 955, 988, 1014, 1404

Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco,
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles,
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume,
Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and
Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya
Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy,
Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York), Pulmuone U.S.A.,
Inc. (South Gate, California), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco,
California), Rosewood Products Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Swan
Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia), Tomsun Foods,
Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port Washington, New York,
Wildwood Harvest, Inc.

Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese).
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product. 853, 908, 1250, 1404, 1442

Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and
Whey. 800, 853, 1036, 1191, 1214, 1230, 1404, 1442

Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
Community Scale, by Hand. 209, 396, 766, 781, 849, 850, 853,
900, 927, 1214
Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan). 587,
988, 993, 994
Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi)–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages. 800, 1230, 1404

Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About. 1108, 1404
Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu,
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo. 98,
135, 137, 138, 171, 209, 236, 263, 315, 324, 342, 359, 390, 406,
560, 701, 800, 841, 853, 955, 1284, 1404
Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 800
Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou
Toufu). Also Called, Stinking, Smelly or Redolent Tofu / Bean
Curd). 841
Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style). 206, 853, 957, 962
Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang Toufukan / Wuxiang
Doufugan). 1404
Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled,
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu.
993, 1002, 1043, 1124
Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan). 908, 962, 964, 993,
1043, 1087, 1099, 1116, 1123, 1124, 1200, 1206, 1404, 1442

Tofu, Smoked. 324, 359, 369, 390, 395, 396, 1023, 1099, 1113,
1156, 1157, 1165, 1190, 1208, 1224, 1241, 1250, 1366, 1370, 1404,
1418
Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered. 1241
Tofu, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Dressings, Entrees, Ice Creams, etc. 908, 961,
962, 963, 964, 991, 992, 993, 1000, 1002, 1004, 1008, 1009, 1010,
1022, 1023, 1033, 1034, 1050, 1065, 1068, 1075, 1099, 1116, 1118,
1120, 1121, 1136, 1140, 1146, 1149, 1150, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1185,
1224
Tofu, baked or broiled at flavored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu,
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised,
or Roasted
Tofukost-Werk TKW GmbH (Wadersloh, Germany). 1013, 1113,
1191, 1197, 1249, 1384, 1423
Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany).
Previously Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur from 1984 to 1 Jan.
1989. 1013, 1114, 1197, 1249, 1384, 1423
Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany).
Including Byodo Naturkost. 875, 920, 1013, 1113, 1114, 1197,
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1199, 1242, 1249, 1384

1222, 1231, 1257

Tofutown.com (formerly Viana Naturkost GmbH) and Bernd
Drosihn (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany). 1006, 1113, 1114,
1197, 1242, 1249, 1366, 1383, 1384, 1419, 1423

Trade statistics, Canada. See Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982. 1014, 1015, 1040, 1195
Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910). Vegetarian Pioneer in Russia. Also
known as Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy / Lyeff Nikolaevitch
Tolstoi. 1080
Tomato ketchup. See Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, WesternStyle)
Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port Washington,
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983). 810,
823, 903, 973, 1014, 1108, 1157

Trade statistics, Central America. See Latin America–Central
America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics
Trade statistics, Taiwan. See Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tonga. See Oceania

Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans

Trans Fatty Acids. 1312

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Aflatoxins (Caused by
certain strains of Aspergillus flavus and A. parasiticus molds). 771,
1083

Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms,
Especially Bacteria (Such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella,
Clostridium botulinum), that Cause Food Poisoning. See also:
Aflatoxins (produced by molds) and Bongkrek Poisoning (produced
in coconut by bacteria). 791, 1044
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants.
420
Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and
/ or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties. 10, 18, 168,
170, 173, 227, 259, 264, 285, 294, 300, 301, 304, 309, 314, 317,
318, 330, 333, 336, 341, 342, 343, 344, 353, 357, 358, 361, 362,
364, 368, 369, 381, 387, 395, 396, 405, 406, 410, 412, 415, 416,
423, 486, 489, 490, 518, 551, 555, 560, 561, 562, 572, 573, 582,
585, 591, 593, 598, 601, 612, 613, 614, 617, 660, 673, 679, 685,
695, 696, 697, 702, 705, 739, 742, 743, 783, 813, 821, 824, 840,
842, 870, 881, 1061, 1081, 1109, 1111, 1283, 1343, 1356, 1362,
1374, 1383, 1397
Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products,
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other
Trade Barriers or Subsidies. 21, 314, 333, 342, 357, 381, 405, 410,
769, 842, 915, 1126, 1309
Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports.
Miso–Imports, Exports. 3, 18, 21, 24, 63, 98, 127, 241, 245, 308,
314, 390, 523, 639, 698, 723, 773, 794, 863, 871, 947, 985, 1048,
1122, 1135, 1148, 1161, 1188, 1192, 1193, 1202, 1208, 1212, 1215,

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans
and Soybean Production. 314, 341, 369, 591, 612, 655, 679, 821
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or
Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country or
Region. 678
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular
Country or Region. 314, 342, 573, 591, 821
Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co. 1260
Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun; and its
Affiliate Bonneterre (Rungis Cedex, France). 956, 1036, 1198,
1200, 1222, 1229, 1295, 1325, 1384, 1424
Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene, Toxins and
Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the
Duren / Dueren Disease
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in the Third World / developing countries). 239, 353, 490
Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways
Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Inhibitors. 1083, 1100
Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey
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United States–States–Colorado. 308, 632, 766, 773, 792, 810, 1053,
1337, 1442

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey
Turkistan / Turkestan. See Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan
Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky
and Tempeh). 903, 1384
Tuvalu. See Oceania
TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable
Protein)
Ultrafiltration. See Membrane Technology Processes

United States–States–Connecticut. 249, 254, 286, 311, 312, 374,
411, 412, 522, 562, 600, 643, 766, 767, 810, 1238, 1250, 1394
United States–States–Delaware. 342, 412, 612, 777, 1412
United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC). 256,
262, 310, 311, 312, 313, 340, 342, 343, 364, 367, 381, 405, 406,
496, 512, 555, 568, 593, 612, 624, 673, 678, 679, 680, 681, 705,
728, 730, 762, 766, 769, 824, 842, 864, 1262, 1268, 1378, 1388
United States–States–Florida. 746, 749, 766, 767, 792, 810, 864,
1157, 1387, 1442

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums),
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from
whose fruit they are made. 66
Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration. 249, 254, 308,
1221

United States–States–Georgia. 131, 355, 412, 612, 766, 792, 865,
926, 972, 1015
United States–States–Hawaii. 308, 311, 324, 342, 406, 560, 638,
717, 766, 792, 810, 823, 1040, 1064, 1260, 1330
United States–States–Idaho. 311, 1246, 1255

Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands),
and Margarine Union. 307, 691, 692, 754, 760, 784, 820, 865, 1006,
1035, 1206, 1235, 1357
Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, England). 1198,
1219, 1222, 1229, 1237, 1357
United Kingdom, health foods movement and industry. See Health
Foods Movement and Industry in United Kingdom
United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and
UNRRA) Work with Soy. 639, 644, 662, 667, 693, 702, 715, 756,
757, 758, 794, 803, 850, 857, 873, 930, 932, 989, 995, 1052, 1053,
1154, 1233, 1269, 1272, 1345, 1381
United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board
United States–States–Alabama. 342, 412, 612, 681, 700, 782, 1378,
1398
United States–States–Alaska. 717, 766
United States–States–Arizona. 688, 693, 766, 810, 1406
United States–States–Arkansas. 311, 313, 612, 766, 792, 840, 1081,
1176, 1357
United States–States–California. 308, 340, 368, 497, 522, 553, 632,
646, 687, 688, 693, 717, 723, 753, 762, 766, 767, 773, 777, 779,
792, 795, 810, 811, 853, 858, 887, 903, 915, 926, 929, 939, 972,
973, 974, 985, 987, 1014, 1015, 1064, 1112, 1122, 1166, 1176,
1193, 1205, 1216, 1222, 1237, 1284, 1289, 1312, 1357, 1372, 1384,
1399, 1404, 1405, 1419, 1441, 1442

United States–States–Illinois. 255, 261, 308, 311, 342, 356, 406,
412, 518, 553, 560, 568, 585, 612, 617, 624, 644, 645, 656, 657,
664, 665, 670, 681, 687, 700, 739, 746, 751, 757, 762, 766, 767,
770, 777, 782, 795, 803, 810, 821, 823, 825, 869, 882, 926, 927,
939, 950, 1053, 1081, 1082, 1109, 1143, 1176, 1200, 1268, 1313,
1323, 1325, 1330, 1357, 1360, 1376, 1378, 1398, 1406, 1407, 1417
United States–States–Indiana. 311, 342, 356, 412, 518, 523, 560,
585, 612, 656, 657, 681, 762, 766, 767, 782, 810, 821, 1081, 1176,
1266, 1268, 1325, 1376, 1398, 1406
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination
of Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads
concerning the USA. 1441
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state. 101
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
U.S. state. 101, 180
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state.
101, 311, 522
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain U.S. state. 101, 180, 311, 522
United States–States–Iowa. 194, 195, 412, 518, 560, 585, 612, 656,
730, 742, 765, 766, 767, 784, 792, 810, 824, 1015, 1081, 1109,
1192, 1265, 1268, 1294, 1325, 1330, 1336, 1357, 1402, 1406
United States–States–Kansas. 273, 311, 312, 313, 361, 406, 411,
560, 612, 681, 792, 1143, 1256, 1292, 1342, 1392, 1420, 1422,
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1176, 1268, 1285, 1325, 1330, 1357, 1376, 1406, 1417, 1442, 1443

United States–States–Kentucky. 342, 356, 412, 518, 612, 617, 681,
865

United States–States–Oklahoma. 342, 612, 766, 804
United States–States–Oregon. 308, 766, 792, 795, 810, 1384, 1442

United States–States–Louisiana. 314, 518, 612, 656, 766
United States–States–Maine. 766, 1222, 1281, 1285, 1336
United States–States–Maryland. 356, 518, 560, 612, 678, 679, 680,
766, 810, 864, 1223, 1398
United States–States–Massachusetts. 165, 241, 255, 311, 312, 313,
406, 411, 412, 522, 553, 560, 589, 624, 681, 700, 709, 762, 766,
792, 795, 810, 823, 903, 954, 955, 973, 1037, 1073, 1108, 1143,
1160, 1162, 1260, 1284, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1378, 1403, 1442, 1443
United States–States–Michigan. 273, 275, 312, 313, 408, 412, 439,
576, 612, 632, 681, 738, 766, 773, 781, 795, 810, 825, 865, 1176,
1234, 1303, 1325, 1357, 1399, 1406, 1442, 1443
United States–States–Minnesota. 311, 518, 612, 669, 766, 777, 810,
821, 1081, 1246, 1325, 1330, 1399, 1406
United States–States–Mississippi. 311, 342, 412, 560, 585, 612,
681, 766, 865, 1053, 1330
United States–States–Missouri. 308, 340, 342, 412, 518, 553, 560,
585, 612, 656, 681, 762, 766, 852, 973, 1081, 1109, 1240, 1246,
1255, 1256, 1263, 1264, 1268, 1279, 1332, 1338, 1339, 1342, 1361,
1369, 1406, 1416, 1420
United States–States–Nebraska. 342, 612, 633, 792, 1268, 1325,
1336, 1406
United States–States–Nevada. 766

United States–States–Pennsylvania. 20, 21, 131, 208, 359, 411, 412,
506, 523, 553, 589, 612, 643, 681, 687, 709, 719, 762, 766, 770,
792, 1355, 1359, 1412
United States–States–Rhode Island. 311, 312, 313, 412, 766
United States–States–South Carolina. 342, 612, 766
United States–States–South Dakota. 1406
United States–States–Tennessee. 311, 342, 356, 412, 513, 518, 612,
681, 705, 795, 865, 1143, 1176, 1357, 1442
United States–States–Texas. 342, 612, 766, 767, 791, 810, 821,
1406
United States–States–Utah. 766
United States–States–Vermont. 762, 766
United States–States–Virginia. 310, 311, 313, 333, 342, 356, 390,
408, 412, 612, 656, 657, 681, 721, 728, 730, 733, 753, 766, 865,
1268, 1443
United States–States–Washington state. 308, 523, 639, 729, 773,
792, 810, 920, 1112, 1338, 1377, 1399
United States–States–West Virginia. 560, 612, 624, 664, 810, 973
United States–States–Wisconsin. 311, 406, 407, 408, 412, 523, 560,
588, 612, 762, 766, 810, 871, 972, 973, 1312, 1406, 1417, 1443

United States–States–New Hampshire. 766, 810, 1037
United States–States–New Jersey. 101, 163, 165, 291, 311, 312,
371, 411, 488, 509, 522, 523, 612, 643, 681, 766, 1132, 1143, 1220,
1394, 1411, 1412
United States–States–New Mexico. 766, 810, 1411, 1412, 1413
United States–States–New York. 21, 109, 165, 177, 249, 254, 273,
283, 322, 342, 343, 356, 367, 381, 408, 435, 522, 528, 529, 536,
551, 553, 558, 560, 600, 612, 635, 643, 689, 697, 701, 704, 707,
711, 721, 735, 746, 750, 753, 762, 766, 767, 777, 792, 795, 810,
839, 864, 903, 953, 973, 1015, 1037, 1040, 1143, 1257, 1298, 1312,
1355, 1376, 1384, 1402, 1412, 1425
United States–States–North Carolina. 180, 256, 262, 311, 312, 313,
322, 342, 343, 356, 364, 406, 411, 412, 518, 522, 523, 560, 585,
586, 612, 657, 681, 766, 1333
United States–States–North Dakota. 487, 766, 1256, 1395
United States–States–Ohio. 312, 342, 411, 412, 518, 560, 562, 585,
612, 681, 697, 738, 762, 766, 792, 810, 821, 865, 926, 972, 1081,

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Adjustment Administration (AAA, 1933-1942) and Agricultural
Adjustment Agency (1942-1945). 681
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural
Research Administration (1942-1953). 757, 953, 1053
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942). 311, 342,
390, 408, 412
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921),
and Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922).
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service. 673
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943),
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of
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Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) in 1953. 532
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Office of Home
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work
in the Office of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the
Agricultural Research Service in 1953. 256, 257, 262, 303, 513
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953).
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Office of Plant
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901).
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953. 255, 310,
311, 312, 313, 342, 343, 364, 367, 372, 406, 407, 408, 409, 411,
412, 506, 555, 582, 593, 678, 679, 680, 681, 1143, 1443
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and
Nutrition Service (FNS). 762
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service
(1938-1939). 602, 712, 713, 1325
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Office of
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative
State Experiment Station Service in 1961. 256, 262, 303
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA). 312,
411
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Office of Foreign
Plant Introduction. 311, 313, 340, 342, 364
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA), Including the Food Production and
Distribution Administration. 639
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction. 180,
268, 278, 284, 320, 324, 338, 356, 361, 374, 375, 377, 403, 410,
427, 428, 568, 589, 612, 639, 645, 705, 742, 755, 769, 777, 803,
823, 948, 1081, 1109, 1255, 1262, 1388, 1407
United States of America (USA). 5, 20, 21, 101, 116, 131, 163, 165,
173, 177, 180, 194, 195, 208, 241, 242, 249, 250, 254, 255, 256,
257, 261, 262, 267, 268, 273, 275, 278, 282, 283, 284, 286, 290,
291, 299, 300, 303, 306, 308, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 318,
320, 322, 323, 324, 333, 336, 338, 340, 342, 343, 353, 355, 356,

359, 361, 364, 367, 368, 369, 374, 375, 379, 381, 384, 386, 390,
395, 396, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 411, 415, 416, 418,
422, 428, 435, 439, 471, 485, 486, 487, 488, 496, 497, 506, 509,
512, 513, 518, 522, 523, 526, 528, 529, 532, 536, 549, 551, 553,
555, 558, 560, 561, 562, 568, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 578, 580,
582, 585, 586, 587, 589, 591, 592, 593, 594, 597, 599, 600, 609,
612, 617, 622, 624, 632, 633, 634, 635, 638, 639, 643, 644, 645,
646, 649, 656, 657, 662, 664, 665, 667, 669, 670, 673, 678, 679,
680, 681, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691, 692, 693, 696, 697, 698,
700, 701, 702, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 711, 712, 713, 714,
717, 719, 720, 721, 723, 727, 728, 729, 730, 733, 735, 738, 739,
742, 746, 749, 750, 751, 753, 754, 756, 757, 760, 762, 763, 764,
765, 766, 767, 768, 769, 770, 773, 774, 775, 777, 779, 780, 781,
782, 784, 788, 790, 791, 792, 793, 795, 803, 804, 805, 810, 811,
813, 821, 823, 824, 825, 839, 840, 842, 853, 854, 858, 864, 865,
869, 870, 871, 873, 881, 882, 885, 887, 888, 903, 915, 919, 926,
927, 929, 939, 950, 953, 972, 973, 974, 976, 983, 985, 987, 1015,
1024, 1029, 1037, 1040, 1053, 1060, 1064, 1081, 1082, 1086, 1089,
1091, 1102, 1108, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1122, 1132, 1134, 1143, 1160,
1162, 1166, 1167, 1176, 1192, 1193, 1209, 1212, 1220, 1226, 1234,
1238, 1239, 1240, 1246, 1250, 1252, 1254, 1255, 1256, 1260, 1262,
1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1268, 1276, 1277, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1283,
1284, 1285, 1286, 1288, 1289, 1292, 1294, 1298, 1307, 1308, 1312,
1313, 1323, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1336, 1337,
1338, 1339, 1340, 1342, 1345, 1346, 1351, 1352, 1355, 1356, 1357,
1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1365, 1367, 1369, 1372, 1373, 1375, 1376,
1377, 1378, 1381, 1383, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1392, 1394, 1395,
1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407,
1409, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1425, 1429,
1430, 1436, 1442, 1443
United States of America–Activities and Influence Overseas /
Abroad. 397, 614, 663, 671, 683, 695, 699, 755, 780, 813, 848, 852,
874, 916, 920, 954, 955, 956, 1006, 1061, 1070, 1073, 1126, 1157,
1188, 1198, 1205, 1212, 1217, 1237, 1301, 1303, 1322, 1325, 1347,
1362, 1374
United States of America–Commercial Products Imported from
Abroad. 1257
United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 412, 415, 416, 486, 518, 523, 555,
572, 585, 612, 617, 662, 667, 673, 742, 813, 1081, 1109
United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods
Movement in North America
Upjohn, Inc. Named Pharmacia & Upjohn since 2 Nov. 1995. 1321
Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation
U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936. 681
USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA before 1900
USA. See United States of America
USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture
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USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable
Soybeans

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and
Their Authors

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati
Ghee). 697, 1312

Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted or Prominent Personalities and
Famous People. 863

Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands). Including Alpro (Early
Years Only) and Vamo. 764, 955, 956, 985, 1006, 1035, 1122, 1157,
1165, 1169, 1195, 1198, 1200, 1217, 1349

Vegetarian Cookbooks. See also: Vegan Cookbooks. 359, 727, 786

Vanuatu. See Oceania

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets.
249, 254, 324, 380

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen
Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and
Varieties
Varieties, soybean–European Chinese. See European Soybean Types
and Varieties
Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and
Varieties
Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type
Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General,
Including Varieties and Seeds). 311, 317, 333, 361, 378, 395, 396,
408, 485, 555, 584, 590, 623, 647, 650, 651, 660, 673, 678, 752,
778, 789, 797, 843, 850, 857, 921, 923, 933, 995, 997, 1005, 1027,
1245, 1270, 1314, 1343, 1397, 1443
Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses. 877, 958, 1309

Vegetarian Diet or Vegetarianism–Opposition or Objection to. 223

Vegetarian and Vegan Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–
Children and Teenagers. 509
Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias. 727, 1206, 1404
Vegetarian pioneers. See Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”)
(1869-1948), Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Seventh-day
Adventists–White, Ellen G. (1827-1915), Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910)
Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also:
Veganism. 223, 245, 249, 254, 283, 322, 324, 339, 380, 509, 587,
720, 738, 795, 810, 853, 854, 863, 875, 957, 958, 1080, 1087, 1104,
1188, 1205, 1206, 1328, 1389, 1404
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also
Called Political Economy. 594
Vegetarianism–Evidence from Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology. 359
Vegetarianism–Raw / Uncooked / Unfired Foods and Diet. 380

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and
Gene Banks, Introduction of Soybeans (as to a Nation, State, or
Region, with P.I. Numbers for the USA) and Selection
Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of
Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions
(Official) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers
and Synonyms
Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism
Vegetable oils. See Specific Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame
Oil, Sunflower Oil, etc

Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with. 738, 1188, 1205,
1222, 1336, 1404
Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market. 1188
Vegetarianism–Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSE,
Brain Diseases), Including Prions, “Mad-Cow Disease,” Bovine
Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease
(CJD), Scrapie, etc. 1326, 1336
Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather. 1222, 1328

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis.
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean. 291

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General

Vereenigde Ost-Indische Compagnie. See Dutch East India
Company
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Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings,
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds
Viana Naturkost GmbH. See Tofutown.com

Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet. 1338,
1383, 1384, 1393

Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada).
Founded by Stephen Yu in 1978. 985

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use. 32, 112, 163, 560, 678, 999,
1115, 1326

Videotapes or References to Video Tapes. 823, 908

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Vietnamese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 955, 963
Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing Co. (San
Jose, California). 773

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now officially named
Vilmorin s.a. 23, 89, 120, 122, 132, 142, 145, 154, 156, 167, 169,
172, 182, 193, 273, 275, 306, 311, 313, 333, 361, 396, 407, 408,
587, 613, 647, 652, 661, 806

Wenger International Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker
Manufacturers–Wenger International Inc.

Vitamins (General). 253, 360, 406, 473, 486, 627

Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New
York, 14 Oct. 1997. 1176, 1260, 1284, 1357

Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins). 748, 1297, 1328

Wessanen (Royal), NV Co. (Based in the Netherlands). Acquired
Tree of Life in Dec. 1985 and Balanced Foods in Dec. 1986. 1006

Vitamins E (Tocopherols, Natural Powerful Antioxidant). 833
Western Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa
Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc.,
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993).
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started
in March 1940. 950, 985, 1014, 1122, 1176, 1281, 1284, 1309,
1357, 1404, 1442
Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts
WISHH (World Initiative for Soy in Human Health), and World Soy
Foundation (WSF). Projects of the American Soybean Association
(ASA). 1406
Walnut Acres (Penns Creek, Pensylvania). Grower of Organic
Foods. Miller of Stone-Ground Flours and Cereals. Seller (in Store
and by Mail Order) of Natural Foods. Founded about 1946-1949 by
Paul and Betty Keene. 643, 719
War Food Administration of USDA. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food Administration (WFA)
War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)
War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods
War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans
and Soyfoods
War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods

Wheat Gluten–Historical Documents Published before 1900. 202,
206, 216, 220, 242, 249, 254
Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan (Including Wheatmeat, Tan Pups,
and Tan Pops). 875, 878, 920, 955, 958, 967, 1003, 1034, 1073,
1125, 1137, 1165, 1250, 1350, 1368, 1370, 1389
Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles:
Mienchin / Mien-chin. 202, 206, 214, 216, 217, 220, 223, 230, 231,
242, 249, 254, 272, 283, 286, 288, 386, 502, 936, 1140, 1299, 1384
Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese
Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley
Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream or
Whipping Cream and Contains Soy Protein). 780, 979, 1404, 1419
Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen
White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002. 810, 1040, 1157, 1176, 1284, 1357,
1442
White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White
White, Ellen G. (1827-1915). Co-Founder of Seventh-day Adventist
Church. 738, 1298
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Whole Dry Soybean Flakes. See Microsoy Corp., Formerly Nichii
Company
Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed). 182, 202, 220,
560
Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Food). 38, 64, 65, 89,
127, 135, 138, 148, 149, 164, 165, 182, 189, 193, 202, 219, 236,
263, 264, 281, 306, 307, 314, 322, 323, 324, 339, 342, 356, 369,
380, 384, 395, 405, 406, 415, 416, 427, 431, 560, 562, 587, 588,
614, 630, 635, 654, 661, 666, 678, 684, 894, 975, 1072, 1127, 1165,
1170, 1352, 1404
Whole Dry Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages. 356
Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling,
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including
Japanese Gô). 38, 64, 137, 356, 431, 661, 666, 853, 1404
Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground to a Paste, Puree, or Slurry, Then
Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food Products. 1045
Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat. 64, 975, 1097, 1148, 1156, 1237
WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro,
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb.
1981). 887, 920, 972, 977, 1006, 1011, 1013, 1229, 1372, 1384
Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel).
9, 62, 184, 191, 199, 239, 255, 311, 528, 678, 1053
Wild Soybeans (General). 101
Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens,
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei,
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G.
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G.
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and
G. tomentosa). 4, 311, 428, 1053
Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax,
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell,
Iowa; started Jan. 1999). 1013, 1166, 1384
Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.
Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth
Yellow
Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called FourAngled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea,

Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis
or Kalamismis). 7, 239, 353
Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England. 21, 264, 322, 356,
390, 497, 506
Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient. 322,
390, 506
Worcestershire Sauce, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 322
World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses. 486, 572, 582, 617, 662, 667, 673, 813
World Initiative for Soy in Human Health. See WISHH
World Soy Foundation (WSF). See WISHH (World Initiative for
Soy in Human Health)
World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First
World War” and “The Great War”. 336, 338, 341, 355, 356, 357,
358, 361, 369, 387, 389, 390, 396, 403, 405, 415, 416, 422, 423,
426, 435, 509, 582, 652, 657, 679, 686, 691, 692, 715, 865, 929,
1080, 1440
World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second
World War”. 591, 594, 602, 633, 639, 644, 653, 655, 657, 660, 668,
673, 679, 681, 686, 692, 693, 715, 716, 739, 750, 762, 774, 775,
782, 789, 864, 874, 919, 929, 935, 1037, 1160, 1223, 1260, 1270,
1385, 1394
World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food
Shortages, and Mortality, Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or
Radioactivity, Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems
(Including Poverty)
World. 5, 324, 381, 406, 490, 549, 550, 555, 560, 575, 582, 585,
593, 599, 613, 638, 662, 667, 673, 678, 679, 696, 712, 730, 739,
755, 813, 840, 985, 1111, 1122, 1226, 1332, 1387, 1394, 1401,
1403, 1409, 1442
Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan.
1990. 760, 777, 780, 985, 1122, 1176, 1188, 1284, 1336, 1357
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon). 264
Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH. See Huegli Naehrmittel
A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland)
Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow
Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affiliates. 1309
Yield Statistics, Soybean. 12, 19, 24, 29, 32, 35, 36, 38, 53, 60, 65,
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89, 101, 112, 119, 127, 148, 154, 163, 170, 180, 195, 255, 259, 264,
273, 292, 297, 306, 307, 324, 328, 333, 342, 343, 354, 361, 406,
549, 551, 552, 555, 560, 562, 585, 612, 614, 617, 653, 660, 662,
667, 761, 796, 797, 809, 813, 815, 816, 827, 829, 835, 843, 848,
935, 936, 1080, 1154, 1233, 1239, 1245, 1270, 1271, 1345
Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt
Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan). 780
Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). EnglishLanguage Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”.
20, 168, 202, 239, 256, 257, 262, 268, 278, 284, 289, 290, 303, 317,
320, 322, 342, 362, 372, 405, 406, 412, 490, 560, 569, 572, 578,
588, 800, 853, 870, 1171, 1404
Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–ChineseStyle. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean
Curd Bamboo. 342, 405, 569, 588
Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages. 168, 202, 303
Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 342, 405
Yuba made into meat alternatives. See Meat Alternatives
(Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba
Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro
Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic
Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Kinshasa
Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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